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Using
This section provides information about using IDMS components and features.

Common Facilities
Learn more about IDMS/DB Database facilities and the SYSIDMS parameter file:

Command Facility
— Lets you submit command statements in a batch or online environment.

Online Compiler Text Editor
— Lets you edit compiler output and resubmit it as input using the IDMS development tools.

Transfer Control Facility
— Lets you transfer between IDMS development tools.

SYSIDMS parameter file
— Contains parameters that you can add to a batch job running in local mode or under the central version. These
parameters let you specify environment requirements, runtime directives, and operating system-dependent
information.

Command Facility
The command facility is an IDMS tool that you use to submit several types of IDMS statements, using a batch or online
component, as follows:

Batch command facility (IDMSBCF):
Allows you to submit command statements as part of a batch job stream.

Online command facility (OCF):
Allows you to submit command statements interactively and see the resulting output on a display screen.

Types of Statements You Can Submit

Using the command facility, you can submit Physical DDL and Logical DDL statements .

Physical DDL Statements

Use physical DDL statements for SQL and non-SQL defined databases to define the following:

• Database name tables
• DMCLs
• Segments

Logical DDL Statements

Use logical DDL statements for SQL-defined databases to define the following:
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• CALC keys
• Functions
• Indexes
• Procedures
• Referential constraints
• Schemas
• Table Procedures
• Tables
• Views

Coding Considerations - Command Facility
Follow the coding guidelines described in the following table when you use the command facility.

Guideline for: Description
Input For batch, the input must be in columns 1 through 72 or 80. The

default is 72. You can change the default by using the SYSIDMS
parameter BCF_INPUT_80. For more information, see SYSIDMS
Parameter File (Common Facilities). For online, the input must be
in columns 1 through 79.
Can be uppercase or lowercase characters (or mixed).
A statement can span any number of input lines. You can submit
multiple statements on the same input line.

Syntax Use the syntax rules that apply to the type of statement:
Physical DDL: See Components of a Physical DDL Statement.
Logical DDL: See Programming in the IDMS Environment.
SQL DML: See SQL DML Statements Operating on Network-
defined Records.
Utilities: See Utilities.
Security administration: See Notes on Security Statement Syntax.

Statement terminator End each statement with a command terminator or delimiter.
Initially the command terminator is the semicolon (;), but it can
be modified by the SET OPTIONS COMMAND DELIMITER
command. The command delimiter can be on the line with the
statement, or it can be on the line following the statement.
You can omit the terminator at the end of your last statement.

Comments Begin comments with a double hyphen (--). Comments continue to
the end of an input line.

Connecting to a dictionary Use a CONNECT statement in a batch or online command facility
session. See Connecting to a Dictionary.

Session control Use the SET OPTIONS statement. See Using SET OPTIONS to
Select Options.

Output formatting control Use the SET OPTIONS statement: See Using SET OPTIONS to
Select Options.

Special Coding for Command Facility Statements
As an alternative to switching to the command facility compiler, you can submit command facility statements using the
command facility. You can submit command facility statements singly or as a block of statements. These two methods
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are described as follows. Also the considerations are described when you need to submit a command facility SIGNON
statement.

Submitting a Single Command Facility Statement

Submit the statement as you would to the command facility compiler except end each statement with a semicolon. Each
statement is processed in a separate call to the command facility compiler.

If an entity type is ambiguous, precede it in syntax with the keywords command facility. For example, to differentiate a
COMMAND FACILITY FILE from a DDL FILE, add the keywords command facility:

add command facility file name is ...

display all command facility files.

You can mix command facility statements with other statements you submit using the command facility.

Submitting a Block of Command Facility Statements

If you want to enter several command facility statements without making several calls to the command facility compiler,
you can submit the command facility statements as a block. Place the command EXECIDD on a separate line preceding
the command facility statements, and place the command ENDIDD on a separate line following the command facility
statements. You can use a period or semicolon to terminate each command facility statement.

The following is an example of submitting multiple command facility statements for processing in a single call to the
command facility compiler:

EXECIDD

add attribute sql within class language.

add module sqlsel language sql

   module source follows

       select * from employee

       where proj_leader_id = emp_id

       and proj_id = project_number;

   msend.

ENDIDD

When to Enter a COMMAND FACILITY SIGNON Statement

Appropriate COMMAND FACILITY SIGNONs are generated when you enter command facility statements singly or as a
block.

However, when your signon user ID for a command facility secured dictionary does not match your signon user ID for the
system, enter a COMMAND FACILITY SIGNON statement as the first statement following EXECIDD. This signon must
include the user ID and password required to access the secured dictionary.

Connecting to a Dictionary
You can explicitly connect to a dictionary using the CONNECT statement.

NOTE
CONNECT is the OCF counterpart of a SIGNON statement, like COMMAND FACILITY SIGNON.

  

 

 ►►─── CONNECT TO dictionary-name ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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Dictionary-name is the name of the dictionary to be accessed during the batch or online command facility session;
specifies the dictionary where definitions are stored.

Connecting Automatically

If you do not use the CONNECT statement, the command facility automatically connects to the current dictionary, as
follows:

• Batch -- Current dictionary is determined by the DICTNAME parameter in the SYSIDMS parameters file.

NOTE
For more information about SYSIDMS parameters, see "SYSIDMS Parameter File (Common Facilities)".

• Online -- Current dictionary is determined according to how it is set by the user:
– DCUF SET DICTNAME
– User signon profile
– COMMAND FACILITY SIGNON

Using SET OPTIONS to Select Options
You can optionally include a SET OPTIONS statement in an IDMSBCF (batch) or OCF (online) session to do the
following:

• Control the processing of statements
• Format the output from the execution of SQL SELECT statements
• Control input and output of the batch command facility (IDMSBCF)
• Change the command delimiter

Syntax

                    ┌──────────────────────────────┐

►►─── SET OPTIONS ──▼─┬─ session-option ───────┬───┴───────cmd-delimiter───►◄

                      ├─ format-option ────────┤

                      ├─ io-option ────────────┤

                      └─ cmd-delimiter-option ─┘

Expansion of session-option

►►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►◄

   └─┬─ AUTOCOMMIT ──┬─ ON ◄──┬────────────┬─┬─┬─┘

     │               │        └─ CONTINUE ─┘ │ │

     │               ├─ COMMAND ─────────────┤ │

     │               └─ OFF ─────────────────┘ │

     └─ ON ERROR ─┬─ END ────────┬─────────────┘

                  ├─ CONTINUE ◄──┤

                  └─ ROLLBACK ───┘

Expansion of format-option

►►──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►◄

    └─┬─ TITLE ─┬─ 'title' ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘

      │         └─ DEFAULT ─┘                                             │

      ├─ HEADINGS ─┬─ OFF ──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┤
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      │            └─ ON ◄──┘                                             │

      ├─ LINES ─┬─ 60 ◄────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────┤

      │         └─ line-count ─┘                                          │

      ├─ WIDTH ─┬─ PAGE character-count ────────────────────────────────┬─┤

      │         ├─ CHARacter ─┬─ 80 ◄─────────────────────┬─────────────┤ │

      │         │             └─ maximum-character-count ─┘             │ │

      │         ├─ NUMeric maximum-character-count ─────────────────────┤ │

      │         └─ COLUMN ─┬─ column-number  maximum-character-count ─┬─┘ │

      │                    └─ OFF ────────────────────────────────────┘   │

      ├─ UNDERLINE underline-character ───────────────────────────────────┤

      ├─ PAGEBREAK ─┬─ column-number ─┬─────────────────────────────────┬─┤

      │             │                 └ column-number ┬────────────────┬┘ │

      │             │                                 └ column-number ─┘  │

      │             └─ OFF ───────────────────────────────────────────────┤

      ├─ STATUS ─┬─ OFF ───┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┤

      │          └─ ON ◄───┘                                              │

      ├─ COMPRESS ─┬─ ON ────┬────────────────────────────────────────────┤

      │            └─ OFF ◄──┘                                            │

      └─ COLUMN WRAP ─┬─ OFF ──┬──────────────────────────────────────────┘

                      └─ ON ◄──┘

Expansion of io-option

►►─┬── OUTPUT TO ────┬─── SYSLST ◄────────┬───────────────────────────┬─────►◄

   │                 └─ output-ddname ────┘                           │

   └── INPUT FROM ────┬─ SYSIPT ◄──────┬──────────────────────────────┘

                      └─ input-ddname ─┘

Expansion of cmd-delimiter-option

►►──── COMMAND DELIMITER ───┬──── DEFAULT ◄─────────────┬────────────────────►◄

                            └─── 'new-cmd-delimiter' ───┘

Parameters

cmd-delimiter
The current command delimiter to terminate the SET OPTIONS command. Initially the command delimiter is the
semicolon(;) character, but it can be modified with the SET OPTIONS cmd-delimiter-option command

session-option
On a SET OPTIONS statement, specifies session control options such as when to commit and rollback work and
whether to continue processing when a statement execution results in an error.

AUTOCOMMIT
Specifies AUTOCOMMIT options after successful statement execution (for more information on options for
statements that return errors, see the ON ERROR parameter). AUTOCOMMIT options are shown in the following
table.
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NOTE
AUTOCOMMIT does not apply to utility statements.

Option IDMSBCF OCF OCFX
AUTOCOMMIT
ON
(default)

Executes a COMMIT WORK
RELEASE after the last
statement in the input stream.

Executes a COMMIT WORK
CONTINUE at the end of the
edit buffer. Executes a COMMIT
WORK RELEASE at the end of
the SQL session; resources are
released and temporary tables
are dropped.

Executes a COMMIT WORK
RELEASE at the end of the
module.

AUTOCOMMIT
ON CONTINUE

N/A Holds resources until a
COMMIT is issued, enabling
you to keep temporary tables;
note that this option can slow
performance and should be
used with caution.

N/A

AUTOCOMMIT
COMMAND

Executes a COMMIT WORK CONTINUE after each successfully
executed statement.

AUTOCOMMIT
OFF

No automatic COMMIT occurs; you must specify COMMIT WORK
RELEASE sectionly.
IDMSBCF and OCFX -- A release is issued at the end of
processing, and this may cause a rollback if any work has not
been committed.

ON ERROR
Specifies whether the session ends when a statement returns an error status code (a code with a value less than
zero). Options are shown in the following table.

NOTE
ROLLBACK does not apply to utility statements.

Option IDMSBCF OCF OCFX
ON ERROR
CONTINUE
(default)

Continues executing. Continues executing. Continues executing.

ON ERROR
END

Ends job step and
session. Proceeds with the
AUTOCOMMIT option.

Ends execution of commands in
the current edit buffer and ends
the SQL session. Does not end
the OCF session. Proceeds with
the AUTOCOMMIT option.

Ends execution of commands
in the module and ends the
session. Proceeds with the
AUTOCOMMIT option.

ON ERROR
ROLLBACK

Issues a ROLLBACK RELEASE
and ends job step.

Issues a ROLLBACK RELEASE
and ends the SQL session.
Does not end the OCF session.

Issues a ROLLBACK RELEASE
and ends the execution of the
module.

format-option
On a SET OPTIONS statement, specifies options for formatting the output of an SQL SELECT statement.

TITLE
Specifies a user-defined title line or resets the default title line. The TITLE parameter applies to IDMSBCF only.
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'title'
Overrides the default title line with the specified title. You must enclose a title in single quotes.

DEFAULT
Resets the title line to the default. The default title line is 'IDMS Batch Command Facility'.

HEADINGS
Enables or suppresses page breaks and the output formatting that goes with them.
OFF

Suppresses page breaks. The title and column headings appear only once. Use this parameter when you
intend to browse batch output online. OFF is the OCF default.

ON
Enables page breaks so that column name headings appear at the top of each page. ON is the IDMSBCF
default.

LINES line-count
Sets the number of lines per page (the default is 60).

WIDTH
Sets page and/or column widths, or resets default widths.
PAGE character-count

Sets the width of a page for output. The range for IDMSBCF or OCFX is 40 to 132 (anything less than
40 is set to 40, anything greater than 132 is set to 132). The maximum value you should specify for OCF
is 76; this reserves three characters for the *+ and space character preceding output; to suppress these
characters, specify WIDTH PAGE 79.

NOTE
The PAGE parameter overrides the CHARACTER parameter.

CHARacter maximum-character-count
Sets the maximum width of non-numeric columns. Range is 1 to the width of the page (the default is 80).
Columns longer than maximum-character-count are wrapped within the line. WIDTH CHAR must be less
than the value specified for WIDTH PAGE.

NUMeric maximum-character-count
Sets the maximum width of numeric columns. Range is 1 to 32 (the default is the maximum length for the
data type). If an exact value (including the sign) contains more digits than maximum-character-count, the
value is replaced in output by a string of asterisks. Approximated values are rounded to fit the specified
width of the column.

COLUMN column-number maximum-character-count
Sets the maximum width of the column identified by column-number. The maximum value you can specify
for maximum-character-count is the width of the page. This parameter overrides WIDTH CHARACTER
and WIDTH NUMERIC parameters for the specified column.

COLUMN OFF
Turns off all column width settings that were specified using the WIDTH COLUMN parameter.

UNDERLINE underline-character
Specifies the character that is to be used to underline column headings in output. The default is a blank space.

PAGEBREAK
Enables or disables settings required for a page break.
column-number

Specifies the number of an output column that is to be used to control page breaks. A change in the value
of a column forces a page break. You can specify up to three column numbers. The HEADING OFF and
COLUMN WRAP ON parameters disable this parameter.
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OFF
Clears the column settings specified in the PAGEBREAK parameter of a previous SET OPTIONS
statement.

STATUS
Controls the display of return codes.
OFF

Specifies that only non-zero status codes are to be displayed after statement execution.
ON

Specifies that return codes are to be displayed after the execution of every statement. ON is the default.
COMPRESS

Controls truncation of the output resulting from the execution of an SQL SELECT statement.
ON

Specifies truncation of output columns so that an entire row fits on one line.
OFF

Specifies normal output without any truncation of lines. OFF is the default.
COLUMN WRAP

Enables or disables line wrap for output columns.
OFF

Specifies that non-numeric columns that are longer than the available output space are to be truncated.
ON

Specifies that non-numeric columns that are longer than the available output space are to be displayed on
multiple lines. ON is the default unless the COMPRESS ON parameter is used.

io-option
On a SET OPTIONS statement, specifies options for controlling the input and output of the command facility. The
io-option is for IDMSBCF (batch) only.

OUTPUT TO
Specifies where to write data output.
SYSLST

Writes data output to SYSLST. If the prior assignment of the OUTPUT stream was not SYSLST, the prior
OUTPUT assignment is closed.

output-ddname
Specifies the z/OS DD name, z/VSE file name link name of a sequential data set to use for writing the
data output.
When output is assigned to output-ddname, these rules apply:

• WIDTH PAGE is automatically set to the record length (or maximum record length for variable record
files) that was specified when the file associated with output-ddname was created. If no record length
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and record format were specified, the record format defaults to variable and the record length to block
size - 4; if no block size was specified, a block size of 4096 is used.

• HEADINGS are set to OFF.
• The "non-data" information like the echoed command, eventual headers, the number of rows

processed, and the SQL return code are output to SYSLST.
• Output data are not prefixed by "*+".
• Data are represented in string format, not in the native format. For example, a column defined as INT

with value 12345678 is internally stored as a 4-byte binary value X'00BC614E'; in the output data
however, the column value is 8-byte character string '12345678'.

• The width of each column in the output file is determined by the larger value of the column width and
the column header. For example, a column named "Date", defined as CHAR(10) uses 10 positions in
the output file; a column named "MiddleInitial", defined as CHAR(1) uses 13 positions.

• IDMSBCF inserts two blanks in between successive columns.
• The output-ddname file is closed on the next SET OPTIONS OUTPUT or at program end.

INPUT FROM
Specifies where to read input.
SYSIPT

Reads input from SYSIPT.
input-ddname

Specifies the DD name of a sequential data set to use for reading commands.
When input is assigned to input-ddname, these rules apply:

• Input from input-ddname can be any type and length supported by the operating system, that is, input
is not limited to 80 character lines.

• Columns 73 through 80 of the input are NOT considered as a line sequence number, that is, they
should contain valid input data.

• End-of-file on the input-ddname file automatically reassigns input to SYSIPT.

cmd-delimiter-option
On a SET OPTIONS statement, specifies the command facility terminator.

COMMAND DELIMITER
Specifies the character string whose value will be used to delimit command facility statements after the SET
OPTIONS command has been executed.
new-cmd-delimiter

Specifies the character string literal to be used as a delimiter. 'Delimiter' must be a 1- to 32-character
string.

DEFAULT
Specifies that the default of a semicolon (;) will be used as a delimiter.

Usage

Statement terminator

Use the command delimiter, by default a semicolon, to terminate a SET OPTIONS statement. The use of an alternate
command delimiter is required when entering multi-statement SQL routine bodies using the CREATE PROCEDURE or
CREATE FUNCTION SQL DDL commands. According to the SQL procedural language, multiple SQL statements must be
separated by the semicolon. However, using the semicolon also as the command terminator would truncate the CREATE
command after the first semicolon, and any statements thereafter would erroneously be interpreted as new commands for
the command facility and not as statements that make up the rest of the SQL routine body.
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NOTE
Specifying a command terminator string replaces the previous specified one or the default, the semicolon, if
none was specified. The specification of a command delimiter, just as any SET OPTIONS parameter remains
in effect until a new SET OPTIONS COMMAND DELIMITER is issued or until the end of the command facility
session.

Number of SET OPTIONS statements in a job step

You can use more than one SET OPTIONS statement in an IDMSBCF or OCF session. This enables you to change
session, formatting, io and command delimiter options without requiring you to end the session.

Each parameter you specify remains in effect to the end of the session unless you explicitly change that same parameter
in a subsequent SET OPTIONS statement.

Page breaks for ordered information

You can use the PAGEBREAK parameter of SET OPTIONS to separate information sorted by the ORDER BY clause of
the SQL SELECT statement.

Input and output assignment

You can use the OUTPUT TO parameter to output the resulting data of, for example, SQL commands to an intermediate
file, which can then be used as input to IDMSBCF or a user written program.

Combining the OUTPUT TO and INPUT FROM parameters allow you to write IDMSBCF scripts to perform the following
tasks:

• Unload/Load or copy of selective table(s) using SQL DML.
• Automatic access module recompile script for all access modules that are affected by an update statistics or change in

table or any other condition that can be detected by looking in the catalog/dictionary.
• Build LOAD file for loading data using SQL DML.
• Build XML scripts to unload/load data from/to IDMS to/from XML documents.

Examples

Session control parameters

The following SET OPTIONS statement specifies that a COMMIT WORK CONTINUE is to be issued after the successful
execution of each statement; ON ERROR END specifies that the session is to end if the execution of a statement results
in an error.

set options autocommit command

        on error end;

Submitting batch and viewing online

The following example shows SET OPTIONS parameters that you might typically use to submit an IDMSBCF batch job
and view the output online.

set options title 'employee list'

        headings on

        underline *

        lines 24

        width page 80

        width char 10

        width num 5

        width column 2 6

        pagebreak 2 4
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        column wrap off;

With these parameters specified, the output is formatted as follows:

• Headings appear at the top of each page and are underscored using asterisks (underline *).
• The page length is set to the number of lines on the screen (24).
• The page width is set to the width of the screen.
• Non-numeric and numeric output columns are set to 10 and 5, respectively, with a maximum width in column 2 of 6

characters.
• Any change in the value of column 2 or column 4 will force a new page.
• Non-numeric columns will be truncated as needed so output rows can appear on a single line (WRAP OFF).

Effects of WIDTH PAGE and COMPRESS ON

The following example shows the output of a SELECT statement when the output exceeds the value specified by WIDTH
PAGE. Because the screen is not wide enough to display all four columns of data, the data for the fourth column is
displayed after all of the data for the first three columns is displayed.

                   OCF nn.n IDMS  PAGE 1 LINE 1                 1/137  cv

SELECT EMP_LNAME,EMP_FNAME,D.DEPT_ID, DEPT_NAME

FROM DEMOEMPL.DEPARTMENT D,DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE E

WHERE D.DEPT_ID=E.DEPT_ID;

*+

*+ EMP_LNAME             EMP_FNAME             DEPT_ID

*+ ---------             ---------             -------

*+ Brooks                John                     3510

*+ Park                  Deborah                  2210

*+ Smith                 Carl                     3530

*+ Spade                 Samuel                   4600

*+ Loren                 Martin                   4600

*+ Anderson              Alice                    6200

*+ MacGregor             Bruce                    2200

*+ Lynn                  David                    2200

*+

*+ DEPT_NAME

*+ ---------

*+ APPRAISAL - USED CARS

*+ SALES - NEW CARS

*+ APPRAISAL - SERVICE

*+ MAINTENANCE

*+ MAINTENANCE

*+ CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION

*+ SALES - USED CARS

*+ SALES - USED CARS

*+ 8 rows processed

As an alternative, you can specify COMPRESS ON. This truncates column output as needed so that all output can fit on a
single line.

If you specify too many columns in the SELECT statement, COMPRESS ON may not work. In this case, an error
message will alert you.

Effects of WIDTH CHARACTER and COLUMN WRAP OFF
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The following example shows how output may be displayed when WIDTH CHARACTER is specified. The maximum
width of non-numeric columns is set to 10. This causes the output for the 20-character JOB_TITLE column to wrap to
subsequent output lines, as needed.

                   OCF nn.n IDMS  NO ERRORS                     1/59   cv

SET OPTIONS WIDTH CHAR 10;

*+ Status = 0

SELECT

JOB_ID, JOB_TITLE, MIN_RATE, MAX_RATE, EFF_DATE FROM JOB;

*+

*+ JOB_ID  JOB_TITLE         MIN_RATE        MAX_RATE  EFF_DATE

*+ ------  ---------         --------        --------  --------

*+   4666  Sr Mechani        20500.00        45500.00  yyyy-mm-dd

*+         c

*+   5555  Salesperso        15000.00        39500.00  yyyy-mm-dd

*+         n

*+   4123  Recruiter         17500.00        28000.00  yyyy-mm-dd

*+

*+   4025  Writer - M        15500.00        25000.00  yyyy-mm-dd

*+         ktng

*+   4023  Accountant        22000.00        60000.00  yyyy-mm-dd

*+

*+   8001  Vice Presi        45000.00        68000.00  yyyy-mm-dd

*+         dent

*+   2077  Purch Cler         8500.00        15000.00  yyyy-mm-dd

*+         k

*+   2051  AP Clerk              4.80           10.60  yyyy-mm-dd

*+

 .

 .

 .

Additional space for wrapping the 20 characters in JOB_TITLE is provided even when the column output does not require
it. If you specify COLUMN WRAP OFF, the non-numeric columns will be truncated instead of wrapping.

Sample IDMSBCF script

The following IDMSBCF example is a fairly generic script to unload/load or copy a table or set of tables. The sample
script allows null values; however, it does not allow data containing quotes, more exotic data types, such as GRAPHIC,
VARGRAPHIC, BINARY, and so on.

Input Script

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

-- This scripts copies the rows from a source table to a target table.

-- It is assumed that the target table is already defined

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

--

-- Helper view to set the params of the Table copy

--

drop   view usera01.CopyTabParm;

create view usera01.CopyTabParm as

  select SCHEMA     as SrcSchema
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       , Name       as SrcTable

       , 'USERA01'  as TgtSchema  -- Set value of TgtSchema

       , 'EMPLOYEE' as TgtTable   -- Set value of TgtTable

   from SYSTEM.TABLE

  where SCHEMA = 'DEMOEMPL'       -- Set value of SrcSchema

    and NAME   = 'EMPLOYEE'       -- Set value of SrcTable

;

--

-- Create the Unload syntax

--

set options OUTPUT to Unload;

select 'select ''insert into '

     || trim(TgtSchema) || '.' || trim(TgtTable)

     || ' VALUES( '''

     , '-'||'-', 0 as sequence

from usera01.CopyTabParm

union

SELECT

 '||''' || SUBSTR(', ', CAST(1/NUMBER as SMALLINT) + 1, 1)

 || '''||TRIM(VALUE('

 || SUBSTR('CAST(      ''''''''||     ''''''''||CAST('

         , (11 * (  LOCATE(TYPE, 'CHARACTER           ', 1)

                  + LOCATE(TYPE, 'VARCHAR             ', 1)

                  + LOCATE(TYPE, ' DATE               ', 1)) + 1)

         , 11)

 || trim(NAME) || ' '

 || SUBSTR(

    'as char(10))      ||''''''''            as char(10))||'''''''''

         , (18* (  LOCATE(TYPE, 'CHARACTER           ', 1)

                 + LOCATE(TYPE, 'VARCHAR             ', 1)

                 + LOCATE(TYPE, ' DATE               ', 1)) + 1)

         ,18)

 || ',''NULL''))'

  , '-'||'-', NUMBER as sequence

FROM SYSTEM.COLUMN, usera01.CopyTabParm

 WHERE TABLE  = SrcTable

   and schema = SrcSchema

union

select '||'');'' from '

     || trim(SrcSchema) || '.' || trim(SrcTable) || ';'

     , '-'||'-', 99999 as sequence

from usera01.CopyTabParm

order by sequence

;

--

-- Create the Load syntax for the new Table

--

set options OUTPUT to Load;

set options INPUT from Unload;

--

-- Load the new Table
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--

set options OUTPUT to SYSLST;

set options INPUT from Load;

Output from Sample Generic Table Copy Script

Unload OUTPUT

select 'insert into USERA01.EMPLOYEE VALUES( ' -- 0

||' '||TRIM(VALUE(CAST(      EMP_ID as char(10))      ,'NULL'))           --  1

||','||TRIM(VALUE(CAST(      MANAGER_ID as char(10))      ,'NULL'))       --  2

||','||TRIM(VALUE(''''||     EMP_FNAME ||''''            ,'NULL'))        --  3

||','||TRIM(VALUE(''''||     EMP_LNAME ||''''            ,'NULL'))        --  4

||','||TRIM(VALUE(CAST(      DEPT_ID as char(10))      ,'NULL'))          --  5

||','||TRIM(VALUE(''''||     STREET ||''''            ,'NULL'))           --  6

||','||TRIM(VALUE(''''||     CITY ||''''            ,'NULL'))             --  7

||','||TRIM(VALUE(''''||     STATE ||''''            ,'NULL'))            --  8

||','||TRIM(VALUE(''''||     ZIP_CODE ||''''            ,'NULL'))         --  9

||','||TRIM(VALUE(''''||     PHONE ||''''            ,'NULL'))            --  10

||','||TRIM(VALUE(''''||     STATUS ||''''            ,'NULL'))           --  11

||','||TRIM(VALUE(CAST(      SS_NUMBER as char(10))      ,'NULL'))        --  12

||','||TRIM(VALUE(''''||CAST(START_DATE as char(10))||'''','NULL'))       --  13

||','||TRIM(VALUE(''''||CAST(TERMINATION_DATE as char(10))||'''','NULL')) --  14

||','||TRIM(VALUE(''''||CAST(BIRTH_DATE as char(10))||'''','NULL'))       --  15

||');' from DEMOEMPL.EMPLOYEE; -- 99999

Load OUTPUT

insert into USERA01.EMPLOYEE VALUES(  2299,NULL,'Samuel

','Spade               ',4600,'47 London St

','Canton              ','MA','02020    ',NULL,'L',33892200,'1991-02-04',NULL,'1958-01-09');

insert into USERA01.EMPLOYEE VALUES(  3411,2894,'Catherine

','Williams            ',5200,'566 Lincoln St

','Boston              ','MA','02010    ',NULL,'A',83356561,'1993-09-30',NULL,'1967-10-28');

insert into USERA01.EMPLOYEE VALUES(  4773,3082,'Janice

','Dexter              ',3510,'399 Pine St

','Medford             ','MA','02432

','5083847566','A',89675632,'1997-06-14',NULL,'1969-11-19');

   ...

   ...

   ...

insert into USERA01.EMPLOYEE VALUES(  3118,3222,'Alan

','Wooding             ',4500,'196 School St

','Canton              ','MA','02020

','5083766984','A',98746783,'1992-11-18',NULL,'1969-05-17');

insert into USERA01.EMPLOYEE VALUES(  3769,2894,'Julie

','Donelson            ',3520,'14 Atwood Rd

','Grover              ','MA','02976

','5084850432','A',67783532,'1994-08-31',NULL,'1967-08-15');

Using an alternate command delimiter
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The definition of the following SQL procedure requires the use of an alternate command delimiter to avoid a collision of
the default, the semicolon, with the delimiter in the SQL procedural language.

set options command delimiter '++';

drop procedure PRODUCTION.PROCESS ++

commit++

create procedure PRODUCTION.PROCESS

 (PROC_TYPE integer,PROC_VALUE char(2_))

   external name DPROCESS language SQL

begin

  set PROC_TYPE = 12;

  set PROC_VALUE = 'High';

end

++

set options command delimiter DEFAULT ++

IDMSBCF Batch Processing
The Batch Command Facility (IDMSBCF) is the batch component of the command facility. To submit statements in a batch
environment, you enter the statements in an IDMSBCF job stream.

Description of Processing

Unless you specify otherwise in a SET OPTIONS statement, IDMSBCF processes statements one at a time, and a
COMMIT WORK RELEASE is issued after the last statement in the input stream.

Note: For more information about the SET OPTIONS statement, see Using SET OPTIONS to Select Options.

IDMSBCF Job Stream

An IDMSBCF session consists of a single job step in a batch job stream. In this job step you include the following:

• A declaration of the program IDMSBCF
• All of the statements you want to execute, including optional SET OPTIONS statements

Batch Output

Output is assigned to the file you specify in the IDMSBCF job stream. Output from the execution of a statement includes
the following:

• A redisplay of the statement(s) you executed
• Status messages (error messages, warnings, system messages)

Output from the execution of an SQL SELECT statement might additionally include the following:

• Results of execution
• A message stating how many SQL table rows were processed

Return Codes

The following return codes can be issued by the IDMSBCF command processing program:

• 00 - All commands were processed. No errors or warnings were issued.
• 04 - All commands were processed. One or more commands had warnings issued.
• 08 - All commands were processed. One or more commands had errors and were not completely executed.
• 12 - An internal error has occurred. Other messages should have been issued.
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IDMSBCF JCL for z/OS
Use the following JCL for an IDMSBCF session that will run under the central version.

IDMSBCF (z/OS)

//stepname EXEC PGM=IDMSBCF,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

           DD   DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

//sysctl   DD   DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD   DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS  DD   *

DMCL=dmcl-name

DICTNAME=dictionary-name

Other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate

/*

//SYSIPT   DD   *

Statements (including optional SET OPTIONS statements)

/*

NOTE
For more information on SYSIDMS parameters, see SYSIDMS Parameter File (Common Facilities).

Stepname Name of the job step
idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and

database name table load modules
idms.custom.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing customized IDMS

executable load modules
idms.cagjload Data set name of the load library containing the IDMS executable

modules that do not require customization
sysctl Ddname of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl Data set name of the SYSCTL file (the link to the central version)
dcmsg Ddname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
dmcl-name Name of the DMCL
dictionary-name Name of the dictionary to access

You can specify DICTNAME as a SYSIDMS parameter or you
can use the CONNECT TO dictname statement. CONNECT TO
supersedes the SYSIDMS parameter.

If You Submit a PUNCH Statement

If you are going to submit any PUNCH statements, include a SYSPCH statement in JCL, for example:

//SYSPCH  DD DSN=dsname, DISP=(NEW,KEEP,DELETE),
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             DCB=(RECFM=FB,BLKSIZE=9040,LRECL=80),

                  SPACE=space-specification,

                  UNIT=unit,VOL=SER=nnnnnn

If You Submit Physical DDL Statements

If you are going to submit any physical DDL statements, include the following DD statements:

//dccat    DD   DSN=idms.system.ddlcat,DISP=SHR

//dccatl   DD   DSN=idms.system.ddlcatlod,DISP=SHR

//dccatx   DD   DSN=idms.system.ddlcatx,DISP=SHR

dccat Ddname of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
idms.system.ddlcat Data set name of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
dccatl Ddname of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD) area
idms.system.ddlcatlod Data set name of the system dictionary catalog load

(DDLCATLOD) area
dccatx Ddname of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
idms.system.ddlcatx Data set name of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX)

area

If You Submit SQL Statements

If you are going to submit any SQL DDL or SQL DML statements, include the following DD statements:

//sqldd    DD DSN=idms.syssql.ddlcat,DISP=SHR

//sqllod   DD DSN=idms.syssql.ddlcatlod,DISP=SHR

//sqlxdd   DD DSN=idms.syssql.ddlcatx,DISP=SHR

//userdb   DD DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

sqldd Ddname of the SQL catalog area
idms.syssql.ddlcat Data set name of the SQL catalog area
sqllod Ddname of the SQL catalog load area
idms.syssql.ddlcatlod Data set name of the SQL catalog load area
sqlxdd Ddname of the SQL catalog index area
idms.syssql.ddlcatx Data set name of the SQL catalog index area
userdb Ddname of the user database file
user.userdb Data set name of the user database file

If You Submit Utility Statements

For more information on the file assignments specific to utility statements, see Utilities.

Executing in Local Mode

To specify that an IDMSBCF job stream is executing in local mode, remove the SYSCTL DD statement from the job
stream and replace it with the following DD statements, as needed:

//dclscr   DD   DSN=idms.sysloc.ddlocscr,DISP=SHR

//secdd    DD   DSN=idms.sysuser.ddlsec,DISP=SHR
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//dictdb   DD   DSN=idms.appldict.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//dloddb   DD   DSN=idms.appldict.ddldclod,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD   DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=SHR

dclscr Ddname of the local mode scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
idms.sysloc.ddlocscr Data set name of the local mode scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
secdd Ddname of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
idms.sysuser.ddlsec Data set name of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
dictdb Ddname of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.appldict.ddldml Data set name of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML)

area
dloddb Ddname of the application dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD)

area
idms.appldict.ddldclod Data set name of the application dictionary definition load

(DDLDCLOD) area
sysjrnl Ddname of the tape journal file
idms.tapejrnl Data set name of the tape journal file

Output File Attributes

If you are putting the SYSLST output from IDMSBCF to a file, the attributes of that file must be as follows:

• RECFM = FB
• LRECL = 133
• BLKSIZE = 133*n

IDMSBCF Commands for z/VM
Use the following z/VM commands for an IDMSBCF session that will run under the central version.

IDMSBCF (z/VM)

FILEDEF SYSIPT DISK sysipt data a (RECFM F LRECL ppp BLKSIZE ppp

EXEC IDMSFD

OSRUN IDMSBCF

sysipt data a Filename, type, and mode of the file containing source statements
ppp Record length of the input data file
nnn Block size of the input data file

IDMSFD Exec

The IDMSFD exec defines all FILEDEFs, TXTLIBs, and LOADLIBs required by the system.

NOTE
When executing local mode or batch-to-CV mode execs in CMS, filedefs for CDMSLIB loadlibs are optional.
However, if omitted, and multiple EXECOS OSRUN statements are coded in the same EXEC, you must code
the following CMS statement prior to the first EXECOS OSRUN statement in the EXEC:
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SET STORECLR ENDCMD

You must also code the following CMS statement following the last EXECOS OSRUN statement:

SET STORECLR ENDSVC

Runtime Parameters

IDMSFD references SYSIDMS, a file in which you can specify runtime parameters (such as dictionary and DMCL).

NOTE
For more information on SYSIDMS parameters, see SYSIDMS Parameter File (Common Facilities).

Executing in Local Mode

To specify that IDMSBCF is executing in local mode, do one of the following:

• Link IDMSBCF with an IDMSOPTI program that specifies local execution mode
• Specify *LOCAL* as the first input parameter of the file identified in the FILEDEF SYSIPT statement
• Modify the OSRUN statement, as follows:

OSRUN IDMSBCF PARM='*LOCAL*'

NOTE
This option is valid only if you issue the OSRUN command from a System Product interpreter or an EXEC2
file.

Creating the SYSIPT File

To create the SYSIPT file, enter these z/VM commands:

XEDIT sysipt data a (NOPROF

INPUT

 .

 .

 .

source statements

 .

 .

 .

FILE

IDMSBCF JCL for z/VSE
Use the following z/VSE JCL for an IDMSBCF session that will run under the central version.

IDMSBCF (z/VSE)

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// UPSI b

// DLBL      idmspch,'temp.bcf',0

// EXTENT    SYS020,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll
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// ASSGN     SYS020,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// EXEC IDMSBCF

Source statements

/*

b Appropriate UPSI switch, 1 through 8 characters, if specified in the
IDMSOPTI module

idms.pch File name of the data set output from IDMSBCF
temp.bcf File ID of the data set output from IDMSBCF
SYS020 Logical unit assignment of the output
nnnnnn Volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
llll Number of tracks (CKD) or blocks (FBA) of disk extent

Runtime Parameters

The procedure IDMSLBLS references SYSIDMS, a parameters file that allows you to specify physical requirements of
your environment (DMCL, dictionary), runtime directives, and operating system-dependent file information.

NOTE
For more information on SYSIDMS parameters, see SYSIDMS Parameter File (Common Facilities).

Executing in Local Mode

To execute IDMSBCF in local mode, remove the UPSI specification and add the following statements:

// TLBL   sysjrnl,'idms.tapejrnl',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN  SYS009,TAPE,VOL=nnnnnn

sysjrnl Name of the tape journal file
idms.tapejrnl ID of the tape journal file
f File number of the tape journal file
SYS009 Logical unit assignment for the journal file

IDMSLBLS Procedure

IDMSLBLS is a procedure that contains file definitions for the dictionaries, sample databases, and disk journal files
provided during installation.

You can tailor the following IDMSLBLS procedure (provided on the installation media) to reflect the filenames and
definitions in use at your site. Reference IDMSLBLS as shown in the previous z/VSE JCL job stream.

* -------- LIBDEFS --------

// LIBDEF  *,SEARCH=idmslib.sublib

// LIBDEF  *,CATALOG=user.sublib

/*  ------------------------- LABELS -------------------------

// DLBL    idmslib,'idms.library',2099/365idms
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// EXTENT  ,nnnnnn,,,ssss,1500

// DLBL    dccat,'idms.system.dccat',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,31

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dccatl,'idms.system.dccatlod',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dccatx,'idms.system.dccatx',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcdml,'idms.system.ddldml',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dclod,'idms.system.ddldclod',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,21

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dclog,'idms.system.ddldclog',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcrun,'idms.system.ddldcrun',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,68

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcscr,'idms.system.ddldcscr',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,135

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dcmsg,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dclscr,'idms.sysloc.ddlocscr',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dirldb,'idms.sysdirl.ddldml',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dirllod,'idms.sysdirl.ddldclod',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    empdemo,'idms.empdemo1',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    insdemo,'idms.insdemo1',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    orgdemo,'idms.orgdemo1',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    empldem,'idms.sqldemo.empldemo',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,11

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    infodem,'idms.sqldemo.infodemo',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    projdem,'idms.projseg.projdemo',2099/365,DA
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// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    indxdem,'idms.sqldemo.indxdemo',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,6

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sysctl,'idms.sysctl',2099/365,SD

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,2

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    secdd,'idms.sysuser.ddlsec',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dictdb,'idms.appldict.ddldml',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    dloddb,'idms.appldict.ddldclod',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sqldd,'idms.syssql.ddlcat',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sqllod,'idms.syssql.ddlcatl',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,51

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    sqlxdd,'idms.syssql.ddlcatx',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,26

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    asfdml,'idms.asfdict.ddldml',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    asflod,'idms.asfdict.asflod',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,401

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    asfdata,'idms.asfdict.asfdata',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,201

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    ASFDEFN,'idms.asfdict.asfdefn',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,101

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    j1jrnl,'idms.j1jrnl',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    j2jrnl,'idms.j2jrnl',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    j3jrnl,'idms.j3jrnl',2099/365,DA

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,54

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

/+
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/*

idmslib.sublib Name of the sublibrary within the library containing IDMS modules
user.sublib Name of the sublibrary within the library containing user modules
idmslib Name of the file containing IDMS modules
idms.library ID associated with the file containing IDMS modules
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
nnnnnn Volume serial identifier of appropriate disk volume
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of disk extent
dccat Filename of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
idms.system.dccat ID of the system dictionary catalog (DDLCAT) area
dccatl Filename of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD)

area
idms.system.dccatlod ID of the system dictionary catalog load (DDLCATLOD) area
dccatx Name of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
idms.system.dccatx ID of the system dictionary catalog index (DDLCATX) area
dcdml Name of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.system.ddldml ID of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
dclod Name of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
idms.system.ddldclod ID of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
dclog Name of the system log area (DDLDCLOG) area
idms.system.ddldclog ID of the system log (DDLDCLOG) area
dcrun Name of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area
idms.system.ddldcrun ID of the system queue (DDLDCRUN) area
dcscr Name of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
idms.system.ddldcscr ID of the system scratch (DDLDCSCR) area
dcmsg Name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg ID of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
dclscr Name of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
idms.sysloc.ddlocscr ID of the local mode system scratch (DDLOCSCR) area
dirldb Name of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
idms.sysdirl.ddldml ID of the IDMSDIRL definition (DDLDML) area
dirllod Name of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
idms.sysdirl.dirllod ID of the IDMSDIRL definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
empdemo Name of the EMPDEMO area
idms.empdemo1 ID of the EMPDEMO area
insdemo Name of the INSDEMO area
idms.insdemo1 ID of the INSDEMO area
orgdemo Name of the ORGDEMO area
idms.orgdemo1 ID of the ORDDEMO area
empldem Name of the EMPLDEMO area
idms.sqldemo.empldemo ID of the EMPLDEMO area
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infodem Name of the INFODEMO area
idms.sqldemo.infodemo ID of the INFODEMO area
projdem Name of the PROJDEMO area
idms.projseg.projdemo ID of the PROJDEMO area
indxdem Name of the INDXDEMO area
idms.sqldemo.indxdemo ID of the INDXDEMO area
sysctl Name of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl ID of the SYSCTL file
secdd Name of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
idms.sysuser.ddlsec ID of the system user catalog (DDLSEC) area
dictdb Name of the application dictionary definition area
idms.appldict.ddldml ID of the application dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
dloddb Name of the application dictionary definition load area
idms.appldict.ddldclod ID of the application dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD) area
sqldd Name of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
idms.syssql.ddlcat ID of the SQL catalog (DDLCAT) area
sqllod Name of the SQL catalog load (DDLCATL) area
idms.syssql.ddlcatl ID of SQL catalog load (DDLCATL) area
sqlxdd Name of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
idms.syssql.ddlcatx ID of the SQL catalog index (DDLCATX) area
asfdml Name of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.asfdict.ddldml ID of the asf dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
asflod Name of the asf dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area
idms.asfdict.asflod ID of the asf dictionary definition load (ASFLOD) area
asfdata Name of the asf data (ASFDATA) area
idms.asfdict.asfdata ID of the asf data area (ASFDATA) area
ASFDEFN Name of the asf data definition (ASFDEFN) area
idms.asfdict.asfdefn ID of the asf data definition area (ASFDEFN) area
j1jrnl Name of the first disk journal file
idms.j1jrnl ID of the first disk journal file
j2jrnl Name of the second disk journal file
idms.j2jrnl ID of the second disk journal file
j3jrnl Name of the third disk journal file
idms.j3jrnl ID of the third disk journal file
SYSIDMS Name of the SYSIDMS parameter file

Online Processing
The Online Command Facility (OCF) is the online component of the command facility. It allows you to submit command
statements interactively and see the resulting output on a display screen.

You can execute and submit statements in the OCF environment in one of the following ways:
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• Dynamically
• At the system prompt
• As part of a system command list (CLIST)

Beginning an OCF Session
To begin an online session, you need to do the following:

1. Sign on to the host teleprocessing (TP) monitor, according to site-standard procedures.
2. Enter OCF after the system prompt, as shown, then press Enter:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE: OCF Enter

3. Optionally, enter a CONNECT statement to establish a dictionary to which to connect during the session (see
Connecting to a Dictionary).

4. Optionally, enter a SET OPTIONS statement to establish session-specific processing and output formatting options
(see Using SET OPTIONS to Select Options).

OCF Screen Format

OCF uses a standard screen, which contains the following:

• A preformatted top line
• An unformatted input/output area

                   OCF nn.n IDMS  PAGE 1 LINE 1  DICT=SYSTEM    1/303  cv

  CONNECT TO DEMODICT;

  *+ Status = 0

  SET SESSION CURRENT SCHEMA DEMOEMPL;

  *+ Status = 0

  SELECT JOB_ID, JOB_TITLE, MIN_RATE, MAX_RATE

     FROM JOB

     WHERE MAX_RATE >= 27000.00

        ORDER BY JOB_TITLE;

  │

  *+ JOB_ID  JOB_TITLE                  MIN_RATE       MAX_RATE

  *+ ------  ---------                  --------       --------

  *+ 4023  Accountant                 22000.00       60000.00

  *+ 5890  Appraisal Spec             22500.00       35000.00

  *+ 4130  Benefits Analyst           17500.00       28000.00

  *+ 5110  CUST SER MGR               20000.00       54000.00

  *+ 5111  CUST SER REP               13500.00       27000.00

  *+ 6011  Manager - Acctng           29700.00       60500.00

  *+ 6004  Manager - HR               33000.00       69000.00

  *+ 6021  Manager - Mktng            38000.00       75000.00

  *+ 4734  Mktng Admin                12500.00       31000.00

     &bul.

     &bul.

     &bul.

  *+ 25 rows processed

Top Line
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The top preformatted line of the screen contains the following areas:

• Command area -- Provides 20 spaces in columns 2 through 21 for entering commands that manipulate the work file or
communicate with OCF; these commands are described in Using Top-line Commands.

• Name area -- Displays the OCF header and the release number.
• Message area -- Displays one of the following, as appropriate: the work-file page and line number; the literal NO

ERRORS; the number of error messages issued for the last update; or a message describing the status of a session-
control command.

• Dictionary area -- Displays the current dictionary if you used the system DCUF SET DICTNAME statement or a
CONNECT TO statement.

• Line number area -- Displays the current line of the screen I/O area, followed by the total number of lines (last line) in
the work file.

Input/Output Area

In the area that follows the screen's top line, the input/output area covers the remainder of the screen. The default page
width for OCF is 79 for input (76 for output because of the *+ and space characters preceding output lines).

Conducting an Online Session
After you have signed on to OCF, you can begin the online OCF session. Any physical DDL, logical DDL, SQL DML,
command facility statements, utility statements, or security administration statements you enter on the OCF screen
become part of your work file.

Work File Options

Work file options are as follows:

• Enter and execute statements in the work file dynamically (see "Executing Statements Dynamically").
• Save the work file as a dictionary module (see "Creating, Editing, and Saving Modules").
• Display the contents of any dictionary module for editing (see "Creating, Editing, and Saving Modules").

Session Options

You can tailor your processing and output options for the session using the SET OPTIONS statement (see "Using SET
OPTIONS to Select Options"). You can use the SET OPTIONS statement at any time during the session.

You can also enter commands on the top line of the screen to control an OCF session (see "Using Top-line Commands")
or use the program function (PF) key assigned to the desired command function (see "Using Control Keys").

Editing Options

You can use line-editing commands to edit the statements contained in your OCF work file (see Using Line Commands).

Coding Considerations

For more information on coding considerations, see "Coding Considerations."

Input and Output Are Displayed

OCF displays each input statement, followed by the requested output. Output (including messages) is preceded by *+,
indicating the text is commentary only; if you re-execute the statements on the screen, OCF ignores the text preceded by *
+.

NOTE
To turn off the *+ commenting, specify WIDTH PAGE 79 in the SET OPTIONS statement.

Error Handling

OCF responds to errors encountered in source input statements by listing status messages on the line immediately
following the line in error.
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NOTE
The message *+ Status = 0 indicates successful processing.

Ending an OCF Session
To end an OCF session, choose one of the following options:

• Enter SIGNOFF, LOGOFF, BYE, or END on the first line of the screen input area and press Enter.
This action does the following:
– Terminates the text editor
– Deletes the contents of the work file
– Clears the default processing options established for the session
– Displays session statistics
Press Clear to exit this screen and return control to the system.

• Enter END in the command area and press Enter.

NOTE
No session statistics are returned when you use END in the command area.

Executing Statements Dynamically
Enter statements in your work file according to the coding considerations described in Coding Considerations. Press Enter
to execute the statements and display output.

To redisplay your input (without the output) for editing, press PF9. Edit the input and press Enter to execute the edited
statements.

Executing Statements Stored in Modules (OCFX)
You can use the OCFX statement to execute statements contained in modules with the language OCF. The following are
the two methods for execution:

• Execution at the system prompt
• Execution as part of a system command list (CLIST)

This section describes both methods and provides a table that lists and describes OCFX status codes.

Executing at the System Prompt

To execute OCF-language modules at the system prompt, you enter the OCFX statement after the prompt.

Syntax

OCFX statement

►►─── OCFX module-name ──┬──────────────────────────┬─┬──────────┬───────────►◄

                         └─ Version version-number ─┘ ├─ Echo ◄──┤

                                                      └─ Noecho ─┘

Parameters
OCFX

Executes the statements in a command facility source module, produces output, and returns control to the system
(the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt returns).
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module-name
Specifies a specific command facility source module which contains statements you want to execute. The module
must have a LANGUAGE attribute of OCF.

NOTE
For more information on the LANGUAGE parameter of the MODULE statement, see MODULE
(PROCESS/QFILE/TABLE).

Version version-number
Specifies a specific version for a load module to be used in an input session. The default version number is 1.

Echo
Specifies that the input statements are to be displayed on the screen before the output is displayed.

Noecho
Specifies that the named module's input statements are not to be displayed. If you use this parameter and also
use SET OPTIONS STATUS OFF (see Using SET OPTIONS to Select Options) as the first statement in the
module's source code, then the screen displays only non-zero status messages.

Usage

OCFX produces output and then returns control to the system. If output appears on more than one screen, a message in
the following format appears at the bottom of each screen:

PAGE nnn --  NEXT PAGE:

Nnn is a variable representing the number of the current screen. You can page forward and backward through the screens
as follows:

• Press Enter or PA1 to page to the following screen.
• Press PA2 to page to the previous screen.
• Type a page number after the NEXT PAGE prompt to select a specific screen, then press Enter to page to that screen.

Example

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE: OCFX ddlmod01 version 3 Enter

Executing as Part of a Command List

To execute OCF-language modules as part of a system command list (CLIST), you need to do the following:

1. Include the OCFX statement as one of the statements in the command list.
2. Execute the command list.

NOTE
For more information on CLIST processing, see CLIST System Task .

OCFX Status Codes

The following table lists the status codes returned by OCFX processing.

Status code Message and description
DC394001 INVALID SYNTAX TOKEN FOUND

OCFX calls RHDCMISC/SCAN to parse input. When an improper
token is encountered, OCFX abends.
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DC394002 INVALID MAJOR SCAN CODE <nnn>
OCFX calls RHDCMISC/SCAN to parse input. When an
unexpected major scan code is returned, OCFX abends.

DC394003 COMMAND EXCEEDS AVAILABLE SPACE
OCFX calls RHDCMISC/SCAN to parse input. Token values are
extracted and kept in a command buffer which is returned to
OCFX. The SCAN routine requires more space.

DC394004 INVALID DICTIONARY/NODE NAME
OCFX extracts the dictionary name and node name from the
current session PROFILE. It attempts to extract the command
facility module with commands to be executed from this dictionary/
node combination. The BIND failed.

DC394005 INTERNAL STORAGE EXCEEDED
OCFX counts the number of TEXT-088 records in the dictionary
module to be executed to determine how much storage to acquire
for the command buffer. If this size is incorrect, the error results.

DC394006 MODULE NOT FOUND
OCFX attempts to locate a specific command facility module name
with either a specified or default (1) version number. The module
must have a language attribute of OCF. If any of these conditions
fail, the module cannot be loaded.

DC394007 MODULE HAS NO TEXT
OCFX located the command facility module name with either a
specified or default (1) version number with a language attribute of
OCF. However, the module has no TEXT-088 records.

DC394008 UNEXPECTED DBMS ERROR
OCFX encountered a DBMS error which it does not have code to
handle.

NOTE
For more information on other status codes, see IDMS Messages.

Creating, Editing, and Saving Modules
OCF allows you to create, save, and edit OCF-language modules.

NOTE
For more information on executing these modules, see "Executing Statements Stored in Modules (OCFX)."

Creating and Saving

To create a module that has the language OCF, do the following:

1. Enter source statements in your OCF work file.
2. Enter the SAVE command on any line in the work file. Everything after the command to the end of the work file (or to

a /* statement, whichever comes first) is saved in a module having the language OCF. Even input lines beginning with
comment characters (*+) are saved.

  

 ►►─── SAVE module-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬─┬─────┬─────────────────►◄

                        └─ Version version-number ─┘ └─ ; ─┘
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Editing

To retrieve the contents of an OCF-language module for editing, use the EDIT command.

  

 ►►─── EDIT module-name ─┬──────────────────────────┬─┬─────┬─────────────────►◄

                        └─ Version version-number ─┘ └─ ; ─┘

  

 

The contents of the module are displayed as an OCF work file. Edit the file using the editing commands shown in Using
Line Commands.

NOTE
If you do not specify a version, the default is the version number set up in the command facility.

Using the Online Text Editor
The online compiler text editor is available in two types of IDMS development tools:

Online compilers

Throughout the section, the term online compilers refers to the following IDMS development tools:

• DDDL compiler
• Schema compiler
• Subschema compiler
• System generation compiler

IDD Menu Facility 

 The online text editor provides two types of editing commands:

• Top-line commands allow you to direct a development tool session. You enter top-line commands in the command area
of the screen. Using Top-line Commands discusses these commands.

• Line commands allow you to manipulate the contents of a work file. Line commands begin in the first column of a line.
Using Line Commands discusses these commands.

The remainder of this section discusses screens available in the different development tools. 

Online Compilers
Online compilers process requests to add, modify, replace, delete, or display entity-occurrence definitions. The online
schema, subschema, DDDL, and system generation compilers use the same text editor to simplify the coding of compiler
input.

The text editor operates independently of the compilers, writing input to and output from the compiler to a work file
associated with each online session. A work file contains pages of compiler input or output. You use the online text editor
to display and modify the contents of the work file so you can edit compiler output and resubmit it as input.

Online Compilation Flow

The following illustration shows the online compilation process:
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Free-form Screen Format

The free-form screen for an online compiler session contains a preformatted pop line and an input/output (I/O) area in
which you can enter commands and definitions in a free-form manner.

You can enter characters in columns one through 79 on free-form screens, except when you enter process modules for
ADS Batch, in which case you should not enter characters past column 72.

The free-form screen consists of the following components:

• Command area -- Comprises columns 2-21 for entering top-line commands
• Compiler name and release -- Displays the online compiler name and release
• Message area -- Displays one of the following:
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– Workfile page and line numbers
– A NO ERRORS message
– The number of error messages issued for the compile
– The status if the PRINT command

• Dictionary/database names -- Displays the name of the current dictionary and database, or the word BLK (if using
block editing commands)

• Current/last lines -- Displays the number of the current line and the last line of the work file, or the word EMPTY (if the
work file is empty)

• CV node name -- Displays the CV node name.

Example: Components of free-form screen

The components of the free-form screen appear in the following example.

Command area     Compiler name     Message       Dictionary/   Current/  CV node

                  and release       area         database      last line  name

        ▼               ▼             ▼             ▼             ▼         ▼

                   IDD nn.n       NO ERRORS      DICT=SYSDICT  1/29497 SYSTEM72

     DISPLAY RECORD NAME IS DC-AID-CONDITION-NAMES VERSION IS 1 .

*+   ADD

*+   RECORD NAME IS DC-AID-CONDITION-NAMES VERSION IS 1

*+       DATE CREATED IS      11/30/93

*+       TIME LAST UPDATED IS 11131732

*+       PREPARED BY HARRU01

*+       RECORD LENGTH IS 1

*+       PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL

*+       RECORD NAME SYNONYM IS DC-AID-CONDITION-NAMES VERSION 1

*+       .

*+       RECORD ELEMENT IS DC-AID-IND-V VERSION 1

*+       LINE IS 000100

*+       LEVEL NUMBER IS 03

*+       PICTURE IS  X

*+       USAGE IS DISPLAY

*+       ELEMENT LENGTH IS 1

*+       POSITION IS 1

*+       .

*+       SUBORDINATE ELEMENT IS ENTER-HIT VERSION 1

*+       LINE IS 000200

*+       LEVEL NUMBER IS 88

*+       USAGE IS CONDITION-NAME

Repeated Parameters

If repeated parameters are entered within the definition statement, only the last statement is saved to the work file. 

Example: Repeated parameters

The following example shows that the WITHIN AREA is added multiple times:
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                   SCHEMA 19.0    NO ERRORS                       1/23 TECHD155

ADD                                                                            

SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 101                                         

    .                                                                         

ADD                                                                            

AREA NAME IS EMP-DEMO-REGION                                                  

    ESTIMATED PAGES ARE 0                                                     

    .                                                                          

ADD                                                                           

AREA NAME IS ORG-DEMO-REGION                                                  

    ESTIMATED PAGES ARE 0                                                      

    .                                                                         

ADD                                                                           

AREA NAME IS INS-DEMO-REGION                                                   

    ESTIMATED PAGES ARE 0                                                     

    .                                                                         

ADD                                                                           

RECORD NAME IS COVERAGE                                                       

    SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD COVERAGE VERSION 100                            

    RECORD ID IS 401                                                          

    LOCATION MODE IS VIA EMP-COVERAGE SET                                     

    WITHIN AREA EMP-DEMO-REGION                                               

    WITHIN AREA ORG-DEMO-REGION                                               

    WITHIN AREA INS-DEMO-REGION.         

EXAMPLE: Saved definition statement

The following example shows that the last WITHIN AREA parameter entry is saved: 

                   SCHEMA 19.0    NO ERRORS                      1/152 TECHD155

DIS SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 101.                                     

*+   ADD                                                                      

*+   SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 101                                    

*+       DATE CREATED IS      06/20/18                                         

*+       TIME CREATED IS      12503331                                        

*+       ASSIGN RECORD IDS FROM 1001                                          

*+       SCHEMA HAS ERRORS OR VALIDATE NOT DONE                               

*+       PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL                                     

*+       .                                                                    

*+   ADD                                                                      

*+   AREA NAME IS EMP-DEMO-REGION                                             

*+       ESTIMATED PAGES ARE 0                                                

*+       .                                                                    

*+   ADD                                                                       

*+   AREA NAME IS ORG-DEMO-REGION                                             

*+       ESTIMATED PAGES ARE 0                                                

*+       .                                                                     

*+   ADD                                                                      

*+   AREA NAME IS INS-DEMO-REGION                                             

*+       ESTIMATED PAGES ARE 0                                                 

*+       .                                                                    

*+   ADD                                                                      
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*+   RECORD NAME IS COVERAGE         

*+       SHARE STRUCTURE OF RECORD COVERAGE VERSION 100      

*+       RECORD ID IS 401                                    

*+       LOCATION MODE IS VIA EMP-COVERAGE SET               

*+       WITHIN AREA INS-DEMO-REGION                         

*+       RECORD NAME SYNONYM IS COVERGE FOR LANGUAGE ASSEMBLER

*+       RECORD NAME SYNONYM IS COVRGE FOR LANGUAGE FORTRAN  

*+       .                                                   

The IDD Menu Facility
The IDD Menu Facility is a menu-driven mode of the online DDDL compiler. The Menu Facility provides an alternative to
free-form input of many online DDDL commands.

Screen Formats

The IDD Menu Facility features three types of screen design:

• Fixed (non-pageable)
• Pageable
• Free-form

Each type of screen design is described as follows.

Using Fixed Screens

Fixed screens provide session, entity-occurrence, the program function (PF) key information. Fixed screens prompt you to
enter the necessary specifications for the definitions you create.

Available Top-line Commands

You can use the following top-line commands on fixed screens:

• HELP
• SUSPEND
• SWITCH

NOTE
For more information on top-line commands, see "Using Top-line Commands."

Example

The following screen depicts that IDD Menu Facility fixed screens are divided into three areas:

• Heading and message area (first three lines)
• Specification area (beginning at X DISPLAY)
• Screen selection area (beginning at _RELM)

  Command 

 area   Compiler name 

   │    and release 

   │    │                                  Screen                         Screen 

   │    │                                  title                          name 

   ▼    ▼                                    ▼                            ▼ 

       IDD REL nn.n                *** RECORD ENTITY ***                    RECD

  ─►

                      RECORD 'EMPLOYEE' VERSION 100 DISPLAYED
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  X DISPLAY      RECORD NAME.....: EMPLOYEE

  _ MODIFY

  _ ADD          VERSION NUMBER..: 100     _ HIGHEST    _ NEXT HIGHEST

  _ DELETE                                 _ LOWEST     _ NEXT LOWEST

 

                 DESCRIPTION.....:

 

                 RECORD LENGTH...:

 

 

 

  _ RELM  =  RECORD ELEMENTS   <PF9>          _ COBL  =  COBOL ELEMENTS    <PF11

  _ RELL  =  REC ELEMENT LIST  <PF10>         _ RECX  =  RECORD EXTENSION

  _ REGN  =  USER REGISTRATION <PF2>          _ PUBL  =  PUBLIC ACCESS     <PF3>

  _ CLAT  =  CLASS/ATTRIBUTES  <PF4>          _ RKEY  =  RELATIONAL KEYS   <PF5>

  _ COMM  =  COMMENTS          <PF6>          _ COML  =  COMMENT KEY LIST  <PF7>

  _ HIST  =  HISTORY           <PF8>          _ COPY  =  COPY FROM/SAME AS

  _ XREF  =  CROSS REFERENCE                  _ HELP  =  HELP              <PF1>

 

Using Pageable Screens

Pageable screens are similar to fixed screens in that both screens display a group of requested information (prompts).
The difference is that pageable screens have multiple occurrences or multiple pages of the same group of prompts.

Two IDD Menu Facility pageable screens are the Systems Within Systems (SSYS) or Record Elements (RELM) screens.
The DDDL compiler considers each group of lines that represents an entity to be one line of data.

Example

The following screen shows an example of the Systems Within Systems (SSYS). The DDDL compiler considers the lines
beginning with _EXCLUDE and ending with TEXT... to be one line of data.

                                       Current page           Current/last lines 

                                       and line number        of pageable screens 

                                                   ▼               ▼ 

 

        IDD REL nn.n              *** WITHIN SYSTEMS ***                     SSYS

  ─►                                      PAGE 1 LINE 4  4/12  

                             SYSTEM 'OURSYS' VERSION 1

 

  _ EXCLUDE      WITHIN SYSTEM...: KKSSYS

                 VERSION NUMBER..: 9        _ HIGHEST    _ LOWEST

                     TEXT........:

 

  _ EXCLUDE       WITHIN SYSTEM...: DCSYSTEM

                  VERSION NUMBER..: 43      _ HIGHEST    _ LOWEST

                      TEXT........:

 

  _ EXCLUDE       WITHIN SYSTEM...: DCSYSTEM

                  VERSION NUMBER..: 82      _ HIGHEST    _ LOWEST

                      TEXT........:

 

  _ EXCLUDE       WITHIN SYSTEM...: DCSYSTEM

                  VERSION NUMBER..: 99      _ HIGHEST    _ LOWEST
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                      TEXT........:

 

  _ EXCLUDE       WITHIN SYSTEM...: DCSYSTEM

                  VERSION NUMBER..: 44      _ HIGHEST    _ LOWEST

                      TEXT........:

 

Free-form screens, such as the Comments (COMM) or Module Source (SRCE) screens, are similar to the free-form
screens that the online compilers use.

The DDDL compiler considers each line of text to be one line of data.

NOTE
For more information, see "Online Compilers."

Example

The following screen shows a sample of IDD Menu Facility free-form screen. The DDDL compiler considers the line
beginning with OBTAIN to be one line of data.

                                 Current page                    Current/last l 

                                 and line number                of pageable screens 

                                             ▼                       ▼ 

 

       IDD REL nn.n           *** MODULE SOURCE ***                         SRCE

 ─►                                          PAGE 1 LINE 1  1/1  

                           MODULE 'EMP-MOD' VERSION 1

 

 ---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----

  OBTAIN EMP-JOB-LR WHERE DESCRIPTION-0440 = 'PROGRAMMER/ANALYST'. 

 

Using Top-line Commands
You can use top-line commands in an OCF, online compiler, or IDD Menu Facility session. These commands manipulate
the contents of a work file, execute the statements in an OCF work file or execute the compiler, and suspend or terminate
a session.

Note: For more information on editing commands that you enter in the input/output area of the screen, see Using Line
Commands.

Entering Top-line Commands

To enter a top-line command, type the command on the top line of the screen and press Enter or use the program function
(PF) key assigned to the desired command function (see Using Control Keys).

You can abbreviate session-control commands to three characters, except for the following commands:

• FIND which can be abbreviated to F
• PRIOR which can be abbreviated to PRIO (four characters distinguish it from the keyword PRINT)

Summary of Top-line Commands
The following table gives short descriptions of the top-line commands.
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Command Description
APPLY Updates the screen and work file but does not execute the

statements in the OCF work file or execute the compiler.
CLEAR Deletes all data contained in the work file.
DISPLAY LINE Displays a page of the work file, starting with the specified line.
DISPLAY PAGE Displays the requested page from the work file.
END Immediately terminates the current session.
ENTER=APPLY
ENTER=UPDATE

Sets the ENTER key to execute either the APPLY or the UPDATE
command.

ESCAPE Establishes the escape character that must be used with line
editing commands.

FIND Locates a character string by searching forward or backward in
the work file.

HELP Lists each top-line command and the associated PF key currently
assigned to execute that command.

INSERT Inserts lines into the work file after the line at which the cursor is
positioned.

PRINT Prints the contents of the work file.
REPEAT Repeats the line at which the cursor is positioned.
RESHOW Cancels all changes made to the current screen and redisplays

the previous screen.
SUSPEND Suspends the current session and returns control to the host TP

monitor.
SWAP Restores the screen and the work file to their condition prior to the

last execution.
SWITCH (only if the development tool is executing under the
control of the Transfer Control Facility)

Suspends the session and transfers control to the specified online
IDMS component or to the Selection Screen of the Transfer
Control Facility.

UPDATE Updates the work file and executes the statements in the OCF
work file or submits the work file to the compiler.

The rest of this section discusses each top-line command, its purpose, and its syntax.

APPLY
The APPLY command updates the screen and work file without executing the statements in the OCF work file or
executing the compiler. This command is useful for reviewing edits before executing the statements in the OCF work file
or submitting the work file to the compiler. An example of APPLY command usage follows:

1. Type INSERT. The text editor displays one line of existing text at the top of the I/O area, leaving the remainder of the
area blank for entry of new lines.

2. Enter new lines of text.
3. Issue the APPLY command to add your new lines to the existing lines in the file. This allows you to review the file

before executing the statements in the OCF work file or executing the compiler.
4. Make necessary corrections and issue the UPDATE command to execute the statements in the OCF work file or

submit the work file to the compiler.
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Syntax

 

►►───APPly────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

CLEAR
The CLEAR command deletes all lines contained in the work file. Lines cleared from the work file cannot be restored.
CLEAR is available with the OCF and all online compilers except the IDD Menu Facility.

Syntax

 

►►─┬─ CLEar ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ CLR ───┘

 

DELETE ALL
The DELETE ALL command (available only in the IDD Menu Facility) deletes all occurrences of information contained in
all the pages of a pageable screen, and a free-form screen.

Syntax

►►─┬─ DELete ──┬─ ALL ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ EXClude ─┤

   └─ REMove ──┘

DISPLAY LINE
The DISPLAY LINE command displays a specified line from the work file as the current work file line. If the requested line
is not the last line in the work file, subsequent lines are displayed beneath it.

In the IDD Menu Facility, DISPLAY LINE works slightly differently for pageable screens. For these screens, the DDDL
compiler considers each group of lines that represents a definition to be one line of data. DISPLAY LINE displays the first
line of the definition at the top of the screen I/O area.

NOTE
DISPLAY LINE can be used in all pageable screens except the Record Elements (RELM) screen. This is
because one RELM definition (viewed by the compiler as one line) is equal to one page. The DISPLAY PAGE
command is used to display multiple occurrences of the Record Elements screen.

Syntax

 

►►─── display LINe ─┬─ FIRst ────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                    ├─ LASt ─────────┤

                    ├─ NEXt ─────────┤

                    ├─ PRIOr ────────┤

                    ├─ line-number ──┤

                    ├─ *+line-count ─┤
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                    └─ *-line-count ─┘

 

Parameters

FIRst
Displays the first line in the work file.

LASt
Displays the last line in the work file.

NEXt
Displays the line immediately following the first line in the screen I/O area.

PRIOR
Displays the line immediately preceding the first line in the screen I/O area. To avoid conflict with the PRINT
command, PRIOR can only be abbreviated to PRIO. In the IDD Menu Facility, PRIOR can be abbreviated to PRI.

line-number
Displays the specified work file line.

*+line-count
Displays the line derived by adding line-count to the current work file line number. For example, if the current work
file line number is 25, you display line 45 by specifying *+20.

*-line-count
Displays the line derived by subtracting line-count from the current work file line number. For example, if the
current work file line number is 45, you display line 25 by specifying *-20.

DISPLAY PAGE
The DISPLAY PAGE command displays a specified page of the work file. A page is defined as the number of lines that the
screen will accommodate, minus one for the top line.

You can request an explicit page number or a symbolic page number that indicates the relative position of the page within
the work file. You can enter any DISPLAY PAGE options without having to precede the option with the words DISPLAY
PAGE. For example, you need only enter 12 to go to page 12 or LAST to go to the last page of the work file.

Syntax

 

►►─── display PAGE ─┬─ FIRst ────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                    ├─ LASt ─────────┤

                    ├─ NEXt ─────────┤

                    ├─ PRIOr ────────┤

                    ├─ page-number ──┤

                    ├─ *+page-count ─┤

                    └─ *-page-count ─┘

 

Parameters

FIRst
Displays the first page in the work file.

LASt
Displays the last page in the work file.
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NEXt
Displays the page in the work file immediately following the current page.

PRIOr
Displays the page in the work file immediately preceding the current page.
To avoid conflict with the PRINT command, PRIOR can only be abbreviated to PRIO. In the IDD Menu Facility,
PRIOR can be abbreviated to PRI.

page-number
Displays the specified page in the work file.

*+page-count
Displays the page derived by adding page-count to the current page number. For example, if the current work file
page is 4, you display page 6 by specifying *+2.

*-page-count
Displays the page derived by subtracting page-count from the current page number. For example, if the current
work file page is 6, you display 4 by specifying *-2.

END
The END command terminates the online session, deletes the contents of the work file, and signs you off from the OCF or
compiler.

Syntax

 

►►─── END ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

ENTER
The ENTER command sets the function of the ENTER key to either APPLY or UPDATE for the duration of the session or
until you issue another ENTER command.

Syntax

 

►►─── ENTer= ─┬─ UPDate ◄───┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─ APPly ─────┘

 

Parameters

UPDate
Updates the work file and executes the commands in the OCF work file or submits the work file to the compiler.
UPDATE is the default.

APPly
Updates the work file but does not execute the commands in the OCF work file or execute the compiler.

ESCAPE
The ESCAPE command establishes the escape character you must enter as the first character of a line command. Line
commands are discussed in more detail in Using Line Commands.
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When specifying a line command, you type the current escape character in column 1 of the work file. The escape
character signals that subsequent characters should be evaluated as a line command, rather than as an input statement
or compiler input.

Syntax

 

►►─── ESCape escape-character ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameter

escape-character
Specifies any single alphanumeric character. The percent sign (%) is the default.

FIND
The FIND command locates a specified character string by searching the work file. FIND begins the search at the current
page, displays the first page on which the character string is found, and highlights the lines that contain the object string.
To continue the FIND operation, press ENTER. To discontinue the FIND operation before reaching the end (or beginning)
of the work file, press PA1.

In the IDD Menu Facility, FIND works slightly differently for pageable screens. For these screens, the line that contains the
object string is not highlighted.

Syntax

 

►►─── Find 'character-string' ─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

                               ├─ FWD ◄──┤

                               └─ BACk ──┘

 

Parameters

Find character-string
Initiates a search for the character-string in the direction specified by FWD or BACk. You must enclose character-
string in single quotes.

FWD
Searches from the current line to the end of the work file. FWD is the default.

BACk
Searches from the current line to the beginning of the work file.

HELP
The HELP command lists each top-line command and the PF key currently assigned to execute that command. To return
to the work file, press any PF key or press ENTER.

In the IDD Menu Facility, HELP can be issued from any screen. This displays the Help tutorial related to the screen from
which you issued the HELP command. Press PF1 to invoke the HELP command. To leave the Help tutorial and return to
the prior screen, press Clear.

Syntax
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►►─── HELp ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

INSERT
The INSERT command allows you to insert lines into the work file.

Syntax

 

►►─── INSert ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

You use INSERT differently depending on whether you are using the OCF and online compilers or the IDD Menu Facility
as follows.

Using INSERT with the OCF and Online Compilers

To insert text into the work file during an OCF or online compiler session, do the following:

1. Issue the INSERT command, using one of the following methods:
– Top-line command -- Enter INSERT in the command area, position the cursor at the line that the inserted lines will

follow, and press Enter.
– PF key -- Position the cursor at the line that the inserted lines will follow. Press the PF key currently assigned to

execute the INSERT command (PF4 is the default).
2. Enter text on as many blank lines as necessary. The new text exists only on the terminal screen and has yet to be

placed into the work file.
3. Continue issuing INSERT commands as each page is filled until all input is entered.
4. Merge the text with the work file by performing one of the following actions:

– APPLY -- To update the screen and the work file, enter the APPLY command, discussed earlier in this section. If
ENTER=APPLY, then you can press ENTER and get the same results.
The text editor inserts the new lines into the work file and updates the screen without executing the statements in
the OCF work file or executing the compiler. To execute the statements or to submit the work file to the compiler,
use the UPDATE command.

– UPDATE -- To execute the commands or execute the compiler, enter the UPDATE command, discussed later in this
section. If ENTER=UPDATE, then you can press ENTER and get the same results.
The text editor inserts the new lines into the work file and executes the commands in the updated OCF work file or
compiles the contents of the updated work file.

Using INSERT with the IDD Menu Facility

Example

In the IDD Menu Facility, special considerations apply to the use of INSERT on pageable screens. The DDDL compiler
considers each group of lines that represents a definition to be one line of data, as illustrated on the sample Program
Within System (PSYS) screen in the IDD Menu Facility:

       IDD REL nn.n              *** WITHIN SYSTEMS ***                     PSYS

  ─►                                             PAGE 1 LINE 1

1/5

                            PROGRAM 'PROG100' VERSION 1
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 _ EXCLUDE       WITHIN SYSTEM...: DCSYSTEM

                 VERSION NUMBER..: 43      _ HIGHEST    _ LOWEST

                     TEXT........:

  _ EXCLUDE       WITHIN SYSTEM...: DCSYSTEM

                  VERSION NUMBER..: 44      _ HIGHEST    _ LOWEST

                      TEXT........:

  _ EXCLUDE       WITHIN SYSTEM...: DCSYSTEM

                  VERSION NUMBER..: 82      _ HIGHEST    _ LOWEST

                      TEXT........:

  _ EXCLUDE       WITHIN SYSTEM...: DCSYSTEM

                  VERSION NUMBER..: 99      _ HIGHEST    _ LOWEST

                      TEXT........:

  _ EXCLUDE       WITHIN SYSTEM...: ASF

                  VERSION NUMBER..:         _ HIGHEST    _ LOWEST

                      TEXT........:

• To insert text after all existing definitions:
a. Display the last page of the pageable screen by scrolling forward or using the DISPLAY PAGE command.
b. If there is a blank formatted area at the bottom of the screen, enter a new definition; otherwise, scroll forward to

obtain a blank formatted area and enter a new definition.
c. Continue issuing INSERT commands as each page is filled until you have entered all definitions.
d. Press Enter or use the APPLY/UPDATE commands.

• To insert text before or between existing definitions:
a. Determine the line that the new definition is to precede.
b. Use a DISPLAY LINE command or scroll forward until the appropriate line is at the top of the screen.
c. Type INSERT in the command area and press Enter.
d. Enter text on any or all of the blank lines.
e. Continue issuing INSERT commands as each page is filled until you have entered all definitions.
f. Press Enter or use the APPLY/UPDATE commands.

PRINT
The PRINT command prints the contents of the work file on a hard-copy printer. The system acknowledges receipt of the
command with a PRINT INITIATED message in the message area. The PRINT command is valid for IDMS/DC and IDMS
UCF users only and is not available in the IDD Menu Facility.

Syntax

 

►►─── PRInt ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

REPEAT
The REPEAT command repeats a work file line a specified number of times. To issue a REPEAT command, enter
REPEAT in the command area, position the cursor at the line to be repeated, and press Enter. In the IDD Menu Facility,
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you can use the REPEAT command only on free-form screens such as the Comments (COMM) or Module Source
(SRCE) screens.

Syntax

 

►►─── REPeat ─┬────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─ repeat-count ─┘

 

Parameters

REPeat
Repeats the specified line once.

repeat-count
Represents the number of times to repeat the line.
The maximum value for repeat-count is two less than the number of lines the terminal screen will accommodate.
For example, on a 24-line terminal the maximum for repeat-count is 22. Entering an integer larger than the
maximum value causes an error condition; reissue the command.
In the IDD Menu Facility, the maximum value for repeat-count is 18.

RESHOW
The RESHOW command cancels all changes made to the current screen, then redisplays the current screen as of the last
time a control key was pressed.

RESHOW is available with the OCF and all online compilers except the IDD Menu Facility. However, in the IDD Menu
Facility, PA2 performs the same function.

Syntax

 

►►─── REShow ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

SUSPEND
The SUSPEND command allows you to exit from a session without ending the session. The current session is suspended,
and control is returned to the DC/UCF system. The contents of the work file and session options are saved. You can
proceed to another online component, then return to the suspended session at the point at which you exited.

If you sign off from the DC/UCF system, or if the system is terminated while a session is suspended, the work file and all
session options are lost.

When the session is operating under the Transfer Control Facility (TCF), SUSPEND is synonymous with SWITCH,
described later in this section.

NOTE
For more information on the Transfer Control Facility, see Transfer Control Facility.

The SUSPEND command can be issued from any screen in the IDD Menu Facility.

For IDMS ASF Users

If you are using ASF in the same online session, do not use SUSPEND to exit the schema or subschema compilers. Use
the END or the SIGNOFF command.
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Syntax

 

►►─── SUSpend ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

SWAP
The SWAP command restores the screen and the work file to their condition prior to the last execution of the OCF or
compiler. SWAP is a convenient means of editing OCF or compiler input. For example, if you receive error messages for
your input, you can use SWAP to redisplay the original input. You can correct the input and then re-execute or recompile
it.

Swapping screens does not revoke the results of the previous execution or compilation. Any definitions that were
successfully added to the data dictionary before you used the SWAP command remain in the dictionary after you use the
command.

The SWAP command is available with the OCF and all online compilers except the IDD Menu Facility.

Syntax

 

►►─── SWAp ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

SWITCH
The SWITCH command allows you to transfer directly from one development tool to another under the Transfer Control
Facility (TCF). For example, while under TCF you can use SWITCH to transfer from IDD to ADSC without having to return
to the TCF Selection Screen. Use SWITCH to perform any of the following operations:

• Initiate a new development tool session.
• Resume a suspended development tool session.
• Display the TCF Selection Screen.
• Terminate or suspend a TCF session and return control to the DC/UCF system.

NOTE
For more information on the TCF, see Transfer Control Facility.

Syntax

 

►►─── SWItch ─┬───────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

              ├─┬─ product-code ─┬──┬───────┬─┤

              │ └─ task-code ────┘  ├─ OLD ◄┤ │

              │                     └─ NEW ─┘ │

              ├─ tcf-task-code ───────────────┤

              ├─┬─ CLEar ─┬───────────────────┤

              │ └─ CLR ───┘                   │

              └─ SUSpend ─────────────────────┘

 

Parameters
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SWItch
Suspends the current development tool session. Control transfers back to the most recently suspended
development tool session. If no suspended session exists, SWITCH transfers control to the TCF Selection
Screen.
product-code

Specifies the development tool to which control should transfer.
Product-code identifies a development tool by a unique system-supplied invocation name defined at
system generation on the TASK statement.
For example, IDD is the product code for online IDD; SSC is the product code for the online subschema
compiler.
Product codes are defined for use only within TCF.

task-code
Identifies a development tool by its unique installation-defined invocation name.
For example, IDDT has been defined as the task code for online IDD; SSCT has been defined as the task
code for the online subschema compiler. Task codes are defined at system generation time and can vary
from site to site.
OLD
OLD, the default, resumes the most recently suspended session of the specified development tool. If no
suspended session exists, OLD starts a new session of the development tool.
NEW
Starts a new session of the specified development tool.

NOTE
If you have a suspended IDD menu facility, online IDD, schema compiler, subschema compiler, or system
generation compiler session, NEW resumes that suspended session. This is because you can have only one
suspended session of each of these tools.

NOTE
The OLD and NEW options are not valid with the ADSA, ADSC, and MAPC task codes.

tcf-task-code
Specifies the task code that invokes the TCF. When you specify it with the SWITCH command, the TCF Selection
Screen displays.
Tcf-task-code must be defined at system generation time and can vary from site to site. The default task code is
TCF.
A sample TCF Selection Screen is shown at the end of these SWITCH command syntax rules.

CLEar and CLR
Suspends the development tool session, ends the TCF session (clearing the list of suspended sessions and DB
defaults), and returns control to DC/UCF.

NOTE
Your suspended development tool sessions are not affected by this action. You can resume any of your
suspended sessions by invoking the appropriate development tool (while under TCF or directly from the
DC/UCF system) and specifying the name of the definition being created in the suspended session. These
suspended sessions exist until you sign off from the host TP monitor or the DC/UCF system terminates.

NOTE
The CLEar and CLR options are not used with ADSAT, ADSCT, or MAPCTtask codes.

SUSpend
Suspends the development tool session, suspends the TCF session (saving the list of suspended sessions and
DB defaults), and returns control to DC/UCF.
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NOTE
The ADSA, ADSC, and MAPC compilers automatically suspend sessions (and save the contents of the
session in queue records) when you leave the compiler. Therefore, the SUSPEND option has no affect
when used with ADSA, ADSC, or MAPC.

Your list will be available to you next time you invoke TCF. The list of suspended sessions is saved by TCF when
you sign off from the host TP monitor or the DC/UCF system terminates.
You can resume any of your suspended development tool sessions by selecting the session from your list of
suspended sessions (while under TCF). You also can resume any suspended session by invoking the appropriate
development tool (while under TCF or directly from the DC/UCF system) and specifying the name of the definition
being created in the suspended session.

NOTE
Do not use SUSPEND to exit the schema or subschema compilers if you are using the Automatic System
Facility (ASF) in the same online session. In this case, use END or the signoff command.

Example

You display the TCF Selection Screen by specifying the SWITCH tcf-task-code.

The TCF Selection Screen provides the following information:

• A list of suspended sessions. From this list you can select a session to be restarted.
• A list of all development tools available under TCF. From this list you can start a new session.
• A list of database and data dictionary defaults (DB defaults) that includes dbname, dictname, nodename, and dictnode.

From this list you can set session defaults for these four options.

                                    CA,INC.

     TRANSFER CONTROL FACILITY         *** SELECTION SCREEN ***

  _ SUSPEND TCF SESSION   (PF9)           DBNAME..:           DBNODE..:

  _ TERMINATE TCF SESSION (PF3)           DICTNAME: TSTDICT   DICTNODE:

           *TCF TASKCODES*                           *SUSPENDED SESSIONS*

  SELECT ONE TO START A NEW SESSION          SELECT ONE TO RESUME AN OLD SESSION

                                                    TASKCODE        DESCRIPTOR

  _ TCF

  _ SYSGENT    SYSGEN COMPILER

  _ MAPCT      MAP DEFINITION

  _ ADSCT      DIALOG COMPILER

  _ ADSAT      APPLICATION COMPILER

  _ ASF

  _ ASFT

  _ IDDT       IDD COMMAND MODE

  _ SSCT       SUBSCHEMA COMPILER

  _ SCHEMAT    SCHEMA COMPILER

  _ IDDMT      IDD MENU MODE

  _ OLQ        OLQ COMMAND MODE

  _ OLQT       OLQ COMMAND MODE

Product and Task Code Usage
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In a SWITCH command, you can specify a development tool's product or task code to transfer to that development tool.
Additionally, you can use a task code defined for use under TCF to invoke the associated development tool directly from a
DC/UCF system.

The following table lists product codes and sample task codes for use under TCF.

Development Tool Product Code Sample Task Code1 Site Task Code
ADS application compiler
(ADSA)

ADSA ADSAT  

ADS dialog compiler (ADSC) ADSC ADSCT  
ASF ASF ASFT  
IDD menu facility IDDM IDDMT  
Online IDD IDD IDDT  
Online map compiler (MAPC) MAPC MAPCT  
Online command facility (OCF) OCF OCFT  
OLQ OLQ OLQT  
Online schema compiler SCHEMA SCHEMAT  
Online subschema compiler SSC SSCT  
Online system generation
compiler

SYSGEN SYSGENT  

1. Task codes for use under TCF are defined at system generation time and can vary from site to site.

SWITCH Command Specification Outcomes

Use SWITCH to transfer from one development tool session to another new or suspended development tool session, to
the TCF Selection Screen, or back to the DC/UCF system.

The following table shows the outcome for each SWITCH specification.

SWITCH command specification If you have suspended session(s) If you do not have suspended session(s)
SWITCH Resumes most recently suspended

development tool session
Displays TCF Selection Screen

SWITCH product or task code OLD Resumes most recently suspended session
of requested tool

Starts new session of requested tool if
tool is IDD or online compiler or displays
DC/UCF screen if tool is ADSA, ADSC, or
MAPC

SWITCH product or task code NEW Resumes most recently suspended session
of requested tool (IDD and online compilers
only)

Starts new session of requested tool, if
possible

SWITCH tcf-task-code Displays TCF Selection Screen Displays TCF Selection Screen
SWITCH CLEAR Clears list of suspended development tool

sessions and displays DC/UCF screen
Displays DC/UCF screen

SWITCH SUSPEND Saves list of suspended development tool
sessions and displays DC/UCF screen

 

Using the SWITCH Command

How to Specify the SWITCH Command

Specify the SWITCH command on the command line in a given development tool. For example, specify SWITCH as a top-
line command in IDD.
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When using ADSA, ADSC, or MAPC, you can also select the SWITCH activity from the action bar of the main menu.

Using SWITCH with Other Development Tools

When operating under TCF, you can specify SWITCH and any optional parameters in any development tool presented in
this table.

The following table describes methods for specifying SWITCH in development tools under TCF.

Development Tool Specifying the SWITCH Command Specifying Optional Parameters
ADSA, ADSC, MAPC Select the SWITCH activity from the action

bar of the main menu or
Type SWITCH in the command line.

Specify a task or product code on the TASK
ID field of the SWITCH activity.
Specify a task code or product code as a
SWITCH parameter on the command line.
Example: switch idd

IDD Type SWITCH in the command line. Specify a product code or task code as a
SWITCH parameter.
Specify OLD or NEW as a parameter after
a product or task code.
Example: switch sysgen old

OLQ Type SWITCH in the command line. Specify a task code as a SWITCH
parameter
Example: switch schema

Online schema, subschema, and system
generation compilers, and the OCF

Type SWITCH in the command line. Specify a product code, task code, or
keyword as a SWITCH parameter.
Specify OLD or NEW as a parameter after
a product or task code.
Example: switch idd new

UPDATE
The UPDATE command applies your most recent changes to the work file and executes the commands in the OCF work
file or submits the contents of the work file to the compiler. In contrast, you use the APPLY command if you only want to
update the work file.

Syntax

 

►►─── UPDate ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Using Line Commands
Line commands are editor commands that you can use to edit a work file on OCF screens or online compiler editor
screens. For example, you repeat a line by typing the repeat line command on the actual line to be repeated.

You use line commands to copy, delete, move, and repeat lines or blocks of lines within a work file. Additionally, the top
line command allows you to reposition the screen by moving a selected line to the top of the screen.

NOTE

In the IDD Menu Facility, you can use line commands only on free-form screens, such as the Comments
(COMM) or Module Source (SRCE) screens.
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Available Line Commands

The following table lists line command functions, actions that you can perform, and the format for single and block line
commands. The string "(space)" shown throughout this section represents the number of spaces that you must enter
following each line command.

Function Action to Perform Single Command Format Block Command Format

After (Line identifier)   //////////////
//////////////

%A(space)

Before (Line identifier)   //////////////
//////////////

%B(space)

Copy Lines Copy lines or blocks of lines %C[n](space) %CB(space). . .%CE(space)

Delete Lines Delete lines or blocks of lines %D[n](space) %DB(space). . .%DE(space)

Move Lines Move lines or blocks of lines %M[n](space) %MB(space). . .%ME(space)

Repeat Lines Repeat lines or blocks of lines %R[n](space) %RE(space)

Top Line Reposition lines on the screen %T(space) %T(space)

Considerations

Consider the following points when using line commands:

• Line commands must begin with the escape character in column 1. This section uses the default escape character, the
percent sign (%). You can define a different escape character using the ESCAPE command.

NOTE

For more information about the ESCAPE command, see Using Top-line Commands.
• Line commands cannot contain embedded spaces, but you must enter a space after a command as follows:

Line one
Line two
%r(space)Line three

• The text editor processes line commands when you press Enter or any PF key. When line commands are present in
the file, pressing a control key does not invoke OCF or the compiler (even if ENTER=UPDATE is in effect).

Copying Lines
To copy a line or a block of lines to another place in the work file, use any of the following forms of the copy (C) line
command:

Use: To:
%C(space) Copy the indicated line to the destination marked by the %A or %B

command.
%Cn(space) Copy the specified number of lines to the destination marked by

the %A or %B command. For example, %C5 copies the line on
which the command is located and the four lines immediately
following that line.

%CB(space). . .%CE(space) Copy a block of lines to the destination marked by the %A or %B
command. The two lines marked with %CB and %CE and all
intervening lines are copied. The original lines are not deleted.
Note: You can enter block commands (%CB and %CE), so that
they span more than one page of the work file.
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%A(space) or %B(space) Determine where the selected lines are copied:
%A(space) identifies the line after which the targeted lines are
copied.
%B(space) identifies the line before which the targeted lines are
copied.

Scenario -- Copying Lines

The following scenario illustrates how to copy lines on the online compiler screens. The following example shows the
original work file as it appears on the online compiler screen.

                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 1 LINE 1                   1/3

 ADD RECORD IS KBR-DC-REC

    VERSION IS 3

    PREPARED BY KBR.

 RECORD ELEMENT IS

    ADDRESS-0415-KBR

    USAGE IS DISPLAY.

 RECORD ELEMENT IS

    EMP-ID-0415-KBR

    PICTURE 9(5)

    USAGE IS DISPLAY.

 RECORD ELEMENT IS

    EMP-NAME-0415-KBR

    USAGE IS DISPLAY.

The copy (%c) line command copies the COBOL picture for EMP-ID-0415 KBR to the line after the line designated by the
copy after (%a) command.

                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 1 LINE 1                   1/3

 ADD RECORD IS KBR-DC-REC

    VERSION IS 3

    PREPARED BY KBR.

 RECORD ELEMENT IS

    ADDRESS-0415-KBR

    USAGE IS DISPLAY.

 RECORD ELEMENT IS

    EMP-ID-0415-KBR

 %c PICTURE 9(5) 

    USAGE IS DISPLAY.

 RECORD ELEMENT IS

 %a EMP-NAME-0415-KBR 

    USAGE IS DISPLAY.

The following online compiler screen displays the results of the copy procedure in the modified work file:

                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 1 LINE 1                   1/3

 ADD RECORD IS KBR-DC-REC

    VERSION IS 3

    PREPARED BY KBR.
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 RECORD ELEMENT IS

    ADDRESS-0415-KBR

    USAGE IS DISPLAY.

 RECORD ELEMENT IS

    EMP-ID-0415-KBR

    PICTURE 9(5)

    USAGE IS DISPLAY.

 RECORD ELEMENT IS

    EMP-NAME-0415-KBR

    PICTURE 9(5) 

    USAGE IS DISPLAY.

Deleting Lines
To delete a line or block of lines, use any of the following forms of the delete (D) command:

Use: To:
%D(space) Delete the indicated line.
%Dn(space) Delete the specified number of lines. For example, %D5 deletes

the command line and the four lines immediately following it.
%DB(space) . . . %DE(space) Delete a block of lines. The two lines marked with %DB and %DE

and all intervening lines are deleted.
Note: You can enter %DB/%DE so that it spans more than one
page of the work file.

Entering Block Commands
What to Consider

You can use line commands to modify a block of definition lines at one time. The following considerations apply when you
use line commands for a block of lines:

• You use block commands to perform an operation on two or more consecutive lines. For example, you can move three
consecutive lines by using the block move command, as follows:
Sample input:

 %mb(space)This is the beginning of the text block

     This is the middle of the text block

 %me(space)This is the end of the text block

  %a(space)This is the line after which you move text

Sample results:

   This is the line after which you move text

   This is the beginning of the text block

   This is the middle of the text block
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   This is the end of the text block

• You can enter line commands in any order. For example, you can specify the target line (%A or %B) either before or
after indicating the line or block of lines. After you have entered all the line commands for the specified operation, you
perform the operation by pressing Enter.

• The editor displays the literal BLK (block) in the message area of the screen after you have entered a block command.
The editor continues to display this literal as a reminder until you either complete or cancel the current copy, delete,
move, or replace operation.

Common Text Editing Errors

The text editor assumes that you made an error when you enter conflicting commands. In this case, the editor nullifies all
the line commands that you entered. The following table demonstrates text editing errors:

Type of error Example
Mixing block commands %CB(space) (copy begin)

.

.

.
%ME(space) (move end)

Specifying a target line inside a block %CB(space)
.
.
%A(space)◄ This is a target inside a block to be copied
%CE(space)

Specifying the start of the block after the end of the block %CE(space)◄ This is the end of a block
.
.
.
%CB(space)◄ This is the beginning of the block

Moving Lines
To move a line or a block of lines to another place in the work file, use any of the following line commands:

Use: To:
%M(space) Move the indicated line to the destination marked by the %A

(after) or %B (before) command
%Mn(space) Move the specified number of lines to the destination marked

by the %A (after) or %B (before) command. For example, %M5
moves the line on which the command is located and the four lines
immediately following it.

%MB(space). . .%ME(space) Move a block of lines to the destination marked by the %A (after)
or %B (before) command. The two lines marked with %MB and
%ME and all intervening lines are moved.
Note: You can enter %MB...%ME so that it spans more than one
page of the work file.
For an example of moving lines, see Entering Block Commands.

%A(space) or %B(space) %A(space)identifies the line after which the targeted lines are
moved.
%B(space) identifies the line before which the targeted lines are
moved.
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Scenario -- Moving Lines

The following scenario illustrates moving a block of text using line commands. Note that you type the line commands over
existing characters, and that you type a space at the end of each command.

The following sample screen shows the original work file as it appears on the online compiler screen.

                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 1 LINE 1                   1/3

 ADD RECORD IS KBR-DC-REC

    VERSION IS 3

    PREPARED BY KBR.

 RECORD ELEMENT IS

    ADDRESS-0415-KBR

    USAGE IS DISPLAY.

 RECORD ELEMENT IS

    EMP-ID-0415-KBR

    PICTURE 9(5)

    USAGE IS DISPLAY.

 RECORD ELEMENT IS

    EMP-NAME-0415-KBR

    USAGE IS DISPLAY.

The move begin (%mb) and move end (%me) block commands specify the text block you want to move. The move after
(%a) command identifies the line after which you want to place the text block.

                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 1 LINE 1                   1/3

 ADD RECORD IS KBR-DC-REC

    VERSION IS 3

    PREPARED BY KBR.

 %mb RECORD ELEMENT IS 

    ADDRESS-0415-KBR

 %mb USAGE IS DISPLAY. 

 RECORD ELEMENT IS

    EMP-ID-0415-KBR

    PICTURE 9(5)

    USAGE IS DISPLAY.

 RECORD ELEMENT IS

    EMP-NAME-0415-KBR

 %a USAGE IS DISPLAY.

The following sample screen shows the results of the block move procedure.

                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 1 LINE 1                   1/3

 ADD RECORD IS KBR-DC-REC

    VERSION IS 3

    PREPARED BY KBR.

 RECORD ELEMENT IS

    EMP-ID-0415-KBR

    PICTURE 9(5)

    USAGE IS DISPLAY.
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 RECORD ELEMENT IS

    EMP-NAME-0415-KBR

    USAGE IS DISPLAY.

 RECORD ELEMENT IS     

    ADDRESS-0415-KBR   

    USAGE IS DISPLAY. 

Repeating Lines
To repeat a line or block of lines, use any of the following forms of the repeat (R) line command:

Use: To:
%R(space) Repeats the indicated line one time.
%Rn(space) Repeat the indicated line n times. For example, %R2 repeats the

line two times.
%RBn(space) . . . %RE(space) Repeat a block of lines n times. %RBn defines the beginning of

the block and the number of times the block is to be repeated.
%RE defines the end of the block.
Note: The %R line command is not subject to the same repetition
limit as the top-line command REPEAT. For example, %R100 is a
valid command, REPEAT 100 is not.

Scenario -- Repeating Lines

The following sample screens illustrate the process of repeating lines. The following screen shows the original work file:

                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 1 LINE 1                   1/3

 02 WK-GROUP USAGE IS DISPLAY OCCURS 5 TIMES.

    05 WK-VARIABLE-A USAGE IS DISPLAY PIC X(2).

    05 WK-BIT-1 USAGE IS BIT PIC X(3).

To repeat a line, enter %r2 on the line you want to repeat.

                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 1 LINE 1                   1/3

 02 WK-GROUP USAGE IS DISPLAY OCCURS 5 TIMES.

    05 WK-VARIABLE-A USAGE IS DISPLAY PIC X(2).

 %r2 5 WK-BIT-1 USAGE IS BIT PIC X(3).

After entering the repeat command, the repeated lines appear so that you can modify them in the work file.

                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 1 LINE 1                   1/5

 02 WK-GROUP USAGE IS DISPLAY OCCURS 5 TIMES.

    05 WK-VARIABLE-A USAGE IS DISPLAY PIC X(2).

    05 WK-BIT-1 USAGE IS BIT PIC X(3).

    05 WK-BIT-1 USAGE IS BIT PIC X(3). 

    05 WK-BIT-1 USAGE IS BIT PIC X(3).
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Repositioning Lines on the Screen
Use the top (T) line command to reposition the lines currently displayed on the screen. This command has only one
format:

%T(space)

When you enter this command at a specific line, the text editor moves the work file forward until the line specified by the
%T is the top line of the screen.

Using Control Keys
You can use control keys (such as PF keys, PA keys, and Enter) as an alternative to top-line commands. Default control
key assignments differ between the OCF, online compilers, and IDD Menu Facility. To display the current control key
assignments, use the HELP command. Top-line and line commands override PF keys. When you enter a top-line or line
command, PF keys have the same function as Enter, which updates the work file. PA1, PA2, and Clear have priority over
the commands in the command area. If you press one of these keys, no data is transmitted from the terminal.

Simulating PF Keys
On terminals that have no PF keys, you can perform PF key-related functions in the IDD Menu Facility by using PF key
simulation. To activate PF-key simulation in the IDD Menu Facility:

1. Enter any character in the PF KEY SIMULATION ON response field on the Master Selection screen.
2. Enter a one- or two-digit PF key number in the simulated PF key field in the upper left corner of the screen. Note that

the HOME key moves the cursor to the simulated PF key field when PF key simulation is in effect.
3. Press Enter.

Example

On the following Master Selection screen, you enter 6 in the PF KEY SIMULATION ON field to simulate PF6, which
requests the Element Entity screen:

  6    IDD REL nn.n              *** MASTER SELECTION ***                 TOP

  ─►

              DICTIONARY NAME...: TSTDICT      NODE NAME..:

              USER NAME.........:

              PASSWORD..........:

              USAGE MODE........: X UPDATE    _ RETRIEVAL

              PFKEY SIMULATION..: _ OFF       X ON

  _ ATTR  =  ATTRIBUTE     <PF2>              _ PROC  =  PROCESS        <PF3>

  _ CLAS  =  CLASS         <PF4>              _ PROG  =  PROGRAM        <PF5>

  _ ELEM  =  ELEMENT       <PF6>              _ RECD  =  RECORD         <PF7>

  _ FILE  =  FILE          <PF8>              _ TABL  =  TABLE          <PF9>

  _ MODU  =  MODULE        <PF10>             _ USER  =  USER           <PF11>

  _ ENTL  =  USER DEFINED ENTITY LIST         _ SYST  =  SYSTEM
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  _ MSGS  =  MESSAGE

  _ QFIL  =  QFILE                            _ OPTI  =  OPTIONS

  _ DISP  =  DISPLAY ALL                      _ HELP  =  HELP           <PF1>

After entering 6 on the Master Selection screen, you access the Element Entity screen.

       IDD REL nn.n                *** ELEMENT ENTITY ***                   ELEM

  ─►

                                   DICT=TSTDICT

  X DISPLAY      ELEMENT NAME....:

  _ MODIFY

  _ ADD          VERSION NUMBER..: 1       _ HIGHEST    _ NEXT HIGHEST

  _ DELETE                                 _ LOWEST     _ NEXT LOWEST

  DESCRIPTION:

  PICTURE....:                                      NO SYNC: X   SYNC: _

  USAGE......: X DISPLAY                   _ CONDITION NAME (LEVEL 88)

               _ COMP/COMP-4 (BINARY)      _ COMP-3 (PACKED DECIMAL)

               _ COMP-1 (SHORT FLOATING)   _ COMP-2 (LONG FLOATING)

               _ BIT                       _ POINTER

  _ ELMX  =  ELEMENT EXTENSION <PF9>          _ SUBE  =  SUBORD ELEMENTS   <PF11

  _ REGN  =  USER REGISTRATION <PF2>          _ PUBL  =  PUBLIC ACCESS     <PF3>

  _ CLAT  =  CLASS/ATTRIBUTES  <PF4>          _ RKEY  =  RELATIONAL KEYS   <PF5>

  _ COMM  =  COMMENTS          <PF6>          _ COML  =  COMMENT KEY LIST  <PF7>

  _ HIST  =  HISTORY           <PF8>          _ COPY  =  SAME AS/COPY FROM

  _ XREF  =  CROSS REFERENCE   <PF10>         _ HELP  =  HELP              <PF1>

Using OCF and Online Compiler Control Keys
The following table lists the installation default control keys, their associated top-line commands, and their functions in the
OCF and online compilers. The table also provides space for you to associate site-specific control keys with the OCF and
online compiler functions.

 

Press (default) Site key To invoke Which

PF1, PF13 PF8, PF20  DISPLAY PAGE NEXT Scrolls forward one page.
PF2, PF14 PF7, PF19  DISPLAY PAGE PRIOR Scrolls backward one page.
PF3, PF15  DISPLAY LINE NEXT Scrolls forward one line.
PF4, PF16  INSERT Inserts up to a full screen of

lines.
PF5, PF17  APPLY Updates screen contents and

work file but does not invoke the
compiler.

PF6, PF18  UPDATE Updates work file and executes
the compiler.

PF9, PF21  SWAP Restores the work file contents.
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Press (default) Site key To invoke Which

PF12, PF24  PRINT Prints the work file contents.
PA1  Cancel FIND Cancels the FIND command.
PA2  RESHOW Cancels changes to the current

screen and redisplays the
screen.

Clear  CLEAR Clears the contents of the work
file.

Enter  =APPLY
=UPDATE

Updates the screen and the
work file.
Updates the work file and
executes the compiler.

 

 

Using IDD Menu Facility Global Control Keys
The following table lists global control keys for the IDD Menu Facility. The table does not include local control keys, which
are available only on specific IDD Menu Facility screens.

Press To invoke Which
PF1, PF13 HELP Displays online help tutorial associated with

the current screen.
PF7, PF19 DISPLAY PAGE PRIOR Scrolls backward one page (pageable and

free-form screens only).
PF8, PF20 DISPLAY PAGE NEXT Scrolls forward one page (pageable and

free-form screens only).
PA1 Restart Erases information typed on the screen

since the last control key was pressed.
PA2 Refresh screen Cancels changes to the current screen and

redisplays the screen.
Clear Prior screen Displays the prior screen.
Enter =APPLY

=UPDATE
Updates the screen and the work file.
Updates the work file and executes the
compiler.

Using Transfer Control Facility (TCF)
The Transfer Control Facility (TCF) allows you to transfer from one IDMS online development tool to another without
having to return first to IDMS/DC (that is, without having to sign off from the first tool and sign on to the next).

The TCF simplifies transfer between development tools by passing signon and session information between tools.

Use TCF to Transfer Directly to Another Tool

Using TCF, you can perform the following tasks:

1. Suspend a session of a development tool
2. Transfer directly to another development tool
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3. Then transfer back to the suspended session of the first development tool and resume the session.

For example, if you have forgotten the exact names of dictionary records to be copied into a schema, you can temporarily
suspend your online schema compiler session while you use the online Data Dictionary (IDD). After verifying the record
names, you can resume work in the schema compiler where you left off.

Tools You Can Invoke from TCF
Development tools and compilers invoked while you are using TCF are said to operate under TCF. The following
development tools and compilers can be used under TCF and are discussed in this document:

• Automatic System Facility (ASF)
• ADS
• OLQ
• IDD menu facility
• Online command facility
• Online IDD
• Online map compiler
• Online schema compiler
• Online subschema compiler
• Online system generation compiler

Each development tool is established separately for use under TCF at system generation time. TCF configuration can
vary from site to site. For more information on how development tools are established under TCF, see "Using System
Generation."

TCF Keeps Track of Your Sessions

TCF automatically keeps track of your suspended development tool sessions. You can view your current list of suspended
sessions at any time by displaying the TCF Selection Screen.

SWITCH Command

You can transfer directly from one development tool to another by using the SWITCH command. SWITCH also allows
you to transfer to the Selection Screen. With SWITCH and the Selection Screen you can initiate a new development tool
session or resume a suspended one.

NOTE
For more information on the SWITCH command, see "SWITCH."

Examples: Transfer Control Facility
You can transfer to and from development tools under TCF at any time.

Transferring from ADSC to the Online Map Compiler

For example, while using ADSC to define a dialog, you remember that the related map definition is still incomplete. You
can suspend your ADSC session and transfer directly to MAPC as shown in the following screen:

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display Switch 

  _____________________________________________________________________________

                         CA ADS Online Dialog Compiler

                                    CA, Inc.
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    Dialog name . . . . . . .   MODEMP__

    Dialog version  . . . . .   ___1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

                                   2. Assign maps

                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables

                                   5. Assign process modules

                  Copyright (C) <yyyy> CA. All rights reserved.

                 ADSC is currently running under control of TCF

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

   Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

 _____________________________________________________________________________

                                        |                       |

                         CA ADS Online  | Task code   MAPC____  |

                                        |-----------------------|

                                    CA, | F3=Exit               |

                                        |_______________________|

 

 

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   MODEMP

    Dialog version  . . . . .      1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

 

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   _  1. General options

                                   2. Assign maps

                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables

                                   5. Assign process modules

 

 

 

 

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

  _____________________________________________________________________________

 

                           CA IDMS Online Map Compiler

 

                                    CA, Inc.
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    Map name . . . . . . . .    ________

    Map version  . . . . . .    ________

    Dictionary name  . . . .    ________

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

 

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

 

                  Copyright (C) <yyyy> CA. All rights reserved.

                 MAPC is currently running under control of TCF

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Transferring from MAPC to IDD

While using MAPC to complete your map, you need to verify information about a record associated with the map. You can
use the SWITCH command to suspend MAPC and transfer directly to online IDD to view the record definition.

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

  _____________________________________________________________________________

                           CA IDMS Online Map Compiler

                                    CA, Inc.

    Map name . . . . . . . .    EMPMAP__

    Map version  . . . . . .    ___1

    Dictionary name  . . . .    DEMO____

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

                  Copyright (C) <yyyy> CA. All rights reserved.

                 MAPC is currently running under control of TCF

 Command ===>switch idd 

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Transferring from IDD back to MAPC

After using IDD to view the record definition, you can use the SWITCH command to transfer directly back to MAPC.
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switch mapc IDD nn.n NO ERRORS                   DICT=DEMO      1/229  cvname

DISPLAY REC OFFICE V 100.

*+   ADD

*+   RECORD NAME IS OFFICE VERSION IS 100

*+       DATE CREATED IS      mm/dd/yy

*+       TIME LAST UPDATED IS 14440643

*+       RECORD LENGTH IS 76

*+       PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL

*+       RECORD NAME SYNONYM IS OFFICE VERSION 100

*+           SUFFIX IS -0450

*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA EMPSS01 SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100

*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA EMPSSLR2 SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100

*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA EMPSS02 SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100

*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA LHNSS01 SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100

*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA ALPSS01 SCHEMA ALPSCHM VERSION 100

*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA ALPSS02 SCHEMA ALPSCHM VERSION 99

*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA ALPSS03 SCHEMA ALPSCHM VERSION 98

*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA ALPSS04 SCHEMA ALPSCHM VERSION 96

*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA ALPSS05 SCHEMA ALPSCHM VERSION 97

*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA ALPSS06 SCHEMA ALPSCHM VERSION 95

*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA ALPSS07 SCHEMA ALPSCHM VERSION 94

*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA SAMSS10 SCHEMA SAMSCHM VERSION 110

*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA LXASSLR SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

  _____________________________________________________________________________

 

                           CA IDMS Online Map Compiler

 

                                    CA, Inc.

 

 

 

    Map name . . . . . . . .    EMPMAP__

    Map version  . . . . . .    ___1

    Dictionary name  . . . .    DEMO____

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

 

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

 

                  Copyright (C) <yyyy> CA. All rights reserved.

                 MAPC is currently running under control of TCF

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action
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Transferring to TCF from MAPC

After you generate the map, you want to transfer to the TCF Selection Screen to see what options are currently available.
You can transfer to the TCF Selection Screen from MAPC by entering 'switch tcf' on the command line or by selecting the
SWITCH option from the action bar of the online map compiler main menu.

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

  _____________________________________________________________________________

                                        │                   │

                           CA IDMS Onli │ Task ID TCF______ │

                                        │------------------ │

                                    CA  │ F3=Exit           │

                                        │___________________│

    Map name . . . . . . . .    EMPMAP__

    Map version  . . . . . .    ___1

    Dictionary name  . . . .    DEMO____

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Map-Level help text definition

                                  3. Associated records

                                  4. Layout

                                  5. Field definition

                  Copyright (C) <yyyy> CA. All rights reserved.

                 MAPC is currently running under control of TCF

 Command ===>switch tcf 

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

The Selection Screen Is Displayed

The Selection Screen is displayed when transferring from the online map compiler to TCF.

If you decide to go back and complete the MODEMP dialog definition, you can resume your suspended ADSC session by
typing x in front of the session descriptor on the TCF Selection Screen.

                                    CA, INC.

TRANSFER CONTROL FACILITY               *** SELECTION SCREEN ***

_ SUSPEND TCF SESSION   (PF9)           DBNAME..:           DBNODE..:

_ TERMINATE TCF SESSION (PF3)           DICTNAME: DEMO      DICTNODE:

         *TCF TASKCODES*                           *SUSPENDED SESSIONS*

SELECT ONE TO START A NEW SESSION          SELECT ONE TO RESUME AN OLD SESSION

                                                  TASKCODE        DESCRIPTOR

_ TCF                                             x ADSCT        MODEMP 0001

_ ADSCT      DIALOG COMPILER                      _ MAPC         EMPMAP 0001

_ ADSAT      APPLICATION COMPILER_ MAPC           _ IDD
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_ ASF        AUTOMATIC SYSTEM FACILITY

_ IDDMT      IDD MENU MODE

_ IDDT       IDD COMMAND MODE

_ MAPCT      MAP COMPILER

_ OCFT       ONLINE COMMAND FACILITY

_ OLQT       CA OLQ COMMAND MODE

_ SCHEMAT    SCHEMA COMPILER

_ SSCT       SUBSCHEMA COMPILER

_ SYSGENT    SYSGEN COMPILER

NOTE
TCF uses system generation parameters to construct the Selection Screen dynamically, so the TCF Selection
Screen displayed at your site may differ from the one shown. Furthermore, system administrators at each site
can add other online applications to the TCF environment.

Your Suspended ADSC Session Is Resumed

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display   Switch

  _____________________________________________________________________________

                         CA ADS Online Dialog Compiler

                                    CA, Inc.

    Dialog name . . . . . . .   MODEMP__

    Dialog version  . . . . .   ___1

    Dictionary name . . . . .   DEMO

    Dictionary node . . . . .   ________

    Screen  . . . . . . . . .   1  1. General options

                                   2. Assign maps

                                   3. Assign database

                                   4. Assign records and tables

                                   5. Assign process modules

                  Copyright (C) <yyyy> CA. All rights reserved.

                 ADSC is currently running under control of TCF

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

Basics of Using TCF
To use TCF, you must first invoke TCF from a DC/UCF system. Control remains within TCF until you exit from TCF and
return to DC/UCF. While you are under TCF, you can transfer directly between any of the development tools that operate
under TCF without losing your place within the various tools. TCF also allows you to transfer to and from the Selection
Screen at any time.

Invoking TCF from DC/UCF, transferring between development tools, invoking and exiting from a development tool, and
exiting from TCF are discussed in this section.
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Using the TCF

 

Specifying a Task Code

Invoke TCF from a DC/UCF system by specifying any task code that is defined for use under TCF. For example, invoke
TCF from IDMS/DC by specifying a task code (such as 'tcf') after the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt, as follows:

ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

 tcf

NOTE
A task code is the unique name (such as ADSAT) or the function key (such as PF3) that requests access to a
development tool or online compiler. Task codes for use under TCF are defined at system generation time and
can differ from site to site.

If you are using a teleprocessing monitor other than IDMS/DC, specify a task code after the prompt presented by that
monitor.

Selecting a Task Code

Decide which task code to use based on what you need to access under TCF. For example, you can use a task code to
access either:

The TCF Selection Screen
-- The Selection Screen displays and allows you to select options under TCF. A task code for the Selection
Screen is defined at system generation time. For example, TCF can be defined as the task code for the Selection
screen.

A development tool
-- Each development tool under TCF is associated with a unique task code at system generation time. For
example, IDDT can be defined as the task code for online IDD under TCF.

Invoking TCF from a DC/UCF System

TCF is invoked when you specify a task code defined for use under TCF. Then, TCF invokes the Selection Screen or the
development tool identified by the supplied task code.

The following diagram shows what happens when you supply a task code to a DC/UCF system.
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Transferring Between Development Tools

While using TCF, you can transfer control to and from development tools whenever necessary. TCF handles all your
requests to invoke or exit from development tools and transfers control accordingly. How TCF evaluates your requests to
invoke and exit from development tools is discussed next. For more information on using specific tools under TCF, see
Development Tools under TCF.

Invoking a Development Tool

Invoking Tools from Different Locations

You can invoke a development tool under TCF from any of the following locations:

• DC/UCF -- Specify the task code defined for the development tool under TCF.
It is important to invoke tools using the task code defined for use under TCF at system generation time. For a list
of sample task codes associated with specific product codes, see the product and task code table in SWITCH. For
example, specify the task code defined for ADSC under TCF (such as ADSCT) to invoke ADSC directly from DC/UCF.

• The TCF Selection Screen -- Select the development tool's task code from the screen.
Select a task code from the Selection Screen by typing a nonblank character in front of the task code name (even if the
task code is a function key name).
For example, if SSCT is the task code for the online subschema compiler under TCF, invoke the subschema compiler
by selecting SSCT from the list of task codes on the Selection Screen. For more information on the Selection Screen,
see TCF Selection Screen.

• Another development tool -- Use any command or function key that transfers control from that tool to another.
For example, use the SWITCH command in online IDD to transfer from IDD to ADSC. For more information on
transferring from specific tools under TCF, see Development Tools under TCF.

Beginning a New Session or Resuming a Session

When you invoke a development tool under TCF, you can request to do the following:

• Begin a new session of the tool.
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For example, start a new session of MAPC to define a new map. TCF handles a request to start a new development
tool session as described in the table that follows.

• Resume a suspended session of the tool.
For example, resume a suspended ADSC session to continue working on the dialog being defined in the requested
ADSC session.

Requesting a New Development Tool Session

TCF handles your request to start a new development tool session based on the number of simultaneous sessions you
can have for the requested tool.

Development tool TCF response when you request a new development tool
session

ADSA
ADSC
MAPC

Because you can have two or more simultaneous sessions of
each of these tools, TCF starts a new session of the requested
tool.

IDD menu facility
Online command facility
Online IDD
Online schema compiler
Online system generation compiler

Because you can have only one session at a time of each of these
tools, TCF:
Resumes your suspended session of the requested tool, if you
have one
Starts a new session of the requested tool if you do not currently
have a suspended session of that tool

ASF
OLQ

Because you can have only one session at a time of each of these
tools, TCF restarts a session using retained signon and table
information.

Exiting from a Development Tool

If you specify a destination when you exit a tool, TCF transfers you to the requested location. You can request transfer to
another development tool under TCF, the Selection Screen and DC/UCF.

If you do not specify a destination when you exit a tool, TCF transfers you to the most recently suspended development
tool session. If you have no suspended sessions, TCF transfers you to the DC/UCF system.

You remain under TCF when you exit from a development tool session unless you explicitly request exit from TCF or you
have no suspended TCF sessions. For more information on the transfer of control from a specific development tool, see
the discussion of that development tool in Development Tools under TCF.

The current development tool session can be either suspended or terminated when you exit from the tool session.

Suspending a Session

If the development tool session is suspended, the current definition or report is saved.

For example, if you are using ADSC to define a dialog and need to use IDD to verify the name of a process module, you
can suspend the current ADSC session to transfer to IDD. You can then resume the ADSC session when you are finished
using IDD.

When you suspend a development tool session under TCF, an identifier for the session is added to the end of your list
of suspended sessions. The identifier for the suspended development tool session remains in your list until you either
resume the suspended session or request that your list be cleared on exit from TCF (as described in "Exiting from TCF").

You can view your list of suspended sessions at any time by transferring to the Selection Screen. For example, if you have
forgotten the name of one of your suspended dialog definitions, you could transfer to the Selection screen and look at your
list of suspended sessions. You also can resume any of the listed sessions by selecting the session from your list on the
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Selection Screen. For more information on the Selection Screen and your list of suspended sessions, see TCF Selection
Screen section.

Terminating a Session

If the development tool session is terminated, the current definition or report is cleared.

For example, you can terminate your current IDD session on exit if you are finished using IDD to verify information.

Exiting from TCF

Exiting from TCF returns control to the DC/UCF system. You can exit from either of the following locations:

• From the Selection Screen, as discussed in TCF Selection Screen section.
• From a development tool under TCF, by using the SWITCH command as discussed in SWITCH.

Suspending or Terminating TCF When You Exit

You can either suspend or terminate TCF when you exit. Decide whether to suspend or terminate TCF as follows:

• Suspend TCF to save your current list of suspended development tool sessions. Your list will be available the next time
you invoke TCF.
You can resume any of your suspended sessions by selecting the session from your list of suspended sessions (while
under TCF). You can also resume any suspended session by invoking the appropriate development tool (while under
TCF or directly from DC/UCF) and specifying the name of the definition being created in the suspended session.

• Terminate TCF to clear your current list of suspended development tool sessions. Your suspended sessions are not
affected by this action.
You can resume any of your suspended sessions by invoking the appropriate development tool (while under TCF or
directly from DC/UCF) and specifying the name of the definition being created.

Exiting from TCF to the DC/UCF System

You can exit to the DC/UCF system from the Selection Screen or directly from a development tool. If the user suspends
TCF on exit, TCF saves the user's list of suspended development tool sessions. If the user terminates TCF on exit, TCF
clears the user's list of suspended development tool sessions. In both cases, the actual suspended development tool
sessions are saved.

The following diagram shows what happens when you exit from TCF.
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TCF Selection Screen
The Selection Screen lists and allows you to select options that are currently available to you under TCF. Use the
Selection Screen to perform any of the following operations.

• View your list of suspended development tool sessions
• Specify a dictionary or database name to be passed between development tools
• Initiate a new development tool session
• Resume a suspended development tool session
• Return control to the DC/UCF system

Transferring to the Selection Screen

You can transfer to the Selection Screen at any time while under TCF. The Selection Screen lists the task codes of all
available development tools. Additionally, the Selection Screen displays an up-to-date list of your suspended development
tool sessions each time you transfer to the Selection Screen. The Selection Screen can display identifiers for up to 13
suspended development tool sessions.

NOTE
When you have 13 suspended sessions, TCF automatically transfers control to the Selection Screen after you
suspend each additional development tool session. A message on the Selection Screen informs you that your
list is full, and that the suspended session's identifier has not been added to the list. To resume the additional
suspended session, invoke a new session of the tool and specify the name of the definition being created in the
suspended session.

Sample Selection Screen
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The Selection Screen allows you to transfer control to a new development tool session, a suspended development tool
session, or back to the DC/UCF system. The following screen depicts a sample Selection Screen: Options available from
the Selection Screen are described in the table that follows. Sample identifiers made up of the session's task code and
descriptor are shown.

                                    CA, Inc.

TRANSFER CONTROL FACILITY               *** SELECTION SCREEN ***

_ SUSPEND TCF SESSION   (PF9)           DBNAME..:           DBNODE..:

_ TERMINATE TCF SESSION (PF3)           DICTNAME: DEMO      DICTNODE:

         *TCF TASKCODES*                           *SUSPENDED SESSIONS*

SELECT ONE TO START A NEW SESSION          SELECT ONE TO RESUME AN OLD SESSION

                                                TASKCODE        DESCRIPTOR

_ TCF                                           _ ADSAT        EMPINFO 001

_ ADSCT      DIALOG COMPILER                    _ ADSCT        MODEMP  0001

_ ADSAT      APPLICATION COMPILER               _ ADSCT        EMPLIST 0001

_ ASFT       AUTOMATIC SYSTEM FACILITY          _ MAPCT        EMPMAP  0001

_ IDDMT      IDD MENU MODE                      _ IDDT

_ IDDT       IDD COMMAND MODE

_ MAPCT      MAP DEFINITION

_ OCFT       ONLINE COMMAND FACILITY

_ OLQT       OLQ COMMAND MODE

_ SCHEMAT    SCHEMA COMPILER

_ SSCT       SUBSCHEMA COMPILER

_ SYSGENT    SYSGEN COMPILER

TCF Selection Screen Options

Option Field Description
Exit from TCF SUSPEND TCF SESSION (PF9) Returns control to DC/UCF.

Saves your list of suspended development
tool sessions.

TERMINATE TCF SESSION (PF3) Returns control to DC/UCF.
Clears your list of suspended development
tool sessions.

USAGE: Select either exit option in one of
the following ways:
Type a nonblank character in front of either
field. For example, type an 'x' to select
SUSPEND TCF SESSION as shown in the
following code:
x SUSPEND TCF SESSION (PF9)
Press the associated function key. For
example, press PF9 to select SUSPEND
TCF SESSION.

Specify a database or dictionary name DBNAME Names the database (if any) that you have
most recently specified.

DBNODE Names the database node (if any) that you
have most recently specified.
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DICTNAME Names the dictionary (if any) that you have
most recently specified.

DICTNODE Names the dictionary node (if any) that you
have most recently specified.

USAGE: Displays and allows you to specify
the database or dictionary name to be
passed between development tools. For
example, specify the DEMO dictionary as
shown in the following code:
DICTNAME: demo DICTNODE:
You also can specify database or dictionary
values in either of the following locations:
A development tool
DC/UCF (using a DCUF command)

Start a new development tool session TCF Task code for TCF Selection Screen
ADSCT Task code for ADSC
ADSAT Task code for ADSA
ASFT Task code for ASF
IDDMT Task code for IDD menu facility
IDDT Task code for online IDD
MAPCT Task code for MAPC
OCFT Task code for online command facility
OLQT Task code for OLQ
SCHEMAT Task code for online schema compiler
SSCT Task code for online subschema compiler
SYSGENT Task code for system generation compiler
USAGE: Request a new development tool
session by typing a nonblank character in
front of its task code. For example, select
online IDD from the Selection Screen by
typing an 'x' as shown in the following code:
x IDDT IDD COMMAND MODE

Resume a suspended development tool
session

TASKCODE Lists the task code for each session in your
list of suspended sessions. For example,
the task code for ADSC (such as ADSCT)
is listed for each of your suspended ADSC
sessions.

DESCRIPTOR List descriptors for your suspended ADSA,
ADSC, and MAPC sessions. A descriptor is
created from the name and version number
of the entity being defined in the suspended
session.
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USAGE: Displays your list of suspended
development tool sessions by task code
(and by descriptor when appropriate).
Resume a suspended session by typing
a nonblank character in front of the
session identifier. For example, resume a
suspended ADSC session by typing an 'x'
as shown in the following code:
x ADSCT EMPLIST 0001
In the preceding example, the suspended
ADSC session defines the EMPLIST dialog.

NOTE
A different task code may be defined for use under TCF at your site.

Development Tools under TCF
Development tools are established for use under TCF at system generation time. Any of the following development tools
and compilers can be used under TCF:

• ADS application compiler (ADSA)
• ADS dialog compiler (ADSC)
• OLQ (OLQ)
• Automatic System Facility (ASF)
• IDD menu facility
• Online command facility (OCF)
• Online map compiler (MAPC)
• Online IDD
• Online schema, subschema, and system generation compilers

This section describes transfer of control under TCF for each of these development tools.

ADS and the Online Map Compiler

To exit from the ADS application or dialog compiler or the online map compiler, you can use either of the following
methods:

• Select the SWITCH activity from the action bar of the main menu of the ADS application and dialog compilers or the
online map compiler.

• Use PF3 from the main menu screen.

These methods are discussed below.

Select the SWITCH Activity from the Main Menu

To transfer from either of the ADS compilers or the online map compiler to other development tools or TCF, select the
SWITCH activity from the main menu. The SWITCH activity is only available from the main menu of the ADS compilers or
the online map compiler.

When you select the SWITCH activity another menu displays. You can enter the task or product code for the development
tool you want to transfer to from this activity. The table at the end of this section indicates where TCF transfers control
depending on how you exit the ADS compilers or the online map compiler.
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Example

The following example shows how you use the SWITCH activity of the ADS application compiler. Remember that the
SWITCH activity works the same in both the ADS compilers and the online map compiler.

Using the SWITCH Activity

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display Switch 

  _____________________________________________________________________________

                          CA ADS Application Compiler

                                    CA, Inc.

    Application name . . . .    MODEMP__

    Application version  . .    ___1

    Dictionary name  . . . .    DEMO

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Responses and Functions

                                  3. Global records

                                  4. Task codes

           Copyright (C) <yyyy> CA. All rights reserved.

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

 Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

  _____________________________________________________________________________

                                        │                    │

                          CA ADS Applic │ Task ID  ________  │

                                        │--------------------│

                                    CA, │ F3=Exit            │

                                        │____________________│

 

 

    Application name . . . .    MODEMP__

    Application version  . .       1

    Dictionary name  . . . .    DEMO

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

 

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Responses and Functions

                                  3. Global records

                                  4. Task codes
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 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help  F3=Exit  F10=Action

 

Using a Program Function Key

You can exit only from the main menu screen of the ADS compilers and the online map compiler using PF3.

    Add  Modify  Compile  Delete  Display  Switch

  _____________________________________________________________________________

                          CA ADS Application Compiler

                                    CA, Inc.

    Application name . . . .    ________

    Application version  . .    ____

    Dictionary name  . . . .    DEMO

    Dictionary node  . . . .    ________

    Screen . . . . . . . . . _    1. General options

                                  2. Responses and Functions

                                  3. Global records

                                  4. Task codes

                  Copyright (C) <yyyy> CA. All rights reserved.

 Command ===>

 Enter  F1=Help F3=Exit  F10=Action

Transferring from ADS Compilers or the Online Map Compiler

The way your current ADS and map compiler sessions end and TCF transfers control on exit depends on the exit method.
The following table summarizes what happens when you exit from either ADS or the map compiler under TCF.

Each suspended session is saved in a queue record. The length of time queue records are retained is specified at system
generation time and can vary from site to site.

Exit Method TCF Actions
Selecting the SWITCH activity from the action bar of the main
menu

• Suspends your session.
• Transfers control to the requested development tool. If you do

not request a tool, control transfers to:
– The DC/UCF screen, if you do not have a suspended

session.
– The development tool session that you most recently

suspended, if you have a suspended
For more information about SWITCH, see SWITCH.
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PF3 • Terminates your session.
• Transfers control to your most recently suspended

development tool session, or to the DC/UCF screen if you
have no suspended sessions.

IDMS Online Compilers

Exiting from the Online Compilers

The online schema, subschema, and system generation compilers and the online command facility are separate
development tools. You can have one suspended session of each of these compilers at a given time. For example, if you
have a suspended schema compiler session, you can resume but not start a new schema compiler session. You can start
a new subschema or system generation compiler session.

The online schema, subschema, and system generation compilers and the online command facility use the same screen
format as online IDD (the online DDDL compiler). Commands used to exit from an online compiler session can be entered
in the command line of any online compiler screen. The command line is highlighted on the following sample online
schema compiler screen.

switch tcf SCHEMA nn.n NO ERRORS      DICT=DEMO      1/1796

DISPLAY SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100.

*+   ADD

*+   SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 100

*+       DATE CREATED IS      mm/dd/yy

*+       TIME CREATED IS      13435418

*+       DATE LAST UPDATED IS mm/dd/yy

*+       TIME LAST UPDATED IS 15420294

*+       REVISED  BY RPM

*+       SCHEMA DESCRIPTION IS 'EMPLOYEE DEMO DATABASE'

*+       ASSIGN RECORD IDS FROM 1001

*+       PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL

*+       COMMENTS

*+           'INSTALLATION: COMMONWEATHER CORPORATION'

*+       SUBSCHEMA IS EMPSS01

*+       SUBSCHEMA IS JPKSS01

*+       .

 .

 .

 .

When you exit from an online compiler, TCF suspends or terminates your online compiler session and transfers control, as
described in the following table. The contents of each suspended online compiler session are kept in a scratch record and
saved until you sign off from the DC/UCF system.

NOTE
Do not use SUSPEND to exit the schema or subschema compilers if you are using the Automatic System
Facility (ASF) in the same online session. In this case, use END or the signoff command.

Transferring from the Online Compilers
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The way your current online compiler session ends and TCF transfers control on exit depends on the exit method you use,
as described in the following table.

Exit Method TCF Actions
SUSPEND command Suspends your compiler session.

Transfers control to your most recently suspended development
tool session or to the Selection screen if you have no sessions.

SWITCH command Suspends your compiler session.
Transfers control to the requested development tool. If you do not
request a tool, control transfers as if you used SUSPEND (see the
description for SUSPEND command).
For more information on SWITCH, see SWITCH.

BYE, QUIT, or SIGNOFF command (or associated function key) Terminates your compiler session.
Transfers control to your most recently suspended development
tool session or to the Selection screen if you have no suspended
sessions.

OLQ under TCF

Exiting from OLQ

Commands that exit you from OLQ can be specified in the command line on OLQ screens. The command line is
highlighted on each of the following sample OLQ screens.

switch schema 

EMPLOYEE

EMPLOYEE-DBKEY   :      75011:13

EMP-ID-0415      :    349

EMP-NAME-0415    :

EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 :  ROGER

EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 :  WILCO

EMP-ADDRESS-0415 :

EMP-STREET-0415  :  671A SNOWBANK RD

EMP-CITY-0415    :  TYNGSBORO

EMP-STATE-0415   :  MA

EMP-ZIP-0415     :

EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415 :  01879

EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0415 :

EMP-PHONE-0415   :   6176490190

STATUS-0415      :  01

SS-NUMBER-0415   :  111000023

START-DATE-0415  :

START-YEAR-0415  :   79

START-MONTH-0415 :   11

START-DAY-0415   :   11

:..CONTINUED

    

                                CA, Inc.

       CA OLQ nn.n                               *** MENU ***
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─►switch schema                                           Page     3  of      3

Select                                              Command/       Show

Pfkey  Option  Description                                Screen Name     Help

--─►  Control Activity  <---

PF3      _     Terminate OnLine Query session             QUIt              _

_     Change session options                     OPTions           _

_     Suspend OnLine Query session               SUSpend           _

PF9      _     Swap from menu mode to command mode        SWAp              _

_     Switch to Transfer Control Facility        SWItch            _

--─►  Additional Help  <---

Display list of commands and pfkeys        HELp COMmands     _

Display list of selected records           HELp RECord       _

Display list of selected columns           HELp COLumn       _

Display database access path               HELp PATh         _

1=HELP         2=GLOBAL HELP         3=QUIT         4=MESSAGE         7=BWD

Function keys can also be used to exit from OLQ. Function keys for OLQ are defined at system generation time and can
vary from site to site.

When you exit from OLQ, TCF suspends or terminates your OLQ session and transfers control as described in the
following table. The contents of a suspended OLQ session are kept in a scratch record and saved until you sign off from
the DC/UCF system.

NOTE
You can have a maximum of one suspended OLQ session. For example, you can resume but not start a new
OLQ session if you already have a suspended OLQ command mode or menu facility session.

Transferring from OLQ

The way your current OLQ session ends and TCF transfers control on exit depends on the exit method you use, as
described in the following table.

Exit Method TCF Actions
SUSPEND command (command mode only) Suspends your OLQ session(1).

Transfers control to your most recently suspended development
tool session or to the Selection screen if you have no sessions.

SWITCH command Suspends your OLQ session.
Transfers control to the requested development tool. If you do not
request a tool, control transfers as if you used SUSPEND (see
above).
For more information on SWITCH, see SWITCH.

BYE, QUIT, or SIGNOFF command (or associated function key) Terminates your OLQ session.
Transfers control to your most recently suspended development
tool session or to the Selection screen if you have no suspended
sessions.

(1) An identifier for the suspended OLQ session is not added to your list of suspended sessions.
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ASF

Exiting from ASF

Fields highlighted on the following sample ASF screen can be used to exit from ASF.

                                    CA, Inc.

ASEL  CA - Automatic System Facility  nn.n     ** Activity Selection **

DC560004 SELECT A TABLE

User Name: DOC1

_ PF1 - Help                  _ PF5 - Select Data _ PF13  - Query

_ PF2 - Define Table          _ PF7 - Page Backward _ PF14  - Signon

_ PF3 - Load Data             _ PF8 - Page Forward  _ PA1   - Prior Level

_ PF4 - Display/Change Data   _ PF9 - Passkey     _ CLEAR -  Leave ASF 

Table Name.:

Table Owner: DOC1

Page:  1  of  1

_ ACCOUNTING

_ BUDGET

_ DEPARTMENT

_ EMPLOYEE

Function keys can also be used to exit ASF or to switch to OLQ. To leave ASF entirely, use CLEAR. To switch to OLQ,
use PF13 from the Activity Selection screen or type OLQ in the simulated PF key field of any screen.

When you exit from ASF, TCF maintains the ASF session and transfers control as described in the following table.
However, an ASF session is not suspended in the usual sense when you leave ASF by transferring control to OLQ.
Instead, TCF maintains your ASF signon information and retains currency on the table, if one was selected. When you
select ASF from your suspended sessions list, TCF uses the retained signon and table information, and displays the ASF
Activity Selection screen regardless of the screen you were using when you transferred control to OLQ.

Transferring from ASF

The way your current ASF session ends and TCF transfers control on exit depends on the exit method you use, as
described in the following table.

Exit Method TCF Actions
PF13--Query Transfers control to OLQ, saving signon and table information.
CLEAR--Leave ASF Terminates your ASF session.

Transfers control to your most recent suspended development
tool session, or to the DC/UCF screen if you have no suspended
sessions.

IDD

Exiting from IDD
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Commands used to exit from IDD can be specified on the command line on IDD screens. The command line is highlighted
on each of the following sample IDD screens.

switch mapc IDD nn.n ONLINE      NO ERRORS      DICT=DEMO       1/559

DISPLAY RECORD EMPLOYEE VERSION 100.

*+   ADD

*+   RECORD NAME IS EMPLOYEE VERSION IS 100

*+       DATE CREATED IS      mm/dd/yy

*+       DATE LAST UPDATED IS mm/dd/yy

*+       TIME LAST UPDATED IS 11541503

*+       REVISED  BY SYB

*+       RECORD LENGTH IS 116

*+       PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL

*+       RECORD NAME SYNONYM IS EMPLOYEE VERSION 100

*+           SUFFIX IS -0415

*+           LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER

*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA EMPSS01 SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100

*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA EMPSSLR2 SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100

*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA EMPSSLR SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100

*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA EMPSS02 SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100

*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA ALPSS01 SCHEMA ALPSCHM VERSION 100

*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA EMPLR40 SCHEMA EMPSCHM VERSION 100

*+           COPIED INTO SUBSCHEMA ALPSS02 SCHEMA ALPSCHM VERSION 99

             

                       CA, Inc.

IDD nn.n              *** MASTER SELECTION ***                   TOP

─► switch mapc  

SIGNON TO IDD WAS SUCCESSFUL

DICTIONARY NAME...: DEMO         NODE NAME..:

USER NAME.........:

PASSWORD..........:

USAGE MODE........: X UPDATE    _ RETRIEVAL

PFKEY SIMULATION..: X OFF       _ ON

_ ATTR  =  ATTRIBUTE     <PF2>              _ PROC  =  PROCESS        <PF3>

_ CLAS  =  CLASS         <PF4>              _ PROG  =  PROGRAM        <PF5>

_ ELEM  =  ELEMENT       <PF6>              _ RECD  =  RECORD         <PF7>

_ FILE  =  FILE          <PF8>              _ TABL  =  TABLE          <PF9>

_ MODU  =  MODULE        <PF10>             _ USER  =  USER           <PF11>

_ ENTL  =  USER DEFINED ENTITY LIST         _ SYST  =  SYSTEM

_ MSGS  =  MESSAGE

_ QFIL  =  QFILE                            _ OPTI  =  OPTIONS

_ DISP  =  DISPLAY ALL                      _ HELP  =  HELP           <PF1>

When you exit from IDD, TCF suspends or terminates your IDD session and transfers control as described in the following
table. The contents of a suspended IDD session are kept in a scratch record and are retained until you sign off of the DC/
UCF system.
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NOTE
You can have a maximum of one suspended online IDD session and one suspended IDD menu facility session.
For example, if you have a suspended online IDD session, you can start a new IDD menu facility session but
cannot start another new online IDD session. This is because an online IDD session is totally unrelated to a
simultaneous IDD menu facility session.

Transferring from IDD

The way your current IDD session ends and TCF transfers control on exit depends on the exit method you use, as
described in the following table.

Exit Method TCF Actions
SUSPEND command Suspends your IDD session.

Transfers control to your most recently suspended development
tool session, or to the Selection screen if you have no suspended
sessions.

SWITCH command Suspends your IDD session.
Transfers control to the requested development tool. If you do not
request a tool, control transfers as if you used SUSPEND
For more information on SWITCH, see SWITCH.

BYE, END, LOGOFF, or SIGNOFF command or CLEAR key, as
appropriate

Terminates your IDD session.
Transfers control to your most recently suspended development
tool session, or to the Selection screen if you have no suspended
sessions.

SYSIDMS Parameter File (Common Facilities)
A SYSIDMS parameter is a parameter that can be added to the JCL stream of a batch job running in local mode or under
the central version.

Key Benefits

You can use SYSIDMS parameters to specify the following:

• Physical requirements of the environment, such as the DMCL and database to use at runtime
• Runtime directives that assist in application execution
• Operating system-dependent file information

Establishing Site Defaults

Site-specific defaults can be established for all SYSIDMS parameters by assembling a SYSIDMS defaults load module.
If it exists, this load module is used at runtime to determine the default values for all SYSIDMS parameters. Defaults may
then be overridden in an individual job step by including a SYSIDMS parameter file in the execution JCL.

Creating a SYSIDMS Defaults Load Module

The following example illustrates how to code a SYSIDMS defaults load module. It is a table of 80-character constants,
each of which may contain one or more SYSIDMS parameters, as described in Parameter Descriptions. A parameter
and its value must be contained within a single 80-character constant, but more than one parameter may appear within a
constant. The last constant must have a value of "END SYSIDMS DEFAULTS."

 TITLE 'SYSIDMS - Build load module for SYSIDMS defaults'

 SYSIDMS START 0

 **************************************************************
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 * Code any SYSIDMS parms that you want to be part of this SYSIDMS

 * defaults load module. This SYSIDMS defaults load module will be

 * processed first before trying to process any SYSIDMS parms defined

 * in the JCL for any IDMS batch job.

 ***************************************************************

           SPACE

           DC CL80'ECHO=ON DMCL=GLBLDMCL'

           DC CL80'JOURNAL=OFF'

           SPACE

 * The following statement is mandatory and must be the last statement

 * in the SYSIDMS defaults load module.

           DC CL80'END SYSIDMS DEFAULTS'

           END

 

Linking a SYSIDMS Defaults Load Module

The load module must have both a name and an entry point of SYSIDMS. For operating systems that support XA storage,
the load module can be linked as AMODE 31, RMODE ANY.

Overriding SYSIDMS Parameter Defaults

SYSIDMS default values can be overridden for an individual job step by including a SYSIDMS parameter file in the
execution JCL.

In the following example, the SYSIDMS parameters included in the job stream instruct IDMS/DB to use the DMCL
LOCLDMCL to execute a job. DBNAME identifies EMPDB as the database to access at runtime, and the QSAM
parameters instruct IDMS/DB to use the IDMSQSAM look-ahead read facility when accessing EMPSEG.EMPAREA:

 //SYSIDMS DD *

 DMCL=LOCLDMCL DBNAME=EMPDB

 IDMSQSAM=ON QSAMAREA=EMPSEG.EMPAREA

 

In the following example, the SYSIDMS parameters used are typical for a batch job running under the central version:

 //SYSIDMS DD *

 DBNAME=EMPDB NODENAME=SYSTEM90

 

SYSIDMS Parameter Summary
The following tables show SYSIDMS parameters and usage.

Debugging and Abend Control Parameters

Parameter CV Batch z/OS z/VSE z/VM
ABEND_ON_DEAD
LOCK

X X X X

ABEND_SVC_DUM
P

X X

ABENDTRACE (1)
ABENDTRACE_EN
TRIES

(1)
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ABENDTRACE_
SUBSCHEMA_DISPLAY

(1)

ABENDTRACE_VIB
SNAP

(1)

ADJUNCT_TRACE_
TABLE

X X X X X

AREA_VALIDATION_
MSGS

X X X X

DB_DEADLOCK_D
UMP

X X X X

DC_DEADLOCK_D
UMP

X X X X

DC_DEADLOCK_00
29

X X X X

DEADLOCK_ABEN
D_ERUS

X X X X

DEADLOCK_ABEN
D_0029

X X X X

DEADLOCK_DETA
ILS

X X X X

DMLTRACE X X X X
ECHO X X X X X
PROCTRACE X X X X
QSAMTRACE X X X X
SQLTRACE X X X X
SYSTRACE X X X X
TRACE_TABLE_SI
ZE

X X X X

(1) You must have Optimizer/II or SymDump Batch installed to use this parameter.

Performance-Related Parameters

Parameter CV Batch z/OS z/VSE z/VM
BUFFER_PURGE X X X X
BUFFERSTAT X X X X
DBIO_HICCUP X X X X
DLBLMOD X X
FILE_BUF X X X X
IDMSQSAM X X X X
LIMIT_PREFETCH X X X X
PREFETCH X X X X X
PREFETCH_BUF X X X X
QSAMAREA X X X X
QSAMBUF# X X X
QSAM#BUF X
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QSAMTRACE X X X X
SCRATCH_IN_STO
RAGE

X X X X

SQL_CACHE_ENTR
IES

X X X X

SQL_INTLSORT X X X X
TRANSACTION_SH
ARING

X X X X

File-Related Parameters

Parameter CV Batch z/OS z/VSE z/VM
DLBLMOD X X
DYNALLOC_WAIT (2) X X
DYNALLOC_WAIT_
SECONDS

(2) X X

FILE_BUF X X X X
LENGTH_PAGE X X X X
LIST X
LOCAL_DYNAMIC_
ALLOCATION

X X X X

MULTIDSN X X
OVERPRINT X
ROLLBACK3490 X X X X
SYS_MSG X X X X
SYSTRK_DDNAME
_PREFIX

X X X X X

UPPER X X X X
WIDTH_PAGE X X X X

(2) Applies to CV startup only.

z/VSE File-Related Parameters

Parameter CV Batch z/OS z/VSE z/VM
FILENAME X X
BLKSIZE X X
BLOCKS X X
DEVADDR X X
FILABL X X
FILETYPE X X
LRECL X X
RECFM X X
REWIND X X
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NOTE

For more information on these parameters, see z/VSE File Parameters in SYSIDMS Parameter Descriptions.

Connection and Environment Parameters

Parameter CV Batch z/OS z/VSE z/VM
CICS_NAME X
CVMACH X X
CVNUM X X
CVRETRY X X X X
CVRETRY_MSG_C
ODES

X X X X

DBNAME X X X X
DICTNAME X X X X
DICTNODE X X X X
DMCL X X X X X
ENABLE_RRS X X
LANG X X X X
LOCAL X X X X
NODENAME X X X X
REREAD_SYSCTL X X X X
SYSCTL X X X X

Miscellaneous Runtime Directives

Parameter CV Batch z/OS z/VSE z/VM
ARCHIVE_JOURNA
L_WARNING_PERC
ENT

X X X X

BCF_INPUT_80 X X X X
IGNORE_SYSTRK_
DMCL

X X X X

CV_STARTUP_XA_
REGION_MB

X X X X

DBAN_SORT_PAS
SES

X X X X

DC_SCRATCH X X X X
DCNAME X X
DISABLE_SVC_SC
REEN

X X X X

DMCL X X X X X
DSGROUP X X
ENTC_LINE_LENG
TH

X X X X

ERUS_FETCH_PRO
TECT_OFF

X X
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EVAL_BASE_YEAR X X X X X
EVAL_CENTURY_V
ALIDATION

X X X X X

EVAL_LOW_CENT
URY

X X X X X

EVAL_HIGH_CENT
URY

X X X X X

IDMSIN01_ONLY
(CICS only)

X

JOURNAL X X X X
JRNLDTS X X X X
LOADAREA X X X X
LOCAL_NOJOURNAL_
RETRIEVAL

X X X X

LOCALPUR X X X X
MASTERKEY_EXIT
S

X X X X

MSGDICT X X X X
PARM X X X X
SORT FIELD MAX
LEN

X X X X

SORTSIZE X X X X
TASK_ANALYZER_
EXITS

X X X X

PDAT_LOCATION X X X
WORK X X
DATE_SIMULATOR
_SVC

X X X

SHUTDOWN_STAL
L_TIME

X X X X

PRMPT_MSG X X X X
SAVE_SQL_SYNTA
X

X X X X

TCP/IP-Related Parameters

Parameter CV Batch z/OS z/VSE z/VM
TCP/IP_STATUS X X X X
INCLUDE_TCP/IP_S
TACK

X X X

EXCLUDE_TCP/IP_
STACK

X X

TCP/IP_STACK_1 X X
TCP/IP_STACK_2 X X
TCP/IP_STACK_3 X X
TCP/IP_STACK_4 X X
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TCP/IP_STACK_5 X X
TCP/IP_STACK_6 X X
TCP/IP_STACK_7 X X
TCP/IP_STACK_8 X X

SYSIDMS Parameter Descriptions
This article describes the SYSIDMS parameters.

ABEND_ON_DEADLOCK
Forces the abnormal termination of a task that encounters a database resource deadlock. In normal CV
operations, a database resource deadlock results in control being returned to the application program with an
indication that a deadlock occurred. This parameter causes the task to be abended.

NOTE
This parameter is meaningful only in the SYSIDMS file that is associated with a central version.

ABEND_SVC_DUMP=ON|OFF
Causes an SVC dump to be requested when CV abends prematurely (ON) or not at all (OFF).
Default: ON

NOTE
Specifying OFF is not recommended. If the CV address space abends, a dump is required to determine
the cause of the abend.

ABENDTRACE=ON|OFF
Activates the tracing of various pieces of IDMS data when using Optimizer/II or SymDump Batch. This parameter
is meaningful only in the SYSIDMS file that is associated with a batch job.
Optimizer/II or SymDump Batch is required to use this parameter.

NOTE
if Optimizer/II or SymDump Batch is not installed, and you do not specify ABENDTRACE=ON, you can
still get an abbreviated trace of IDMS activity by setting optional bit 265 in RHDCOPTF.

ABENDTRACE_ENTRIES=nnn
Overrides the default number of entries being traced by ABENDTRACE. This parameter is meaningful only in the
SYSIDMS file that is associated with a batch job.
Optimizer/II or SymDump Batch is required to use this parameter.

ABENDTRACE_SUBSCHEMA_DISPLAY=ON
Activates the display of information from the subschema in use at the time of abend when using ABENDTRACE.
This parameter is meaningful only in the SYSIDMS file that is associated with a batch job.
Optimizer/II or SymDump Batch is required to use this parameter.

ABENDTRACE_VIBSNAP=ON
Causes the dump of the VIB at the time of abend when using ABENDTRACE. This parameter is meaningful only
in the SYSIDMS file that is associated with a batch job.Optimizer/II or SymDump Batch is required to use this
parameter.

ADJUNCT_TRACE_TABLE=table-size KB|MB
Specifies the size of the adjunct trace table in kilobytes (KB) or megabytes (MB).
Limit: 0 - 9999
Default: 0
Any non-zero adjunct table size that is established by a SYSIDMS parameter overrides the adjunct trace table
size that is specified in the system definition.
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ARCHIVE_JOURNAL_WARNING_PERCENT=percent-number
Specifies the threshold percent that ARCHIVE JOURNAL uses to issue a warning message that a journal file is
nearly full. If the amount of available space after condensing a journal is less than percent-number, ARCHIVE
JOURNAL issues a warning message indicating that the journal is nearly full of condensed segments.
Default: 10 percent

AREA_VALIDATION_MSGS=ON|OFF
ON causes the informational messages DB347042 and DB347043 to be displayed on the JES log during startup
and shutdownentt for each area being shared in a SYSPLEX data sharing environment. Sharing many areas can
cause congestion on the JES log.Default: OFF This parameter is only applicable in a SYSPLEX data sharing
environment.

BCF_INPUT_80=ON|OFF
IDMSBCF input is done over 80 characters by a #LINEIN INAREA=CARD,MAXIN=80,... statement. However,
afterwards, all information starting from column 73 until column 80 is cleared and overwritten by spaces. That is,
the actual maximum input size is only 72 characters.
Executing any SQL PUNCH command may produce a SYSPCH output exceeding column 72. Using this output
as input for an IDMSBCF job afterwards may result in possible syntax errors, because the input is truncated after
column 72.
By specifying SYSIDMS parameter BCF_INPUT_80=ON, information between columns 73 and 80 is not cleared,
and input for BCF will be over 80 characters. In all other cases it defaults to 72 characters, for example, no
BCF_INPUT_80 parameter or not specifying BCF_INPUT_80=OFF. .
Default: OFF

BUFFER_PURGE
Causes updated pages to be written to the database whenever the number of buffers containing such pages
exceeds one-quarter of the number of pages in the buffer pool. This parameter may improve the performance
of local mode update jobs that do not frequently commit, because it makes buffers available for pre-fetch. This
parameter is meant for only local mode batch jobs.

BUFFERSTAT
Produces a report containing buffer pool I/O statistics that can be used for tuning purposes. The report is written
to SYSLST at the end of the job. It is meant only for local mode batch jobs

NOTE
For a description of the fields in the report, see "BUFFERSTAT Report Field Descriptions."

CICS_NAME=cics-name
Specifies a 1 to 4 character value that identifies the CICS system name.

CVMACH=cms-machine-name
(z/VM only) Specifies the virtual machine in which the DC/UCF system is executing.

CVNUM=nnn
(z/VM only) Specifies the number of the central version that is accessible by CMS and is used to route database
requests through the IDMSVMCF facility.
Limits: 0-255

CVRETRY=ON|OFF
ON indicates that the following message is displayed on the operator console when the IDMS central version is
not active:
CV nnn NOT ACTIVE. REPLY RETRY OR CANCEL.

Default: ON
CVRETRY_MSG_CODES=descriptor-route-codes

Specifies the descriptor and route codes, in an eight-hexadecimal format, to be used for batch message
DC208002 (CV cv-number NOT ACTIVE. REPLY RETRY OR CANCEL).
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The first four digits of descriptor-route-codes represent the descriptor codes and the last four digits represent
the route codes. Each bit within the descriptor or route codes represents a code value. The first bit (x’8000’)
represents code value 1 and the last bit (x’0001’) represents code value 16. Multiple bits can be on in each set of
codes so that x’8101’ represents code values 1, 8 and 16.
Default: 00004000 (representing descriptor code zero (0) and route code two)

CV_STARTUP_XA_REGION_MB=nnn
Specifies the size of the initial XA storage pool that is acquired during early CV startup.
nnn

Specifies the size in MB (megabytes) of the initial XA storage pool.
Default: 32 MB

DATE_SIMULATOR_SVC=nnn
Causes IDMS to issue an SVC to call the DATE SIMULATOR instead of issuing STCK and STCKE commands.
The purpose of this parameter is to run DATE SIMULATOR without affecting IDMS modules.

DB_DEADLOCK_DUMP
Specifies that a dump is produced for a task that abends due to a database resource deadlock. This parameter is
used with the ABEND_ON_DEADLOCK parameter. If not specified, a dump is not produced when a task abends
due to a database deadlock.

DBIO_HICCUP=nn
By default, the Central Version (CV) generates a "hiccup wait" if a task accesses 100 pages without generating
a wait. This parameter allows 1-99 pages to be accessed before a wait is generated. Specifying a value greater
than 100 results in a page count of 100.

NOTE
Specifying a value less than 99 pages could result in increased run times for some tasks, because they
may wait too often. We recommend experimenting with different values to choose the appropriate value
for your site.

DBAN_SORT_PASSES=sort-passes
Specifies the number of sorts that IDMSDBAN uses when auditing index orphan chains.
Default: 1
The higher the number of sorts, the greater the number of errors that can be detected. However, increasing the
number of sorts also increases the overhead for auditing orphan chains, which can be significant when processing
large indexes. Because most errors are detected with a single sort, the default of one is usually sufficient. You
should increase the number of sorts beyond 1 only when you must identify every error in an index.

DBNAME=database-name
Specifies the name of the database to access at run time for non-SQL applications. DBNAME is either a segment
name or a name defined in a database name table.

DC_DEADLOCK_NODUMP
Specifies that a dump is not produced for a task that abends due to a DC resource deadlock. This parameter
overrides the DUMP/NODUMP sysgen parameter.

DC_DEADLOCK_0029
Specifies that tasks that encounter a DC resource deadlock abend with a code of 0029 rather than a code of
DEAD.

DC_SCRATCH=ON|OFF
ON:

Directs local jobs to use the central version scratch area (DDLDCSCR) when defined in the DMCL.
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OFF:
Directs local jobs to use the local scratch area (DDLOCSCR) when defined in the DMCL. When
DDLOCSCR is not defined, DDLDCSCR is used when SCRATCH_IN_STORAGE=ON, ANY, or XA is also
specified.

Default: OFF
DCNAME=member-name

(z/OS only) Specifies the member name of the system within a data sharing group. This name also becomes
the system (node) name, overriding the value that is specified in the system definition. DCNAME must consist of
characters A-Z, 0-9, $, #, or @.
Limits: 1-8 characters

NOTE
This parameter is only applicable in a data sharing environment.

DEADLOCK_ABEND_ERUS
Specifies that ERUS tasks that encounter a database resource deadlock be abnormally terminated. This
parameter is meaningful only if the ABEND_ON_DEADLOCK parameter is also specified.

DEADLOCK_ABEND_0029
Specifies that tasks that abend due to database resource deadlocks use a code of 0029 rather xx29, where "xx"
represents the major code of the DML request that was being issued at the time of the abend. This parameter has
meaning only if the ABEND_ON_DEADLOCK parameter is also specified.

DEADLOCK_DETAILS=ON|OFF
ON specifies that more detail be provided in a deadlock situation.
Default: OFF

DICTNAME=dictionary-name
Specifies a dictionary to use when loading a subschema from a load area. For dictionary-related tools, for
example, IDMS compilers and pre-compilers, and IDMSBCF, DICTNAME specifies the dictionary to access at run
time. For SQL applications, DICTNAME specifies the name of the dictionary to connect to at run time.

DICTNODE=dictionary-node-name
For SQL applications and dictionary-related tools under the central version, specifies the name of the DC/UCF
system that controls the dictionary to access at run time. For applications running in local mode, this parameter is
not applicable.

DISABLE_SVC_SCREEN=SVC-number
Specifies the number of an SVC for which screening is to be disabled.
Limits: 0 - 255
Disabling screening of an SVC allows it to be issued by a program executing within the DC/UCF address space.
The DISABLE_SVC_SCREEN parameter can be specified multiple times.

NOTE
Use this parameter with caution, because issuing unscreened SVCs within the DC/UCF system can
degrade performance and result in abends. For more information about SVC screening, see "DML
Reference for Assembler" in the IDMS Reference documentation.

DLBLMOD=ON|OFF
(z/VSE only) ON specifies that the DLBL type in the disk label changes from 'DA' to 'SD' when sequential
processing (IDMSQSAM) is activated. After the disk labels are processed as 'SD' during the QSAM file OPEN, the
DLBLs are changed back to 'DA' to allow random BDAM processing.
Default: OFF

DMCL=dmcl-name
Specifies the name of the DMCL load module to use in local mode.
Default: IDMSDMCL
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DMLTRACE=ON|OFF
ON activates a trace facility that traces all navigational DML requests made by an application.
Default: OFF

DSGROUP=data-sharing-group-name
(z/OS only) Specifies the name of the data sharing group, which this system is a member. All IDMS systems that
are members of the same group must specify the same group name. DSGROUP must consist of characters A-
Z, 0-9, $, #, or @. Names that begin with SYS or UNDESIG are reserved and cannot be used. Names that begin
with A to I may be in use by the operating system and should be avoided.
Limits: 1-8 characters

NOTE
This parameter is only applicable in a data sharing environment.

DYNALLOC_WAIT=ON|OFF
ON specifies that dynamic allocation does an ENQ wait for the DSN until it becomes available, when a data set is
in use.
OFF specifies that dynamic allocation request fails, when DYNALLOC_WAIT_SECONDS option is zero or not
specified.
This option applies to local mode jobs and to CV startup.
Default: OFF

DYNALLOC_WAIT_SECONDS=nnn
Specifies that when a data set is in use, dynamic allocation waits for a specified interval and retries the allocation.
If the DSN is still unavailable, it repeats the process until the data set is available. If this option is specified with a
non-zero value, it overrides the DYNALLOC_WAIT option. If zero is specified and the DYNALLOC_WAIT option is
OFF or not specified; the dynamic allocation request fails.
This option applies to local mode jobs and to CV startup.
Limits: 255

ECHO=ON|OFF
Indicates whether SYSIDMS parameters are displayed on the JES log.
Default: OFF

ENABLE_RRS=ON|OFF
(z/OS only) ON activates RRS support for batch applications.
Default: OFF

ENTC_LINE_LENGTH=nnn
Specifies the length of the input field of the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt.
Limits: 1-999
Default: 240 (Without the implementation of PASSPHRASE SUPPORT added with SO04635, it is 80.)

ERUS_FETCH_PROTECT_OFF
Indicates that the system allocates External Run Unit Storage (ERE, ESE) in a sub-pool that is not fetch
protected.
Default: The system allocates storage in a sub-pool that is fetch protected.
For more information, see SYSTEM Statement Usage.

EVAL_BASE_YEAR=base-year
Specifies the base year to be assumed by the DATEDIFF and DATEOFF built-in functions. The base year is used
to determine whether a two-digit year is considered to be in the 20th or 21st centuries. A year whose value is
greater than the base year is considered to be in the 20th century. Values less than or equal to the base year are
considered to be in the 21st century.
Limits: 1 - 99
Default: 68
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EVAL_CENTURY_VALIDATION=ON|OFF
Specifies whether century values are to be validated by built-in functions that accept four-digit years such as
GOODDATEX.
ON

Validate century values.
OFF

Does not validate century values.
Default: OFF

EVAL_LOW_CENTURY=low-century
Specifies the lowest century value to be considered valid. The value that is specified is used during century
validation in built-in functions that accept four-digit years such as GOODDATEX. Centuries are validated only if
the EVAL CENTURY VALIDATION is ON.
Limits: 1 - 99
Default: 19

EVAL_HIGH_CENTURY=high-century
Specifies the highest century value to be considered valid. The value that is specified is used during century
validation in built-in functions that accept 4-digit years such as GOODDATEX. Centuries are validated only if
EVAL CENTURY VALIDATION is ON.
Limits: 1 - 99
Default: 20

EXCLUDE_TCP/IP_STACK=stack=name
(z/OS and z/VM only) Creates an EXCLUDE list of up to eight TCP/IP stack names to override the list of stacks
that are supplied by the operating system (z/OS) or through SYSGEN (and z/VM).
All the stack-names that are specified on these SYSIDMS parameters are excluded from the run-time list of
stacks. INCLUDE_TCP/IP_STACK and EXCLUDE_TCP/IP_STACK are mutually exclusive parameters and
support wildcards.

EXIT14_BATCH_RU
Restricts calling EXIT14 to batch run-units.

FILE_BUF=ddname=nnnnn
Allows users to increase the number of pages in a buffer that is used by a specific file for a local mode job without
having to change the DMCL. In CV, a DCMT command can be used to alter the number of pages in a buffer. The
FILE_BUF parameter provides a similar capability for local mode jobs. If specified, the number of pages in the
buffer pool that is associated with the specified file is increased by nnnnn.
This parameter can be used to tune PREFETCH processing by allowing the local mode user to increase the
number of pages in a specific buffer for a job and thereby maximize the benefit of prefetch processing.

IDMSIN01_ONLY
(CICS only) Used in conjunction with the SYSIDMS parameters DMLTRACE or SQLTRACE.

• DMLTRACE=ON or SQLTRACE=ON with IDMSIN01_ONLY causes DML or SQL tracing to be limited to
programs that call IDMSIN01 specifying TRACE.

• The IDMSIN01 calls can be made at any time, and an active run unit is not required.
• End tracing by calling IDMSIN01 specifying NOTRACE, or when the transaction terminates.

IDMSQSAM=ON|OFF
ON activates the IDMSQSAM facility (sequential access for look-ahead database reads).
Default: OFF

IGNORE_SYSTRK_DMCL=ON|OFF
Specifies whether to disable building the runtime DMCL from the SYSTRK file and instead force the use of the
DMCL load module.
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ON
Specifies to disable use of SYSTRK for building the runtime DMCL.

OFF
Specifies to build the runtime DMCL from SYSTRK if the CV was not previously shut down normally.

Default: OFF
INCLUDE_TCP/IP_STACK=stack-name

(z/OS and z/VM only) Creates an INCLUDE list of up to eight TCP/IP stack names to override the list of stacks
that are supplied by the operating system (z/OS) or through SYSGEN (z/OS and z/VM). For z/VM only, it can be
used to include a new stack.
All the stack-names that are not specified on these SYSIDMS parameters are excluded from the runtime list
of stacks. INCLUDE_TCP/IP STACK and EXCLUDE_TCP/IP_STACK are mutually exclusive parameters and
support wildcards.

JOURNAL=ON|OFF
Specifies whether journaling is performed in local mode. OFF specifies that local mode journaling is not
performed, even if journals are defined in the DMCL.
Default: ON

JRNLDTS=yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.nnnnnn
Provides a way to bypass a date timestamp mismatch problem between the DMCL and the journal files. The yyy-
mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.nnnnnn is the date timestamp on the journal file. This should only be used if you know that
the reason for the mismatch will not cause a problem. Inappropriate use of this parameter may cause database
corruption.

LANG=xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Sets an alternate environment for DBCS support. This parameter is useful for local mode batch jobs and is
equivalent to issuing the DCUF SET LANG command for online users.
Limits: 19 characters

LENGTH_PAGE=nnn
Specifies the allowable number of lines on a page.
Limits: 10 to 32,767 lines
Default: 60

LIMIT_PREFETCH=nnn
When a batch job is performing an area sweep, prefetch takes three-quarters of the number of buffers and divides
the value by the number of records per track to determine the maximum number of start I/Os it can issue. If the
number is greater than 100, a value of 100 is used. At the start of a job, this can swamp the system with I/O
requests.
By coding LIMIT_PREFETCH=nnn prefetch will only issue nnn I/Os at any time. If this number is greater than the
value calculated by IDMS, the lower value is used.

LOADAREA=ON|OFF
Specifies whether the dictionary load (DDLDCLOD) area is accessed when loading a module. If OFF is specified,
the dictionary load area is not accessed. Specify OFF only when all load modules are linked into an OPSYS load
library.
Default: ON

LOCAL=ON|OFF
Specifies whether a batch job executes in local mode. If ON is specified, all requests are processed locally even if
an IDMSOPTI is link-edited with the program, or a SYSCTL file is specified in the JCL.
Default: OFF

LOCAL_DYNAMIC_ALLOCATION= ON|OFF
OFF directs a local IDMS batch job to ignore any DSN information that is defined in the DMCL for database files,
and requires that the DSN information be included in the JCL to access a database file.
Default: ON
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LOCAL_NOJOURNAL_RETRIEVAL
Specifies that local batch jobs not journal RETRIEVAL ONLY transactions.

LOCALPUR=ON|OFF
ON forces purging of the local mode buffer pool whenever a transaction terminates.
This parameter addresses a change in the way local mode buffers are handled, between 10.21 and later releases,
as follows:

• In release 10.21, a local mode job with multiple transactions (run units) separates buffer pools for each
transaction, and each transaction has no knowledge of the others. When a transaction terminates its buffer
pool purges.

• Starting in release 12.0, a local job with multiple transactions has only one buffer pool that is shared by
all transactions. When a transaction terminates the buffer remains unchanged until the last transaction
terminates, and the shared buffer pool is purged. To make the system purge the common buffer pool when
each transaction terminates (mimicking what happens in release 10.21), use the parm LOCALPUR=ON.
Default: OFF

NOTE
Use this parameter only if there is a compatibility problem, because there can be performance
implications by specifying LOCALPUR=ON.

MSGDICT=ON|OFF
Specifies whether the dictionary message (SYSMSG) area is accessed to retrieve the text of messages. If OFF
is specified, the dictionary message area is not accessed. OFF should be specified only when using a DMCL that
does not contain the SYSMSG segment, such as during installation.
Default: ON

MULTIDSN=ON|OFF
(z/VSE only) ON specifies that tape files may span multiple volumes. At the end of a tape reel, EOF (end of file)
or EOV (end of volume) prompts the user to specify an END OF JOB or an END OF VOLUME condition. OFF
specifies that END OF JOB is automatically the condition at the end of a tape reel.
Default: OFF

NODENAME=nodename
For non-SQL applications running under the central version, identifies the DC/UCF system to bind to at run time.

PARM='parameter-string'
Allows you to specify parameters typically specified in a JCL EXEC PARM statement. The format is the same
as the IBM PARM parameter on the EXEC JCL statement. PARM can contain 1 to 256 characters, and can be
specified on multiple lines.

PDAT_LOCATION=ANY|BELOW
Specifies whether the UCF line driver allocates PDAT storage above or below the 16-MB line. The default, ANY,
allocates PDAT storage above the line. BELOW allocates PDAT storage below the line. BELOW must be specified
if a back-end PDAT application runs with AMODE 24.
Default: ANY

PREFETCH=ON|OFF
OFF overrides the default ON and prevents IDMS from prefetching database pages, the normal processing when
an area or index sweep is detected. Specify OFF, as follows:

• For a local batch job to prevent prefetching database pages for the job step.
• In the SYSIDMS file that is associated with a central version to prevent prefetching pages for all transactions

running with the central version.

Default: ON
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PREFETCH_BUF=nnnnn
Specifies the minimum number of pages in a buffer pool that must be present before IDMS uses prefetch
processing for non-area sweep requests. This parameter applies to both local and central version environments.

PRMPT_MSG='prompt_message'
Customizes the WTOR (Write-To-Operator-With-Reply) message. Customizing this message lets you distinguish
the different CVs that are running.
Enclose prompt_message in single (') or double (") quotes. You can write the message in free-form, but, do not
enter internal quotes.
Limits: The message can be 1 to 58 characters (without quotes).
Default: If the parameter is not specified, the following message is displayed, where nnn is the system number
that is present, regardless if the default or a customized message is displayed.
REPLY WITH REQUEST TO IDMS Vnnn

PROCTRACE=ON|OFF
ON activates a trace of key user blocks that participate in an SQL PROCEDURE call.
Default: OFF

QSAMAREA=qsam-area-name
Specifies the physical area in the DMCL for which the IDMSQSAM facility does look-ahead reads. If this
parameter is omitted and the IDMSQSAM=ON parameter is specified, the look-ahead reads are performed on the
first area that is accessed by the transaction.

NOTE

This parameter may also be used against journal files when executing the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility,
by specifying QSAMAREA=ARCHIVE.JOURNAL in the utility's SYSIDMS file.

QSAMBUF#=nnn
(z/OS only) Specifies the number of buffers to use when the IDMSQSAM facility is active. QSAMBUF# enables
you to set the number of QSAM buffers used without coding JCL for the file being processed by IDMSQSAM.
If QSAMBUF# is not specified, the number of buffers is determined by the DCB parameter BUFNO=nnn, or
defaults to 5 buffers.
Limits: 1-255
Default: 5 buffers

QSAMTRACE=ON|OFF
ON activates a trace of all the IDMSQSAM look-ahead I/O reads. This trace shows the name of one or more
files accessed by IDMSQSAM, each RBN that is read using QSAM or BDAM (DAM/EXCP), and a summary of
the number of RBN's read through QSAM and BDAM. It also shows the area being accessed and the number of
OPSYS QSAM buffers used as determined by the JCL.
Default: OFF

REREAD_SYSCTL=ON|OFF
ON directs local mode operations to reread the SYSCTL file for each new transaction. This lets you:

1. Include a SYSCTL in a batch job step's JCL.
2. Start a transaction that executes under central version, based on the contents of the SYSCTL file.
3. Deallocate the SYSCTL file that is defined in the JCL.
4. Start another transaction to execute in local mode.

Default: OFF
RETRIEVAL_CV

Specifies that IDMS converts READY UPDATE requests to READY RETRIEVAL when accessing an area set to
RETRIEVAL mode on the CV.
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ROLLBACK3490
Enables the ROLLBACK utility to process archive files residing on devices that do not support backward read,
such as disk and 3490E devices.

SAVE_SQL_SYNTAX=ON|OFF
If ON is specified during CV startup, all dynamic SQL syntax is saved before it gets optimized. The SQL
server module IDMSQSRV allocates a piece of long-term storage each time an sLTE (that is a secondary LTE
representing the SQL session) is acquired. That storage is anchored off the sLTE and is used to save the dynamic
SQL syntax before it is processed by the syntax parser and optimized.
The storage is obtained only once per session and is re-used if there is more SQL syntax to save for the same
session. The storage is released during the end of session processing just prior to freeing the sLTE.
You can obtain the saved SQL syntax by Exit 39 - SQL Syntax Collecting Exit.
Default: OFF

SCRATCH_IN_STORAGE=ON|OFF|ANY|XA|64-bit
Enables storage allocation from the operating system for scratch processing.
ON

Specifies the same as SCRATCH_IN_STORAGE=ANY.
OFF

Specifies to allocate the scratch area as defined in the DMCL.
ANY

Acquires 64-bit storage if possible. If the request to allocate 64-bit storage fails, XA storage is acquired.
XA

Acquires 31-bit storage.
64-bit

Acquires 64-bit storage. If the request to allocate 64-bit storage fails, no attempt to acquire XA storage is
done.

Default: OFF

NOTE
Usage of 64-bit storage is controlled by the MEMLIMIT parameter of the JOB or EXEC JCL statement
on z/OS, and by the MEMLIMIT option on the SYSDEF MEMOBJ command on z/VSE.

SCRATCH_LIMIT=limit-with-unit
Specifies the maximum amount of scratch storage. The system continues to allocate more storage for scratch
processing until the sum of all allocations reaches the value that is specified by limit-with-unit. Enter a number
in the range 1 through 32767 followed by a unit of KB (Kilobyte: 2**10), MB (Megabyte: 2**20), GB (Gigabyte:
2**30), TB (Terabyte: 2**40), or PB (Petabyte: 2**50).
The default value is determined as follows:

• If the DMCL contains a scratch area definition, the default is the number of pages in the area multiplied by the
page size.

• If no scratch area is defined in the DMCL, the default is the size of the primary allocation plus 99 times the size
of the secondary allocation.

SCRATCH_PRIMARY_EXTENT=prim-size-with-unit
Specifies the primary scratch allocation size. Enter a number in the range 1 through 32767 followed by a unit of
KB (Kilobyte: 2**10), MB (Megabyte: 2**20), GB (Gigabyte: 2**30), TB (Terabyte: 2**40), or PB (Petabyte: 2**50).
The default value is determined as follows:

• If the DMCL contains a scratch area definition, the default value is the number of pages in the area multiplied
by the page size.

• If no scratch area is defined in the DMCL, the system default value is 1 MB.
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SCRATCH_SECONDARY_EXTENT=sec-size-with-unit
Specifies the amount of storage to allocate when all existing storage is in use. Enter a number in the range
1 through 32767 followed by a unit of KB (Kilobyte: 2**10), MB (Megabyte: 2**20), GB (Gigabyte: 2**30), TB
(Terabyte: 2**40), or PB (Petabyte: 2**50).
The default size of the secondary allocation is equal to the size of the primary allocation.

SHUTDOWN_STALL_TIME=nnn
Causes the stall interval for active user tasks to be set to nnn seconds after a SHUTDOWN command is issued.
If the parameter is not coded or an interval of 0 (zero) is specified, then there is no effect on SHUTDOWN
processing. This parameter allows normal SHUTDOWN processing even if a user task is in a long wait for an
unavailable resource. The specified interval is used to force user tasks to be aborted if a given wait exceeds the
interval even if the task normally has a longer STALL interval. This parameter affects online application tasks and
ERUS tasks in either an INTERNAL or EXTERNAL wait. It has no effect on system tasks such as service drivers,
line drivers, DCINTRNLs, and DBINTRNLs.

SMON_THRESHOLD=nn
Sets the default reporting threshold for the Storage Pool Interval Monitor online task.
Valid values: 0-99

SMON_INTERVAL=nnn
Sets the default reporting interval for the Storage Pool Interval Monitor online task.
Valid values: 0-999

SORT FIELD MAX LEN=n
Specifies the maximum sort key field length that is allowed by a sort.
Default (z/OS): 2000
Default (z/VSE): 256

SORTSIZE=ON|OFF
Directs whether IDMS utilities generate the SIZE= sort parameter card. Some sort packages cannot handle the
SIZE= parameter.
Default: OFF. The SIZE= sort parameter is not generated.

SQL_CACHE_ENTRIES=n
Specifies the maximum number of entries that used in the dynamic SQL cache. One entry holds one cached
SQL statement. Specify zero (0) to disable caching. The maximum theoretical value is 2,147,483,647. The actual
maximum depends on available memory.
Default: 200

SQL_INTLSORT=ON|OFF
Allows you to force the internal IDMS sort to be used in local mode. If ON is specified, an internal SORT rather
than an operating system SORT is performed on SQL commands issued in a local batch job that contain an
ORDER BY clause. Often, an internal SORT is faster than an operating system SORT when you are not dealing
with a large amount of data. OFF is the default, indicating an operating system SORT is used.
Default: OFF

SQLTRACE=ON|OFF
ON activates a trace facility of all the SQL database requests made by an application.
Default: OFF

SUPPRESS_RECORD_ON_STATUS=<minor code>
Identifies the custom error status minor code that an AFTER GET DB procedure sets when suppressing a record
occurrence. This activates Record Suppression Assistance. You can duplicate this line up to three times to
support multiple codes. All alphanumeric minor codes, plus, the numeric code 99. Numeric codes 00-98 are
reserved for IDMS use.
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SYS_MSG=UPLOW|UPPER
UPPER directs IDMS to translate the text of internal #WTL messages to uppercase before being displayed at
the output destination. The default is UPLOW. This allows the text of an internal #WTL message that is issued by
Broadcom software to be displayed in mixed-case letters.
Specify UPPER in the following conditions:

• In local batch jobs to translate any internal #WTL messages issued by Broadcom software to uppercase for
that job step.

• In the SYSIDMS file that is associated with a central version to translate any internal #WTL messages issued
by Broadcom software to uppercase for that CV region.

SYSCTL=ddname
Specifies an alternate ddname for the SYSCTL file (other than the default ddname of SYSCTL).

SYSTRACE=ON|OFF
Controls whether basic system tracing is enabled.
ON

Enables basic system tracing.
If basic system tracing is enabled by the SYSIDMS SYSTRACE parameter, it remains enabled for a
system even if its system definition indicates that SYSTRACE is OFF.

OFF
Does not enable basic system tracing.

SYSTRK_DDNAME_PREFIX=xxxxxxx
Specifies the DDname prefix to be used for referencing SYSTRK files in execution JCL.
xxxxxxx

Specifies the 1- to 7-character DDname prefix.
Default: SYSTRK

TCP/IP_STACK_<1 to 8>=tcp/ip-stack-name
In IDMS Release 16, the default TCP/IP stack name was extracted from the SYSTCPD file, and the following
SYSIDMS parameters can be used to include eight more stacks to the IDMS TCP/IP environment. In Release
17, these parameters are supported for compatibility reasons, but, the method to define the TCP/IP stacks using
the INCLUDE STACK clause in SYSGEN, or the two new SYSIDMS parameters INCLUDE_TCP/IP_STACK and
EXCLUDE_TCP/IP_STACK take precedence on Release 16 definitions:

• TCP/IP_STACK_1=tcp/ip-stack-name
• TCP/IP_STACK_2=tcp/ip-stack-name
• TCP/IP_STACK_3=tcp/ip-stack-name
• TCP/IP_STACK_4=tcp/ip-stack-name
• TCP/IP_STACK_5=tcp/ip-stack-name
• TCP/IP_STACK_6=tcp/ip-stack-name
• TCP/IP_STACK_7=tcp/ip-stack-name
• TCP/IP_STACK_8=tcp/ip-stack-name

TCP/IP_STATUS=ON|OFF
Specifies the default status of TCP/IP support at startup. It overwrites the DEFAULT STATUS value that is defined
to SYSGEN. OFF disables TCP/IP support for IDMS at startup. ON enables TCP/IP support.

TRACE_TABLE_SIZE=table-size KB | MB
Specifies the size of the system trace table in kilobytes (KB) or megabytes (MB).
Limit: 0 - 9999
Default: 0
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NOTE

If basic system tracing is enabled by the SYSIDMS SYSTRACE parameter and the table size is 0, the
table size is changed to 4 MB. Any non-zero table size that is established by a SYSIDMS parameter
overrides the trace table size specified in the system definition.

TRANSACTION_SHARING=ON|OFF
ON activates the Transaction Sharing feature for all database activity that is used in a batch application.
Default: OFF

UPPER=INPUT|OUPUT|BOTH|OFF
Specifies whether input and/or output files are converted to uppercase:
INPUT

Converts SYSIPT input files to uppercase.
OUTPUT

Converts SYSLST output files to uppercase.
BOTH

Converts both SYSIPT input files and SYSLST output files to uppercase.
OFF

Does not convert SYSIPT input files or SYSLST output files to uppercase.
Default: OFF

USERCAT=ON|OFF
Specifies whether the user catalog is to be accessed. Specify OFF only when formatting the user catalog or when
the DMCL does not have access to a user catalog.
Default: ON

WIDTH_PAGE=nnn
Specifies a maximum number of characters to be printed on a SYSLST output line.
Limits: 71-132
Default: 132

WORK=n
IDMS utilities that generate SORT input cards for use within a VSE environment typically hard code the number of
SORTWK files to be allocated. This value can be insufficient for the amount of data to be sorted. This parameter
allows sites to specify the number of SORTWK files to be allocated by their SORT.
Limits: 1-9
Any other values are ignored and the default value of the utility is used instead.

XA_SCRATCH=ON|OFF
Specifies whether scratch space is allocated out of XA storage.
Default: OFF
Indicates that a scratch file is used.

NOTE
XA_SCRATCH=ON/OFF is maintained only for compatibility reasons. Instead, use
SCRATCH_IN_STORAGE instead.

BUFFERSTAT Report Field Descriptions

Fields displayed on the report that is produced by the BUFFERSTAT SYSIDMS parameter are as follows:

*** Buffer Name ***
The name of the buffer from the DMCL which has been opened during the processing of this job. Only those
buffers which are open or have had some I/O activity against them appear in this report.
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*** Pages ***
The number of pages that are allocated to the buffer. This is the actual number of pages in use by this
buffer for this job. This number is the total from the definition of DMCL Local Mode Buffer Pages nnn, JCL
DCB=BUFNO=nnn, or SYSIDMS Parm FILE_BUF=ddname=nnn.

*** Prefetch Minimum ***
The minimum number of buffers 'in use' needed to allow Prefetch to operate from Random access verbs (that is,
non-area sweep processing).

DB Page Requests
The number of times IDMSDBMS requests a database page from the buffer pool by calling IDMSDBIO.

Sequential Area Request
Of the DB Page requests in the 'DB Page Requests' count, how many were GET/NEXT/PRIOR in AREA verbs.

Random Request
Of the DB Page requests in the 'DB Page Requests' count, how many were not GET/NEXT/PRIOR in AREA
verbs.

Found in Buffer
Of the DB Page requests in the 'DB Page Requests' count, how many DB pages were already in the buffer pool
and did not require an I/O.

Not Found in Buffer
Of the DB Page requests in the 'DB Page Requests' count, how many DB pages were not in the buffer pool and
therefore required an I/O.

Buffer 'hit' Ratio
Calculated as 'Found in Buffer' times 100, divided by the DB Page Requests value.

Found in Pref Buffer
Found in Prefetch Buffer. Of the 'DB Page Requests' count, how many DB pages were found in the buffer pool
that had been read by a Prefetch Read?

Found in Cache
Of the 'DB Page Requests' count, how many DB pages were found in the shared cache?

Total DB Pages Read
The total number of DB pages read by both Prefetch and standard I/O. This is not the number of I/O's or EXCPs,
but the number of DB pages read into a buffer as a standalone I/O, 'Start I/O - Reads', or as part of a Prefetch I/O
'Pages Read - Prefetch'.

DB Pg Req:Tot Pages Read
The number of 'DB Page Requests' count divided by the 'Total DB Pages Read' count.

DB Pg Req:Strt I/O Read
The number of 'DB Page Requests' count divided by the 'Start I/O Reads' count.

NonPrefetch I/O Rqst
The number of standard of non-Prefetch I/O requests. This is the number of the 'DB Pages Requests' which are
'Not found in Buffer' and were not eligible for Prefetch. Prefetch was either not allowed, turned off, or the request
was started by a 'Random Request' for which the '*** Prefetch Minimum ***' is higher than the number of '***
Pages ***'.

Start I/O - Reads
The number of standard or non-Prefetch I/O reads. This number is the result of 'DB Page Requests' which were
'Not found in Buffer' and Prefetch is turned off, or the request was started by a 'Random Request' for which the '***
Prefetch Minimum ***' is higher than the number of '*** Pages ***' count, or the request is not eligible for Prefetch
processing. Each of these shows up as 1 EXCP.

Start I/O - Writes
The number of writes that were started against the database. Each of these show up as 1 EXCP.
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Read forces Write
To read a DB page into the buffer, a DB page had to be written out to the database first (based on the least
recently used algorithm). When this occurs, Prefetch is effectively turned off.

Prefetch Requests
With Prefetch operating, the number of DB page requests 'Not found in Buffer', which were eligible for Prefetch
processing.

Sequential Area Request
Of the 'Prefetch Requests' count, how many were GET NEXT/PRIOR in AREA type verbs.

Random Request
Of the 'Prefetch Requests' count, how many were not GET NEXT/PRIOR in AREA type verbs.

Pref Req Denied:Buffers
Of the 'Prefetch Requests' count, how many did not use Prefetch due to too many buffer pages with the 'must
write switch' on (over 1/2 the number of pages in the buffer pool).

Start I/O - Prefetch
The number of the 'Prefetch Requests' count that actually "Start an I/O" or "Start Subchannel". Each of these
show up as 1 EXCP.

Pages Read - Prefetch
The number of DB pages that were "carried" with every 'Start I/O - Prefetch'. This number plus the 'Start I/O -
Reads' equals the 'Total DB Pages Read' count.

Pref Strt I/O:Pref Req
The 'Start I/O - Prefetch' count divided by the 'Prefetch Requests' count.

Pref Pages:Pref Strt I/O
The 'Pages Read - Prefetch' count divided by the 'Prefetch Requests' count.

Pref Pages:Pref Strt I/O
The 'Pages Read - Prefetch' count divided by the 'Start I/O - Prefetch' count. This value shows how effective the
Prefetch operation is. Compare this number to the "pages per track" to see how effective each Prefetch I/O is. If
this number is around 3/1 or less, you probably will not see enough improvement in performance to warrant using
Prefetch.

For each file in use, there is a set of counts:

• Filename -- The DDname of the file that is using this buffer. Only the files that are open show up in this report.
• Pgs read -- The number of DB pages that are read from this file. This is not the number of I/Os or EXCPs.
• Written -- The number of DB pages that are written to this file. This is the number of I/Os or EXCPs.
• In buffer -- The number of 'DB Page Requests' that were found in the buffer pool which this file maps to.
• In prefetch -- The number of 'DB Page Requests' that were found in the buffer pool which this file maps to due to

Prefetch.

z/VSE File Parameters

The following parameters can be used to override default values for z/VSE work files and for the system logical units
SYSRDR, SYSIPT, SYSPCH, and SYSLST in batch jobs only.

FILENAME=file-name
Specifies the name of the file whose attributes are to be overridden by the following SYSIDMS parameters.

BLKSIZE=block-size
Specifies the block size for a file. BLKSIZE and BLOCKS are mutually exclusive parameters.

BLOCKS=block-count
Specifies a blocking factor for a file. BLKSIZE and BLOCKS are mutually exclusive parameters.
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DEVADDR=SYSxxx
Specifies a device address for a tape file (SYSIPT, SYSLST, SYSRDR, SYSPCH, or SYSlogical-unit-number).

FILABL=STD/NO
Specifies a no-label option for a tape file. FILABL=STD is the default.
Default: FILABL=STD

FILETYPE=T/D/I
Specifies a file type of tape, disk, or file independent.

LRECL=logical-record-size
Specifies the logical record size for a file.

RECFM=F/V
Specifies if the current file contains fixed-length or variable-length records. V is the default.
Default: V

REWIND=YES/NO/UNLOAD
Specifies the position of a tape file when it is opened or closed. REWIND=UNLOAD is the default.
Default: REWIND=UNLOAD

Learning IDMS SQL
This section provides self-training about how to use interactive SQL data manipulation language (DML).

After reading this section and doing the exercises, you should be able to:

• Describe a relational database and state its benefits.
• Create SQL statements to retrieve data, based on specific criteria.
• Create SQL statements to insert, modify, and delete data from a table

Anyone who uses basic SQL DML or SQL in programs can benefit from the exercises in this section.

Online Exercises

You can do the exercises in this section online in any one of several processing environments. The exercises are
designed to be used in the interactive environment.

If you want to do the exercises in this section online, you must:

• Have online access to the demonstration database that is provided with the product installation and is used by the
examples and exercises in this section

• Know how to access and submit statement syntax to the interactive SQL tool in your environment.
• Be familiar with the keyboard and terminal in your environment

Check with your system administrator for access to the appropriate system, database, and interactive SQL tool.

Accessing IDMS/DB

Before you begin doing the exercises in this section in the IDMS/DB environment, be familiar with documentation of the
tool you use to submit SQL statements, such as Using Common Facilities. Also, check with your system administrator to
learn:

• The IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF system to which you should sign on so that you can access the demonstration database
online.
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NOTE

The exercises in this section use mixed upper and lower case characters. Before you invoke the interactive
SQL tool, issue the DCUF SET UPLOW command to IDMS.

• The dictionary to which your SQL session should be connected.
• The qualifiers of the demonstration database table names—a table name in an SQL statement must include the

qualifier unless the qualifier matches the default schema for your SQL session.

NOTE

You can set the default schema by submitting this statement: SET SESSION CURRENT SCHEMA schema-
name.

• Whether you should roll back (eliminate) changes you make to the demonstration database with INSERT, UPDATE,
and DELETE statements.

If so, submit the following statement to the IDMS Command Facility before you begin the exercises:

set options autocommit off;

Then, after you finish a session of doing online exercises that update the database but before you exit the IDMS
Command Facility, issue this statement:

rollback work;

How to Proceed

If you have had no experience with relational databases, begin with Relational Database Concepts. Read the sections in
order, do the exercises, and review exercise answers in each section.

If you are familiar with relational database concepts, begin with What Is SQL? and read the sections in order.

Allow five to eight hours to complete the entire self-training section including the online practice exercises. You can
complete the self-training section in one sitting or in several sessions as follows:

• Session 1:
– Relational Database Concepts
– What is SQL?
– Retrieving Data in SQL
– Using Conditional Retrieval

• Session 2:
– Using Aggregate Functions
– Accessing Multiple Tables

• Session 3:
– Nesting SELECT Statements
– Updating a Table

Practice exercises begin in the Retrieving Data in SQL section. Each exercise builds on the previous exercise. If you are
doing the exercises online, you can check your work by looking at the results that are shown after the exercise.

In the sections beginning with Retrieving Data, complete examples with the label "How it's done" are provided. When you
enter these statements online, you see a result table with the same contents as the example. The table in the example
may be abbreviated.
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After each example and its result, exercises are provided where the SQL statements are not given. Instead, a description
of the requested information is given, and you write the statements necessary to achieve the result. These exercises are
identified by the labels "Now you try it" and "Try another."

Practicing Without Access to a Database

You can go through these exercises without having access to a database. Simply write out your answers and view the
correct answers in Answers to Exercises.

In the Sample Data Description Language section, sample statements appear for database definition that you do not
enter. They are for your information only.

Review exercises covering the material that you have just studied are provided at the end of each section. These
exercises allow you to evaluate how well you have learned the material presented. We encourage you to do them.

In addition, the Retrieving Data in SQL, Using Conditional Retrieval, Using Aggregate Functions, Accessing Multiple
Tables, and Nesting SELECT Statements sections include scenarios at the section end. Each scenario requires you to
create SQL statements to retrieve or update data based on a specific business requirement.

Answers to Exercises

Answers to online exercises, reviews, and scenarios are provided in Answers to Exercises.

The Demonstration Database

In the online practice exercises, you access data from the personnel database that was developed for a company called
Commonwealth Auto.

Commonwealth Auto requires data to be maintained on all employees, jobs, skills, departments, benefits, and projects.
Other associated employee information is also maintained, but you do not access it in these exercises.

The Human Resources and Accounting departments use the database for many of their activities. In this section, these
departments make requests for reports or information that you satisfy through your knowledge and use of SQL. The
requests concern salary and budget information, department lists, and vacation and project updates. They range from the
simple to the complex.

The requests are based on actual information that is maintained by a small corporation.

The Commonwealth Auto database consists of two schemas:

• DEMOEMPL tables containing employee information
• DEMOPROJ tables containing project-related information

The information is maintained in several tables in the database. These are the tables in the portion of the database that
are used:

Table Schema Contents

ASSIGNMENT DEMOPROJ The assignment of employees to projects

BENEFITS DEMOEMPL The benefits an employee has with the
company

CONSULTANT DEMOPROJ Each consultant that is associated with the
company

COVERAGE DEMOEMPL Employee's insurance information

DEPARTMENT DEMOEMPL Each department within the company

DIVISION DEMOEMPL Each division within the company
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EMPLOYEE DEMOEMPL Personal information on each employee
working for the company

EXPERTISE DEMOPROJ The skills each employee possesses

INSURANCE_PLAN DEMOEMPL Details of each insurance plan

JOB DEMOEMPL The jobs within the company

POSITION (see note) DEMOEMPL The jobs an employee has held and is
currently holding within the company

PROJECT DEMOPROJ The projects within the company

SKILL DEMOPROJ The skills throughout the company

Table Descriptions presents a description of each column in each table in the database.

NOTE

POSITION is also an SQL keyword. When it is used to qualify a column name, the table name must be enclosed
in double quotation marks. For example, "POSITION".column-name. For information about qualifying column
names, see Qualifying a Column Name.

More Information:

The following sections provide additional information that is related to this section.

• Programming IDMS SQL
• SQL Reference
• Using Visual DBA
• Using Common Facilities

Relational Database Concepts
At the end of this section, you will be able to:

• Define basic relational database terms
• List the components of a relational database

Summary

A relational database is a collection of tables containing data. A table consists of columns (attributes that describe the
table) and rows (actual occurrences of data). Data can be accessed easily and quickly in a relational database and is
viewed in a tabular format.

Benefits of a Relational Database

• You can access data in tables easily and quickly.
• It's easy to understand the data you see because it is in a tabular format.
• Relational databases are becoming standard on various computers.
• When you are designing application programs to access the database, you don't have to be aware of all the details of

underlying physical database structures.
• You can make changes to the database without affecting application programs.

Tables
Relational databases present information as a collection of tables. Unless empty, each table contains related data.
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Sample Tables

This diagram shows the EMPLOYEE, SKILL, DEPARTMENT, and PROJECT tables from the database for Commonwealth
Auto:

   EMPLOYEE                                           DEPARTMENT

┌────────┬───────────┬───────────┬─────────┐       ┌─────────┬─────────────────────┐

│EMP_ID  │EMP_LNAME  │EMP_FNAME  │DEPT_ID  │       │DEPT_ID  │DEPT_NAME            │

├────────┼───────────┼───────────┼─────────┤       ├─────────┼─────────────────────┤

│2096    │CARLSON    │THOMAS     │4600     │       │5200     │CORPORATE MARKETING  │

│        │           │           │         │       │         │                     │

│2437    │THOMPSON   │HENRY      │4600     │       │4600     │MAINTENANCE          │

│        │           │           │         │       │         │                     │

│2598    │JACOBS     │MARY       │5100     │       │5100     │BILLING              │

└────────┴───────────┴───────────┴─────────┘       └─────────┴─────────────────────┘

               SKILL                               PROJECT

            ┌──────────┬────────────────┐       ┌─────────┬───────────────────┐

            │SKILL_ID  │SKILL_NAME      │       │PROJ_ID  │PROJ_DESC          │

            ├──────────┼────────────────┤       ├─────────┼───────────────────┤

            │4250      │DATA ENTRY      │       │C200     │NEW BRAND RESEARCH │

            │          │                │       │         │                   │

            │4370      │FILING          │       │C240     │SERVICE STUDY      │

            │          │                │       │         │                   │

            │4490      │GENERAL LEDGER  │       │D880     │SYSTEM ANALYSIS    │

            └──────────┴────────────────┘       └─────────┴───────────────────┘

The EMPLOYEE table contains data about employees. The SKILL table contains information on skills that are used in
Commonwealth Auto. The DEPARTMENT table contains information on the departments in the company. The PROJECT
table contains information on projects.

A table is made up of columns and rows. A portion of the EMPLOYEE table in the Commonwealth Auto database looks
like this:

                    Columns

            ┌──────────┬────────────┐

            │          │            │

        ┌───▼────┬─────▼─────┬──────▼────┐

        │EMP_ID  │EMP_LNAME  │EMP_FNAME  │

        ├────────┼───────────┼───────────┤

     ┌──►2096    │CARLSON    │THOMAS     │

     │  │        │           │           │

Rows ├──►2437    │THOMPSON   │HENRY      │

     │  │        │           │           │

     └──►2598    │JACOBS     │MARY       │

        └────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

Columns

A table has one or more columns. Each column:
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• Has entries containing a single type of data
• Is displayed vertically
• Is identified by a name

For example, the employee ID (EMP_ID) column contains employee IDs, each of which is a number. The employee IDs
are listed one below the other. At the top of the column is a heading based on the kind of data in the column.

Rows

A table has zero or more rows. Each row:

• Contains one value in each column
• Is displayed horizontally
• Is not named

The first part of one row from the EMPLOYEE table looks like this:

┌────────┬───────────┬───────────┐

│2096    │CARLSON    │THOMAS     │

└────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

Primary Keys

A business often needs to prevent duplicate rows of data from being stored in the same table. For example, each
employee in the company needs an employee ID different from all other IDs. This is a way of distinguishing two
employees who have the same name. You do not want to store two employees who have the same employee ID.

To ensure that duplicate rows are not stored, a column or combination of columns is identified as a primary key of
the table when the table is defined. Each entry in the primary key column or columns must be unique; there can be no
duplicates. As a result, the primary key uniquely identifies each row in the table.

A row of employee information in the EMPLOYEE table is uniquely identified by the employee ID. There is only one row
with employee ID 2096 and only one row with employee ID 2437. However, there can be more than one employee with a
first name of Mary. The column containing the first name is not a unique key:

 ┌────────┬───────────┬───────────┐

 │EMP_ID  │EMP_LNAME  │EMP_FNAME  │

 ├────────┼───────────┼───────────┤

 │2096    │CARLSON    │THOMAS     │

 │        │           │           │

 │2437    │THOMPSON   │HENRY      │

 │        │           │           │

 │2598    │JACOBS     │MARY       │

 └────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

     ▲

     │

     │

Primary key

When you request data from a table and specify a value for the primary key, you see only one row returned.
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Relationships Among Tables
Normally, a database contains many tables holding related information. For example, in the Commonwealth Auto
database, there is a table storing employee information and a table storing department information. Since each employee
is associated with a department, there is a logical relationship between the two tables.

Foreign Keys

The database designer establishes relationships among tables by defining foreign keys. A foreign key is a value or
combination of values in a table that exists as the primary key in another table. The names of the columns that make up
the foreign key do not have to be the same as the primary key column names.

When you need to retrieve data in two tables at the same time, you use a foreign key and a primary key as common
columns (columns that are common between the tables).

An illustration of the relationship between the EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT tables follows:

   EMPLOYEE

┌────────┬───────────┬───────────┬─────────┐

│EMP_ID  │EMP_LNAME  │EMP_FNAME  │DEPT_ID  │

├────────┼───────────┼───────────┼─────────┤

│2096    │CARLSON    │THOMAS     │4600     │

│        │           │           │         │

│2437    │THOMPSON   │HENRY      │4600     │

│        │           │           │         │

│2598    │JACOBS     │MARY       │5100     │

└────────┴───────────┴───────────┴─┬───────┘

                                   │

                                   │

                                   │         DEPARTMENT

                                   │      ┌─────────┬──────────────────────┐

                                   └──────┤DEPT_ID  │DEPT_NAME             │

                                          ├─────────┼──────────────────────┤

                                          │5200     │CORPORATE MARKETING   │

                                          │         │                      │

                                          │4600     │MAINTENANCE           │

                                          │         │                      │

                                          │5100     │BILLING               │

                                          └─────────┴──────────────────────┘

The department ID, DEPT_ID, is the primary key in the DEPARTMENT table and a foreign key in the EMPLOYEE table.

To find the name of the department that an employee is associated with, you would match the two tables based on this
common column.

To find the name of the department that employee 2096 is associated with, you would look up the employee in the
EMPLOYEE table based on the employee ID, 2096, and find department ID 4600. Then you would find the matching
department ID 4600 in the DEPARTMENT table to find the department name, Maintenance.

SQL Relational Operations
You can manipulate tables to form new tables with relational operations. The three types of operations that you use most
often against a relational database involve accessing specified rows, particular columns, and more than one table.
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Specified Rows (SELECT)

You can request that specific rows of data be retrieved from a table or tables.

For example, you can retrieve all information on employees whose last names are Carlson or Jacobs. Information on
other employees is not returned. This type of operation is called a select operation.

  EMPLOYEE

┌────────┬───────────┬───────────┬─────────┐

│ EMP_ID │ EMP_LNAME │ EMP_FNAME │ DEPT_ID │      ┌────────┬───────────┬───────────┬─────────┐

├────────┼───────────┼───────────┼─────────┤      │ EMP_ID │ EMP_LNAME │ EMP_FNAME │ DEPT_ID │

│ 2096   │ CARLSON   │ THOMAS    │ 4600    ├──┐   ├────────┼───────────┼───────────┼─────────┤

│        │           │           │         │  │   │ 2096   │ CARLSON   │ THOMAS    │ 4600    │

│ 2437   │ THOMPSON  │ HENRY     │ 4600    │  ├──►│        │           │           │         │

│        │           │           │         │  │   │ 2598   │ JACOBS    │ MARY      │ 5100    │

│ 2598   │ JACOBS    │ MARY      │ 5100    ├──┘   └────────┴───────────┴───────────┴─────────┘

└────────┴───────────┴───────────┴─────────┘

Particular Columns (PROJECT)

You can identify particular columns of data to be retrieved.

For example, you can retrieve only the last name and first name of each employee in the company, in order to create a
personnel list. This type of operation is called a project operation.

┌────────┬───────────┬───────────┬─────────┐

│ EMP_ID │ EMP_LNAME │ EMP_FNAME │ DEPT_ID │

├────────┼───────────┼───────────┼─────────┤

│ 2096   │ CARLSON   │ THOMAS    │ 4600    │

│        │           │           │         │

│ 2437   │ THOMPSON  │ HENRY     │ 4600    │

│        │           │           │         │

│ 2598   │ JACOBS    │ MARY      │ 5100    │

└────────┴─────┬─────┴─────┬─────┴─────────┘

               │           │

               └─────┬─────┘

                     ▼

         ┌───────────┬───────────┐

         │ EMP_LNAME │ EMP_FNAME │

         ├───────────┼───────────┤

         │ CARLSON   │ THOMAS    │

         │           │           │

         │ THOMPSON  │ HENRY     │

         │           │           │

         │ JACOBS    │ MARY      │

         └───────────┴───────────┘

More than one table (JOIN)

You can retrieve data from more than one table at the same time.

For example, to create a list of department names and employees in each department, you need to retrieve information on
each employee along with information on the department in which the employee works.
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This data is in two tables: the employee information and department ID are in the EMPLOYEE table, and the department
ID and department name are in the DEPARTMENT table. You can join the two tables to see both the employee and
department information as a single table. This type of operation is called a join operation:

   EMPLOYEE

┌────────┬───────────┬───────────┬─────────┐

│EMP_ID  │EMP_LNAME  │EMP_FNAME  │DEPT_ID  │

├────────┼───────────┼───────────┼─────────┼───┐

│2096    │CARLSON    │THOMAS     │4600     │   │

│        │           │           │         │   │

│2437    │THOMPSON   │HENRY      │4600     │   │   ┌────────┬───────────┐

│        │           │           │         │   │   │EMP_ID  │DEPT_NAME  │

│2598    │JACOBS     │MARY       │5100     │   │   ├────────┼───────────┤

└────────┴───────────┴───────────┴─────────┘   ├──►│2096    │MAINTENANCE│

                                               │   │        │           │

              DEPARTMENT                       │   │2437    │MAINTENANCE│

           ┌─────────┬─────────────────────┐   │   │        │           │

           │DEPT_ID  │DEPT_NAME            │   │   │2598    │BILLING    │

           ├─────────┼─────────────────────┼───┘   └────────┴───────────┘

           │5200     │CORPORATE MARKETING  │

           │         │                     │

           │4600     │MAINTENANCE          │

           │         │                     │

           │5100     │BILLING              │

           └─────────┴─────────────────────┘

You use one or more of these basic operations to retrieve data from the database. For example, you may want to access
two tables to see employee and department information (join) but show only the employee last name and the department
name (project).

Review: Relational Database Concepts
Match each description on the left with a term or terms on the right. Terms can match more than one description.

Description Term
1. Components of a relational database that hold the data
2. Components of a table
3. A column or combination of columns holding values that form
the primary key of another table
4. The types of operations you can perform against a relational
database
5. A way to establish a relationship between two tables
6. A column or combination of columns that uniquely identifies a
row in a table

a. Foreign key
b. Primary key
c. Tables
d. Rows and columns
e. Select, project, and join

To check your answers, see Review Answers.

What Is SQL?
At the end of this section, you will be able to do the following:
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• Define the term "SQL"
• Specify why SQL is used and what you can do with it
• Identify the components of an SQL statement
• Compare interactive and embedded SQL

Summary

Structured Query Language (SQL) is a standardized non-procedural language used to retrieve and update information in
a relational database. SQL serves as a standard language that:

• Can be used either for ad hoc queries and updates or in application programs.
• Eliminates the need for the user to know how the database is physically structured.
• Facilitates the exchange of information from computer to computer and from database to database.

Benefits of a Standard Language

• You need less training when you move from one computer or product to another.
• One database management system can communicate with another if they use a standard interface.

What Can SQL Do?

You can use SQL to:

• Define a database
• Manipulate data in the database
• Control access to data in the database in a multi-user environment

Data Definition

You use SQL data description language (DDL) statements to define a database and tables within the database.

Data Manipulation

You use SQL DML statements to manipulate the data in tables.

There are four basic SQL DML statements:

• SELECT
• INSERT
• UPDATE
• DELETE

The SELECT statement is used to retrieve data. The result of a query is a result table. INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE
(all called update operations) are used to make changes to the data.

Data Control

You use SQL DDL to control access to data in a multi-user environment. There are two basic SQL DDL commands:

• GRANT
• REVOKE

The GRANT command allows another user to access data and the REVOKE command removes that access.

If you cannot access a table, it probably means that you have not been granted access to it.
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Components of an SQL Statement
An interactive SQL statement consists of a structured set of English-like elements:

• A verb that tells the action you want performed.
• Additional options that modify verbs and further define the operation.
• Named entities that identify the object of the action.
• Clauses (required or optional) to identify the table in which the data is located and to specify more about how you want

the action performed.
• A delimiter (;) that signals the end of the statement.

Basic SQL statement:

select distinct city from employee where emp_id > 5555;

  │       │     │    └───────────┘      └─────────────────┘ │

  │       │     │    │           │      │                 │ │

Verb  Options  Named   Clause          Clause specifying   Delimiter

               entity  identifying     selection criteria

                       table

A delimiter is required for interactive SQL commands. If you enter SQL commands in an application program, you may
need to use a different delimiter or none at all.

Statement Length

A statement can span several lines. It will not be executed until the delimiter is encountered.

Interactive and Embedded SQL
You can issue SQL statements either interactively or from within an application program.

Interactive SQL

When you use interactive SQL to enter a request or to change data, you get immediate results. This is the typical way of
entering ad hoc statements.

For example, you might want to identify all employees who live in Boston. This SQL statement would return a table that
includes the last name and first name of all employees residing in Boston:

select emp_lname, emp_fname

       from employee

       where city = 'Boston';

Embedded SQL

You can embed SQL statements in host application programs. With embedded SQL, the program receives the result
of the request and acts on it, displays it, or prints it. For example, this embedded SQL statement returns to a COBOL
program the last name and first name for employees living in the city requested by the program:

exec sql

select emp_lname, emp_fname

       into :emp_lname, :emp_fname

       from employee
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            where city = :city_in

end-exec

Review: What is SQL?
Fill in the blanks with the appropriate term or response:

1. SQL stands for _______ _______ _______.
2. You use SQL _______ statements to define tables.
3. You use SQL _______ statements to change data in a table.
4. The three SQL update operations are _______, _______, and _______.
5. An interactive SQL statement ends with a _______.
6. An SQL statement begins with a _______.
7. An interactive SQL statement _______ (can/cannot) span several lines.
8. Interactive SQL gives you _______ results.
9. Embedded SQL returns the results to the _______.

To check your answers, see Review Answers.

Retrieving Data in SQL
After completing this section, you will be able to respond to requests for information from Commonwealth Auto by creating
SQL statements that:

• Retrieve data from all columns and rows in a table.
• Retrieve data from specified columns in a table.
• Give new names to column headings.
• Display the results of calculations.
• Eliminate duplicate rows from your results.
• Sort the information displayed.

Summary

To retrieve data from the database, you use the SELECT statement, probably the most frequently used SQL statement.

Online Exercises

The online exercises for this self-training begin in this section.

WARNING
Before you begin, be sure to read Online Exercises in Learning IDMS SQL.

When you see a complete statement ending with a delimiter (;) and the label How it's done, you can enter the statement
online. The result you obtain should have the same content as the one in the example.

In most cases, after you have entered a statement, you will see another suggested retrieval with the label Now you try it.
At that time, you use the knowledge you have gained to create your own statement online.

If your result does not match the one shown in the section, or if you are unable to compose a statement, you can look up
the correct syntax at Answers to Exercises.

At the end of this section, there are additional scenarios and review exercises to give you extra practice with SQL.
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The Database That You Use

You use the Commonwealth Auto database for these online exercises. The tables in this database contain data about
employees, jobs, skills, projects, and departments.

Before you begin the online exercises review Table Descriptions for the type of information kept in each table.

Retrieving all Columns from a Table
The basic statement for retrieving data from a table is SELECT. SELECT specifies which data you want to retrieve. The
FROM clause in the SELECT statement specifies which table holds the data.

 How It's Done 

The DEPARTMENT table contains the following columns:

• DEPT_ID
• DEPT_HEAD_ID
• DIV_CODE
• DEPT_NAME

In order to list all information on each department, you need to access this table and select all columns. To do this, enter:

select *

       from department;

You can enter this statement all on one line or spanning several lines. You can use either lowercase or uppercase.

 What does the asterisk (*) mean? 

It means that you want to see all the columns in the table. You don't have to list the column names explicitly.

 What does DEPARTMENT indicate? 

It's the name of the table from which you want to access data.

 Why is there a semicolon at the end of the statement? 

SQL will not process an interactive statement until it encounters a semicolon.

 What You See 

The result looks like this:

                      OCF nn.n ONLINE IDMS NO ERRORS

SELECT * FROM DEPARTMENT;

*+

*+ DEPT_ID  DEPT_HEAD_ID  DIV_CODE  DEPT_NAME

*+ -------  ------------  --------  ---------

*+    1120          2004  D06       PURCHASING - SERVICE

*+    4200          1003  D04       LEASING - NEW CARS

*+    4900          2466  D09       MIS

*+    2210          2010  D04       SALES - NEW CARS

*+    3520          3769  D04       APPRAISAL NEW CARS

*+    5000          2466  D09       CORPORATE ACCOUNTING

*+    4500          3222  D09       HUMAN RESOURCES

*+    4600          2096  D06       MAINTENANCE

*+    2200          2180  D02       SALES - USED CARS

*+    5100          2598  D06       BILLING

*+    6200          2461  D09       CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION

*+    3530          2209  D06       APPRAISAL - SERVICE
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*+    6000          1003  D09       LEGAL

*+    3510          3082  D02       APPRAISAL - USED CARS

*+    1100          2246  D02       PURCHASING - USED CARS

*+

*+ 17 rows processed

 Rows Are Not Ordered 

There is no inherent order to the rows as they are stored in the database. The rows in your result, therefore, may be in a
different order from those displayed here. The message specifying the number of rows returned may be worded differently
and appear in a different position on your screen.

Exercise 1

 Now You Try It 

Commonwealth Auto maintains information on all the skills the company requires to do business. This information is
maintained in the SKILL table.

Enter a statement to access all skill information. It isn't important whether you use uppercase or lowercase in your SQL
statement.

 What table do you need to access? 

You need to access the SKILL table.

The result looks like this:

SKILL_ID  SKILL_NAME            SKILL_DESC

--------  ----------            ----------

    5420  Writing               General writing skills

    4444  Assembly              Auto body assembly experience

    5160  Calculus              Knowledge of advanced mathematics

    1000  Management            Experience managing people

    4420  Telephone             Basic customer support

    7000  Sales                 Background in sales techniques

    4410  Typing                Minimum 60 wpm

    6666  Billing               Basic billing procedures

    3065  Electronics           Electronic diagnosis and repair

    5430  Mktng Writing         Background in promotional writing

    6470  Window Installation   Installation of automotive windows

    5130  Basic Math            Knowledge of basic math functions

    5500  Gen Mktng             Knowledge of basic marketing concepts

    5180  Statistics            Creating & evaluating statistics

    6670  Gas Engine Repair     Experience in gasoline engine repair

    6770  Purchasing            Basic buying & negotiation procedures

    4370  Filing                Ability to organize correspondence/invoices

    1030  Acct Mgt              Experience in managing acctng activities

    5309  Appraising            Used car evaluation

    4490  Gen Ledger            Experience with general ledger

    6650  Diesel Engine Repair  Experience in diesel engine repair

    4430  Interviewing          Basic interviewing experience

    3333  Bodywork              Experience in repairing auto bodies

    3088  Brake work            Brake diagnosis and repair

    5200  Gen Acctng            Familiarity with basic AR and AP

    4250  Data Entry            Familiarity with computer keyboard

26 rows processed
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If your results do not match what you see above, see Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that result
tables may be shortened in this section.

Retrieving Selected Columns from a Table
You just retrieved all columns and all rows from a table. If you want to see only some of the columns, specify the names of
the columns you want to see. Put a comma between column names.

How It's Done 

If you want to see only the department ID and name for each department in the company, enter:

select dept_id, dept_name

       from department;

The result of this SELECT statement is a list of the values in the DEPT_ID and DEPT_NAME columns.

Where did you get the column names? 

They come from the table descriptions.

The result looks like this:

DEPT_ID  DEPT_NAME

-------  ---------

   1120  PURCHASING - SERVICE

   4200  LEASING - NEW CARS

   4900  MIS

   2210  SALES - NEW CARS

   3520  APPRAISAL NEW CARS

   5000  CORPORATE ACCOUNTING

   4500  HUMAN RESOURCES

   4600  MAINTENANCE

   2200  SALES - USED CARS

   5100  BILLING

   6200  CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION

   3530  APPRAISAL - SERVICE

   6000  LEGAL

   3510  APPRAISAL - USED CARS

   1100  PURCHASING - USED CARS

   5200  CORPORATE MARKETING

   1110  PURCHASING - NEW CARS

  17 rows processed

How does this compare with the results displayed when you specified SELECT *? 

You see only the columns you selected rather than all columns.

What determines the order of the columns? 

It's based on the order in which you listed the columns in your SELECT statement.

Exercise 2

Now You Try It 

The Human Resources department is responsible for keeping track of all skill information for the company. Right now, they
need to see which skill IDs and names are currently on file. Create a SELECT statement to retrieve and display skill IDs
and names from the SKILL table.
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Look in Table Descriptions to identify the column names.

The result looks like this:

SKILL_ID  SKILL_NAME

--------  ----------

    5420  Writing

    4444  Assembly

    5160  Calculus

    1000  Management

    4420  Telephone

    7000  Sales

    4410  Typing

    6666  Billing

    3065  Electronics

    5430  Mktng Writing

    6470  Window Installation

    5130  Basic Math

    5500  Gen Mktng

    5180  Statistics

    6670  Gas Engine Repair

    6770  Purchasing

    4370  Filing

    1030  Acct Mgt

    5309  Appraising

    4490  Gen Ledger

    6650  Diesel Engine Repair

    4430  Interviewing

    3333  Bodywork

    3088  Brake work

    5200  Gen Acctng

    4250  Data Entry

If your results do not match what you see above, see Exercise 2 in Review Answers: Retrieving Data in SQL for the
correct SQL syntax. Remember that result tables may be shortened in this section.

Exercise 3

Try Another 

The president of the company wants a Christmas card list of all employees. He wants to see the first and last names for
each employee and the street and community in which they live.

Enter a SELECT statement to do this, using the EMPLOYEE table.

The result looks like this:

 EMP_FNAME   EMP_LNAME     STREET                   CITY

 ---------   ---------     ------                   ----

 Samuel      Spade         47 London St             Canton

 Catherine   Williams      566 Lincoln St           Boston

 Janice      Dexter        399 Pine St              Medford

 Cora        Parker        2 Spring St              Boston

 Mark        White         560 Camden St            Canton

 Marylou     Hamel         11 Main St               Medford

 James       Gallway       12 East Speen St         Stoneham
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 Ronald      Wilder        30 Heron Ave             Natick

 Frank       Lowe          25 Rutland St            Natick

 Mary        Umidy         895A Braintree Circle    Medford

 Cynthia     Taylor        201 Washington St        Concord

 John        Brooks        129 Bedford St           Camden

 Carl        Smith         18 South St              Newton

 Martin      Loren         401 Cross St             Grover

 Bruce       MacGregor     254 Waterside Rd         Camden

 Michael     Smith         201 Summer St            Brookline

 William     Griffin       390 Sherman St           Taunton

 Jason       Thompson      3 Flintlock St           Natick

 Stephen     Wills         34 Avon Dr               Canton

 David       Alexander     18 Cross St              Grover

55 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that result
tables may be shortened in this section.

What message do you see? 

You see a message stating the number of rows that have been retrieved.

Renaming Column Headings
In your results, each column has a heading. The heading is the name of the column as it was specified in the table
definition.

 EMP_FNAME   EMP_LNAME     STREET                   CITY

 ---------   ---------     ------                   ----

 Samuel      Spade         47 London St             Canton

 Catherine   Williams      566 Lincoln St           Boston

 Janice      Dexter        399 Pine St              Medford

 Cora        Parker        2 Spring St              Boston

 Mark        White         560 Camden St            Canton

                        .

                        .

                        .

55 rows processed

 How It's Done 

To make a column heading more meaningful, you can rename it. To do this, add AS and the name you want to use after
each column name:

select emp_fname as "First Name",

       emp_lname as "Last Name",

       street as "Street",

       city as "City"

       from employee;

Enclose new heading names in double quotation marks.

Don't forget the commas between column names.

This is the same SELECT statement you used to retrieve selected columns. However, in this case, the headings will have
a more meaningful appearance.
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These new column headings assigned using AS are temporary names and appear only in the display.

The result looks like this:

 First Name          Last Name           Street                 City

 ----------          ---------           ------                 ----

 Samuel              Spade               47 London St           Canton

 Catherine           Williams            566 Lincoln St         Boston

 Janice              Dexter              399 Pine St            Medford

 Cora                Parker              2 Spring St            Boston

 Mark                White               560 Camden St          Canton

 Marylou             Hamel               11 Main St             Medford

 James               Gallway             12 East Speen St       Stoneham

 Ronald              Wilder              30 Heron Ave           Natick

 Frank               Lowe                25 Rutland St          Natick

 Mary                Umidy               895A Braintree Circle  Medford

 Cynthia             Taylor              201 Washington St      Concord

 John                Brooks              129 Bedford St         Camden

 Carl                Smith               18 South St            Newton

 Martin              Loren               401 Cross St           Grover

 Bruce               MacGregor           254 Waterside Rd       Camden

 Michael             Smith               201 Summer St          Brookline

 William             Griffin             390 Sherman St         Taunton

 Jason               Thompson            3 Flintlock St         Natick

 Stephen             Wills               34 Avon Dr             Canton

 David               Alexander           18 Cross St            Grover

                        .

                        .

                        .

55 rows processed

Exercise 4

 Now You Try It 

Earlier, you produced a report that displayed department ID and name from the DEPARTMENT table. Produce the same
report and rename the headings "Department ID" and "Name."

The result looks like this:

 DEPARTMENT ID  NAME

 -------------  ----

          1120  PURCHASING - SERVICE

          4200  LEASING - NEW CARS

          4900  MIS

          2210  SALES - NEW CARS

          3520  APPRAISAL NEW CARS

          5000  CORPORATE ACCOUNTING

          4500  HUMAN RESOURCES

          4600  MAINTENANCE

          2200  SALES - USED CARS

          5100  BILLING

          6200  CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION

          3530  APPRAISAL - SERVICE

          6000  LEGAL
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          3510  APPRAISAL - USED CARS

          1100  PURCHASING - USED CARS

          5200  CORPORATE MARKETING

          1110  PURCHASING - NEW CARS

17 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that result
tables may be shortened in this section.

Displaying Calculations in the Columns
You can use arithmetic expressions to calculate new values from a column.

Use the following symbols for arithmetic operations:

 Symbol  Meaning 
* Multiplication
/ Division
+ Addition
- Subtraction

 Order of Evaluation 

Multiplication and division are performed first, from left to right. Addition and subtraction are performed second, from left
to right. You can control the order in which operations are performed by using parentheses to enclose the operations you
want performed first.

Computing with Null Values 

Unless the column definition specifies otherwise, a column can contain no value. No value is also called null, or a null
value. The result table usually shows null values as '<null>'.

The result of any calculation involving a null value is always a null value.

How It's Done 

This year, the base rate for all jobs is rising 5 percent above last year's rates. The budget group needs a report showing
job ID, last year's rate, and last year's rate plus 5 percent. This information is contained in the JOB table. To display the
new rate, you will have to multiply the current rate by 1.05.

To create a table showing job ID, last year's rate, and this year's rate, enter:

select job_id as "Job", min_rate as "Minimum Rate",

 min_rate * 1.05 as "Adjusted Rate"

       from job;

You can omit the space on either side of the arithmetic symbol.

The result looks like this:

   JOB    MINIMUM RATE     ADJUSTED RATE

   ---    ------------     -------------

  8001        90000.00        94500.0000

  2077        17000.00        17850.0000

  9001       111000.00       116550.0000

  3051            8.50            8.9250
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  4700        33000.00        34650.0000

  3029        25000.00        26250.0000

  6011        59400.00        62370.0000

  4130        35000.00        36750.0000

  4666        41000.00        43050.0000

  4123        35000.00        36750.0000

  5555        30000.00        31500.0000

  4025        31000.00        32550.0000

  4023        44000.00        46200.0000

  2051            8.80            9.2400

  4734        25000.00        26250.0000

  5110        40000.00        42000.0000

  2053            8.80            9.2400

  6004        66000.00        69300.0000

  5111        27000.00        28350.0000

  4012        21000.00        22050.0000

  2055        17000.00        17850.0000

  4560           11.45           12.0225

  5890        45000.00        47250.0000

  3333        21600.00        22680.0000

  6021        76000.00        79800.0000

25 rows processed

Why did you provide a heading for the calculated column? 

You provided a heading to have a more meaningful name. If you hadn't, the heading would have been (EXPR)
or Expression.

Exercise 5

Now You Try It 

The Corporate Marketing department is considering revamping the bonus system. They want a report showing employee
IDs, how much salary they earned and, if any, the bonus percentage and how much bonus each employee earned. This
information is maintained in the POSITION table as SALARY_AMOUNT and BONUS_PERCENT.

Enter a SELECT statement to display this information. Rename the columns appropriately.

The result looks like this:

EMPLOYEE          SALARY  BONUS PERCENTAGE            BONUS PAID

--------          ------  ----------------            ----------

    3411        53665.00            <null>                <null>

    3411        44001.40            <null>                <null>

    4773        45240.00            <null>                <null>

    2010        76440.00             0.275           21021.00000

    3338        22048.84            <null>                <null>

    2246        59488.00            <null>                <null>

    2246        29536.00            <null>                <null>

    1034          <null>            <null>                <null>

    2424          <null>            <null>                <null>

    3767        50440.50             0.230           11601.31500

    3767         2200.00            <null>                <null>

    3449        74776.00            <null>                <null>

    3082        68016.00            <null>                <null>

    3341        48465.80            <null>                <null>
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    4660        36400.00             0.250            9100.00000

    4660        24000.00            <null>                <null>

    2209        66144.00            <null>                <null>

    2894       111593.00            <null>                <null>

    4001        36921.00             0.230            8491.83000

    5090        48568.48             0.205            9956.53840

    1765        47009.34            <null>                <null>

    4456          <null>            <null>                <null>

    1765        18001.00            <null>                <null>

    3991        42016.00             0.235            9873.76000

    3991        27976.00            <null>                <null>

    3778          <null>            <null>                <null>

    4358        57824.50            <null>                <null>

    4962        30680.00            <null>                <null>

    2180        76961.00            <null>                <null>

    2180        19000.10            <null>                <null>

    2106        23920.00            <null>                <null>

    3222       110448.00            <null>                <null>

    4002        28601.80            <null>                <null>

    2437          <null>            <null>                <null>

    2096        85280.00            <null>                <null>

    2096          <null>            <null>                <null>

    2004        59280.00            <null>                <null>

    2004          <null>            <null>                <null>

    5103          <null>            <null>                <null>

    5008        47944.00            <null>                <null>

    4321        56977.80            <null>                <null>

    2598          <null>            <null>                <null>

    3764        54184.00             0.260           14087.84000

    3764        28912.00            <null>                <null>

    2448        70720.00             0.255           18033.60000

    2461        43784.00            <null>                <null>

    1234       117832.68            <null>                <null>

    1003       146432.00            <null>                <null>

    4027        28081.40            <null>                <null>

    2466        94953.52            <null>                <null>

    2174        49921.76            <null>                <null>

    2781        43888.00            <null>                <null>

    3704        22880.00            <null>                <null>

    4008        24441.00            <null>                <null>

    3433          <null>            <null>                <null>

    3288          <null>            <null>                <null>

    3841        33800.00            <null>                <null>

    4703        24857.00            <null>                <null>

    3294        53665.56            <null>                <null>

    3769        41600.00            <null>                <null>

    3118        45241.94            <null>                <null>

61 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that result
tables may be shortened in this section.

Why the '<null>' entries? 
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Most positions are not sales positions and do not have bonuses attached.

Using Parentheses 

Use parentheses to specify the order in which you want the arithmetic evaluation to take place.

How It's Done 

You have been asked to produce a report that shows what weekly salaries would look like before and after a raise of
$1,000 per year. Show yearly salary as well.

Try this without using parentheses first:

select salary_amount,

       salary_amount / 52 as "Current Wkly Sal",

       salary_amount + 1000 / 52 as "Adjusted Wkly Sal"

       from position;

The result looks like this:

  SALARY_AMOUNT  CURRENT WKLY SAL  ADJUSTED WKLY SAL

  -------------  ----------------  -----------------

       53665.00          1032.019           53684.00

       44001.40           846.180           44020.40

       45240.00           870.000           45259.00

       76440.00          1470.000           76459.00

       22048.84           424.016           22067.84

       59488.00          1144.000           59507.00

       29536.00           568.000           29555.00

         <null>            <null>             <null>

         <null>            <null>             <null>

       50440.50           970.009           50459.50

        2200.00            42.307            2219.00

       74776.00          1438.000           74795.00

       68016.00          1308.000           68035.00

       48465.80           932.034           48484.80

       36400.00           700.000           36419.00

       24000.00           461.538           24019.00

       66144.00          1272.000           66163.00

      111593.00          2146.019          111612.00

       36921.00           710.019           36940.00

       48568.48           934.009           48587.48

       47009.34           904.025           47028.34

         <null>            <null>             <null>

       18001.00           346.173           18020.00

       42016.00           808.000           42035.00

       27976.00           538.000           27995.00

         <null>            <null>             <null>

       57824.50          1112.009           57843.50

       30680.00           590.000           30699.00

       76961.00          1480.019           76980.00

       19000.10           365.386           19019.10

       23920.00           460.000           23939.00

      110448.00          2124.000          110467.00

       28601.80           550.034           28620.80

         <null>            <null>             <null>

       85280.00          1640.000           85299.00
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         <null>            <null>             <null>

       59280.00          1140.000           59299.00

         <null>            <null>             <null>

         <null>            <null>             <null>

       47944.00           922.000           47963.00

       56977.80          1095.726           56996.80

         <null>            <null>             <null>

       54184.00          1042.000           54203.00

       28912.00           556.000           28931.00

       70720.00          1360.000           70739.00

       43784.00           842.000           43803.00

      117832.68          2266.013          117851.68

      146432.00          2816.000          146451.00

       28081.40           540.026           28100.40

       94953.52          1826.029           94972.52

       49921.76           960.033           49940.76

       43888.00           844.000           43907.00

       22880.00           440.000           22899.00

       24441.00           470.019           24460.00

         <null>            <null>             <null>

         <null>            <null>             <null>

       33800.00           650.000           33819.00

       24857.00           478.019           24876.00

       53665.56          1032.030           53684.56

       41600.00           800.000           41619.00

       45241.94           870.037           45260.94

 61 rows processed

Is the result correct? 

Take one salary and do your own pencil and paper calculation to check your answers:

24,000.00 + 1,000 = 25,000.00 / 52 = 480.76923

The result is wrong: In the calculation involving the increase, the division occurred before the addition instead of after.
Remember that the default order of evaluation is multiplication and division, performed left to right, and then addition and
subtraction, performed left to right.

Use parentheses to specify that you want the addition to take place before the division. Enter:

select salary_amount,

       salary_amount / 52 as "Current Wkly Sal",

 (salary_amount + 1000) / 52 as "Adjusted Wkly Sal"

       from position;

The result looks like this:

  SALARY_AMOUNT  CURRENT WKLY SAL  ADJUSTED WKLY SAL

  -------------  ----------------  -----------------

       53665.00          1032.019           1051.250

       44001.40           846.180            865.411

       45240.00           870.000            889.230

       76440.00          1470.000           1489.230

       22048.84           424.016            443.246

       59488.00          1144.000           1163.230
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       29536.00           568.000            587.230

         <null>            <null>             <null>

         <null>            <null>             <null>

       50440.50           970.009            989.240

        2200.00            42.307             61.538

       74776.00          1438.000           1457.230

       68016.00          1308.000           1327.230

       48465.80           932.034            951.265

       36400.00           700.000            719.230

       24000.00           461.538            480.769

       66144.00          1272.000           1291.230

      111593.00          2146.019           2165.250

       36921.00           710.019            729.250

       48568.48           934.009            953.240

       47009.34           904.025            923.256

         <null>            <null>             <null>

       18001.00           346.173            365.403

       42016.00           808.000            827.230

       27976.00           538.000            557.230

         <null>            <null>             <null>

       57824.50          1112.009           1131.240

       30680.00           590.000            609.230

       76961.00          1480.019           1499.250

       19000.10           365.386            384.617

       23920.00           460.000            479.230

      110448.00          2124.000           2143.230

       28601.80           550.034            569.265

         <null>            <null>             <null>

       85280.00          1640.000           1659.230

         <null>            <null>             <null>

       59280.00          1140.000           1159.230

         <null>            <null>             <null>

         <null>            <null>             <null>

       47944.00           922.000            941.230

       56977.80          1095.726           1114.957

         <null>            <null>             <null>

       54184.00          1042.000           1061.230

       28912.00           556.000            575.230

       70720.00          1360.000           1379.230

       43784.00           842.000            861.230

      117832.68          2266.013           2285.243

      146432.00          2816.000           2835.230

       28081.40           540.026            559.257

       94953.52          1826.029           1845.260

       49921.76           960.033            979.264

       43888.00           844.000            863.230

       22880.00           440.000            459.230

       24441.00           470.019            489.250

         <null>            <null>             <null>

         <null>            <null>             <null>

       33800.00           650.000            669.230

       24857.00           478.019            497.250

       53665.56          1032.030           1051.260
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       41600.00           800.000            819.230

       45241.94           870.037            889.268

 61 rows processed

How does this result match your written calculation? 

If you did your written calculation correctly, it should match this result.

Eliminating Duplicate Rows
Sometimes a row in a selected column contains information that is the same as information in another row.

Why Duplicates Occur 

The EXPERTISE table contains skill IDs, the IDs of employees who have the skills, the level of ability an employee has in
a skill, and the date the ability was acquired. Commonwealth Auto may have several employees who match a particular
skill in the SKILL table and may have no employees who match another skill.

How It's Done 

To obtain a list of skill IDs associated with at least one employee, enter:

select skill_id

       from expertise;

This gives a list of skill IDs that have been matched to employees who have that skill. Any skill that has no employees
associated with it will not show up in the result.

The result looks like this:

SKILL_ID

--------

    1000

    6470

    1000

    6770

    6770

    7000

    3065

    3333

    6770

    4430

    7000

    5309

    1000

    6670

    6470

    3333

    4444

    7000

    4250

    4370

    5180

    1030

    4490

    5200
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    6666

    5420

    5430

    1000

    5500

    5309

    5180

    1000

    4430

    3333

    6650

    6670

    6770

    6770

    5309

    5500

    6650

    5200

    7000

    7000

    7000

    5309

    5200

    6666

    4370

    4410

    7000

    7000

    4370

    4410

    4420

    7000

    1000

    4430

    5500

    3065

    6670

    7000

    4250

    5130

    5309

    5130

    6770

    7000

    5200

 69 rows processed

Why are some of the skill IDs repeated? 

The result shows the skill ID for each employee. If more than one employee has that particular skill, the skill ID is
repeated.

To see this more clearly, look at the skills and the associated employees by entering:
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select skill_id, emp_id

       from expertise;

The result looks like this:

SKILL_ID EMP_ID

--------  ------

    1000    1003

    6470    1034

    1000    1234

    6770    1765

    6770    2004

    7000    2010

    3065    2096

    3333    2096

    6770    2106

    4430    2174

    7000    2180

    5309    2209

    1000    2246

    6670    2246

    6470    2424

    3333    2437

    4444    2437

    7000    2448

    4250    2461

    4370    2461

    5180    2461

    1030    2466

    4490    2466

    5200    2466

    6666    2598

    5420    2781

    5430    2781

    1000    2894

    5500    2894

    5309    3082

    5180    3118

    1000    3222

    4430    3222

    3333    3288

    6650    3288

    6670    3288

    6770    3294

    6770    3338

    5309    3341

    5500    3411

    6650    3433

    5200    3449

    7000    3704

    7000    3764

    7000    3767

    5309    3769

    5200    3778
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    6666    3778

    4370    3841

    4410    3841

    7000    3991

    7000    4001

    4370    4002

    4410    4002

    4420    4008

    7000    4027

    1000    4321

    4430    4321

    5500    4358

    3065    4456

    6670    4456

    7000    4660

    4250    4703

    5130    4703

    5309    4773

    5130    4962

    6770    5008

    7000    5090

    5200    5103

 69 rows processed

You want to eliminate the duplicate rows resulting from your first SELECT statement in order to see each skill ID only
once.

To eliminate these rows, you can use the DISTINCT option immediately after the word SELECT.

How It's Done with DISTINCT 

Using the first SELECT statement, add DISTINCT after SELECT:

select distinct skill_id

       from expertise;

The result looks like this:

 SKILL_ID

 --------

     1000

     1030

     3065

     3333

     4250

     4370

     4410

     4420

     4430

     4444

     4490

     5130

     5180

     5200

     5309
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     5420

     5430

     5500

     6470

     6650

     6666

     6670

     6770

     7000

 24 rows processed

Now the result shows a list of skill IDs with no duplicates.

Since using DISTINCT eliminates duplicate rows, fewer rows are returned.

Exercise 6

Now You Try It 

The Accounting department needs a list of communities represented by employees in this company in order to identify
applicable city taxes. One of the columns in the EMPLOYEE table contains the name of the community in which the
employee resides. Enter a SELECT statement to list the communities in the table without showing any duplicates.

The result looks like this:

 CITY

 ----

 Boston

 Brookline

 Camden

 Canton

 Concord

 Dedham

 Grover

 Medford

 Natick

 Newton

 Stoneham

 Taunton

 Wilmington

 13 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that result
tables may be shortened in this section.

Organizing Data
When you retrieve data from the database, the rows are in an order selected by the database management system. If you
want the data sorted in a particular order, use the ORDER BY clause. The ORDER BY clause must be the last clause in a
SELECT statement.

How It's Done 

You can order an employee list by entering:
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select emp_id, emp_lname

       from employee

 order by emp_lname;

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID  EMP_LNAME

 ------  ---------

   2180  Albertini

   1765  Alexander

   2461  Anderson

   1003  Baldwin

   2466  Bennett

   4321  Bradley

   3082  Brooks

   2096  Carlson

   2145  Catlin

   4008  Clark

   4027  Courtney

   3433  Crane

   3841  Cromwell

   4773  Dexter

   3769  Donelson

   5103  Ferguson

   3778  Ferndale

   5008  Fordman

   1034  Gallway

   2894  Griffin

   4703  Halloran

   2246  Hamel

   2598  Jacobs

   2004  Johnson

   3294  Johnson

   3199  Loren

   3767  Lowe

   2448  Lynn

   4660  MacGregor

   1234  Mills

   3704  Moore

   3764  Park

   2010  Parker

   4358  Robinson

   4002  Roy

   3288  Sampson

   2209  Smith

   3341  Smith

   2299  Spade

   3449  Taylor

   4001  Thompson

   2437  Thompson

   4456  Thompson

   2781  Thurston

   2898  Umidy
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   3222  Voltmer

   3338  White

   4962  White

   2106  Widman

   2424  Wilder

   3991  Wilkins

   3411  Williams

   5090  Wills

   3118  Wooding

   2174  Zander

 55 rows processed

You can specify either ascending (ASC) or descending (DESC) order. The default order is ascending.

If you sort on a column that contains null values, the null values are grouped together.

Exercise 7

Now You Try It 

Change the example above so that it is sorted in descending order. Specify DESC after the column name in the ORDER
BY clause.

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID  EMP_LNAME

 ------  ---------

   2174  Zander

   3118  Wooding

   5090  Wills

   3411  Williams

   3991  Wilkins

   2424  Wilder

   2106  Widman

   3338  White

   4962  White

   3222  Voltmer

   2898  Umidy

   2781  Thurston

   2437  Thompson

   4456  Thompson

   4001  Thompson

   3449  Taylor

   2299  Spade

   2209  Smith

   3341  Smith

   3288  Sampson

   4002  Roy

   4358  Robinson

   2010  Parker

   3764  Park

   3704  Moore

   1234  Mills

   4660  MacGregor
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   2448  Lynn

   3767  Lowe

   3199  Loren

   2004  Johnson

   3294  Johnson

   2598  Jacobs

   2246  Hamel

   4703  Halloran

   2894  Griffin

   1034  Gallway

   5008  Fordman

   3778  Ferndale

   5103  Ferguson

   3769  Donelson

   4773  Dexter

   3841  Cromwell

   3433  Crane

   4027  Courtney

   4008  Clark

   2145  Catlin

   2096  Carlson

   3082  Brooks

   4321  Bradley

   2466  Bennett

   1003  Baldwin

   2461  Anderson

   1765  Alexander

   2180  Albertini

 55 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that result
tables may be shortened in this section.

Exercise 8

Try Another 

Display the skills available in the company, as you did earlier, but list them in numeric order to make it easier to scan.
Show both skill ID and skill name from the SKILL table.

The result looks like this:

 SKILL_ID  SKILL_NAME

 --------  ----------

     1000  Management

     1030  Acct Mgt

     3065  Electronics

     3088  Brake work

     3333  Bodywork

     4250  Data Entry

     4370  Filing

     4410  Typing

     4420  Telephone

     4430  Interviewing
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     4444  Assembly

     4490  Gen Ledger

     5130  Basic Math

     5160  Calculus

     5180  Statistics

     5200  Gen Acctng

     5309  Appraising

     5420  Writing

     5430  Mktng Writing

     5500  Gen Mktng

     6470  Window Installation

     6650  Diesel Engine Repair

     6666  Billing

     6670  Gas Engine Repair

     6770  Purchasing

     7000  Sales

 26 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that result
tables may be shortened in this section.

Multiple Sort Columns 

You've seen how to sort selected rows by specifying ORDER BY and a column name. If you specify more than one
column name after ORDER BY, SQL sorts rows by the first column named, then by the second column named, and so on.

How It's Done 

You often want to sort all employees by first name within last name for an employee list. To do this, enter:

select emp_lname, emp_fname

       from employee

 order by emp_lname, emp_fname;

The result looks like this:

 EMP_LNAME             EMP_FNAME

 ---------             ---------

 Albertini             Joan

 Alexander             David

 Anderson              Alice

 Baldwin               James

 Bennett               Patricia

 Bradley               George

 Brooks                John

 Carlson               Thomas

 Catlin                Martin

 Clark                 Robert

 Courtney              Cecile

 Crane                 Herbert

 Cromwell              Michelle

 Dexter                Janice

 Donelson              Julie

 Ferguson              Adele

 Ferndale              Jane
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 Fordman               Timothy

 Gallway               James

 Griffin               William

 Halloran              Martin

 Hamel                 Marylou

 Jacobs                Mary

 Johnson               Carolyn

 Johnson               Eleanor

 Loren                 Martin

 Lowe                  Frank

 Lynn                  David

 MacGregor             Bruce

 Mills                 Thomas

 Moore                 Richard

 Park                  Deborah

 Parker                Cora

 Robinson              Judith

 Roy                   Linda

 Sampson               Ralph

 Smith                 Carl

 Smith                 Michael

 Spade                 Samuel

 Taylor                Cynthia

 Thompson              Henry

 Thompson              Jason

 Thompson              Thomas

 Thurston              Joseph

 Umidy                 Mary

 Voltmer               Louise

 White                 Mark

 White                 Peter

 Widman                Susan

 Wilder                Ronald

 Wilkins               Fred

 Williams              Catherine

 Wills                 Stephen

 Wooding               Alan

 Zander                Jonathan

 55 rows processed

Exercise 9

Now You Try It 

Management needs a list of all employees assigned to each department. Enter a SELECT statement to show the
department ID, last name, and employee ID from the EMPLOYEE table. Order the list by last name within each
department. Use the table descriptions in "Review Answers" to find the correct column names.

The result looks like this:

DEPT_ID  EMP_LNAME             EMP_ID

-------  ---------             ------

   1100  Fordman                 5008
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   1100  Hamel                   2246

   1100  Halloran                4703

   1110  Widman                  2106

   1110  Alexander               1765

   1120  White                   3338

   1120  Johnson                 3294

   1120  Johnson                 2004

   1120  Umidy                   2898

   2200  Moore                   3704

   2200  Lowe                    3767

   2200  Albertini               2180

   2200  Lynn                    2448

   2200  MacGregor               4660

   2210  Wills                   5090

   2210  White                   4962

   2210  Park                    3764

   2210  Thompson                4001

   2210  Courtney                4027

   2210  Clark                   4008

   2210  Parker                  2010

   2210  Wilkins                 3991

   3510  Dexter                  4773

   3510  Brooks                  3082

   3520  Donelson                3769

   3530  Smith                   3341

   3530  Smith                   2209

   4500  Zander                  2174

   4500  Voltmer                 3222

   4500  Wooding                 3118

   4600  Thompson                2437

   4600  Gallway                 1034

   4600  Crane                   3433

   4600  Thompson                4456

   4600  Carlson                 2096

   4600  Spade                   2299

   4600  Loren                   3199

   4600  Wilder                  2424

   4600  Sampson                 3288

   5000  Ferguson                5103

   5000  Taylor                  3449

   5000  Bennett                 2466

   5100  Ferndale                3778

   5100  Jacobs                  2598

   5200  Griffin                 2894

   5200  Catlin                  2145

   5200  Thurston                2781

   5200  Williams                3411

   5200  Robinson                4358

   6200  Cromwell                3841

   6200  Mills                   1234

   6200  Anderson                2461

   6200  Bradley                 4321

   6200  Roy                     4002
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   6200  Baldwin                 1003

55 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that result
tables may be shortened in this section.

Identifying columns by number 

Each column named after SELECT has an assumed number corresponding to the order in which it is named. You can use
this number to identify columns in the ORDER BY clause:

select emp_id, emp_fname, emp_lname from employee

          ▲       ▲          ▲

          │       │          │

          │       │          │

          1       2          3

       order by 3;

 How It's Done 

Earlier you wrote a SELECT statement to display the skills available in the company in numeric order by skill ID. Modify
the ORDER BY clause in that statement to identify the column by number rather than by name:

select skill_id, skill_name

       from skill

       order by 1;

The result looks like this:

 SKILL_ID  SKILL_NAME

 --------  ----------

     1000  Management

     1030  Acct Mgt

     3065  Electronics

     3088  Brake work

     3333  Bodywork

     4250  Data Entry

     4370  Filing

     4410  Typing

     4420  Telephone

     4430  Interviewing

     4444  Assembly

     4490  Gen Ledger

     5130  Basic Math

     5160  Calculus

     5180  Statistics

     5200  Gen Acctng

     5309  Appraising

     5420  Writing

     5430  Mktng Writing

     5500  Gen Mktng

     6470  Window Installation

     6650  Diesel Engine Repair

     6666  Billing
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     6670  Gas Engine Repair

     6770  Purchasing

     7000  Sales

 26 rows processed

You must refer to a column by number when the column is a calculated column like salary_amount / 52.

You can also use a column number when you select all columns from a table with SELECT *.

Exercise 10

Now You Try It 

Enter a SELECT statement to list employee IDs, salary, bonus percentage, and bonus paid, taken from the POSITION
table. Sort the result by the bonus paid. Use numbers to identify the columns in the ORDER BY clause and rename the
columns appropriately.

The result looks like this:

 EMPLOYEE     BASE SALARY  BONUS PERCENTAGE            BONUS PAID

 --------     -----------  ----------------            ----------

     4001        36921.00             0.230            8491.83000

     4660        36400.00             0.250            9100.00000

     3991        42016.00             0.235            9873.76000

     5090        48568.48             0.205            9956.53840

     3767        50440.50             0.230           11601.31500

     3764        54184.00             0.260           14087.84000

     2448        70720.00             0.255           18033.60000

     2010        76440.00             0.275           21021.00000

     3082        68016.00            <null>                <null>

     2424          <null>            <null>                <null>

     2246        29536.00            <null>                <null>

     2246        59488.00            <null>                <null>

     1034          <null>            <null>                <null>

                        .

                        .

                        .

61 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that result
tables may be shortened in this section.

Another Way to Name the Column 

You've seen that you can use ORDER BY with column names and column numbers. You can also use ORDER BY with a
column heading you named with AS.

How It's Done 

The Human Resources department needs to see a list of all consultants ordered by the hourly compensation taken from
the lowest rate to the highest. You now have three ways you can retrieve this information. Try all three:

select con_id as "Consultant",

       rate as "Hourly Rate"

       from consultant

 order by rate desc;

select con_id as "Consultant",
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       rate as "Hourly Rate"

       from consultant

 order by 2 desc;

select con_id as "Consultant",

       rate as "Hourly Rate"

       from consultant

 order by "Hourly Rate" desc;

For each of these,

The result looks like this:

CONSULTANT  HOURLY RATE

----------  -----------

      9000       148.00

      9388        76.00

      9443        50.00

      9439        47.00

4 rows processed

You can use any of these methods or a combination of them in an ORDER BY clause.

Review: Retrieving Data in SQL
Choose the correct answers for the questions below. More than one answer can apply for each question.

1. How many columns would be retrieved by the following statement:
select * from sample_table;

– a. One
– b. Five
– c. All

2. How can you limit the number of columns returned by your SELECT statement?
– a. Use a FROM clause
– b. List the columns you want to see
– c. Use * after SELECT
– d. Leave out the * between SELECT and FROM

3. How can you give heading names to columns?
– a. Put a comma after the column name and specify the heading
– b. Use AS after the column name and specify the heading
– c. Use the heading in place of the column name

4. Given a table called SUPPLY_PRICE and a column in that table called PART_NUMBER, which of the following
statements will find the number of unique part numbers in the table?
– a. select part_number from supply_price; 
– b. select * from supply_price; 
– c. select distinct part_number from supply_price; 
– d. select part_number distinct from supply_price; 

5. How can you name the column you want to sort by?
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– a. Use the column name
– b. Use the heading name
– c. Use the table name
– d. Use the column number

To check your answers, see "Review" in Review Answers: Retrieving Data in SQL.

Scenarios: Retrieving Data in SQL
Create the appropriate statements online to retrieve the needed data:

1. You need to list all jobs the company has for a government report. The report should show job ID, job title, and
minimum and maximum rate for the job. Use the JOB table from Table Descriptions.

2. The report you just created (in Scenario 1) has all the necessary information but is difficult to read because it is not
sorted. Modify the SELECT statement to create the same report sorted by job title.

3. Periodically, a company list is produced showing each department and all employees assigned to that department.
This list should be sorted first by department ID and then by employee ID within each department. Display department
ID, employee ID, and employee last name. Create the appropriate SQL SELECT statement to produce this list using
the EMPLOYEE table.

4. The report you just created is very useful except that the headings are difficult to understand. Rewrite the statement so
that the column headings are "Department", "Employee ID", and "Last Name".

5. The Human Resources department needs a report of all employees listing ID, amount of vacation accrued for each
employee, and vacation accrued incremented by 32 hours, in order to see whether any employees will have over the
maximum allowable vacation once the accruals have been applied. Create this report using the BENEFITS table.
Name the column headings appropriately, and order the report by employee ID.

To check your answers, see "Scenarios" in Review Answers: Retrieving Data in SQL.

Using Conditional Retrieval
When you have completed this section, you will be able to create SQL statements to retrieve selected rows of data from
a table and to use multiple predicates in a WHERE clause. You will also understand the order in which multiple conditions
are evaluated.

Summary

Usually you want to retrieve only some rows from a table just as you want to retrieve only some columns in that table.
You have already seen how to limit the number of columns displayed. Now you will see how to limit the number of rows
displayed using a WHERE clause. A WHERE clause specifies criteria used in selecting rows to be retrieved.

The WHERE Clause
You can screen the data being retrieved by using the WHERE clause in a SELECT statement, and you can specify
selection criteria. The WHERE clause filters out rows that do not meet the selection criteria. The WHERE clause follows
the FROM clause:

select ...

       from ...

       where ...

       order by ...;
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Components of the WHERE Clause

The WHERE clause is made up of the following two components:

• The keyword WHERE
• A search condition

A search condition is made up of predicates. In general, predicates compare values to one another. If the values meet
the comparison, the row is selected.

Comparison Operators and Keywords in Predicates
You use a predicate to compare one value to another. The values compared in the predicate must be of compatible data
types. For example, a column defined as a character data type cannot be compared to a column defined as an integer
data type even though the character string contains numbers.

Check the Data Type When Comparing

The table layout specifies if the column you want to compare is defined as a character data type. A column may appear
to contain numeric data when you look at the values stored in the database, although it is actually defined as character.
For example, the SKILL_LEVEL column in the EXPERTISE table is defined as a character column but usually contains
numeric data.

Entering Character Literals

Use single quotation marks if you use a character literal, such as 'Smith', and enter the literal with uppercase and
lowercase letters exactly as you expect it exists in the database.

Ways You Can Compare Values

You can use the following operators to compare values:

Comparison operator Meaning

= Equal to

<> Not equal to

> Greater than

< Less than

>= Greater than or equal to

<= Less than or equal to

You can use these keywords to compare values:

Keyword Meaning

IS NULL Checks whether a value is null

BETWEEN Locates values within a range of values

IN Locates values identified by specific values in a list

LIKE Retrieves rows based on character combinations in a nonnumeric
column
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Using Comparison Operators in Predicates
The search value in the predicate can be:

• A numeric literal (for example, vac_accrued >= 40).
• A character literal (for example, emp_lname = 'Smith').

You can also use two column names in a predicate (for example, vac_taken <= vac_accrued).

The column name you use in the WHERE clause need not appear in the SELECT column list.

How It's Done 

The Human Resources department needs to see a list of all employees and the number of vacation hours they have
accrued in 1999. The BENEFITS table contains this information. Enter:

select emp_id, vac_accrued

       from benefits

 where fiscal_year = 2000;

The result looks like this:

EMP_ID  VAC_ACCRUED

------  -----------

  3411        68.00

  4773        68.00

  2010        92.75

  3338        68.00

  2246        92.50

  1034        92.50

  2424        92.50

  3767        68.00

  3449        68.00

  3082        68.00

  3341        68.00

  4660        68.00

  2209        92.50

  2894        68.00

  4001        68.00

  5090        46.00

  1765        92.50

  4456        68.00

  3991        68.00

  3778        68.00

  4358        68.00

  4962        68.00

  2180        92.50

  2106        92.50

  3222        68.00

  4002        68.00

  2437        68.00

  2096        92.50

  2004        92.50

  5103        46.00

  5008        46.50

  4321        68.00

  2598        60.00
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  3764        68.00

  2448        68.00

  2461        68.00

  1003        92.00

  1234        92.00

  4027        68.00

  2466        92.50

  2174        92.00

  2781        68.00

  3704        68.00

  4008        68.00

  3433        68.00

  3288        68.00

  3841        68.00

  4703        46.75

  3294        68.00

  3769        68.00

  3118        68.00

51 rows processed

Exercise 1

Now You Try It 

The manager of the Marketing department is looking at a resource plan that assigns employee 5103 to a project coming
up. However, the manager doesn't know who employee 5103 is.

Create a SELECT statement to retrieve all rows in the EMPLOYEE table that have an employee with an ID of 5103.
Display employee ID and first and last name.

The result looks like this:

EMP_ID  EMP_FNAME             EMP_LNAME

------  ---------             ---------

  5103  Adele                 Ferguson

1 row processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax.

Why do you see only one row? 

The employee ID is a unique key, so there is only one employee with this ID.

Exercise 2

Try Another 

The new company fiscal year is approaching and the Accounting department's budget director is compiling some salary
statistics.

The budget director needs a list of employee IDs, job IDs, and salaries where the salary is greater than $100,000. The
POSITION table contains this information.

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID  JOB_ID   SALARY_AMOUNT
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 ------  ------   -------------

   2894    6021       111593.00

   3222    6004       110448.00

   1234    8001       117832.68

   1003    9001       146432.00

 4 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

Exercise 3

And Another 

Commonwealth Auto has employees who live in several different communities. The Accounting department needs to
know which employees live in Boston because a city tax is being levied on those residents and the payroll must be
adjusted.

Use the EMPLOYEE table to write a SELECT statement that selects all employees who live in Boston. Type in the
value exactly as you expect to find it in the table, using uppercase and lowercase letters. Enclose the value in quotes
because CITY is defined as a character column. Display employee ID, first and last name, and city and order the result by
employee ID.

The result looks like this:

EMP_ID  EMP_FNAME             EMP_LNAME             CITY

------  ---------             ---------             ----

  1003  James                 Baldwin               Boston

  2010  Cora                  Parker                Boston

  2437  Henry                 Thompson              Boston

  3411  Catherine             Williams              Boston

  3841  Michelle              Cromwell              Boston

  4962  Peter                 White                 Boston

6 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

Exercise 4

Try It Using NOT 

Use NOT following the word WHERE to select rows that do not meet the search condition.

Employees who do not live in Boston are not affected by the new tax. Create another SELECT statement to retrieve all
employees who do not live in Boston. Use the keyword NOT after WHERE. Display employee ID, first and last name, and
city.

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID  EMP_FNAME             EMP_LNAME             CITY

 ------  ---------             ---------             ----

   2299  Samuel                Spade                 Canton

   4773  Janice                Dexter                Medford

   3338  Mark                  White                 Canton

   2246  Marylou               Hamel                 Medford
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   1034  James                 Gallway               Stoneham

   2424  Ronald                Wilder                Natick

   3767  Frank                 Lowe                  Natick

   2898  Mary                  Umidy                 Medford

   3449  Cynthia               Taylor                Concord

   3082  John                  Brooks                Camden

   3341  Carl                  Smith                 Newton

   3199  Martin                Loren                 Grover

   4660  Bruce                 MacGregor             Camden

   2209  Michael               Smith                 Brookline

   2894  William               Griffin               Taunton

   4001  Jason                 Thompson              Natick

   5090  Stephen               Wills                 Canton

   1765  David                 Alexander             Grover

   4456  Thomas                Thompson              Newton

   2145  Martin                Catlin                Wilmington

   3991  Fred                  Wilkins               Taunton

   3778  Jane                  Ferndale              Medford

   4358  Judith                Robinson              Wilmington

   2180  Joan                  Albertini             Medford

   2106  Susan                 Widman                Medford

   3222  Louise                Voltmer               Brookline

   4002  Linda                 Roy                   Wilmington

   2096  Thomas                Carlson               Brookline

   2004  Eleanor               Johnson               Medford

   5103  Adele                 Ferguson              Brookline

   5008  Timothy               Fordman               Brookline

   4321  George                Bradley               Grover

   2598  Mary                  Jacobs                Camden

   3764  Deborah               Park                  Brookline

   2461  Alice                 Anderson              Medford

   2448  David                 Lynn                  Natick

   1234  Thomas                Mills                 Brookline

   2466  Patricia              Bennett               Medford

   4027  Cecile                Courtney              Natick

   2174  Jonathan              Zander                Brookline

   2781  Joseph                Thurston              Stoneham

   3704  Richard               Moore                 Dedham

   4008  Robert                Clark                 Brookline

   3433  Herbert               Crane                 Newton

   3288  Ralph                 Sampson               Newton

   4703  Martin                Halloran              Brookline

   3294  Carolyn               Johnson               Brookline

   3118  Alan                  Wooding               Canton

   3769  Julie                 Donelson              Grover

 49 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

What is another way of getting this information? 

You could have used <> (not equal) instead of the keyword NOT.
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Using Keywords in Predicates
You have been using comparison operators in predicates to compare one value to another. You can also use keywords in
predicates.

 Testing for Null Values 

You use the keyword IS NULL to retrieve rows for which no value has been stored in the specified column.

 How It's Done 

The company needs to have a list of employees who do not have a home telephone so that the Human Resources
department can get in touch with them by other means in case of emergency.

To retrieve all employees who do not have a telephone, enter:

select emp_id, phone

       from employee

 where phone is null;

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID    PHONE

 ------    -----

     2299  <null>

     3411  <null>

     2010  <null>

     3199  <null>

     2598  <null>

     4008  <null>

 6 rows processed

Exercise 5

 Now You Try It 

Only sales employees at Commonwealth Auto receive bonuses as part of their earnings. Payroll wants a list of all
employees who do not receive bonuses.

Enter a SELECT statement to retrieve all employees from the POSITION table for which the database does not have a
bonus percentage. Display employee ID.

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID

 ------

   3411

   3411

   4773

   3338

   2246

   2246

   1034

   2424

   3767

   3449

   3082

   3341
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   4660

   2209

   2894

   1765

   4456

   1765

   3991

   3778

   4358

   4962

   2180

   2180

   2106

   3222

   4002

   2437

   2096

   2096

   2004

   2004

   5103

   5008

   4321

   2598

   3764

   2461

   1234

   1003

   4027

   2466

   2174

   2781

   3704

   4008

   3433

   3288

   3841

   4703

   3294

   3769

   3118

53 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that result
tables may be shortened in this section.

 IS NOT NULL 

Use IS NOT NULL to eliminate rows containing nulls in a specified column.

Exercise 6

 Now You Try It 
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Commonwealth Auto needs to be able to reach employees in case of emergency. The Human Resources department
knows that not all employees have telephones. They need to have a list of telephone numbers for those employees
who do have telephones.

Enter the SELECT statement to list all employees from the EMPLOYEE table who have a telephone. Display employee
ID, first and last name, and telephone.

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID  EMP_FNAME             EMP_LNAME             PHONE

 ------  ---------             ---------             -----

   4773  Janice                Dexter                5083847566

   3338  Mark                  White                 6179238844

   2246  Marylou               Hamel                 5083457789

   1034  James                 Gallway               6172251178

   2424  Ronald                Wilder                5083347700

   3767  Frank                 Lowe                  5082844094

   2898  Mary                  Umidy                 6173458860

   3449  Cynthia               Taylor                5082684508

   3082  John                  Brooks                5089273644

   3341  Carl                  Smith                 6179658099

   4660  Bruce                 MacGregor             5092344620

   2209  Michael               Smith                 6175563331

   2894  William               Griffin               5088449008

   4001  Jason                 Thompson              5082649956

   1765  David                 Alexander             5087394772

   4456  Thomas                Thompson              6179660089

   2145  Martin                Catlin                5087486625

   3991  Fred                  Wilkins               5081840883

   3778  Jane                  Ferndale              6173450099

   4358  Judith                Robinson              5087488011

   4962  Peter                 White                 6177732280

   2180  Joan                  Albertini             5083145366

   2106  Susan                 Widman                5083346364

   3222  Louise                Voltmer               6176635520

   4002  Linda                 Roy                   5088477701

   2437  Henry                 Thompson              6179264105

   2096  Thomas                Carlson               6175553643

   2004  Eleanor               Johnson               5089253998

   5103  Adele                 Ferguson              6176600684

   5008  Timothy               Fordman               6176642209

   4321  George                Bradley               5087463300

   3764  Deborah               Park                  6179458377

   2461  Alice                 Anderson              5083873664

   2448  David                 Lynn                  5082844736

   1003  James                 Baldwin               6173295757

   1234  Thomas                Mills                 6176646602

   2466  Patricia              Bennett               5089487709

   4027  Cecile                Courtney              5089445386

   2174  Jonathan              Zander                6176633854

   2781  Joseph                Thurston              6173286008

   3704  Richard               Moore                 6177739440

   3841  Michelle              Cromwell              6173298763

   3433  Herbert               Crane                 6178653440
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   3288  Ralph                 Sampson               6179654443

   4703  Martin                Halloran              6176648290

   3294  Carolyn               Johnson               6175567551

   3118  Alan                  Wooding               5083766984

   3769  Julie                 Donelson              5084850432

 49 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that result
tables may be shortened in this section.

 BETWEEN Predicate 

Use the BETWEEN predicate to specify a range of values you are searching for. BETWEEN selects all rows that have
values in a specified column in between or equal to the starting or ending values of the specified range.

 How It's Done 

Human Resources is interested in obtaining a list of employees who have between 1 and 3 dependents being covered by
their insurance plan.

To retrieve this data, enter:

select emp_id, num_dependents

       from coverage

 where num_dependents between 1 and 3;

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID  NUM_DEPENDENTS

 ------  --------------

   2299               1

   3411               3

   3411               3

   3338               2

   2246               2

   2246               2

   3767               2

   3767               2

   3199               2

   3199               2

   2894               3

   2894               3

   5090               3

   4456               1

   1765               2

   1765               2

   4358               1

   4358               1

   3222               2

   2437               2

   2096               1

   2096               3

   2096               3

   5103               1

   5103               1

   5008               2

   5008               2
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   2598               1

   2448               3

   1003               3

   1003               3

   2781               2

   4008               1

   3704               3

   3433               1

   3433               1

   3433               1

   3288               1

   3288               1

   4703               1

   4703               1

   3118               1

 42 rows processed

Exercise 7

 Now You Try It 

Human Resources is doing a salary comparison and needs some information on jobs, employees, and salaries. They
have asked you to show them all employees whose salary is between $20,000 and $35,000.

 What table holds this information? 

The information is stored in the POSITION table.

Enter the appropriate SELECT statement.

The result looks like this:

 JOB_ID  EMP_ID   SALARY_AMOUNT

 ------  ------   -------------

   2077    3338        22048.84

   2077    2246        29536.00

   3333    4660        24000.00

   3333    3991        27976.00

   3333    4962        30680.00

   2077    2106        23920.00

   4012    4002        28601.80

   3333    3764        28912.00

   3333    4027        28081.40

   3333    3704        22880.00

   3333    4008        24441.00

   4012    3841        33800.00

   2077    4703        24857.00

 13 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that result
tables may be shortened in this section.

Use NOT BETWEEN to retrieve all rows that do not fall into the specified range.

 IN Predicate 
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You can compare a value to a list of values using the IN predicate.

 How It's Done 

Human Resources needs to identify employees who reside in three communities for potential car pooling. To do this,
enter:

select emp_id, city

       from employee

 where city in ('Camden', 'Brookline', 'Canton');

Enclose the list of values in parentheses and separate values with a comma.

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID  CITY

 ------  ----

   2299  Canton

   3338  Canton

   3082  Camden

   4660  Camden

   2209  Brookline

   5090  Canton

   3222  Brookline

   2096  Brookline

   5103  Brookline

   5008  Brookline

   2598  Camden

   3764  Brookline

   1234  Brookline

   2174  Brookline

   4008  Brookline

   4703  Brookline

   3294  Brookline

   3118  Canton

 18 rows processed

Exercise 8

 Now You Try It 

The Payroll department needs to identify employees whose salaries are $41,600, $45,240, or $50,440 for tax rate
purposes. Using the BENEFITS table, write a SELECT statement to display employee ID and salary.

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID   SALARY_AMOUNT

 ------   -------------

   4773        45240.00

   3769        41600.00

 2 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax.

You can insert NOT before IN to identify values you do not want returned.
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 The LIKE Predicate and Masks 

You can use the keyword LIKE and mask characters to find a character string when you know or are concerned
about only some of the characters. Mask characters are symbols that serve as place holders for other characters. For
example, LIKE 'Th%' means everything beginning with Th. The % is the mask specifying that any number of characters
can follow.

This table shows the symbols you can use as mask characters:

 Mask  Meaning 

Percent (%) Specifies any number of unknown characters (including none)

Underscore (_) Specifies a single unknown character

 How It's Done 

The company nurse wants to identify all employees whose last names begin with S in order to notify them that their yearly
physical examination is due. Enter:

select emp_lname

       from employee

 where emp_lname like 'S%';

Enter the character string to be matched exactly as you expect to find it in the database. Use uppercase and lowercase
letters as necessary.

The result looks like this:

EMP_LNAME

---------

Sampson

Smith

Smith

Spade

4 rows processed

 Where to Place Mask Characters 

Mask characters can come anywhere in the search string.

If you want to find all employees whose names contain mp, enter:

select emp_lname

       from employee

 where emp_lname like '%mp%';

The result looks like this:

EMP_LNAME

---------

Sampson

Thompson

Thompson

Thompson

4 rows processed
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Exercise 9

 Now You Try It 

How would you display all departments associated with NEW CARS?

The result looks like this:

DEPT_ID  DEPT_NAME

-------  ---------

   4200  LEASING - NEW CARS

   2210  SALES - NEW CARS

   3520  APPRAISAL NEW CARS

   1110  PURCHASING - NEW CARS

4 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax. Remember, result
tables may be shortened in this section.

Use NOT in front of LIKE to search for rows containing all values except those that match the mask.

Exercise 10

 Try Another 

Enter a SELECT statement to display all departments that are not associated with associated with NEW CARS.

The result looks like this:

DEPT_ID  DEPT_NAME

-------  ---------

   1120  PURCHASING - SERVICE

   4900  MIS

   5000  CORPORATE ACCOUNTING

   4500  HUMAN RESOURCES

   4600  MAINTENANCE

   2200  SALES - USED CARS

   5100  BILLING

   6200  CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION

   3530  APPRAISAL - SERVICE

   6000  LEGAL

   3510  APPRAISAL - USED CARS

   1100  PURCHASING - USED CARS

   5200  CORPORATE MARKETING

13 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax. Remember, result
tables may be shortened in this section.
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Using Calculated Values in Predicates
You can use arithmetic expressions to calculate a value for a search condition. Use the following symbols for arithmetic
operations:

Symbol Meaning
 * Multiplication
 / Division
 + Addition
 - Subtraction

Remember that multiplication and division are performed first, from left to right, and addition and subtraction second, from
left to right. You can control the order in which operations are performed by using parentheses to enclose the operations
you want performed first.

How it's done 

As part of the salary review process, Human Resources needs to identify all jobs where the difference between the
maximum and minimum salaries is greater than $10,000. To do this, use the JOB table and enter:

select job_id, job_title, min_rate,

       max_rate, max_rate - min_rate

       from job

       where max_rate - min_rate > 10000;

The result looks like this:

JOB_ID  JOB_TITLE                   MIN_RATE        MAX_RATE        (EXPR)

------  ---------                   --------        --------        ------

  8001  Vice President              90000.00       136000.00      46000.00

  2077  Purch Clerk                 17000.00        30000.00      13000.00

  9001  President                  111000.00       190000.00      79000.00

  4700  Purch Agnt                  33000.00        60000.00      27000.00

  3029  Computer Operator           25000.00        44000.00      19000.00

  6011  Manager - Acctng            59400.00       121000.00      61600.00

  4130  Benefits Analyst            35000.00        56000.00      21000.00

  4666  Sr Mechanic                 41000.00        91000.00      50000.00

  4123  Recruiter                   35000.00        56000.00      21000.00

  5555  Salesperson                 30000.00        79000.00      49000.00

  4025  Writer - Mktng              31000.00        50000.00      19000.00

  4023  Accountant                  44000.00       120000.00      76000.00

  4734  Mktng Admin                 25000.00        62000.00      37000.00

  5110  CUST SER MGR                40000.00       108000.00      68000.00

  6004  Manager - HR                66000.00       138000.00       72000.00

  5111  CUST SER REP                27000.00        54000.00       27000.00

  4012  Admin Asst                  21000.00        44000.00       23000.00

  2055  PAYROLL CLERK               17000.00        30000.00       13000.00

  5890  Appraisal Spec              45000.00        70000.00       25000.00

  3333  Sales Trainee               21600.00        39000.00       17400.00

  6021  Manager - Mktng             76000.00       150000.00       74000.00

21 rows processed
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Exercise 11

Now You Try It 

The corporate planning group wants to know what projects have been completed in less time than originally estimated.

Use the PROJECT table to identify the columns and display project ID as well as the number of hours saved.

The result looks like this:

PROJ_ID          (EXPR)

-------          ------

C203              58.50

1 row processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax.

Combining Predicates
You can combine predicates with AND and OR:

• Use AND when all predicates must be true
• Use OR when only one predicate must be true

The default order of evaluation is AND before OR. You can use parentheses to override the default order.

 How It's Done 

The Human Resources department needs to identify employees who live in Camden, Brookline, or Canton and who have
telephones in order to set up a calling network. You created both of these search conditions earlier in this section. Now
you want to combine them.

To produce this list, enter:

select emp_id, city, phone

       from employee

 where city in ('Camden', 'Brookline', 'Canton')

 and phone is not null;

The result looks like this:

EMP_ID  CITY                  PHONE

------  ----                  -----

  3338  Canton                6179238844

  3082  Camden                5089273644

  4660  Camden                5092344620

  2209  Brookline             6175563331

  5090  Canton                5083389935

  3222  Brookline             6176635520

  2096  Brookline             6175553643

  5103  Brookline             6176600684

  5008  Brookline             6176642209

  3764  Brookline             6179458377

  1234  Brookline             6176646602

  2174  Brookline             6176633854

  4703  Brookline             6176648290

  3294  Brookline             6175567551

  3118  Canton                5083766984
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15 rows processed

Exercise 12

 Now You Try It 

Change this SELECT statement from AND to OR.

Your result looks like this:

EMP_ID  CITY                  PHONE

------  ----                  -----

  2299  Canton                <null>

  4773  Medford               5083847566

  3338  Canton                6179238844

  2246  Medford               5083457789

  1034  Framingham            6172251178

  2424  Natick                5083347700

  3767  Natick                5082844094

  2898  Medford               6173458860

  3449  Concord               5082684508

  3082  Camden                5089273644

  3341  Newton                6179658099

  4660  Framingham            5092344620

  2209  Brookline             6175563331

  2894  Taunton               5088449008

  4001  Natick                5082649956

  5090  Canton                5083389935

  1765  Grover                5087394772

  4456  Newton                6179660089

  2145  Wilmington            5087486625

  3991  Taunton               5081840883

  3778  Medford               6173450099

  4358  Wilmington            5087488011

  4962  Boston                6177732280

  2180  Medford               5083145366

  2106  Medford               5083346364

  3222  Brookline             6176635520

  4002  Wilmington            5088477701

  2437  Boston                6179264105

  2096  Brookline             6175553643

  2004  Medford               5089253998

  5103  Brookline             6176600684

  5008  Brookline             6176642209

  4321  Grover                5087463300

  2598  Camden                <null>

  3764  Brookline             6179458377

  2461  Medford               5083873664

  2448  Natick                5082844736

  1003  Boston                6173295757

  1234  Brookline             6176646602

  2466  Medford               5089487709

  4027  Natick                5089445386
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  2174  Brookline             6176633854

  2781  Stoneham              6173286008

  3704  Dedham                6177739440

  4008  Brookline             <null>

  3841  Boston                6173298763

  3433  Newton                6178653440

  3288  Newton                6179654443

  4703  Brookline             6176648290

  3294  Brookline             6175567551

  3118  Canton                5083766984

  3769  Grover                5084850432

 52 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, see Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember, result
tables may be shortened in this section.

Compare the result of the first SELECT statement with the result of the second.

The first SELECT statement gives a more limited list because an employee must both live in one of the three
communities and have a telephone in order to be included in the list.

The second SELECT statement results in a longer list because an employee must either live in one of the three
communities or have a telephone (and live anywhere) in order to be included. Thus, the result table lists everyone who
has a telephone and everyone who lives in the three communities.

 Try One with Both AND and OR 

You can have multiple predicates, connecting them with either AND or OR.

The Human Resources department needs a list of employees who have a telephone and live in Brookline and all
employees who live in Boston regardless of whether they have a telephone.

To produce this list, enter:

select emp_id, city, phone

       from employee

       where phone is not null and city = 'Brookline'

 or city = 'Boston';

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID  CITY                  PHONE

 ------  ----                  -----

   3411  Boston                <null>

   2010  Boston                <null>

   2209  Brookline             6175563331

   4962  Boston                6177732280

   3222  Brookline             6176635520

   2437  Boston                6179264105

   2096  Brookline             6175553643

   5103  Brookline             6176600684

   5008  Brookline             6176642209

   3764  Brookline             6179458377

   1003  Boston                6173295757

   1234  Brookline             6176646602

   2174  Brookline             6176633854

   3841  Boston                6173298763
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   4703  Brookline             6176648290

   3294  Brookline             6175567551

16 rows processed

 Using Parentheses 

The default order of evaluation is AND before OR. You use parentheses to override the default order of evaluation.
Multiple search conditions enclosed in parentheses are evaluated as a single search condition.

 How It's Done 

If the Human Resources department wants a list of employees living in Brookline or Boston who have a telephone, you
would insert parentheses to group the Brookline and Boston predicates. The parentheses specify that you want the OR
portion of the clause to be evaluated first:

select emp_id, city, phone

       from employee

       where phone is not null

         and (city = 'Brookline' or city = 'Boston');

The result looks like this:

EMP_ID  CITY                  PHONE

------  ----                  -----

  2209  Brookline             6175563331

  4962  Boston                6177732280

  3222  Brookline             6176635520

  2437  Boston                6179264105

  2096  Brookline             6175553643

  5103  Brookline             6176600684

  5008  Brookline             6176642209

  3764  Brookline             6179458377

  1003  Boston                6173295757

  1234  Brookline             6176646602

  2174  Brookline             6176633854

  3841  Boston                6173298763

  4703  Brookline             6176648290

  3294  Brookline             6175567551

14 rows processed

Compare this result with the result from the previous statement. The previous SELECT statement without parentheses
listed employees who have a telephone and who also live in Brookline as well as employees who live in Boston whether
or not they have a telephone.

The second SELECT statement with parentheses listed employees who live in either Brookline or Boston and who have a
telephone, no matter which community they live in.

When you create a complex combination of predicates as in the last example, use parentheses to group predicates and
establish the order of evaluation.

 The placement of Parentheses 

You've just seen that using parentheses can make a difference in the order in which the predicates are evaluated.

Look at these two SELECT statements. They are exactly the same except for the placement of the parentheses.

Enter both SELECT statements and compare the results:
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1.   select emp_id, phone, city, dept_id

            from employee

            where phone is not null

               or (city = 'Boston' and dept_id = 5200);

2.   select emp_id, phone, city, dept_id

            from employee

            where (phone is not null or city = 'Boston')

              and dept_id = 5200;

Now take all parentheses out of the request.

 How are the results different? 

The first SELECT statement specifies that the employee must either live in Boston and work in department 5200 or have a
telephone in order to be on the list.

The second SELECT statement specifies that the employee must either have a telephone or live in Boston. In either case,
the employee must also work in department 5200 in order to be placed on the list.

If you take out all the parentheses, SQL evaluates the conditions in the same order as for the first SELECT statement.

Review: Using Conditional Retrieval
Choose the correct answers for the questions below. More than one answer can apply for each question.

1. The clause that allows the user to specify a search condition that filters the rows to be selected is:
– a. The WHERE clause
– b. The FROM clause
– c. The SELECT clause
– d. The AS clause

2. What are the components of the WHERE clause?
– a. The keyword FROM
– b. The keyword WHERE
– c. A search condition
– d. A table name

3. You can compare a character column to a:
– a. FROM clause
– b. Mask
– c. WHERE clause
– d. Table name

4. Masks are used with:
– a. The IN predicate
– b. The BETWEEN predicate
– c. The LIKE predicate
– d. The FROM clause

5. Which of the following are mask characters?
– a. #
– b. _
– c. *
– d. %

6. The IS NULL predicate causes:
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– a. Retrieval of rows where a column contains the value zero
– b. Retrieval of rows where a column contains no value
– c. No retrieval of rows
– d. No retrieval of rows where all columns contain zero

7. Parentheses are used to:
– a. Set up the sequence of arithmetic evaluation
– b. Set up the sequence of evaluation of AND and OR with multiple predicates
– c. Set off table names
– d. Set up alternate headings

To check your answers, see Review Answers.

Scenarios: Using Conditional Retrieval
Create the appropriate statements online to retrieve the needed data:

1. Periodically, a list is published giving divisions and their departments. A new department was recently added
to division D09, so a new list for that division is needed. Use the DEPARTMENT table and show division code,
department ID, and department name. Order by department ID.
Hint: DIV_CODE is a character column.

2. All Commonwealth Auto employees whose last names begin with L and Mare due to have flu shots. The medical office
needs to have the complete names of these individuals and the department to which each is assigned. Sort the list by
last name. (Use the EMPLOYEE table.)

3. The Marketing department has a large project coming up and needs employees who have at least a medium level of
competence (greater than 02) in skill 3333. Display employee ID and level of competence for each employee using the
EXPERTISE table.
Hint: SKILL_LEVEL is a character column.

4. In order to identify employees involved in media projects, the Human Resources department needs a list of employees
associated with a project ID that begins with P (indicating media-related). Order the list by employee ID. (Use the
EMPLOYEE table to find this information.)

5. The budget group needs a list of employees who hold a position that pays less than $25,000. Show employee ID and
salary.
Hint: The POSITION table contains information on positions held in Commonwealth Auto.

To check your answers, see Review Answers.

Using Aggregate Functions
When you have completed this section, you will be able to use aggregate functions to count rows of data and to calculate
averages, sums, maximums, and minimums for groups of data.

Summary

You can use the aggregate functions AVG, COUNT, MAX, MIN, and SUM to perform calculations within your SELECT
statement to summarize information on groups of rows in a table.
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Aggregate Functions
There are five aggregate functions. Except for COUNT, these functions operate on a collection of values in one column of
a table and produce a single result:

Function Meaning
AVG Returns the average of all values in the named column
COUNT Counts the number of rows that satisfy a condition
MAX Returns the highest value in the named column
MIN Returns the lowest value in the named column
SUM Returns the total of all values in the named column

How to Use Aggregate Functions 

To use an aggregate function, you specify the name of the function followed by the name of the column in parentheses, as
in SUM(SALARY_AMOUNT).

You can use the aggregate functions AVG, MAX, MIN, and SUM with a column name (SALARY_AMOUNT) or, if you are
using &U$IDBGJ., you can use these functions with an arithmetic expression (SALARY_AMOUNT/52) as well.

Where to Use Aggregate Functions 

• Instead of a column name with SELECT
• In a HAVING clause as a value in a predicate

 AVG 

The aggregate function AVG calculates the average value of all rows in a specified column.

How It's Done 

The president of Commonwealth Auto wants to know the average salary for all employees in the company. To produce
this information, use the POSITION table and enter:

select avg(salary_amount)

       from position;

The result looks like this:

                          (EXPR)

                          ------

                        51101.16

1 row processed

Exercise 1

Now You Try It 

Use the COVERAGE table to write a SELECT statement to display the average number of dependents for all employees
in Commonwealth Auto. The Human Resources department needs this information for statistical purposes.

The result looks like this:

                          (EXPR)

                          ------

                               1
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1 row processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax.

NOTE
 If the column being averaged has an integer data type, the result is an integer (that is, a whole number). Refer
to the SQL reference section for your environment to learn how to convert an integer data type to a decimal data
type in the result of your query.

Exercise 2

Using WHERE 

Use the BENEFITS table to write a SELECT statement to display the average vacation accrued in fiscal year 1999 for all
employees in Commonwealth Auto. The Human Resources department needs this information for statistical purposes.

The result looks like this:

                          (EXPR)

                          ------

                          121.01

1 row processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax.

COUNT 

Use the aggregate function COUNT to count the number of rows in a table.

You use an asterisk in parentheses after COUNT when you want all rows to be counted. You use a column name in
parentheses after COUNT when you want all rows with a value in that column to be counted.

How It's Done 

Human Resources needs a total count of employees working at Commonwealth Auto. To find this number, enter:

select count(*)

       from employee;

The result looks like this:

     (EXPR)

     ------

         55

1 row processed

Every row in the EMPLOYEE table was counted.

Exercise 3

Now You Try It 

The Human Resources department would like to know how many different types of skills there are in the company. Enter
the appropriate statement to determine the total number of skills in the SKILL table.

The result looks like this:

     (EXPR)

     ------

         26
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1 row processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax.

Specifying a Column Name with COUNT 

If you specify a column name with COUNT, only the rows containing a value in that column are counted.

How It's Done 

Human Resources has made another request. They would like to know how many employees have telephones in their
homes. You can comply with this request by creating a SELECT statement using COUNT and the column name PHONE
from the EMPLOYEE table:

select count(phone)

       from employee;

The result looks like this:

     (EXPR)

     ------

         49

1 row processed

There were fewer rows returned with this request than there were when you specified COUNT(*). This time, COUNT
counted only the rows that had a telephone number. It did not count the rows that contain a null value for PHONE. When
you used COUNT(*), all rows are counted.

Exercise 4

Using WHERE 

How many employees in department 5200 have telephones? Add a WHERE clause to your previous statement to find out.

The result looks like this:

     (EXPR)

     ------

          4

1 row processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax.

MAX 

Use the aggregate function MAX (maximum) to determine the highest value in a specified column.

How It's Done 

The Human Resources department would like to know the highest salary in the company. Salaries are stored in the
POSITION table. To show this information, enter:

select max(salary_amount)

       from position;

The result looks like this:

       (EXPR)

       ------
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    146432.00

1 row processed

Exercise 5

Now You Try It 

Human Resources also needs to know the highest salary held for job 3333. Enter an appropriate SELECT statement
using a WHERE clause.

The result looks like this:

       (EXPR)

       ------

     30680.00

1 row processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax.

MIN 

Use the aggregate function MIN (minimum) to determine the lowest value in a specified column.

How It's Done 

Human Resources needs to determine the lowest salary in the company. To obtain this, enter:

select min(salary_amount)

       from position;

The result looks like this:

       (EXPR)

       ------

      2200.00

1 row processed

Exercise 6

Now You Try It 

The Human Resources department is concerned that the company have a healthy group of employees. They need to see
the smallest amount of sick time taken. The BENEFITS table contains this information.

The result looks like this:

   (EXPR)

   ------

     0.00

1 row processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax.

SUM 

Use the aggregate function SUM to total numeric columns.
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How It's Done 

The budget group in the Accounting department needs to allocate funds for next year's budget based on this year's
salaries.

To obtain a sum of all salaries, enter:

select sum(salary_amount)

       from position;

The result looks like this:

                          (EXPR)

                          ------

                      2555058.42

1 row processed

Exercise 7

Now You Try It 

Also as part of the budget process, the budget group needs to identify all vacation hours taken. (This information is in the
BENEFITS table.)

Enter a statement to display this sum.

The result looks like this:

                          (EXPR)

                          ------

                        17469.50

1 row processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax.

Aggregate Functions and Null Values 

There may be null values in columns included in a calculation. Aggregate functions ignore rows where a null value is
found.

Eliminating the Duplicate Rows
You can eliminate duplicate rows when using SUM, AVG, and COUNT by using DISTINCT. This causes the duplicate rows
to be eliminated before the aggregate function is applied.

Using DISTINCT

If you use DISTINCT, you must name a column explicitly; you cannot use an arithmetic expression.

How It's Done

Put DISTINCT immediately before the column name.

Count the number of communities represented by the employees at Commonwealth Auto by entering:

select count(distinct city)

       from employee;
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The result looks like this:

     (EXPR)

     ------

         13

1 row processed

Exercise 8

Now You Try It

Count the number of different projects on which at least one person is working.

What table do you need to use?

You'll find this information in the CONSULTANT table.

The result looks like this:

     (EXPR)

     ------

          1

1 row processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax.

Grouping Information
You can use aggregate functions to display information for groups of rows rather than for a whole table. For example,
the president wants to know the average salary for employees assigned to each job rather than the average salary for all
employees in the whole company. The POSITION table, where the salary information is maintained, has more than one
row for each job. In order to retrieve the information for the president, you need to group all rows with the same job ID and
then find the average salary for that group.

Using GROUP BY 

To summarize information for groups of rows, such as all employees who have the same job ID, use the GROUP BY
clause. The GROUP BY clause indicates which columns contain values to be grouped together.

How It's Done 

To find the average salary for employees by job, use the GROUP BY clause and enter:

select job_id, avg(salary_amount)

       from position

 group by job_id;

The result looks like this:

 JOB_ID                            (EXPR)

 ------                            ------

   2051                            <null>

   2053                            <null>

   2077                          23672.56

   3333                          23130.05
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   4012                          37546.80

   4023                          74776.00

   4025                          43888.00

   4123                          49921.76

   4130                          45241.94

   4560                            <null>

   4666                          85280.00

   4700                          53477.38

   4734                          55744.75

   5110                          56977.80

   5555                          54738.99

   5890                          53893.16

   6004                         110448.00

   6011                          94953.52

   6021                         111593.00

   8001                         117832.68

   9001                         146432.00

 21 rows processed

The GROUP BY clause grouped the rows of data by job and then AVG took the average salary for each group. For
example, nine salaries are averaged for JOB_ID 3333. Three jobs have null for an average salary because they have only
hourly employees.

Exercise 9

Now You Try It 

For statistical purposes, you need to know the number of employees in each department. Enter a SELECT statement to
retrieve this information from the EMPLOYEE table.

The result looks like this:

DEPT_ID       (EXPR)

-------       ------

   1100            3

   1110            2

   1120            4

   2200            5

   2210            8

   3510            2

   3520            1

   3530            2

   4500            3

   4600            9

   5000            3

   5100            2

   5200            5

   6200            6

14 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.
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Exercise 10

Try Another 

The budget group needs to identify the total salaries for each job in order to determine salary budgets for next year.

Using the POSITION table, enter a SELECT statement to show the sum of salaries for employees by job. Display job ID
and sum for each job.

The result looks like this:

 JOB_ID                            (EXPR)

 ------                            ------

   2051                            <null>

   2053                            <null>

   2077                         118362.84

   3333                         208170.50

   4012                         150187.20

   4023                          74776.00

   4025                          43888.00

   4123                          49921.76

   4130                          45241.94

   4560                            <null>

   4666                          85280.00

   4700                         267386.90

   4734                         111489.50

   5110                          56977.80

   5555                         492650.98

   5890                         269465.80

   6004                         110448.00

   6011                          94953.52

   6021                         111593.00

   8001                         117832.68

   9001                         146432.00

 21 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check "Review Answers" for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

Things to remember when using GROUP BY 

• You can use GROUP BY with any aggregate function
• You can specify more than one column in the GROUP BY clause
• Columns listed in the SELECT statement that are not part of the calculation by an aggregate function must be

identified in the GROUP BY clause

Using ORDER BY with Aggregate Functions 

When you want to sort a result table based on an aggregate function, you must specify the aggregate function by number
(or heading name) rather than specifying the function itself.

How It's Done 

Earlier you found the average salary for employees by job using GROUP BY. To sort this result by the average salary,
enter:

select job_id, avg(salary_amount)

       from position
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       group by job_id

 order by 2;

The result looks like this:

 JOB_ID                            (EXPR)

 ------                            ------

   3333                          23130.05

   2077                          23672.56

   4012                          37546.80

   4025                          43888.00

   4130                          45241.94

   4123                          49921.76

   4700                          53477.38

   5890                          53893.16

   5555                          54738.99

   4734                          55744.75

   5110                          56977.80

   4023                          74776.00

   4666                          85280.00

   6011                          94953.52

   6004                         110448.00

   6021                         111593.00

   8001                         117832.68

   9001                         146432.00

   2053                            <null>

   4560                            <null>

   2051                            <null>

 21 rows processed

Using HAVING
You can add a search condition to use with an aggregate function.

The HAVING clause allows you to search for a particular condition within each group. HAVING takes the same predicates
as WHERE. The clause must specify an aggregate function because it applies to summary rows only. You use a HAVING
clause to eliminate groups from the result, just as you use a WHERE clause to eliminate rows.

You can have both a WHERE clause and a HAVING clause in your SELECT statement.

How It's Done 

The company is concerned that there are several departments with only a very few employees. To display those
departments that have fewer than three employees, enter:

select dept_id, count(emp_id)

       from employee

       group by dept_id

 having count(emp_id) < 3;

The result looks like this:

DEPT_ID       (EXPR)

-------       ------

   1110            2
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   3510            2

   3520            1

   3530            2

   5100            2

5 rows processed

Exercise 11

Now You Try It 

Some Commonwealth Auto employees live in the same community. Since the company is encouraging car pooling, the
car pooling group needs to know which communities have more than two people living there.

Enter a SELECT statement to list the name of the community and the number of employees living in that community.
Show only those communities that have more than two employees. This information is contained in the EMPLOYEE table.

The result looks like this:

CITY                       (EXPR)

----                       ------

Boston                          6

Brookline                      11

Camden                          3

Canton                          4

Grover                          4

Medford                         9

Natick                          5

Newton                          4

Wilmington                      3

9 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

Exercise 12

Try Another 

The budget director has given you another request. She needs to see which jobs have an average salary greater than
$25,000. Use the POSITION table to write the appropriate SELECT statement using HAVING and display the job ID and
the average salary amount.

The result looks like this:

 JOB_ID                            (EXPR)

 ------                            ------

   4012                          37546.80

   4023                          74776.00

   4025                          43888.00

   4123                          49921.76

   4130                          45241.94

   4666                          85280.00

   4700                          53477.38

   4734                          55744.75

   5110                          56977.80
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   5555                          54738.99

   5890                          53893.16

   6004                         110448.00

   6011                          94953.52

   6021                         111593.00

   8001                         117832.68

   9001                         146432.00

 16 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

Renaming Column Heading
Remember that you can request new headings for the result table. This is particularly useful when you use aggregate
functions because the default heading is not meaningful.

Exercise 13

Now You Try One

Use the statement above, and rename the column with the aggregate function. Use the AS keyword, and make the
heading "Average Salary".

The result looks like this:

 JOB_ID                    AVERAGE SALARY

 ------                    --------------

   4012                          37546.80

   4023                          74776.00

   4025                          43888.00

   4123                          49921.76

   4130                          45241.94

   4666                          85280.00

   4700                          53477.38

   4734                          55744.75

   5110                          56977.80

   5555                          54738.99

   5890                          53893.16

   6004                         110448.00

   6011                          94953.52

   6021                         111593.00

   8001                         117832.68

   9001                         146432.00

 16 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers: Using Aggregate Functions for the correct SQL
syntax. Remember that result tables may be shortened in this section.
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Review: Using Aggregate Functions
Fill in the blank with the correct term:

1. You use ______ to perform calculations within a SELECT statement.
2. An aggregate function can be used instead of a column name with ______ or in the _______ clause.
3. When the aggregate function AVG encounters a null value, it _______ the row.
4. The _______ clause acts as a search condition with an aggregate function.
5. You rename an aggregate function column heading by using ______ and the heading you want.

To check your answers, see Review Answers.

Scenarios: Using Aggregate Functions
Create the appropriate statements online to retrieve the needed data:

1. In order to plan for the Christmas party for Commonwealth Auto, the Human Resources department needs a count of
employees by department. (The EMPLOYEE table contains this information.)

2. As part of its salary research, the Human Resources department needs to know the minimum and maximum salaries
being earned for each job ID in the company. (Use the POSITION table.)

3. Upper management needs to know how many subordinate employees there are for each manager in order to evaluate
the span of control within the company. The EMPLOYEE table contains this information.

4. A project is coming up that requires project members having the skill ID 3333 (body work). The project leader
needs to find out how many employees have a skill level greater than 02 for this skill to see whether he needs to
hire consultants to staff the project. Keep in mind that the SKILL_LEVEL column contains character data. (Use the
EXPERTISE table.)

NOTE
Use a WHERE clause with more than one predicate.

5. The Human Resources department is conducting research into salaries.They have asked you for a report showing:
– Job ID
– Average salary by job
– Minimum salary by job
– Maximum salary by job
They need this report only for positions with a job ID less than 4000 (indicating training and clerical positions) where
the average salary is less than $25,000. Use the POSITION table and rename the column headings so that the report
makes sense.

6. The training group is concerned that there are few people in the company who have certain crucial skills. They have
asked you to give them a report listing the number of employees who have either a medium level of competence (02 or
above) for skill 3333 (body work) or a high level of competence (04) for skill 4444 (assembly). The report should list a
skill only if there are more than two employees that fit that category.

NOTE
Hint: The column SKILL_LEVEL is a character column.

To check your answers, see Review Answers: Using Aggregate Functions.

Accessing Multiple Tables
When you have completed this section, you will be able to create SQL statements that retrieve data from more than one
table.
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Summary

Until now, you have been retrieving data from only one table at a time. Often, however, the data you want resides in more
than one table. For example, you may want information on the department an employee works in as well as the employee
information itself. The join operation allows you to do this.

What Is a Join Operation?
A join is a type of select in which you request data from more than one table.

Look at the table descriptions for EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT in “Table Descriptions.” The EMPLOYEE table carries
employee information plus the employee's department ID. The name of the department is not carried in this table.

If you want to see more information on the department, you need to look at the DEPARTMENT table where you find the ID
and name of the department. To display both employee and department information at the same time, you need to access
both tables at once to join them.

Common Columns

A join can occur when tables have a column in common. Each table must have at least one column that corresponds to a
column in at least one other table in the join.

Usually these common columns are planned as part of the database design. In Error! Reference source not found. you
read about foreign keys, which are columns or combination of columns in one table corresponding to the primary key of
another table. These are planned common columns:

   EMPLOYEE

┌────────┬───────────┬───────────┬─────────┐

│EMP_ID  │EMP_LNAME  │EMP_FNAME  │DEPT_ID  │

├────────┼───────────┼───────────┼─────────┤

│2096    │CARLSON    │THOMAS     │4600     │

│        │           │           │         │

│2437    │THOMPSON   │HENRY      │4600     │

│        │           │           │         │

│2598    │JACOBS     │MARY       │5100     │

└────────┴───────────┴───────────┴─┬───────┘

                                   │

                                   │

                                   │            DEPARTMENT

                                   │         ┌─────────┬─────────────────────┐

                                   └─────────┤DEPT_ID  │DEPT_NAME            │

                                             ├─────────┼─────────────────────┤

                                             │5200     │CORPORATE MARKETING  │

                                             │         │                     │

                                             │4600     │MAINTENANCE          │

                                             │         │                     │

                                             │5100     │BILLING              │

                                             └─────────┴─────────────────────┘

Joining Tables on Common Columns
To join two tables, you must associate one or more columns in one table to one or more columns in a second table. The
joining columns must:
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• Exist in both tables
• Have data of equivalent type
• Appear in the WHERE clause

Normally, a row from one table is joined with a row from the other when the common columns contain equal values.

Statement Used 

The statement used to join tables is composed of:

• The columns to be displayed listed after SELECT
• A FROM clause identifying the tables from which data is being retrieved
• A WHERE clause indicating the column to be matched and any additional search conditions

NOTE
If you are joining tables from different schemas, you mustpreface the table name with the schema name.

In the WHERE clause, you specify a column name from one table, a comparison operator (usually =), and a column name
from the other table.

How It's Done 

Periodically, the Human Resources department produces a list of the employees who head departments.

The ID of the employee who heads a particular department is found in the DEPARTMENT table. The employee's name is
found in the EMPLOYEE table. You need to join these two tables to get all the information for the list.

To join the DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE tables based on the head of the department, you use the DEPT_HEAD_ID
column in the DEPARTMENT table and the EMP_ID column in the EMPLOYEE table. The columns have different names,
but both contain employee IDs.

To join the two tables, enter:

select emp_id, emp_lname, emp_fname, dept_name

       from employee, department

where dept_head_id = emp_id;

In this statement, all the join columns have unique names. The SELECT statement specifies that you want to see
employee ID, employee last name and first name, and name of department. This information is going to come from two
different tables. The common columns are matched in the WHERE clause.

The result looks like this:

EMP_ID  EMP_LNAME             EMP_FNAME       DEPT_NAME

------  ---------             ---------       ---------

  2004  Johnson               Eleanor         PURCHASING - SERVICE

  1003  Baldwin               James           LEASING - NEW CARS

  2466  Bennett               Patricia        MIS

  2010  Parker                Cora            SALES - NEW CARS

  3769  Donelson              Julie           APPRAISAL NEW CARS

  2466  Bennett               Patricia        CORPORATE ACCOUNTING

  3222  Voltmer               Louise          HUMAN RESOURCES

  2096  Carlson               Thomas          MAINTENANCE

  2180  Albertini             Joan            SALES - USED CARS

  2598  Jacobs                Mary            BILLING

  2461  Anderson              Alice           CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION

  2209  Smith                 Michael         APPRAISAL - SERVICE

  1003  Baldwin               James           LEGAL

  3082  Brooks                John            APPRAISAL - USED CARS
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  2246  Hamel                 Marylou         PURCHASING - USED CARS

  2894  Griffin               William         CORPORATE MARKETING

  1765  Alexander             David           PURCHASING - NEW CARS

 17 rows processed

Exercise 1

Now You Try It 

The Human Resources department needs information on divisions. They have asked you for a list of division descriptions
and division heads by name.

Enter a SELECT statement to display each division description and employee last and first name.

What tables do you need to join? 

You need to join the DIVISION and EMPLOYEE tables.

What are the common columns? 

DIV_HEAD_ID in the DIVISION table and EMP_ID in the EMPLOYEE table are the common columns.

The result looks like this:

DIV_CODE  DIV_NAME    EMP_ID    EMP_LNAME             EMP_FNAME

--------  --------    ------    ---------             ---------

D06       SERVICE       4321    Bradley               George

D04       NEW CARS      2010    Parker                Cora

D09       CORPORATE     1003    Baldwin               James

D02       USED CARS     2180    Albertini             Joan

4 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

Why Include the Join Condition 

Without the join condition in the WHERE clause, the request would return a huge table containing every possible row
combination from the tables being joined. This type of join is called a Cartesian product. It is very inefficient and contains a
great deal of redundant information.

Qualifying a Column Name
In some cases, the join columns from two tables have the same name. Then you must add a qualification to the column
names to distinguish one name from the other.

How It's Done

The EMPLOYEE table does not carry the department name, and the DEPARTMENT table does not carry the employee
ID. If you want to see the names of the departments that the employees are associated with, you need to join the
EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT tables. These two tables have a common column, DEPT_ID.

Because the column DEPT_ID has the same name in each table, you need to qualify each common column name with
the name of its table. Enter:

select emp_id, department.dept_id, dept_name

       from department, employee

       where department.dept_id = employee.dept_id;
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This statement specifies that the rows to be retrieved and joined from the EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT tables
are those that have matching department IDs. If a department ID is present in the DEPARTMENT table but not in the
EMPLOYEE table (as when a department has no employees), that row will not be returned.

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID  DEPT_ID  DEPT_NAME

 ------  -------  ---------

   2299     4600  MAINTENANCE

   3411     5200  CORPORATE MARKETING

   4773     3510  APPRAISAL - USED CARS

   2010     2210  SALES - NEW CARS

   3338     1120  PURCHASING - SERVICE

   2246     1100  PURCHASING - USED CARS

   1034     4600  MAINTENANCE

   2424     4600  MAINTENANCE

   3767     2200  SALES - USED CARS

   2898     1120  PURCHASING - SERVICE

   3449     5000  CORPORATE ACCOUNTING

   3082     3510  APPRAISAL - USED CARS

   3341     3530  APPRAISAL - SERVICE

   3199     4600  MAINTENANCE

   4660     2200  SALES - USED CARS

   2209     3530  APPRAISAL - SERVICE

   2894     5200  CORPORATE MARKETING

   4001     2210  SALES - NEW CARS

   5090     2210  SALES - NEW CARS

   1765     1110  PURCHASING - NEW CARS

   4456     4600  MAINTENANCE

   2145     5200  CORPORATE MARKETING

   3991     2210  SALES - NEW CARS

   3778     5100  BILLING

   4358     5200  CORPORATE MARKETING

   4962     2210  SALES - NEW CARS

   2180     2200  SALES - USED CARS

   2106     1110  PURCHASING - NEW CARS

   3222     4500  HUMAN RESOURCES

   4002     6200  CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION

   2437     4600  MAINTENANCE

   2096     4600  MAINTENANCE

   2004     1120  PURCHASING - SERVICE

   5103     5000  CORPORATE ACCOUNTING

   5008     1100  PURCHASING - USED CARS

   4321     6200  CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION

   2598     5100  BILLING

   3764     2210  SALES - NEW CARS

   2461     6200  CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION

   2448     2200  SALES - USED CARS

   1003     6200  CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION

   1234     6200  CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION

   2466     5000  CORPORATE ACCOUNTING
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   4027     2210  SALES - NEW CARS

   2174     4500  HUMAN RESOURCES

   2781     5200  CORPORATE MARKETING

   3704     2200  SALES - USED CARS

   4008     2210  SALES - NEW CARS

   3841     6200  CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION

   3433     4600  MAINTENANCE

   3288     4600  MAINTENANCE

   4703     1100  PURCHASING - USED CARS

   3294     1120  PURCHASING - SERVICE

   3118     4500  HUMAN RESOURCES

   3769     3520  APPRAISAL NEW CARS

 55 rows processed

Does it matter which of the two department ID columns you choose to display?

No. The values in each of the two matching columns is the same.

Qualifying a Table Name
In some cases, the tables are in different schemas. Then you must add a qualification to the table name to specify which
schema the table is associated with.

How It's Done 

The EMPLOYEE table doesn't contain project id and description information, and the PROJECT table doesn't carry the
project leader's first and last name. If you want to see the projects and their respective project leaders, you must join the
EMPLOYEE and PROJECT tables using the PROJ_LEADER_ID and EMP_ID columns. However, the EMPLOYEE table
is assigned to the DEMOEMPL schema and the PROJECT table is assigned to the DEMOPROJ schema. To access data
from both schemas, you must qualify the table names with the schema name. Enter:

select emp_id, emp_lname, emp_fname, proj_desc from

 demoempl.employee, demoproj.project

       where emp_id=proj_leader_id;

EMP_ID  EMP_LNAME             EMP_FNAME      PROJ_DESC

------  ---------             ---------      ---------

  3411  Williams              Catherine      TV ads - WTVK

  3411  Williams              Catherine      New brand research

  2894  Griffin               William        Consumer study

  4358  Robinson              Judith         Service study

  2466  Bennett               Patricia       Systems analysis

5 rows processed

Exercise 2

Now You Try It 

You have to give the Human Resources department a list of employees and the skills each has. However, it is easier to
read this report if the employees' names are listed as well.

Enter a SELECT statement to list employee ID, last name, first name, and skill ID using the EMPLOYEE and EXPERTISE
tables. Qualify the column name that is the same in both tables. The EXPERTISE table is in DEMOPROJ and the
EMPLOYEE table is in DEMOEMPL.
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The result looks like this:

EMP_ID  EMP_LNAME             EMP_FNAME             SKILL_ID

------  ---------             ---------             --------

  1003  Baldwin               James                     1000

  1034  Gallway               James                     6470

  1234  Mills                 Thomas                    1000

  1765  Alexander             David                     6770

  2004  Johnson               Eleanor                   6770

  2010  Parker                Cora                      7000

  2096  Carlson               Thomas                    3065

  2096  Carlson               Thomas                    3333

  2106  Widman                Susan                     6770

  2174  Zander                Jonathan                  4430

  2180  Albertini             Joan                      7000

  2209  Smith                 Michael                   5309

  2246  Hamel                 Marylou                   1000

  2246  Hamel                 Marylou                   6670

                        .

                        .

                        .

69 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

Using an Alias 

You use an alias as a shorthand method for qualifying a column name.

You specify the alias in the FROM clause:

from expertise x, employee e

You then use the alias as a prefix on the column name.

How It's Done 

To use an alias instead of the table name to qualify the column names from the previous example, enter:

select x.emp_id, emp_lname,

       emp_fname, skill_id

       from expertise x, employee e

       where x.emp_id = e.emp_id;

The result is the same as the previous statement.

Sorting the Result
You can sort the table resulting from a join operation with ORDER BY.

Exercise 3

Now You Try It 

Sort your last request in descending order by employee last name and employee first name.

The result looks like this:
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 EMP_ID  EMP_LNAME             EMP_FNAME             SKILL_ID

 ------  ---------             ---------             --------

   2174  Zander                Jonathan                  4430

   3118  Wooding               Alan                      5180

   5090  Wills                 Stephen                   7000

   3411  Williams              Catherine                 5500

   3991  Wilkins               Fred                      7000

   2424  Wilder                Ronald                    6470

   2106  Widman                Susan                     6770

   4962  White                 Peter                     5130

   3338  White                 Mark                      6770

   3222  Voltmer               Louise                    1000

   3222  Voltmer               Louise                    4430

   2781  Thurston              Joseph                    5420

   2781  Thurston              Joseph                    5430

   4456  Thompson              Thomas                    3065

   4456  Thompson              Thomas                    6670

   4001  Thompson              Jason                     7000

   2437  Thompson              Henry                     3333

   2437  Thompson              Henry                     4444

   3449  Taylor                Cynthia                   5200

   2209  Smith                 Michael                   5309

   3341  Smith                 Carl                      5309

   3288  Sampson               Ralph                     6670

   3288  Sampson               Ralph                     6650

   3288  Sampson               Ralph                     3333

   4002  Roy                   Linda                     4410

   4002  Roy                   Linda                     4370

   4358  Robinson              Judith                    5500

   2010  Parker                Cora                      7000

   3764  Park                  Deborah                   7000

   3704  Moore                 Richard                   7000

   1234  Mills                 Thomas                    1000

   4660  MacGregor             Bruce                     7000

   2448  Lynn                  David                     7000

   3767  Lowe                  Frank                     7000

   2004  Johnson               Eleanor                   6770

   3294  Johnson               Carolyn                   6770

   2598  Jacobs                Mary                      6666

   2246  Hamel                 Marylou                   1000

   2246  Hamel                 Marylou                   6670

   4703  Halloran              Martin                    5130

   4703  Halloran              Martin                    4250

   2894  Griffin               William                   5500

   2894  Griffin               William                   1000

   1034  Gallway               James                     6470

   5008  Fordman               Timothy                   6770

   3778  Ferndale              Jane                      6666

   3778  Ferndale              Jane                      5200

   5103  Ferguson              Adele                     5200

   3769  Donelson              Julie                     5309

   4773  Dexter                Janice                    5309

   3841  Cromwell              Michelle                  4370
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   .

   .

   .

 69 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

Additional Search Criteria in a Join
Remember that you specify the columns to be joined in the WHERE clause. You can have additional search criteria in the
WHERE clause as well by using AND and OR.

Exercise 4

Now You Try It 

Human Resources wants a list of managers in charge of projects. You need to create a list of those managers with their
IDs, last and first names.

What tables will you join? 

You'll join the EMPLOYEE and CONSULTANT tables.

What are the join columns? 

EMP_ID in EMPLOYEE and MANAGER_ID in CONSULTANT are the join columns.

Do you need to qualify any column name? 

Yes, both tables have MANAGER_ID columns.

What additional search criteria do you need? 

You need to specify that you only want each manager listed once.

The result looks like this:

MANAGER_ID  EMP_LNAME             EMP_FNAME

----------  ---------             ---------

      1003  Baldwin               James

      2466  Bennett               Patricia

2 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

Things to Remember about Joining Tables
When you join tables:

• You are combining rows of data from two or more tables to form one result table
• The join is based on common columns
• If a column name in the SELECT statement has the same name in two or more tables, it must be prefixed to specify

the table
• The FROM clause contains the names of all the tables you are joining
• You should use a WHERE clause to limit the result table
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Joining a Table to Itself
You join a table to itself when two rows in a table contain information that you want to combine together. This is called a
reflexive join.

How It's Done

The Human Resources department needs to identify Catherine William's manager. The EMPLOYEE table contains the
employee ID and the manager ID. To find the name of Catherine William's manager, first you find Catherine William's
employee ID (3411) in the EMP_ID column. The row containing Catherine William's employee ID also contains her
manager's employee ID (2894) in the MANAGER_ID column. Now you look in the EMPLOYEE table again to find the
manager's ID (2894) in the employee ID column. You'll find the manager's name in this row:

                      EMPLOYEE

                   ┌────────┬───────────┬────────────┐

                   │EMP_ID  │EMP_LNAME  │MANAGER_ID  │

                   ├────────┼───────────┼────────────┤

                   │2096    │CARLSON    │4321        │

                   │        │           │            │

                   │3411    │WILLIAMS   │2894        │

                   │        │           │            │

                   │2894    │GRIFFIN    │1003        │

                   └────────┴─────┬─────┴────────────┘

                                  │

                                  │

                                  │

                                  ▼

┌────────┬───────────┬────────────┬────────┬───────────┬────────────┐

│EMP_ID  │EMP_LNAME  │MANAGER_ID  │EMP_ID  │EMP_LNAME  │MANAGER_ID  │

├────────┼───────────┼────────────┼────────┼───────────┼────────────┤

│3411    │WILLIAMS   │2894        │2894    │GRIFFIN    │1003        │

└────────┴───────────┴────────────┴────────┴───────────┴────────────┘

To access this information, enter:

select mgr.emp_lname as "Manager",

       sub.emp_lname as "Subordinate"

       from employee mgr, employee sub

       where mgr.emp_id = sub.manager_id

         and sub.emp_id = 3411;

The result looks like this:

Manager               Subordinate

-------               -----------

Griffin               Williams

1 row processed

Things to Remember about a Reflexive Join
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• You assign aliases so that the manager's employee ID can be distinguished from the subordinate's employee ID
• You name the table twice in the FROM clause and give each reference an alias
• You compare the two columns that share the same type of information in the WHERE clause (MGR.EMP_ID =

SUB.MANAGER_ID)

Using UNION
You can use UNION to append the rows returned by one set of selection criteria to the rows returned by another set.

Appending is different from joining. To join tables, you merge selected columns of one table with selected columns of
another table. To append tables, you combine selected rows of one table to selected rows of another table.

How It's Done

To combine the CONSULTANT and EMPLOYEE tables to get a complete list of all people on the payroll, enter:

select con_id, con_lname, con_fname

       from consultant

       union

       select emp_id, emp_lname, emp_fname

              from employee;

This statement adds rows from the EMPLOYEE table to the rows in the CONSULTANT table.

The result looks like this:

EMP_ID  EMP_LNAME             EMP_FNAME

------  ---------             ---------

                   .

                   .

                   .

  4321  Bradley               George

  4358  Robinson              Judith

  4456  Thompson              Thomas

  4660  MacGregor             Bruce

  4703  Halloran              Martin

  4773  Dexter                Janice

  4962  White                 Peter

  5008  Fordman               Timothy

  5090  Wills                 Stephen

  5103  Ferguson              Adele

  9000  Legato                James

  9388  Candido               Linda

  9439  Miller                Charles

  9443  Jones                 Diane

59 rows processed

Things to Remember about UNION
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• UNION combines rows from separate SELECT statements and removes duplicate rows
• The columns you pair must have compatible data types.
• You must name the same number of columns in each of the SELECT statements
• Column names do not have to match
• If you want to sort the result table, use a single ORDER BY clause after the last SELECT statement
• The column names from the second table are used as column headings
• You can specify column headings using AS on the second table

Adding Rows Selectively

By adding WHERE clauses, you can use UNION to selectively add rows from one or more tables to another table.

How It's Done

To see information on both employees and consultants working in a particular department, enter:

select con_id, con_lname, con_fname

       from consultant

       where dept_id = 5200

       union

       select emp_id, emp_lname, emp_fname

              from employee

              where dept_id = 5200;

This statement adds selected rows from the EMPLOYEE table to selected rows in the CONSULTANT table.

The result looks like this:

EMP_ID  EMP_LNAME             EMP_FNAME

------  ---------             ---------

  2145  Catlin                Martin

  2781  Thurston              Joseph

  2894  Griffin               William

  3411  Williams              Catherine

  4358  Robinson              Judith

  9388  Candido               Linda

  9443  Jones                 Diane

7 rows processed
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Review: Accessing Multiple Tables
Match each statement on the left with a term on the right. There will be one term left over.

Description Term
1. Needed to join two or more tables
2. Resolves the problem of joining table columns that have the
same name
3. Where the joining is specified
4. Where an alias is identified
5. Used to append one table to another

a. The WHERE clause
b. Common columns
c. The UNION clause
d. The FROM clause
e. The SELECT clause
f. Aliases

To check your answers, see Review Answers.

Scenarios: Accessing Multiple Tables
Create the appropriate statements online to retrieve the needed data:

1. Management would like to see which employees are involved in which projects. Write a SELECT statement to retrieve
this information by joining the EMPLOYEE and PROJECT tables that contain the data. Display the information by
project description.

2. The Human Resources department needs a list of employees and their remaining vacation time. This information is
contained in the EMPLOYEE and BENEFITS tables. Display employee ID and last name as well as the vacation time
remaining for fiscal year 2000. Order your report by employee ID.

3. More statistics are being gathered on vacation hours. You have been asked to produce a report of average vacation
hours taken for each department. Display department ID and average vacation taken for fiscal year 1999. Order the
report by department ID.

4. The budget committee needs a list of job titles, names of employees holding those jobs, and current salaries of those
employees. They are interested only in jobs offering salaries of more than $55,000. Order your list by job title and
include the job ID.

NOTE
You need to join three tables to get this information.Specify the three tables in the FROM clause. Join two
tables at a time in the WHERE clause. Use aliases to qualify column names.

5. Employee 2004 has just had a review and is due to get a pay increase. The increase is stored as REVIEW_PERCENT
in the BENEFITS table. Employee 2004's manager has asked you to show her how much the increase is in dollar
amount. To get this information, you need to multiply the current salary for fiscal year 2000 by the review percent.
Show the employee ID, current salary, percent increase, and increase as a dollar amount.

NOTE
You need to perform a calculation involving columnsfrom two different tables.

To check your answers, see Review Answers.

Nesting SELECT Statements
When you have completed this section, you will be able to nest a SELECT statement within another SELECT statement to
retrieve specified data.

Summary

An SQL request that is nested inside another SELECT statement is called a subquery. The subquery returns a set of
values for use in the outer SELECT statement:
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select

from

where column =  ◄───────────┐

                            │

               (select  ────┘

               from

               where column =  ◄───────────┐

                                           │

                              (select  ────┘

                              from

                              where column = ));

You nest SELECT statements when you want to use data from one table as part of the criteria of another table. A
subquery is often used in conjunction with predicates IN and EXISTS.

SELECT Statement in a WHERE Clause
You use a SELECT statement in a WHERE clause to create a result table that limits the rows that can be retrieved by the
outer SELECT statement.

Generally, the SELECT statement nested within a WHERE clause can return only one column.

Using a Subquery with IN
Often, you want to retrieve rows from a table provided that values in a particular column are in another table. You can use
IN as you did in Using Comparison Operators in Predicates. The nested SELECT statement provides the list that follows
IN.

How It's Done 

You might want the last names and telephones of employees who are department heads. To retrieve the information
from the EMPLOYEE table, first determine the employees that are the heads of departments. You can do this through a
subquery. You must enclose the subquery in parentheses. Enter:

select emp_lname, phone, dept_id

       from employee

       where emp_id in

 (select dept_head_id

 from department);

The subquery first retrieves all the employee IDs of department heads from the DEPARTMENT table. The outer
SELECT statement then uses this list to retrieve the last name, phone, and department ID of these employees from the
EMPLOYEE table.

The result looks like this:

EMP_LNAME             PHONE       DEPT_ID

---------             -----       -------

Albertini             5083145366     2200

Alexander             5087394772     1110

Anderson              5083873664     6200

Baldwin               6173295757     6200

Bennett               5089487709     5000

Brooks                5089273644     3510

Carlson               6175553643     4600

Donelson              5084850432     3520
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Griffin               5088449008     5200

Hamel                 5083457789     1100

Jacobs                <null>         5100

Johnson               5089253998     1120

Parker                <null>         2210

Smith                 6175563331     3530

Voltmer               6176635520     4500

15 rows processed

 

Exercise 1

Now You Try It 

The Human Resources department needs to find out which departments have employees with more than 80 hours of
vacation remaining for fiscal year 1999 so that the department head can be notified.

Enter a SELECT statement using a subquery to identify the IDs of those departments.

What tables are involved? 

You need to access the BENEFITS table first to find out about remaining vacation hours. Then access the EMPLOYEE
table to find the department ID.

You can use DISTINCT to eliminate duplicates.

The result looks like this:

 DEPT_ID

 -------

    4600

    6200

 2 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

Using an Aggregate Function in a Nested SELECT Statement
You can use an aggregate function in a nested SELECT statement to compare a value in a table with another value
derived through an aggregate function.

How It's Done

You want to see job IDs with current salaries that are higher than the average salary for all jobs. To obtain this information,
use the POSITION table and enter:

select job_id, salary_amount

       from position

       where salary_amount >

             (select avg(salary_amount)

                     from position);

This statement first finds the average salary for all jobs in the POSITION table and then looks at all jobs to see which
exceed that average.
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The result looks like this:

JOB_ID   SALARY_AMOUNT

------   -------------

  4734        53665.00

  5555        76440.00

  4700        59488.00

  4023        74776.00

  5890        68016.00

  5890        66144.00

  6021       111593.00

  4734        57824.50

  5555        76961.00

  6004       110448.00

  4666        85280.00

  4700        59280.00

  5110        56977.80

  5555        54184.00

  5555        70720.00

  8001       117832.68

  9001       146432.00

  6011        94953.52

  4700        53665.56

19 rows processed

Enter the subquery SELECT statement alone to check these results by looking at the average salary itself.

Exercise 2

Now You Try It

The Human Resources department is researching insurance claims and needs a list of employees who have more than
the average number of dependents. To get this information, you need access to the COVERAGE table. Your report should
display employee ID and number of dependents.

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID  NUM_DEPENDENTS

 ------  --------------

   3411               3

   3411               3

   3338               2

   2246               2

   2246               2

   3767               2

   3767               2

   3199               2

   3199               2

   2894               3

   2894               3

   5090               3

   1765               2

   1765               2

   3991               5
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   3991               5

   3991               5

   4962               4

   3222               2

   2437               2

   2096               3

   2096               3

   5008               2

   5008               2

   2448               3

   1234               5

   1003               3

   1003               3

   2781               2

   3704               3

 30 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see in the previous result, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax.
Remember that result tables may be shortened in this section.

Exercise 2B

Human Resources has requested you remove duplicate employees from the report.

 EMP_ID  NUM_DEPENDENTS

 ------  --------------

   1003               3

   1234               5

   1765               2

   2096               3

   2246               2

   2437               2

   2448               3

   2781               2

   2894               3

   3199               2

   3222               2

   3338               2

   3411               3

   3704               3

   3767               2

   3991               5

   4962               4

   5008               2

   5090               3

 19 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see in the previous results, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax.
Remember that result tables may be shortened in this section.
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Using EXISTS
When you want to retrieve rows from a table based on the existence of rows in another table, use the EXISTS predicate.
The EXISTS predicate includes a subquery. If rows in a table meet the selection criteria in the subquery, the outer
SELECT statement proceeds. With the EXISTS predicate, you usually use * rather than a column name with SELECT in
the subquery for simplicity.

How It's Done 

You want to retrieve the names of employees who have a certain level of a certain skill. You need to access both the
EXPERTISE and EMPLOYEE tables to do this. Enter:

select emp_lname, emp_fname

       from employee

       where exists

             (select *

                     from expertise

                     where skill_id = 4444

                       and skill_level = '04'

                       and employee.emp_id = expertise.emp_id);

The outer SELECT statement looks at the first row in the EMPLOYEE table and passes the employee ID to the subquery.
The subquery then evaluates this row by checking the employee ID against the criteria in the WHERE clause.

The outer SELECT statement and the subquery are connected by comparing common columns in the WHERE clause of
the subquery.

The result looks like this:

EMP_LNAME EMP_FNAME

--------- ---------

Thompson Henry

1 row processed

 Here's Another 

If you want to list all the jobs in which an employee earns more than $65,000, enter:

select job_id, job_title

       from job

       where exists

             (select *

                     from position

                     where salary_amount > 65000

                       and "position".job_id = job.job_id);

Notes 

POSITION is the table name and an SQL keyword; therefore, when the POSITION table name is used as an identifier, it
must be enclosed in double quotation marks.

As an alternative, you can use an alias for the table name. For example:

select job_id, job_title

       from job

       where exists

             (select *

                     from position p
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                     where salary_amount > 65000

                       and p.job_id = job.job_id);

The outer SELECT statement looks at the first row of the JOB table and passes the job ID to the subquery. If the row
meets the selection criteria set up by the WHERE clause in the subquery, the row is displayed.

You need to qualify the column names in this example because the name, JOB_ID, is the same in both tables.

The result looks like this:

 JOB_ID  JOB_TITLE

 ------  ---------

   8001  Vice President

   9001  President

   6011  Manager - Acctng

   4666  Sr Mechanic

   5555  Salesperson

   4023  Accountant

   6004  Manager - HR

   5890  Appraisal Spec

   6021  Manager - Mktng

 9 rows processed

Exercise 3

Now You Try It 

The budget group needs to know the department IDs of all departments where an employee earns more than $50,000.
Enter a SELECT statement that will show this information using the POSITION and EMPLOYEE tables.

NOTE

 Use DISTINCT to eliminate duplicates.

The result looks like this:

 DEPT_ID

 -------

    1100

    1120

    2200

    2210

    3510

    3530

    4500

    4600

    5000

    5200

    6200

 11 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

Using NOT EXISTS 

You may also want to retrieve information from a table provided that no rows in another table meet the selection criteria.
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For example, you might want to look for possible job openings by finding jobs that have no associated employee. To
retrieve this information from the JOB table, first determine which jobs do not exist in the POSITION table. Enter:

select job_id, job_title

       from job

 where not exists

             (select * from position

                     where "position".job_id = job.job_id);

Notes 

POSITION is the table name and an SQL keyword; therefore, when the POSITION table name is used as an identifier, it
must be enclosed in double quotation marks.

As an alternative, you can use an alias for the table name. For example:

select job_id, job_title

       from job

 where not exists

             (select * from position p

                     where p.job_id = job.job_id);

The result looks like this:

JOB_ID  JOB_TITLE

------  ---------

  3051  Data Entry Clerk

  3029  Computer Operator

  5111  CUST SER REP

  2055  PAYROLL CLERK

4 rows processed

Things to Remember about Subqueries
Remember the following points about subqueries:

• You usually use SELECT * in a subquery in an EXISTS predicate
• You must enclose the nested SELECT statement in parentheses
• You join the outer SELECT statement and the subquery when using the EXISTS predicate by comparing columns in

the WHERE clause of the subquery
• You can use aliases to qualify column names

Review: Nesting SELECT Statements
Fill in the blanks with the appropriate words or phrases:

1. A nested SELECT statement is also known as a ______.
2. A subquery is located in a ______ clause.
3. A subquery must be enclosed in ___________________.
4. You use the ______ predicate to retrieve rows based on the existence of rows in another table.
5. When using an EXISTS predicate, the outer SELECT statement and the subquery are linked by matching ______ in

the WHERE clause in the subquery.
6. If you are using the ______ keyword, you can use an asterisk (*) in the subquery.
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To check your answers, see Review Answers.

Scenarios: Nesting SELECT Statements
Create the appropriate statements online to retrieve the needed data:

1. For tax purposes, the Accounting department needs to keep track of all jobs for which employees earn more than
$65,000. A list of job titles is sufficient. (Use the JOB and POSITION tables.)

2. Upper management is concerned about the equality of salaries within Commonwealth Auto. They must have a list by
name of all jobs for which at least one employee earns less than $35,000. (Use the JOB and POSITION tables.)

3. Over the years, lots of department information has been added to the database. The Human Resources department
is responsible for this portion of the database and knows there are some departments still listed for which there are
no longer any associated employees. They have asked you for a list showing these departments. Order the list by
department ID. (Use the DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE tables.)

To check your answers, see Review Answers.

Updating a Table
When you have completed this section, you will be able to store rows of data in a table and change and delete existing
data in a table.

Summary

Up to this time, you have been retrieving data that exists in a table in the database. Now you are going to add, modify, and
delete rows of data in a table. The statements you will use are:

INSERT
, to add a row of data to a table

UPDATE
, to change the values in one or more columns in all rows of a table or in rows that satisfy a search condition

DELETE
, to remove one or more rows from a table

Inserting Data into a Table
To add complete new rows of data to an existing table, use the INSERT statement and specify the values you want to add.

How It's Done without Column Names 

Suppose the company sets up a new department, the Audit department, and you need to add this information to the
DEPARTMENT table. To do this, enter:

insert into department

values (4040, 1234,'D09', 'Audit');

The statement above adds the row into the table with the other department information.

Things to Remember when Using INSERT 
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• You can add only one row of values with one INSERT statement using the VALUE clause.
• Use INSERT INTO to identify the table to which you are going to add a new row
• Use the VALUES clause to identify the column values
• Enclose the column values in parentheses, separating them with commas
• Enclose values for character string data in single quotation marks
• The order of the column values must match the order of the columns defined for the table.
• Refer to the SQL reference section for your environment to determine how to enter dates, money, and other types of

data

Using the Keyword NULL 

If you do not have data available for a particular column, you can insert the keyword NULL as a place holder if the column
has been defined to allow null values.

Exercise 1

Now You Try It 

Add another department to Commonwealth Auto. The only values you have right now are the department ID, 6060,
the department name, Claims, and the division code, D09. The department name and division code columns contain
character data. You do not know the ID of the head of the department.

Enter a SELECT statement to display all departments in order by department id and confirm your addition.

The result looks like this:

 DEPT_ID  DEPT_HEAD_ID  DIV_CODE  DEPT_NAME

 -------  ------------  --------  ---------

    1100          2246  D02       PURCHASING - USED CARS

    1110          1765  D04       PURCHASING - NEW CARS

    1120          2004  D06       PURCHASING - SERVICE

    2200          2180  D02       SALES - USED CARS

    2210          2010  D04       SALES - NEW CARS

    3510          3082  D02       APPRAISAL - USED CARS

    3520          3769  D04       APPRAISAL NEW CARS

    3530          2209  D06       APPRAISAL - SERVICE

    4040          1234  D09       Audit

    4200          1003  D04       LEASING - NEW CARS

    4500          3222  D09       HUMAN RESOURCES

    4600          2096  D06       MAINTENANCE

    4900          2466  D09       MIS

    5000          2466  D09       CORPORATE ACCOUNTING

    5100          2598  D06       BILLING

    5200          2894  D09       CORPORATE MARKETING

    6000          1003  D09       LEGAL

    6060        <null>  D09       Claims

    6200          2461  D09       CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION

 19 rows processed

If your results do not match what you see above, check Review Answers for the correct SQL syntax. Remember that
result tables may be shortened in this section.

Using INSERT with Column Names 

If you want to insert only one or a few columns in a row, specify the column names.
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How It's Done 

Suppose you want to add yet another department to the company, but you have only a department ID, department name,
and division code. Enter:

insert into department (dept_id, dept_name, div_code)

     values (5050, 'Research', 'D09');

The column names are in parentheses and separated by commas.

The values must be given in the correct column order. You can use the word NULL when you don't have a value in a
column as long as the column accepts null values.

If you do not specify a column and a value for that column, a null value will be inserted for you. If the column does not
accept null values, the insert is rejected.

Enter a SELECT statement to display the DEPARTMENT table in Department id order to confirm the insertion.

The result looks like this:

DEPT_ID  DEPT_HEAD_ID  DIV_CODE  DEPT_NAME

-------  ------------  --------  ---------

   1100          2246  D02       PURCHASING - USED CARS

   1110          1765  D04       PURCHASING - NEW CARS

   1120          2004  D06       PURCHASING - SERVICE

   2200          2180  D02       SALES - USED CARS

   2210          2010  D04       SALES - NEW CARS

   3510          3082  D02       APPRAISAL - USED CARS

   3520          3769  D04       APPRAISAL NEW CARS

   3530          2209  D06       APPRAISAL - SERVICE

   4040          1234  D09       Audit

   4200          1003  D04       LEASING - NEW CARS

   4500          3222  D09       HUMAN RESOURCES

   4600          2096  D06       MAINTENANCE

   4900          2466  D09       MIS

   5000          2466  D09       CORPORATE ACCOUNTING

   5050        <null>  D09       RESEARCH

   5100          2598  D06       BILLING

   5200          2894  D09       CORPORATE MARKETING

   6000          1003  D09       LEGAL

   6060        <null>  D09       Claims

   6200          2461  D09       CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION

20 rows processed

Exercise 2

Try a Few More 

Add two more departments that you choose. Leave the department head column null.

Enter a SELECT statement to display the table to confirm the insertions. To check your answers, see "Review Answers".

Exercise 3

Try Another 

A project is about to get underway. You know that the project ID is P434 and that its name is Mass Media Campaign Blitz.
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Insert a row into the PROJECT table giving this information. The PROJ_ID and PROJ_DESC columns contain character
data.

Confirm the insertion. To check your answers, see "Review Answers."

The result looks like this:

 PROJ_ID     PROJ_DESC

 -------     ---------

 C200        New brand research

 C203        Consumer study

 C240        Service study

 P400        Christmas media

 P434        Mass Media Campaign Blitz

 P634        TV ads - WTVK

 D880        Systems analysis

 7 rows processed

Inserting rows with SELECT 

You can copy selected rows from one table and put them into another table using the SELECT statement within the
INSERT statement. A SELECT statement in an INSERT statement is referred to as a query specification.

Include a WHERE clause in the SELECT statement to insert only those rows meeting the search condition.

How It's Done 

Your company has decided to hire one of the consultants, 9388, as a full-time employee. To add the employee information
from the CONSULTANT table into the ASSIGNMENT table, enter:

insert into assignment (emp_id, proj_id, start_date)

select con_id, proj_id, start_date

       from consultant

       where con_id = 9388;

The columns in the receiving table must have data compatible with the data of the corresponding columns in the sending
table.

You can use SELECT * if you are using all columns in the same order as in the table to which you are adding the row.

Enter a SELECT statement to display the table and confirm the insertion.

The result looks like this:

EMP_ID  PROJ_ID     START_DATE  END_DATE

------  -------     ----------  --------

  2894  P634        2000-02-15  <null>

  3411  P634        2000-03-01  <null>

  4358  C240        1998-06-01  1998-08-15

  2466  D880        1999-11-01  <null>

  9388  D880        1997-12-21  <null>

5 rows processed

Modifying Data in a Table with SET
You use the UPDATE statement to modify columns or rows in a table.
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Modifying Values in a Column 

If you want to modify every value in a column throughout the table, you need to:

Identify the table you intend to modify by specifying UPDATE and the table name

Name the column in which the modification is to take place and give the new data with a SET clause

How It's Done 

At certain times during the year, every employee's accrued vacation is increased by eight hours.

Exercise 4

Enter a SELECT statement to display the employees and vacation hours accrued. To check your SELECT statement,
see Review Answers. Jot down a couple of the employees and their vacation hours accrued so you can check them after
you have made the changes.

To make the vacation hour changes, enter:

update benefits

 set vac_accrued = vac_accrued + 8

    where fiscal_year = 2000;

What message do you see? 

You see a message specifying the number of rows that have been updated.

Display the Changes 

Enter a SELECT statement sorted by employee id to display the updated table.

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID  VAC_ACCRUED

 ------  -----------

   1003       100.00

   1034       100.50

   1234       100.00

   1765       100.50

   2004       100.50

   2010       100.75

   2096       100.50

   2106       100.50

   2174       100.00

   2180       100.50

   2209       100.50

   2246       100.50

   2424       100.50

   2437        76.00

   2448        76.00

   2461        76.00

   2466       100.50

   2598        68.00

   2781        76.00

   2894        76.00

   3082        76.00

   3118        76.00

   3222        76.00
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   3288        76.00

   3294        76.00

   3338        76.00

   3341        76.00

   3411        76.00

   3433        76.00

   3449        76.00

   3704        76.00

   3764        76.00

   3767        76.00

   3769        76.00

   3778        76.00

   3841        76.00

   3991        76.00

   4001        76.00

   4002        76.00

   4008        76.00

   4027        76.00

   4321        76.00

   4358        76.00

   4456        76.00

   4660        76.00

   4703        54.75

   4773        76.00

   4962        76.00

   5008        54.50

   5090        54.00

   5103        54.00

 51 rows processed

Modifying Selected Rows 

Often you want to change the value in a column only in rows that meet a certain search condition.

How It's Done 

All employees who have accrued more than 80 hours of vacation time are supposed to have an additional eight hours
added to their accrued vacation. To do this, add a WHERE clause to the previous statement:

update benefits

   set vac_accrued = vac_accrued + 8

 where vac_accrued > 80:ehp2

 and fiscal_year = 2000;

Display the Changes 

Enter a SELECT statement to display the BENEFITS table to confirm the change.

The result looks like this:

 EMP_ID  VAC_ACCRUED

 ------  -----------

   2010       108.75

   2246       108.50

   1034       108.50

   2424       108.50

   2209       108.50
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   1765       108.50

   2180       108.50

   2106       108.50

   2096       108.50

   2004       108.50

   1003       108.00

   1234       108.00

   2466       108.50

   2174       108.00

 14 rows processed

The only rows for which that column is updated are the rows that meet the condition.

Exercise 5

Now You Try It 

It was recently discovered that the name of department 6060 is incorrect. Instead of Claims, it should be Lost Claims.
Make the appropriate change to the DEPARTMENT table.

Confirm the modification by writing an appropriate SELECT statement. To check your answers, see "Review Answers."

Exercise 6

Try Another 

Update the EMPLOYEE table so that employee 3433 is associated with department 6200.

Confirm the modification by issuing an appropriate SELECT statement. To check your answers, see "Review Answers."

Exercise 7

And Another 

Three employees (1034, 3704, and 4660) have recently moved to Framingham. Update the EMPLOYEE table
appropriately.

Confirm the modification by issuing an appropriate SELECT statement. To check your answers, see "Review Answers."

Removing Data from a Table
Use the DELETE statement to remove one or more rows from a database table.

 How It's Done 

One of the departments you entered previously, department 4040, shouldn't exist at all. Delete it by entering:

delete from department

     where dept_id = 4040;

This will delete only information on department 4040.

 What message do you see? 

You see a message stating that one row was deleted.

 Display the Changes 

Enter a SELECT statement to display the DEPARTMENT table to confirm the deletion.
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The result looks like this:

 DEPT_ID  DEPT_HEAD_ID  DIV_CODE  DEPT_NAME

 -------  ------------  --------  ---------

    1100          2246  D02       PURCHASING - USED CARS

    1110          1765  D04       PURCHASING - NEW CARS

    1120          2004  D06       PURCHASING - SERVICE

    2200          2180  D02       SALES - USED CARS

    2210          2010  D04       SALES - NEW CARS

    3510          3082  D02       APPRAISAL - USED CARS

    3520          3769  D04       APPRAISAL NEW CARS

    3530          2209  D06       APPRAISAL - SERVICE

    4200          1003  D04       LEASING - NEW CARS

    4500          3222  D09       HUMAN RESOURCES

    4600          2096  D06       MAINTENANCE

    4900          2466  D09       MIS

    5000          2466  D09       CORPORATE ACCOUNTING

    5100          2598  D06       BILLING

    5200          2894  D09       CORPORATE MARKETING

    6000          1003  D09       LEGAL

    6060        <null>  D09       Claims

    6200          2461  D09       CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION

 19 rows processed

Exercise 8

 Now You Try It 

Department 5050 also should not be in the database. Delete it from the DEPARTMENT table.

Enter a SELECT statement to confirm the deletion. To check your answers, see Review Answers.

 Omitting the WHERE Clause 

If you do not use the WHERE clause in the DELETE statement, all rows of data are deleted from the table. The empty
table remains in the database.

Exercise 9

 Try Another 

Create a DELETE statement to erase department 6060 and the other two departments you added from the
DEPARTMENT table while practicing INSERT.

Confirm the deletion by issuing an appropriate SELECT statement. To check your answers, see Review Answers.

Review: Updating a Table
Choose the correct answers for the questions below. More than one answer can apply for each question.

1. You use a SELECT statement with INSERT to:
a. Copy specific rows from one table to another
b. Add a completely new row to a database
c. Modify a row in a table
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2. If you don't have a value for every column you are adding to a table, you can:
a. Identify only the columns you are going to insert values into
b. Use the keyword NULL for the columns where the value is unknown
c. Use two quotes with a space between for the columns where the value is unknown

3. You can update all rows in a table by:
a. Using a WHERE clause with an *
b. Omitting the WHERE clause
c. Using an * after the keyword UPDATE

4. You can update selected rows in a table by:
a. Specifying columns after the keyword UPDATE
b. Using a WHERE clause with an *
c. Specifying a search condition in a WHERE clause

5. You are updating all columns in a table but do not know the specific value to put into one column. You can:
a. Use the keyword UNKNOWN for the column where the value is unknown
b. Use two quotes with a space between for the column where the value is unknown
c. Use the keyword NULL for the column where the value is unknown

6. If you do not have a WHERE clause in a DELETE statement:
a. All the rows are deleted and the table is deleted as well
b. The table is deleted
c. All the rows are deleted but the table remains

To check your answers, see Review Answers.

Sample Data Description Language
Up to now, you have been using SQL DML statements to retrieve or update data. You haven't been concerned with table
design or layout, and you have had full access to all tables. This appendix shows how a system administrator might use
DDL to define a database and users' access to it. If you use SQL against a multi-user database, your use can be affected
by decisions made by the system administrator who:

• Creates databases and tables using SQL DDL
• Specifies which database the tables are associated with and identifies the physical files in which to store data
• Defines constraints on the data so that only valid data is stored in the database
• Restricts access to tables and creates views of them

Each of these functions can have an impact on the way you access data from tables.

No Online Exercises

There are no online exercises in this section. Please do not enter any of the statements online.

Table Creation
Before you can access a table, it must be defined to the database management system.

For example, to set up the EMPLOYEE table, you or the system administrator uses an appropriate tool to create the
following DDL statement:

create table employee           

(emp_id integer not null,   

manager_id  integer     

emp_fname   varchar(2_) not null,   
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emp_lname   varchar(2_) not null,   

dept_id integer not null,   

street  varchar(4_) not null,   

city    char(2_)    not null,   

state   char(_4)    not null,   

zip_code    char(_9)    not null,   

phone   char(1_),       

status  char(_1),       

ss_number   integer not null,   

start_date  date    not null,   

termination_date    date,       

birth_date  date    not null);  

The system administrator specifies the column names and the kind of data you can put into each column.

Common Columns

The system administrator identifies potential relationships between tables and plans for common columns that can
become foreign keys. You use these common columns when you want to join tables.

Temporary Tables

In a multi-user database environment, there are times when you need to store data for only a short period of time, perhaps
as long as a program is running. When tables are set up for this purpose, they are called temporary tables.

The data in temporary tables is not stored in the database and is not accessible to other users.

For example, you may need to access all the company's accounts receivable data for the past five years. This information
is stored in an accounts receivable history table that covers the past 15 years. You want to retrieve data in different forms,
so you'll use several SELECT statements.

Rather than access the very large history table every time you need to retrieve data, you can define a temporary table
that has data from just the past five years and retrieve from this smaller table. This allows you quicker and more efficient
access to the data.

Indexes
An index is a way to order a table logically to speed the retrieval of data.

For example, an index could be defined to order the EMPLOYEE table by employee last name. Another index could be
established to order the same table by social security number.

An index is established on a column or combination of columns:

• To improve processing efficiency
• To prevent duplicate rows (when an index is specified as unique)

Identifying an Index

The system administrator examines all the columns and the programs that will run against the table to determine how the
data is most likely to be accessed.

For example, assume several programs access the EMPLOYEE table to list employees alphabetically by last name.
The system administrator would place an index on the employee last name to allow these programs to access the data
efficiently.

There can be several indexes associated with one table.

When you issue a SELECT statement, SQL uses the indexes to access the data as efficiently as possible.

Creating an Index
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To create an index on employee last name, the system administrator uses the following DDL statement:

create index lname_index

       on employee (emp_lname);

Indexes can be added or dropped as necessary.

Views
You don't always need to see an entire table. In fact, a table may contain data (like salary information) that shouldn't be
seen by everyone.

You may also frequently want to see two or more tables together.

In these situations, the systems administrator creates a view.

What is a View

A view is defined using DDL and can be:

• A subset of columns and rows in one or more tables
• Two or more joined tables

A view is represented internally by a stored command, not stored data. A view can display data from one or more tables or
from other views.

Each view has a name, just as a table has a name. You can use all SQL SELECT commands that you use against a table
against a view as well.

When you display the view, you see only the subset of columns and rows specified in the view definition.

Here is a table and one view of it:

   POSITION

┌────────┬────────┬───────────────┐

│EMP_ID  │JOB_ID  │SALARY_AMOUNT  │

├────────┼────────┼───────────────┤

│2096    │4666    │42640          │

│        │        │               │

│2437    │4560    │21944          │

│        │        │               │

│2598    │2053    │13520          │

└──┬─────┴──┬─────┴───────────────┘

   └──────┐ └──────┐

          │        │

 POS_INFO │        │

      ┌───▼────┬───▼────┐

      │EMP_ID  │JOB_ID  │

      ├────────┼────────┤

      │2096    │4666    │

      │        │        │

      │2437    │4560    │

      │        │        │

      │2598    │2053    │

      └────────┴────────┘
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Data Integrity
Data integrity means correctness of data throughout the database. When you add data to a table, you want that data to be
correct and consistent with other data in the table.

If you add an employee to the EMPLOYEE table, you want to make sure that the employee has an ID. Every employee
must have an ID to keep the employee entries consistent with one another. This is an example of data integrity.

In other cases, the value in a given column cannot be repeated. The employee ID is unique for each employee; two
employees cannot have the same ID. This is another example of data integrity.

To ensure that the data is consistent across tables, integrity constraints are set up as part of the data definition. The data
you enter is checked against these constraints.

Table Descriptions
This topic describes various table items:

 

ASSIGNMENT

Table Description

EMP_ID Unique employee ID

PROJ_ID ID of project to which consultant is assigned

START_DATE Date employee was assigned to the project

END_DATE Date employee completed work on the project

 

BENEFITS

Table Description

FISCAL_YEAR Fiscal year for which this data applies

EMP_ID Unique employee ID

VAC_ACCRUED Vacation hours accrued to date

VAC_TAKEN Vacation hours taken to date

SICK_ACCRUED Sick days accrued to date

SICK_TAKEN Sick days taken to date

STOCK_PERCENT Percentage of earnings allocated to stock purchase

STOCK_AMOUNT Year-to-date amount deducted for stock purchase

LAST_REVIEW_DATE Date of last employee review

REVIEW_PERCENT Percent increase at last review

PROMO_DATE Date of last promotion

RETIRE_PLAN Retirement fund identifier: STOCK, BONDS, 401K

RETIRE_PERCENT Percentage of earnings deducted for retirement

BONUS_AMOUNT Amount of last bonus
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COMP_ACCRUED Hours of compensation time accrued

COMP_TAKEN Hours of compensation time taken

EDUC_LEVEL Level of education: GED, HSDIP, JRCOLL, COLL, MAS, PHD

UNION_ID Union identification number

UNION_DUES Amount of dues deducted per pay period

 

CONSULTANT

Table Description

CON_ID Unique consultant ID

CON_FNAME Consultant's first name

CON_LNAME Consultant's last name

MANAGER_ID Employee ID of consultant's manager

DEPT_ID ID of department to which consultant is assigned

PROJ_ID ID of project to which consultant is assigned

STREET Consultant's street address

CITY Consultant's city

STATE Consultant's state

ZIP_CODE Consultant's zip code

PHONE Consultant's phone

BIRTH_DATE Birth date

START_DATE Consultant's date of hire

SS_NUMBER Social security number

RATE Hourly rate of pay

 

COVERAGE

Table Description

PLAN_CODE Code of insurance plan providing the coverage

EMP_ID Unique employee ID

SELECTION_DATE Date employee selected this insurance plan

TERMINATION_DATE Date employee terminated this insurance plan; if null, plan is still in
force

NUM_DEPENDENTS Number of dependents covered under this insurance plan
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DEPARTMENT

Table Description

DEPT_ID Unique department ID

DEPT_HEAD_ID Employee ID of department head

DIV_CODE Code of the division to which this department belongs

DEPT_NAME Department name

 

DIVISION

Table Description

DIV_CODE Unique division ID

DIV_HEAD_ID Employee ID of division head

DIV_NAME Division name

 

EMPLOYEE

Table Description

EMP_ID Unique employee ID

MANAGER_ID Employee ID of employee's manager

EMP_FNAME Employee's first name

EMP_LNAME Employee's last name

DEPT_ID ID of department to which employee is assigned

STREET Employee's street address

CITY Employee's city

STATE Employee's state

ZIP_CODE Employee's zip code

PHONE Employee's phone

STATUS Status of employee: (A) Active; (S) Short-term disability; (L) Long
term disability

SS_NUMBER Social security number

START_DATE Employee's date of hire

TERMINATION_DATE Date of termination

BIRTH_DATE Birth date
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EXPERTISE

Table Description

EMP_ID Employee ID

SKILL_ID Skill ID

SKILL_LEVEL Level of ability in this skill: 01 (low) to 04 (high)

EXP_DATE Date this level of ability was achieved

 

INSURANCE_PLAN

Table Description

PLAN_CODE Unique plan code for company offering the insurance

COMP_NAME Name of insurance company

STREET Street address of insurance company

CITY City address of insurance company

STATE State address of insurance company

ZIP_CODE Zip code of insurance company

PHONE Telephone number of insurance company

GROUP_NUMBER Commonwealth's group number for this insurance company

DEDUCT Dollar amount deductible per year for this insurance plan

MAX_LIFE_BENEFIT Maximum dollar amount to be paid to insured employee

FAMILY_COST Amount deducted per paycheck for family coverage

DEP_COST Additional amount deducted per paycheck per dependent

EFF_DATE Date this coverage plan becomes effective

 

JOB

Table Description

JOB_ID Unique job ID

JOB_TITLE Job title

MIN_RATE Minimum salary/hourly rate for this job

MAX_RATE Maximum salary/hourly rate for this job

SALARY_IND Indicator for type of salary: (S) salaried; (H) hourly

NUM_OF_POSITIONS Total number of positions for this job

NUM_OPEN Number of positions currently open

EFF_DATE Date this job became effective

JOB_DESLINE_1 First line of job description
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JOB_DESLINE_2 Second line of job description

 

POSITION

Table Description

EMP_ID Employee ID

JOB_ID Job ID associated with this employee

START_DATE Date employee began this job

FINISH_DATE Date employee ended this job (null if current)

HOURLY_RATE Hourly rate earned while in this job (if hourly position)

SALARY_AMOUNT Yearly salary earned while in this job (if salaried position)

BONUS_PERCENT Bonus percent amount for this position (if sales position)

COMM_PERCENT Commission percent for this position (if sales position)

OVERTIME_RATE Overtime rate for this position (if hourly position)

 

PROJECT

Table Description

PROJ_ID Unique project ID

PROJ_LEADER_ID Employee ID of project leader

EST_START_DATE Estimated date project is to begin

EST_END_DATE Estimated date project is to end

ACT_START_DATE Actual date project began

ACT_END_DATE Actual date project ended

EST_MAN_HOURS Total number of hours estimated for project

ACT_MAN_HOURS Actual number of hours required for project

PROJ_DESC Project description

 

SKILL

Table Description

SKILL_ID Unique skill ID

SKILL_NAME Skill name

SKILL_DESC Skill description
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Answers to Exercises
This section provides answers to the Learning IDMS SQL exercises.

Review Answers: Relational Database Concepts

Description Term
1. Components of a relational database that hold the data
2. Components of a table
3. A column or combination of columns holding values that form
the primary key of another table
4. The types of operations you can perform against a relational
database
5. A way to establish a relationship between two tables
6. A column or combination of columns that uniquely identifies a
row in a table

c. Tables
d. Rows and columns
a. Foreign key
e. Select, project, and join
a. Foreign key
b. Primary key

Review Answers: What is SQL?
These are the answers for Review.

1. SQL stands for Structured Query Language.
2. You use SQL data description language (DDL) statements to define tables.
3. You use SQL data manipulation language (DML) statements to change data in a table.
4. The three SQL update operations are INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE.
5. An interactive SQL statement ends with a delimiter/semicolon.
6. An interactive SQL statement begins with a verb.
7. An interactive SQL statement can span several lines.
8. Interactive SQL gives you immediate results.
9. Embedded SQL returns the results to the program.

Review Answers: Retrieving Data in SQL

Exercises

Exercise 1 - Retrieving all Columns from a Table 

This is the answer for Exercise 1. 

select *

       from skill;

 Exercise 2 - Retrieving Selected Columns from a Table 

This is the answer for Exercise 2.  

select skill_id, skill_name

       from skill;

 Exercise 3 - Retrieving Selected Columns from a Table 

This is the answer for Exercise 3.  

select emp_fname, emp_lname, street, city
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       from employee;

 Exercise 4 - Renaming Column Headings 

This is the answer for Exercise 4.  

select dept_id as "Department ID", dept_name as "Name"

       from department;

 Exercise 5 - Displaying Calculations in the Columns 

This is the answer for Exercise 5.

select emp_id as "Employee",

       salary_amount as "Salary",

       bonus_percent as "Bonus Percentage",

       bonus_percent * salary_amount as "Bonus Paid"

       from position;

 Exercise 6 - Eliminating Duplicate Rows 

This is the answer for Exercise 6.  

select distinct city

       from employee;

 Exercise 7 - Organizing Data 

This is the answer for Exercise 7.

select emp_id, emp_lname

       from employee

       order by emp_lname desc;

 Exercise 8 - Organizing Data 

This is the answer for Exercise 8.

select skill_id, skill_name

       from skill

       order by skill_id;

 Exercise 9 - Organizing Data 

This is the answer for Exercise 9.

select dept_id, emp_lname, emp_id

       from employee

       order by dept_id, emp_lname;

 Exercise 10 - Organizing Data 

This is the answer for Exercise 10.

select emp_id as "Employee",

       salary_amount as "Base Salary",

       bonus_percent as "Bonus Percentage",

       bonus_percent * salary_amount as "Bonus Paid"

       from position

       order by 4;
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Review 

Answers for the Review section are as follows:

1. How many columns would be retrieved by the following statement:
select * from sample_table;

–  c. All 
2. How can you limit the number of columns returned by your SELECT statement?

–  b. List the columns you want to see 
3. How can you give heading names to columns?

–  b. Use AS after the column name and specify the heading 
4. Given a table called SUPPLY_PRICE and a column in that table called PART_NUMBER, which of the following

statements will find the number of unique part numbers in the table?
c.

select distinct part_number from supply_price;
5. How can you name the column you want to sort by?

–  a. Use the column name 
–  b. Use the heading name 
–  d. Use the column number 

Scenarios

Answers for the Scenarios section are as follows:

1. You need to list all jobs the company has for a government screen. The screen should show job ID, job title, and
minimum and maximum rate for the job. Use the JOB table, checking Appendix C for table descriptions.
select job_id, job_title, min_rate, max_rate

       from job;

 JOB_ID  JOB_TITLE                   MIN_RATE        MAX_RATE

 ------  ---------                   --------        --------

   8001  Vice President              90000.00       136000.00

   2077  Purch Clerk                 17000.00        30000.00

   9001  President                  111000.00       190000.00

   3051  Data Entry Clerk                8.50           11.45

   4700  Purch Agnt                  33000.00        60000.00

   3029  Computer Operator           25000.00        44000.00

   6011  Manager - Acctng            59400.00       121000.00

   4130  Benefits Analyst            35000.00        56000.00

   4666  Sr Mechanic                 41000.00        91000.00

   4123  Recruiter                   35000.00        56000.00

   5555  Salesperson                 30000.00        79000.00

   4025  Writer - Mktng              31000.00        50000.00

   4023  Accountant                  44000.00       120000.00

   2051  AP Clerk                        8.80           14.60

   4734  Mktng Admin                 25000.00        62000.00

   5110  CUST SER MGR                40000.00       108000.00

   2053  AR Clerk                        8.80           14.60

   6004  Manager - HR                66000.00       138000.00

   5111  CUST SER REP                27000.00        54000.00

   4012  Admin Asst                  21000.00        44000.00

   2055  PAYROLL CLERK               17000.00        30000.00

   4560  Mechanic                       11.45           21.00
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   5890  Appraisal Spec              45000.00        70000.00

   3333  Sales Trainee               21600.00        39000.00

   6021  Manager - Mktng             76000.00       150000.00

 25 rows processed

2. The screen you just created (in Scenario 1) has all the necessary information but is difficult to read because it is not
sorted. Modify the SELECT statement to create the same screen sorted by job title.
select job_id, job_title, min_rate, max_rate

       from job

       order by job_title;

 JOB_ID  JOB_TITLE                   MIN_RATE        MAX_RATE

 ------  ---------                   --------        --------

   4023  Accountant                  44000.00       120000.00

   4012  Admin Asst                  21000.00        44000.00

   5890  Appraisal Spec              45000.00        70000.00

   2051  AP Clerk                        8.80           14.60

   2053  AR Clerk                        8.80           14.60

   4130  Benefits Analyst            35000.00        56000.00

   3029  Computer Operator           25000.00        44000.00

   5110  CUST SER MGR                40000.00       108000.00

   5111  CUST SER REP                27000.00        54000.00

   3051  Data Entry Clerk                8.50           11.45

   6011  Manager - Acctng            59400.00       121000.00

   6004  Manager - HR                66000.00       138000.00

   6021  Manager - Mktng             76000.00       150000.00

   4560  Mechanic                       11.45           21.00

   4734  Mktng Admin                 25000.00        62000.00

   9001  President                  111000.00       190000.00

   4700  Purch Agnt                  33000.00        60000.00

   2077  Purch Clerk                 17000.00        30000.00

   2055  PAYROLL CLERK               17000.00        30000.00

   4123  Recruiter                   35000.00        56000.00

   3333  Sales Trainee               21600.00        39000.00

   5555  Salesperson                 30000.00        79000.00

   4666  Sr Mechanic                 41000.00        91000.00

   8001  Vice President              90000.00       136000.00

   4025  Writer - Mktng              31000.00        50000.00

 25 rows processed

3. Periodically, a company list is produced showing each department and all employees assigned to that department.
This list should be sorted first by department ID and then by employee ID within each department. Display department
ID, employee ID, and employee last name. Create the appropriate SQL SELECT statement to produce this list using
the EMPLOYEE table.
select dept_id, emp_id, emp_lname

       from employee

       order by dept_id, emp_id;

DEPT_ID  EMP_ID  EMP_LNAME

-------  ------  ---------

   1100    2246  Hamel

   1100    4703  Halloran

   1100    5008  Fordman

   1110    1765  Alexander
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   1110    2106  Widman

   1120    2004  Johnson

   1120    2898  Umidy

   1120    3294  Johnson

   1120    3338  White

   2200    2180  Albertini

   2200    2448  Lynn

   2200    3704  Moore

   2200    3767  Lowe

   2200    4660  MacGregor

            .

            .

            .

55 rows processed

4. The screen you just created is very useful except that the headings are difficult to understand. Rewrite the statement
so that the column names are "Department", "Employee ID", and "Last Name".
select dept_id as "Department", emp_id as "Employee ID",

       emp_lname as "Last Name"

       from employee

       order by 1, 2;

Department  Employee ID  Last Name

----------  -----------  ---------

      1100         2246  Hamel

      1100         4703  Halloran

      1100         5008  Fordman

      1110         1765  Alexander

      1110         2106  Widman

      1120         2004  Johnson

      1120         2898  Umidy

      1120         3294  Johnson

      1120         3338  White

      2200         2180  Albertini

      2200         2448  Lynn

      2200         3704  Moore

      2200         3767  Lowe

      2200         4660  MacGregor

            .

            .

            .

55 rows processed

Review Answers: Using Conditional Retrieval

Exercises 

Exercise 1 - Using Comparison Operators in Predicates 

This is the answer for Exercise 1.

select emp_id, emp_fname, emp_lname

       from employee

       where emp_id = 5103;
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Exercise 2 - Using Comparison Operators in Predicates 

This is the answer for Exercise 2.

select emp_id, job_id, salary_amount

       from position

       where salary_amount > 100000;

Exercise 3 - Using Comparison Operators in Predicates 

This is the answer for Exercise 3.

select emp_id, emp_fname, emp_lname, city

       from employee

       where city = 'Boston'

       order by emp_id;

Exercise 4 - Using Comparison Operators in Predicates 

This is the answer for Exercise 4.

select emp_id, emp_fname, emp_lname, city

       from employee

       where not city = 'Boston';

Exercise 5 - Using Keywords in Predicates 

This is the answer for Exercise 5.

select emp_id

       from position

       where bonus_percent is null;

Exercise 6 - Using Keywords in Predicates 

This is the answer for Exercise 6.

select emp_id, emp_fname, emp_lname, phone

       from employee

       where phone is not null;

Exercise 7 - Using Keywords in Predicates 

This is the answer for Exercise 7.

select job_id, emp_id, salary_amount

       from position

       where salary_amount between 20000 and 35000;

Exercise 8 - Using Keywords in Predicates 

This is the answer for Exercise 8.

select emp_id, salary_amount

       from position

       where salary_amount in (41600, 45240, 50440);

Exercise 9 - Using Keywords in Predicates 

This is the answer for Exercise 9.

select dept_id, dept_name from department

       where dept_name like '%NEW CARS%';
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Exercise 10 - Using Keywords in Predicates 

This is the answer for Exercise 10.

select dept_id, dept_name from department

       where dept_name not like '%NEW CARS%';

Exercise 11 - Using Calculated Values in Predicates 

This is the answer for Exercise 11.

select proj_id, est_man_hours - act_man_hours

       from project

       where est_man_hours - act_man_hours > 0;

Exercise 12 - Combining Predicates 

This is the answer for Exercise 12.

select emp_id, city, phone

       from employee

       where city in ('Camden', 'Brookline', 'Canton')

          or phone is not null;

Review

These are the answers for Review.

1. The clause that allows the user to specify search conditions that filter the rows to be selected is:
–  a. The WHERE clause 

2. What are the components of the WHERE clause?
–  b. The keyword WHERE 
–  c. A search condition 

3. You can compare a character column to a
–  b. Mask 

4. Masks are used with
–  c. The LIKE predicate 

5. Which of the following are mask characters?
–  b. _ 
–  d. % 

6. The IS NULL predicate causes:
–  b. The retrieval of rows where a column contains no value 

7. Parentheses are used to:
–  a. Set up the sequence of arithmetic evaluation 
–  b. Set up the sequence of evaluation of AND and OR in a compound WHERE clause 

Scenario 

These are the answers for Scenarios.

1. Periodically, a list is published giving divisions and their departments. A new department was recently added
to division D09, so a new list for that division is needed. Use the DEPARTMENT table and show division code,
department ID, and department name. Order by department ID.
select div_code, dept_id, dept_name

       from department

       where div_code = 'D09'
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       order by dept_id;

DIV_CODE  DEPT_ID  DEPT_NAME

--------  -------  ---------

D09          4500  HUMAN RESOURCES

D09          4900  MIS

D09          5000  CORPORATE ACCOUNTING

D09          5200  CORPORATE MARKETING

D09          6000  LEGAL

D09          6200  CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION

6 rows processed

2. All Commonwealth Auto employees whose last names begin with L and M are due to have flu shots. The medical
office needs to have the complete names of these individuals and the department to which each is assigned. Sort the
list by last name. (Use the EMPLOYEE table.)
select emp_lname, emp_fname, dept_id

       from employee

       where emp_lname like 'L%' or emp_lname like 'M%'

       order by emp_lname;

EMP_LNAME             EMP_FNAME             DEPT_ID

---------             ---------             -------

Loren                 Martin                   4600

Lowe                  Frank                    2200

Lynn                  David                    2200

MacGregor             Bruce                    2200

Mills                 Thomas                   6200

Moore                 Richard                  2200

6 rows processed

3. The Marketing department has a large project coming up and needs employees who have at least a medium level of
competence (greater than 02) in skill 3333. Display employee ID and level of competence for each employee using the
EXPERTISE table.
select emp_id, skill_level

       from expertise

       where skill_id = 3333

         and skill_level > '02';

EMP_ID  SKILL_LEVEL

------  -----------

  2437  04

  3288  04

2 rows processed

4. In order to identify employees involved in media projects, the Human Resources department needs a list of employees
associated with a project ID that begins with P (indicating media-related). Order the list by employee ID. (Use the
ASSIGNMENT table to find this information.)
select emp_id, proj_id

       from assignment

       where proj_id like 'P%'

       order by emp_id;

EMP_ID  PROJ_ID

------  -------

  2894  P634
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  3411  P634

2 rows processed

5. The budget group needs a list of employees who hold a position that pays less than $25,000. Show employee ID and
salary.
select emp_id, salary_amount

       from position

       where salary_amount < 25000;

 EMP_ID   SALARY_AMOUNT

 ------   -------------

   3338        22048.84

   3767         2200.00

   4660        24000.00

   1765        18001.00

   2180        19000.10

   2106        23920.00

   3704        22880.00

   4008        24441.00

   4703        24857.00

 9 rows processed

Review Answers: Using Aggregate Functions

Exercises 

Exercise 1 - Aggregate Functions 

This is the answer for Exercise 1.

select avg(num_dependents)

       from coverage;

Exercise 2 - Aggregate Functions 

This is the answer for Exercise 2.

select avg(vac_accrued)

       from benefits

       where fiscal_year = 1999;

Exercise 3 - Aggregate Functions 

This is the answer for Exercise 3.

select count(*)

       from skill;

Exercise 4 - Aggregate Functions 

This is the answer for Exercise 4.

select count(phone)

       from employee

       where dept_id = 5200;

Exercise 5 - Aggregate Functions 
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This is the answer for Exercise 5.

select max(salary_amount)

       from position

       where job_id = 3333;

Exercise 6 - Aggregate Functions 

This is the answer for Exercise 6.

select min(sick_taken)

       from benefits;

Exercise 7 - Aggregate Functions 

This is the answer for Exercise 7.

select sum(vac_taken)

       from benefits;

Exercise 8 - Eliminating the Duplicate Rows 

This is the answer for Exercise 8.

select count(distinct proj_id)

       from consultant;

Exercise 9 - Grouping Information 

This is the answer for Exercise 9.

select dept_id, count(emp_id)

       from employee

       group by dept_id;

Exercise 10 - Grouping Information 

This is the answer for Exercise 10.

select job_id, sum(salary_amount)

       from position

       group by job_id;

Exercise 11 - Using HAVING 

This is the answer for Exercise 11.

select city, count(emp_id)

       from employee

       group by city

       having count(emp_id) > 2;

Exercise 12 Answer - Using HAVING 

This is the answer for Exercise 12.

select job_id, avg(salary_amount)

       from position

       group by job_id

       having avg(salary_amount) > 25000;

Exercise 13 - Renaming Column Heading 
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This is the answer for Exercise 13.

select job_id, avg(salary_amount) as "Average Salary"

       from position

       group by job_id

       having avg(salary_amount) > 25000;

Review

These are the answers for Review.

1. You use aggregate functions to perform calculations within a SELECT statement.
2. An aggregate function can be used instead of a column name with SELECT or in the HAVING clause.
3. When the aggregate function AVG encounters a null value, it ignores the row.
4. The HAVING clause acts as a search condition with an aggregate function.
5. You rename an aggregate function column heading by using AS and the heading you want.

Scenarios 

These are the answers for Scenario.

1. In order to plan for the Christmas party for Commonwealth Auto, the Human Resources department needs a count of
employees by department. (The EMPLOYEE table contains this information.)
select dept_id, count(emp_id)

       from employee

       group by dept_id;

DEPT_ID       (EXPR)

-------       ------

   1100            3

   1110            2

   1120            4

   2200            5

   2210            8

   3510            2

   3520            1

   3530            2

   4500            3

   4600            9

   5000            3

   5100            2

   5200            5

   6200            6

14 rows processed

2. As part of its salary research, the Human Resources department needs to know the minimum and maximum salaries
being earned for each job ID in the company. (Use the POSITION table.)
select job_id, min(salary_amount), max(salary_amount)

       from position

       group by job_id;

 JOB_ID          (EXPR)          (EXPR)

 ------          ------          ------

   2051          <null>          <null>

   2053          <null>          <null>
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   2077        18001.00        29536.00

   3333         2200.00        30680.00

   4012        28601.80        44001.40

   4023        74776.00        74776.00

   4025        43888.00        43888.00

   4123        49921.76        49921.76

   4130        45241.94        45241.94

   4560          <null>          <null>

   4666        85280.00        85280.00

   4700        47009.34        59488.00

   4734        53665.00        57824.50

   5110        56977.80        56977.80

   5555        36400.00        76961.00

   5890        41600.00        68016.00

   6004       110448.00       110448.00

   6011        94953.52        94953.52

   6021       111593.00       111593.00

   8001       117832.68       117832.68

   9001       146432.00       146432.00

 21 rows processed

3. Upper management needs to know how many subordinate employees there are for each manager in order to evaluate
the span of control within the company. The EMPLOYEE table contains this information.
select manager_id, count(emp_id)

       from employee

       group by manager_id;

 MANAGER_ID       (EXPR)

 ----------       ------

       1003            5

       1034            3

       1234            1

       1765            1

       2004            2

       2010            6

       2096            3

       2180            3

       2209            1

       2246            2

       2448            1

       2461            2

       2466            6

       2894            7

       3082            1

       3222            2

       3778            1

       3991            1

       4321            1

       4358            1

     <null>            5

 21 rows processed
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4. A project is coming up that requires project members having the skill ID 3333 (body work). The project leader
needs to find out how many employees have a skill level greater than 02 for this skill to see whether he needs to
hire consultants to staff the project. Keep in mind that the SKILL_LEVEL column contains character data. (Use the
EXPERTISE table.)
select count(emp_id)

       from expertise

       where skill_id = 3333

         and skill_level > '02';

     (EXPR)

     ------

          2

1 row processed

5. The Human Resources department is conducting research into salaries. They have asked you for a screen showing:
– Job ID
– Average salary by job
– Minimum salary by job
– Maximum salary by job
They need this screen only for current positions with a job ID less than 4000 (indicating training and clerical positions)
where the average salary is less than $25,000. Use the POSITION table and rename the column headings so that the
screen makes sense.
select job_id as "Job",

       avg(salary_amount) as "Average Salary",

       min(salary_amount) as "Minimum Salary",

       max(salary_amount) as "Maximum Salary"

       from position

       where job_id < 4000

       group by job_id

       having avg(salary_amount) < 25000;

 Job                    Average Salary  Minimum Salary  Maximum Salary

 ---                    --------------  --------------  --------------

2077                          23672.56        18001.00        29536.00

3333                          23130.05         2200.00        30680.00

2 rows processed

6. The training group is concerned that there are few people in the company who have certain crucial skills. They have
asked you to give them a screen listing the number of employees who have either a medium level of competence (02
or above) for skill 3333 (body work) or a high level of competence (04) for skill 4444 (assembly). The screen should list
a skill only if there are more than two employees that fit that category.
select skill_id, count(emp_id)

       from expertise

       where (skill_id = 3333 and skill_level >= '02')

          or (skill_id = 4444 and skill_level = '04')

       group by skill_id

       having count(emp_id) > 2;

 SKILL_ID       (EXPR)

 --------       ------

     3333            3

 1 row processed
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Review Answers: Accessing Multiple Tables

Exercises 

Exercise 1 - Joining Tables on Common Columns 

This is the answer for Exercise 1.

select div_code, div_name, emp_id, emp_lname, emp_fname

       from employee, division

       where emp_id=div_head_id;

Exercise 2 - Qualifying a Table Name 

This is the answer for Exercise 2.

select expertise.emp_id, emp_lname,

       emp_fname, skill_id

       from demoproj.expertise, demoempl.employee

       where expertise.emp_id = employee.emp_id;

Exercise 3 - Sorting the Result 

This is the answer for Exercise 3.

select expertise.emp_id, emp_lname, emp_fname, skill_id

       from demoproj.expertise, demoempl.employee

       where employee.emp_id = expertise.emp_id

       order by emp_lname desc, emp_fname desc;

Exercise 4 - Additional Search Criteria in a Join 

This is the answer for Exercise 4.

select distinct consultant.manager_id, emp_lname, emp_fname

       from demoproj.consultant, demoempl.employee

       where consultant.manager_id = employee.emp_id;

Review 

These are the answers for Review.

 Statement  Term 

1. Needed to join two or more tables b. Common columns

2. Resolves the problem of joining table columns that have the
same name

f. Aliases

3. Where the joining is specified a. The WHERE clause

4. Where an alias is identified d. The FROM clause

5. Used to append one table to another c. The UNION clause
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Scenarios

These are the answers for Scenarios.

1. Management would like to see which employees are involved in which projects. Write a SELECT statement to retrieve
this information by joining the ASSIGNMENT and PROJECT tables that contain the data. Display the information by
project description.
select assignment.proj_id, proj_desc, emp_id

       from assignment, project

       where project.proj_id = assignment.proj_id

       order by proj_desc;

PROJ_ID     PROJ_DESC                                                    EMP_ID

-------     ---------                                                    ------

C203        Consumer study                                                 2894

C240        Service study                                                  4358

D880        Systems analysis                                               2466

D880        Systems analysis                                               9388

P634        TV ads - WTVK                                                  3411

5 rows processed

2. The Human Resources department needs a list of employees and their remaining vacation time. This information is
contained in the EMPLOYEE and BENEFITS tables. Display employee ID and last name as well as the vacation time
remaining in fiscal year 2000. Order your screen by employee ID.
select benefits.emp_id, emp_lname,

      (vac_accrued - vac_taken)

      from benefits, employee

      where benefits.emp_id = employee.emp_id

           and fiscal_year = 2000

      order by benefits.emp_id;

 EMP_ID  EMP_LNAME                 (EXPR)

 ------  ---------                 ------

   1003  Baldwin                   108.00

   1034  Gallway                    36.50

   1234  Mills                      68.00

   1765  Alexander                  76.50

   2004  Johnson                    68.50

   2010  Parker                     92.75

   2096  Carlson                    28.50

   2106  Widman                     76.50

   2174  Zander                     60.00

   2180  Albertini                 108.50

   2209  Smith                      76.50

   2246  Hamel                      36.50

   2424  Wilder                     60.50

   2437  Thompson                   76.00

   2448  Lynn                       55.50

   2461  Anderson                   36.00

   2466  Bennett                    68.50

   2598  Jacobs                     60.00

   2781  Thurston                   16.00

   2894  Griffin                    76.00

   3082  Brooks                     24.00

   3118  Wooding                    68.00
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   3222  Voltmer                    76.00

   3288  Sampson                    20.00

   3294  Johnson                    60.00

   3338  White                      76.00

   3341  Smith                      43.50

   3411  Williams                    8.00

   3433  Crane                      36.00

   3449  Taylor                     20.00

   3704  Moore                      28.00

   3764  Park                       -4.00

   3767  Lowe                        8.00

   3769  Donelson                   76.00

   3778  Ferndale                   36.00

   3841  Cromwell                   76.00

   3991  Wilkins                     8.00

   4001  Thompson                   36.00

   4002  Roy                        36.00

   4008  Clark                      76.00

   4027  Courtney                   36.00

   4321  Bradley                    28.00

   4358  Robinson                   76.00

   4456  Thompson                   36.00

   4660  MacGregor                  20.00

   4703  Halloran                   38.75

   4773  Dexter                      8.00

   4962  White                      60.00

   5008  Fordman                    14.50

   5090  Wills                      54.00

   5103  Ferguson                   54.00

 51 rows processed

3. More statistics are being gathered on vacation hours. You have been asked to produce a screen of average vacation
hours taken for each department. Display department ID and average vacation taken for fiscal 1999. Order the screen
by department ID.
select dept_id, avg(vac_taken)

       from benefits, employee

       where benefits.emp_id = employee.emp_id

            and fiscal_year = 1999

       group by dept_id

       order by dept_id;

 DEPT_ID                            (EXPR)

 -------                            ------

    1100                            106.66

    1110                            160.00

    1120                            133.33

    2200                            120.00

    2210                            115.00

    3510                            100.00

    3520                            120.00

    3530                            120.00

    4500                            133.33

    4600                             99.42
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    5000                             84.00

    5100                            120.00

    5200                            100.00

    6200                             86.66

 14 rows processed

4. The budget committee needs a list of job titles, names of employees holding those jobs, and current salaries of those
employees. They are interested only in jobs offering salaries of more than $55,000. Order your list by job title and
include the job ID.
select j.job_id, job_title, emp_lname,

       emp_fname, salary_amount

       from job j, position p, employee e

       where j.job_id = p.job_id

         and p.emp_id = e.emp_id

         and salary_amount > 55000

       order by job_title;

 JOB_ID  JOB_TITLE             EMP_LNAME        EMP_FNAME        SALARY_AMOUNT

 ------  ---------             ---------        ---------        -------------

   4023  Accountant            Taylor           Cynthia               74776.00

   5890  Appraisal Spec        Smith            Michael               66144.00

   5890  Appraisal Spec        Brooks           John                  68016.00

   5110  CUST SER MGR          Bradley          George                56977.80

   6011  Manager - Acctng      Bennett          Patricia              94953.52

   6004  Manager - HR          Voltmer          Louise               110448.00

   6021  Manager - Mktng       Griffin          William              111593.00

   4734  Mktng Admin           Robinson         Judith                57824.50

   9001  President             Baldwin          James                146432.00

   4700  Purch Agnt            Hamel            Marylou               59488.00

   4700  Purch Agnt            Johnson          Eleanor               59280.00

   5555  Salesperson           Albertini        Joan                  76961.00

   5555  Salesperson           Parker           Cora                  76440.00

   5555  Salesperson           Lynn             David                 70720.00

   4666  Sr Mechanic           Carlson          Thomas                85280.00

   8001  Vice President        Mills            Thomas               117832.68

16 rows processed

5. Employee 2004 has just had a review and is due to get a pay increase. The increase is stored as REVIEW_PERCENT
in the BENEFITS table. Employee 2004's manager has asked you to show her how much the increase is in dollar
amount. To get this information, you need to multiply the current salary by the review percent. Show employee ID,
current salary, percent increase, and increase as a dollar amount.
select position.emp_id, salary_amount,

       review_percent, (review_percent * salary_amount)

       from benefits, position

       where "position".emp_id = benefits.emp_id

         and "position".emp_id = 2004

         and fiscal_year = 2000

         and finish_date is null;

Notes 

POSITION is the table name and an SQL keyword; therefore, when the POSITION table name is used as an identifier, it
must be enclosed in double quotation marks.
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As an alternative, you can use an alias for the table name. For example:

select position.emp_id, salary_amount,

       review_percent, (review_percent * salary_amount)

       from benefits b,  position p

       where p.emp_id = b.emp_id

         and p.emp_id = 2004

         and fiscal_year = 2000

         and finish_date is null;

 EMP_ID   SALARY_AMOUNT  REVIEW_PERCENT                (EXPR)

 ------   -------------  --------------                ------

   2004        59280.00           0.030            1778.40000

 1 row processed

Review Answers: Nesting SELECT Statements

Exercises 

Exercise 1 - Using a Subquery with IN 

This is the answer for Exercise 1.

select distinct dept_id

       from employee

       where emp_id in

             (select emp_id

                     from benefits

                     where (vac_accrued - vac_taken) > 80)

                            and fiscal_year = 1999;

 Exercise 2 - Using an Aggregate Function in a Nested SELECT Statement 

This is the answer for Exercise 2.

select emp_id, num_dependents

       from coverage

       where num_dependents >

             (select avg(num_dependents)

                     from coverage);

Exercise 2b - Using an Aggregate Function in a Nested SELECT Statement 

This is the answer for Exercise 2b.

select distinct emp_id, num_dependents

       from coverage

       where num_dependents >

             (select avg(num_dependents)

                     from coverage);

 Exercise 3 - Using EXISTS 

This is the answer for Exercise 3.

select distinct dept_id

       from employee
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       where exists

             (select *

                     from position

                     where salary_amount > 50000

                       and employee.emp_id = "position".emp_id);

Or,

select distinct dept_id

       from employee

       where exists

             (select *

                     from position p

                     where salary_amount > 50000

                       and employee.emp_id = p.emp_id);

Review

These are the answers for Review.

1. A nested SELECT statement is also known as a subquery.
2. A subquery is located in a WHERE clause.
3. A subquery must be enclosed in parentheses.
4. You use the EXISTS predicate to retrieve rows based on the existence of rows in another table.
5. When using an EXISTS predicate, the outer SELECT statement and the subquery are linked by matching columns in

the WHERE clause in the subquery.
6. You can use an asterisk (*) in the subquery if you are using the EXISTS keyword.

Scenarios

These are the answers for Scenarios.

1. For tax purposes, the Accounting department needs to keep track of all jobs for which employees earn more than
$65,000. A list of job titles is sufficient. (Use the JOB and POSITION tables.)
select job_title

       from job

       where job_id in

             (select job_id from position

                     where salary_amount > 65000);

JOB_TITLE

---------

Accountant

Appraisal Spec

Manager - Acctng

Manager - HR

Manager - Mktng

President

Salesperson

Sr Mechanic

Vice President

9 rows processed

2. Upper management is concerned about the equality of salaries within Commonwealth Auto. They need to have a list
by name of all jobs for which at least one employee earns less than $35,000. (Use the JOB and POSITION tables.)
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select job_title

       from job

       where job_id in

             (select job_id from position

                     where salary_amount < 35000);

 JOB_TITLE

 ---------

 Admin Asst

 Purch Clerk

 Sales Trainee

 3 rows processed

3. Over the years, lots of department information has been added to the database. The Human Resources department
is responsible for this portion of the database and knows that there are some departments still listed for which there
are no longer any associated employees. They have asked you for a list showing these departments. Order the list by
department ID. (Use the DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE tables.)
select dept_id

       from department

       where not exists

             (select *

                     from employee

                     where employee.dept_id = department.dept_id)

       order by dept_id;

DEPT_ID

-------

   4200

   4900

   6000

3 rows processed

Review Answers: Updating a Table

Exercises 

Exercise 1 - Inserting Data into a Table 

This is the answer for Exercise 1.

insert into department

       values (6060, null, 'D09', 'Claims');

select *

       from department

       order by dept_id;

Exercise 2 - Inserting Data into a Table 

This is the answer for Exercise 2.

insert into department

       values (dept_id, null, 'div_code', 'dept_name');

insert into department

       values (dept_id, null, 'div_code', 'dept_name');
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select *

       from department

       order by dept_id;

Exercise 3 - Inserting Data into a Table 

This is the answer for Exercise 3.

insert into project (proj_id, proj_desc)

       values ('P434', 'Mass Media Campaign Blitz');

select proj_id, proj_desc

       from project

       order by proj_id;

Exercise 4 - Modifying Data in a Table with SET 

This is the answer for Exercise 4.

select emp_id, vac_accrued

       from benefits

       where fiscal_year = 2000

       order by emp_id;

Exercise 5 - Modifying Data in a Table with SET 

This is the answer for Exercise 5.

update department

       set dept_name = 'Lost Claims'

       where dept_id = 6060;

select dept_id, dept_name

       from department

       where dept_id = 6060;

Exercise 8-6 - Modifying Data in a Table with SET 

This is the answer for Exercise 6.

update employee

       set dept_id = 6200

       where emp_id = 3433;

select emp_id, dept_id

       from employee

       where emp_id = 3433;

Exercise 7 - Modifying Data in a Table with SET 

This is the answer for Exercise 7.

update employee

       set city = 'Framingham'

       where emp_id in (1034, 3704, 4660);

select emp_id, city

       from employee

       where emp_id in (3433, 8377, 1034);

Exercise 8 - Removing Data from a Table 

This is the answer for Exercise 8.
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delete from department

       where dept_id = 5050;

select *

       from department

       order by dept_id;

Exercise 9 - Removing Data from a Table 

This is the answer for Exercise 9.

delete from department

       where dept_id = 6060;

select *

       from department

       order by dept_id;

Review 

These are the answers for Review.

1. You use a SELECT statement with INSERT to:
–  a. Copy specific rows from one table to another 

2. If you don't have a value for every column you are adding to a table, you can:
–  a. Identify only the columns you are going to insert values into 
–  b. Use the keyword NULL for the columns where the value is unknown 

3. You can update all rows in a table by:
–  b. Omitting the WHERE clause 

4. You can update selected rows in a table by:
–  c. Specifying a search condition in a WHERE clause 

5. You are updating all columns in a table but do not know the specific value to put into one column. You can:
–  c. Use the keyword NULL for the column where the value is unknown 

6. If you do not have a WHERE clause in a DELETE statement:
–  c. All the rows are deleted but the table remains 

Performance Analysis and Tuning
Tools and facilities are available to help you monitor and tune performance.

Performance Monitor
— Monitor the hardware and software resource use in a DC/UCF system through this performance and tuning
tool.

IDMS Journal Analyzer
— Obtain comprehensive management and performance data through concise reports.

IDMS Log Analyzer
— Obtain reports about information that is taken from the IDMS Log. Log Analyzer records information and
produces database analysis reports that gauge resource use and system performance.

DB Analyzer
— Obtain reports that describe the physical organization of a database through this parameter-driven utility. The
utility can give you the necessary statistical basis for both planning and assessing database reorganization.
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IDMS/DB Audit
— Examine the physical integrity of all or part of an IDMS/DB through this tool. Use the tool to fix errors and to
report the errors and the corrections.

IDMS/DB Reorg
— Reorganize an IDMS database. The Reorg tool can solve physical organization problems in the database
without the need to unload and load the entire database.

IDMS/DB Audit
IDMS/DB Audit is a software tool that allows you to examine the physical integrity of all or part of an IDMS/DB. In addition,
you can direct IDMS/DB Audit to fix most of the errors found and to report the errors and the corrections. A report of
simulated corrections can be examined before actually updating the database. Elimination of physical inconsistencies in
your database sets the stage for smooth operations of application programs.

IDMS/DB Audit uses the following features of IDMS/DB I/O:

• XA database buffers and control blocks
• ESA dataspace support
• Dynamic database file allocation
• Unrestricted SEGMENT name usage as database names

Additionally, features of the IDMS/DB engine and the SYSIDMS PREFETCH parameter for read-ahead processing
replace the read-ahead processing previously provided by FASTSCAN and EXCP I/O level processing previously defined
by the GSDTPARM installation defaults.

Physical Integrity of the Database
The physical integrity of a database is a primary concern of the database administrator. If there are physical
inconsistencies in the data, the system programmers, internal auditors, applications programmers, and data processing
managers cannot use programs effectively, because application programs will not accurately retrieve the records from the
database.

When to Use IDMS/DB Audit
IDMS/DB Audit is useful both for periodic maintenance and for detecting and fixing errors that become apparent in special
circumstances.

Periodic Maintenance

A database, like a car, will function more smoothly if it has periodic tune-ups. You can use IDMS/DB Audit at regular
intervals to examine the physical integrity of your database, to report the errors it finds, and to correct errors of physical
integrity.

Special Situations

If your car is involved in an accident, or if it is not performing efficiently, it needs testing and repairs. Likewise, special
situations indicate a need for examination of your database. Several conditions are likely to cause physical integrity errors
in a database:

• Improper recovery from program, system, or hardware failures
• Malfunctions in the operation of a disk drive, disk controller, or other hardware
• Improper use of the IDMS utility IDMSBCF, FIX PAGE function

If you know one of these conditions has occurred, you can use IDMS/DB Audit to search for problems before running
application programs.
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Even if there has not been a known failure in the system, results of application programs sometimes indicate broken
chains or other physical integrity errors. If an application program terminates abnormally or if the output from a program
indicates broken chains, IDMS/DB Audit can find and correct most of the physical integrity errors.

Logical Integrity

Once the physical integrity errors have been found and corrected by IDMS/DB Audit, you can use other means to find and
correct logical errors in your database. An example of a logical error is shown in the section on the Fix Phase in Concepts.

IDMS/DB Audit Finds Physical Integrity Errors
IDMS/DB Audit finds physical integrity errors in your IDMS/DB. Several errors are illustrated in Figure 1.1. IDMS/DB Audit
detects these problems:

• Inconsistent page headers and footers
• Record occurrences that fall outside the page range for a record type
• Set disconnections
• Invalid pointers
• Fragmented records that cannot be properly assembled
• Orphan records not properly connected to a set
• Integrated index structure errors
• Set integrity errors
• Logically deleted records (LDELs)

IDMS/DB Audit Fixes Physical Integrity Errors
IDMS/DB Audit can fix most of the errors it finds; it can also physically delete LDELs and adopt integrated index orphans.
If you want to review the corrections before actually updating the database, IDMS/DB Audit produces reports of simulated
changes.
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Figure 1.1: Examples of Physical Integrity Errors
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IDMS/DB Audit Reporting
IDMS/DB Audit produces two types of reports: an Audit Report and an Integrity Analysis Report. The Audit Report
displays a summary of the IDMS/DB Audit run; the Integrity Analysis Report shows details of each physical integrity error,
found and/or corrected.

Audit Report

Every run of IDMS/DB Audit produces an Audit Report. The report contains these sections:

• Parameter Validation
• Parameter Processing Option
• Areas, Records, and Sets
• Runtime Status and Statistics
• Audit Statistics
• Fix Statistics.

Integrity Analysis Report

Generation of the Integrity Analysis Report is controlled by the REPORTS parameter statement. You can generate reports
for the current audit and fix operations; you can suppress the Integrity Analysis Report; or you can generate reports for a
previous audit from which you saved the extract file.

The Integrity Analysis Report displays errors found in the audit phase and corrections (simulated or actual) made in the fix
phase. The report is comprised of two sections:

Before Image Report--a report listing the details of all physical integrity errors found by IDMS/DB Audit in the audit
phase.

After Image Report--a report showing the corrections made to the database during the fix phase. The After Image Report
displays either simulated or actual corrections, depending on whether the fix phase was run in simulation or update mode.

If IDMS/DB Audit was run in the simulation mode, the report shows how the corrections would affect the database. After
reviewing the simulated corrections, if you want to actually update the database, you can then make a separate fix run
of IDMS/DB Audit, using the extract file saved from the previous run. Updates should not be performed on the database
between the audit phase and the fix phase of IDMS/DB Audit, because such updates could alter the results or cause
abnormal termination of the fix processing.

Report Formats

You can specify the type of notation to be used on the Integrity Analysis Report for display of data, and you can select a
complete format or abbreviated format for display of sets in error.

Errors within sets can be displayed in only character notation (alphanumeric and special characters) or displayed in both
character and hexadecimal notation.

Display of sets containing errors is available in either of two formats: complete format, which shows all of the members of
each set in error; or abbreviated format, which shows the owner of the set in error, each member that is in error, and the
next and prior members surrounding each member in error.
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Figure 1.2: Reports

Control of IDMS/DB Audit
Contents

Operation of IDMS/DB Audit is controlled by parameter statements.
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PROCESS Statement

The PROCESS parameter statement allows you to specify how the database is to be readied and which SORT messages
to display on the Audit Report. Additional options initiate inclusive or exclusive processing, specify the audit type as either
Standard or QuickCheck, and enable you to check your parameters before auditing begins.

AUDIT Statement

The AUDIT parameter statement allows you to control the audit phase of IDMS/DB Audit. You can specify whether you
want to find physical integrity errors in CALC sets, errors in user-defined sets, page errors, disconnections in sets, or
index orphans (that is, records whose integrated index "up" pointer does not accurately point to the correct SR8 record).
You can also specify any combination of those choices.

AREA, RECORD, and SET Statements

Associated with the AUDIT statement are AREA, RECORD, and SET statements, which allow you to limit the examination
to a part of the database defined by the subschema.

FIX Statement

The FIX statement directs IDMS/DB Audit to simulate corrections or to actually update the records in the database. The
errors to be corrected must be recorded in an extract file, from either a current run or a previous run. If the audit was made
in a previous run, you must be sure that the database was not updated between the audit run and the fix run.

Corrections can be made to page headers and footers; next, prior, and owner pointers in CALC sets, user-defined sets,
and integrated index sets. Integrated index orphan records can be "adopted" and the orphan counts decreased. Logically
deleted records (LDELs) can also be physically deleted from the database.

REPORTS Statement

The REPORTS statement controls production of the Integrity Analysis Report.

Unique Access to the Database
IDMS/DB Audit uses a unique method to access the IDMS/DB database; it provides these efficient features:

• IDMS/DB Audit can access the SR1 records and walk or fix the CALC set as it does any user defined record or set
• IDMS/DB Audit can examine an entire physical page as well as an individual data record
• When IDMS/DB Audit performs an area sweep it uses several buffers to reduce the amount of I/O wait time

Operating Considerations
To use IDMS/DB Audit to best advantage, you should consider several operating procedures. Among these are backing
up the database, selecting the readymode, selecting parameters that do not unduly lengthen the run time, and reviewing
the logical integrity.

Back Up the Database

IDMS/DB Audit does not write before images and after images of changed data to a journal file. Therefore, you should
back up the database before attempting fix processing. You should also back up the database after fix processing has
been performed.

Plan Space Allocation

If you are auditing large sets, you can allocate storage for the processing tables to disk instead of core.
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Select Readymode

If you are using IDMS/DB Audit as a periodic maintenance tool, you can select RETRIEVAL mode. The database is
readied in SHARED RETRIEVAL mode, and IDMS/DB Audit can share the database with other programs. In this mode,
however, IDMS/DB Audit can only simulate corrections; it cannot actually update the database in RETRIEVAL mode. Also,
if you use RETRIEVAL mode, you should ensure that no other program updates the database while IDMS/DB Audit is
auditing or fixing the database.

Plan Run Time

The total amount of time to run IDMS/DB Audit depends on which parameters you specify. If the utility is required to
access record occurrences and set occurrences over and over, the operating time is significantly increased. The most
time consuming features are DISCONNECT and WALKNEXT. You can run IDMS/DB Audit without these parameters, and
then use them in another run if there are indications on the Audit Report that there are disconnected or orphan records.
The Standard audit type is generally slower than the QuickCheck type and QuickCheck provides the added bonus of
orphan detection without WALKNEXT.

Review Logical Integrity

Review the reports to understand the errors that were detected and the way the errors have been fixed. It may be
necessary to validate the logical integrity of the corrected set occurrences. IDMS/DB Audit finds and corrects only physical
integrity errors.

IDMS/DB Audit Concepts
IDMS/DB Audit detects a number of different physical integrity errors. The first section of this section describes each type
of error and provides an illustrated example.

QuickCheck and Standard are the two auditing methods IDMS/DB Audit provides. The method you select determines the
types of errors IDMS/DB Audit can locate. The auditing method also greatly affects processing time.

In the audit phase, IDMS/DB Audit uses a variety of processes to find errors. This section of the section describes each
process, the parameter used to initiate each process, and the specific error type it searches for. Set diagrams illustrate
these processes.

In the fix phase, IDMS/DB Audit fixes most error types located by the audit phase. This section describes which errors can
be fixed and also presents diagrammed examples.

Data Structure Diagram 1

Figure 2.2 presents the data structure diagram TESTSUB, the sample database used in the examples in this section.
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Figure 2.2: Data Structure Diagram

Integrity Errors

IDMS/DB Audit can detect the following categories of physical integrity errors when auditing a database
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• Pointer Errors
• Set Errors
• Integrated Index Errors
• Userset Orphan Record Occurrences
• Fragmented (variable length) Record Errors
• Compressed Record Errors
• Page Errors

All physical integrity errors are reported on the Integrity Analysis Report. For each error encountered, the report lists the
members of the set, plus an error message just below the error. If SETMBRS=ALL (default) is specified, every member
of the set is listed. If SETMBRS=ERRSONLY is specified, the only records displayed are the owner, the member in error,
and the prior and next records for each member in error.

Pointer Errors

Pointer errors are related to an individual record occurrence in a specific set. IDMS/DB Audit can correct pointer errors in
user-defined sets, integrated index sets, and CALC sets. There are six types of pointer errors.

1. Next, prior, or owner db-key points outside area page ranges in the subschema

IDMS/DB Audit verifies that all member records of a multi-member set to be audited, and the areas where the records
reside, are copied into the subschema used by IDMS/DB Audit. (Except IDMS/DB Audit cannot verify that all CALC
records are copied into the subschema when CALCSET audit is requested.) Therefore, the page number for a next, prior,
or owner pointer must be for a page within an area copied into the subschema.

For example, in Figure 2.3, assume that the only area copied in the subschema is DEPT-REGION. As a result, only
records within the DEPT-REGION area can be copied into the subschema. In this case, John Allen's next db-key is not
within the DEPT-REGION page ranges and is in error. IDMS/DB Audit will fix the error by correcting the pointer so that it
points to HISTORY.
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Figure 2.3: Area Points to Area Outside Page Range

2. Next, prior or owner db-key points to a non-readied area

IDMS/DB Audit verifies whether all member records of a set to be audited, and the areas where the records reside, are
copied into the subschema used by IDMS/DB Audit. (Except IDMS/DB Audit cannot verify that all CALC records are
copied into the subschema when CALCSET audit is requested.) Therefore, the page number in a next, prior, or owner
pointer must be for a page within an area readied by IDMS/DB Audit.
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For example, in Figure 2.4, assume that the DEPT-REGION area was readied and the STUDENT-REGION area was
not readied, because NOACCESS was specified by the user. As a result, Joan Brown's next db-key is invalid, because it
points to a record that is in the non-readied area. IDMS/DB Audit corrects the next db-key to point to ENGLISH.

Figure 2.4: Record Points to Non-Readied Area

3. Next, prior, or owner db-key points to a non-existent record
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In Figure 2.5, Carol Smith's next db-key points within the DEPT-REGION area, but the record for the specified db-key
does not exist. Because the set is a user set, IDMS/DB Audit corrects the next pointer so that it points to the Joan Brown
record.

Figure 2.5: Record Points to Non-Existent Record

4. Next, prior or owner db-key points to an invalid record type for the set

IDMS/DB Audit verifies whether all member records of a set are copied into the subschema used by IDMS/DB Audit.
(Except IDMS/DB Audit cannot verify that all CALC records are copied into the subschema when CALCSET audit is
requested.) Therefore, a valid next, prior, or owner db-key must point to a valid record type for that set.

For example, in Figure 2.6, the only valid record types for the DEPT-TEACHER set are a DEPT record and a TEACHER
record. Therefore, Jane Doe's next db-key is in error because it is pointing to SUBJECT record Creative Writing. IDMS/DB
Audit corrects the error by changing the next pointer so that it points to the MATH record.
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Figure 2.6: Record Points to Invalid Record Type

5. Next, prior or owner db-key is null

The next, prior, or owner db-key for this record is equal to HIGH-VALUES. If the set is user-defined, IDMS/DB Audit
corrects the error by entering a valid pointer.

6. Db-key of record is outside the from/thru page range for record type

This type of error probably occurs because a schema was compiled when the database was originally developed, and a
FROM/THRU page range was not specified for the record type. As a result, the FROM/THRU page range defaulted to the
low-area-page/high-area-page number of the area. The schema was recompiled with a different FROM/THRU page range
for the record type. Some records stored before the recompilation now fall outside the new FROM/THRU page range.

This error does not affect the walking of a set, but it can cause CALC records stored before the recompilation to be lost.
This loss happens because the IDMS CALC routine uses the current FROM/THRU page range in its calculation of the
randomized CALC page number.

In Figure 2.7, the FROM/THRU page range for the TEACHER record is pages 2500 thru 2550. The db-key of Charles
Spencer falls outside this range. IDMS/DB Audit does not fix this type of error.
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Figure 2.7: Record Points to Db-key Outside Page Range

Set Errors

Set errors are related to a set occurrence or to a group of record occurrences for a specific set. There are five major
groups of set errors:
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• Disconnected Record
• Sorted Sets
• Multiple Owner Records
• Invalid Db-keys
• CALC Sets

Disconnected Record

There are two types of disconnected records:

1. A fully disconnected record

A fully disconnected record is one that is not connected to any set occurrence. All of the disconnected record's db-key
values pointing to the specified set are HIGH-VALUES. IDMS/DB Audit finds disconnected records when the AUDIT
statement indicates DISCONNECT=EXPLICIT (plus the DISCONNECT option in RECORD or SET statements), or
DISCONNECT=ALL.

Mandatory-automatic sets are searched for disconnections when you specify the ALL or the EXPLICIT option. Because
IDMS automatically connects mandatory-automatic sets at store time, and allows disconnect only at ERASE, a record
belonging to a mandatory automatic set should never appear disconnected. In Figure 2.8, David Herman is an example of
a fully disconnected record because it is not connected to any set.

Figure 2.8: Record Fully Disconnected from Set

2. A partially disconnected record

A partially disconnected record is a record that points into a set, but no record in the set points to it. Figure 2.9 presents a
partially disconnected record.

Partially disconnected records are also referred to as orphan records. Orphans are described in greater detail later in this
section.
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Figure 2.9: Record Partially Disconnected from Set

Sorted Sets

There are two types of errors in sorted sets:

1. Sorted set is out of sequence

In a set that is sorted in descending order, the sort key of the previous record in the set is greater than the sort key of the
current record. In a set that is sorted in ascending order, the sort key of the previous record is less than the sort key of the
current record. For example, in Figure 2.10, the DEPT-TEACHER set should be sorted in ascending order by last-name.
Jane Doe is out of sequence, however; she should precede Harold Jones in the set. IDMS/DB Audit corrects this set so
that ENGLISH points to Jane Doe, Jane Doe points to Harold Jones, and Harold Jones points to Carol Smith.

Figure 2.10: Sorted Set Out of Sequence

2. Duplicates in a sorted set when duplicates are not allowed
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The sort key of the current record equals the sort key of the previous record in the set occurrence. For example, in Figure
2.11, duplicates are not allowed within the DEPT-TEACHER set. David Herman, however, is found to be in the set twice.
IDMS/DB Audit does not fix this type of error.

Figure 2.11: Sorted Set with Duplicates

Multiple Owner Records

There are two error situations that cause IDMS/DB Audit to report a second owner in a set. Only Standard auditing detects
multiple owners in a set. The way IDMS/DB Audit corrects multiple owner record errors is described in detail later in this
section.

1. A single set contains two owners

In Figure 2.12, the set occurrence owned by the ENGLISH record is a complete set chain. As the set is walked from the
ENGLISH record, however, another owner record (MATH) is encountered.

Figure 2.12: One Set Contains Two Owners
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2. A broken set points into a complete set

The set owned by the HISTORY record in Figure 2.13 is broken. When this set is walked in the next direction, a second
owner record (CHEMISTRY) is retrieved. Carol Smith's next db-key points to James Lyons' record, which is in the set
occurrence owned by CHEMISTRY.

Figure 2.13: Broken Set Points to a Complete Set

Invalid Db-keys

IDMS/DB Audit reports three types of invalid db-keys:

1. Prior db-key does not point to the prior member of set

When walking a set in the next direction, the prior db-key does not point to the prior record in the set. For example, in
Figure 2.14, walking next from the ENGLISH record, Harry Dean is retrieved. Walking next again, Carol Smith is retrieved
but her prior db-key does not point back to Harry Dean; it points to another valid record occurrence (Joan Brown).
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Figure 2.14: Prior Pointer Does Not Point to Prior Record

2. Next db-key does not point to the next member of set

When walking a set in the prior direction, the next db-key does not point to the next record in the set (the record just
walked from). For example, in Figure 2.15, walking prior from the ENGLISH record, all next db-keys point back to the
previous record until Harry Dean is retrieved. Harry Dean's next db-key does not point to Jane Doe, but to Carol Smith.

In both of these situations, IDMS/DB Audit evaluates the error by walking the set in the next and prior direction and fixes
the set such that Harry Dean's next db-key points to Jane Doe.

Figure 2.15: Next Pointer Does Not Point to Next Record

3. Owner db-key does not point to the owner of the set

In Figure 2.16, Jane Doe's owner db-key does not point to the owner of the DEPT-TEACHER set. Instead it points to the
HISTORY record, which is an owner record of another DEPT-TEACHER set occurrence.

IDMS/DB Audit corrects this error by making Jane Doe's owner db-key point to English.
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Figure 2.16: Owner Db-key Does Not Point to Set Owner

CALC Sets

To identify any errors in the CALC set, CALCSETS must be specified on the AUDIT statement. There are four types of
CALC set errors:

1. The CALC set is out of sequence

The sequence of the CALC set is determined by the same rules that govern any multi-member sorted set. This error is
fully described in the earlier section on Sorted Sets.

2. A VIA or DIRECT record is connected into the CALC set

This error is fully described in the earlier section Pointer Errors. Next, prior, or owner db-key points to an invalid record
type for the set.

3. A CALC record is disconnected from the CALC set

This error is fully described in the earlier section on Disconnected Record.

4. A CALC record is connected to the CALC set on an incorrect page
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Every page of an area contains a system record (SR1) that is the owner of all CALC records whose keys randomize
to that page. The CALC set is the only set for which IDMS/DB Audit can determine the accuracy of the set owner by
invoking the IDMSCALC (or IDMSCLCX) routine for each CALC record. IDMS/DB Audit ensures that each CALC record is
connected to the correct CALC set. (If a CALC record is not connected to the correct CALC set, it cannot be located by an
OBTAIN CALC command.) In Figure 2.17, ART DEPARTMENT is an example of a CALC record connected to the CALC
set on an incorrect page. IDMS/DB Audit corrects this so that ART DEPARTMENT is connected to the CALC set on page
88,004.

Figure 2.17: CALC Record Connected to an Incorrect CALC Set

Integrated Index Integrity Errors

To detect integrated index errors, specify INDEX in the AUDIT parameter statement. In the diagrams of integrated index
sets, each SR8 record is shown with its db-key and entries relevant to the illustrated physical integrity error. Entries not
shown in the SR8 record are represented by the shaded portion. A thick black arrow shows the location of an integrity
error.

There are three major groups of integrated index errors:

• Pointer errors in the SR7/SR8 structure
• Integrated index orphans and orphan count
• Miscellaneous integrated index errors
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Pointer Errors in Integrated Index SR7/SR8 Structure

Errors in next, prior, and owner pointers in integrated index sets are detected when you specify USERSETS in the
AUDIT statement, and are fixed when you specify USERSETS in the FIX statement. IDMS/DB Audit generates the same
messages for pointer errors in other sets in the database. Figure 2.18 shows a typical integrated index structure with a
bad next pointer. The NEXT pointer in record 9000-03 points to the level above instead of the next record.

Figure 2.18: Next Pointer Error in Integrated Index Set

Orphans Records in Integrated Index Sets

IDMS/DB Audit detects integrated index orphan records. An integrated index orphan occurs when the upper level
pointer of an SR8 record or a member record of an integrated index set does not point to the correct record in the level
above it. Integrated index orphans are not integrity errors because this condition can occur normally when the database
spawns new SR8 records to accommodate the addition of new member records. Their presence, however, can degrade
performance.

For example, in Figure 2.19 upper level record 9000-06 points to record 9000-03 but record 9000-03 points back to record
9000-05. To fix this condition, specify INDEXORPHANS in the FIX parameter statement. INDEXORPHANS also causes
the orphan counts in SR8 records to be corrected.
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Figure 2.19: Orphan Record in Integrated Index Set

Miscellaneous Integrated Index Errors

IDMS/DB Audit can detect, but not fix, seven other types of integrity errors in an integrated index.

1. Index entry db-key errors detected in integrated index records

When checking the db-keys of records in an integrated index set, IDMS/DB Audit either could not find the record pointed
to by the db-key, or found errors within the record.

Record not found
. The record indicated by the db-key could not be found. For example, in Figure 2.20, the bottom level SR8 record
points to a member record 6-7 that cannot be found.

Record type incorrect.
The db-key points to a record whose type does not belong in the set. For example, the db-key in a TEACHER
index set points to a CLASS record.

Record not within page range
. The page where the SR8 record resides is not within the designated page range. The page range for an SR8 is
determined by the high and low pages of the set to which it belongs. These pages can be defined in the schema.
If the pages are not specifically defined, the page range is the same as the page range for the owner record.

Record located in non-readied area
. An SR8 record points to a record that is in a non-readied area.
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Figure 2.20: Integrated Index Entry Not Found

2. SR8 upper level pointer is not high values

In a top level SR8 record, the upper level pointer should be null (equal to HIGH-VALUES). If the upper level pointer in a
top level SR8 is not null, IDMS/DB Audit lists the error under db-key errors and indicates that the upper level pointer is not
HIGH-VALUES.

In the example in Figure 2.21 the upper level pointer in record 9000-07 points to a record in another set.

Figure 2.21: Integrated Index Invalid Upper Level Pointer

3. Level sequence errors detected in integrated indexes

The level number of an SR8 record in an integrated index set is in error. For example, in Figure 2.22 the level number in
Level 1 should be 1, but the records contain Level 0 and 3.
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Figure 2.22: IIX Entry with Incorrect Level Numbers

4. Symbolic key errors detected in integrated index records in set

In a set sorted by symbolic key, an SR8 record points to a member record, but the symbolic key contained in the SR8
record does not match the symbolic key in the member record. In Figure 2.23 the db-key in the SR8 record points to the
JONES member record, but the symbolic key in the SR8 record is WHITE.

Figure 2.23: Incorrect Bottom Level Symbolic Key

5. Sort key sequence errors detected in integrated index records contained in set

Integrated index sets can be sorted either by db-key or by symbolic key, in ascending or descending order.

In a set sorted by db-key, the last db-key in an SR8 record should match the sort key in the upper level SR8 record just
above. For example, in Figure 2.24, in the SR8 record on the right in the bottom level, the last db-key 3-6 does not match
the sort key 4-8 in the SR8 record above it.
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In a set sorted by symbolic key, the last symbolic key in an SR8 record should match the upper level symbolic key
associated with the db-key. For example, in Figure 2.25, the symbolic key CLIFF does not match the symbolic key JONES
in the top level SR8 record above.

Figure 2.24: Incorrect Upper Level Db-key

Figure 2.25: Incorrect Upper Level Symbolic Key

6. Sort flag inconsistent with symbolic sort flag in integrated index record

An SR8 record has flags that indicate whether the set is sorted and whether it is sorted by symbolic key. The sorted set
flag ON and the symbolic key flag OFF indicates a set sorted by db-key. The sorted set flag ON and the symbolic key flag
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also ON indicates a set sorted by symbolic key. If the sorted set flag is OFF, the symbolic sort key flag should be OFF.
Figure 2.26 shows the combinations of flag settings with their meanings.

Figure 2.26: Integrated Index Sorted Flag Settings

7. Integrated index records disconnected from set

A member record is disconnected from an integrated index set. If INDEX is specified in the AUDIT statement, IDMS/DB
Audit sweeps the area and creates a table of the db-keys of set member records. During index auditing, IDMS/DB Audit
lists all the db-keys of member records of each mandatory-automatic integrated index set. Each member record should
have a pair of entries--one obtained during sweep processing, and one obtained during the index auditing. If there is no
pair, IDMS/DB Audit reports the member as disconnected.

In Figure 2.27, for example, three of the records in the SWEEP portion of the table are not paired with INDEX records, and
two of the records in the INDEX portion of the table are not paired with SWEEP records. The five records are reported as
disconnected.

Figure 2.27: Integrated Index Disconnected Records

Orphan Record Errors in Non-Integrated Index Sets

A record designated as an orphan record points at another set or record, but neither the owner of the set nor any member
record in the set points back at the orphan record. This type of integrity error is detected during walknext and QuickCheck
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processing. Do not confuse an orphan record with an integrated index orphan (described earlier). An orphan record is an
integrity error.

There are two types of orphan record errors:

1. Orphan string points into valid set

IDMS/DB Audit found a record that can not be retrieved when the set is walked from the owner, even though the record
points into the set.

For example, in Figure 2.28, records Carol Smith and Ron Barker are connected into the set occurrence owned by the
ENGLISH record. When the set is walked from the owner record (ENGLISH), however, only Harry Dean, Jane Doe, and
Robin Hayes are retrieved. The Carol Smith and Ron Barker records can only be retrieved if stored CALC, or if the area is
swept. IDMS/DB Audit corrects this situation by making Harry Dean point to Ron Barker.

Figure 2.28: Orphan String Points into Valid Set

2. Orphan string is fully disconnected

IDMS/DB Audit could not retrieve an owner record in a set occurrence that was entered either by retrieving one of the
member records in an area sweep or by retrieving a member record that was stored CALC. In addition, the member
record chain cannot be retrieved by walking from the owner of the set.

For example, in Figure 2.29, TEACHER records Ron Barker and Carol Smith are connected together; however, no valid
owner of a DEPT-TEACHER set points to the string. Also, Carol Smith's next db-key is invalid. IDMS/DB Audit cannot
correct this situation.
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Figure 2.29: Orphan String is Fully Disconnected

Fragmented Record Errors

IDMS/DB Audit finds any instance of a fragmented (variable length) record whose fragments could not be properly
assembled. For example, in Figure 2.30, the subject record Biology is variable length and should consist of the root
portion and one fragment. The pointer within the root portion of the record, however, points to an SR4 record (fragment)
that does not exist. IDMS/DB Audit cannot fix errors of this type.
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Figure 2.30: Fragmented Record Error

Compressed Record Errors

If there are errors in the compressed portion of a record, it cannot be successfully decompressed. Improper
decompression can cause a fragmented record to be improperly assembled. IDMS/DB Audit cannot fix errors of this type.
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Page Errors

IDMS/DB Audit detects one type of page error:

Invalid page number

When an area is being swept, IDMS/DB Audit keeps track of the Page-Number of the page that is to be retrieved. A
check of the page number within the page header and page footer is performed. For example, in Figure 2.31, the DEPT-
REGION low and high page numbers are 5001 and 5100, respectively. When the 12th page is retrieved within the area,
the page number of the returned page should be 5012; however, the page footer for page 5012 shows number 5094.
IDMS/DB Audit corrects the page footer to be 5012.

Figure 2.31: Invalid Page Number

Auditing Methods

Contents

IDMS/DB Audit has two methods of auditing:

• Standard audit
• QuickCheck audit

Standard auditing examines your application databases and data dictionary for all types of physical integrity errors.
Although Standard auditing is the most comprehensive, it requires numerous I/Os and potentially long processing times.
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QuickCheck is a much faster processing alternative for detecting common physical integrity errors. QuickCheck requires
significantly fewer I/Os and less CPU time because it does not walk every set occurrence to detect errors. Instead, during
area sweeps QuickCheck creates pointer extract records that are then sorted. If IDMS/DB Audit detects any mismatched
pointer extract records, it then walks only those sets that are in error. Finally, errors found by QuickCheck are reported and
most can be corrected using the same fix parameters specified in Standard auditing.

QuickCheck vs. Standard Audit

Deciding whether to use QuickCheck or Standard auditing depends upon the nature of the audit. Use QuickCheck when
time is limited and your main concern is locating next, prior, or owner (N/P/O) pointer errors. Because Standard auditing is
more thorough, it is the preferred alternative when you need to search for all error types.

Figure 2.32 summarizes the major differences between QuickCheck and Standard auditing. Features that are supported
by one method or the other are marked with an X. Several features are supported under QuickCheck, but only under
certain circumstances.

These features are qualified by a brief explanation.

Features Standard Quickcheck

Detects N/P/O errors in user sets X X - faster performance

Detects N/P/O errors in IIX sets X X - faster performance

Detects ownerless sets X if located in N/P/O error set

Detects sets with 2 or more owners X if located in N/P/O error set

Detects sorted set sequence errors X if located in N/P/O error set

Detects fully disconnected records with WALKNEXT and DISCONNECT X - faster performance

Detects incorrect CALC membership X

Detects logically deleted records X if located in N/P/O error set

Detects non-N/P/O IIX set errors X

Detects orphan records with WALKNEXT X - much faster performance

Walks all sets X

Walks error sets only X

Supports partial page range audits X if neither USERSETS nor CALCSETS is
specified

Supports fast scan buffering X X

Supports pre-audit scanning X X

Supports inclusive processing X X

Figure 2.32: Summary of Standard and QuickCheck Features

Audit Phase

In the audit phase, IDMS/DB Audit searches through a database looking for physical integrity errors. Audit creates an
extract file containing each physical integrity error that is found and each logically deleted (LDEL) record that is found.
This extract file is used by the fix and reports phases for further processing.

IDMS/DB Audit uses the following audit processes:
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The user initiates one or more of these processes through parameter statements and options. Although IDMS/DB Audit
Parameters all parameters in detail, this section describes the audit processes in general and provides diagrammed
examples.

Sweep Processing

The primary method that is used by IDMS/DB Audit to access a user database is sweep processing. Using sweep
processing, IDMS/DB Audit starts retrieving the records in an area that is defined by the subschema. Audit retrieves all
records according to AREA, SET, and RECORD parameter statements. After a record is retrieved, IDMS/DB Audit refers
to the parameters you specify to determine how to audit the record and its sets.

If you specify the PAGES option in the AUDIT statement, page headers and footers are also audited during sweep
processing. When IDMS/DB Audit retrieves a new page during sweep processing, it examines the header and footer
before looking at the records on the page.

During sweep processing, IDMS/DB Audit retrieves records within an area by db-key, in numerical order. For example, in
Figure 2.33, assume the DEPT-REGION area, DEPT and TEACHER record types, and DEPT-TEACHER sets have been
copied into the subschema. When sweeping the DEPT-REGION area, the records HISTORY, Harry Dean, ENGLISH,
Carol Smith, and John Doe are retrieved in that order.
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Figure 2.33: Sweep Processing

Set Walk Processing

During Standard auditing, once a record has been selected by the sweep process, IDMS/DB Audit can perform set walk
processing. The main function of set walk processing is to ensure the integrity of a set occurrence. If the record retrieved
by IDMS/DB Audit is the owner of one or more set occurrences, IDMS/DB Audit walks the set from the owner record until
it reaches the end-of-set.

If IDMS/DB Audit encounters any physical integrity errors during set walking, it returns to the owner record and walks the
set again, creating an extract record for each record found in the set. The file of extract records is saved for later use by
the FIX phase or the REPORTS phase.

The two options that are used to initiate set walking are USERSETS and CALCSETS. The SETLIMIT and DBKEYTBL
options provide additional controls on set walking.

USERSETS Option

The USERSETS option initiates set walking for user-defined sets and integrated index sets.

During USERSETS processing, IDMS/DB Audit walks each set only one time if it does not detect any next, prior, or owner
pointer errors. A retrieved record that does not own any set occurrences is bypassed.

In Figure 2.34, only records that are owners of sets initiate a set walk during the sweep of the DEPT-REGION area.
Carol Smith and John Doe do not initiate a set walk by IDMS/DB Audit because they are not owners of any sets. When
the owner record ENGLISH is retrieved, the DEPT-TEACHER set is walked (ENGLISH, Carol Smith, John Doe, and
finally ENGLISH again). In addition, the DEPT-ACADEMIC set is walked (that is, ENGLISH, American Literature, English
Literature, Remedial English, and ENGLISH).

During QuickCheck auditing, USERSETS also looks for orphans. During Standard auditing, orphans are detected through
WALKNEXT processing (discussed in detail in Walknext Processing).

CALCSETS Option

If you specify CALCSETS in the AUDIT statement, each CALC set is walked to audit for next and prior pointer errors, in a
manner similar to walking all other sets. Also, during STANDARD auditing, each CALC record is checked to ensure that it
is a member of the correct CALC set.
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Figure 2.34: Set Walk Processing

SETLIMIT Option

To prevent IDMS/DB Audit from entering into a set loop while set walking, you can specify a limit on the number of
records, in the set, that are retrieved before assuming that a set loop condition exists. For example, in Figure 2.35,
assume SETLIMIT=5. When IDMS/DB Audit walks the DEPT-ACADEMIC set owned by ENGLISH, the following records
are retrieved: ENGLISH, American Literature, English Literature, Remedial English, American Literature, English
Literature, and Remedial English. IDMS/DB Audit terminates processing of the set occurrence at this point because six
member records have been retrieved, one more than the SETLIMIT value.

NOTE
If the SETLIMIT value is reached for any one set occurrence, IDMS/DB Audit does not fix any sets during the
fix phase. Specifying a SETLIMIT value that is too small can cause IDMS/DB Audit to stop processing a set
occurrence prematurely and thus prevent fixing of any sets.

DBKEYTBL Option

To detect a set loop and allow fixing of these errors, you can specify DBKEYTBL in the AUDIT statement. IDMS/DB Audit
maintains a table of all member record db-keys retrieved for each set occurrence during set walk processing. Whenever
the next db-key of a record is found in the table already, IDMS/DB Audit stops processing the set. In Figure 2.35, when
auditing the DEPT-ACADEMIC set, the following member records are retrieved and their db-keys that are placed in the
table: American Literature, English Literature, and Remedial English. Because the Remedial English next db-key for
Remedial English is already in the table, IDMS/DB Audit recognizes that the set contains a loop and terminates the set-
walk for that set occurrence.

NOTE
Even if DBKEYTBL is not specified in the Audit statement, IDMS/DB Audit activates the DBKEYTBL function
during the creation of extract records to determine whether a next or prior db-key points to a record previously
retrieved in the set. Therefore, you must plan storage for DBKEYTBL.
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Figure 2.35: Set Loop

Prior Pointers

if the prior db-key of a record occurrence does not point back to its prior record in the set, when walking a set containing
prior pointers, IDMS/DB Audit saves the db-key of the current record in a save table and continues set walking. At end-
of-set, IDMS/DB Audit retrieves each saved db-key and attempts to walk prior from that point. This process of walking,
saving, and retrieving db-keys is continued until all saved db-keys have been processed.

For example, in Figure 2.36, IDMS/DB Audit walks a set occurrence that is owned by ENGLISH. No error is detected until
the David Lee record is retrieved: the prior db-key does not point to John Doe.

Because the David Lee record is the last member of the set and an integrity error was detected in the set, IDMS/DB Audit
returns to the owner record, ENGLISH, and walks the set again, creating extract records for each record occurrence
retrieved. When the David Lee record is retrieved, the record db-key is placed in the save table. IDMS/DB Audit continues
set walking until end-of-set is reached. IDMS/DB Audit then retrieves the saved db-key and begins walking prior from the
saved db-key to its prior record, Joan Brown.

The following situations demonstrate the effect of specifying DBKEYTBL or not:

• When DBKEYTBL is specified: Because the prior db-key (2501-08) for Joan Brown is in the DBKEYTBL, IDMS/DB
Audit stops walking prior at this point.

• When DBKEYTBL is not specified: IDMS/DB Audit continues walking before the records for John Doe and Carol Smith
until it reaches the owner record ENGLISH, or until the SETLIMIT value is reached

In either case, IDMS/DB Audit then checks the save table for more saved db-keys. After all saved db-keys have been
processed, IDMS/DB Audit stops creating extract records for the set.
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Figure 2.36: Set Walk, Prior Pointers

Walknext Processing

An orphan record is one type of error that cannot be detected and adequately diagnosed by simply walking each set once
from its owner. If a record points to a set of which it is a member, but the owner or any of the members do not point to the
record, then it is referred to as an orphan record.

One way to detect orphan records is to walk each set, not only when the owner record is detected during sweep
processing, but also when each member record of the set is retrieved. In other words, as each record is retrieved during
sweep processing, not only are all set occurrences that are owned by the record walked, but all sets where the current
record is a member are walked.

For Standard auditing, you initiate walknext processing by specifying WALKNEXT in the AUDIT statement. For
QuickCheck auditing, orphan detection occurs when you specify the USERSETS option. You cannot specify WALKNEXT
with QuickCheck auditing.

If you initiate walknext processing, IDMS/DB Audit walks all sets of which the retrieved record is a member. If an owner
record is encountered, IDMS/DB Audit begins walking again from the owner record until it reaches either the original
retrieved record or the owner record for a second time. For example, in Figure 2.37, when record GR 79-1 is retrieved
during the area sweep, IDMS/DB Audit walks forward until the owner record (Bill Smith) is retrieved. Once the owner
record is detected, IDMS/DB Audit walks forward again until record GR 79-1 is retrieved for a second time.

To understand the impact of using WALKNEXT, assume there are 6,000 STUDENT records and 24,000 GREPORT
records. If the STUDENT-GREPORT set is audited using USERSETS, IDMS/DB Audit accesses 30,000 records (6000
owners plus 24000 members; average set length is 4). When auditing with WALKNEXT, IDMS/DB Audit accesses
150,000 records (30,000 set walking from the owners and 120,000 set walking from each member record). If GREPORT
members are not stored VIA the STUDENT-GREPORT set, IDMS/DB Audit generates 150,000 I/Os, based on an average
of 4 member records per set times 30,000 record occurrences, plus 30,000 I/Os for the set walk process.

NOTE
If you specify WALKNEXT, each set is walked as many times as there are member records. This multiple
walking causes a substantial increase in processing time. You can, however, search for orphans through
QuickCheck with the USERSETS option and use less processing time.
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Figure 2.37: Walknext Processing

If an owner record is obtained for the second time, the retrieved record is an orphan. For example, in Figure 2.38, when
the Creative Writing record occurrence is retrieved, IDMS/DB Audit detects an orphan record. IDMS/DB Audit walks from
Creative Writing to Remedial English back to ENGLISH. Then it walks from ENGLISH to American Literature to English
Literature to Remedial English back to ENGLISH. This sequence indicates that Creative Writing is connected into the
set owned by ENGLISH, but cannot be retrieved by walking from the ENGLISH record. Therefore, Creative Writing is an
orphan record.

NOSWEEP Option

If the owner of the set is in a NOSWEEP area, the set is not walked. In that case, IDMS/DB Audit cannot determine
whether records in another area are orphan records of sets whose owners are in the NOSWEEP area.
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Figure 2.38: Orphan Record (Partially Disconnected)

Set Disconnection Processing

During sweep processing, when each record is retrieved, IDMS/DB Audit checks for the following:

• To see if the record is a member of a set to be audited for disconnections, or 
• If the record type is to be audited for disconnections. 

A record is disconnected if no records that are members of a set point to it and it does not point into the set.

If you specify DISCONNECT=NONE in the AUDIT statement, no search for disconnections is made.

Verifying Pointers

When a record is to be audited for set disconnections, each pointer is verified by finding the indicated record. For
example, if there are 24,000 GREPORT records with next, prior, and owner pointers in the STUDENT-GREPORT set,
then IDMS/DB Audit verifies each pointer (72,000 pointers) by finding 72,000 records.

Two disconnected records are illustrated in Figure 2.39. if all the pointers of a record are null, the record is fully
disconnected. if all the pointers of a record are a combination of invalid and null pointers, the record is partially
disconnected. Because all of the pointers of the Joan Brown record are null (indicated by -1), it is fully disconnected. The
David Lee record is partially disconnected, because its only pointer that is not null does not point into a set.

NOTE
Because of the large number of I/Os and calls to DBIO, DISCONNECT can increase processing time
significantly. You can, however, reduce processing time through QuickCheck. QuickCheck DISCONNECT looks
for fully disconnected records only. QuickCheck USERSETS looks for partially disconnected records only.

DISCONNECT with WALKNEXT

WALKNEXT takes precedence over DISCONNECT when both are specified in the same run. If an error is found in both
walknext processing and in set disconnection processing, the record in error is reported as an orphan record. As in Figure
2.39, David Lee would be reported as an orphan record if you specified WALKNEXT, and Disconnect.
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Figure 2.39: Orphan Record (Fully Disconnected)

Integrated Index Processing

If INDEX is specified in the AUDIT statement, IDMS/DB Audit verifies each integrated index entry against its database
record occurrence. You cannot specify the INDEX option with QuickCheck auditing.

To detect integrated index orphans, IDMS/DB Audit examines the upper level pointers in each SR8 record.

IDMS/DB Audit also verifies the entries in the SR8 records of the integrated index set by trying to retrieve any records
pointed to by the db-keys in the entries.

IDMS/DB Audit verifies:

• Upper level pointers
• Db-keys:

– Record not found
– Record type incorrect
– Record not within page range
– Record that is located in non-readied area

• Symbolic keys
• Sort key sequences (set sorted by db-key or symbolic key)
• Level numbers
• Sort flags

A check for disconnections of member records is made when IDMS/DB Audit sweeps the area looking for mandatory-
automatic member records of integrated index sets. Audit then compares the list of the member records with a list of
member records that are found while walking down from the owners of integrated index sets.

Page Audit Processing

IDMS/DB Audit performs page auditing when you specify PAGES in the AUDIT statement. Whenever a new page is
retrieved during sweep processing, IDMS/DB Audit checks the page-number within the page-header and page-footer
against the requested page number.

NOTE
If a test SUBSCHEMA/DMCL is used to audit a production database (or vice versa), numerous pages can be
incorrectly flagged as being in error. Verify that the correct SUBSCHEMA/DMCL and load/core image library are
specified when requesting PAGES.

Specifying Database Auditing

Contents

IDMS/DB Audit determines which parts of the database to audit by comparing the subschema and the parameters that
you specify. The subschema must define these entities:

• Areas to be swept
• Areas containing owners of sets to be audited
• Areas containing members of sets to be audited
• Set types to be audited
• Owner record types of sets to be audited
• All member record types of sets to be audited
• Index sets to be audited
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Area Sweeping

If there are no restrictions by AREA, SET, or RECORD statements, an area is swept if any of the following AUDIT
parameters are specified:

USERSETS, if owners of sets are in the area

WALKNEXT

PAGES

DISCONNECT

CALCSETS

INDEX

An area is not swept if only USERSETS is specified and no owners of sets to be audited are in the area. Access is still
available, however, to member records of audited sets whose owners are in other areas.

Set Auditing

When you specify USERSETS, user-defined sets named in the subschema are audited if the set types, their owner record
types, all member record types, and areas containing all of those record types are defined in the subschema.

Limiting the Audit

You can include or exclude parts of the database for auditing by using the STARTWITH option in conjunction with AREA,
SET, and RECORD statements. Realize, however, that a limit placed on an area, record, or set may unintentionally affect
the auditing of another set. For example, if an AREA is designated NOSWEEP, walknext processing is not performed on
any sets whose owners are in the NOSWEEP area.

Parameter Controlled Functions

By specifying various parameters, you can direct IDMS/DB Audit to perform the following functions:

• Report disconnections. Records disconnected from sets are detected and reported when you specify either the ALL or
the EXPLICIT option of the DISCONNECT parameter.

• Stop all processing after detecting a specified number of errors by using the STOPAFTER option of the AUDIT
parameter statement.

• Audit the IDMS CALC set, by specifying CALCSETS.
• Audit user-defined sets and integrated index sets by specifying USERSETS.
• Verify each integrated index entry against its database record by specifying INDEX.
• Restrict the portion of an area to be swept by the audit phase, by using the BEGIN and END options in the AREA

parameter statement. By using this facility, you can audit a large area in sections. Fixing will not be allowed, however,
unless the owners of all sets involved in integrity errors are in the areas audited.

• Restrict the auditing of areas, records, and sets defined in the subschema by using NOSWEEP, NOACCESS, and
NOAUDIT.
– NOSWEEP prevents IDMS/DB Audit from accessing specific records or all the records stored in an area during

IDMS/DB Audit's sweep processing. It does not prevent IDMS/DB Audit from accessing member records as part
of USERSETS auditing. If owners of sets are in a NOSWEEP area, however, those sets are not processed during
walknext processing.

– NOACCESS prevents IDMS/DB Audit from accessing a specified area or record under any circumstances. It will not
attempt to sweep an area or access a record during sweep processing, nor will it access any records stored in an
area, or any sets whose owners or members are in the area, during set walk auditing.

– NOAUDIT prevents IDMS/DB Audit from performing any of its audits on the specified set.
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Fix Phase

IDMS/DB Audit fixes most physical integrity errors found in the audit phase. You can specify either simulated fixing or
actual updating of the database.

Errors Fixed

By using information contained in the extract file, IDMS/DB Audit fixes the following physical integrity errors:

• User-defined sets and CALC sets
– Null db-keys
– Db-keys that point outside of the subschema page range
– Next, prior, or owner db-keys that point incorrectly
– Sort keys out of sequence
– Set loops
– Orphan records not properly connected to a set
– CALC records not properly connected to the CALC set

• Pages: inconsistencies in header or footer page number
• LDELs: IDMS/DB Audit can erase an LDEL if it is not part of a set occurrence in error or the owner of an empty set
• Integrated index sets

– Next, prior, and owner db-keys that point incorrectly
– Upper level pointers in orphan records
– Orphan count

Limits

If IDMS/DB Audit reaches any STOPAFTER, SETLIMIT or DBKEYTBL limits, it does not fix any detected errors because
the audit may not be complete.

Errors Only Detected

There are some types of physical integrity errors that IDMS/DB Audit cannot fix:

• FROM/THRU page range errors
• Duplicate sort keys in a set occurrence where duplicates are not allowed
• Fully disconnected record occurrences, including orphan strings
• Fragmented (variable length) records that could not be properly assembled
• Compressed records that could not be properly decompressed
• Integrated index errors other than orphans, orphan counts, and next, prior, or owner pointers (upper level pointers, db-

keys, symbolic keys, sort key sequences, level numbers, or sort flags)

You can fix many of these errors by using the information produced by IDMS/DB Audit in conjunction with the IDMS utility
IDMSBCF, FIX PAGE function. See individual message descriptions in Messages for more information.

Logical Integrity

IDMS/DB Audit fixes only physical integrity errors. Logical integrity errors cannot be fixed because IDMS/DB Audit does
not know the logical basis used to store the data on the database.

For example, in Figure 2.40, the STUDENT-REPORTS set contains two record types: GR and DR. Each record type is
sorted in descending order by year and grading period. DR records are stored whenever necessary and should occur in
the set after the GR records.
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Assume that one of the next pointers is broken. IDMS/DB Audit fixes the set as shown in Figure 2.41. If logically the DR
records are to follow the GR records for the same year and grading period, then the "fixed" set occurrence is not in the
correct logical sequence. Nevertheless, the physical integrity of the set is correct. Logical integrity can be fixed by a user
program--a correction that may not have been possible before the physical integrity was fixed.

Figure 2.40: Physical Integrity Error

Figure 2.41: Physical Integrity and Logical Integrity

Multiple Owner Fixing

When a record is found in more than one set, IDMS/DB Audit places the record in the set indicated by its owner pointer,
or in the set where it appears closest to the owner record. For example, in Figure 2.42, when walking from owner
record ENGLISH, member records John Doe, Joan Brown, James Jones, and Paul Cary are retrieved before an error is
detected. Walking from owner record MATH, member records David Kraft, James Jones, and Paul Cary are retrieved.
Record occurrences James Jones and Paul Cary appear in both sets.

If such a record has an owner pointer that matches the db-key of an owner record, the member record is placed in that
owner's set.
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If the record does not have a valid owner pointer, the record is placed in the set where it is nearest the owner record. In
Figure 2.42, James Jones and Paul Cary are closest to the MATH record (that is, they are the 2nd and 3rd records in the
MATH set as opposed to 3rd and 4th records in the ENGLISH set). Figure 2.43 shows how the sets will be fixed by IDMS/
DB Audit, by placing James Jones and Paul Cary in the MATH set.

If a record does not have a valid owner pointer and it is equidistant from multiple owner records, it is placed in the set
whose owner has the lowest db-key.

The fixed sets are unbroken, but either James Jones or Paul Cary, or both, may belong in the ENGLISH set. You should
verify the logical integrity of the sets by examining the After Image Report to see how the error is corrected by IDMS/DB
Audit.

Figure 2.42: Records with Multiple Owners (Before Fix)

Figure 2.43: Records with Multiple Owners (After Fix)

IDMS/DB Audit Parameters
This section presents IDMS/DB Audit parameter statements and options. Conventions and syntax are summarized in
figure format. Detailed discussions of each parameter option follow a brief description of the parameter statements.

Notation Conventions and Syntax

Before using IDMS/DB Audit parameter statements, review the following exhibits:
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• Figure 3.1 Notation Conventions
• Figure 3.2 Parameter Syntax Rules
• Figure 3.3 Parameter Syntax Summary

Example Function

PROCESS

 
 

Keywords appear in UPPERCASE.
The minimum required portion of each keyword is
UNDERSCORED. If a portion of or an entire keyword is not
underscored, you can omit that portion or that keyword.

,AEA=area-name

Variables appear in lowercase italics. You must substitute an
appropriate value for each variable.

[,BEGIN=page-number]

Brackets indicate optional clauses.

          / CRITICAL \

PROCESS= < ALL        > 

         \ NONE     /

Braces enclose two or more options. You must select one of the
options

│ ,PAGES     │

│ ,CALCSETS  │

│ ,USERSETS  │

│ ,LDEL      │

A pair of double bars encloses two or more options. You must
select one or more of the options. Do not specify an option more
than once.

Figure 3.1: Notation Conventions

Item Rule
Order of Parameter Statements You must enter the PROCESS statement first. You can enter all

other parameter statements in any order.
Within a parameter statement you can enter options in any order.

Continuing a Parameter Statement To continue a parameter statement onto the next record, key in
a trailing comma. Do not split a keyword phrase between two
records.

Entering Blanks In Parameter Statements You can enter blanks (character spaces) between keywords to
improve readability in a parameter statement without affecting
processing.
Do not, however, embed blanks within a keyword or value field.

Entering Parameter Statements On an 80-character input record, you must enter all parameter
syntax between positions 1 through 72.

Comments Enter an asterisk (*) in column 1 to indicate a comment.

Figure 3.2: Parameter Syntax Rules
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Figure 3.3a: IDMS/DB Audit Parameter Syntax Summary
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Figure 3.3b: IDMS/DB Audit Parameter Syntax Summary

Parameter Statements and Options

As the syntax summary on the preceding pages displays, each IDMS/DB Audit parameter statement contains a number
of options. This section briefly describes the function of these statements and their options. The next section presents a
detailed description of each statement and its associated options.

The function of a parameter option is the same for both Standard and QuickCheck processing, unless otherwise noted.
Any differences are clearly identified and discussed separately.
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PROCESS Statement

The PROCESS statement initiates IDMS/DB Audit processing and identifies the subschema that describes the database
to be audited. The PROCESS statement is the only parameter statement that is required, and it must be entered first. In
addition to the PROCESS statement, you must also include at least one AUDIT, FIX, or REPORT statement with each
run.

PROCESS statement options enable you to specify the READYMODE for the database and to indicate which SORT
messages to display on the Audit Report. Additional options initiate inclusive or exclusive processing, specify the audit
type as either Standard or QuickCheck, and enable you to check your parameters before auditing begins.

AUDIT Statement

The AUDIT statement specifies the scope of the audit.

AUDIT options provide exact instructions on types of errors or data structures to audit: CALC sets, user-defined sets,
index sets, pages, and record or set disconnections. By specifying additional options with CALC sets or USERSETS, you
can limit processing even further.

AREA, RECORD, and SET Statements

The AREA, RECORD, and SET statements are used in conjunction with the AUDIT statement to designate which parts of
the database to process.

AREA, RECORD, and SET options direct IDMS/DB Audit to include or exclude entire areas, parts of areas, and specific
records or sets when auditing.

FIX Statement

The FIX statement enables you to request either simulated or actual correction of most types of errors. Simulated
corrections allow you to examine the Integrity Analysis Report and review the projected results without actually updating
the database.

FIX options specify which types of errors to correct: CALC or set errors, integrated index orphans, pointer errors, or page
header and footer errors. You can apply corrections either to errors found in a previous audit, or to errors found in the
current audit.

You can also use one of the FIX options to physically delete logically deleted records (LDELs).

REPORTS Statement

Every execution of IDMS/DB Audit results in an Audit Report of processing messages and statistics. The Integrity Analysis
Report is optional, however.

The REPORTS statement allows you to specify whether or not to generate an Integrity Analysis Report. This report gives
details of the physical integrity errors found in the database.

REPORT options enable you to modify the format of the Integrity Analysis Report. You can display the data in either
character form or in hexadecimal and character form. Other options let you control how set errors are displayed. You can
also generate a report on a previous audit.

IDMS/DB Audit PROCESS Statement

This section explains the following topics:

In order to run IDMS/DB Audit, you must enter the PROCESS statement first. The PROCESS statement performs these
functions:
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• Initiates execution of IDMS/DB Audit
• Identifies the subschema
• Indicates the mode in which the database is to be readied for an audit or a fix
• Indicates the type of SORT messages to be displayed on the Audit Report
• Initiates inclusive or exclusive processing
• Specifies the audit type as either Standard or QuickCheck
• Scans your parameters for errors before auditing begins

                        ┌                        ┐

                        │,

R

EADYMODE=< 

U

PDATE    >│

                        └           \ 

R

ETRIEVAL /┘

                        ┌           / 

C

RITICAL  \┐

                        │,

SO

RTMSGS= < 

A

LL       >│

                        └           \ 

N

ONE      /┘

                        ┌                        ┐

P

ROCESS,

SU

BSCHEMA=name  │,

ST

ARTWITH=< 

A

LL       >│

                        └           \ 

N

ONE      /┘

                        ┌           / 

S

TANDARD  \┐

                        │,

A

UDITTYPE=< 

Q

UICKCHECK>│

                        └           \           /┘

                        [,

SC
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AN                   ]

Figure 3.4: PROCESS Statement Syntax

PROCESS Parameter

P

ROCESS, 

SU

BSCHEMA=name

PROCESS initiates execution of IDMS/DB Audit and indicates that processing options follow. IDMS/DB Audit accesses
and loads the subschema and its related DMCL from the load/core image library.

SUBSCHEMA identifies the subschema that describes the database to be processed. If you select an AUDIT, you can
exclude specific areas, sets, or records by entering AREA, SET, or RECORD statements.

Default: There is no default value. You must enter a valid subschema name.

Rules:

• If you are auditing a multi-member set, you must include all member records of that set in the subschema; do not
exclude any members from the audit. The CALC set is a multi-member set.

• All records and sets to be audited must allow the DML commands FIND, GET, MODIFY, and ERASE.
• The subschema cannot contain native VSAM records.

READYMODE Option

 ,

R

EADYMODE=< 

U

PDATE >

            \ R

ETRIEVAL /

READYMODE specifies the mode in which IDMS/DB Audit prepares the database for processing.

UPDATE readies the database in IDMS's exclusive update mode. This mode prevents concurrent operations of any kind
in the area. If you specify FIX=UPDATE, you must also specify READYMODE=UPDATE.

RETRIEVAL readies the database in IDMS's shared retrieval mode. Do not use this mode if you are specifying
FIX=UPDATE. You can, however, run other jobs against the area at the same time. If another job is updating the
database, IDMS/DB Audit may report errors that do not actually exist.

Default: UPDATE

SORTMSGS Option

 / 

C

RITICAL \

,SO

RTMSGS= < 
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A

LL >

 \ 

N

ONE /

SORTMSGS specifies which SORT program messages to display on the Audit Report.

CRITICAL displays only those messages that impede the execution of the SORT program.

ALL displays all SORT messages.

NONE displays no SORT messages.

Default: CRITICAL

STARTWITH Option

,STARTWITH= < 

A

LL >

           \ N

ONE /

STARTWITH initiates either inclusive or exclusive processing.

ALL presumes that the entire database, as defined by the subschema, is to be audited. Optionally, you can then exclude
data from processing by specifying AREA, RECORD, and SET statements.

NONE presumes that none of the database, as defined by the subschema, is to be audited. You include data for
processing with AREA, RECORD, and SET statements. If you specify STARTWITH=NONE, then you must specify AREA,
RECORD, or SET statements.

Default: ALL

AUDITTYPE Option

 / 

S

TANDARD \

 ,A

UDITTYPE=< 

Q

UICKCHECK>

AUDITTYPE specifies the audit type as either STANDARD or QUICKCHECK.

QUICKCHECK auditing finds most common database errors with much less overhead than Standard auditing.

STANDARD auditing is the most thorough auditing method. It finds all physical integrity errors, but it also requires longer
processing time.

Default: STANDARD

SCAN Option
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,

SC

AN

The SCAN option gives you the opportunity to check and correct your parameter statements before processing begins.
When you specify SCAN, IDMS/DB Audit performs parameter validation and reports on how areas, records, and sets are
going to be audited based on the options specified.

Default: There is no default value.

The AUDIT Statement

The optional AUDIT statement specifies the types of physical integrity errors for IDMS/DB Audit to find.You can enter only
one AUDIT statement for each execution of IDMS/DB Audit. The single AUDIT statement indicates which of the six types
of auditing to perform. This statement can also include a limit on the number of errors to be detected so that IDMS/DB
Audit terminates processing when it finds the specified number of errors.

You can use AREA, RECORD, and SET statements with the AUDIT statement to include or exclude parts of the database
described in the subschema. Descriptions and syntax of these statements follow this section about the AUDIT statement.

Figure 3.5: AUDIT Statement Syntax
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AUDIT Parameter

AU

DIT

The AUDIT parameter initiates audit processing according to the audit options included in the statement. If you specify
the AUDIT parameter, you must select one or more of its options: PAGES, INDEX, DISCONNECT, CALCSETS, or
USERSETS.

As a result of audit processing, IDMS/DB Audit writes extract records to a general extract file and, optionally, to an index
extract file, depending on the parameters you specify.

PAGES Option

,

P

AGES

PAGES directs IDMS/DB Audit to audit the page numbers in the header and footer of each database page encountered
during area sweep processing.

INDEX Option

,

I

NDEX

INDEX verifies each integrated index entry against its database record occurrence, and looks for index orphans by
verifying each upper level node pointer.

INDEX does not check for next, prior, or owner (N/P/O) pointer errors in integrated index sets because this checking is
performed during USERSETS processing.

If IDMS/DB Audit finds pointer errors, you can fix them during the fix phase.

QuickCheck: Do not specify INDEX with QuickCheck.

DISCONNECT Option

 / 

N

ONE \

 ,DI

SCONNECT=< 

E

XPLICIT >

 \ 

A

LL /

DISCONNECT specifies which member records are to be searched for set disconnections. The Audit Report displays
those sets that are audited for disconnections.

NONE prevents a search for set disconnections.
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EXPLICIT searches for set disconnections in:

• member records of mandatory automatic sets
• sets designated DISCONNECT in a SET statement
• records designated DISCONNECT in a RECORD statement

ALL searches for set disconnections in records that are members of OPTIONAL and MANUAL sets as well as
MANDATORY AUTOMATIC sets. You can use the ALL option instead of specifying DISCONNECT EXPLICIT for each
individual set in the subschema.

DISCONNECT increases run time significantly because IDMS/DB Audit generates a large number of I/Os to verify set
disconnection.

DISCONNECT is an option in both the AUDIT, RECORD, and SET statements. In order for the DISCONNECT option of
the RECORD or SET statement to have any effect, you must specify

DISCONNECT=EXPLICIT with the AUDIT statement.

QuickCheck: DISCONNECT processing identifies fully disconnected records only. Partially disconnected records are
identified by QuickCheck USERSETS processing.

Standard: DISCONNECT processing identifies both partially disconnected and fully disconnected records.

Default: NONE

CALCSETS Option

,

C

ALCSETS

The CALCSETS option examines the CALC set for next and prior pointer errors. For CALC set auditing to be complete,
your subschema must contain a definition for all CALC records that reside in the area of the database designated for
sweep processing. If your subschema does not contain definitions for all CALC sets, processing will be incomplete. If
AUDITTYPE=STANDARD is specified, CALC records will also be checked to ensure they are connected to the correct
CALC set.

USERSETS Option

,

U

SERSETS

USERSETS examines user-defined sets and integrated index sets for next, prior, or owner (N/P/O) pointer errors. The
upper level node pointer in integrated index members is not examined during USERSETS processing.

Standard: IDMS/DB Audit performs LDEL processing for all sets. IDMS/DB Audit walks each set from the owner
to determine whether the next, prior, and owner pointers of each record are correct. If you performed a complete
area sweep, you can then physically delete these logically deleted records by specifying the LDEL parameter in a
FIX=UPDATE statement.

QuickCheck: IDMS/DB Audit performs LDEL processing only for sets that contain N/P/O errors. If a set contains one or
more N/P/O errors, IDMS/DB Audit automatically creates extract records for logically deleted member records (LDELs).

SETLIMIT Option

,
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SET

LIMIT=number-of-members

SETLIMIT specifies the maximum number of member records to retrieve from a set occurrence before assuming that a set
loop condition exists. A set loop occurs when a member record's next db-key points back to a previous member record in
the set chain.

The SETLIMIT value must be an integer from 1 through 9999999. For most efficient performance, the value should equal
the maximum number of member records in any one set occurrence. Specifying too large a value causes unnecessary
processing within a set when a set loop exists. Another result of specifying too large a value is unnecessarily large storage
requirements for DBKEYTBL and the db-key save table.

SETLIMIT causes IDMS/DB Audit to stop processing a set only when it has retrieved the number of members specified by
the SETLIMIT value. For this reason, you can detect a set loop much more quickly by specifying DBKEYTBL (explained in
the next section).

IDMS/DB Audit does not perform any fixing if the SETLIMIT value is reached for any set occurrence.

Default: 3000

DBKEYTBL Option

,

DB

KEYTBL

DBKEYTBL directs IDMS/DB Audit to build a table of the db-keys of all member records when auditing a set occurrence.
IDMS/DB Audit uses this table to detect a set loop. A set loop occurs when a member record's next db-key points back to
a previous member in the set chain.

If you specify DBKEYTBL, IDMS/DB Audit stops processing a set under either of these two circumstances:

• When IDMS/DB Audit retrieves a set member whose db-key is already in the db-key table
• When there is no room to store a db-key in the table.

If you do not specify DBKEYTBL, IDMS/DB Audit stops processing a set when it has retrieved the number of members
indicated by the SETLIMIT value.

The maximum number of entries DBKEYTBL can hold is 120% of the SETLIMIT value. 80% of SETLIMIT is allocated to
the primary portion of the table and 40% of SETLIMIT is allocated to an overflow portion of the table.

Because of the algorithm used for accessing the db-key table, there may be no room for a particular db-key in the table
even though the SETLIMIT value has not been reached. Therefore, you may need to specify a SETLIMIT value slightly
larger than what appears necessary.

IDMS/DB Audit always allocates storage for the db-key table during the audit phase because this table is required when
creating extract records for set errors. Consequently, you should always specify DBKEYTBL when auditing CALCSETS or
USERSETS.

CORE and DISK Options

 / ,

CORE

 \

 < ,DISK

 >
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The CORE and DISK options indicate whether to allocate core storage or disk storage for the db-key table and the db-key
save table.

Default: CORE

Storage for the Db-key Table

The amount of storage used for the db-key table depends on the SETLIMIT value. The size of the db-key table is equal
to 9.6 times the SETLIMIT value. For example, if the SETLIMIT value is 3000 (the default), the storage size is: 9.6 *
3000=28800 bytes.

Storage for the Db-key Save Table

The amount of storage used for the db-key save table is equal to 8 times the SETLIMIT value. For example, if the
SETLIMIT value is 3000 (default), the storage required for the db-key save table is: 8 * 3000=24000 bytes.

Core storage for the db-key save table is allocated whether or not it is used. The amount of storage actually used depends
on the number of next, prior, and owner errors in the part of the database being audited. Disk storage for the db-key save
table is used only if N/P/O pointer errors are found.

When to Use Core Storage

Specify CORE whenever the amount of storage used by the db-key table and db-key save table will be available in the
IDMS/DB Audit region of your computer.

When to Use Disk Storage

If your system does not have enough core storage available, specify DISK. Very large sets, including integrated index
sets, require a large SETLIMIT and, therefore, large amounts of storage for the tables. If you specify DISK, you must
allocate space for two direct access files. These files are required for index processing whether or not you specify the
DBKEYTBL parameter. See Operations for more information.

Report of Allocated Storage

The amount of core storage allocated for each table is reported on the Processing Messages and Statistics section of the
Audit Report. If you specify DISK, the Audit Report indicates that zero bytes of core storage have been allocated.

WALKNEXT Option

,

W

ALKNEXT

WALKNEXT searches for orphan records within sets that are defined for USERSET or CALCSET processing.
WALKNEXT examines each record encountered in an area sweep and walks all eligible sets of which the record is a
member. If the owner does not point at the record, and none of the members point at the record, it is reported as an
orphan of the set. That is, walking the set does not lead to an owner and back to the record.

The WALKNEXT parameter is usually used in a second run after a full-area audit that indicates orphan records. To
determine the presence of orphan records, refer to the Audit Report, Audit Statistics. Compare the number reported for
MBR RECORD OCCURRENCES plus SET DISCONNECTIONS for each set to the number reported for AREA SWEEP
OCCURRENCES plus LOGICAL DELETIONS for each record that is a member of the set. Any difference between these
numbers represents a possible orphan record. (If DISCONNECT was specified, the difference proves the presence of
orphans for the set.)
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Walknext processing causes an extraordinarily high number of I/Os because every set occurrence is walked as many
times as there are member records plus once more for the owner. This type of processing increases operating time
significantly.

QuickCheck: Do not specify WALKNEXT with QuickCheck. For QuickCheck processing, IDMS/DB Audit searches for
orphans through the USERSETS option and uses significantly less processing time.

STOPAFTER Option

,

STOP

AFTER=number-of-errors

STOPAFTER specifies the maximum number of integrity errors which IDMS/DB Audit can encounter before terminating all
audit processing.

When IDMS/DB Audit performs more than one type of audit, it may detect a particular integrity error more than once
and increment the count for that error several times. Make the STOPAFTER value large enough to allow for these
duplications.

NOTE
If you reach the STOPAFTER value during processing, do notattempt any type of fixing because you cannot
assume that IDMS/DB Audit has detected all integrity errors.

Default: 999999

AREA, RECORD, and SET

The AREA, RECORD, and SET statements are optional subsets of the AUDIT statement. Do not specify one of these
statements unless you also specify the AUDIT statement.

The following sections describe each statement and its options.
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Figure 3.6: AREA, RECORD, and SET Statement Syntax

The AREA Statement

The AREA statement is used in conjunction with the PROCESS statement's STARTWITH option to include or exclude an
area from being audited. You can also use the AREA statement to sweep less than the full page range of an area. You
must specify the AREA statement in conjunction with the AUDIT statement.

AREA Parameter

AR EA=area-name

AREA defines the name of the area to include or exclude in processing.

BEGIN and END Options

,

B

EGIN=page-number

BEGIN specifies the page where IDMS/DB Audit begins an area sweep.

Default: The first page number of the area.

,

E

ND=page-number

END specifies the page where IDMS/DB Audit ends an area sweep.
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Default: The last page number of the area.

SWEEP is implied with either BEGIN or END. Therefore, if you specify BEGIN or END, do not specify NOSWEEP or
NOACCESS because doing so would create a conflict.

QuickCheck: You can specify BEGIN and END for QuickCheck as long as you are not also using the USERSETS or
CALCSETS options. If you specify QuickCheck USERSETS or CALCSETS, do not specify BEGIN or END pages because
QuickCheck relies on extracts from a complete area.

NOACCESS Option

,

NOA

CCESS

The NOACCESS option omits from processing all records in the specified area. Because IDMS/DB Audit does not ready
the specified area, it also does not audit any sets owned by the area records, nor any sets where those records are
members.

You will get an error message if you specify NOACCESS along with the DISCONNECT option in either:

• A RECORD statement for a record in the NOACCESS area
• A SET statement for a set owned by a record in the NOACCESS area

Do not specify NOACCESS in conjunction with BEGIN or END.

NOSWEEP Option

,

NOS

WEEP

NOSWEEP prevents IDMS/DB Audit from processing sets owned by records in the designated area.

NOSWEEP impacts set owners only; it does not affect set members. If access is initiated from an area being swept,
NOSWEEP allows each record in the area to be available.

If you specify NOSWEEP with either USERSETS or CALCSETS, NOSWEEP prevents IDMS/DB Audit from processing
sets owned by NOSWEEP records.

Do not specify NOSWEEP in conjunction with BEGIN or END.

SWEEP Option

,

S

WEEP

SWEEP causes the ACCESS of each record type residing in the area and the AUDIT of each set owned by records in the
designated area.

SWEEP also causes the ACCESS of each set member record and, with QuickCheck, the SWEEP of each area containing
these members.

Do not specify SWEEP in conjunction with BEGIN or END.
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The RECORD Statement

The RECORD statement is used in conjunction with the PROCESS statement's STARTWITH option to include or exclude
a record type from begin audited.You can also use the RECORD statement to report a record disconnected from a set that
is not mandatory automatic. You must specify the RECORD statement in conjunction with the AUDIT statement.

RECORD Parameter

REC

ORD=record-name

RECORD specifies the name of the record type to include or exclude from auditing.

DISCONNECT Option

,

DI

SCONNECT

DISCONNECT reports all records of the specified type that are disconnected from any set that is not mandatory
automatic.

In order to use the RECORD,DISCONNECT option, you must specify DISCONNECT=EXPLICIT in the AUDIT statement.
IDMS/DB Audit automatically reports a record that is disconnected from a mandatory automatic set when you specify
either DISCONNECT=EXPLICIT or DISCONNECT=ALL.

Do not specify DISCONNECT and NOACCESS together in the RECORD statement.

Specifying DISCONNECT=NONE in the AUDIT statement and DISCONNECT in the RECORD statement produces a
conflict and results in an error message.

NOACCESS Option

,

NOA

CCESS

NOACCESS omits the designated record from auditing. Therefore, IDMS/DB Audit does not audit any sets owned by this
record nor any sets where the record is a member.

Do not specify DISCONNECT and NOACCESS together in the RECORD statement.

Do not specify NOACCESS in conjunction with BEGIN or END.

NOSWEEP Option

,

NOS

WEEP

NOSWEEP prevents IDMS/DB Audit from processing the specified record when sweeping the area where the record
resides. Therefore, any sets owned by this record are also not audited. NOSWEEP, however, does allow each record of
the specified type to be audited if processing is initiated from another area being swept.

If you specify NOSWEEP with either USERSETS or CALCSETS, NOSWEEP prevents IDMS/DB Audit from processing
sets owned by NOSWEEP records.
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Do not specify NOSWEEP in conjunction with BEGIN or END.

SWEEP Option

,

S

WEEP

SWEEP directs IDMS/DB Audit to ACCESS the designated record and SWEEP the area in which it resides. Sets owned
by these records are also audited.

SWEEP also causes the ACCESS of each set member record and, with QuickCheck, the SWEEP of each area containing
these members.

Do not specify SWEEP in conjunction with BEGIN or END.

The SET Statement

The SET statement is used in conjunction with the PROCESS statement's STARTWITH option to include or exclude a set
from being audited. You must specify the SET statement in conjunction with the AUDIT statement.

You can also use the SET statement to report a member record that is disconnected from a set occurrence that
is not mandatory automatic. To do so, specify the SET statement in conjunction with the AUDIT statement's
DISCONNECT=EXPLICIT option.

SET Parameter

S

ET=set-name

SET specifies the name of the set to include or exclude from auditing.

DISCONNECT Option

,

DI

SCONNECT

DISCONNECT locates all records disconnected from the specified set. You must specify DISCONNECT=EXPLICIT in the
AUDIT statement for the DISCONNECT option of the SET statement to have any effect. Do not specify DISCONNECT
for mandatory automatic sets because records disconnected from mandatory automatic sets are automatically reported
unless you specify DISCONNECT=NONE on the AUDIT statement.

Specifying DISCONNECT=NONE in the AUDIT statement and DISCONNECT in the SET statement produces a conflict
and results in an error message.

AUDIT and NOAUDIT Options

,

A

UDIT
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AUDIT processes the specified set for integrity errors. If you specify SET, DISCONNECT, you must also specify AUDIT.
AUDIT causes the ACCESS of the owner and members of the set. AUDIT also causes SWEEP of the area containing the
owner, and, with QuickCheck, SWEEP of the area containing the members.

,

NOA

UDIT

NOAUDIT prevents IDMS/DB Audit from processing the specified set. If you specify NOAUDIT, do not specify SET,
DISCONNECT.

The FIX Statement

The FIX statement indicates the types of fix processing for IDMS/DB Audit to simulate or perform. Simulated fixing allows
you to examine the projected results on the Integrity Analysis Report without actually updating the database. FIX options
specify which types of errors to correct: CALC or set errors, integrated index orphans, pointer errors, or page header and
footer errors. You can also use the FIX statement to physically delete logically deleted records (LDELs).

You can apply corrections either to errors found in a previous audit or to errors found in the current audit. You can specify
the FIX statement without an AUDIT statement only if your JCL specifies extract files that were created during a previous
run of the audit phase. If IDMS/DB Audit is to fix integrated index orphans that were detected in a previous run of AUDIT,
you must also include the index extract file in your JCL.

You cannot specify more than one FIX statement for each run of IDMS/DB Audit.

 ┌                   │ ,
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AGES        │ ┐

 │      / S

IMULATE \ │ ,
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NDEXORPHANS │ │ 

 │
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IX = < 

U

PDATE   > │ ,

C

ALCSETS     │ │

 │                   │ ,

U

SERSETS     │ │

 └                   │ ,

L

DEL         │ ┘

Figure 3.7: FIX Statement Syntax

FIX Parameter

 / 
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S

IMULATE \

,F

IX = < 

U

PDATE >

The FIX parameter initiates either simulated or actual corrections of the database.

SIMULATE displays the intended corrections of detected integrity errors without actually applying the corrections to the
database. You can inspect the corrections before updating the database in a subsequent audit run.

UPDATE applies corrections to integrity errors detected in the audit phase by updating the database. If you specify
UPDATE in the FIX statement, you must also specify READYMODE=UPDATE in the PROCESS statement.

It is best to specify FIX=SIMULATE before using FIX=UPDATE. If the proposed corrections appear acceptable, you can
then correct the detected errors by making a follow-up run using the extract files created during the audit phase.

NOTE
Be sure not to apply any updates to the database between runningthe audit and fix phases. Such updates could
change the results of the fix processing or cause the fix phase to terminate abnormally.

PAGES Option

,

P

AGES

PAGES corrects errors detected within the page header and page footer. If you specify PAGES in the FIX statement, you
must also specify PAGES in the audit phase.

INDEXORPHANS Option

,

I

NDEXORPHANS

INDEXORPHANS corrects the upper level pointers in integrated index orphans and decreases the appropriate orphan
counts. Each corrected upper level pointer points to the correct SR8 record at the next height level. IDMS/DB Audit
decreases the orphan counts in upper level SR8 records, starting with the upper level record designated by the old db-
key (the one in error) and continuing to, but not including, the upper level record designated by the corrected upper level
pointer. INDEX must have been specified in the audit phase.

If you specify INDEXORPHANS in the FIX statement, but do not specify an AUDIT statement, then you must include both
the general and the index extract files as input files in the JCL.

QuickCheck

Do not specify INDEXORPHANS with QuickCheck.

CALCSETS Option

,

C

ALCSETS
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CALCSETS corrects integrity errors detected in the CALC set. If you specify CALCSETS in the FIX statement, you must
also must have specified CALCSETS in the AUDIT statement.

USERSETS Option

,

U

SERSETS

USERSETS corrects errors detected in all audited user-defined sets. In addition, USERSETS corrects next, prior, and
owner pointers of integrated index sets.

LDEL Option

,

L

DEL

LDEL processing uses any logically deleted (LDEL) extracts created by USERSETS processing to physically delete
LDELs if possible.

LDEL records are not deleted in sets where integrity errors are found unless you also specified USERSETS in both the
AUDIT and FIX statements. LDEL records that are fully disconnected are not deleted.

If you perform a partial area audit, logically deleted records may be detected through an area sweep, but not when
walking a set occurrence. In this case, logically deleted records are not physically deleted during the fix phase.

QuickCheck

Both QuickCheck and Standard USERSETS processing create LDEL record extracts for fixing. However, because
QuickCheck does not walk sets that are free of error, QuickCheck USERSETS produces LDEL record extracts only for
those LDELs found in user-defined sets with broken N/P/O pointers.

Figure 3.8 summarizes each FIX option, the extract file required as input for the correction, and the type of errors
corrected.

FIX Options Extract Files Required Errors Fixed

PAGES General Page errors

INDEXORPHANS General and Index Integrated index orphans

CALCSETS General Integrity errors in CALC sets

USERSETS General N/P/O pointer errors in integrated index
sets

USERSETS General Integrity errors in user-defined sets

LDEL General LDELs in user-defined sets with no integrity
errors

USERSETS
LDEL

General LDELs in user-defined sets with integrity
errors

Figure 3.8: Summary of FIX Options
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The REPORTS Statement

The REPORTS statement allows you to specify whether or not to generate an Integrity Analysis Report. You can also
select the format in which record data is displayed on the reports and the format in which set related integrity errors are to
be displayed.

The REPORTS statement does not influence the Audit Report, which is generated automatically with every audit
run. IDMS/DB Audit System Output describes the Audit Report in detail.

 ┌        / 

Y

ES  \ ┌          / 

H

EX  \┐ ┌          / 
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 │REP

ORTS=< 
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HAR >│ │,
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NLY / └                  ┘ └                       ┘ ┘

Figure 3.9: REPORTS Statement Syntax

REPORTS Parameter

 / 

Y

ES \

REP

ORTS= < 

N

O >

 \ 

O

NLY /

The REPORTS parameter indicates whether or not you want to generate an Integrity Analysis Report.

YES causes IDMS/DB Audit to generate an Integrity Analysis Report.

NO prevents IDMS/DB Audit from generating an Integrity Analysis Report.
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ONLY causes IDMS/DB Audit to perform only the report phase, but not to perform an audit or a fix, even if you specified
an AUDIT or FIX statement. ONLY generates the Integrity Analysis Report and verifies the syntax of all other parameter
statements.

You can generate a report of a previous audit by specifying either YES or ONLY. To do so, include the general extract file
as input to the current IDMS/DB Audit job. If you specified INDEX in the previous audit, you must also include the index
extract file in your JCL. Then specify a PROCESS statement without any AUDIT, FIX, or REPORTS statements.

Default: YES

RECDATA Options

 / 

H

EX \

,R

ECDATA= < 

C

HAR > 

RECDATA specifies the format of set related errors on the Integrity Analysis Report. RECDATA does not affect the format
of page error displays, which shows both hexadecimal and decimal form.

HEX displays data in both hexadecimal and character display formats. Db-keys are displayed in both decimal and
hexadecimal formats. Three lines of data are generated for each record displayed.

CHAR displays data in character notation only (alphanumeric and special characters). Binary data is not correctly
displayed in this format. Db-keys are displayed in decimal only. One line of data is generated for each record displayed.

Default: CHAR

SETMBRS Options

 / 

A

LL \

S

ERMBRS= < 

E

RRSONLY >

 

SETMBRS specifies the report format of sets that contain errors.

ALL displays all of the member records in a set, even if only one record is in error.

ERRSONLY displays only the error records in a set rather than every record in the set. For each set that contains an
integrity error, ERRSONLY displays:

• The owner record
• Each set member that is in error
• The prior and next member records for each member in error

Default: ALL
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IDMS/DB Audit System Output
This section describes the two types of reports produced by IDMS/DB Audit: the Audit Report and the Integrity Analysis
Report. Included in the discussion of the Integrity Analysis Report is a step-by-step example showing how to diagram a
set in error.

IDMS/DB Audit produces the following Reports. The format of these reports is the same whether you use QuickCheck or
Standard auditing.

Audit Report

The Audit Report lists error, informative, and warning messages. It consists of six reporting sections that summarize all
audit processing.

A variation of the Audit Report is available to users through pre-audit scanning. Rather than reporting on the processing
that has already taken place, an Audit Report produced by pre-audit scanning enables you to analyze your parameters
before processing begins.

Integrity Analysis Report

The Integrity Analysis Report consists of two report sections that detail all physical integrity errors found and show the
state of the database after IDMS/DB Audit has fixed those errors.

Pre-Audit Scan

Contents

IDMS/DB Audit enables you to preview your audit instructions before processing begins. Pre-audit scanning analyzes the
parameters you specify and provides you with the following feedback:

• Complete parameter validation
• Short description of processing options in effect
• Parameter-only processing and reporting
• Identification and matching of subschema areas, records, and sets with the processing options that affect them

If you need to correct syntax errors or modify your parameters in any way, you can do so before execution takes place.

To initiate pre-audit scanning, specify the SCAN option with the PROCESS statement.

The following section compares the sequence of events and the output if you generate an Audit Report with or without
pre-audit scanning.

Processing Without SCAN

When you initiate audit processing without the SCAN option, the sequence of events is:

1. User specifies parameters without the SCAN option
2. IDMS/DB Audit produces three Audit Report sections as output:

– Parameter Validation
– Processing Options
– Areas/Records/Sets

3. IDMS/DB Audit begins audit processing and simultaneously produces the Audit Report section Runtime Status/
Statistics

4. After processing ends, IDMS/DB Audit produces the final two Audit Report sections:
– Audit Statistics
– Fix Statistics
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Processing With SCAN

The major advantage of processing with the SCAN option is that you have an opportunity to review your parameters
and make corrections before audit execution takes place. The SCAN option causes events to take place in the following
sequence:

1. User specifies parameters with the SCAN option
2. IDMS/DB Audit produces three Audit Report sections as output:

– Parameter Validation
– Processing Options
– Areas/Records/Sets

3. User modifies parameters as needed
4. User initiates parameter processing again with SCAN to verify that all parameter corrections have been properly made
5. If IDMS/DB Audit detects no further errors, user imitates actual audit processing by specifying the same parameters

without SCAN

Figure 4.7 presents a simplified example of SCAN output. The first report section, Parameter Validation, lists the
parameters you specified and indicates if IDMS/DB Audit detects any parameter errors. The Processing Options section
individually identifies each parameter option in the left column and provides a brief description of that option on the
right. Finally, the Areas/Records/Sets section describes the impact of all parameters against the designated parts of the
subschema.

 ************************************************************************************************************

                                                      PARAMETER VALIDATION

 ************************************************************************************************************

 PROCESS,SCAN,AUDITTYPE=QUICKCHECK,STARTWITH=ALL...

 AUDIT,USERSETS...

 ************************************************************************************************************

                                                  PARAMETER PROCESSING OPTIONS

 ************************************************************************************************************

 OPTION...SCAN------------------------------------─►     CHECK PARAMETER ONLY

 OPTION...AUDITTYPE=QUICKCHECK   ──────────────────►     AUDIT TYPE AREA SWEEP AND SORT

 OPTION...STARTWITH=ALL---------------------------─►     GLOBAL PROCESSING DEFAULTS FOR SUBSCHEMA ARE:

                                                            AREA=SWEEP

                                                            RECORD=,SWEEP

                                                            SET=,AUDIT

 OPTION...AUDIT,USERSETS--------------------------─►     USER SET AUDITING DONE BY QUICKCHECK

                                                            SORT AND MATCH

                                                         IIX NEXT/PRIOR/OWNER POINTER AUDIT

                                                         NO USER RECORD TO IXDET AUDITING

                                                            FOR MANDATORY AUTOMATIC SETS ONLY

                                                         CREATE LDEL EXTRACKTS FOR SETS IN ERROR ONLY

 OPTION...NOINDEX---------------------------------─►     NO IIX BASIC AUDITING
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 OPTION...NOWALKNEXT------------------------------─►     USER SET ORPHAN DETECTION DONE BY

                                                            QUICKCHECK SORT AND MATCH

                                                         NO CALC SET ORPHAN DETECTION

 ************************************************************************************************************

                                                       AREAS/RECORDS/SETS

 ************************************************************************************************************

 AREA......DEPT-REGION                                      ...

                                                            READIED

                                                            AREA WILL BE SWEPT

 RECORD.......DEPT                                          ACCESSED

 SET.........................DEPT-TEACHER                   USERSETS,NOWALKNEXT

 SET.........................IX-TCHR-LNAME                  USERSETS,NOINDEX

 RECORD.......TEACHER                                       ACCESSED

Figure 4.7: Sample SCAN Output

The Integrity Analysis Report

The second report type produced by IDMS/DB Audit is the Integrity Analysis Report. This report consists of two report
sections:

• Before Image Report Section
• After Image Report Section

The Before Image Report Section lists all physical integrity errors found by IDMS/DB Audit during the audit phase.

Before images are the extracts or record identifiers (db-key pointers, next, prior, or owner (N/P/O) pointers, sort keys) that
appear on the Integrity Analysis Report.

The After Image Report Section shows the state of the database after IDMS/DB Audit has fixed all the physical integrity
errors it can fix.

After images also appear on the Integrity Analysis Report and are the same record identifiers (db-key pointers, N/P/O
pointers, sort keys) in fixed format--either the way IDMS/DB Audit will fix them (simulate) or the way in which IDMS/DB
Audit has already fixed them (update).

To generate the After Image Report without actually performing the fixes, specify SIMULATE in the FIX statement. You
can have IDMS/DB Audit generate the Simulated After Image Report in one run, and perform the fixes in another separate
run without re-auditing the database. To execute a separate fix run, you must save the extract file (or files) created by the
audit phase to use later in the fix phase.

Diagramming Errors

The next several pages of this section contain step-by-step instructions that show how to draw a diagram of a set in error
by using the information shown on a Before Image Report.

Following the discussion of diagramming errors, there are sample reports showing how various types of errors are
reported. The types of errors listed in Figure 4.8 are illustrated in the exhibits indicated.

 Type of Error        To find this error specify:    Report Illustrated in Figure:
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                                                     Before Image       After Image

 Pointer               USERSETS                       4.11

                       CALCSETS

 Set Integrity         USERSETS                       4.12               4.13

   Miscellaneous       CALCSETS

 Set Disconnections    DISCONNECT = ALL               4.14

                       DISCONNECT = EXPLICIT

 IIX Pointers          INDEX                          4.15               4.16

 IIX Orphans           INDEX                          4.17               4.18

 IIX Integrity         INDEX                          4.19, 4.20

   Miscellaneous

 From/Thru Page Range  USERSETS                       4.21

                       CALCSETS

 Orphans of sets       USERSETS, WALKNEXT             4.22

   that are not IIX    CALCSETS, WALKNEXT

                       AUDITTYPE = QUICKCHECK

 Fragmented Records    USERSETS                       4.23

                       CALCSETS

 Compressed Records    USERSETS                     Not Illustrated    Not Illustrated

                       CALCSETS

 LDEL                  USERSETS                                           4.24

 Header                PAGES                          4.25                4.26

 Footer

Figure 4.8: Integrity Analysis Report Illustrations

In order to understand better how IDMS/DB Audit detected certain errors, you can draw a picture of the set in error by
using the information contained in the Before Image Report. For the following example, see the Before Image Report in
Figure 4.9, and follow the step-by-step procedure for drawing the set in error.

Step 1
. Message xxxx034I indicates integrity errors in the DEPT-TEACHER set occurrence.

Step 2
. Starting with the OWNER record (88,008-001) the NEXT (first) member is listed as 88,010-001 and the PRIOR
(last) member is 88,009-003.
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Step 3
. Message xxxx036I indicates that IDMS/DB Audit will walk next from the OWNER record.

Step 4
. The NEXT record (88,010-001) points to 88,002-001 as the NEXT member in the set and points back to the
OWNER record (88,008-001).

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                    CA IDMS/DB AUDIT        DATE               TIME        

    PAGE

                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/yy           hh:mm:ss    

    0007

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 ************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E 

 ******************************************

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx034I INTEGRITY ERRORS DETECTED IN SET...DEPT-TEACHER

     --OWNER RECORD-- -ID-  --DBKEY---  -NEXT DBKEY- -PRIOR DBKEY--  --------------------------RECORD

 DATA--------------------------
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     DEPT             1000  88,008-001   88,010-001      88,009-003  MATH DEPARTMENT             DANNY     

 DUDE      000000209

 xxxx036I RECORDS DETECTED WALKING NEXT FROM OWNER . . .

     --RECORD NAME--  -ID-  --DBKEY---  -NEXT DBKEY-  -PRIOR DBKEY-  -OWNER DBKEY---- --------------RECORD

 DATA---------------------

     TEACHER          1001  88,010-001   88,002-001      88,008-001        88,008-001  00002JOHN SMITH     

 MATH       MA/MATH

     TEACHER          1001  88,002-001   88,005-002      88,008-003        88,008-001  00004JACK WORD      

 MATH       BS/MATH

 **xxxx068E PRIOR DBKEY DOES NOT POINT BACK TO PRIOR RECORD IN SET

     TEACHER          1001  88,005-002   88,009-003      88,002-001        88,008-001  00007DANNY DUDE     

 MATH       BS/MATH

     TEACHER          1001  88,009-003   88,008-001      88,005-002        88,008-001  00029CLARE CLIFFORD 

 MATH       BS,MS,P

 xxxx038I RECORDS DETECTED WALKING PRIOR FROM     88,002-001 ...

     TEACHER          1001  88,008-003   88,002-001      88,010-001        88,008-001  00003THOMAS WHITE   

 MATH       BS/MATH

 xxxx039I NEXT  DBKEY POINTS TO PREVIOUSLY AUDITED RECORD IN SET

Figure 4.9:: Before Image Report

Diagramming Errors--Before Image Report

Step 5
. Member 88,002-001 points to 88,005-002 as the NEXT member in the set and points back to record 88,008-003.

Step 6
. Error message xxxx068E indicates that the previous step is in error. The error is that record 88,002-001's PRIOR
pointer does not point back to record 88,010-001. At this point, IDMS/DB Audit saves db-key 88,002-001 for later
processing. See Concepts.
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Step 7
. Continuing with the next member in the set (88,005-002), it points to 88,009-003 as the NEXT member in the set
and points back to record 88,002-001.

Step 8
. Member 88,009-003 points to the OWNER record (88,008-001) as the NEXT record in the set, and points back
to record 88,005-002. At this point, IDMS/DB Audit stops walking the set in the next direction.

Step 9
. Message xxxx038I indicates that IDMS/DB Audit has retrieved db-key 88,002-001 and will start walking the set
in the prior direction. The first record found is 88,008-003. This record points to record 88,002-001 as the NEXT
record in the set, and points to record 88,010-001 as the PRIOR record in the set.
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Step 10
. Message xxxx039I indicates that this is as far as IDMS/DB Audit can process this set occurrence because
record 88,008-003 points to a record that was already processed.
This step completes the diagramming of the indicated error.
In Figure 4.10 is a Simulated After Image Report that shows how IDMS/DB Audit would fix the error that was
diagramed.
The following diagram shows how the fixed set occurrence will look. The physical integrity error is fixed. The
logical integrity should now be examined. See Logical Integrity for an example of a logical integrity error.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                    CA IDMS/DB AUDIT        DATE               TIME        
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 *********************************************************************************************************************

 *******************************************  S I M U L A T E D   A F T E R   I M A G E 

 *****************************
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 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx035I FIXING PERFORMED ON SET...DEPT-TEACHER

     --OWNER RECORD-- -ID-  -DBKEY---- -NEXT DBKEY-   -PRIOR DBKEY-    --------------------------------RECORD

 DATA--------------

     DEPT             1000  88,008-001   88,010-001      88,009-003    MATH DEPARTMENT        DANNY        

 DUDE    0000000208

     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID-  --DBKEY--- -NEXT DBKEY-  -PRIOR DBKEY-     -OWNER DBKEY--  ------------RECORD

 DATA------------------

     TEACHER          1001  88,010-001   88,008-003      88,008-001        88,008-001  00002JOHN   SMITH    

 MATH   MA/MATH

     TEACHER          1001  88,008-003   88,002-001      88,010-001        88,008-001  00003THOMAS  WHITE   

 MATH   BS/MATH

     TEACHER          1001  88,002-001   88,005-002      88,008-003        88,008-001  00004JACK    WORD    

 MATH   BS/MATH

     TEACHER          1001  88,005-002   88,009-003      88,002-001        88,008-001  00007DANNY   DUDE    

 MATH   BS/MATH

     TEACHER          1001  88,009-003   88,008-001      88,005-002        88,008-00100029CLARE     CLIFFORD

 MATH   BS,MS,P

Figure 4.10: Simulated After Image Report

Pointer Errors

An example of a record that contains an invalid prior db-key is shown in Figure 4.11. Records displayed on this section of
the report are grouped by set name.

Here is a description of the fields that make up the Before Image Report.

Lines 1 thru 5 - Before Image Report header.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates the set found to contain pointer errors.

RECORD NAME - Name of the record.

ID - Record identifier.

DBKEY - Db-key of the database record.

NEXT DBKEY - Next pointer.

PRIOR DBKEY - Prior pointer (if present).

OWNER DBKEY - Owner pointer (if present).

RECORD DATA - First 45 characters of data.

Error messages - Indicate the types of errors detected.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                      CA IDMS/DB AUDIT      DATE               TIME        
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 **************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E 

 ****************************************

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx034I INTEGRITY ERRORS DETECTED IN SET...ACTIVITY-TYPES

     --OWNER RECORD-- -ID-- --DBKEY---  -NEXT DBKEY-  -PRIOR DBKEY-       --------------------RECORD

 DATA-------------

     ACTIVITY         8111  89,010-001   91,003-014      91,048-001       ACTIVITY03TRACK AND FIELD

 xxxx036I RECORDS DETECTED WALKING NEXT FROM OWNER . . .

     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID-- --DBKEY---  -NEXT DBKEY-  -PRIOR DBKEY-     -OWNER DBKEY-    -----------------

RECORD DATA----------

     SPORTS           8112  91,003-014   91,019-001      89,010-001        89,010-001    BROADJUMP1WOMENS

 BROAD JUMP

     SPORTS           8112  91,019-001   91,048-001   *,***,***-***        89,010-001    BROADJUMP2MENS BROAD

 JUMP

 **xxxx060E PRIOR DBKEY IS NULL

     SPORTS           8112  91,048-001   89,010-001      91,019-001        89,010-001    TRACK  101HURDLES

 xxxx037I RECORDS DETECTED WALKING PRIOR FROM OWNER . . .

     SPORTS           8112  91,048-001   89,010-001      91,019-001        89,010-001    TRACK  101HURDLES

     SPORTS           8112  91,019-001   91,048-001   *,***,***-***        89,010-001    BROADJUMP2MENS BROAD

 JUMP

 **xxxx060E PRIOR DBKEY IS NULL

Figure 4.11: Pointer Errors

Set Errors -- Before Image Report

Examples of the Before Image Report fields for set errors are shown in Figure 4.12.

Here is a description of the fields that make up the Before Image Report.

Lines 1 thru 5 - Before Image Report header.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates the set found to contain pointer errors.

Line 7 - OWNER record information:

OWNER RECORD
- Name of the owner.

ID
- Record identifier.

DBKEY
- Db-key of the database record.

NEXT DBKEY
- Next pointer.

PRIOR DBKEY
- Prior pointer (if present).

RECORD DATA
- First 59 characters of data.

Line 10 - Member record information:

RECORD NAME
- Name of the record.
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ID
- Record identifier.

DBKEY
- Db-key of the database record.

NEXT DBKEY
- Next pointer.

PRIOR DBKEY
- Prior db-key (if present).

OWNER DBKEY
- Owner pointer (if present).

RECORD DATA
- First 45 characters of data.

Error messages - Indicate the types of errors detected.
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 *********************************************************************************************************************

 **************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E 

 ****************************************

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx034I INTEGRITY ERRORS DETECTED IN SET...PREREQSFOR

     --OWNER RECORD-- -ID-  --DBKEY---  -NEXT DBKEY-  -PRIOR DBKEY-     -------------RECORD

 DATA-----------------------

     SUBJECT          1002  88,002-009   88,002-012      88,002-012     MU201ADV MUSIC APPREC 0304 MUSIC

 MASTERS 010696

 xxxx036I RECORDS DETECTED WALKING NEXT FROM OWNER . . .

     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID-  --DBKEY---  -NEXT DBKEY-  -PRIOR DBKEY-     -OWNER DBKEY-       ------RECORD

 DATA----------

     PREREQ           8103  88,002-012   88,002-012      88,002-009        88,002-009

 **xxxx071E SET LOOP DETECTED

 xxxx039I NEXT  DBKEY POINTS TO PREVIOUSLY AUDITED RECORD IN SET

 xxxx037I RECORDS DETECTED WALKING PRIOR FROM OWNER . . .

     PREREQ           8103  88,002-012   88,002-012      88,002-009        88,002-009

 **xxxx069E NEXT DBKEY DOES NOT POINT BACK TO NEXT RECORD IN SET

 xxxx038I RECORDS DETECTED WALKING NEXT  FROM     88,002-012 . . .

 xxxx039I NEXT  DBKEY POINTS TO PREVIOUSLY AUDITED RECORD IN SET

Figure 4.12: Set Errors -- Before Image Report

Set Errors -- After Image Report

Here is a description of the fields that make up the After Image Report. See Figure 4.13.

Lines 1 thru 5 - After Image Report header--this example shows a Simulated After Image report banner. This report
shows what the database will look like if the fixes are performed by IDMS/DB Audit.
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NOTE
The fixes shown on this report have not been performed.In order for the fixes to be performed, submit another
job that specifies FIX=UPDATE,USERSETS.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates the set for which a fix was simulated.

Line 8 - OWNER record information:

OWNER RECORD
- Name of the owner.

ID
- Record identifier.

DBKEY
- Db-key of the database record.

NEXT DBKEY
- Next pointer.

PRIOR DBKEY
- Prior pointer (if present).

RECORD DATA
- First 59 characters of data.

Line 11 - Member record information:

RECORD NAME
- Name of the record.

ID
- Record identifier.

DBKEY
- Db-key of the database record.

NEXT DBKEY
- Next pointer.

PRIOR DBKEY
- Prior db-key (if present).

OWNER DBKEY
- Owner pointer (if present).

RECORD DATA
- First 45 characters of data.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                      CA IDMS/DB AUDIT      DATE              TIME         
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    0018

 **********************************************************************************************************************

 ********************************************************  S I M U L A T E D   A F T E R   I M A G E

 ******************

 **********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx035I FIXING PERFORMED ON SET...PREREQSFOR

     --OWNER RECORD-- -ID-  --DBKEY---  -NEXT DBKEY-  -PRIOR DBKEY-        --------------RECORD

 DATA----------------------
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     SUBJECT          1002  88,002-009   88,002-012      88,002-012        MU201ADV MUSIC APPREC 0304 MUSIC

 MASTERS 010696

     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID-  --DBKEY---  -NEXT DBKEY-  -PRIOR DBKEY-     -OWNER DBKEY-       ---------RECORD

 DATA----------

     PREREQ           8103  88,002-012   88,002-009      88,002-009        88,002-009

Figure 4.13: Set Errors -- After Image Report

Set Disconnections

An example of a record that was fully disconnected from a set is shown in Figures 4.14a and 4.14b. Records displayed on
this section of the report are grouped by set name, and are members of either a mandatory automatic or a DISCONNECT
set.

Here is a description of the fields that make up the Before Image Report.

Lines 1 thru 5 - Before Image Report header.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates the set name where record was disconnected.

RECORD NAME - Name of the record.

ID - Record identifier.

DBKEY - Db-key of the database record.

RECORD DATA - First 88 characters of data.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME        

    PAGE

                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/yy           hh:mm:ss    

    0004

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 ************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E 

 ******************************************

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx032I RECORDS FULLY DISCONNECTED FROM SET...STUDENT-REPORTS

     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID-  --DBKEY---      -------------------------------RECORD

 DATA--------------------------------

     GREPORT          8109  91,002-028      120280    MA1019500002EXCELLENT STUDEN

Figure 4.14a: Set Disconnections

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME        

    PAGE

                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/yy           hh:mm:ss    

    0001

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 ************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E 

 ******************************************

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx032I RECORDS FULLY DISCONNECTED FROM SET...DEPT-TEACHER

     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID-  --DBKEY---      -------------------------------RECORD

 DATA--------------------------------

     TEACHER          1001 88,002-0002       00008JOHN             SAMPLER        ANY             BS
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     TEACHER          1001 88,002-0003       00010JOE              SAMPLER        ANY             BS

     TEACHER          1001 88,002-0004       00015BRUCE            BEEKER         ANY             BS

     TEACHER          1001 88,002-0005       00017JOAN             HADLY          ANY             BS

     TEACHER          1001 88,002-0006       00024MARK             DUDD           ANY             BS

     TEACHER          1001 88,003-0004       00012TOM              SAMPLER        ANY             BS

     TEACHER          1001 88,004-0002       00021JILL             HENNY          ANY             BS

     TEACHER          1001 88,011-0003       00013ARTHUR           SAMPLER        ANY             BS

     TEACHER          1001 88,011-0004       00014DON              BELTMAN        ANY             BS

     TEACHER          1001 88,011-0005       00018PAT              HENRY          ANY             BS

     TEACHER          1001 88,011-0006       00019JOE              ENDRIK         ANY             BS

     TEACHER          1001 88,012-0003       00009JEAN             SAMPLER        ANY             BS

     TEACHER          1001 88,012-0004       00022JOHN             DRICK          ANY             BS

     TEACHER          1001 88,012-0005       00023GARY             RICKS          ANY             BS

     TEACHER          1001 88,014-0001       00011MIKE             SAMPLER        ANY             BS

     TEACHER          1001 88,014-0002       00016KAREN            GAVIN          ANY             BS

     TEACHER          1001 88,015-0003       00020JIM              KINK           ANY             BS

Figure 4.14b: Set Disconnections

Integrated Index Pointer Errors

An example of an integrated index set that contains pointer errors is shown in Figure 4.15.

IDMS/DB Audit searches for this type of error if INDEX is specified in the AUDIT statement.

Here is a description of the fields that make up the Before Image Report.

Lines 1 thru 5 - Before Image Report header.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates the set found to contain pointer errors.

RECORD NAME - Name of the record.

ID - Record identifier.

DBKEY - Db-key of database record.

NEXT DBKEY - Next pointer.

PRIOR DBKEY - Prior pointer (if present).

OWNER DBKEY - Owner pointer (if present).

RECORD DATA - First portion of data.

Error message - Indicates the type of error detected.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/DB AUDIT       DATE              TIME         

    PAGE

                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/yy          hh:mm:ss     

    0006

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 ***********************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E 

 *******************************************

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx034I INTEGRITY ERRORS DETECTED IN SET...IIX-STUD-SCHED-1

     --OWNER RECORD-- -ID--  ----DBKEY---  -----NEXT DBKEY--   ---PRIOR DBKEY---  --------------RECORD

 DATA--------------------
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     STUDENT          8108    91,017-0001   **,***,***,-****      91,017-0004      00017GARY    LAWSON       

      10029 MAIN S

 xxxx036I RECORDS DETECTED WALKING NEXT FROM OWNER . . .

 **xxxx060E NEXT  DBKEY IS NULL

 xxxx037I RECORDS DETECTED WALKING PRIOR FROM OWNER . . .

     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID--  ----DBKEY---  -----NEXT DBKEY--   ---PRIOR DBKEY---  ---OWNER DBKEY----       

 ----RECORD DATA----

     SR8              0008    91,017-0004        91,017-0001     91,017-0001             91,017-0001

Figure 4.15: Integrated Index Pointer Errors

An example of a report that illustrates a set whose pointer errors have been fixed is shown in exhibit 4.16. IDMS/DB Audit
fixes this type of error if USERSETS is specified in the FIX statement. (Integrated index pointer errors were detected when
INDEX was specified in the AUDIT statement.)

Here is a description of fields that make up the After Image Report.

Lines 1 thru 5 - After image header--this example shows a Simulated After Image report banner. This report shows what
the database looks like if the fixes are performed by IDMS/DB Audit.

NOTE
The fixes shown on this report have not been performed.In order for the fixes to be performed, submit another
job that specifies FIX=UPDATE,USERSETS.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates the set that had a simulated fix performed.

RECORD NAME - Name of the record.

ID - Record identifier.

DBKEY - Db-key of the database record.

NEXT DBKEY - Next pointer.

PRIOR DBKEY - Prior pointer (if present).

OWNER DBKEY - Owner pointer (if present).

RECORD DATA - First several characters of data.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME        

    PAGE

                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/yy           hh:mm:ss    

    0008

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 **********************************************  S I M U L A T E D   A F T E R   I M A G E 

 **************************

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx035I FIXING PERFORMED ON SET...IIX-STUD-SCHED-1

     --OWNER RECORD-- -ID--  ----DBKEY----    ----NEXT DBKEY-   ----PRIOR DBKEY-     -------------------RECORD

 DATA------------

     STUDENT          8108    91,006-0001        91,006-0004     91,006-0004         00018DAVID     LAWSON   

      10029 MAIN S

     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID--  ----DBKEY----    ----NEXT DBKEY-   ----PRIOR DBKEY--    --OWNER DBKEY---        

  --RECORD DATA--

     SR8              0008    91,006-0004        91,006-0001     91,006-0001             81,006-0001
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Figure 4.16: Integrated Index Pointer Errors

Integrated Index Orphans

The report in Figure 4.17 shows a list of records detected as orphans of integrated index sets. A record is an orphan
record of an integrated index set if the upper level db-key does not point to the correct record in the level above it.

IDMS/DB Audit searches for orphan records of integrated index sets if INDEX is specified in the AUDIT statement.

Here is a description of the fields that make up the Before Image Report.

Lines 1 thru 5 - Before Image Report header.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates that integrated index orphans were found.

SET NAME - Integrated index set name.

RECORD NAME - Name of the record.

ID - Record identifier.

DBKEY - Db-key of the record.

OWNER DBKEY - Owner pointer.

UPPER DBKEY - Db-key of the correct SR8 record in the level above.

MEM-UPPER-DBKEY - Upper level pointer of orphan record (member or lower level SR8)--the pointer in error.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME        

    PAGE

                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/yy           hh:mm:ss    

    0013

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 *************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E 

 *****************************************

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx059I INTEGRATED INDEX ORPHAN RECORDS DETECTED......

     ----SET NAME--   -RECORD NAME--    -ID-     ---DBKEY---   ---OWNER DBKEY--    ----UPPER DBKEY--  -MEM-

UPPER-DBKEY-

     IIX-STUD-ACT-1    SCHEDULE         8107     91,010-0007        91,018-0001          91,018-0013       

 91,010-0001

     IIX-STUD-ACT-1    SCHEDULE         8107     91,010-0027        91,018-0001          91,018-0013       

 91,010-0001

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0005        92,129-0001          92,129-0029       

 92,129-0008

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0011        92,129-0001          92,129-0027       

 92,129-0007

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0012        92,129-0001          92,129-0024       

 92,129-0008

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0013        92,129-0001          92,129-0022       

 92,129-0003

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0017        92,129-0001          92,129-0032       

 92,129-0016

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0018        92,129-0001          92,129-0029       

 92,129-0008
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     IIX-STUD-LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0019        92,129-0001          92,129-0024       

 92,129-0015

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0024        92,129-0001          92,129-0030       

 92,129-0017

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0025        92,129-0001          92,129-0036       

 92,129-0011

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0034        92,129-0001          92,129-0036       

 92,129-0026

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,002-0001        92,129-0001          92,129-0012       

 92,129-0004

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,002-0002        92,129-0001          92,129-0012       

 92,129-0005

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,002-0003        92,129-0001          92,129-0019       

 92,129-0005

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,002-0004        92,129-0001          92,129-0019       

 92,129-0014

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,002-0005        92,129-0001          92,129-0038       

 92,129-0014

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,002-0006        92,129-0001          92,129-0038       

 92,129-0023

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,004-0001        92,129-0001          92,129-0014       

 92,129-0005

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,007-0001        92,129-0001          92,129-0018       

 92,129-0004

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,007-0002        92,129-0001          92,129-0018       

 92,129-0006

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,007-0003        92,129-0001          92,129-0028       

 92,129-0006

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,010-0001        92,129-0001          92,129-0025       

 92,129-0002

Figure 4.17: Integrated Index Orphans

Integrated Index Orphans Fixed

Here is a description of the fields that make up the After Image Report. See Figure 4.18.

Lines 1 thru 5 - After Image Report header--this example shows a Simulated After Image report banner. This report
shows what the database will look like if the fixes are performed by IDMS/DB Audit.

NOTE
The fixes shown on this report have not been performed.In order for the fixes to be performed, submit another
job that specifies FIX=UPDATE,INDEXORPHANS.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates the set that had a simulated fix performed.

SET NAME - Integrated index set name.

RECORD NAME - Name of the record.

ID - Record identifier.

DBKEY - Db-key of the database record.

OWNER DBKEY - Owner pointer.

UPPER DBKEY - Db-key of the correct SR8 record in the level above.
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MEM-UPPER-DBKEY - Upper level pointer of record (member or lower level SR8)--the pointer that was fixed.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME        

    PAGE

                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/yy           hh:mm:ss    

    0020

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 **********************************************  S I M U L A T E D   A F T E R   I M A G E 

 **************************

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx067I INTEGRATED INDEX ORPHANS FIXED.....

     ----SET NAME--  --RECORD NAME-     -ID-    ----DBKEY---    --OWNER DBKEY--   ---UPPER DBKEY----  -MEM-

UPPER-DBKEY--

     IIX-STUD-ACT-1    SCHEDULE         8107     91,010-0007        91,018-0001          91,018-0013        

 91,018-0013

     IIX-STUD-ACT-1    SCHEDULE         8107     91,010-0027        91,018-0001          91,018-0013        

 91,018-0013

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0005        92,129-0001          92,129-0029        

 92,129-0029

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0011        92,129-0001          92,129-0027        

 92,129-0027

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0012        92,129-0001          92,129-0024        

 92,129-0024

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0013        92,129-0001          92,129-0022        

 92,129-0022

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0017        92,129-0001          92,129-0032        

 92,129-0032

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0018        92,129-0001          92,129-0029        

 92,129-0029

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0019        92,129-0001          92,129-0024        

 92,129-0024

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0024        92,129-0001          92,129-0030        

 92,129-0030

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0025        92,129-0001          92,129-0036        

 92,129-0036

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    SR8              0008     92,129-0034        92,129-0001          92,129-0036        

 92,129-0036

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,002-0001        92,129-0001          92,129-0012        

 92,129-0012

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,002-0002        92,129-0001          92,129-0012        

 92,129-0012

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,002-0003        92,129-0001          92,129-0019        

 92,129-0019

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,002-0004        92,129-0001          92,129-0019        

 92,129-0019

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,002-0005        92,129-0001          92,129-0038        

 92,129-0038

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,002-0006        92,129-0001          92,129-0038        

 92,129-0038
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     IIX-STUD-LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,004-0001        92,129-0001          92,129-0014        

 92,129-0014

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,007-0001        92,129-0001          92,129-0018        

 92,129-0018

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,007-0002        92,129-0001          92,129-0018        

 92,129-0018

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,007-0003        92,129-0001          92,129-0028        

 92,129-0028

     IIX-STUD-LNAME    STUDENT          8108     91,010-0001        92,129-0001          92,129-0025        

 92,129-0025

Figure 4.18: Integrated Index Orphans Fixed

Additional Integrated Index Errors

Several examples of errors detected in integrated index sets are shown in Figures 4.19a, 4.19b, and 4.19c. These are
errors other than orphan or pointer errors. IDMS/DB Audit searches for these types of errors if you specify INDEX in the
AUDIT statement. The specific type of error on each report is indicated by the error message.

Here is a description of the fields that make up the Before Image Reports.

Lines 1 thru 5 - Before Image Report header.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates the set found to contain errors.

RECORD NAME - Name of the record.

ID - Record identifier.

Record not found error:

DBKEY - SR8 table entry db-key of a record not found.

UPPER DBKEY - Db-key of the SR8 record.

Record type incorrect error:

DBKEY - SR8 table entry db-key of a record of an incorrect type.

UPPER DBKEY - Db-key of SR8 record whose table entry points to the record that is an incorrect type for the set.

SR8 upper level pointer not HIGH-VALUES error:

DBKEY - Db-key of the record whose upper level pointer is incorrect.

UPPER DBKEY - Db-key of the owner of the SR8 record.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME        

    PAGE

                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/yy           hh:mm:ss    

    0005

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 ************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E 

 ******************************************

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx061I INDEX ENTRY DBKEY ERRORS DETECTED IN INTEGRATED INDEX RECORDS CONTAINED IN SET IX-DEPT-NAME

     --RECORD NAME--  -ID-   ----DBKEY---    --UPPER DBKEY--

     DEPT             1000    88,008-0023        92,223-0002

 **xxxx088E RECORD NOT FOUND - RECORD NAME IS DEPT
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Figure 4.19a: Additional Integrated Index Errors

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME        

    PAGE

                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/yy           hh:mm:ss    

    0006

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 ***********************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E 

 *******************************************

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx061I INDEX ENTRY DBKEY ERRORS DETECTED IN INTEGRATED INDEX RECORDS CONTAINED IN SET IX-STUD-LNAME

     --RECORD NAME--  -ID-  -----DBKEY---    --UPPER DBKEY--

     CLASS            8106    89,003-0001        92,129-0025

 **xxxx089E RECORD TYPE INCORRECT - RECORD NAME IS CLASS

Figure 4.19b: Additional Integrated Index Errors

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME        

    PAGE

                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/yy           hh:mm:ss    

    0008

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 ************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E 

 ******************************************

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx061I INDEX ENTRY DBKEY ERRORS DETECTED IN INTEGRATED INDEX RECORDS CONTAINED IN SET STUDENT-SCHEDULE

     --RECORD NAME--  -ID-  -----DBKEY---   --UPPER DBKEY---

     SR8              0008    91,004-0008        91,003-0042

 **xxxx102E SR8 UPPER LEVEL POINTER IS NOT HIGH VALUES...

Figure 4.19c: Additional Integrated Index Errors

Here is a description of the fields that make up the Before Image Reports shown in Figures 4.20a and 4.20b.

Symbolic key errors:

DBKEY - Db-key of the record named.

SYMBOLIC KEY - Symbolic key of the record named.

UPPER DBKEY - Db-key of the SR8 record whose table entries were examined.

UPPER SYMB KEY - Symbolic key in the SR8 table entry. This symbolic key does not match the symbolic key in the
SYMBOLIC KEY field.

Sort key sequence errors:

DBKEY - Db-key of SR8 record.

SORT KEY - Sort key entry in the SR8 record

UPPER DBKEY - Db-key of the upper level SR8 record whose db-key table entry points to the SR8 record identified in
DBKEY field.

PREV SORT KEY - Sort key in the table entry in the upper level record identified in the UPPER DBKEY field. The
sequence error means that this sort key does not match the sort key in the SORT KEY field.
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  CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME       

     PAGE

                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/yy           hh:mm:ss    

    0009

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 ************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E 

 ******************************************

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx062I SYMBOLIC KEY ERRORS DETECTED IN INTEGRATED INDEX RECORDS CONTAINED

     --RECORD NAME--  -ID-   -----DBKEY--   --SYMBOLIC KEY- --UPPER DBKEY---     --UPPER SYMB KEY---

     TEACHER          1001    88,003-0002   JONES                88,013-0017                   WHITE

     TEACHER          1001    88,014-0002   GAVIC                88,013-0003                   GOBEL

     TEACHER          1001    88,015-0004   GOBEL                88,013-0003                   GAVIC

Figure 4.20a: Additional Integrated Index Errors

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME        

    PAGE

                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/yy           hh:mm:ss    

    0010

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 ************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E 

 ******************************************

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx063I SORT KEY SEQUENCE ERRORS DETECTED IN INTEGRATED INDEX RECORDS CONTAINED IN SET IX-STUD-LNAME

 xxxx064I SORT SEQUENCE ORDER IS DESCENDING

     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID- -----DBKEY----    ----SORT KEY---   -UPPER DBKEY-       ---PREV SORT KEY-

     SR8              0008    92,129-0025        91,010-0036     92,129-0030             89,003-0048

Figure 4.20b: Additional Integrated Index Errors

Here is a description of the fields that make up the Before Image Reports shown in Figures 4.20c and 4.20d.

Sort key sequence error--set sorted by symbolic key:

DBKEY - Db-key of the SR8 record.

SORT KEY - Sort key entry in the SR8 record.

UPPER DBKEY - Db-key of the upper level SR8 record whose db-key table entry points to the SR8 record identified in
item 9.

PREV SORT KEY - Sort key in the table entry in the upper level record identified in the UPPER DBKEY field. The
sequence error means that this sort key does not match the sort key in SORT KEY field.

Disconnected records:

List of records disconnected from the indicated integrated index set.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME        
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    0011
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 ********************************************************************************************************************

 ****************************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E

 **************************

 ********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx063I SORT KEY SEQUENCE ERRORS DETECTED IN INTEGRATED INDEX RECORDS CONTAINED IN SET IX-TCHR-LNAME

 xxxx064I SORT SEQUENCE ORDER IS ASCENDING

     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID- ----DBKEY-----   ---SORT KEY---  ---UPPER DBKEY--   -----PREV SORT KEY---

     SR8              0008    88,008-0082   CLIFF                88,008-0083                   JONES

     SR8              0008    88,013-0003   HARDI                88,013-0010                   GOBEL

Figure 4.20c: Additional Integrated Index Errors

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME        

    PAGE

                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/yy           hh:mm:ss    

    0014

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 *************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E 

 *****************************************

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx060I INTEGRATED INDEX RECORDS DISCONNECTED FROM SET IX-SUBJ-NAME

     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID-  -----DBKEY---

     SUBJECT          1002    88,009-0016

     SUBJECT          1002    88,009-0017

     SUBJECT          1002    88,010-0010

     SUBJECT          1002    88,012-0015

     SUBJECT          1002    88,012-0016

     SUBJECT          1002    88,015-0022

Figure 4.20d: Additional Integrated Index Errors

From/Thru Page Range Errors

An example of a record that falls outside its designated from/thru page range is shown in Figure 4.21. The record does not
participate in a set that was audited and that does not contain other integrity errors.

Here is a description of the fields that make up the Before Image Report.

Lines 1 thru 5 - Before Image Report header.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates a from/thru page range error.

RECORD NAME - Name of the record.

ID - Record identifier.

DBKEY - Db-key of the database record.

FROM PAGE - From page number.

THRU PAGE - Thru page number.

RECORD DATA - First 67 characters of data.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME        

    PAGE
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                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/yy           hh:mm:ss    

    0005

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 ************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E 

 ******************************************

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx031I RECORD DBKEYS OUTSIDE SPECIFIED FROM/THRU PAGE RANGES . . .

     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID- --DBKEY---    FROM PAGE     THRU PAGE   ----------------------RECORD

 DATA----------------------

     TEACHER          1001 88,003-004       88,002        88,002   00012TOM       SAMPLER    ANY     BS      

     01040000

     TEACHER          1001 88,003-006       88,002        88,002   00034KEVIN     SINGER     ART     BS      

     01059400

     TEACHER          1001 88,003-005       88,002        88,002   00026RONNIE    RHYME      MUSIC   BS      

     01055000

     TEACHER          1001 88,004-003       88,002        88,002   00029CLARENCE  FORD       MATH    BS,MS,PHD

    01058000

     TEACHER          1001 88,006-002       88,002        88,002   00030JOHN      SOSA       ART     BA      

     01059000

     TEACHER          1001 88,004-002       88,002        88,002   00021JILL      ENDRIC     ANY     BS      

     01049000

     TEACHER          1001 88,015-005       88,002        88,002   00031MAUREEN   HARRIS     SCIENCE BS      

     01059100

     TEACHER          1001 88,005-002       88,002        88,002   00033ROGER     CABE       MUSIC   NOT

 ENOUGH   01059300

     TEACHER          1001 88,006-003       88,002        88,002   00035TRACIE    LERNER     MUSIC   TOO MUCH

     01059500

     TEACHER          1001 88,003-003       88,002        88,002   00003THOMAS    BLACK      MATH    BS/MATH 

     00950000

     TEACHER          1001 88,012-001       88,002        88,002   00004JACK      CORD       MATH    BS/MATH 

     00960000

     TEACHER          1001 88,015-002       88,002        88,002   00007DANNY     DUDLEY     MATH    BS/MATH 

     00990000

     TEACHER          1001 88,011-001       88,002        88,002   00013ARTHUR    AMBER      ANY     BS      

     01041000

     TEACHER          1001 88,011-003       88,002        88,002   00018PAT       DRIER      ANY     BS      

     01046000

     TEACHER          1001 88,011-002       88,002        88,002   00014DON       SELTER     ANY     BS      

     01042000

     TEACHER          1001 88,011-004       88,002        88,002   00019JOE       HENNY      ANY     BS      

     01047000

     TEACHER          1001 88,012-003       88,002        88,002   00009JEAN      ABLE       ANY     BS      

     01010000

     TEACHER          1001 88,012-006       88,002        88,002   00027BURT      NOLL       SCIENCE NONE    

     01056000

     TEACHER          1001 88,012-004       88,002        88,002   00022JOHN      HENRY      ANY     BS      

     01049100

     TEACHER          1001 88,012-005       88,002        88,002   00023GARY      WEBB       ANY     BS      

     01049200

     TEACHER          1001 88,012-007       88,002        88,002   00028VINCENT   RIDER      MUSIC   BS      

     01057000

     TEACHER          1001 88,014-001       88,002        88,002   00011MIKE      MOLER      ANY     BS      

     01030000
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     TEACHER          1001 88,014-002       88,002        88,002   00016KAREN     GAVIN      ANY     BS      

     01044000

Figure 4.21: From/Thru Page Range Errors

Orphans of Sets Other Than Integrated Index Sets

An example of a record that could not be associated to any OWNER record in a user set is shown in Figure 4.22. Records
can fall into this category only if WALKNEXT was requested.

Here is a description of the fields that make up the Before Image Report.

Lines 1 thru 5 - Before Image Report header.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates that records were detected as orphans.

SET NAME - Set name where record is an orphan.

RECORD NAME - Name of the record.

ID - Record identifier.

DBKEY - Db-key of the database record.

NEXT DBKEY - Next pointer.

PRIOR DBKEY - Prior pointer (if present).

OWNER DBKEY - Owner pointer (if present).

RECORD DATA - First 28 characters of data.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME        

    PAGE

                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/yy           hh:mm:ss    

    0011

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 *************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E 

 *****************************************

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx043I ORPHANS NOT CONNECTED TO ANY OWNER RECORD . . .

     ----SET NAME----  --RECORD NAME---ID-   --DBKEY---NEXT DBKEY- -PRIOR DBKEY-  -OWNER DBKEY-  -----RECORD

 DATA------

     CLASS-SCHEDULE    SCHEDULE      8107   89,008-052  89,016-022    89,016-021     89,017-004  FAM102 D

 0030000000005

     CLASS-SCHEDULE    SCHEDULE      8107   89,016-021  89,008-052    89,016-022     89,017-004  FAM102 D

 0020000000005

     CLASS-SCHEDULE    SCHEDULE      8107   89,016-022  89,016-021    89,008-052     89,017-004  FAM102 D

 0040000000005

Figure 4.22: Orphans of Sets Other Than Integrated Index Sets

Fragmented Record Errors

An example of a fragmented (variable length) record that could not be properly assembled is shown in Figure 4.23. The
record does not participate in a set that was audited and that does not contain other integrity errors.

Here is a description of the fields that make up the Before Image Report.
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Lines 1 thru 5 - Before Image Report header.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates a fragmented record assembly error.

RECORD NAME - Name of the record.

ID - Record identifier.

DBKEY - Db-key of the database record.

RECORD DATA - First 88 characters of the CONTROL portion of the data.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME        

    PAGE

                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/yy           hh:mm:ss    

    0003

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 *************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E 

 *****************************************

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx048I FRAGMENTED RECORDS NOT PROPERLY ASSEMBLED . . .

     ---RECORD NAME-- -ID-  ---DBKEY--     -----------------------CONTROL PORTION OF RECORD

 DATA----------------------

     DREPORT          8110  91,002-031

Figure 4.23: Fragmented Record Errors

LDEL Records Physically Deleted

An example where a logically deleted (LDEL) record was physically deleted from two sets is shown in Figure 4.24. The
record was also erased since it was physically deleted from all sets where it participated as a member.

Here is a description of the fields that make up the After Image Report.

Lines 1 thru 5 - After Image Report header--this example shows a Simulated After Image Report banner. This report
shows what the database will look like if the fixes are performed by IDMS/DB Audit.

NOTE
The fixes shown on this report have not been performed. In orderfor the fixes to be performed, submit another
job that specifies FIX=UPDATE,LDEL.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates physical deletion of LDEL records.

SET NAME - Indicates set name where record was physically deleted.

SET OWNER DBKEY - Db-key of the owner of the set where the record was deleted.

RECORD NAME - Name of the record.

ID - Record identifier.

DBKEY - Db-key of the database record.

Informative message - Indicates record was erased.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME        

    PAGE

                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/yy           hh:mm:ss    

    0022

 *********************************************************************************************************************
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 ***************************************  S I M U L A T E D   A F T E R   I M A G E 

 *********************************

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx044I LDEL RECORDS PHYSICALLY DELETED FROM SET . . .

     ----SET NAME----     SET OWNER DBKEY  ---RECORD NAME--   -ID-  ----DBKEY----

     STUDENT-REPORTS           91,002-006  GREPORT            8109     91,009-001

 xxxx045I RECORD ERASED

Figure 4.24: LDEL Records Physically Deleted

Page Errors

Two examples of the Before Image Report fields for Page Errors illustrating invalid Header/Footer page numbers are
shown in Figures 4.25a and 4.25b. Page errors are grouped by area name.

NOTE
The RECDATA operand does not affect the format of Page Errordisplays.

Here is a description of the fields that make up the Before Image Report.

Lines 1 thru 5 - Before Image Report header.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates area where page errors were detected.

REQUESTED PAGE NUMBER - Requested page number in hexadecimal and requested page number in decimal.

HEADER PAGE NUMBER - Header page number in hexadecimal and header page number in decimal.

FOOTER PAGE NUMBER - Footer page number in hexadecimal and footer page number in decimal.

Error message - Indicates the type of error detected.

  CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/DB AUDIT       DATE              TIME        

     PAGE

                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/yy          hh:mm:ss     

    0001

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 ***********************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E 

 *******************************************

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx029I PAGE INTEGRITY ERRORS DETECTED IN AREA...DEPT-REGION

     REQUESTED PAGE NUMBER         HEADER PAGE NUMBER            FOOTER PAGE NUMBER

     000157C2         88,002       000157C2     88,002          00015BA8     89,000

 **xxxx058E FOOTER PAGE NUMBER DOES NOT MATCH REQUESTED PAGE NUMBER

     000157C5         88,005       000157C4     88,004          000157C6     88,006

 **xxxx058E HEADER PAGE NUMBER DOES NOT MATCH REQUESTED PAGE NUMBER

 **xxxx058E FOOTER PAGE NUMBER DOES NOT MATCH REQUESTED PAGE NUMBER

Figure 4.25a: Page Errors
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 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME        

    PAGE

                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/yy           hh:mm:ss    

    0002

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 ************************************************  B E F O R E   I M A G E 

 ******************************************

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx029I PAGE INTEGRITY ERRORS DETECTED IN AREA...STUDENT-REGION

     REQUESTED PAGE NUMBER         HEADER PAGE NUMBER           FOOTER PAGE NUMBER

     00016397         91,031       00C16760  2,674,912          00016397    91,031

 **xxxx058E HEADER PAGE NUMBER DOES NOT MATCH REQUESTED PAGE NUMBER

Figure 4.25b: Page Errors

Here is a description of the fields that make up the After Image Report. See Figures 4.26a and 4.26b.

Lines 1 thru 5 - After Image Report header--this example shows a Simulated After Image Report banner. This report
shows what the database will look like if the fixes are performed by IDMS/DB Audit.

NOTE
The fixes shown on this report have not been performed.In order for the fixes to be performed, submit another
job that specifies FIX=UPDATE,PAGES.

Line 6 - Informative message--indicates area where pages were fixed.

REQUESTED PAGE NUMBER - Requested page number in hexadecimal and requested page number in decimal.

HEADER PAGE NUMBER - Header page number in hexadecimal and header page number in decimal.

FOOTER PAGE NUMBER - Footer page number in hexadecimal and footer page number in decimal.

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME        

    PAGE

                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/yy           hh:mm:ss    

    0016

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 ***************************************  S I M U L A T E D   A F T E R   I M A G E 

 *********************************

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 xxxx030I FIXING PERFORMED ON PAGES IN AREA...DEPT-REGION

     REQUESTED PAGE NUMBER         HEADER PAGE NUMBER           FOOTER PAGE NUMBER

     000157C2         88,002       000157C2     88,002          000157C2    88,002

     000157C5         88,005       000157C5     88,005          000157C5    88,005

Figure 4.26a: Page Errors

 CA-TOOLS                  RELEASE                     CA IDMS/DB AUDIT       DATE               TIME        

    PAGE

                           Rnn.nn                 INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT   mm/dd/yy           hh:mm:ss    

    0017

 *********************************************************************************************************************

 ***************************************  S I M U L A T E D   A F T E R   I M A G E 

 *********************************

 *********************************************************************************************************************
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 xxxx030I FIXING PERFORMED ON PAGES IN AREA...STUDENT-REGION

     REQUESTED PAGE NUMBER         HEADER PAGE NUMBER           FOOTER PAGE NUMBER

     00016397         91,031       00016397     91,031          00016397    91,031

Figure 4.26b: Page Errors

IDMS/DB Audit Operations
This section describes auditing methods and operational procedures. It provides information for determining storage
requirements and for operating IDMS/DB Audit efficiently. It also provides sample JCL for executing IDMS/DB Audit in a z/
OS, z/VSE , or z/VM environment.

Database Access

IDMS/DB Audit does not use IDMS to access a user database. Instead, IDMS/DB Audit uses an access method that was
developed to provide for IDMS/DB Audit's unique needs for accessing an IDMS database.

All IDMS conventions regarding locking the database against access are observed. While IDMS/DB Audit is executing,
you must ensure that no central version (CV) or local IDMS update jobs access the database.

Modes of Operation

Contents

IDMS/DB Audit performs auditing, fixing, and reporting functions. You can execute IDMS/DB Audit to perform any one or
combination of these functions:

Mode 1
- AUDIT only

Mode 2
- AUDIT and FIX (Simulated or Real)

Mode 3
- FIX only (Simulated or Real)

Mode 4
- REPORTS only

Modes 1, 2, and 3 produce an Integrity Analysis Report unless you specifically suppress it. Mode 4 always produces an
Integrity Analysis Report.

All modes automatically produce an Audit Report; you cannot suppress it.

Using the Extract File

The AUDIT function of IDMS/DB Audit generates an extract file. This extract file is used during the FIX and the REPORTS
phases. You can run FIX and REPORTS either in the same execution as AUDIT, or in a later execution.

The recommended procedure is to run IDMS/DB Audit twice: first in Mode 2 using simulated FIX, and then in Mode 3
using update FIX. This procedure allows you to review the results of the audit with proposed corrections before updating
the database. It is important not to change the database between the audit and fix jobs and to retain the extract file.

In a z/OS environment, you can catalog the extract file at the end of the audit and simulated fix job. In all environments, do
not delete the extract file or write over it before running the fix phase.
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Inclusive and Exclusive Processing

IDMS/DB Audit enables you to selectively include or exclude subschema areas, records, or sets from an audit run. You
can also mix inclusive and exclusive processing. For example, you can include named areas and exclude records or sets
from those areas. You can also include a record and exclude particular sets that the record owns.

The following parameter options influence inclusive and exclusive processing. These parameters are fully explained in the
"Parameters" section.

 PROCESS Statement: STARTWITH

 AREA Statement:    NOACCESS/SWEEP/NOSWEEP

                    BEGIN and END

 RECORD Statement:  NOACCESS/SWEEP/NOSWEEP

 SET Statement:     AUDIT/NOAUDIT

To understand inclusive and exclusive processing, you must understand the relationship between STARTWITH and the
AREA, RECORD, and SET parameter options.

STARTWITH defines only the starting point of how much is to be audited based on the subschema named in the
PROCESS statement. AREA, RECORD, and SET options further identify the scope of processing to be performed.

To initiate inclusive processing, first specify STARTWITH=NONE to exclude all portions of the database from
processing. Then supply AREA, RECORD, and SET statements to select portions of the database to be included in
processing.

To initiate exclusive processing, first specify STARTWITH=ALL to include all portions of the database for processing.
Then supply AREA, RECORD, and SET statements to select portions of the database to be excluded from processing.
Because STARTWITH=ALL is the default parameter, it need not be explicitly specified. For clarity, this section always
specifies STARTWITH=ALL for exclusive processing.

Mixed processing combines elements of inclusive and exclusive processing to make very select auditing possible. For
example, you could include an area and exclude sets from within that area. You can specify either STARTWITH=ALL or
STARTWITH=NONE depending on which portions of the database are to be audited.

Processing Examples

Contents

This section contains examples of parameter syntax used to initiate various kinds of inclusive, exclusive, and mixed
audit processing. The processing examples presented on the following pages are based on the subschema TESTSUB,
presented as a data structure diagram in the "Concepts" section.

Parameter Guidelines

General guidelines on parameter syntax structure and audit processing follow:
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• The STARTWITH option and AREA, RECORD, and SET statements are hierarchical: STARTWITH has the broadest
impact, and SET has the narrowest. You can use a lower level parameter to reverse an effect caused by a higher level
parameter, thereby mixing inclusive and exclusive processing.

• AREA options propagate to logically related records and sets.
• RECORD options propagate to logically related areas and sets.
• SET options propagate to logically related areas and records.
• Use the positive subparameters (AUDIT and SWEEP) in AREA, RECORD, and SET statements to include elements

that were excluded through STARTWITH=NONE.
• Specify negative subparameters (NOACCESS and NOAUDIT) to exclude elements that were included through

STARTWITH=ALL.
• NOSWEEP is unique in that it can be considered as either a positive (allows access) or negative (do not sweep)

option, depending upon use.
• If you specify NOACCESS for either AREA or RECORD statements, do not specify AUDIT for SET statements that are

associated with the same area or record.
Similarly, if you specify NOACCESS on an AREA statement, do not specify a record SWEEP or set AUDIT for records
and sets that are associated with the area.

• IDMS/DB Audit identifies conflicting parameters as either errors or warnings. Processing terminates if any parameter
presents a direct conflict between AREA, RECORD, or SET parameters. Audit processing continues when conflicting
options produce warnings, but some options may be overridden, especially when conflicts arise during propagation.

• The Audit Report Areas/Records/Sets report section documents the processing that will occur.
• In the PROCESS statement, specify the SCAN option to allow you to review the Areas/Records/Sets section of the

Audit Report and verify what processing is to take place before IDMS/DB Audit actually begins that processing.

Inclusive Processing Examples

The following examples are based on the subschema TESTSUB and invoke inclusive processing.

Example 1 - Audit one set only

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=TESTSUB,STARTWITH=NONE

AUDIT,USERSETS

SET=ROOM-CLASS,AUDIT

When you audit a single set, you do not have to specify the areas because IDMS/DB Audit automatically accesses the
areas containing the set. The area LOC-REGION contains the set owner and is automatically set to SWEEP.

If you specify Standard as the audit type, the member area CLASS-REGION is made accessible. If QuickCheck is the
audit type, member area CLASS-REGION is set to SWEEP.

Example 2 - Sweep a single area

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=TESTSUB,STARTWITH=NONE

AUDIT,USERSETS

AREA=DEPT-REGION,SWEEP

In this example, only those sets whose owners reside in DEPT-REGION are audited. Specifically, the following sets are
audited:

DEPT-TEACHER

DEPT-ACADEMIC

DEPT-GENERAL

PREREQSFOR
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PREREQSARE

SUBJECT-CLASS

TEACHER-CLASS

The index (IX) sets would not be audited because their owners are in the INDEX-REGION.

Example 3 - Sweep more than one area

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=TESTSUB,STARTWITH=NONE

AUDIT,USERSETS

AREA=DEPT-REGION,SWEEP

AREA=INDEX-REGION,SWEEP

AREA=CLASS-REGION,SWEEP

AREA=STUDENT-REGION, SWEEP

SET=PERIOD-CLASS,AUDIT

All index and user sets except ROOM-CLASS are audited. In this particular case, however, it would be easier to use
exclusive processing (STARTWITH=ALL) to exclude the one set ROOM-CLASS.

Example 4 - Audit all sets owned by a single record

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=TESTSUB,STARTWITH=NONE

AUDIT,USERSETS

RECORD=SUBJECT,SWEEP

In this case, the following sets are audited:

PREREQSFOR

PREREQSARE

SUBJECT-CLASS

To sweep a record, you do not need to specify SWEEP for the area where the record resides because IDMS/DB Audit
handles that automatically. All sets that the record owns are swept when you specify record sweep.

Under QuickCheck, sweeping an owned set implies sweeping the area containing the records that participate in the
set. Multiple areas may also be swept if the record owns cross-area sets. A cross-area set is a set whose owners and
members reside in different areas. Under Standard auditing, sweeping all owned sets may also cause multiple areas to be
accessed if the record owns cross-area sets.

Example 5 - Confine processing to specific pages

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=TESTSUB,STARTWITH=NONE,AUDITTYPE=STANDARD

AUDIT,USERSETS

AREA=STUDENT-REGION,BEGIN=00010,END=00030

Because BEGIN and END imply SWEEP, you do not need to specify SWEEP.

In this example, the audit type can only be Standard. You cannot specify USERSETS with QuickCheck if you also want
to perform partial page range audits with BEGIN and END. For QuickCheck, the USERSETS option requires entire area
page ranges to be swept in order to detect errors properly. Therefore, you cannot specify BEGIN or END in QuickCheck
when USERSETS is also specified.

The same restriction against specifying BEGIN or END applies to QuickCheck CALCSETS as well.
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Exclusive Processing Examples

The examples contained in this section represent parameter syntax for exclusive processing. For clarity, the default
STARTWITH=ALL is included in all of the following examples.

Example 1 - Sweep and audit all areas except CLASS-REGION

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=TESTSUB,STARTWITH=ALL

AUDIT,USERSETS

AREA=CLASS-REGION,NOACCESS

Any set whose owner or members reside in CLASS-REGION is not audited. Specifically, the following sets are not
audited:

SUBJECT-CLASS

TEACHER-CLASS

ROOM-CLASS

PERIOD-CLASS

CLASS-SCHEDULE

STUDENT-SCHEDULE

Example 2 - Do not sweep area CLASS-REGION, but access its member records from cross-area sets

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=TESTSUB,STARTWITH=ALL,AUDITTYPE=STANDARD

AUDIT,USERSETS

AREA=CLASS-REGION,NOSWEEP

A cross-area set is a set whose owners and members reside in different areas. In this example, all sets whose owners
reside outside of CLASS-REGION are audited, even if the members reside in CLASS-REGION. Consequently, the only
set not audited is CLASS-SCHEDULE.

To satisfy the conditions of Example 2, the audit type must be Standard. Example 3, which follows, demonstrates the
effect of specifying QuickCheck as the audit type with all other parameters being the same.

Example 3 - Do not audit owned sets in area CLASS-REGION with QuickCheck

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=TESTSUB,STARTWITH=ALL,AUDITTYPE=QUICKCHECK

AUDIT,USERSETS

AREA=CLASS-REGION,NOSWEEP

Again, in this example, only the CLASS-SCHEDULE set is not audited. Because the audit type is QuickCheck, however,
the sets with owner records that point into the NOSWEEP CLASS-REGION from another area must be set either to
AUDIT or NOAUDIT. This parameter is required because, by definition, NOSWEEP does not impact member sets, yet
QuickCheck must sweep member records if their owners are swept and their sets are audited. One way to audit owned
sets that point into CLASS-REGION is to audit one of the sets that point into the CLASS-REGION, thereby forcing the
CLASS-REGION to be swept:

AREA=CLASS-REGION, NOSWEEP

SET=SUBJECT-CLASS, AUDIT

Example 4 - Audit an entire subschema except for sets IX-SUBJ-NAME and IX-STUD-LNAME

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=TESTSUB,STARTWITH=ALL
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AUDIT,USERSETS

SET=IX-SUBJ-NAME,NOAUDIT

SET=IX-STUD-LNAME,NOAUDIT

Integrated index sets that are stored in the same area page range must be audited--or not audited--together. If IX-SUBJ-
NAME and IX-TCHR-LNAME were in the same page range, you would have no choice but to set them both to AUDIT or to
NOAUDIT.

Mixed Processing Examples

Mixed processing combines elements of inclusive and exclusive processing. The following examples demonstrate a few
ways mixed processing can be used.

Example 1 - Sweep a single area, but do not audit the set TEACHER-CLASS contained in area DEPT-REGION:

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=TESTSUB,STARTWITH=NONE

AUDIT,USERSETS

AREA=DEPT-REGION,SWEEP

SET=TEACHER-CLASS,NOAUDIT

In this example, the following sets are audited:

DEPT-TEACHER

DEPT-ACADEMIC

DEPT-GENERAL

PREREQSFOR

PREREQSARE

SUBJECT-CLASS

If QuickCheck is the audit type, then CLASS-REGION is additionally swept for CLASS records because the set
SUBJECT-CLASS is audited.

Example 2 - Sweep and audit all areas, but, within the area DEPT-REGION, audit only the set DEPT-TEACHER

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=TESTSUB,STARTWITH=ALL

AUDIT,USERSETS

AREA=DEPT-REGION,NOSWEEP

SET=DEPT-TEACHER,AUDIT

Although the AREA statement specifies NOSWEEP for the area DEPT-REGION, it must be swept in order to audit set
DEPT-TEACHER. Other sets in DEPT-REGION are not audited because the audit set overrides the area NOSWEEP for
records in DEPT-TEACHER only. However, the area NOSWEEP accomplishes the NOAUDIT for the other sets whose
owners are in DEPT-REGION.

Example 3 - Specify NOACCESS in DEPT-REGION and AUDIT DEPT-TEACHER in DEPT-REGION

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=TESTSUB,STARTWITH=ALL

AUDIT,USERSETS

AREA=DEPT-REGION,NOACCESS

SET=DEPT-TEACHER,AUDIT

The parameters in this example create a more serious conflict than those in Example 2. In this case, IDMS/DB Audit
cannot reasonably determine whether area NOACCESS or set AUDIT is more important to the user. Consequently,
processing cannot continue and IDMS/DB Audit displays an error message.
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Operating Preparations

Before running IDMS/DB Audit, prepare for processing as follows:

Prevent additional updates
- During the time the database is being audited, IDMS/DB Audit follows the normal IDMS conventions regarding
locking the area against access. If you specify READYMODE=RETRIEVAL, you must ensure that no other update
jobs run against an area being audited.
If you run IDMS/DB Audit twice (once for audit and once for fix), you must prevent any IDMS updates from taking
place in the audited areas until after you apply the fixes. If any updates are made between the time the audit is
run and the time the fixes are applied, the corrections may not be valid or new integrity errors may be introduced.
Similarly, do not perform any updates until you have completed the REPORT function.

Back up the database
- IDMS/DB Audit does not write before and after images of changed data to a journal file. Therefore, you should
back up the database before initiating fix processing and again after fix processing.

Perform the following preparations within IDMS/DB Audit:

Include index area in the subschema
- If you specify AUDIT INDEX, you must copy the index areas and associated records and sets into the
subschema.
If you specify INDEX, copy the area containing the index members and owners into the subschema.

In the subschema, define all members of sets to be audited
- You cannot successfully audit a set unless you define all the set's member record types in the subschema. This
includes all members of the CALC set residing in areas for which CALCSET processing will occur.

Specify correct SUBSCHEMA/DMCL and load/core image library
- Be sure to specify the correct subschema for the database you wish to audit. If you specify the wrong
subschema, IDMS/DB Audit can incorrectly flag a large number of pages as having header or footer errors.
Because IDMS/DB Audit does not access the subschema/DMCL from a dictionary, the correct copies must be in
the job's step library or core image library.

Specify RETRIEVAL only for runs with no updates
- In the PROCESS statement, specify RETRIEVAL as the readymode for runs that do not update the database.
Legitimate runs are AUDIT, FIX=SIMULATE or AUDIT, REPORTS.
With READYMODE=RETRIEVAL, IDMS/DB Audit does not lock the database, so you must ensure that no other
job updates the database. Otherwise, if the database being audited is in the process of being updated, IDMS/DB
Audit may incorrectly indicate that the database contains integrity errors.

Specify UPDATE for actual fixing
- When you are ready to fix the database, specify READYMODE=UPDATE in the job that is to perform the fixing.
Be sure that the database to be fixed is not modified between the AUDIT and the FIX or REPORTS jobs.

Allow sufficient time
to audit the database - Because IDMS/DB Audit may access every record and set occurrence in the database
several times, it can take a long time to audit the database. Recognize that in most cases Standard processing
takes longer than QuickCheck processing.

Specify DISK if sets to be audited are large
- Large sets, including integrated index sets, require large amounts of storage for the tables used in processing. If
you specify DISK to contain these tables, you must allocate two VSAM files before executing IDMS/DB Audit.

Allocate enough space for the DBKYWORK file
- This step applies to Standard auditing only. The DBKEYWORK file can require a substantial amount of space if
you audit integrated indexes whose areas contain many mandatory-automatic (MA) index set members. For every
MA index set member, IDMS/DB Audit writes two 30-byte records to the DBKEYWORK file. If a member record
belongs to more than one index set, two records are written for each set to which it belongs.
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Allocate enough space for INDXEXTR and INDXWORK files
- The INDXEXTR and INDXWORK files are used for integrated index orphan extract records and for other
integrated index error extract records.
For each index orphan found, IDMS/DB Audit writes one index orphan extract record to the INDXEXTR file. If you
are fixing (simulate or update) index orphans, IDMS/DB Audit also writes one index orphan extract record to the
INDXWORK file. Be sure to allocate enough sort work space for integrated index orphans.

Include a sufficient area portion
- IDMS/DB Audit allows partial area auditing and fixing. IDMS/DB Audit does not allow fixing, however, when you
perform a partial area audit and either of the following situations exists:

• A set containing an integrity error points into a second set with errors, and the owner of the second set is
outside the partial area being swept.

• Records are detected as orphans of a set containing integrity errors, and the owner of the set is outside the
partial area being swept.

Review the output
- Review the reports IDMS/DB Audit generates to understand the errors detected and the way they have been
fixed.

Validate the logical integrity of any set occurrences IDMS/DB Audit fixed. Because IDMS/DB Audit cannot analyze logical
integrity conditions enforced by user programs, you must correct any logical errors once the physical errors have been
fixed. You can use the IDMS utility IDMSBCF, FIX PAGE function to fix errors that IDMS/DB Audit does not fix. For a list of
the types of integrity errors that IDMS/DB Audit does not fix, refer to Concepts.

Performance Factors

Several factors affect the performance of IDMS/DB Audit:

Size of the database
- The number of pages, the number of record occurrences, and the number of set types affect the amount of time
required to audit the database

Record location mode
- The more member records that are stored VIA the audited set and the less VIA overflow count, the better the
performance

Auditing method
- QuickCheck auditing is faster than Standard auditing because it requires less database access.

Estimating USERSETS I/Os with Standard Auditing

You can use the following formula to calculate the approximate number of I/Os to audit USERSETS in your database
(when you have not specified WALKNEXT or DISCONNECT). Additional I/Os are required if IDMS/DB Audit detects
integrity errors.

I/Os = p + n + (s * v)

p  --  represents the number of pages swept

n  --  represents the number of CALC or DIRECT member record occurrences

    for sets being audited

s  --  the number of set occurrences whose VIA members are stored in a different page

    range than the set owner
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v  --  represents the number of VIA member record types stored in different page

    ranges than the set owner

Refer to Figure 5.1 for an example. If you were to audit USERSETS only in AREA-1 (AREA-2 is NOSWEEP), you would
estimate the number of I/Os as follows:

 10,000 pages swept

+ 75,000 type E records for set F-E

+ 120,000 type G records for set E-G

+ 120,000 type G records for set H-G

+ 

185,000 

type D-B set occurrences

= 510,000 I/Os

(v=1, because all B records are in AREA-2.)

If record type G were stored VIA set E-G, it would take approximately 120,000 fewer I/Os to audit the database for a total
of 390,000 I/Os. If, in addition, record type E were stored VIA set F-E, it would take approximately 75,000 fewer I/Os to
audit the database for a total of 315,000 I/Os.
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Figure 5.1: AREA-1 and AREA-2, Estimating USERSETS I/Os

Estimating USERSETS I/Os with QuickCheck Auditing

The number of I/Os required to audit USERSETS during QuickCheck processing is approximately equal to the number of
pages swept.

Estimating CALCSETS I/Os with Standard or QuickCheck Auditing

The approximate number of I/Os to audit only CALCSETS should be equal to the number of pages swept, because
members of the CALC set are VIA the SR1 record for the page to which the record calculated.
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Estimating WALKNEXT I/Os with Standard Auditing

WALKNEXT applies to Standard auditing only; it does not apply to QuickCheck.

WALKNEXT causes each record in the area to be accessed several times. When you specify WALKNEXT, each set
occurrence is walked as many times as there are member record occurrences plus once more for the owner. The result is
a significant increase in processing time over normal set walk processing. WALKNEXT not only requires numerous I/Os
to complete the audit, but also exponentially increases the number of calls to DBIO regardless of whether or not members
are stored VIA the sets being audited.

Use the following formula to calculate the approximate number of I/Os required to audit your database with WALKNEXT.
Additional I/Os are needed if IDMS/DB Audit detects integrity errors.

I/Os = p + (o *l(l))

p -- represents the number of pages swept

o -- represents the number of owner records for each CALC or DIRECT set

l -- represents the average set length of the CALC or DIRECT set

Figure 5.2 provides an example. If you are auditing USERSETS within AREA-1 with WALKNEXT (set H-G is the only non-
VIA set), you would estimate the number of I/Os as follows:

(l = 120,000/20,000 = 6)

   10,000 pages swept

 + 720,000

 I/Os for set H-G (20,000 owner records * 36)

 = 730,000 I/Os

If the same area were audited without WALKNEXT, the number of I/Os would be approximately:

 10,000 pages swept

+ 

120,000

 type G records for set H-G

= 130,000 I/Os

Use the WALKNEXT option only if you know or suspect that there are record occurrences that would not be found during
normal set walking. To determine whether your database contains orphan records, refer to The Integrity Analysis Report.
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Figure 5.2: AREA-1 and AREA-2, Estimating WALKNEXT I/Os

Estimating DISCONNECT I/Os with Standard Auditing

The DISCONNECT option slows performance because of the large number of records retrieved. IDMS/DB Audit examines
each record retrieved in an area sweep to see if it is a member of a set that is to be audited for disconnections. If all of
such a record's db-keys for the set being audited are null (equal to high-values), IDMS/DB Audit indicates that the record
is fully disconnected from the set. If a next, prior, or owner pointer is not null, IDMS/DB Audit retrieves the record indicated
by the pointer to determine whether it is a valid owner or member of the set being audited.

DISCONNECT not only requires numerous I/Os to complete the audit, but also exponentially increases the number of
calls to DBIO regardless of whether or not the sets being audited are VIA or non-VIA (DIRECT or CALC).
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You can calculate the approximate number of I/Os required to audit your database for set disconnections (assuming no
integrity errors are detected and most of the records are not fully disconnected) using the following formula:

I/Os = p + (m * k)

p -- represents the number of pages swept

m -- represents the number of member records in the area being swept

k -- represents the number of non-VIA member record db-keys in the record's prefix

For example, in Figure 5.3, auditing for set disconnections in AREA-2 would take approximately:

 2,500 pages swept

+ 

975,000

 I/Os for set C-B (325,000 * 3)

 = 977,500 I/Os

Disconnect processing is independent of CALCSETS and USERSETS auditing. The number of I/Os generated by
disconnect processing is in addition to the number of I/Os generated by CALCSETS and USERSETS auditing (except for
the number of I/Os generated by area sweeping).
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Figure 5.3: AREA-2, Estimating DISCONNECT I/Os

Effect of Specifying Both WALKNEXT and DISCONNECT

When you specify both WALKNEXT and DISCONNECT, walknext processing takes precedence over disconnect
processing. During area sweeping, if IDMS/DB Audit retrieves a record that is a member of a set being audited for
disconnections, it examines the next and prior db-keys. If either the next or the prior db-key is not null, IDMS/DB Audit
performs walknext processing rather than simply retrieving the records pointed to by the next, prior, and owner db-keys.

Improving Performance

IDMS/DB Audit provides several options for improving processing performance:
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• Omit one or more areas if the database has several areas.
• Perform a partial area audit. Partial area audits always require less processing time than full area audits, although you

must decide what action to take for any sets that cross area boundaries. You can perform a partial area audit in one of
the following ways:
– Select specific set types to audit by including or excluding other areas, records, and sets.
– Specify BEGIN and END pages in an AREA statement if the database has only one large area (Standard auditing

only). You can fix errors in the partial area if the owners of all sets involved are included in the partial area. See
Operating Preparations for more information.

• Perform a QuickCheck audit rather than a Standard audit.

IDMS/DB Storage Requirements

Contents

You need to consider IDMS/DB Audit's storage requirements for both main storage and external file storage.

Main Storage

IDMS/DB Audit storage requirements vary depending on the size of the subschema table being processed, the maximum
database page size, the number of buffers, sort storage requirements, whether or not VSAM is used, and the selected
AUDIT options.

After processing a valid PROCESS statement, IDMS/DB Audit loads the subschema and DMCL load modules or phases
into main storage and builds a pseudo-subschema (PSUB) from the real IDMS subschema. Once the pseudo-subschema
is built, the real IDMS subschema and DMCL are deleted from main storage. After parameter processing is completed, a
BIND RUN-UNIT is issued. At this time, all of DBIO's work areas are obtained.

IDMS/DB Audit then calculates the amount of storage required for its work areas and issues a GETMAIN/GETVIS to
obtain this amount from the region/partition. The amount of main storage not obtained by IDMS/DB Audit (and DBIO) is
available for operating system use (such as IDMS/DB Audit's file buffers, VSAM, and sort).

NOTE
In a z/VSE environment, all of IDMS/DB Audit's and DBIO'swork areas are obtained from the GETVIS area, not
from the Problem Program Area (PPA). Only the SORT program and associated sort work areas are allocated in
the PPA.

Use the formula shown in Figure 5.4 to estimate the amount of virtual storage required to run IDMS/DB Audit.

VIRTUAL STORAGE =  
IDMS/DB Audit SIZE 330K. Size of IDMS/DB Audit module.
+ IDMS/DB Audit Buffers Sum of block size times the number of buffers for each non-

database file.
+ PSUB Approximately 3 times the total size of the subschema and DMCL

load modules or core image phases.
+ Database Buffers Maximum page size times number of buffers specified in the

DMCL named in the subschema.
+ Sort Storage Use your installation's default sort size.
+ VSAM Storage Optional. Used if database has VSAM files or the DISK option is

used. Refer to the appropriate system manual to determine the
size of the ACB, EXT list, and RPL. If the DISK option is used to
store the db-key table and the db-key save table on VSAM disk,
add two 4K buffers.
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+ DBKEYTBL SETLIMIT value times 9.6 (result is in bytes). Used only if the
CORE option is used and auditing CALCSETS and/or USERSETS
and/or INDEX. If a SETLIMIT value is not specified, use 28K.

+ DBKEY Save Table SETLIMIT value times 8 (result is in bytes). Used only if the CORE
option is used and auditing CALCSETS and/or USERSETS and/or
INDEX. If a SETLIMIT value is not specified, use 24K.

+ Record Bind Area Total length of all audited records defined in the subschema
(including prefixes) plus an additional 64 bytes for each record
being audited. If auditing integrated index sets, add the largest
page size of containing SR8 records.

+ Sort Key Area Total length of the symbolic keys of all records with sets being
audited. This area is the work area required for validating a
member record's symbolic key within a sorted set.

+ Page Bind Area Used for page audit. Sum of number of areas audited times 40.
+ IIX Level Save Area If auditing integrated index sets, add the maximum SR8 size times

the maximum number of index levels.

Figure 5.4: Formula for Estimating Virtual Storage

External File Storage

IDMS/DB Audit makes use of five sequential files: EXTRACTS, WORKFILE, DBKYWORK, INDXEXTR, and SORT. The
following sections explain how to estimate space allocation for each file.

Allocate space only for the files you need for a particular IDMS/DB Audit run. You must always allocate space for
EXTRACTS and WORKFILE. If you are processing index sets, allocate space for INDXEXTR and INDXWORK. If you are
processing mandatory automatic index sets, allocate space for DBKYWORK.

EXTRACTS File

Space allocation for the EXTRACTS file depends on the number of errors detected during the audit phase and the size of
the extract record. Determine the size of the extract record using this formula:

Record Size = 260 + length of longest symbolic key +

 4 bytes for the record descriptor word (RDW)

Because it is difficult to estimate the number of errors, you can allocate the EXTRACTS file to tape. In a typical situation, a
DASD cylinder allocation of 10,2 should be adequate.

WORKFILE File

Space allocation for the WORKFILE file should be twice the space allocation of the EXTRACTS file. In a typical situation,
a DASD cylinder allocation of 20,4 should be adequate.

DBKYWORK File

To estimate the total number of blocks for the DBKYWORK file, use the following formula:

Record size = 30

Total Number of Blocks = 

(30 * (total # integrated index member records of MA sets)) * 2

 block size
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In a typical situation, a DASD cylinder allocation of 5,2 should be adequate.

INDXEXTR and INDXWORK Files

Space for the INDXEXTR and INDXWORK files is primarily used for integrated index orphan records and, secondarily, for
integrated index errors.

If your database contains a small number of member records in integrated index sets, then you can estimate the total
blocks using this formula:

Total Number of Blocks=

((total # integrated index member records)*record size)*0.5

                                                      block size

 Record Size = 76 + length of member symbolic key +

               length of owner symbolic key +

               4 bytes for the record descriptor word (RDW)

If your database contains a large number of member records in integrated index sets, multiply the result by 3. In a typical
situation, a DASD cylinder allocation of 20,4 should be adequate.

Both INDXEXTR and INDXWORK should use the same space allocation.

SORT File

For standard auditing, space allocation for the SORT file depends on the number of error extract records created in the
audit phase. If your database has numerous errors or the sets containing errors are long, the extract file may also be
large. In that case, you may need more than four sort work datasets.

If you are auditing integrated index sets and you have index orphans, then you need enough sort space to accommodate
twice the number of index orphans written to the index extract file.

In most cases, the number of extracts created is small. In a typical situation with Standard auditing, four sort work files
with a cylinder allocation of 5,2 should be adequate. The total sort work file allocation should be twice the space allocation
of the EXTRACTS file.

For QuickCheck auditing, allocate space to sort 26-byte records for every record swept in the database. For each record
swept, IDMS/DB Audit creates a 26-byte extract record and a 26-byte match record for each set in which the swept record
participates. Additionally, two 26-byte records are created for each SR7 and SR8 for index sets in the swept area.

Total Number of Bytes to Sort = 26 * 2mn

m
Represents the number of records swept

n
Represents the number of sets of which those records are participants

2mn
Represents the number of records sorted

26
Represents the length of sort record
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IDMS/DB Audit Sample JCL and Key

Contents

Sample JCL and key for running IDMS/DB Audit in a z/OS, z/VSE, or z/VM environment is listed below and supplied in
source library member USAEXEC. The version of USAEXEC you receive is specific to your operating environment.

Sample IDCAMS control statements for allocating work files are contained in source library member USADEFN. This
member is the same for all environments.

Allocating Work Files for the DISK Option

If you specify DISK in the AUDIT statement, you must allocate two direct access disk files: one for the db-key hash table
and one for the db-key save table. These direct access files may be VSAM or, for z/OS and z/VM only, BDAM. If these
files are allocated as VSAM, they must be defined through IDCAMS. This optional step is identical for all environments.

Sample control statements for VSAM file allocation are shown in Figure 5.5 and are contained in source library member
USADEFN. A key to the variables (shown in bold) is shown in Figure 5.6.

 DELETE (vsam.dbkhash) CLUSTER

 DELETE (vsam.dbksave) CLUSTER

 DEFINE CLUSTER (-

             NAME(vsam.dbkhash) -

             RECORDS(record.numbersh) -

             NUMBERED -

             RECORDSIZE(4084 4084) -

             SPEED -

             usetype -

             FILE(dname) -

             VOLUMES(volume.name) -

             ) -

       DATA  ( -

             NAME(vsam.dbkhash.DATA) -

             ) -

 DEFINE CLUSTER ( -

             NAME(vsam.dbksave) -

             RECORDS(record.numberss) -

             NUMBERED -

             RECORDSIZE(4064 4064) -

             SPEED -

             usetype -

             VOLUMES(volume.name) -

             ) -

       DATA  ( -

             NAME(vsam.dbksave.DATA) -

             )

Figure 5.5: Control Statements for Allocating VSAM Work Files for the DISK Option
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vsam.dbkhash  -- The dataset name of the VSAM file for the db-key table. This file is needed only if you specify DISK in
the AUDIT statement.

record.number -- The number of records to be allocated in the VSAM work space for the db-key table. The number of
records is equal to:

1.2 * SETLIMIT-value

      510               + 1

For example, if the SETLIMIT value is 3000 (default), you should allocate:

((1.2 * 3000/510)   + 1 = 8

vsam.dbksave -- The dataset name of the VSAM file for the db-key save table. This file is needed if you specify DISK in
the AUDIT statement.

record.numberss -- The number of records to be allocated in the VSAM work space for the db-key save table. The
number of records depends on the number of next, prior, or owner pointer errors that you expect IDMS/DB Audit to find
while set walking. Up to 127 pointer errors can be accommodated by one record. Therefore, you should allocate 1 primary
record with extra secondary space, unless you expect more errors. An allocation of (1 10) should be adequate. The
maximum number of records is equal to:

SETLIMIT-value

    127                + 1

usetype -- The appropriate type: REUSE or UNIQUE. If you specify UNIQUE, you must DELETE and DEFINE this cluster
prior to each execution of IDMS/DB Audit.

volume.name -- Volume to contain the cluster or component.

dname -- The DD name of the JCL statement defining the file. Depending upon your environment, the parameter is
optional.

Figure 5.6: Key to Figure 5.5

z/OS Operations

Sample JCL for using IDMS/DB Audit in a z/OS environment is presented below in three parts:

1. (Optional) Allocating work files for the DISK option.
2. Allocating IDMS/DB Audit files.
3. Running IDMS/DB Audit.

An explanation of various restart options, showing the use of files created in a previous audit run, follows the JCL.

z/OS JCL

1. Allocating Work Files for the DISK Option

(USADEFN) If you specify DISK in the AUDIT statement and decide to use VSAM for the direct access files, you must
allocate two VSAM files to disk: one for the db-key hash table and one for the db-key save table. See the Allocating Work
Files for the DISK Option and Figure 5.5 above for sample IDCAMS control statements for file allocation.
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2. Allocating Files

The sample z/OS JCL shown below in Figures 5.7a and 5.7b deletes any previous files and then allocates space for the
general files and index files. Target or Distribution source library member USAEXEC contains similar sample JCL. The key
to the variables (shown in bold) is shown in Figures 5.8a and 5.8b.

 //*          OPTIONAL: SAMPLE JCL TO DELETE

 //*          PREVIOUSLY CREATED FILES

 //*

 //DELETE  EXEC  PGM=IEFBR14

 //EXTRACTS  DD  DSN=dbaudit.extract,

 //              DISP=(MOD,DELETE)'

 //              UNIT=disk,

 //              SPACE=(TRK,0)

 //WORKFILE  DD  DSN=dbaudit.workfile,

 //              DISP=(MOD,DELETE),

 //              UNIT=disk,

 //              SPACE=(TRK,0)

 //DBKYWORK  DD  DSN=dbaudit.dbkywork,

 //              DISP=(MOD,DELETE),

 //              UNIT=disk,

 //              SPACE=(TRK,0)

 //INDXEXTR  DD  DSN=dbaudit.indxextr

 //              DISP=(MOD,DELETE),

 //              UNIT=disk,

 //              SPACE=(TRK,0)

 //INDXWORK  DD  DSN=dbaudit.indxwork,

 //              DISP=(MOD,DELETE),

 //              UNIT=disk,

 //              SPACE=(TRK,0)

 //*         ALLOCATING GENERAL FILES

 //*

 //ALLOCATE EXEC  PGM=IEFBR14

 //EXTRACTS  DD  DSN=dbaudit.extract,

 //              DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

 //              VOL=SER=volser,

 //              UNIT=disk,

 //              SPACE=(CYL,(pe,se)),

 //              DCB=BLKSIZE=blkse

 //WORKFILE  DD  DSN=dbaudit.workfile,
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 //              DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

 //              VOL=SER=volser,

 //              UNIT=disk,

 //              SPACE=(CYL,(pw,sw)),

 //              DCB=BLKSIZE=blkse

Figure 5.7a: z/OS JCL for Allocating Files

 //*      ALLOCATING INDEX FILES

 //*

 //DBKYWORK  DD  DSN=dbaudit.dbkywork,

 //              DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

 //              VOL=SER=volser,

 //              UNIT=disk,

 //              SPACE=(CYL,(pd,sd)),

 //              DCB=BLKSIZE=blksd

 //INDXEXTR  DD  DSN=dbaudit.indxextr,

 //              DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

 //              VOL=SER=volser,

 //              UNIT=disk,

 //              SPACE=(CYL,(pi,si)),

 //              DCB=BLKSIZE=blksi

 //INDXWORK  DD  DSN=dbaudit,indxwork,

 //              DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

 //              VOL=SER=volser,

 //              UNIT=disk,

 //              SPACE=(CYL,(pi,si)),

 //              DCB=BLKSIZE=blksi

Figure 5.7b: z/OS JCL for Allocating Files

 //*        OPTIONAL: SAMPLE JCL TO DELETE & ALLOCATE

 //*                  THE 2 DIRECT ACCESS FILES AS BDAM

 //*

 //DELETE2  EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

 //DBKHASH  DD   DSN=dbaudit.dbkhash,

 //              DISP=(MOD,DELETE),

 //              UNIT=disk,

 //              SPACE=(TRK,0),

 //DBKSAVE  DD   DSN=dbaudit.dbksave,
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 //              DISP=(MOD,DELETE),

 //              UNIT=disk,

 //              SPACE=(TRK,0),

 //ALLOCAT2 EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

 //DBKHASH  DD   DSN=dbaudit.dbkhash,

 //              DISP=(CATLG,DELETE),

 //              VOL=SER=volser,

 //              UNIT=disk,SPACE=(4084,(blkcnt.hash)),

 //              DCB=DSORG=DA

 //DBKSAVE  DD   DSN=dbaudit.dbksave,

 //              DISP=(CATLG,DELETE),

 //              VOL=SER=volser,

 //              UNIT=disk,SPACE=(4064,(blkcnt.save)),

 //              DCB=DSORG=DA

Figure 5.7c: z/OS JCL for Allocating Files

Key to Sample z/OS JCL for Allocating Files

dbaudit.extract -- The dataset name assigned to your extract file.

disk -- An appropriate unit designation for each file.

dbaudit.workfile -- The dataset name assigned to your work file.

dbaudit.dbkywork -- The dataset name assigned to your db-key work file. This file is needed only if you are auditing or
fixing integrated index sets, and you have mandatory-automatic index sets.

dbaudit.indxextr -- The dataset name assigned to your integrated index extract file. This file is needed only if you are
auditing or fixing integrated index sets.

dbaudit.indxwork -- The dataset name assigned to your integrated index work file. This file is needed only if you are
auditing or fixing integrated index sets.

dbaudit.dbkhash -- The dataset name assigned to your BDAM db-key hash table. This file is only needed if you specify
the DISK option of the AUDIT statement.

dbaudit.dbksave -- The dataset name assigned to your BDAM db-key save table. This file is only needed if you specify
the DISK option of the AUDIT statement.

volser -- The volume serial number of the disk that will contain a particular file.

pe,se -- The primary/secondary space allocation for the EXTRACTS file allocated to DASD. Space allocation for a DASD
file depends on the number of errors detected during the audit phase the maximum record size is 512 bytes and must be
blocked by the user (as noted in blkse). Because it is difficult to estimate the number of errors, you can allocate this file
to tape. For most cases, DASD can be used. For example, if you are using a 3330 device with a blocksize of 6144, one
cylinder can hold 456 extract records. A primary/secondary specification of 10,2 should be adequate.

blkse -- The block size of the EXTRACTS and WORKFILE files. The maximum record size is 512 bytes. A blocksize of
6144 is recommended for all device types.

pw,sw -- The primary/secondary space allocation for the WORKFILE file allocated to DASD. Space allocation should be
twice the space allocation of the EXTRACTS file.

A primary/secondary allocation of 20,4 should be adequate.

pd,sd -- The primary/secondary space allocation for the DBKYWORK file allocated to DASD. To estimate the total number
of blocks, multiply the total number of integrated index member records of mandatory-automatic sets by 30 (record length)
times 2. The result is the total number of bytes. Divide by the block size to get the total number of blocks.
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A primary/secondary allocation of 5,2 should be adequate.

blksd -- The block size of the DBKWORK file. The record size is 30 bytes. A block size of 6000 is recommended for all
device types.

pi,si -- The primary/secondary space allocation for the INDXEXTR file and for the INDXWORK file, allocated to DASD.
This space is primarily used for integrated index orphan records and secondarily for integrated index errors. If you have
inserted a small number of member records in integrated index sets in the database, then you can estimate the total
blocks by multiplying the total number of integrated index member records times the maximum record length (588) times
0.5, dividing by the block size. If a large number of member records have been inserted in integrated index sets, multiply
the result by 3.

A primary/secondary allocation of 20,4 should be adequate.

blksi -- The block size of the INDXEXTR and INDXWORK files. The maximum record size is 588 bytes. A blocksize of
6144 is recommended for all device types.

blkcnt.hash -- The number of blocks for the BDAM db-key hash file. See Figure 5.6.

blkcnt.save -- The number of blocks for the BDAM db-key save file. See Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.8: Key to Figure 5.7

3. Running IDMS/DB Audit

Sample z/OS or JCL to audit and simulate fixing the database described by your subschema is shown in Figures 5.9a and
5.9b. A key to the variables (shown in bold) and file use is shown in Figures 5.10a and 5.10b. Similar JCL is contained in
Target or Distribution source library member USAEXEC.

 //*

 //* THIS JCL IS FOR AUDIT AND SIMULATED FIXING

 //*

 //DBAUDIT EXEC  PGM=USADRVR,

 //               REGION=#K,

 //               PARM='NOSPIE/'

 //STEPLIB   DD   DSN=your.loadlib,

 //               DISP=SHR

 //          DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,

 //               DISP=SHR

 //SORTLIB   DD   DSN=sort.loadlib,

 //               DISP=SHR

 //SORTWK01  DD   UNIT=disk,

 //               SPACE=(CYL,(ps,ss))

 //SORTWK02  DD   UNIT=disk,

 //               SPACE=(CYL,(ps,ss))

 //SORTWK03  DD   UNIT=disk,

 //               SPACE=(CYL,(ps,ss))

 //SORTWK04  DD   UNIT=disk,

 //               SPACE=(CYL,(ps,ss))

 //*

 //dbfil01   DD   DSN=user.dbfil01,
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 //               DISP=SHR

 //          .

 //          .

 //          .

 //dbfilnn   DD   DSN=user.dbfilnn,

 //               DISP=SHR

Figure 5.9a: z/OS JCL to Run IDMS/DB Audit

 //*GENERAL FILES NEEDED FOR ALL RUNS.

 //*

 //EXTRACTS  DD   DSN=dbaudit.extract,

 //               DISP=OLD

 //WORKFILE  DD   DSN=dbaudit.workfile,

 //               DISP=OLD

 //*

 //sortmsg   DD   SYSOUT=a

 //SYSLST    DD   SYSOUT=a      AUDIT REPORT

 //SYSOUT    DD   SYSOUT=a      INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT

 //SNAPIT    DD   SYSOUT=a

 //SYSUDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=a

 //*

 //*FILES NEEDED FOR AUDITING OR FIXING

 //*INTEGRATED INDEX SETS.

 //*

 //DBKYWORK  DD   DSN=dbaudit.dbkywork,

 //               DISP=OLD

 //INDXEXTR  DD   DSN=dbaudit.indxextr,

 //               DISP=OLD

 //INDXWORK  DD   DSN=dbaudit.indxwork,

 //               DISP=OLD

 //*

 //*FILES NEEDED ONLY IF DISK OPTION IS SPECIFIED

 //*AND VSAM IS CHOSEN

 //*

 //DBKHASH   DD   DSN=vsam.dbkhash,

 //               DISP=SHR

 //DBKSAVE   DD   DSN=vsam.dbksave,

 //               DISP=SHR

 //*

 //*THE INPUT STATEMENTS SHOWN HERE ARE EXAMPLES
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 //*FOR AUDIT AND SIMULATED FIX

 //*

 //SYSIPT    DD   *

   PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=subschema-name,

    READYMODE=RETRIEVAL,SORTMSGS=CRITICAL

   AUDIT,PAGES,USERSETS,CALCSETS,INDEX,

    CORE,SETLIMIT=3000,DBKEYTBL

   FIX=SIMULATE,PAGES,USERSETS,CALCSETS,INDEXORPHANS

   REPORTS=YES,RECDATA=HEX,SETMBRS=ALL

 /*

 //SYSIDMS   DD   *

   SYSIDMS PARAMETERS...

Figure 5.9b: z/OS JCL to Run IDMS/DB Audit

 /*

 //*        FILES NEEDED ONLY IF DISK OPTION IS SPECIFIED

 //*        AND BDAM IS CHOSEN

 //*

 //DBKHASH  DD   DSN=dbaudit.dbkhash,

 //              DISP=SHR

 //              DCB=DSORG=DA

 //DBKHA@@  DD   DSN*.DBKHASH,VOL=REF=*.DBKHASH,

 //              DISP=SHR

 //              DCB=DSORG=DA

 //DBKSAVE  DD   DSN=dbaudit.dbksave,

 //              DISP=SHR

 //              DCB=DSORG=DA

 //DBKSA@@  DD   DSN*.DBKSAVE,VOL=REF=*.DBKSAVE,

 //              DISP=SHR

 //              DCB=DSORG=DA

Figure 5.9c: z/OS JCL to Run IDMS/DB Audit

Key to Sample z/OS JCL to Run IDMS/DB Audit

#K -- The number of kilobytes of storage to be made available to the program execution phase. For more information, see
the Storage Requirements section.

your.loadlib -- The dataset name of the MVS/PDS library into which you downloaded IDMS/DB Audit.

idms.loadlib -- The dataset name of the MVS/PDS library in which your DMCL and subschema reside.

sort.loadlib -- The dataset name of the MVS/PDS library in which your sort modules reside.

disk -- The unit address of the disk drive you want to use for the IDMS/DB Audit execution file, or a generic assignment to
indicate a disk drive allocation.

ps,ss -- Primary/secondary space allocation for the SORT. Space allocation depends on the number of error extract
records created in the audit phase. In most cases, the number of extracts created is small. A primary/secondary
specification of 5,2 should be adequate. The total sortwork space allocated should be twice the space allocated to the
EXTRACTS file.
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If your database has numerous errors or the sets containing errors are long, the extract file may be large. In that case, you
may need more than four SORTWK datasets.

If you are auditing integrated index sets and you have index orphans, then you need enough extra space to accommodate
twice the number of index orphans written to the index extract file.

dbfil01/dbfilnn -- The DDNAMEs of the database files to be accessed.

user.dbfil01/user.dbfilnn -- The dataset names of the database files to be accessed.

dbaudit.extract -- The dataset name assigned to your extract file.

dbaudit.workfile -- The dataset name assigned to your work file.

sortmsg -- The DDNAME of the message file for your SORT product.

a -- The appropriate SYSOUT class for your installation.

dbaudit.dbkywork -- The dataset name assigned to your db-key work file. This file is needed only if you are auditing or
fixing integrated index sets, and you have mandatory-automatic integrated index sets.

dbaudit.indxextr -- The dataset name assigned to your integrated index extract file. This file is needed only if you are
auditing or fixing integrated index sets.

dbaudit.indxwork -- The dataset name assigned to your integrated index work file. This file is needed only if you are
auditing or fixing integrated index sets.

vsam.dbkhash -- The dataset name of the VSAM file for the db-key hash table. This file is needed only if you specify
DISK in the AUDIT statement. You must predefine this file using the IDCAMS control statements shown in Figure 5.5.
Optionally, this file may be defined as BDAM (see Figures 5.7c, 5.8a, and 5.9c).

vsam.dbksave -- The dataset name of the VSAM file for the db-key save table. This file is needed only if you specify
DISK in the AUDIT statement. You must predefine this file using the IDCAMS control statements shown in Figure 5.5.
Optionally, this file may be defined as BDAM (see Figures 5.7c, 5.8a, and 5.9c).

subschema-name -- The name of the subschema that describes the database you want audited.

SYSIDMS -- This file is always required for the IDMS physical environment parameter to be read. For instance,
DMCL=xxxxxxxx must be specified, where xxxxxxxx is the name of the specific DMCL.

dbaudit.dbkhash -- The dataset name assigned to your BDAM db-key hash table. This file is only needed if you specify
the DISK option of the AUDIT statement.

dbaudit.dbksave -- The dataset name assigned to your BDAM db-key save table. This file is only needed if you specify
the DISK option of the AUDIT statement.

Figure 5.10: Key to Figure 5.9

Restarting IDMS/DB Audit

When an audit and simulated fix have been successfully completed, you can restart IDMS/DB Audit and actually update
the database. The JCL for the update run is the same as the previous JCL, except for the parameter statements. Be sure
that no other updates are applied to the database between the audit run and the fix run.

Here are sample parameter statements:

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=subschema-name,

    READYMODE=UPDATE,SORTMSGS=CRITICAL

FIX=UPDATE,PAGES,USERSETS,CALCSETS,INDEXORPHANS

REPORTS=YES,RECDATA=CHAR,SETMBRS=ERRSONLY
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Obtaining Reports for a Previous Run

You may want only the reports for a previous run of IDMS/DB Audit . Again, you can use the same JCL and change only
the parameter statements:

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=subschema-name,

    READYMODE=RETRIEVAL,SORTMSGS=CRITICAL

REPORTS=YES,RECDATA=HEX,SETMBRS=ALL

z/VSE Operations

Sample JCL for using IDMS/DB Audit in a z/VSE environment is presented below in two parts:

1. (Optional) Allocating work files for the DISK option
2. Running IDMS/DB Audit

An explanation of various restart options, showing the use of files created in a previous audit run, follows the JCL.

z/VSE File Assignments

Even if you use a storage management tool such as Dynam/T, IDMS/DB Audit requires an ASSGN statement for every
file except SORTWKnn. This ASSGN is required because IDMS/DB Audit has its own device-independent support which
dynamically builds a DTF based on the device type indicated by the ASSGN. Unless the ASSIGN specifies VSAM or
BDAM, the file may be defined with either DLBL or TLBL.

z/VSE JCL

1. Allocating Work Files for the DISK Option

(USADEFN) If you specify DISK in the Audit statement, you must allocate two VSAM files to disk: one for the db-key
table and one for the db-key save table. See Allocating Work Files for the DISK Option and Figure 5.5 above for sample
IDCAMS control statements for file allocation.

2. Running IDMS/DB Audit

Sample z/VSE JCL to audit and simulate fixing the database described by your subschema is shown in Figures 5.11a and
5.11b. A key to the variables (shown in bold) is shown in Figures 5.12a and 5.12b. Similar JCL is contained in TOOLJCL
library member USAEXEC.

 // JOB DBAUDIT

 // OPTION LOG,PARTDUMP

 *

 *  ────────── VSAM WORK FILE'S FOR AUDIT DISK OPTION ───────

 *

 // DLBL   DBKHASH,'vsam.dbkhash',0,VSAM

 // EXTENT SYS014,volser,,,rel-trk-blk,amount

 // ASSGN  SYS014,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL   DBKSAVE,'vsam.dbksave',0,VSAM

 // EXTENT SYS015,volser,,,rel-trk-blk,amount
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 // ASSGN  SYS015,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC  IDCAMS,SIZE=AUTO

 *

 *   See source library member USADEFN for IDCAMS control statements

 *

 /*

 *       ───────────── SORT FILES ─────────────────────

 *

 // DLBL SORTWK1,'SORT.WORK1',0,SD       SORT WORK #1

 // EXTENT SYS001,volser,,,rel-trk-blk,amount

 // ASSGN  SYS001,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL SORTWK2,'SORT.WORK2',0,SD       SORT WORK #2

 // EXTENT SYS002,volser,,,rel-trk-blk,amount

 // ASSGN  SYS002,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL SORTWK3,'SORT.WORK3',0,SD       SORT WORK #3

 // EXTENT SYS003,volser,,,rel-trk-blk,amount

 // ASSGN  SYS003,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL SORTWK4,'SORT.WORK4',0,SD       SORT WORK #4

 // EXTENT SYS004,volser,,,rel-trk-blk,amount

 // ASSGN  SYS004,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *

 *       ───────────── USER DATABASE FILES ──────────

 *

 // DLBL   dbfil01,'user.dbfil01',,DA    USER DATADASE FILE #01

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser

 // ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

    .

    .

    .

 // DLBL   dbfilnn,'user.dbfilnn',,DA    USER DATADASE FILE #nn

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser

 // ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *

 *  ────────── VSAM WORK FILE'S FOR AUDIT DISK OPTION ───────

 *

 // DLBL   DBKHASH,'vsam.dbkhash',0,VSAM

 // EXTENT SYS010,volser

 // ASSGN  SYS010,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL   DBKSAVE,'vsam.dbksave',0,VSAM

 // EXTENT SYS011,volser

 // ASSGN  SYS011,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *

Figure 5.11a: z/VSE JCL to Run IDMS/DB Audit
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 *   ──────────── DBAUDIT WORK FILES ────────────────────

 *

 // ASSGN  SYS020,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL   AFILE04,'AUDIT.extract',0,SD       EXTRACT OUTPUT FILE

 // EXTENT SYS020,volser,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount

 // DLBL   AFILE05,'AUDIT.extract',0,SD       EXTRACT INPUT FILE

 // EXTENT SYS020,volser,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount

 // ASSGN  SYS021,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL   AFILE06,'AUDIT.workfile',0,SD      WORK OUTPUT FILE

 // EXTENT SYS021,volser,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount

 // DLBL   AFILE07,'AUDIT.workfile',0,SD      WORK INPUT FILE

 // EXTENT SYS021,volser,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount

 // ASSGN  SYS022,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL   AFILE08,'AUDIT.indxwork',0,SD      INDEX WORK INPUT FILE

 // EXTENT SYS022,volser,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount

 // DLBL   AFILE09,'AUDIT.indxwork',0,SD      INDEX WORK OUTPUT  FILE

 // EXTENT SYS022,volser,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount

 // ASSGN  SYS023,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL   AFILE10,'AUDIT.indxextr',0,SD      INDEX EXTR INPUT FILE

 // EXTENT SYS023,volser,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount

 // DLBL   AFILE11,'AUDIT.indxextr',0,SD      INDEX EXTR OUTPUT  FILE

 // EXTENT SYS023,volser,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount

 // ASSGN  SYS024,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL   AFILE12,'AUDIT.dbkywork',0,SD      DBKEY INPUT FILE

 // EXTENT SYS024,volser,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount

 // DLBL   AFILE13,'AUDIT.dbkywork',0,SD      DBKEY OUTPUT FILE

 // EXTENT SYS024,volser,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount

 // ASSGN  SYSIPT,SYSRDR                       INPUT PARAMETER FILE

 // ASSGN  SYS006,SYSLST                       AUDIT REPORT

 // ASSGN  SYS007,uuu                          INTEGRITY ANALYSIS REPORT

 *

 *   ───────────────   LIBRARY DEF'S ────────────────

 *

 // DLBL TOOL,'tool.loadlib'

 // EXTENT ,volser

 // DLBL IDMS,'idms.loadlib'

 // EXTENT ,volser

 // LIBDEF PHASE,SEARCH=(TOOL.sublib,IDMS.sublib)

 *
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 // DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

 // EXEC   USADRVR,SIZE=(AUTO,#K),PARM='NOSPIE/'

 *

 *  R14.1 OPTIONAL SYSIDMS PARAMETERS

 *

 /*

   PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=subschema-name,....

   AUDIT,.......

   FIX=SIMULATE,.........

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

Figure 5.11b: z/VSE JCL to Run IDMS/DB Audit

Key to Sample z/VSE JCL to Run IDMS/DB Audit

vsam.dbkhash -- The data set name of the VSAM file for the db-key table. This file is needed only if you specify DISK in
the AUDIT statement. You must pre-define this file by using the IDCAMS control statements.

volser -- The volume serial number or generic assignment of the disk volume on which the file, as specified in the
preceding DLBL statement, resides.

rel-trk-blk -- Relative track or relative block number: the starting position on the DASD for storage of the work file
specified in the previous statement.

amount -- The space allocation you need to store the file specified in the previous statement. Refer to the specific
information on estimating space earlier in this section.

vsam.dbksave -- The data set name of the VSAM file for the db-key save table. This file is needed only if you specify
DISK in the AUDIT statement. You must pre-define this file by using the IDCAMS control statements.

user.dbfil01/user.dbfilnn -- The file ID of each of the database files to be accessed.

SYSnnn -- The programmer logical units of the database files to be accessed.

extract -- The data set name assigned to your extract file.

workfile -- The data set name assigned to your work file.

indxwork -- The data set name assigned to your integrated index work file. This file is needed only if you are auditing or
fixing integrated index sets.

indxextr -- The data set name assigned to your integrated index extract file. This file is needed only if you are auditing or
fixing integrated index sets.

dbkywork -- The data set name assigned to your db-key work file. This file is needed only if you are auditing or fixing
integrated index sets, and you have mandatory-automatic integrated index sets.

uuu -- SYS007 must be assigned to a second SYSLST device (uuu).

tool.loadlib -- The data set name of the core image library in which your DMCL and subschema reside.

tool.sublib/idms.sublib -- The sublibrary name of the z/VSE library specified in the previous file name.

subschema-name... -- The parameters you specify to execute IDMS/DB Audit.

Figure 5.12: Key to Figure 5.11
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Restarting IDMS/DB Audit

When an audit and simulated fix have been successfully completed, you can restart IDMS/DB Audit and actually update
the database. The JCL for the update run is the same as the previous JCL, except for the parameter statements. Be sure
that no other updates are applied to the database between the audit run and the fix run.

Here are sample parameter statements:

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=subschema-name,

    READYMODE=UPDATE,SORTMSGS=CRITICAL

FIX=UPDATE,PAGES,USERSETS,CALCSETS,INDEXORPHANS

REPORTS=YES,RECDATA=CHAR,SETMBRS=ERRSONLY

Obtaining Reports for a Previous Run

You may want only the reports for a previous run of IDMS/DB Audit . Again, you can use the same JCL and change only
the parameter statements:

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=subschema-name,

    READYMODE=RETRIEVAL,SORTMSGS=CRITICAL

REPORTS=YES,RECDATA=HEX,SETMBRS=ALL

z/VM Operations

Sample EXEC for using IDMS/DB Audit in a z/VM environment is shown below in two parts:

1. (Optional) Allocating work files for the DISK option
2. Running IDMS/DB Audit

An explanation of various restart options, showing the use of files created in a previous audit run, follows the EXEC.

z/VM EXEC

1. Allocating Work Files for the DISK Option

(USADEFN) If you specify DISK in the Audit statement, you must allocate two direct access disk files: one for the db-key
hash table and one for the db-key save table. These direct access files may be VSAM or BDAM. If you choose to allocate
these files as VSAM, they must be defined through AMSERV. See Allocating Work Files for the DISK Option and Figure
5.5 above for sample AMSERV control statements for file allocation.

If you choose to allocate these files as BDAM, you do not need to use AMSERV. Instead, revise your EXEC (as shown in
Figure 5.13b) to contain the statements shown in Figure 5.13a.

 * FILES NEEDED ONLY IF DISK OPTION IS SPECIFIED

 * AND BDAM IS CHOSEN

 *

 FILEDEF   DBKHASH       fn ft fm6 (DSORG DA

 FILEDEF   DBKHA@@       fn ft fm6 (DSORG DA

 FILEDEF   DBKSAVE       fn ft fm6 (DSORG DA

 FILEDEF   DBKSA@@       fn ft fm6 (DSORG DA

 *

 * DBKHA@@ MUST HAVE THE SAME FILEID AS DBKHASH
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 * AND DBKSA@@ MUST HAVE THE SAME FILEID AS DBKSAVE

Figure 5.13a: z/VM EXEC to Run IDMS/DB Audit

2. Running IDMS/DB Audit

Sample z/VM EXEC to audit and simulate fixing the database described by your subschema is shown in Figure 5.13a and
5.13b. A key to the variables (shown in bold) is shown in Figures 5.14. A similar EXEC is contained in the source library
member USAEXEC.

 TOOL_LOADLIB_FN     = 'toollib'

 IDMS_LOADLIB_FN     = 'idmslib'

 SORTLIB_FN          = 'sortlib'

 /*

 /* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required librarie(s)

 /* and database file(s).

 /*

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'GLOBAL  LOADLIB ' TOOL_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN

  'GLOBAL  TXTLIB ' SORTLIB_FN

 /*

 /* Insert FILEDEFS as needed to define all required database files.

 /*

  'FILEDEF dbfil01 DISK fn ft fm6 ( dcb'

  'FILEDEF dbfilnn DISK fn ft fm6 ( dcb'

 /*

 /* Files needed for all runs.

 /*

  'FILEDEF SYSLST   PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSUDUMP PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSOUT   PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SNAPIT   PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF EXTRACTS DISK USAEXEC EXTRACTS fm'

  'FILEDEF WORKFILE DISK USAEXEC WORKFILE fm'

 /*

 /* You must create a file 'SYSIDMS PARMS A' containing the SYSIDMS

 /* parameters you use to specify your runtime environment.

 /*

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS  DISK SYSIDMS PARMS A'

 /*

 /* You must create a file 'USAEXEC SYSIPT A' containing the input

 /* parameter statements prior to executing this EXEC.

 /*

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT   DISK USAEXEC SYSIPT   A'

 /*

 /* Insert FILEDEF statements for SORT work space as required by

 /* your SORT product.

 /*

 /* Files needed for auditing or fixing integrated index sets.

 /*
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  'FILEDEF DBKYWORK DISK USAEXEC DBKYWORK fm'

  'FILEDEF INDXEXTR DISK USAEXEC INDXEXTR fm'

  'FILEDEF INDXWORK DISK USAEXEC INDXWORK fm'

 /*

 /* The remaining VSAM files are needed only if you specify DISK

 /* option on the "AUDIT" parameter statement and VSAM is chosen.

 /*

 /* Remove the comments from around the next 4 statements.

 /*      'DLBL IJSYSCT vsam_fm DSN vsamcat'

         'DLBL IJSYSUC vsam_fm DSN vsamcat'

         'DLBL DBKSAVE vsam_fm DSN dbksave (VSAM'

         'DLBL DBKHASH vsam_fm DSN dbkhash (VSAM'

  */

Figure 5.13b: z/VM EXEC to Run IDMS/DB Audit

 SAY 'START DATABASE AUDIT"

 SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  'EXECOS OSRUN USADRVR PARM=''NOSPIE/'''

  USADRVR_RC = RC

 IF USADRVR_RC > 4

  THEN DO

   CALL ERROR

  END

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME DBAUDIT LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  SAY 'USAEXEC FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF' USADRVR_RC

  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

  'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  EXIT USADRVR_RC

 /*

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

 ERROR:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

  ERROR_RC = RC

  TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME DBAUDIT LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

  'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  EXIT ERROR_RC

 /*

Figure 5.13b (cont.): z/VM EXEC to Run IDMS/DB Audit
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Key to Sample z/VM EXEC to Run IDMS/DB Audit

toollib -- The file name of the load library into which you downloaded IDMS/DB Audit.

idmslib -- The file name of the load library containing your IDMS subschema and DMCL modules.

sortlib -- The file name of the text library containing your sort modules.

dbfil01/dbfilnn -- The name of each of the database files to be accessed.

fn ft fm -- The file name, file type, and file mode of the relevant file. The file mode number of your database file(s) must be
6.

dcb -- The data control block (DCB) information for the files.

NOTE
The following definitions are required if you specify theDISK option in the AUDIT statement. You must predefine
these files using IDCAMS control statements. See Operations of the IDMS/DB Audit Using section.

dbksave -- The data set name of the VSAM file for the db-key save table.

dbkhash -- The data set name of the VSAM file for the db-key hash table.

vsamcat -- The data set name of the VSAM catalog.

vsam_fm -- The file mode of the accessed minidisk containing your VSAM catalog(s) and file(s).

Figure 5.14: Key to Figure 5.13a

Restarting IDMS/DB Audit

When an audit and simulated fix have been successfully completed, you can restart IDMS/DB Audit and actually update
the database. The EXEC for the update run is the same as the previous EXEC, except for the parameter statements. Be
sure that no other updates are applied to the database between the audit run and the fix run.

Here are sample parameter statements:

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=subschema-name,

    READYMODE=UPDATE,SORTMSGS=CRITICAL

FIX=UPDATE,PAGES,USERSETS,CALCSETS,INDEXORPHANS

REPORTS=YES,RECDATA=CHAR,SETMBRS=ERRSONLY

Obtaining Reports for a Previous Run

You may want only the reports for a previous run of IDMS/DB Audit . Again, you can use the EXEC and change only the
parameter statements:

PROCESS,SUBSCHEMA=subschema-name,

    READYMODE=RETRIEVAL,SORTMSGS=CRITICAL

REPORTS=YES,RECDATA=HEX,SETMBRS=ALL

IDMS/DB Analyzer
IDMS/DB Analyzer is a parameter-driven utility for IDMS that produces a series of analytical reports describing the
physical organization of a database. These reports give you the necessary statistical basis for both planning and
assessing database reorganization. With IDMS/DB Analyzer you can analyze an entire database or a portion of a
database. IDMS/DB Analyzer also allows you to compare current physical organization conditions with past ones, or two
sets of past conditions with each other.
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The Physical Analysis/Reorganization Challenge

The physical organization of your database plays a crucial role in determining efficient and cost-effective application
performance. But, because of the dynamic nature of corporate information, the effectiveness of even the most carefully
structured database deteriorates over time. Application performance decreases, operating costs increase, and the DBA is
confronted with a formidable challenge -- database analysis and reorganization.

IDMS/DB Analyzer Meets Your Needs

IDMS/DB Analyzer is a comprehensive database analysis tool. It replaces the less comprehensive utilities previously
available for understanding the physical organization of a database.

IDMS/DB Analyzer gives you the analytical capability necessary for performing timely, accurate, and easy to justify
database reorganization. It is specifically designed to help you:

• Manage the database environment using meaningful physical organization information
• Forecast the performance of proposed applications
• Monitor database growth
• Establish the need for database expansion
• Identify undesirable trends in the database environment
• Assess the benefits derived from database reorganization.

What Does IDMS/DB Analyzer Do?
IDMS/DB Analyzer is a parameter-driven batch utility that examines the physical structure of a database, creates an
iterative statistical data file based on this examination and then produces a series of user-requested analytical reports.

IDMS/DB Analyzer examines a database and collects data on important physical characteristics within areas, within
record and set types, and within the index or indexes associated with the database.

This data is stored in the statistical data file. Since the statistical file is iterative, storing several generations of historical
data, IDMS/DB Analyzer can compare current statistics with historical statistics or two different sets of historical statistics
with each other. This capability allows you to detect trends in the database over a period of time or to assess the effects of
reorganization.

IDMS/DB Analyzer creates reports by using information either taken directly from the database or computed from the
contents of the statistical file.

Statistic Collection

IDMS/DB Analyzer produces statistics that provide a firm foundation for decision making. These statistics show raw
counts, percentages, means, minimum and maximum values, and the distribution of values across page ranges and other
types of ranges. Statistics are collected at four different levels of physical organization -- AREA, RECORD, SET, and
INDEX. These statistics permit:

An analysis by AREA and RECORD TYPE of such characteristics as:

• Total record occurrences
• Relocated record occurrences
• Fragmented record occurrences
• Logically deleted record occurrences
• Savings due to record compression
• Space used

An analysis by AREA of characteristics such as:
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• Space allocated for pointers, data, line indexes, and headers/footers
• Free space
• Physically and logically full pages
• Space management pages
• Empty pages

An analysis by SET TYPE of such characteristics as:

• Owner record occurrences
• Owner occurrences with one or more members
• Page distribution of set occurrences
• Member record occurrences on target page
• Member record occurrences on overflow
• Page changes when set walking

An analysis by INDEX SET of such characteristics as:

• Upper level blocks, page spread, and table entries
• Upper level blocks stored inside and outside bottom level offset
• Bottom level blocks, page spread, and table entries
• Number of index levels.

Reporting with Quick Reference Histograms

IDMS/DB Analyzer produces four different reports: Area, Record, Set, and SR8 Index -- which include quick reference
histograms. IDMS/DB Analyzer can also produce a comparative version of each of these four reports.

Area Reports -- IDMS/DB Analyzer can produce an Area Report for every area in your database. This report is composed
of four sections. The Area Statistics Section provides you with raw counts and percentages for a comprehensive list
of area characteristics. The distribution of certain characteristics over meaningful ranges (page ranges, for example)
is shown in the Distribution Section. The Histogram Section displays Distribution Section information in the form of a
histogram or bar chart for easy reference.

The Analysis by Record Section provides summary statistics by record type for both active and logically deleted records.

Record Reports -- A three-section report for each record type in your database can be produced. Statistics for distribution
of selected characteristics is shown in the Distribution Section and displayed as a bar chart in the Histogram Section.

Set Reports -- Statistics for each set type in your database are shown in Set Reports. A Set Report consists of four
sections. The Set Statistics Section, Distribution Section, and Histogram Section, which apply to set type characteristics,
are similar to those in the Area and Record Reports.

The Multi-Member Set Analysis Section shows an analysis of each record type in a multi-member set.

SR8 Index Reports -- A three-section SR8 Index Report can be produced for each SR8 index set in your database. Index
definition; upper and bottom level statistics; table entry distributions; and histograms are shown in the SR8 Index Report.
Integrated index sets (indexed sets) are referred to as SR8 sets in this user section.

Comparative Reports -- Area, Record, Set, and SR8 Index Reports are each available in a comparative version.

If you want to compare the status of a specific area at two different times, you can produce a Comparative Area Report.
Comparative reports draw information from two different statistical files. Old and new values, as well as the variance or
difference between them, are shown.

Parameter Statement Syntax Checking

IDMS/DB Analyzer is driven by one mandatory and four optional parameter statements. These parameter statements
make it easy for you to perform processing that meets your exact needs no matter how general or specific they may be.
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In addition, you can check the syntax of all entered parameter statements before processing is begun. This makes it
possible for you to run IDMS/DB Analyzer over a weekend, or at some other time when you are not present, without
the possibility of abnormal termination of a program because of a syntax error. If IDMS/DB Analyzer does encounter a
syntax error during a processing run, it checks all other parameter statement syntax for correctness before terminating
abnormally. Consequently, you can correct all syntax errors before requesting another processing run.

IDMS/DB Analyzer and Database I/O

IDMS/DB Analyzer uses the following features of IDMS database I/O:

• XA database buffers and control blocks
• Memory cache support
• Dynamic database file allocation
• Unrestricted SEGMENT name usage as database names

See IDMS Database Administration Section and IDMS System Operations Section. Additionally, features of the IDMS
database engine and SYSIDMS PREFETCH parameter for read-ahead and EXCP I/O processing perform the functions
once defined by the FASTSCAN and GSDTPARM installation defaults, respectfully. Refer to IDMS Common Facilities
Section for details.

DB Analyzer Parameter Statements
IDMS/DB Analyzer performs two basic functions: Statistics accumulation and report production. These two functions can
be performed for any subschema by using a single PROCESS parameter statement.

The PROCESS statement can be used alone to generate a complete set of statistics and reports.

You can also limit or modify these functions by using three additional parameter statements: AREA, SET, and REPORT.
These optional statements allow you to limit or modify the statistics collected, and to specify which reports you want
generated.

The PROCESS statement initiates IDMS/DB Analyzer processing. It is a mandatory statement and must be entered first.
By specifying a process and a subschema name, you can automatically analyze the entire database described by the
subschema. Or, if you need to analyze only part of the database, you can specify explicitly the areas, sets, index sets and/
or reports that you want to process.

You can use the PROCESS statement to:

• Request the accumulation of statistics, the production of reports, or both
• Specify the subschema to be analyzed
• Select either the AUTOMATIC or the EXPLICIT processing mode
• Request comparative reports
• Create a file of logically deleted record(s)(LDEL)

Before IDMS/DB Analyzer processes a database, you can check the syntax of your parameter statements by choosing the
SYNTAX option in the PROCESS statement.

Processing Modes

The SELECTION parameter of the PROCESS statement allows you to process either all of the database described by a
subschema or only the parts of the database you specify. When you choose to process all of the database, you can also
specify parts of it to be excluded from processing.

SELECTION=AUTOMATIC directs IDMS/DB Analyzer to process the entire database described by a subschema, except
for those parts that you specify for exclusion. You can exclude specific areas, sets, SR8 sets, and/or reports.
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SELECTION=EXPLICIT directs IDMS/DB Analyzer to process only the areas, sets, SR8 index sets, and/or reports
specified by using the optional parameter statements.

Optional Statements

The AREA, SET, and REPORT statements are optional. Their functions depend on the mode--AUTOMATIC or EXPLICIT--
that you select in the PROCESS statement. Use of the optional statements is described in detail, separately for the
AUTOMATIC mode and the EXPLICIT mode, after the description of the PROCESS statement in this section.

AUTOMATIC Mode

In the AUTOMATIC mode:

The AREA Statement allows you to exclude an area from processing, to limit processing to a portion of an area, or to
specify the page ranges used in reporting the distribution of characteristics across an area.

The SET Statement is used to exclude a set type from processing, or to specify length ranges for reporting the
distribution of set occurrence lengths. Use this statement to exclude SR8 (integrated index) sets, as well as non-index
sets.

The REPORT Statement is used to eliminate production of specific reports.

EXPLICIT Mode

In the EXPLICIT mode:

The AREA Statement allows you to include an area or part of an area in processing and to specify distribution page
ranges.

The SET Statement is used to include a set type in processing and to specify length distribution ranges. Use this
statement to include SR8 (integrated index) sets, as well as non-index sets.

The REPORT Statement is used to produce specific reports.

PROCESS Statement

Use the PROCESS parameter statement to initiate IDMS/DB Analyzer processing. This statement consists of parameters
that control all processing for the Analyzer option. The PROCESS statement must be the first statement entered. The
PROCESS statement is described as follows:

• P ROCESS = initiates execution of IDMS/DB Analyzer and indicates that processing options follow.
• ACCUMULATE indicates that you want IDMS/DB Analyzer to accumulate statistics from the database into an archive

file, but that you do not want reports to be produced at this time.
• REPORTS indicates that you want one or more reports produced using statistics from a previously accumulated

statistical file.
• ALL indicates that you want a current set of statistics to be accumulated and you want one or more reports to be

produced showing this current set of statistics.
• SYNTAX indicates that you want IDMS/DB Analyzer to validate parameter syntax. Use this option prior to a full run to

eliminate premature termination due to syntax errors.

Default: There is no default. You must choose one of these options.
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Exhibit 3.5: PROCESS Statement Syntax

SUBSCHEMA Parameter
 , SU BSCHEMA=name

 

SUBSCHEMA specifies the name that defines the database for which you want statistics accumulated. If you want to
process the entire database, enter the name of a subschema that defines the entire database.

If the specified subschema is missing record definitions that are required to satisfy selected processing, database analysis
may end prematurely with errors, including an 0361 error status.
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Default: There is no default. You must supply a valid subschema name.

Rule: The subschema specified cannot contain native VSAM records.

SELECTION Parameter

,SELECTION= < AUTOMATIC >
\ EXPLICIT /

SELECTION specifies whether to accumulate statistics and create reports automatically for the whole database defined
by the subschema (except those parts specifically excluded or limited), or to accumulate statistics and create reports only
for explicitly specified parts of the database.

 AUTOMATIC

AUTOMATIC indicates that statistics are to be accumulated for all areas, records, and sets (including index sets) in the
subschema unless a subsequent parameter statement is used to limit the accumulation. It also indicates that all IDMS/DB
Analyzer reports are to be produced unless REPORT statements are used to exclude the production of specific reports.

 EXPLICIT

EXPLICIT indicates that you will specify the areas, records, and/or sets of the database for which you want statistical
accumulation. You must specify these parts in a subsequent parameter statement or statements. Otherwise, statistics
for the database will not be accumulated. It also indicates that you will specify the reports to be produced by using
subsequent REPORT statements. If you do not include one or more REPORT statements, no reports will be produced.

Default: The default is AUTOMATIC.

You will find a complete description of all the parameters available in the AUTOMATIC Mode after this section on the
PROCESS statement, followed by a complete description of all the parameters available in the EXPLICIT Mode.

COMPARE/NOCOMPARE Parameter

, < COMPARE >
\ NOCOMPARE /

The COMPARE/NOCOMPARE option allows you to create a comparative report or reports, comparing statistics
accumulated at two different times. This option is applicable only when you are requesting the creation of reports by using
the REPORTS option or the ALL option of the PROCESS parameter.

 C OMPARE

COMPARE indicates that you want to produce a comparative report.

 NOC OMPARE

NOCOMPARE indicates that you do not want to produce a comparative report.

Default: The default is NOCOMPARE.

LDEL/NOLDEL Parameter

, < LDEL >
\ NOLDEL /

The LDEL/NOLDEL option enables you to create a file containing the db-keys of database records that have been
logically deleted. Each LDEL record may contain one to 20 db-keys. (For Release 10.2 or earlier, you can use this file of
LDEL records as input to the IDMSLDEL utility.)
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LDEL indicates that you want to create an LDEL file. The LDEL option is applicable only when you are requesting the
accumulation of statistics from the subschema by using the ACCUMULATE option or the ALL option of the PROCESS
parameter.

 NOL DEL

NOLDEL indicates that you do not want to create an LDEL file.

Default: The default is NOLDEL.

FSBUFFER Parameter

,FSBUFFER=number-of-buffers

FSBUFFER indicates how many buffers are to be reserved for the fast-scan buffer pool. Each buffer can store one page.

The FSBUFFER parameter is used during an area sweep. Using FSBUFFER can help reduce the amount of I/O wait time
when an area being swept contains many pages.

It is difficult to define an ideal FSBUFFER value because of the many possible variations in an IDMS database.
Furthermore, a large FSBUFFER value may cause IDMS/DB Analyzer to use additional CPU cycles to manage these
buffers. The minimum FSBUFFER is 9. The maximum value is taken from the MAXBUF value in the GSDTPARM module.

Default: The default value is taken from the DEFBUF value in the GSDTPARM module.

AUTOMATIC

Statistics for a subschema's areas, records, and sets are automatically accumulated in the AUTOMATIC Mode, except for
those specifically excluded or modified with optional statements. At the end of the AUTOMATIC Mode subsection, Exhibits
3.10a-c show which set statistics will be collected with various combinations of parameters.

AREA Statement

In the AUTOMATIC Mode, an AREA statement is used to exclude or modify the accumulation of statistics for a specific
area. An AREA statement is meaningful only if you selected either the ACCUMULATE option or the ALL option in the
PROCESS statement.

Cross-Area Sets

A cross-area set is a set whose owner resides in one area and whose members reside in one or more other areas. Set
statistics for cross-area sets, as well as for single-area sets, can be excluded by using the NOMEMBERSET and/or
NOOWNERSET options of the AREA statement.
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Exhibit 3.6: AREA Statement Syntax

AREA Parameter

A

REA=area-name

In the AUTOMATIC Mode, AREA identifies an area that you want to exclude or limit. The area you specify must be one
that is defined by the subschema you are using to process the database.

Default Parameters
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You do not have to specify default parameters such as SWEEP, MEMBERSET, and OWNERSET. They may, however, be
coded for documentation purposes.

AREADIST Parameter

,

A

READIST=(hpage1,hpage2,...hpage10)

AREADIST allows you to specify the high page numbers for up to 10 distribution ranges. For example, if the area started
on page 1 and ended on page 100, AREADIST=(10,20,30) would represent page ranges of 1-10, 11-20, 21-30, and
31-100. These distribution ranges are used to show the spread of various physical characteristics across an area.

Default: The default ranges are 10 page ranges having equal numbers of pages. The number of pages in each range is
equal to

 ( stop page - start page + 1 )

                 10

Rules:

• You must enter values in numerical order from lowest to highest.
• The first entry must be equal to or greater than the number of the area start page. The last entry must be less than or

equal to the number of the area stop page.
• If you enter 10 values, the tenth entry must be equal to the number of the area stop page.
• If you enter fewer than 10 values, IDMS/DB Analyzer inserts the number of the area stop page as an additional entry.

SWEEP/NOSWEEP Parameter

, < SWEEP >
\ NOSWEEP /

The SWEEP/NOSWEEP option allows you to specify whether statistics from the area are to be accumulated. See Exhibit
3.7 for an example.

 SW

EEP

SWEEP indicates that you want to accumulate area, record, and set statistics for sets with owners residing in the named
area.

In the AUTOMATIC Mode, specify an area to be swept when you want to change the parameters START, STOP, or
AREADIST, or when you are using NOMEMBERSET or NOOWNERSET, but want some statistics from the area.

 NOSW

EEP

NOSWEEP indicates that you do not want to accumulate area or record statistics, or set statistics for sets whose owners
reside in the area. Member records for cross-area sets whose owners reside in another swept area will be processed
unless NOMEMBERSET is specified along with NOSWEEP.

Default: The default is SWEEP.
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MEMBERSET/NOMEMBERSET Parameter

, < MEMBERSET >
\ NOMEMBERSET /

The MEMBERSET/NOMEMBERSET option allows you to accumulate set statistics for member records whose owners
reside in a sweep area. See Exhibit 3.7 for an example.

 M

EMBERSET

MEMBERSET indicates that you want to accumulate statistics for cross-area sets whose member records are in this area.
When you are in the AUTOMATIC Mode and are using an AREA statement to change one or more of the parameters
STOP, START, and AREADIST, then MEMBERSET and SWEEP are set by default.

When you are using the AREA statement to exclude an area from processing by using NOSWEEP, MEMBERSET (set by
default) will allow accumulation of set statistics for cross-area sets whose member records are in the specified area.

 NOM

EMBERSET

NOMEMBERSET means that you do not want to accumulate statistics for sets whose member records are in the specified
area.

Use NOMEMBERSET with NOSWEEP to completely exclude an area from processing.

Default: The default is MEMBERSET.

OWNERSET/NOOWNERSET Parameter

The OWNERSET/NOOWNERSET option allows you to control accumulation of set statistics for all sets whose owners
reside in the area named in the AREA statement. See Exhibit 3.7 for examples.

 O

WNERSET

OWNERSET specifies all sets whose owners reside in the area named in the area statement. NOSWEEP overrides
OWNERSET.

 NOO

WNERSET

NOOWNERSET indicates that you do not want to accumulate set statistics for any set whose owner resides in the area
named in the AREA statement.

Default: The default is OWNERSET.
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Exhibit 3.7: Use of Parameter Statements to Collect Statistics

START Parameter

,

STA

RT=page-number

START limits processing to a specified portion of an area. You specify the beginning page number for the portion of the
area you want to sweep.

Default: The default value is the lowest page number for the entire area.
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STOP Parameter

,

STO

P=page-number

STOP limits processing to a specified portion of an area. You specify the ending page number for the portion of the area
you want to sweep.

Default: The default value is the highest page number for the entire area.

SET Statement

In the AUTOMATIC Mode, a SET statement is used to exclude or to modify the accumulation of statistics for a specific set
type. Use this statement for SR8 (integrated index) sets.

To use the SET statement, you must select either the ACCUMULATE option or the ALL option of the PROCESS
statement.

Exhibits 3.10a-c, at the end of the AUTOMATIC Mode subsection, show which set statistics are collected with each
parameter combination.
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Exhibit 3.8: SET Statement Syntax

SET Parameter

S

ET=set-name

SET identifies the set type or SR8 index set type that you want to exclude or modify.
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WALK/NOWALK Parameter

, < WALK >

\ NOWALK /

The WALK/NOWALK option allows you to define whether statistics for a set type are to be accumulated.

 W

ALK

WALK indicates that you want to accumulate statistics for a set type. WALK is set by default; it can be coded for
documentation purposes.

In the AUTOMATIC Mode, use WALK when you are using a SET statement to specify the length distribution ranges for a
set type. See LNTHDIST Parameter.

 NOW

ALK

NOWALK indicates that you do not want to accumulate statistics for a set type. Use NOWALK when you are in
AUTOMATIC mode to exclude a set type from processing.

Default: The default is WALK.

NOTE
The meanings of AREA statements take precedence over those of SET statements. Therefore, to execute a
SET statement whose purpose is to include a set type in processing, you must be sure that anyassociated
AREA statements do not exclude access to owner or member records for the set type. If an AREA statement
(using the NOMEMBERSET or NOOWNERSET options) excludes access to any part of a set, no statistics for
the set will be collected and an error message will appear in the Audit Report.

IIXWALK/NOIIXWALK Parameter

, < IIXWALK >
\ NOIIXWALK /

The IIXWALK/NOIIXWALK option allows you to control access of integrated index set members.

IIXW ALK- indicates that you want to accumulate statistics for the integrated index set members for this integrated index
set. IIXWALK is a set by default; it can be coded for documentation purposes.

NOIIXW ALK - indicates that you do not want to accumulate statistics for the integrated index set members of this
integrated index set. Use NOIIXWALK when you are in automatic mode to bypass access of each IIX set member.

LNTHDIST Parameter

,LNTHDIST=(hbound1,hbound2,...hbound9)

LNTHDIST indicates upper limits for up to nine set length distribution ranges. Set length is defined as the number of
member records in a given set occurrence. A set occurrence with nine member records falls within the distribution range
1-10. IDMS/DB Analyzer always sets 0-0 as the first distribution range. You can specify up to nine upper limits for other
ranges.

Default:  The default values are 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 99999999. These are the upper limits for the set length
distribution ranges 1-10, 11-20, 21-30 ... 81-99999999.

Rule:
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• You must enter numeric values from lowest to highest.

Cluster Distribution Ranges

In the AUTOMATIC Mode, statistics for reporting the page-spread of VIA clusters are automatically accumulated, unless
a set type is excluded by using NOWALK. This reporting is done by means of program-defined page ranges called cluster
distribution ranges. The cluster distribution ranges are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6-7, 8-10, 11-15, 16-20, 21+. Each of the first five
ranges consists of a single page. A cluster that is wholly contained on one page falls within range 1. A cluster spread
across two pages falls within range 2. A cluster spread across nine pages falls within range 8-10. You cannot modify the
cluster distribution ranges.

REPORT Statement

When you specify either PROCESS=REPORTS or PROCESS=ALL, in the AUTOMATIC Mode all IDMS/DB Analyzer
reports are produced. In this case, use the REPORT statement to suppress the production of a specific IDMS/DB
Analyzer report. Use a separate REPORT statement for each report you want to suppress.
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Exhibit 3.9: REPORT Statement Syntax

 R

EPORT=

REPORT identifies the REPORT statement and is followed by the name of the IDMS/DB Analyzer report you want to
suppress. Select only one report name for each REPORT statement that you use.

In AUTOMATIC Mode when none of the optional parameters are present:

 AREA
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AREA indicates that the Area Report is not to be produced.

 RECORD

RECORD indicates that the Record Report is not to be produced.

 SET

SET indicates that the Set Report is not to be produced. In addition, for an SR8 (integrated index) set the SR8 Index
Report is not to be produced.

Use the NO version of the optional parameters to indicate that the report is to be produced, but the indicated selection of
the report is to be bypassed.

 

 < 

S

TATISTICS >

, \ 

NOS

TATISTICS /

Indicates whether the Statistics section of the report is to be produced.

Default: The default is STATISTICS and does not need to be specified.

 

 < 

R

ECORD >

 , \ 

NOR

ECORD /

Indicates whether the Record section of the report is to be produced.

NOTE
The RECORD/NORECORD parameter is only valid with the AREA report to bypass the Analysis By Record
section, or with the SET report to bypass the Multi-member Set section.

Default: The default is RECORD and does not need to be specified.

 

 < 

DISTRIBUTION

 >

 , \ 

NOD

ISTRIBUTION /

Indicates whether the Distribution section of the report is to be produced.
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Default: The default is DISTRIBUTION and does not need to be specified.

< HISTOGRAM >

, \ NOHISTOGRAM /

Indicates whether the Histogram section of the report is to be produced.

Default: The default is HISTOGRAM and does not need to be specified.

Automatic Mode Exhibits

This table shows (on several pages) which set statistics will be collected, from a database containing areas A1 and A2
and Set Z, by using the parameters in the left column. An X indicates that statistics will be collected for the set designated
at the top of the column. You can locate the row of X's that corresponds to the set statistics you want to accumulate and
then use the parameters shown in that row; or you can locate specific parameters in the left column and use the table to
verify which statistics will be accumulated.

Area Statement  Set Occurrences   
AREA = A1 Owner in A1 Member in

A1
Owner in A1 Member in
A2

Owner in A2 Member in
A2

Owner in A2 Member in
A1

(no coded parameters) X X X X
OWNERSET X X X X
NOOWNERSET   X X
MEMBERSET X X X X
NOMEMBERSET  X X  
OWNERSET,
MEMBERSET

X X X X

OWNERSET,
NOMEMBERSET

 X X  

NOOWNERSET,
MEMBERSET

  X X

NOOWNERSET,
NOMEMBERSET

  X  

NOSWEEP   X X
NOSWEEP,
MEMBERSET

  X X

NOSWEEP,
NOMEMBERSET

  X  

NOSWEEP, OWNERSET   X X
NOSWEEP,
NOOWNERSET

  X X

NOSWEEP,
OWNERSET,
MEMBERSET

  X X

NOSWEEP,
OWNERSET,
NOMEMBERSET

  X  

NOSWEEP,
NOOWNERSET,
MEMBERSET

  X X
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NOSWEEP,
NOOWNERSET,
NOMEMBERSET

  X  

Exhibit 3.10a: Use of Parameters to Collect Set Statistics in AUTOMATIC Mode

Set Statement  Set Occurrences    
SET = Z Owner in A1 Member

in A1
Owner in A1 Member
in A2

Owner in A2 Member
in A2

Owner in A2 Member
in A1

Set Z

(no coded
parameters)

X X X X X

WALK X X X X X
NOWALK X X X X  

Exhibit 3.10b: Use of Parameters to Collect Set Statistics in AUTOMATIC Mode

Area and Set
Statements

 Set Occurrences    

AREA = A1 Owner in A1 Member
in A1

Owner in A1 Member
in A2

Owner in A2 Member
in A2

Owner in A2 Member
in A1

Set Z

OWNERSET
SET = Z

X X X X X

MEMBERSET
SET = Z

X X X X X

NOMEMBERSET
SET = Z (1)

 X X  X

NOOWNERSET
SET = Z (2)

  X X X

MEMBERSET,
OWNERSET
SET = Z

X X X X X

NOMEMBERSET,
OWNERSET
SET = Z (1)

 X X  X

MEMBERSET,
NOOWNERSET
SET = Z (2)

  X X X

NOMEMBERSET,
NOOWNERSET
SET = Z (3)

  X  X

MEMBERSET
SET = Z,
NOWALK

X X X X  

NOMEMBERSET
SET = Z, (1)
NOWALK

 X X   
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NOOWNERSET
SET = Z, (2)
NOWALK

  X X  

MEMBERSET,
OWNERSET
SET = Z,
NOWALK

X X X X  

NOMEMBERSET,
OWNERSET
SET = Z (2)
NOWALK

 X X   

MEMBERSET,
NOOWNERSET
SET = Z, (2)
NOWALK

 X X   

NOMEMBERSET,
NOOWNERSET
SET = Z, (3)
NOWALK

 X    

NOSWEEP
SET = Z, (2)

 X X X  

NOSWEEP
SET = Z, (2)
NOWALK

 X X   

NOTES:

(1)If a member of Set Z is in AREA A1, an error message is produced, and none of the other statistics are accumulated.

(2)If the owner of SET Z is in AREA A1, an error message is produced, and none of the other statistics are accumulated.

(3)If the owner or member of SET Z is in AREA A1, an error message is produced, and none of the other statistics are
accumulated.

Exhibit 3.10c: Use of Parameters to Collect Set Statistics in AUTOMATIC Mode

Automatic Mode Exhibits

This table shows (on several pages) which set statistics will be collected, from a database containing areas A1 and A2
and Set Z, by using the parameters in the left column. An X indicates that statistics will be collected for the set designated
at the top of the column. You can locate the row of X's that corresponds to the set statistics you want to accumulate and
then use the parameters shown in that row; or you can locate specific parameters in the left column and use the table to
verify which statistics will be accumulated.

Area Statement  Set Occurrences   
AREA = A1 Owner in A1 Member in

A1
Owner in A1 Member in
A2

Owner in A2 Member in
A2

Owner in A2 Member in
A1

(no coded parameters) X X X X
OWNERSET X X X X
NOOWNERSET   X X
MEMBERSET X X X X
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NOMEMBERSET  X X  
OWNERSET,
MEMBERSET

X X X X

OWNERSET,
NOMEMBERSET

 X X  

NOOWNERSET,
MEMBERSET

  X X

NOOWNERSET,
NOMEMBERSET

  X  

NOSWEEP   X X
NOSWEEP,
MEMBERSET

  X X

NOSWEEP,
NOMEMBERSET

  X  

NOSWEEP, OWNERSET   X X
NOSWEEP,
NOOWNERSET

  X X

NOSWEEP,
OWNERSET,
MEMBERSET

  X X

NOSWEEP,
OWNERSET,
NOMEMBERSET

  X  

NOSWEEP,
NOOWNERSET,
MEMBERSET

  X X

NOSWEEP,
NOOWNERSET,
NOMEMBERSET

  X  

Exhibit 3.10a: Use of Parameters to Collect Set Statistics in AUTOMATIC Mode

Set Statement  Set Occurrences    
SET = Z Owner in A1 Member

in A1
Owner in A1 Member
in A2

Owner in A2 Member
in A2

Owner in A2 Member
in A1

Set Z

(no coded
parameters)

X X X X X

WALK X X X X X
NOWALK X X X X  

Exhibit 3.10b: Use of Parameters to Collect Set Statistics in AUTOMATIC Mode

Area and Set
Statements

 Set Occurrences    

AREA = A1 Owner in A1 Member
in A1

Owner in A1 Member
in A2

Owner in A2 Member
in A2

Owner in A2 Member
in A1

Set Z

OWNERSET
SET = Z

X X X X X
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MEMBERSET
SET = Z

X X X X X

NOMEMBERSET
SET = Z (1)

 X X  X

NOOWNERSET
SET = Z (2)

  X X X

MEMBERSET,
OWNERSET
SET = Z

X X X X X

NOMEMBERSET,
OWNERSET
SET = Z (1)

 X X  X

MEMBERSET,
NOOWNERSET
SET = Z (2)

  X X X

NOMEMBERSET,
NOOWNERSET
SET = Z (3)

  X  X

MEMBERSET
SET = Z,
NOWALK

X X X X  

NOMEMBERSET
SET = Z, (1)
NOWALK

 X X   

NOOWNERSET
SET = Z, (2)
NOWALK

  X X  

MEMBERSET,
OWNERSET
SET = Z,
NOWALK

X X X X  

NOMEMBERSET,
OWNERSET
SET = Z (2)
NOWALK

 X X   

MEMBERSET,
NOOWNERSET
SET = Z, (2)
NOWALK

 X X   

NOMEMBERSET,
NOOWNERSET
SET = Z, (3)
NOWALK

 X    

NOSWEEP
SET = Z, (2)

 X X X  
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NOSWEEP
SET = Z, (2)
NOWALK

 X X   

NOTES:

(1)If a member of Set Z is in AREA A1, an error message is produced, and none of the other statistics are accumulated.

(2)If the owner of SET Z is in AREA A1, an error message is produced, and none of the other statistics are accumulated.

(3)If the owner or member of SET Z is in AREA A1, an error message is produced, and none of the other statistics are
accumulated.

Exhibit 3.10c: Use of Parameters to Collect Set Statistics in AUTOMATIC Mode

EXPLICIT

In the EXPLICIT Mode, statistics for areas, records, and sets are only accumulated for areas or sets that you specify
with optional statements. Area statistics and record statistics are accumulated for any SWEEP area. Accumulation of
set statistics is controlled by the MEMBERSET and OWNERSET parameters of the AREA statement, and by the SET
statement. At the end of the EXPLICIT mode section, Exhibits 3.15a-e show which set statistics will be collected with
various combinations of parameters.

The REPORTS statement allows you to specify which reports you want produced.

AREA Statement

In the EXPLICIT Mode, the AREA statement is used to include an area, or a portion of an area, in processing. (IDMS/
DB Analyzer will also sweep an area if the owner of a set specified in a SET statement resides in the area.) The AREA
statement is meaningful only if you selected either ACCUMULATE or ALL in the PROCESS statement.
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Exhibit 3.11: AREA Statement Syntax

AREA Parameter

A

REA=area-name

In the EXPLICIT mode, the AREA parameter identifies an area you want to include in processing. It must be an area that
is defined in the subschema you are processing.
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Default Parameters

You do not have to specify default parameters such as SWEEP. They may, however, be entered for documentation
purposes.

SWEEP Parameter

,

SW

EEP

SWEEP indicates that you want to accumulate area and record statistics from the area.

In the EXPLICIT Mode, each area named is automatically swept even when you do not specify SWEEP. If you enter a
SET statement, the area in which the owner resides is swept.

Default: The default is SWEEP.

NOTE
Do not use NOSWEEP in the EXPLICIT Mode. You will get an error message.

MEMBERSET/NOMEMBERSET Parameter

 

, < MEMBERSET >
\ NOMEMBERSET /

The MEMBERSET/NOMEMBERSET option allows you to control accumulation of set statistics for sets whose member
records reside in the specified area.

 M

EMBERSET

MEMBERSET indicates that you want to accumulate statistics for all sets whose member records are in this area and
whose owner records are in an area being swept. No SET statement is necessary to explicitly name these sets.

 NOM

EMBERSET

NOMEMBERSET indicates that you do not want to accumulate statistics for any sets whose member records are in
the specified area, unless a SET statement explicitly names the set. Set statistics for sets whose owners are in an area
designated OWNERSET are accumulated even if members are in a NOMEMBERSET area. (OWNERSET overrides
NOMEMBERSET.)

Default: The default is NOMEMBERSET.

OWNERSET/NOOWNERSET Parameter

 

, < OWNERSET >
\ NOOWNERSET /

The OWNERSET/NOOWNERSET option allows you to control the accumulation of set statistics for all sets whose owners
reside in the area named in the area statement.
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 O

WNERSET

OWNERSET indicates that you want to accumulate set statistics for all sets whose owners reside in the area named in the
area statement. No SET statement is necessary to explicitly name those sets.

 NOO

WNERSET

NOOWNERSET indicates that you do not want to accumulate set statistics for any set whose owner resides in the area
named in the area statement, unless a SET statement explicitly names the set. Statistics will be accumulated for a set
whose owner resides in the specified area if any of its members are in an area for which MEMBERSET is specified.
(MEMBERSET overrides NOOWNERSET.)

Default: The default is NOOWNERSET.
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Exhibit 3.12: Use of Parameter Statements to Collect Statistics

START Parameter

,

STA

RT=page-number

START limits processing to a specified portion of an area. You specify the beginning page number for the part of the area
you want to sweep.

Default: The default value is the lowest page number for the entire area.
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STOP Parameter

,

STO

P=page-number

STOP limits processing to a specified portion of an area. It indicates the ending page number for the part of the area you
want to sweep.

Default: The default value is the highest page number for the entire area.

AREADIST Parameter

,

A

READIST=(hpage1,hpage2,...hpage10)

AREADIST allows you to specify the high page numbers for up to 10 distribution ranges. For example, if the area started
on page 1 and ended on page 100, AREADIST=(10,20,30) would represent page ranges of 1-10, 11-20, 21-30, and
31-100. These distribution ranges are used to show the spread of various physical characteristics across an area.

Default: The default ranges are 10 page ranges having equal numbers of pages. The number of pages in each range is
equal to

  ( stop page - start page + 1 )

                     10

Rules:

• You must enter values in numerical order from lowest to highest.
• The first entry must be equal to or greater than the number of the area start page. The last entry must be less than or

equal to the number of the area stop page.
• If you enter 10 values, the tenth entry must equal the number of the area stop page.
• If you enter fewer than 10 values, IDMS/DB Analyzer inserts the number of the area stop page as an additional entry.

AREA Parameter

A

REA=area-name

In the EXPLICIT mode, the AREA parameter identifies an area you want to include in processing. It must be an area that
is defined in the subschema you are processing.

Default Parameters

You do not have to specify default parameters such as SWEEP. They may, however, be entered for documentation
purposes.

SWEEP Parameter

,

SW

EEP
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SWEEP indicates that you want to accumulate area and record statistics from the area.

In the EXPLICIT Mode, each area named is automatically swept even when you do not specify SWEEP. If you enter a
SET statement, the area in which the owner resides is swept.

Default: The default is SWEEP.

NOTE
Do not use NOSWEEP in the EXPLICIT Mode. You will get an error message.

MEMBERSET/NOMEMBERSET Parameter

 

, < MEMBERSET >

\ NOMEMBERSET /

The MEMBERSET/NOMEMBERSET option allows you to control accumulation of set statistics for sets whose member
records reside in the specified area.

 M

EMBERSET

MEMBERSET indicates that you want to accumulate statistics for all sets whose member records are in this area and
whose owner records are in an area being swept. No SET statement is necessary to explicitly name these sets.

 NOM

EMBERSET

NOMEMBERSET indicates that you do not want to accumulate statistics for any sets whose member records are in
the specified area, unless a SET statement explicitly names the set. Set statistics for sets whose owners are in an area
designated OWNERSET are accumulated even if members are in a NOMEMBERSET area. (OWNERSET overrides
NOMEMBERSET.)

Default: The default is NOMEMBERSET.

OWNERSET/NOOWNERSET Parameter

, < OWNERSET >

\ NOOWNERSET /

The OWNERSET/NOOWNERSET option allows you to control the accumulation of set statistics for all sets whose owners
reside in the area named in the area statement.

 O

WNERSET

OWNERSET indicates that you want to accumulate set statistics for all sets whose owners reside in the area named in the
area statement. No SET statement is necessary to explicitly name those sets.

 NOO

WNERSET

NOOWNERSET indicates that you do not want to accumulate set statistics for any set whose owner resides in the area
named in the area statement, unless a SET statement explicitly names the set. Statistics will be accumulated for a set
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whose owner resides in the specified area if any of its members are in an area for which MEMBERSET is specified.
(MEMBERSET overrides NOOWNERSET.)

Default: The default is NOOWNERSET.

Exhibit 3.12: Use of Parameter Statements to Collect Statistics

START Parameter

,

STA

RT=page-number
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START limits processing to a specified portion of an area. You specify the beginning page number for the part of the area
you want to sweep.

Default: The default value is the lowest page number for the entire area.

STOP Parameter

,

STO

P=page-number

STOP limits processing to a specified portion of an area. It indicates the ending page number for the part of the area you
want to sweep.

Default: The default value is the highest page number for the entire area.

AREADIST Parameter

,

A

READIST=(hpage1,hpage2,...hpage10)

AREADIST allows you to specify the high page numbers for up to 10 distribution ranges. For example, if the area started
on page 1 and ended on page 100, AREADIST=(10,20,30) would represent page ranges of 1-10, 11-20, 21-30, and
31-100. These distribution ranges are used to show the spread of various physical characteristics across an area.

Default: The default ranges are 10 page ranges having equal numbers of pages. The number of pages in each range is
equal to

  ( stop page - start page + 1 )

                     10

Rules:

• You must enter values in numerical order from lowest to highest.
• The first entry must be equal to or greater than the number of the area start page. The last entry must be less than or

equal to the number of the area stop page.
• If you enter 10 values, the tenth entry must equal the number of the area stop page.
• If you enter fewer than 10 values, IDMS/DB Analyzer inserts the number of the area stop page as an additional entry.

SET Statement

In the EXPLICIT Mode, the SET statement is used to accumulate statistics for a specific set type. Use this statement for
SR8 (integrated index) sets, as well as non-index sets.

To use the SET statement, you must select either the ACCUMULATE option or the ALL option in the PROCESS
statement.
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Exhibit 3.13: SET Statement Syntax

SET Parameter

S

ET=set-name

SET identifies the set type or SR8 index set type you want to include. The SET statement is not necessary if
MEMBERSET is specified for the area containing the set members and the owner resides in an area being swept, or if
OWNERSET is specified for the area containing the set owner.
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When you use a SET statement, the area containing the set owner will always be swept, even though there is no AREA
statement; area and record statistics will be accumulated for the area in which the owner of the set resides.

WALK Parameter

,

W

ALK

WALK allows you to accumulate set statistics for a set type. WALK is set by default. It can be entered for documentation
purposes.

NOTE
Do not use NOWALK in the EXPLICIT Mode. You will get an error message.

IIXWALK/NOIIXWALK Parameter

 

 < 

IIXW

ALK >

, \ 

NOIIXW

ALK /

The IIXWALK/NOIIXWALK option allows you to control access of integrated index set members.

IIXW ALK- indicates that you want to accumulate statistics for the integrated index set members for this integrated index
set. IIXWALK is a set by default; it can be coded for documentation purposes.

NOIIXW ALK- indicates that you do not want to accumulate statistics for the integrated index set members of this
integrated index set. Use NOIIXWALK when you are in explicit mode to bypass access of each IIX set member.

LNTHDIST Parameter

,LNTHDIST=(hbound1,hbound2,...hbound9)

LNTHDIST indicates upper limits for up to nine set length distribution ranges. Set length is defined as the number of
member records in a given set occurrence. A set occurrence with nine member records falls within the distribution range
1-10. IDMS/DB Analyzer always sets 0-0 as the first distribution range. You can specify up to nine upper limits for other
ranges.

Default: The default values are 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 99999999. These are the upper limits for the set length
distribution ranges 1-10, 11-20, 21-30 ... 81-99999999.

Rule:

• You must enter numeric values from lowest to highest.

Cluster Distribution Ranges

In the AUTOMATIC Mode, statistics for reporting the page-spread of VIA clusters are automatically accumulated, unless
a set type is excluded by using NOWALK. This reporting is done by means of program-defined page ranges called cluster
distribution ranges. The cluster distribution ranges are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6-7, 8-10, 11-15, 16-20, 21+. Each of the first five
ranges consists of a single page. A cluster that is wholly contained on one page falls within range 1. A cluster spread
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across two pages falls within range 2. A cluster spread across nine pages falls within range 8-10. You cannot modify the
cluster distribution ranges.

SET Parameter

S

ET=set-name

SET identifies the set type or SR8 index set type you want to include. The SET statement is not necessary if
MEMBERSET is specified for the area containing the set members and the owner resides in an area being swept, or if
OWNERSET is specified for the area containing the set owner.

When you use a SET statement, the area containing the set owner will always be swept, even though there is no AREA
statement; area and record statistics will be accumulated for the area in which the owner of the set resides.

WALK Parameter

,

W

ALK

WALK allows you to accumulate set statistics for a set type. WALK is set by default. It can be entered for documentation
purposes.

NOTE
Do not use NOWALK in the EXPLICIT Mode. You will get an error message.

IIXWALK/NOIIXWALK Parameter

 

 < 

IIXW

ALK >

, \ 

NOIIXW

ALK /

The IIXWALK/NOIIXWALK option allows you to control access of integrated index set members.

IIXW ALK - indicates that you want to accumulate statistics for the integrated index set members for this integrated index
set. IIXWALK is a set by default; it can be coded for documentation purposes.

NOIIXW ALK - indicates that you do not want to accumulate statistics for the integrated index set members of this
integrated index set. Use NOIIXWALK when you are in explicit mode to bypass access of each IIX set member.

LNTHDIST Parameter

,LNTHDIST=(hbound1,hbound2,...hbound9)

LNTHDIST indicates upper limits for up to nine set length distribution ranges. Set length is defined as the number of
member records in a given set occurrence. A set occurrence with nine member records falls within the distribution range
1-10. IDMS/DB Analyzer always sets 0-0 as the first distribution range. You can specify up to nine upper limits for other
ranges.
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Default: The default values are 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 99999999. These are the upper limits for the set length
distribution ranges 1-10, 11-20, 21-30 ... 81-99999999.

Rule:

• You must enter numeric values from lowest to highest.

Cluster Distribution Ranges

In the EXPLICIT Mode, statistics for reporting the page-spread of VIA clusters are accumulated for each set type
specified. This reporting is done by means of program-defined page ranges called cluster distribution ranges. The cluster
distribution ranges are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6-7, 8-10, 11-15, 16-20, 21+. Each of the first five ranges consists of a single page. A
cluster that is wholly contained on one page falls within range 1. A cluster spread across two pages falls within range 2. A
cluster spread across nine pages falls within range 8-10.

You cannot modify the cluster distribution ranges.

REPORT Statement

When you specify either PROCESS=REPORTS or PROCESS=ALL, in the AUTOMATIC Mode all IDMS/DB Analyzer
reports are produced. In this case, use the REPORT statement to suppress the production of a specific IDMS/DB
Analyzer report. Use a separate REPORT statement for each report you want to suppress.
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Exhibit 3.9: REPORT Statement Syntax

 R

EPORT=

REPORT identifies the REPORT statement and is followed by the name of the IDMS/DB Analyzer report you want to
suppress. Select only one report name for each REPORT statement that you use.

In AUTOMATIC Mode when none of the optional parameters are present:

 AREA
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AREA indicates that the Area Report is not to be produced.

 RECORD

RECORD indicates that the Record Report is not to be produced.

 SET

SET indicates that the Set Report is not to be produced. In addition, for an SR8 (integrated index) set the SR8 Index
Report is not to be produced.

Use the NO version of the optional parameters to indicate that the report is to be produced, but the indicated selection of
the report is to be bypassed.

 

 < 

S

TATISTICS >

, \ 

NOS

TATISTICS /

Indicates whether the Statistics section of the report is to be produced.

Default: The default is STATISTICS and does not need to be specified.

 

 < 

R

ECORD >

 , \ 

NOR

ECORD /

Indicates whether the Record section of the report is to be produced.

NOTE
The RECORD/NORECORD parameter is only valid with the AREA report to bypass the Analysis By Record
section, or with the SET report to bypass the Multi-member Set section.

Default: The default is RECORD and does not need to be specified.

 

 < 

DISTRIBUTION

 >

 , \ 

NOD

ISTRIBUTION /

Indicates whether the Distribution section of the report is to be produced.
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Default: The default is DISTRIBUTION and does not need to be specified.

< HISTOGRAM >

, \ NOHISTOGRAM /

Indicates whether the Histogram section of the report is to be produced.

Default: The default is HISTOGRAM and does not need to be specified.

AREA Statement

In the EXPLICIT Mode, the AREA statement is used to include an area, or a portion of an area, in processing. (IDMS/
DB Analyzer will also sweep an area if the owner of a set specified in a SET statement resides in the area.) The AREA
statement is meaningful only if you selected either ACCUMULATE or ALL in the PROCESS statement.
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Exhibit 3.11: AREA Statement Syntax

SET Statement

In the EXPLICIT Mode, the SET statement is used to accumulate statistics for a specific set type. Use this statement for
SR8 (integrated index) sets, as well as non-index sets.

To use the SET statement, you must select either the ACCUMULATE option or the ALL option in the PROCESS
statement.
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Exhibit 3.13: SET Statement Syntax

REPORT Statement

In the EXPLICIT Mode, use the REPORT statement to specify reports that you want generated. To use the REPORT
statement, you must select either the REPORTS option or the ALL option of the PROCESS statement.

In the EXPLICIT Mode, you must include a REPORT statement for each report you want produced. If you do not enter any
REPORT statements, no reports will be produced.
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Exhibit 3.14: REPORT Statement Syntax

 R

EPORT

REPORT identifies the REPORT statement and is followed by the names of the IDMS/DB Analyzer reports available.
Select one and only one report name for each REPORT statement.

In the EXPLICIT Mode:

 AREA
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AREA indicates that you want to include the Area Report.

 RECORD

RECORD indicates that you want to include the Record Report.

 SET

SET indicates that you want to include the Set Report. For an SR8 (integrated index) set, in addition to the Set Report, the
SR8 Index Report will be generated.

<STATISTICS >

, \NOSTATISTICS /

Explicit Mode Exhibits

This table shows (on several pages) which set statistics will be collected, from a database containing areas A1 and A2
and Set Z, by using the parameters shown in the left column. Set Z has neither owner nor members in A1 or A2. An X
indicates that statistics will be collected for the set designated at the top of the column. You can locate the row of X's
that corresponds to the set statistics you want to accumulate and then use the parameters shown in that row; or you
can locate specific parameters in the left column and use the table to verify which statistics will be accumulated. Default
parameters shown with an asterisk (*) need not be coded.

Area Statement  Set Occurrences   
AREA = A1 Owner in A1 Member in

A1
Owner in A1 Member in
A2

Owner in A2 Member in
A2

Owner in A2 Member in
A1

(no coded parameters)
(1)

    

OWNERSET,
MEMBERSET

X X   

OWNERSET,
NOMEMBERSET*

X X   

NOOWNERSET,*
MEMBERSET

X    

NOOWNERSET,*
NOMEMBERSET*

    

NOSWEEP (2)     

NOTES:

(1) An AREA statement without any parameters will produce no set statistics in EXPLICIT mode. (It will produce area and
record statistics. See Exhibit 3.13)

(2) NOSWEEP is not used in the EXPLICIT Mode. If you use NOSWEEP, an error message will result.

Exhibit 3.15a: Use of Parameters to Collect Set Statistics in EXPLICIT Mode

Set Statement  Set Occurrences    
SET = Z Owner in A1 Member

in A1
Owner in A1 Member
in A2

Owner in A2 Member
in A2

Owner in A2 Member
in A1

Set Z
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(no coded
parameters)

    X

WALK*     X
NOWALK (1)      

NOTE
(1) NOWALK is not used in the EXPLICIT Mode. An error message will result.

Exhibit 3.15b: Use of Parameters to Collect Set Statistics in EXPLICIT Mode

Statement  Set Occurrences    
SET = A1 Owner in A1 Member

in A1
Owner in A1 Member
in A2

Owner in A2 Member
in A2

Owner in A2 Member
in A1

Set Z

MEMBERSET,
OWNERSET
SET = Z

X X   X

NOMEMBERSET,*
OWNERSET
SET = Z

X X   X

MEMBERSET,
NOOWNERSET*
SET = Z

X    X

NOMEMBERSET,*
NOOWNERSET*
SET = Z

    X

Exhibit 3.15c: Use of Parameters to Collect Set Statistics in EXPLICIT Mode

EXPLICIT Mode

In the EXPLICIT Mode, statistics for areas, records, and sets are only accumulated for areas or sets that you specify
with optional statements. Area statistics and record statistics are accumulated for any SWEEP area. Accumulation of
set statistics is controlled by the MEMBERSET and OWNERSET parameters of the AREA statement, and by the SET
statement. At the end of the EXPLICIT mode section, Exhibits 3.15a-e show which set statistics will be collected with
various combinations of parameters.

The REPORTS statement allows you to specify which reports you want produced.

DB Analyzer Operations

This section contains the JCL necessary for executing IDMS/DB Analyzer in a z/OS, OS/390, VSE/ESA, or z/VM
environment. It contains sample JCL for using various PROCESS options of IDMS/DB Analyzer.

IDMS/DB Analyzer JCL

This section contains the JCL necessary for executing IDMS/DB Analyzer in a z/OS, OS/390, VSE/ESA, or z/VM
environment. It contains sample JCL for using various PROCESS options of IDMS/DB Analyzer. For each environment, a
key to the variables is given, followed by JCL for the following options:
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• Statistics Accumulation only
• Statistics Accumulation and Report Preparation
• Individual Report Preparation
• Comparative Report Preparation.

A summary of file use is given at the end of the section in Exhibit 4.1.

z/OS and OS/390 Environment

Contents

Samples of JCL for a z/OS or OS/390 environment are given on the following pages. A key to the user variables for all
options precedes the JCL.

tool.loadlib
-- The dataset name of the z/OS or OS/390 library into which you downloaded IDMS/DB Analyzer.

idms.loadlib
-- The dataset name of the z/OS or OS/390 library in which your DMCL and subschema reside.

sort.loadlib
-- The dataset name of the z/OS or OS/390 library in which your sort modules reside.

disk
-- The unit address of the disk drive you want to use for the IDMS/DB Analyzer execution file or a generic
assignment to indicate a disk drive allocation.

dbfil01/dbfilnn
-- The DDNAMEs of the database files to be accessed.

user.dbfil01/user.dbfilnn
-- The dataset names of the database files to be accessed.

a
-- The appropriate SYSOUT class for your installation.

dbnlyzr.file1
-- The dataset name assigned to your statistics file.

dbnlyzr.file2
-- The dataset name assigned to your "old" statistics file for comparative reports. Only statistics from a single
release of IDMS/DB Analyzer can be compared.

dbnlyzr.file3
-- The dataset name assigned to your LDEL file.

Statistics Accumulation Only

The JCL for statistics accumulation only follows.

//*

//* THIS JCL IS FOR STATISTICS ACCUMULATION ONLY

//*

//DBANLYZR EXEC PGM=USNDRVR

//STEPLIB        DD  DSN=your.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//               DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SORTLIB        DD  DSN=sort.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SORTWK01       DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,1)
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//SORTWK02       DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,1)

//SORTWK03       DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,1)

//SORTMSG        DD  SYSOUT=a

//dbfil01        DD  DSN=user.dbfil01,DISP=SHR

//                  .

//                  .

//                  .

//dbfilnn        DD    DSN=user.dbfilnn,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST         DD    SYSOUT=a

//SYSPRINT       DD    SYSOUT=a

//DBMSDMP        DD    SYSOUT=a

//DBMSOUT        DD    SYSOUT=a

//SYSUDUMP       DD    SYSOUT=a

//OUTPUT         DD    SYSOUT=a

//STAT1          DD    DSN=dbnlyzr.file1,

//                     DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//                     UNIT=disk,

//                     SPACE=(TRK,(1,2),RLSE)

//LDEL           DD    DSN=dbnlyzr.file3,

//                     DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//                     UNIT=disk,

//                     SPACE=(TRK,(1,2),RLSE)

//SYSIPT         DD    *

  PROCESS=ACCUMULATE,...

/*

//SYSIDMS        DD    *

  SYSIDMS PARAMETERS...

/*

Statistics Accumulation and Report Preparation

JCL for statistics accumulation and report preparation follows. This JCL is identical to the JCL for statistics accumulation
except for the PROCESS statement.

//*

//* THIS JCL IS FOR STATISTICS ACCUMULATION AND

//* REPORT PREPARATION

//*

//DBANLYZR EXEC PGM=USNDRVR

//STEPLIB        DD    DSN=your.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//               DD    DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SORTLIB        DD    DSN=sort.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SORTWK01       DD    UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,1)

//SORTWK02       DD    UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,1)
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//SORTWK03       DD    UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,1)

//sortmsg        DD    SYSOUT=a

//dbfil01        DD    DSN=user.dbfil01,DISP=SHR

//                     .

//                     .

//                     .

//dbfilnn        DD    DSN=user.dbfilnn,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST         DD    SYSOUT=a

//SYSPRINT       DD    SYSOUT=a

//DBMSDMP        DD    SYSOUT=a

//DBMSOUT        DD    SYSOUT=a

//SYSUDUMP       DD    SYSOUT=a

//OUTPUT         DD    SYSOUT=a

//STAT1          DD    DSN=dbnlyzr.file1,

//                     DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//                     UNIT=disk,

//                     SPACE=(TRK,(1,2),RLSE)

//LDEL            DD   DSN=dbnlyzr.file3,

//                     DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//                     UNIT=disk,

//                     SPACE=(TRK,(1,2),RLSE)

//SYSIPT          DD   *

  PROCESS=ALL,...

/*

//SYSIDMS         DD    *

  SYSIDMS PARAMETERS...

/*

Individual Report Preparation

The JCL for individual report preparation only follows.

//*

//* THIS JCL IS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF

//* INDIVIDUAL REPORTS ONLY

//*

//DBANLYZR EXEC PGM=USNDRVR

//STEPLIB        DD    DSN=your.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//               DD    DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST         DD    SYSOUT=a

//SYSPRINT       DD    SYSOUT=a

//DBMSDMP        DD    SYSOUT=a
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//DBMSOUT        DD    SYSOUT=a

//SYSUDUMP       DD    SYSOUT=a

//OUTPUT         DD    SYSOUT=a

//STAT1          DD    DSN=dbnlyzr.file1,DISP=SHR

//SYSIPT         DD    *

  PROCESS=REPORTS,...

/*

//SYSIDMS        DD    *

  SYSIDMS PARAMETERS...

/*

Comparative Report Preparation

JCL for comparative report preparation only follows. This JCL is identical to the JCL for individual report preparation
except that the name of an additional statistical file has been added and the PROCESS statement includes the
COMPARE option.

NOTE
Only statistics from a single release of IDMS/DB Analyzer can be compared.

//*

//* THIS JCL IS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF

//* COMPARISON REPORTS ONLY

//*

//DBANLYZR EXEC PGM=USNDRVR

//STEPLIB       DD    DSN=your.tool library,DISP=SHR

//              DD    DSN=your.idms.library,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST        DD    SYSOUT=a

//SYSPRINT      DD    SYSOUT=a

//DBMSDMP       DD    SYSOUT=a

//DBMSOUT       DD    SYSOUT=a

//SYSUDUMP      DD    SYSOUT=a

//OUTPUT        DD    SYSOUT=a

//STAT1         DD    DSN=dbnlyzr.file1,DISP=SHR

//STAT2         DD    DSN=dbnlyze.file2,DISP=SHR

//SYSIPT        DD    *

  PROCESS=REPORTS,COMPARE

/*

//SYSIDMS       DD    *

  SYSIDMS PARAMETERS...

/*
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VSE/ESA Environment

The following topics provide sample JCL for a VSE/ESA environment. A key to the user variables for all options precedes
the JCL.

VSE/ESA File Assignments

Even if you use a storage management tool such as BrightStor Dynam/T for VSE, IDMS/DB Analyzer requires an ASSGN
statement for every file except SORTWKnn (including STAT1, STAT2, LDEL, and diagnostics files). This ASSGN is
required because IDMS/DB Analyzer has its own device-independent support which dynamically builds a DTF based
on the device type indicated by the ASSGN. Unless the ASSIGN specifies VSAM or BDAM, the file may be defined with
either DLBL or TLBL.

File Processing Alternate Method

Occasionally you will receive a message that a file is not VSAM. The message indicates that the dataset will be processed
SAM instead of VSAM because IDMS/DB Analyzer was not able to find the dataset in the VSAM catalog. The allocation
will not affect processing results.

sort.work1/sort.work4
-- The file ID of each of the four sort work files.

volser
-- The volume serial number or generic assignment of the disk volume on which the file, specified in the preceding
DLBL statement, resides.

rel-trk-blk
-- Relative track or relative block numbers: the starting position on the DASD for storage of the work file specified
in the previous statement.

amount
-- The space allocation you need to store the file specified in the previous statement.

dbfil01/dbfilnn
-- The file name of each of the database files to be accessed.

user.dbfil01/user.dbfilnn
-- The file ID of each of the database files to be accessed.

SYSnnn
-- The programmer logical units of the database files to be accessed.

dbnlyzr.file1
-- The file ID assigned to your "new" statistics file.

dbnlyzr.file2
-- The file ID assigned to your "old" statistics file. Only statistics from a single release of IDMS/DB Analyzer can be
compared.

dbnlyzr.file3
-- The file ID assigned to your LDEL file.

#k
-- The number of kilobytes of storage to be made available to the sort phase.

tool.loadlib
-- The data set name of the library into which you installed IDMS/DB Analyzer.

idms.loadlib
-- The data set name of the library in which your DMCL and subschema reside.
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TOOL.sublib/IDMS.sublib
-- The sublibrary names into which you installed the IDMS tools and IDMS products.

Statistics Accumulation Only

The JCL for statistics accumulation only follows.

 // JOB DBNLYZR

 // OPTION LOG,PARTDUMP

 *

 *       -------- WORK FILES -------------

 // DLBL SORTWK1,'sort.work1',0,SD       SORT WORK #1

 // EXTENT SYS001,,,rel-trk-blk,amount 

 // ASSGN  SYS001,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL SORTWK2,'sort.work2',0,SD       SORT WORK #2

 // EXTENT SYS002,,,rel-trk-blk,amount 

 // ASSGN  SYS002,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL SORTWK3,'sort.work3',0,SD       SORT WORK #3

 // EXTENT SYS003,,,rel-trk-blk,amount 

 // ASSGN  SYS003,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL SORTWK4,'sort.work4',0,SD       SORT WORK #4

 // EXTENT SYS004,,,rel-trk-blk,amount 

 // ASSGN  SYS004,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *       -----DATABASE FILES -------------

 // DLBL DBFIL01,'user.dbfil01',,DA     USER DATABASE FILE #01

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,

 // ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

    .

    .

    .

 // DLBL DBFILnn,'user.dbfilnn',,DA     USER DATABASE FILE #NN

 // EXTENT SYSnnn 

 // ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *       -----ANALYZER FILES -------------

 // DLBL   STAT1,'dbnlyzr.file1,0,SD    STATS ACCUMULATION FILE 1

 // EXTENT SYS010,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount 

 // ASSGN  SYS010,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL   STAT2,'dbnlyzr.file2',0,SD    STATS ACCUMULATION FILE 2

 // EXTENT SYS011,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount 

 // ASSGN  SYS010,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // ASSGN  SYS012,SYSLST       CA, DIAGNOSTICS - OUTPUT

 // ASSGN  SYS013,SYSLST       CA, DIAGNOSTICS - OUTPUT

 // ASSGN  SYS015,SYSLST       USNDRVR OUTPUT LIST FILE

 // DLBL   LDEL,'dbnlyzr.file3',0,SD     LDEL FILE - OUTPUT

 // EXTENT SYS014,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount 

 // ASSGN  SYS014,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *

 *       ---- LIBRARY DEFINITIONS --------

 // DLBL TOOL,'tool.loadlib'

 // EXTENT ,volser 

 // DLBL IDMS,'idms.loadlib'

 // EXTENT ,volser 
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 *

 // LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(TOOL.sublib,IDMS.sublib)

 *

 // DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

 // EXEC USNDRVR,SIZE=(USNDRVR,NK)

 *

 *  Rxx.xx SYSIDMS PARAMETERS

 /*

 PROCESS=ACCUMULATE,...

    .

    .  (ADDITIONAL PARAMETER STATEMENTS)

    .

 /*

 /&

 

Statistics Accumulation and Report Preparation

The JCL for statistics accumulation and report preparation follows. This JCL is identical to the JCL for statistics
accumulation except for the PROCESS statement.

 // JOB DBNLYZR

 // OPTION LOG,PARTDUMP

 *       -------- WORK FILES -------------

 // DLBL SORTWK1,'sort.work1',0,SD       SORT WORK #1

 // EXTENT SYS001,,,rel-trk-blk,amount 

 // ASSGN  SYS001,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL SORTWK2,'sort.work2',0,SD       SORT WORK #2

 // EXTENT SYS002,,,rel-trk-blk,amount 

 // ASSGN  SYS002,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL SORTWK3,'sort.work3',0,SD       SORT WORK #3

 // EXTENT SYS003,,,rel-trk-blk,amount 

 // ASSGN  SYS003,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL SORTWK4,'sort.work4',0,SD       SORT WORK #4

 // EXTENT SYS004,,,rel-trk-blk,amount 

 // ASSGN  SYS004,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *       -----DATABASE FILES -------------

 // DLBL DBFIL01,'user.dbfil01',,DA     USER DATABASE FILE #01

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,

 // ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

    .

    .

    .

 // DLBL DBFILnn,'user.dbfilnn',,DA     USER DATABASE FILE #NN

 // EXTENT SYSnnn 

 // ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *       -----ANALYZER FILES -------------

 // DLBL   STAT1,'dbnlyzr.file1,0,SD    STATS ACCUMULATION FILE 1

 // EXTENT SYS010,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount 

 // ASSGN  SYS010,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL   STAT2,'dbnlyzr.file2',0,SD    STATS ACCUMULATION FILE 2

 // EXTENT SYS011,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount 
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 // ASSGN  SYS010,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // ASSGN  SYS012,SYSLST       CA, DIAGNOSTICS - OUTPUT

 // ASSGN  SYS013,SYSLST       CA, DIAGNOSTICS - OUTPUT

 // ASSGN  SYS015,SYSLST       USNDRVR OUTPUT LIST FILE

 // DLBL   LDEL,'dbnlyzr.file3',0,SD     LDEL FILE - OUTPUT

 // EXTENT SYS014,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount 

 // ASSGN  SYS014,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 *       ---- LIBRARY DEFINITIONS --------

 // DLBL TOOL,'tool.loadlib'

 // EXTENT ,volser 

 // DLBL IDMS,'idms.loadlib'

 // EXTENT ,volser 

 *

 // LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(TOOL.sublib,IDMS.sublib)

 *

 // DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

 // EXEC USNDRVR,SIZE=(USNDRVR,NK)

 *

 *  Rxx.xx SYSIDMS PARAMETERS

 /*

 PROCESS=ALL,...

    .

    .  (ADDITIONAL PARAMETER STATEMENTS)

    .

 /*

 /&

 

Individual Report Preparation

The sample JCL for individual report preparation only follows.

  // JOB DBNLYZR

  // OPTION LOG,PARTDUMP

  *

  // DLBL   STAT1,'dbnlyzr.file1,0,SD    STATISTICS FILE - INPUT

  // EXTENT SYS010,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount 

  // ASSGN  SYS010,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

  // ASSGN  SYS012,SYSLST       CA, DIAGNOSTICS - OUTPUT

  // ASSGN  SYS013,SYSLST       CA, DIAGNOSTICS - OUTPUT

  // EXEC USNDRVR,SIZE=(USNDRVR,#k)

  *

  *  Rxx.xx SYSIDMS PARAMETERS

  /*

  PROCESS=REPORTS,...

  /*

  /&
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Comparative Report Preparation

JCL for comparative report preparation only follows. This JCL is identical to the JCL for individual report preparation
except that the name of an additional statistical file has been added and the PROCESS statement includes the
COMPARE option.

NOTE
Only statistics from a single release of IDMS/DB Analyzer can be compared.

 // JOB DBNLYZR

 // OPTION LOG,PARTDUMP

 *

 // DLBL   STAT1,'dbnlyzr.file1,0,SD    "NEW" STATISTICS FILE - INPUT

 // EXTENT SYS010,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount 

 // ASSGN  SYS010,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL   STAT2,'dbnlyzr.file2,0,SD    "OLD" STATISTICS FILE - INPUT

 // EXTENT SYS011,1,0,rel-trk-blk,amount 

 // ASSGN  SYS011,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // ASSGN  SYS012,SYSLST       CA, DIAGNOSTICS - OUTPUT

 // ASSGN  SYS013,SYSLST       CA, DIAGNOSTICS - OUTPUT

 // EXEC USNDRVR,SIZE=(USNDRVR,#k)

 *

 *  Rxx.xx SYSIDMS PARAMETERS

 /*

 PROCESS=REPORTS,COMPARE

 /*

 /&

 

Sample z/VM EXEC Part 1 -- USNEXEC1

Contents

The sample z/VM EXEC in the exhibit below can be used to accumulate statistics only or to accumulate statistics and
prepare reports. You identify which of these functions you want using IDMS/DB Analyzer parameter statements. See
Section3, "Parameters." Variables (shown in bold) are explained in the key on the following page.

Statistics Accumulation and/or Report Preparation

/*  */

TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR

/*                                                                   */

/*                                                                   */

TOOL_LOADLIB_FN     = 'toollib'

IDMS_LOADLIB_FN     = 'idmslib'

SORTLIB_FN          = 'sortlib'

/*                                                                   */

/* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required libraries */

/* and database file(s).                                             */

/*                                                                   */

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

 'GLOBAL  LOADLIB ' TOOL_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN
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 'GLOBAL  TXTLIB ' SORTLIB_FN

/*                                                                   */

/* Insert FILEDEFS as needed to define all required database files.  */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF dbfil01 DISK fn ft fm ( dcb'

 'FILEDEF dbfilnn DISK fn ft fm ( dcb'

/*                                                                   */

/* Product specific files.                                           */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYSLST   PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF SYSUDUMP PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF DBMSDMP  PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF DBMSOUT  PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF SORTMSG  PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF LDEL     DISK ldel_fn ldel_ft ldel_fm'

 'FILEDEF STAT1    DISK stat1_fn stat1_ft stat1_fm'

/*                                                                   */

Exhibit 4.11a: z/VM EXEC for Statistics Accumulation and/or Report Preparation

/*                                                                   */

/*  You must create a file 'SYSIDMS INPUT A' containing the SYSIDMS  */

/*  parameters you use to specify your runtime environment.          */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYSIDMS  DISK SYSIDMS INPUT A'

/*                                                                   */

/*                                                                   */

/*  You must create a file 'USNEXEC1 SYSIPT A' containing the input  */

/*  parameter statements prior to executing this EXEC.               */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYSIPT   DISK USNEXEC1 SYSIPT A'

/*                                                                   */

/*  Insert FILEDEF statements for SORT work space as required by     */

/*  your SORT product.                                               */

/*                                                                   */

SAY 'STARTING DATABASE ANALYZER'

SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 'EXECOS OSRUN USNDRVR'

 USNEXEC1_RC = RC

IF USNEXEC1_RC > 4

 THEN DO

  CALL ERROR

 END

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME DBNLYZR LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 SAY 'USNEXEC FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF' USNEXEC1_RC

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 EXIT USNEXEC1_RC

/*                                                                   */

/*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */
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ERROR:

/*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 ERROR_RC = RC

 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL

'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USNLYZR LISTING'

'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 EXIT ERROR_RC

/*                                                                   */

toollib
-- The file name of the load library into which you downloaded IDMS/DB Analyzer.

idmslib
-- The file name of the load library containing your IDMS SUBSCHEMA and DMCL modules.

sortlib
-- The file name of the text library containing your sort modules.

dbfil01/dbfilnn
-- The name of each of the database files to be accessed.

fn fm ft
-- The file name, file type, and file mode of the relevant file. The file mode number of your database files must be
6.

stat1_fn stat1_ft stat1_fm
-- The file name, file type, and file mode assigned to your statistics file.

ldel_fn ldel_ft ldel_fm
-- The file name, file type, and file mode assigned to your LDEL file.

dcb
-- The data control block (DCB) information for the files.

Sample z/VM EXEC Part 2 -- USNEXEC2

The sample z/VM EXEC for preparing individual reports only is shown below. Variables (shown in bold) are explained in
the key that follows.

/*  */

TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR

CA_LOADLIB_FN       = 'yourlib'

IDMS_LOADLIB_FN     = 'idmslib'

SORTLIB_FN          = 'sortlib'

/*                                                                   */

/* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required libraries */

/*                                                                   */

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

 'GLOBAL  LOADLIB ' CA_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN
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 'GLOBAL  TXTLIB ' SORTLIB_FN

/*                                                                   */

/* Product specific files.                                           */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYSLST   PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF SYSUDUMP PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF DBMSDMP  PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF DBMSOUT  PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF SORTMSG  PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF STAT1    DISK stat1_fn stat1_ft stat1_fm'

/*                                                                   */

/*  You must create a file 'SYSIDMS INPUT A' containing the SYSIDMS  */

/*  parameters you use to specify your runtime environment.          */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYSIDMS  DISK SYSIDMS INPUT A'

/*                                                                   */

/*  You must create a file 'USNEXEC2 SYSIPT A' containing the input  */

/*  parameter statements prior to executing this EXEC.               */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYSIPT   DISK USNEXEC2 SYSIPT A'

/*                                                                   */

SAY 'STARTING DATABASE ANALYZER'

SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 'EXECOS OSRUN USNDRVR'

 USNEXEC2_RC = RC

IF USNEXEC2_RC > 4

 THEN DO

  CALL ERROR

 END

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME DBNLYZR LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 SAY 'USNEXEC FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF' USNEXEC2_RC

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 EXIT USNEXEC2_RC

/*                                                                   */

/*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

ERROR:

/*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 ERROR_RC = RC

 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL

'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USNLYZR LISTING'

'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'
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 EXIT ERROR_RC

/*                                                                   */

yourlib
-- The file name of the load library into which you downloaded IDMS/DB Analyzer.

idmslib
-- The file name of the load library containing your IDMS SUBSCHEMA and DMCL modules.

sortlib
-- The file name of the text library containing your sort modules.

stat1_fn stat1_ft stat1_fm
-- The file name, file type, and file mode assigned to your statistics file.

Sample z/VM EXEC Part 3 -- USNEXEC3

The sample z/VM EXEC for preparing comparative reports is shown below. Variables (shown in bold) are explained in the
key that follows.

NOTE
Only statistics from a single release of IDMS/DB Analyzer can be compared.

 /*  */

 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR

 /*                                                                   */

 CA_LOADLIB_FN       = 'yourlib'

 IDMS_LOADLIB_FN     = 'idmslib'

 SORTLIB_FN          = 'sortlib'

 /*                                                                   */

 /* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required libraries */

 /*                                                                   */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'GLOBAL  LOADLIB ' CA_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN

  'GLOBAL  TXTLIB ' SORTLIB_FN

 /*                                                                   */

 /* Product specific files.                                           */

 /*                                                                   */

  'FILEDEF SYSLST   PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSUDUMP PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF DBMSDMP  PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF DBMSOUT  PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SORTMSG  PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF STAT1    DISK stat1_fn stat1_ft stat1_fm'

  'FILEDEF STAT2    DISK stat2_fn stat2_ft stat2_fm'

 /*                                                                   */

 

 /*  You must create a file 'SYSIDMS INPUT A' containing the SYSIDMS  */

 /*  parameters you use to specify your runtime environment.          */

 /*                                                                   */

  'FILEDEF SYSIDMS  DISK SYSIDMS INPUT A'
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 /*                                                                   */

 /*                                                                   */

 /*  You must create a file 'USNEXEC3 SYSIPT A' containing the input  */

 /*  parameter statements prior to executing this EXEC.               */

 /*                                                                   */

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT   DISK USNEXEC3 SYSIPT A'

 /*                                                                   */

 SAY 'STARTING DATABASE ANALYZER'

 SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  'EXECOS OSRUN USNDRVR'

  USNEXEC3_RC = RC

 IF USNEXEC3_RC > 4

  THEN DO

   CALL ERROR

  END

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME DBNLYZR LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  SAY 'USNEXEC FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF' USNEXEC3_RC

  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

  'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  EXIT USNEXEC3_RC

 /*                                                                   */

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 ERROR:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

  ERROR_RC = RC

  TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME USNLYZR LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

  'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  EXIT ERROR_RC

 /*                                                                   */

 

yourlib
-- The file name of the load library into which you downloaded IDMS/DB Analyzer.

idmslib
-- The file name of the load library containing your IDMS SUBSCHEMA and DMCL modules.

sortlib
-- The file name of the text library containing your sort modules.

stat1_fn stat1_ft stat1_fm
-- The file name, file type, and file mode assigned to your statistics file.

stat2_fn stat2_ft stat2_fm
-- The file name, file type, and file mode assigned to the statistics file used to produce comparative reports.
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FILE PROCESS USE
SORTWK01-SORTWK03 or SORTWK1-
SORTWK4

ACCUMULATE ALL These are sort work files. ACCUMULATE
and ALL cause statistics to be gathered and
sorted.

SORTLIB ACCUMULATE ALL This PDS file contains your sort product.
sortmsg ACCUMULATE ALL This is the message file for your SORT

product.
dbfil01-dbfilnn ALL ACCUMULATE ALL These are database files. ACCUMULATE

and cause statistics to be gathered from the
user database.

STAT1 ACCUMULATE ALL REPORTS This is a file to which accumulated
statistics are written. The sort function
reads and rewrites STAT1 after statistics
accumulation. The report functions always
read STAT1.

STAT2 ALL ,COMPARE REPORTS This is the "old" statistics file for
comparative reports.

LDEL ACCUMULATE ,LDEL ALL LDEL is an output file containing the
db-keys of database records that have
been logically deleted. (For Release 10.2
or earlier, it is suitable for input to the
IDMSLDEL utility.)

SYSPRINT This file contains Pascal/VS run-time error
messages.

SYSIPT This file is always required for parameter
statement input to be read.

SYSIDMS This file is always required for the IDMS
physical environment parameter input to
be read. For instance, DMCL=xxxxxxxx
must be specified, where xxxxxxxx is
the name of the specific DMCL. See the
IDMS Common Facilities Section for more
detailed information.

SYSLST This file is always required for audit report
output to be written. Diagnostic routines
write output to SYS012 and SYS013. These
programmer logical units should normally
be assigned to SYSLST.

Statistics Accumulation File
This section shows the form of the IDMS/DB Analyzer Statistics Accumulation File. The structure of the file shown here
allows you to use the data with other utilities or programs.

When the parameters ACCUMULATE or ALL are used in the PROCESS statement, IDMS/DB Analyzer creates a
statistics file which can be used with other utilities or programs. You can create your own customized reports or use the
file as input to a graphics utility.
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Statistics Accumulation File Structure

This section comprises several figures which show the structure of the Statistics Accumulation File. The record length for
each statistics record is shown in Exhibit A.1. Exhibits A.2-9 show the data type, the size in bytes, and the location of each
field in the statistics file.

Fields are described for the following records:

• Exhibit A.2 -- Header Statistics Record
• Exhibit A.3a-d -- Area Statistics Record, Area Record-Type
• Exhibit A.4a-d -- Area Statistics Record, Record Record-Type
• Exhibit A.5 -- Record Statistics Record
• Exhibit A.6a-d -- Set Statistics Record, Set Record-Type
• Exhibit A.7 -- Set Statistics Record, Member Record-Type
• Exhibit A.8a-d -- SR8 Index Statistics Record, SR8 Index Record-Type
• Exhibit A.9 -- Footer Statistics Record

File Form

A statistics accumulation file that includes several areas contains the complete records for each area before beginning the
next area. For example, the AREA-1 area record is followed by all the record records for AREA-1. Then the AREA-2 area
record is followed by all the record records for AREA-2.

THE CA-IDMS/DB ANALYZER STATISTICS ACCUMULATION FILE IS OF THE FOLLOWING FORMAT

         RECORD       STATISTIC             NUMBER OF             RECORD

     TYPE    VALUE  TYPE    VALUE          OCCURRENCES            LENGTH

     _____________  _____________  _____________________________  ____

     HEADER     00  HEADER     00  1                               152

     AREA       01  AREA       01  1 PER AREA                      392

                    RECORD     02  1 PER RECORD TYPE PER AREA      448

     RECORD     02  RECORD     02  1 PER RECORD TYPE               448

     SET        03  SET        03  1 PER SET                       372

                    MEMBER     04  1 PER MEMBER TYPE PER SET       136

     SR8 INDEX  05  SR8 INDEX  05  1 PER SR8 INDEX                 388

     FOOTER     08  FOOTER     08  1                               113

Exhibit A.1: Record Lengths of Statistics Records

                             HEADER RECORD

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________
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 BINARY        4     1    4  RDW (2 BYTES LRECL, 2 BYTES RECFM)

 ****************************** SORT KEY ******************************

 BINARY        1     5    5  RECORD TYPE;  VALUE = 00                 *

 CHARACTER    18     6   23  VALUE = 'HEADER          '               *

 CHARACTER    18    24   41  VALUE = SPACES                           *

 **********************************************************************

 BINARY        1    42   42  STATISTIC TYPE;  VALUE = 00

 CHARACTER     8    43   50  NAME OF SUBSCHEMA FOR WHICH DATA WAS

                             COLLECTED

 CHARACTER    16    51   66  FILE ID;  VALUE = 'DB/ANALYZER     '

 CHARACTER    16    67   82  DATE/TIME STATISTICS WERE ACCUMULATED

 CHARACTER     5    83   87  RELEASE NUMBER

 CHARACTER     1    88   88  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 BINARY        4    89   92  TOTAL NUMBER OF STATISTICS FILE RECORDS

                             WRITTEN

 CHARACTER    60    93  152  FILLER

Exhibit A.2: Header Statistics Record

                              AREA RECORD

                           AREA STATISTIC-TYPE

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 BINARY        4     1    4  RDW (2 BYTES LRECL, 2 BYTES RECFM)

 ****************************** SORT KEY ******************************

 BINARY        1     5    5  RECORD TYPE;  VALUE = 01                 *

 CHARACTER    18     6   23  AREA NAME                                *

 CHARACTER    18    24   41  VALUE = SPACES                           *

 **********************************************************************

 BINARY        1    42   42  STATISTIC TYPE;  VALUE = 01

 CHARACTER     2    43   44  NOT USED (FOR ALIGNMENT)

 BINARY        4    45   48  PAGE NUMBER OF AREA LOW PAGE

 BINARY        4    49   52  PAGE NUMBER OF AREA HIGH PAGE
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 BINARY        4    53   56  PAGE NUMBER FOR START OF AREA SWEEP

 BINARY        4    57   60  PAGE NUMBER FOR END OF AREA SWEEP

 BINARY        4    61   64  LENGTH OF PAGE IN BYTES

 BINARY        4    65   68  NUMBER OF RECORD OCCURRENCES

 BINARY        4    69   72  NUMBER OF LDEL RECORD OCCURRENCES

                        (CONTINUED)

Exhibit A.3a: Area Statistics Record, Area Record-Type

 AREA RECORD

 AREA STATISTIC-TYPE (CONTINUED)

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 FLOAT PT      8    73   80  TOTAL NUMBER OF BYTES USED

 BINARY        4    81   84  NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS

 BINARY        4    85   88  GREATEST NUMBER OF BYTES OF ACTUAL FREE

                             SPACE FOUND ON A SINGLE, NON-EMPTY PAGE

 BINARY        4    89   92  FEWEST NUMBER OF BYTES OF ACTUAL FREE

                             SPACE FOUND ON A SINGLE, NON-FULL PAGE

 CHARACTER     4    93   96  NOT USED (FOR ALIGNMENT)

 FLOAT PT      8    97  104  TOTAL BYTES OF FREE SPACE MINUS PAGE

                             RESERVE

 BINARY        4   105  108  GREATEST NUMBER OF BYTES OF FREE SPACE

                             FOUND ON A SINGLE, NON-EMPTY PAGE AFTER

                             SUBTRACTING THE PAGE RESERVE

 BINARY        4   109  112  FEWEST NUMBER OF BYTES OF FREE SPACE

                             FOUND ON A SINGLE, NON-FULL PAGE AFTER

                             SUBTRACTING THE PAGE RESERVE

 FLOAT PT      8   113  120  NUMBER OF BYTES USED FOR POINTERS

 FLOAT PT      8   121  128  NUMBER OF BYTES USED FOR LINE INDEXES

 BINARY        4   129  132  NUMBER OF BYTES USED FOR PAGE HEADERS

                        (CONTINUED)
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Exhibit A.3b: Area Statistics Record, Area Record-Type

 AREA RECORD

 AREA STATISTIC-TYPE (CONTINUED)

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 BINARY        4   133  136  NUMBER OF BYTES USED FOR PAGE FOOTERS

 FLOAT PT      8   137  144  NUMBER OF BYTES USED FOR DATA STORAGE

 BINARY        4   145  148  NUMBER OF PAGES WITH A HEADER SPACE

                             AVAILABLE COUNT OF ZERO

 BINARY        4   149  152  NUMBER OF PAGES WITH SCHEMA DEFINED

                             MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RECORDS

 BINARY        4   153  156  NUMBER OF PAGES WITH 0 DATA RECORDS

 BINARY        4   157  160  NUMBER OF SR7 RECORD OCCURRENCES

 FLOAT PT      8   161  168  NUMBER OF BYTES USED TO STORE SR7 RECORDS

 BINARY        4   169  172  NUMBER OF SR8 RECORD OCCURRENCES

 CHARACTER     4   173  176  NOT USED (FOR ALIGNMENT)

 FLOAT PT      8   177  184  NUMBER OF BYTES USED TO STORE SR8 RECORDS

                             (COMPRESSED)

 FLOAT PT      8   185  192  NUMBER OF BYTES USED TO STORE SR8 RECORDS

                             (DECOMPRESSED)

 CHARACTER    34   193  226  FILLER

                        (CONTINUED)

Exhibit A.3c: Area Statistics Record, Area Record-Type

 AREA RECORD

 AREA STATISTIC-TYPE (CONTINUED)

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 CHARACTER     2   227  228  NOT USED (FOR ALIGNMENT)

 BINARY        4   229  232  NUMBER OF SPACE MANAGEMENT PAGES
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 BINARY       40   233  272  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS A PAGE NUMBER THAT DELIMITS

                             A RANGE OF PAGE NUMBERS USED TO GATHER

                             DISTRIBUTION STATISTICS

 BINARY       40   273  312  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS A RANGE BOUND OF NUMBER OF

                             BYTES SAVED DUE TO COMPRESSION

 BINARY       40   313  352  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS THE NUMBER OF PAGES OCCURRING

                             WITHIN EACH PERCENTAGE RANGE.  RANGES

                             OCCUR IN 10% INCREMENTS

 BINARY       40   353  392  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS A NUMBER OF BYTES OF FREE

                             SPACE FOR THAT SPECIFIC PAGE RANGE

Exhibit A.3d: Area Statistics Record, Area Record-Type

                              AREA RECORD

                           RECORD STATISTIC-TYPE

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 BINARY        4     1    4  RDW (2 BYTES LRECL, 2 BYTES RECFM)

 ****************************** SORT KEY ******************************

 BINARY        1     5    5  RECORD TYPE;  VALUE = 01                 *

 CHARACTER    18     6   23  AREA NAME                                *

 CHARACTER    18    24   41  RECORD NAME                              *

 **********************************************************************

 BINARY        1    42   42  STATISTIC-TYPE;  VALUE = 02

 CHARACTER     2    43   44  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 BINARY        4    45   48  RECORD ID

 BINARY        1    49   49  LOCATION MODE;

                             00 = VIA

                             01 = CALC

                             02 = DIRECT

 CHARACTER     3    50   52  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 BINARY        4    53   56  PAGE NUMBER FOR START OF AREA SWEPT

 BINARY        4    57   60  PAGE NUMBER FOR END OF AREA SWEPT
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 BINARY        4    61   64  LENGTH OF PAGE IN BYTES

 BINARY        1    65   65  FIXED LENGTH RECORD INDICATOR;

                             00 =VARIABLE

                             01 = FIXED

 CHARACTER     3    66   68  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

                        (CONTINUED)

Exhibit A.4a: Area Statistics Record, Record Record-Type

 AREA RECORD

 RECORD STATISTIC-TYPE (CONTINUED)

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 BINARY        4    69   72  LENGTH OF RECORD, IF FIXED

 FLOAT PT      8    73   80  TOTAL NUMBER OF BYTES USED TO STORE THIS RECORD

                             TYPE (COMPRESSED BYTES DATA ONLY)

 FLOAT PT      8    81   88  TOTAL NUMBER OF BYTES NEEDED TO STORE THIS RECORD

                             TYPE IF COMPRESSED RECORDS WERE DECOMPRESSED ZERO

                             FOR FIXED LENGTH (DECOMPRESSED BYTES)

 BINARY        4    89   92  LARGEST COMPRESSED LENGTH OF ONE

                             OCCURRENCE OF THIS RECORD TYPE

 BINARY        4    93   96  SMALLEST COMPRESSED LENGTH OF ONE

                             OCCURRENCE OF THIS RECORD TYPE

 BINARY        4    97  100  LARGEST DECOMPRESSED LENGTH OF ONE

                             OCCURRENCE OF THIS RECORD TYPE

 BINARY        4   101  104  SMALLEST DECOMPRESSED LENGTH OF ONE

                             OCCURRENCE OF THIS RECORD TYPE

 BINARY        4   105  108  NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES WITH FRAGMENTS

 BINARY        4   109  112  GREATEST NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS FOR ONE

                             RECORD OCCURRENCE

 BINARY        4   113  116  FEWEST NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS FOR ONE

                             RECORD OCCURRENCE WITH FRAGMENTS

 CHARACTER     4   117  120  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

                        (CONTINUED)

Exhibit A.4b: Area Statistics Record, Record Record-Type
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 AREA RECORD

 RECORD STATISTIC-TYPE (CONTINUED)

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 FLOAT PT      8   121  128  NUMBER OF BYTES TO STORE FRAGMENTS DATA ONLY

 FLOAT PT      8   129  136  NUMBER OF BYTES THAT COULD BE RETURNED

                             TO HOME PAGE IF A REORG WAS PERFORMED

                             (FRAGMENT BYTES)

 BINARY        4   137  140  NUMBER OF RECORDS THAT WERE COMPRESSED

 CHARACTER     4   141  144  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 FLOAT PT      8   145  152  NUMBER OF BYTES SAVE BY COMPRESSION

 BINARY        4   153  156  GREATEST NUMBER OF BYTES SAVED BY

                             COMPRESSION FOR A SINGLE RECORD OCCURRENCE

 BINARY        4   157  160  FEWEST NUMBER OF BYTES SAVED BY

                             COMPRESSION FOR A SINGLE RECORD OCCURRENCE

 BINARY        4   161  164  NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES THAT WERE RELOCATED

 CHARACTER     4   165  168  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 FLOAT PT      8   169  176  NUMBER OF BYTES USED TO STORE RELOCATED

                             OCCURRENCES DATA ONLY

 FLOAT PT      8   177  184  NUMBER OF BYTES THAT COULD BE RETURNED

                             TO HOME PAGE IF A REORG WAS PERFORMED

                             (RELOCATED BYTES)

 BINARY        4   185  188  NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES THAT WERE LOGICALLY

                             DELETED

 CHARACTER     4   189  192  FILLER

                        (CONTINUED)

Exhibit A.4c: Area Statistics Record, Record Record-Type

 AREA RECORD

 RECORD STATISTIC-TYPE (CONTINUED)

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________
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 FLOAT PT      8   193  200  NUMBER OF BYTES USED TO STORE LDEL

                             OCCURRENCES

 BINARY        4   201  204  NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES STORE OUT OF

                             PHYSICAL SEQUENTIAL

 CHARACTER    44   205  248  FILLER

 BINARY       40   249  288  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS A PAGE NUMBER THAT DELIMITS

                             A RANGE OF PAGE NUMBERS USED TO GATHER

                             DISTRIBUTION STATISTICS

 BINARY       40   289  328  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             DELIMITS A RANGE BOUND OF NUMBER OF

                             BYTES SAVED DUE TO COMPRESSION

 BINARY       40   329  368  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS THE NUMBER OF RECORDS

                             OCCURRING WITHIN EACH PAGE RANGE

 BINARY       40   369  408  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS THE NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS

                             OCCURRING WITHIN EACH PAGE RANGE

 BINARY       40   409  448  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS THE NUMBER OF RECORDS WITH

                             COMPRESSION SAVINGS FOR EACH OF TEN RANGES

Exhibit A.4d: Area Statistics Record, Record Record-Type

                             RECORD RECORD

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 BINARY        4     1    4  RDW (2 BYTES LRECL, 2 BYTES RECFM)

 ****************************** SORT KEY ******************************

 BINARY        1     5    5  RECORD TYPE;  VALUE = 02                 *

 CHARACTER    18     6   23  RECORD NAME                              *

 CHARACTER    18    24   41  VALUE = SPACES                           *

 **********************************************************************

 THE RECORD RECORD IS IDENTICAL TO THE AREA RECORD RECORD STATISTIC-TYPE

 FROM BYTE 42 TO 448.

Exhibit A.5: Record Statistics Record
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                               SET RECORD

                            SET STATISTIC-TYPE

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 BINARY        4     1    4  RDW (2 BYTES LRECL, 2 BYTES RECFM)

 ****************************** SORT KEY ******************************

 BINARY        1     5    5  RECORD TYPE;  VALUE = 03                 *

 CHARACTER    18     6   23  SET NAME OR AREA NAME IF THE CALC SET    *

 CHARACTER    18    24   41  VALUE = SPACES                           *

 **********************************************************************

 BINARY        1    42   42  STATISTIC TYPE;  VALUE = 03

 BINARY        1    43   43  VIA SET INDICATOR;

                             00 = OWNS NO VIA RECORDS

                             01 = OWNS A VIA RECORD

 BINARY        1    44   44  MULTI-MEMBER SET INDICATOR;

                             00 = NOT A MULTIMEMBER SET

                             01 = A MULTIMEMBER SET

 BINARY        1    45   45  CALC SET INDICATOR;

                             00 = NOT THE CALC

                             01 = CALC SET

 BINARY        1    46   46  SR8 INDEX SET INDICATOR;

                             00 = NOT IIX SET

                             01 = IIX SET

 CHARACTER    18    47   64  OWNER RECORD NAME

 CHARACTER    18    65   82  MEMBER RECORD NAME

 CHARACTER     2    83   84  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 BINARY        4    85   88  NUMBER OF OWNER RECORD OCCURRENCES

 FLOAT PT      8    89   96  NUMBER OF BYTES TO STORE ALL OWNER RECORDS

                        (CONTINUED)

Exhibit A.6a: Set Statistics Record, Set Record-Type

 SET RECORD

 SET STATISTIC-TYPE (CONTINUED)

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________
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 BINARY        4    97  100  NUMBER OF MEMBER RECORD OCCURRENCES

 CHARACTER     4   101  104  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 FLOAT PT      8   105  112  NUMBER OF BYTES TO STORE ALL MEMBER

                             RECORDS

 FLOAT PT      8   113  120  NUMBER OF BYTES TO STORE ALL SR8

                             RECORDS

 BINARY        4   121  124  NUMBER OF LDEL RECORD OCCURRENCES

 CHARACTER     4   125  128  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 FLOAT PT      8   129  136  NUMBER OF BYTES TO STORE ALL LDEL RECORDS

 BINARY        4   137  140  GREATEST NUMBER OF MEMBER RECORDS

                             ENCOUNTERED WHILE WALKING A SINGLE SET

                             OCCURRENCE

 BINARY        4   141  144  FEWEST NUMBER OF MEMBER RECORDS

                             ENCOUNTERED WHILE WALKING A SINGLE SET

                             OCCURRENCE

 BINARY        4   145  148  THE SUM OF THE CLUSTER SPREADS FOR ALL

                             SET OCCURRENCES (CLUSTER SPREAD = THE

                             NUMBER OF DIFFERENT PAGES ON WHICH

                             MEMBER RECORDS OCCUR WHILE WALKING A SET)

 BINARY        4   149  152  GREATEST NUMBER OF DIFFERENT PAGES

                             ENCOUNTERED WHILE WALKING A SINGLE SET

                             OCCURRENCE

                        (CONTINUED)

Exhibit A.6b: Set Statistics Record, Set Record-Type

 SET RECORD

 SET STATISTIC-TYPE (CONTINUED)

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 BINARY        4   153  156  FEWEST NUMBER OF DIFFERENT PAGES

                             ENCOUNTERED WHILE WALKING A SINGLE SET

                             OCCURRENCE

 BINARY        4   157  160  TOTAL NUMBER OF VIA RECORDS
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 BINARY        4   161  164  TOTAL NUMBER OF VIA RECORDS ON TARGET PAGE

 BINARY        4   165  168  GREATEST NUMBER OF VIA RECORDS ON TARGET

                             PAGE FOR A SINGLE SET OCCURRENCE

 BINARY        4   169  172  FEWEST NUMBER OF VIA RECORDS ON TARGET

                             PAGE FOR A SINGLE SET OCCURRENCE

 BINARY        4   173  176  TOTAL NUMBER OF VIA RECORDS ON OVERFLOW

 BINARY        4   177  180  GREATEST NUMBER OF VIA RECORDS ON OVERFLOW

                             FOR A SINGLE SET OCCURRENCE

 BINARY        4   181  184  FEWEST NUMBER OF VIA RECORDS ON OVERFLOW

                             FOR A SINGLE SET OCCURRENCE

 BINARY        4   185  188  TOTAL NUMBER OF TIMES THE PAGE NUMBER

                             CHANGED WHILE WALKING ALL SET OCCURRENCES

 BINARY        4   189  192  GREATEST NUMBER OF TIMES THE PAGE NUMBER

                             CHANGED WHILE WALKING A SINGLE SET

                             OCCURRENCE

 BINARY        4   193  196  FEWEST NUMBER OF TIMES THE PAGE NUMBER

                             CHANGED WHILE WALKING A SINGLE SET

                             OCCURRENCE

                        (CONTINUED)

Exhibit A.6c: Set Statistics Record, Set Record-Type

 SET RECORD

 SET STATISTIC-TYPE (CONTINUED)

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 BINARY        4   197  200  NUMBER OF SET OCCURRENCES WITHOUT ANY

                             PAGE CHANGES WHILE WALKING THE MEMBERS

                             OF THE SET

 BINARY        4   201  204  NUMBER OF MEMBER OCCURRENCES IN A NON-

                             CALC MULTI-MEMBER SET NOT STORED VIA

                             THE MULTI-MEMBER SET OWNER

 BINARY        4   205  208  GREATEST NUMBER OF MEMBER OCCURRENCES

                             IN A NON-CALC MULTI-MEMBER SET NOT

                             STORED VIA THE MULTI-MEMBER SET OWNER

                             ENCOUNTERED WHILE WALKING A SINGLE

                             SET OCCURRENCE
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 BINARY        4   209  212  FEWEST NUMBER OF MEMBER OCCURRENCES

                             IN A NON-CALC MULTI-MEMBER SET NOT

                             STORED VIA THE MULTI-MEMBER SET OWNER

                             ENCOUNTERED WHILE WALKING A SINGLE

                             SET OCCURRENCE

 BINARY       80   213  292  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS:

                               - THE NUMBER OF MEMBER OCCURRENCES

                                 HI-BOUND (4 BYTES)

                               - THE NUMBER OF OWNER OCCURRENCES WHICH

                                 FALL WITHIN THE RANGE (4 BYTES)

 BINARY       80   293  374  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS:

                               - THE CLUSTER SPREAD HI-BOUND (4 BYTES)

                               - THE NUMBER OF SET OCCURRENCES WHICH

                                 FALL WITHIN THE RANGE (4 BYTES)

Exhibit A.6d: Set Statistics Record, Set Record-Type

                              SET RECORD

                          MEMBER STATISTIC-TYPE

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 BINARY        4     1    4  RDW (2 BYTES LRECL, 2 BYTES RECFM)

 ****************************** SORT KEY ******************************

 BINARY        1     5    5  RECORD TYPE;  VALUE = 03                 *

 CHARACTER    18     6   23  SET NAME OR AREA NAME IF THE CALC SET    *

 CHARACTER    18    24   41  MEMBER RECORD NAME                       *

 **********************************************************************

 BINARY        1    42   42  STATISTIC TYPE;  VALUE = 04

 CHARACTER     2    43   44  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 BINARY        4    45   48  RECORD ID

 BINARY        4    49   52  NUMBER OF MEMBER RECORD OCCURRENCES

 CHARACTER     4    53   56  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 FLOAT PT      8    57   64  NUMBER OF BYTES TO STORE MEMBER RECORDS

 BINARY        4    65   68  GREATEST NUMBER OF MEMBER OCCURRENCES OF

                             OF THIS RECORD TYPE ENCOUNTERED WHILE

                             WALKING A SINGLE SET OCCURRENCE
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 BINARY        4    69   72  FEWEST NUMBER OF MEMBER OCCURRENCES OF

                             OF THIS RECORD TYPE ENCOUNTERED WHILE

                             WALKING A SINGLE SET OCCURRENCE

 BINARY        4    73   76  NUMBER OF LOGICALLY DELETED RECORDS

 CHARACTER     4    77   80  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 FLOAT PT      8    81   88  NUMBER OF BYTES TO STORE LDEL RECORDS

 CHARACTER    48    89  136  FILLER

Exhibit A.7: Set Statistics Record, Member Record-Type

                           SR8 INDEX RECORD

                         SR8 INDEX STATISTIC-TYPE

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 BINARY        4     1    4  RDW (2 BYTES LRECL, 2 BYTES RECFM)

 ****************************** SORT KEY ******************************

 BINARY        1     5    5  RECORD TYPE;  VALUE = 05                 *

 CHARACTER    18     6   23  SR8 INDEX NAME                           *

 CHARACTER    18    24   41  VALUE = SPACES                           *

 **********************************************************************

 BINARY        1    42   42  STATISTIC TYPE;  VALUE = 05

 CHARACTER    18    43   60  RECORD NAME OF SR8 INDEX SET OWNER

 CHARACTER    18    61   78  SR8 INDEXED RECORD NAME

 CHARACTER     2    79   80  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 FLOAT PT      8    81   88  TOTAL SIZE OF SR8 INDEX SET IN BYTES

 BINARY        4    89   92  MAXIMUM NUMBER OF BYTES FOR AN SR8 IN

                             THIS INDEX SET

 BINARY        4    93   96  MAXIMUM LENGTH OF ONE TABLE ENTRY

                             NOT INCLUDING SYMBOLIC KEY LENGTH

 BINARY        4    97  100  MAXIMUM LENGTH OF SYMBOLIC KEY

 BINARY        4   101  104  HOME PAGE NUMBER FOR THIS INDEX SET

                        (CONTINUED)
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Exhibit A.8a: SR8 Index Statistics Record, SR8 Index Record-Type

 SR8 INDEX RECORD

 SR8 INDEX STATISTIC-TYPE (CONTINUED)

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 BINARY        4   105  108  DISPLACEMENT OF SR8 FOR HOME PAGE

                             DEFINED IN SCHEMA

 BINARY        2   109  110  MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN AN SR8 AS

                             DEFINED BY SUBSCHEMA

 BINARY        2   111  112  MAXIMUM NUMBER OF LEVELS FOR A SINGLE

                             OCCURRENCE OF AN INDEX SET

 BINARY        4   113  116  NUMBER OF UPPER LEVEL SR8 RECORDS

 BINARY        4   117  120  MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PAGES UPPER LEVEL IS

                             SPREAD ACROSS

 BINARY        4   121  124  NUMBER OF BOTTOM LEVEL SR8 RECORDS

 BINARY        4   125  128  MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PAGES BOTTOM LEVEL IS

                             SPREAD ACROSS

 BINARY        1   129  129  SET MEMBERSHIP TYPE;

                             0 MA

                             1 MM

                             2 OA

                             3 OM

 BINARY        1   130  130  DUPLICATE CONTROL OPTION;

                             0 DN

                             1 DF

                             2 DL

 BINARY        1   131  131  SEQUENCE OPTION;

                             0 ASC

                             2 DES

                             2 MATCH

                             3 NOT SORTED

 BINARY        1   132  132  COMPRESSED SYMBOLIC KEY OPTION;

                             O COMPRESSED

                             1 NOT COMPRESSED

 BINARY        1   133  133  SET ORDER OPTION;

                             0 PRIOR/LAST
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                             1 SORTED

                             2 NEXT FIRST

 BINARY        1   134  134  SORTED SET TYPE;

                             0 UNSORTED

                             1 SORTED DBK

                             2 SORTED SYMK

                        (CONTINUED)

Exhibit A.8b: SR8 Index Statistics Record, SR8 Index Record-Type

 SR8 INDEX RECORD

 SR8 INDEX STATISTIC-TYPE (CONTINUED)

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 CHARACTER     2   135  136  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 BINARY        4   137  140  NUMBER OF UPPER LEVEL TABLE ENTRIES USED

                             IN ALL SR8 RECORDS

 BINARY        4   141  144  MAXIMUM NUMBER OF UPPER LEVEL TABLE

                             ENTRIES USED IN A SINGLE SR8 RECORD

 BINARY        4   145  148  MINIMUM NUMBER OF UPPER LEVEL TABLE

                             ENTRIES USED IN A SINGLE SR8 RECORD

 BINARY        4   149  152  NUMBER OF BOTTOM LEVEL TABLE ENTRIES USED

                             IN ALL SR8 RECORDS

 BINARY        4   153  156  MAXIMUM NUMBER OF BOTTOM LEVEL TABLE

                             ENTRIES USED IN A SINGLE SR8 RECORD

 BINARY        4   157  160  MINIMUM NUMBER OF BOTTOM LEVEL TABLE

                             ENTRIES USED IN A SINGLE SR8 RECORD

 BINARY        4   161  164  MAXIMUM UPPER LEVEL SYMBOLIC KEY

                             COMPRESSED LENGTH

 BINARY        4   165  168  MAXIMUM BOTTOM LEVEL SYMBOLIC KEY

                             COMPRESSED LENGTH

 FLOAT PT      8   169  176  TOTAL NUMBER OF UPPER LEVEL ORPHAN COUNTS

 FLOAT PT      8   177  184  TOTAL NUMBER OF BOTTOM LEVEL ORPHAN

                             COUNTS

 BINARY        4   185  188  NUMBER OF BOTTOM LEVEL SR8 RECORDS

                             THAT ARE ALSO TOP LEVEL SR8 RECORDS
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                        (CONTINUED)

Exhibit A.8c: SR8 Index Statistics Record, SR8 Index Record-Type

 SR8 INDEX RECORD

 SR8 INDEX STATISTIC-TYPE (CONTINUED)

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION

 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 CHARACTER     4   189  192  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 FLOAT PT      8   193  200  MAXIMUM NUMBER OF UPPER LEVEL ORPHANS

                             FOR A SINGLE OWNER OCCURRENCE

 FLOAT PT      8   201  208  MINIMUM NUMBER OF UPPER LEVEL ORPHANS

                             FOR A SINGLE OWNER OCCURRENCE

 FLOAT PT      8   209  216  MAXIMUM NUMBER OF BOTTOM LEVEL ORPHANS

                             FOR A SINGLE OWNER OCCURRENCE

 FLOAT PT      8   217  224  MINIMUM NUMBER OF BOTTOM LEVEL ORPHANS

                             FOR A SINGLE OWNER OCCURRENCE

 CHARACTER     4   225  228  NOT USED (ALIGNMENT)

 BINARY       40   229  268  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS THE HI-BOUND VALUES FOR

                             BOTTOM LEVEL TABLE ENTRIES

 BINARY       40   269  308  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS THE HI-BOUND VALUES FOR

                             UPPER LEVEL TABLE ENTRIES

 BINARY       40   309  348  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS THE NUMBER OF TABLE ENTRIES

                             USED IN THE UPPER LEVEL SR8 RECORDS

                             FOR A PARTICULAR RANGE

 BINARY       40   349  388  TEN ELEMENT ARRAY IN WHICH EACH ELEMENT

                             REPRESENTS THE NUMBER OF TABLE ENTRIES

                             USED IN THE BOTTOM LEVEL SR8 RECORDS

                             FOR A PARTICULAR RANGE

Exhibit A.8c: SR8 Index Statistics Record, SR8 Index Record-Type

                             FOOTER RECORD

 DATA TYPE  SIZE START STOP  FIELD DESCRIPTION
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 _________  ____ _____ ____  _________________

 BINARY        4     1    4  RDW (2 BYTES LRECL, 2 BYTES RECFM)

 ****************************** SORT KEY ******************************

 BINARY        1     5    5  RECORD TYPE;  VALUE = 08                 *

 CHARACTER    18     6   23  VALUE = 'FOOTER          '               *

 CHARACTER    18    24   41  VALUE = SPACES                           *

 **********************************************************************

 BINARY        1    42   42  STATISTIC TYPE;  VALUE = 08

 CHARACTER     5    43   47  RELEASE NUMBER

 CHARACTER     6    48   53  INSTALLATION TAPE ID

 CHARACTER    60    54  113  FILLER

Exhibit A.9: Footer Statistics Record

IDMS/DB Reorg
IDMS/DB Reorg is a comprehensive, time-saving tool for database administrators and systems programmers who want to
reorganize an IDMS database. IDMS/DB Reorg gives you the freedom to solve physical organization problems anywhere
in the database without requiring you to unload and load the entire database. Besides expanding page ranges for a
selected area, IDMS/DB Reorg provides a variety of reorganization possibilities--including the ability to prioritize records
for target page storage.

Journal Analyzer
IDMS Journal Analyzer is a comprehensive performance analysis facility that gathers and combines reliable management
and performance data, and reports it in concise logical formats.

IDMS Journal Analyzer can be used to support a company's management and performance reporting needs by providing
three distinct types of printed output for user analysis:

• Journal Reports
• Journal Displays
• Audit Report

With Journal Analyzer, you can perform the following activities:

• Audit run-time statistics recorded in the Archive Journal file
• Sample the audit data from broad surveys of entire programs to precise examinations of individual data fields
• Evaluate the IDMS Central Version (CV) configuration, CV run-time performance, and run-unit consumption of

resources
• Resolve database performance problems.
• Understand performance capabilities of the database system.
• Evaluate user applications and system responsiveness

If IDMS Journal Analyzer encounters a run unit whose program name is missing, it substitutes '$-NULL-$' for the name to
alert the user of the situation. A possible cause of the missing name is an IDMS application program which does not issue
'COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-BINDS', but issues its own BINDS. In doing so, the program did not move a literal definition
of the program's name to the PROGRAM-NAME field in the SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.
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If IDMS Journal Analyzer encounters a run unit whose 8-byte task ID is binary zeros, it substitutes 'BATC' for the first four
bytes (the environment type). Normally, the environment is signified by values such as 'BATC' and 'CICS'. A zero task ID
can be the result of a batch program creating disk journals in a local environment.

If IDMS Journal Analyzer deems the SELECT LOCKS HELD count being too large (that is, larger than, 1,677,216-16Meg),
IDMS Journal Analyzer will adjust the count to what is considers to be a reasonable value by subtracting the value from
1,677,216.

Program Registration

IDMS Journal Analyzer is able to produce a PROGRAM DISPLAY in the subschema format (SUBSCHEMA DISPLAY)
only when the journaled program is registered to a subschema. A program is associated with a subschema in the data
dictionary through one of the following methods:

1. The program is registered to a given subschema for authorized DML processing by the IDMSDDDL utility.
2. The program is complied by a DML processor which automatically maintains compile-time statistics.

If a program is not already registered, the following statements must be processed via IDMSDDDL:

 / ADD \

< >

\ MODIFY /

PROGRAM program-name

INCLUDE SUBSCHEMA subschema-name

OF SCHEMA schema-name. 

NOTE
This specification can be changed, so that different subschemas are defined for compilation and for the
Subschema Display. IDMS Journal Analyzer uses the subschema most recently registered for each program.

Program registration is also required if a user supplied decompression routine has been specified and if this routine
requires a valid subschema name in the Applications Control Block (ACB).

IDMS Journal Analyzer System Output
IDMS Journal Analyzer produces three classes of printed output for user analysis:

• Journal Reports
• Journal Displays
• Audit Report

The Journal Reports contain statistical information that provides numerous views of database activity recorded in the
Archive Journal file.

These views include:

• Run unit activity
• Detail and summary statistics
• Problem solving information
• Highlights/rankings of program performance.

The Journal Displays provide a detailed view of specific database changes. These views include:

• Before and after images of database modifications shown in character/hexadecimal representation
• An optional subschema view of field changes.

The Audit Report provides a listing of any messages generated by IDMS Journal Analyzer and provides a summary of all
processing.
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Printed Output

IDMS Journal Analyzer produces three classes of printed output:

• Journal Reports
• Journal Displays
• Audit Report

Journal Reports

The first class of output generated by IDMS Journal Analyzer is the Journal Reports. These reports contain statistical
information that provides views of the database activity recorded in the Archive Journal file. Each Journal Report type can
be produced for selected time periods or for the entire duration represented in the Archive Journal file.

ACTIVITY Report

The ACTIVITY Report summarizes run unit activity in the Archive Journal file based on user-specified time intervals. The
activity summarized can span the entire file, or can be from selected time periods. The reports can be used to monitor run
unit activity on an ongoing basis, with special attention paid to peak periods.

By examining the reported totals such as the Maximum Concurrent Run Unit Count, you can evaluate the adequacy of
the CV generation parameters. In addition, ACTIVITY Reports can help to verify the system activity. Journal Reports or
Journal Displays can provide more details for the time intervals in question.

The activity statistics are reported by user-specified time intervals. For each time interval, activity is divided into ONLINE
and BATCH run units, and reported accordingly. If both ONLINE and BATCH run units are reported, a TOTAL summary
line is also produced. A set of GRAND TOTALS summarize all activity within the reporting periods.

PROGRAM Reports

The PROGRAM Reports feature detailed and summarized statistics by application program within selected time intervals.
There are three levels of reporting available:

• Program Details -- includes run time counts (IDMS statistics) for all run units ordered by the selected program names.
• Program Summary -- records the sum of all run units for an application program.
• System Summary -- presents a sum of all Program summaries within a time interval.

The level of reporting (Detail vs. Summary) selection of the time interval length, and the programs to be analyzed are
controlled by you. Each program's totals are also reflected as a ratio of the system totals (the percentage of all IDMS
resources consumed that were accounted for by the program).

If Program Summary is the reporting level, you can optionally request program highlights that are statistics of the run
units with lowest and highest duration (up to 10 each). A lower reporting level includes all higher summary reporting
(Program Details are accompanied by Program and System Summaries). When only one time interval is reported, the
System Summary is the total of all selected run units. Whenever multiple time intervals are reported, a Grand Summary is
produced for all run units. The Grand Summary is simply a total of all the System Summaries.

SPECIAL Reports

The SPECIAL Reports provide key information with which to monitor and control the database environment. There are two
SPECIAL Reports:

• CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report
• ABORT COINCIDENCE Report

Each report presents a different perspective from which to identify and correct performance problems and system abuses.
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The CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report outlines all recorded activity in a time wise sequence. You can visualize all run
unit events within selected time intervals. Each event (BGIN, COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT) is reported with a time stamp
and the current quiesce level. The termination of each recovery unit (COMT, ENDJ, and ABRT) is accompanied by
totals of critical resource consumption, and all ABRTs are flagged. Periods of inactivity or with no posted events are also
highlighted on the report.

The ABORT COINCIDENCE Report provides a daily analysis of all aborted run units in two parts.

The first part of the analysis lists all programs executing concurrently with an aborted program along with their coincidence
ratios. The second part of the analysis relates the coincident programs with the programs which aborted whenever the
coincident programs were active.

NOTE
The coincidence of the RHDCRUAL program is automatically eliminated by IDMS Journal Analyzer (one or more
RHDCRUAL run units will always be coincident) to eliminate unnecessary skewing. IDMS Journal Analyzer
automatically sets the periodic time interval values to report

MANAGEMENT Reports

The MANAGEMENT Reports feature two formats:

• Highlights
• Rankings

The Highlight reports contain summarized information of system performance and resource consumption derived from the
original PROGRAM Report. These reports present totals, highest, lowest, means, medians of program attributes (quiesce
levels, etc.), and program consumption (IDMS statistics).

The Ranking reports contain system performance and resource consumption information derived from the original
PROGRAM Report that is ranked, rather than summarized. You can designate the particular item to be ranked (Pages
Read, %ABORTED, etc.), and can designate the ranking process to be used (program type to be used, number of items
to be ranked, etc.).

Journal Displays

The second class of output generated by IDMS Journal Analyzer is the Journal Displays. The Journal Displays provide
you with the means to effectively monitor changes to sensitive record types, to scrutinize performance problems, and to
assist in program debugging. The displays are extremely effective whenever you are most precise in defining the display
selection parameters. The choice of parameter values can be influenced by close examination of the statistics produced
by the Journal Reports.

The before and after images of database record modifications can be reported by several Journal Display types:

• RECORD Display
• DATABASE KEY Display
• PROGRAM Display

Each Journal Display type can be produced for selected time periods or for the entire duration represented by the Archive
Journal file. The Journal Displays can be produced in two formats:

• Full Format -- all record positions or fields are displayed with the changed values highlighted
• Sparse Format -- only the changed positions or fields are displayed.

While the Journal Reports present you with a broad survey of the database activity recorded in the Archive Journal file,
the Journal Displays enable you to view the database changes at a precise, almost microscopic level in three logical
sequences:
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• RECORD Display -- displays changes for particular record types during specific time periods
• DATABASE KEY Display -- displays changes for particular record occurrences or particular database pages during

specific time periods.
• PROGRAM Display -- displays database changes effected by particular application programs during specific time

periods. Fragmented records are automatically recomposed.

In addition, you can request the PROGRAM Display to provide a program's subschema view of database changes as
defined in the data dictionary. The Subschema Display provides PROGRAM Display information in a format which is
better suited for the less technical end-user. The data is presented as individual fields, rather than complete records.
Changes are paired in a Before/After, side-by-side format. All fields are identified similar to the original subschema
definitions, and all values are converted to externally printable formats. Therefore, programmers and/or auditors can
examine the Subschema Display with little or no interpretation by a database technician.

Audit Report

The third class of output generated by IDMS Journal Analyzer is the Audit Report. This report contains the informative,
error, and processing messages generated by IDMS Journal Analyzer, and provides a summary of all processing.

ACTIVITY Report Summary

The ACTIVITY Report summarizes run unit activity in the Archive Journal file. The activity summarized can span the entire
file, or can be from selected time periods. The report can be used to monitor run unit activity on an ongoing basis, with
special attention paid to peak periods.

The ACTIVITY Report provides statistics on such items as:

• Number of run units initiated (START)
• Number of recovery checkpoints issued (COMMIT)
• Number of units successfully terminated (FINISH)
• Number of recovery units which terminated abnormally (ABORT)
• Number of run units active within the reported time interval (ACTIVE)
• Duration of run units within the reported time interval (DURATION)

The activity statistics are reported in the time intervals you specify (for example hourly). For each time interval, activity
is divided into online (ONL) and batch (BTC) run units, and reported accordingly. If both ONL and BTC run units are
reported, a total (TOT) summary line is also produced. A set of GRAND TOTALS summarize all activity within the
reporting periods.

By examining the reported totals such as the Maximum Concurrent Run Unit Count, the adequacy of the CV generation
parameters can be evaluated. In addition, the ACTIVITY Report can help to verify your suspicions of undue or unusual
system activity. This may lead you to the use of other Journal Reports or Journal Displays for the time intervals in
question.

NOTE
It is recommended that the ACTIVITY Report be generated on a daily basis in order to get an overall view of
system activity.

ACTIVITY Report Fields

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the ACTIVITY Report.

PERIOD - Start and stop date/time intervals.

START (BGIN) - Number of run units initiating activity within the reported time interval.

COMMIT (COMT) - Number of recovery unit checkpoints issued by run units activated within the reported time interval.
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FINISH (ENDJ) - Number of recovery units activated within the reported time interval which terminated successfully.

ABORT (ABRT) - Number of recovery units activated within the reported time interval which terminated abnormally.

ACTIVE - Number of run units active within the time interval. When both ONL and BTC run units are present, an ACTIVE
count is reported for the TOT summary line only.

NOTE
The value of ACTIVE can exceed the value of START if run units were active at the start of the current time
interval.

DURATION (SEC)

LOW
- Lowest run unit duration encountered within the reported time interval.

HIGH
- Highest run unit duration encountered within the reported time interval.

MEAN
- Average run unit duration encountered within the reported time interval.

MEDIAN
- Median run unit duration encountered within the reported time interval, except for the TOT summary line.

Processing Type - Online (ONL), Batch (BTC), or total (TOT). When both ONL and BTC run units are present within a
time interval, a TOT summary line is produced.

MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS - Highest quiesce level encountered in a BGIN archive record within the reported
time interval.

The following example shows the Activity Report:

ID               RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME          PAGE

                 Rnn.nn                             ACTIVITY REPORT                    mm/dd/

yy          hh:mm:ss           2

   PERIOD               START        COMMIT       FINISH     ABORT    ACTIVE       ---------------

DURATION (SEC)-------------

                        (BGIN)       (COMT)       (ENDJ)     (ABRT)                LOW          HIGH       MEAN       MEDIAN

   mm/dd/

yy hh:mm ONL       18           53           12          6     *            0.04    88,285.96   5,152.66        0.15

   mm/dd/

yy hh:mm BTC        6            0            6          0     *            8.65        78.83      41.23       60.78

                     TOT       24           53           18          6        24        0.04    88,285.96   3,874.80       *

                     MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS  =        2

   mm/dd/

yy hh:mm BTC        4            0            4          0         5        9.34        73.64      47.57       73.18

   mm/dd/yy hh:mm

                     MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS  =        2

   mm/dd/

yy hh:mm ONL        1           25            0          1         1   18,096.92    18,096.92  18,096.92   18,096.92

   mm/dd/yy hh:mm

                     MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS  =        1
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   mm/dd/

yy hh:mm ONL        1            9            0          1         1   65,333.88    65,333.88  65,333.88   65,333.88

   mm/dd/yy hh:mm

                     MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS  =        1

   mm/dd/

yy hh:mm BTC        1            0            1          0         2        1.80         1.80       1.80        1.80

   mm/dd/yy hh:mm

                     MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS  =         2

   mm/dd/

yy hh:mm ONL        1           20            0          1         1    2,491.42     2,491.42   2,491.42    2,491.42

   mm/dd/yy hh:mm

                     MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS  =        1

   mm/dd/

yy hh:mm ONL        1            2            1          0         1   81,644.72    81,644.72  81,644.72   81,644.72

   mm/dd/yy hh:mm

                     MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS  =        1

   mm/dd/

yy hh:mm BTC        2            0            2          0         3        9.53        78.43      43.98       78.43

   mm/dd/yy hh:mm

                     MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS  =        2

   mm/dd/

yy hh:mm ONL        5            0            5          0         6        0.22         3.95       1.47        0.68

   mm/dd/yy hh:mm

                     MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS  =        2

   mm/dd/

yy hh:mm BTC        1            0            1          0         2       10.40        10.40      10.40       10.40

   mm/dd/yy hh:mm

                     MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS  =        2

      *GRAND TOTALS*

      mm/dd/

yy hh:mm ONL       27          109           18          9     *            0.04    88,285.96   9,641.56       *

      mm/dd/

yy hh:mm BTC       14            0           14          0     *            1.80        78.83      36.70       *

                     TOT       41          109           32          9        41        0.04    88,285.96   6,361.85       *

                     MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS  =        2

PROGRAM Reports Summary

The PROGRAM Reports feature detailed and summarized statistics by application program within selected time intervals.
There are three levels of reporting available:

• Program Details - presents run-time counts (IDMS statistics) for all run units ordered by the selected program names
• Program Summary - presents the sum of all run units for an application program
• System Summary - presents a sum of all program summaries within a time interval.
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The level of reporting (Detail vs Summary), selection of the time interval length, and the programs to be analyzed are
controlled by you. Each program's totals are also reflected as a ratio of the system totals (the percentage of all IDMS
resources consumed that were accounted for by the program).

If Program Summary is the reporting level, you can optionally request program highlights which are statistics of the run
units with lowest and highest duration (up to 10 each). A lower reporting level includes all higher summary reporting (e.g.,
Program Details are accompanied by Program and System Summaries). When only one time interval is reported, the
System Summary is the total of all selected run units. Whenever multiple time intervals are reported, a Grand Summary is
produced for all run units. The Grand Summary is simply a total of all the System Summaries.

NOTE
The most practical method of monitoring program activity periodically is to request program summary/highlights
without a specific time interval (LEVEL=SUMMARY, HILITES=YES).

Program Details (LEVEL=DETAILS) should be reported on those occasions where there are more than 20 run unit
occurrences for a program, when a strictly timewise sequence of all program activity is desired, or where it is necessary to
view all occurrences of a program for detailed investigation.

Program highlights (HILITES=YES) represent those run units which are the lowest and the highest in duration for an
application program. Up to ten (10) run units in each category are reported, and are sorted sequentially by length of
duration.

When reviewing the Summaries (Program, System, or Grand) attention should be focused on the COUNTS and RATIOS.
These statistics can reveal the trends which reflect upon the 'vitality' of the database environment.

In the Program Summary, attention should be paid to the highlighted run units with the longest duration. The cause of the
lengthy duration could be:

• An extraordinary amount of processing was performed -- check COUNTS
• High run unit activity occurred at the time of execution of the run units -- check the ACTIVITY Report
• Inefficient database processing is indicated -- check COUNTS and RATIOS
• Program was locked out or had some resource conflict with a concurrently executing program -- check the

CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report.

NOTE
If a more precise view of the suspected problem is needed, a PROGRAM Display can be requested using a
narrow time interval. The run unit IDs and start date/time in the PROGRAM Reports can assist you in selecting
the desired time interval.

Program Details

Program Details depict selected run unit activity in timewise order for each application program. The majority of the
statistics is commonly known as IDMS statistics, and are additionally summarized in the summary reports. The information
for each run unit is presented on two report lines.

Description of the Program Details layout starts on the following page.

Program Details Report Fields

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the Program Details Report.

Start and stop date/time of the time interval.

PROGRAM -- Application program name.

START -- Starting date/time of run unit.

END -- Ending date/time of run unit.

ABRT -- Abort flag (*) if the run unit is aborted.
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DURATION (SEC) -- Run unit duration, shown in seconds.

AREAS OPENED -- Number of areas opened in an update mode.

RUN UNIT -- Run unit numeric ID.

QUIESCE LEVEL -- Highest quiesce level encountered at the run unit initiation (BGIN).

COUNTS -- The fields listed below are fields containing IDMS statistics

PAGES

READ
-- Number of pages read from database.

WRITTEN
-- Number of pages written to database.

REQUESTED
-- Number of pages requested from database.

CALC RECORDS

HOME PAGE
-- Number of CALC records stored on the home page.

OVERFLOW
-- Number of CALC records stored on an overflow page.

LOCKS

REQUESTED
-- Number of record locks requested by run unit.

SELECT
-- Number of select (shared) locks maintained by run unit.

UPDATE
-- Number of update (exclusive) locks held at the termination of the run unit.

RECORDS

UPDATED
-- Number of database records updated.

REQUESTED
-- Number of records requested.

CURRENT
-- Number of records made current by run unit.

OWNER
-- Number of VIA records stored on owner page.

OVERFLOW
-- Number of VIA records stored on an overflow page.

CALLS TO IDMSDBMS -- Number of DML verbs executed.

FRAGMENTS STORED
-- Number of record fragments stored.

ROOTS/RCDS RELOCATED
-- Number of records relocated because of restructuring.

The following example shows the PROGRAM REPORT (Details):
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 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE          

   TIME          PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                               PROGRAM REPORT                    mm/dd/yy        

 hh:mm:ss           2

                                                    mm/dd/yy hh:mm - mm/dd/yy hh:mm

PROGRAM   START             A  DURATION AREAS      ----------PAGES-----------  ----CALC RECORDS---- 

 -------------LOCKS-----------

                             B    (SEC) 0PENED      READ    WRITTEN  REQUESTED  HOME PAGE   OVERFLOW 

 REQUESTED     SELECT   UPDATE

NODE NAME END               R   RUN QUIESCE  -----------RECORDS---------- -----VIA RECORDS-----   CALLS TO 

 FRAGMENTS ROOTS/RCDS

                             T   UNIT LEVEL   UPDATED  REQUESTED   CURRENT OWNER PAGE   OVERFLOW   IDMSDBMS  

   STORED  RELOCATED

 IDMSDDDL  mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss      77.29      1      1,407       844     22,902          4          0    

 32,280        253   15,266

           mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss     1706    2     20,594     25,915     8,859        340         528    11,546  

       29        0

 IDMSDDDL  mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss      47.45      1      1,018       938      5,533          0          0    

 14,998        154    7,948

           mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss     1708    2      7,754      8,129       233           0          0       344  

        0        0

 IDMSDDDL  mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss      60.78      1      1,198       685     19,724         17         49    

 20,656        128    7,611

           mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss     1713    2     14,658     20,935     8,641        229         670    10,958  

       34        0

 IDMSDDDL  mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss      78.83      1      1,441       901     23,984          0          0    

 32,577        240   15,395

           mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss     1724    2     20,761     26,159     8,911        229         637    11,599  

       43        0

 IDMSDDDL  mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss      73.18      1      1,442       903     23,929          0          0    

 32,539        221   15,378

           mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss     1766    2     20,683     26,159     8,911        229         637    11,599  

       34        0

 IDMSDDDL  mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss      73.64      1      1,442       902     23,927          0          0    

 32,538        232   15,366

           mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss     1771    2     20,681     26,159     8,911        229         637    11,599  

       34        0

 IDMSDDDL  mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss       1.80      1         38         1        146          0          0       

 123         19      2

           mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss     1803    2          1        178       123           0          0       135  

         0       0
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 IDMSDDDL  mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss      78.43      1      1,442       902     23,929          0          0    

 32,543        230   15,372

           mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss     1873    2     20,682     26,162     8,912        229         637    11,601  

       34        0

Program Summary/Highlights

A Program Summary Report presents a sum-total of all run unit totals for an application program. Optionally, whenever
a program has three or more run units, detailed statistics of those run units with the lowest and highest durations can be
reported. Up to ten run units with the lowest duration are presented with the lowest duration depicted as number '1'. Also,
up to ten run units with highest duration are presented with the highest duration depicted as number '1'.

Program Summary/Highlights Report Fields

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the Program Summary Report.

SUMMARY -- Application program name and processing type.

Start and stop date/time interval of report.

LOWEST/HIGHEST -- category of program highlights.

Sequence, relative to duration, within the highlight category.

Starting date/time of run unit.

Ending date/time of run unit.

ABRT -- Abort flag (*) if run unit is aborted.

NOTE
Some run units may show up as aborted when, in fact, they have not. The reason is that IDMS Journal Analyzer
did not detect an ENDJ checkpoint record for the run unit.

DURATION -- Run unit duration.

AREAS OPENED -- Number of areas opened in an update mode.

RUN UNIT -- Run unit numeric ID.

QUIESCE LEVEL -- Highest quiesce level encountered at the run unit initiation (BGIN).

COUNTS -- (See Program Details for definitions).

NODE NAME -- The name of an IDMS System in a data sharing group or '*LOCAL*' if data sharing is not in use.

The following example shows the PROGRAM Report (Summary/Highlights):

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE          

   TIME          PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                               PROGRAM REPORT                    mm/dd/yy        

 hh:mm:ss           2

                                                        SUMMARY = IDMSDDDL BTC

                                                    mm/dd/yy hh:mm - mm/dd/yy hh:mm

 ******    START             A  DURATION AREAS      ----------PAGES-----------  ----CALC RECORDS---- 

 -------------LOCKS-----------

 LOWEST                      B    (SEC) 0PENED      READ    WRITTEN  REQUESTED  HOME PAGE   OVERFLOW 

 REQUESTED     SELECT   UPDATE
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 ******    END               R   RUN QUIESCE  -----------RECORDS---------- -----VIA RECORDS-----   CALLS TO 

 FRAGMENTS ROOTS/RCDS

                             T   UNIT LEVEL   UPDATED  REQUESTED   CURRENT OWNER PAGE   OVERFLOW   IDMSDBMS  

   STORED  RELOCATED

   1       mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss       1.80      1         38         1        146          0          0       

 123         19        2

           mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss     1803    2          1        178       123          0          0        135  

        0        0

   2       mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss      47.45      1      1,018       938      5,533          0          0    

 14,998        154    7,948

           mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss     1708    2      7,754      8,129       233          0          0        344  

        0        0

   3       mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss      60.78      1      1,198       685     19,724         17         49    

 20,656        128    7,611

           mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss     1713    2     14,658     20,935     8,641        229        670     10,958  

       34        0

   4       mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss      73.18      1      1,442       903     23,929          0          0    

 32,539        221   15,378

           mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss     1766    2     20,683     26,159     8,911        229        637     11,599  

       34        0

 *******   START             A  DURATION AREAS      ----------PAGES-----------  ----CALC RECORDS---- 

 -------------LOCKS-----------

 HIGHEST                     B    (SEC) 0PENED      READ    WRITTEN  REQUESTED  HOME PAGE   OVERFLOW 

 REQUESTED     SELECT   UPDATE

 *******   END               R   RUN QUIESCE  -----------RECORDS---------- -----VIA RECORDS-----   CALLS TO 

 FRAGMENTS ROOTS/RCDS

                             T   UNIT LEVEL   UPDATED  REQUESTED   CURRENT OWNER PAGE   OVERFLOW   IDMSDBMS  

   STORED  RELOCATED

   4       mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss      73.64      1      1,142       902     23,927          0          0    

 32,538        232   15,566

           mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss     1771    2     20,681     26,159     8,911        229        637     11,599  

       34        0

   3       mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss      77.29      1      1,407       884     22,902          4          0    

 32,280        253   15,266

           mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss     1706    2     20,59 4    25,915     8,859        340        528     11,546  

       29        0

   2       mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss      78.43      1      1,442       902     23,929          0          0    

 32,543        230   15,372

           mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss     1873    2     20,682     26,162     8,912        229        637     11,601  

       34        0

   1       mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss      78.83      1      1,441       901     23,984          0          0    

 32,577        240   15,395
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           mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss     1724    2     20,761     26,159     8,911        229        637     11,599  

       43        0

Program Summary/Totals

A Program Summary Report presents a sum-total of all run unit totals of an application program. In addition to a summary
of the IDMS statistics, statistics for run unit occurrence, duration, and quiesce level are reported along with several key
processing ratios.

Program Summary/Totals Report Fields

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the Program Summary/Totals Report.

SUMMARY -- Application program name and processing type.

Start and stop date/time interval of report.

RUN UNITS

SUCCESSFUL
(ENDJ) -- Number of recovery units activated within the reported time interval which terminated successfully.

ABORTED
(ABRT) -- Number of recovery units activated within the reported time interval which terminated abnormally.

TOTAL
(BGIN) -- Total number of run units activated within the reported time interval.

CHECKPOINT
(COMT) -- Number of recovery unit checkpoints issued within the reported time interval.

DURATION (SEC)

LOWEST
-- Lowest run unit duration encountered.

HIGHEST
-- Highest run unit duration encountered.

MEAN
-- Average run unit duration encountered.

MEDIAN
-- Median run unit duration encountered.

QUIESCE LEVEL

MEAN
-- Average quiesce level encountered.

HIGHEST
-- Highest quiesce level encountered.

COUNTS -- The IDMS statistics (see the Program Details for definitions) are reported in three values.

MEAN VALUE
-- Average value per run unit occurrence within the reported time interval.

ACCUMULATED VALUE
-- Total value for all run unit occurrences within the reported time interval.
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PERCENT OF SYSTEM OCCURRENCES
-- Ratio of the accumulated value for this program against the accumulated value for all programs active within the
reported time interval. Highlights the programs which consume the largest amount of system resources.

The following example shows the PROGRAM Report (Summary/Totals):

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE          

   TIME         PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                                PROGRAM REPORT                    mm/dd/yy       

 hh:mm:ss        3

                                                        SUMMARY = IDMSDDDL  BTC

                                                    mm/dd/yy hh:mm - mm/dd/yy hh:mm

  RUN UNITS------SUCCESSFUL   (ENDJ)                                    8 1.00

                 ABORTED      (ABRT)                                    0 0.00

                 TOTAL        (BGIN)                                    8

  DURATION-------LOWEST                                              1.80

  (SEC)          HIGHEST                                            78.83

                 MEAN                                               61.43

                 MEDIAN                                             73.64

  QUIESCE LEVEL--MEAN                                                2.00

                 HIGHEST                                                2

                                                                     MEAN VALUE            ACCUMULATED       

      PERCENT OF

                                                                                              VALUE          

  SYSTEM OCCURRENCES

  COUNTS---------RECORDS UPDATED                                   15,726.75                 125,814         

          1.00

                 PAGES READ                                         1,178.50                 9,428           

          1.00

                 PAGES WRITTEN                                        764.50                 6,116           

          1.00

                 PAGES REQUESTED                                   18,009.25               144,074           

          1.00

                 CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE                                 2.63                    21           

          1.00

                 CALC RCDS OVERFLOW                                     6.13                    49           

          1.00

                 VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE                               185.63                 1,485           

          1.00

                 VIA RCDS OVERFLOW                                    468.25                 3,746           

          1.00

                 RECORDS REQUESTED                                 19,974.50               159,796           

          1.00

                 RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT                           6,687.63                53,501           

          1.00

                 CALLS TO IDMSDBMS                                  8,672.63                69,381           

          1.00
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                 FRAGMENTS STORED                                      26.00                   208           

          1.00

                 ROOTS OR RCS RELOCATED                                 0.00                     0           

          0.00

                 LOCKS REQUESTED                                   24,781.75               198,254           

          1.00

                 SELECT LOCKS HELD                                    184.63                 1,477           

          1.00

                 UPDATE LOCKS HELD                                 11,542.25                92,338           

          1.00

  RATIOS---------PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ                          15.28

                 RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ                        16.95

                 RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS CURRENT                    2.99

                 CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS HOME                    2.33

                 VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS OWNER                     2.52

  AREAS----------SHR UPD DDLDML            LOW=       60,001 HIGH=          62,000 COUNT=        5

                 SHR UPD DDLDML            LOW=       60,001 HIGH=          62,000 COUNT=        1

                 SHR UPD DDLDML            LOW=       60,001 HIGH=          62,000 COUNT=        1

                 SHR UPD DDLDML            LOW=       60,001 HIGH=          62,000 COUNT=        1

RATIOS -- The ratios are calculated from the accumulated values of the appropriate counts.

PAGES REQUESTED/PAGES READ -- Measures the effectiveness of buffer pool size and allocation. Small ratios (less
than 2.00) can indicate random processing, inadequate buffer pool size, or the need for additional buffer pools.

RECORDS REQUESTED/PAGES READ -- Measures the overall effectiveness of space management, CALC synonym
handling, VIA options, and buffer management. Large ratios (greater than 20) usually indicate effective buffering (the
minimizing of database I/O).

RECORDS REQUESTED/RECORDS CURRENT -- Measures the amount of processing transparency provided by the
database management system. High ratios (greater than 20) indicate a large amount of database traversing is occurring
before target records are retrieved. Close examination must be paid to sorted sets, sets without PRIOR or OWNER
pointers, or improper program strategy which does not adequately capitalize on currency.

CALC RCDS OVERFLOW/CALC RCDS HOME -- Measures the randomness of the CALC field values, or the fullness
of database areas. Large ratios (greater than 1 or 2) or steadily increasing ratio values indicate a large number of CALC
synonyms, or that space use is increasing and that an area needs reorganizing or enlarging.

VIA RCDS OVERFLOW/VIA RCDS OWNER  -- Measures the effectiveness of the storage of VIA records, or the fullness
of database areas. Large ratios (greater than 1 or 2) or steadily increasing ratios can indicate very large clustering or
packing of VIA records (near the associated OWNER records), or a lack of randomness of the OWNER record types
or VIA member records. Space utilization may be getting high that may indicate that the area should be reorganized or
enlarged.

AREAS -- List of up to 8 areas opened by the program with the following information: usage mode, area name, page
range, and ready count.

System Summary

A System Summary Report presents totals of all Program Summary accumulated values within a time interval. All
statistical categories are reported by processing type: ONLINE, BATCH, and SYSTEM (total of all ONL and BTC run unit
activity during time interval).

System Summary Report Fields
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The fields of the System Summary Report are described below.

Start and stop date/time of the time interval of the report. RUN UNITS -- (see below)

SUCCESSFUL (ENDJ) -- Number of recovery units activated within the reported time interval which terminated
successfully.

ABORTED (ABRT) -- Number of recovery units activated within the reported time interval which terminated abnormally.

TOTAL (BGIN) -- Total number of run units activated within the reported time interval.

CHECKPOINT (COMT) -- Number of recovery unit checkpoints issued within the reported time interval.

DURATION (SEC)

LOWEST
-- Lowest run unit duration encountered.

HIGHEST
-- Highest run unit duration encountered.

MEAN
-- Average run unit duration encountered.

QUIESCE LEVEL

MEAN
-- Average quiesce level encountered.

HIGHEST
-- Highest quiesce level encountered.

COUNTS -- The IDMS statistics are reported. (See Program Details for definitions.) The ratio of ONLINE or BATCH to
SYSTEM is presented for all non-zero counts.

RATIOS -- See Program Summary/Totals Report for definitions.

The ratios are calculated from the appropriate counts.

Grand Summary

A Grand Summary Report is produced for all run units whenever multiple time intervals are reported (in effect, a total of all
System Summaries). The format of the Grand Summary Report is identical to the System Summary Report.

The following example shows the PROGRAM System Summary Report:

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                                PROGRAM REPORT                    mm/dd/

yy        hh:mm:ss          2

                                                              SYSTEM SUMMARY

                                                    mm/dd/yy hh:mm - mm/dd/yy hh:mm

 ***   CATEGORY   ***                                        ***   ONLINE  ***        ***   BATCH   ***         ***   SYSTEM   ***

 RUN UNITS------

SUCCESSFUL   (ENDJ)                                    12 0.55                 10 0.45                   22  0.79

                ABORTED      (ABRT)                                     6 1.00                  0 0.00                    6  0.21

                TOTAL        (BGIN)                                    18                      10                        28

                                                                     0.64                    0.36
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                CHECKPOINT   (COMT)                                    53                       0                        53

 DURATION-------

LOWEST                                               0.04                    8.65                      0.04

 (SEC)          HIGHEST                                         88,285.96                   78.83                 88,285.96

                MEAN                                             5,152.66                   41.37                  3,327.20

 QUIESCE LEVEL--

MEAN                                                 1.67                    2.00                      1.79

                HIGHEST                                                 2                       2                         2

 COUNTS---------

RECORDS UPDATED                                     9,670 0.07            125,739 0.93              135,409

                PAGES READ                                          7,300 0.51              7,080 0.49               14,380

                PAGES WRITTEN                                       1,242 0.22              4,430 0.78                5,672

                PAGES REQUESTED                                    22,489 0.14            134,648 0.86              157,137

                CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE                                 60 0.70                 26 0.30                   86

                CALC RCDS OVERFLOW                                     14 0.22                 49 0.78                   63

                VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE                                146 0.04              3,195 0.96                3,341

                VIA RCDS OVERFLOW                                      56 0.02              3,163 0.98                3,219

                RECORDS REQUESTED                                  20,898 0.12            150,726 0.88              171,624

                RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT                            9,662 0.17             48,208 0.83               57,870

                CALLS TO IDMSDBMS                                  11,649 0 16             62,475 0.84               74,124

                FRAGMENTS STORED                                        0 0.00                408 1.00                  408

                ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED                                 0                       0                         0

                LOCKS REQUESTED                                    27,656 0.13            188,616 0.87              216,272

                SELECT LOCKS HELD                                     189 0.12              1,415 0.88                1,604

                UPDATE LOCKS HELD                                  10,593 0.11             88,632 0.89               99,225

 RATIOS---------

PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ                         3.08                   19.02                     10.93

                RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ                       2.86                   21.29                     11.93

                RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS CURRENT                  2.16                    3.13                      2.97

                CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS HOME                  0.23                    1.88                      0.73

                VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS OWNER                   0.38                    0.99                      0.96

The following example shows the PROGRAM Grand Summary Report:

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                                PROGRAM REPORT                    mm/dd/

yy        hh:mm:ss          6

                                                             GRAND SUMMARY

                                                     mm/dd/yy hh:mm - mm/dd/yy hh:mm

 ***   CATEGORY   ***                                        ***   ONLINE  ***        ***   BATCH   ***         ***   SYSTEM   ***

 RUN UNITS------

SUCCESSFUL   (ENDJ)                                    18 0.56                 14 0.44                   32  0.78

                ABORTED      (ABRT)                                     9 1.00                  0 0.00                    9  0.22

                TOTAL        (BGIN)                                    27                      14                        41
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                                                                     0.66                    0.34

                CHECKPOINT   (COMT)                                   109                       0                       109

 DURATION-------

LOWEST                                               0.04                    1.80                      0.04

 (SEC)          HIGHEST                                         88,285.96                   78.83                 88,285.96

                MEAN                                             9,641.56                   36.70                  6,361.85

 QUIESCE LEVEL--

MEAN                                                 1.63                    2.00                      1.76

                HIGHEST                                                 2                       2                         2

 COUNTS---------

RECORDS UPDATED                                    11,235 0.07            158,324 0.93              169,559

                PAGES READ                                          8,552 0.50              8,624 0.50               17,176

                PAGES WRITTEN                                       1,271 0.19              5,397 0.81                6,668

                PAGES REQUESTED                                    26,249 0.14            167,133 0.86              193,382

                CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE                                 63 0.69                 28 0.31                   91

                CALC RCDS OVERFLOW                                     14 0.22                 49 0.78                   63

                VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE                                166 0.04              4,190 0.96                4,356

                VIA RCDS OVERFLOW                                      57 0.01              3,822 0.99                3,879

                RECORDS REQUESTED                                  24,144 0.11            187,886 0.89              212,030

                RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT                           11,413 0.16             58,813 0.84               70,226

                CALLS TO IDMSDBMS                                  13,560 0 15             76,259 0.85               89,819

                FRAGMENTS STORED                                        2 0.00                534 1.00                  536

                ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED                                 0                       0                         0

                LOCKS REQUESTED                                    31,909 0.12            237,816 0.88              269,725

                SELECT LOCKS HELD                                     224 0.11              1,808 0.89                2,032

                UPDATE LOCKS HELD                                  12,415 0.10            112,662 0.90              125,077

 RATIOS---------

PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ                         3.07                   19.38                     11.26

                RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ                       2.86                   21.79                     12.34

                RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS CURRENT                  2.12                    3.19                      3.02

                CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS HOME                  0.22                    1.75                      0.69

                VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS OWNER                   0.34                    0.91                      0.89

CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report

The CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report outlines all recorded activity in a timewise sequence. The user is presented a
detailed view of run unit events in contrast to the ACTIVITY Report which summarizes run unit activity during user-defined
time intervals (for example, hourly). Although much of the information contained in the CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT report
is identical to the PROGRAM Reports, the information is reported in a strictly chronological order.

Each reported event includes the current quiesce level which indicates the degree of total run unit concurrency.

NOTE
In IDMS environments, the quiesce level can be non-zero although no user tasks are active because all active
RHDCRUAL system run units are reflected in the quiesce level count. Events for the RHDCRUAL program will
not be reported unless RHDCRUAL=YES was specified on the PROCESS parameter card when the journal
extract records were produced.
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The CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report is normally requested on special demand only. For example, when unusual
activity is recorded in the ACTIVITY Report, you can use the CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report to acquire a detailed
view of such activity by specifying the appropriate time intervals on the REPORT parameter cards.

If a PROGRAM Report shows run units with excessively long durations, or a large number of program aborts, the cause
may be resource contention among concurrently executing run units. In which case, the CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT
Report of the time period in question will reveal the contending programs, and the ABORT COINCIDENCE Report will
reaffirm coincidence of such programs.

If you are required to manually recover part of the IDMS database, the following functions are generally performed:

1. A quiesce point must be determined in order to limit the extent of the recovery by the ROLLBACK or the
ROLLFORWARD utilities.

2. The ROLLFORWARD utility is executed with the PRINT parameter to list the before and after images.
3. You search through a stack of ROLLFORWARD image reports to establish a quiesce point on which to synchronize

the recovery.
4. The ROLLBACK or ROLLFORWARD utility is executed with the appropriate DATE and TIME parameters.

NOTE
The CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report offers you a reasonable alternative to steps 2 and 3. A significant
savings in computer resources, paper, and research time can be realized if this report is used to establish the
recovery quiesce point. The concise format of the CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report eases your burden in this
most unenviable task.

CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report Fields

The following is a description of the various fields that make up the CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report.

EVENT

TIME
-- Time recorded for each event.

TYPE
-- BGIN, COMT, ENDJ, or ABRT. ABRT's are further highlighted by "- >" next to the event time.

DURATION
-- Run unit duration reported in seconds, for ENDJ and ABRT events.

IDENT

RUN
UNIT -- Run unit numeric ID.

PROGRAM
-- Application program name and processing type (ONL or BTC).

QUIESCE LVL/USER/EXT ID -- Quiesce level at the time of the event, reported as a number of X's. A fully quiesce
system is represented by a zero. If the number of concurrent run units exceeds 20, that number is reported.

User ID reported on the BGIN checkpoint journal record. If the report is run against journal files created prior to r16 SP4
(the user ID is not present in the BGIN), the report displays USER ID NOT CAPTURED. If the report is run against journal
files created after r16 SP4, but the user does not sign on, the user ID field in the BGIN is filled with spaces, and the report
displays NO USER SIGNON.

Ext ID reported on the BGIN checkpoint journal record. IF the report is run against journal files created before IDMS
Server r16.1 or before IDMS r16 SP6 (the external ID is not present in the BGIN), the report displays spaces. If the
report is run against journal files created after IDMS Server r16.1 or after IDMS r16 SP6 and the external ID field is not
populated, the report displays spaces.
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NOTE
Whether a run-unit affects the quiesce level is determined by the manner that an area is READY. Since the
READY may occur sometime after the BIND RUNUNIT, the quiesce level may sometime appear to change
erratically.

The following example shows the CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report:

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE          

   TIME        PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                         CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT REPORT             mm/dd/yy         

 hh:mm:ss         2

 ---------EVENT---------  --------IDENT--------  ---QUIESCE LVL/USER/EXT ID---  ---------PAGES--------- 

 ------------LOCKS----------

 TIME     TYPE  DURATION  RUN UNIT      PROGRAM                        READ       WRITTEN  REQUESTED 

 REQUESTED   SELECT   UPDATE

 mm/dd/yy

 hh:mm START*************************************                    

 *************************************************END hh:mm

 hh:mm:ss BGIN               27414 FILLJNL1 BTC  X

                                                 USER01

                                                 CUSTOMER99

                                                                      SHR  UPD EMP-DEMO-REGION   LOW=      

 75,001  HIGH=   75,050

                                                                        SHR UPD ORG-DEMO-REGION   LOW=      

 75,151  HIGH=   75,175

 hh:mm:ss COMT               27414 FILLJNL1 BTC  X                        19           15      65         94 

        4       38

 hh:mm:ss ENDJ     hh:mm     27414 FILLJNL1 BTC  0                         0            8      32         67 

        0       30

 hh:mm:ss BGIN               27415 FILLJNL2 BTC  X

                                                 USER01

                                                                      SHR  UPD ORG-DEMO-REGION   LOW=      

 75,151  HIGH=   75,175

PAGES

READ
-- Number of pages read from the database.

WRITTEN
-- Number of pages written to the database.

REQUESTED
-- Number of pages requested that were satisfied by a read of a database page or an access into the buffer pool.

LOCKS

REQUESTED
-- Number of record locks requested by the run (recovery) unit, automatically or upon request.

SELECT
-- Number of select (shared) locks maintained by the run (recovery) unit.
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UPDATE
-- Number of update (exclusive) locks held at the termination of the run (recovery) unit.

TIME LINE -- A line of asterisks is printed for each hour of activity.

AREAS OPENED -- Each area readied by the run unit is listed with the following information: usage mode, area name,
and page range.

NO EVENTS POSTED -- A line of asterisks is printed for each hour when no events were posted although at least one run
unit was active.

NO ACTIVITY -- A line of asterisks is printed for each hour when no run units were active.

NOTE
The CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report manipulates data on the Archive Journal file to show PAGES and
LOCKS in relation to the work accomplished by the 'recovery unit'. A recovery unit is that segment of IDMS
activity bounded by BIND, COMMIT, ROLLBACK, and/or FINISH. In this context, a run unit may be one or
several recovery units. As maintained by IDMS, these values are incremented throughout the run unit and are
only reset to zero at the end of the run unit. UPDATE LOCKS is the exception. It is reset to zero at the end of
each recovery unit. Therefore it is reported without manipulation.

ABORT COINCIDENCE Report

The ABORT COINCIDENCE Report provides a daily analysis of all aborted recovery units. The report is in two parts. In
the first part, the report is ordered by aborted program name. You should be alerted to programs that were concurrently
executing when a program aborted, especially when the coincidence ratio exceeds 50%. The excessive consumption of
database resources by one run unit can cause other run units to prematurely terminate with resource acquisition delays or
deadly embraces.

The second part of the ABORT COINCIDENCE Report, that is only produced when at least one program was executing
when another program aborted, is ordered by coincident program name. The associated aborted programs are ranked
by their coincidence ratios. A high ratio may reveal resource contention between program types, or possibly between run
units of the same program.

The instances of program aborts are recorded in the PROGRAM Reports and the CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report, if
available. The CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report explicitly lists the concurrent programs. This may reveal a pattern such
as excessive contention at certain periods of the day.

ABORT COINCIDENCE Report Fields (Part 1)

The following is a description of the various fields which make up Part 1 of the ABORT COINCIDENCE Report.

DATE -- Date of activity.

ABORTED PROGRAM -- Name of aborted application program.

ABORTS -- Number of run units aborted.

COINCIDENT PROGRAM -- Name of application program active when the program aborted.

OCCURS -- Total occurrences of coincident program when the program aborted.

COINCIDENCE RATIO -- Ratio of occurrences of a coincident program to the number of aborts for the program. Ratios of
50 percent or greater are flagged with asterisks (*).

The following example shows the ABORT COINCIDENCE Report (Part 1):

ID   RELEASE         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME          PAGE

     Rnn.nn         ABORT COINCIDENCE REPORT PART 1           mm/dd/yy         hh:mm:ss         1

                                                              mm/dd/yy
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                             ABORTED                        COINCIDENT                COINCIDENCE

                             PROGRAM        ABORTS           PROGRAM       OCCURS        RATIO

                             -------        ------          ----------     ------     -----------

                             RHDCRUAL            5

ABORT COINCIDENCE Report Fields (Part 2)

The following is a description of the various fields that make up Part 2 of the ABORT COINCIDENCE Report.

DATE -- Date of activity.

COINCIDENT PROGRAM -- Name of application program active when program aborted.

OCCURS -- Total occurrences of coincident program when the program aborted.

ABORTED PROGRAM -- Name of aborted application program.

ABORTS -- Number of recovery units aborted.

COINCIDENCE RATIO -- Ratio of occurrences of the coincident program to the number of aborts for a program. Ratios of
50 percent or greater are flagged with asterisks (*).

RANK -- Relative order by the magnitude of the coincidence ratio. The highest rank is "1".

The following example shows the ABORT COINCIDENCE Report (Part 2):

ID       RELEASE        CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                DATE             TIME        PAGE

         Rnn.nn        ABORT COINCIDENCE REPORT PART 2          mm/dd/yy         hh:mm:ss    nnnn

                                                                mm/dd/yy

                  COINCIDENT                      ABORTED                  COINCIDENCE

                  PROGRAM        OCCURS           PROGRAM       ABORTS        RATIO          RANK

                  -------        ------          ----------     ------     -----------       ----

                  DBMSNNNN            6          DBMSEEEE           8          75.0**          1

                                      2          DBMSAAAA           4          50.0**          2

                                      2          DBMSBBBB           6          33.3            3

                  DBMSMMMN            3          DBMSDDDD           4          75.0**          1

                                      2          DBMSEEEE           8          25.0            2

                                      1          DBMSBBBB           6          16.7            3

                  DBMSXXXX            4          DBMSAAAA           4         100.0**          1

                                      4          DBMSDDDD           4         100.0**          2

MANAGEMENT Reports Summary

The MANAGEMENT Reports are grouped into two formats:

Highlights

• Summaries
• Online Response Time
• Buffer Pool Utilization

Rankings
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Management Highlights

The Highlight reports contain summarized information of system performance and resource consumption derived from the
original PROGRAM Report. The Highlight reports provide three levels of summaries:

• Program Summary -- accumulation for one program in one time interval
• System Summary -- accumulation for one time interval
• Grand Summary -- accumulation of all system summaries whenever multiple time intervals are reported.

These summary reports present totals, highest, lowest, means, medians of program attributes (Quiesce Levels, etc.), and
program consumption (IDMS statistics).

The Highlight reports also include Online Response Time and BUFFER POOL UTILIZATION. Online Response Time
provides distribution of run unit duration, on an hourly basis, for each day's activities. In addition, Buffer Pool Utilization
distributes the ratios of Pages Requested to Pages Read into hourly brackets for each day's activities.

Program Summary Report

The Program Summary Report contains summarized information of system performance and resource consumption
accumulated by one program in one time interval. The information is derived from the Program Details Report.

MANAGEMENT Highlights/Program Summary Report Fields

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the MANAGEMENT Highlights/Program Summary
Report.

Application program name, processing type, and start/stop date and time of report.

RUN UNITS

SUCCESSFUL
(ENDJ) -- Number of recovery units activated within the reported time interval which terminated successfully.

ABORTED
(ABRT) -- Number of recovery units activated within the reported time interval which terminated abnormally.

TOTAL
(BGIN) -- Total number of run units activated within the reported time interval.

CHECKPOINT
(COMT) -- Number of recovery unit checkpoints issued within the reported time interval.

LOWEST -- Lowest value encountered for any run unit within the reported time interval.

HIGHEST -- Highest value encountered for any run unit within the reported time interval.

MEAN -- Average value for all run units within the reported time interval.

MEDIAN -- Median value for all run units within the reported time interval.

DURATION -- Run unit duration. QUIESCE

LEVEL -- Quiesce level encountered at the run unit initiation (BGIN). COUNTS -- The IDMS statistics (see Program
Details for definitions) are reported in four values: Lowest, Highest, Mean, and Median.

RATIOS -- The Ratios (see Program Summary/Totals for definitions) are calculated for each run unit and are reported in
four values: Lowest, Highest, Mean, and Median.

The following example shows the MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/PROGRAM SUMMARY Report:

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE          

   TIME        PAGE
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                      Rnn.nn                    MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/PROGRAM SUMMARY       mm/dd/yy         

 hh:mm:ss         5

                                             RHDCRUAL ONL  mm/dd/yy  hh:mm - mm/dd/yy  hh:mm

 RUN UNITS------SUCCESSFUL   (ENDJ)                                  2 1.00

                ABORTED      (ABRT)                                  0 0.00

                TOTAL        (BGIN)                                  2

                CHECKPOINTS  (COMT)                                 47

                                                                 LOWEST            HIGHEST                MEAN

            MEDIAN

 DURATION (SEC)                                                      1.38           8,601.92           

 4,301.65          8,601.92

 QUIESCE LEVEL                                                       1                  1                  

 1.00              1

 COUNTS---------RECORDS UPDATED                                      0                272                

 136.00            272

                PAGES READ                                          17              1,308                

 662.50          1,308

                PAGES WRITTEN                                       16                 80                 

 48.00             80

                PAGES REQUESTED                                    221              3,690              

 1,955.50          3,690

                CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE                               0                  8                  

 4.00              8

                CALC RCDS OVERFLOW                                   0                  2                  

 1.00              2

                VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE                               0                 35                 

 17.50             35

                VIA RCDS OVERFLOW                                    0                 20                 

 10.00             20

                RECORDS REQUESTED                                  261              2,875              

 1,568.00          2,875

                RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT                            10              2,251              

 1,130.50          2,251

                CALLS TO IDMSDBMS                                   24              2,931              

 1,477.50          2,931

                FRAGMENTS STORED                                     0                  0                  

 0.00              0

                ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED                              0                  0                  

 0.00              0

                LOCKS REQUESTED                                    472              2,331              

 1,401.50          2,331

                SELECT LOCKS HELD                                    2                  5                  

 3.50              5
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                UPDATE LOCKS HELD                                  108                329                

 218.50            329

 RATIOS---------PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES READ                         2.82              13.00               

 7.91             13.00

                RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ                       2.20              15.35               

 8.78             15.35

                RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS CURRENT                  1.28              26.10              

 13.69             26.10

                CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS HOME                  0.00               0.25               

 0.13              0.25

                VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS OWNER                   0.00               0.57               

 0.29              0.57

System Summary Report

The System Summary Report contains summarized information of system performance and resource consumption
accumulated for one time interval.

MANAGEMENT Highlights/System Summary Report Fields

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the MANAGEMENT Highlights/System Summary
Report.

Start and stop date/time of the time interval of the report.

RUN UNITS

SUCCESSFUL (ENDJ)
-- Number of recovery units activated within the reported time interval which terminated successfully.

ABORTED (ABRT)
-- Number of recovery units activated within the reported time interval which terminated abnormally.

TOTAL (BGIN)
-- Total number of run units activated within the reported time interval.

CHECKPOINT (COMT)
-- Number of recovery unit checkpoints issued within the reported time interval.

DURATION

LOWEST
-- Lowest run unit duration encountered.

HIGHEST
-- Highest run unit duration encountered.

MEAN
-- Average run unit duration.

QUIESCE LEVEL

LOWEST
-- Lowest quiesce level encountered.

HIGHEST
-- Highest quiesce level encountered.

MEAN
-- Average quiesce level.
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RATIOS -- See Program Summary/Totals for definitions. The ratios are reported in three values: Lowest, Highest, and
Mean.

COUNTS -- The IDMS statistics (see Program Details for definitions) are reported in three values: Lowest, Highest, and
Mean.

The following example shows the MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/SYSTEM SUMMARY Report:

ID                    RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE          

   TIME          PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                     MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/SYSTEM SUMMARY       mm/dd/yy         

 hh:mm:ss        21

                                                    mm/dd/yy  h:mm  - mm/dd/yy  hh:mm

        CATEGORY                                                  ONLINE                   BATCH             

          SYSTEM

 RUN UNITS------SUCCESSFUL   (ENDJ)                                 11 1.00                  0 0.00          

            11 1.00

                ABORTED      (ABRT)                                  0 0.00                  0 0.00          

             0 0.05

                TOTAL        (BGIN)                                 11 1.00                  0 0.00          

            11

                CHECKPOINTS  (COMT)                                 54                       0               

            54

 DURATION-------LOWEST                                               0.04                    0.00            

             0.04

 (SEC)          HIGHEST                                          8,601.92                    0.00            

         8,601.92

                MEAN                                               783.40                    0.00            

           783.40

 QUIESCE LEVEL--LOWEST                                               1                       0               

             1

                HIGHEST                                              2                       0               

             2

                MEAN                                                 1.82                    0.00            

             1.82

 RATIOS---------PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES              LOWEST          0.00                    0.00            

             0.00

                                                     HIGHEST        17.80                    0.00            

            17.80

                                                     MEAN            7.19                    0.00            

             7.19

                RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ       LOWEST          0.00                    0.00            

             0.00

                                                     HIGHEST        25.00                    0.00            

            25.00
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                                                     MEAN            9.10                    0.00            

             9.10

                RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS CURRENT  LOWEST          1.06                    0.00            

             1.06

                                                     HIGHEST        26.10                    0.00            

            26.10

                                                     MEAN            4.27                    0.00            

             4.27

                CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS HOME  LOWEST          0.00                    0.00            

             0.00

                                                     HIGHEST         1.00                    0.00            

             1.00

                                                     MEAN            0.20                    0.00            

             0.20

                VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS OWNER   LOWEST          0.00                    0.00            

             0.00

                                                     HIGHEST         0.57                    0.00            

             0.57

                                                     MEAN            0.06                    0.00            

             0.06

The following example shows the MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/SYSTEM SUMMARY Report:

ID                    RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE          

   TIME          PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                     MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/SYSTEM SUMMARY       mm/dd/yy         

 hh:mm:ss          8

                                                    mm/dd/yy  hh:mm - mm/dd/yy  hh:mm

        CATEGORY                                                  ONLINE                   BATCH             

          SYSTEM

 COUNTS---------RECORDS UPDATED                     LOWEST           0                       0               

             0

                                                    -HIGHEST       424                       0               

           424

                                                    --MEAN         105.09                    0.00            

           105.09

                PAGES READ                          LOWEST           0                       0               

             0

                                                    -HIGHEST     1,559                       0               

         1,559

                                                    --MEAN         422.09                    0.00            

           422.09

                PAGES WRITTEN                       LOWEST           1                       0               

             1

                                                    -HIGHEST        80                       0               

            80
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                                                    --MEAN          16.45                    0.00            

            16.45

                PAGES REQUESTED                     LOWEST           2                       0               

             2

                                                    -HIGHEST     9,691                       0               

         9,691

                                                    --MEAN       2,239.27                    0.00            

         2,239.27

                CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE              LOWEST           0                       0               

             0

                                                    -HIGHEST         8                       0               

             8

                                                    --MEAN           1.36                    0.00            

             1.36

                CALC RCDS OVERFLOW                  LOWEST           0                       0               

             0

                                                    -HIGHEST         2                       0               

             2

                                                    --MEAN           0.36                    0.00            

             0.36

                VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE              LOWEST           0                       0               

             0

                                                    -HIGHEST        35                       0               

            35

                                                    --MEAN           8.27                    0.00            

             8.27

                VIA RCDS OVERFLOW                   LOWEST           0                       0               

             0

                                                    -HIGHEST        20                       0               

            20

                                                    --MEAN           2.00                    0.00            

             2.00

                RECORDS REQUESTED                   LOWEST           3                       0               

             3

                                                    -HIGHEST     9,725                       0               

         9,725

                                                    --MEAN       2,208.64                    0.00            

         2,208.64

                RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT            LOWEST           1                       0               

             1

                                                    -HIGHEST     6,849                       0               

         6,849

                                                    --MEAN       1,539.55                    0.00            

         1,539.55

                CALLS TO IDMSDBMS                   LOWEST          18                       0               

            18

                                                    -HIGHEST    10,837                       0               

        10,837

                                                    --MEAN       2,352.09                    0.00            

         2,352.09

                FRAGMENTS STORED                    LOWEST           0                       0               

             0
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                                                    -HIGHEST         1                       0               

             1

                                                    --MEAN           0.18                    0.00            

             0.18

                ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED             LOWEST           0                       0               

             0

                                                    -HIGHEST         0                       0               

             0

                                                    --MEAN           0.00                    0.00            

             0.00

                LOCKS REQUESTED                     LOWEST           6                       0               

             6

                                                    -HIGHEST     9,709                       0               

         9,709

                                                    --MEAN       2,187.73                    0.00            

         2,187.73

                SELECT LOCKS HELD                   LOWEST           1                       0               

             1

                                                    -HIGHEST        23                       0               

            23

                                                    --MEAN           6.82                    0.00            

             6.82

                SELECT LOCKS HELD                   LOWEST           2                       0               

             2

                                                    -HIGHEST       329                       0               

           329

                                                    --MEAN          66.91                    0.00            

            66.91

Grand Summary Report

The Grand Summary Report contains summarized information of system performance and resource consumption
accumulated for all System Summaries whenever multiple time intervals are reported.

MANAGEMENT Highlights/Grand Summary Report Fields

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the MANAGEMENT Highlights/Grand Summary Report.

Start and stop date/time of the time interval of the report.

RUN UNITS

SUCCESSFUL
(ENDJ) -- Number of recovery units activated within the reported time interval which terminated successfully.

ABORTED
(ABRT) -- Number of recovery units activated within the reported time interval which terminated abnormally.

TOTAL
(BGIN) -- Total number of run units activated within the reported time interval.

CHECKPOINT
(COMT) -- Number of recovery unit checkpoints issued within the reported time interval.

DURATION
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LOWEST
-- Lowest run unit duration encountered.

HIGHEST
-- Highest run unit duration encountered.

MEAN
-- Average run unit duration.

QUIESCE LEVEL

LOWEST
-- Lowest quiesce level encountered.

HIGHEST
-- Highest quiesce level encountered.

MEAN
-- Average quiesce level.

RATIOS -- Refer to Program Summary/Totals for definitions. The ratios are reported in three values: Lowest, Highest, and
Mean.

COUNTS -- The IDMS statistics (refer to Program Details for definitions) are reported in three values: Lowest, Highest,
and Mean.

The following example shows the MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/GRAND SUMMARY Report:

ID                    RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE          

   TIME          PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                     MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/GRAND SUMMARY        mm/dd/yy         

 hh:mm:ss        19

                                                   mm/dd/yy  hh:mm - mm/dd/yy  hh:mm

        CATEGORY                                                  ONLINE                   BATCH             

          SYSTEM

 RUN UNITS------SUCCESSFUL   (ENDJ)                                 37 1.00                  0 0.00          

            37 0.95

                ABORTED      (ABRT)                                  2 1.00                  0 0.00          

             2 0.05

                TOTAL        (BGIN)                                 39 1.00                  0 0.00          

            39

                CHECKPOINTS  (COMT)                                167                       0               

           167

 DURATION-------LOWEST                                               0.03                    0.00            

             0.03

 (SEC)          HIGHEST                                          8,601.92                    0.00            

         8,601.92

                MEAN                                               456.73                    0.00            

           456.73

 QUIESCE LEVEL--LOWEST                                               1                       0               

             1
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                HIGHEST                                              2                       0               

             2

                MEAN                                                 1.85                    0.00            

             1.85

 RATIOS---------PAGES REQUESTED / PAGES              LOWEST          0.00                    0.00            

             0.00

                                                     HIGHEST        63.50                    0.00            

            63.50

                                                     MEAN            8.29                    0.00            

             8.29

                RECORDS REQUESTED / PAGES READ       LOWEST          0.00                    0.00            

             0.00

                                                     HIGHEST       121.50                    0.00            

           121.50

                                                     MEAN           11.04                    0.00            

            11.04

                RECORDS REQUESTED / RECORDS CURRENT  LOWEST          1.06                    0.00            

             1.06

                                                     HIGHEST        26.10                    0.00            

            26.10

                                                     MEAN            3.39                    0.00            

             3.39

                CALC RCDS OVERFLOW / CALC RCDS HOME  LOWEST          0.00                    0.00            

             0.00

                                                     HIGHEST         1.00                    0.00            

             1.00

                                                     MEAN            0.13                    0.00            

             0.13

                VIA RCDS OVERFLOW / VIA RCDS OWNER   LOWEST          0.00                    0.00            

             0.00

                                                     HIGHEST         0.80                    0.00            

             0.80

                                                     MEAN            0.13                    0.00            

             0.13

The following example shows the MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/GRAND SUMMARY Report:

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE          

   TIME        PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                     MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/GRAND SUMMARY        mm/dd/yy         

 hh:mm:ss        20

                                                    mm/dd/yy  hh:mm - mm/dd/yy  hh:mm

        CATEGORY                                                  ONLINE                   BATCH             

          SYSTEM
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 COUNTS---------RECORDS UPDATED                     LOWEST           0                       0               

             0

                                                    -HIGHEST       424                       0               

           424

                                                    --MEAN          98.33                    0.00            

            98.33

                PAGES READ                          LOWEST           0                       0               

             0

                                                    -HIGHEST     2,573                       0               

         2,573

                                                    --MEAN         330.82                    0.00            

           330.82

                PAGES WRITTEN                       LOWEST           1                       0               

             1

                                                    -HIGHEST       224                       0               

           224

                                                    --MEAN          22.36                    0.00            

            22.36

                PAGES REQUESTED                     LOWEST           2                       0               

             2

                                                    -HIGHEST    14,338                       0               

        14,338

                                                    --MEAN       1,789.36                    0.00            

         1,789.36

                CALC RCDS ON HOME PAGE              LOWEST           0                       0               

             0

                                                    -HIGHEST        17                       0               

            17

                                                    --MEAN           1.69                    0.00            

             1.69

                CALC RCDS OVERFLOW                  LOWEST           0                       0               

             0

                                                    -HIGHEST         3                       0               

             3

                                                    --MEAN           0.28                    0.00            

             0.28

                VIA RCDS ON OWNER PAGE              LOWEST           0                       0               

             0

                                                    -HIGHEST       101                       0               

           101

                                                    --MEAN          10.72                    0.00            

            10.72

                VIA RCDS OVERFLOW                   LOWEST           0                       0               

             0

                                                    -HIGHEST        81                       0               

            81

                                                    --MEAN           5.00                    0.00            

             5.00

                RECORDS REQUESTED                   LOWEST           2                       0               

             2

                                                    -HIGHEST    14,741                       0               

        14,741
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                                                    --MEAN       1,802.67                    0.00            

         1,802.67

                RECORDS BECOMING CURRENT            LOWEST           1                       0               

             1

                                                    -HIGHEST    11,076                       0               

        11,076

                                                    --MEAN       1,287.69                    0.00            

         1,287.69

                CALLS TO IDMSDBMS                   LOWEST          10                       0               

            10

                                                    -HIGHEST    17,063                       0               

        17,063

                                                    --MEAN       1,951.64                    0.00            

         1,951.64

                FRAGMENTS STORED                    LOWEST           0                       0               

             0

                                                    -HIGHEST         3                       0               

             3

                                                    --MEAN           0.41                    0.00            

             0.41

                ROOTS OR RCDS RELOCATED             LOWEST           0                       0               

             0

                                                    -HIGHEST         0                       0               

             0

                                                    --MEAN           0.00                    0.00            

             0.00

                LOCKS REQUESTED                     LOWEST           3                       0               

             3

                                                    -HIGHEST    10,749                       0               

        10,749

                                                    --MEAN       1,591.62                    0.00            

         1,591.62

                SELECT LOCKS HELD                   LOWEST           0                       0               

             0

                                                    -HIGHEST        24                       0               

            24

                                                    --MEAN           5.44                    0.00            

             5.44

                SELECT LOCKS HELD                   LOWEST           1                       0               

             1

                                                    -HIGHEST       329                       0               

           329

                                                    --MEAN          61.21                    0.00            

            61.21

Online Response Time

The Online Response Time Report is used to distribute run unit duration, on an hourly basis, for each day's activities.
This report can be help you gain an understanding of how response time patterns change over periods of time based on
system activity.

MANAGEMENT Highlights/Online Response Time Report Fields
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The following is a description of the various fields that make up the MANAGEMENT Highlights/Online Response Time
Report.

Date of the report.

HOUR -- Hour of the day for which reporting occurred. The numbers of run units whose duration, in seconds, falls within
the indicated range are listed with the associated percentage of the total run units for the indicated hour.

TOTAL -- Number of run units reported in the indicated hour time frame.

MEAN DURTN -- Average duration of run units reported.

MEDN DURTN -- Median duration of run units reported.

Buffer Pool Utilization

The Buffer Pool Utilization Report is used to distribute the ratio of Pages Requested to Pages Read into hourly time
brackets for each day's activities.

MANAGEMENT Highlights/Buffer Pool Utilization Report Fields

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the MANAGEMENT Highlights/Buffer Pool Utilization
Report.

Date of the report.

HOUR -- Hour of the day for which reporting occurred. The numbers of run units whose ratios are within the indicated
range are listed with the associated percentage of the total run units for the indicated hour.

TOTAL -- Number of run units reported in the indicated hour time frame.

MEAN RATIO -- Average ratio value of run units reported.

MEDN RATIO -- Median ratio value of run units reported.

The following example shows the MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/Online Response Time Report:

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME        PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                 MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/ONLINE RESPONSE TIME      mm/dd/

yy         hh:mm:ss        21

                                                             mm/dd/yy

 HOUR    00.00 - 00.99  01.00 - 01.99  02.00 - 03.99  04.00 - 07.99  08.00 - 15.99  16.00 - ...    TOTAL   MEAN DURTN    MEDN DURTN

 -----   -------------  -------------  -------------  -------------  -----------  -------------  --------  ----------    ----------

 09:00         0  0.00        1  0.50        0  0.00        0  0.00        0  0.00        1  0.50       2    4,301.65      8,601.92

 11:00         5  0.56        2  0.22        1  0.11        1  0.11        0  0.00        0  0.00       9        1.57          0.60

 12:00         6  0.55        2  0.18        0  0.00        0  0.00        1  0.09        2  0.18      11      781.99          0.78

 13:00         1  0.50        0  0.00        1  0.50        0  0.00        0  0.00        0  0.00       2       1.30           2.55

 14:00         2  0.40        1  0.20        1  0.20        0  0.00        0  0.00        1  0.20       5     117.15           1.52

 16:00         1  1.00        0  0.00        0  0.00        0  0.00        0  0.00        0  0.00       1        0.44          0.44

 17:00         8  0.89        1  0.11        0  0.00        0  0.00        0  0.00        0  0.00       9        0.48          0.37
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 TOTAL        23  O.59        7  0.18        3  0.08        1  0.03        1  0.03        4  0.10      39      456.73            *

The following example shows the MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/Buffer Pool Utilization Report:

ID                    RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME          PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS/BUFFER POOL UTILIZATION    mm/dd/

yy         hh:mm:ss        22

                                                             mm/dd/yy

 HOUR    00.00 - 00.99  01.00 - 01.99  02.00 - 03.99  04.00 - 07.99  08.00 - 15.99  16.00 - ...    TOTAL   MEAN RATIO    MEDN RATIO

 -----   -------------  -------------  -------------  -------------  -----------  -------------  --------  ----------    ----------

 09:00         0  0.00        0  0.00        1  0.50        0  0.00        1  0.50        0  0.00       2        7.91         13.00

 11:00         2  0.22        2  0.22        0  0.00        2  0.22        1  0.11        2  0.22       9        7.03          6.21

 12:00         3  0.27        0  0.00        2  0.18        3  0.27        1  0.09        2  0.18      11        6.25          5.56

 13:00         1  0.50         0  0.00      0  0.00          0  0.00       0  0.00        1  0.50       2        9.02          18.03

 14:00         2  0.40        0  0.00       0  0.00         1  0.20        0  0.00        2  0.40       5        8.26          5.57

 16:00         0  0.00        0  0.00        0  0.00        0  0.00        1  1.00        0  0.00       1        8.73          8.73

 17:00         2  0.22        0  0.00        1  0.11        2  0.22        3  0.33        1  0.11       9       11.93          6.86

 TOTAL        10  0.26        2  0.05        4  0.10        8  0.21        7  0.18        8  0.21      39        8.29            *

Management Rankings

The Ranking reports contain system performance and resource consumption information derived from the original
PROGRAM Report which is ranked, rather than summarized. The user can designate the particular items(s) to be ranked,
and can designate the ranking process to be used (program type to be used, number of items to be ranked, etc.). The
following information is listed for each ranked item:

• Rank of run unit
• Run Unit ID (ABSOLUTE value type only)
• Program Name
• Processing Type (ONL or BTC)
• Start date/time (ABSOLUTE value type only)
• Item value

The Ranking reports can specify the value type of the item to be ranked:

ABSOLUTE -- indicates value of an individual run unit from a single execution of the named program.

MEDIAN -- indicates a middle value for all executions of the named program.

MEAN -- indicates an average value for all executions of the named program.

The Ranking Report also provides cumulative values for all like named program executions for the following attributes:
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• LOCKS REQUESTED
• PAGES READ
• PAGES WRITTEN
• PAGES WRITTEN + PAGES READ (TOTAL I/O's)
• RECORDS UPDATED

The following example shows the Management Ranking Report Attributes:

    RANKWHAT            RANKITEM                    ATTRIBUTE

         #RU                     1                        #RUN UNITS (#BGIN)

         #SUCCESS                2                        #SUCCESSFUL (#ENDJ)

         #ABORT                  3                        #ABORTED (#ABRT)

         %ABORT                  4                        %ABORTED (#ABRT/#BGIN)

         DURATION                5                        DURATION

         REC-UPD                 6                        RECORDS UPDATED

         PG-READ                 7                        PAGES READ

         PG-WRITTEN              8                        PAGES WRITTEN

         PG-IO                   9                        PAGES WRITTEN + PAGES READ (TOTAL I/O's)

         LOCK-REQ               10                        LOCKS REQUESTED

         PG-RATIO               11                        PAGES REQUESTED/PAGES READ

         CALC-RATIO             12                        CALC RECORDS OVERFLOW/

                                                             RECORDS ON HOME PAGE

         VIA-RATIO              13                        VIA RECORDS OVERFLOW/

                                                             RECORDS ON OWNER PAGE

MANAGEMENT Ranking Report Fields

The following are descriptions of the various fields that make up the MANAGEMENT Ranking Reports.

MANAGEMENT Ranking Report (ABSOLUTE value type).

Start and stop date/time of the report.

Description of report function.

RANK -- Ranking of run unit as requested by report.

RUN UNIT -- Run unit numeric ID.

PROGRAM -- Program name and processing type.

START -- Start date/time of the run unit.

VALUE -- Value of run unit (seconds, percentage, etc.).

MANAGEMENT Ranking Report (MEDIAN value type).

Start and stop date/time of report.

Description of report function.

RANK -- Ranking of run unit as requested by report.

PROGRAM -- Program name and processing type.

VALUE -- Value of run unit (seconds, percentage, etc.).
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MANAGEMENT Ranking Report (MEAN value type).

Start and stop date/time of report.

Description of report function.

RANK -- Ranking of run unit as requested by report.

PROGRAM -- Program name and processing type.

VALUE -- Value of run unit (seconds, percentage, etc.).

The MANAGEMENT RANKING Report (%ABORTED) is an example of a Ranking Report using a different attribute
(%ABORTED). The field descriptions are identical to the MEDIAN and MEAN value type reports.

The following example shows the MANAGEMENT RANKING Report (ABSOLUTE Value Type):

 ID                   RELEASE                      CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER              DATE             TIME         PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                         MANAGEMENT RANKINGS               mm/dd/

yy         hh:mm:ss         23

                                                mm/dd/yy hh:mm - mm/dd/yy hh:mm

                                 ALL RUN UNITS RANKED HIGHEST (TO LOWEST) BY PAGES READ + WRITTEN

                                 RANK   RUN UNIT     PROGRAM            START            VALUE

                                 ----   --------   ------------   -----------------   ------------

                                    1     2090437   IDMSDDDL ONL   mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss         1,113

                                         TOTALS     IDMSDDDL                          1,113

                                    2     2092894   ADSOGEN1 ONL   mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss           403

                                    3     2092734   ADSOGEN1 ONL   mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss           389

                                    4     2090152   ADSOGEN1 ONL   mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss           379

                                    5     2092617   ADSOGEN1 ONL   mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss           375

                                         TOTALS     ADSOGEN1                          1,546

                                    6     2090589   RHDCSGEN ONL   mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss           366

                                    7     2090664   RHDCSGEN ONL   mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss           361

                                    8     2090509   RHDCSGEN ONL   mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss           358

                                    9     2090365   RHDCSGEN ONL   mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss           355

                                   10     2090269   RHDCSGEN ONL   mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss           351

                                         TOTALS     RHDCSGEN                          1,791

The following example shows the MANAGEMENT RANKING Report (MEDIAN Value Type):

ID                    RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                             MANAGEMENT RANKINGS                 mm/dd/

yy         hh:mm:ss        32

                                                    mm/dd/yy hh:mm - mm/dd/yy hh:mm

                                  ALL PROGRAMS RANKED HIGHEST (TO LOWEST) BY MEDIAN PAGE/BUFFER RATIO

                                         RANK              PROGRAM                   VALUE

                                         ----            ------------             -----------

                                           1             ADSOGEN1 ONL                    17.80

                                           2             RHDCRUAL ONL                    13.00

                                           3             RHDCSGEN ONL                     6.22

                                           4             IDMSDDDL ONL                     1.10
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                                           5             ADSOEDIT ONL                     0.00

The following example shows the MANAGEMENT RANKING Report (MEAN Value Type):

ID                    RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                             MANAGEMENT RANKINGS                 mm/dd/

yy         hh:mm:ss        26

                                                    mm/dd/yy hh:mm - mm/dd/yy hh:mm

                               ALL PROGRAMS RANKED HIGHEST (TO LOWEST) BY AVERAGE PAGES READ + WRITTEN

                                         RANK              PROGRAM                   VALUE

                                         ----            ------------             -----------

                                           1             RHDCSGEN ONL                   788.50

                                           2             RHDCRUAL ONL                   710.50

                                           3             IDMSDDDL ONL                   122.00

                                           4             ADSOGEN1 ONL                    67.50

                                           5             ADSOEDIT ONL                     1.00

The following example shows the MANAGEMENT RANKING Report (%ABORTED):

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                             MANAGEMENT RANKINGS                 mm/dd/

yy         hh:mm:ss         29

                                                    mm/dd/yy hh:mm - mm/dd/yy hh:mm

                                          ALL PROGRAMS RANKED HIGHEST (TO LOWEST) BY %ABORTED

                                         RANK              PROGRAM                   VALUE

                                         ----            ------------             -----------

                                           1             ADSOEDIT ONL                     0.00

                                           2             ADSOGEN1 ONL                     0.00

                                           3             IDMSDDDL ONL                     0.00

                                           4             RHDCRUAL ONL                     0.00

                                           5             RHDCSGEN ONL                     0.00

About Record Display

The Record Display is used to display changes for particular record types during specific time periods, or for the duration
of the Archive Journal file. The Record Display can be produced in two formats:

Full Format
-- all record positions are displayed with the changed values highlighted.

Sparse Format
-- only the changed values are displayed.

Record Display Report Fields (Full Format)

The following is a description of the various fields that make up the Record Display (Full Format).

Display type, record ID, and record name.
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Starting date/time of the run unit.

RU -- Run unit numeric ID.

IMAGE TYPE -- Indicates either a before image (BFOR), or an after image (AFTR).

Abort Flag -- If run unit (or recovery unit) terminates abnormally, "ABORTED" is displayed following image type.

PREFIX LEN -- Length (in bytes) of the prefix portion (pointers) of the database record.

DATA LEN -- Length (in bytes) of the data portion of the database record.

Program name and database key.

DML VERB -- Verb that caused the creation of the before or after image.

PREFIX  -- All pointers are displayed. The pointer position, relative to 1, appears to the left of the database key. If the
pointer was modified, an asterisk (*) appears between the pointer position and the database key.

DATA -- Five display lines present the character/hexadecimal representation of each record position and any changes.
The CHGS line flags any data change as "A" (added character), "D" (deleted character), or "*" (modified character). The
CHAR line lists the EBCDIC character value of each record position. The ZONE line lists the hex equivalent of the zone
bits of each record position. The NUMR line lists the hex equivalent of the numeric bits of each record position. The fifth
line numbers the character position within the record.

The following example shows the Record Display (Full Format):

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                               RECORD DISPLAY                    mm/dd/

yy         hh:mm:ss         2

                                                SR0036 SR-036

 **    mm/dd/yy    RU =     1,707    PREFIX LEN =    76          IDMSDDDL             60,086:0010

       hh:mm:ss    BFOR              DATA   LEN =   188        MODIFY RECORD        SEQ # =                  621,934

   PREFIX             1       60,086:0011   2        60,086:0009   3        60,086:0010   4     60,086:0010    5       60,086:0010

                      6       60,086:0010   7        60,086:0010   8        60,086:0010   9     60,086:0010   10       60,086:0010

                     11       60,086:0010  12        60,086:0010  13        60,086:0011  14     60,086:0011   15       60,086:0012

                     16       60,086:0012  17        61,948:0012  18        60,945:0023  19     60,086:0010

   DATA      CHGS

             CHAR     LITERAL-100                           U  D                                    mm/dd/yy

             ZONE  0B00DCECDCD6FFF44444444444444444444400000E06C4444444444444444444444444444444444444444FF6FF6FF4444444

             NUMR  0C00393591301000000000000000000000000000040440000000000000000000000000000000000000000101251940000000

                   1...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95.....

             CHGS

             CHAR           F  mm/dd/yyFULJO02 FULJO02  010322431

             ZONE  444444444C00FF6FF6FFCEDDDFF4CEDDDFF44FFFFFFFFFF00044000044444444444444444444444444444444

             NUMR  0000000006001011319464316020643160200010322431F00000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                 101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...

 **    mm/dd/yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76          IDMSDDDL             60,086:0010

       hh:mm:ss    AFTR              DATA   LEN =   188        MODIFY RECORD        SEQ # =                  621,935

   PREFIX             1       60,086:0011   2        60,086:0009   3        60,086:0010   4     60,086:0010    5       60,086:0010

                      6       60,086:0010   7        60,086:0010   8        60,086:0010   9     60,086:0010   10       60,086:0010
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                     11       60,086:0010  12        60,086:0010  13        60,086:0011  14     60,086:0011   15       60,086:0012

                     16       60,086:0012  17        61,948:0012  18        60,945:0023  19     60,086:0010

   DATA      CHGS

             CHAR     LITERAL-100                           U  D                                    mm/dd/yy

             ZONE  0B00DCECDCD6FFF44444444444444444444400000E06C4444444444444444444444444444444444444444FF6FF6FF4444444

             NUMR  0C00393591301000000000000000000000000000040440000000000000000000000000000000000000000101251940000000

                   1...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95.....

             CHGS                                          * ****

             CHAR           F  mm/dd/yyFULJO02 FULJO02  010525245

             ZONE  444444444C00FF6FF6FFCEDDDFF4CEDDDFF44FFFFFFFFFF00044000044444444444444444444444444444444

             NUMR  0000000006001011319464316020643160200010525245F00000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                 101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...

 **    mm/dd/yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76          IDMSDDDL             60,086:0010

       hh:mm:ss    BFOR              DATA   LEN =   108        ERASE RECORD ALL    SEQ # =                  621,952

   PREFIX             1       60,086:0011   2        60,086:0009   3        60,086:0010   4     60,086:0010    5       60,086:0010

                      6       60,086:0010   7        60,086:0010   8        60,086:0010   9     60,086:0010   10       60,086:0010

                     11       60,086:0010  12        60,086:0010  13        60,086:0011  14     60,086:0011   15       60,086:0012

                     16       60,086:0012  17        61,948:0012  18        60,945:0023  19     60,086:0010

 **    mm/dd/yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76          IDMSDDDL             60,086:0010

       hh:mm:ss    AFTR              DATA   LEN =   108        ERASE RECORD ALL    SEQ # =                  621,953

Record Display Report Fields (Sparse Format)

The following is a description of the various fields that make up the Record Display (Sparse Format).

Display type, record ID, and record name.

Starting date/time of the run unit.

RU -- Run unit numeric ID.

IMAGE TYPE -- Indicates either a before image (BFOR), or an after image (AFTR).

Abort Flag -- If run unit (or recovery unit) terminates abnormally, "ABORTED" is displayed following image type.

PREFIX LEN -- Length (in bytes) of the prefix portion (pointers) of the database record.

DATA LEN -- Length (in bytes) of the data portion of the database record.

Program name and database key.

DML VERB -- Verb that caused the creation of the before or after image.

PREFIX CHANGES -- Only pointers which were modified are displayed. The pointer position, relative to 1, appears to the
left of the database key. If none of the pointers were modified, *** NONE *** appears.

DATA -- Four display lines present the character/hexadecimal representation of each record position whose value has
changed. Only those positions that have changed are displayed. The CHAR line presents the EBCDIC character value of
each record position. The ZONE line presents the hex equivalent of the zone bits of each record position. The NUMR line
presents the hex equivalent of the numeric bits of each record position. The fourth line numbers character positions within
the record. If a record position has been deleted (shortening of a variable-length record), a "D" appears on the ZONE
line at the corresponding record position. If the data portion was not changed, *** NONE *** appears in place of the four
display lines.
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NOTE
The data portion of a database record will be decompressed if it can be uniquely determined that the record type
is compressed by the IDMSCOMP program. NONUNIQ=Y may be required on the PROCESS parameter card.

The following example shows the Record Display (Sparse Format):

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                               RECORD DISPLAY                    mm/dd/

yy         hh:mm:ss          2

                                                SR0036 SR-036

 **    mm/dd/yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76          IDMSDDDL             60,086:0010

       hh:mm:ss    BFOR              DATA   LEN =   188        MODIFY RECORD        SEQ # =                  621,934

   PREFIX CHANGES     1       60,086:0011   2        60,086:0009   3        60,086:0010   4     60,086:0010    5       60,086:0010

                      6       60,086:0010   7        60,086:0010   8        60,086:0010   9     60,086:0010   10       60,086:0010

                     11       60,086:0010  12        60,086:0010  13        60,086:0011  14     60,086:0011   15       60,086:0012

                     16       60,086:0012  17        61,948:0012  18        60,945:0023  19     60,086:0010

   DATA      CHAR     LITERAL-100                           U  D                                    mm/dd/yy

             ZONE  0B00DCECDCD6FFF44444444444444444444400000E06C4444444444444444444444444444444444444444FF6FF6FF4444444

             NUMR  0C00393591301000000000000000000000000000040440000000000000000000000000000000000000000101251940000000

                   1...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60..65...70...75...80...85...90...95......

             CHAR           F  mm/dd/yyFULJO02 FULJO02  010322431

             ZONE  444444444C00FF6FF6FFCEDDDFF4CEDDDFF44FFFFFFFFFF00044000044444444444444444444444444444444

             NUMR  0000000006001011319464316020643160200010322431F00000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                 101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...

 **    mm/dd yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76          IDMSDDDL             60,086:0010

       hh:mm:ss    AFTR              DATA   LEN =   188        MODIFY RECORD        SEQ # =                  621,935

   PREFIX CHANGES  *** NONE ***

   DATA      CHAR                                          5 5245

             ZONE                                          F FFFF

             NUMR                                          5 5245

                 101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...

 **   mm/dd yy     RU =      1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76         IDMSDDDL                  60,086:0010

      hh:mm:ss     BFOR               DATA   LEN =   108       ERASE RECORD ALL          SEQ # =             621,952

   PREFIX CHANGES  *** NONE ***

 **   mm/dd yy     RU =      1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76         IDMSDDDL                  60,086:0010

      hh:mm:ss     AFTR               DATA   LEN =   108       ERASE RECORD ALL          SEQ # =             621,953

   PREFIX CHANGES    15        60,086:0010  16        60,086:0010

 **   mm/dd yy     RU =      1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76         IDMSDDL                   60,086:0010

      hh:mm:ss     BFOR               DATA   LEN =   108       STORE RECORD              SEQ # =             621,956

   PREFIX CHANGES *** NONE ***
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 **   mm/dd yy     RU =      1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76         IDMSDDDL                  60,086:0010

      hh:mm:ss     AFTR               DATA   LEN =   108       STORE RECORD              SEQ # =             621,958

   PREFIX CHANGES    15        60,086:0012  16        60,086:0012

 **   mm/dd yy     RU =      1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76         IDMSDDL                   60,086:0010

      hh:mm:ss     BFOR               DATA   LEN =   188       MODIFY RECORD             SEQ # =             621,968

About DATABASE KEY Display

The Database Key Display is used to display changes for particular record occurrences, or particular database pages
during specific time periods. The Database Key Display can be produced in two formats:

Full Format
-- All record positions are displayed with the changed values highlighted.

Sparse Format
-- Only the changed values are displayed.

DATABASE KEY Display Report Fields (Full Format)

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the Database Key Display (Full Format).

Display type, page and line of database record.

Starting date/time of the run unit.

RU -- Run unit numeric ID.

IMAGE TYPE -- Indicates either a before image (BFOR), or an after image (AFTR).

Abort Flag -- If run unit (or recovery unit) terminates abnormally, "ABORTED" is displayed following image type.

PREFIX LEN -- Length (in bytes) of the prefix portion (pointers) of the database record.

DATA LEN -- Length (in bytes) of the data portion of the database record.

Program name, record ID, and record name.

DML VERB -- Verb that caused the creation of the before or after image.

PREFIX  -- All pointers are displayed. The pointer position, relative to 1, appears to the left of the database key. If the
pointer was modified, an asterisk (*) appears between the pointer position and the database key.

DATA -- Five display lines present the character/hexadecimal representation of each record position and any change
flags. The CHGS line flags any data change as "A" (added character), "D" (deleted character), or "*" (modified character).
The CHAR line presents the EBCDIC character value of each record position. The ZONE line presents the hex equivalent
of the zone bits of each record position. The NUMR line presents the hex equivalent of the numeric bits of each record
position. The fifth line numbers the character positions within the record.

The following example shows the DATABASE KEY Display (Full Format):

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                            DATABASE KEY DISPLAY                 mm/dd/

yy         hh:mm:ss          2

                                                                 60,086:0010

 **    mm/dd/yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76          IDMSDDDL             SR0036 SR-036

       hh:mm:ss    BFOR              DATA   LEN =   188        MODIFY RECORD               SEQ # =                  621,934
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   PREFIX             1       60,086:0011   2        60,086:0009   3        60,086:0010   4     60,086:0010    5        60,086:0010

                      6       60,086:0010   7        60,086:0010   8        60,086:0010   9     60,086:0010   10        60,086:0010

                     11       60,086:0010  12        60,086:0010  13        60,086:0011  14     60,086:0011   15        60,086:0012

                     16       60,086:0012  17        61,948:0012  18        60,945:0023  19     60,086:0010

   DATA      CHGS

             CHAR     LITERAL-100                           U  D                                    mm/dd/yy

             ZONE  0B00DCECDCD6FFF44444444444444444444400000E06C4444444444444444444444444444444444444444FF6FF6FF4444444

             NUMR  0C00393591301000000000000000000000000000040440000000000000000000000000000000000000000101251940000000

                   1...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95.....

             CHGS

             CHAR           F  mm/dd/yyFULJO02 FULJO02  010322431

             ZONE  444444444C00FF6FF6FFCEDDDFF4CEDDDFF44FFFFFFFFFF00044000044444444444444444444444444444444

             NUMR  0000000006001011319464316020643160200010322431F00000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                 101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...

 **    mm/dd/yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76          IDMSDDDL             SR0036 SR-036

       hh:mm:ss    AFTR              DATA   LEN =   188        MODIFY RECORD               SEQ # =                  621,935

   PREFIX             1       60,086:0011   2        60,086:0009   3        60,086:0010   4     60,086:0010    5        60,086:0010

                      6       60,086:0010   7        60,086:0010   8        60,086:0010   9     60,086:0010   10        60,086:0010

                     11       60,086:0010  12        60,086:0010  13        60,086:0011  14     60,086:0011   15        60,086:0012

                     16       60,086:0012  17        61,948:0012  18        60,945:0023  19     60,086:0010

   DATA      CHGS

             CHAR     LITERAL-100                           U  D                                    mm/dd/yy

             ZONE  0B00DCECDCD6FFF44444444444444444444400000E06C4444444444444444444444444444444444444444FF6FF6FF4444444

             NUMR  0C00393591301000000000000000000000000000040440000000000000000000000000000000000000000101251940000000

                   1...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95.....

             CHGS                                         *  ****

             CHAR           F  mm/dd/yyFULJO02 FULJO02  010525245

             ZONE  444444444C00FF6FF6FFCEDDDFF4CEDDDFF44FFFFFFFFFF00044000044444444444444444444444444444444

             NUMR  0000000006001011319464316020643160200010525245F00000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                 101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...

 **    mm/dd/yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76          IDMSDDDL             SR0036 SR-036

       hh:mm:ss    BFOR              DATA   LEN =   108        ERASE RECORD ALL            SEQ # =                  621,952

   PREFIX             1       60,086:0011   2        60,086:0009   3        60,086:0010   4     60,086:0010    5        60,086:0010

                      6       60,086:0010   7        60,086:0010   8        60,086:0010   9     60,086:0010   10        60,086:0010

                     11       60,086:0010  12        60,086:0010  13        60,086:0011  14     60,086:0011   15        60,086:0012

                     16       60,086:0012  17        61,948:0012  18        60,945:0023  19     60,086:0010

 **    mm/dd/yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76          IDMSDDDL             SR0036 SR-036

       hh:mm:ss    AFTR              DATA   LEN =   108        ERASE RECORD ALL            SEQ # =                  621,953

DATABASE KEY Display Report Fields (Sparse Format)

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the DATABASE KEY Display (Sparse Format).
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Display type, page and line of database record.

Starting date/time of the run unit.

RU -- Run unit numeric ID.

IMAGE TYPE -- Indicates either a before image (BFOR), or an after image (AFTR).

Abort Flag -- If run unit (or recovery unit) terminates abnormally, "ABORTED" is displayed following image type.

PREFIX LEN -- Length (in bytes) of the prefix portion (pointers) of the database record.

DATA LEN -- Length (in bytes) of the data portion of the database record.

Program name, record ID, and record name.

DML VERB -- Verb which caused the creation of the before or after image.

PREFIX CHANGES -- Only pointers which were modified are displayed. The pointer position, relative to 1, appears to the
left of the database key. If none of the pointers were modified, *** NONE *** appears.

DATA -- Four (4) display lines present the character/hexadecimal representation of each record position whose value
has changed. Only those positions which have changed are displayed. The CHAR line presents the EBCDIC character
value of each record position. The ZONE line presents the hex equivalent of the zone bits of each record position. The
NUMR line presents the hex equivalent of the numeric bits of each record position. The fourth line numbers the character
positions within the record. If a record position has been deleted (shortening of a variable-length record), a "D" appears on
the ZONE line at the corresponding record position. If the data portion was not changed, *** NONE *** appears in place of
the four display lines.

NOTE
The data portion of a database record will be decompressed if it can be uniquely determined that the record type
is compressed by the IDMSCOMP program. NONUNIQ=Y may be required on the PROCESS parameter card.

The following example shows the DATABASE KEY Display (Sparse Format):

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                            DATABASE KEY DISPLAY                 mm/dd/

yy         hh:mm:ss          2

                                                                 60,086:0010

 **    mm/dd/yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76          IDMSDDDL             SR0036 SR-036

       hh:mm:ss    BFOR              DATA   LEN =   188        MODIFY RECORD               SEQ # =                  621,934

   PREFIX CHANGES     1       60,086:0011   2        60,086:0009   3        60,086:0010   4     60,086:0010    5       60,086:0010

                      6       60,086:0010   7        60,086:0010   8        60,086:0010   9     60,086:0010   10       60,086:0010

                     11       60,086:0010  12        60,086:0010  13        60,086:0011  14     60,086:0011   15       60,086:0012

                     16       60,086:0012  17        61,948:0012  18        60,945:0023  19     60,086:0010

   DATA      CHAR     LITERAL-100                           U  D                                    mm/dd/yy

             ZONE  0B00DCECDCD6FFF44444444444444444444400000E06C4444444444444444444444444444444444444444FF6FF6FF4444444

             NUMR  0C00393591301000000000000000000000000000040440000000000000000000000000000000000000000101251940000000

                   1...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60..65...70...75...80...85...90...95......

             CHAR           F  mm/dd/yyFULJO02 FULJO02  010322431

             ZONE  444444444C00FF6FF6FFCEDDDFF4CEDDDFF44FFFFFFFFFF00044000044444444444444444444444444444444

             NUMR  0000000006001011319464316020643160200010322431F00000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                  101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...
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 **    mm/dd yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76          IDMSDDDL             SR0036 SR-036

       hh:mm:ss    AFTR              DATA   LEN =   188        MODIFY RECORD               SEQ # =                  621,935

   PREFIX CHANGES  *** NONE ***

   DATA      CHAR                                          5 5245

             ZONE                                          F FFFF

             NUMR                                          5 5245

                 101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...

 **   mm/dd yy     RU =      1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76         IDMSDDDL                  SR0036 SR-036

      hh:mm:ss     BFOR               DATA   LEN =   108       ERASE RECORD ALL                 SEQ # =             621,952

   PREFIX CHANGES  *** NONE ***

 **   mm/dd yy     RU =      1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76         IDMSDDDL                  SR0036 SR-36

      hh:mm:ss     AFTR               DATA   LEN =   108       ERASE RECORD ALL                 SEQ # =             621,953

   PREFIX CHANGES    15        60,086:0010  16        60,086:0010

 **   mm/dd yy     RU =      1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76         IDMSDDL                   SR0036 SR-036

      hh:mm:ss     BFOR               DATA   LEN =   108       STORE RECORD                     SEQ # =             621,956

   PREFIX CHANGES *** NONE ***

 **   mm/dd yy     RU =      1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76         IDMSDDDL                  SR0036 SR-36

      hh:mm:ss     AFTR               DATA   LEN =   108       STORE RECORD                     SEQ # =             621,958

   PREFIX CHANGES    15        60,086:0012  16        60,086:0012

 **   mm/dd yy     RU =      1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76         IDMSDDL                   SR0036 SR-036

      hh:mm:ss     BFOR               DATA   LEN =   188       MODIFY RECORD                    SEQ # =             621,968

PROGRAM Display (Regular View)

The Program Display is used to display database changes effected by particular application programs during specific time
periods. The Program Display can be produced in two formats:

Full Format
-- all record positions are displayed with the changed values highlighted

Sparse Format
-- only the changed values are displayed.

PROGRAM Display Report Fields (Full Format)

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the PROGRAM Display (Full Format).

Display type and program name.

Starting date/time of the run unit.

RU -- Run unit numeric ID.

IMAGE TYPE -- Indicates either a before image (BFOR), or an after image (AFTR).

Abort Flag -- If run unit (or recovery unit) terminates abnormally, "ABORTED" is displayed following image type.
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PREFIX LEN -- Length (in bytes) of the prefix portion (pointers) of the database record.

DATA LEN -- Length (in bytes) of the data portion of the database record.

Database key, record ID, and record name.

DML VERB -- Verb that caused the creation of the before or after image.

PREFIX  -- Appears unless DATA-ONLY was specified. All pointers are displayed. The pointer position, relative to 1,
appears to the left of the database key. If the pointer was modified, an asterisk (*) appears between the pointer position
and the database key.

DATA -- Five display lines present the character/hexadecimal representation of each record position and any change
flags. The CHGS line flags any data change as "A" (added character), "D" (deleted character), or "*" (modified character).
The CHAR line presents the EBCDIC character value of each record position. The ZONE line presents the hex equivalent
of the zone bits of each record position. The NUMR line presents the hex equivalent of the numeric bits of each record
position. The fifth line numbers the character position within the record.

The following example shows the PROGRAM Display (Full Format):

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                               PROGRAM DISPLAY                   mm/dd/

yy         hh:mm:ss          2

                                                               IDMSDDDL

 **    mm/dd/yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76                60,196:0025 SR0036 SR-036

       hh:mm:ss    BFOR              DATA   LEN =   188       MODIFY RECORD             SEQ # =              621,261

   PREFIX             1       60,196:0026   2        60,196:0024   3        60,196:0025   4     60,196:0025    5       60,196:0025

                      6       60,196:0025   7        60,196:0025   8        60,196:0025   9     60,196:0025   10       60,196:0025

                     11       60,196:0025  12        60,196:0025  13        60,196:0026  14     60,196:0026   15       60,196:0027

                     16       60,196:0027  17        61,479:0003  18        60,196:0018  19     60,196:0025

   DATA      CHGS

             CHAR      MESSAGE-77                           U  D                                    mm/dd/yy

             ZONE  0B00DCEECCC6FF444444444444444444444400000E03C4444444444444444444444444444444444444444FF6FF6FF4444444

             NUMR  0C00452217507700000000000000000000000000040C40000000000000000000000000000000000000000101251940000000

                   1...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95.....

             CHGS

             CHAR           F  mm/dd/yyFULJO02 FULJO02  010322213

             ZONE  444444444C00FF6FF6FFCEDDDFF4CEDDDFF44FFFFFFFFFF00044000044444444444444444444444444444444

             NUMR  0000000006001011319464316020643160200010322213F00000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                 101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...

 **    mm/dd/yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76                 60,196:0025 SR0036 SR-036

       hh:mm:ss    AFTR              DATA   LEN =   188        MODIFY RECORD             SEQ # =             621,262

   PREFIX             1       60,196:0026   2        60,196:0024   3        60,196:0025   4     60,196:0025    5       60,196:0025

                      6       60,196:0025   7        60,196:0025   8        60,196:0025   9     60,196:0025   10       60,196:0025

                     11       60,196:0025  12        60,196:0025  13        60,196:0026  14     60,196:0026   15       60,196:0027

                     16       60,196:0027  17        61,479:0003  18        60,196:0018  19     60,196:0025

   DATA      CHGS

             CHAR      MESSAGE-77                           U  D                                    mm/dd/yy
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             ZONE  0B00DCEECCC6FFF44444444444444444444400000E03C4444444444444444444444444444444444444444FF6FF6FF4444444

             NUMR  0C00452217507700000000000000000000000000040C40000000000000000000000000000000000000000101251940000000

                   1...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95.....

             CHGS                                          *  ****

             CHAR           F  mm/dd/yyFULJO02 FULJO02  010524988

             ZONE  444444444C00FF6FF6FFCEDDDFF4CEDDDFF44FFFFFFFFFF00044000044444444444444444444444444444444

             NUMR  0000000006001011319464316020643160200010524988F00000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                 101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...

 **    mm/dd/yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    56                 60,196:0028 SR0083 NAMESYN-083

       hh:mm:ss    BFOR              DATA   LEN =   144        ERASE RECORD ALL          SEQ # =             621,263

   PREFIX             1       60,196:0026   2        60,196:0026   3        60,196:0026   4     60,196:0027    5       60,196:0027

                      6       60,196:0027   7        60,196:0024   8        60,196:0022   9     60,196:0024   10       60,196:0028

                     11       60,196:0028  12        60,196:0028  13        60,196:0028  14     60,196:0028

   DATA      CHGS

             CHAR      MESSAGE-77

             ZONE  0900DCEECCC6FF44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

             NUMR  0000452217507700000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                   1...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95.....

PROGRAM Display Report Fields (Sparse Format)

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the PROGRAM Display (Sparse Format).

Display type and program name.

Starting date/time of the run unit.

RU -- Run unit numeric ID.

IMAGE TYPE -- Indicates either a before image (BFOR), or an after image (AFTR).

Abort Flag -- If run unit (or recovery unit) terminates abnormally, "ABORTED" is displayed following image type.

PREFIX LEN -- Length (in bytes) of the prefix portion (pointers) of the database record.

DATA LEN -- Length (in bytes) of the data portion of the database record.

Database key, record ID, and record name.

DML VERB -- Verb that caused the creation of the before or after image.

PREFIX CHANGES -- Only pointers which were modified are displayed. The pointer position, relative to 1, appears to the
left of the database key. If none of the pointers were modified, *** NONE *** appears.

DATA -- Four display lines present the character/hexadecimal representation of each record position whose value has
changed. Only those positions that have changed are displayed. The CHAR line presents the EBCDIC character value of
each record position. The ZONE line presents the hex equivalent of the zone bits of each record position. The NUMR line
presents the hex equivalent of the numeric bits of each record position. The fourth line numbers the character positions
within the record. If a record position has been deleted (shortening of a variable-length record), a "D" appears on the
ZONE line at the corresponding record position. If the data portion was not changed, *** NONE *** appears in place of the
four display lines.

NOTE
The data portion of a database record will be decompressed if it can be uniquely determined that the record type
is compressed by the IDMSCOMP program. NONUNIQ=Y may be required on the PROCESS parameter card.
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The following example shows the PROGRAM Display (Sparse Format):

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                               PROGRAM DISPLAY                   mm/dd/

yy         hh:mm:ss           2

                                                               IDMSDDDL

 **    mm/dd/yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76                60,196:0025 SR0036 SR-036

       hh:mm:ss    BFOR              DATA   LEN =   188       MODIFY RECORD             SEQ # =              621,261

   PREFIX  CHANGES    1       60,196:0026   2        60,196:0024   3        60,196:0025   4     60,196:0025    5       60,196:0025

                      6       60,196:0025   7        60,196:0025   8        60,196:0025   9     60,196:0025   10       60,196:0025

                     11       60,196:0025  12        60,196:0025  13        60,196:0026  14     60,196:0026   15       60,196:0027

                     16       60,196:0027  17        61,479:0003  18        60,196:0018  19     60,196:0025

   DATA      CHAR      MESSAGE-77                           U  D                                    mm/dd/yy

             ZONE  0B00DCEECCC6FF444444444444444444444000000E03C4444444444444444444444444444444444444444FF6FF6FF4444444

             NUMR  0C00452217507700000000000000000000000000040C40000000000000000000000000000000000000000101251940000000

                   1...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95.....

             CHAR           F  mm/dd/yyFULJO02 FULJO02  010322213

             ZONE  444444444C00FF6FF6FFCEDDDFF4CEDDDFF44FFFFFFFFFF00044000044444444444444444444444444444444

             NUMR  0000000006001011319464316020643160200010322213F00000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                 101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...

 **    mm/dd/yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    76                 60,196:0025 SR0036 SR-036

       hh:mm:ss    AFTR              DATA   LEN =   188        MODIFY RECORD             SEQ # =             621,262

   PREFIX  CHANGES *** NONE ***

   DATA      CHAR                                          5 4988

             ZONE                                          F FFFF

             NUMR                                          5 4988

                 101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...

 **    mm/dd/yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    56                 60,196:0028 SR0083 NAMESYN-O83

       hh:mm:ss    BFOR              DATA   LEN =   144        ERASE RECORD ALL          SEQ # =             621,263

   PREFIX  CHANGES    1       60,196:0026   2        60,196:0026    3        60,196:0026   4        60,196:0027   5    60,196:0027

                      6       60,196:0027   7        60,196:0024    8        60,196:0022   9        60,196:0024  10    60,196:0028

                     11       60,196:0028  12        60,196:0028   13        60,196:0028  14        60,196:0028

   DATA      CHAR      MESSAGE-77

             ZONE  0900DCEECCC6FF44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

             NUMR  0000452217507700000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                   1...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95.....

             CHAR            D

             ZONE  0444444400C444444444444444444444444444444444

             NUMR  00000000014000000000000000000000000000000000

                 101...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...4
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 **    mm/dd/yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    52                 60,196:0024 SR0085 ELEMSYN-085

       hh:mm:ss    BFOR              DATA   LEN =    44        ERASE RECORD ALL          SEQ # =             621,264

   PREFIX  CHANGES    1       60,196:0025   2        60,196:0023   3        60,196:0022   4     60,196:0028    5       60,196:0023

                      6       60,196:0023   7        60,196:0023   8        60,196:0024   9     60,196:0024   10          -

NULL-

                     11       -NULL-       12        -NULL-       13        60,196:0024

 **    mm/dd/yy    RU =     1,706    PREFIX LEN =    52                 60,196:0024 SR0085 ELEMSYN-085

       hh:mm:ss    AFTR              DATA   LEN =    44        ERASE RECORD ALL          SEQ # =             621,265

PROGRAM Display (Subschema View)

You can request the PROGRAM Display to provide a program's subschema view of database changes as defined in the
data dictionary. The Subschema Display provides PROGRAM Display information in a format that is better suited for the
less technical end-user. The data is presented as individual fields, rather than complete records. Changes are paired in a
Before/After, side-by-side format. All fields are identified similar to the original subschema definitions, and all values are
converted to externally printable formats. Therefore, programmers and/or auditors can examine the Subschema Display
with little or no interpretation by a database technician.

This optional subschema view for the PROGRAM Display can be requested for all programs or for selected programs by
specifying 'VIEW=SUBSC' on the appropriate DISPLAY parameter.

NOTE
The record identification portion of the PROGRAM Display is revised for the Subschema View.

As defined in a program's registered subschema, each prefix pointer and each field for every valid record is individually
identified and presented in a columnar before/after format. For additions, an AFTER-ONLY image is formatted; for
updates, a BEFORE-AFTER pair is formatted side-by-side; and for deletions, a BEFORE-ONLY image is formatted. The
display of a record's prefix portion can be optionally suppressed by specifying 'DATA=ONLY' on the DISPLAY parameter.

Prefix pointers are individually identified by pointer position, Owner/Member relationship, set name, and pointer type. The
Database Key values are presented in Page:Line formats. When sparse formatting is specified, only the pointers which
were changed are displayed. When DATA=ONLY is specified, no pointer information is displayed.

The Subschema Display fields are identified by COBOL level, field name, and field subscript value (if applicable). When
sparse formatting is specified, only the elementary items which were changed are displayed along with any preceding
group items to ensure non-ambiguous identification. Field values are only formatted for elementary items having (a
PICTURE clause). Each item value is automatically converted to a printable character format as necessary. Display
numeric (signed or unsigned), binary (COMP) and packed (COMP-3) values are treated as numerical quantities and
are zero-suppressed and left-justified. Eight byte binary values are handled as exceptions and are formatted as 2-byte
hexadecimal pairs (16 hexadecimal digits). All other non-character data types are also converted to a hexadecimal format
along with any fields that do not conform to their defined data types.

The Program Display (Subschema View) can be produced in two formats:

Full Format
-- all fields are displayed.

Sparse Format
-- only the changed fields are displayed.

Subschema Display Report Fields (Full Format)

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the Subschema Display (Full Format).

Display type and program name.
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RECORD IDENT -- Record name.

Record ID.

DATABASE KEY -- Database key of the record.

RUN UNIT -- Run unit numeric ID.

Starting date/time of the run unit.

Abort Flag -- If run unit (or recovery unit) terminates abnormally, "ABORTED" is displayed.

DML VERB -- Verb that caused the creation of the before or after image.

Image Type -- Image types affected by DML VERB: AFTER-ONLY; BEFORE-AFTER; BEFORE-ONLY.

PREFIX -- The first 64 pointers are displayed. The following information is formatted for each pointer: the position (relative
to 1); Owner or member relationship; set name; pointer type (NEXT, PRIOR, OWNER); and the before and after values of
the database key.

DATA -- All fields (defined in subschema) are displayed. The following information is formatted for each field: COBOL
level number; field name; before/after field values (for elementary items) converted to printable characters.

Subschema Display Report Fields (Sparse Format)

The following is a description of the various fields which make up the Subschema Display (Sparse Format).

Display type and program name.

RECORD IDENT -- Record name.

Record ID.

DATABASE KEY -- Database key of the record.

RUN UNIT -- Run unit numeric ID.

Starting date/time of the run unit.

Abort Flag -- If run unit (or recovery unit) terminates abnormally, "ABORTED" is displayed.

DML VERB -- Verb that caused the creation of the before or after image.

Image Type -- Image types affected by DML VERB: AFTER-ONLY; BEFORE-AFTER; BEFORE-ONLY.

PREFIX -- The first 64 pointers are processed, and only those that were modified are displayed. The following information
is formatted for each pointer: the position (relative to 1); Owner or member relationship; set name; pointer type (NEXT,
PRIOR, OWNER); and the before and after values of the database key.

DATA -- Only those fields which were modified are displayed. All pertinent group level fields are included for
completeness. The following information is formatted for each field: COBOL level number; field name; before/after field
values (for elementary items) converted to printable characters.

The following example shows the Subschema Display (Full Format):

 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                               PROGRAM DISPLAY                   mm/dd/

yy         hh:mm:ss          2

                                                               IDMSDDDL

      *--------------------IDENTIFICATION-----------------------*  *------------BEFORE------------

*  *-----------AFTER-----------*
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 **RECORD IDENT:  SR-036                                SR0036     SEQ # =                  621,261  SEQ # =               621,262

   DATABASE KEY:         60,196:0025

   RUN UNIT    :           1,706  mm/dd/yy  hh:mm:ss

   DML VERB    :  MODIFY RECORD                   BEFORE-AFTER

   PREFIX    1 MEMBER IN CALC                            NEXT          60,196:0026                           60,196:0026

             2 MEMBER IN CALC                            PRIOR         60,196:0024                           60,196:0024

             3 OWNER OF  SR-

USERRCD                      NEXT          60,196:0025                           60,196:0025

             4 OWNER OF  SR-

USERRCD                      PRIOR         60,196:0025                           60,196:0025

             5 OWNER OF  SR-

EXPL                         NEXT          60,196:0025                           60,196:0025

             6 OWNER OF  SR-

EXPL                         PRIOR         60,196:0025                           60,196:0025

             7 OWNER OF  SR-

IMPL                         NEXT          60,196:0025                           60,196:0025

             8 OWNER OF  SR-

IMPL                         PRIOR         60,196:0025                           60,196:0025

             9 OWNER OF  SR-

RCDATTR                      NEXT          60,196:0025                           60,196:0025

            10 OWNER OF  SR-

RCDATTR                      PRIOR         60,196:0025                           60,196:0025

            11 OWNER OF  SR-

RCDCMT                       NEXT          60,196:0025                           60,196:0025

            12 OWNER OF  SR-

RCDCMT                       PRIOR         60,196:0025                           60,196:0025

            13 OWNER OF  SR-

RCDSYN                       NEXT          60,196:0026                           60,196:0026

            14 OWNER OF  SR-

RCDSYN                       PRIOR         60,196:0026                           60,196:0026

            15 OWNER OF  SR-

SDR                          NEXT          60,196:0027                           60,196:0027

            16 OWNER OF  SR-

SDR                          PRIOR         60,196:0027                           60,196:0027

            17 MEMBER IN OOAK-

SR                         NEXT          61,479:0003                           61,479:0003

            18 MEMBER IN OOAK-

SR                         PRIOR         60,196:0018                           60,196:0018

            19 VARIABLE  FRAGMENT  POINTER               NEXT          60,196:0025                           60,196:0025

   DATA     02 SR-

NAM-036                                          MESSAGE-77                        MESSAGE-77

            02 OCCURS-036                                          0                                 0

            02 RCD-VERS-036                                        228                               228

            02 DLGTH-036                                           60                                60

            02 BUILDER-036                                         D                                 D

            02 DESCR-036

            02 DATE-LU-036                                         mm/dd/yy                          mm/dd/yy

            02 RECTYPE-036

            02 REC-FORMAT-036                                      F                                 F

            02 ALT-PIC-TYPE-036                                    0                                 0

            02 DATE-CREATED-036                                    mm/dd/yy                          mm/dd/yy
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            02 PREP-BY-036                                         FULJO02                           FULJO02

            02 REV-BY-036                                          FULJO02                           FULJO02

            02 ENT-TYPE-036

            02 ERR-036                                             0                                 0

            02 TIME-LU-036                                         10322213                          10524988

            02 PUB-ACCESS-FLAG-036

            02 FLAG-036

            02 USER-COUNT-036                                      0                                 0

            02 FILLER

            02 LOGICAL-RECORD-USE-COUNT-036                        0                                 0

            02 FILLER

 **RECORD IDENT:  NAMESYN-083                           SR0083     SEQ # =                  621,263

   DATABASE KEY:         60,196:0028

   RUN UNIT    :           1,706  mm/dd/yy  hh:mm:ss

   DML VERB    :  ERASE RECORD ALL                BEFORE-ONLY

The following example shows the Subschema Display (Sparse Format):

ID                    RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE             TIME         PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                               PROGRAM DISPLAY                   mm/dd/

yy         hh:mm:ss          2

                                                               IDMSDDDL

      *--------------------IDENTIFICATION-----------------------*  *------------BEFORE------------

*  *-----------AFTER-----------*

 **RECORD IDENT:  SR-036                                SR0036     SEQ # =                  621,261  SEQ # =               621,262

   DATABASE KEY:         60,196:0025

   RUN UNIT    :           1,706  mm/dd/yy  hh:mm:ss

   DML VERB    :  MODIFY RECORD                   BEFORE-AFTER

   PREFIX    *** NO CHANGES ***

   DATA     02 TIME-LU-036                                         10322213                          10524988

 **RECORD IDENT:  NAMESYN-083                           SR0083     SEQ # =                  621,263

   DATABASE KEY:         60,196:0028

   RUN UNIT    :           1,706  mm/dd/yy  hh:mm:ss

   DML VERB    :  ERASE RECORD ALL                BEFORE-ONLY

   PREFIX    1 MEMBER IN RCDSYN-NAMESYN                  NEXT          60,196:0026

             2 MEMBER IN RCDSYN-NAMESYN                  PRIOR         60,196:0026

             3 MEMBER IN RCDSYN-NAMESYN                  OWNER         60,196:0026

             4 MEMBER IN SDR-NAMESYN                     NEXT          60,196:0027

             5 MEMBER IN SDR-NAMESYN                     PRIOR         60,196:0027

             6 MEMBER IN SDR-NAMESYN                     OWNER         60,196:0027

             7 MEMBER IN ELEMSYN-NAMESYN                 NEXT          60,196:0024

             8 MEMBER IN ELEMSYN-NAMESYN                 PRIOR         60,196:0022

             9 MEMBER IN ELEMSYN-NAMESYN                 OWNER         60,196:0024

            10 OWNER OF  NAMESYN-MAPFLD                  NEXT          60,196:0028
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            11 OWNER OF  NAMESYN-MAPFLD                  PRIOR         60,196:0028

            12 OWNER OF  NAMESYN-NAMEDES                 NEXT          60,196:0028

            13 OWNER OF  NAMESYN-NAMEDES                 PRIOR         60,196:0028

            14 VARIABLE  FRAGMENT  POINTER               NEXT          60,196:0028

   DATA     02 SYN-NAME-083                                        MESSAGE-77

            02 RDF-NAM-083

            02 DEPEND-ON-083

            02 NAMESYN-FLAG-083

            02 FILLER

            02 DR-LPOS-083                                         1

            02 BUILDER-083                                         D

            02 FILLER

 **RECORD IDENT:  ELEMSYN-085                           SR0085     SEQ # =                  621,264  SEQ # =               621,265

   DATABASE KEY:         60,196:0024

   RUN UNIT    :           1,706  mm/dd/yy  hh:mm:ss

   DML VERB    :  ERASE RECORD ALL                BEFORE-AFTER

   PREFIX    4 OWNER OF  ELEMSYN-

NAMESYN                 PRIOR         60,196:0028                           60,196:0022

 **RECORD IDENT:  NAMESYN-083                           SR0083     SEQ # =                  621,266  SEQ # =               621,267

   DATABASE KEY:         60,196:0022

   RUN UNIT    :           1,706  mm/dd/yy  hh:mm:ss

   DML VERB    :  ERASE RECORD ALL                BEFORE-AFTER

Audit Report Summary

The third class of output generated by IDMS Journal Analyzer is the Audit Report. This report contains the informative,
error, and processing messages generated by IDMS Journal Analyzer, and provides a summary of all processing.

The following is a description of the various fields that make up the AUDIT Report.

Report title.

Informative messages.

PROCESS parameters.

Error Messages.

Valid parameters.

Extracting phase.

Report phase.

Processing messages.

The following example shows the AUDIT Report:

ID                    RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE          

   TIME         PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                                AUDIT REPORT                     mm/dd/yy        

 hh:mm:ss           2
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 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                          P=ALL        

  ,CONT=N,NONUNIQ=Y ,RHDCRUAL=Y ,IDMS=Y ,ABEND=N,FORMAT=FULL

 I001 - PROCESSING OPTIONS ...                         PROCESS = EXTRACTS/REPORTS/DISPLAYS

 I001 - PROCESSING OPTIONS ...                                DISCONTINUE IF ERRORS

 I001 - PROCESSING OPTIONS ...                                DISPLAY FORMAT = FULL

 I001 - PROCESSING OPTIONS ...                                PROCESS RHDCRUAL RUN UNITS

 I001 - PROCESSING OPTIONS ...                                PROCESS IDMS.... PROGRAMS

 I001 - PROCESSING OPTIONS ...                                ALLOW NON-UNIQUE SCHEMAS

 I001 - PROCESSING OPTIONS ...                                NO USER DECOMPRESS MODULE SPECIFIED

 I001 - PROCESSING OPTIONS ...                                RETURN CODE OF 16 IF SERIOUS ERROR

 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                           R=ACTV,   A   LL=Y, INTVL=120

 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                           R=PROG,   N   AME=IDMSDDDL,  LEVEL=DETAIL

 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                           R=PROG,   N   AME=IDMSDDDL,  LEVEL=SUMMARY ,

 HILIGHTS=Y

 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                           R=CHRONO,    ALL=Y,

 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                                               

 START=1025941030,STOP=1025941200

 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                           R=ABORTC, A   LL=Y

 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                           R=HI-SUM, A   LL=Y,  LEVEL=PROGRAM

 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                                               

 START=1025941030,STOP=1025941200

 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                           R=HI-ONL, A   LL=Y,

 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                                               

 START=1025941030,STOP=1025941200

 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                           R=HI-BPU, A   LL=Y,

 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                                               

 START=1025941030,STOP=1025941200

  I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                           R=RANK,  RANKWHAT=PGIO,    RANKHOW=HIGH, RANK# =

 50,RANKV=ABSOLUTE,

 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                                               

 START=1025941030,STOP=1025941200

 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                           R=RANK,   R   ANKWHAY=PG-RATIO, RANKHOW=HIGH,

 RANK# = 50,RANKV=MEDIAN,

 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                                               

 START=1025941030,STOP=1025941200

 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                           R=RANK,   R   ANKWHAT=PGIO,    RANKHOW=HIGH, RANK#

 = 50,RANKV=MEAN,

 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                                               

 START=1025941030,STOP=1025941200

 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                           R=RANK,   R   ANKWHAY=%ABORT,  RANKHOW=HIGH, RANK#

 = 50,RANKV=ABSOLUTE,

 I027 - INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT                                               

 START=1025941030,STOP=1025941200

 I004 - EXTRACT RECORDS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...           ACTIVITY

 I005 - EXTRACT RECORDS WILL BE SUPPRESSED FOR ...        DATABASE/AREA

 I005 - EXTRACT RECORDS WILL BE SUPPRESSED FOR ...        DATABASE/RECORD

 I004 - EXTRACT RECORDS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...           PROGRAM

 I004 - EXTRACT RECORDS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...           CHRONO-EVENT

 I004 - EXTRACT RECORDS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...           ABORT-COINCIDENCE

 I004 - EXTRACT RECORDS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...           MANAGEMENT
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 ID                   RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE          

   TIME         PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                                AUDIT REPORT                     mm/dd/yy        

 hh:mm:ss          3

 I009 - EXTRACT PROCESSING                                   STARTED     mm/dd/yy  hhmmss

 I010 - JSEG RECORD - DATE, TIME, # ELEMENTS                 mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss     0

 I011 - ARCHIVE RECORDS BYPASSED TO FIRST BGIN                      4,699    mm/dd/yy  hh:mm:ss

 I012 - FIRST AND LAST TIME RECORDS                          mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss      mm/dd/yy  hh:mm:ss

 I013 - TOTAL RUN UNITS FORCED TO ABRT                                 2

 I014 - ARCHIVE RECORDS BYPASSED AFTER FIRST BGIN                      0

 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          ABRT                             9

 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          AFTR                        90,448

 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          AREA                            60

 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          BFOR                        90,455

 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          BGIN                            43

 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          COMT                           137

 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          ENDJ                            33

 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          JSEG                             1

 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          TIME                         9,993

 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          DSEG                             0

 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          RTSV                             0

 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          CKPT                             0

 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          JHDA                             0

 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          JHDR                             0

 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          JHDS                             0

 I015 - ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE ...          USER                             0

 I016 - TOTAL ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED                      ****                       191,179

 I017 - EXTRACT RECORDS CREATED FOR ........                 ACTIVITY                       191

 I017 - EXTRACT RECORDS CREATED FOR ........                 PROGRAM                        249

 I017 - EXTRACT RECORDS CREATED FOR ........                 CHRONO-EVENT                   281

 I017 - EXTRACT RECORDS CREATED FOR ........                 ABORT-COINCIDENCE                9

 I017 - EXTRACT RECORDS CREATED FOR ........                 MANAGEMENT                     191

 I018 - TOTAL EXTRACT RECORDS CREATED                        ****                           921

 I019 - DISPLAY RECORDS CREATED FOR ........                 DISPLAY-RECORD                   0

 I019 - DISPLAY RECORDS CREATED FOR ........                 DISPLAY-DBKEY                    0

 I019 - DISPLAY RECORDS CREATED FOR ........                 DISPLAY-PROGRAM                  0

 I020 - TOTAL DISPLAY RECORDS CREATED                        ****                             0

 I021 - TOTAL RUN UNITS PROCESSED                                     43

 I022 - MAXIMUM CONCURRENT RUN UNITS ENCOUNTERED                       2

 I099 - EXTRACT PROCESSING                                   ENDED       mm/dd/yy  hhmmss

ID                    RELEASE                         CA IDMS JOURNAL ANALYZER                 DATE          

   TIME         PAGE

                      Rnn.nn                                AUDIT REPORT                     mm/dd/yy        

 hh:mm:ss         4

 I023 - REPORT PROCESSING                                    STARTED     mm/dd/yy  hhmmss

 I024 - REPORTS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...                      ACTIVITY REPORT - ALL        120  8107010000 -

 9912312359

 I024 - REPORTS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...                      EVENT REPORT - ALL                9410251030 -

 9410251200

 I024 - REPORTS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...                      ABORT COINCIDE RPT - ALL   1,400  8107010000 -

 9912312359
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 I024 - REPORTS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...                      PROGRAM                           8107010000 -

 9912312359

 I025 -                                                           IDMSDDDL  PROGRAM DETAILS

 I024 - REPORTS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...                      PROGRAM                           8107010000 -

 9912312359

 I025 -                                                           IDMSDDDL  PROGRAM SUMMARIES      LOW-HIGH

 I024 - REPORTS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...                      MANAGEMENT PROGRAM SUMMRY         9410251030 -

 9410251200

 I024 - REPORTS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...                      MANAGEMENT ONLINE RESPNSE         9410251030 -

 9410251200

 I024 - REPORTS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...                      MANAGEMENT BUFFER UTILIZE         9410251030 -

 9410251200

 I024 - REPORTS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...                      MANAGEMENT RANKING                9410251030 -

 9410251200

 I025 -                                                           50 SYS ITEM #09 HIGHEST                    

      ABSOLUTE

 I024 - REPORTS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...                      MANAGEMENT RANKING                9410251030 -

 9410251200

 I025 -                                                           50 SYS ITEM #11 HIGHEST                    

      MEDIAN

 I024 - REPORTS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...                      MANAGEMENT RANKING                9410251030 -

 9410251200

 I025 -                                                           50 SYS ITEM #09 HIGHEST                    

      MEAN

 I024 - REPORTS WILL BE CREATED FOR ...                      MANAGEMENT RANKING                9410251030 -

 9410251200

 I025 -                                                           50 SYS ITEM #04 HIGHEST                    

      ABSOLUTE

 I023 - REPORT PROCESSING                                    ENDED       mm/dd/yy  hhmmss

Summary of Examples

The following table lists the various examples described in this section:

Example Report/Display Remarks
1 ACTIVITY

ABORT COINCIDENCE
MANAGEMENT

Creates a set of Journal Reports to
evaluate system performance and resource
consumption.

2 CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Reports all significant events recorded in a
30 minute period.

3 RECORD Display Displays the first 20 before/after sets
created by online run units using a full
format.

4 DATABASE KEY Display Displays a sampling of every 5th before/
after set in a sparse format.

5 PROGRAM Display Displays one program in sparse format, and
suppresses SR1 records.

6 ROGRAM Display Programs starting with 'DBM' are displayed
in the sparse format.

7 PROGRAM Display Displays one run unit in sparse format.
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8 SUBSCHEMA Display PROGRAM Display with a subschema view
and limiting the amount of display.

9 SUBSCHEMA Display PROGRAM Display with a subschema view
and suppressing all SR1 records.

Each example consists of an operational description and a sample of the parameter statement(s) required, which
produces the desired output. 

PROCESS Parameter Summary

The PROCESS parameter is used to specify the input required, and the output(s) to be created by the execution of
IDMS Journal Analyzer. It also indicates if processing is to be discontinued if a parameter error is detected. A single valid
PROCESS parameter is required as the first request in the Parameter file.

The following is a listing of the default values assigned to the operands associated with the PROCESS parameter
statement.

NOTE
There is no default value for the USERDCOM operand.

The following example shows default values:

PROCESS=EXTRACTS,

CONT=N,

FORMAT=SPARSE,

RHDCRUAL=N,

IDMSXXXX=N,

NONUNIQ=N

The following is a listing of replacement values that can be used in place of the default values assigned to the operands of
the PROCESS parameter statement.

NOTE
There is no default value for the USERDCOM operand, users must specify the appropriate name when this
operand and its implied features are required.

The following example shows replacement values:

PROCESS=ALL,

CONT=Y,

FORMAT=FULL,

RHDCRUAL=Y,

IDMSXXXX=Y,

NONUNIQ=Y,

USERDCOM=DBMSDCOM

Example Conventions

This section contains examples that show how the various parameter statements can be coded to produce IDMS Journal
Analyzer Reports and Displays.

The examples in this section consist of a mandatory PROCESS statement and the other parameter statements that are
required to attain the desired output.

The examples are divided into two groups: Journal Reports and Journal Displays.
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Example One

This example creates a set of Journal Reports for each Archive Journal file. The reports include an ACTIVITY Report,
an ABORT COINCIDENCE Report, and several MANAGEMENT reports (Highlights and Rankings). These reports will
provide measurements with which to evaluate system performance and resource consumption. This set of reports is an
example of the types of reports which could be run regularly (e.g., daily) as a means of monitoring the IDMS environment.

NOTE
Records for all other report types are suppressed by using the SUPPRESS=#3 parameter statement. Changes
to the SUPPRESS parameter are required if extract records are to be created for other report types. Proper use
of the SUPPRESS parameter can significantly reduce the time and cost required to run IDMS Journal Analyzer.

The following example shows journal reports for each archive journal file:

 PROCESS=ALL, CONT=N, RHDCRUAL=N, IDMSXXXX=N, NONUNIQ=N

 *

 SUPPRESS=#3

 $

 $                ACTIVITY AND ABORT COINCIDENCE REPORTS

 $

 REPORT=ACTV, ALL=Y, I=15, START=0101920000

 R=ABORTC, ALL=Y, START=0101820000

 $

 $                HIGHLIGHTS:  SUMMARIES, ONLINE RESPONSE,BUFFER POOL UTILIZ

 $

 R=HI-SUM, LEV=PROGRAM, START=0101920000

 R=HI-ONL, START=0101920000

 R=HI-BPU, START=0101920000

 $

 $                RANKINGS:  HIGHEST BY ABSOLUTE DURATION, PAGE I/O, PAGE RATIO

 $

 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=05, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=AB, START=010192000

 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=09, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=AB, START=010192000

 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=11, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=AB, START=010192000

 $

 $                RANKINGS:  HIGHEST BY ABSOLUTE #RUN UNITS, #SUCCESSFUL,

 $                                                            #ABORTED, %ABORTED

 $

 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=01, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=AB, START=010192000

 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=02, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=AB, START=010192000

 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=03, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=AB, START=010192000

 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=04, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=AB, START=010192000

 $

 $                RANKINGS:  HIGHEST BY AVERAGE DURATION, PAGE I/O, PAGE RATIO

 $

 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=05, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=MN, START=010192000

 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=09, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=MN, START=010192000

 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=11, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=MN, START=010192000

 $

 $                RANKINGS:  HIGHEST BY MEDIAN DURATION, PAGE I/O, PAGE RATIO

 $

 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=05, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=MD, START=010192000

 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=09, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=MD, START=010192000
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 R=RANK, RANKP=SYS, RANKI=11, RANKH=HIGH, RANKV=MD, START=010192000

Example Two

This example specifies a CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report which reports all significant events recorded in a 30 minute
period. This type of report can be useful in establishing a quiesce point on which to synchronize a recovery job. For this
example, assume that an Extract file was previously created using either PROCESS=EXTRACTS or PROCESS=ALL.

NOTE
The CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report is normally run on a special request basis.

The following example shows the PROGRAM Report (Activity of One Type):

PROCESS=REPORTS, CONT=N, RHDCRUAL=N, IDMSXXXX=N, NONUNIQ=Y

*

$                CHRONOLOGICAL REPORT:  LIMITED TO + HOUR PERIOD

$

R=CHRONO, ALL=Y, START=0115921015, STOP=0115921044

Example Three

This example specifies a RECORD Display which displays one record type using a full format. The amount of display is
limited to the first twenty before/after sets created by online run units. More efficient displays can be realized if the START
and STOP operands are specified to indicate a limited time period.

NOTE
The RECORD Display is normally run on a special request basis and would not be combined with a request for
Journal Reports.

The following example shows the PROGRAM Report (Activity of One Type):

PROCESS=DISPLAYS, CONT=N, FORMAT=FULL, RHDCRUAL=N, IDMSXXXX=N,

                    NONUNIQ=N

*

$                RECORD DISPLAY:  FULL FORMAT, LIMITED TO ONLINE RUN UNITS,

$                                              LIMITED TO 20 BEFORE/AFTER SETS

$

DISPLAY=REC, RECID=8823

DLIMITS=REC, TYPE=ONL, #SETS=20

Example Four

This example specifies a DATABASE KEY Display that selects one record occurrence for display in the sparse format.
The amount of display is limited to the modifications performed by batch run units, and by a sampling of every fifth before/
after set. More efficient displays can be realized if the START and STOP operands are specified to indicate a limited time
period.

NOTE
The DATABASE KEY Display is normally run on a special request basis and would not be combined with a
request for Journal Reports.

The following example shows the DATABASE KEY display:

PROCESS=DISPLAYS, CONT=N, FORMAT=SPARSE, RHDCRUAL=N, IDMSXXXX=N,
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                 NONUNIQ=N

*

$                DATABASE DISPLAY:  SPARSE FORMAT, LIMITED TO BATCH RUN UNITS,

$                                             SAMPLING EVERY 5TH BEFORE/AFTER SET

$

D=DBKEY, PAGE=19025, LINE=3

DLIMITS=DBKEY, TYPE=BTC, NTH=5

Example Five

This example specifies a PROGRAM Display (Regular View) that selects one program for display in the sparse format. All
display images for SR1 records are suppressed. More efficient displays can be realized if the START and STOP operands
are specified to indicate a limited time period.

NOTE
The PROGRAM Display is normally run on a special request basis and would not be combined with a request
for Journal Reports.

The following example shows the PROGRAM display:

PROCESS=DISPLAYS, CONT=N, FORMAT=SPARSE, RHDCRUAL=N,IDMSXXXX=N,

                NONUNIQ=N

*

$               PROGRAM DISPLAY:  SPARSE FORMAT, SUPPRESSING SR1's

$

D=PROG, NAME=USERPROG

DSUPPS=RECID, id=1

Example Six

This example specifies a PROGRAM Display (Regular View) that presents, in the sparse format, all programs whose
names begin with 'DBM'. The amount of display is limited to five online run units and to the first ten before/after sets for
each run unit. More efficient displays can be realized if the START and STOP operands are specified to indicate a limited
time period.

NOTE
The PROGRAM Display is normally run on a special request basis and would not be combined with a request
for Journal Reports.

The following example shows the PROGRAM display (regular view) names that begin with DBM:

PROCESS=DISPLAYS, CONT=N, FORMAT=SPARSE, RHDCRUAL=N, IDMSXXXX=N,

                NONUNIQ=N

*

$               PROGRAM DISPLAY:  SPARSE FORMAT, PROGRAMS START WITH 'DBM',

$                                          LIMITED TO 5 ONLINE UNITS AND ONLY

$                                          10 BEFORE/AFTER SETS PER RUN UNIT

$

D=PROG, NAME=*DBM

DLIMITS=PROG, TYPE=ONL, #RUS=5, #RUSETS=10
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Example Seven

This example specifies a PROGRAM Display (Regular View) which displays one run unit in the sparse format. The
amount of display is limited to one run unit.

NOTE
Multiple DLIMITS parameters can be specified to individually select more than one run unit. The run unit IDs are
available from the PROGRAM, CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT, or MANAGEMENT Reports.

The following example shows the PROGRAM display (regular view) one run unit:

PROCESS=DISPLAYS, CONT=N, FORMAT=SPARSE, RHDCRUAL=N, IDMSXXXX=N,

                NONUNIQ=N

*

$               PROGRAM DISPLAY:  SPARSE FORMAT, LIMITED TO RUN UNIT #551168

$

D=PROG, ALL=Y

DLIMITS=PROG, TYPE=SYS, RU=551168

Example Eight

This example specifies a SUBSCHEMA Display (PROGRAM Display with a subschema view) which displays one program
in the sparse format. The amount of display is limited to twenty run units. More efficient displays can be realized if the
START and STOP operands are specified to indicate a limited time period.

NOTE
The SUBSCHEMA Display is normally run on a special request basis and would not be combined with a request
for Journal Reports.

The following example shows the PROGRAM display with subschema view:

PROCESS=DISPLAYS, CONT=N, FORMAT=SPARSE, RHDCRUAL=N, IDMSXXXX=N,

                NONUNIQ=N

*

$                SUBSCHEMA DISPLAY:  SPARSE FORMAT, LIMITED TO 20 RUN UNITS

$

D=PROG, NAME=USERPROG, VIEW=SUBSC

DLIMITS=PROG, TYPE=SYS, #RUS=20

Example Nine

This example specifies a SUBSCHEMA Display (PROGRAM Display with a subschema view) which displays one program
in the sparse format. The prefix pointers and a range of record IDs are suppressed. Multiple DSUPPS parameters can be
specified to suppress more than one range of record IDS. More efficient displays can be realized if the START and STOP
operands are specified to indicate a limited time period.

NOTE
The SUBSCHEMA Display is normally run on a special request basis and would not be combined with a request
for Journal Reports.

The following example shows the subschema display:

PROCESS=DISPLAYS, CONT=N, FORMAT=SPARSE, RHDCRUAL=N, IDMSXXXX=N,

                NONUNIQ=N

*
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$                SUBSCHEMA DISPLAY:  SPARSE FORMAT, SUPPRESS PREFIX CHANGES,

$                                                   SUPPRESS SR4015 THRU SR4089

$

D=PROG, NAME=USERPROG, VIEW=SUBSC, DATA=ONLY

DSUPPS=RANGE, LOWID=4015, HIGHID=4089

Operations (Journal Analyzer)
This section describes operational procedures for the z/OS, z/VSE, and z/VM environments. It provides execution JCL or
EXECs and information on determining the storage requirements for those environments.

NOTE

The Extract record length has changed in IDMS release 15.0. See Extract File Format for more information.

IDMS Journal Analyzer Control Statements

IDMS Journal Analyzer produces reports and displays in a large variety of combinations.

The sample parameter statements that follow are recommended for an evaluation of IDMS Journal Analyzer. They can be
used in any environment--z/OS, z/VSE, or z/VM.

 P=ALL,CONT=N,DMCL=DBMSDMCL,F=SPARSE,RHDC=N,NON=Y

 R=ACTV,ALL=Y,START=0101820000,I=15

 R=PROG,ALL=Y,LEV=SUM,HILITES=Y

 R=CHRONO,ALL=Y

 R=ABORTC,ALL=Y

 R=HI-SUM,LEV=PROG

 R=HI-ONL

 R=HI-BPU

 R=RANK,RANKH=HIGH,RANKW=#RU

 R=RANK,RANKH=HIGH,RANKW=DURATION

 

z/OS Operation

The operation of IDMS Journal Analyzer in a z/OS environment can be accomplished in a single job step. IDMS Journal
Analyzer processes display images up to 32K in length.

Execution JCL (z/OS)

The following example shows the execution JCL for IDMS Journal Analyzer, where variables (lowercase, bold) are
explained in the key opposite the JCL:

 //JNLA                       EXEC  PGM=USJMAIN,REGION=#K

 //STEPLIB         DD         DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //                DD         DSN=idms.custom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //                DD         DSN=idms.cagjload,DISP=SHR

 //SYSIDMS         DD         *

                                 ECHO = ON

                                 JOURNAL = OFF

                                 LOCAL = on-or-off 

                                 TESTDBN = on-or-off 
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                                 DMCL = dmclname 

                                 DBN = dbname 

 //dictdb         dd         dsn=your.idms.dictionary,disp=shr 

 //SYSOUT         DD         SYSOUT=a 

 //JASRTMSG       DD         sort-message 

 //SYSLST         DD         SYSOUT=a,

 //                          DCB=BLKSIZE=1330

 //SYSLSTR        DD         SYSOUT=r,

 //                          DCB=BLKSIZE=1330

 //SYSLSTD        DD         SYSOUT=d,

 //                          DCB=BLKSIZE=1330

 //SYSUDUMP       DD         SYSOUT=a 

 //SORTWK01       DD         UNIT=SYSDA,

 //                          SPACE=(CYL,(sort-space))

 //SORTWK02       DD         UNIT=SYSDA,

 //                          SPACE=(CYL,(sort-space))

 //SORTWK03       DD         UNIT=SYSDA,

 //                          SPACE=(CYL,(sort-space))

 //SORTWK04       DD         UNIT=SYSDA,

 //                          SPACE=(CYL,(sort-space))

 //SORTWK05       DD         UNIT=SYSDA,

 //                          SPACE=(CYL,(sort-space))

 //SORTWK06       DD         UNIT=SYSDA,

 //                          SPACE=(CYL,(sort-space))

 //ARCHIVE        DD         DSN=your.archive.journal,

 //                          DISP=OLD,

 //                          DCB=(blksize=archive-blksize,BUFNO=4),

 //                          unit=tape,label=(,sl),vol=ser=serial-number 

 //EXTRACT        DD         dsn=your.extract.file, 

 //                          UNIT=disk,

 //                          SPACE=(CYL,(extract-space),RLSE),

 //                          DCB=(LRECL=311,BLKSIZE=6220,BUFNO=4),

 //                          disp=extract-disp 

 //DISPLAY        DD         UNIT=disk,

 //                          SPACE=(CYL,(display-space),RLSE),

 //                          DCB=(BLKSIZE=display-blksize,BUFNO=4)

 //RANKING        DD         UNIT=disk,

 //                          SPACE=(CYL,(ranking-space,RLSE),

 //                          DCB=(LRECL=60,BLKSIZE=6120,BUFNO=4)

 //sortlib        dd         dsn=sys1.sortlib,disp=shr 

 //sortcntl       dd         *

your-sort-control-statements 

 //SYSIPT         DD         *

  your-journal-analyzer-control-statements

The variables in the execution JCL are:

#
Defines the number of kilobytes of storage to be made available. The region size is between 1200K and 1800K,
depending on IDMS Journal Analyzer's mode of accessing IDMS (Local Mode or CV), the BUFNOs specified for
the various files, and the SIZE option of your sort.
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idms.dba.loadlib (required for Local Mode)
Defines the dataset name of the library that contains the DMCL used by your dictionary subschema, IDMSNWKA.
Omit if running through CV.

idms.custom.loadlib
Defines the dataset name of the library that contains customized load modules.

idms.cagjload
Defines the dataset name of the library that contains IDMS Journal Analyzer modules and IDMSINTB.

dbname
Defines the DBNAME needed to access the appropriate DDLDML area of the IDMS dictionary for the DMCL
name used.

on-or-off
Specify LOCAL=ON if you want Display processing to access the IDMS dictionary in LOCAL mode. Specify
LOCAL=OFF for Central Version (CV) mode. Specify TESTDBN=ON if you want Display processing to access a
secondary dictionary. Specify TESTDBN=OFF for the primary dictionary.

dmclname
Defines the DMCLNAME to be used when Display processing accesses the IDMS dictionary.

dictdb dd dsn=your.idms.dictionary,disp=shr (required for Local Mode)
Specify the correct DDNAME and dataset name of your IDMS dictionary's DDLDML area. Omit this statement if
running through CV, or if the correct information is supplied in the DMCL.

a
An appropriate SYSOUT class for your installation.

sort-message
To print sort messages, specify SYSOUT=a. To suppress printing of sort messages, specify DUMMY.

r
An appropriate SYSOUT class for Journal Reports. This should be different from a. If SYSLSTR is assigned to a
file rather than to SYSOUT, specify DISP=MOD to ensure that Management Reports do not overlay other reports.

d
An appropriate SYSOUT CLASS FOR Journal Displays. This should be different from a.

sort-space
A space specification appropriate to the number of records to be sorted. If PROCESS=EXTRACTS, provide
space to sort the entire extract file. If PROCESS=DISPLAYS, provide space to sort the entire display file. If
PROCESS=ALL, provide space to sort the larger of the display file or the extract file. If PROCESS=REPORTS,
provide space to sort the extracted records for a single report interval.

your.archive.journal
Defines the dataset name of your archive journal file. This file should come from the FIX ARCHIVE utility, or
from a batch job that ran in Local Mode. Do not use the output from IDMSJFIX. (You may specify NULLFILE if
PROCESS=REPORTS.)

blksize=archive-blksize
Defines the current block size of your archive journal file. (This parameter may be omitted if your file has standard
labels.)

unit=tape,label=(,sl),vol=ser=serial-number
Defines the proper unit, label, and volume-serial information for your archive journal file. (These parameters may
be omitted for a cataloged file.)

dsn=your.extract.file
Defines the dataset name of the extract file. This parameter may be omitted, and a temporary file created, if
PROCESS=DISPLAY, or if PROCESS=ALL and you do not intend to run PROCESS=REPORTS at a later time.
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If PROCESS=REPORTS, do not concatenate extract files. Multiple extract files must be sorted or merged on the
first 46 bytes of the record before being input to IDMS Journal Analyzer.

disk
Defines the device type of the extract, display, and ranking work files. (If this is a tape device, the following
SPACE parameter should be omitted.)

extract-space
If PROCESS=ALL or PROCESS=EXTRACTS, IDMS Journal Analyzer extracts archive records for each report
type that is not suppressed. All reports use the BGIN, AREA, COMT, ABRT, and ENDJ records present for each
run-unit. DBAREA and DBRECD reports also use the BFOR and AFTR records present for each run-unit. The
amount of space depends on the number of run-units in the archive file, the number of areas readied, and the
number of commits issued by those run-units (and if DBAREA and DBRECD reports are not suppressed, the
number of database records processed by each run-unit).

disp=extract-disp
Defines a disposition for the extract file. If PROCESS=EXTRACTS, specify DISP=(NEW,CATLG). If
PROCESS=REPORTS, specify DISP=OLD. (This parameter should be omitted if the extract dataset name was
omitted.)

display-space
If journal displays are specified, IDMS Journal Analyzer writes a record to the display file for each BFOR/AFTR
record that meets selection criteria for DISPLAY=DBKEY or for DISPLAY=RECORD and for each BFOR/AFTR
record for every run-unit that meets selection criteria for DISPLAY=PROGRAM. All ABRT records are also written
for the displays specified. The amount of space depends on the number and size of these BFOR/AFTR/ABRT
records.

display-blksize
Specifies the BLKSIZE for the DISPLAY file. Specify a value that contains at least one occurrence of your largest
DISPLAY record plus a 4-byte block descriptor word. (A DISPLAY record contains a 4-byte record descriptor
word, an 84-byte header, and a database record image.)

ranking-space
IDMS Journal Analyzer writes a record to the ranking file for every run-unit that meets the selection criteria of
each REPORT=RANK specification. The amount of space depends on the number of rank reports specified and
the number of run-units that satisfy the selection criteria.

sortlib dd dsn=sysl.sortlib,disp=shr
This statement is optional. Its specification is dependent on your installation.

sortcntl dd *
This statement is optional (see below). Consult the programmer documentation for your sort utility to determine
the DDNAME of this file.

your-sort-control-statements
These statements are optional. Include them to override the options of your sort utility. (IDMS Journal Analyzer
should be run with sort options that specify printing of critical messages, setting a return code of 16 if there
is an unsuccessful sort, and sorting into EBCDIC sequence.) You may also want to specify a size different
from the default. If you specify maximum size, further ensure that you have the sort use all but 256K (that
is, SIZE=MAX-256) so that a BIND RUN-UNIT can be processed while sorting. Consult the programmer
documentation for your sort utility to determine the format of these statements.

your-journal-analyzer-control-statements
Specify a PROCESS statement and other statements for the reports and displays that you want generated. You
can find more information in Summary of Examples.
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z/VSE Operation

The z/VSE operation of IDMS Journal Analyzer can be accomplished in a single job step. Sample JCL is contained in
TOOLJCL library member USJEXEC.S. The JCL and key are shown below.

z/VSE File Assignments

Even if you use a storage management tool such as Dynam/T, IDMS Journal Analyzer requires an ASSGN statement for
every file except SORTWKnn. This ASSGN is required because IDMS Journal Analyzer has its own device-independent
support which dynamically builds a DTF based on the device type indicated by the ASSGN. Unless the ASSIGN specifies
VSAM or BDAM, the file may be defined with either DLBL or TLBL.

Execution JCL (z/VSE)

// OPTION PARTDUMP,LOG

*     **** CREATE A SYSIDMS PARAMETER FILE  *****

// UPSI  1

// DLBL     anyname,'work.file.sysidms',0,SD

// EXTENT   SYS041,sysidms-extent

// ASSGN    SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// EXEC     DITTO

$$DITTO CSQ FILEOUT=anyname

  ECHO=ON

  JOURNAL=OFF

  LOCAL=ON-OR-OFF

  TESTDBN=ON-OR-OFF

  DMCL=dmclname

  DBN=dbname

/*

/*     CARD AND PRINT FILES

// ASSGN  SYS016,SYSIPT                         PARAMETER FILE

// ASSGN  SYS017,SYSLST                         AUDIT REPORT

// ASSGN  SYS018,printer                        JOURNAL REPORTS

// ASSGN  SYS019,printer                        JOURNAL DISPLAYS

/*

/*     IDMS FILES

// UPSI   upsi-byte

// ASSGN  SYS005,disk

// DLBL   DICTDB,'idms-dictionary',,DA

// EXTENT SYS005,dictionary-extent

// ASSGN  SYS009,ign

/*     SORTWORK FILES FOLLOW

// ASSGN  SYS001,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK1,'sort.work.1',0,SD
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// EXTENT SYS001,sort-extent

// ASSGN  SYS002,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK2,'sort.work.2',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS002,sort-extent

// ASSGN  SYS003,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK3,'sort.work.3',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS003,sort-extent

// ASSGN  SYS004,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   SORTWK4,'sort.work.4',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS004,sort-extent /*

/*     Journal Analyzer WORK FILES

// ASSGN  SYS012,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   EXTRACT,'jnla.extract',0,SD           EXTRACT FILE - OUTPUT

// EXTENT SYS012,extract-extent

// DLBL   EXTRAC1,'jnla.extract',0,SD           EXTRACT FILE - INPUT

// EXTENT SYS012

// ASSGN  SYS013,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   DISPLAY,'jnla.display',0,SD           DISPLAY FILE - OUTPUT

// EXTENT SYS013,display-extent

// DLBL   DISPLA1,'jnla.display',0,SD           DISPLAY FILE - INPUT

// EXTENT SYS013

// ASSGN  SYS014,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL   RANKING,'jnla.ranking',0,SD           RANKING FILE - OUTPUT

// EXTENT SYS014,ranking-extent

// DLBL   RANKIN1,'jnla.ranking',0,SD           RANKING FILE - INPUT

// EXTENT SYS014

/*

/*     ARCHIVE JOURNAL FILE

// ASSGN  SYS011,tape

// TLBL   ARCHIVE,'archive.journal',,volser     ARCHIVE JOURNAL FILE

/*

/*     PRIVATE CORE IMAGE LIBRARY(S)

// DLBL   CILIB1,'your-journal-corelib'         Journal Analyzer LIBRARY

// EXTENT ,VOL=volser

// DLBL   CILIB2,'your-idms-corelib'            IDMS LIBRARY

// EXTENT ,VOL=volser

// LIBDEF CL,SEARCH=(CILIB1,CILIB2),TEMP

/*

// DLBL SYSIDMS,'work.file.sysidms',0,D

// EXTENT SYS041,volser

// ASSGN SYS041,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

/*
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// EXEC USJMAIN,SIZE=(USJMAIN,#k)

*

 your-journal-analyzer-control-statements

*

/*

printer
An appropriate unit address/device class for printing reports and displays. This should be different than SYSLST.

anyname
Any suitable name for your SYSIDMS file. The name chosen must be identical to the fileout value in the DITTO
copy step.

sysidms-extent
Specify extent information for the SYSIDMS file. One track is adequate.

upsi-byte
The UPSI byte settings appropriate to the IDMSOPTI module that you have linked with IDMS Journal Analyzer,
and appropriate to whether you will be accessing IDMS in local mode or central version.

ASSGN SYS005,disk
Specify the proper ASSGN information for logical unit SYS005, your IDMS dictionary, if running in local mode.
Omit this statement if running through central version.

idms-dictionary
Required for local mode processing. Specify the filename and file ID of your local IDMS dictionary's DDLDML
area. Omit this statement if running through central version.

dictionary-extent
Specify the proper extent information for logical unit SYS005, your IDMS dictionary, if running in local mode. Omit
this statement if running through central version.

ASSGN SYS009,ign
Specify an ASSGN for logical unit SYS009, your IDMS local journal file, if running in local mode. Since IDMS
Journal Analyzer accesses your IDMS dictionary in retrieval mode only, it is necessary to journal that activity. Omit
this statement if running through central version.

sort.work.1/sort.work.4
Specify the file ID of your sortwork files. Note that IDMS Journal Analyzer should be run with sort options that
specify printing of critical messages, not abending if there is an unsuccessful sort and sorting into EBCDIC
sequence.

volser
The volume serial number of the disk or tape to be used for the file.

jnla.extract
Specify the file ID of the extract file. This statement may specify 'IGN' if PROCESS=DISPLAY. The retention
period for the extract file depends on your use of PROCESS options. Specify a retention period that will allow you
to fully generate desired reports from the extract file. If you never intend to specify PROCESS=REPORTS, your
retention period may define this as a temporary file. If you specify PROCESS=REPORTS, this file must already
exist.

extract-extent
Specify extent information adequate to hold all of the records extracted from the archive journal file. If
PROCESS=ALL, or PROCESS=EXTRACTS, is specified, IDMS Journal Analyzer extracts archive records for
each report type that is not suppressed. All reports use the BGIN, AREA, COMT, ABRT, and ENDJ records
present for each run-unit. DBAREA and DBRECD reports also use the BFOR and AFTR records present for each
run-unit. The amount of space will depend on the number of run-units on the archive file, the number of areas
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readied, and the number of COMMITs issued by those run-units (and if DBAREA and DBRECD reports are not
suppressed, the number of database records processed by each run-unit).

jnla.display
Specify the file ID of the display file. This statement may specify 'IGN' if you do not request journal displays.
The display file is created each time you request journal displays, so the retention period may define this as a
temporary file.

display-extent
Specify extent information adequate to hold all of the records selected from the archive journal file. If journal
displays are requested, IDMS Journal Analyzer writes a record to the display file for each BFOR/AFTR record that
meets selection criteria for DISPLAY=DBKEY or for DISPLAY=RECORD and for each BFOR/AFTR record for
every run-unit that needs selection criteria for DISPLAY=PROGRAM. Each ABRT record will also be written for
each display requested. The amount of space will depend on the number and size of these BFOR/AFTR/ABRT
records.

jnla.ranking
Specify the file ID of the ranking file. This statement may specify 'IGN' if you do not request rank reports. The
ranking file is created each time you request rank reports, so the retention period may define this as a temporary
file.

ranking-extent
Specify extent information adequate to hold all of the records selected from the extract file if REPORT=RANK
was specified. IDMS Journal Analyzer writes a record to the ranking file for every run-unit that meets the selection
criteria for each REPORT=RANK request. The amount of space will depend on the number of requests for rank
reports and the number of run-units that satisfy the selection criteria. Since the ranking file is created each time
you request REPORT=RANK, the retention period may define this as a temporary file.

archive.journal
Specify the file ID of your archive journal file. This file should come from ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility, or from
a batch job that ran in local mode. Do not use the output from IDMSJFIX. This statement may specify 'IGN' if
PROCESS=REPORTS.

tape
Specify an appropriate unit address for your archive journal file. This must be a tape device.
your-journal-corelib -- Specify the file ID of the core image library containing your IDMSINTB module.

#k
The amount of your partition to reserve for program storage. The remainder of the partition is used for GETVIS.
#k designates additional program storage to be made available for IDMS Journal Analyzer programs (about 800K)
and for your sort.
The total partition requirements will be between 1300K and 2100K.
LOCAL ON/OFF -- Specify LOCAL=ON if you want journal displays processing to access the IDMS dictionary in
local mode. Specify LOCAL=OFF for CV mode.

dmclname
Specify the name of the DMCL that should be used when accessing the dictionary for information about records
represented by the BFOR and AFTR images of the IDMS archive journal being processed.

dbname
Specify the DBNAME needed to access the appropriate DDLDML area of the dictionary for the DMCLNAME
used.

your.idms.dictionary
Required for local mode when the correct data set name is not supplied in the DMCL. Specify the correct
DDNAME and data set name for the DDLDML area of your IDMS dictionary.

your-journal-analyzer-control-statements
Specify a PROCESS statement and other statements as desired.
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Sample z/VM EXEC--USJEXEC

A sample EXEC for executing IDMS Journal Analyzer is shown below. Variables (lowercase) are explained in the key
below the EXEC.

NOTE
The PROCESS=DISPLAYS option should not be used in a z/VM/CMS environment. The Journal must be
archived using the IDMS utility with a file mode of x4 to indicate z/OS file-type simulation, and a DCB of:
(RECFM F LRECL 4096.

/*  */

TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR

/*                                                                   */

CA_LOADLIB_FN       = 'yourlib'

IDMS_LOADLIB_FN     = 'idmslib'

SORTLIB_FN          = 'sortlib'

JNLA_ARCHIVE_FN     = 'your.journal.archive'

JNLA_ARCHIVE_FT     = 'filetype'

JNLA_ARCHIVE_FM     = '*'

/*                                                                   */

/* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required librarie(s) */

/* and database file(s).                                             */

/*                                                                   */

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

 'GLOBAL  LOADLIB ' CA_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN

 'GLOBAL  TXTLIB ' SORTLIB_FN

/*                                                                   */

/* Dictionary and Journal file definitions.                          */

/* When running in local mode remove the comments from around the    */

/* next 4 statements.                                                */

/*

 'FILEDEF DICTDB   DISK dictdb_fn dictdb_ft dictdb_fm ( dcb extent'

 'FILEDEF SYSJRNL  DUMMY'

 'FILEDEF J1JRNL   DUMMY'

 'FILEDEF J2JRNL   DUMMY'

*/

/* Files needed for all runs.                                        */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF JASRTMSG PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF SYSLST   PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF SYSUDUMP PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF SYSOUT   PRINTER'

 'FILEDEF SYSLSTD  DISK JNLA SYSLSTD fm'

 'FILEDEF SYSLSTR  DISK JNLA SYSLSTR fm'

 'FILEDEF AUDIT    DISK JNLA AUDIT   fm'

 'FILEDEF EXTRACT  DISK JNLA EXTRACT fm'

 'FILEDEF DISPLAY  DISK JNLA DISPLAY fm ( BLKSIZE dddd'

 'FILEDEF RANKING  DISK JNLA RANKING fm ( BLKSIZE rrrr'

/*                                                                   */

/* Archive Journal Disk File                                         */

/*                                                                   */

 'FIL ARCHIVE DISK JNLA_ARCHIVE_FN JNLA_ARCHIVE_FT JNLA_ARCHIVE_FM'
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/*                                                                   */

/* You must create a file 'SYSIDMS INPUT A' containing the SYSIDMS   */

/* parameters you use to specify your runtime environment.           */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYSIDMS  DISK SYSIDMS INPUT A'

/*                                                                   */

/* You must create a file 'USJEXEC SYSIPT A' containing the input    */

/* parameter statements prior to executing this EXEC.                */

/* This file must include a PROCESS statement and other statements   */

/* for the reports and displays that you want generated. See CA IDMS */

/* Journal Analyzer User Guide for further details.                  */

/*                                                                   */

 'FILEDEF SYSIPT   DISK USJEXEC SYSIPT   A'

 'FILEDEF SYSCTL   DISK fn SYSCTL fm'

/*                                                                   */

/* Insert FILEDEF statements for SORT work space as required by      */

/* your SORT product.                                                */

/*                                                                   */

SIGNAL OFF ERROR

SAY 'STARTING EXECUTION OF CA IDMS Journal Analyzer'

 'EXECOS OSRUN USJMAIN'

 USJEXEC_RC = RC

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME JNLA LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

SAY 'USJEXEC FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF' USJEXEC_RC

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 EXIT USJEXEC_RC

/*                                                                   */

/*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

ERROR:

/*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 ERROR_RC = RC

 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL

'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME JNLA LISTING'

'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

 EXIT ERROR_RC

/*                                                                   */

yourlib
The file name of the load library into which you downloaded IDMS Journal Analyzer.

idmslib
The file name of the load library containing your IDMS SUBSCHEMA and DMCL modules.
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sortlib
The file name of the text library containing your sort modules.

your.journal.archive
The file name of your journal archive file. This file should come from the ARCHIVE JOURNAL utility, or from a
batch job that ran in local mode. Do not use the output from the FIX ARCHIVE utility. If you request any Journal
Displays, you should pre-sort the archive file so that each record is sequenced on RUNUNIT-ID and ARC-
SEQUENCE-NBR. USJSORT may be used for this purpose.

filetype
The file type of your journal archive file.

dictdb_fn
The file name of your IDMS dictionary file.

dictdb_ft
The file type of your IDMS dictionary file.

dictdb_fm
The file mode of your IDMS dictionary file.

fm
The file mode of the relevant file.

fn SYSCTL fm
The file name, file type, and file mode of the SYSCTL file for the Central Version (CV) used during batch
processing.

JNLA EXTRACT fm
The EXTRACT file. IDMS Journal Analyzer writes extracts of Archive records for each report type that is not
suppressed. All reports use the BGIN, AREA, COMT, ABRT, and ENDJ records present for each run-unit. The
amount of space needed depends on the number of run-units in the Archive file, the number of Areas readied,
and the number of Commits issued by those run-units.

JNLA DISPLAY fm
The DISPLAY file. If Journal Displays are requested, IDMS Journal Analyzer writes a record to the Display File
for each BFOR/AFTR record that meets the selection criteria for DISPLAY=DBKEY or for DISPLAY=RECORD,
and for each BFOR/AFTR record for every run-unit that meets the selection criteria for DISPLAY=PROGRAM.
Each ABRT record will also be written for each DISPLAY requested. The amount of space needed depends on
the number and size of these records.

JNLA RANKING fm
The RANKING file. IDMS Journal Analyzer writes a record to the Ranking File for every run-unit that meets the
selection criteria of each REPORT=RANK request. The amount of space needed depends on the number of
requests for RANK reports and the number of run-units that satisfy the selection criteria.

JNLA SYSLSTD fm
The file name, file type, and file mode of the Journal Display file. This should be different from PRINTER.

JNLA SYSLSTR fm
The file name, file type, and file mode of the Journal Reports file. This should be different from PRINTER.

dcb extent
The information required for your IDMS dictionary file.

rrrr
The BLKSIZE for the Ranking File. Must be a multiple of 60 (LRECL).

dddd
The BLKSIZE for the DISPLAY file. Specify a value that will contain at least one occurrence of your largest
DISPLAY record plus a 4-byte block descriptor word. (A DISPLAY record contains a 4-byte record descriptor
word, an 84-byte header, and a database record image.)
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Parameters and Keywords
This section lists all of the major and minor keywords and their value fields. In addition, all valid synonyms for both the
keywords and value fields are listed. The listings are grouped by parameter type.

PROCESS Parameter (Journal Analyzer)

The PROCESS parameter specifies the input that is required, and the outputs to be created by this execution of the
Journal Analyzer. It also indicates whether processing is to be discontinued if a parameter error is detected. A single valid
PROCESS parameter is required as the first request in the parameter file.

Syntax

The following diagram is the PROCESS parameter syntax.

►►─── Process = ───┬─ ALL ───────┬──────────────────────────►                                             

                   ├─ REPORTS ───┤                                              

                   ├─ DISPLAYS ──┤                                              

                   └─ EXTRACTS  ─┘    

►──┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►           

   └──,CONT = ────┬─ Y ────┬──────┘                                            

                  └─ N ────┘      

►──┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►           

   └──Format = ──┬─ FULL──┬───────┘                   

                 └─SPARSE─┘                 

►──┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►           

   └──,RHDCrual = ┬─ Y ────┬──────┘                                            

                  └─ N ────┘      

►──┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►  

   └──,IDMSxxxx = ┬─ Y ────┬──────┘                                                               

                  └─ N ────┘ 

►──┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►             

   └──,NONuniq = ─┬─ Y ────┬──────┘                                                               

                  └─ N ────┘ 

►──┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►  

   └──,USERDcom = procedure name ─┘                                              

►──┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►                 

   └──,Abend = ───┬─ Y ────┬──────┘                                                               

                  └─ N ────┘   

►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄                       

 

Parameters

Process
Identifies the type of processing to be performed by the Journal Analyzer. You can use one of four options to
define the type of processing:

ALL
This option directs the Journal Analyzer to create an extract file and any Journal Reports and Journal Displays
requested by appropriate parameters.

REPORTS
This option indicates that an extract file is to be input and that only Journal Reports are to be produced.
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NOTE
An extract file must be input to the Journal Analyzer when the REPORTS option is specified.

DISPLAYS
This option indicates that an Archive Journal is input and that journal displays are to be created. No extract file
creation is performed, and no reports are produced.

EXTRACTS
This option indicates that only an Extract file is to be created (no journal displays, and no reports are produced).
Input is one or more Archive Journal files.

CONT
Indicates whether processing should continue if parameter errors are detected.

Y
Indicates that processing is to continue.

N
Indicates that processing is to terminate. This option is the default value.

NOTE
Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

Format
Designates the format of the journal displays.

FULL
Indicates that all record positions are to be displayed with the changed values highlighted.

NOTE
No highlighting occurs for SUBSCHEMA DISPLAYS.

SPARSE
Indicates that only the changed values are to be displayed. This option is the default value.

RHDCrual
Allows extract and display records to be produced for run units whose program name is Y - causes the extract
and display records to be produced.

N
Indicates that the extract and display records are not required. This option is the default value.

NOTE
Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

IDMSSxxxx
Allows extract and display records to be produced for run units whose program name begins with IDMS.

Y
Causes the extract and display records to be produced.

N
Indicates that the extract and display records are not required. This option is the default value.

NOTE
Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

NONuniq
Specifies the action to be taken when a record id is not uniquely defined in the data dictionary (is described in
multiple schemas).

Y
Causes only the first description for the record id to be processed.
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N
Causes only the first description for the record id to be processed, prevents the record from being decompressed
if it is compressed, and causes an error message (***NON-UNIQUE RECORD TYPE***) to replace the record
name if multiple record descriptions are encountered for a record id. This option is the default value.

NOTE
Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

USERDcom
Designates the database procedure name of a user-written decompression routine for Journal Displays. This
routine, substitutes for the IDMS supplied module IDMSDCOM, and must not issue any IDMS Central Version
macros such as #GETSTG and #FREESTG. If IDMSDCOM is replaced with a user version of the same name,
then USERDCOM = IDMSDCOM must be entered. If the compressed version of the database record is to be
retained for displays, then a 'dummy' procedure name must be specified (for example, USERDCOM = NONE).

NOTE
If your decompression routine requires that the valid subschema name be placed in the applications
control block, then the programs must be registered to their subschemas.

ABEND
Specifies that upon certain processing errors the Journal Analyzer either produces an operation exception abend
or that it terminates with a return code of 16.

Y
Causes termination with an operation exception.

N
Causes termination with a return code of 16. This option is the default value.

NOTE
Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

UTC
Specifies that the journal record times on all reports and displays are shown in UTC time. By default, all journal
record times are shown in local time

SUPPRESS Parameter Details

The SUPPRESS parameter is used to inhibit the automatic generation of extract records for a specific Journal Report
type. A report cannot be produced if that report type has been suppressed. A SUPPRESS parameter is not required to
suppress a Journal Display because the absence of a valid DISPLAY parameter effectively suppresses the production of
the display.

NOTE
The use of the SUPPRESS parameter can influence the operational efficiency of the Journal Analyzer, by
reducing the volume of data written to the EXTRACT file.

Syntax

The following diagram is the SUPPRESS parameter syntax.

►►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄ 

►►─── SUPPRESS = ┬─ ACTIVITY ─────────┬───────────────────────►◄                                             

  

                 ├─ PROGRAM ──────────┤                                              

                 ├─ CHRONO EVENT ─────┤                                              

                 ├─ ABORT COINCIDENCE ┤
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                 ├─ MANAGEMENT ───────┤    

                 ├─ ALL ──────────────┤

                 └─ #n ───────────────┘

      

Parameters
SUPPRESS

Indicates the Journal Report type whose extract records are to be suppressed.

NOTE
The SUPPRESS parameter has no default value.

ALL
Indicates that all Journal Report types will be suppressed.

#n
This operand is used to suppress multiple journal report types.

REPORT Parameter (Journal Analyzer)

The REPORT parameter specifies the Journal Report type to be printed, and the criteria by which to select extract records
for the report. It is possible to define multiple selection criteria for a particular report type by submitting multiple REPORT
parameters for that report type. The only restrictions imposed on multiple selection criteria for a given report type are that
the report options be identical and that the time periods do not overlap. However, the time periods can differ between the
different Journal Report types.

NOTE
Up to 20 system output requests (REPORT and/or DISPLAY parameters) can be specified per program run.
Also, up to 20 requests for Management Ranking (REPORT=RANK) can be specified.

The REPORT parameter contains keywords common to all report types and some that are specific to a report type. The
common REPORT keywords are described first, followed by the specific keywords by report type.

Common Syntax

The following diagram is the common REPORT parameter syntax:

►►─── REPORT = report type ─────────────────────────────────────────►

►───┬─────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄           

    ├──,ALL = Y ──────────┤                                            

    ├──,START = date/time ┤                               

    ├──,STOP = date/time ─┤                                            

    └──,INTVL = length ───┘ 

Expansion of date/time

►─── MMDDHHMM ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Expansion of length

►─── MMMMM ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄ 

 

Parameters

REPORT
= report type
Specifies the Journal Report type to be printed. The values for report type are described with specific keywords
for a particular report (see the specific report types in this section).
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ALL
Specifies whether extract records for a particular report type, within a designated time period, are to be included in
the production of the Journal Report.

Y
Causes all extract records to be processed. This option overrides certain selection criteria of several report types.

START
Defines the start of a selection time period for a single REPORT request. If this keyword is omitted, the assumed
value for the start date is taken from the first TIME record on the input file, and for start time is 0000.

date/time
Start date/time value must be specified in the MMDDYYHHMM format, where MMDDYY is the Gregorian date
and HHMM is the time (24-hour clock)

NOTE
Run units are associated with their initiation time (BGIN) and not their termination time (ENDJ, ABRT).
Reports show all selected activity for run units that begin during the selection time period.

STOP
Defines the end of a selection time period for a single REPORT request. If this keyword is omitted, the assumed
value is 1231992359.

date/time
This value must be specified in the MMDDYYHHMM format, where MMDDYY is the Gregorian date and HHMM is
the time (24-hr. clock).

INTVL
Defines the constant length (in minutes) by which the selection time period is to be divided. If this keyword is
omitted, the time period is not divided.

Length
This value must be specified in the MMMMM (minutes) format. It is not necessary to include leading zeros.

NOTE
It is recommended that a START keyword accompany the use of the INTVL keyword.

ACTIVITY Report (Journal Analyzer)

NOTE
The following syntax contains all the keywords which can be used for designating this report. However, only the
keywords not previously defined will be described in detail.

Syntax

The following information is the REPORT parameter syntax for designating an ACTIVITY report.

►►─── Report = ACTV ────────────────────────────────────────────────►

►───┬─────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄           

    ├──,SELECT = ┬─ Y ─┬──┤                                            

    |            └─ N ─┘  | 

    ├──,ALL =  ──── Y ────┤                                                                              

    ├──,START = date/time ┤                               

    ├──,STOP =  date/time ┤                                            

    └──,INTVL = length ───┘ 

 

Parameters
Report

Specifies the Journal Report type to be printed.
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ACTV
Indicates that an ACTIVITY report is to be printed.

SELECT
Used when the user submits multiple requests for ACTIVITY reports for several distinct time periods. This
keyword is mutually exclusive from the ALL keyword.

Y
Used when the definition of multiple time periods is required (i.e., multiple REPORT = ACTV parameters).

N
Indicates that all extract records are to be produced. As a result, it is not necessary to include the SELECT
keyword phrase.

NOTE
Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

PROGRAM Report
Syntax

The following diagram is the REPORT parameter syntax for designating a PROGRAM report.

NOTE
The following syntax contains all the keywords which can be used for designating this report. However, only
the keywords that are not previously defined are described in detail.

►►─── REPORT = PROG ────────────────────────────────────────────────►

►───┬─────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄           

    ├──,NAME = name ──────┤   

    ├──,ALL = Y ──────────┤

    ├──,LEVEL= ┬DETAIL ┬──┤

    |          ├SUMMARY┤  |

    |          └SYSTEM ┘  |

    ├──,HILITES = ┬─ Y ─┬─┤                                            

    |             └─ N ─┘ |                                                                           

    ├──,START = date/time ┤                               

    ├──,STOP = date/time ─┤                                            

    └──,INTVL = length ───┘  

      

Parameters
REPORT

Specifies the Journal Report type to be printed.
PROG

Indicates that a PROGRAM report is to be printed.
,NAME

Allows the user to select a program by name. This keyword is mutually exclusive from the ALL keyword.
name

Specifies the name of the selected program.

NOTE
If the first character of the name field is an asterisk (*), all programs whose names begin with the remaining
characters of the name field qualifies for reporting. For example, if NAME=*ABC, all programs whose names
begin with ABC are reported.
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,LEVEL
Specifies the level of reporting.

NOTE
The LEVEL keyword has no default value.

DETAIL
Indicates that program details (run units in time-wise sequence) are required. In addition, program summaries and
a system summary are produced for each time interval.

SUMMARY
Indicates that program summaries are required. In addition, a system summary is produced for each time interval.

SYSTEM
Indicates that only system summaries are produced for each time interval. if multiple intervals are reported,
a grand summary is produced.

,HILITES
Used to request the highlighting of the run units with the lowest and highest durations. This keyword is honored
only when the level of reporting begins with program summaries (LEVEL = SUMMARY).

Y
Causes program highlights to be produced with the program summaries.

N
Indicates that no program highlights are required.

NOTE
Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT Report (Journal Analyzer)
Syntax

The following is the REPORT parameter syntax for designating a CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT report.

NOTE
The following syntax contains all the keywords which can be used for designating this report. However, only the
keywords not previously defined will be described in detail.

►►─── Report = CHRONO ──────────────────────────────────────────────►

►───┬─────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄           

    ├──,SELECT = ┬─ Y ─┬──┤                                            

    |            └─ N ─┘  |

    ├──,ALL= ────── Y ────┤                                                                              

    ├──,START = date/time ┤                                                                        

    └──,STOP =  date/time ┘ 

      

Parameters
Report

Specifies the Journal Report type to be printed.
CHRONO

Indicates that a CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT report is to be printed.
SELECT

Used when submitting multiple requests for CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT reports for several distinct time periods.
This keyword is mutually exclusive from the ALL keyword.
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Y
Used when the definition of multiple time periods is required (multiple REPORT = CHRONO parameters).

N
Indicates that all extract records are to be processed. Therefore, it is not necessary to include the SELECT
keyword phrase.

NOTE
Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

ABORT COINCIDENCE Report (Journal Analyzer)
Syntax

The following is the REPORT parameter syntax for designating an ABORT COINCIDENCE report.

NOTE
The following syntax contains all the keywords which can be used for designating this report. However, only the
keywords not previously defined will be described in detail.

►►─── REPORT = ABORTC ──────────────────────────────────────────────►

►───┬─────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄           

    ├──,SELECT = ┬─ Y ─┬──┤                                            

    |            └─ N ─┘  |

    ├──,ALL = ── Y ───────┤                                                                              

    ├──,START = date/time ┤  

    ├──,STOP =  date/time ┤      

    └──,INTVL = date/time ┘ 

      

Parameters
REPORT

Specifies the Journal Report type to be printed.
ABORTC

Indicates that an ABORT COINCIDENCE report is to be printed.
SELECT

Used to submit multiple requests for ABORT COINCIDENCE reports for several distinct time periods. This
keyword is mutually exclusive from the ALL keyword.

NOTE
A report interval of INTVL = 1440 is always assumed.

Y
Used when the definition of multiple time periods is required.

N
Indicates that all extract records are to be processed. Therefore, it is not necessary to include this keyword
phrase.

NOTE
Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHT Reports
Syntax

The following are the REPORT parameter syntaxes for designating the various MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHT reports.
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NOTE
The following syntax contains all the keywords which can be used for designating this report. However, only the
keywords not previously defined will be described in detail.

Selection time periods specified for MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHT reports must not overlap. Also, all such reports must be
for the same INTVL.

►►─── REPORT = HI-SUM ──────────────────────────────────────────────►

►───┬─────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄           

    ├──,LEVEL= ┬ PROGRAM ┬┤                                            

    |          ├ SYSTEM ─┤|

    |          └ GRAND ──┘|   

    ├──,START = date/time ┤                                                                              

    ├──,STOP =  date/time ┤                                                                        

    └──,INTVL = length ───┘ 

      

Parameters
Report

Specifies the Journal Report type to be printed.
HI-SUM

Indicates that a MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHT/ SUMMARIES report is to be printed.

LEVEL
Specifies the level of reporting.

PROGRAM
Indicates accumulation for each program in a time interval.

SYSTEM
Indicates accumulation for a time interval.

GRAND
Indicates accumulation of all system summaries whenever multiple time intervals are reported. This option is the
default value.

Online Response Time (Journal Analyzer)
Syntax

The following diagram is the Online Response Time syntax:

►►─── Report = HI-ONL ──────────────────────────────────────────────►

►───┬─────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄              

    ├──,START = date/time ┤                                                                              

    ├──,STOP =  date/time ┤                                                                        

    └──,INTVL = length ───┘       

      

Parameters

Report
Specifies the Journal Report type to be printed.

HI-ONL
Indicates that a MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHT/ ONLINE RESPONSE TIME report is to be printed.
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NOTE
Regardless of what you specify, the report is produced as though start time is 0000, stop time is 2359,
and INTVL=1440

Buffer Pool Utilization (Journal Analyzer)
Syntax

The following diagram is the Buffer Pool Utilization syntax:

►►─── Report = HI-BPU ──────────────────────────────────────────────►

►───┬─────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄              

    ├──,START = date/time ┤                                                                              

    ├──,STOP =  date/time ┤                                                                        

    └──,INTVL = length ───┘     

      

Parameters

Report=
Specifies the Journal Report type to be printed.

HI-BPU
Indicates that a MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHT/BUFFER POOL UTILIZATION report is to be printed.

NOTE
Regardless of what you specify, the report is produced as though start time is 0000, stop time is 2359,
and INTVL=1440.

MANAGEMENT RANKING Report

The following is the REPORT parameter syntax for designating the MANAGEMENT RANKING report.

In a single run of IDMS Journal Analyzer, up to twenty requests for Management Ranking reports can be specified.

NOTE
The following syntax contains all the keywords which are used for designating this report. However, only the
keywords not previously defined will be described in detail.

►►─── Report = RANK ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

►►─── ,RANK# = number of items ──────────────────────────────────────►

►───┬─────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►                   

    └──,RANKProg = ┬─ ONL ─┬──┘                                            

                   ├──BTC ─┤              

                   └─ SYS ─┘    

►───┬──,RANKWhat = item ─────┬───────────────────────────────────────►   

    └──,RANKItem = nn ───────┘

►──────,RANKHow = ┬ Low ─────┬───────────────────────────────────────►   

                  ├ High ────┤

                  ├ LT:value ┤

                  ├ LE:value ┤

                  ├ GT:value ┤

                  └ GE:value ┘

►───┬──────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►►   

    ├,RANKValu = ┬ MEAN ────┬──┤

    |            ├ MEDIAN ──┤  |
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    |            └ ABSOLUTE ┘  |

    ├,START = start date/time ─┤

    ├,STOP =  stop date/time ──┤

    └,INTL =  length ──────────┘

  

Parameters

Report
Indicates that a MANAGEMENT RANKING report is to be printed.

RANK#
Indicates the number of items to be ranked. The maximum number is 50. The default value is 20.

RANKProg
Indicates the type of program to be used in the ranking.

ONL
Indicates that only ONLINE programs are to be ranked.

BTC
Indicates that only BATCH programs are to be ranked.

SYS
Indicates that ONLINE and BATCH programs are to be ranked. This option is the default value.

RANKWhat
Specifies the attribute to be ranked in the report. This keyword is mutually exclusive from the RANKITEM
keyword. There is no default value.

RANKItem = nn
Specifies a numeric identifier (1 to 13) for the attribute to be ranked. This keyword is mutually exclusive from the
RANKWHAT keyword. There is no default value.

The following example shows Management Ranking Report Attributes:

RANKWHAT    RANKITEM   ATTRIBUTE

#RU         1      #RUN UNITS (#BGIN)

#SUCCESS    2      #SUCCESSFUL (#ENDJ)

#ABORT      3      #ABORTED (#ABRT)

%ABORT      4      %ABORTED (#ABRT/#BGIN)

DURATION    5      DURATION

REC-UPD     6      RECORDS UPDATED

PG-READ     7      PAGES READ

PG-WRITTEN  8      PAGES WRITTEN

PG-10       9      PAGES WRITTEN + PAGES READ (TOTAL I/O'S)

LOCK-REQ   10      LOCKS REQUESTED

PG-RATIO   11      PAGES REQUESTED/PAGES READ

CALC-RATIO 12      CALC RECORDS OVERFLOW/

                   RECORDS ON HOME PAGE

VIA-RATIO  13      VIA RECORDS OVERFLOW/

                      RECORDS ON OWNER PAGE

      

RANHow
Specifies how the attribute is to be ranked.
LOW

The attribute will be ranked from its lowest value in an ascending order.
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HIGH
The attribute will be ranked from its highest value in a descending order.

LT:value
The attribute will be ranked from a point less than the specified value in ascending order.

LE:value
The attribute will be ranked from a point less than or equal to the specified value in ascending order.

GT:value
The attribute will be ranked from a point greater than the specified value in ascending order.

GE:value
The attribute will be ranked from a point greater than or equal to the specified value in ascending order.

NOTE
If RANKITEM = 1, 2, 3, 4 or RANKVALU = MEAN or MEDIAN, then RANKHOW will default to
HIGH if anything other than LOW is specified.

The specified values for LT, LE, GT, and GE must include two (2) decimal positions when ranking
durations or ratios (e.g., duration of 5 seconds is 500; a ratio of 3.14 is 314).

NOTE
There is no default value for the RANKHOW operand.

RANKV
Specifies the value type of the attribute to be ranked.

MEAN
Indicates an average value for all executions of the ranked program.

MEDIAN
Indicates a middle value for all executions of the ranked program.

ABSOLUTE
Indicates a value from a single execution of the ranked program. This option is the default value.

NOTE
If RANKITEM = 1, 2, 3, or 4, then RANKVALU must be specified as ABSOLUTE.

DISPLAY Parameter (Journal Analyzer)

The DISPLAY parameter specifies the criteria by which the before and after images of database records are selected from
the Archive Journal file. For the archive records meeting the selection criteria, display records are created and passed
to the DISPLAY phase for printing. Define multiple selection criteria for a particular display type by submitting multiple
DISPLAY parameters for that display type.

NOTE
Up to 20 system output requests (REPORT and/or DISPLAY parameters) can be specified per program run.
Also, up to 20 requests for Management Ranking reports (REPORT=RANK) can be specified.

The DISPLAY parameter contains keywords common to all display types and some which are specific to a display type.
The common DISPLAY keywords are described first, followed by the specific display type keywords.

The DISPLAY parameter syntax is as follows.

►►─── D = display type ─────────────────────────────────────────────►

►───┬─────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄           

    ├──,ALL = Y ──────────┤                                            

    ├──,START = date/time ┤                                                                       

    └──,STOP = date/time ─┘ 
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Parameters

DISPLAY

Specifies the Journal Display type to be printed.

display type

The values for display type are described with the specific keywords for a particular display (see specific display types in
this section).

, ALL

Indicates whether all display records for a particular display type are to be included in the production of the Journal
Display.

Y

Causes start/stop to be ignored, and all display records to be processed.

, START

Defines the start of a selection time period for a single DISPLAY request. If this keyword is omitted, the assumed value is
0701810000. This keyword is mutually exclusive from the ALL keyword for PROGRAM displays.

start date/time

Value must be specified in the MMDDYYHHMM format, where MMDDYY is the Gregorian date and HHMM is the time
(24-hr. clock).

NOTE
Run units are associated with their initiation time (BGIN) and not their termination time (ENDJ, ABRT).

STOP

Defines the end of a selection time period for a single DISPLAY request. If this keyword is omitted, the assumed value is
1231992359. This keyword is mutually exclusive from the ALL keyword for PROGRAM displays.

stop date/time

Value must be specified in the MMDDYYHHMM format, where MMDDYY is the Gregorian date and HHMM is the time
(24-hr. clock).

NOTE
During DISPLAY processing, the data dictionary is navigated to determine the characteristics of the data records
to be displayed. This information is obtained by relating schemas with their associated schema records. Only
the highest version schema number for any given schema is processed. Therefore, you must ensure that the
definitions in the highest version schema number for a given schema match the data contained in the actual
archive journal records.

RECORD Display Parameter

The following is the DISPLAY parameter syntax designating a RECORD display.

Note: The following syntax contains all the keywords which can be used for designating this display. However, only the
keywords not previously defined are described in detail.

►►─── DISPLAY ───── REC ────────────────────────────────────────────►

►───┬─────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄           

    ├──,ALL ─ Y ──────────┤ 
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    ├─ RECID ─ record ID ─┤

    ├──,START ─ date/time ┤                                                                       

    └──,STOP ─ date/time ─┘ 

      

where:

DISPLAY =  REC

specifies the Journal Display type to be printed.

REC - indicates that a RECORD display is to be printed.

,  RECID  = record ID

allows the user to select a record type by record ID. This keyword is mutually exclusive from the ALL keyword.

record ID - this value must be specified in the RRRR format (numeric record ID). It is not necessary to include leading
zeros.

DATABASE/KEY Display

The following is the DISPLAY parameter syntax for designating a DATABASE/KEY display.

Note: The following syntax contains all the keywords which can be used for designating this display. However, only the
keywords not previously defined will be described in detail.

►►─── DISPLAY ───── DBKEY ───────────────────────────────────────────►

►───┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄           

    ├──,ALL ─ Y ───────────┤ 

    ├─ PAGE ─ page number ─┤

    ├─ ,LINE ─ line-number ┤

    ├──,START ─ date/time ─┤                                                                       

    └──,STOP ─ date/time ──┘ 

      

where:

DISPLAY =  DBKEY

specifies the Journal Display type to be printed.

DBKEY - indicates that a DATABASE/KEY display is to be printed.

,  PAGE  = page-number

specifies the page portion of the database key. All Archive Journal BEFORE or AFTER record images that reside on the
specified page will be displayed. This keyword is mutually exclusive from the ALL keyword.

NOTE
Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

page-number - the page number can have up to 10 digits. It is not necessary to include leading zeros.

,  LINE  = line-number

specifies the line portion of the database key. This option is used when a single database key is specified for display. This
keyword is mutually exclusive from the ALL keyword.

line-number - the line number can have up to four digits. It is not necessary to include leading zeros. If this value is
omitted and all images with matching database pages are selected for display.
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PROGRAM Display (Journal Analyzer)

The following is the DISPLAY parameter syntax for designating a PROGRAM display.

Note: The following syntax contains all the keywords that can be used for designating this display. However, only the
keywords not previously defined will be described in detail.

 DISPLAY = PROG
 
 / ,ALL = Y     \
 \ ,NAME = name /
 [ ,START = start date/time ]
 [ ,STOP = stop date/time ]
 ┌         / SUBSC \  ┐
 │,VIEW =  <       >  │ [ DATA = ONLY ]
 └         \ FULL  /  ┘

where:

D ISPLAY =  PROG

specifies the Journal Display type to be printed.

PROG - indicates that a PROGRAM display is to be printed.

,  NAME  =

allows user to select records that were modified by a certain program.

name - specifies the selected program by name.

Note: If the first character of the name field is an asterisk (*), all programs whose names begin with the remaining
characters of the name field will qualify for display. For example, if NAME=*ABC, all programs with names beginning with
ABC will be displayed.

        / SUBSC  \
,VIEW =
        \ FULL   /

specifies the scope of the program display.

SUBSC - indicates that the records will be displayed by data fields (i.e., Subschema Display).

Note: All programs selected for the Subschema Display must be registered to a valid subschema.

FULL - indicates that the records will be displayed in a continuous character string. This option is the default value.

Note: Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

Note: The VIEW keyword is used in conjunction with the FORMAT keyword of the PROCESS parameter. For example,
if VIEW = SUBSC and FORMAT = SPARSE, the PROGRAM display will show after images of data fields that have
changed.

,  DATA  =  ONLY

indicates that only the data portion of the database records will be displayed for subschema displays.

DISPLAY LIMITS

The following syntax is the parameter for designating a DISPLAY LIMITS request. Up to 20 DLIMITS requests can be
submitted.

►►─── DLIMITS = ┬ REC ──┬────────────────────────────────────────────►
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                ├ DBKEY ┤

                └ PROD ─┘

►───┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►           

    └, TYPE = ┬ ONL ─┬────┘

              ├ BTC ─┤

              └ SYS ─┘

►───┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►           

    ├, RU = ─ run unit id ──┤

    └, #RUS= # of run units ┘         

►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►  

►───┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►           

    ├, # SETS = # of before/after sets ──────────────┤

    ├, #RUSETS = # of before/after sets per run unit ┤ 

    └, #NTH = sampling frequency ────────────────────┘

►──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄ 

     

where:

DLIMITS - specifies the Journal Display type to be limited.

REC - indicates a RECORD display.

DBKEY - indicates a DATABASE/KEY display.

PROG - indicates a PROGRAM display.

TYPE - specifies the type of programs to be used in the display.

ONL - indicates that only ONLINE programs are to be used.

BTC - indicates that only BATCH programs are to be used.

SYS - indicates ONLINE and BATCH programs are to be used. This option is the default value.

,  RU  = - indicates that the display output will be limited to a selected run unit ID. This operand is mutually exclusive from
the #RUS operand.

,  #RU S = # of run units

indicates that the display output will be limited by the number of run units. This operand is mutually exclusive from the RU
operand. This operand applies only to the PROGRAM display.

,  #SET S = # of before/after sets

indicates that the display output will be limited by the number of before/after sets. This operand is mutually exclusive from
the #RUSETS and NTH operands.

,  #RUSET S = # of before/after sets per run unit

indicates that the display output will be limited by the number of before/after sets per run unit. This operand is mutually
exclusive from the #SETS, and NTH operands. This operand applies only to the PROGRAM display.

Note: Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

,  N TH = sampling frequency

indicates that the display output will be limited by a sampling of every NTH set. This operand is mutually exclusive of the
#SETS and #RUSETS operands. The value of this operand must be 2 or more.
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Program Display Suppression

The following are DSUPPS parameter syntaxes for designating suppression of PROGRAM displays. Multiple DSUPPS
requests can be submitted.

►►─── DSUPPS = ──┬─ RECID, ID = record ID ───────────┬────────────────────►►                                 

             

                 ├─ RANGE, LOWID = lowest record ID ─┤

                 └─ ,HIGHID = highest ID ────────────┘

        

Parameters

DSUPPS

indicates that the PROGRAM display output will be qualified.

RECID - indicates that the display output will be suppressed by record ID.

ID = record ID specifies the record ID to be suppressed in the display output.

RANGE indicates that the display output will be suppressed by a range of record IDs.

,LOWID = lowest record ID

specifies the lowest record ID in the range to be suppressed.

,HIGHID = highest record ID

specifies the highest record ID in the range.

NOTE
SR4s should not be suppressed because of the automatic fragment recomposition feature. Any requests to
suppress SR4s will be ignored.

Parameter Summary

On the following pages is a summary of the Journal Analyzer parameters. Default values are listed at the bottom of a set
of options.

Note: Blanks are not a valid option for this parameter.

           / ALL      \

           │ REPORTS  │ ┌        / Y \ ┐ ┌          / FULL   \ ┐

 PROCESS = <          > │,CONT =       │ │,FORMAT =            │

           │ DISPLAYS │ └        \ N / ┘ └          \ SPARSE / ┘

           \ EXTRACTS /

           ┌            / Y \ ┐ ┌            / Y \ ┐

           │,RHDCRUAL =       │ │,IDMSXXXX =       │

           └            \ N / ┘ └            \ N / ┘

 ┌            / Y \  ┐ │ ,NONUNIQ =        │ [,USERDCOM = procedure-name ]

 └            \ N /  ┘

 ┌ /           Y  \  ┐

 │   ,ABEND          │

 └ \           N  /  ┘
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            / ACTIVITY          \

            │ PROGRAM           │

 SUPPRESS = < CHRONO-EVENT      >

            │ ABORT-COINCIDENCE │

            │ MANAGEMENT        │

            │ ALL               │

            \ #n                /

Suppress Options

 1.        Suppress all EXCEPT
             Management
             HI-SUM
             HI-ONL
             RANK
 2.        Suppress all EXCEPT
             Program
             Chrono-Event

 3. and 4. Suppress all EXCEPT
             Activity
             Abort-Coincidence
             Management

 4.        Activity

             Abort-Coincidence

             Management

         /       /          / Y \ \                                   \

         │       │ SELECT =       │                                   │

         │ACTV   <          \ N / >                                   │

         │       │,ALL=Y          │                                   │

         │       \                /                                   │

         │                                                            │

         │       /,NAME=name  \        / DETAIL  ┌         / Y  \ ┐ \ │

         │PROG                 ,LEVEL= < SUMMARY │,HILITES        │ > │

         │       \,ALL=Y      /        \ SYSTEM  └         \ N  / ┘ / │

         │                                                            │

         │                  / Y \                                     │

         │       /,SELECT=        \                                   │ 

REPORT = <CHRONO <          \ N / >        (Do not specify INTVL)     >

         │       │                │                                   │

         │       \,ALL=Y          /                                   │

         │                                                            │

         │                  / Y \                                     │

         │       /,SELECT =       \                                   │

         │ABORTC <          \ N / > (INTVL=1440=1 day automatically)  │

         │       \,ALL=Y          /                                   │

         │                                                            │

         │       ┌        / PROGRAM \ ┐                               │

         │HI-SUM │,LEVEL= < SYSTEM  > │                               │

         │       │        \ GRAND   / │                               │

         │       └                    ┘                               │

         │                                                            │
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         │HI-ONL          / start time = 0000    \                    │

         │                │ stop time = 2359     │                    │

         │                \ INTVL = 1440 = 1 DAY /                    │

         │                                                            │

         │HI-BPU                                                      │

         │                                                            │

         │       ┌         / number-of-items \ ┌           / ONL \ ┐  │

         │RANK   │,RANK# =                     │,RANKPROG= < BTC > │  │

         │       └         \ 20              / └           \ SYS / ┘  │

         │                                                            │

         │       /,RANKWHAT=item  \                                   │

         │                            (see next page for options)     │

         │       \,RANKITEM=number/                                   │

         │                                                            │

         │                  / LOW       \ ┌                        ┐  │

         │                  │ HIGH      │ │           / MEAN     \ │  │

         │                  │ LT:value  │ │,RANKVALU= < MEDIAN   > │  │

         │        ,RANKHOW= < LE:value  > │           \ ABSOLUTE / │  │

         │                  │ GT:value  │ │                        │  │

         \                  \ GE:value  / └                        ┘  /

REPORT=RANK Options

RANKWHAT RANKITEM
DURATION 1
REC-UPD 2
PG-READ 3
PG-WRITTEN 4
PG-IO 5
LOCK-REQ 6
PG-RATIO 7
CALC-RATIO 8
VIA-RATIO 9
#RU 10
#SUCCESS 11
#ABORT 12
%ABORT 13

The following example shows the IDMS Journal Analyzer Parameter Summary:

 [,START=mmddyyhhmm ]

 [,STOP=mmddyyhhmm ]

 [,INTVL=minutes ]

 ┌          /                                                    \ ┐

 │          │      / ,ALL=Y            \                         │ │
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 │          │ REC                                                │ │

 │          │      \ ,RECID=record-id  /                         │ │

 │          │       / ,ALL=Y                                   \ │ │

 │ DISPLAY= < DBKEY <                    [ ,LINE=line-number ] > > │

 │          │       \ ,PAGE=page-number                        / │ │

 │          │                                                    │ │

 │          │       / ,ALL=Y     \       ┌       / SUBSC \  ┐    │ │

 │          │ PROG                       │ ,VIEW            │    │ │

 │          │       \ ,NAME=name /       │       \ FULL  /  │    │ │

 │          │                            └                  ┘    │ │

 │          │                                                    │ │

 └          \                            [ ,DATA=ONLY ]          / ┘

 ┌                                                                    ┐

 │         / REC   \ ┌       / ONL\  /,RU=run-unit-id     \           │

 │ DLIMITS < DBKEY > │,TYPE= < BTC>                                   │

 │         \ PROG  / │       \ SYS/  \,#RUS=#-of-run-units/           │

 │                   └                                                │

 │                                                                    │

 │                                   /,#SETS=#-of-sets               \│

 │                                   <,#RUSETS=#-of-sets-per-run-unit>│

 └                                   \,NTH=sampling-frequency        /┘

 ┌        /RECID ,ID=record-id                                         \

 │DSUPPS=

 │        \RANGE ,LOWID=lowest-record-id ,HIGHID=highest-record-id     /

 └

BYPASS Parameter (Journal Analyzer)

The BYPASS Parameter is used to define a specific Program Name that will be bypassed during Data Extraction and
Reporting.

Each BYPASS parameter identifies one such program. Up to ten BYPASS Parameters can be specified as follows:

BYPASS = < Program name >

Extract File Format
This article describes the Extract file and the various extract data formats and report types with which the extracts are
associated. This file can be used as input to user written Special Purpose reporting programs.

Extract Record

The following is a COBOL definition of the extract record.

      *-------------------------------------------------------- *

      *T                                                               *

      *    EXTRACT RECORD                                              *

      *                                                                *

      *----------------------------------------------------------------*

           SKIP1
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       01  JOURNAL-EXTRACT     VALUE LOW-VALUES    PIC X(311).

           SKIP1

       01  FILLER  REDEFINES JOURNAL-EXTRACT                       SYNC.

           05  JER-REPORT-IDENT.

               10  JER-REPORT-TYPE                 PIC X(02).

                 88  JER-ACTIVITY                  VALUE '11'.

                 88  JER-DB-AREA                   VALUE '21'.

                 88  JER-DB-RECORD                 VALUE '22'.

                 88  JER-PROGRAM                   VALUE '31'.

                 88  JER-EVENT                     VALUE '91'.

                 88  JER-ABORTC                    VALUE '92'.

20               88  JER-MGMT                      VALUE '95'.

           05  FILLER                              PIC X(02).

           EJECT

           05  JES-SORT-DATA                       PIC X(52).

           SKIP1

           05  JES-ACTIVITY-SORT REDEFINES JES-SORT-DATA.

               10  JES-ACTV-KEY.

                   15  JES-ACTV-DATE.

                       20  YY                      PIC X(02).

                       20  SLASH1                  PIC X(01).

                       20  MM                      PIC X(02).

                       20  SLASH2                  PIC X(01).

                       20  DD                      PIC X(02).

                   15  JES-ACTV-TIME.

                       20  HH                      PIC X(02).

                       20  MIN                     PIC X(02).

                       20  SEC                     PIC X(02).

                       20  TTH                     PIC X(02).

                   15  JES-ACTV-RUNUNIT-IDENT.

                       20  JES-ACTV-RUNUNIT-QUAL   PIC X(8).

                       20  JES-ACTV-RUNUNIT-ID     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

                       20  JES-ACTV-RUNUNIT-SEQ    PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JES-ACTV-ONLINE-BATCH           PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-ACTV-ONLINE               VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-ACTV-BATCH                VALUE '2'.

               10  JES-ACTV-RECORD-TYPE            PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-ACTV-BGIN                 VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-ACTV-ENDJ                 VALUE '2'.

                 88  JES-ACTV-ABRT                 VALUE '3'.

                 88  JES-ACTV-COMT                 VALUE '4'.

                 88  JES-ACTV-AREA                 VALUE '5'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(06).

               10  JES-ACTV-ARCHIVE-SEQ            PIC S9(18) COMP.

                 88  JES-ACTV-FLUSH                VALUE ZERO.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(04).

           SKIP1

           05  JES-ACTIVITY-RESORT REDEFINES JES-SORT-DATA.

               10  JES-ACTV-RS-ONLINE-BATCH        PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-ACTV-RS-ONLINE            VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-ACTV-RS-BATCH             VALUE '2'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(03).

               10  JES-ACTV-RS-DURATION            PIC S9(5)V99 COMP-3.
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               10  JES-ACTV-RS-RUNUNIT-IDENT.

                   15  JES-ACTV-RS-RUNUNIT-QUAL    PIC X(8).

                   15  JES-ACTV-RS-RUNUNIT-ID      PIC S9(9)  COMP.

                   15  JES-ACTV-RS-RUNUNIT-SEQ     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JES-ACTV-RS-RECORD-TYPE         PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-ACTV-RS-BGIN              VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-ACTV-RS-ENDJ              VALUE '2'.

                 88  JES-ACTV-RS-ABRT              VALUE '3'.

                 88  JES-ACTV-RS-COMT              VALUE '4'.

                 88  JES-ACTV-RS-AREA              VALUE '5'.

               10  JES-ACTV-RS-FORCED-ABRT-SW      PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-ACTV-RS-FORCED-ABRT       VALUE '1'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(26).

           EJECT

           05  JES-DB-AREA-SORT REDEFINES JES-SORT-DATA.

               10  JES-DBAREA-KEY.

                   15  JES-DBAREA-DATE.

                       20  YY                      PIC X(02).

                       20  SLASH1                  PIC X(01).

                       20  MM                      PIC X(02).

                       20  SLASH2                  PIC X(01).

                       20  DD                      PIC X(02).

                   15  JES-DBAREA-TIME.

                       20  HH                      PIC X(02).

                       20  MIN                     PIC X(02).

                       20  SEC                     PIC X(02).

                       20  TTH                     PIC X(02).

                   15  JES-DBAREA-RUNUNIT-IDENT.

                       20  JES-DBAREA-RUNUNIT-QUAL PIC X(8).

                       20  JES-DBAREA-RUNUNIT-ID   PIC S9(9)  COMP.

                       20  JES-DBAREA-RUNUNIT-SEQ  PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JES-DBAREA-ARCHIVE-SEQ          PIC S9(18) COMP.

                 88  JES-DBAREA-FLUSH              VALUE ZERO.

               10  JES-DBAREA-PAGE                 PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JES-DBAREA-ONLINE-BATCH         PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-DBAREA-ONLINE             VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-DBAREA-BATCH              VALUE '2'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(01).

               10  JES-DBAREA-RECORD-ID            PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JES-DBAREA-RECORD-TYPE          PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-DBAREA-BFOR               VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-DBAREA-AFTR               VALUE '2'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(03).

           SKIP1

           05  JES-DB-AREA-RESORT REDEFINES JES-SORT-DATA.

               10  JES-DBA-RS-PAGE                 PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JES-DBA-RS-RECORD-ID            PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JES-DBA-RS-ONLINE-BATCH         PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-DBA-RS-ONLINE             VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-DBA-RS-BATCH              VALUE '2'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(01).

               10  JES-DBA-RS-DATE                 PIC X(08).

               10  JES-DBA-RS-TIME                 PIC X(06).
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               10  FILLER                          PIC X(02).

               10  JES-DBA-RS-RUNUNIT-IDENT.

                   15  JES-DBA-RS-RUNUNIT-QUAL     PIC X(8).

                   15  JES-DBA-RS-RUNUNIT-ID       PIC S9(9)  COMP.

                   15  JES-DBA-RS-RUNUNIT-SEQ      PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JES-DBA-RS-ARCHIVE-SEQ          PIC S9(18) COMP.

               10  JES-DBA-RS-RECORD-TYPE          PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-DBA-RS-BFOR               VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-DBA-RS-AFTR               VALUE '2'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(03).

           EJECT

           05  JES-DB-RECORD-SORT REDEFINES JES-SORT-DATA.

               10  JES-DBRCD-KEY.

                   15  JES-DBRCD-DATE.

                       20  YY                      PIC X(02).

                       20  SLASH1                  PIC X(01).

                       20  MM                      PIC X(02).

                       20  SLASH2                  PIC X(01).

                       20  DD                      PIC X(02).

                   15  JES-DBRCD-TIME.

                       20  HH                      PIC X(02).

                       20  MIN                     PIC X(02).

                       20  SEC                     PIC X(02).

                       20  TTH                     PIC X(02).

                   15  JES-DBRCD-RUNUNIT-IDENT.

                       20  JES-DBRCD-RUNUNIT-QUAL  PIC X(8).

                       20  JES-DBRCD-RUNUNIT-ID    PIC S9(9)  COMP.

                       20  JES-DBRCD-RUNUNIT-SEQ   PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JES-DBRCD-ARCHIVE-SEQ           PIC S9(18) COMP.

                 88  JES-DBRCD-FLUSH               VALUE ZERO.

               10  JES-DBRCD-RECORD-ID             PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JES-DBRCD-ONLINE-BATCH          PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-DBRCD-ONLINE              VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-DBRCD-BATCH               VALUE '2'.

               10  JES-DBRCD-RECORD-TYPE           PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-DBRCD-BFOR                VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-DBRCD-AFTR                VALUE '2'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(08).

           SKIP1

           05  JES-DB-RECORD-RESORT REDEFINES JES-SORT-DATA.

               10  JES-DBR-RS-RECORD-ID            PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JES-DBR-RS-ONLINE-BATCH         PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-DBR-RS-ONLINE             VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-DBR-RS-BATCH              VALUE '2'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(05).

               10  JES-DBR-RS-DATE                 PIC X(08).

               10  JES-DBR-RS-TIME                 PIC X(06).

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(02).

               10  JES-DBR-RS-RUNUNIT-IDENT.

                   15  JES-DBR-RS-RUNUNIT-QUAL     PIC X(8).

                   15  JES-DBR-RS-RUNUNIT-ID       PIC S9(9)  COMP.

                   15  JES-DBR-RS-RUNUNIT-SEQ      PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JES-DBR-RS-ARCHIVE-SEQ          PIC S9(18) COMP.
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               10  JES-DBR-RS-RECORD-TYPE          PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-DBR-RS-BFOR               VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-DBR-RS-AFTR               VALUE '2'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(03).

           EJECT

           05  JES-PROGRAM-SORT REDEFINES JES-SORT-DATA.

               10  JES-PROG-KEY.

                   15  JES-PROG-DATE.

                       20  YY                      PIC X(02).

                       20  SLASH1                  PIC X(01).

                       20  MM                      PIC X(02).

                       20  SLASH2                  PIC X(01).

                       20  DD                      PIC X(02).

                   15  JES-PROG-TIME.

                       20  HH                      PIC X(02).

                       20  MIN                     PIC X(02).

                       20  SEC                     PIC X(02).

                       20  TTH                     PIC X(02).

                   15  JES-PROG-RUNUNIT-IDENT.

                       20  JES-PROG-RUNUNIT-QUAL   PIC X(8).

                       20  JES-PROG-RUNUNIT-ID     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

                       20  JES-PROG-RUNUNIT-SEQ    PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JES-PROG-PROGRAM-NAME           PIC X(08).

               10  JES-PROG-RECORD-TYPE            PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-PROG-FLUSH                VALUE LOW-VALUES.

                 88  JES-PROG-BGIN                 VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-PROG-ENDJ                 VALUE '2'.

                 88  JES-PROG-ABRT                 VALUE '3'.

                 88  JES-PROG-COMT                 VALUE '4'.

                 88  JES-PROG-AREA                 VALUE '5'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(11).

           SKIP1

           05  JES-PROGRAM-RESORT REDEFINES JES-SORT-DATA.

               10  JES-PROG-RS-PROGRAM-NAME        PIC X(08).

               10  JES-PROG-RS-LEVEL               PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-PROG-RS-RU                VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-PROG-RS-DUR               VALUE '2'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(03).

               10  JES-PROG-RS-DURATION            PIC S9(5)V99 COMP-3.

               10  JES-PROG-RS-RUNUNIT.

                   15  JES-PROG-RS-DATE            PIC X(08).

                   15  JES-PROG-RS-TIME            PIC X(08).

                   15  JES-PROG-RS-RUNUNIT-IDENT.

                       20  JES-PROG-RS-RUNUNIT-QUAL PIC X(8).

                       20  JES-PROG-RS-RUNUNIT-ID  PIC S9(9)  COMP.

                       20  JES-PROG-RS-RUNUNIT-SEQ PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(04).

           EJECT

           05  JES-CHRONO-SORT REDEFINES JES-SORT-DATA.

               10  JES-CE-DATE.

                       20  YY                      PIC X(02).

                       20  SLASH1                  PIC X(01).

                       20  MM                      PIC X(02).
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                       20  SLASH2                  PIC X(01).

                       20  DD                      PIC X(02).

                   15  JES-CE-TIME.

                       20  HH                      PIC X(02).

                       20  MIN                     PIC X(02).

                       20  SEC                     PIC X(02).

                       20  TTH                     PIC X(02).

                   15  JES-CE-TIME-X REDEFINES JES-CE-TIME.

                       20  JES-CE-HH               PIC S9(2).

                       20  JES-CE-MIN              PIC S9(2).

               10  JES-CE-ARCHIVE-SEQ              PIC S9(18) COMP.

               10  JES-CE-RUNUNIT-IDENT.

                   15  JES-CE-RUNUNIT-QUAL         PIC X(8).

                   15  JES-CE-RUNUNIT-ID           PIC S9(9)  COMP.

                   15  JES-CE-RUNUNIT-SEQ          PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JES-CE-ONLINE-BATCH             PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-CE-ONLINE                 VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-CE-BATCH                  VALUE '2'.

               10  JES-CE-RECORD-TYPE              PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-CE-BGIN                   VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-CE-ENDJ                   VALUE '2'.

                 88  JES-CE-ABRT                   VALUE '3'.

                 88  JES-CE-COMT                   VALUE '4'.

                 88  JES-CE-AREA                   VALUE '5'.

                 88  JES-CE-DPRP                   VALUE 'A'.

                 88  JES-CE-DIND                   VALUE 'B'.

                 88  JES-CE-DCOM                   VALUE 'C'.

                 88  JES-CE-DBAK                   VALUE 'D'.

                 88  JES-CE-DPND                   VALUE 'E'.

                 88  JES-CE-DFGT                   VALUE 'F'.

                 88  JES-CE-DLID                   VALUE 'G'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(10).

           SKIP1

           05  JES-ABORTC-SORT REDEFINES JES-SORT-DATA.

               10  JES-ABORTC-DATE.

                   15  YY                          PIC X(02).

                   15  SLASH1                      PIC X(01).

                   15  MM                          PIC X(02).

                   15  SLASH2                      PIC X(01).

                   15  DD                          PIC X(02).

               10  JES-ABORTC-TIME.

                       20  HH                      PIC X(02).

                       20  MIN                     PIC X(02).

                       20  SEC                     PIC X(02).

                       20  TTH                     PIC X(02).

               10  JES-ABORTC-PROGRAM-NAME         PIC X(08).

               10  JES-ABORTC-COINCIDENT-NAME      PIC X(08).

                 88  JES-ABORTC-ABORTED            VALUE LOW-VALUES.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(20).

           SKIP1

           05  JES-ABORTC-RESORT REDEFINES JES-SORT-DATA.

               10  JES-ABORTC-RS-COINCIDENT        PIC X(08).

               10  JES-ABORTC-RS-RATIO             PIC S9(3)V99 COMP-3.
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               10  FILLER                          PIC X(01).

               10  JES-ABORTC-RS-ABORTED           PIC X(08).

               10  JES-ABORTC-RS-OCCURS            PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JES-ABORTC-RS-ABORTS            PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(28).

           EJECT

           05  JES-MANAGEMENT-SORT REDEFINES JES-SORT-DATA.

               10  JES-MGMT-KEY.

                   15  JES-MGMT-DATE.

                       20  YY                      PIC X(02).

                       20  SLASH1                  PIC X(01).

                       20  MM                      PIC X(02).

                       20  SLASH2                  PIC X(01).

                       20  DD                      PIC X(02).

                   15  JES-MGMT-TIME               PIC X(08).

                   15  JES-MGMT-PROGRAM-NAME       PIC X(08).

                   15  JES-MGMT-RUNUNIT-IDENT.

                       20  JES-MGMT-RUNUNIT-QUAL   PIC X(8).

                       20  JES-MGMT-RUNUNIT-ID     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

                       20  JES-MGMT-RUNUNIT-SEQ    PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JES-MGMT-RECORD-TYPE            PIC X(01).

                 88  JES-MGMT-FLUSH                VALUE LOW-VALUES.

                 88  JES-MGMT-BGIN                 VALUE '1'.

                 88  JES-MGMT-ENDJ                 VALUE '2'.

                 88  JES-MGMT-ABRT                 VALUE '3'.

                 88  JES-MGMT-COMT                 VALUE '4'.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(11).

           SKIP1

           05  JED-EXTRACT-DATA                    PIC X(255).

           SKIP1

           05  JD1-TYPE1-DATA REDEFINES JED-EXTRACT-DATA.

               10  JD1-PROGRAM-NAME                PIC X(08).

               10  JD1-PROGRAM-DURATION REDEFINES

                   JD1-PROGRAM-NAME                PIC S9(5)V99 COMP-3.

               10  JD1-QUIESCE-LEVEL               PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JD1-TASK-ID.

                   15  JD1-TASK-ID-PREFIX          PIC X(04).

                    88  JD1-BATCH                  VALUE 'BATC'.

                   15  JD1-TASK-ID-SUFFIX          PIC X(04).

               10  JD1-USER-ID                     PIX X(32).

               10  JD1-EXT-USERID                  PIX X(32).

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(173).

           EJECT

           05  JD2-TYPE2-DATA REDEFINES JED-EXTRACT-DATA.

               10  JD2-PROGRAM-NAME                PIC X(08).

                 88  JD2-PROGRAM-ABORTED           VALUE LOW-VALUES.

               10  JD2-CHKPT-DATE.

                   15  YY                          PIC X(02).

                   15  SLASH1                      PIC X(01).

                   15  MM                          PIC X(02).

                   15  SLASH2                      PIC X(01).

                   15  DD                          PIC X(02).

               10  JD2-CHKPT-TIME.
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                   15  HH                          PIC X(02).

                   15  MIN                         PIC X(02).

                   15  SEC                         PIC X(02).

                   15  TTH                         PIC X(02).

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(02).

               10  JD2-QUIESCE-LEVEL               PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JD2-TASK-ID                     PIC X(08).

               10  JD2-AREA-COUNT                  PIC S9(5)  COMP.

               10  JD2-BFOR-COUNT                  PIC S9(5)  COMP.

               10  JD2-AFTR-COUNT                  PIC S9(5)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COMT-COUNT                  PIC S9(5)  COMP.

               10  JD2-RECORDS-UPDATED             PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-PAGES-READ                  PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-PAGES-WRITTEN               PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-PAGES-TOTAL                 PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-CALC-HOME-PAGE              PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-CALC-OVERFLOW               PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-VIA-OWNER-PAGE              PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-VIA-OVERFLOW                PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-RECORDS-REQUESTED           PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-RECORDS-CURRENT             PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-CALLS-TO-DBMS               PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-FRAGMENTS-STORED            PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-ROOTS-RCDS-RELOC            PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-LOCKS-REQUESTED             PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-SEL-LOCKS-HELD              PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-UPD-LOCKS-HELD              PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT17                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT18                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT19                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT20                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT21                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT22                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT23                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT24                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT25                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT26                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT27                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT28                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT29                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD2-COUNT30                     PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(83).

           SKIP1

           05  JD2B-TYPE2-DATA REDEFINES JED-EXTRACT-DATA.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(52).

               10  JD2B-COUNT OCCURS 30 TIMES      PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(83).

           EJECT

           05  JD2C-SORT-DATA REDEFINES JED-EXTRACT-DATA.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(253).

               10  JD2C-SORT-EXTENSION.

                   15  JES-PROG-RS-RECORD-TYPE     PIC X(01).

                     88  JES-PROG-RS-BGIN          VALUE '1'.
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                     88  JES-PROG-RS-ENDJ          VALUE '2'.

                     88  JES-PROG-RS-ABRT          VALUE '3'.

                     88  JES-PROG-RS-COMT          VALUE '4'.

                     88  JES-PROG-RS-AREA          VALUE '5'.

                   15  JES-PROG-RS-FORCED-ABRT-SW  PIC X(01).

                     88  JES-PROG-RS-FORCED-ABRT   VALUE '1'.

           SKIP1

           05  JD3-TYPE3-DATA REDEFINES JED-EXTRACT-DATA.

               10  JD3-VERB                        PIC S9(2)  COMP.

               10  JD3-DISPLACE-CALL               PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JD3-DBK-PAGE                    PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD3-DBK-LINE                    PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JD3-RECORD-ID                   PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JD3-PAGE-DISPLACE               PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JD3-RECORD-LENGTH               PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JD3-PREFIX-LENGTH               PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JD3-PREFIX  OCCURS 236 TIMES    PIC X(01).

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(01).

           SKIP1

           05  JD4-TYPE4-DATA REDEFINES JED-EXTRACT-DATA.

               10  JD4-AREA-NAME                   PIC X(20).

               10  JD4-LOW-PAGE                    PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD4-HIGH-PAGE                   PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  JD4-OPEN-MODE                   PIC S9(4)  COMP.

                 88  JD4-RETRIEVAL                 VALUE +1.

                 88  JD4-UPDATE                    VALUE +2.

               10  JD4-OPEN-ACCESS                 PIC S9(4)  COMP.

                 88  JD4-SHARED                    VALUE +1.

                 88  JD4-EXCLUSIVE                 VALUE +2.

                 88  JD4-PROTECTED                 VALUE +4.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(223).

           05  JED-DXXX-DATA REDEFINES JED-EXTRACT-DATA.

               10  JED-DXXX-NODE                   PIC X(8).

               10  JED-DXXX-DTRID                  PIC X(24).

               10  JED-DXXX-FILLER                 PIC X(8).

               10  JED-DXXX-LIDOF                  PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  JED-DXXX-LIDNUM                 PIC S9(4)  COMP.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(211).

           05  JED-DXXX-LID  REDEFINES JED-EXTRACT-DATA.

               10  JED-DXXX-PGM-ID                 PIC X(8).

               10  JED-DXXX-LOC-ID                 PIC S9(9)  COMP.

               10  FILLER                          PIC X(243).

_

Display File Format
This article describes the Display file and the various display record formats and the display types with which the records
are associated. This file can be used as input to user written Special Purpose reporting programs.

Display File

The Display file is created by the EXTRACT phase and is input to the DISPLAY phase. It contains selected before and
after images from the Archive Journal file. Normally, the Display file is of a transient nature (passed from the MAIN
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phase to the DISPLAY phase and then released); however, the Display file can be kept for your own special reporting
requirements.

The display record is a variable-length record composed of an 84-byte sort header and a database record image. A 4-byte
segment (record descriptor word - RDW) physically precedes each display record but is logically transparent to COBOL
programs.

Display Record

The following is a COBOL definition of the display record.

01  DISPLAY-RECORD.

    05  DVL-RDW

        10  DVL-LENGTH                              PIC     S9(4)  COMP.

        10  DVL-FILLER                              PIC     X(2).

    05  DDI-DISPLAY-IDENT.

        10  DDI-DISPLAY-TYPE                        PIC     X(2).

            88    DDI-RECORD-ID                     VALUE   'D1'.

            88    DDI-RECORD-DBKEY                  VALUE   'D2'.

            88    DDI-PROGRAM                       VALUE   'D3'.

    10 FILLER                                       PIC     X(2)

    EJECT

    05  DSD-SORT-DATA                               PIC     X(40).

    05  FILLER REDEFINES DS1-SORT-DATA

        10  DS1-SORT-DATA-1                         PIC     X(8).

        10  DS1-RECORD-ID-SORT REDEFINES DS1-SORT-DATA-1.

            15  DS1-RECORD-ID                       PIC     S9(4)  COMP.

        10  DS1-RECORD-DBKEY-SORT REDEFINES DS1-SORT-DATA-1.

            15  DS1-DBK-PAGE                        PIC     S9(9)  COMP.

            15  DS1-DBK-LINE                        PIC     S9(4)  COMP.

        10  DS1-PROGRAM-SORT REDEFINES DS1-SORT-DATA-1.

            15  DS1-PROGRAM-NAME                    PIC     X(8).

        10  DS2-SORT-DATA-2.

            15  DS2-KEY.

                20  DS2-DATE                        PIC     X(8).

                20  DS2-TIME                        PIC     X(8).

                20  DS2-RUNUNIT-IDENT.

                    25  DS2-RUNUNIT-ID              PIC     S9(9)  COMP.

                    25  DS2-RUNUNIT-SEQ             PIC     S9(9)  COMP.

            15  DS2-ARCHIVE-SEQ                     PIC     S9(18) COMP.

                88  DS2-ABORT  VALUE ZERO.

05  DAD-ADDITIONAL-DATA                         PIC     X(32).

05  FILLER REDEFINES DAD-ADDITIONAL-DATA.

    10  DAD-PROGRAM-NAME                        PIC     X(8).

    10  DAD-DBKEY-FORMAT                        PIC     S9(9)  COMP.

    10  DAD-DBKEY.

        15  DAD-DBK-PAGE                        PIC     S9(9)  COMP.

        15  DAD-DBK-LINE                        PIC     S9(4)  COMP.

    10  DAD-VERB                                PIC     S9(3)  COMP.

    10  DAD-RECORD-ID                           PIC     S9(4)  COMP.

    10  DAD-RECORD-LENGTH                       PIC     S9(4)  COMP.

    10  DAD-PREFIX-LENGTH                       PIC     S9(4)  COMP.

    10  DAD-TYPE                                PIC     X(1).
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        88  DAD-BFOR                            VALUE   '1'.

        88  DAD-AFTR                            VALUE   '2'.

    10  DAD-PROGRAM-VIEWS.

        15  DAD-SUBSCHEMA-VIEW                  PIC     X(1).

            88  DAD-VIEW                        VALUE   '1'.

        15  DAD-DATA-VIEW                       PIC    X(1).

            88  DAD-DATA-ONLY                   VALUE   '1'.

    10  DAD-ABORT-FLAG                          PIC     X(1).

        88    DAD-ABORT                         VALUE HIGH-VALUES.

    10  DAD-PREFIX-ONLY                         PIC     X.

        88    PREFIX ONLY                       VALUE   'Y'.

    10 FILLER                                   PIC     X

05  DDC-DISPLAY-CHAR                            PIC     X(1).

                  OCCURS 32676 TIMES

                  DEPENDING ON DAD-RECORD-LENGTH.

Concatenation Utility
This article describes the z/VSE Journal Concatenation Utility program (USJCNCT) that lets you concatenate multiple
Archive Journal files into a single tape file, including an example of JCL for installing and using the utility.

Archive Journal File

If several disk journals are offloaded to tape during a processing day, it is possible that run unit information might straddle
multiple archive files. If an individual archive file is processed by IDMS Journal Analyzer, some run unit statistics may
be lost. To avoid this situation, IDMS Journal Analyzer accepts concatenated archive files as input. The files must be
concatenated in timewise sequence for proper processing.

In z/VSE environments, a user can execute the DITTO utility to concatenate multiple archive tapes, in lieu of a data
management facility or another z/VSE utility program. One alternative is to use CAs concatenation utility (USJCNCT) to
accomplish the concatenation task.

z/VSE Journal Concatenation Utility

The z/VSE Journal Concatenation Utility (USJCNCT) program allows the z/VSE user to concatenate multiple Archive
Journal files into a single tape file. All input tapes are mounted on the SYS011 tape unit, and the output tape is mounted
on the SYS012 device.

The CPU operator is prompted with mounting and dismounting messages for the input files. The operator is also queried
whether another tape file is available. The valid operator responses are: 'TAPE', 'TAP', 'TA', and 'T'. All other responses
cause the termination of the utility program.

The following is an example of the JCL required to install the concatenation utility.

// JOB CATALOG*** CATALOG CONCATENATION UTILITY ***

// OPTION CATAL

  PHASE USJCNCT,*

  INCLUDE USJCNCT

// LBLTYP TAPE

// EXEC LNKEDT

/*

/&

The following is an example of the USJCNCT JCL.
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// JOB USJCNCT                       * TAPE CONCATENATION UTILITY*

// TLBL TAPEIN                       INPUT TAPE FILES

// ASSGN SYS011,TAPE

// TLBL TAPEOUT,'ARCHIVE.JOURNAL'    OUTPUT TAPE FILE

// ASSGN SYS012,TAPE

// EXEC USJCNCT

/*

//

Character Set
This section describes the use for the Subschema View of Program Displays EBCDIC character set is used. If a field
contains data not listed here, that field is shown in hexadecimal format.

The following is a listing of the character set used:

SPACE

CENT                       _

PERIOD                     .

LESS

LEFT PAREN                 (

PLUS                       +

OR

AMPERSAND                  &

EXCLAMATION                !

DOLLAR                     $

ASTERISK                   *

RIGHT PAREN                )

SEMI COLON                 ;

NOT

HYPHEN                     -

SLASH                      /

COMMA                      ,

PERCENT                    %

UNDER                      _

GREATER

QUESTION                   ?

COLON                      :

POUND (NUMBER)             #

AT                         @

APOSTROPHE (single quote)  '

EQUAL                      =

QUOTE (double quote)       "

UPPERCASE English ALPHA    A-Z

NUMBERS                    0-9

Log Analyzer
IDMS Log Analyzer, an IDMS database analysis and management tool, produces a variety of reports that present useful
information about database utilization. All of the IDMS Log Analyzer reports are generated from information written to the
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IDMS Log. The IDMS Log Analyzer assumes if the year is greater than 69 the century is 19; if the year is less than 69 the
century is 20.

What is IDMS Log Analyzer?
IDMS Log Analyzer, an IDMS performance analysis and management tool, records information taken from the IDMS Log
and produces a variety of database analysis reports that gauge resource use and system performance.

IDMS Log Analyzer reports provide a clear, accurate, and up-to-date picture of resource use at your installation.
This database utility also answers many other system management questions that will help you fine-tune your IDMS
environment and help make users accountable for database use.

Users who are familiar with IDMS Journal Analyzer will recognize certain IDMS Log Analyzer reports because they closely
resemble some of the reports available through IDMS Journal Analyzer. But they are generated using statistics from the
Archived Log rather than the Journal File. This means you can get some of the same management information from IDMS
Log Analyzer without the system overhead associated with reading statistics from the Journal File.

In addition, IDMS Log Analyzer uses information from the Log File that is not contained in the Journal File. With IDMS
and the IDMS Log Analyzer version of the IDMS SVC exit, billing-related information that can be helpful in a chargeback
situation is contained on the log. IDMS Log Analyzer takes this information, ties it to a particular user, and produces
billing-related reports that can augment billing/chargeback and budgeting procedures at your installation. Source code for
this SVC exit and these reports enables you to tailor them to meet your specific needs.

Billing data also is available as a separate file. You can customize the IDMS Log Analyzer Billing Record File to meet
existing system requirements by modifying source code supplied by Broadcom.

How IDMS Log Analyzer Improves Productivity

IDMS Log Analyzer reports will expand your management perspective and allow you to improve productivity at your IDMS
installation.

Using IDMS Log Analyzer reports, you can establish system controls with discretion, forecast trends concerning use of the
information resource and gain a better understanding of IDMS performance capabilities. Specifically, IDMS Log Analyzer
reports:

• Identify the user, transaction, terminal, or account number that is associated with database use.
• Present IDMS statistics in a format you can use to measure and evaluate database resource consumption and system

performance.
• Provide quantitative statistics on I/Os, CPU cycles, total run-units that give you a picture of total system efficiency.

Reports Produced By IDMS Log Analyzer

IDMS Log Analyzer generates a total of 13 log reports and an audit report, and it also creates a Billing Record File. This
database utility is parameter-driven: you control the output by supplying the proper parameters. All IDMS Log Analyzer
reports use statistics from the IDMS Log to produce reports.

IDMS Log Analyzer reports can optionally show all log record times in UTC time. By default all log records are shown in
Local time.

Three Types of IDMS Log Analyzer Reports

IDMS Log Analyzer produces three major types of log reports, including:
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Billing Reports
—Four Billing Reports relate IDMS statistics to the user(s) of the database. While IDMS Log Analyzer is not a
billing package, the reports provide useful IDMS statistics that are tied to job accounting data for batch users and
to terminal ID, user ID, or transaction ID for CICS, IDMS/DC, or ADS dialog transactions. These reports are open-
ended, because Broadcom also provides source code that allows you to tailor them to the existing billing system
in your environment. See Customizing the Billing Reports.

Management Reports
—Five Management Reports present information on CPU cycle

Program Reports
—Four Program Reports contain both detailed and summarized information by application program or dialog.
These reports provide statistics on pages read, ratios, counts, and other significant IDMS statistics.

Reports on ADS Dialogs

ADS dialogs are included in the reports, listed as online programs. The statistics generated are the same as the statistics
for programs. IDMS Log Analyzer also reports overhead records for ADS, containing system usage statistics that cannot
be attributed to any specific dialog. The overhead records are reported as separate programs (named $ADS@@OH
and $ADS@@AO). If you are using these records for billing/chargeback purposes, you should divide the usage in these
reports proportionately among the dialogs executed by each user.

Audit Report Summarizes Processing

The Audit Report monitors and summarizes IDMS Log Analyzer processing, lists all messages generated during each
execution, and also lists the parameters you specified.

Using the Billing Record File

The Billing Record File collects database utilization information from the IDMS Log. This file can be used as input
to an existing billing system in your environment. This file adds new flexibility to the IDMS environment by providing
IDMS statistics such as CPU cycle information and I/Os, then ties this information to user ID by transaction, terminal, or
operator.

Customizing the Billing Record File

The module that produces the Billing Record File is supplied as source code. This functional billing model can be
customized to meet your particular needs, as dictated by your billing/chargeback system, and then used as input to your
in-house billing system.

SVC User Exit Module

The SVC User Exit Module is a feature provided by IDMS Log Analyzer that helps control data from the IDMS Log.

Invoked in the IDMS SVC as a BIND RUN-UNIT is processed, this module makes it possible for you to not only log
information on run-unit execution for inclusion in the billing file, but also to log information that relates run-unit information
back to the specific batch job or TP task from which it originated.

As supplied, the module will capture user identification information (by terminal, transaction, or operator for each CICS
transaction, or by account for each batch job) so that it can be written to the IDMS Log. Then IDMS statistics can be tied
back to other statistics for the same user transaction or program.

The module is supplied as source code. This means you can use the identification information selected by Broadcom or
you can tailor it to meet your organization's needs. When combined with the ability to customize the billing reports and the
billing file, this exit module gives you control over the content and format of statistical (billing) data taken from the IDMS
Log.
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Reports and Their Functions

Contents

Billing Reports

Billing Reports use statistics from the IDMS Log to produce four reports that can serve as a functional model for building
an effective billing system in your environment. Depending on the parameters you select, run-unit activity can be tied to a
specific user, transaction, terminal, or account number. These reports can be customized to meet your unique needs.

• Billing Details Report
• Billing Summary Report
• Billing System Summary Report
• Billing Grand Summary Report

Billing Record File

This file can be input to your existing billing/chargeback system and can also be customized to meet your unique
requirements.

Program Reports

Program Reports use statistics from the IDMS Log to offer detailed and summarized reports that show how efficiently your
application programs and dialogs are using IDMS.

• Program Details Report
• Program Summary Report
• Program System Summary Report
• Program Grand Summary Report

Management Reports

IDMS Log Analyzer produces three types of Management Reports: Highlights/Summary Reports, Highlights/Buffer Pool
Utilization Report, and the Management Ranking Report.

• Management Highlights/Summary Reports
– Highlights Program Summary Report
– Highlights System Summary Report
– Highlights Grand Summary Report

• Management Highlights/Buffer Pool Utilization Report
• Management Ranking Report

Audit Report

Generated dynamically, the Audit Report summarizes processing, lists messages received during an execution of IDMS
Log Analyzer, and lists all the parameters you supplied.

IDMS Log Analyzer Parameters
This section describes the parameters needed to produce the IDMS Log Analyzer. There are two primary parameters:
PROCESS and REPORT. The COMMENTS option allows you to include notes, observations, or comments with
parameter statements.
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Parameters and Their Uses

Two parameters control IDMS Log Analyzer output: PROCESS and REPORT. The PROCESS parameter initiates IDMS
Log Analyzer processing. The REPORT parameter specifies which IDMS Log Analyzer report is to be printed.

The COMMENTS option gives you the ability to store comments, observations, or notes about certain reports and their
uses with the parameter statements that request those reports.

PROCESS

The PROCESS parameter is mandatory and should precede all report parameters. It supplies certain global parameters
that initiate all processing performed by IDMS Log Analyzer.

REPORT

The REPORT parameter specifies which type of IDMS Log Analyzer report is to be created and defines the data that is to
be printed. Up to 20 reports can be requested for each execution of IDMS Log Analyzer.

COMMENTS Option

The COMMENTS option included in IDMS Log Analyzer is designed for your convenience and can be used at your
discretion. When you place an asterisk (*) in the first column of a parameter statement, you can insert notes, observations,
comments on reports and their uses, or any other information that will be helpful for future reference. IDMS Log Analyzer
parameter syntax follows the notation conventions shown in Table 3-1 and syntax rules shown in Table 3-2. Please review
these conventions and rules.

Notation Conventions for Parameter Statements:

Example Function

PROCESS All keywords are written in UPPERCASE. Those portions of the
keyword that must be entered are UNDERSCORED. When part of
a keyword is not underscored, you may omit it without altering the
meaning of the statement.

CONTINUE= YES A keyword phrase is made up of a major keyword followed by
an equal sign (=), followed by a minor keyword or a variable. A
keyword phrase cannot be split between two parameter cards.

INTERVAL=interval Variables appear in lowercase italic. Substitute an appropriate
value for each variable if the keyword phrase is required.

INTERVAL=60, RANK=45 Keyword phrases must be separated by a comma. All text
between a keyword phrase and the next comma is ignored.

[,NAME=name] Brackets indicate optional keyword phrases. If you omit the entire
parameter, IDMS Log Analyzer will supply a default value.

◄ Points to the default in a list of choices.

FILE= {NO YES◄} Braces enclose two or more options in a column. You must
choose one of them.

Parameter Syntax Rules:

Item Rule

Order of Parameter Statements Parameter statements are free-form. They can be entered in any
order.
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Continuing a Parameter Statement To continue a parameter statement onto the next card, key in a
trailing comma.

Maximum Number of Reports Possible Per Execution A total of 20 reports can be requested during each execution of
IDMS Log Analyzer. This means you can choose 20 Program
Detail Reports, for example, or any combination of reports and
options available through IDMS Log Analyzer.

Entering Blanks on Parameter Statements You can enter blanks (character spaces) to separate keywords to
improve readability in a parameter statement without affecting the
parameter. Do not enter blanks within a keyword or value field.

Positions of Keyword Phrases on Parameter Statements All keyword phrases must be entered between positions 1 and 72
on each parameter card.
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Process Parameter (IDMS Log Analyzer)

The PROCESS parameter specifies that IDMS Log Analyzer processing is desired. It also specifies parameters that have
global meaning for the entire execution of IDMS Log Analyzer. PROCESS ismandatory.

The PROCESS parameter syntax is:

PROCESS [,CONTINUE={YES

                   NO◄}]

        [,RHDCRUAL={YES

                   NO◄}]

        [,IDMSXXXX={YES

                   NO◄}]

        [ABEND={YES◄

                   NO}]

        [ UTC ]

PROCESS Syntax

PROCESS

Identifies the PROCESS statement.

CONTINUE Syntax and Options

CONTINUE={YES

         NO◄}

Indicates whether reports should be produced if invalid parameters (parameter errors) are detected.

• YES--indicates that processing will continue even if an invalid parameter is encountered. IDMS Log Analyzer will
ignore the invalid parameter and continue processing by locating the next valid parameter statement. An error
message indicating an invalid parameter statement will appear on the Audit Report.

• NO--indicates that after all parameters have been validated, processing will terminate if an invalid parameter statement
was encountered. An error message will appear on the Audit Report. 

Default: NO

RHDCRUAL Syntax and Options

RHDCRUAL={YES

         NO◄}

Indicates whether IDMS/DC internal run-units will be selected for processing by subsequent REPORT parameters.

• YES--indicates that run-unit RHDCRUAL will be selected for processing by subsequent REPORT parameters.
• NO--indicates that run-unit RHDCRUAL will not be selected for processing by subsequent REPORT parameters. 

Default: NO

IDMSXXXX Syntax and Options

IDMSXXXX={YES

          NO◄}
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Indicates whether run-units with program names beginning with IDMS will be selected for processing by subsequent
REPORT parameters.

• YES--indicates that run-units with program names beginning with IDMS will be selected for processing by subsequent
REPORT parameters.

• NO--indicates that run-units with program names beginning with IDMS will not be selected for processing by
subsequent REPORT parameters. 

Default: NO

ABEND

ABEND={YES◄

       NO}

Indicates whether IDMS Log Analyzer is to terminate with an abend (operation exception) when a serious error occurs.

• YES--indicates that processing will terminate with an abend (operation exception) when a serious error occurs.
• NO--indicates that processing will terminate without an abend when a serious error occurs. (In a z/OS environment, a

return code of 16 will be set.) If the cause of the error is not readily apparent, Broadcom Support may request that you
rerun with ABEND=YES

Default: YES

UTC

Specifies that all log records times are shown in UTC time. By default all log record times are shown in local time.

Billing Reports/Billing Record File Parameters

Contents

The Billing Reports are available at four levels: details, summary, system, and grand summary. Grand summary, the fourth
report level, is produced automatically when you select multiple time intervals. To generate these reports or the Billing
Record File, use the parameter syntax listed here.

The parameters are:

REPORT=BILLING [,START=mmddyyhhmm] [,STOP=mmddyyhhmm]

       [,INTERVAL=mmmmm]

       [,LEVEL={SUMMARY

                DETAIL

                SYSTEM◄}]

       [,FILE= {ONLY

                NO
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                YES◄}]

       [,RUTYPE= {ONLINE

                  BATCH

                  SYSTEM◄}]

       [,RUNAME= {OPER-ID

                  TERM-ID

                  TRANS-ID

                  ACCOUNT}]

       [,NAME=name or * ]

REPORT Syntax

REPORT=BILLING

Indicates that IDMS Log Analyzer is to process a request for a BILLING Report.

START Syntax

START=mmddyyhhmm

Specifies the starting date and time for a single report request.

Default: The default is the earliest Log date/time found in the input file.

Rules:

1. Start time must be specified in mmddyyhhmm format, where mmddyy represents the Gregorian date (month/day/year)
and hhmm is the time (hour/minute) using the 24-hour clock.

2. All zeros must be entered as placeholders. For example, 0102032301 would be entered for 11:01 p.m. on January 2,
2003.

STOP Syntax

STOP=mmddyyhhmm

Specifies the end of a selected time period for a single report request.

Default: The default for this keyword is the latest Log date/time found in the input file.

Rules:

1. Stop time must be specified in mmddyyhhmm format, where mmddyy represents the Gregorian date (month/day/year)
and hhmm is the time (hour/minute) using the 24-hour clock.

2. All zeros must be entered as placeholders. For example, 0102032301 would be entered for 11:01 p.m. on January 2,
2003.
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INTERVAL Syntax

INTERVAL=mmmmm

Specifies whether the time period you selected using the START and STOP parameters is to be divided into intervals and
also specifies the length of those intervals.

Default: Zero. Therefore, the time period will be reported as a single interval.

Rules:

1. INTERVAL must be specified in the mmmmm (minutes) format. (It is not necessary to include leading zeros.)
2. If you specify multiple intervals, a Grand Summary Report will be produced automatically.

LEVEL Syntax and Options

LEVEL={SUMMARY

       DETAIL

       SYSTEM◄}

Use this parameter to specify the level of reporting that you want printed.

• DETAIL--indicates that you want IDMS Log Analyzer to print the Billing Details Report. (A Billing Summary Report and
a Billing System Summary Report also will be produced for each time interval. A Grand Summary is produced only
when you request multiple intervals.)

• SUMMARY--indicates that you want a Billing Summary Report by program name. (A system summary will be produced
for each time interval specified by the INTERVAL parameter. A Grand Summary is produced automatically whenever
multiple intervals are reported.)

• SYSTEM--indicates that you want only system summaries to be produced for each time interval. A Grand Summary is
produced if multiple intervals are reported.

Default: SYSTEM

FILE Syntax and Options

FILE= {ONLY

       NO

       YES◄}

Use the FILE parameter to control the creation of a Billing Record File and a Billing Report.

• ONLY--indicates that you want IDMS Log Analyzer to create only the Billing Record File but not the Billing Report(s).
• NO--indicates that you want a Billing Report(s) but not the Billing Record File.
• YES--indicates that you want IDMS Log Analyzer to create the Billing Record File along with a Billing Report(s).

Default: YES

RUTYPE Syntax and Options

RUTYPE= {ONLINE

         BATCH

         SYSTEM◄}

When each run-unit was originally executed by IDMS, it was executed as either a batch or online task. Using this
parameter, you can specify whether the Billing Report will select only batch or only online run-units, or you can use the
SYSTEM parameter to indicate that all system tasks (both batch and online) are to be reported.
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Use this parameter to specify which type of run-units are to be selected for reporting.

• BATCH--indicates that only batch run-units are to be reported on the Billing Report.
• ONLINE--indicates that only ONLINE run-units are to be reported on the Billing Report.
• SYSTEM--indicates that both batch and online run-units are to be reported on the Billing Report.

Default: SYSTEM

RUNAME Syntax and Options

RUNAME= {OPER-ID

         TERM-ID

         TRANS-ID

         ACCOUNT}

An individual run-unit or ADS dialog may be identified in a number of ways. The way IDMS Log Analyzer identifies a run-
unit is determined by two things:

• Whether this run-unit originates from an online transaction or a batch transaction.
• Whether this is a request for a Billing Report or a Program Report.

Billing Report parameters allow you to specify which field will be chosen as the identifying element of the run-unit (the
run-unit name or RUNAME). Only the Billing Reports offer you this option. Online run-units can be identified by operator,
terminal, or transaction of origin. Batch run-units can only be identified by the batch job's accounting information (i.e.,
account number, etc.).

• OPER-ID--specifies that online run-units (or dialogs) are to be identified by operator ID.
• TERM-ID--specifies that online run-units (or dialogs) are to be identified by terminal ID.
• TRANS-ID--specifies that online run-units (or dialogs) are to be specified by transaction ID. TRANS-ID is the default for

online run-units.
• ACCOUNT--specifies that batch run-units are to be identified by account (i.e., account number or account name).

ACCOUNT is the default for all batch run-units.

Default: ACCOUNT is the default for all batch run-units. TRANS-ID is the default for all online run-units.

NAME Syntax and Options

NAME = name or *

This parameter lets you select only those run-unit records that have a specific (or generic) run-unit name. The field that is
to contain this name is specified by the RUNAME parameter.

Use this parameter to specify the actual (or generic) operator ID, terminal ID, transaction ID, or account information that a
run-unit must have in order for that run-unit to be selected for analysis on the Billing Report.

Default: *. See note below for more information.

NOTE
IDMS Log Analyzer will perform generic processing. For example, if you key in an asterisk (*) before a name
field (i.e., NAME = *ABC), all run-units whose name field (as specified by the RUNAME parameter) begins with
ABC will be included in the report.

The overhead records for ADS can be accessed by specifying RUNAME=TRANS-ID, NAME=$ADS@@OH.

Rules:

1. A maximum of eight characters can be entered for OPER-ID, TERM-ID, or TRANS-ID.
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2. When BATCH is selected as RUTYPE and ACCOUNT is chosen as RUNAME, up to eleven (11) characters can be
supplied for this value field.

How RUNAME, RUTYPE, and NAME Parameters Interrelate

RUNAME is different for online run-units than it is for batch run-units. This means you should use NAME with RUTYPE =
SYSTEM only after carefully considering whether the RUNAME fields of batch and online run-units will both contain the
same value. For example, if you specify NAME = ABC, will batch run-units have an ACCOUNT field of ABC and online
run-units have a TRANS-ID (or OPER-ID or TERM-ID) field of ABC?

Program Report Parameters

Four Program Reports are available at four different levels: detail, summary, and system. The fourth level, grand
summary, is generated automatically if you select multiple intervals. To get these reports, use the parameter syntax listed
on this page.

 REPORT=PROGRAM [,START=mmddyyhhmm] [,STOP=mmddyyhhmm]

  

 

        [,INTERVAL=mmmmm]

  

 

        [,LEVEL={SUMMARY

  DETAIL

  SYSTEM◄}]

  

 

        [,NAME=name or * ]

 

REPORT Syntax
 REPORT= PROGRAM

 

Specifies that IDMS Log Analyzer is to create and print a PROGRAM Report.

START Syntax
 START = mmddyyhhmm

Specifies the starting date and time for a single report request.

Default: The earliest Log date/time found in the input file.

Rules:

1. Start time must be specified in mmddyyhhmm format, where mmddyy represents the Gregorian date (month/day/year)
and hhmm is the time (hour/minute) using the 24-hour clock.

2. All zeros must be entered as placeholders. For example, 0102032301 would be entered for 11:01 p.m. on January 2,
2003.

STOP Syntax
 STOP = mmddyyhhmm

Specifies the end of a selected time period for a single report request.
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Default: The default for this keyword is the latest Log date/time found in the input file.

Rules:

1. Stop time must be specified in mmddyyhhmm format, where mmddyy represents the Gregorian date (month/day/year)
and hhmm is the time (hour/minute) using the 24-hour clock.

2. All zeros must be entered as placeholders. For example, 0102032301 would be entered for 11:01 p.m. on January 2,
2003.

INTERVAL Syntax
 INTERVAL = mmmmm

Specifies whether the time period you selected using the START and STOP parameters is to be divided into intervals and
also specifies the length of those intervals.

Default: Zero. Therefore, the time period will be reported as a single interval.

Rules:

1. INTERVAL must be specified in the mmmmm (minutes) format. (It is not necessary to include leading zeros.)
2. If you specify multiple intervals, a Grand Summary Report will be produced automatically.

LEVEL Syntax and Options
 LEVEL={SUMMARY

  DETAIL

  SYSTEM◄}

 

Use this parameter to specify the level of report that you want printed.

• DETAIL--indicates that you want IDMS Log Analyzer to print the Program Details Report (A Program Summary Report
and a Program System Summary Report also will be produced for each time interval. A Grand Summary is produced
only when you request multiple intervals.)

• SUMMARY--indicates that you want a Program Summary Report for all run units selected. In addition, a system
summary will be produced for each time interval specified by the INTERVAL parameter. A grand summary is produced
if multiple intervals are reported. SYSTEM is the default value.

• SYSTEM--indicates that only Program System Summary Reports will be produced for each time interval. A grand
summary is produced only when multiple intervals are requested.

Default: SYSTEM

NAME Syntax and Options
 NAME = name or *

 

Allows you to supply the actual (or generic) name of the program(s) or dialog(s) to be reported on by IDMS Log Analyzer.

For ADS dialogs, NAME identifies the name of the dialog. Overhead records for ADS are reported under the name
ADS@@OH.

For tasks executed within IDMS/DC, NAME is not the name of the program. Instead, it is the name of the IDMS/DC task.

Default: *. See note below for further information.

NOTE
IDMS Log Analyzer will perform generic processing. For example, if you key in an asterisk (*) before a name
field (i. e. , NAME = *ABC), all run-units whose program name begins with ABC will be included in the report.
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Management Highlights Summary Report Parameters

The Management Highlights Summary Reports are available at three levels of detail: program, system, and grand. To
generate these reports, use the parameter syntax listed on this page.

 REPORT=HI-SUM [,START=mmddyyhhmm] [,STOP=mmddyyhhmm]

  

 

        [,INTERVAL=mmmmm]

  

 

        [,LEVEL={PROGRAM

  SYSTEM

  GRAND◄}]

 

REPORT Syntax
 REPORT = HI-SUM

 

Indicates that IDMS Log Analyzer is to create and print a Management Highlights Summary Report.

START Syntax
 START = mmddyyhhmm

Specifies the starting date and time for a single report request.

Default: The earliest Log date/time found in the input file.

Rules:

1. Start time must be specified in mmddyyhhmm format, where mmddyy represents the Gregorian date (month/day/year)
and hhmm is the time (hour/minute) using the 24-hour clock.

2. All zeros must be entered as placeholders. For example, 0102032301 would be entered for 11:01 p.m. on January 2,
2003.

STOP Syntax
 STOP = mmddyyhhmm

Specifies the end of a selected time period for a single report request.

Default: The default is the latest Log date/time found in the input file.

Rules:

1. Stop time must be specified in mmddyyhhmm format, where mmddyy represents the Gregorian date (month/day/year)
and hhmm is the time (hour/minute) using the 24-hour clock.

2. All zeros must be entered as placeholders. For example, 0102032301 would be entered for 11:01 p.m. on January 2,
2003.

INTERVAL Syntax
 INTERVAL = mmmmm

Specifies whether the time period you selected using the START and STOP parameters is to be divided into intervals and
also specifies the length of those intervals.

Default: Zero. Therefore, the time period will be reported as a single interval.
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Rules:

1. INTERVAL must be specified in the mmmmm (minutes) format. (It is not necessary to include leading zeros.)
2. If you specify multiple intervals, a Grand Summary Report will be produced automatically.

LEVEL Syntax
 LEVEL={PROGRAM

  SYSTEM

  GRAND◄}

 

Use this parameter to specify the level of report you want printed.

• PROGRAM--indicates accumulation for each program or dialog in a time interval. A Management Highlights System
Summary Report also will be produced for each time interval. (A Management Highlights Grand Summary Report is
produced only when you request multiple intervals.)

• SYSTEM--indicates accumulation for all programs and dialogs within a time interval. A Management Highlights Grand
Summary Report is produced if multiple intervals are reported.

• GRAND--indicates accumulation of all programs and dialogs within all time intervals. GRAND is identical to SYSTEM if
the INTERVAL parameter is not supplied.

Default: GRAND

Buffer Pool Utilization Report Parameters

To generate the Management Highlights Buffer Pool Utilization Report, use the parameter syntax listed on this page.

REPORT= HI-BPU [,START =mmddyyhhmm]

               [,STOP =mmddyyhhmm]

REPORT Syntax

REPORT= HI-BPU

Specifies that IDMS Log Analyzer is to create and print a Management Highlights Buffer Pool Utilization Report.

NOTE
Buffer Pool Utilization Reports are generated on 24-hourintervals only. The built-in interval begins at midnight
and continues until midnight of the next day. IDMS Log Analyzer will override any INTERVAL you attempt to
supply.

START Syntax

START = mmddyyhhmm

Specifies the starting date and time for a single report request.

Default: The default is the earliest Log date/time found in the input file.

Rules:

1. Start time must be specified in mmddyyhhmm format, where mmddyy represents the Gregorian date (month/day/year)
and hhmm is the time (hour/minute) using the 24-hour clock.

2. All zeros must be entered as placeholders. For example, 0102032301 would be entered for 11:01 p.m. on January 2,
2003.
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STOP Syntax

STOP = mmddyyhhmm

Specifies the end of a selected time period for a single report request.

Default: The default for this keyword is the latest Log date/time found in the input file.

Rules:

1. Stop time must be specified in mmddyyhhmm format, where mmddyy represents the Gregorian date (month/day/year)
and hhmm is the time (hour/minute) using the 24-hour clock.

2. All zeros must be entered as placeholders. For example, 0102032301 would be entered for 11:01 p.m. on January 2,
2003.

Management Ranking Report Parameters

The REPORT parameter syntax for the Management Ranking Report is listed below.

REPORT=RANK  [,START=mmddyyhhmm] [,STOP=mmddyyhhmm]

       [,INTERVAL=mmmmm]

       [,RUTYPE= {ONLINE

                  BATCH

                  SYSTEM◄}]

       [,RANKWHAT={item

                   DETAIL

                   SYSTEM◄}]

       [,RANKVALU= {MEAN

                    MEDIAN

                    ABSOLUTE◄}]

       [,RANKHOW= {HIGHEST

                   LOWEST

                   LT: value

                   LE: value

                   GT: value
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                   GE: value}]

       [,RANK# =nn]

REPORT Syntax

REPORT =RANK

Indicates that IDMS Log Analyzer is to create and print a Management Ranking Report.

START Syntax

START =mmddyyhhmm

Specifies the starting date and time for a single report request.

Default: The earliest Log date/time found in the input file.

Rules:

1. Start time must be specified in mmddyyhhmm format, where mmddyy represents the Gregorian date (month/day/year)
and hhmm is the time (hour/minute) using the 24-hour clock.

2. All zeros must be entered as placeholders. For example, 0102032301 would be entered for 11:01 p.m. on January 2,
2003.

STOP Syntax

STOP = mmddyyhhmm

Specifies the end of a selected time period for a single report request.

Default: The default for this keyword is the latest Log date/time found in the input file.

Rules:

1. Stop time must be specified in mmddyyhhmm format, where mmddyy represents the Gregorian date (month/day/year)
and hhmm is the time (hour/minute) using the 24-hour clock.

2. All zeros must be entered as placeholders. For example, 0102032301 would be entered for 11:01 p.m. on January 2,
2003

INTERVAL Syntax

 INTERVAL = mmmmm

Specifies whether the time period you selected using the START and STOP parameters is to be divided into intervals and
also specifies how long those intervals should be.

Default: An interval of zero means that the time period will be reported as a single interval. This is the default.

Rule: INTERVAL must be specified in the mmmmm (minutes) format. (It is not necessary to include leading zeros.)

RUTYPE Syntax and Options
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RUTYPE= {ONLINE

         BATCH

         SYSTEM◄}

When each run-unit was originally executed by IDMS, it was executed as either a batch or online task. Using this
parameter, you can specify whether the Management Ranking Report will select only batch or only online run-units, or you
can use the SYSTEM parameter to indicate that all system tasks (both batch and online) are to be reported.

Use this parameter to specify which type of run-units are to be selected for ranking.

• ONLINE--indicates that only online programs or dialogs are to be ranked.
• BATCH--indicates that only batch programs are to be ranked.
• SYSTEM--indicates that both batch and online programs and dialogs will be ranked.

Default: SYSTEM

RANKWHAT Syntax and Options

RANKWHAT =item

Specifies which attribute is to be ranked in the report.

Default: None. You must select one of the following items:

• #RU--number of run units (RANKVALU must be ABSOLUTE)
• PG-READ--pages read
• PG-WRITTEN--pages written
• PG-IO--pages written + pages read (total I/Os)
• PG-RATIO--pages requested/pages read
• CALC-RATIO--calc records overflow/calc records on home page
• VIA-RATIO--via records overflow/via records on owner page
• CPU-TIME--user-mode-time + system-mode-time

RANKVALUE Syntax and Options

RANKVALU= {MEAN

           MEDIAN

           ABSOLUTE◄}

Run-unit information may be ranked according to the actual value of the attribute selected. As an alternative, you may
specify that the MEAN or MEDIAN value for all program occurrences of the attribute is to be the basis of the ranking.

• MEAN--indicates that programs are to be ranked by the average value of the attribute for all run-units of the ranked
program.

• MEDIAN--indicates that programs are to be ranked by the median value of the attribute for all run-units of the ranked
program.

• ABSOLUTE--indicates that run-units are to be ranked by the value of the attribute from each run-unit of the ranked
program.

Default: ABSOLUTE

Rule: ABSOLUTE must be specified when RANKWHAT=#RU is specified.

RANKHOW Syntax and Options

RANKHOW= {HIGHEST
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          LOWEST

          LT: value

          LE: value

          GT: value

          GE: value}

Use this keyword to specify how the attribute you selected is to be ranked. There are six methods to choose from.

• HIGHEST--the attribute will be ranked from its highest value in a descending order.
• LOWEST--the attribute will be ranked from its lowest value in an ascending order.
• LT: value--the attribute will be ranked from a value less than the specified value in a descending order.
• LE: value--the attribute will be ranked from a value less than or equal to the specified value in a descending order.
• GT: value--the attribute will be ranked from a value greater than the specified value in an ascending order.
• GE: value--the attribute will be ranked from a value greater than or equal to the specified value in an ascending order.

Default: None. You must select one of the six available ranking methods.

Rules:

1. The specified values for LT, LE, GT, and GE must include two decimal positions when ranking medians or ratios (e. g. ,
median of five pages read is 500; a ratio of 3. 14 is 314).

2. Value (for LT, LE, GT, and GE) must be nine digits or less. Leading zeros are not required.
3. HIGHEST or LOWEST must be specified when RANKWHAT=#RU is specified.
4. HIGHEST or LOWEST must be specified when either RANKVALU=MEAN or RANKVALU=MEDIAN is specified.

RANK Syntax

RANK# = nn

After all of the run-unit records have been selected and ranked, you may also request how many you want to see on the
Management Ranking Report. For example, if you only want to see the first 10 when ranked according to your RANKHOW
parameter, specify RANK# = 10.

Use this parameter to specify the number of items to be reported on the RANKING report.

Default: 20

Rule: The maximum number of items that can be reported is 50. (It is not necessary to include leading zeros.)

Messages (IDMS Log Analyzer)

This section describes the three types of messages generated by IDMS Log Analyzer: Error Messages, Informative
Messages, and Error Displays. Error Messages and Informative Messages appear on the Audit File while Error Displays
appear on the SYSOUT file or SYSLST file. This section includes messages, reasons for occurrence, and suggested
actions.

IDMS Log Analyzer Messages

IDMS Log Analyzer displays three types of messages:
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Error Messages
are prefixed by an Ennn message number and report on erroneous conditions that may result in incorrect
processing or from which recovery is not possible.

Informative Messages
are prefixed by an Innn message number and report on actions taken or processing accomplished by IDMS Log
Analyzer.

Error Displays
appear when IDMS Log Analyzer requests an ABEND.

Error Messages

IDMS Log Analyzer Error Messages are prefixed by an Ennn number. The following list provides an explanation of each
message that includes a possible cause for the message and the suggested action to be taken by the user to correct the
problem.

E001 AN ERROR HAS OCCURRED WHILE OPENING file name; RETURN CODES ARE n1, n2, n3, n4

Reason: Probable JCL error or Z/VSE I/O module has not been generated correctly. Processing terminates with an
abend.

Action: Correct and resubmit the job. See Table 6-1 for explanation and appropriate action for the return codes indicated.

E002 AN ERROR HAS OCCURRED WHILE CLOSING file name; RETURN CODES ARE n1, n2, n3, n4

Reason: A temporary file has been deleted prematurely. Processing terminates with an abend.

Action: Correct and resubmit the job. See Table 6-1 for explanation and appropriate action for the return codes indicated.

E003 AN ERROR HAS OCCURRED WHILE READING file name; RETURN CODES ARE n1, n2, n3, n4

Reason: Probable JCL error or Z/VSE I/O module has not been generated correctly. Processing terminates with an
abend.

Action: Correct and resubmit the job. See Table 6-1 for explanation and appropriate action for the return codes indicated.

E004 AN ERROR HAS OCCURRED WHILE WRITING file name; RETURN CODES ARE n1, n2, n3, n4

Reason: Probable JCL error or Z/VSE I/O module has not been generated correctly. Processing terminates with an
abend.

Action: Correct and resubmit the job. See Table 6-1 for explanation and appropriate action for the return codes indicated.

E005 A MINOR KEYWORD WAS NOT RECOGNIZED text

Reason: A minor keyword was misplaced or misspelled. The specific input that was not recognized is printed.IDMS
Log Analyzer ignores the invalid text and skips to the next valid Keyword. Processing continues unless CONT=NO was
specified.

Action: Correct the parameter and resubmit.

E006 A MAJOR KEYWORD WAS NOT RECOGNIZED text

Reason: A major keyword was misplaced or misspelled. The specific input that was not recognized is printed.IDMS
Log Analyzer ignores the invalid text and skips to the next valid keyword. Processing continues unless CONT=NO was
specified.

Action: Correct the parameter and resubmit.
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E007 CONTINUATION OF PARAMETERS NOT RECEIVED

Reason: A parameter statement with a trailing comma was followed by a parameter with a new major keyword or the
parameter was the final statement in the input. Parameter is accepted as entered unless CONT=NO was specified.

Action: Correct the parameter and resubmit.

E008 KEYWORD TABLE IS MISSING

Reason: IDMS Log Analyzer load module is incomplete. Processing terminates with an abend.

Action: Confirm that IDMS Log Analyzer was properly installed and reinstall as necessary.

E009 KEYWORD VALUE ERROR text

Reason: The value entered for a keyword was unacceptable to IDMS Log Analyzer. The specific problem is noted in
the text. IDMS Log Analyzer ignores invalid keyword and skips to the next valid keyword. Processing continues unless
CONT=NO was specified.

Action: Correct the parameter and resubmit.

E010 LIMIT OF 20 REPORT PARAMETERS REACHED

Reason: More than twenty (20) valid report parameters have been encountered. The first twenty (20) parameters are
processed unless CONT=NO was specified.

Action: Eliminate the excess parameter statements.

E011 ALL REPORT REQUESTS WERE INVALID

Reason: All report requests entered were invalid. Processing terminates with an abend.

Action: Correct the requests and resubmit.

E012 FILE USED AS LOG ARCHIVE IS OF UNKNOWN TYPE

Reason: First record on the log archive file was not of a known log type. Processing terminates with an abend.

Action: Supply a correct file and resubmit.

E013 SORT FAILED sort return code/program name/sort number

Reason: An internally requested sort has ended improperly. Processing terminates with an abend. Message text lists the
return code received from the sort, the name of the IDMS Log Analyzer module that requested the sort and the number of
the sort within that module (if the module does more than one sort).

Action: Based on sort message content, correct the problem and resubmit.

E014 REPORT UNKNOWN text

Reason: A report request was submitted for an unrecognized report. Message text lists the unrecognized report.IDMS
Log Analyzer ignores an invalid request and skips to the next valid request. Processing continues unless CONT=NO was
specified.

Action: Correct the request and resubmit.

E015 Log Analyzer TERMINATED.... .... ALL ARCHIVE LOG RECORDS FAILED....

Reason:
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The Log file was created without specifying STATISTICS TASK WRITE in the central version (CV) sysgen.

START, STOP, NAME, etc. parameters found no matching Archive Log Records.

The database log was used as input.

Processing terminates by forcing an abend.

Action:

Check the I006 messages for record types 6-02 and 6-03. If none of these record types are present, ensure that the
CV was generated with STATISTIC TASK WRITE. Additionally, if IDMS Task Analyzer is installed, ensure that DC
STATISTICS Y is specified on USFAOPT.

Change the selection parameter or supply a different Archive Log File.

Change the JCL to specify a proper log file for input. See Note 4 in the chapter “Operations”.

.... PARAMETER STATEMENTS ARE REQUIRED

Reason: IDMS Log Analyzer must have input parameters. The input parameter file is empty. Processing terminates by
forcing an abend.

Action: Supply an input parameter file that contains valid IDMS Log Analyzer parameter statements. ....

.... A PROCESS PARAMETER IS REQUIRED

Reason: IDMS Log Analyzer must have a PROCESS parameter. The input parameter file did not contain one. Processing
terminates by forcing an abend.

Action: Supply an input parameter file that contains a valid IDMS Log Analyzer PROCESS parameter statement.

E016 FORMAT OF A KEYWORD PHRASE NOT RECOGNIZED text

Reason: A required delimiter has not been found following a keyword. The PROCESS keyword must not be followed by
an equal (=) sign. All other keyword phrases are composed of a major keyword, an equal (=) sign, and a minor keyword
or variable data. IDMS Log Analyzer ignores invalid keyword and skips to the next valid keyword. Processing continues
unless CONT=NO was specified. Text contains the specific input that caused the problem.

Action: Correct the problem and resubmit.

E017 CONFLICTING KEYWORD PARAMETERS text

Reason: Mutually exclusive keywords or keyword values have been entered.IDMS Log Analyzer ignores the conflicting
keyword or value and skips to the next valid keyword. Processing continues unless CONT=NO was specified.

Action: Correct the problem and resubmit.

E018 GSSCVDT FAILED function return-code/Julian-date

Reason: GSSCVDT was called to convert a date from/to a Gregorian format. The non-zero return code is shown.
Possible functions are:

• J--convert 00YYDDD to MM/DD/YY
• G--convert 0MMDDYY to YYDDD

Possible return codes are:
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• 4--invalid function code
• 8--Julian date is out of range
• 12--Julian date contains invalid characters
• 16--Gregorian date contains invalid characters
• 20--Gregorian month is out of range
• 24--Gregorian day is out of range

Processing terminates by forcing an abend.

Action: An internal error has occurred. Contact Broadcom Support.

E019 GSSCALL FAILED program-name/return-code

Reason: GSSCALL was called to invoke program-name. The non-zero return code is shown. Possible return codes are:

• 4--invalid parameters
• 8--module program-name was not found in the load or core image library
• 12--not enough storage was available in the region or partition to successfully load program-name
• 16--an internal error has occurred Processing terminates by forcing an abend.

Action: For return code 8 or 12, make the appropriate change to the JCL and rerun. For return code 4 or 16, contact
Technical Support.

Informative Messages

IDMS Log Analyzer Informative Messages are prefixed by an Innn number. The following list provides an explanation of
each message.

I001 Log Analyzer started/ended date & time

Reason: The starting/ending date and time of IDMS Log Analyzer processing are displayed.

Action: None.

I002 INPUT PARAMETER STATEMENT statement

Reason: The parameter statement as read is displayed.

Action: None.

I003 PROCESSING OPTIONS options

Reason: The processing options as interpreted by IDMS Log Analyzer are displayed.

Action: None.

I004 ARCHIVE RECORDS WILL BE PROCESSED FOR report type

Reason: The report types for which archive records are to be processed are displayed.

Action: None.

I005 EXTRACT PROCESSING started/ended date & time

Reason: The starting/ending date and time of the extract phase of IDMS Log Analyzer are displayed.

Action: None.
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I006 ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED FOR THIS TYPE log-record-type count

Reason: A count of archive records of a specific type on the Archive Log File is displayed.IDMS Log Analyzer reports on
the task and transaction statistic records. Check the STATISTICS parameter of your central version (CV) sysgen if your
IDMS Log Analyzer Audit Report does not show I006 messages for record types 6-02 and 6-03.

Action: None.

I007 TOTAL ARCHIVE RECORDS PROCESSED count

Reason: A count of archive records on the log archive file is displayed.

Action: None.

I008 EXTRACT RECORDS WERE CREATED FOR report-type count

Reason: A count of extract records created for a specific report type is display.

Action: None.

I009 TOTAL EXTRACT RECORDS CREATED count

Reason: A count of extract records created is displayed.

Action: None.

I010 REPORT PROCESSING started/ended date & time

Reason: The starting/ending date and time of the report phase of IDMS Log Analyzer are displayed.

Action: None.

I011 REPORT WAS CREATED FOR YOUR PARAMETER parameter

Reason: The report options selected for a specified report request are displayed. Your options, as well as the defaults
supplied by IDMS Log Analyzer are included with this message.

Action: None.

I012 PARAMETER PROCESSING TOTALS category count

Reason: A count of parameter statements processed of a specific category is displayed.

Action: None.

I013 TOTAL RECORDS ADDED TO THE BILLING FILE count

Reason: A count of the Billing Records that were created as a result of a REPORT=BILLING request(s) is displayed. This
count should be equal to the sum of the counts of type 6 -28 and type 6-34 (ADS dialogs) records.

Action: None.

Two types of errors can be reported by the return codes of n1, n2, n3, and n4--non-VSAM file errors and VSAM file errors.
The error is described by n2 and n4. For VSAM file errors, n4 is always equal to 28. The error is described by n1, n2, and
n3. A general return code is given by n4 for both non-VSAM and VSAM errors. All return codes are decimal values.
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Error Displays

IDMS Log Analyzer Error Displays appear on the SYSOUT or SYSLST file of your job. They always appear when IDMS
Log Analyzer requests an ABEND. An ABEND is requested when either a parameter error is detected or when an I/O
error occurs while processing one of the IDMS Log Analyzer input or output files.
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THE LOG ANALYZER MODULE module-name REQUESTED A PREMATURE TERMINATION.PLEASE REFER TO
LOG ANALYZER AUDIT REPORT FOR AN ERROR MESSAGE WITH THE SPECIFIC PROBLEM NOTED.

Reason: These messages appear whenever a premature termination of IDMS Log Analyzer processing is requested.
Depending on the PROCESS parameter ABEND, an operation exception may also occur.

Action: Check the IDMS Log Analyzer Audit Report for a related error message and take any action dictated by that
message.

GSFL999I file-id IS NOT VSAM - WILL TRY QSAM

Reason: Appears in Z/VSE when the indicated file is not a VSAM file. The message is preceded by a system message
indicating an open error for a VSAM file. If the attempt to open the file for QSAM processing is successful, IDMS Log
Analyzer will continue with normal processing.

Action: None.

IDMS Log Analyzer Operations
This section lists and explains the JCL necessary to successfully execute IDMS Log Analyzer in an z/OS, Z/VSE, or Z/VM
environment.

z/OS Environment

The z/OS JCL necessary to execute IDMS Log Analyzer is contained in Target or Distribution source library member
USLEXEC. A sample of the supplied JCL is listed, followed by notes.

z/OS JCL

 //USLMAIN JOB(job accounting information)

 //LOGAPROC PROC OUTCLASS=A,                                          (1)

 //                    LOGALIB='YOUR.LOGA.LOADLIB',                   (2)

 //                    PROG=USLMAIN,                                  (3)

 //                    LOGDSN='IDMS.LGARCHIV',                        (4)

 //                    LOGUNIT=,                                      (5)

 //                    LOGVOL=,                                       (5)

 //                    SORTCYL='(5,5)',                               (6)

 //                    EXTCYL='(5,5)',                                (6)

 //                    EXTBLK=,                                       (7)

 //                    EXTDISP='(NEW,DELETE,DELETE)',                 (8)

 //                    BILLDSN='YOUR.LOGA.BILLFILE',                  (9)

 //                    BILLCYL='(5,5)',                               (6)

 //                    BILLBLK=,                                     (10)

 //                    BILDISP=CATLG                                 (11)

 //LOGA          EXEC  PGM=&PROG.

 //STEPLIB         DD  DSN=&LOGALIB.,DISP=SHR

 //SORTMSG         DD  SYSOUT=&OUTCLAS.

 //SYSOUT          DD  SYSOUT=&OUTCLAS.

 //AUDIT           DD  SYSOUT=&OUTCLAS.

 //REPORTS         DD  SYSOUT=&OUTCLAS.

 //SYSUDUMP        DD  SYSOUT=&OUTCLAS.

 //LOGFILE         DD  DSN=&LOGDSN.,

 //                    DISP=OLD&LOGUNIT.&LOGVOL.
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 //SORTWK01        DD  UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,&SORTCYL).

 //SORTWK02        DD  UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,&SORTCYL).

 //SORTWK03        DD  UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,&SORTCYL).

 //SORTWK04        DD  UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,&SORTCYL).

 //SORTWK05        DD  UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,&SORTCYL).

 //SORTWK06        DD  UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,&SORTCYL).

 //EXTRACT         DD  DSN=&EXTDSN.,

 //                    UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,&EXTCYL).,

 //                    DISP=&EXTDISP.&EXTBLK.

 //BILLFILE        DD  DSN=&BILLDSN.,

 //                UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,&BILLCYL).,

 //                DISP=(NEW,&BILDISP.,DELETE)&BILLBLK.

 //SYSIPT          DD  DDNAME=SYSIN

 //PEND

 //LOGA          EXEC  LOGAPROC,

 //* SPECIFY SORTLIB DD DSN=....              (if necessary)        (12)

 //* ENTER INPUT PARAMETERS HERE

  PROCESS , CONT=Y , IDMSXXXX=YES , RHDCRUAL=NO

   REPORT=HI-BPU

   REPORT=HI-SUM

   REPORT=BILLING,LEVEL=DETAIL

   REPORT=PROGRAM,LEVEL=SUMMARY

   REPORT=RANK, RANKWHAT=PG-IO, RANKHOW = HIGHEST

z/OS Operation Notes

1. Specify OUTCLAS to assign print output to other than CLASS=A.
2. Specify LOGALIB to be the same as LOADLIB in STEP1 of the installation procedure.
3. Specify PROG if you have changed the name of the IDMS Log Analyzer module as created in the first step of the

installation process.
4. Specify LOGDSN to name the input Archive Log File. This file must be the SYS002 file from the IDMS ARCHIVE LOG

utility or the SYS020 file from Culprit Statistics Report 99.
5. Specify LOGUNIT and LOGVOL if the archive log file to be processed by IDMS Log Analyzer is not a cataloged

dataset. Observe the required format for these parameters.
6. Specify SORTCYL, EXTCYL or BILLCYL if CYL (5,5) is not an appropriate space allocation for that file.

You can estimate file size if you know how many run-units are likely to match the selection criteria of your REPORT
parameter statements. For each run-unit, 19 records are created for each HI-SUM request, and one record is created
for every other type of report. These records are sorted and then written to the EXTRACT file. Also, each record for a
BILLING request where FILE = YES or FILE = ONLY is written to the BILLFILE.

7. Specify EXTBLK to create an EXTRACT file BLKSIZE suited to the type of storage device used in your environment.
Extract records for Billing or Program reports are 516 bytes long. All other records on the variable length extract file
are 164 bytes long. EXTBLK may specify any BLKSIZE that is at least 4 bytes larger than the largest record being
created. The default EXTBLK is 6144.

8. Specify EXTDISP to choose a final disposition of the Extract File. The Extract File is used within IDMS Log Analyzer.
The default disposition is (NEW, DELETE, DELETE).

9. Specify BILLDSN to name the Billing Record File that IDMS Log Analyzer is to create. This may be specified as
BILLDSN=NULLFILE if no Billing record File is to be created.

10. Specify BILLBLK to create a BILLING RECORD file BLKSIZE suited to the type of storage device used at your
installation. BILLBLK must specify a BLKSIZE that is a multiple of 100, the BILLFILE file record length. The default
BILLBLK is 6100.
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11. Specify BILDISP to choose a disposition for the Billing Record File. The default disposition is CATLG. Specify
BILDISP=PASS or BILDISP=DELETE.

12. If it is required by your installation, insert //SORTLIB DD DSN=sort-library-name, DISP=SHR prior to the parameter
statements. This statement names the library containing your SORT utility.

Z/VSE Environment

A sample of a Z/VSE environment JCL to execute IDMS Log Analyzer is contained in TOOLJCL library member
USLEXEC.S. This sample must be modified to reflect your hardware. A sample of the supplied JCL is listed below
followed by the notes.

Z/VSE JCL

 // OPTION PARTDUMP

 //   ASSGN     SYS005,SYSIPT                       PARAMETER INPUT

 //   ASSGN     SYS006,SYSLST                       AUDIT REPORT

 //   ASSGN     SYS007,CUU                          SELECTED REPORTS        (1)

 //   ASSGN     SYS010,CUU                          ARCHIVE LOG FILE        (1)

 //   DLBL      LOGFILE,'IDMS16.LGARCHIV',999,SD        X                   (3,4,6)

 //   EXTENT    SYS010,DISK,1,0,417200,10000        X                       (2)

 *

 //   ASSGN     SYS009,CUU                          BILLING FILE            (1)

 //   DLBL      BILLFIL,'BILLING.LOGA',0,SD             X

 //   EXTENT    SYS009,DISK,1,0,348000,01999        X                       (2)

 *

 //   ASSGN     SYS008,CUU                          EXTRACT FILE            (1)

 //   DLBL      EXTRACT,'LOGA.EXTRACT',0,SD             X                   (3,6)

 //   EXTENT    SYS008,DISK,1,0,427200,05270        X                       (2)

 *

 //   ASSGN     SYS001,CUU                          SORT WORK #1            (1)

 //   DLBL      SORTWK1,'SORT.WORK.1',0,SD                  X

 //   EXTENT    SYS001,DISK,1,0,396000,07000        X                       (2)

 *

 //   ASSGN     SYS002,CUU                          SORT WORK #2            (1)

 //   DLBL      SORTWK2,'SORT.WORK.2',0,SD                  X

 //   EXTENT    SYS002,DISK,1,0,403000,07000        X                       (2)

 *

 //   ASSGN     SYS003,CUU                          SORT WORK #3            (1)

 //   DLBL      SORTWK3,'SORT.WORK.3',0,SD                  X

 //   EXTENT    SYS003,DISK,1,0,410000,07000        X                       (2)

 *

 *      PRIVATE CORE IMAGE LIBRARY(S)

 // DLBL   CILIB1,'YOUR-LOGA-CORELIB'         LOG ANALYZER LIBRARY

 // EXTENT ,VOL=VOLSER

 // DLBL   CILIB2,'YOUR-IDMS-CORELIB'         IDMS LIBRARY

 // EXTENT ,VOL=VOLSER

 // LIBDEF CL,SEARCH=(CILIB1,CILIB2),TEMP

 *

 // EXEC USLMAIN,SIZE=(AUTO,48K)                                            (5)

 *ENTER INPUT PARAMETERS

      PROCESS , CONT=Y , IDMSXXXX=YES , RHDCRUAL=NO

       REPORT=HI-BPU
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       REPORT=HI-SUM

       REPORT=BILLING,LEVEL=DETAIL

       REPORT=PROGRAM,LEVEL=SUMMARY

       REPORT=RANK, RANKWHAT=PG-IO, RANKHOW = HIGHEST

 /*

Z/VSE Operation Notes

1. Modify the unit addresses to refer to your installation's unit(s).
2. Specify extents and volume serial number(s) appropriate to your volume(s).

You can estimate size if you know how many run-units is likely to match the selection criteria of your REPORT
parameter statements. For each run-unit, 19 records are created for each HI-SUM request, and one record is created
for each other type of request. These records are sorted and then written to the EXTRACT file. Also, each record for a
BILLING request where FILE = YES or FILE = ONLY is also written to the BILLFILE.

3. Block sizes are assigned for all files by the GSSGNCB module.
4. This file must be the SYS002 file from the IDMS ARCHIVE LOG utility or the SYS020 file from Culprit Statistics Report

99.
5. Ensure that a 1024K partition is available for this job.
6. Even if you use a storage management tool such as Dynam/T, an ASSGN statement is required by IDMS Log

Analyzer for every file except SORTWKnn. This assignment is necessary because IDMS Log Analyzer has its own
device-independent support which dynamically builds a DTF based on the device type indicated by the assignment of
the logical unit. The logical unit required for each work file is provided in the table in 5-2. The device may be defined
with DLBL or TLBL.

Z/VSE File Processing Alternate Method

Occasionally you will receive a message that a file is not VSAM. The message indicates that the dataset will be processed
SAM instead of VSAM because IDMS Log Analyzer was not able to find the dataset in the VSAM catalog. The allocation
will not affect processing results.

Z/VM Environment

A model Z/VM EXEC for executing IDMS Log Analyzer is shown below. Variables (boldface) are explained in the key
following the EXEC.

Z/VM EXEC

 /*  */

 TRACE OFF; SIGNAL ON ERROR

 CA_LOADLIB_FN       = 'yourlib'

 IDMS_LOADLIB_FN     = 'idmslib'

 SORTLIB_FN          = 'sortlib'

 LOG_ARCHIVE_FN      = 'your.log.archive'

 LOG_ARCHIVE_FT      = 'filetype'

 LOG_ARCHIVE_FM      = '*'

 /*                                                                   */

 /* Link and access the Minidisks containing the required librarie(s) */

 /* and database file(s).                                                 */

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT CLOSE'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER TO * NOHOLD CONT FORM OFF DIST OFF'

  'GLOBAL  LOADLIB ' CA_LOADLIB_FN IDMS_LOADLIB_FN
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  'GLOBAL  TXTLIB ' SORTLIB_FN

 /*                                                                   */

 /* Files needed for all runs.                                            */

  'FILEDEF SORTMSG  PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSUDUMP PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF SYSOUT   PRINTER'

  'FILEDEF AUDIT    DISK LOGA AUDIT fm'

  'FILEDEF REPORTS  DISK LOGA REPORTS fm'

  'FILEDEF EXTRACT  DISK LOGA EXTRACT fm'

  'FILEDEF LOGFILE  DISK' ,

    LOG_ARCHIVE_FN  LOG_ARCHIVE_FT LOG_ARCHIVE_FM

 /*                                                                   */

 /* You must create a file 'USLEXEC SYSIPT A' containing the input    */

 /* parameter statements prior to executing this EXEC.                    */

 /* This file must include a PROCESS statement and other statements   */

 /* for the reports and displays that you want generated. See CA IDMS */

 /* Log Analyzer User Guide for further details.                          */

 /*                                                                   */

  'FILEDEF SYSIPT   DISK USLEXEC SYSIPT   A'

 /*                                                                   */

 /* Insert FILEDEF statements for SORT work space as required by      */

 /* your SORT product.                                                    */

 /*                                                                   */

  'FILEDEF SORTWK01 DISK sort_fn sort_ft sort_fm4 ( XTENT 100 '

 /*                                                                   */

 SIGNAL OFF ERROR

 SAY 'STARTING EXECUTION OF CA IDMS/LOG ANALYZER'

 USLEXEC_RC = RC

  'EXECOS OSRUN USLMAIN'

  USLEXEC_RC = RC

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

  'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME LOGA LISTING'

  'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

  SAY 'USLEXEC FINISHED WITH A RETURN CODE OF' USLEXEC_RC

  'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

  'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

  'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  EXIT USLEXEC_RC

 /*                                                                   */

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

 ERROR:

 /*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ */

  ERROR_RC = RC

  TRACE OFF; SIGNAL OFF ERROR

  SAY 'NON-ZERO RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED IN EXEC AT LINE' SIGL

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER NOCONT'

 'CP CLOSE PRINTER NAME LOGA LISTING'

 'CP SPOOL PRINTER OFF'

 'GLOBAL LOADLIB'

 'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

 'FILEDEF * CLEAR'

  EXIT ERROR_RC

/*                                                                      */
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Key to Z/VM EXEC

Z/VM JCL Sample Key:

Parameter Description
yourlib The file name of the library into which you downloaded IDMS Log

Analyzer.
idmslib The file name of the load library containing your IDMS

SUBSCHEMA and DMCL modules.
sortlib The file name of the text library containing your sort modules.
your.log.archive The file name of your log archive file. This file must be the

SYS002 file from the IDMS utility RHDCPRLG or the SYS020 file
from Culprit Statistics Report 99.

LOGA REPORTS fm The file name, file type, and file mode of your REPORTS file.
LOGA EXTRACT fm The file name, file type, and file mode of your EXTRACT file.
sort_fn sort_ft sort_fm4 The file name, file type, and file mode of your sort work files. The

size of the sort work files can be adjusted depending on the size
of the EXTRACT file. You can estimate extract file size if you know
how many records are likely to match the selection criteria of your
REPORT parameter statements. For each run-unit, 19 records
are created for each HI-SUM request, and one record is created
for each other type of report. These records are sorted and then
written to the EXTRACT file.

fm The file mode of the relevant file.

NOTE
Ensure that your virtual machine has been IPL'd with enough storage. Contact your systems programmer for
information on increasing its size, if necessary. The Log must be archived using the IDMS utility with a file mode
of x4, to indicate z/OS file-type simulation, and a DCB of: (RECFM U LRECL 4096.

File Attributes Used in IDMS Log Analyzer:

FILE/ NAME LOGICAL UNIT RECORD SIZE BLOCK SIZE - RDR PRT DISK/ TAPE
SYSIPT SYS005 80 80 * 6080 ***
AUDIT SYS006 133 * 133 6118
REPORTS SYS007 133 * 133 6118
EXTRACT SYS008 164-516 ** * * 6144
BILLFILE SYS009 100 * * 6100
LOGFILE SYS010 24-376 ** * * 6144 ***
DISKLOG SYS011 133 * * 6118 ***

NOTE

* This file cannot be assigned to this device type.

** This record is variable length: minimum and maximum shown.

*** The size shown is the maximum that can be processed. Smaller block sizes that are an appropriate multiple of the
record size can also be processed.
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Appendix A: USLBILX and USLRPT5 Source Code
This section gives instructions for printing the Broadcom source code for USLBILX and USLRPT5.

The source code will allow you to tailor the IDMS Log Analyzer billing reports.

Location of Source Code

The source code for USLBILX and USLRPT5 was cataloged into your source statement library during the installation
procedure. The procedure for listing these modules differs for Z/OS and Z/VSE users. See the IDMS Installation and
Maintenance for z/OS for further information.

Listing Modules for Z/OS

We suggest that Z/OS users use the utility IEBGENER to print or punch the source code for the desired member.

Listing Modules for Z/VSE

We suggest that Z/VSE users use the LIBR function LIST or PUNCH to display and/or punch the desired modules.
USLBILX and USLRPT5 are in the COBOL statement library.

Appendix B: External Request Element Extension
This appendix provides a description of the External Request Element (ERE) extension.

Altering the ERE description is necessary if you want to tailor the IDMS Log Analyzer Billing Reports or the Billing Record
file.

To change the ERE extension you must alter GSISVCX, USLBILX, and USLRPT5.

*------------------------------------------------------------------------------*  

*   ERE LAYOUT (AS CREATED BY GSISVCX FOR USE IN CA IDMS/LOG ANALYZER)         *                        

                                                  *   NOTE: THESE FIELDS ARE CONTAINED WITHIN THE EXTRACT

 RECORD                 *                                                                             

 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------*                  

25  EXT-LOG ERUS-ID                        

    30  EXT-LOG-ERE-JOB-NAME        PIC X(08).      

***    THE FOLLOWING DATES ARE BINARY FIELDS, IN JULIAN FORMAT (YYDDD)  

***    FOR OS         THE TIME IS IN 1/100 SEC  

***                IE. DIVISION BY 100 YIELDS HHMMSS  

***    FOR DOS BATCH/CICS, THE TIME IS IN UNITS OF 1/10000 SEC  *                          

    30  EXT-LOG-ERE-JOB-START-TIME PICX (03).                           

    30 EXT-LOG-ERE-JOB-START-DATE PIC S9(5)                               COMP-3.                           

    30  EXT-LOG-ERE-JOB-STEP-TIME  PIC X(03).                           

    30  EXT-LOG-ERE-ID             PIC X(04).                               

        88  EXT-LOG-ERE-VM      VALUE '   V'.                               

        88  EXT-LOG-ERE-CICS    VALUE'    C'.                           

    30  EXT-LOG-ERE-EXT-ONL.                                

        35  EXT-LOG-ERE-TRAN-ID    PIC X(04).                               

        35  EXT-LOG-ERE-TERM-ID    PIC X(04).                               

        35  EXT-LOG-ERE-OPER-ID    PIC X(03).                               

        35  FILLER                 PIC X(05).                           

    30  EXT-LOG-ERE-EXT-BTC        REDEFINES                                

                                   EXT-LOG-ERE-EXT-ONL.                                 
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        35  EXT-LOG-ERE-ACCT       PIC X(16).                           

    30  EXT-LOG-ERE-JOB-STEP-DATE  PIC X(03).   

Appendix C: EXTRACT Record
This appendix provides the description of the EXTRACT record. IDMS Log Analyzer uses the EXTRACT record to
generate reports.
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Appendix D: Billing Record File
This appendix provides a description of the IDMS Log Analyzer Billing Record File.

Altering this record layout is necessary if you want to tailor the IDMS Log Analyzer Billing file.

 *--------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *                                                                                *

 *   BILLING RECORD                                                               *

 *                                                                                *

 *   NOTICE:  THIS COPY BOOK IS USED BY THE CA IDMS/LOG ANALYZER MODULE USLBILX. *

 *             DISCRETION MUST BE USED IN CHANGING IT.                            *

 *                                                                                *

 *      BILL-RU-START IS THE DATE/TIME THE IDMSSVCX ROUTINE RECEIVED CONTROL FOR  *

 *             THE PARTICULAR RUN-UNIT.                                           *

 *      BILL-RU-STOP IS THE TIME THE LOG RECORD WAS WRITTEN AND IS, IN EFFECT,    *

 *             THE TIME OF TASK TERMINATION.                                      *

 *      BILL-ACCT-DATA IS UP TO 16 BYTES FROM THE ACCOUNT FIELD OF THE z/OS OR      *

 *          VS/ESA JOB CARD.                                                      *

 *                                                                                *

 *      CV AND DC TASKS ARE "INTERNAL" TASKS TO CA IDMS/DC.  THE IDMSSVCX ROUTINE *

 *      DOES NOT RECEIVE CONTROL FOR INTERNAL TASKS AND AN ERE IS NEVER CREATED.  *

 *      THEREFORE, JOB NAME AND RUN-UNIT START DATE/TIME IS NOT AVAILABLE.  THE   *

 *      BILLING EXIT SETS THOSE FIELDS AS SHOWN BELOW:                      *

 *                                                                                *

 *             BILL-JOB-NAME       TO 'IDMSDBDC'                                  *

 *             BILL-RU-START-DATE  TO ZERO                                        *

 *             BILL-RU-START-TIME  TO ZERO                                        *

 *                                                                                *

 *      INTERNAL TASKS ARE IDENTIFIED BY CA IDMS WITH A POSITIVE TASK-ID.         *

 *      EXTERNAL TASKS ARE IDENTIFIED BY CA IDMS WITH A NEGATIVE TASK-ID.         *

 *      WHEN BUILDING THE BILLING RECORD, USLBILX CREATES A POSITIVE TASK-ID      *

 *      FOR EXTERNAL RUN-UNITS BY MULTIPLYING THE TASK-ID BY A NEGATIVE ONE.      *

 *                                                                                *

 *   NOTE: BILL-RU-START-DATE IS IN      00YYDDDS FORMAT ("S" IS SIGN).           *

 *         BILL-RU-START-TIME IS IN      UNITS OF 1/10,000 SECONDS.               *

     *         BILL-RU-STOP IS IN "SQL INTERNAL" FORMAT                           *

 *              BITS 00-26 = NBR OF DAYS SINCE JANUARY 1, 0001                    *
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 *              BITS 27-43 = NBR OF SECONDS SINCE MIDNIGHT OF THIS DATE           *

 *              BITS 44-63 = NBR OF MICROSECONDS WITHIN THIS SECOND               *

 *                                                                                *

 *   CHANGE CONTROL.                                                              *

 *--------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

   02  BILLING-RECORD-INIT VALUE LOW-VALUE   PIC X(100).

   02  BILLING-RECORD-R                      REDEFINES

       BILLING-RECORD-INIT                                SYNC.

   05  BILL-JOB-NAME                         PIC X(08).

   05  BILL-RU-START.

   10  BILL-RU-START-DATE                    PIC S9(7)    COMP-3.

   10  BILL-RU-START-TIME                    PIC S9(9)    COMP.

   05  BILL-RU-STOP                          PIC S9(18)   COMP.

   05  BILL-CPU-TIME                         PIC S9(9)    COMP.

   05  BILL-TOTAL-IO                         PIC S9(9)    COMP.

   05  BILL-IDMS-TASK-ID                     PIC S9(9)    COMP.

   05  BILL-ONL-BTC                          PIC X(01).

   88  BILL-BTC                              VALUE 'B'.

   88  BILL-CICS                             VALUE 'C'.

   88   BILL-DC                              VALUE 'D'.

   88   BILL-ONL                             VALUE 'C' 'D'.

   05   FILLER                               PIC X(03).

   05   BILL-INFO                            PIC X(24).

   05   BILL-INFO-ONLINE                     REDEFINES

        BILL-INFO.

   10   BILL-TRAN-ID                         PIC X(08).

   10   BILL-TERM-ID                         PIC X(08).

   10   BILL-OPER-ID                         PIC X(08).

   05   BILL-INFO-BATCH                      REDEFINES

        BILL-INFO.

   10   BILL-ACCT-DATA                       PIC X(16).

   10   FILLER                               PIC X(08).

   05   FILLER                               PIC X(36).
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Appendix E: I/O Modules
Included here are specific names of I/O modules needed in the core image library by IDMS Log Analyzer.

Also shown are the conditions under which each I/O module is needed and typical JCL for linking the module into the core
image library.

IJCFZII0 for Parameter card input

IJDFAZIZ for Printer output

IJFVZZZZ for Archive file input on tape and for EXTRACT file input on tape

IJFFZZZZ for Sequential log file input on tape

IJFVZZWZ for EXTRACT file output on tape and for Billing file output on tape if the Billing file is customized to have
variable length records.

IJFFZZWZ for Billing file output on tape

Typical JCL to link an I/O module

//  OPTION        CATAL,NODUMP,NOFASTTR

    ACTION        MAP,AUTO

    PHASE         xxxxxxxx,*

    INCLUDE       xxxxxxx

//  EXEC          LNKEDT

Where xxxxxxxx is the name of I/O module to be linked.

Performance Monitor
The IDMS Performance Monitor is a performance and tuning tool. The topics in this section describe the following
information:

Key Benefits and Features

You can use Performance Monitor to monitor hardware and software resource utilization in a DC/UCF system.

Components

Performance Monitor includes the following components:

Component User Statistics Collected

Realtime Monitor DCAs, DBAs, operators, system
programmers

Specific system-resource statistics at the
time of the request

Interval Monitor DCAs, DBAs System-wide, wait-time statistics for a
unit of time (for example, five minutes),
which are necessary to track bottlenecks in
resource utilization

Application Monitor Application programmers, DCAs, DBAs Statistics about resource usage by
individual programs and chargeback/billing
information by group code

All three Performance Monitor components are implemented through windowing. Windowing provides the following.
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• Comprehensive online help. You can request help at any time by using the HELP command. The position of the
cursor at the time of the request indicates the required level of information. Online help explains the meaning of each
Performance Monitor field.

• The ability to control more data than can fit on the terminal screen. For example, you can scroll to the right to see
additional columns of data.

• Flexible screen displays. You can edit and sort screens to display data in a more meaningful format.

For more information about windowing, see Windowing.

Beginning a Performance Monitor Session

To begin a Performance Monitor session, enter the task code for the monitor you want to use:

Monitor Task Code

Realtime Monitor pmrm

Interval Monitor pmim

Application Monitor pmam

Billing component of the Application Monitor pmbill

NOTE
If your site uses different task codes, see your system administrator.

The Monitor Menu

When you enter a task code, the menu for the appropriate monitor is displayed. Each option on the menu represents a
specific monitor screen.

  PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 07:31:52.90

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 01

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   01 Realtime Monitor Menu

 

   PFkey  Description                      PFkey  Description

 _  PF1   System Run Unit Summary        _  PF2   Scratch Manager Detail

 _  PF3   Communication Line Detail      _  PF4   Active User Task Detail

 _  PF5   Active System Task Detail      _  PF6   Transaction Detail

 _  PF7   Lterm Resource Usage Summary   _  PF8   Buffer I/O Summary

 _  PF9   Storage Pool Detail            _  PF10  Program Pool Detail

 _  PF11  Database Overview              _  PF12  Transaction Overview

 _  PF13  Task + Prog Pool Overview      _  PF14  Storage Pool Overview

 _  PF15  Database I/O Driver Detail     _  PF16  Journal Detail

 _  PF17  SQL Overview                   _  PF18  Active SQL Detail

 _  PF19  Active System Summary

 

Information on the Screen

The first three lines on your terminal screen define the product, release, date, time of day, window number for the current
window (see Windowing) and refresh interval (if installed with the refresh option). This area also provides a field for
entering commands and a message area.

The rest of the terminal screen contains one or more windows. Each window displays a monitor screen. The default
window is the window that is displayed in the upper-left corner of the terminal screen. Performance Monitor displays as
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many windows at a time as possible. Use the windowing facility to manipulate the window displays, as described under
Windowing.

NOTE

If secured external monitoring is enabled, only authorized users/groups are allowed to monitor security external
systems selected by the Active System Summary function (PF19).

Ending a Session

When you are ready to exit Performance Monitor:

1. Type quit, bye, or end following the CMD--> prompt
2. Press [Enter] to return to the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt.

Note: You can also press [Clear] to exit Performance Monitor.

Getting Online Help
This section explains how you can get online help for the following:

• Performance Monitor in general
• Screens
• Fields
• Commands

Getting Help for Performance Monitor, Screens, and Fields

You can access comprehensive help text at any time by using the cursor to indicate the level of help information you want.

To display online help information, perform the following steps:

1. Type help or ? at the CMD--> prompt. For example:

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.           V71      08.348 13:39:25.99

 CMD--> help                                              Win.ct dow : 01

                     < < <   S c r e e n   H e l d   > > >          Refresh: 10

   01 Realtime Monitor Menu

   PFkey  Description                      PFkey  Description

 _  PF1   System Run Unit Summary        _  PF2   Scratch Manager Detail

2. Position the cursor to indicate the required level of detail:

For help on Position the cursor

Performance Monitor in general In the first three screen lines of your terminal screen

A screen On the title line for the window that displays the screen

A field In the column or row that displays the field

For example, if you wanted information on the screen shown above, you would position the cursor to the left of 01
Realtime Monitor Menu.

• Press [Enter] to display a screen containing help text.

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:48:09.25

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
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                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Help for Map - Realtime Monitor Menu                                   i

    The Realtime Monitor Menu allows you to view activity and resource

 usage in your DC/UCF system as it happens; that is, in real time.

    You use the Realtime Monitor Menu to choose the category or categories

 to monitor:

      o  To view a single category, either type a nonblank

         character in the entry field to the left of

         the category name and press ENTER, or press the

         appropriate PF key.

      o  To view multiple categories, type nonblank

         characters in the entry fields to the left of

         the category names and press ENTER.

    You can use CA IDMS Performance Monitor windowing capabilities to view 

 more than one category of information at a time.  For example, you might

 want to have the Active User Task Detail window and the Lterm Resource

 Usage Summary window up at the same time.  This enables you to know

 what's going on in your system and who is using the resources.

[PF1] Field Help

As an alternative to the procedure already described, you can use [PF1] to get help for a specific field:

1. Position the cursor in the field.
2. Press [PF1].

For example, assume you want information on the Write Errors field in the following screen.

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:40:53.52

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Communication Line Detail                                               >

    Line       Write   Total    Read   Total   Line RPL    Waits Total RPLs

    Name      Errors  Writes  Errors   Reads Status Gen   On RPL  Requested

    CONSOLE        0       0       0       0 INSRVC   0        0         0

    UCFLINE        0       0       0       0 INSRVC   0        0         0

    VTAM71         0    1743       0    1738 INSRVC   5      532      3638

    DDSVTAM        0    5470       0    5470 INSRVC   0        0         0

    CCILINE        0       0       0       0 INSRVC   0        0         0

To get this help, you position the cursor in the Write Errors field and press [PF1]. This displays the help text shown in the
following screen.

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:41:39.94

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   03 Help for Field - Write_Errors

    Write Errors indicates the number of errors encountered attempting to

 write to a device assigned to the line.  If excessive errors occur,

 identify the problem terminal and run a terminal trace to diagnose using
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 DCMT PTERM commands.

   02 Communication Line Detail                                               >

    Line       Write   Total    Read   Total   Line RPL    Waits Total RPLs

    Name      Errors  Writes  Errors   Reads Status Gen   On RPL  Requested

    CONSOLE        0       0       0       0 INSRVC   0        0         0

    UCFLINE        0       0       0       0 INSRVC   0        0         0

    VTAM71         0    1747       0    1742 INSRVC   5      532      3649

    DDSVTAM        0    5470       0    5470 INSRVC   0        0         0

    CCILINE        0       0       0       0 INSRVC   0        0         0

NOTE
You cannot use [PF1] to get menu-level help.

Screen Help

As an alternative to the first procedure described for getting help, you can also use H or ? to get online help for a specific
screen:

1. Type h or ? to the left of the window number.
2. Press [Enter] to display the help text for the screen.

Getting Help for Commands

Help for commands include information on syntax, synonyms, and any associated PF keys. To get help information on a
specific Performance Monitor command:

1. Type help and a command name at the CMD--> prompt.
2. Press [Enter].

For example, to get information on the DELETE command, you enter:

CMD--> help delete

Closing a Help Window

To close a help window, position the cursor somewhere in the window and press [PF3].

Alternatively, you can:

1. Type delete at the CMD--> prompt.
2. Position the cursor somewhere in the help window.
3. Press [Enter].

If the window you want to close is the default window, you don't need to position the cursor.

Windowing
Windowing lets you view multiple monitor screens at one time. Each monitor screen is displayed in its own window. For
more information, see the following topics:

Additionally, with windowing, you can scroll through a row of data that is wider or longer than your terminal screen.

Left Side of Window

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:41:14.64
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 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Communication Line Detail                                               >

    Line       Write   Total    Read   Total   Line RPL    Waits Total RPLs

    Name      Errors  Writes  Errors   Reads Status Gen   On RPL  Requested

    CONSOLE        0       0       0       0 INSRVC   0        0         0

    UCF95          0       0       0       0 INSRVC   0        0         0

    VTAM95         0     298       0     295 INSRVC  20        0       644

Right Side of Window

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:41:14.64

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Communication Line Detail                                            <

      Total   Line RPL    Waits Total RPLs Line       Term ACBname/ Compact

      Reads Status Gen   On RPL  Requested Type      Count DDname     Y/N

          0 INSRVC   0        0         0  WTO           1 CONSOLE     N

          0 INSRVC   0        0         0  UCF          10 RHDCFSTB    N

        295 INSRVC  20        0       644  VTAM 3270    43 SYSTEM95    Y

Window Display

The first line of each window displays a window number and window title. To the left of each window number is a single-
character field (called the window command field) that you can use to type commands that apply to the window itself.

Default and Current Windows

The window in the upper-left corner of the window display area is the default window. If the cursor is positioned in the top
three lines of the terminal screen, the default window is also the current window.

To make a window other than the default window current, position the cursor within the bounds of that window. All PF keys
and top-line commands now apply to that window.

To establish a new default window, type the appropriate window number following the window prompt in the upper-right
corner of the screen, and press [Enter]. Performance Monitor displays the window in the upper-left corner of the terminal
screen, making it the new default window.

NOTE
Performance Monitor menu screens are always displayed in window 01.

Control Keys and Commands

You use control keys and commands to direct your session.

Control Keys

Use control keys to request help, scroll screen displays, and perform monitor-specific functions.

Control Key What It Does
[Enter] Processes user input
[PF1] Displays a screen of help text appropriate to the current cursor

position
[PF3] Deletes a window
[PF6] Displays the Active Windows screen
[PF7] Scrolls up
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[PF8] Scrolls down
[PF10] Scrolls left
[PF11] Scrolls right
[Clear] Exits Performance Monitor

Top-line Commands

Commands that you enter at the CMD--> prompt apply to the monitor session or to the current window, as appropriate to
the command.

Command What It Does
ADMIN Displays the Active Windows screen.
BOTTOM Scrolls a window to the last line.
BYE Ends a Performance Monitor session and returns you to the DC/

UCF system.
DELETE Deletes a window.
DOWN [n] Scrolls a window down n lines. If you do not specify n, scrolls as

many lines as can fit in the window.
EDIT Displays the Edit Window Format screen.
END Ends a Performance Monitor session and returns you to the DC/

UCF system.
EXIT Ends processing for the Active Windows screen, the Edit Window

Format screen, the Sort Selection screen, or the Window Manager
Options screen.

FIRST Scrolls a window to the first line.
FREEZE Stops refresh processing for a window.
HELP or ? Displays help text.
HOLD Stops refresh processing for all windows.
LAST Scrolls a window to the last line.
LEFT [n] Scrolls a window to the left n columns. If you do not specify n,

scrolls as many columns as can fit in the window.
OPTIONS Displays the Window Manager Options screen.
QUIT Ends a Performance Monitor session and returns you to the DC/

UCF system.
REFRESH [n] Changes the refresh interval to n seconds. N defaults to the

interval set by the system administrator.
RELEASE Resumes refresh processing for all windows.
RIGHT [n] Scrolls a window to the right n columns. If you do not specify n,

scrolls as many columns as can fit in the window.
SAVE Saves changes to window formats.
SORT Displays the Sort Selection screen.
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SYSTEM [job name] (z/OS only) Changes the central version currently being
monitored. A central version is specified by its job name.
To request a list of all active central versions, specify an asterisk in
place of the job name. Request a filtered list by using an asterisk
as a wildcard character in a given job name. Any characters
following an asterisk are ignored.
For more information on monitoring CVs, see Active System
Summary (PF19).
To monitor a system remotely, ensure the following:
• The IDMSINFO address space is active.
• The monitored central version is running non-swappable.
If you switch the CV currently being monitored, all “Specific
System Run Unit Detail”, “Lterm Resource Usage Detail”, and
“Specific Buffer I/O Detail” windows are closed.
If secured external monitoring is enabled, only authorized users
can monitor secured external systems selected by Active System
Summary (PF19), or by entering SYS <target CV jobname> .

THAW Restarts refresh processing for a previously Frozen window.
TOP Scrolls a window to the first line.
UP [n] Scrolls a window up n lines. If you do not specify n, scrolls as

many lines as can fit in the window.

NOTE
To specify a window that is not current, you can precede a window-level command entered here with the
WINDOW command, as in window 5 top.

Window Commands

Commands that you enter in the single-character field to the left of the window number apply to that window only.

Command What It Does
B Scrolls the window to the last line
E Displays the Edit Window Format screen
D or + Scrolls the window down
H or ? Displays help text for the window
L Scrolls the window to the left
R Scrolls the window to the right
S Displays the Sort Selection screen
T Scrolls the window to the top line
U or - Scrolls the window up
X Deletes the window

Scrolling

When there is more information for a monitor screen than can fit in a window, Performance Monitor displays indicators in
the upper-right corner of that window.

This indicator Means that more data appears
! Above
i Below
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< To the left
> To the right

You can use PF keys and commands to scroll to see this information.

To scroll a noncurrent window or multiple windows, use the WINDOW command followed by the UP, DOWN, LEFT, or
RIGHT command. For example, to scroll windows 06 and 07 to the left, type:

window 6 7 left

Scaled Statistics

Performance Monitor automatically scales statistics as follows:

• Times: seconds (S), minutes (M), and hours (H)
• Counters:

– K = multiples of 1000
– M = multiples of 1,000,000
– G = multiples of 1,000,000,000
For example,
– 1023 = 1023
– 5K = 5000
– 3M = 3,000,000
– 3G = 3,000,000,000

• Storage:
– kB = multiples of 1024 bytes
– mB = multiples of 1,048,576 bytes
– gB = multiples of 1,073,741,824 bytes
For example,
– 1023 = 1023 bytes
– 5kB = 5120 bytes
– 3mB = 3,145,728 bytes
– 3gB = 3,221,225,472 bytes

Closing Windows

The following table shows the different ways you can close windows.

To close Do the following
The current window Press [PF3] or

1. Type delete following the CMD--> prompt.
2. Press [Enter].

Any displayed window 1. Type x in the window command field of the window to be
deleted.
2. Press [Enter].
You can mark as many windows as you want in this manner.
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Up to five windows at a time 1. Type the WINDOW command and specify up to five window
numbers.
2. Type the DELETE command.
3. Press [Enter].
For example, to delete windows 03, 05, 06, and 08, type:
window 3 5 6 8 delete

Any number of windows 1. Type admin following the CMD--> prompt.
2. Press [Enter] to display the Active Windows screen.
3. Type x in the Delete column for each window you want to
delete.
4. Press [Enter].

When you close a window, Performance Monitor makes its window number available to the next screen requested.

Displaying Active Windows

To display a list of active windows for your session, type admin following the CMD--> prompt, then press [Enter].
Performance Monitor creates a window for the Active Windows screen, then makes that window current:

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:43:12.84

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 04

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   04 Active Windows                                                          >

 Window                                   Win Window Self               Window

 Name                                     No. Format  Adj Freeze Delete Status

 Active Windows                            04  VAR     Y     N      _   NORMAL

 Buffer I/O Summary                        03  VAR     Y     N      _   NORMAL

 Journal Detail                            02  VAR     Y     N      _   NORMAL

 Realtime Monitor Menu                     01  FIXED   Y     N      _   NORMAL

 Msgs Window                               99  VAR     Y     N      _   HIDDEN

By scrolling right, you can display the rest of the Active Windows screen:

Scrolling to Display All Fields in a Screen

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:43:23.22

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 04

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   04 Active Windows                                                       <  >

                                                      Current Current Minimum

  Window                                   Win Window    Size    Size    Size

  Name                                     No. Status     Row     Col     Row

  Active Windows                            04 NORMAL     8      80       5

  Buffer I/O Summary                        03 NORMAL     8      80       3

  Journal Detail                            02 NORMAL     4      80       4

  Realtime Monitor Menu                     01 NORMAL     6      80       4

  Msgs Window                               99 HIDDEN     1      80       1

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:43:23.22

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 04

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   04 Active Windows                                                       <  >
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                                                Minimum Minimum

   Window                                   Win    Size    Size No. of No. of

   Name                                     No.     Row     Col Lines  Fields

   Active Windows                            04     5      80    0       16

   Buffer I/O Summary                        03     3      40    6       9

   Journal Detail                            02     4      40    2       12

   Realtime Monitor Menu                     01     4      40    10      52

   Msgs Window                               99     1      80    1       3

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:43:23.22

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 04

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   04 Active Windows                                                       <

   Window                                   Win No. of No. of           Auto

   Name                                     No. Lines  Fields Sorted Refresh

   Active Windows                            04  0       16      N      Y

   Buffer I/O Summary                        03  6       9       N      Y

   Journal Detail                            02  2       12      N      Y

   Realtime Monitor Menu                     01  10      52      N      N

   Msgs Window                               99  1       3       N      N

Fields in the Active Windows Screen

For each window, the Active Windows screen displays:

• The window format (Fixed or Variable):

Format Attributes
Fixed Fixed format; for example, the Realtime Monitor menu window

Columns cannot be sorted
Window cannot be edited except to change its displayable size
and to eliminate fields

Variable Variable number of rows depending on how much data can be
displayed; for example, the Communication Line Detail screen
Columns can be sorted
Window can be edited
Window attribute (see below) is self-adjusting by default, but can
also be fixed

You cannot change the fixed/variable characteristics of a window.

• The window attribute; that is, whether the window is self-adjusting or fixed. A self-adjusting window displays as much
information as your terminal device permits. A fixed window always contains a fixed number of rows and columns.

• Whether the window is frozen or thawed. A frozen window cannot be refreshed. A thawed window can be refreshed.
• The window status (normal or hidden).
• The current window size (rows and columns).
• The minimum window size (rows and columns).
• The number of lines and fields in the window.
• Whether the window has been sorted.
• Whether the window can be refreshed.

There is also a Delete field, which you can use to delete a window, as described in the following table.

Using the Active Windows Screen
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You can use the Active Windows screen to change the status of a window and to delete a window from your session:

Field Information to enter
Self Adj Y (yes) to specify that the window format can be adjusted as

necessary to fit the screen
N (no) to specify that the window format cannot be adjusted

Freeze Y (yes) to freeze the window so that it cannot be refreshed
N (no) to thaw the window so that it is refreshed at subsequent
refresh intervals

Delete X to delete the window

Press [Enter] to process the change requests. If you have marked any windows for deletion, Performance Monitor
displays the Active Windows screen without the deleted windows. The window numbers of the deleted windows are
available for new windows.

Windows You Cannot Delete

Each Active Windows screen lists the following windows, which you cannot delete or modify:

• Window 01 -- The menu screen
• Window 99 -- The window used internally by Performance Monitor for system messages

Example of Freezing a Window

The following is an example of using the Freeze field of the Active Windows screen to freeze window 03.

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:43:49.33

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 04

                     < < <   S c r e e n   H e l d   > > >          Refresh: 10

   04 Active Windows                                                          >

 Window                                   Win Window Self               Window

 Name                                     No. Format  Adj Freeze Delete Status

 Active Windows                            04  VAR     Y     N      _   NORMAL

 Buffer I/O Summary                        03  VAR     Y     y      _

 NORMAL

 Journal Detail                            02  VAR     Y     N      _   NORMAL

 Realtime Monitor Menu                     01  FIXED   Y     N      _   NORMAL

 Msgs Window                               99  VAR     Y     N      _   HIDDEN

Editing Windows

You can change the size, content, and order of the display for a monitor screen. These changes are temporary (for the
current window display only). If the system administrator has given you authority, you can save changes made to monitor
screens for use during subsequent sessions. You save the changes using the EDIT command.

Changing a Screen's Format

To change the format of a monitor screen displayed in a window, follow these steps:

• Type edit following the CMD--> prompt, and press [Enter] (for the current window). Use the WINDOW command to
specify a noncurrent window or to specify multiple windows for editing.
or

• Type e in the window command field of the window to be edited, and press [Enter]. You can select multiple windows in
this manner.
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Edit Window Format Screens

There are two Edit Window Format screens:

• The first screen allows you to change general information on the screen. For example, you can change the size of the
window.

• The second screen allows you to change information for each field on the screen. For example, you can specify the
column order.

Changing Screen Information

When you use the EDIT command, Performance Monitor displays the first Edit Window Format screen:

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:44:53.35

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 EDIT Window Format - PF6 for Window Fields

Buffer I/O Summary

     Map Name: PMRTMBUF                     Date Generated: 06/06/00

                                            Time Generated: 17:48

     Map Type: VARIABLE/COLUMN

     Current Window Size:  8 x  80     SELF-ADJUSTING

     Minimum Window Size:  3 x  40     THAWED

     Number of Fields in Map:      9

     Number of Data Lines:         6

Screen Information

The screen displays the following general information on the window:

• The name and type of map that is used to display the window
• The date and time the map was generated
• The current and minimum window sizes (number of rows and column positions)
• An indication of whether the window is Self-Adjusting or Fixed
• An indication of whether the window is Frozen or Thawed
• The number of fields (columns) and data lines currently in the map

Changing Information

You typically change information in the following fields:

Field Information to enter
Current window size Number of rows and columns. These considerations apply:

Column size must be a multiple of 40
Number of rows cannot be less than that specified by Minimum
Window Size, nor can it exceed number of rows available in
window display area on your terminal screen
Number of columns cannot be less than that specified by Minimum
Window Size, nor can it exceed column width of your screen
When you change the column width, Performance Monitor
automatically changes the Self-Adjusting/Fixed status for the
window to FIXED.
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Self-Adjusting/Fixed status S (Self Adjusting) or F (Fixed).
Frozen/Thawed status F (Frozen) or T (Thawed).

Changing Field Information

To edit individual window fields, press [PF6]. The Performance Monitor displays the second Edit Window Format screen:

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:45:01.29

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 EDIT Window Format - PF6 for Window Edit

           Field  Field                                  Required Displayable

  Command  Order Number Field Name                       Field    Field

     _         1      1 Select_Field                        YES       YES

     _         2      2 Buffer_Name                         YES       YES

     _         3      3 Found_In_Buffer                     NO        YES

     _         4      4 Reads                               NO        YES

     _         5      5 Writes                              NO        YES

     _         6      6 Forced_Writes                       NO        YES

     _         7      7 Bcr_Waits                           NO        YES

     _         8      8 Area_Count                          NO        YES

Field Information

This screen lists each field on the monitor screen being edited and provides the following information for each field:

• The display sequence number of the field, moving across the screen from left to right (Field Order)
• The internal field number (Field Number)
• The field name (Field Name)
• An indication of whether the field must be displayed or can be scrolled out of view (Required Field)
• An indication of whether the field is visible (Displayable Field)

Changing Information

To change the order of a field or whether it is to be displayed, enter this information:

Field Information to enter
Command 1. m (move) in the row of the field whose display order you want to

change
2. a (after) or b (before) in the row of the field after which or before
which the field is to be moved.
If necessary, scroll up or down to display all the fields before
typing the commands.

Required Field y (yes) to specify that the field must remain on the screen during
scrolling operations;
n (no) to specify that the field can be scrolled off the screen.
If Required Field is Y (yes), Displayable Field must be Y (yes).

Displayable Field y (yes) to specify that the field must be displayed
n (no) to specify that the field is hidden and is not displayed.
For example, to specify a wide window, you may want to mark
fields in which you have no interest with N so that all remaining
fields can fit on the screen at one time.
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Ending a Screen-Editing Session

When you are through using the Edit Window Format screen, do one of the following:

• Press [PF3].
• Type exit following the CMD--> prompt, then press [Enter]. The window for the Edit Window Format screen must be

current when you do this.
• Type x in the window command field of the window for the Edit Window Format screen, then press [Enter].

Performance Monitor displays the original monitor screen. All editing changes are reflected in the display.

Saving an Edited Screen Format

You can save an edited screen format for use during subsequent Performance Monitor sessions:

• To save the changes for the current window, type save following the CMD--> prompt, then press [Enter].
• To save changes for multiple windows or for a window that is not current, use the WINDOW command with the SAVE

command. For example, to save changes for screens in windows 02, 03, and 05, issue the following command:

window 2 3 5 save

Required Authority for SAVE

You must have SITE SAVE or USER SAVE authority to use the SAVE command:

• SITE SAVE authority enables you to save version 1 of a load module in the data dictionary's load area. This module is
used by Performance Monitor users who do not specify a test version.

• USER SAVE authority enables you to save load modules that use any version other than version 1. The load modules
are saved in the data dictionary's load area. These modules are used by users who specify that test version number
using the DCUF TEST command.

NOTE
For more information on the use of the SAVE command, see Performance Monitor Processing Options.

Example of Changing Screen Width

The Storage Pool Detail screen below is 80 columns wide. To change the screen width, type edit following the CMD-->
prompt, then press [Enter]:

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:45:21.56

 CMD--> edit                                                        Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Storage Pool Detail                                                     >

   Pool   Total Storage   High   SOS SOS  Cushn    Pages Release  Pages  Pfix

   ID   Storage  In_Use  Water Count Now   Size Released   Count Pfixed Count

    0    1476kB   620kB  704kB            53248    1536     933

    1     500kB   32768  98304            12288     982     936

    200   256kB   73728  81920             4096     255     251

Performance Monitor displays the Edit Window Format screen in the window area.

Change the column width of the window from 80 to 40 columns:

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:45:52.82

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 EDIT Window Format - PF6 for Window Fields

Storage Pool Detail
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     Map Name: PMRTMSTO                     Date Generated: 06/06/00

                                            Time Generated: 12:54

     Map Type: VARIABLE/COLUMN

     Current Window Size:  5 x  40     FIXED SIZE

     Minimum Window Size:  3 x  40     THAWED

     Number of Fields in Map:     16

     Number of Data Lines:         3

To return the Storage Pool Detail screen, press [PF3]. The screen now looks like this:

 PM Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:45:58.83

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Storage Pool Detail             >

 Pool   Total Storage   High   SOS SOS

 ID   Storage  In_Use  Water Count Now

  0    1476kB   620kB  704kB

  1     500kB   32768  98304

  200   256kB   73728  81920

You might edit another monitor screen to be 40 columns wide. If you do, Performance Monitor displays the two screens
side by side:

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:46:38.61

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   03 Communication Line Detail       >    02 Storage Pool Detail             >

  Line        Write    Total     Read    Pool   Total Storage   High   SOS SOS

  Name       Errors   Writes   Errors    ID   Storage  In_Use  Water Count Now

  CONSOLE         0        0        0     0    1476kB   620kB  704kB

  UCF95           0        0        0     1     500kB   32768  98304

  VTAM95          0      359        0     200   256kB   73728  81920

  DIALUP          0        0        0

Sorting Information

You can sort screens for the Realtime Monitor and the Interval Monitor based on the values in one or more screen fields.

Sorting a Single Field

To request sort processing for a single window field, follow these steps:

1. Type sort following the CMD--> prompt, followed by a (ascending) or d (descending) to specify the sequence of the
sort.

2. Position the cursor anywhere in the field to be sorted.
3. Press [Enter].

Performance Monitor displays the sorted screen as requested.

Sorting Multiple Fields

To request sort processing for multiple window fields do one of the following:
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• Type sort following the CMD--> prompt, then press [Enter] for the current window. Use the WINDOW command to
specify a noncurrent window.

• Type s in the window command field of the window to be sorted, then press [Enter].

Sort Selection Screen

Performance Monitor displays the Sort Selection screen for the selected window:

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:47:31.35

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Sort Selection * CAUTION, May Be CPU Intensive                         i

      Sort    Field    Field                                      Sort

     Order    Order   Number   Field_Name                         Sequence

                  1        1   Select_Field

                  2        2   Buffer_Name

                  3        3   Found_In_Buffer

                  4        4   Reads

                  5        5   Writes

                  6        6   Forced_Writes

                  7        7   Bcr_Waits

                  8        8   Area_Count

The Sort Selection screen lists each field defined for the selected window. For each field, the Sort Selection screen
displays:

• The display sequence number of the field, moving across the screen from left to right (Field Order)
• The internal field number (Field Number)
• The field name (Field Name)
• Existing sort criteria (Sort Order and Sort Sequence)

Specifying Sort Criteria

To specify sort criteria, enter information in the following fields:

Field Information to enter
Sort Order A sort order number for each field to be sorted: 1 for the primary

sort field, 2 for the secondary sort field, and so forth.
Sort Sequence a (ascending) or d (descending) to request that a field be sorted in

ascending or descending order. Ascending order is the default.

Exiting a Sort Session

When you finish entering sort criteria, press [Enter].

The Sort Selection screen remains in the window until you return to the original monitor screen by performing one of the
following steps:

• Press [PF3].
• Type exit following the CMD--> prompt, then press [Enter]. The window for the Sort Selection screen must be current.
• Type x in the window command field for the window, then press [Enter].

Performance Monitor displays the original monitor screen. The information in the screen is sorted according to the new
criteria.

Saving a Sorted Screen Format
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You can save a sorted screen format for use during subsequent Performance Monitor sessions. Use the method
described for saving an edited window under Editing Windows.

Example of Sorting a Field

The following I/O Detail screen is displayed during an Interval Monitor session. To sort the Write Waits field in descending
sequence, type sort d on the command line and position the cursor in the Write Waits field:

 PM-Rnn.n SYSQA03          CA, Inc.                  V105     08.348 11:35:34.80

 CMD-->sort d                                                       Window : 02

   02 09:40 IODT IO Detail                                                  ! >

   Area Name                   File Name           Read    Read   Write   Write

                                                  Waits    Time   Waits    Time

   NETAPPL.DDLDML              NETAPPL.APPLDML        0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   NETAPPL.DDLDCLOD            NETAPPL.APPLLOD        4  .0683S       0  .0000S

   PROJSEG.PROJAREA            PROJSEG.PROJDEMO       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   SQLAPPL.DDLCAT              SQLAPPL.APPLCAT        0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   SQLAPPL.DDLCATX             SQLAPPL.APPLCATX       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   SQLAPPL.DDLCATLOD           SQLAPPL.APPLCATL       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   SQLDEMO.EMPLAREA            SQLDEMO.EMPLDEMO       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   SQLDEMO.INFOAREA            SQLDEMO.INFODEMO       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   SQLDEMO.INDXAREA            SQLDEMO.INDXDEMO       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   SYSLOC.DDLOCSCR             SYSLOC.DCLSCR          0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG             SYSMSG.DCMSG           0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD             SYSTEM.DCLOD           0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG             SYSTEM.DCLOG           0  .0000S      54   2.25S

   SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN             SYSTEM.DCRUN           0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   SYSTEM.DDLDML               SYSTEM.DCDML           0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR             SYSTEM.DCSCR           0  .0000S      17  .9603S

   SYSUSER.DDLSEC              SYSUSER.DCSEC          0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   TOOLDB.EMP-DEMO-REGION      TOOLDB.TOOLEMP         0  .0000S       0  .0000S

Press [Enter]. Performance Monitor redisplays the screen contents sorted as requested:

 PM-Rnn.n SYSQA03          CA, Inc.                  V105     08.348 11:36:58.23

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 09:40 IODT IO Detail                                                    >

   Area Name                   File Name           Read    Read   Write   Write

                                                  Waits    Time   Waits    Time

   SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG             SYSTEM.DCLOG           0  .0000S      54   2.25S

   SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR             SYSTEM.DCSCR           0  .0000S      17  .9603S

   ASFNWK.DDLDML               ASFNWK.ASFDML          0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   ASFNWK.DDLDCLOD             ASFNWK.ASFLOD          0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   ASFNWK.IDMSR-AREA           ASFNWK.ASFDEFN         0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   ASFNWK.IDMSR-AREA2          ASFNWK.ASFDATA         0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   CATSYS.DDLCAT               CATSYS.DCCAT           0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   CATSYS.DDLCATX              CATSYS.DCCATX          0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   CATSYS.DDLCATLOD            CATSYS.DCCATL          0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   DIRLNWK.DDLDML              DIRLNWK.DIRLDML        0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   DIRLNWK.DDLDCLOD            DIRLNWK.DIRLLOD        0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   EMPDB.EMP-DEMO-REGION       EMPDB.EMPDEMO          0  .0000S       0  .0000S
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   EMPDB.INS-DEMO-REGION       EMPDB.INSDEMO          0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   EMPDB.ORG-DEMO-REGION       EMPDB.ORGDEMO          0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   EVQA.QATS-RRDS1             EVQA.EVQA01            0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   EVQA.QATS-ESDS1             EVQA.EVQA01            0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   EVQA.QATS-ESDS2             EVQA.EVQA01            0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   EVQA.QATS-KSDS1             EVQA.EVQA01            0  .0000S       0  .0000S

Refreshing Windows

If the monitor you are using automatically refreshes window displays, you can stop refresh processing for a window.

Stopping Refresh for All Windows

To stop refresh processing for all windows:

1. Type hold at the CMD--> prompt.
2. Press [Enter].

To resume refresh processing:

1. Type release on the command line.
2. Press [Enter].

NOTE
Performance Monitor refreshes the windows before it stops refresh processing.

Alternatively, you can stop refresh processing by moving the cursor from the home position. Performance Monitor displays
the message <<SCREEN HELD>>. To resume refresh processing, press [Enter].

Stopping Refresh for a Single Window

To stop refresh processing for one window:

1. Type freeze at the CMD--> prompt.
2. Press [Enter] (for the current window). Use the WINDOW command followed by the FREEZE command to stop refresh

processing for noncurrent windows.

To resume refresh processing:

1. Type thaw at the CMD--> prompt.
2. Press [Enter] for the current window.

NOTE
Use the WINDOW command followed by the THAW command to thaw noncurrent windows.

Performance Monitor Processing Options
The following table shows the types of global options that control Performance Monitor processing.

Option Type Established
Session option At system installation; you can change these options during a

Performance Monitor session.
Installation options At system installation; the system administrator can change these

options on a system-wide basis.
Task-code entry options At runtime; these options override session and installation options

when you initiate a Performance Monitor session.

Viewing Options
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To view the options specified above:

1. Type options at the CMD--> prompt.
2. Press [Enter]. Performance Monitor creates a new window and displays the Window Manager Options screen.

Window Manager Options Screen

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 13:48:18.79

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Window Manager Options

 Options in Effect  T  Alternate Choice

 REFRESH            _  HOLD

 24 PFKEYS          _  12 PFKEYS

 SNAP               _  NO SNAP

 Refresh Interval     10

 Stae OFF          Datastream MODIFIED

 Sort ALLOWED      Refresh Default ON

 Edit ALLOWED      CONVERSATIONAL

 Save SITE         Case UPLOW

Changing Session Options

You can change the following session options:

• The option to refresh screens or hold screens
• The option to use PF keys 1 through 12 or PF keys 1 through 24
• The option to take a system SNAP dump in the event of Performance Monitor abnormal termination processing (SNAP

or NO SNAP)

There are two choices displayed for each option. The choice displayed to the left is the setting in effect (the current
setting). To choose the setting on the right, type any nonblank character in the T (toggle) column that is represented as an
underscore between the two options.

The screen refresh interval is also a session option, and is displayed below the toggle options. To change the refresh
interval for the session (if it is installed for the monitor you are using), type the number of seconds for a new refresh
interval in the REFRESH INTERVAL field.

NOTE
You can alternatively type refresh and a new refresh interval on the CMD--> line of any screen.

When you finish making session option changes, press [Enter] to display the new session option settings.

Changing Installation Options

At the bottom of the Window Manager Options screen are the installation options for your system. The option settings that
can appear are listed below. For more information on each of the options, see the IDMS Performance Monitor System
Administration Section.

Option Description
STAE ON/OFF ON -- The STAE option is enabled for your system

OFF -- The STAE option is disabled for your system
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DATASTREAM MODIFIED/FULL MODIFIED -- Only modified fields are transmitted to and from the
terminal
FULL -- All fields are transmitted, regardless of whether they have
been modified

SORT ALLOWED/NOT ALLOWED ALLOWED -- Indicates that you can use the SORT command
NOT ALLOWED -- Indicates that you cannot use the SORT
command

REFRESH DEFAULT ON/OFF ON -- Performance Monitor automatically refreshes thawed
screens during processing.
OFF -- Performance Monitor does not refresh screens.

EDIT ALLOWED/NOT ALLOWED ALLOWED -- Indicates that you can use the EDIT command to
change the format of a screen
NOT ALLOWED -- Indicates that you cannot use the EDIT
command to change the format of a screen

PSEUDO CONVERSE/
CONVERSATIONAL

PSEUDO CONVERSE -- Performance Monitor runs in pseudo-
conversational mode. The Interval Monitor and the Application
Monitor typically run in pseudo-conversational mode.
CONVERSATIONAL -- Performance Monitor runs in
conversational mode. The Realtime Monitor typically runs in
conversational mode.

SAVE SITE Indicates that you can save changes to monitor screens in the
data dictionary under any version, including version 1.

SAVE NOT ALLOWED Indicates that you cannot use the SAVE command to save
changes made to screens.

SAVE USER Indicates that you can save changes to monitor screens in the
data dictionary under a version other than version 1.

CASE UPLOW/UPPER UPLOW -- Performance Monitor does not translate text to
uppercase letters.
UPPER -- Performance Monitor does translate text to uppercase
letters.

Exiting the Window Manager Options Screen

Exit the Window Manager Options screen, by doing any of the following:

• Press [PF3]
• Type x in the window command field
• Make another window current for processing

Using the Realtime Monitor
This section introduces the Realtime Monitor and describes the screens that you can request through the monitor.
During a Realtime Monitor session, use the windowing commands and control keys that are described in Windowing to
manipulate your screen displays.

What the Realtime Monitor Does

The Realtime Monitor captures and displays information describing the use of system resources of the current or remote
Central Version. The Central Version is specified by its job name. The following information is displayed:
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• System and user transaction activity
• System and user task activity
• Database access activity
• Database I/O and journal driver activity
• Communication-line and terminal activity
• Buffer use
• Journal use
• Scratch area use
• Storage-pool use
• Program-pool use
• SQL activity

The Realtime Monitor is either a conversational or pseudo-conversational task. In either case, it automatically refreshes
the screen with current statistics. This information is drawn directly from run-time control blocks maintained by the DC/
UCF system at the time of the request.

Uses and Users

The Realtime Monitor is typically used by DCAs, DBAs, operators, and system programmers to isolate problem areas in
system-resource utilization.

Problem-Solving

This section provides information that you can use to help alleviate problems that you detect by using the Realtime
Monitor. If you detect a problem with your system, perform the following steps:

1. Try to isolate the applications that are heavy users of the problem resource. For example, storage-pool problems can
be caused by an application that neglects to release acquired storage.

2. If Step 1 fails to correct the problem, increase the availability of the resource. For example, to solve storage-pool
problems, you might need to expand the storage pool.

Getting Started (Realtime Monitor)

You can perform the following steps to monitor:

1. To request the Realtime Monitor, type the task code pmrm following the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt:

V71  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

 pmrm

2. Press [Enter]. The Realtime Monitor displays the menu screen which lists all the Realtime Monitor options.

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:49:03.02

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 01

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   01 Realtime Monitor Menu

   PFkey  Description                      PFkey  Description

 _  PF1   System Run Unit Summary        _  PF2   Scratch Manager Detail

 _  PF3   Communication Line Detail      _  PF4   Active User Task Detail

 _  PF5   Active System Task Detail      _  PF6   Transaction Detail

 _  PF7   Lterm Resource Usage Summary   _  PF8   Buffer I/O Summary

 _  PF9   Storage Pool Detail            _  PF10  Program Pool Detail
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 _  PF11  Database Overview              _  PF12  Transaction Overview

 _  PF13  Task + Prog Pool Overview      _  PF14  Storage Pool Overview

 _  PF15  Database I/O Driver Detail     _  PF16  Journal Detail

 _  PF17  SQL Overview                   _  PF18  SQL Detail

 _  PF19  Active System Summary          

3. Select the screens that you want to view first. Window 01 is reserved for the menu, should you need to select more
screens later in the session.

NOTE

If secured external monitoring is enabled, only authorized users/groups can monitor secured external
systems by Active System Summary (PF19).

Monitor Screens

The following table summarizes the Realtime Monitor screens. Each screen is described in more detail later in this
section, in the order presented in this table:

Screen PF Key Display
Realtime Monitor Menu  The main menu for the Realtime Monitor
System Run Unit Summary PF1 One line of information for each type

of system run unit, including counts of
transactions initiated since system startup
and transactions currently active

Specific System Run Unit Detail  One line of information for each system
run unit; this screen is requested from the
System Run Unit Summary screen

Scratch Manager Detail PF2 Information about scratch-area use,
including read/write counts, buffer statistics,
and page use statistics

Communication Line Detail PF3 One line of information for each
communication line, including read/
write counts, error counts, and request
parameter list (RPL) use

Active User Task Detail PF4 One line of information for each active user
task, including the current program, user
information, the task status, and information
about system resources used by the task

Active System Task Detail PF5 One line of information for each active
system task, including the current program,
the task status, and information about
system resources used by the task

Transaction Detail PF6 One line of information for each active
user transaction, including the associated
task ID, the name of the subschema
to which the transaction is bound, and
statistics of database access requests by
the transaction

LTERM Resource Usage Summary PF7 One line of information for each logical
terminal ID, including the associated task
name and user ID, and information about
the system resources used by the task

LTERM Resource Usage Detail  Storage information about a specific logical
terminal
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Buffer I/O Summary PF8 One line of information for each buffer that
is defined in the DMCL, including read/write
statistics, the number of areas assigned to
the buffer, and the buffer size

Specific Buffer I/O Detail  One line of information for each file/area
combination that is assigned to a specific
buffer, including a count of page requests
and read/write statistics; this screen is
requested from the Buffer I/O Summary
screen

Storage Pool Detail PF9 One line of information for each storage
pool that is defined to the system, including
the pool size, usage statistics, and statistics
about short-on-storage conditions

Program Pool Detail PF10 One line of information for each program
pool that is defined to the system, including
the pool size, usage statistics, and statistics
about load activity in the pool

Database Overview PF11 Summary information about database
access activity, including record access
activity and page I/O activity

Transaction Overview PF12 Summary information about system run
units and external request units, including
counts of transactions that were processed,
the number of active transactions, and the
number of transactions that terminated
normally

Task and Program Pool Overview PF13 Summary information about task activity
and program-pool activity, including counts
of tasks that were processed, and counts of
waits and loads for each program pool

Storage Pool Overview PF14 Summary information about storage use,
including counts of short-on-storage
conditions and task waits for storage

Database I/O Driver Detail PF15 One line of information for each database I/
O and journal driver that is activated for the
DC/UCF system, including the number of
reads, writes, and posts

Journal Detail PF16 One line of information for each disk
journal, including whether the journal is full
or being offloaded

SQL Overview PF17 Summary SQL information for the system
since startup

SQL Detail PF18 One line of information about each SQL
transaction

Active System Summary PF19 Summary of all central versions running on
the same LPAR
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Control Keys

The following table summarizes the control keys you can use with the Realtime Monitor.

Control key What it does
ENTER Processes user input
PF1 Displays a screen of help text appropriate to the current cursor

position
PF3 Deletes the current window
PF6 Displays the Active Windows screen
PF7 Scrolls up
PF8 Scrolls down
PF10 Scrolls left
PF11 Scrolls right
CLEAR Exits the monitor

Realtime Monitor Menu

Menu Description

The Realtime Monitor Menu screen is the entry-level menu for the Realtime Monitor. Use this screen to request the next
screen(s) for display.

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:49:03.02

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 01

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   01 Realtime Monitor Menu

   PFkey  Description                      PFkey  Description

 _  PF1   System Run Unit Summary        _  PF2   Scratch Manager Detail

 _  PF3   Communication Line Detail      _  PF4   Active User Task Detail

 _  PF5   Active System Task Detail      _  PF6   Transaction Detail

 _  PF7   Lterm Resource Usage Summary   _  PF8   Buffer I/O Summary

 _  PF9   Storage Pool Detail            _  PF10  Program Pool Detail

 _  PF11  Database Overview              _  PF12  Transaction Overview

 _  PF13  Task + Prog Pool Overview      _  PF14  Storage Pool Overview

 _  PF15  Database I/O Driver Detail     _  PF16  Journal Detail

 _  PF17  SQL Overview                   _  PF18  SQL Detail

 _  PF19  Active System Summary          

 

To the left of each screen name is a single-character select field and a PF-key name. To select a screen:

• Type any nonblank character in the select field, then press [Enter]
or

• Press the indicated PF key

To select multiple screens, mark as many select fields as you want and press [Enter].
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System Run Unit Summary (PF1)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:49:12.72

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 System Run Unit Summary                                                 >

     Run Unit  Sysgen     Total   Total  Current  Current

         Type  Number     Alloc  Ovrflw    Alloc   Ovrflw    Dbname  Nodename

  _  SIGNON        2       1605       0        2        0

  _  MESSAGE       2      20141      15        2        0

  _  LOADER        2       2517       5        2        0

  _  QUEUE         3       5343      24        3        0

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:49:12.72

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 System Run Unit Summary                                                 <

    Run Unit  Total Current Current                                       RUH

        Type Ovrflw   Alloc  Ovrflw   Dbname Nodename Subschema_Name  Address

  _ SIGNON        0       2       0                      IDMSNWKS    000422AC

  _ MESSAGE      15       2       0                      IDMSNWKS    00042258

  _ LOADER        5       2       0                      IDMSNWKS    00042204

  _ QUEUE        24       3       0                      IDMSNWKS    000421B0

Screen Description

The System Run Unit Summary screen displays a line of information for each of these types of system transactions:

Run Unit Type Associated Dictionary Area
SIGNON DDLSEC
MESSAGE DDLDCMSG
LOADER DDLDCLOD
QUEUE DDLDCRUN or DDLDCQUE
SECURITY DDLDML
SQL LOADER DDLCATLOD
SQL SECURITY DDLCAT

You can request a detailed display for a specific run unit. Type any nonblank character in the select field to the left of a run
unit type, then press [Enter]. The Realtime Monitor displays the Specific System Run Unit Detail screen.

What To Look for

If the number of overflow run units (Total Ovrflw) is a high percentage of the total number of run units (Total Alloc) for the
same run unit type, you should consider increasing the number of run units specified in the appropriate RUNUNITS FOR
parameter of the system generation SYSTEM statement. The current RUNUNITS FOR parameter specification appears in
the Sysgen Number column.

Overflow run units may be high for LOADER run units. This typically occurs when the DC/UCF system accesses the load
areas of alternate dictionaries. In this case, increasing the RUNUNITS FOR parameter will not reduce the number of run
units. Users who specify an alternate dictionary (using the DCUF SET DICTNAME command) must be careful to reset the
dictionary specification when they are finished (using the DCUF SET DICTNAME ' ' command).
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Specific System Run Unit Detail

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:49:33.53

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   03 Specific System Run Unit Detail

   Run Unit Sysgen    Times                                              RUH

       Type Number    Alloc   Type   Dbname Nodename Subschema_Name  Address

   SIGNON       2      1599 SYSGEN                      IDMSNWKS    000422AC

   SIGNON       2         9 SYSGEN                      IDMSNWKS    000422AC

   02 System Run Unit Summary                                                 <

    Run Unit  Total Current Current                                       RUH

        Type Ovrflw   Alloc  Ovrflw   Dbname Nodename Subschema_Name  Address

  _ SIGNON        0       2       0                      IDMSNWKS    000422AC

Screen Description

To request the Specific System Run Unit Detail screen, enter a nonblank character next to a run unit type in the System
Run Unit Summary screen. The Specific System Run Unit Detail screen displays a line of information for each run unit
currently allocated of a specific type.

What To Look For

Request this screen to investigate overflow run units.

Scratch Manager Detail (PF2)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:42:19.83

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Scratch Manager Detail                                                  >

    Pages   Pages  Fnd-In  Fnd-In   Pages  Getscr  Putscr       Pct     Pages

  Written    Read  Buffer   Cache  Stolen   Count   Count Allocated Allocated

      114      94     739       0     114     248     452      5          100

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:42:32.20

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Scratch Manager Detail                                               <

     Pages  Getscr  Putscr       Pct     Pages    Pages HWM-Pages Allocation

    Stolen   Count   Count Allocated Allocated     Free Allocated      Count

       114     248     452      5          100     1900       106       184

Screen Description

The Scratch Manager Detail screen displays information on scratch area activity, including access statistics and page-use
statistics.

You can determine the number of pages assigned to the scratch area by adding the number of pages currently in use
(Pages Allocated) to the number of pages available (Pages Free).

When the scratch is assigned to storage, some output fields will display a 0 value. For more information, see the IDMS
System Generation Section.

What To Look For
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Add the number of pages read (Pages Read) to the number of times a requested page was found in the scratch area
buffer (Found in Buffer). Compare this sum with the number of times a page was forced out of the buffer for another task I/
O (Pages Stolen). If Pages Stolen is high compared to this sum (greater than 50%, for example), you should increase the
size of the scratch area buffer in the DMCL.

The following entities may show up as frequent users of the scratch area:

• ADS (when relocatable storage is turned on)
• Line mode I/O
• Pageable maps
• The Interval Monitor and the Application Monitor

Communication Line Detail (PF3)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:50:06.43

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Communication Line Detail                                               >

    Line       Write   Total    Read   Total   Line RPL    Waits Total RPLs

    Name      Errors  Writes  Errors   Reads Status Gen   On RPL  Requested

    CONSOLE        0       0       0       0 INSRVC   0        0         0

    VTAM16         0   82015       3   67637 INSRVC  25        0    162354

    PRINT16        8    1057       2       0 INSRVC  40        0      1315

    DIAL16        25   24899       6    1144 INSRVC   0        0         0

    UCF16          0     159       0     178 INSRVC   0        0         0

    S16VTM         0       0       0       0 INSRVC   0        0         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:50:06.43

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Communication Line Detail                                            <

      Total   Line RPL    Waits Total RPLs Line       Term ACBname/ Compact

      Reads Status Gen   On RPL  Requested Type      Count DDname   Y/N

          0 INSRVC   0        0         0  WTO           1 CONSOLE     N

      67637 INSRVC  25        0    162354  VTAM 3270   250 SYSTEM16    Y

          0 INSRVC  40        0      1315  VTAM 3270    79 PRINT16     N

       1144 INSRVC   0        0         0  START STP     6 S16DIAL     N

        178 INSRVC   0        0         0  UCF          10 RHDCFSTB    N

          0 INSRVC   0        0         0  DDS VTAM      2 DDSVTM57    N

Screen Description

The Communication Line Detail screen displays a line of information on the activity on each teleprocessing line. Since
line speed is slower than processor speed, online, tasks should minimize I/O requests. In addition, applications should be
designed to transmit only modified fields.

What To Look For

• Look for a high number of request parameter list (RPL) waits for each VTAM or DCAM line, shown in the Waits On
RPL field. A high number can indicate a problem, especially for a line that contains one or more printers. There should
never be an RPL wait for a printer.
The optimal number of entries in the RPL for a line should be 15% to 20% of the number of physical terminals in the
line group, plus the actual number of printers in the group. Specify this number in the RPL COUNT IS parameter in the
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system generation LINE statement for the VTAM line (VTAMLIN), or in the RPB COUNT IS parameter for the DCAM
line (DCAMLIN).

• Look for a high value in the Write Errors or Read Errors fields. I/O errors occur when the system attempts to write to
or read from a device assigned to the communication line. Identify the problem terminal and run a terminal trace to
diagnose the problem by issuing a DCMT PTERM command.

Active User Task Detail (PF4)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:43:00.30

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Active User Task Detail                                                 >

   Task       Task      Current Task  Link                     Task  Ecblist

   Number     Code      Program  Pri Level User_ID  Lterm_ID Status  Address

   1819       PMRM     PMWNDRVR  252                VL71001  RUN    00000000

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:43:00.30

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Active User Task Detail                                              <  >

  Task       Task      Current  Ecblist First    Second   Third    Stor  Shrd

  Number     Code      Program  Address ECB      ECB      ECB      #RCE Below

  1819       PMRM     PMWNDRVR 00000000                               9     0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:45:26.60

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Active User Task Detail                                              <  >

  Task       Task      Current  Shrd  Shrd  Priv  Priv  Priv  Pgm   Pgm   Pgm

  Number     Code      Program Below    XA Below    XA  Aloc #RCE 24bit 31bit

  1819       PMRM     PMWNDRVR     0  3584   512  43kB  47kB   10     0  49kB

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:45:26.60

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Active User Task Detail                                              <  >

    Task       Task      Current   Pgm   RU  Oth System   User    Waited_On

    Number     Code      Program 31bit #RCE #RCE   Time   Time        Dbkey

    1819       PMRM     PMWNDRVR  49kB    0    0 .0448S .0620S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:45:26.60

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Active User Task Detail                                              <  >

 Task       Task      Current    Waited_On Dbkey    Default  Default  Default

 Number     Code      Program        Dbkey Holder   Dictnode Dictname Dbnode

 1819       PMRM     PMWNDRVR

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:45:26.60

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Active User Task Detail                                              <

    Task       Task      Current Default  Default  Default  Default  Default

    Number     Code      Program Dictnode Dictname Dbnode   Dbname   Version

    1819       PMRM     PMWNDRVR
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Screen Description

The Active User Task Detail screen displays a line of information for each user task in the dispatch chain. The tasks are
sorted by task dispatching priority, from lowest to highest. This screen helps you determine why the system is slow.

If you have the appropriate DCMT discrete security, you can use this screen:

• to change the dispatching priority for a task
• to terminate an active task on the local system

This screen can also be used to terminate an active task executing on a remote Central Version (z/OS only). Canceling
tasks running on a remote Central Version is controlled by your external security system. For more information, see the
section Installation and Customization in the IDMS Performance Monitor System Administration Section.

To do so, type over the existing value in the appropriate column for the task and press ENTER:

Field Type
Task Pri A number between 0 and 240 to define the new dispatching

priority for the task.
Task Status CANCEL to abend the task. No dump is taken during abend

processing.

WARNING
You cannot change the task priority for a system that is being monitored remotely.

What To Look For

• Look for a task that is in a wait status (Task Status is WAIT) for a long time. If you know that the resource for which the
task is waiting will not be available in the appropriate amount of time, you can terminate the task as described above.
Event control blocks (ECBs) define what a task is waiting on. For example, an ECB of LMGR indicates that the task is
waiting on a lock that is managed by the database lock manager. For more information on ECBs, see the ADS DSECT
Reference Section.

• When storage protection is on, look for a number in the Priv Aloc field that is much higher than the sum of the
Priv Below and Priv XA fields. This indicates that the task is allocating more storage than it is actually using. In an
ADS application, this situation can result from incorrect sizing of the record buffer blocks (RBBs). In a non ADS
environment, examine the application for poor storage allocation.

Active System Task Detail (PF5)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:39:24.33

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Active System Task Detail                                               >

 Task       Task      Current  Link            Task  Ecblist First    Second

 Number     Code      Program Level Lterm_ID Status  Address ECB      ECB

 0          *SYSTEM* MASTER       0          WAIT   063F5010 EXT ECB  LTTMSECB

 1          *SYSTEM* *DBRC*       0          WAIT   0667EB48 DBRCWTOR ESEECB

 2          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD     0          WAIT   0642E710 SDCSECB  *TIMER*

 3          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD     0          WAIT   0642FB10 SDCSECB  *TIMER*

 4          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD     0          WAIT   06430F10 SDCSECB  *TIMER*

 5          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD     0          WAIT   06431C10 SDCSECB  *TIMER*

 6          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD     0          WAIT   06432910 SDCSECB  *TIMER*

 7          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD     0          WAIT   06433610 SDCSECB  *TIMER*

 8          SRVCDRVR RHDCLGSD     0          WAIT   00058830 SDCSECB
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 9          SRVCDRVR RHDCLGSD     0          WAIT   00058880 SDCSECB

 10         SRVCDRVR RHDCLGSD     0          WAIT   000588D0 SDCSECB

 11         SRVCDRVR PMONCIOD     0          WAIT   0668F7DC SDCSECB  PM DRVR

 12         SRVCDRVR PMONCROL     0          WAIT   066912A4 ICEECB   ICEECB

 13         SRVCDRVR RHDCDEAD     0          WAIT   06692E0C ICEECB   SDCSECB

 14         *DRIVER* UCFLINE      0          WAIT   063F7E08 PLE      ESECKECB

 15         *DRIVER* VTAM71       0          WAIT   064457FC PLE      VTM READ

 16         *DRIVER* DDSVTAM      0          WAIT   06449088 PLE      DDS READ

 17         *DRIVER* CCILINE      0          WAIT   06451A08 PLE      DDS READ

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:39:37.24

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Active System Task Detail                                            <  >

  Task       Task      Current Second   Third    Stor  Shrd  Shrd  Priv  Priv

  Number     Code      Program ECB      ECB      #RCE Below    XA Below    XA

  0          *SYSTEM* MASTER   LTTMSECB             2  5120   128     0     0

  1          *SYSTEM* *DBRC*   ESEECB   CCEECB      1   128     0     0     0

  2          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD *TIMER*              4     0  15kB     0     0

  3          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD *TIMER*              4     0  16kB     0     0

  4          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD *TIMER*              4     0  14kB     0     0

  5          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD *TIMER*              4     0  16kB     0     0

  6          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD *TIMER*              4     0  24kB     0     0

  7          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD *TIMER*              4     0  24kB     0     0

  8          SRVCDRVR RHDCLGSD                      3     0  12kB     0     0

  9          SRVCDRVR RHDCLGSD                      3     0  12kB     0     0

  10         SRVCDRVR RHDCLGSD                      3     0  12kB     0     0

  11         SRVCDRVR PMONCIOD PM DRVR  PM DRVR    21   512  52kB     0     0

  12         SRVCDRVR PMONCROL ICEECB   PM DRVR     0     0     0     0     0

  13         SRVCDRVR RHDCDEAD SDCSECB              0     0     0     0     0

  14         *DRIVER* UCFLINE  ESECKECB             1     0   128     0     0

  15         *DRIVER* VTAM71   VTM READ             1     0  6016     0     0

  16         *DRIVER* DDSVTAM  DDS READ *LOGON*     0     0     0     0     0

  17         *DRIVER* CCILINE  DDS READ             0     0     0     0     0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:39:37.24

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Active System Task Detail                                            <  >

   Task       Task      Current  Priv  Priv  Pgm   Pgm   Pgm   RU  Oth System

   Number     Code      Program    XA  Aloc #RCE 24bit 31bit #RCE #RCE   Time

   0          *SYSTEM* MASTER       0  5248    0     0     0    0    2  3.77S

   1          *SYSTEM* *DBRC*       0   128    0     0     0    0    1  1.15S

   2          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD     0  15kB    2     0  3776    2    0 .0093S

   3          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD     0  16kB    2     0  8224    2    0 .0100S

   4          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD     0  14kB    6     0  9584    2    0 .0021S

   5          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD     0  16kB    2     0  7808    2    0 .0096S

   6          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD     0  24kB    6     0  35kB    2    0 .0109S

   7          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD     0  24kB    6     0  15kB    2    0 .0105S

   8          SRVCDRVR RHDCLGSD     0  12kB    1     0   736    1    0 .2113S

   9          SRVCDRVR RHDCLGSD     0  12kB    1     0   736    1    0 .1470S

   10         SRVCDRVR RHDCLGSD     0  12kB    1     0   736    1    0 .0231S

   11         SRVCDRVR PMONCIOD     0  52kB    0     0     0    0    1 .8803S

   12         SRVCDRVR PMONCROL     0     0    0     0     0    0    1 .0175S

   13         SRVCDRVR RHDCDEAD     0     0    0     0     0    0    1  4.35S
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   14         *DRIVER* UCFLINE      0   128    0     0     0    0    0 .0006S

   15         *DRIVER* VTAM71       0  6016    0     0     0    0    0  1.21S

   16         *DRIVER* DDSVTAM      0     0    0     0     0    0    0  5.08S

   17         *DRIVER* CCILINE      0     0    0     0     0    0    0 .0138S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:39:37.24

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Active System Task Detail                                            <

  Task       Task      Current  Priv  Pgm   Pgm   Pgm   RU  Oth System   User

  Number     Code      Program  Aloc #RCE 24bit 31bit #RCE #RCE   Time   Time

  0          *SYSTEM* MASTER    5248    0     0     0    0    2  3.77S .0000S

  1          *SYSTEM* *DBRC*     128    0     0     0    0    1  1.15S .0000S

  2          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD  15kB    2     0  3776    2    0 .0093S .0000S

  3          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD  16kB    2     0  8224    2    0 .0100S .0000S

  4          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD  14kB    6     0  9584    2    0 .0021S .0000S

  5          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD  16kB    2     0  7808    2    0 .0096S .0000S

  6          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD  24kB    6     0  35kB    2    0 .0109S .0000S

  7          SRVCDRVR RHDCRUSD  24kB    6     0  15kB    2    0 .0105S .0000S

  8          SRVCDRVR RHDCLGSD  12kB    1     0   736    1    0 .2113S .0000S

  9          SRVCDRVR RHDCLGSD  12kB    1     0   736    1    0 .1470S .0000S

  10         SRVCDRVR RHDCLGSD  12kB    1     0   736    1    0 .0231S .0000S

  11         SRVCDRVR PMONCIOD  52kB    0     0     0    0    1 .8803S .0000S

  12         SRVCDRVR PMONCROL     0    0     0     0    0    1 .0175S .0000S

  13         SRVCDRVR RHDCDEAD     0    0     0     0    0    1  4.35S .0000S

  14         *DRIVER* UCFLINE    128    0     0     0    0    0 .0006S .0000S

  15         *DRIVER* VTAM71    6016    0     0     0    0    0  1.21S .0000S

  16         *DRIVER* DDSVTAM      0    0     0     0    0    0  5.08S .0000S

  17         *DRIVER* CCILINE      0    0     0     0    0    0 .0138S .0000S

Screen Description

The Active System Task Detail screen displays a line of information for each active system task.

What To Look For

Look at the ECB fields. For more information on ECBs, see the ADS DSECT Reference Section.

Transaction Detail (PF6)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:40:20.69

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Transaction Detail                                                      >

   Task       Task        Bound   Task Subschma Transaction  DBMS Pages Pages

   Number     Code      Program Status Acc_Mod  Status      Calls Writn  Read

   2                   RHDCRUAL WAIT   IDMSNWK7       H       113     0  1002

   2                   RHDCRUAL WAIT   IDMSNWK7       H         9     0     0

   3                   RHDCRUAL WAIT   IDMSNWKL       H       314     0    21

   3                   RHDCRUAL WAIT   IDMSNWKL       A         3     0     0

   4                   RHDCRUAL WAIT   IDMSNWK6       A       731     0    33

   4                   RHDCRUAL WAIT   IDMSNWK6       A         3     0     0

   5                   RHDCRUAL WAIT   IDMSSECU       H       165     0     3
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   5                   RHDCRUAL WAIT   IDMSSECU       H         9     0     0

   6                   RHDCRUAL WAIT   IDMSNWK8       A         3     0     0

   6                   RHDCRUAL WAIT   IDMSNWK8       A         3     0     0

   7                   RHDCRUAL WAIT   IDMSSECS       A       141     0     2

   7                   RHDCRUAL WAIT   IDMSSECS       A         3     0     0

   8                   RHDCLGSD WAIT   IDMSNWK9       A         3     0     0

   9                   RHDCLGSD WAIT   IDMSNWK9       A         3     0     0

   10                  RHDCLGSD WAIT   IDMSNWK9       A         3     0     0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:40:20.69

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Transaction Detail                                                   <  >

                                                                          Calc

  Task       Pages Pages Rcrds Rcrds Frags Updat Selct Locks Bfore After Store

  Number      Read Reqst Reqst Curnt Stord Locks Locks Reqst Image Image Noovr

  2           1002  1023    24     0     0     1     0    25     0     0     0

  2              0     1     1     0     0     1     0     2     0     0     0

  3             21    90    95    26     0     1     0    86     0     0     0

  3              0     0     0     0     0     1     0     1     0     0     0

  4             33   357   560   357     0     0     1     1     0     0     0

  4              0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0

  5              3    32    32     0     0     1     0    33     0     0     0

  5              0     1     1     0     0     1     0     2     0     0     0

  6              0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0

  6              0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0

  7              2    26    26     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0

  7              0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0

  8              0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0

  9              0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0

  10             0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:40:20.69

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Transaction Detail                                                   <  >

              Calc  Calc   Via   Via                                     Lvls

  Task       Store Store Store Store   New  SR8s  SR8s Orphs  Levl   SR8 Srch

  Number     Noovr Ovrfl Noovr Ovrfl Index Erasd Stord Adopt Spawn Split Wrst

  2              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0

  2              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0

  3              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0

  3              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0

  4              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0

  4              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0

  5              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0

  5              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0

  6              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0

  6              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0

  7              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0

  7              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0

  8              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0

  9              0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0

  10             0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:49:30.57
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 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Transaction Detail                                                   <

                        Lvls Lvls Last

 Task        Levl   SR8 Srch Srch Verb   Current            Current

 Number     Spawn Split Wrst Best Num    Area_Name          Record_Name

 2              0     0    0    0 005F   DDLDCRUN

 2              0     0    0    0 0036

 3              0     0    0    0 005F

 3              0     0    0    0 0036

 4              0     0    0    0 005F   DDLDCMSG

 4              0     0    0    0 0036

 5              0     0    0    0 005F   DDLSEC

 5              0     0    0    0 005F   DDLSEC

 6              0     0    0    0 0036

 6              0     0    0    0 0036

 7              0     0    0    0 005F   DDLDML

 7              0     0    0    0 005F   DDLDML

 8              0     0    0    0 0038   DDLDCLOG           LOGREC-143

 9              0     0    0    0 0038   DDLDCLOG           LOGREC-143

 10             0     0    0    0 0038   DDLDCLOG           LOGREC-143

Screen Description

The Transaction Detail screen displays a line of information for each active transaction.

What To Look For

• Look for a high number in the Frags Stord, Calc Store Ovrfl, and Via Store Ovrfl fields. A high number in any of these
fields indicates that target pages for records stored by a transaction were full, forcing IDMS to store the records on
other pages. This situation can degrade access efficiency for the database.

• Look for information on index levels on this screen.
• Look for information on implied locks maintained by each active transaction on this screen. Too many locks can cause

a task to use a lot of storage. Use COMMITs to release locks. The task should release explicitly locked records as
soon as possible.

You can also use the Application Monitor (see Using the Application Monitor) to view transaction activity through a period
of time and to identify transactions causing overflow problems. In addition, you can use the IDMSDBAN utility to analyze
space availability for database pages. If a large number of pages in the database are full, you should consider increasing
the database page size or the number of pages in the database.

LTERM Resource Usage Summary (PF7)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:51:28.48

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Lterm Resource Usage Summary                                            >

            Task     Current           Stor  Shrd  Shrd  Priv  Priv  Priv  Pgm

   Lterm_ID Code     Program  User_ID  #RCE Below    XA Below    XA  Aloc #RCE

 _ LV72001  PMRM     PMWNDRVR LHN        18  2048     0  64kB     0  72kB   10

 _ LV72002                    MHH        14  9664     0  17kB     0  20kB    0

 _ LV72003                    JLR         7  8128     0  15kB     0  16kB    0

 _ LV72004                    PHM         6  2432     0  15kB     0  16kB    0
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 _ LV72005                    RXM         7  7040     0  15kB     0  16kB    0

 _ LV72007                    TKM         9  8576     0  15kB     0  16kB    0

 _ LV72008                    SJU         6  1728     0  14kB     0  16kB    0

 _ LV72009                    IST        13  8512     0  16kB     0  20kB    0

 _ LV72010                    SKC        12  9152     0  16kB     0  20kB    0

 _ LV72011                    GAD        13  2688     0  14kB     0  16kB    0

 _ LV71003                    KJM         6  3200     0  1024     0  4096    0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:51:28.48

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Lterm Resource Usage Summary                                         <  >

               Pgm   Pgm   Pgm   Ru  Oth  Default Default  Default  Default

     Lterm_ID #RCE 24bit 31bit #RCE #RCE Loadlist Dictnode Dictname Dbnode

   _ LV72001    10     0  49kB    0    0 A16LIST1

   _ LV72002     0     0     0    0    3 A16LIST1

   _ LV72003     0     0     0    0    0 A16LIST1

   _ LV72004     0     0     0    0    0 A16LIST1

   _ LV72005     0     0     0    0    0 A16LIST1

   _ LV72007     0     0     0    0    1 A16LIST1

   _ LV72008     0     0     0    0    0 A16LIST1

   _ LV72009     0     0     0    0    3 A16LIST1

   _ LV72010     0     0     0    0    2 A16LIST1

   _ LV72011     0     0     0    0    2 A16LIST1

   _ LV71003     0     0     0    0    4 SYSLOAD

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:51:28.48

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Lterm Resource Usage Summary                                         <

              Default Default  Default  Default  Default  Default        Lterm

    Lterm_ID Loadlist Dictnode Dictname Dbnode   Dbname   Version      Address

  _ LV72001  A16LIST1                                                 00046418

  _ LV72002  A16LIST1                                                 00046518

  _ LV72003  A16LIST1                                                 00046618

  _ LV72004  A16LIST1                                                 00046718

  _ LV72005  A16LIST1                                                 00046818

  _ LV72007  A16LIST1                                                 00046A18

  _ LV72008  A16LIST1                                                 00046B18

  _ LV72009  A16LIST1                                                 00046C18

  _ LV72010  A16LIST1                                                 00046D18

  _ LV72011  A16LIST1                                                 00046E18

  _ LV71003  SYSLOAD                                                  000525B4

Screen Description

The Lterm Resource Usage Summary screen displays a line of information for each logical terminal ID. The screen
displays:

• The amount of shared storage being used by the task.
• The amount of private storage being used by the task. The DC/UCF system assigns storage in 128-byte increments.

When storage protect is on and a program requests 10 bytes of storage, the DC/UCF system allocates 128 bytes of
storage, of which all 128 bytes are private.

• Storage field values are scaled in these increments:
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– Bytes
– 1 KB increments
– 1 MB increments
– 1 GB increments

You can request a detailed display for a specific LTERM. Type any nonblank character in the select field to the left of the
LTERM ID, then press [Enter]. The Realtime Monitor displays the Lterm Resource Usage Detail screen, which shows
resources held by a specific terminal.

What To Look For

• Look for the use of an alternate dictionary by a task, indicated by a value in the Default Dictname field. A task that
uses an alternate dictionary can increase LOADER activity. This can result in a high overflow run unit count in the Total
Ovrflw field on the System Run Units screen.

• Look for the use of a test version (other than version 1) by a task, indicated by a value in the Default Version field. A
task that uses a test version increases the search path for LOADER. You should not use test versions in a production
environment.

• Look at the difference between the sum of the Priv Below plus the Priv XA fields and the Priv Aloc field. The difference
indicates the amount of storage a task has tied up that is not being used. In an ADS environment, this situation can
result from incorrect sizing of record buffer blocks (RBBs). In a non ADS environment, examine specific applications for
poor storage allocation. You can use the Performance Monitor's Application Monitor to examine specific applications
for this discrepancy.

LTERM Resource Usage Detail

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 07:36:13.99

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   03 Lterm Resource Usage Detail                                             >

                                RLE           RCE  Resource  Usage      Task

   Lterm_ID  User_ID        Address       Address      Type  Count        ID

   VL71001   DEKDO01       B70691B4      37072280  STORAGE       1       74

                           37069154      37073140  STORAGE       1       74

                           3706919C      370731C0  STORAGE       1       74

                           37069178      37073180  STORAGE       1       74

                           37069130      37073100  STORAGE       1       74

                           370690B8      370723C0  STORAGE       1       74

                           37069094      37072440  STORAGE       1       74

                           370690DC      37072420  STORAGE       1       27

                           370690C4      37073080  STORAGE       1       74

                           37068A88      37073020  STORAGE       1       74

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 07:36:50.00

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   03 Lterm Resource Usage Detail                                          <

                Task          Word         Word       Word          Word

  Lterm_ID        ID          One          Two        Three         Four

  VL71001         74     00009C80     371D2D80     3705D04C     3705CF88

                  74     00000180     371D2C00     3705D04C     3705CF88

                  74     00007A00     371CAF80     3705D02C     3705CF88

                  74     00000500     371CAA80     3705D02C     3705CF88

                  74     00000500     371CA400     3705D02C     3705CF88

                  74     00000200     00183000     3705A330     3705A288
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                  74     00000E80     39969300     37064DE8     37064B08

                  27     00000100     38F3A800     3705A8BC     3705A788

                  74     00000380     371C9080     3705D028     3705CF88

                  74     00001000     371C9400     3705D028     3705CF88

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 07:37:26.05

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   03 Lterm Resource Usage Detail                                       <

                Word          Word         Word       Word          Word

  Lterm_ID      Two           Three        Four       Five          Six

  VL71001    371D2D80       3705D04C     3705CF88   80000000    00000000

             371D2C00       3705D04C     3705CF88   00000000    00000000

             371CAF80       3705D02C     3705CF88   00000000    00000000

             371CAA80       3705D02C     3705CF88   80000000    00000000

             371CA400       3705D02C     3705CF88   80000000    00000000

             00183000       3705A330     3705A288   80000000    00000000

             39969300       37064DE8     37064B08   00000000    00000000

             38F3A800       3705A8BC     3705A788   00000000    00000000

             371C9080       3705D028     3705CF88   00000000    C4D9E5D9

             371C9400       3705D028     3705CF88   00000000    E2E3C3D2

Screen Description

To request the Lterm Resource Usage Detail screen, enter a nonblank character next to an Lterm_ID field in the Lterm
Resource Usage Summary screen. The Lterm Resource Usage Detail screen displays a line of information for each
resource allocated to a logical terminal.

What To Look For

Request this screen when you notice a problem associated with a particular LTERM; for example, the number of RCEs
held by the terminal. The screen displays internal information that can help you determine the number of resources used
by the terminal and their size.

Buffer I/O Summary (PF8)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:44:07.23

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Buffer I/O Summary                                                      >

                          Fnd_In     Read   Fnd_In    Write   Forced Prefetch

            Buffer_Name   Buffer    Count    Cache    Count    Write     Hits

   _ DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER        942        5                 1

   _ DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER        285      190       75        1

   _ LOG_BUFFER

   _ DEFAULT_BUFFER          541     1097                22

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:44:29.43

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Buffer I/O Summary                                                   <

                         Write   Forced Prefetch      Bcr   Page  Buffer

          Buffer_Name    Count    Write     Hits    Waits   Size   Pages #Areas

 _ DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER          1                              4000     200      4
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 _ DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER          1                              2932     200      5

 _ LOG_BUFFER                                               4276              1

 _ DEFAULT_BUFFER           22                              4276      30     24

Screen Description

The Buffer I/O Summary screen displays a line of information for each buffer defined to DC/UCF.

You can request a detailed display for a specific buffer, which breaks down the information for each file/area combination
assigned to the buffer. Type any nonblank character in the select field to the left of the buffer name, then press [Enter].
The Realtime Monitor displays the Specific Buffer I/O Detail screen for each selected buffer.

What To Look For

• Look for a high number of read-request I/Os (Read Count) for a particular buffer, compared to the number of requested
pages found in the buffer (Found In Buf). If this occurs, consider modifying the buffer's DMCL definition to:
– Increase the number of pages in the buffer
– Reassign areas to buffers based on their usage

NOTE
By increasing the number or size of buffers, you decrease the amount of storage available to the DC/UCF
system and may cause an increase in paging. If paging increases, decrease the size of the buffer.

• Look for a high value in the Forced Write field. A forced write occurs when the system must write a buffer page in order
to read a database page. A high value means one of these conditions exist:
– A long-running update job is not issuing COMMIT statements frequently enough
– Buffer activity is excessive

• Look for a non-zero number in the BCR Waits field. A value in this field indicates a serious problem that can be
remedied by increasing the number of pages in the buffer. The field is incremented when IDMSDBIO determines that
all the pages in the buffer are exclusively held and must therefore wait until a buffer page becomes available.

You can determine if one file is responsible for a large percentage of buffer activity by requesting the Specific Buffer I/O
Detail screen for the buffer.

Specific Buffer I/O Detail

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:46:43.34

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   03 Specific Buffer I/O Detail                                              >

                                                              Fnd_In      Read

  File_Name                    Area_Name                      Buffer     Count

  DBCR.BRANCHA                 DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     257         2

  DBCR.BRANCHB                 DBCR.BRNCHTEL

  DBCR.BRANCHC                 DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     193         1

  DBCR.BRANCHD                 DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     492         2

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:46:56.23

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   03 Specific Buffer I/O Detail                                           <  >

                                      Read     Fnd_In      Write   Prefetch

    File_Name                        Count      Cache      Count       Hits

    DBCR.BRANCHA                         2                     1

    DBCR.BRANCHB

    DBCR.BRANCHC                         1

    DBCR.BRANCHD                         2
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PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:47:10.13

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   03 Specific Buffer I/O Detail                                           <

                                 Fnd_In    Write Prefetch

   File_Name                      Cache    Count     Hits Buffer_Name

   DBCR.BRANCHA                                1          DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER

   DBCR.BRANCHB

   DBCR.BRANCHC

   DBCR.BRANCHD

Screen Description

To request the Specific Buffer I/O Detail screen, enter a nonblank character next to a buffer name in the Buffer I/O
Summary screen. The Specific Buffer I/O Detail screen displays a line of information for each file/area combination
assigned to the buffer.

What To Look For

Request this screen when you notice a problem related to the associated buffer on the Buffer I/O Summary screen. For
example, the Buffer I/O Summary screen may indicate that too many I/Os are being performed for requested pages. Use
the Specific Buffer I/O Detail screen to determine which files have the highest activity in the selected buffer.

Storage Pool Detail (PF9)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 07:38:25.03

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Storage Pool Detail                                                     >

   Pool   Total Storage   High   SOS SOS  Cushn    Pages Release  Pages  Pfix

   ID   Storage  In_Use  Water Count Now   Size Released   Count Pfixed Count

    0    1208kB   124kB  128kB                       19      19

    120  1000kB   12288  20480             4096      29      28

    150    29mB   45056  81920             4096      87     173

    254    10mB   152kB  164kB             4096      87      33

    255    10mB   584kB  588kB                       46      46

    255  2960kB  2960kB 2960kB

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 07:38:45.04

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Storage Pool Detail                                                  <

  Pool SOS   SOS  Cushn  Pages Release Pages  Pfix Pages Pfree Scan1 Scan2

  ID   Count Now  Size Released Count Pfixed Count Freed Count Count Count

   0                      19      19                             66   163

   120            40960   29      28                             96    27

   150            40960  187     173                            346   169

   254            40960   87      33                            101   142

   255                    46      46                            383    95

   255                                         1

Screen Description

The Storage Pool Detail screen displays a line of information for each storage pool defined to the DC/UCF system.
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What To Look For

Look for any of the following situations that can indicate storage-use problems:

• The largest amount of storage in use at one time, shown in the High Water field, is close to the size of the storage pool,
shown in the Total Storage field.

• There is a high number in the SOS Count field or a Y (yes) in the SOS Now field.
• Whether the amount of storage available, determined by subtracting the value in the Storage In Use field from the

value in the Total Storage field, is less than the size of the cushion shown in the Cushn Size field. Regular use of the
storage cushion can impede system performance because the DC/UCF system does not dispatch tasks when the
cushion is being used.

NOTE
To identify programs that are not releasing storage or which are acquiring large amounts of storage, look at the
LTERM Resource Usage Detail screen.

If any of these situations occur regularly, you should increase the size of the storage pool:

• For storage pool 0, which is the primary storage pool, increase the size specified by the STORAGE POOL parameter
of the system generation SYSTEM statement. When no storage pools are defined, all storage required by the Lock
Manager is acquired form storage pool 0. This amount of storage is based on the SYSLOCKS parameter of the system
generation SYSTEM statement.

• For storage pool 255, which is the primary XA storage pool, increase the size specified by the XA STORAGE POOL
parameter of the system generation SYSTEM statement.

• For any other storage pool, increase the SIZE parameter in the appropriate system generation STORAGE POOL
statement.

If you don't have enough space to increase the storage pool, reduce the value assigned to MAX TASKS and MAX ERUS
parameters. Use relocatable storage for ADS, and monitor scratch usage.

Program Pool Detail (PF10)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:53:43.90

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Program Pool Detail                                                     >

  Pool             Total Storage   High Ovrlay   Ovrlay Novrlay  Times  Pages

  Type           Storage  In Use  Water In Use Not Used   Loads Waited Loaded

  PROG POOL        53248   20480  53248                      3             21

  REENT POOL      2456kB   488kB  488kB                     42            976

  XA PROG POOL     200kB       0      0

  XA REENT POOL   2640kB  1592kB 1592kB                    112           3184

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:53:43.90

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Program Pool Detail                                                  <

   Pool           Storage   High Ovrlay   Ovrlay Novrlay  Times  Pages   Load

   Type            In Use  Water In Use Not Used   Loads Waited Loaded  Count

   PROG POOL        20480  53248                      3             21      3

   REENT POOL       488kB  488kB                     42            976     42

   XA PROG POOL         0      0

   XA REENT POOL   1592kB 1592kB                    112           3184    112
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Screen Description

The Program Pool Detail screen displays a line of information for each type of program pool defined to the system:

• 24-bit, nonreentrant program pools (PROG POOL)
• 24-bit, reentrant program pools (REENT POOL)
• 31-bit, nonreentrant program pools (XA PROG POOL)
• 31-bit, reentrant program pools (XA REENT POOL)

If your system has no reentrant pool, the DC/UCF system assigns reentrant programs to the program pool.

What To Look For

• Look at the number of times the system had to overlay active programs (Ovrlay In Use) and the number of waits
(Times Waited). Any number in the Ovrlay In Use field or a large number in the Times Waited field indicates a problem
with the size of the program pool. Try the options listed below to alleviate the problem:
– Increase the size of the pool. If you must increase the size of one pool, try decreasing the size of a pool that is not

experiencing waits. If space is too tight to increase the size of the pool, try reducing the value assigned to the MAX
TASKS and MAX ERUS parameters. This reduces concurrent demand on the program pool.

– Define heavily used, reentrant, or quasireentrant programs as resident.
– Decrease the size of frequently used programs by creating application-specific subschemas to avoid using large,

global subschemas, or by segregating logical threads in applications by module.
• Compare the number of pages loaded (Pages Loaded) to the total number of loads (Load Count). If there are many

pages loaded for only a few program loads, consider increasing the block size for the program load libraries and load
areas. For example, a block size of 10Kb requires 20 I/Os to load a 200Kb program; a block size of 1Kb requires 200 I/
Os to load the same program.

Database Overview (PF11)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:53:56.39

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Database Overview

       _ Database Record Summary

 Requested   Current    Fragmented

 5691738     1303479    405

    Overflow            On Target

 Calc     Via        Calc     Via

 48       6758       1349     21782

 DB Calls    DB Req     Relocated

 3397293     3850790    0

  _ Database Page I/O Summary

  Pages Read Written    Requested

  563146     49946      5364718

    Deadlock Summary

 Deadlocks   Deadlock Victims

 0           0

      

Screen Description
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The Database Overview screen displays summary information about database access to provide DBAs with a view into
database performance. It shows statistics related to records, page I/O, and deadlocks. The screen is divided into three
parts:

• Database Record Summary information
• Page Page I/O Summary
• Deadlock Summary

To view detailed information about active transactions and buffer use, you can request the Transaction Detail and Buffer I/
O Summary screens directly from the Database Overview screen:

• To request the Transaction Detail screen, type any nonblank character in the select field to the left of the Database
Record Summary field.

• To request the Buffer I/O Summary screen, type any nonblank character in the select field to the left of the Database
Page I/O Summary field.

When you have selected one or both screens, press [Enter]. The Realtime Monitor creates a new window for each screen
requested.

What To Look For

• Look for a high number of stored record fragments, which can indicate that:
– Many database pages are full
– Size specifications for variable-length records are inefficient
Use the IDMSDBAN utility to analyze the space available in the database. As necessary, either increase the database
page size or the number of pages in the database, or change variable-length record-size specifications using the
MINIMUM ROOT and MINIMUM FRAGMENT parameters of the schema compiler RECORD statement.

• Look at the ratio of CALC records stored on target pages relative to the sum of these records plus overflow CALC
records. The ratio, which indicates how well the CALC algorithm works, should be 1. A ratio less than 1 indicates that
either space utilization is high or too many records are CALCing to the same page. Use the Interval Monitor to track
this ratio over time. Use the IDMSDBAN utility to analyze space utilization in the database and CALC chain lengths.

• Look at the ratio of VIA records stored on target pages relative to the sum of these records plus overflow VIA records.
The ratio, which indicates how well VIA records cluster around their owner, should be 1. A ratio less than 1 indicates
that one of these conditions exist:
– Large data clusters
– High space utilization
– Small page sizes
Use the Interval Monitor to track this ratio over time. Use the IDMSDBAN utility to analyze space utilization in the
database.

• Look at the ratio of database pages requested to pages read. The ratio indicates how well the buffer is sized and how
well the database is designed. Low ratios could indicate that the buffer pool is too small or that database I/O needs to
be tuned.

• Look at the number of deadlocks. A large number of deadlocks can not only affect performance but can also indicate a
database design problem if they occur soon after an application is created or modified.
If deadlocks begin to increase over time, the condition could be the result of an unrelated degradation of the IDMS
system in general. It can also mean that the area involved in the deadlock has become full or fragmented. Examine the
previously-indicated statistics for clues as to where record access bottlenecks might be occurring.
Take special note of deadlocks related to space management, as these indicate waits for space on a page to be
updated, not the data record itself.

Transaction Overview (PF12)
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 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:55:08.26

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Transaction Overview

       _ Transaction Summary

 Active    Processed Normal    Max Conc

 14        89775     89725     26

         External Request Unit Summary

 Active    Processed Normal    Max Conc

 0         324       323       2

Screen Description

The Transaction Overview screen displays summary information on transaction activity. The screen is divided into two
parts:

• Transaction activity
• External request unit activity

To view detailed information on active transactions, you can request the Transaction Detail screen directly from the
Transaction Overview screen. Type any nonblank character in the select field to the left of the Transaction Summary field,
then press [Enter]. The Realtime Monitor creates a new window and displays the Transaction Detail screen.

What To Look For

A low value for Max Conc indicates a low level of concurrency in the system. Concurrency is affected by large numbers of
deadlocks, storage and program pool shortages, and generally, anything that forces tasks into a wait state.

Task and Program Pool Overview (PF13)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:56:05.36

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Task + Prog Pool Overview

       _ Task Activity Summary

 Active    Processed Runaway   Aborted

 19        82481     0         1

 _ System Task      Genned   Times At

 Active    Procesd  Max #    Max #

 17        11515    47       0

       _ Program Pool Summary

 Program   Reentrnt  XA Prog   XA Reent

 Waits     Waits     Waits     Waits

 0         0         0         0

 Loads     Loads     Loads     Loads

 17        131       0         338

Screen Description

The Task and Program Pool Overview screen displays summary information on both task and program activity. The
screen is divided into two parts:

• Task activity
• Program-pool activity
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You can request detailed information on user tasks, system tasks, and program-pool activity, as follows:

• To request the Active User Task Detail screen to view detailed information on the system resources used by active
user tasks, type any nonblank character in the select field to the left of Task Activity Summary.

• To request the Active System Task Detail screen to view detailed information on the system resources used by active
system tasks, type any nonblank character in the select field to the left of System Task.

• To request the Program Pool Detail screen to view detailed information on program-pool use, type any nonblank
character in the select field to the left of Program Pool Summary.

When you have selected the screens you want, press [Enter]. The Realtime Monitor creates a new window for each
screen requested.

What To Look For

• Look for a non-zero number in the Wait fields in the Program Pool Summary. A non-zero number indicates programs
have to wait for space in the program pool. Investigate this condition further by displaying the Program Pool Detail
screen.

• Look for high values in the Aborted task count field. Lower abort numbers are preferable for a production system while
higher abort numbers may be okay for a development system.

• Look for Times at Max # values that are close to the Genned Max # value. This indicates that the concurrency level is
limited by the MAX TASK value specified in the system generation SYSTEM statement.

Storage Pool Overview (PF14)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:57:02.63

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Storage Pool Overview

   _ Storage Pool Summary

 Pools     # Times   Pools

 Genned    Sys SOS   SOS

 1         0         0

           Genned    HWM

 RLE       4000      2659

 RCE       4000      2536

 DPE       1000      547

 Stack     1200      467

Screen Description

The Storage Pool Overview screen displays summary information on storage use since DC/UCF system startup.

To view detailed information on each storage pool, you can request the Storage Pool Detail screen directly from the
Storage Pool Overview screen. Type any nonblank character in the select field to the left of Storage Pool Summary, then
press [Enter]. The Realtime Monitor creates a new window for the requested screen.

What To Look For

• Compare the system generation (Genned field) and high-water mark (HWM field) values for the resource link elements
(RLEs), resource control elements (RCEs), deadlock prevention elements (DPEs), and the stack size. The high-water
mark may exceed the amount assigned at system generation. For RCEs, RLEs, or DPEs, this may happen if additional
resources have been allocated dynamically by the system. In this case, you should adjust the sysgen values to avoid
secondary allocation of resources.
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NOTE
At runtime, exceeding the Genned value for the stack results in system termination.

• Pools SOS should be a value near zero. A non-zero value should represent peak usage, not a constant condition.

Database I/O Driver Detail (PF15)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:52:14.22

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Database I/O Driver Detail

     Task          Driver  Forced    Read   Write  Journal  Jrnldrvr   Read

     Number          Type   Write   Count   Count   Writes     Posts  Posts

     143         DBIOWRIT       0       0       0       0         0       0

     146         DBIOREAD       0       0       0       0         0       0

     292         DBIOWRIT       0       0       0       0         0       0

Screen Description

The Database I/O Driver Detail screen displays the I/O activity for the database I/O drivers. The screen includes one line
for each driver activated for the DC/UCF system.

Database drivers are independent tasks that perform page reads and writes on behalf of a task:

Driver Description
DBIOWRIT The write driver, which writes pages in the buffer to disk
DBIOREAD The read driver, which performs look-ahead reads for tasks that

perform area sweeps

NOTE
For more information on the read and write drivers, see the IDMS System Tasks and Operator Commands
Section.

What To Look For

• Look to see if Jnrldrvr Posts is high compared to Journal Writes. If it is, you may have too many read drivers activated.
• Look for a high value in the Forced Write field. A forced write occurs when the system must write a buffer page in order

to read a database page. A high value means one of these conditions exist:
– A large number of update jobs are running at the same time
– A long-running update job is not issuing COMMIT statements frequently enough
– Buffer activity is excessive

• Look at the values in the Read Count and Write Count fields. If the values are consistently zero, the drivers aren't
doing any work and you should deactivate them.

• Monitor the number of tasks performed and system I/O. Although the drivers increase the number of tasks the system
can perform, they do so at the cost of increased I/O. To use the read and write drivers most efficiently, activate them for
long-running update jobs. If you use the read drivers, activate at least two to see performance improvements.

Journal Detail (PF16)

PM-Rnn.n TECHDC99          CA, Inc.                  V545     08.348 10:25:20.99

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
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                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Journal Detail                                                          >

                  Current Offload         Tran     Dseg    Ru     Dseg  Current

     Journal Name  Status  Status Full Waiting Interval Level      RBN      RBN

 J1JRNL                                     0         0     0        0        0

 J2JRNL            ACTIVE                           0     0    15020     92

 PM-Rnn.n TECHDC99         CA, Inc.                  V545     08.348 10:26   :21.99

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 Journal Detail                                                       <

                       Dseg    Ru     Dseg  Current     High      Low  Current

      Journal Name Interval Level      RBN      RBN      RBN      RBN  Segment

  J1JRNL                  0     0        0        0    15000       21        0

  J2JRNL                  0     0    15020     9360    15000       11       16

Screen Description

The Journal Detail screen displays the current status of all disk journals. It indicates which journals are full and whether a
journal is being offloaded.

What To Look For

• Look at the status of the journals.
• Look at the Tran Waiting field to see if transactions are waiting for the journal.
• Look at the number assigned in the Dseg RBN field. This value indicates the relative block number (RBN) at which

IDMSDBIO will write the next dummy segment (DSEG) record. During warmstart processing, IDMS rolls back the
journal to the most current DSEG record.
If you have not specified a journal fragment interval with the DCMT VARY JOURNAL FRAGMENT NUMBER
command, you will see a value in the Dseg RBN field that is greater than the number of blocks in the journal.

SQL Overview (PF17)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:12:27.33

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 10

   02 SQL Overview

       _ Row Level Activity

 Fetch     Insert    Update    Delete

 60        5         26        3

           Sort Activity

 Total #   Hi-Row    Low-Row   # Rows

 4         20        3         41

 Access Module       Number of SQL

 Recompiles          Statements

 2                   5

Screen Description

The SQL Overview screen provides summary SQL information for the entire system since startup.
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To view detailed information on each active SQL transaction, you can request the SQL Detail screen by returning to the
menu screen and pressing PF18, or by typing a nonblank character next to SQL Detail on the menu screen then pressing
[Enter].

What To Look For

• Look for large values in the Hi-Row field under Sort Activity.
• Look for large values under Access Module Recompiles. Three reasons for recompiles:

– Changes in the physical database definition

NOTE
Use discretion in planning changes to components of the physical database definition.

– Program recompiling; the recompile changes the date/time stamp, necessitating an AM recompile

NOTE
Try to limit program compiles on a production system.

– An SQL statement referencing a temporary table before the table is defined

NOTE
Define temporary tables before referencing them.

• Monitor the Total # field for total number of sorts performed since startup. Keep track of this field to insure that the
database contains the indexes needed to support the application requests for sorted data.

SQL Detail (PF18)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 03:26:10.25

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 20

   02 SQL Detail                                                              >

   Trans      User     Access         ACM       SQL    Rows     Rows    Rows

   Number     ID       Module   Recompile Processed Fetched Inserted Updated

   557        DDK      SQLAM1         0         1        0        1       0

   962        GRD                     0         8       32        0       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 03:26:10.25

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 20

   02 SQL Detail                                                           <  >

 Trans         Rows    Rows Number Hi-Row Lo-Row   Rows  Pages Pages     Pages

 Number     Updated Deleted  Sorts  Sorts  Sorts Sorted Written  Read Requested

 557             0       0       0      0      0      0      2     0       5

 962             0       0       0      0      0      0      0     0      86

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 03:26:10.25

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 20

   02 SQL Detail                                                           <

  Trans      Hi-Row Lo-Row   Rows  Pages Pages     Pages    Rows Update Select

  Number      Sorts  Sorts Sorted Written  Read Requested Current  Locks  Locks

  557             0      0      0      2     0       5        1       7      3

  962             0      0      0      0     0      86       50       1      5

Screen Description

The SQL Detail screen displays a line of information for each SQL transaction.
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What To Look For

• Look for a high number in the Rows Requested field compared to the number in the Rows Current field. This ratio
should be as close to 1:1 as possible.

• Look at the ratio of pages requested to pages read. The ratio can be an indication of the effectiveness of the buffer
size and database design. Low ratios could indicate that either the buffer is too small or the database should be tuned.

• Look for large values under Access Module Recompiles. Three reasons for recompiles:
– Changes in the physical database definition

NOTE
Use discretion in planning changes to components of the physical database definition.

– Program recompiling; the recompile changes the date/time stamp, necessitating an AM recompile

NOTE
Try to limit program compiles on a production system.

– An SQL statement referencing a temporary table before the table is defined

NOTE
Define temporary tables before referencing them.

 

Active System Summary (PF19)

PM-

Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 03:31:10.25

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 20

   02 Active System Summary                                                   >

   Job      Job      Job           Program

   Name     Number   Status   ASID Name        DCV     CV    SVC Version

   SYSTEM71 JOB19126   NS     007C RHDCOMVS    710    148    172 18.5.00

   SYSTEM72 JOB05353   NS     0079 RHDCOMVS    720    222    172 18.5.00 

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 03:31:10.25

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

                                                                    Refresh: 20

   02 Active System Summary                                                   >

   Job      Job           Program                                Tape  

   Name     Status   ASID Name        DCV     CV    SVC Version  Number

   SYSTEM71   NS     007C RHDCOMVS    710    148    172 18.5.00  GJI50B

   SYSTEM72   NS     0079 RHDCOMVS    720    222    172 18.5.00  GJI50B

Screen Description

The Active System Summary screen provides a list of all active IDMS central versions (z/OS only). To select a system for
monitoring, type any non-blank character in the select field to the left of a system name and press ENTER. You can also
select a system for monitoring using the SYStem top-line command. For more information on the SYStem command, see
Control Keys and Commands.

NOTE
If secured external monitoring is enabled, only authorized users/groups can monitor secured external systems
selected by Active System Summary.
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Using the Interval Monitor
This section introduces the Interval Monitor. During an Interval Monitor session, use the windowing commands and control
keys that are described in the Using Performance Monitor section to manipulate screen displays. The Interval Monitor
provides more commands that are described in the articles that follow this article.

What the Interval Monitor Does

The Interval Monitor captures system-wide wait-time statistics and information that is related to wait-time statistics for
each interval. An interval is a unit of time (30 minutes, 60 minutes, and so on). The time spanned by each interval is
established by the system administrator, as is the total number of intervals to be maintained.

For example, you may want to maintain statistics based on 60-minute intervals and to store up to 24 intervals (one day
of data). Once the day (24 intervals, in this case) elapses, the system wraps back and begins overwriting the earliest
intervals with new information. For more information about system installation and setup, see Administrating IDMS
Performance Monitor System.

The first interval that is recorded after system startup ends at the next time-of-day which is a multiple of the Size of
Interval setting. For example, if the system started at 01:03:00 and the Size of Interval setting is 10, the first interval will
end at 01:10:00. To find the Size of Interval setting, see Options in Effect (PF21).

NOTE

In addition to online interval monitoring, there is also a batch component that allows you to report by interval and
category. For more information, see Administrating IDMS Performance Monitor System.

Problem-Solving

This section also provides information that you can use to help alleviate problems that are detected using the Interval
Monitor. If you detect a problem with your system, perform the following steps:

1. Try to isolate the applications that are heavy users of the problem resource. For example, storage-pool problems can
be caused by an application that neglects to release acquired storage.

2. If Step 1 fails to correct the problem, increase the availability of the resource. For example, to solve storage-pool
problems, you may need to expand the storage pool.

Uses and Users

The Interval Monitor is typically used by DBAs and DCAs to identify trends in system-resource utilization.

The Interval Monitor maintains statistics for the following categories of information:
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• Db-key/area
• I/O
• Area
• Buffer
• Journal
• Storage
• Storage type
• Program pool
• Program loads
• Log
• Scratch
• Queue
• Message
• Line I/O
• Transaction
• CDMSLIB libraries
• SQL
• Sysplex menu

The Interval Monitor automatically captures the appropriate wait information for each category. You can view this
information in either detail or history form.

NOTE

The Interval Monitor maintains statistics separately for system and non-system data.

Area Name Description

DDLDML DC/UCF system definitions, maps, dialogs, source modules, and
record descriptions

DDLDCRUN/DDLDCQUE Queue area

DDLDCSCR Scratch area

DDLDCMSG Message area

DDLDCLOG Log area

DDLDCLOD Load modules that are associated with DDLDML

DDLCAT Physical database definitions (segments, database name tables,
DMCLs); also contains SQL entity definitions at sites having the
SQL option

DDLCATX Indexes that are associated with DDLCAT

DDLCATLOD Load modules that are associated with DDLCAT; also contains
access modules at sites having the SQL option

DDLSEC System user catalog area

Types of Interval Monitor Screens

The following Interval Monitor screens display statistics:

Screen Description

Summary Detail screen Provides wait statistics for each category
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Summary History screen Shows the average wait time for each interval in a graph

Wait Type by Interval screen Summarizes wait information by category for a specific time
interval. The screen displays this information both numerically and
graphically. The Interval Monitor uses 1 of 4 scales for the graph,
depending on the highest average wait time value:
• 0 - 1 second
• 0 - 5 seconds
• 0 - 10 seconds
• 0 - 50 seconds
For values that exceed the scale of the graph, the Interval Monitor
displays this symbol: =>

Detail screens Break down the wait activity for a particular category and interval.
Where appropriate, these screens include other related statistics
to help evaluate the use of resources and the cause of the waits.

History screens Summarize the wait activity for a specific category, across all
intervals. For each interval, these screens show the average
wait time. The average wait time is displayed numerically and
graphically.
The Interval Monitor displays 1 of 4 scales for the graph, based
on the highest average wait time value. (See the ranges that are
listed for the Wait Type by Interval screen).

Screen Access Sequence

Typically, you access Interval monitor screens in the following sequence:

1. Summary History screen—Use this screen to determine which interval experienced a high average wait time.
2. Wait Type by Interval screen—Use this screen to determine what types of waits occurred for the interval. Expect high

values for I/O operations.
3. Specific detail screens—Use the specific detail screens to determine why waits occurred during a particular interval.

Getting Started

This article describes how to begin using the Interval Monitor.

Follow these steps:

1. To request the Interval Monitor, type the task code pmim following the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt:

V71  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

 pmim

2. Press Enter.
The Interval Monitor displays the menu screen which lists all of the Interval Monitor options:

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 08:01:10.98

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 01

 

   01 07:55 MENU Interval Monitor

 

 Detail   Hist  Description          Detail   Hist  Description

 _  PF1    _    Summary              _  PF2         Wait Type

 _  PF3    _    DB  DBkey/Area       _  PF4         DDL Log

 _  PF5    _        IO               _  PF6             Scratch
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 _  PF7             Area             _  PF8             Queue

 _  PF9    _        Buffer           _  PF10            Message

 _  PF11   _        Journal

 _  PF13        Storage              _  PF14   _    Line IO

 _  PF15   _    Pgm Pool             _  PF16   _    Storage Type

 _  PF17            Loads            _  PF18   _    Interval Statistics

 _  PF19   _        Cdmslib          _  PF20   _    Transaction Statistics

 _  PF21        PMIM Status/Options  _  PF22   _    SQL Statistics

 _  PF23   _    Sysplex Menu

 

  Interval Monitor is Online and Collecting Data

3. Select the screen(s) you want to view first. The menu is always available in window 01, should you need to select
more screens later in the session. Select the screens by:
– Using a PF key to select a Detail screen.

or
– Typing any nonblank character next to the category that describes the screen you want to access. The first column

to the left of each category requests the corresponding Detail screen. The second column requests the History
screen.

The Current Interval

The current interval is initially set to the earliest interval for which the system has stored statistics.

To change the current interval, press:

• [PF4] to establish the previous interval as current
• [PF5] to establish the next interval as current

Monitor Screens

The following table summarizes the Interval Monitor screens. Each screen is discussed in more detail later in this section,
in the order presented in this table.

Screen Name PF Key Display

Interval Monitor Menu  The main menu for the Interval Monitor

Summary Detail PF1 One line per interval, showing system wait
statistics, CPU time, and disk I/O. Also
includes a breakdown of wait information by
wait-type category for each interval.

Summary History  One line per interval, showing the total wait
count and time, and the average wait time.

Wait Type by Interval PF2 Information for the current interval. Includes
one line for each detailed category of wait
(Db-key/area, I/O, Journal, etc.):
The total wait count and time for that
category
The percent-of-total for the category
A graphic representation of these
percentages
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DBkey/Area Detail PF3 Information for the current interval for
db-key waits and area waits. For each
nonsystem area, the information includes:
A total wait count and time for all db-key
waits
Area wait information broken down by
retrieval mode (shared, protected, and
exclusive)

DBkey/Area History  One line per interval for the DBkey/Area
wait category.

Log Detail PF4 Information for the current interval, showing
the following log statistics:
I/O access statistics
Db-key wait statistics
Area statistics

IO Detail PF5 Information for the current interval for all
database I/O waits. For each nonsystem
area, includes statistics for read and write
waits, and for buffer use

IO History  One line per interval for the I/O wait
category.

Scratch Detail PF6 Information for the current interval for the
scratch file, including:
I/O access statistics
Db-key wait statistics
Area statistics

Area Detail PF7 Information for the current interval,
including:
I/O access statistics
Db-key wait statistics
Area statistics for a specific database area

Queue Detail PF8 Information for the current interval for each
queue file, including:
I/O access statistics
Db-key wait statistics
Area statistics

Buffer Detail PF9 Information for the current interval, showing
statistics related to database and journal
buffer use

Buffer History  One line per interval for the Buffer wait
category

Message Detail PF10 Information for the current interval for each
message file, including:
I/O access statistics
Db-key wait statistics
Area statistics
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Journal Detail PF11 Information for the current interval, showing
access statistics related to each journal file.

Journal History  One line per interval for the Journal wait
category.

Storage Detail PF13 Information for the current interval, showing
statistics related to storage-pool use.

Line I/O Detail PF14 Information for the current interval, showing
teleprocessing statistics:
Line information
A PTERM count
Read/write counts and errors
Request parameter list (RPL) information
for VTAM; RPB information for DCAM

Program Pool Detail PF15 Information for the current interval, showing
statistics related to program-pool use

Program Pool History  One line per interval for the Program Pool
wait category.

Storage Type Detail PF16 Information about the current interval,
showing statistics related to XA and non-XA
storage pools.

Storage Type History  One line per interval for the Storage Type
wait category.

Program Load Detail PF17 Information for the current interval, showing
program loading information for programs,
dialogs, maps, tables, and applications
being loaded from the primary directory
load area, CDMSLIB, and any test libraries

Specific Interval Information PF18 DC statistics for a particular interval

Interval Information  Information by interval, showing detailed
DC statistics

CDMSLIB Detail PF19 Overview of load library activity by interval

CDMSLIB History  One line per interval for the CDMSLIB wait
category.

Specific Transaction Information PF20 DB statistics for a particular transaction

Transaction Information  Information by interval, showing detailed
transaction statistics

Interval Monitor
Options in Effect

PF21 Displays options specified by the system
administrator

Specific SQL Information PF22 Information for the current interval for all
SQL statistics

SQL Information  One line per interval for SQL statistics.

Sysplex Menu PF23 The menu for all activity related to Sysplex.
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Moving from Screen to Screen

To move from one screen to the next, use one of the following methods:

• Type any nonblank character at the appropriate underscore in the left-most column of the displayed screen, then press
[Enter]. This process is explained for each screen later in this section. No underscore is displayed on screens that do
not allow you to select the next screen with a nonblank character.

• Use the control keys summarized in the Control Keys table.

 

Control Keys 1

The following table summarizes the control keys you can use with the Interval Monitor:

Control Key What It Does
ENTER Processes user input
PF1 Displays a screen of help text appropriate to the current cursor

position
PF3 Deletes the current window
PF4 Sets the previous interval as current
PF5 Sets the next interval as current
PF6 Displays the Active Windows screen
PF7 Scrolls up
PF8 Scrolls down
PF9 Toggles between a corresponding Detail and History screen
PF10 Scrolls left
PF11 Scrolls right
CLEAR Exits the monitor

Interval Monitor Menu

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 07:00:28.15

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 01

   01 06:54 MENU Interval Monitor

 Detail   Hist  Description          Detail   Hist  Description

 _  PF1    _    Summary              _  PF2         Wait Type

 _  PF3    _    DB  DBkey/Area       _  PF4         DDL Log

 _  PF5    _        IO               _  PF6             Scratch

 _  PF7             Area             _  PF8             Queue

 _  PF9    _        Buffer           _  PF10            Message

 _  PF11   _        Journal

 _  PF13        Storage              _  PF14   _    Line IO

 _  PF15   _    Pgm Pool             _  PF16   _    Storage Type

 _  PF17            Loads            _  PF18   _    Interval Statistics

 _  PF19   _        Cdmslib          _  PF20   _    Transaction Statistics

 _  PF21        PMIM Status/Options  _  PF22   _    SQL Statistics
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 _  PF23   _    Sysplex Menu

  Interval Monitor is Online and Collecting Data

Menu Description

The Interval Monitor Menu screen is the entry-level menu for the Interval Monitor. Use this screen to request the next
screen(s) for display.

To the left of each screen name are either one or two single-character select fields and a PF-key name. To select a
screen, do one of the following:

• Type any nonblank character in the select field, then press [Enter]. The Detail select field applies to detail screens. The
Hist select field applies to history screens.

• Press the indicated PF key to access a detail screen.

To select multiple screens, mark as many select fields as you want, then press [Enter].

Summary Detail (PF1)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 08:10:26.33

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 07:55 SUM  Summary Detail                                               >

      Start   Tasks   Tasks     CPU    Disk    DBIO    DBIO  DB Buf  DB Buf

       Time Started   Ended    Time     I/O   Waits    Time   Waits    Time

    _ 07:55      72      52  .0604S      95      64  .3759S       3  .0406S

    _ 08:00      47      47  .0244S       3       3  .0794S       0  .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 08:10:26.33

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 08:30 SUM  Summary Detail                                            <  >

     Start  DB Buf   Prior   Prior Jrnl IO Jrnl IO Jrnl Buf Jrnl Buf   DBkey

      Time    Time   Waits    Time   Waits    Time    Waits     Time   Waits

   _ 07:55  .0406S       0  .0000S       4  .0026S        0   .0000S       0

   _ 08:00  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 08:10:26.33

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 07:55 SUM  Summary Detail                                            <  >

    Start   DBkey   DBkey  Log IO  Log IO Log Sngl Log Sngl Log Full Log Full

     Time   Waits    Time   Waits    Time    Waits     Time    Waits     Time

  _ 07:55       0  .0000S      14  .0600S        1   .0005S        0   .0000S

  _ 08:00       0  .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S        0   .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 08:10:26.33

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 07:55 SUM  Summary Detail                                            <  >

   Start Log Full  Scr IO  Scr IO Scr Sngl Scr Sngl Queue IO Queue IO Stg Pool

    Time     Time   Waits    Time    Waits     Time    Waits     Time    Waits

 _ 07:55   .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S        13  .0133S        0

 _ 08:00   .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S        0   .0000S        0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 08:10:26.33
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 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 07:55 SUM  Summary Detail                                            < >

      Start Stg Pool Stg Pool Pgm Pool Pgm Pool Pgm Loads Pgm Loads  Loader

       Time    Waits     Time    Waits     Time     Waits      Time   Waits

    _ 07:55        0   .0000S        0   .0000S        0    .0000S        0

    _ 08:00        0   .0000S        0   .0000S        0    .0000S        0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 08:10:26.33

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 07:55 SUM  Summary Detail                                            < >

      Start  Loader  Loader    Area    Area    ERUS    ERUS     DDS     DDS

       Time   Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits    TIME   Waits    Time

    _ 07:55       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       5  .6985S

    _ 08:00       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 08:10:26.33

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 07:55 SUM  Summary Detail                                            < >

      Start     DDS  CKUSER  CKUSER Term IO Term IO     TCA     TCA DBGroup

       Time    Time   Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits

    _ 07:55  .6985S       0  .0000S       4  .5596S       1  .0929S       0

    _ 08:00  .0000S       0  .0000S      10  .0004S       0  .0000S       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 08:10:26.33

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 07:55 SUM  Summary Detail                                            <

   Start DBGroup DBGroup Sh-Cache Sh-Cache XESLock  XESLock  XESList  XESList

    Time   Waits    Time    Waits     Time    Waits     Time    Waits     Time

 _ 07:55       0  .0000S        0   .0000S        0   .0000S        0   .0000S

 _ 08:00       0  .0000S        0   .0000S        0   .0000S        0   .0000S

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71          CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 08:10:26.33

CMD-->                                                              Window: 02

02 07:55 SUM  Summary Detail

   Start XESLock XESLock XESList  XESList  External External Internal Internal

    Time   Waits    Time    Waits     Time    Waits     Time    Waits     Time

 _ 07:55       0  .0000S        0   .0000S        0   .0000S        0   .0000S

 _ 08:00       0  .0000S        0   .0000S        0   .0001S        4   .0000S

Screen Description

The Summary Detail screen includes one line for each interval and shows summary-level task, CPU time, disk I/O, and
wait information for each interval. Wait information is broken down to show the wait count/time for each detailed category
maintained by the Interval Monitor.

For each category, the wait count and time statistics shown on this screen are the same as those shown on the Wait Type
by Interval screen.

Using this Screen

• To request the Wait Type by Interval screen, type any nonblank character to the left of the interval for which the
detailed information is required and press [Enter].

• To request the Summary History screen, press [PF9].
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What To Look For

• Look for excessive waits for db-keys, journal files, and teleprocessing I/O. You have the most control over these wait
types.

• Look for unexpected results, and investigate them by going to the Wait Type by Interval screen for the interval.

Summary History

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 14:59:35.84

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 02:15 SUHS Summary History

   Start Waits   Wait    Avg         .2        .4        .6        .8         1

    Time         Time   Wait ---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|

 _ 02:15  1677  1:09M .0414S --

 _ 02:30  5011  3:25M .0410S --

 _ 02:45  6727 11:31M .1027S -----

 _ 03:00  8136 12:22M .0912S ----

 _ 03:15  6429  5:53M .0550S --

 _ 03:30  4919  2:12M .0269S -

 _ 03:45  6932  3:41M .0319S -

 _ 04:00  5898  2:22M .0241S -

 _ 04:15  5504  1:56M .0210S -

 _ 04:30  4551  4:04M .0536S --

 _ 04:45  4570  4:21M .0571S --

 _ 05:00  4716  1:28M .0187S

 _ 05:15  8073  5:09M .0383S -

 _ 05:30  6751  4:51M .0431S --

 _ 05:45  5108  2:00M .0235S -

 _ 06:00  3267  1:36M .0294S -

 _ 06:15  3530  1:56M .0331S -

 _ 06:30 10290  5:06M .0297S -

Screen Description

The Summary History screen shows the average wait time for the interval. For each interval, the Summary History screen
shows a total wait count and time.

Using This Screen

• To request the Wait Type by Interval screen, type any nonblank character to the left of the interval for which the
detailed information is required and press [Enter].

• To request the Summary Detail screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Look for above-average waits in the graph for an interval. Use the Wait Type by Interval screen to see a breakdown of
waits by type for the interval. On this screen, you can see which type of wait caused the problem and request more detail
if necessary.

Wait Type By Interval (PF2)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:53:30.17
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 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 09:10 WAIT Type by Interval                                             >

    Wait Type        Waits         .2        .4        .6        .8         1

                           ---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|

    DBIO               177 -

    Log IO             170 -

    Scratch IO           7

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:53:30.17

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 09:10 WAIT Type by Interval                                          <  >

  Wait Type                 .2        .4        .6        .8         1    Wait

                    ---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|    Time

  DBIO              -                                                    4.64S

  Log IO            -                                                    4.57S

  Scratch IO                                                            .0727S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:53:30.17

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 09:10 WAIT Type by Interval                                          <

             Wait Type                      Wait                Avg

                                            Time               Wait

             DBIO                          4.64S             .0262S

             Log IO                        4.57S             .0268S

             Scratch IO                   .0727S             .0103S

Screen Description

The Wait Type by Interval screen breaks down the waits for the current interval. The screen includes one line for each
category. Each row includes:

• The total wait count and time for the category, across the interval
• The average wait time for each category
• A graphic representation of the average wait time

The wait counts and times shown on this screen are the same as those shown on the Summary Detail screen by category.

What To Look For

Use this screen to determine which category type is experiencing excessive waits.

DBkey/Area Detail (PF3)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:59:08.64

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 DBDT DBkey/Area Detail                                            >

    Area Name                   Area_Access Physical Physical  Buffer Prefetch

                                      Waits   Writes    Reads    Hits     Hits

  _ APPLDICT.DDLDML                     0          0        0       0        0

  _ APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                   0          0        4       0        0

  _ CATSYS.DDLCAT                       0          0        0       0        0

  _ CATSYS.DDLCATX                      0          0        0       0        0
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  _ CATSYS.DDLCATLOD                    0          0        0       0        0

  _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                       0          0        0       0        0

  _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                       0          0        0       0        0

  _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                       0          0        0       0        0

  _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                       0          0        0       0        0

  _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                       0          0        0       0        0

  _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                       0          0        0       0        0

  _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                       0          0        0       0        0

  _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                       0          0        0       0        0

  _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                       0          0        0       0        0

  _ EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION             0          0        0       0        0

  _ EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION             0          0        0       0        0

  _ EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION             0          0        0       0        0

  _ PROJSEG.PROJAREA                    0          0        0       0        0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:59:08.64

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 DBDT DBkey/Area Detail                                         < >

      Area Name                   Prefetch D-Space D-Space D-Space Sh-Cache

                                      Hits   Reads    Hits  Writes    Reads

    _ APPLDICT.DDLDML                    0       0       0       0        0

    _ APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                  0       0       0       0        0

    _ CATSYS.DDLCAT                      0       0       0       0        0

    _ CATSYS.DDLCATX                     0       0       0       0        0

    _ CATSYS.DDLCATLOD                   0       0       0       0        0

    _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                      0       0       0       0        0

    _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                      0       0       0       0        0

    _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                      0       0       0       0        0

    _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                      0       0       0       0        0

    _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                      0       0       0       0        0

    _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                      0       0       0       0        0

    _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                      0       0       0       0        0

    _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                      0       0       0       0        0

    _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                      0       0       0       0        0

    _ EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION            0       0       0       0        0

    _ EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION            0       0       0       0        0

    _ EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION            0       0       0       0        0

    _ PROJSEG.PROJAREA                   0       0       0       0        0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:59:08.64

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 DBDT DBkey/Area Detail                                         < >

     Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache    DBIO

                                    Reads     Hits   Writes   Failed   Waits

   _ APPLDICT.DDLDML                    0        0        0        0       0

   _ APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                  0        0        0        0       4

   _ CATSYS.DDLCAT                      0        0        0        0       0

   _ CATSYS.DDLCATX                     0        0        0        0       0

   _ CATSYS.DDLCATLOD                   0        0        0        0       0

   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                      0        0        0        0       0

   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                      0        0        0        0       0

   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                      0        0        0        0       0

   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                      0        0        0        0       0
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   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                      0        0        0        0       0

   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                      0        0        0        0       0

   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                      0        0        0        0       0

   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                      0        0        0        0       0

   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                      0        0        0        0       0

   _ EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION            0        0        0        0       0

   _ EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION            0        0        0        0       0

   _ EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION            0        0        0        0       0

   _ PROJSEG.PROJAREA                   0        0        0        0       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:59:08.64

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 DBDT DBkey/Area Detail                                         < >

    Area Name                      DBIO    DBIO Prior_DBIO Prior_DBIO  DB_Buf

                                  Waits    Time      Waits       Time   Waits

  _ APPLDICT.DDLDML                   0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0

  _ APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                 4  .0794S         0     .0000S        0

  _ CATSYS.DDLCAT                     0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0

  _ CATSYS.DDLCATX                    0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0

  _ CATSYS.DDLCATLOD                  0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0

  _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0

  _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0

  _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0

  _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0

  _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0

  _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0

  _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0

  _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0

  _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0

  _ EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION           0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0

  _ EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION           0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0

  _ EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION           0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0

  _ PROJSEG.PROJAREA                  0  .0000S         0     .0000S        0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:59:08.64

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 DBDT DBkey/Area Detail                                         < >

   Area Name                    DB_Buf  DB_Buf SHR_Buf SHR_Buf EXC_Buf EXC_Buf

                                 Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits    Time

 _ APPLDICT.DDLDML                   0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                 0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ CATSYS.DDLCAT                     0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ CATSYS.DDLCATX                    0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ CATSYS.DDLCATLOD                  0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S
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 _ EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION           0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION           0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION           0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ PROJSEG.PROJAREA                  0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:59:08.64

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 DBDT DBkey/Area Detail                                         <

      Area Name                   EXC_Buf   DBkey   DBkey Sh-Cache Sh-Cache

                                     Time   Waits    Time    Waits     Time

    _ APPLDICT.DDLDML              .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S

    _ APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD            .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S

    _ CATSYS.DDLCAT                .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S

    _ CATSYS.DDLCATX               .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S

    _ CATSYS.DDLCATLOD             .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S

    _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S

    _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S

    _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S

    _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S

    _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S

    _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S

    _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S

    _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S

    _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S

    _ EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION      .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S

    _ EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION      .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S

    _ EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION      .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S

    _ PROJSEG.PROJAREA             .0000S       0  .0000S        0   .0000S

Screen Description

The DBkey/Area Detail screen displays detailed information for db-key and area waits for the current interval.

The screen includes one line for each area, which shows the total count and time of all access requests that resulted in a
db-key wait and shows statistics by retrieval mode for area waits.

Using This Screen

• To request the Area Detail screen for a specific area, type any nonblank character to the left of the desired area and
press [Enter].

• To request the DBkey/Area History screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

• Look for waits in the Area_Access Waits field. This field indicates the number of times a task had to wait to access the
area because of its READY mode (for example, exclusive update).

• Look at the Buffer Hits field. The values in the field should be high, indicating effective use of the area's buffer.
• Look for waits during an interval. Use the Realtime Monitor Active Tasks screen to determine the specific db-keys and

db-key holders. You can also use the Application Monitor to see detailed wait information broken down by task.

DBkey/Area History

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:00:20.07

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
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   02 14:45 DBHS DBkey/Area History

   Start Waits   Wait    Avg         .2        .4        .6        .8         1

    Time         Time   Wait ---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|

 _ 02:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 02:45     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 03:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 03:15     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 03:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 03:45     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 04:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 04:15     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 04:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 04:45     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 05:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 05:15     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 05:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 05:45     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 06:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 06:15     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 06:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 06:45     0 .0000S .0000S

Screen Description

The DBkey/Area History screen shows a total wait count and time for all db-key and area waits. The screen also shows
the average wait time for the interval for the DBkey/Area wait category, both numerically and graphically.

Using This Screen

• To request the Wait Type by Interval screen for a specific interval, type any other nonblank character to the left of the
interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

• To request the Detail screen for the same interval, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Use the graphic display to determine intervals with higher than average waits.

Log Detail (PF4)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:00:24.96

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 LODT Log Detail                                                   >

  Area Name                    File Name                    Physical  Physical

                                                               Reads    Writes

  SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG              SYSTEM.DCLOG                        5         6

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:00:24.96

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 LODT Log Detail                                                <  >

   Area Name                    Physical     Read     Read    Write    Write

                                  Writes    Waits     Time    Waits     Time

   SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG                     6        0   .0000S       11   .0429S
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 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:00:24.96

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 LODT Log Detail                                                <  >

  Area Name                      Write  Buffer Name          Buffer  Prefetch

                                  Time                         Hits      Hits

  SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG               .0429S  LOG_BUFFER                0         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:00:24.96

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 LODT Log Detail                                                <  >

  Area Name                   Prefetch  DB_Buf  DB_Buf SHR_Buf SHR_Buf EXC_Buf

                                  Hits   Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits

  SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG                    0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:00:24.96

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 LODT Log Detail                                                <  >

  Area Name                   EXC_Buf EXC_Buf   DBkey   DBkey D-Space D-Space

                                Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Reads    Hits

  SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG                   0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:00:24.96

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 LODT Log Detail                                                <  >

   Area Name                    D-Space  D-Space  Shared Cache Name  Sh-Cache

                                   Hits   Writes                        Reads

   SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG                    0        0                            0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:00:24.96

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 LODT Log Detail                                                <  >

    Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache

                                   Reads     Hits   Writes   Failed    Waits

    SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG                    0        0        0        0        0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:00:24.96

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 LODT Log Detail                                                <

    Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache

                                    Hits   Writes   Failed    Waits     Time

    SYSTEM.DDLDCLOG                    0        0        0        0   .0000S

Screen Description

The Log Detail screen displays detailed information on the system log file(s) for the current interval.

IO Detail (PF5)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:02:52.67

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
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   02 10:30 IODT IO Detail                                                   >

   Area Name                   File Name           Read    Read   Write   Write

                                                  Waits    Time   Waits    Time

 _ APPLDICT.DDLDML             APPLDICT.DICTDB        0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD           APPLDICT.DLODDB        4  .0794S       0  .0000S

 _ CATSYS.DDLCAT               CATSYS.DCCAT           0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ CATSYS.DDLCATX              CATSYS.DCCATX          0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ CATSYS.DDLCATLOD            CATSYS.DCCATL          0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL               DBCR.BRANCHA           0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL               DBCR.BRANCHB           0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL               DBCR.BRANCHC           0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL               DBCR.BRANCHD           0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ DBCR.ACCTHIST               DBCR.ACCOUNTA          0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ DBCR.ACCTHIST               DBCR.ACCOUNTB          0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ DBCR.ACCTHIST               DBCR.ACCOUNTC          0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ DBCR.ACCTHIST               DBCR.ACCOUNTD          0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ DBCR.ACCTHIST               DBCR.ACCOUNTE          0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION     EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO        0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION     EMPDEMO.INSDEMO        0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION     EMPDEMO.ORGDEMO        0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 _ PROJSEG.PROJAREA            PROJSEG.PROJDEMO       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:02:52.67

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 IODT IO Detail                                                 < >

     Area Name                     Write Buffer Name          Buffer  Buffer

                                    Time                    Requests   Waits

   _ APPLDICT.DDLDML              .0000S DEFAULT_BUFFER            0       0

   _ APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD            .0000S DEFAULT_BUFFER            0       0

   _ CATSYS.DDLCAT                .0000S DEFAULT_BUFFER            0       0

   _ CATSYS.DDLCATX               .0000S DEFAULT_BUFFER            0       0

   _ CATSYS.DDLCATLOD             .0000S DEFAULT_BUFFER            0       0

   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                .0000S DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER          0       0

   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                .0000S DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER          0       0

   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                .0000S DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER          0       0

   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                .0000S DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER          0       0

   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER          0       0

   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER          0       0

   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER          0       0

   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER          0       0

   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER          0       0

   _ EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION      .0000S DEFAULT_BUFFER            0       0

   _ EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION      .0000S DEFAULT_BUFFER            0       0

   _ EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION      .0000S DEFAULT_BUFFER            0       0

   _ PROJSEG.PROJAREA             .0000S DEFAULT_BUFFER            0       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11&col.

 on.02:52.67

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:02:52.67

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 IODT IO Detail                                                 < >

     Area Name                    Buffer  Buffer Shared Cache Name  Sh-Cache

                                   Waits    Time                       Waits
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   _ APPLDICT.DDLDML                   0  .0000S                           0

   _ APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                 0  .0000S                           0

   _ CATSYS.DDLCAT                     0  .0000S                           0

   _ CATSYS.DDLCATX                    0  .0000S                           0

   _ CATSYS.DDLCATLOD                  0  .0000S                           0

   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     0  .0000S IDMSCACHE00002            0

   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     0  .0000S IDMSCACHE00002            0

   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     0  .0000S IDMSCACHE00002            0

   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                     0  .0000S IDMSCACHE00002            0

   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S IDMSCACHE00001            0

   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S IDMSCACHE00001            0

   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S IDMSCACHE00002            0

   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S IDMSCACHE00001            0

   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                     0  .0000S IDMSCACHE00001            0

   _ EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION           0  .0000S                           0

   _ EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION           0  .0000S                           0

   _ EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION           0  .0000S                           0

   _ PROJSEG.PROJAREA                  0  .0000S                           0

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 IODT IO Detail                                                 <

     Area Name                    Buffer Shared Cache Name  Sh-Cache Sh-Cache

                                    Time                       Waits     Time

   _ APPLDICT.DDLDML              .0000S                           0   .0000S

   _ APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD            .0000S                           0   .0000S

   _ CATSYS.DDLCAT                .0000S                           0   .0000S

   _ CATSYS.DDLCATX               .0000S                           0   .0000S

   _ CATSYS.DDLCATLOD             .0000S                           0   .0000S

   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                .0000S IDMSCACHE00002            0   .0000S

   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                .0000S IDMSCACHE00002            0   .0000S

   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                .0000S IDMSCACHE00002            0   .0000S

   _ DBCR.BRNCHTEL                .0000S IDMSCACHE00002            0   .0000S

   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S IDMSCACHE00001            0   .0000S

   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S IDMSCACHE00001            0   .0000S

   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S IDMSCACHE00002            0   .0000S

   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S IDMSCACHE00001            0   .0000S

   _ DBCR.ACCTHIST                .0000S IDMSCACHE00001            0   .0000S

   _ EMPDEMO.EMP-DEMO-REGION      .0000S                           0   .0000S

   _ EMPDEMO.INS-DEMO-REGION      .0000S                           0   .0000S

   _ EMPDEMO.ORG-DEMO-REGION      .0000S                           0   .0000S

   _ PROJSEG.PROJAREA             .0000S                           0   .0000S

Screen Description

The IO Detail screen displays detailed information on database I/O waits for the current interval. The screen includes
one line for each user database or secondary dictionary area defined to the DC/UCF system. For each area, the screen
identifies the file and shows a breakdown of read and write I/O statistics against that file, as well as statistics related to
buffer use.

Using This Screen

To request the IO History screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

• Look for average I/O times:
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– Read Time divided by the number of Physical Reads
– Write Time divided by the number of Physical Writes
Average I/O times ideally should be close to the average access time for the device type that the file resides on. For
example, an average response time for a 3380 device should be between 18 and 25 msec.

• Look for I/O contention between database files. Your DASD configuration should isolate high activity datasets. For
example:
– Isolate journals and log files
– Isolate system files from other files, such as spool files
– Spread application databases across volumes
– Isolate scratch and queue files if your system has high OLQ usage or is used for ADS development

• Look for unexpectedly high I/O counts, which can indicate excessive fragmentation or overflow records. Use the
Realtime Monitor and Application Monitor to investigate this possibility.

IO History

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:01:25.14

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 IOHS IO History                                                  i

   Start Waits   Wait    Avg         .2        .4        .6        .8         1

    Time         Time   Wait ---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|

 _ 02:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 02:45     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 03:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 03:15     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 03:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 03:45     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 04:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 04:15     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 04:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 04:45     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 05:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 05:15     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 05:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 05:45     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 06:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 06:15     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 06:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 06:45     0 .0000S .0000S

Screen Description

The IO History screen displays each interval being tracked. For each interval, the IO History screen shows a total wait
count and time for all nonsystem areas. The screen also shows the average wait time for the interval, both numerically
and graphically.

Using This Screen

• To request the Wait Type by Interval screen for a specific interval, type any other nonblank character to the left of the
interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

• To request the Detail screen for the same interval, press [PF9].
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What To Look For

Use the graphic display to determine intervals with higher than average waits.

Scratch Detail (PF6)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:03:54.63

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 SCDT Scratch Detail                                               >

  Area Name                    File Name                    Physical  Physical

                                                               Reads    Writes

  SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR              SYSTEM.DCSCR                        0         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:03:54.63

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 SCDT Scratch Detail                                            <  >

   Area Name                    Physical     Read     Read    Write    Write

                                  Writes    Waits     Time    Waits     Time

   SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR                     0        0   .0000S        0   .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:03:54.63

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 SCDT Scratch Detail                                            <  >

  Area Name                      Write  Buffer Name          Buffer  Prefetch

                                  Time                         Hits      Hits

  SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR               .0000S  DEFAULT_BUFFER           15         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:03:54.63

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 SCDT Scratch Detail                                            <  >

  Area Name                   Prefetch  DB_Buf  DB_Buf SHR_Buf SHR_Buf EXC_Buf

                                  Hits   Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits

  SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR                    0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:03:54.63

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 SCDT Scratch Detail                                            <  >

  Area Name                   EXC_Buf EXC_Buf   DBkey   DBkey D-Space D-Space

                                Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Reads    Hits

  SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR                   0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:03:54.63

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 SCDT Scratch Detail                                            <  >

   Area Name                    D-Space  D-Space  Shared Cache Name  Sh-Cache

                                   Hits   Writes                        Reads

   SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR                    0        0                            0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:03:54.63

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 SCDT Scratch Detail                                            <  >
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    Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache

                                   Reads     Hits   Writes   Failed    Waits

    SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR                    0        0        0        0        0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:03:54.63

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 SCDT Scratch Detail                                            <

    Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache

                                    Hits   Writes   Failed    Waits     Time

    SYSTEM.DDLDCSCR                    0        0        0        0   .0000S

Screen Description

The Scratch Detail screen displays detailed information on the system scratch file for the current interval. This screen
does not include the wait time for the scratch single-threaded event control block (ECB).

What To Look For

• Look for db-key waits.
• Look at the buffer utilization statistics. Buffer Hits indicates the number of times a requested database page was

already in the buffer, saving the system from performing an I/O. Buffer Waits indicates when the system had to wait for
an available page in the buffer. The Buffer Detail screen provides more statistics about buffer use.

Area Detail (PF7)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:11:54.28

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 ARDT Area Detail                                                  >

  Area Name                    File Name                    Physical  Physical

                                                               Reads    Writes

  APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD            APPLDICT.DLODDB                     4         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:11:54.28

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 ARDT Area Detail                                               <  >

   Area Name                    Physical     Read     Read    Write    Write

                                  Writes    Waits     Time    Waits     Time

   APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                   0        4   .0794S        0   .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:11:54.28

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 ARDT Area Detail                                               <  >

  Area Name                      Write  Buffer Name          Buffer  Prefetch

                                  Time                         Hits      Hits

  APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD             .0000S  DEFAULT_BUFFER            0         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:11:54.28

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 ARDT Area Detail                                               <  >

  Area Name                   Prefetch  DB_Buf  DB_Buf SHR_Buf SHR_Buf EXC_Buf

                                  Hits   Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits

  APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                  0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0
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 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:11:54.28

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 ARDT Area Detail                                               <  >

  Area Name                   EXC_Buf EXC_Buf   DBkey   DBkey D-Space D-Space

                                Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Reads    Hits

  APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                 0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:11:54.28

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 ARDT Area Detail                                               <  >

   Area Name                    D-Space  D-Space  Shared Cache Name  Sh-Cache

                                   Hits   Writes                        Reads

   APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                  0        0                            0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:11:54.28

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 ARDT Area Detail                                               <  >

    Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache

                                   Reads     Hits   Writes   Failed    Waits

    APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                  0        0        0        0        0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:11:54.28

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 ARDT Area Detail                                               <

    Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache

                                    Hits   Writes   Failed    Waits     Time

    APPLDICT.DDLDCLOD                  0        0        0        0   .0000S

Screen Description

The Area Detail screen displays detailed information on a specific DC/UCF area/file combination for the current interval.
For areas that span multiple files, it displays one line of information for each file.

If this screen is requested from the DBkey/Area Detail screen, it is filled in with statistics for the requested area when
displayed. If the screen is requested directly from the menu, it is blank when first displayed. In this case, specify the area
in the Area Name field, and press [Enter] to display the requested statistics.

You can specify another area in the Area Name field at any time, and then press [Enter] to display statistics for that area.

What To Look For

• Look for db-key waits.
• Make sure that applications are using the appropriate usage modes.
• Look at the buffer utilization statistics. Buffer Hits indicates the number of times a requested database page was

already in the buffer, saving the system from performing an I/O. DB_Buf Waits indicates when the system had to wait
for an available page in the buffer. The Buffer Detail screen provides more statistics about buffer use.

Queue Detail (PF8)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:13:01.73

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 QUDT Queue Detail                                                 >
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  Area Name                    File Name                    Physical  Physical

                                                               Reads    Writes

  SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN              SYSTEM.DCRUN                        0         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:13:01.73

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 QUDT Queue Detail                                              <  >

   Area Name                    Physical     Read     Read    Write    Write

                                  Writes    Waits     Time    Waits     Time

   SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN                     0        0   .0000S        0   .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:13:01.73

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 QUDT Queue Detail                                              <  >

  Area Name                      Write  Buffer Name          Buffer  Prefetch

                                  Time                         Hits      Hits

  SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN               .0000S  DEFAULT_BUFFER            0         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:13:01.73

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 QUDT Queue Detail                                              <  >

  Area Name                   Prefetch  DB_Buf  DB_Buf SHR_Buf SHR_Buf EXC_Buf

                                  Hits   Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits

  SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN                    0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:13:01.73

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 QUDT Queue Detail                                              <  >

  Area Name                   EXC_Buf EXC_Buf   DBkey   DBkey D-Space D-Space

                                Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Reads    Hits

  SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN                   0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:13:01.73

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 QUDT Queue Detail                                              <  >

   Area Name                    D-Space  D-Space  Shared Cache Name  Sh-Cache

                                   Hits   Writes                        Reads

   SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN                    0        0                            0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:13:01.73

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 QUDT Queue Detail                                              <  >

    Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache

                                   Reads     Hits   Writes   Failed    Waits

    SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN                    0        0        0        0        0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:13:01.73

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 QUDT Queue Detail                                              <

    Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache

                                    Hits   Writes   Failed    Waits     Time

    SYSTEM.DDLDCRUN                    0        0        0        0   .0000S
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Screen Description

The Queue Detail screen displays detailed information on the system queue file for the current interval.

What To Look For

• Look for db-key waits.
• Look at the buffer utilization statistics. Buffer Hits indicates the number of times a requested database page was

already in the buffer, saving the system from performing an I/O. Buffer Waits indicates when the system had to wait for
an available page in the buffer. The Buffer Detail screen provides more statistics about buffer use.

Buffer Detail (PF9)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:06.96

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 BUDT Buffer Detail                                                >

   Buffer Name         Buffer     Pages Found_In    % Buffer Prefetch   Pages

                        Waits Requested   Buffer Utilization     Hits    Read

   DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER         0        0         0       0            0       0

   DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER         0        0         0       0            0       0

   LOG_BUFFER               0        0         0       0            0       0

   DEFAULT_BUFFER           0        4         0       0            0       4

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:06.96

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 BUDT Buffer Detail                                             <  >

   Buffer Name          Pages Found-In   Pages  Buffer   Pages Pages  Buffer

                         Read    Cache Written    Size Defined  Used   Flush

   DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER         0        0       0    4000    500    200       0

   DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER         0        0       0    2932    500    200       0

   LOG_BUFFER               0        0       0    4276      5      0       0

   DEFAULT_BUFFER           4        0       0    4276     60     30       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:06.96

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 BUDT Buffer Detail                                             <  >

 Buffer Name         Buffer  Buffer SHR_Buffer SHR_Buffer EXC_Buffer EXC_Buffer

                      Flush    Time      Waits       Time      Waits       Time

 DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER         0  .0000S         0     .0000S          0     .0000S

 DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER         0  .0000S         0     .0000S          0     .0000S

 LOG_BUFFER               0  .0000S         0     .0000S          0     .0000S

 DEFAULT_BUFFER           0  .0000S         0     .0000S          0     .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:06.96

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 BUDT Buffer Detail                                             <

   Buffer Name        EXC_Buffer EXC_Buffer DB_Read DB_Read DB_Write DB_Write

                           Waits       Time   Waits    Time    Waits     Time

   DBCR_BRCH_BUFFER           0     .0000S        0  .0000S        0   .0000S

   DBCR_ACCT_BUFFER           0     .0000S        0  .0000S        0   .0000S

   LOG_BUFFER                 0     .0000S        0  .0000S        0   .0000S
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   DEFAULT_BUFFER             0     .0000S        4  .0794S        0   .0000S

Screen Description

The Buffer Detail screen displays statistics related to database and journal buffer use for the current interval. The screen
includes one line for each buffer defined to the DC/UCF system and shows a breakdown of statistics describing the
efficiency of buffer use.

Using This Screen

To request the Buffer History screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

• Look at the ratio of Pages Read to Pages Requested. This ratio measures the effectiveness of the buffer pool size and
design of the database. If the ratio is consistently low, this may indicate that the size of the buffer is too small or the
database needs to be tuned. If the ratio is low, you can change the DMCL to:
– Increase the number of pages in the buffer
– Change the buffer and area assignments
If the interval includes transactions that keep locks, this ratio may be artificially high because of the nature of the
internal locking mechanism. IDMSDBMS cannot hold a buffer while requesting a lock. Therefore, when locks are kept,
IDMSDBMS must free and request a page each time a record is requested.

NOTE
By increasing the amount of buffer space, you decrease the amount of storage available for the DC/UCF
system and you can cause paging. If space is tight, allocate the space elsewhere; for example, a program
pool. If paging increases, decrease the size of the buffer.

• Look for buffer wait counts greater than zero and try to determine the cause.

Buffer History

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:28:41.90

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 09:45 BUHS Buffer History

   Start Waits   Wait    Avg         .2        .4        .6        .8         1

    Time         Time   Wait ---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|

 _ 09:45     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 09:50     1 .0285S .0285S -

 _ 09:55     2 .0312S .0156S

 _ 10:00     2 .0371S .0185S

 _ 10:05     4 .0709S .0177S

 _ 10:10   110  3.62S .0329S -

 _ 10:15    47  1.40S .0299S -

 _ 10:20    26 .7701S .0296S -

 _ 10:25   100  2.20S .0220S -

 _ 10:30    97  1.59S .0164S

 _ 10:35    32 .5837S .0182S

 _ 10:40   198  3.42S .0173S

 _ 10:45    32 .7642S .0238S -

 _ 10:50    23 .5983S .0260S -

 _ 10:55    33 .7659S .0232S -

 _ 11:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 11:05     6 .3406S .0567S --
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 _ 11:10     2 .0507S .0253S -

Screen Description

The Buffer History screen displays each interval being tracked. For each interval, the screen shows a total count and time
for buffer waits that occurred when a database or journal buffer was requested but was not available.

This screen also shows the average wait time for the interval. The average wait time is displayed numerically and in graph
form.

Buffer waits include:

• Waits on a buffer pool
• Waits on a buffer page

Using This Screen

• To request the Wait Type by Interval screen for a specific interval, type any other nonblank character to the left of the
interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

• To request the Detail screen for the same interval, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Look at the graphic display for intervals with higher than average waits.

Message Detail (PF10)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:44.73

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 MSDT Message Detail                                               >

  Area Name                    File Name                    Physical  Physical

                                                               Reads    Writes

  SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG              SYSMSG.DCMSG                        0         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:44.73

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 MSDT Message Detail                                            <  >

   Area Name                    Physical     Read     Read    Write    Write

                                  Writes    Waits     Time    Waits     Time

   SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG                     0        0   .0000S        0   .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:44.73

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 MSDT Message Detail                                            <  >

  Area Name                      Write  Buffer Name          Buffer  Prefetch

                                  Time                         Hits      Hits

  SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG               .0000S  DEFAULT_BUFFER            0         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:44.73

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 MSDT Message Detail                                            <  >

  Area Name                   Prefetch  DB_Buf  DB_Buf SHR_Buf SHR_Buf EXC_Buf

                                  Hits   Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits

  SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG                    0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0
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 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:44.73

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 MSDT Message Detail                                            <  >

  Area Name                   EXC_Buf EXC_Buf   DBkey   DBkey D-Space D-Space

                                Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Reads    Hits

  SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG                   0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:44.73

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 MSDT Message Detail                                            <  >

   Area Name                    D-Space  D-Space  Shared Cache Name  Sh-Cache

                                   Hits   Writes                        Reads

   SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG                    0        0                            0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:44.73

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 MSDT Message Detail                                            <  >

    Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache

                                   Reads     Hits   Writes   Failed    Waits

    SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG                    0        0        0        0        0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:44.73

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 MSDT Message Detail                                            <

    Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache

                                    Hits   Writes   Failed    Waits     Time

    SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG                    0        0        0        0   .0000S

Screen Description

The Message Detail screen displays detailed information on the system message file for the current interval.

What To Look For

• Look for db-key waits.
• Look at the buffer utilization statistics. Buffer Hits indicates the number of times a requested database page was

already in the buffer, saving the system from performing an I/O. Buffer Waits indicates when the system had to wait for
an available page in the buffer. The Buffer Detail screen provides more statistics about buffer use.

Journal Detail (PF11)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:59:28.65

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:00 JRDT Journal Detail                                               >

 Journal Name                File Name   Block   Bytes  Blocks   First    Last

                                          Size Written Written     RBN     RBN

 J1JRNL                       J1JRNL      2004  467096     238    4999     282

 J2JRNL                       J2JRNL      2004       0       0       0       0

 J3JRNL                       J3JRNL      2004       0       0       0       0

 J4JRNL                       J4JRNL      2004 3826528    1932    3071    4999

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:59:28.65
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 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:00 JRDT Journal Detail                                            <  >

  Journal Name                   Last    Read    Read   Write   Write  Buffer

                                  RBN   Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits

  J1JRNL                          282      12  .1964S     238  13.21S       0

  J2JRNL                            0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0

  J3JRNL                            0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0

  J4JRNL                         4999       3  .0563S    1932  54.88S       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:59:28.65

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:00 JRDT Journal Detail                                            <

  Journal Name                 Buffer  Buffer    JBEE    JBEE     JBC     JBC

                                Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits    Time

  J1JRNL                            0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

  J2JRNL                            0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

  J3JRNL                            0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

  J4JRNL                            0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

Screen Description

The Journal Detail screen displays access statistics for each journal file defined to the DC/UCF system for the current
interval. For each journal, the screen identifies the file name and shows a breakdown of access statistics.

Using This Screen

To request the Journal History screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

• Look for a high number of journal read waits which indicate rollback operations. The only way to control read waits is to
eliminate abends. During a rollback a single buffer is dynamically allocated and none of the existing journal buffers are
used. Use the Application Monitor batch reports (see the IDMS Performance Monitor System Administration Section)
to determine which transactions are experiencing the journal waits.

• Look for a high number of JBC waits. This field indicates the number of times a task had to wait for space in the journal
buffer. You can increase the number of pages in the journal buffer to remedy this problem. The field is incremented
when IDMSDBIO determines that all the pages in the buffer are exclusively held and must therefore wait until a buffer
page becomes available.

Journal History

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:03:58.12

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 JRHS Journal History

   Start Waits   Wait    Avg         .2        .4        .6        .8         1

    Time         Time   Wait ---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|

 _ 22:34    35  2.89S .0827S ----

 _ 23:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 23:30     4 .1393S .0348S -

 _ 00:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 00:30     4 .1174S .0293S -

 _ 01:00     0 .0000S .0000S
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 _ 01:30     4 .1156S .0289S -

 _ 02:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 02:30     4 .1377S .0344S -

 _ 03:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 03:30     4 .1267S .0316S -

 _ 04:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 04:30     4 .1387S .0346S -

 _ 05:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 05:30     4 .1618S .0404S --

 _ 06:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 06:30     4 .1217S .0304S -

 _ 07:00     0 .0000S .0000S

Screen Description

The Journal History screen displays each interval being tracked. For each interval, the screen shows the total count and
time for journal waits that occurred while accessing journal files. This screen also shows the average wait time for the
interval.

Using This Screen

• To request the Wait Type by Interval screen for a specific interval, type any other nonblank character to the left of the
interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

• To request the Detail screen for the same interval, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Use the graphic display to determine intervals with higher than average waits.

Storage Detail (PF13)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:09:53.37

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 15:30 STDT Storage Detail                                               >

       Storage     Pool Pool In Short On      High     Storage Storage Storage

          Pool Size(Kb) Use(Kb)  Storage Water(Kb) Cushion(Kb)    Gets   Frees

             0  1016kB    28672        0    40960      28672       115      88

            30  1000kB    104kB        0    144kB       4096       197     182

           200  2000kB        0        0     4096       4096         1       1

           201  2000kB    40960        0    45056       4096        27       1

           202  4000kB    516kB        0    528kB       4096       300     193

           255  1500kB    476kB        0    484kB          0       236     138

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:09:53.37

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 15:30 STDT Storage Detail                                            <

        Storage      High     Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage

           Pool Water(Kb) Cushion(Kb)    Gets   Frees  Pass 1  Pass 2  Pass 3

              0    40960      28672       115      88      96       5       0

             30    144kB       4096       197     182     130       6       0

            200     4096       4096         1       1       0       0       0

            201    45056       4096        27       1      18       8       0

            202    528kB       4096       300     193       0       0       0
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            255    484kB          0       236     138       0       0       0

Screen Description

The Storage Detail screen displays statistics related to the use of system storage pools for the current interval. The screen
includes one line for each storage pool defined to the DC/UCF system at system generation. For each storage pool, the
screen identifies the pool size and provides access statistics.

What To Look For

Storage-use problems are indicated by the Short On Storage field. A non-zero number should represent peak use, not a
chronic condition. If the field is always 0, you may have allocated too much pool space.

To alleviate a storage-use problem, you should take the following steps:

1. Decrease storage use. For example, make sure that all programs are making efficient use of storage.
2. If Step 1 does not alleviate the situation, increase the size of the storage pool. However, by doing this, you will

probably see an increase in the number of concurrent tasks, which in turn increases the demand for program pool
storage and other system resources.

3. Decrease the MAX TASK and MAX ERUS values.
4. In an ADS environment, enable the fastmode threshold or relocatable storage. This option reduces storage held

concurrently by terminals executing ADS applications. However, both facilities increase scratch activity and CPU
usage per task. This method should be used as a last resort to alleviate a Short On Storage condition.

Line I/O Detail (PF14)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:43:47.66

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 08:30 LIDT Line I/O Detail                                              >

 Line     Line             Line          PTERMs    Read    Read   Write   Write

 Name     Type             Status       Defined   Total  Errors   Total  Errors

 UCFLINE  UCF LINE DRIVER  IN-SERVICE        4        0       0       0       0

 CCILINE  DDS VTAM         IN-SERVICE       20        0       0       0       0

 CONSOLE2 OPERATOR CONSOLE IN-SERVICE        1        0       0       0       0

 VTAM     VTAM INTERFACE   IN-SERVICE      110    44706       0   44707       0

 VTAM92   VTAM INTERFACE   CLOSED            0        0       0       0       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:43:47.66

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 08:30 LIDT Line I/O Detail                                           <  >

   Line       Write  PTE_RPL PTE_RPL    Read    Read   Write   Write     RPL

   Name      Errors Requests   Waits   Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits

   UCFLINE        0        0       0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0

   CCILINE        0        0       0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0

   CONSOLE2       0        0       0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0

   VTAM           0    89538   32797      92   1.03S   29412   2:07M       0

   VTAM92         0        0       0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:43:47.66

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 08:30 LIDT Line I/O Detail                                           <

   Line      PTE_RPL PTE_RPL    Read    Read   Write   Write     RPL     RPL

   Name     Requests   Waits   Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits    Time
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   UCFLINE         0       0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   CCILINE         0       0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   CONSOLE2        0       0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

   VTAM        89538   32797      92   1.03S   29412   2:07M       0  .0000S

   VTAM92          0       0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

Screen Description

The Line IO Detail screen displays detailed information on each teleprocessing (TP) line defined in the DC/UCF network
for the current interval. For each line, the screen indicates the status and displays access statistics related to line use.

Line Types

The following table lists the TP line types defined at system generation. For each line type, the equivalent TYPE
parameter specification for the system generation LINE statement is included.

Line Type TYPE Parameter Meaning
Console CONSOLE Operator's console
CCI CCI CCI line driver
SNA VTAMLU VTAM/SNA logical units
UCF UCFLINE UCF line driver
Start/Stop ASYNC Start/Stop terminals
SYSOUT only SYSOUTL SYSOUT only (for printers)
VTAM VTAMLIN VTAM interface
Local 3270 L3270B Local 3270s
Remote 3270 BSC3 Remote 3270s
Simulated 3270 S3270Q Simulated 3270s
Online Sim 3270 S3270Q Online simulated 3270s
L3280 Printer L3280B Local 3280 printer
TCAM TCAMLIN TCAM driver
BSC Non-Sw P-P BSC2 BSC nonswitched point-to-point
BSC Switch P-P BSC2 BSC switched point-to-point
BSC Multipoint BSC3 BSC multipoint
DCAM DCAMLIN DCAM interface
SOCKET SOCKET SOCKET line driver

Line Status

The following statuses can be indicated for a TP line:

Status Meaning
IN-SERVICE Line is in service
OUT-SERVICE Line is out of service
CLOSED Line has not been opened

Using This Screen

To request the Line IO History screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For
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• Look at the status of lines defined to your system.
• Look at the number of I/O errors relative to the number of reads and writes.
• If the number of RPL waits is not close to zero, increase the request parameter list (RPL) count in the system

generation LINE statement.
• Look for average I/O times:

– Read Time divided by the number of Physical Reads
– Write Time divided by the number of Physical Writes
High I/O times can result from large numbers of I/O error lines that contain large numbers of high volume terminals or
printers.

Line IO History

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:04:57.19

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 LIHS Line IO History

   Start Waits   Wait    Avg         .2        .4        .6        .8         1

    Time         Time   Wait ---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|

 _ 02:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 02:45     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 03:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 03:15     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 03:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 03:45     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 04:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 04:15     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 04:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 04:45     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 05:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 05:15     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 05:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 05:45     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 06:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 06:15     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 06:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 06:45     0 .0000S .0000S

Screen Description

The Line IO History screen displays each interval being tracked. For each interval, the screen shows a total count and
time for line waits. This screen also shows the average wait time for the interval.

Using this Screen

• To request the Wait Type by Interval screen for a specific interval, type any other nonblank character to the left of the
interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

• To request the Detail screen for the same interval, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Use the graphic display to determine intervals with higher than average waits.
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Program Pool Detail (PF15)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:10:53.25

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 15:30 PPDT Program Pool Detail                                          >

 Pool Type           Pool     In   High    Pool   Pages Overlay Overlay Overlay

                     Size    Use  Water   Loads  Loaded  No_Use Pgm_Use  In_Use

 PROGRAM            53248  16384  16384       1       4       1       0       0

 REENTRANT         2936kB  390kB  390kB      36     779      36       0       0

 XA PROGRAM        204800      0      0       0       0       0       0       0

 XA REENTRANT      2680kB 1223kB 1223kB      93    2446      93       0       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:10:53.25

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 15:30 PPDT Program Pool Detail                                       <

    Pool Type        Overlay Overlay Overlay    Load    Load    Pool    Pool

                      No_Use Pgm_Use  In_Use   Waits    Time   Waits    Time

    PROGRAM                1       0       0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

    REENTRANT             36       0       0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

    XA PROGRAM             0       0       0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

    XA REENTRANT          93       0       0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S

Screen Description

The Program Pool Detail screen displays statistics related to the use of program pools for the current interval. The screen
includes one line for each program pool defined to the DC/UCF system. For each program pool, the screen identifies the
pool size and provides access statistics.

Using This Screen

To request the Program Pool History screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

• Look for non-zero values in the Overlay In Use field or the Pool Waits field. A non-zero number indicates the pool was
very fragmented, and tasks had to wait until enough contiguous space became available to load a program. When
these conditions occur, try these tuning options:
– Expand the pool size. If you don't have enough space, try reducing the size of another program pool or try reducing

the MAX TASK and MAX ERUS parameters.
– Make heavily used reentrant or quasi-reentrant programs resident.
– Reduce the size of modules in your programs to reduce concurrent demand on the program pools. For example,

don't use large subschemas for your application programs; use tailored subschemas instead.
• Compare the number of pages loaded (Pages Loaded) to the total number of loads (Pool Loads). If there are many

pages loaded for only a few program loads, consider increasing the block size for the program load libraries and load
areas. For example, a block size of 10Kb requires 20 I/Os to load a 200Kb program; a block size of 1Kb requires 200 I/
Os to load the same program.

Program Pool History

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:05:24.54

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
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   02 14:45 PPHS Program Pool History

   Start Waits   Wait    Avg         .2        .4        .6        .8         1

    Time         Time   Wait ---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|

 _ 02:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 02:45     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 03:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 03:15     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 03:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 03:45     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 04:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 04:15     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 04:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 04:45     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 05:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 05:15     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 05:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 05:45     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 06:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 06:15     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 06:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 06:45     0 .0000S .0000S

Screen Description

The Program Pool History screen displays each interval being tracked. For each interval, the screen shows the total count
and time for waits on a pool that was full. There should not be any waits for a program pool. This screen also displays the
average wait time for the interval.

Using this Screen

• To request the Wait Type by Interval screen for a specific interval, type any other nonblank character to the left of the
interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

• To request the Detail screen for the same interval, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Use the graphic display to determine intervals with higher than average waits.

Storage Type Detail (PF16)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:05:33.38

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 STDY Storage Type Detail                                          >

     Storage   Shared   Shared   Shared Shared Kept Shared Kept Shared Kept

         Loc  # Waits    Total  Longest     # Waits       Total     Longest

                          Time     Time                    Time        Time

      NON-XA        0   .0000S   .0000S          0      .0000S      .0000S

      XA            0   .0000S   .0000S          0      .0000S      .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:05:33.38

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 STDY Storage Type Detail                                       <  >
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  Storage Shared Kept     User     User     User User Kept User Kept User Kept

      Loc     Longest  # Waits    Total  Longest   # Waits     Total   Longest

                 Time              Time     Time                Time      Time

   NON-XA     .0000S         0   .0000S   .0000S         0    .0000S    .0000S

   XA         .0000S         0   .0000S   .0000S         0    .0000S    .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:05:33.38

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 STDY Storage Type Detail                                       <  >

     Storage User Kept Terminal Terminal Terminal Database Database Database

         Loc   Longest  # Waits    Total  Longest  # Waits    Total  Longest

                  Time              Time     Time              Time     Time

      NON-XA    .0000S        0   .0000S   .0000S        0   .0000S   .0000S

      XA        .0000S        0   .0000S   .0000S        0   .0000S   .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:05:33.38

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 STDY Storage Type Detail                                       <

     Storage Terminal Database Database Database   System   System   System

         Loc  Longest  # Waits    Total  Longest  # Waits    Total  Longest

                 Time              Time     Time              Time     Time

      NON-XA   .0000S        0   .0000S   .0000S        0   .0000S   .0000S

      XA       .0000S        0   .0000S   .0000S        0   .0000S   .0000S

Screen Description

For users with XA storage, the Storage Type Detail screen displays an overview of storage waits for the interval by type
and storage location. For z/VSE users, the screen displays an overview of storage by type.

Using this Screen

To request the Storage Type History screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Look for the nature of waits that have occurred and the storage pools in which they occurred. Consider adjusting the size
of the cushion so that you get SOS (short on storage) conditions instead of storage waits.

Storage Type History

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:06:03.95

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 SGHS Storage Type History

   Start Waits   Wait    Avg         .2        .4        .6        .8         1

    Time         Time   Wait ---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|

 _ 02:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 02:45     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 03:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 03:15     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 03:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 03:45     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 04:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 04:15     0 .0000S .0000S
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 _ 04:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 04:45     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 05:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 05:15     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 05:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 05:45     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 06:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 06:15     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 06:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 06:45     0 .0000S .0000S

Screen Description

The Storage Type History screen shows a total wait count and time for all storage waits. The screen also shows the
average wait time both numerically and graphically.

Using this Screen

• To request the Wait Type by Interval screen for a specific interval, type any other nonblank character to the left of the
interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

• To request the Detail screen for the same interval, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Use the graphic display to determine intervals with higher than average waits.

Program Load Detail (PF17)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:17:05.43

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 PLDT Program Load Detail                                          >

  Area Name                    File Name                    Physical  Physical

                                                               Reads    Writes

  SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD              SYSTEM.DCLOD                        0         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:17:05.43

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 PLDT Program Load Detail                                       <  >

   Area Name                    Physical     Read     Read    Write    Write

                                  Writes    Waits     Time    Waits     Time

   SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD                     0        0   .0000S        0   .0000S

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:17:05.43

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 PLDT Program Load Detail                                       <  >

  Area Name                      Write  Buffer Name          Buffer  Prefetch

                                  Time                         Hits      Hits

  SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD               .0000S  DEFAULT_BUFFER            0         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:17:05.43

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 PLDT Program Load Detail                                       <  >

  Area Name                   Prefetch  DB_Buf  DB_Buf SHR_Buf SHR_Buf EXC_Buf
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                                  Hits   Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Waits

  SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD                    0       0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:17:05.43

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 PLDT Program Load Detail                                       <  >

  Area Name                   EXC_Buf EXC_Buf   DBkey   DBkey D-Space D-Space

                                Waits    Time   Waits    Time   Reads    Hits

  SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD                   0  .0000S       0  .0000S       0       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:17:05.43

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 PLDT Program Load Detail                                       <  >

   Area Name                    D-Space  D-Space  Shared Cache Name  Sh-Cache

                                   Hits   Writes                        Reads

   SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD                    0        0                            0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:17:05.43

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 PLDT Program Load Detail                                       <  >

    Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache

                                   Reads     Hits   Writes   Failed    Waits

    SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD                    0        0        0        0        0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:17:05.43

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 PLDT Program Load Detail                                       <

    Area Name                   Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache Sh-Cache

                                    Hits   Writes   Failed    Waits     Time

    SYSTEM.DDLDCLOD                    0        0        0        0   .0000S

Screen Description

The Program Load Detail screen displays program loading information for:

• Dialogs
• Maps
• Subschemas
• Tables
• ADS applications

Dialogs, maps, subschemas, tables, and ADS applications can be loaded from the DDLDCLOD dictionary load area.

The waits indicated on the Program Load Detail screen include I/O waits and BLDL (Building Load Directory List) waits.

The I/O activity counts (reads and writes) exclude I/O against any CDMSnnn files.

What to look for

• Look for a high number of load waits, which indicates I/O activity against load libraries and load areas.
• Look for db-key waits.
• Look at the buffer utilization statistics. Buffer Hits indicates the number of times a requested database page was

already in the buffer, saving the system from performing an I/O. Buffer Waits indicates when the system had to wait for
an available page in the buffer. The Buffer Detail screen provides more statistics about buffer use.
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Specific Interval Information (PF18)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:06:57.36

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 SINT Specific Interval Information

    Task Information                  Statistic Information

      Started                 2519      Programs Called         47652

      Ended                   2521      Programs Loaded            12

      # at Interval Start       22      Terminal Reads              0

      # at Interval End         20      Terminal Writes             0

      # Abended                  0      Terminal Errors             0

      # Runaway                  0      Get Storage             60720

      # Times SOS                0      Free Storage            60878

      Timed Out (1 ECB)          0      Get Scratch              1077

      Timed Out (ECB List)       0      Put Scratch               719

      Times at Max Tasks         0      Delete Scratch            489

                                        Get Queue                 160

                                        Put Queue                  94

                                        Delete Queue               63

                                        DC Service Requests    191187

                                        DB Service Requests    119836

Screen Description

The Specific Interval Information screen displays DC statistics for a specific interval.

Using This Screen

To request the Interval Information screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Look for values that seem higher than average. Investigate further by looking at the tasks that were performed during the
interval.

Interval Information

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:07:13.88

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 INT  Interval Information                                         >

   Start Interval    Tasks   Tasks     Tasks   Tasks    Tasks    Tasks  Times

    Time   Length  Started   Ended  At_Start  At_End  Abended  Runaway    SOS

 _ 02:30   15:00M      477     477        19      19        0       0       2

 _ 02:45   15:00M      366     366        19      19        0       0       2

 _ 03:00   15:00M      522     522        19      19        0       1       1

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:07:13.88

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 INT  Interval Information                                      < >

      Start  Times Timed_Out  Timed_Out    Times  Programs  Programs  Terminal
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       Time    SOS   (1 ECB) (ECB List)   At_Max    Called    Loaded     Reads

    _ 02:30      2         0          0       0      7101          6         0

    _ 02:45      2         0          0       0      5109          3         0

    _ 03:00      1         0          0       0      6877          6         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:07:13.88

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 INT  Interval Information                                      < >

      Start Terminal Terminal Terminal     Get    Free     Get     Put  Delete

       Time    Reads   Writes   Errors Storage Storage Scratch Scratch Scratch

    _ 02:30        0        0        0   11229   11212     967     974     862

    _ 02:45        0        0        0   10500   10528    1297    1143    1142

    _ 03:00        0        0        0   13124   13080    1311    1285    1196

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:07:13.88

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 14:45 INT  Interval Information                                      <

     Start     Get     Put  Delete    Get     Put  Delete        DC        DB

      Time Scratch Scratch Scratch  Queue   Queue   Queue  Requests  Requests

   _ 02:30     967     974     862     32      29      12     29495     18691

   _ 02:45    1297    1143    1142     91     148      13     34517     23190

   _ 03:00    1311    1285    1196    107      46      19     33827     21437

Screen Description

The Interval Information screen displays an overview of DC statistics by interval. Use this screen to quickly compare
activity across intervals.

Using this Screen

To access the Specific Interval Information screen for DC statistics for a particular interval, type any nonblank character to
the left of the interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

What To Look For

• Look for intervals with unusually high levels of activity compared to other intervals.
• Look for intervals with high numbers of task abends. Increases in task abends reduces the number of tasks processed

and increases the CPU used by the DC/UCF system to format and write dumps to the log. Look at the system log (by
using OLP or the PRINT LOG utility) to identify tasks that are abending.

• Look at the Times_At_Max field. If all the values are 0, the value allocated to MAX TASKS may be more than you
need. If the value is high, increase the MAX TASKS and MAX ERUS allocation, provided your system has enough
resources available to support increased task activity.

CDMSLIB Detail (PF19)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:18:41.13

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 CDDT CDMSLIB Detail

              Loadlib Name               Waits                Time

                 CDMSLIB                     0              .0000S

Screen Description
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The CDMSLIB Detail screen displays an overview of load library activity by interval. It displays information on the first ten
load libraries listed in the system startup JCL.

Using this Screen

To request the CDMSLIB History screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Use this screen to quickly compare the activity of load libraries.

CDMSLIB History

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 10:55:42.05

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:50 CDHS Cdmslib History                                            !

   Start Waits   Wait    Avg         .2        .4        .6        .8         1

    Time         Time   Wait ---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|

 _ 10:45     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 10:50    16 .6900S .0431S --

Screen Description

The CDMSLIB History screen displays each interval being tracked. For each interval, the screen shows a total count and
time for CDMSLIB waits that occurred when a CDMSLIB library was requested but was not available.

This screen also shows the average wait time for the interval. The average wait time is displayed numerically and in graph
form.

Using this Screen

• To request the Wait Type by Interval screen for a specific interval, type any other nonblank character to the left of the
interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

• To request the Detail screen for the same interval, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Use the graphic display to determine intervals with higher than average waits.

Specific Transaction Information (PF20)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:18:59.51

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 SRU  Specific Transaction Information

    Transaction Information           Statistic Information

      Started                    0      DBkey Locks                 0

      Ended                      0      System Locks                0

      Max Concurrent            15      Pages Read                  4

      # at Interval Start       15      Pages Written               0

      # at Interval End         15      Pages Requested             4

                                        CALC With Overflow          0

    External Request Unit Information   CALC No Overflow            0
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      Started                    0      VIA With Overflow           0

      Ended                      0      VIA No Overflow             0

      Max Concurrent             0      Records Requested           4

      # at Interval Start        0      Records Curr of Tran        0

      # at Interval End          0      Total # of DBMS Calls      18

      # with DB Trans            0      # of Fragments Stored       0

                                        Records Updated             0

                                        # Found in Cache            0

                                        # Found in Prefetch         0

Screen Description

The Specific Transaction Information screen displays DB statistics for a specific interval.

Using this Screen

To request the Transaction Information screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Look for values that seem higher than average. Investigate further by looking at the transactions processed during the
interval.

Transaction Information

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:20:26.24

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 RUN  Transaction Information                                      >

   Start    Tran    Tran   Max_Tran     Tran    Tran    ERUS    ERUS   Max_ERUS

    Time Started   Ended Concurrent At_Start  At_End Started   Ended Concurrent

 _ 08:00       1       1        16        15      15       0       0         0

 _ 08:10     473     473        20        15      15       0       0         0

 _ 08:20       0       0        15        15      15       0       0         0

 _ 08:30       0       0        15        15      15       0       0         0

 _ 08:40       0       0        15        15      15       0       0         0

 _ 08:50       0       0        15        15      15       0       0         0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:20:26.24

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 RUN  Transaction Information                                   < >

   Start   Max_ERUS     ERUS    ERUS ERUS_With   DBkey  System   Pages   Pages

    Time Concurrent At_Start  At_End      DBRU   Locks   Locks    Read Written

 _ 08:00         0         0       0        0        0       0      12       0

 _ 08:10         0         0       0        0        0       0     194       0

 _ 08:20         0         0       0        0        0       0       5       0

 _ 08:30         0         0       0        0        0       0       0       0

 _ 08:40         0         0       0        0        0       0       0       0

 _ 08:50         0         0       0        0        0       0       0       0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:20:26.24

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 RUN  Transaction Information                                   < >

      Start   Pages     Pages      CALC    CALC       VIA     VIA   Records
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       Time Written Requested With OVFL No OVFL With OVFL No OVFL Requested

    _ 08:00       0       39         0        0        0        0       51

    _ 08:10       0     1681         0        0        0        0     2729

    _ 08:20       0       29         0        0        0        0       31

    _ 08:30       0        0         0        0        0        0        0

    _ 08:40       0        0         0        0        0        0        0

    _ 08:50       0        0         0        0        0        0        0

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:20:26.24

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 RUN  Transaction Information                                   <

   Start     VIA   Records   Records    DBMS Fragments Records   Found    Found

    Time No OVFL Requested Curr_Tran   Calls    Stored Updated   Cache Prefetch

 _ 08:00       0       51        34       93        0        0       0        0

 _ 08:10       0     2729      1136     5469        0        0       0        0

 _ 08:20       0       31         3      106        0        0       0        0

 _ 08:30       0        0         0        0        0        0       0        0

 _ 08:40       0        0         0        0        0        0       0        0

 _ 08:50       0        0         0        0        0        0       0        0

Screen Description

The Transaction Information screen displays an overview of transaction activity by interval. Use this screen to quickly
compare activity across intervals.

Using this Screen

To access the Specific Transaction Information screen for a particular interval, type any nonblank character to the left of
the interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

What To Look For

• Look for intervals with unusually high levels of activity compared to other intervals.
• Look for intervals with high numbers of system locks or db-key locks.
• Look at CALC and VIA overflow ratios. Overflow happens when the target page does not have enough room to hold

the record.

Options in Effect (PF21)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:45:08.63

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 08:30 OPT  Interval Monitor Options in Effect

   #PMOPT Assembly Date/Time           950217    16:31

* Online Options *                     * Statistics Destinations *

 PMIM Active            YES            Write DC Stats      YES

 Online Active          YES            Write to DClog      YES

 Max # Intervals         20            Write to SMF        YES

 Size of Interval        10            SMF Buffer Size    8180

 # of CDMSLIB Recs       10            SMF Record ID       230

 # of DBkey Recs          5            Data Refresh Time  1645

 Site Save Allowed      YES

 User Save Allowed      YES
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Screen Description

The Interval Monitor Options in Effect screen displays options specified by the Performance Monitor system administrator.

If WRITE TO DCLOG displays NO, you can change this field to YES; you then must reassemble PMOPT so the control
blocks needed for writing to log are allocated.

NOTE
For more information on options, see the IDMS Performance Monitor System Administration Section.

NOTE
z/VSE users: The #PMOPT Assembly Date/Time field reads NOT AVAIL.

Specific SQL Information (PF22)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:54:20.91

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 08:25 SSQ  Specific SQL Information

    Row Level Information             Statistic Information

      Fetched                   75      Select Locks                0

      Inserted                  30      Update Locks               11

      Updated                   11      Pages Read                  3

      Deleted                    6      Pages Written              46

                                        Pages Requested            52

    Sort Information                    CALC With Overflow          0

      # of Sorts                 1      CALC No Overflow            0

      High Rows                 26      VIA With Overflow           0

      Low Rows                  26      VIA No Overflow             0

      # Rows Sorted             26      Rows Requested             52

                                        Rows Current of Tran        0

    Access Module Information           Total # of DBMS Calls     210

      Recompiles                 2      # of Fragments Stored       0

    SQL Statement Information

      # Processed                3

Screen Description

The Specific SQL Information screen displays SQL statistics for a specific interval.

Using this Screen

To request the SQL Information screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Look for values that seem higher than average. Investigate further by looking at the SQL statements processed during the
interval.

SQL Information

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:05:56.67
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 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 08:25 SQL  SQL Information                                              >

      Start    Rows     Rows    Rows    Rows   Total  Hi-Row  Lo-Row    Rows

       Time Fetched Inserted Updated Deleted   Sorts   Sorts   Sorts  Sorted

    _ 08:25      75       30      11       6       1      26      26      26

    _ 08:30     204       56      15      10       2      50      13      63

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:05:56.67

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 08:25 SQL  SQL Information                                           < >

   Start    Rows       ACM        SQL  Select  Update   Pages   Pages     Pages

    Time  Sorted Recompile Statements   Locks   Locks    Read Written Requested

 _ 08:25      26        2          3        0       11     48      46        52

 _ 08:30      63        2          4       54       15    154      32       167

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:05:56.67

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 08:25 SQL  SQL Information                                           < >

      Start     Pages      CALC    CALC       VIA     VIA       Rows       Rows

       Time Requested With OVFL No OVFL With OVFL No OVFL  Requested  Curr_Tran

    _ 08:25       46         5       42        3        2         52          3

    _ 08:30       32        20      100       17       63        200         27

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:05:56.67

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 08:25 SQL  SQL Information                                           <

       Start    CALC       VIA     VIA      Rows       Rows   DBMS  Fragments

        Time No OVFL With OVFL No OVFL Requested  Curr_Tran  Calls     Stored

     _ 08:25      42        3        2        52          3    210         10

     _ 08:30     100       17       63       200         27    382         31

Screen Description

The SQL Information screen displays an overview of SQL activity by interval. Use this screen to quickly compare activity
across intervals.

Using this Screen

To access the Specific SQL Information screen for a particular interval, type any nonblank character to the left of the
interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

What To Look For

• Look for a high number in any of the following fields:
– CALC With OVFL
– VIA With OVFL
– Fragments Stored
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These fields indicate that target pages for rows stored by the task were full, forcing IDMS to store the rows on other
pages. If necessary, use the IDMSDBAN utility to analyze space availability for database pages. If a large number of
pages in the database are full, consider increasing the database page size or the number of pages in the database.

• Look for a high number in the Rows Requested field compared to the number in the Rows Current field. This ratio
should be as close to 1:1 as possible.

• Look at the ratio of pages requested to pages read. The ratio, which indicates the effectiveness of the buffer size and
database design, should be about two. Ratios less than two indicate that either the buffer is too small or the database
should be tuned.

• Look for large values under Access Module Recompiles. Three reasons for recompiles:
– Changes in the physical database definition

NOTE
Use discretion in planning changes to components of the physical database definition.

– Program recompiling; the recompile changes the date/time stamp, necessitating an AM recompile

NOTE
Try to limit program compiles on a production system.

– An SQL statement referencing a temporary table before the table is defined

NOTE
Define temporary tables before referencing them.

Sysplex Menu (PF23)

Contents

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:17:51.04

CMD-->                                                               Window : 02

    Dtl   Hist  Description             Dtl   Hist  Description

    _      _    DBGroup                 _      _    Shared Cache

    _      _    Data Sharing Lock       _      _    Data Sharing List

    _      _    Data Sharing Member

Menu Description

The Sysplex Menu is a sub-menu of the Interval Monitor. It incorporates two items that were previously on the main menu
and makes available three new items associated with data sharing.

The Sysplex Menu allows selection of the following displays:

Screen Name Display
DBGroup Detail Information for the current interval, showing statistics related to

each DBGroup that can process dynamically routed database
sessions. Additionally, each DBGroup can be selected to show the
distribution of the DBGroup requests processed by the different
server nodes (DBGroup's Node screen). Dynamic routing of
database session is possible only in a Sysplex environment.

DBGroup History One line per interval for the DBGroup wait category.
Data Sharing Lock Detail Information for the current interval, showing statistics related to

each type of global lock acquired in a data sharing environment.
Data Sharing Lock History One line per interval for the Data Sharing Lock wait category.
Data Sharing Member Detail Information for the current interval, showing statistics related to

each member of this system's data sharing group.
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Data Sharing Member History One line per interval for the Data Sharing Member wait category.
Shared Cache Detail Information for the current interval, showing statistics for each

shared cache active in the interval. Additionally, each Shared
Cache can be selected to show the same information by files
(Shared Cache Files Detail Screen). The use of the Shared Cache
feature is possible only in a Sysplex environment.

Shared Cache History One line per interval for the Shared Cache wait category.
Data Sharing List Detail Information for the current interval, showing statistics related to

list in the list structure associated with this system's data sharing
group.

Data Sharing List History One line per interval for the Data Sharing List wait category.

DBGroup Detail

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:12:41.66

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03

   02 08:10 DGDT DBGroup Detail

             DBGroup       DBGroup       Number         Wait      Average

                Name      Requests        Waits         Time         Time

             IDMSGR              0            0       .0000S       .0000S

             DBDCGR           1019          820     25.9039S       .0254S

Screen Description

The DBGroup Detail screen displays statistics related to the dynamic routing of database sessions activity for the current
interval. The screen includes one line for each DBGroup to which database sessions can be dynamically routed for
processing; that is, one line for each node defined in the node table with an access type of GROUP. Dynamic routing of
database sessions is possible only in a Sysplex environment.

Using this Screen

To request the DBGroup's Nodes screen for a specific DBGroup, type any nonblank character to the left of the
corresponding DBGroup Name and press [Enter]. To request the DBGroup History screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Look for excessive average wait time and eventually start additional backend CVs to process database sessions
submitted to that particular DBGroup.

DBGroup's Nodes

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:12:41.66

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03

   03 08:10 DGND DBGroup's Nodes

        DBGroup        DBGroup      Server          Number       Percent

           Name       Requests        Name        Requests      Requests

        DBDCGR            1019      SYSTEM71           472            46

                                    SYSTEM74           547            53

Screen Description

The DBGroup's Nodes screen displays the distribution of all the requests submitted to a particular DBGroup in the current
interval, on all the server nodes that volunteered to process these sessions.
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What to Look For

The statistics displayed on this screen are informative and will depend on the workload of the different CVs in the Sysplex.

DBGroup History

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:26:06.30

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 10:30 DGHS DBGroup History

   Start Waits   Wait    Avg         .2        .4        .6        .8         1

    Time         Time   Wait ---------│---------│---------│---------│---------│

 _ 08:00     1 .0022S .0022S

 _ 08:10   820 25.90S .0315S -

 _ 08:20     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 08:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 08:40     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 08:50     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 09:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 09:10     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 09:20     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 09:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 09:40     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 09:50     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 10:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 10:10     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 10:20     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 10:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 10:40     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 10:50     0 .0000S .0000S

Screen Description

The DBGroup History screen displays each interval being tracked. For each interval, the screen shows a total count and
time for DBGroup waits. This screen also shows the average wait time for the interval. The average wait time is displayed
numerically and in graph form.

Using this Screen

• To request the Wait Type by Interval screen for a specific interval, type any other nonblank character to the left of the
interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

• To request the Detail screen for the same interval, press [PF9].

What to Look For

Use the graphic display to determine intervals with higher than average waits.

Shared Cache Detail

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:20.56

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03

   02 08:10 SHDT Shared Cache Detail                                          >

     Shared Cache Name   Number   Number   Fnd-In   Number   Failed   Number

                          Files    Reads    Cache   Writes   Writes    Waits
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      IDMSCACHE00002          3       41        6       35        1       76

      IDMSCACHE00001          4      151       70       81        0      226

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:20.56

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03

   02 08:10 SHDT Shared Cache Detail                                       <

     Shared Cache Name   Fnd-In   Number   Failed   Number     Wait  Average

                          Cache   Writes   Writes    Waits     Time     Time

      IDMSCACHE00002          6       35        1       76   .5683S   .0074S

      IDMSCACHE00001         70       81        0      226  1.5560S   .0067S

Screen Description

The Shared Cache Detail screen displays statistics related to the use of the Shared Cache in the Coupling Facility for the
current interval. The screen includes one line for each shared cache active in the interval. This line includes the number of
files assigned to the shared cache, the number of reads and writes from and to the shared cache, and waits information.
The use of Shared Cache is possible only in a Sysplex environment.

Using this Screen

To request the Shared Cache Files Detail screen for a specific shared cache, type any nonblank character to the left of the
corresponding shared cache name and press [Enter]. To request the Shared Cache History screen, press [PF9].

What To Look For

Look for excessive average wait time. Go through the Shared Cache Files Detail screen to determine which files are
involved.

Shared Cache Files Detail

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:20.56

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03

   03 08:10 SFDT Shared Cache Files Detail                                    >

  Shared Cache Name  File Name                      Number    Fnd-In    Number

                                                     Reads     Cache    Writes

   IDMSCACHE00001    DBCR.ACCOUNTA                      31        17        14

                     DBCR.ACCOUNTB                      39        21        18

                     DBCR.ACCOUNTD                      49        20        29

                     DBCR.ACCOUNTE                      32        12        20

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:14:20.56

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03

   03 08:10 SFDT Shared Cache Files Detail                                 <

    File Name                     Number   Failed   Number     Wait  Average

                                  Writes   Writes    Waits     Time     Time

    DBCR.ACCOUNTA                     14        0       43   .2757S   .0061S

    DBCR.ACCOUNTB                     18        0       56   .4762S   .0083S

    DBCR.ACCOUNTD                     29        0       76   .4001S   .0051S

    DBCR.ACCOUNTE                     20        0       51   .4039S   .0077S

Screen Description

The Shared Cache Files Detail screen displays the distribution of the different statistics on all the files that were currently
using the selected shared cache.

What To Look For
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Look for excessive average wait time and eventually tune the corresponding shared cache differently: increase the size of
the cache, change the assignments of files to the cache, or assign some files to a new cache.

Shared Cache History

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 11:53:39.62

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 11:40 SHHS Shared Cache History

   Start Waits   Wait    Avg         .2        .4        .6        .8         1

    Time         Time   Wait ---------│---------│---------│---------│---------│

 _ 08:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 08:40     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 08:50     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 09:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 09:10     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 09:20     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 09:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 09:40     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 09:50     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 10:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 10:10     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 10:20     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 10:30     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 10:40     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 10:50     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 11:00     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 11:10     0 .0000S .0000S

 _ 11:20     0 .0000S .0000S

Screen Description

The Shared Cache History screen displays each interval being tracked. For each interval, the screen shows a total count
and time for shared cache waits. This screen also shows the average wait time for the interval. The average wait time is
displayed numerically and in graph form.

Using this Screen

• To request the Wait Type by Interval screen for a specific interval, type any other nonblank character to the left of the
interval for which the detail is required and press [Enter].

• To request the Detail screen for the same interval, press [PF9]

What To Look For

Use the graphic display to determine intervals with higher than average waits.

Data Sharing Lock Detail

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71          CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:17:51.04

CMD-->                                                                           Window : 03

ResType          Obtains      Alters    Releases       Waits    WaitTime       AvgWait       HighWait      ContEx     NotifEx

LmgrResource           1           0           1           0      .0000S        .0000S         .0000S           0           0

Phys.Page            134           0         134           0      .0000S        .0000S         .0000S           0           0

GlobalDeadLk           0           0           0           0      .0000S        .0000S         .0000S           0           0

LmgrProxy              1           0           1           0      .0000S        .0000S         .0000S           0           0
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EnqDeq                 0           0           0           0      .0000S        .0000S         .0000S           0           0

AreaList               1           0           1           0      .0000S        .0000S         .0000S           0           0

FileList               3           0           3           0      .0000S        .0000S         .0000S           0           0

GlobalQueue            1           0           1           0      .0000S        .0000S         .0000S           0           0

Screen Description

The Data Sharing Lock Detail screen displays statistics related to acquiring global locks. The screen includes one line for
each type of global resource for which locks can be acquired.

What To Look For

Look for excessive average wait time.

Data Sharing Lock History

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71          CA, Inc.              V71      08.348 12:17:51.04

CMD-->                                                           Window : 03

  Start    Waits     Wait      Avg        .2     .4     .6     .8      1

  Time               Time      Wait  ------|------|------|------|------|

_ 13:43       0     .0000S    .0000S

_ 13:45       1     .0015S    .0015S

_ 13:50       4     39.72S     9.93S

  ----------------------------------

_ 13:55       0     .0000S    .0000S

_ 14:00       0     .0000S    .0000S

Screen Description

The Data Sharing Lock History screen displays each interval being tracked. For Each interval the screen shows a total
count and time for global lock waits. This screen also shows the average wait time for the interval. The average wait time
is displayed numerically and in graph form.

Using this Screen

To request the Detail screen for an interval, type any other nonblock blank character to the left of the interval for which the
detail is required and press [Enter] or move the cursor to an interval line and press [PF9].

What To Look For

Use the graphic display to determine intervals with higher than average waits.

Data Sharing List Detail

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71          CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:17:51.04

CMD-->                                                                           Window : 03

ListName              Reads         Writes        Deletes          Waits       WaitTime        AvgWait       HighWait

AreaList                 14              9              0              7         .0028S         .0004S         .0007S

FileList                 15             21              0              0         .0000S         .0000S         .0000S

QueueList                 1              0              0              1         .0058S         .0058S         .0058S

Screen Description

The Data Sharing List Detail screen displays each list in the list structure associated with this system's data sharing group
that had activity during the interval. The screen includes one line for each list showing its name and statistics for the
various types of accesses to the list.

What To Look For
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Look for excessively high average wait times.

Data Sharing List History

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71          CA, Inc.             V71      08.348 12:17:51.04

CMD-->                                                          Window : 03

  Start    Waits     Wait      Avg        .2     .4     .6     .8      1

  Time               Time      Wait  ------|------|------|------|------|

_ 07:51        0    .0000S    .0000S

_ 07:55        0    .0000S    .0000S

_ 08:00        0    .0000S    .0000S

_ 08:05        3    2.07S     .6910S

  ----------------------------------

_ 08:10        0    .0000S    .0000S

Screen Description

The Data Sharing List History screen displays each interval being tracked. For each interval the screen shows a total
count and time for waits on requests to access lists in the list structure. This screen also shows the average wait time for
the interval. The average wait time is displayed numerically and in graph form.

Using this Screen

To request the Detail screen for an interval, type any other nonblock blank character to the left of the interval for which the
detail is required and press [Enter] or move the cursor to an interval line and press [PF9].

What To Look For

Use the graphic display to determine intervals with higher than average waits.

Data Sharing Member Detail

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71          CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:17:51.04

CMD-->                                                                           Window : 03

Member   Member Current  Prior   ReplyMsg ReplyMsg TestMsg  TestMsg SyncStamp SyncStamp GlblDeadLk GlblDeadLk DCMTUFSEND DCMTUFSEND

name     state  CVstate  CVstate     Sent Received    Sent Received      Sent  Received       Sent   Received       Sent   Received

SYSTEM71 Active Active   Ready          0        0       0        0         0         0         0          0          0          0

SYSTEM72 Active Active   Ready          0        0       0        0         0         0         0          0          0          0

- - - -

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71          CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 12:17:51.04

CMD-->                                                                           Window : 03

Member   AreaFileVa AreaFileVa QueueMsg QueueMsg ProgramMsg ProgramMsg

name           Sent   Received     Sent Received       Sent   Received

SYSTEM71          0          0         0        0         0          0

SYSTEM72          0          0         0        0         0          0

Screen Description

The Data Sharing Member Detail screen displays each data sharing member that was a member of this system's data
sharing group during the interval. The screen includes one line for each member showing its member state, its current
and prior CV states and the number of messages sent from this system to the given member and from the member to this
system.

What To Look For

Look for excessively high numbers of messages.
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Data Sharing Member History

PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71          CA, Inc.              V71      08.348 12:17:51.04

CMD-->                                                           Window : 03

  Start    Waits     Wait      Avg        .2     .4     .6     .8      1

  Time               Time      Wait  ------|------|------|------|------|

_ 12:25        0    .0000S    .0000S

_ 12:30        0    .0000S    .0000S

_ 12:35        0    .0000S    .0000S

_ 12:40        0    .0000S    .0000S

_ 12:45        0    .0000S    .0000S

_ 12:50        0    .0000S    .0000S

_ 12:55        0    .0000S    .0000S

_ 13:00        0    .0000S    .0000S

_ 13:05        0    .0000S    .0000S

_ 13:10        0    .0000S    .0000S

_ 13:15        0    .0000S    .0000S

_ 13:20        0    .0000S    .0000S

Screen Description

The Data Sharing Member History screen displays each interval being tracked. For each interval the screen shows a total
count and time for waits on messages. This screen also shows the average wait time for the interval. The average wait
time is displayed numerically and in graph form.

Using this Screen

To request the Detail screen for an interval, type any other nonblock blank character to the left of the interval for which the
detail is required and press [Enter] or move the cursor to an interval line and press [PF9].

What To Look For

Use the graphic display to determine intervals with higher than average waits.

Using the Application Monitor
Introduction

This section introduces the online components of the Application Monitor, including the Group Billing component. This
section describes the components in the order listed below:

Task Code Components
pmam All Application Monitor screens, except billing
pmbill The screen associated with group billing information

During an Application Monitor session, use the windowing commands and control keys described in Introduction to
Performance Monitor to manipulate your screen displays, except as noted later in this discussion. The Application Monitor
provides additional control keys, described later.

Problem Solving

This section also provides information that you can use to help alleviate problems detected by using the Application
Monitor. If you detect a problem with your system, perform the following steps:

1. Try to isolate the applications that are heavy users of the problem resource. For example, storage-pool problems can
be caused by an application that neglects to release acquired storage.
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2. If Step 1 fails to correct the problem, increase the availability of the resource. For example, to solve storage-pool
problems, you may need to expand the storage pool.

What the Application Monitor Does

The Application Monitor continuously captures and records task information, and reports that information either online or
through batch reports. A task can be any of the following:

• A DC/UCF system task
• An ADS dialog
• Any task external to the DC/UCF system (for example, a batch job or a CICS transaction)

Uses and Users

The Application Monitor is typically used by designers, programmer analysts, DBAs, and DCAs.

The information reported by the Application Monitor allows you to address several key areas efficiently:

• DC/UCF system performance evaluation and tuning. The monitor provides detailed information on the storage used
during task execution and the storage kept across tasks for a pseudo-converse.

• DC/UCF system resource use and analysis. The monitor captures information on when each task is run and allows you
to selectively report tasks that run in prime and nonprime time.

• Application chargeback and billing. Chargeback/billing information is presented by billing group. For more information
on billing groups, see Perfmon Billing Group Maintenance later in this section.

NOTE
The batch component of the Application Monitor provides accurate information for the billing of resources
consumed by DC/UCF tasks, and the IDMS portion of batch jobs and CICS transactions. For more
information on running batch reports, see IDMS Performance Monitor System Administration Section

What You Can Monitor Online

You can define the tasks to be monitored by naming any number of entities for which task data should be collected. An
entity is a task, program, or logical terminal. The Application Monitor collects data for each task that is associated with a
monitored entity, as shown in the following table.

Entity What is monitored
Task The specified task
Program All tasks executed by that program at the highest level (level 1)
LTERM All tasks initiated from that terminal
User ID All tasks initiated for that user ID

Each time a task associated with a monitored entity is executed, the monitor captures and saves the task statistics for
immediate online access.

You can add to or delete from the list of entities being monitored at any time. For any entity, you can turn the monitoring
status to OFF, while leaving the entity in the list. This allows you to keep the statistics already collected for an entity, but it
terminates further information gathering. Later, you can turn the status back to ON to continue monitoring.

Considerations

The following considerations apply to an Application Monitor online session:

• Entities are monitored on a system-wide basis. If you add an entity to the list of monitored entities, it appears on the
Entity List screen of every Application Monitor user. Likewise, if you delete an entity, it is deleted for every Application
Monitor user.

• To collect data on your own programs, monitor your logical terminal or user ID. Other users may be invoking your
program to keep track of your usage. Define your LTERM or user ID as an entity.
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Getting Started with Application Monitor

To get started with the Application Monitor, follow the steps described below.

Step 1

To request the Application Monitor, type pmam following the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt:

V71  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

 pmam

Step 2

Press [Enter]. The Application Monitor displays the menu screen which lists all of the Application Monitor options.

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 08:07:24.19

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 01

   01 Application Monitor Menu

   PFkey  Description                      PFkey  Description

 _  PF1   Entity List                    _  PF2   Task List

 _  PF3   Entity Selection               _  PF4   General Statistics

 _  PF5   DC Statistics                  _  PF6   DB Statistics

 _  PF7   ADS Statistics                 _  PF8   Task Wait Statistics

 _  PF9   DBkey Wait Statistics          _  PF10  PMAM Status/Options

 _  PF11  SQL Statistics

  Application Monitor is Online and Collecting Data

Monitor Screens

The following table summarizes the Application Monitor screens. Each screen is described in more detail later in this
section.

Screen PF Key Displays
Application Monitor Menu  A menu of Application Monitor screens
Entity List PF1 The entities currently defined to the

monitor; from this list, you can:
Select an entity
Delete an entity and its related task
statistics records
Change the monitor status or the maximum
number of records stored for an entity

Task List PF2 A list of tasks associated with a particular
entity and for which the monitor has
collected statistics; you can select or delete
a task from the list

Entity Selection PF3 Prompts that let you define an entity to be
monitored
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General Statistics PF4 General statistics about the task
DC Statistics PF5 Detailed DC/UCF system statistics for a

specified task
DB Statistics PF6 Detailed database access statistics for a

specified task
ADS Statistics PF7 ADS runtime statistics for an entity

occurrence
Task Wait Statistics PF8 Detailed wait statistics for a specified task
DBkey Wait Statistics PF9 Information on database keys for which the

task waited
PMAM Status/Options PF10 Options specified by the system

administrator
SQL Statistics PF11 Detailed SQL statistics for a specified task.

Screen Flow

Application Monitor screens can be used hierarchically. Typically, you initiate a session with the Application Monitor by
following these steps:

1. Choose an entity from the Entity List -- Selection screen or name a new entity by using the Entity Selection screen.
2. Choose a specific task from the Task List screen. After you press [Enter], the Interval Monitor displays the General

Statistics screen. By pressing either [PF2] or [PF9], you can view each statistics screen associated with the chosen
task.

The following illustration shows the sequence of screens.
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Current Entity

The current entity is the first entity on the Entity List screen.

NOTE
For more information on making another entity current or deleting an entity, see Entity List (PF1).

Current Task

The current task is the first task on the Task List screen. All of the tasks on any given Task List screen are the tasks
associated with the current entity.

Skipping the Entity List and Task List Screens

If, instead of choosing an entity, you press [PF2] to go directly to the Task List screen, the Application Monitor lists the
current entity.

If, instead of choosing an entity and task, you press a PF key to go directly to a statistics screen, the Application Monitor
provides statistics for the current task of the current entity.
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How to Use Control Keys

The following table summarizes the control keys you can use with the Application Monitor.

Control Key What It Does
ENTER Processes user input
PF1 Displays a screen of help text appropriate to the current cursor

position
PF2 Displays the next screen in the screen hierarchy
PF3 Deletes the current screen
PF4 Displays the next (in time) task occurrence
PF5 Displays the prior (in time) task occurrence
PF6 Displays the Active Windows screen
PF7 Scrolls up
PF8 Scrolls down
PF9 Displays the prior screen in the screen hierarchy
PF10 Scrolls left
PF11 Scrolls right
CLEAR Exits the monitor

Exceptions to Window Processing

Note the following exceptions to standard window processing for the Application Monitor:

• If you request the Edit Window Format screen (using the EDIT command), do not change the Current Window Size. If
you do, some Application Monitor screens might be truncated.

• You cannot use the SORT command with any Application Monitor screen.

Application Monitor Menu

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:47:00.15

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 01

   01 Application Monitor Menu

   PFkey  Description                      PFkey  Description

 _  PF1   Entity List                    _  PF2   Task List

 _  PF3   Entity Selection               _  PF4   General Statistics

 _  PF5   DC Statistics                  _  PF6   DB Statistics

 _  PF7   ADS Statistics                 _  PF8   Task Wait Statistics

 _  PF9   DBkey Wait Statistics          _  PF10  PMAM Status/Options

 _  PF11  SQL Statistics

  Application Monitor is Online and Collecting Data

Screen Description
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To the left of each option is a single-character select field and a PF key name. To select an option:

• Type any nonblank character in the select field, then press [Enter].
or

• Press the indicated PF key.

Typically, you choose either the Entity List [PF1] or Entity Selection [PF3] options from the menu. If you choose one of the
statistics screens, the Application Monitor displays the statistics associated with the first task on the Task List screen.

Entity List (PF1)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:47:13.70

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 Entity List - Selection

     Action   Status

    Sel/Del   On/Off   Entity Type   Entity Name   Total Recs   Max Records

      ___       ON       TASK          ITMIGR            1            50

      ___       ON       PROGRAM       DCMT              0            50

      ___       ON       USERID        LHN              22            50

Screen Description

The Entity List -- Selection screen displays a list of all the entities defined to the Monitor. These entities include both those
being currently monitored and those whose monitor status is off.

NOTE
If no entities are currently defined, the Application Monitor automatically displays the Entity Selection screen.

Using the Action Column

The current entity is the entity at the top of the entity list. To make another entity current or to delete an entity, use the
Action column:

• To select an entity as current, type s in the Action column. Press [Enter] to display the Task List screen for the new
current entity.

• To delete an entity, type d in the Action column and press [Enter]. You can delete multiple entities at a time.

Using the Status and Max Records Columns

To change the monitor status and maximum record count for a listed entity, use the Status and Max Records fields:

• To change the monitor status, type on or off, as appropriate, in the Status column.
• To change the maximum record count, type over the current Max Records value with the new value. The maximum is

9,999.

Task List (PF2)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 03:42:32.12

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 03

   03 Task List - Selection - Deletion

    Action

   Sel/Del    Task ID Task Type  Task Code Prog Type  Prog Name    Start Time

                  603 ONLINE      PMWNDRVR ASSEMBLER   PMWNDRVR   3:39:31.96H
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                  604 ONLINE      PMWNDRVR ASSEMBLER   PMWNDRVR   3:39:34.43H

                  605 ONLINE      DCINTRNL ASSEMBLER   RHDCMSTR   3:39:34.44H

                  606 ONLINE      IDD      ASSEMBLER   IDMSDDDC   3:39:36.75H

                  607 ONLINE      IDD      ASSEMBLER   IDMSDDDC   3:39:44.56H

                  608 ONLINE      IDD      ASSEMBLER   IDMSDDDC   3:39:50.73H

                  609 ONLINE      DCINTRNL ASSEMBLER   RHDCMSTR   3:39:50.77H

                  610 ONLINE      IDD      ASSEMBLER   IDMSDDDC   3:39:55.26H

     sel          611 ONLINE      IDD      ASSEMBLER   IDMSDDDC   3:40:25.36H

                  612 ONLINE      IDD      ASSEMBLER   IDMSDDDC   3:40:35.11H

                  613 ONLINE      DCINTRNL ASSEMBLER   RHDCMSTR   3:40:35.15H

                  614 ONLINE      PMAM     ASSEMBLER   PMAMINIT   3:40:38.56H

                  615 ONLINE      PMWNDRVR ASSEMBLER   PMWNDRVR   3:40:49.84H

                  616 ONLINE      PMWNDRVR ASSEMBLER   PMWNDRVR   3:41:00.33H

                  617 ONLINE      PMWNDRVR ASSEMBLER   PMWNDRVR   3:41:20.04H

                  618 ONLINE      PMWNDRVR ASSEMBLER   PMWNDRVR   3:41:38.78H

Screen Description

The Task List screen displays information on each task execution associated with the current entity. The task that appears
on the first line of the list is the current task.

Depending on the type of entity, the Application Monitor displays this information for Task Code:

Entity Type Task Code Information
Task For ADS application compiler task codes, the application's name

For DC task codes, the DC task code
For CICS external transactions, the transaction ID
For batch external transactions, the job name
For other external transactions, INTX LRELID1

LTERM For DC systems, the DC LTERM ID or access method-specific
terminal identification
For CICS external transactions, the terminal ID

Program For DC systems, the DC program name
For ADS applications, the dialog name. If an ADS application
abends before the Application Monitor can collect its dialog name,
either ADS2 or ADSORUNn is displayed for the Program Name.
For external transactions, the name of the Load module, phase, or
Member executed

User ID For DC systems, the user ID
For CICS external transactions, the operator ID

Using this Screen

• To display statistics for a particular task, type s in the Action field and press [Enter]. The Application Monitor displays
the General Statistics screen in response.

• To delete one or more tasks from the task list, type d in the Action field for the tasks to be deleted. Press [Enter].

Entity Selection (PF3)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 15:08:40.60

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02
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   02 Entity Selection

                                                             Status

             Entity Name             Entity Type             On/Off

               dcmt____                task____                on_

               ________                ________                ___

               ________                ________                ___

               ________                ________                ___

               ________                ________                ___

Screen Description

The Entity Selection screen lets you define new entities to be monitored by the Application Monitor and lets you change
the monitoring status of existing entities.

Using this Screen

To define a new entity, fill in the fields as shown in the following table.

Field Name Information to Enter
Entity Name The name of the entity to be monitored, identified by its task code,

program name, or logical terminal ID. Use an asterisk (*) if you
don't know your terminal's LTE number.

Entity Type The entity type:
For a task, type TASK or T.
For a level-1 program, type PROGRAM or P.
For a logical terminal, type LTERM or L.
For a user ID, type USERID or U.

Status ON to initiate statistics gathering
OFF to turn off statistics gathering

Press [Enter] to add the entity and leave the screen. To begin collecting statistics, leave the Application Monitor and start
the application.

NOTE
Once you define it, you cannot change the entity type. If you specify the type incorrectly, you must delete the
entity and add it again with the correct type.

General Statistics (PF4)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:48:06.10

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 04

   04 General Statistics  DCMT     100926                  16:45:06.7131

 * General Information *               * Time Information *

   Task Name       DCMT                  Start Time         16:45:06.71H

   Program Name    RHDCMT00              End Time           16:45:07.15H

   Program Version        1              Elapsed Time        .4396S

   Program Type    ASSEMBLE              Total Wait Time     .4242S

   Program Dbnode                        Cpu Time            .0154S

   Program Dbname                      * Line Information *

   Lterm ID        LV72029               Terminal Reads           1

   Front End Name  VCUL0A5               Read Length
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   User/Erus ID    LHN                   Terminal Writes          1

   Billing Group                         Write Length

   Completion                            Terminal Errors

   Abend Code

   Abend Message

Screen Description

The General Statistics screen displays a statistical overview for the current task.

Using this Screen

• Press [PF2] to go to the SQL Statistics screen.
• Press [PF9] to go to the DBkey Wait Statistics screen.
• Press [PF4] to display general statistics for the next task, as shown on the Task List screen.
• Press [PF5] to display general statistics for the previous task, as shown on the Task List screen.

What To Look For

Look for a consistent discrepancy between the Total Wait Time field and the wait time for internal waits (Tot Int Wait field in
the Wait Statistics screen). If you find a consistent discrepancy, investigate operating system overhead.

DC Statistics (PF5)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:48:12.25

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 04

   04 DC Statistics       DCMT     100926                  16:45:06.7131

 *Time Information*                    *Storage Pool Activity*

   Int Wait        .1984S                Getstg Requests             18

   Sys Mode Time   .0148S                Freestg Requests             8

   User Mode Time  .0006S                Storage Relocated

 *Resource Utilization*                  Storage Kept               768

   RCE Usage                 15          Storage HWM               8000

   RLE Usage                 17        *Program Pool Activity*

   DPE Usage                  4          Programs Loaded              1

   Stack HWM                243          Programs Called              2

 *Service Information*                   Program Pool HWM         17016

   DC Service Reqs           29          Get Scratch Reqs

   DB Service Reqs            6          Put Scratch Reqs             1

   Get Time Reqs              3          Del Scratch Reqs

   Set Time Reqs                         Put Queue Reqs

   Get Queue Reqs                        Del Queue Reqs

Screen Description

The DC Statistics screen displays detailed DC/UCF system statistics for the current task.

Using this Screen
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• Press [PF2] to go to the DB Statistics screen.
• Press [PF9] to go to the SQL Statistics screen.
• Press [PF4] to display DC/UCF statistics for the next task, as shown on the Task List screen.
• Press [PF5] to display DC/UCF statistics for the previous task, as shown on the Task List screen.

What To Look For

RCE, RLE, and DPE indicate numbers of resources. Program and storage pool activity indicate amount of resources.
Service information indicates the number of service requests an application made.

DB Statistics (PF6)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 03:44:46.54

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 04

   04 DB Statistics       IDD      611                      3:40:25.3629

 * I/O Information *                   * DB Navigation *

   Pages Written              3          Records Requested              77

   Pages Read                14          Records Current                14

   Pages Requested           32          Records Updated

 * Overflow Information *                Records Fnd Cache

   Calc No Ovflo              1          Records Fnd Prefetch

   Calc Ovflo                          * Locking Information *

   Via No Ovflo               1          Total Locks Acquired           73

   Via Overflow                          Select Locks Held

   Frags Stored                          Update Locks Held

   Records Relo                          Total Locks Held

                                         DB Service Reqs                50

Screen Description

The DB Statistics screen displays detailed database statistics for the current task.

Using this Screen

• Press [PF2] to go to the ADS Statistics screen.
• Press [PF9] to go to the DC Statistics screen.
• Press [PF4] to display DB statistics for the next task, as shown on the Task List screen.
• Press [PF5] to display DB statistics for the previous task, as shown on the Task List screen.

What To Look For

• Look for a high number in any of the following fields:
– Calc Ovfl
– Via Overflow
– Frags Stored
These fields indicate that target pages for records stored by the task were full, forcing IDMS to store the records
on other pages. If necessary, use the IDMSDBAN utility to analyze space availability for database pages. If a large
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number of pages in the database are full, consider increasing the database page size or the number of pages in the
database.

• Look for a high number in the Records Requested field compared to the number in the Records Current field.
• Look at the ratio of pages requested to pages read. The ratio indicates the effectiveness of the buffer size and

database design. Low ratios may indicate that the buffer is too small or that the database needs to be tuned.

ADS Statistics (PF7)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:48:19.28

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 04

   04 ADS Statistics      DCMT     100926                  16:45:06.7131

   Dialog Name       JSKKD1           Appl. Name       JSDKAPPL

   Maximum Levels    2                Max DB Levels    1

   Max RBBs          10

Screen Description

The ADS Statistics screen displays ADS runtime statistics for an entity occurrence.

Using this Screen

• Press [PF2] to go to the Wait Statistics screen.
• Press [PF9] to go to the DB Statistics screen.
• Press [PF4] to display ADS statistics for the next task, as shown on the Task List screen.
• Press [PF5] to display ADS statistics for the previous task, as shown on the Task List screen.

What To Look For

The Maximum Levels field indicates how many levels your application achieved. Too many levels can indicate that your
application is consuming too much storage. Typically, this value should be 3 or less.

Wait Statistics (PF8)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:48:26.96

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 04

   04 Wait Statistics     DCMT     100926                  16:45:06.7131

        Wait Type     # Waits    Wait Time    Average Wait    Highest Wait

     TOT INT WAIT           5       .1984S        .0396S          .0474S

     DBIO READ              1       .0451S        .0451S          .0451S

     DBIO WRITE             1       .0339S        .0339S          .0339S

     SCR WRITE              1       .0339S        .0339S          .0339S

     PGM LOAD               2       .0854S        .0427S          .0474S

Screen Description

The Wait Statistics screen displays detailed statistics about waits that occurred during execution of the current task. If your
task did not wait for a specific wait type, the wait type will not appear on your screen.

The total of the wait times shown on this screen may not match the total wait time shown on the General Statistics screen
for the same task. This is because individual wait statistics are collected each time a task goes into and out of a wait type
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(also called an ECB type). The General Statistics wait time is calculated by subtracting the internal response time from the
CPU time.

Using this Screen

• Press [PF2] to go to the DBkey Wait Statistics screen.
• Press [PF9] to go to the ADS Statistics screen.
• Press [PF4] to display wait statistics for the next task, as shown on the Task List screen.
• Press [PF5] to display wait statistics for the previous task, as shown on the Task List screen.

What To Look For

• Look for a number in the # Waits or Wait Time fields, which display the number and total duration of db-key waits,
respectively. This can indicate db-key deadlocks among programs that are running concurrently. If this happens,
consider implementing a site-standard database access sequence.

• Look for a consistent discrepancy between the wait time for internal waits (Tot Int Wait wait type) and the total wait time
in the General Statistics screen. If you find a consistent discrepancy, investigate operating system overhead.

• Look at the types of waits that occur. Typical waits include DBIO reads and writes, journal writes, and terminal reads
and writes. Waits that are more serious include waits for database keys, storage pools, and program pools.

Dbkey Statistics (PF9)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 17:14:37.37

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 DBkey Statistics    ITMIGR   56064                   12:48:41.5136      >

                         Page  Lock            Wait  Type of     Name of

            DBkey       Group  Type            Time  Holder      Holder

      1054117:  0           0  CURRENCY      .1668S  TASK        ADS2

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 17:14:37.37

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 DBkey Statistics    ITMIGR   56064                   12:48:41.5136   <

                 Type of     Name of

          DBkey  Holder      Holder      Area Name           File Name

    1054117:  0  TASK        ADS2        DDLDCRUN            SYS72-DDLDCRUN

Screen Description

The DBkey Statistics screen displays information on database keys on which the task occurrence waited.

Using this Screen

• Press [PF2] to go to the General Statistics screen.
• Press [PF9] to go to the Wait Statistics screen.
• Press [PF4] to display database key statistics for the next task, as shown on the Task List screen.
• Press [PF5] to display database key statistics for the previous task as shown on the Task List screen.

What To Look For

• Look for db-key locks appearing in the Lock Type field. If they appear consistently, check the Name of Holder field to
determine the task holding this type of lock.

• Look for db-keys that are consistently being waited on. This can indicate that commonly accessed record or row
occurrences (such as OOAKs) are limiting the throughput of the system.
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Application Monitor Options in Effect (PF10)

The Application Monitor Options in Effect window (PF10) displays configurable options specified by the Performance
Monitor system administrator. 

If you change WRITE TO DCLOG to YES, you must reassemble PMOPT to allocate the control blocks needed to write to
the log.

The following example shows the Application Monitor Options in Effect window:

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:48:50.95

 CMD-->                                                             Window : 02

   02 Application Monitor Options in Effect

   #PMOPT Assembly Date/Time           900804    22:27

* Online Options *                     * Statistics Destinations *

 PMAM Active        YES                 Write DC Stats       NO

 Online Active      YES                 Write to DClog      YES

 Max # Entities      50                 Write to SMF         NO

 Dflt # Tasks        50                 SMF Buffer Size    8180

* Statistics Collection *               SMF Record ID       230

 Dlg Name Used     LAST                 Write SMF Type4      NO

 Collect Tsk Wait   YES                 Write SMF Type30     NO

 Collect DBkey Wt   YES                 Write SMF Header    YES

 # of DBkey Recs     10

 Terminal Name    LTERM

 Site Save Allowed  YES

 User Save Allowed  YES

For more information on options, see Performance Monitor Processing Options.

NOTE
NOTE: z/VSE users: The #PMOPT Assembly Date/Time field reads NOT AVAIL.

SQL Statistics (PF11)

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:49:07.25

 CMD-->                                                             WINDOW : 02

   02 SQL Statistics      IDMSSQL   137                     16:45:06.7131

  * I/O Information *                        * DB Navigation *

    Pages Written                              Rows Requested           5

    Pages Read                    2            Rows Current             5

    Pages Requested               4           * Locking Information *

  * Row Level Information *                    Select Locks

    Fetched                       5            Update Locks

    Inserted                                 * Sort Information *

    Updated                                    # of Sorts

    Deleted                                    High Row

  * Access Module Information *                Low Row

    Recompiles                                 # of Rows Sorted
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  * SQL Statement Information *

    # Processed                   1

Screen Description

The SQL Statistics screen displays detailed SQL statistics for the current task.

Using this Screen

• Press [PF2] to go to the DC Statistics screen.
• Press [PF9] to go to the General Statistics screen.
• Press [PF4] to display SQL statistics for the next task, as shown on the Task List screen.
• Press [PF5] to display SQL statistics for the previous task, as shown on the Task List screen.

What To Look For

• Look for a high number in the Rows Requested field compared to the number in the Rows Current field.
• Look at the ratio of pages requested to pages read. The ratio indicates the effectiveness of the buffer size and

database design. Low ratios may indicate that the buffer is too small or that the database needs to be tuned.
• Look for large values under Access Module Recompiles. Three reasons for recompiles:

– Changes in the physical database definition

NOTE
Use discretion in planning changes to components of the physical database definition.

– Program recompiling; the recompile changes the date/time stamp, necessitating an AM recompile

NOTE
Try to limit program compiles on a production system.

– An SQL statement referencing a temporary table before the table is defined

NOTE
Define temporary tables before referencing them.

Perfmon Billing Group Maintenance

 PM-Rnn.n SYSTEM71         CA, Inc.                  V71      08.348 16:49:07.25

CMD-->                                                             WINDOW : 01

   01 PERFMON BILLING GROUP MAINTENANCE

   FUNCTION        SET                 SET/GET/CLR

   USER ID         CUB

   BILLING GROUP   CULL0600

Screen Description

The Perfmon Billing Group Maintenance screen lets you change your billing group online. For example, if you develop
applications for different clients, you can modify the billing information each time you switch development projects.

The functions are:

• SET -- Establishes a new billing group
• GET -- Displays your billing group
• CLR -- Erases your billing group

Using this Screen

Typing the task code pmbill at the system prompt brings you directly to this screen.
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NOTE
Your default billing group appears the first time after you sign on.

To exit the screen and return control to the DC/UCF system, type bye on the command line or press [Clear].

Connectivity
Web-based applications and features enable you to extend your mainframe environment. 

IDMS REST API
— Manage and monitor your IDMS databases by using modern development tools.

IDMS Server
— Access data that is stored in IDMS databases. With IDMS Server, you can maintain existing corporate
databases while making your data available to new client/server and web-based applications.

IDMS SQL Quick Bridge
— Define table procedures easily through this graphical user interface (GUI) tool.

IDMS Web Services
— Consume external web services and expose internal web services within IDMS. IDMS web services are
accessible over the Internet by using the SOAP protocol.

Zowe CLI
— Simplify and automate IDMS administration tasks through familiar, modern scripting languages. Use Zowe to
run IDMS commands, utilities, and compilers.

IDMS Server
IDMS Server provides open access to data stored in IDMS databases, letting you maintain existing corporate databases
and make your data available to new client/server and web-based applications. IDMS Server provides support for dynamic
SQL using both the ODBC and JDBC application program interfaces.

NOTE

Unless specifically designated, Windows refers to any supported Microsoft Windows operating environment.

This section assumes that you are a new user of IDMS Server with experience using Windows or z/OS, and have
familiarity with IDMS and database access. Application developers can use this section to understand how the ODBC and
JDBC Application Program Interfaces (APIs) requests are implemented by IDMS Server.

Components

IDMS Server consists of the following components:

• The host component resides on your Central Version (CV) and performs license verification to permit access to the CV
from the client components.

• The client components include the ODBC driver, the JDBC driver, the JDBC server, the native SQL client interface,
and, on Windows, CAICCI/PC. These components have a client relationship with IDMS but from an application
perspective, they form part of the application server.

ODBC and JDBC Drivers

The ODBC and JDBC drivers translate industry standard SQL requests into the form used by the native client interface.
The native interface implements the same protocol that is used by IDMS online and batch applications that are written in
COBOL and ADS. It communicates with IDMS from Windows and z/OS Unix System Services (USS) using CAICCI or
TCP/IP. CAICCI uses TCP/IP for Windows clients and Cross Memory Services for z/OS clients.
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ODBC Driver

The ODBC driver can be used on the Windows platform and implements the ODBC 3.5 specification. It also provides the
functions that are defined in the ODBC 2.5 specification to continue support for older applications.

The ODBC driver always calls the native IDMS SQL client interface directly. The native interface uses CAICCI/PC to
communicate with any supported release of IDMS running on z/OS or z/VSE. This is referred to as the CCI Protocol in this
document. It can also use TCP/IP to communicate directly with IDMS, referred to as the IDMS protocol.

JDBC Driver

You can use the JDBC driver on Java 1.8 (or later) platforms, including those on Windows, z/OS, Linux, and UNIX. The
JDBC driver implements the JDBC 4.0 specification.

There are four types of JDBC drivers that differ in the way they communicate with the database and whether they use
native code on the client platform:

Type 1 JDBC driver
—Uses an ODBC driver to communicate with the database. ODBC drivers are always implemented in native
code. The JDBC-ODBC Bridge is a basic Type 1 driver that is rarely used now that database-specific drivers are
available.

Type 2 JDBC driver
—Invokes the native client interface to communicate with the database.

Type 3 JDBC driver
—Uses a generic network protocol to communicate with a middleware server that invokes the native client
interface to communicate with the database. It uses no native code on the client platform.

Type 4 JDBC driver
—Communicates directly with the database using its proprietary protocol. It uses no native code on the client
platform.
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The IDMS Server JDBC driver is a universal driver that can function as a Type 2, 3, or 4 driver on supported platforms
depending only on the connection parameters specified.

The JDBC driver can be used as a Type 2 driver on Windows and z/OS. It calls the native SQL client interface, which can
use CAICCI to communicate with any supported release of IDMS running on z/OS or VSE. CAICCI uses TCP/IP from
Windows and cross memory services on z/OS.

The JDBC driver can be used as a Type 3 driver on any Java platform. It uses TCP/IP to communicate with the JDBC
server, which can run on any Java platform. When the JDBC server runs on Windows or z/OS, it can invoke the native
SQL client interface and CAICCI to communicate with any supported release of IDMS running on z/OS or VSE. The JDBC
server can use TCP/IP from any Java platform to communicate directly with IDMS r16 SP2 or later running on z/OS, VSE,
or z/VM.

The JDBC driver can be used as a Type 4 driver on any Java platform. It uses TCP/IP to communicate directly with IDMS
r16 SP2 or later running on z/OS, VSE, or z/VM.

Server Architecture

Software Components — Windows Client Platform

The following diagram illustrates the IDMS Server software on the Windows client platform:
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Both the ODBC and JDBC drivers are supported for Windows applications, represented here by the web server. The
Windows client and IDMS communicate using TCP/IP. In this diagram, the combination of the web server, Servlet, and
ASP boxes represent the applications. IDMS Server also supports traditional ODBC and JDBC client-server applications.

Software Components —  z/OS Client Platform

The following diagram illustrates the IDMS Server software components on the z/OS client platform:
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The JDBC driver is supported for z/OS applications, represented here by the web server. The z/OS client and host
components communicate using Cross Memory Services.

The host components are the same whether the native client is installed on Windows or z/OS.

JDBC Driver Software Components —  Java Platform Used With IDMS r16 SP2 or Later

The following diagram illustrates the IDMS Server JDBC driver software components on any Java platform when used
with IDMS r16 SP2 or later:
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The Type 4 JDBC driver and JDBC Server communicate from any Java platform directly to the CV using TCP/IP.

ODBC Driver Software Components —  Windows Platform Used With IDMS

The following diagram illustrates the IDMS Server ODBC driver software components on the Windows platform when
used with IDMS:
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The Wire Protocol ODBC driver communicates from Windows directly to the CV using TCP/IP.

More information

We recommend that you refer to the following topics when setting up your IDMS system to work with IDMS Server:
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• "Installation and Maintenance for z/OS"
• "Using System Generation"
• "Administrating IDMS System Operations"
• "Administrating IDMS Database"
• "SQL Reference"
• "Programming IDMS SQL"
• "DML Reference for COBOL" (in the IDMS Reference Guide)
• "Common Components and Services"

Information about ODBC is available from the Microsoft website. Information about JDBC is available from the Oracle
website.

Use the Client on Windows
This section covers the elements of data source connection, and how to use the DriverConnect dialogs to connect to data
sources. These dialogs are implemented in the ODBC driver.

ODBC Driver Connect Dialogs

Many ODBC applications use the DriverConnect dialogs to connect to data sources. If your application uses them, the
IDMS DriverConnect dialogs let you connect to an existing data source, or, in some cases, to connect dynamically to a
data source that has not been previously defined.

Although the JDBC driver uses the same types of information, it does not display any dialogs, leaving the collection of
such information to the JDBC application.For more information on connecting to a data source using JDBC, see JDBC
Programmer Reference

Connect to a Predefined Data Source

Many applications use the Select Data Source dialog to connect to a data source that has been previously defined using
the ODBC Administrator dialog. In the Select Data Source dialog, select the desired data source from a list of defined
sources and click OK.

The IDMS DriverConnect dialog appears, with the name of the data source identified in the Data Source field. This field
cannot be changed.

Enter your user ID and password, and, optionally, an account, if your site requires it, in the fields on the IDMS
DriverConnect dialog. Click OK to connect to the specified data source.
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Connect Dynamically to a Data Source Not Previously Defined

Some applications let you connect to a data source dynamically without first adding or defining the data source. If your
application supports this, the IDMS DriverConnect dialog appears.

Supply the data source connection information to be in effect for the duration of the session. This information is similar to
some of the data source definition information specified with the ODBC Administrator dialog. Detailed information for each
of the fields is listed below:

Dictionary
Specifies the DBNAME or segment name of the dictionary containing the definitions of the tables you want to
access. This name must be defined in the DBNAME table on the IDMS system identified by the server name.

Node Name
Specifies the Node Name of the system containing the tables you want to access. This is the SYSTEMID
specified in the system generation parameters.
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User ID
Specifies a valid user ID for the IDMS system.

Password
Specifies a password field if your system requires it.

Task Code
Specifies an alternate Task Code to be used for statistics and limit checking. The value you enter must be defined
to the IDMS system using the TASK system generation statement. If no value is entered, the default Task Code of
CASERVER is used.

Account
Specifies your account, if your site requires it.

Connection Options

Specify the following options in the Connection Options section:

Communications Protocol
Specifies the Communications interface to be used for the connection. The options are:

• IDMS -- To establish Wire Protocol connection directly to IDMS
• CCI -- To establish a connection to IDMS via CCITCP and CCIENF

Host Name
Specifies the name or TCP/IP address of either:

• The IDMS CV (where the IDMSJSRV listener is running)
• The CAICCI host server, overriding the default CAICCI Server name for this connection only.

The value specified must depend upon the Communications Protocol you select.
Port

Specifies the TCP/IP port of either:

• The IDMSJSRV listener running on your IDMS CV
• The CAICCI host server, overriding the default CAICCI Server port for this connection only. Enter 0 to use the

default value set by CAICCI, typically 1202.

The value specified must depend upon the Communications Protocol you select.
Wait Timeout

Specifies the number of seconds to wait for a reply from the server. This setting overrides the Reply Wait Timeout
specified for this Server only. When this limit is exceeded, a communications error is returned and the connection
can no longer be used. If multithreading is enabled, the application can continue processing other connections.
Options are:

• Enter 0 to indicate the use of the default value set by CAICCI
• Enter  - 1 to indicate an indefinite wait (the largest positive integer)
• Enter a specific time, in seconds

NOTE
This data source exists only for the duration of the connection.

Configure JDBC Applications to Use IDMS Server

JDBC-enabled applications running on Windows must be able to find the IDMS Server executable files, which include both
Java classes and native DLLs. Both the startup executable for the Java VM and the native SQL client interface DLLs are
installed in the WINDOWS\SYSTEM32 directory, and are always effectively in the PATH. The CLASSPATH must point
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to idmsjdbc.jar, which is installed in the \Program Files\CA\IDMS Server\Java\lib directory. The sample batch files set
this. It is also useful to include a classes subdirectory, such as the \Program Files\CA\IDMS Server\Java\classes, for the
caidms.properties file and any updated class files provided by Technical Support.

When running standalone Java applications, the SSL keystore file must be specified to the Java VM. When running Java
applications in application servers such as Websphere or Weblogic, see the vendor's documentation on how to specify the
keystore file.

Applications can connect to a database using the JDBC DriverManager class with a URL or using a JNDI server with an
IdmsDataSource object.

For an applet to use the JDBC driver, the classes must be accessible to web pages accessed from the web server,
and the subdirectory containing idmsjdbc.jar should be defined to the web server. For the Microsoft IIS, define a virtual
directory pointing to this directory.

Setting IDMS Server Options as Properties

Contents

Any option that can be specified in the registry or configuration file can be specified in the properties file, or even as a
system property. There are also options that can only be specified as properties. To specify a configuration file option in
the properties file, prefix the key name with the section name. To specify a property as a system property, prefix it with
ca.idms.

For example, you can enable the global JDBC trace in caidms.cfg on z/OS using the following:

[Options]

JdbcTrace=1

This can also be specified in the caidms.properties file as:

Options.JdbcTrace=1

Or it can be specified as a system property as an argument to the java launcher with:

-Dca.idms.Options.JdbcTrace=1

An option value specified in the registry or configuration file overrides the value specified in the properties file, which in
turn overrides the value specified as a system property.

JDBC Driver Options

Options used by the JDBC driver can be specified in the [Options] or [datasource_name] section of the registry or
configuration file, or prefixed with "Options." or a datasource_name in the properties file.

NOTE
For more information on these options, see the appendices "Windows Registry Information" or "Configuration
File Information," or the installed javadoc for the ca.idms.jdbc.IdmsConnectOptions class.

JDBC Server Options

Options used by the JDBC server can be specified in the [Proxy] section of the registry or configuration file, or prefixed
with "Proxy." in the properties file.
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NOTE
For more information on these options, see appendices "Windows Registry Information" or "Configuration File
Information," or the installed javadoc for the ca.idms.proxy.ProxyOptions class.

Global Options

Options that can only be specified in the properties file include:

• cecp.network
• exclude
• include
• reload
• snap
• snap.bytes
• snap.native
• snap.object
• snap.sql
• trace
• trace.file
• trace.life
• trace.native
• trace.product

NOTE
For more information on these options, see the installed javadoc for the ca.idms.io.TraceObject package.

The following property can be set in the properties file to enable the JDBC driver to get the external identity from
compatible identity managers other than SiteMinder.

security.principal.class=<java.security.Principal_class_name>

A compatible identity manager provides an implementation of the java.security. Principal interface that represents the user
identity and can be accessed using the javax.security.auth.Subject.getPrincipal method.

Note: For more information on the cecp.network option see the installed javadoc for the ca.idms.io.NativeCodePage
class. Use of the cecp.network option causes IDMS Server to use CECP before the server-specified network encoding.
This allows for the use of a customized set of code page tables using IDMS Server's CECP support.

Properties File Information

IDMS Server can use a standard Java properties file for configuration information on all platforms. A Java properties
file is simply a text file where each property consists of a key name and value that are separated by an equal sign (=).
Comments can be included by prefacing them with a pound sign (#).

For your convenience, a sample properties file, called caidms.properties, is installed in the product installation directory.
If you want this file to have a different name, you can override the default name by specifying the Java system property:
ca.idms.properties=filename. For example, you could specify a file name of idmsserver_debug.properties as shown: java
-Dca.idms.properties=idmsserver_debug.properties

The properties file includes JDBC driver and JDBC server options, allowing Java options to be specified in a consistent
format on all platforms, including platforms where the native methods are not implemented. Because the native methods
do not use Java properties files, options that they use must be specified in the registry or configuration file.

Prioritization of Properties Files
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Multiple IDMS Server properties files can exist, and the files can be loaded from multiple locations. If multiple properties
files exist, values that are specified in the files can be overridden. (See the use case that is described in the last
section for an example scenario for using multiple properties files.)

Properties files are prioritized and loaded according to the type of variable that specifies their location. The variables are
prioritized in the following order, with the JVM parameter having the highest priority:

• JVM parameter
• IDSRVCFG environment variable
• CLASSPATH environment variable

Loading Order

Properties files are loaded in the following order, from lowest priority to highest. The loading order ensures that the
properties defined in the file with the highest priority are used.

1. CLASSPATH environment variable -- The Java class loader loads the file using the same rules for loading classes.
It expects to find either the default properties file, caidms.properties, or a file by the name specified though the
Java system property ca.idms.properties. The properties file must be located in a directory that is included in the
CLASSPATH. If more than one properties file exists, the first one found in the CLASSPATH directory list is loaded.

2. IDSRVCFG environment variable -- The IDSRVCFG environment variable points to the properties file. You can
specify either a name or a name and path (a qualified path).
If you provide a file name only (with no path), the system expects to find the file in the current working
directory. (The current working directory is the directory that the application is currently using. The current working
directory is application-dependent and may not include the directory where the idmsjdbc.jar file is installed.)
To use a file located in a directory other than the current working directory, you must provide a path to the file and the
file name (a fully qualified path).
Example: If you specify a file name of idmsserver_debug.properties on Windows, the setting might look like this:
set IDSRVCFG=idmsserver_debug.properties In this example, the name is not qualified because it does not
include a path, so the current working directory is searched.

3. JVM parameter -- The JVM parameter points to a properties file from the command line. You can specify either a
name or a name and path (a fully qualified path).
If you provide a file name only (with no path), the system expects to find the file in the current working
directory. (The current working directory is the directory that the application is currently using. The current working
directory is application-dependent and may not include the directory where the idmsjdbc.jar file is installed.)
To use a file located in a directory other than the current working directory, you must provide a path to the file and the
file name (a fully qualified path). The syntax for a JVM parameter is: Didsrvcfg=<file name or fully qualified path to file>
Example: If you use the following setting, the system searches for the properties file at the path provided rather
than the current working directory: java -Didsrvcfg="C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\CA IDMS Server\
idmsserver_debug.properties "

Prioritization of Properties

If the same property is set in more than one file, the value from the properties file with the highest priority in the loading
order is used. 

For example, assume that Options.CommitBehavior is set in two properties files. One file is located in
the CLASSPATH and the other is in a location that is specified by a JVM parameter. The property in the file specified by
the JVM parameter is used, because the JVM parameter setting has a higher priority in the loading order.

If a property is enabled in only one property file, it is set regardless of the position of the property file in the loading order.

If you set a specific option at the command line, the option overrides all properties file settings. For example, if
Options.FetchRows=100 is set in a property file, and you set it to 125 using a JVM parameter (for example, java -
Dca.idms.Options.FetchRows=125 ), the JVM parameter setting changes the Options.FetchRows setting to 125.
The change takes effect during the current session only.
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NOTE
Use Case -- Why Use More than One Properties File?

As an example of why you might have multiple properties files, consider that you are using a properties file to set
some values, such as Options.CommitBehavior.

Now you need a debug trace. Rather than alter the original properties file, you can add a new properties file
with tracing enabled, and can place it higher in the loading order. If you have a properties file that is loaded by
CLASSPATH, you can add a debug properties file through either the IDSRVCFG environment variable or the
JVM ca.idms.properties parameter.

When the trace is completed, you can do either or both of the following:

• Rename or delete the debug properties file.
• Remove the environment variable or the JVM parameter that you used.

Configuration File Information

IDMS Server uses a text file to store configuration information on z/OS. This file contains database definitions, server
definitions, global options, and JDBC server options on z/OS. This file is similar in format to a Windows .ini file.

Information used by the native interfaces must be specified in the configuration file. Information used by the Java code
can be specified in either the configuration file or in the properties file. For more information about the properties file, see
"Properties File Information."

Configuration File Format

Data is organized into sections, identified by square brackets (for example, [section_name]). Within each section,
parameters are defined by key-value pairs, delimited by an equal sign (for example, key=value). A comment is indicated
by a semicolon (;).

Because many 3270 devices and emulators do not support square brackets ([ ]), you can use dollar signs ($) or percent
symbols (%) instead. The closing symbol is also optional.

Environment Variables
IDMS_CFG_PATH=path_name

By default, the configuration file is named caidms.cfg and is located in the IDMS Server installation directory. The
IDMS_CFG_PATH environment variable can be used to specify a different file or directory.

IDMS_CFG_RELOAD=0|1
For optimal performance on z/OS, the configuration file is copied into a memory file when the libidmsutil.so DLL is
initially loaded into a process. When the IDMS_CFG_RELOAD environment variable is set to 1 the configuration
file is reloaded from the file system each time libidmsutil.so is loaded. This overrides the CacheConfig option set
in the configuration file itself. The default value is 0.

Sections

The configuration file includes the following sections:

[datasource_name]
Defines the SQL catalog and IDMS system for each database. This information is used by the native libraries.
Database specific options used by the JDBC driver can also be specified in this section.

[Server server_name]
Defines access information for each IDMS system. This information is used by the nativeclient interface.
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[Options]
Contains global options, including data source defaults and log options. This information is used by the JDBC
driver and server and by the native client interface.

[Proxy]
Contains information used by the JDBC server.

Datasource

The [datasource_name] section identifies IDMS databases, and can be specified in the JDBC URL or the
IdmsDataSource databaseName property. A datasource_name section may contain the following key-values:

AccessibleTables=0|1
Enables the use of an alternate view for the getTables method. The default is 1, a setting of 0 disables this option.
The view name is specified with the CatalogTable key.

CallSelect=0|1
A value of 1 specifies that the ODBC and JDBC drivers should treat all SQL CALL statements as SELECT
statements. This means that all parameters are returned in a result set. All procedures are essentially treated
as TABLE PROCEDUREs, which can be useful to solve compatibility problems with some applications. The
default is 0, which allows the use of the CallableStatement methods with an SQL CALL statement. This feature is
deprecated and should not be used with new applications.

CatalogTable=view_name
Specifies the name of the view that the JDBC driver uses for the getTables method, when AccessibleTables=1. If
not specified the driver uses the SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_TABLES view.

CloseCommit=0|1 (ODBC Driver)
When enabled, IDMS Server sends a COMMIT following a CLOSE when auto-commit is off. The default value
is 1, enabled. This option is also considered enabled when auto-commit is on. The COMMIT (or COMMIT
CONTINUE) is usually piggybacked onto the FETCH or CLOSE request when no other cursors are open and no
updates are pending. This can also be specified in a specific Data Source section.
Default value: 1 (enabled)

CloseCommit=0|1 (JDBC Driver)
When enabled, IDMS Server sends a COMMIT following a CLOSE operation. The default value is 0, disabled.
This option is only in effect when auto-commit is on. The COMMIT (or COMMIT CONTINUE) is usually
piggybacked onto the FETCH or CLOSE request when no other cursors are open and no updates are pending.
This option can also be specified in a specific Data Source section.
Default value: 0 (disabled)

CommitBehavior=0|2
Specifies the default as ResultSetHoldability, which is the way a COMMIT operation affects cursors in IDMS. The
values set in the configuration file map to the JDBC ResultSet values as follows:

• 0 -- ResultSet.CLOSE_CURSORS_AT_COMMIT. All open cursors are closed and all prepared statements are
deleted (although the SQL statement is cached in the Statement object and prepared again if needed).

• 2 -- ResultSet.HOLD_CURSORS_OVER_COMMIT. All cursors remain open and their position is preserved.
Prepared statements are not deleted

These values are consistent with those used to the set SQL_CURSOR_COMMIT_BEHAVIOR for ODBC (on
Windows the ODBC and JDBC drivers use the same option in the registry). The JDBC driver interprets a value of
1 as 0.

CommitSuspend=0|1
Causes the driver to issue a SUSPEND after each COMMIT. The default is 1, enabled. SuspendStrategy should
generally be used instead of this option. Only when the SuspendStrategy is set (or defaults) to “Custom” will the
CommitSuspend option be in effect.
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ConnectSuspend=0|1
Causes the JDBC driver to issue a SUSPEND and end the task immediately after it establishes a connection.
The default for a pooled connection is 1, otherwise it is 0. SuspendStrategy should generally be used instead of
this option. Only when the SuspendStrategy is set (or defaults) to “Custom” will the ConnectSuspend option be in
effect.

Dictionary=dict_name
Specifies the name of the dictionary containing the SQL schema definitions for the tables or network records to
be accessed. This name is defined in the DBNAME table on the target IDMS system. The default value is the first
eight characters of the datasource_name.

DefaultSchema=schema_name
Specifies the name of the default SQL Schema. This is an optional 1-to-18 character field. When specified, this
field is used as the schema qualifier for all SQL table references that do not contain an explicit schema qualifier.
The default is blank (unspecified).

DescribeExtended=0|1
When set to 1, the driver requests extended column descriptor information from an IDMS r17 system, including
the names of the schema and table. The default for IDMS r17 SP0 is 0, for r17 SP1 it is 1. This is ignored for prior
releases.

FetchRows=integer_value
Specifies the default value for the JDBC statement object fetchSize property. This is the number of rows that the
JDBC driver requests from IDMS for each BULK FETCH. The value can be set and queried at run time using the
JDBC setFetchSize and getFetchSize methods. When set to 0, the default, the JDBC driver attempts to fetch as
many rows as will fit in a buffer of size specified by the FetchSize option.
Note: The name of this option in the configuration file does not correspond exactly to the JDBC object properties
in order to remain compatible with previous versions of IDMS Server.

FetchSuspend=0|1
When enabled, IDMS Server causes a SUSPEND to be piggybacked onto each BULK FETCH, ending the IDMS-
DC task. The default is 0, disabled. SuspendStrategy should generally be used instead of this option. Only when
the SuspendStrategy is set (or defaults) to “Custom” will the FetchSuspend option be in effect.

FetchSuspendClose=0|1
In prior releases caused a conditional SUSPEND to be piggybacked onto each FETCH. The SUSPEND was done
only if the cursor reached the end. This is no longer supported; the CloseCommit and CommitSuspend options
specify the equivalent behavior.

InvalidDecimal=0|1|2
Specifies how the JDBC driver is to handle invalid packed or zoned decimal data returned in a result set column.
Options are as follows:
0 -- Return error. This is the default setting
1 -- Return NULL
2 -- Return 0

LoginTimeout=integer_value
Specifies the system loginTimeout used when the JDBC DriverManager or DataSource setLoginTimeout is set to
0.

PoolSuspendActive=0|1
In prior releases caused a pooled connection to be treated like a non-pooled connection. This is no longer
supported, the CommitSuspend option specifies the equivalent behavior.

PreservePrepared=0|1
Attempt to preserve prepared statements when JDBC result set holdability is enabled. The default is 0, disabled,
which maximizes concurrency between transactions. The IDMS SQL statement caching feature can be used to
minimize the overhead of re-preparing statements.
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QueryTimeout=integer_value
Specifies the default reply timeout for SQL requests which use a Java Statement object when using the JDBC
driver.

ReadOnly=0|1
Specifies the default access mode for the JDBC driver. A setting of 0 specifies Read Write. A setting of 1 specifies
Read Only.

Server=server_name
(Required) Specify the CV used to access the data. This name can be a NODE Name or a user-defined Server
name, referring to a Server server_name section containing additional connection information.
A datasource_name section can also contain database specific options, described in the Options section. Default
values that apply to all data sources can be set in the Options section.

SuspendStrategy=0|1|2|3
Specifies how the driver uses pseudo-conversational processing. This value is set from the Suspend Strategy
field, and is equivalent to specifying the detailed suspend options, as described in Section3, "Setting Up Your
IDMS System." Values are as follows:
0 -- INTERACTIVE, the default.
1 -- SERVICE, suspend when idle.
2 -- BATCH, never suspend.
3 -- CUSTOM, defined by the detailed options.

TxnIsolation=1|2
Specifies the degree to which your transactions impact, and are impacted by, other users accessing the same
data. A setting of 1 specifies Read Uncommitted, 2 specifies the default setting, Read Committed.

WaitTimeOut=integer_value
Specifies the default system reply timeout for the JDBC driver.

Server server_name

The [Server server_name] section contains information describing an IDMS system. The Server server_name section can
contain the following parameters:

AlternateTask=task_code
Identifies an alternate task defining the resource limits and timeout values for a session. The default is
CASERVER. The task named must be defined as a task on the IDMS system generation TASK statement. For
more information on resource limits for external user sessions, see the IDMS System Generation and IDMS
System Operations sections.

Node=via_node_name
Specifies an intermediate node to route the connection to the target system. The system identified by via node
must contain a RESOURCE table entry for the system identified by node name. Use this option when the system
containing the tables to be accessed does not directly communicate with CAICCI.

Resource=node_name
Identifies the value of SYSTEMID as specified in the system generation parameters of the target system. If a node
name is not specified, IDMS Server uses the first eight characters of server_name to identify the target system.

Version=0|1
Specifies the version of the IDMS Server mainframe component installed on the IDMS CV.
0 -- Indicates Version 4.2 or earlier.
1 -- Indicates Version 4.3 or later. This is the default setting.
Note: Version 4.3 or later of the IDMS Server mainframe component supports password encryption using a
proprietary algorithm. When this option is set to 1, the password is encrypted prior to being transmitted over the
network. This encryption process is not affected by any other encryption applied by technologies such as SSL. All
currently supported releases of IDMS releases 14.0 SP4, 14.1 SP4 and all subsequent releases contain a Version
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4.3 or later mainframe component and therefore support a setting of 1. For IDMS releases prior to 14.0 SP4, set
this option to 0.

Options

The [Options] section contains global options, including path information, logging options, and debugging flags. Other
than the log and trace options, most can also be specified for a specific data source. The Options section can contain the
following parameters:

CacheConfig=0|1
Enables or disables caching of the configuration file in memory. The default value is 1, enabled. The
IDMS_CFG_RELOAD environment value can be used to override this setting when necessary to refresh the
cache. This is a global option.

DefaultSchema=schema_name
Specifies the name of the default SQL Schema. This is an optional 1-to-18 character field. When specified, this
field is used as the schema qualifier for all SQL table references that do not contain an explicit schema qualifier.
The default is blank (unspecified).

FetchSize=integer_value
Specifies the maximum size that the JDBC driver attempts to use for a FETCH buffer. The default is 64,000.
Depending on the platform and implementation of the CAICCI interface, a smaller buffer may be used. This
usually is left at the default setting. Specifying too large a value may cause the Java Virtual Machine to run out of
memory.
Note: The name of this option in the configuration file does not correspond exactly to the JDBC object properties
in order to remain compatible with previous versions of IDMS Server.

LogFile=log_file_path
Specifies the location and name of the log file. A path name should be specified as an absolute path, for
example, /idmsdir/log/caidms.log. If the LogFile value ends in a '/', the default file name of caidms.log is appended
to the path.

LogFileCount=integer_value
Specifies the maximum number of archive log files to keep. If a value greater than zero is specified, the
LogFileSize value must also be greater than zero. The default is 0, which indicates a single log file.

LogFilePid=0|1
When set to 1, the process id is appended to the log file name to make it unique. The default is 0, disabled.
In z/OS UNIX System Services, the log file cannot be shared among different processes. This option allows a
common configuration file to be used by multiple processes, but still allowing each process to have a unique log
file name.

LogFileSize=integer_value
Specifies the maximum size, in bytes, of the active log file. If a value greater than zero is specified, then the
LogFileCount value must also be greater than zero. The default is zero, which indicates no maximum size.

LogOptions=integer_value
Specifies log options as a bitmask. The bit flags are:

• 0x0010 -- Display 8-byte thread ID in trace (z/OS)
• 0x0020 -- Send messages to the system log (SYSLOG). This is the default
• 0x0040 -- Send messages to the system console (z/OS)

LoginTimeout=integer_value
Specifies the system loginTimeout used when the JDBC DriverManager or DataSource setLoginTimeout is set to
0.
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JdbcTraceId=0|1
Causes the JDBC driver to prefix each line written to the JDBC log writer with the current timestamp and
thread name. This can be useful to identify IDMS output in a JDBC DataSource.logWriter trace managed by an
application server. The default is 0, disabled.

QueryTimeout=integer_value
Specifies the default reply timeout for SQL requests which use a Java Statement object when using the JDBC
driver.

WaitTimeOut=integer_value
Specifies the default system reply timeout for the JDBC driver.

XxxxTrace=integer_value
Specifies the flag bits used to control tracing. Customer Support uses these flags to diagnose IDMS Server
problems. The integer_value is a bit mask used to specify individual trace options. A setting of 0 turns all options
off, and a setting of 65535, or 0xFFFF, turns all options on. Specify this value as a decimal or hexadecimal
integer. Descriptions of the bit flags are as follows:

• CmTrace (libtd0d.so):
– 0x0001 -- Trace CAICCI and internal function calls
– 0x0002 -- Elapsed CAICCI call timings
– 0x0004 -- Snap control blocks
– 0x0008 -- Debug #CAICCI calls on z/OS
– 0x0010 -- Trace signon failures

• DnsTrace (libtd0d.so):
– 0x0010 -- Snap unconverted send data
– 0x0020 -- Snap converted send data
– 0x0040 -- Snap received data
– 0x0080 -- Snap converted received

• DtsTrace (libtd0d.so):
– 0x0002 -- Trace external calls
– 0x0004 -- Trace events
– 0x0008 -- Trace events
– 0x0010 -- Snap user data arrays
– 0x0020 -- Trace events
– 0x0040 -- Snap PCE
– 0x0080 -- Snap LCE

• JdbcTrace (idmsjdbc.jar) -- Any non-zero value enables tracing
• SqlTrace (libcli.so):
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– 0x0002 -- Time SQL calls
– 0x0004 -- Snap SQL SQLSID
– 0x0008 -- Snap SQL DSICB
– 0x0010 -- Snap SQL SQLCA
– 0x0020 -- Snap SQL SQLCIB
– 0x0040 -- Snap SQL SQLPIB
– 0x0080 -- Snap SQL parm buffer
– 0x0100 -- Snap SQL tuple buffer
– 0x0200 -- Snap SQL input SQLDA
– 0x0400 -- Snap SQL output SQLDA
– 0x0800 -- Snap SQL syntax string
– 0x4000 -- Trace server calls
– 0x8000 -- Snap server interface blocks

• UtilTrace (libutil.so):
– 0x0001 -- Trace external calls
– 0x0002 -- Trace internal calls

Proxy

The [Proxy] section contains information used to configure the JDBC server. It can contain the following parameters:

Backlog=integer_value
Specifies the maximum length of the listener queue. When this length is exceeded, new connections are refused.
This is not the maximum number of client connections that can be supported. The default is 50.

ClientAuth=0|1
Requires a client certificate when JDBC driver clients connect to this proxy server using SSL.

Encoding=character_encoding_name
Specifies the character encoding that the JDBC server requests the JDBC driver to use when sending and
receiving character data. If not specified, the default encoding for the JVM is requested. The character encoding
class must be accessible to the JDBC driver when invoked by the client application or applet.
In Java, all character data is represented internally as Unicode. Ultimately this data must be converted to the
native platform encoding used by IDMS, a variant of EBCDIC specified by the code page. The Java platform
includes classes to convert between Unicode and the various character encodings. The encodings supported by a
particular Java implementation depend on the vendor.
In the absence of documentation, it might be possible to determine the encodings supported by converted
classes supplied with the Java implementation. These are generally named ByteToCharxxxxx.class and
CharToBytexxxxxx.class, where xxxxxx is the encoding name. A minimal subset of the converter classes is
installed in the base library for the Java Run Time Environment, jre/lib/rt.jar. Additional converter classes are
included with the international version of the Java 2 Platform, installed in the same subdirectory, but the actual
filenames vary by release. For Java 1.4 the international converter classes are in charsets.jar.

Host=host_name
Specifies the DNS name or IP address the JDBC binds to when it listens for client connection requests. This can
be used to force the JDBC server to listen for connection requests on a specific TCP/IP protocol stack on a multi-
homed host (a machine with multiple TCP/IP stacks). The default is to listen on all available stacks.

LogLevel=integer_value
Specifies the level of messages sent to the system log or console. Choose one of the following options:
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• 0 -- Disable messages
• 4 -- Error messages
• 6 -- Warning messages
• 8 -- Information messages, including start and stop events. This is the default.
• 10 -- Verbose information messages, including client start and stop events
• 12 -- Debugging messages, not including general trace output.

LogTrace=integer_value
Specifies the level of log messages sent to the trace file. Options are identical to the options for LogLevel.

Port=port
Specifies the IP port that the JDBC server listens on for connection requests. The default is 3709.

RemoteControl=0|1
Enables a remote client to control the JDBC server; to SUSPEND, RESUME, or STOP it. The default value, 0,
allows remote clients only to check the STATUS of the JDBC server.

RemoteHost=host_name
(Optional) Specifies the DNS name or IP address of an IDMS system (r16 SP2 or later), or another JDBC server
used to forward packets to the IDMS system.

RemotePort=port
Specifies the IP port address of the remote host. The default value is 3709.

RemoteSSL=0|1
Enables SSL when communicating with another proxy server.

ReplyTimeOut=integer_value
Specifies the number of seconds that the JDBC server waits for a response from the IDMS system. The default, 0,
causes the JDBC server to wait indefinitely.

SSL=0|1
Enables Secure Socket Layer (SSL) connections between this proxy server and a JDBC driver client.

Snap=0|1
Enables display of data buffers, sent and received, in the log file.

SocketTimeOut=integer_value
Specifies the number of seconds the JDBC server waits, or blocks, when reading data from a socket. While a
socket is being read, the thread is blocked, and is not able to recognize an event that stops the thread. When this
interval expires, the thread checks if the JDBC server is still running, and, if so, issues another read on the socket,
continuing until the wait or reply timeout has expired. A high value reduces JDBC server overhead, while a low
value allows the server to respond to shutdown events more quickly. Setting this to 0 causes the thread to block
forever, and is not recommended. The default is 60 seconds.

Trace=0|1
Enables tracing of internal function calls. Output is written to the log file.

Unicode=0|1
Enables the use of Unicode as the character encoding when the JDBC driver is unable to use the requested
encoding. The default value, 0, specifies the use of UTF-8, which is supported by all Java platforms.

WaitTimeOut=integer_value
Specifies the number of seconds that the JDBC server waits for a request from the JDBC driver before assuming
the connection has been terminated. The default, 0, causes the JDBC server to wait indefinitely. It is usually best
to set a timeout value to drop the connection when the client has been inactive for some reasonable time interval.
For example, set this value to 1800 to specify a timeout of 30 minutes.
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Windows Registry Information

The registry is a database used by Windows to store system and application information.

This section describes the information stored in the registry and used by IDMS Server. This information is provided to
help you identify problems that may arise with IDMS Server. The registry information is maintained using the ODBC
Administrator, available from the Control Panel. Unlike ini files, it cannot be edited directly, but it can be edited using the
registry editor provided by Microsoft. Only advanced users should attempt to edit the registry directly, since an error can
disable not only IDMS Server, but also Windows itself.

The registry is structured as a hierarchical database, with keys, sub-keys, and values. Two of the top level keysare used
by the ODBC Driver Manager and the IDMS Server drivers. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE contains information on hardware
and software common to all users of the machine. HKEY_CURRENT_USER contains preferences and application
settings for the current user. A sub-key is analogous to a directory path and is specified in a similar fashion. The following
are the sub-keys used by ODBC and IDMS:

Under each of these keys are sub-keys corresponding to the section names used in ini files. At the lowest level are
value names, corresponding to the key names used in ini files, and the values themselves. The remainder of this section
describes the information in these sub-keys.

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE Software ODBC ODBCINST.INI

This section contains information on the ODBC drivers installed on the machine. The IDMS Server installer program adds
the information for the ODBC driver using the Microsoft ODBC installer DLL when the product is installed. The following is
a summary of these values. Refer to the Microsoft ODBC reference for more detailed information

Subkey Value Name Description
ODBC Core UsageCount Driver manager usage count
ODBC Drivers IDMS Each installed ODBC driver has an entry.

Value name is the driver name. Value data
is installed.

IDMS Each installed driver has a sub-key, whose
name is the name of the driver.

APILevel Driver ODBC API conformance level.
ConnectFunctions Connect functions supported by driver.
Driver Driver DLL name and path.
DriverODBCVer Version of ODBC supported by driver.
FileExtns Not used for IDMS Server.
FileUsage Not used for IDMS Server.
Setup Driver setup DLL name and path.
SQLLevel Driver SQL conformance level.
UsageCount Driver usage count

Default Driver Name of ODBC driver for the default data
source.
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HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE Software ODBC ODBC.INI

This section contains information on system data sources, which are available to all users of the system, as well as
system services. The ODBC.INI key contains the following sub-keys and values:

Subkey Value Name Description
ODBC Data Sources DSN Each data source has an entry. Value

Name is the data source name. Value Data
is the driver name. For IDMS Server, this is
IDMS.

DSN Each data source has a sub-key whose
name is the data source name.

Driver Driver DLL name and path, copied from the
ODBCINST.INI key.

Dictionary DBNAME or segment name of the IDMS
dictionary defined in the DBNAME table
on the target CV. Value comes from the
IDMS Server ODBC Administrator dialog
Dictionary field. The default is the first eight
characters of data source name.

Server Server name that specifies how to connect
to the IDMS system.

DefaultSchema Optional default schema name.
Options Advanced options, defined below.
Default Default data source can contain the same

values as other data source definitions.

Data Source Advanced Options

The following advanced options reside under the Data Source Name (DSN) sub-key. Note that integer values be stored
as a registry type of REG SZ when set under a data source name sub-key in the registry. Commonly used options are set
in the IDMS Server ODBC Administrator Data Source tab Advanced Options dialog. Rarely used options can be set by
editing the registry.

Value Name Value
AccessibleTables 0|1
AccountPrompt 0|1
CacheSQLTables 0|1
CatalogTable view_name

CallSelect 0|1
CloseCommit 0|1 (ODBC Driver)
CloseCommit 0|1 (JDBC Driver)
CommitBehavior 0|1|2
ConnectSuspend 0|1
DefaultParmType integer_value

DefaultSchema schema_name

DescribeExtended 0|1
EnableEnsure 0|1
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FetchDouble 0|1
FetchRows integer_value

FetchSize integer_value

FetchSuspend 0|1
FetchSuspendClose 0|1
IgnoreDTC 0|1
InvalidDecimal integer_value

LoginTimeout integer_value

PoolSuspendActive 0|1
PreservePrepared 0|1
QueryTimeout integer_value

ReadOnly 0|1
SuspendStrategy 0|1|2|3
TxnIsolation 1|2
WaitTimeOut integer_value

Values

AccessibleTables=0|1
When set to 1, the ODBC and JDBC drivers use the SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_TABLES view, or another view
defined by you, for the SQLTables function and getTables method. A setting of 0 disables this option. This value is
set from the Use Accessible Tables View Name field.

AccountPrompt=0|1
Directs the ODBC driver to prompt for information if the ACCT keyword is not supplied in the connection string
passed to SQLDriverConnect. For more information, see the section "Passing Accounting Information to IDMS."

CacheSQLTables=0|1
When set to 1, the ODBC driver caches the table list returned from an SQLTables call. A value of 0 disables this
option. This value is set from the Cache SQL Tables option.

CallSelect=0|1
A value of 1 specifies that the ODBC and JDBC drivers should treat all SQL CALL statements as SELECT
statements. This means that all parameters are returned in a result set. All procedures are essentially treated
as TABLE PROCEDUREs, which can be useful to solve compatibility problems with some applications. The
default is 0, which allows the use of the CallableStatement methods with an SQL CALL statement. This feature is
deprecated and should not be used with new applications.

CatalogTable=view_name
Specifies the name of the view that the ODBC and JDBC drivers use for the SQLTables function and getTables
method, if other than the default view name. This value is set from the Use Accessible Tables View Name field.

CloseCommit=0|1 (ODBC Driver)
When enabled, IDMS Server sends a COMMIT following a CLOSE when auto-commit is off. The default value
is 1, enabled. This option is also considered enabled when auto-commit is on. The COMMIT (or COMMIT
CONTINUE) is usually piggybacked onto the FETCH or CLOSE request when no other cursors are open and no
updates are pending. This can also be specified in a specific Data Source section.
Default value: 1 (enabled)

CloseCommit=0|1 (JDBC Driver)
When enabled, IDMS Server sends a COMMIT following a CLOSE operation. The default value is 0, disabled.
This option is only in affect when auto-commit is on. The COMMIT (or COMMIT CONTINUE) is usually
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piggybacked onto the FETCH or CLOSE request when no other cursors are open and no updates are pending.
This option can also be specified in a specific Data Source section.
Default value: 0 (disabled)

CommitBehavior=0|1|2
Specifies the way a COMMIT operation affects cursors in IDMS. This also determines the value returned by
the ODBC SQLGetInfo function for the SQL_CURSOR_COMMIT_BEHAVIOR option and the JDBC default
ResultSetHoldability. This value is set from the Commit Behavior field. Values are:

• 0 -- Specifies SQL_CB_DELETE, which is equivalent to ResultSet.CLOSE_CURSORS_AT_COMMIT. All open
cursors are closed, and all prepared statements are deleted. Specified by selecting Close and Delete Cursors
in the Commit Behavior field.

• 1 -- Specifies SQL_CB_CLOSE, which is equivalent to ResultSet.CLOSE_CURSORS_AT_COMMIT. All open
cursors are closed, but prepared statements are not deleted. Specified by selecting Close Cursors in the
Commit Behavior field.

• 2 -- Specifies SQL_CB_PRESERVE, which is equivalent to ResultSet.HOLD_CURSORS_OVER_COMMIT.
All cursors remain open, and their position is preserved. Prepared statements are not deleted. Specified by
selecting Preserve Cursors in the Commit Behavior field.

CommitSuspend=0|1
Causes the driver to issue a SUSPEND after each COMMIT. The default is 1, enabled. SuspendStrategy should
generally be used instead of this option. The SuspendStrategy must be set to 3 (CUSTOM) to use this option.

ConnectSuspend=0|1
Causes the JDBC driver to issue a SUSPEND and end the task immediately after it establishes a connection.
ODBC does not provide a way for the driver to be notified of this event. The default for a pooled connection is 1,
otherwise it is 0. SuspendStrategy should generally be used instead of this option. The SuspendStrategy must be
set to 3 (CUSTOM) to use this option.

DefaultParmType=integer_value
Specifies an ODBC SQL data type, as defined in the ODBC sql.h header file, that is used as the default type
when an ODBC function requiring the SQL statement to be prepared is executed before all input parameters are
bound. Recommended values are:

• 1 -- SQL_CHAR
• 4 -- SQL_INTEGER
• 5 -- SQL_SMALLINT

This feature is deprecated, IDMS and the drivers support DESCRIBE INPUT.
DefaultSchema=schema_name

Specifies the name of the default SQL Schema. This is an optional 1-to-18 character field. When specified, this
field is used as the schema qualifier for all SQL table references that to do not contain an explicit schema qualifier.
The default is blank (unspecified)

DescribeExtended=0|1
When set to 1, the driver requests extended column descriptor information from an IDMS r17 system, including
the names of the schema and table. The default for IDMS r17 SP0 is 0, for r17 SP1 it is 1. This is ignored for prior
releases.

EnableEnsure=0|1
When set to 1, the ODBC driver honors the ENSURE parameter of the SQLStatistics function call. A setting of 0
disables this option. This value is set from the Enable Ensure field.

FetchDouble=0|1
When set to 1, IDMS converts single precision floating point numbers to double precision floating point before
returning them to IDMS Server. This value is set from the Fetch Real as Double field.
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FetchRows=integer_value
Specifies the number of database rows IDMS Server fetches at a time. The default is 0, which causes the driver
to request the number of rows that fits in a fetch buffer of the size specified by the FetchSize registry. This value is
set from the Fetch Row Count field.

FetchSize=integer_value
Specifies the maximum size that the JDBC driver attempts to use for a FETCH buffer. The default is 64,000 when
using the IDMS native TCP/IP interface. The default and maximum is 29,000 when using CAICCI/PC. This should
generally be left at the default setting. This value is set from the Fetch Row Size field.

FetchSuspend=0|1
When enabled, IDMS Server causes a SUSPEND to be piggybacked onto each BULK FETCH, ending the
IDMS-DC task. The default is 0, disabled. SuspendStrategy should generally be used instead of this option. The
SuspendStrategy must be set to 3 (CUSTOM) to use this option.

FetchSuspendClose=0|1
In prior releases caused a conditional SUSPEND to be piggybacked onto each FETCH. The SUSPEND was done
only if the cursor reached the end. This option is no longer supported; the CloseCommit and CommitSuspend
options specify the equivalent behavior.

IgnoreDTC=0|1
A value of 1 specifies that the IDMS Server ODBC driver ignores requests for distributed transactions with
Microsoft's Distributed Transaction Coordinator (DTC). This option should normally be set to 0.

InvalidDecimal=0|1|2|3
Specifies how the ODBC and JDBC drivers handle invalid packed or zoned decimal data returned in a result set
column. This value is set from the invalid Decimal Action field. Options are:

• 0 -- Return error, the default
• 1 -- Return NULL
• 2 -- Return 0
• 3 -- Ignore, ODBC only

LoginTimeout=integer_value
Specifies the system loginTimeout used when the JDBC DriverManager or DataSource setLoginTimeout is set to
0.

PoolSuspendActive=0|1
In prior releases caused a pooled connection to be treated like a non-pooled connection. This is no longer
supported, the CommitSuspend option specifies the equivalent behavior.

PreservePrepared=0|1
Attempt to preserve prepared statements when the ODBC cursor commit behavior is preserve or JDBC result set
holdability is enabled. The default is 0, disabled, which maximizes concurrency between transactions. The IDMS
SQL statement caching feature can be used to minimize the overhead of re-preparing statements.

QueryTimeout
Specifies the default reply timeout for SQL requests which use a Java Statement object when using the JDBC
driver.

ReadOnly=0|1
Specifies the default access mode for the ODBC and JDBC drivers. A setting of 0 specifies Read Write. A setting
of 1 specifies Read Only. This value is set from the Access Mode field.

SuspendStrategy=0|1|2|3
Specifies how the driver uses pseudo-conversational processing. This value is set from the Suspend Strategy
field, and is equivalent to specifying the detailed suspend options, as described in Section3, "Setting Up Your
IDMS System." Values are:
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• 0 -- INTERACTIVE, the default.
• 1 -- SERVICE, suspend when idle.
• 2 -- BATCH, never suspend.
• 3 -- CUSTOM, defined by the detailed options.

TxnIsolation=1|2
Specifies the degree to which your transactions impact, and are impacted by, other users accessing the same
data. A setting of 1 specifies Read Uncommitted, 2 specifies the default setting, Read Committed. This value is
set from the Transaction Isolation field.

WaitTimeOut
Specifies the default system reply timeout for the JDBC driver.

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE Software CA IDMS Server

This section contains all global data source and server options, as well as server definitions and system services. The
following subkeys can be contained within this key:

Servers
Associates a server name with an ODBC driver name.

Server server_name
Specifies how to connect to the IDMS system and advanced communications option settings.

Options
Specifies global options..

Proxy
Contains information used to configure the JDBC server.

DBCS Types
The DBCS Types subkey identifies the languages that have DBCS support. The values are added when IDMS
Server is installed.

Version
Contains the current version number for the latest installed release of IDMS Server.

Servers

The Servers sub-key lists all server_names defined using the IDMS Server ODBC Administrator dialog. Each
server_name has the value "IDMS", the name of the ODBC driver.

Server server_name

The Server server_name sub-key contains information describing an IDMS system. The server_name part of the sub-key
specifies a server name listed in the Servers section and referenced by a Data Source definition.

The following values describe how to connect to an IDMS system:

Value Name Value
AccessType I|C
CciServerName cci_name

CciServerPort integer_value

Host host_name

Port integer_value

Resource node_name
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SSL 0|1
WaitTimeOut integer_value

Values

AccessType=Access_Type
Specifies how the IDMS ODBC Driver (or Type 2 JDBC Driver) communicates with IDMS. Valid values are:

• I - The drivers use the IDMS TCP/IP feature to communicate directly with the IDMS system. IDMS r17, or later,
is required.

• C - The drivers use the Common Components and Services CCI feature to communicate with the IDMS
system. This is the default, and is supported for all releases of IDMS.

CciServerName=cci_name
Identifies the DNS name or IP address where the CCITCP Server is running. If not specified, the default server
defined for CAICCI is used.

CciServerPort=cci_port
(Optional) Specifies the IP port identifying the CCITCP Server on the node defined by cci_name. If not specified,
the default port defined for CAICCI is used. This is usually 1202, and typically should not be specified here.

Host=host_name
Identifies the DNS name or IP address where the IDMS CV is running. This option is only used when the IDMS
Communications Protocol is selected (AccessType='I').

Port=port
Specifies the TCP/IP port of the IDMS Listener running under CV. This option is only used when the IDMS
Communications Protocol is selected (AccessType='I').

Resource=node_name
(Optional) Specifies the value of SYSTEMID. This is specified in the SYSTEM statement of the system
generation of the target system. If a node_name is not specified, IDMS Server uses the first eight characters
of the server_name to identify the target system. This option is only used when the CCI option is selected
(AccessType='C').

SSL=0|1
Enables Secure Socket Layer (SSL) connections between the ODBC and Type 2 JDBC drivers and IDMS when
using the IDMS communications protocol.

WaitTimeOut=integer_value
Specifies the number of seconds CAICCI waits for a response from the IDMS system. When this interval is
exceeded, IDMS Server considers the connection to have failed. Set this to 0 to cause CAICCI to use the default
value specified with the CAICCI/PC Properties dialog.

Server Advanced Options

The following advanced server options reside under the 'Server server_name' sub-key.

Value Name Value
AlternateTask task_code

AsciiEbcdicTables translation_table_name

BufferLength integer_value

ExternalWait integer_value

Node via_node_name

ResourceInterval integer_value
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Version 0|1

Values

AlternateTask=task_code
Identifies an alternate task defining the resource limits and timeout values for a session. The default is
CASERVER. The task must be defined as a task on the IDMS system generation TASK statement. This value
comes from the Task Code field on the Server tab of the IDMS Server ODBC Administrator dialog. For more
information on resource limits for external user sessions, see IDMS System Generation and IDMS System
Operations.

AsciiEbcdicTables=translation_table_name
Specifies the name of the CECP translation table selected to convert EBCDIC data on the server to ASCII data
on the PC, and vice versa. The value comes from the International tab of the IDMS Server ODBC Administrator
dialog.

BufferLength= integer_value
Specifies the size of the buffer used by the IDMS Server listener for TCPIP send and receive requests. This
value comes from the "Buffer Length" field on the Advanced Server Options tab of the IDMS Server ODBC
Administrator dialog.

ExternalWait=integer_value
Specifies the number of seconds that the IDMS Server listener waits for a request from the client when a task is
active. This value overrides the EXTERNAL WAIT INTERVAL specified for the TASK when enabled by specifying
TIMEOUT=-1 in the IDMS Server listener PTERM definition.
This is optional. When set to 0, the System Default for all servers value is used, if any. For more information on
TASK and PTERM System Generation statements see the IDMS Server System Generation section.

Node=via_node_name
Specifies the node with which CAICCI establishes a connection. The system identified by via_node_name must
contain a RESOURCE table entry for the system identified by node name. Use this option when the system
containing your tables does not directly communicate with CAICCI.

ResourceInterval=integer_value
Specifies the number of seconds that the IDMS Server listener waits for a request from the client when no task
is active. This value overrides the RESOURCE INTERVAL specified for the TASK when enabled by specifying
TIMEOUT=-1 in the IDMS Server listener PTERM definition. When set to 0, the System Default for all servers
value is used, if any.

Version=0|1
Specifies the version of the IDMS Server mainframe component installed on the IDMS CV.

• 0 -- Indicates Version 4.2 or earlier.
• 1 -- Indicates Version 4.3 or later. This is the default setting.

Version 4.3 or later of the IDMS Server mainframe component supports password encryption using a proprietary
algorithm. When this option is set to 1, the password is encrypted prior to being transmitted over the network
and is decrypted by the CCI line driver in the CV. This encryption process is discrete and is not affected by any
other encryption applied by technologies such as SSL. IDMS releases 14.0 SP4, 14.1 SP4 and all subsequent
releases contain a Version 4.3 or later mainframe component and therefore support a setting of 1. For older IDMS
releases, set this option to 0 to specify Version 4.2 or earlier.

Options

The Options sub-key contains global options, including default data source and server options, log options, and
internationalization options. The default options are documented in the Data Source and Server sections.
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Global Options are set with the Options, Log Options, and International tabs of the IDMS Server ODBC Administrator.
Options that are rarely used can be set by editing the registry.

Value Name Value
cadcdc32.dll dll_name

DbcsPath dbcs_path

DbcsType dbcs_type

JcliTraceWs 0|1
JdbcTraceID 0|1
LogFile log_file_name

LogFileCount integer_value

LogFileSize integer_value

LoginTimeout integer_value

LogOptions log_option_values

MultiThread 0|1
Path path_name

QueryTimeout integer_value

SSLCertDir certificate_directory_name

SSLClientCert client_certificate_file_name

SSLPassword client_certificate_password (encrypted)

SSLServerCert server_certificate_file_name

XxxxTrace
CmTrace integer_value

DnsTrace integer_value

DtsTrace integer_value

FdeTrace integer_value

JcliTrace integer_value

JdbcTrace integer_value

OdbcTrace integer_value

SQLTrace integer_value

UtilTrace integer_value

WaitTimeOut integer_value

Values

cadcdc32.dll=dll_name
Specifies the name of a user-supplied customized character conversion DLL, used by the native client interface to
convert between ASCII and EBCDIC. The name can be qualified with a path. DbcsType must be set to a non-zero
value, typically 1, to enable the use of the specified DLL.

DbcsPath=dbcs_path
Specifies the path to the DBCS translation tables, typically the direction specified when IDMS Server is installed.

DbcsType=dbcs_type
Specifies the integer value identifying the DBCS Language, as defined by the DBCS Types subkey.
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JcliTraceWs=0|1
Enables Windows socket trace. This option is not exposed in the IDMS ODBC Administrator application and
should only be set under the direction of Broadcom Support.

JdbcTraceId=0|1
Causes the JDBC driver to prefix each line written to the JDBC log writer with the current timestamp and
thread name. This can be useful to identify IDMS output in a JDBC DataSource.logWriter trace managed by an
application server. The default is 0, disabled.

LogFile=log_file_name
Specifies the name of the log file, if other than the default log name. This value comes from the Log File field on
the Log Options tab of the IDMS Server ODBC Administrator dialog.

LogFileCount=integer_value
Specifies the maximum number of archive log and enables the log file rollover feature when the LogFileSize value
is greater than zero. The default is 0, which indicates a single log file. This value comes from the File Count field
on the Log Options tab of the IDMS Server ODBC Administrator dialog.

LogFileSize=64-bit integer_value
Specifies the maximum size (in bytes) of the log file when the log file rollover feature is enabled. The default is
zero, which indicates no maximum size. This value comes from the Log File field on the Log Options tab of the
IDMS Server ODBC Administrator dialog.

LoginTimeout=integer_value
Specifies the system loginTimeout used when the JDBC DriverManager or DataSource setLoginTimeout is set to
0.

LogOptions=log_option_values
Specifies log options as a bit mask. The bit flag, 0x0001, appends information to the existing log file, if any.

MultiThread=0|1
Specifies whether IDMS Server processes ODBC connections or multiple threads concurrently. A setting of 1
enables multithreaded access, a setting of 0 disables it. The default is 1.

Path=path_name
Specifies the directory where files used by IDMS Server are installed.

QueryTimeout
Specifies the default reply timeout for SQL requests which use a Java Statement object when using the JDBC
driver.

SSLCertDir=certificate_directory_name
Specifies the name of the certificate directory. This directory can contain individual certificates (in PEM format),
and is searched for the resolution of signing certificates.

SSLClientCert=client_certificate_file_name
Specifies the fully qualified name of the client certificate file. This file is typically generated on the mainframe
and transmitted to the Windows client. Use of this field is optional. A client certificate is only needed if client
authentication is required for all SSL connections. All certificate files must be in PEM format.

SSLPassword=client_certificate_password
Identifies the password used for the client certificate. This is an optional field and is only necessary when a client
certificate is specified. The SSLPassword field is encrypted before it is written to the registry. Users should not
attempt to modify this field outside of the IDMS ODBC Administrator application.

SSLServer Cert=server_certificate_file_name
Specifies the fully qualified name of the client certificate file. This file is typically generated on the mainframe
and transmitted to the Windows client. Use of this field is optional. A client certificate is only needed if client
authentication is required for all SSL connections. All certificate files must be in PEM format.
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XxxxTrace=integer_value
Specifies the flag bits used to control tracing. Technical Support uses these trace flags to resolve IDMS Server
problems. The integer_value must be in the range of 0, which signifies all options off, to 65535, which signifies all
options on. This value can be specified as a decimal or hexadecimal integer.

WaitTimeOut
Specifies the default system reply timeout for the JDBC driver.

Descriptions of the individual bit flags are as follows:

• CmTrace (IDMSTD0D.DLL):
– 0x0001 // trace CCI and internal function calls
– 0x0002 // elapsed CCI call timings

• DnsTrace (IDMSTD0D.DLL):
– 0x0010 // snap unconverted send data
– 0x0020 // snap converted send data
– 0x0040 // snap received data
– 0x0080 // snap converted received

• DtsTrace (IDMSTD0D.DLL):
– 0x0002 // trace external calls
– 0x0004 // trace events
– 0x0008 // trace events
– 0x0010 // snap user data arrays
– 0x0020 // trace events
– 0x0040 // snap PCE
– 0x0080 // snap LCE

• FdeTrace (IDMSFDE.DLL):
– 0x0001 // trace external generate calls (for precompiler)
– 0x0002 // trace external convert calls
– 0x0004 // trace external ASCII-EBCDIC conversion calls
– 0x0010 // trace internal calls
– 0x0100 // snap format descriptors
– 0x1000 // snap input (unconverted) data
– 0x2000 // snap output (converted) data

• JcliTrace (IDMSJCLI.DLL):
– 0x0001 // trace internal function calls
– 0x0002 // time all socket sends/recvs
– 0x0004 // trace all socket calls
– 0x0008 // trace ssl calls
– 0x0010 // snap all send & receive buffs
– 0x0020 // snap conversion functions
– 0x0040 // Snap SSL packets

• JdbcTrace (ca.idms.*) -- Any non-zero value enables tracing
• OdbcTrace (IDMSODBC.DLL):
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– 0x0002 // Trace internal functions
– 0x0004 // Trace function parms
– 0x0008 // Trace thread locks
– 0x0010 // Snap SQL syntax
– 0x0100 // Snap environment block
– 0x0200 // Snap connection block
– 0x0400 // Snap statement block
– 0x0800 // Snap SQLDA

• SqlTrace ( IDMSQCLI.DLL):
– 0x0002 // Time SQL calls
– 0x0004 // Snap SQL SQLSID
– 0x0008 // Snap SQL DSICB
– 0x0010 // Snap SQL SQLCA
– 0x0020 // Snap SQL SQLCIB
– 0x0040 // Snap SQL SQLPIB
– 0x0080 // Snap SQL parm buffer
– 0x0100 // Snap SQL tuple buffer
– 0x0200 // Snap SQL input SQLDA
– 0x0400 // Snap SQL output SQLDA
– 0x0800 // Snap SQL syntax string
– 0x4000 // Trace server calls
– 0x8000 // Snap server interface blocks

• UtilTrace (IDMSUTIL.DLL):
– 0x0001 // Trace external calls
– 0x0002 // Trace internal calls
– 0x0004 // Trace DllEntry calls

NOTE
The ODBC Administrator is usually used to enable and disable tracing. Because tracing can add overhead and
affect performance, it should be disabled under normal circumstances.

Proxy

The Proxy subkey contains information used to configure the JDBC server, and has the following values:

Value Name Value
Backlog integer_value

ClientAuth 0|1
Encoding character _encoding_name

Host host_name

LogLevel integer_value

LogTrace integer_value

Port integer_value

RemoteHost host_name

RemotePort integer_value

RemoteSSL 0|1
ReplyTimeOut integer_value
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Snap 0|1
SocketTimeOut integer_value

SSL 0|1
Trace 0|1
Unicode 0|1
WaitTimeOut integer_value

Values

Backlog=integer_value
Specifies the maximum length of the listener queue. When this is exceeded, connections are refused. This is not
the maximum number of client connections that can be supported. The default is 50.

ClientAuth=0|1
Enables client authentication when the JDBC driver connects to this proxy server using SSL.

Encoding=character_encoding_name
Specifies the character encoding that the JDBC server requests the JDBC driver to use when sending and
receiving character data. If not specified, the default encoding for the JVM is requested. The character encoding
class must be accessible to the JDBC driver when invoked by the client application or applet.

Host=host_name
Specifies the DNS name or IP address the JDBC binds to when listening for client connection requests. This can
be used to force the JDBC server to listen for connection requests on a specific TCP/IP protocol stack on a multi-
homed host (a machine with multiple TCP/IP stacks). The default is to listen on all available stacks.

LogLevel=integer_value
Specifies the level of messages sent to the Windows Event Log.

• 0 -- Disable messages
• 4 -- Error messages
• 6 -- Warning messages
• 8 -- Information messages, including start and stop events. This is the default.
• 10 -- Verbose information messages, including client start and stop events.
• 12 -- Debugging messages, not including general trace output.

LogTrace=integer_value
Specifies the level of log messages sent to the trace file. Options are identical to LogLevel options.

Port=integer_value
The IP port the JDBC server listens on for connection requests. The default value is 3709.

RemoteHost=host_name
(Optional) Specifies the DNS name or IP address of an IDMS system (r16 SP2 or later), or another JDBC server
used to forward packets to the IDMS system.

RemotePort=integer_value
Specifies the IP port address of the remote host. If used, the default value is 3709.

RemoteSSL=0|1
Enables SSL when communicating with another proxy server.

ReplyTimeOut=integer_value
Specifies the number of seconds the JDBC server will wait for a response from the IDMS system. The default, 0,
causes the JDBC server to wait indefinitely.
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Snap=0|1
Enables display of data buffers sent and received in the log file.

SocketTimeOut=integer_value
Specifies the number of seconds the JDBC server waits, or blocks when reading data from a socket. While a
socket is being read, the thread is blocked, and is not able to recognize an event that stops the thread. When this
interval expires, the thread checks if the JDBC server is still running, and, if so, issues another read on the socket.
It continues until the wait or reply timeout has expired. A high value reduces JDBC server overhead. A low value
allows the server to respond to shutdown events more quickly. Setting this to 0 causes the thread to block forever,
and is not recommended. The default is 60 seconds.

SSL=0|1
Enables Secure Socket Layer (SSL) connections between this proxy server and a JDBC driver client.

Trace=0|1
Enables tracing of internal function calls. Output is written to the log file.

Unicode=0|1
Enables the use of Unicode for character encoding when the JDBC driver is unable to use the requested
encoding. The default value, 0, specifies the use of UTF-8, which is supported by all Java platforms.

WaitTimeOut=integer_value
Specifies the number of seconds the JDBC server will wait for a request from the JDBC driver. The default, 0,
causes the JDBC server to wait indefinitely.

HKEY_CURRENT_USER Software ODBC ODBC.INI

This section contains information on user data sources available only to the currently signed-on users of the system.

Use the ODBC Administrator to maintain this information. The structure of the information under this key is the same as
the ODBC.INI sub-key of HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE.

HKEY_CURRENT_USER Software CA IDMS Server

This section contains information on user servers available only to the currently signed-on users of the system. The
following sub-keys can be contained within this key:

Servers
Associates a server name with an ODBC driver name.

Server server_name
Defines each server's database access path information.
The structure of the information under these keys is the same as system servers defined as sub-keys of
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE.

Use the JDBC Server on Windows

The JDBC server is installed automatically when the JDBC driver is installed and when using applets must be installed on
the same machine as the web server.

The URL used by the applet or other client application identifies the address of the JDBC server. An ODBC data source
included in the URL must be a system data source to be recognized by the JDBC server.

NOTE
For a description of the URL recognized by the JDBC driver, see the section "JDBC Programmer Reference."

The Windows version of the JDBC server service wrapper, jsrv.exe, is installed in the Java\bin\Win32 subdirectory.
This version invokes the JVM using the Java command (as provided by the JRE or Java Development Kit (JDK) from
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Sun Microsystems). Configuration settings are maintained in the registry, and can be updated using the IDMS ODBC
Administrator.

You can start and stop the JDBC server from the IDMS Server submenu, which you access from your Start menu.

The Windows version of the JDBC server is controlled like the z/OS and Linux versions. A batch file, jsrv.bat, is installed
in the Java\bin subdirectory. This batch file sets the classpath to the idmsjdbc.jar file, and should be run from the Java
directory, using one of the following commands:

jsrv start
Starts the JDBC server as a background process

jsrv stop
Stops the JDBC server

jsrv suspend
Suspends the JDBC server

jsrv resume
Resumes the JDBC server

jsrv status
Checks the JDBC server status

jsrv debug
Starts the JDBC server as a foreground process

The NT Service version of the JDBC server is no longer supported because it requires the Microsoft Java VM, which is not
compatible with newer versions of Java.

Note: For more information, see Control the JDBC Server. For more detailed command information, see Use the JDBC
Driver.

Use the Client on z/OS
This section describes how to use IDMS Server in the Unix System Services environment on z/OS. IDMS Server supports
JDBC-enabled applications running in the USS environment and client applications running on other platforms.

The JDBC driver always runs on the same platform as the client application. Applications running on z/OS use the JDBC
driver on z/OS. The Type 2 JDBC driver uses the native SQL client interface to access the IDMS system through CAICCI/
ENF. The Type 4 JDBC driver uses TCP/IP to communicate directly with IDMS r16 SP2 or later.

Remote client applications use a local (from the application's point of view) copy of the JDBC driver, which uses TCP/IP to
communicate with the JDBC server on z/OS. The JDBC server acts as a proxy server, calling the native client interface on
behalf of the Type 3 JDBC driver. Remote applications can also use the Type 4 JDBC driver to connect directly to IDMS
r16 SP2 or later.

WARNING
Applications running on z/OS do not need the JDBC server to communicate with an IDMS system.

Configuring Applications to Use IDMS Server

JDBC-enabled applications running on z/OS must be able to find the IDMS Server executable files, which include both
Java classes and native DLLs. The PATH, LIBPATH, and CLASSPATH environment variables provide this information.

JDBC-enabled applets and applications running on other platforms need only the JDBC driver. The native DLLs are not
used on the remote system. The JDBC Driver, idmsjdbc.jar, can be downloaded from the web server with the applet, or
can be installed in a directory named in the CLASSPATH environment variable on the remote system.

Note: For more information, see the section "Using the Java Client."
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You can specify settings used by the JDBC driver and JDBC server in the caidms.properties file, which has the same
format on all platforms. This includes many settings in the Options section, and all settings in the Proxy section. Options
used by the native libraries must be specified in the configuration file. See the section "Properties File Information" for
more information.

For an applet to use the JDBC driver, the classes must be accessible to web pages accessed from the web server. These
classes are installed in a standard Java archive file, idmsjdbc.jar. The subdirectory containing this file should be defined to
the web server. For the IBM HTTP Server, an entry similar to the following can be added to the httpd.conf file:

pass /idmsdir /idmsdir/lib

Note: For more information about setting the required environment variables and defining data sources, see the section
"Configuring the Client on z/OS." For information about the URL format, DriverPropertyInfo objects, and DataSource
objects used by the JDBC driver, see the section "JDBC Programmer Reference."

Control the JDBC Server

Use the JDBC Service wrapper to control the JDBC server with batch jobs or shell commands. Four batch jobs are
included in the sampjcl sub-directory of the IDMS Server HFS (referred to as /idmsdir):

jsrvstrt
Starts the JDBC server

jsrvstop
Stops the JDBC server

jsrvsusp
Suspends the JDBC server

jsrvresu
Resumes the JDBC server

These files can be customized and copied to an MVS PDS to facilitate job submission from MVS.

These jobs use BPXBATCH to run the corresponding shell scripts. The JDBC server process inherits the CPU time limit
from the job that runs BPXBATCH to start it (member JSRVSTRT in the /sampjcl sub-directory). Set the CLASS and TIME
parameters appropriately for the length of time that you plan to keep the JDBC server running.

Each example job is coded so that the PARM parameter of the EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH statement specifies "nohup" and
"& sleep 1." For more information, refer to the user section in the IBM documentation for z/OS UNIX System Services.

You can control the JDBC server with shell commands in the following format:

jsrv <command> [<jsrv options>] [-jvm] [<java options>]

The following commands are used to control the JDBC server:

jsrv start
Starts the JDBC server as a background process

jsrv stop
Stops the JDBC server

jsrv suspend
Suspends the JDBC server

jsrv resume
Resumes the JDBC server

jsrv status
Checks the JDBC server status
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jsrv debug
Starts the JDBC server as a foreground process

jsrv usage
Displays usage information

These commands are designed to run from the home directory of the IDMS Server installation and therefore must
be prefixed with "bin/", such as bin/jsrv start. The commands invoke a shell script that sets the required environment
variables (described earlier in the section "Configuring the Client on z/OS") and runs the JDBC server service wrapper.
The service wrapper starts the Java VM and passes control to the JDBC server entry point. You can also enter the
commands in the following form: jsrv.start, jsrv.stop, and so on.

You can override the run-time options from the configuration file by specifying them on the command line.

All options that follow "-jvm" are passed unchanged to the Java VM to allow specification of Java tuning and debugging
options.

When started in normal mode, the JDBC server forks a new process and detaches from the terminal. All tracing and
debugging is written to the log file specified in the configuration file. When started in debug mode, the JDBC server runs
in the foreground and stays attached to the terminal. Pressing Enter shuts down the JDBC server. Tracing output can be
displayed on the terminal, redirected to the standard output, or written to the trace file. Messages to the system log can
also be echoed on the standard output.

NOTE
For detailed information about the command line options, see Use the JDBC Server.

Monitor the JDBC Server

The JDBC server sends status messages to the system log or operator console. These messages have a standard
format to facilitate monitoring with Common Components and Services and other system management products. These
messages are identified by message number, which conforms to the standard z/OS message format, PPPNNNNS as
follows:

PPP
Specifies a product-specific prefix, such as "UJS."

NNNN
Specifies a message number, such as "0000-9999."

S
Specifies the severity level. The following are valid values:

• E (Error)
• W (Warning)
• I (Information)
• D (Debugging)

The destination and level of messages written are controlled by settings in the configuration file.

Messages sent include the following:
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• UJS0001I - Server started
• UJS0002I - Server stopped
• UJS0003D - Server stopping
• UJS0004D - Server waiting for connection
• UJS0005I - Server suspended
• UJS0006I - Server resumed
• UJS0101I - Client thread started
• UJS0102I - Client thread stopped
• UJS0103D - Client thread stopping
• UJS0104I - Client thread to remote server
• UJS0105D - Client thread loaded class
• UJS0200E - General error
• UJS0201E - Socket I/O error
• UJS0202E - Packet protocol error

Because the message text can include additional information, only the message number should be used to identify
specific events

Note: For more information, see the section "Configuration File Information."

ODBC Programmer Reference
The ODBC interface allows a Windows application to access different databases using SQL, without specifically targeting
any particular database. A module that is called an ODBC driver is used to link an application to a specific database.

The ODBC interface was developed by Microsoft and is aligned closely with the international-standard ISO Call-Level
Interface.

NOTE

ODBC functions can only be called directly when connected directly to ODBC. You must use an interface that
provides access to the ODBC connection and statement handles that is allocated for your program to call ODBC
functions. The Microsoft ODBC.NET Managed Provider does not provide access to these handles. Applications
that use ODBC.NET Managed Provider cannot call ODBC functions directly.

Debugging User Sessions

IDMS Server writes messages to the log file specified on the Log and Trace Options tab of the IDMS Server Option ODBC
Administrator dialog. These messages relay the status of the PC-to-mainframe database connection. Common messages
relate to a user authorization to sign on to the database, CCI timeouts, and unsuccessful connections because the CV is
down.

Error Messages

Error messages that are returned by the ODBC driver have one of the following formats, depending on the component in
which the error is detected:

 [CA][IDMS ODBC Driver]Message text...

 

Or

 [CA][IDMS ODBC Driver][IDMS]Message text...
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The ODBC driver generates the first type of message when it detects an error condition. The second type of message is
generated as a result of an error that is detected within the ODBC data source, which includes CAICCI, the CV, and the
network components.

ODBC Conformance Levels

IDMS Server conforms to the ODBC 3.5 standard. It also provides the functions defined in the ODBC 2.5 specification to
continue support for older applications.

Unless otherwise noted, all descriptions of ODBC in this document refer to ODBC 3.5. Microsoft ODBC documentation
specifies ODBC conformance in two areas: ODBC API conformance and ODBC SQL conformance. A driver must support
all functionality in a conformance level in order to claim conformance to that level, but is not restricted from supporting
some of the functionality of higher levels. ODBC defines functions that allow an application to determine the functionality
supported by a driver in detail, including the API and SQL conformance levels, specific API function, data type, and scalar
function support.

API Conformance Levels

The ODBC 3.5 API includes three conformance levels:

Core API
The Core API provides the minimum services to support dynamic SQL, including connection establishment and
termination, SQL statement execution, retrieval of results, and transaction control. The features in the Core level
correspond to those defined in the ISO CLI specification and to the non-optional features defined in the X/Open
CLI specification.

Level 1
Supports Core functionality plus an extended set of features.

Level 2
Supports Core API and Level 1 functionality, as well as an extended set of features.

The conformance of an ODBC driver is based on its ability to support functions, descriptor fields, and attributes of
statement and connection objects. For more information, see the ODBC Programmer's Section, available from Microsoft.

Core API

The IDMS Server ODBC driver supports all Core 3.5 API functions, descriptor fields and statement attributes. It supports
all connection attributes with the exception of the following:

SQL_ATTR_TRANSLATE_LIB

Level 1 API

The IDMS Server ODBC driver supports the following Level 1 API functions, descriptor fields and attributes.

Functions:

• SQLMoreResults
• SQLPrimaryKeys
• SQLProcedureColumns
• SQLProcedures

Descriptor Fields:
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• SQL_DESC_BASE_TABLE_NAME
• SQL_DESC_ROWVER
• SQL_DESC_SCHEMA_NAME
• SQL_DESC_TABLE_NAME

Connection Attributes:

• SQL_ATTR_AUTOCOMMIT
• SQL_ATTR_TXN_ISOLATION

Statement Attributes:

• SQL_ATTR_MAX_LENGTH
• SQL_ATTR_MAX_ROWS
• SQL_ATTR_ROW_OPERATION_PTR

Level 2 API

The IDMS Server ODBC driver supports the following Level 2 API functions, descriptor fields and attributes.

• Functions:SQLDescribeParam
• SQLForeignKeys

Descriptor Fields:

• SQL_DESC_LABEL
• SQL_DESC_PARAMETER_TYPE

Connection Attributes:

• SQL_ATTR_CONNECTION_TIMEOUT
• SQL_ATTR_LOGIN TIMEOUT

Statement Attributes:

• SQL_ATTR_CONCURRENCY
• SQL_ATTR_ENABLE_AUTO_IPD
• SQL_ATTR_QUERY_TIMEOUT

SQL Conformance Levels

ODBC 3.5 defines a minimum SQL grammar, which is a subset of the entry level of the ISO/IEC 9075 (or ANSI
X3.135-1992) standard, commonly referred to as SQL-92. ODBC drivers must support at least this minimum grammar. A
driver and its underlying DBMS may also implement additional features to comply with conformance levels of the SQL-92
standard itself: entry, intermediate or full. Applications can query a driver's capabilities using the SQLGetInfo function.

IDMS Server conforms to the SQL-92 entry level, but also supports some higher-level features as well. For more
information, refer to Appendix A of the IDMS SQL Reference Section.
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In some instances, IDMS SQL syntax differs from the SQL-92 standard, as shown in the following table.

SQL Statement Comments
CREATE TABLE clauses: DEFAULT -- IDMS supports WITH DEFAULT, and allows default

values of NULL, 0, or blank.
UNIQUE -- IDMS does not support specification of uniqueness
constraints at column or table level. A unique index can be defined
to provide the same effect.
PRIMARY KEY -- IDMS does not support specification of a
primary key at column or table level. A unique index can be
defined to provide the same effect.
REFERENCES -- IDMS does not support specification of
referential constraints on the CREATE TABLE statement, at
column or table level. CREATE CONSTRAINT statement can be
used to define referential constraints.
CHECK -- IDMS does not support specification of CHECK
constraints at column level. CHECK constraints can be specified
at table level.

DROP TABLE RESTRICT -- IDMS supports CASCADE, but does not support
the RESTRICT keyword. The absence of CASCADE implies
RESTRICT.

GRANT UPDATE (column-list) REFERENCES (column-list) IDMS does not support column level security. IDMS driver
removes the column list and grants UPDATE to all columns of the
table.

REVOKE CASCADE/RESTRICT -- IDMS does not support the CASCADE
and RESTRICT options on REVOKE.

IDMS supports:

ISO/IEA/ANSI standard outer join syntax beginning with r17; prior to this outer joins were supported only with the IDMS
proprietary PRESERVE parameter. If an outer join is coded within an escape sequence, the ODBC driver converts the
escape sequence to spaces and pass the statement unchanged to IDMS. Scalar functions in escape sequences are
supported in the same manner. SQL statements submitted in batch jobs are not supported.

IDMS supports data types that map to all ODBC data types.

Code Page Support

The Type 4 JDBC driver performs all data conversion on the client platform, using the character converter classes
provided by the Java Runtime Environment (JRE).

The JRE includes converter classes for most of the character encodings in use around the world. However, by default,
the JRE installer installs only European language support on machines that support only European languages. The
mainframe encodings based on EBCDIC, such as Cp037, are not included.

The JDBC driver includes built-in support for Cp037 and Cp1047. For other mainframe character sets, include the
complete set of character encodings when installing the JRE by selecting the Custom option and then Support for
Additional Languages.

This is generally not necessary when using the JRE included with the Java Software Development Kit (JDK), which
includes charsets.jar.
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SQL Database Type Mapping Between ODBC and IDMS

The following tables describe how ODBC data types map to IDMS database data types. The tables organize the data
types by SQL conformance level. You can also use the SQLGetTypeInfo ODBC function to return detailed information on
the mapping of ODBC and IDMS data types.

IDMS to ODBC Data Type Mapping

The following chart shows how IDMS data types map to ODBC data types:

IDMS Data Type ODBC Data Type

BINARY SQL_BINARY

CHAR SQL_CHAR

CHARACTER VARYING (VARCHAR synonym) SQL_VARCHAR

DATE SQL_TYPE_DATE

DECIMAL SQL_DECIMAL

DOUBLE PRECISION* SQL_DOUBLE

FLOAT* SQL_FLOAT

GRAPHIC (DBCS Disabled) SQL_BINARY

GRAPHIC (DBCS Enabled) CAID_GRAPHIC

INTEGER SQL_INTEGER

LONGINT SQL_BIGINT

NUMERIC SQL_NUMERIC

REAL* SQL_REAL

SMALLINT SQL_SMALLINT

TIME SQL_TYPE_TIME

TIMESTAMP SQL_TYPE_TIMESTAMP

UNSIGNED DECIMAL SQL_DECIMAL

UNSIGNED NUMERIC SQL_NUMERIC

VARCHAR SQL_VARCHAR

VARGRAPHIC (DBCS Enabled) CAID_VARGRAPHIC

VARGRAPHIC (DBCS Disabled) SQL_BINARY

NOTE
* Floating point conversion subject to rounding errors due to format differences.

ODBC to IDMS Data Type Mapping

The following chart shows how ODBC data types map to IDMS data types:

ODBC Data Type IDMS Data Type

CAID_GRAPHIC - DBCS Enabled GRAPHIC

CAID_VARGRAPHIC - DBCS Enabled VARGRAPHIC

SQL_BINARY BINARY
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SQL_LONGVARBINARY BINARY

SQL_CHAR CHAR

SQL_TYPE_DATE DATE

SQL_DECIMAL DECIMAL

SQL_DOUBLE DOUBLE PRECISION

SQL_FLOAT* DOUBLE PRECISION

SQL_GUID CHAR

SQL_REAL* REAL

SQL_INTEGER INTEGER

SQL_BIGINT LONGINT

SQL_NUMERIC NUMERIC

SQL_BIT SMALLINT

SQL_SMALLINT SMALLINT

SQL_TINYINT SMALLINT

SQL_TYPE_TIME TIME

SQL_TYPE_TIMESTAMP TIMESTAMP

SQL_LONGVARCHAR VARCHAR

SQL_VARCHAR VARCHAR

All Interval Types CHAR

NOTE
Floating point conversion subject to rounding errors due to format differences.

Driver-Specific Data Types

When DBCS processing is enabled, the IDMS GRAPHIC and VARGRAPHIC data types are mapped to driver-specific
ODBC SQL data types, as allowed by the ODBC 3.5 specification. These types are defined as CAID_GRAPHIC and
CAID_VARGRAPHIC in the CAIDOOPT.H header file which is installed in the IDMS Server directory. These data types are
returned by SQLColumns, SQLDescribeCol, and SQLColAttributes, and they should be used with SQLBindParameter to
define input parameters for GRAPHIC and VARGRAPHIC columns.

Since most applications are not specifically designed to handle DBCS data as defined by IDMS, these types are treated in
the same manner as SQL_CHAR and SQL_VARCHAR. The default C type for both is SQL_C_CHAR, and the precision is
specified in bytes.

NOTE
The length on IDMS is specified in DBCS characters, which is half the precision specified using the ODBC
driver.

When DBCS is not enabled, GRAPHIC and VARGRAPHIC are both mapped to SQL_BINARY, with a default C type of
SQL_C_BINARY and precision equal to the length in bytes.

SQLDriverConnect Connection String Format

IDMS Server supports additional keywords for the SQLDriverConnect connection string.

The connection string takes one of the following forms:
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DSN=data_source_name;[;attribute=value[;attribute=value]...]

DRIVER={CA-IDMS}[;attribute=value[;attribute=value]...]

Supported Attribute Keywords and Attribute Values

The following table provides a summary of the connection string attribute keywords and attribute values supported on the
SQLDriverConnect function. This table includes both the keywords defined as part of the Microsoft ODBC specification
and those defined as extensions for IDMS Server. These keywords correspond to the fields in the DriverConnect dialogs
as well as to the information used to define data sources and servers in the ODBC Administrator.

Keyword Defined By Attribute Value

DSN Microsoft Data source name

DRIVER Microsoft Driver name (cannot use with DSN)

DICT CA Dictionary name (use with DRIVER only)

NODE CA Node name (use with DRIVER only)

TASK CA Alternate task code (use with DRIVER only)

UID Microsoft User ID

PWD Microsoft Password

ACCT CA Account information, if used

CCINAME CA CAICCI host server name or IP address
(optional, use with DRIVER only). Presence
of this option dictates the use of the 'CCI'
communications protocol. Either an IPv4 or
an IPv6 address can be specified.

CCIPORT CA CAICCI host server port (optional, use with
DRIVER only). This option is required when
the CCINAME option is specified.

WAIT CA CAICCI reply wait timeout (optional, use
with DRIVER only)

HOST CA DNS host name or IP address of the target
IDMS CV (optional, use with DRIVER only).
Presence of this option dictates the use
of the 'IDMS' communications protocol.
Either an IPv4 or an IPv6 address can be
specified.

PORT CA TCPIP port number of the IDMSJSRV
listener (optional, use with DRIVER only).
This option is required when the HOST
option is specified.

SSL CA Secure Sockets Layer indicator (optional,
use with DRIVER only)

PROGRAM CA Program name (optional, use with DRIVER
only)

The following is an example of a connection string for IDMS Server:
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DSN=CA IDMS database;UID=JELKA01;PWD=XYZZY;ACCT=R45-87

NOTE
For more information, see the following:

Microsoft ODBC Programmer's Reference for more information on calling the SQLDriverConnect function.

• Online help and the section "Using the Client on Windows" for more information on the DriverConnect dialog.
• The section "Configuring the Client on Windows" for more information on attribute values.

Driver-Specific Connection and Statement Attributes

The ODBC options that can be specified for a data source using the ODBC Administrator can also be specified during
program execution using SQLSetConnectAttr and SQLSetStmtAttr.

You can use SQLSetConnectAttr to set the External Identity when connected to IDMS with the IDMS wire protocol. The
External Identity is sent to IDMS when the next transaction starts if it has changed.

These options and their values are defined in IDMSATTR.H, installed in the IDMS Server directory.

Bulk Insert Support

IDMS Server supports the ODBC 3.5 Core and Level 1 API functions listed in the API Conformance Levels section earlier
in this section. The functions SQLSetStmtAttr and SQLMoreResults can be used to facilitate Bulk Inserts. To ensure that
the ODBC driver takes advantage of the IDMS INSERT…BULK feature, use parameter markers ('?') in the VALUES
clause of the INSERT statement. Do not use a combination of parameter markers and constant values.

Retrieving Network Set Information

You can use the SQLExecuteDirect function with the following syntax to return information on network sets used to join
network records accessed as SQL tables.

$SETS owner  table  table

The parameters are as follows:

owner
Specifies the name of the SQL schema containing the names of the dictionary and network schema where the
records are defined. This value applies to all tables and appears to the ODBC application as the TABLE_OWNER
returned by SQLTables.

table
Specifies the name of a record in the network schema. Enter from zero to two table arguments. Each table
argument must be unique and must be defined in the same network schema. This value appears to the ODBC
application as the TABLE_NAME returned by SQLTables.

The owner and table name arguments are case-sensitive. The following list identifies the contents of the result set, which
depends on what you specify for the table arguments:

• If you specify no table arguments, the result set contains a list of all sets in the network schema referenced by owner
• If you specify one table argument, the result set contains a list of all sets in the network schema referenced by owner in

which table is either the owner or a member
• If you specify two table arguments, the result set contains a list of all sets in the network schema referenced by owner

between the two tables, where either is the owner or member
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The result columns are described in the following table. All columns are defined as VARCHAR(18):

SET_NAME
Network set name

SCHEMA_NAME
SQL schema name (ODBC owner)

OWNER_NAME
Network owner record name (ODBC table)

MEMBER_NAME
Network owner record name (ODBC table)

Procedures (ODBC)

Contents

IDMS supports procedures and table procedures. IDMS procedures are used like procedures supported by other data
bases. A table procedure is an IDMS extension that is used like a table.

Using Procedures

An application uses the SQL CALL statement to invoke a procedure.

Get Procedure Metadata

The application can get information on procedures using the following functions:

SQLGetInfo
Returns information on how IDMS supports procedures:

• SQL_ACCESSIBLE_PROCEDURES - The result is "Y" for for IDMS r15.0 or later.
• SQL_BATCH_SUPPORT - The result includes the BS_SELECT_PROC bit when connected to an r17, or

later IDMS CV, to indicate that procedures can include statements that return result sets. Note that the result
also includes the BS_ROW_COUNT_PROC bit when connected to an r15, or later IDMS CV, to indicate that
procedures can include statements that return row counts.

• SQL_BATCH_ROW_COUNT - The result must be 0 to indicate that row counts are not returned to the calling
application for procedure invocations.

SQLProcedures
Gets a list of the procedures defined in the SQL catalog.
The PROCEDURE_TYPE column in the result set is always SQL_PT_PROCEDURE, which indicates that the
procedure does not return a value.
The result set includes 3 additional columns, which are partially defined by ODBC, but "reserved for future use":

Name Number Type
NUM_INPUT_PARMS 4 SMALLINT
NUM_OUTPUT_PARMS 5 SMALLINT
NUM_RESULT_SETS 6 SMALLINT

The NUM_RESULT_SETS column indicates the maximum number of result sets that can be returned from a procedure.

SQLProcedureColumns
Gets the parameter descriptions for one or more procedures from the SQL catalog. The COLUMN_TYPE for all
parameters is SQL_PARAM_INPUT_OUTPUT.
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Prepare the Statement

The application uses the SQLPrepare function to specify the SQL CALL statement to the ODBC driver. The driver
converts the standard ODBC escape sequence to IDMS format.

Get Parameter Descriptions

The application can use the SQLNumParams and SQLDescribeParam or SQL GetDescriptor functions to determine the
type and size of each input parameter for a prepared CALL statement.

Bind Parameters

The application uses the SQLBindParameter or SQLSetDescriptor functions to specify the type and buffer for
each parameter. Even though all parameters are actually SQL_PARAM_INPUT_OUTPUT, the driver allows an
application to bind the parameters as SQL_PARAM_INPUT or SQL_PARAM_OUTPUT. If a parameter is bound as
SQL_PARAM_INPUT or SQL_PARAM_INPUT_OUTPUT, the buffer must contain the input value or NULL when the
statement is executed. If a parameter is bound as SQL_PARAM_OUTPUT the driver assumes a NULL value.

Execute the Statement

The application uses SQLExecute to execute the CALL statement. The driver OPENs a cursor for the internal result set
used to return output parameters and issues a FETCH to return the first row. Note that this is the only row in the result
set for procedures. The driver returns output parameter values into the buffers specified by SQLBindParameter. If the
procedure returned one or more result sets, the driver opens a received cursor on the first one.

Get the Results

NOTE
IDMS r17, or later, supports procedures that return result sets. The application uses the following functions to
navigate though any returned result sets:

SQLNumResultCols
This function can be used to determine if a procedure returned one or more result sets. After the statement that
calls a procedure is executed the function returns the number of columns in the first result set (not the number of
output parameters). If there are no returned result sets it returns 0. After SQLGetMoreResults is called it returns
the number of columns in the current result set.

SQLMoreResults
Closes the current returned result set and opens the next result set returned by the procedure, if any.

NOTE
The application uses the normal result set functions to retrieve the column data values.

Using Named Parameters

ODBC applications can use the parameter names defined in the IDMS CREATE PROCEDURE statement when binding
parameter values. This technique simplifies parameter binding for procedures with large numbers of parameters,
particularly if default values can be used.

The named parameter feature for ODBC is used differently than it is usedfor JDBC because of ODBC use of structures
known as descriptors. An application must first bind a data buffer to a parameter marker ('?') in the SQL string using
an ordinal index. This process creates an implementation parameter descriptor (IPD). The parameter name can then
be set in the IPD to provide the correlation between the IPD and the parameter in the IDMS procedure. Because of
this correlation, named parameters do not have to be bound in any particular order, and a parameter can be skipped
completely if an acceptable default value has been defined in the procedure.

An application uses the following functions for named parameters:
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SQLPrepare
Prepares the SQL CALL statement with one or more parameter markers.

SQLBindParameter
Binds a data buffer and data type information associated with a parameter marker.

SQLGetStmtAttr
Obtains the handle for the IPD associated with a bound parameter.

SQLSetDescField
Sets the SQL_DESC_NAME field in an IPD with the appropriate parameter name from the CREATE
PROCEDURE statement.

SQLExecute
Calls the procedure and returns output values.

NOTE
Note that attempting mix unnamed ordinal parameters with named parameters causes an error. If automatic IPD
population is used by the application, the IPDs is already in the order of the parameters specified in the CREATE
PROCEDURE statement, and named parameters are ignored. Automatic IPD population is enabled by calling
SQLSetConnectAttr to set SQL_ATTR_ENABLE_AUTO_IPD to SQL_TRUE. This feature is commonly used by
ad-hoc query tools for determining parameter metadata.

NOTE
For more information, see the Microsoft's ODBC Programmer's Section.

Using Table Procedures

An application normally uses a table procedure as if it were a table or view, by executing SQL SELECT, INSERT,
UPDATE, and DELETE statements. The effect of these statements depends on how the table procedure is implemented.
If an application uses a CALL statement to invoke a table procedure, only the first row of the result set is returned. You
can alter this behavior if required for compatibility with an existing application.

Catalog Data

Both types of procedures are represented as rows in the SYSTEM.TABLE catalog table. The default
SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_PROCS view returns only procedures defined with the CREATE PROCEDURE syntax (table type
= 'R'). You can customize the view to return table procedures by modifying the filter clause to include type 'P' as well as
type 'R'.

Describe Input

Contents

The ODBC driver supports DESCRIBE INPUT for prepared statements when connected to an IDMS r14.0 or later system.
The driver supports delayed parameter binding, which allows input parameter types to be changed when a prepared
statement is re-executed without requiring that the statement be prepared again.

Using Describe Input

This feature is exposed to the application using the ODBC SQLDescribeParam function. The following is a summary of
how a user written application program uses this feature with IDMS Server and describes how the ODBC driver processes
the related ODBC APIs.
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Prepare the Statement

An application uses SQLPrepare to specify the SQL statement to the ODBC driver. The driver caches the syntax and
scans it to determine the type of command, counts parameter markers, and translates any ODBC escape sequences. To
enhance performance, it does not PREPARE the statement on the server immediately.

Get Input Parameter Descriptions

The application can use the SQLNumParams function to determine the number of input parameters. This function does
not require the driver to PREPARE the statement on the server.

The application can use the SQLDescribeParam function to determine the type and size of each input parameter. If the
server is r12.0, the driver returns the "default parameter" description, usually VARCHAR. In this case, the driver does
not need to PREPARE the statement on the server. If the server is r14.0 or later, the driver PREPAREs the statement on
the server with the DESCRIBE INPUT option and returns the parameter description. This allows the application to get
an accurate description of the parameter. However, it may result in an additional converse with the server for a query
statement because the OPEN cannot be piggybacked onto the PREPARE until the statement is actually executed.

Bind Input Parameters

The application uses SQLBindParameter to specify the type of each parameter and the buffer that contains its value
when the statement is executed. An application would usually specify the same type attributes that were returned by
SQLDescriberParam. If a parameter's attributes are changed in a way that is incompatible with the previous definition
and the server is r12.0, the driver must PREPARE the statement again before executing it. This is transparent to the
application, but may cause an additional converse with the server. The driver does not need to PREPARE the statement
again if the server is r14.0 or later.

If the application calls the ODBC SQLDescribeParam function subsequent to SQLBindParameter, then the results
returned reflect the column definitions as they exist in the IDMS catalog, rather than that of a prior SQLBindParameter
call.

Execute the Statement

The application uses SQLExecute to cause the driver to EXECUTE the statement or OPEN the cursor for a query. If
the statement has not been PREPAREd yet, or a parameter has been changed for r12.0, the driver must PREPARE the
statement first. If the statement is a query, the driver may piggyback an OPEN on this PREPARE converse.

For r14.0 or later, the application can change the contents of bound parameter buffers and re-execute the prepared
statement repeatedly without requiring the driver to PREPARE the statement again.

IDMS discards all prepared statements when the transaction is committed. When auto commit is enabled, statements
must be prepared each time they are executed. The driver does this transparently by caching the SQL syntax. An
application can avoid this by disabling auto commit or setting the commit behavior to SQL_CB_PRESERVE, as described
for the ODBC Positioned Updates feature.

Get Output Column Descriptions

The application uses the SQLNumResultCols function to determine the number of result set columns. It uses the
SQLDescribeCol function to determine the type and size of each column in the result set.

An application usually calls these functions after executing the statement with SQLExecute or SQLExecuteDirect.

If the application calls them after SQLPrepare but before SQLExecute, the driver PREPAREs the statement on the server.
If the server is r12.0, the driver uses the default parameter type for any input parameters; otherwise, the driver uses the
DESCRIBE INPUT option. This may result in an additional converse with the server.
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Positioned Updates (ODBC)

Contents

The ODBC driver supports positioned UPDATE and DELETE commands when connected to an IDMS r14.0 or later
system. This supports a more efficient native implementation than the one implemented in the ODBC Cursor Library
supplied by Microsoft, which simulates positioned updates.

When using positioned updates, the BULK FETCH and piggybacked OPEN, CLOSE, and COMMIT optimizations are not
used because they would interfere with cursor currency.

Using Positioned Updates

The following is a summary of how a user written application program uses this feature with IDMS Server. This differs
from the description in the ODBC documentation, which actually describes how to use the ODBC cursor library to
simulate positioned updates. To ensure that the ODBC driver manager invokes the IDMS Server ODBC driver directly,
the application program should not enable the ODBC Cursor Library when using this feature. Note that it is disabled by
default.

Disable AutoCommit if Necessary

The default behavior for ODBC is to execute a COMMIT after each statement. The default behavior for IDMS is to close
any open cursors when a transaction is committed, which would allow only a single positioned update for a cursor. To
avoid this, the application must disable the automatic commit or change the IDMS commit behavior.

SQLGetInfo
The application uses this function to get SQL_CURSOR_COMMIT_BEHAVIOR. If the value is not
SQL_CB_PRESERVE, the application should disable AutoCommit.

SQLSetConnectAttr
The application uses this function to disable the SQL_AUTOCOMMIT option.

If the application does not disable the AutoCommit option at runtime, use the IDMS ODBC Administrator to set the
COMMIT BEHAVIOR option to PRESERVE CURSORS. This causes the ODBC driver to issue a COMMIT CONTINUE
when committing a transaction, which preserves cursor currency.

Set Cursor Concurrency

The application allocates a statement handle for the query statement and must set cursor concurrency to allow updates.
The default cursor concurrency is SQL_CONCUR_READ_ONLY, which causes the IDMS ODBC driver to optimize the
calls to the database for retrieval, using BULK FETCH and piggybacked CLOSE options.

SQLSetStmtAttr
The application uses this function to set the SQL_ATTR_CONCURRENCY attribute to SQL_CONCUR_LOCK.
This causes the driver to generate calls to the CV that allow the cursor to support positioned updates. If the
statement has already been prepared, it is prepared again to use the specified concurrency. If it has already been
executed, an error is returned.

Specify a Cursor Name

The application program must specify a cursor name or get a name generated by the driver.

SQLSetCursorName
The application uses this to specify an explicit cursor name. As an extension to the ODBC specification, this
function sets the cursor concurrency to SQL_CONCUR_LOCK if needed. If the statement has already been
prepared, it is prepared again to use the specified cursor name. If it has already been executed, an error is
returned.
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SQLGetCursorName
If the application has specified an explicit cursor name, this returns the application specified name. If the
application has not specified a cursor name, this returns a name generated in accordance with the ODBC
specification if cursor concurrency has been set to SQL_CONCUR_LOCK, and returns an error HY015 otherwise.
This is according to the ODBC 2.x specification; an ODBC 3.x driver always returns a cursor name. This function
can be called after the statement has been executed.

Execute the Query

The application executes an updatable query expression, using the SQLPrepare and SQLExecute or SQLExecuteDirect
functions. An updateable query has the form:

SELECT query-expression FOR UPDATE [OF column-list]

IDMS requires the FOR UPDATE clause for a positioned update; it is optional for a positioned delete. The application
program must include this clause. The ODBC driver does not scan the syntax for it and does not generate an error if the
clause is present when the cursor concurrency is set to SQL_CONCUR_READ_ONLY. See the IDMS Database SQL
Option Reference Section for detailed documentation on updateable query expressions.

The application program uses the SQLFetch function to position the cursor on the desired row. The IDMS Server ODBC
driver disables the BULK FETCH and piggybacked CLOSE optimizations to ensure that the cursor is positioned on the
row that is returned to the application.

Execute the Update

The application program allocates a second statement handle that it uses to execute the positioned UPDATE or DELETE
statement, which specifies the cursor name, as shown in the following:

• UPDATE table-name SET value-list WHERE CURRENT OF cursor-name
• DELETE FROM table-name WHERE CURRENT OF cursor-name

IDMS returns an error if no cursor name has been implicitly or explicitly specified .

Developing a Custom Conversion DLL

A custom conversion DLL replaces the DLL used by IDMS Server to handle DBCS. This DLL is dynamically loaded when
it is first used, and called for each character field sent to or received from the IDMS system. This includes SQL syntax,
input parameters, output data, and some internal control blocks.

A custom conversion DLL can be written in any language that supports the Microsoft Windows DLL calling conventions. It
must be thread safe.

API Reference

The following section describes the API that the conversion DLL must implement, and how IDMS Server uses each
function in the API.

A custom conversion DLL must implement each function described here. The function prototypes and constants are
defined in cadbcs.h, installed in the IDMS Server directory. This header file includes additional functions used by other
Broadcom products. Because IDMS Server does not use them, they are not documented here.

DBCSAlloc

 

Syntax
UINT DBCSAlloc(HANDLE * hDBCS)
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Description
Allocates the environment needed to do character conversion. This is the first call made to the conversion DLL,
which must return a handle to the environment. IDMS Server uses this handle for all subsequent calls.

Arguments

hDBCS

Buffer for environment handle.

Returns

• DBCS_SUCCESS -- Function completed successfully
• DBCS_NO_MEMORY -- Unable to allocate memory
• DBCS_INVALID_HANDLE -- hDBCS is Null

DBCSInit

 

Syntax
UINT DBCInit(HANDLE hDBCS, UNIT fType, LPSTR lpPath)

Description
Initializes the conversion environment. For real DBCS processing, this specifies particular DBCS conversion
tables. The custom conversion DLL can perform any initialization not completed in DBCSAlloc, or it can just
return.

Arguments
hDBCS

Environment handle
fType

Conversion type, 1 for a custom DLL
lpPath

Path to translation tables
Returns

• DBCS_SUCCESS -- Completed successfully
• DBCS_NO_MEMORY -- Unable to allocate memory
• DBCS_INVALID_HANDLE -- hDBCS is Null
• DBCS_TRANS_NOT_SUPPORTED
• DBCS_FILE_NOT_FOUND

SetDBCSOption

 

Syntax
UINT SetDBCSOption(HANDLE hDBCS, BYTE nOption, BOOL bFlag)

Description
Sets conversion options.

Arguments
hDBCS

Environment handle.
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nOption
Option type:

• DBCS_KATAKANA
• DBCS_NULL_TERMINATED
• DBCS_PAD_SPACES

bFlag
True to enable, False to disable

Returns

• DBCS_SUCCESS -- Completed successfully
• DBCS_NO_MEMORY -- Unable to allocate memory
• DBCS_INVALID_HANDLE -- hDBCS is Null

GetDBCSLength
Syntax

UINT GetDBCSLength(HANDLE hDBCS, LPSTR sBuffer, LPSTR nBufferLen, UINT 

    fType, UNIT * nLength)

Description
Computes the converted data length.

Arguments
hDBCS

Environment handle.
sBuffer

Input buffer
nBufferLen

Input buffer length
fType

Input data format:

• DBCS_MF (EBCDIC)
• DBCS_PC (ASCII)

nLength
Buffer for converted length

Returns

• DBCS_SUCCESS -- Completed successfully
• DBCS_NO_MEMORY -- Unable to allocate memory
• DBCS_INVALID_HANDLE -- hDBCS is Null
• DBCS_ERR_PARM -- Invalid parameter passed

DBCStoPC

 

Syntax
UINT DBCStoPC(HANDLE hDBCS, LPSTR sInBuffer, UINT nInBufferLen, LPSTR

    sOutBuffer, UINT nOutBufferLen, UINT fType, UINT * nLength)
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Description
Converts the input buffer from EBCDIC to ASCII. The caller must allocate the output buffer and provide an output
field for the converted length. Because IDMS Server always sets the DBCS_NULL_TERMINATED option to
False, the DLL should not null terminate the converted data.

Arguments
hDBCS

Environment handle
sBuffer

Input buffer
nBufferLen

Input buffer length
nInBufferLen

Input buffer length
sOutBuffer

Output buffer
nOutBufferLen

Output buffer length
fType

SQL data type:

• DBCS_CHAR (includes VARCHAR)
• DBCS_GRAPHIC (includes VARGRAPHIC)

nLength
Buffer for converted length

Returns

• DBCS_SUCCESS -- Completed successfully
• DBCS_NO_MEMORY -- Unable to allocate memory
• DBCS_INVALID_HANDLE -- hDBCS is Null
• DBCS_ERR_PARM -- Invalid parameter passed
• DBCS_TRUNCATION -- Converted data was truncated

DBCStoMF

 

Syntax
UINT DBCStoMF(HANDLE hDBCS, LPSTR sInBuffer, UINT nInBufferLen, LPSTR

    sOutBuffer, UINT nOutBufferLen, UINT fType, UINT * nLength)

Description
Converts the input buffer from ASCII to EBCDIC. The caller must allocate the output buffer and provide an output
field for the converted length. The DBCS_PAD_SPACES option indicates whether the data is fixed or variable
length. When True, the DLL should pad the converted data with spaces (in EBCDIC).

Arguments
hDBCS

Environment handle.
sBuffer

Input buffer
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nBufferLen
Input buffer length

nInBufferLen
Input buffer length

sOutBuffer
Output buffer

nOutBufferLen
Output buffer length

fType
SQL data type:

• DBCS_CHAR (includes VARCHAR)
• DBCS_GRAPHIC (includes VARGRAPHIC)

nLength
Buffer for converted length

Returns

• DBCS_SUCCESS -- Completed successfully
• DBCS_NO_MEMORY -- Unable to allocate memory
• DBCS_INVALID_HANDLE -- hDBCS is Null
• DBCS_ERR_PARM -- Invalid parameter passed
• DBCS_TRUNCATION -- Converted data was truncated

DBCSEnd

 

Syntax
UINT DBCEnd(HANDLE hDBCS)

Description
Terminates the DBCS environment. IDMS Server calls this function before unloading the DLL, which should free
all resources for the DBCS environment specified by the handle.

Arguments
hDBCS

Environment handle.
Returns

• DBCS_SUCCESS -- Completed successfully
• DBCS_INVALID_HANDLE -- hDBCS is Null
• DBCS_FREE_ERROR -- Unable to free memory

How IDMS Server Uses the API

IDMS Server calls the custom conversion DLL functions as follows:

DLL Function Description
DBCSAlloc Called before any other processing is done.
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DBCSInit Called after DBCSAlloc and before any other processing. IDMS
Server passes the DBCS type, arbitrarily set to 1, and path
specified on the IDMS International tab as parameters. These can
be ignored.

SetDBCSOption Called before DBCStoMF and DBCStoPC with the
DBCS_KATAKANA option. False when Katakana is not enabled,
and can be ignored.
Called before DBCStoPC with the DBCS_NULL_TERMINATE
option. Always False, as the ODBC driver sets the null terminator
on all character data.
Called before DBCStoPC with the DBCS_PAD_SPACES option.
This option is 1 (TRUE) when the SQL data type is CHAR, 0
(FALSE) when it is VARCHAR.

GetDBCSLength Called before DBCStoMF when the ASCII string is SQL syntax.
DBCStoPC Called for each field converted from EBCDIC to ASCII.
DBCStoMF Called for each field converted from ASCII to EBCDIC.
DBCSEnd Called before unloading the DLL.

Supported Isolation and Lock Levels
Transaction isolation is set with the SQLSetConnectOption ODBC API function. The default transaction isolation can be
set using the ODBC Administrator. The ability to set the default transaction isolation is an IDMS extension. The ODBC
driver supports the following two transaction isolation levels:

SQL_READ_COMMITTED
(Default) Corresponds to the SET TRANSACTION CURSOR STABILITY IDMS SQL Statement.

SQL_READ_UNCOMMITTED
Corresponds to the SET TRANSACTION TRANSIENT READ IDMS SQL Statement.

JDBC Programmer Reference
The JDBC interface allows Java applications to access different databases without specifically targeting any particular
database. A set of classes called a JDBC driver is used to link an application to a specific database. The JDBC interface
was developed by Sun Microsystems based on ODBC 2.5, and like ODBC, is consistent with the X/OPEN Call Level
Interface (CLI).

This section provides information useful to developers of Java applications intended to access IDMS databases. A general
familiarity with Java and JDBC is assumed.

The javadoc generated from the JDBC driver source code contains additional information on the IDMS implementation
of JDBC. This HTML format documentation is installed in the IDMS Server directory and can be accessed from the IDMS
Server menu.

JDBC Conformance

IDMS Server conforms to the JDBC 4.0 specification, which is included in Java 1.6 or later. Unless otherwise noted, all
descriptions of JDBC in this document refer to JDBC 1.6.

To be JDBC compliant, a JDBC driver must support ANSI SQL-92 Entry Level. This is consistent with ODBC 3.0. With a
few minor exceptions, IDMS conforms to the ANSI SQL-92 entry level standard. Both the ODBC and JDBC drivers pass
most SQL statements to the CV essentially unchanged, other than converting escape sequences into IDMS equivalents.
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NOTE
For more information on SQL conformance, see the section "ODBC Programmer Reference."

Database Type Mapping between JDBC and IDMS

Contents

The following tables describe how JDBC data types map to IDMS database data types. Java applications can use the
DatabaseMetaData.getTypeInfo method to return detailed information on the mapping of JDBC and IDMS data types.

IDMS to JDBC Data Type Mapping

The following chart shows how IDMS types map to JDBC data types when data is returned in a result set:

IDMS Data Type JDBC Data Type

SMALLINT SMALLINT

INTEGER INTEGER

LONGINT BIGINT

REAL REAL

FLOAT REAL (Precision < 25).

FLOAT FLOAT (Precision > 24).

DOUBLE PRECISION DOUBLE

DECIMAL DECIMAL

UNSIGNED DECIMAL DECIMAL

NUMERIC NUMERIC

UNSIGNED NUMERIC NUMERIC

CHAR CHAR

GRAPHIC CHAR (DBCS must be enabled)

VARCHAR VARCHAR

VARGRAPHIC VARCHAR (DBCS must be enabled)

BINARY BINARY

DATE DATE

TIME TIME

TIMESTAMP TIMESTAMP

JDBC to IDMS Data Type Mapping

The following chart shows how JDBC data types map to IDMS types when a parameter value is set.

JDBC Data Type IDMS Data Type

BIT SMALLINT

TINYINT SMALLINT

SMALLINT SMALLINT
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INTEGER INTEGER

BIGINT LONGINT

REAL REAL

FLOAT DOUBLE PRECISION

DOUBLE DOUBLE PRECISION

DECIMAL DECIMAL

NUMERIC NUMERIC

CHAR CHAR

VARCHAR VARCHAR

LONGVARCHAR VARCHAR

BINARY BINARY

VARBINARY BINARY

LONGVARBINARY BINARY

DATE DATE

TIME TIME

TIMESTAMP TIMESTAMP

DriverManager

Contents

This section describes the information needed to connect to an IDMS database using the JDBC DriverManager, including
the URL formats and DriverProperties recognized by the JDBC driver.

IDMS URL Format

A URL is used to locate a resource on the Internet. A URL always begins with a protocol followed by a colon, such as
http: or ftp:, and the rest of the string is defined by the protocol. In keeping with the Internet orientation of Java and JDBC,
URLs are used to identify databases. The JDBC specification defines conventions for the format of JDBC URLs. Each
JDBC driver defines the actual format of the URLs that it recognizes. The general format of a JDBC URL is:

protocol: subprotocol: subname

protocol is always jdbc. subprotocol and subname are defined by the JDBC driver.

The IDMS Server JDBC driver recognizes three URLs with subprotocol idms. The location of the native SQL client
interface and the data source or dictionary name are specified by the subname.

jdbc:idms:database
Specifies the format used when the JDBC driver runs on the same machine as the native SQL client interface,
that is, as a Type 2 driver. The JDBC driver calls the native interface directly.

jdbc:idms://hostname:port/database
Specifies the format used when the JDBC driver runs on a different machine than the native SQL client interface,
that is, as a Type 3 or Type 4 driver. The Type 3 JDBC driver communicates with the JDBC server, which calls the
native interface directly. hostname is the DNS name or IP address of the web server machine on which the JDBC
server is running, and port is the IP port that was specified as the JDBC server listener. IDMS r16 SP2 or later
supports direct connections from the Type 4 JDBC driver to the CV. hostname is the DNS name or IP address of
the machine where the CV is running, and port is the IP port that was specified for the listener PTERM.
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jdbc:idms:ssl://hostname:port/database
Specifies the format used when the JDBC driver runs on a different machine than the native SQL client. In this
case, the Secure Sockets Layer protocol is used for all communications between the driver and the CV (the driver
acting as type 4), or between the driver and a JDBC Server (the driver acting as a type 3).

Important! The database can be an ODBC data source name or the dictionary name of the catalog containing the table
definitions. When database is an ODBC data source name, the actual dictionary and physical connection information
are resolved by the native SQL client interface, and must be defined on the system where the native code runs. When
database is a dictionary name, the physical connection information is specified by DriverPropertyInfo objects.

When using JDBC driver types 3 and 4 with an IPv6 destination, it is still possible to code the hostname parameter in
the URL with either a DNS name or an IP address. The DNS name is specified in the same way as it would be for an
IPv4 destination. The IP address for an IPv6 destination must be enclosed in square brackets as shown in the following
example.

jdbc:idms://[fec0::a:9:67:115:66]:3730/appldict

DriverPropertyInfo

JDBC DriverPropertyInfo objects are analogous to the connection attributes used by the ODBC SQLDriverConnect and
SQLBrowseConnect functions. For the JDBC driver, they are used to specify user ID, password, and optional accounting
information. They can also be used to specify physical connection information, allowing an application to connect to an
IDMS database without requiring the definition of an ODBC style data source. IDMS Server supports the following driver
properties:

account
Specifies accounting information. An optional feature that may be used by the IDMS system. A user exit must be
installed on the DC system to process the information. See the section "Passing Accounting Information to IDMS"
for more information.

ccihost
Specifies the DNS name or IP address of the CAICCI host server, for use by the native SQL client interface.
Ignored unless node is specified. Typically, the default is used.

cciport
Overrides the default IP port of the CAICCI host server. Ignored unless ccihost is specified. Typically, the default is
used.

csuspend
Specifies that when set to true, the JDBC driver suspends the SQL session and pseudo converse immediately
after connecting to the database. The default for a non-pooled connection is false.

defschem
Specifies the name of the default SQL Schema. This is an optional 1-to-18 character field. When specified, this
field is used as the schema qualifier for all SQL table references that do not contain an explicit schema qualifier.
The default is blank (unspecified).

ewait
Sets the external wait interval for the task. This property effectively becomes the socket timeout and overrides the
value specified for the task definition. It is used only by the Type 4 JDBC driver.

node
Specifies the DC NODE name, which identifies the CV containing the database. Using this property allows a
connection to be established without defining an ODBC style data source. Use of this property implies that the
subname contains a DICTNAME, and the driver does not search the registry or configuration file.

password
Specifies the password associated with the user ID. Required to connect to a secured CV.
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program
Sets the program name for stand-alone applications when used with the DriverManager.getConnection(String url,
Properties info).

rsint
Sets the resource interval for the task. This property overrides the value specified for the task definition. It is used
only by the Type 4 JDBC driver.

sbuflen
Sets the default data buffer size for IDMSJSRV. This property overrides the value specified in the listener PTERM
PARM string. It is used only by the Type 4 JDBC driver.

ssl
When set to true, specifies that the JDBC driver obtains a secure socket for all communication to an IDMS CV or
a JDBC proxy server.

strace
Sets the IDMSJSRV trace flags as defined in CSACFLG1 and CSACFLG2 as directed by IDMS Technical
Support.

task
Overrides the default DC TASK code that invokes the internal IDMS Server interfaces.

user
Specifies that a user ID is required to sign onto IDMS.

via
Specifies the NODE name of an intermediate CV that is used to route requests to the target system. Used when a
physical connection cannot be established directly to the CV containing the SQL database. Ignored unless node is
specified.

Distributed Transactions

Contents

The IDMS Server JDBC driver supports distributed transactions when connected to IDMS r16 SP2 or later.

When an application enlists in a global transaction, IDMS creates a new internal SQL session in addition to the SQL
sessions created for the local transaction and to execute DatabaseMetaData methods.

Using Distributed Transactions with JDBC

The JDBC driver supports the Java Transaction API (JTA), which is a mapping of the Open Group XA Specification and
works with J2EE Compliant Transaction Managers. The JDBC driver implements the XADataSource, XAConnection, and
XAResource interfaces defined by the JDBC 4.0 Specification.

A Java application uses these interfaces to create, enlist in, and commit or rollback a distributed (or global) transaction.
Alternatively, a Java application can be deployed in a J2EE application server using declarative syntax that defines
transaction attributes used by application server to manage the distributed transaction. In either case, the JTA compliant
Transaction Manager invokes methods provided by the JDBC driver. Application servers provide tools to define Data
Source objects for use with distributed transactions.

The JDBC 4.0 Specification and detailed API documentation are available at http://java.sun.com.

Messages returned by IDMS, such as those that are returned in the SQLCA, are returned in the exception that is thrown
when an error occurs.
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Using SQL Transaction and Session Commands

JDBC provides an explicit API to control sessions and transactions. Using the equivalent SQL statements directly is not
recommended and has implementation defined results.

COMMIT and ROLLBACK

COMMIT and ROLLBACK are ANSI standard statements used to control transaction boundaries:

• COMMIT [CONTINUE|RELEASE]
• ROLLBACK [RELEASE]
• RELEASE

If an application executes these statements while the connection is associated with the local transaction, the driver sends
them to IDMS and attempts to determine the state of the transaction and SQL session. Applications should use the
equivalent JDBC Connection commit and rollback methods instead of executing these commands.

If an application executes these statements while the connection is associated with a global transaction, the JDBC driver
returns an error. The application or transaction manager must use the commit and rollback methods defined by the Java
Transaction Architecture (JTA) to complete the transaction.

SET SESSION

The SET SESSION statement is an IDMS SQL extension used to set options and default transaction attributes for the
SQL session. JDBC applications can set the following SQL session options:

• SET SESSION CHECK SYNTAX SQL89|FIPS|EXTENDED
• SET SESSION CURRENT SCHEMA schema-name|NULL
• SET SESSION SQL CACHING ON|OFF|DEFAULT

IDMS treats these options as user session options when they are executed in an XAConnection and applies them to
the SQL session for the local transaction as well as the SQL sessions for any global transactions. It also propagates the
options to any subordinate sessions used by procedures and table procedures.

JDBC applications should not set the following options directly:

• SET SESSION CURSOR STABILITY|TRANSIENT READ
• SET SESSION READ ONLY|READ WRITE

JDBC applications should use the Connection setReadOnly and setTransactionIsolation methods to set transaction
options instead so that the driver can maintain transaction attributes internally.

According to the JDBC specification, the behavior of these methods is implementation defined when the connection is
associated with a global transaction. In this case, the IDMS JDBC driver applies the transaction options only to the current
transaction branch.

SET TRANSACTION

The SET TRANSACTION statement is an IDMS SQL extension used to set the current transaction attributes:

• SET TRANSACTION CURSOR STABILITY|TRANSIENT READ
• SET TRANSACTION READ ONLY|READ WRITE

The transaction attributes are reset to the default, which can be specified by the SET SESSION statement. JDBC
applications should use the Connection setReadOnly and setTransaction Isolations methods instead of executing these
commands.
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Batch Updates

Contents

The JDBC driver supports batched update commands. Applications can specify a number of SQL DML or DDL commands
for execution in a single request. It provides compatibility required by J2EE and supports the IDMS bulk insert feature for
improved performance.

Using Batch Updates

An application uses the following methods to perform batch updates:

addBatch
Adds an SQL statement or set of parameter values to the batch.

clearBatch
Deletes SQL statements or parameters from the batch.

executeBatch
Executes the SQL statements in the batch.

Complete documentation for JDBC is available from Sun, IBM, and other sources. The JDBC 4.0 Specification contains
an example of how an application would use this feature. The following sections describe IDMS specific considerations for
this feature.

Statement.executeBatch(String sql)

The IDMS client/server interface generally supports execution of a single SQL statement per communication request
(although certain transaction and session commands can be piggybacked on the main request for performance). Because
IDMS does not currently support batch input natively, the JDBC driver caches batched statements and executes them
individually.

PreparedStatement.executeBatch()

The JDBC driver uses the IDMS bulk input feature to execute INSERT statements. This allows an INSERT statement
to be executed with multiple sets of parameter values in a single request. The number of sets of parameter values is
limited by the maximum fetch buffer size. Because IDMS does not currently support bulk input for UPDATE and DELETE
commands, the JDBC driver caches the parameter values and executes these commands individually for each set of
values.

CallableStatement.executeBatch()

According to the JDBC specification, using OUT or INOUT parameters with procedures should cause an exception to
be thrown. Because IDMS treats all procedure parameters as INOUT, an exception is thrown only if the application has
specified a parameter as OUT or INOUT using the registerOutParameter method.

BatchUpdateException

When one or more errors occur processing a batch update command, the JDBC driver throws a single
BatchUpdateException. An SQLException is generated for each error that occurs during the processing of the batch and
chained to the BatchUpdateException in the order that the statements were added to the batch. Each SQLException
identifies the statement with a message in the form:

"Batch element #: original message text"
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Procedures (JDBC)

The JDBC driver supports specifying procedure parameters by name instead of ordinal. When connected to IDMS r17 or
later it supports procedures that return result sets.

Using Named Parameters

NOTE
A CallableStatement object, used for calling SQL procedures, can support binding of parameters using the
parameter names defined in IDMS by the CREATE PROCEDURE statement. This technique is an alternative
to identifying each parameter by an ordinal index corresponding to a parameter marker ('?') in the SQL CALL
statement. Named parameters are useful for procedures which have large numbers of parameters, particularly if
default values can be used. Parameters can be bound in any order; a parameter can also be skipped completely
if an acceptable default value has been defined in the procedure.

NOTE
To use named parameters, an SQL CALL statement is prepared which contains markers for necessary
parameters, for example:

 CallableStatement cstmt = conn.prepareCall("{ CALL MYPROC(?, ?, ?) })";

 

NOTE
Each parameter used as IN or INOUT is then bound to a value using the setXXX method that is appropriate for
the parameter's data type. Each parameter used as OUT must be registered using the registerOutputParameter
method and specifying the expected data type. The parameter names for both types of methods must have been
defined in the CREATE PROCEDURE statement in IDMS.

 cstmt.setString("INPARM", "First");

 cstmt.setString("IOPARM", "Second");

 cstmt.registerOutParameter( "OUTPARM", java.sql.types.STRING);

 

NOTE
After the statement has been executed, INOUT and OUT parameters can be retrieved using the parameter
names:

 String io = cstmt.getString("IOPARM");

 String out = cstmt.getString("OUTPARM");

 

NOTE
Named parameter binding cannot be mixed with ordinal binding on the same CallableStatement object; an
SQLException is thrown if this is attempted.

NOTE
For more information on named parameters, see the Java documentation for the Java Platform API Specification
or the JDBC 4.0 Specification.

Result Sets

NOTE
IDMS r17, or later, supports procedures that return result sets.

NOTE
When connected to an IDMS r17 system, or later, the JDBC driver supports multiple open result sets, and the
DatabaseMetaData supportsMultipleResultSets and supportMultipleOpenResults methods both return true.
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NOTE
The result set returned by the DatabaseMetaData.getProcedures method contains 3 additional columns. JDBC
indicates that these are "reserved for future use", consistent with the equivalent result set defined by ODBC.

Name Number Type

NUM_INPUT_PARMS 4 SMALLINT

NUM_OUTPUT_PARMS 5 SMALLINT

NUM_RESULT_SETS 6 SMALLINT

NOTE
The NUM_RESULT_SETS column indicates the maximum number of result sets that can be returned from a
procedure. The value is NULL for IDMS r16 or earlier.

NOTE
The Statement.getMoreResultSet(int) method supports all three values of the argument:

• KEEP_CURRENT_RESULT
• CLOSE_CURRENT_RESULT
• CLOSE ALL RESULTS

Scrollable Result Sets

JDBC Result Sets and Row Sets

The JDBC java.sql.ResultSet interface defines an object used to manipulate an SQL cursor. It provides methods to
position the cursor, access columns within the current row, and update values in the table.

Type Attribute

The type attribute indicates how the current row is positioned for the result set, whether it is scrollable or not, and the
visibility of changes made by other transactions or cursors.

There are three type attribute options:

TYPE_FORWARD_ONLY
The cursor can only move forward.

TYPE_SCROLL_INSENSITIVE
The cursor can move forward, backward, or to a specific row. The values in the result set are fixed when the
cursor is opened or the rows are first retrieved, depending on the database implementation, and do not generally
reflect changes made by other transactions.

TYPE_SCROLL_SENSITIVE
The cursor can move forward, backward, or to a specific row. The values in result set generally do reflect changed
made by other transactions.

Concurrency Attribute

The concurrency attribute indicates if the result set is updateable. An updateable result set provides methods that can
be used to change values in the table, and is an alternative to using SQL positioned update statements. There are two
concurrency options:

There are two concurrency attribute options:
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CONCUR_READ_ONLY
The current row cannot be updated directly

CONCUR_UPDATABLE
The current row can be updated using JDBC methods instead of SQL statements.

NOTE
The type and concurrency attributes are independent, which means there are six possible combinations.

A JDBC driver provides an implementation of the ResultSet interface. At a minimum a driver must support a forward only,
read only result set. Any additional capabilities are optional.

The JDBC javax.sql.RowSet interface extends the ResultSet interface with methods that support the JavaBeans
component model. The javax.sql.rowset package includes a set of specialized row set interfaces that provide additional
capabilities. These include the javax.sql.rowset.JdbcRowSet, wraps a JDBC ResultSet and maintains a connection to
the database, and the javax.sql.rowset.CachedRowSet, which caches column values and can be disconnected from the
database.

Row sets are designed to be implemented on top of the JDBC methods, and JDBC drivers are not required to implement
them. A row set implementation can support type and concurrency options beyond those supported by the JDBC
drivers result set implementation. Starting with Java 1.5, the Java Run Time Environment (JRE) includes a Reference
Implementation (RI) of the javax.sql.rowset package.

NOTE
The JDBC API documentation (javadoc) contains detailed descriptions of the classes and methods that support
this feature. The JDBC Specification also contains examples of how an application would use a scrollable or
updateable result set.

IDMS Result Sets

The IDMS Server r17 JDBC driver supports TYPE_FORWARD_ONLY and TYPE_SCROLL_INSENSITIVE result sets. It
supports the concurrency option CONCUR_READ_ONLY.

Although the IDMS JDBC driver does not directly support TYPE_SCROLL_SENSITIVE and CONCUR_ UPDATABLE
result sets, these options are available when used with an appropriate javax.sql.RowSet implementation.

TYPE_SCROLL_INSENSITIVE
The driver implements TYPE_SCROLL_INSENSITIVE result sets with a memory based client-side cache. Values
are added to the result set as the rows are fetched, and are not are not changed to reflect changes by other
transactions or other statements within the same transaction when the application positions the cursor on a
cached row.
The Reference Implementation of the javax.sql.JdbcRowSet interface, com.sun.rowset.JdbcRowSetImpl, is
included in the Java 1.6 run time library. When used with an IdmsResultSet object it supports a row set that is
TYPE_SCROLL_INSENSITIVE and CONCUR_READ_ONLY.

TYPE_SCROLL_SENSITIVE and CONCUR_UPDATABLE
The Reference Implementation of the javax.sql.CachedRowSet interface, com.sun.rowset.CachedRowSetImpl, is
included in the Java 1.6 run time library. When used with an IdmsResultSet object it can support a row set that is
TYPE_SCROLL_SENSITIVE and CONCUR_UPDATABLE (or any combination of type and concurrency).
There are some restrictions on the use of this feature.
The query statement used for a CONCUR_UPDATABLE row set must satisfy the IDMS criteria for an updateable
cursor:
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• Only one table can be specified in the FROM clause.
• The query cannot contain derived or aggregate columns.
• The query cannot contain UNION, ORDER BY, or GROUP BY.
• The query must select all NOT NULL columns that have no default.
• The query statement used for a TYPE_SCROLL_SENSITIVE result set must satisfy a subset of these criteria:
• The query cannot contain derived or aggregate columns.
• The query cannot contain UNION, ORDER BY, or GROUP BY.

Note that the driver does not detect that the query cannot be used for the requested type or concurrency. If the
RowSet implementation detects this, it demotes the result set to a supported type or concurrency.
The query statement should not include a FOR UPDATE clause. This does not prevent deadlocks and can result
in a less efficient access strategy when the clause does not specify specific columns.

An IDMS cursor can move forward only. An application can fetch multiple rows in a single request to improve
performance. When an application uses this BULK FETCH feature, IDMS considers the last row in the buffer to be current
of cursor, and only this row has a read lock. IDMS has no way to specify that the current row should have an update lock.
The FOR UPDATE clause only affects the access path generated by the optimizer, not the locking strategy.

The application cannot use a scrollable or updateable row set for positioned updates.

Since the driver uses a memory-based cache, applications should not use a TYPE_SCROLL_INSENSITIVE result set or
row set for large result sets. TYPE_SCROLL_SENSITIVE row sets can be used for fairly large result sets but may perform
more slowly in applications that access a high percentage of the fetched rows.

When the fetch direction hint for a statement or result set is set to FETCH_REVERSE, the driver considers the result set
holdability to be CLOSE_CURSORS_AT_COMMIT, no matter what has been set for other statements. The driver attempts
to use COMMIT instead of COMMIT CONTINUE in order to reduce resource use and contention in IDMS.

NOTE
See the IDMS javadoc, installed in the HTNL Bookshelf for detailed information on the IDMS JDBC method
implementations.

Positioned Updates (JDBC)

The JDBC driver supports positioned updates and deletes in dynamic SQL, when connected to an IDMS r14.0 or later
system. For prior releases, the ResultSet setCursorName and getCursorName methods are implemented only to conform
to the JDBC specification, and are not used internally.

To use positioned updates and deletes, you must specify the FOR UPDATE clause in the SQL query statement as follows:

SELECT ... FROM ... WHERE ... FOR UPDATE [OF column-name...]

If only a subset of the columns in the result set needs to be updated, it is advisable to use the "OF column-name..."
clause. Otherwise, IDMS/DB uses an area sweep to read the table, even when the table is indexed.

To optimize performance, the JDBC driver usually attempts to fetch more than one row at a time. Because row currency
is at the last row, issuing a positioned update or delete would not have the expected effect. Specifying the FOR UPDATE
clause or setting a cursor name using setCursorName(String) directs the driver to fetch one row at a time.

In general (to improve performance), we recommend that you turn auto-commit OFF when using Positioned Updates.
IDMS discards all prepared statements when the transaction is committed. When auto-commit is enabled, you need to
prepare statements each time they are executed. An application can avoid this overhead by either:

• Disabling auto-commit, or
• Setting the cursor behavior to SQL_CB_PRESERVE (ODBC).
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HibernateDialect

Hibernate is an open-source software product available from Red Hat that provides an Object-Relational Mapping (ORM)
and persistence solution for Java developers. With Hibernate, developers are able to work with data as Java objects
rather than as the rows and columns of a relational database. Developers generally do not have to code JDBC calls or
SQL statements and do not have to be concerned with the syntax and behavior of a particular DBMS. A special Java
class known as a dialect, unique to a particular DBMS, specifies the data types, functions and features supported by the
DBMS.

IDMS Server provides a dialect, IDMSDialect.class, which is included in the idmsjdbc.jar file. To use it, add the jar file to
the classpath definition and set the following properties in the hibernate.cfg.xml file:

Hibernate Property Setting for IDMS Dialect
dialect com.ca.idms.hibernate.IDMSDialect
connection.driver_class ca.idms.jdbc.IdmsJdbcDriver

Sample Programs

Two simple SQL query utilities are included as sample programs distributed with IDMS Server. Neither requires
installation. You can copy the class files to the client machine along with the JDBC driver.

The sample programs are installed in the src, lib, and classes sub-directories of the installation directory on Windows and
z/OS. They are also provided in the /java/samples.tar file within the IDMS Server installation.

IdmsJcf

This can be thought of as a simple Java version of OCF, providing a Graphical User Interface (GUI) query facility. It can
be run as an application or an applet on any machine supporting the Swing classes. Both source code and compiled class
files are installed, as well as a sample HTML page to invoke it as an applet. On the Windows platform, a shortcut is added
to the IDMS Server menu to run it as an application.

To run to the IDMS JCF applet demo in a web browser, the JDBC server must be running on the web server. Because
JdbcTest is the default data source, consider defining a data source called JdbcTest.

This sample is installed in the IDMS Server installation directory:

/idmsdir/src/ca/idms/jcf/IdmsJcf.java
Source code, entry point and UI

/idmsdir/src/ca/idms/jcf/JdbcTable.java
Source code, JDBC calls

/idmsdir/src/idmsjcf.html
Sample web page to invoke as applet

/idmsdir/lib/idmsjcf.jar
Compiled IdmsJcf classes

NOTE
For UNIX and Linux systems, where there is no automated installation process, these files can be found on the
IDMS Server CD in these locations:

• \java\samples.tar
• \Server\Windows32\program files\CA\IDMS Server\Java\idmsjcf.html
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IdmsExample

This can be thought of as a simple Java version of BCF. It reads a series of SQL commands from a text file and writes
the results to the standard output. Since it has no GUI, it can be run from any command line interface, including a 3270
terminal on z/OS. Both source code and a compiled class file are installed, along with a shell script to invoke it, and a
sample SQL input file. The script and sample input file contain documentation on the command line options.

This sample is installed in the IDMS Server installation directory:

/idmsdir/src/example/IdmsExample.java
Source code

/idmsdir/example.sql
Sample SQL input file

/idmsdir/bin/example
Shell script to run IdmsExample.class

/idmsdir/classes/example/IdmsExample.class
Compiled sample program

IdmsJdbcDataStoreHelper

The helper class for WebSphere Application Server is also supplied as a sample, installed in the IDMS Server installation
directory:

• /idmsdir/src/com/ca/idms/was/IdmsJdbcDataStoreHelper.java

IdmsCSV

IdmsCSV is an example Java command line program that builds SQL SELECT statements and submits them through the
IDMS JDBC driver.

Output is saved in a CSV (comma-separated values) file. If an output file does not already exist, one is created at
execution. If an output file does exist, output is appended to that file.

Location of the program files

The source code, class file, and batch start program are located in the following directories:

• IdmsCSV.class -- By default, the class file is located in: C:\Program Files\CA\IDMS Server\Java\classes
• IdmsCSV.bat -- A batch file to start the program is located in: C:\Program Files\CA\IDMS Server\Java\bin
• IdmsCSV.java -- The source code is located in: C:\Program Files\CA\IDMS Server\Java\src\example

NOTE
You must run the program or batch file either as an administrator or from an administrator command prompt.

Parameters

The input parameters are listed below and described in the table that follows. Note that parameter values that include
spaces must be enclosed in double-quotes, for example: con="MANAGER_ID=2894 and EMP_ID=3082"

url=<URL>

uid=<user ID>

pwd=<password>

tab=<table name>

col=<columns>

ord=<order>

con=<conditions>

hdg=<yes/no>
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out=<output file name>

Parameter Description Values Example

url Address of the IDMS CV to be
accessed

Default:
jdbc:idms:JdbcTest

jdbc:idms://192.168.10.105:31192/appldict,
jdbc:idms://ipaddress:port/dictname,
jdbc:idms://idmscv_address/appldict

uid IDMS user ID Default: Jdbc uid=John01

pwd IDMS user password none pwd=Axis#47B

tab Name of the table to be accessed Default: System.schema demoempl.employee, WWDBLAB.EMPL

col Name of the column to select none EMP_ID, EMP_FNAME, MANAGER_ID

con Conditions (the SQL WHERE
statement)

none EMP_FNAME='John', EMP_ID>3000,
"EMP_ID BETWEEN 3000 AND 4000",
"EMP_ID=3199 OR EMP_LNAME='Brooks'"

ord Order of the output (either ascending
or descending)

Possible values: ASC,
DESC Default: ASC

ord=EMP_ID, ord=”EMP_ID DESC” Note: By
default, "ord=" delivers results in ascending
order. It is not necessary to specify "ASC."

hdg Heading to be displayed or
suppressed

Possible values: yes, no
Default: yes

hdg=yes

out Name and directory of the CSV file to
be created or updated

outfile.csv C:\Users\username\Documents
\emp_database.csv

Examples

The following examples illustrate how to obtain different types of output from a sample employee database. The output
that is shown reflects the way it looks when viewed in a spreadsheet program.

Example 1

The following example provides the entire Employee Demo database.

java IdmsCSV tab=demoempl.employee

   Output(truncated):

   select * from demo empl.employee

Output: Employee Demo Database

MANAGE R_ID EMP_FNA ME EMP_LNA ME EMP_ID STREET CITY STATE

2894 John Brooks 3510 129 Bedford St Camden MA

2010 Deborah Park 2210 379 Center St Brookline MA

2209 Carl Smith 3530 18 South St Newton MA

2180 Samuel Spade 4600 47 London St Canton MA 

2894 Martin Loren 4605 401 Cross St Grover MA 

1234 Alice Anderson 6200 534 Newton St Medford MA

2894 Bruce MacGregor 2200 254 Waterside Rd Camden MA

2180 David Lynn 2205 93 Hubbard St Natick MA

2894 James Baldwin 6207 21 South St Boston MA
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Example 2

The following example restricts output to data in specific columns from the employee demo database. The portion
col=EMP_ID,EMP_FNAME specifies that only data from the EMP_ID and EMP_FNAME columns is included.

Java IdmsCSV tab=demoempl.employee col=EMP_ID,EMP_FNAME

   Output(truncated):

   select EMP_ID,EMP_ FNAME from demoempl.employee

Output

EMP_ID EMP_FNAME

3510 John
2210 Deborah
3530 Carl
4600 Samuel
4605 Martin
6200 Alice
2200 Bruce
2205 David
6207 James
6210 Thomas

Example 3

The following example restricts output to entries in the EMP_ID and EMP_FNAME columns where the MANAGER_ID is
2894.

Java IdmsCSV tab=demoempl.employee col=EMP_ID,EMP_FNAME con=MANAGER_ID=2894

   Output

   select EMP_ID,EMP_FNAME from demoempl.employee WHERE MANAGER_ID=2894

Output

EMP_ID EMP_FNAME

3510 John
4605 Martin
6207 James
2200 Bruce

Example 4

In the following example, ord=EMP_ID orders the results by the value of EMP_ID . By default, the results are delivered in
ascending order. To obtain the results in descending order, you can use ord=”EMP_ID DESC”.

Java IdmsCSV tab=demoempl.employee col=EMP_ID,EMP_FNAME con=MANAGER_ID=2894 ord=EMP

_ID

   Output

   select EMP_ID,EMP_FNAME from demoempl.employee WHERE MANAGER_ID=2894 ORDER BY E

MP_ID
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Output

EMP_ID EMP_FNAME

2200 Bruce
3510 John
4605 Martin
620 James

Example 5

This example obtains data that meet certain conditions. The statement con=” MANAGER_ID=2894 and EMP_
ID=3082” returns records where the MANAGER_ID is 2894 and EMP_ID is 3082. (Note that statements with spaces
must be enclosed in double-quotes.)

Java IdmsCSV tab=demoempl.employee col=EMP_ID,EMP_FNAME con=”MANAGER_ID=2894 and EM

P_ID=3082”

   Output

   select EMP_ID,EMP_FNAME from demoempl.employee WHERE MANAGER_ID=2894 and EMP_ID

=3082

Output

EMP_ID EMP_FNAME

3510 John

Example 6

In the following example, hdg=no excludes headings from the output obtained in Example 5. No column names are
shown.

Java IdmsCSV tab=demoempl.employee col=EMP_ID,EMP_FNAME con=”MANAGER_ID=2894 and EM

P_ID=3082” hdg=no

   Output

   select EMP_ID,EMP_FNAME from demoempl.employee WHERE MANAGER_ID=2894 and EMP_ID

=3082

Output

3510 John

Sample SSL Scripts

Several sample scripts have been provided to assist you in testing the SSL feature when using a type 3 JDBC connection
through the IDMS Java Server running on Unix Systems Services (USS). These scripts are samples only and may need to
be tailored to your specific installation. The scripts, their descriptions, and locations are listed following:

USS (within directory "/idmsdir/sampssl"):
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• GenServerKey - Generates the Server Key
• ListAllSSLCerts - Lists all Certificates in the Keystore
• ExportServerSSLCert - Exports the Server Key
• SSLStart - Starts the Java Server
• SSLStatus - Checks the Java Server status
• SSLStop - Stops the Java Server

Windows (within directory "/idmsdir/sampssl"):

• GenClientKey.bat - Creates the Client keystore
• ImportSSLCert.bat - Imports the Server Certificate
• ListSSLCert.bat - Lists the Server Certificates
• Jcf_SSL_Testing.bat - Starts the JCF demo app.

The following procedure can be used to create and populate your keystores, and to start both the Java Server and the
JCF Demo facility using the appropriate parameters. The JCF Demo application is used to test the SSL feature.

Within OMVS:

1. Ensure that both the HOME and JAVA_HOME environment variables have been properly set for your environment.
2. Copy the contents of the "sampssl"" sub-directory into the IDMS Server main directory. All script invocations should

occur from the IDMS Server main directory.
3. Run the GenServerKey script.
4. Run the ListAllSSLCerts script.
5. Run the ExportServerSSLCert script.
6. Edit the caidms.cfg file and set SSL=1 within the Proxy section.
7. Run the SSLStart script.
8. Run the SSLStatus script.
9. FTP the file created in Step 1e (named "idsslsrv.cer") to the "sampssl" sub-directory on Windows. This file must be

transferred in binary mode.
10. Within Windows:
11. Update your PATH environment variable to include the JAVA/BIN directory for your JRE or JSDK installation.
12. Open a Command Prompt window and issue a Change Directory (CD) command to go to the "sampssl" sub-directory

for your IDMS Server installation.
13. Run the GenClientKey.bat script
14. Run the ImportSSLCert.bat script
15. Run the ListSSLCert.bat script
16. Run the Jcf_SSL_Testing.bat script
17. Establish a JDBC Type 3 SSL connection to your IDMS data source, making sure to specify "ssl" within the connection

URL. For example:

jdbc:idms:ssl://host-name:port/data-source-name

Once you are done with your testing, stop the Java Server running under USS. To do so, run the SSLStop script within
OMVS.

REST API
Use the IDMS REST API to manage and monitor your IDMS Databases. With the REST API, you can use modern
development tools to maintain your IDMS applications and leverage your mainframe investment.
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As part of the Broadcom Broadcom Database modernization strategy, APIs play a role in transforming the mainframe
for hybrid IT by making the mainframe a more integrated, agile platform. The IDMS REST API can extend database
applications and can automate database application maintenance and administration.

The API also addresses a skills challenge. By providing a familiar and flexible way to interact with the traditional
mainframe platform, the API can help ease new DBAs and developers into mainframe roles by allowing them to work with
familiar tools and environments.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of Using the REST API.

For instructions about how to install the IDMS REST API, see Install the REST API.

REST API Architecture

The IDMS REST API is built on the representational state transfer (REST) architecture except for some services that are
based on Remote Procedure Call (RPC) protocol.

Use Cases

The IDMS REST API can be used in the following ways, depending on your role:

Developer

• Enable client dashboards or applications to view system and performance data
• Obtain flexibility to leverage modern, user-friendly tooling to improve the user experience

Database Administrator

• Enable automated warnings and recommendations, to avoid critical system risks and outages
• Use the REST API to integrate with other tools and products

REST API Methods

In the RESTful architectural style, data and functionality are considered resources, which are represented and accessed
by URIs. These resources can be manipulated by a set of well-defined operations: Create, Read, Update, and Delete. To
perform these operations on the resources, your client program uses the following HTTP methods:

GET
Reads resources

POST
Creates resources

PUT
Updates resources

DELETE
Removes resources

The method that is used for each request depends on the action that you want to perform.

URL Structure

The URL addresses for the REST API operations have the following structure:

<protocol>://<hostname>:<port>/api/v1/<idms_endpoint>

Where:

• <protocol>
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Specifies whether http or https is enabled. Values are: http, https
• <hostname>

Specifies the host or server name, or the domain name where the service is deployed and running
• <port>

Specifies the port number that is defined on the web server
• <idms_endpoint>

Specifies the IDMS API endpoint that you want to obtain

Example:

The following example represents an IDMS REST API URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/system

API Mediation Layer
The API Mediation Layer provides access to all services for managing your z/OS environment through a single base URL.
To access the services through the API Mediation Layer, the URL address for the IDMS REST API operations must use
the HTTPS protocol: https:// <hostname> :<port>/<service_id>/api/v1/<idms_endpoint>

Where:

• <hostname>
Specifies the host or server name, or the domain name where the service is deployed and running

• <port>
Specifies the port number that is defined on the web server

• <service_id>
Specifies the ID of the service that is provided to the discovery service. The default is caidms.

• <idms_endpoint>
Specifies the IDMS API endpoint that you want to obtain

Example:

The following example represents an IDMS REST API URL used with the Mediation Layer.

https://zoshost.domain.com:10080/caidms/api/v1/systems

Authentication

REST API communication is secured through the HTTP or HTTPS protocol. The REST API server authenticates using the
Basic authentication type and the mainframe user name and password.

Troubleshoot Errors

For errors that occur during request processing, an HTTP status code is returned to the calling client. An error is indicated
by a 4nn code or a 5nn code. For example, Status: 400 Bad Request.

In addition, some errors might include a JSON object/response that contains a message that describes the error. Use this
information to diagnose the error or provide it to support staff, if necessary.

The following messages might be generated:
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• 200: OK
• 400: Bad Request
• 401: Authorization is required
• 403: Forbidden
• 404: The job name is not found
• 500: Internal server error
• 503: IDMSINFO address space is not available
• 507: Insufficient storage

Swagger Documentation

This section contains the detailed API documentation in JSON format.

Please refer to the online format for OpenAPI content.

alpha

         {

  "swagger": "2.0",

  "info": {

    "description": "The CA IDMS REST API provides a variety of services to monitor and manage your CA IDMS

 systems. Press **Authorize** and use your mainframe credentials",

    "version": "1.0.1",

    "title": "CA IDMS REST API"

  },

  "host": "localhost:10080",

  "basePath": "/api/v1",

  "tags": [

    {

      "name": "Compilers",

      "description": "API to execute compiler commands to manage IDMS dictionary components"

    },

    {

      "name": "DC Log",

      "description": "REST API to get CA IDMS DC log messages and information"

    },

    {

      "name": "DCMT",

      "description": "API to execute DCMT commands to manage IDMS system operations"

    },

    {

      "name": "DCUF",

      "description": "API to execute DCUF SHOW commands to query user and system default settings"

    },

    {

      "name": "Data Sources",

      "description": "REST API to return a list of defined data sources"

    },

    {

      "name": "Performance Metrics",

      "description": "REST API to get performance metrics and statistics"

    },

    {
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      "name": "SQL",

      "description": "REST API to execute freeform SQL statements and database metadata functions"

    },

    {

      "name": "System Statistics",

      "description": "REST API to return real-time statistics for the IDMS system"

    }

  ],

  "paths": {

    "/bufferFiles/{jobname}/{bufferName}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Performance Metrics"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns a list of buffer files identified by buffer name",

        "description": "Returns details about I/O activity for each file assigned to the buffer",

        "operationId": "getBufferFilesUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "bufferName",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "IDMS buffer name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "TOOLBUFF"

          },

          {

            "name": "jobname",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "IDMS system job name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/Buffer"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad Request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Access is denied"
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          },

          "404": {

            "description": "The job name is not found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          },

          "503": {

            "description": "IDMSINFO address space is not available"

          },

          "507": {

            "description": "Insufficient storage",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/buffers/{jobname}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Performance Metrics"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns a list of buffers",

        "description": "Returns buffer statistics for each buffer defined to the IDMS system",

        "operationId": "getBufferIOSummaryUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "jobname",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "IDMS system job name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/Buffer"

            }

          },
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          "400": {

            "description": "Bad Request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Access is denied"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "The job name is not found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          },

          "503": {

            "description": "IDMSINFO address space is not available"

          },

          "507": {

            "description": "Insufficient storage",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/communicationLines/{jobname}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Performance Metrics"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns a list of communication lines",

        "description": "Returns detailed information for each of the communication lines defined to the IDMS

 system",

        "operationId": "getCommunicationLinesUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "jobname",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "IDMS system job name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"
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          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/CommunicationLine"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad Request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Access is denied"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "The job name is not found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          },

          "503": {

            "description": "IDMSINFO address space is not available"

          },

          "507": {

            "description": "Insufficient storage",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/databaseOverview/{jobname}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Performance Metrics"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns database overview information",

        "description": "Provides a summary of database information since the start of the IDMS system",

        "operationId": "getDatabaseOverviewUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],
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        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "jobname",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "IDMS system job name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/DatabaseOverview"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad Request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Access is denied"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "The job name is not found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          },

          "503": {

            "description": "IDMSINFO address space is not available"

          },

          "507": {

            "description": "Insufficient storage",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/datasources": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [
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          "Data Sources"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns a list of IDMS data sources",

        "description": "Returns a list of IDMS data sources defined in the 'datasources.yml' file",

        "operationId": "getDatasourcesUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "*/*"

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/Datasource"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad Request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/datasources/{datasource}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Data Sources"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns the specified IDMS data source",

        "description": "Returns the IDMS data source identified by the data source name",

        "operationId": "getDatasourceUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "*/*"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "datasource",
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            "in": "path",

            "description": "IDMS datasource name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/Datasource"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad Request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/dcmt/help/{datasource}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "DCMT"

        ],

        "summary": "Executes a DCMT HELP command",

        "description": "Returns a description of available DCMT commands or information about a specifc

 command",

        "operationId": "getDcmtHelpUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "*/*"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "args",
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            "in": "query",

            "description": "DCMT HELP command type",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false,

            "x-example": "TASK"

          },

          {

            "name": "broadcast",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Optional broadcast parameters",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false

          },

          {

            "name": "datasource",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Data source name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad request",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },
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        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/dcmt/quiesce/{datasource}": {

      "post": {

        "tags": [

          "DCMT"

        ],

        "summary": "Executes a DCMT QUIESCE command for one or more target areas",

        "description": "A quiesce point can be forced by specifying the IMMEDIATE option or specifying a wait

 interval with the FORCE option",

        "operationId": "postDcmtQuiesceUsingPOST",

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "produces": [

          "*/*"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "args",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "DCMT QUIESCE command arguments",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false,

            "x-example": "dbname empdemo id 1"

          },

          {

            "name": "datasource",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Data source name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "201": {

            "description": "Created"

          },

          "400": {
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            "description": "Bad request",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/dcmt/shutdown/{datasource}": {

      "post": {

        "tags": [

          "DCMT"

        ],

        "summary": "Executes a DCMT SHUTDOWN command",

        "description": "DCMT SHUTDOWN terminates the DC/UCF system in an orderly fashion. NOPROMPT must be

 specified, IMMEDIATE is optional",

        "operationId": "postDcmtShutdownUsingPOST",

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "produces": [

          "*/*"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "args",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "DCMT SHUTDOWN command arguments",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false

          },
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          {

            "name": "datasource",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Data source name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "RESTRICTED"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "201": {

            "description": "Created"

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad request",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/dcmt/statistics/{datasource}": {

      "post": {

        "tags": [

          "DCMT"
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        ],

        "summary": "Executes a DCMT WRITE STATISTICS command",

        "description": "Writes current system statistics, line statistics, and histograms to the IDMS log

 file",

        "operationId": "postDcmtStatisticsUsingPOST",

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "produces": [

          "*/*"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "args",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "DCMT WRITE STATISTICS command arguments",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false,

            "x-example": "ROLL"

          },

          {

            "name": "broadcast",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Optional broadcast parameters",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false

          },

          {

            "name": "datasource",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Data source name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "201": {

            "description": "Created"

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad request",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }
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          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/dcmt/test/{datasource}": {

      "post": {

        "tags": [

          "DCMT"

        ],

        "summary": "Executes a DCMT TEST command to sets test options",

        "description": "DCMT TEST is used to obtain diagnostic information for Technical Support personnel",

        "operationId": "postDcmtTestUsingPOST",

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "produces": [

          "*/*"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "args",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "DCMT TEST command arguments",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false

          },

          {

            "name": "broadcast",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Optional broadcast parameters",

            "required": false,
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            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false

          },

          {

            "name": "datasource",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Data source name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "201": {

            "description": "Created"

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad request",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/dcmt/{datasource}": {
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      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "DCMT"

        ],

        "summary": "Executes a DCMT DISPLAY command",

        "description": "Returns information about system resources or the attributes of a specifc system

 resource",

        "operationId": "getDcmtDisplayUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "*/*"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "args",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "DCMT Display command arguments",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false,

            "x-example": "task send"

          },

          {

            "name": "broadcast",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Optional broadcast parameters",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false

          },

          {

            "name": "datasource",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Data source name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad request",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"
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          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      },

      "put": {

        "tags": [

          "DCMT"

        ],

        "summary": "Executes a DCMT VARY command",

        "description": "Modifies the state of the system or the attributes of system resource",

        "operationId": "putDcmtVaryUsingPUT",

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "produces": [

          "*/*"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "args",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "DCMT Vary command arguments",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false,

            "x-example": "task send resource interval off"

          },

          {

            "name": "broadcast",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Optional broadcast parameters",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false

          },

          {
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            "name": "datasource",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Data source name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "201": {

            "description": "Created"

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad request",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/dcuf/help/{datasource}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "DCUF"

        ],
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        "summary": "Executes a DCUF HELP command",

        "description": "Returns a description of available DCUF commands ",

        "operationId": "getDcufHelpUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "*/*"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "datasource",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Data source name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad request",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },
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    "/dcuf/{datasource}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "DCUF"

        ],

        "summary": "Executes a DCUF SHOW command",

        "description": "Gets information for the system, session, and user attributes",

        "operationId": "getDcufShowUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "*/*"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "args",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "DCUF SHOW command arguments",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false,

            "x-example": "profile"

          },

          {

            "name": "broadcast",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Optional broadcast parameters for DCUF SHOW USERS",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false

          },

          {

            "name": "datasource",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Data source name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad request",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"
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          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/idd/{datasource}": {

      "post": {

        "tags": [

          "Compilers"

        ],

        "summary": "Executes IDMS IDD commands",

        "description": "Executes the IDMS integrated data dictionary compiler with the commands provided,

 supplied as a list of strings in the request body",

        "operationId": "postIddUsingPOST",

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "produces": [

          "*/*"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "commands",

            "description": "IDD commands",

            "required": true,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/CompilerInput"

            }

          },

          {

            "name": "datasource",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Data source name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",
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            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "201": {

            "description": "Created"

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad request",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/journals/{jobname}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Performance Metrics"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns a list of journals",

        "description": "Returns the current status of all journals for the IDMS system",

        "operationId": "getJournalsUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {
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            "name": "jobname",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "IDMS system job name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/Journal"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad Request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Access is denied"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "The job name is not found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          },

          "503": {

            "description": "IDMSINFO address space is not available"

          },

          "507": {

            "description": "Insufficient storage",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/ocf/{datasource}": {

      "post": {

        "tags": [

          "Compilers"

        ],
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        "summary": "Executes IDMS OCF commands",

        "description": "Executes the IDMS online command facility with the commands provided, supplied as a

 list of strings in the request body",

        "operationId": "postOcfUsingPOST",

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "produces": [

          "*/*"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "commands",

            "description": "OCF commands",

            "required": true,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/CompilerInput"

            }

          },

          {

            "name": "datasource",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Data source name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "201": {

            "description": "Created"

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad request",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"
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          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/printLog/{datasource}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "DC Log"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns a log report",

        "description": "Returns a list of log messages based on the search criteria provided",

        "operationId": "getLogRecordsUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "datasource",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Data source name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          },

          {

            "name": "endTime",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Return log messages at or before specified time \nFormat: 'YYYY-MM-DD

 HH:mm:ss[.SSSSSS]' \nExamples: '2019-08-22 09:20:00', '2019-10-09 10:15:56.524673'",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "2020-01-22 09:20:00"

          },

          {

            "name": "messageIdentifier",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Return log messages that contain the specified identifier(s) \nExamples:

 'LTE0001,LTVTM011', 'DCSYSTEM', 'SYSTE160'",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "LTE0001"

          },

          {

            "name": "messageType",
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            "in": "query",

            "description": "Return log messages with the type(s) specified \n- 1 - #WTL text line\n- 2 - User

 trace text or physical I/O trace text\n- 3 - User binary trace entries\n- 4 - Snap or dump text\n- 5 - Snap

 or dump binary entries\n\nExamples: '1,2', '1,4,5', '2'\nDefault: '1,2,3,4,5'",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "1,2"

          },

          {

            "name": "searchText",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Return log messages that contain the text specified \nExamples: 'DB001108',

 'any_text_that_might_exist_in_the_message'",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "DB001108"

          },

          {

            "name": "startTime",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Return log messages at or after specified time \nFormat: 'YYYY-MM-DD

 HH:mm:ss[.SSSSSS]' \nExamples: '2019-07-22 09:20:00', '2019-10-09 10:15:56.413076'",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "2020-01-22 09:20:00"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/LogReport"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []
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          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/programPools/{jobname}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Performance Metrics"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns a list of program pools ",

        "description": "Returns detailed information for each program pool in use by the IDMS system ",

        "operationId": "getProgramPoolsUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "jobname",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "IDMS system job name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ProgramPool"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad Request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Access is denied"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "The job name is not found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          },

          "503": {

            "description": "IDMSINFO address space is not available"

          },

          "507": {

            "description": "Insufficient storage",
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            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/schema/{datasource}": {

      "post": {

        "tags": [

          "Compilers"

        ],

        "summary": "Executes IDMS SCHEMA commands",

        "description": "Executes the IDMS schema compiler with the commands provided, supplied as a list of

 strings in the request body",

        "operationId": "postSchemaUsingPOST",

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "produces": [

          "*/*"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "commands",

            "description": "SCHEMA commands",

            "required": true,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/CompilerInput"

            }

          },

          {

            "name": "datasource",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Data source name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }
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          },

          "201": {

            "description": "Created"

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad request",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/scratchManagerOverview/{jobname}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Performance Metrics"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns scratch manager overview information",

        "description": "Provides a summary about the scratch utilization since the start of the IDMS system",

        "operationId": "getScratchManagerOverviewUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "jobname",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "IDMS system job name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {
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          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ScratchManagerOverview"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad Request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Access is denied"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "The job name is not found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          },

          "503": {

            "description": "IDMSINFO address space is not available"

          },

          "507": {

            "description": "Insufficient storage",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/sql/columns/{datasource}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "SQL"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns a list of columns",

        "description": "Returns a list of columns associated with the data source",

        "operationId": "getColumnsUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "catalog",
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            "in": "query",

            "description": "Catalog name filter (case-sensitive)",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false

          },

          {

            "name": "columnPattern",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Column filter pattern (case-sensitive)",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false,

            "x-example": "FISCAL_YEAR"

          },

          {

            "name": "datasource",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Data source name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          },

          {

            "name": "schemaPattern",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Schema filter pattern (case-sensitive)",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false,

            "x-example": "DEMO%"

          },

          {

            "name": "tablePattern",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Table filter pattern (case-sensitive)",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false,

            "x-example": "BENEFITS"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ColumnsResponse"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad request"

          },

          "401": {
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            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/sql/execute/{datasource}": {

      "post": {

        "tags": [

          "SQL"

        ],

        "summary": "Executes SQL statements",

        "description": "Executes SQL statements, supplied as a list of strings in the request body",

        "operationId": "postSqlUsingPOST",

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "datasource",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Data source name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "sqlInput",

            "description": "SQL statements",

            "required": true,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/SqlInput"

            }

          }

        ],
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        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/SqlStatementResponse"

            }

          },

          "201": {

            "description": "Created"

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/sql/exportedKeys/{datasource}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "SQL"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns a list of exported keys",

        "description": "Returns a list of exported keys associated with the data source",

        "operationId": "getExportedKeysUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "catalog",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Catalog name filter (case-sensitive)",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false
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          },

          {

            "name": "datasource",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Data source name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          },

          {

            "name": "schema",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Schema name filter (case-sensitive)",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false,

            "x-example": "DEMOEMPL"

          },

          {

            "name": "table",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Table name filter (case-sensitive)",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false,

            "x-example": "EMPLOYEE"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ExportedKeysResponse"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {
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            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/sql/importedKeys/{datasource}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "SQL"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns a list of imported keys",

        "description": "Returns a list of imported keys associated with the data source",

        "operationId": "getImportedKeysUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "catalog",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Catalog name filter (case-sensitive)",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false

          },

          {

            "name": "datasource",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Data source name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          },

          {

            "name": "schema",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Schema name filter (case-sensitive)",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false,

            "x-example": "DEMOEMPL"

          },

          {

            "name": "table",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Table name filter (case-sensitive)",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false,

            "x-example": "EMPLOYEE"

          }

        ],
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        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ImportedKeysResponse"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/sql/primaryKeys/{datasource}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "SQL"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns a list of primary key columns",

        "description": "Returns a list of primary key columns associated with the data source",

        "operationId": "getPrimaryKeysUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "catalog",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Catalog name filter (case-sensitive)",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false

          },

          {

            "name": "datasource",
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            "in": "path",

            "description": "Data source name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          },

          {

            "name": "schema",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Schema name filter (case-sensitive)",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false,

            "x-example": "REL"

          },

          {

            "name": "table",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Table name filter (case-sensitive)",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false,

            "x-example": "ORG"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/PrimaryKeysResponse"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],
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        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/sql/procedureColumns/{datasource}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "SQL"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns a list of procedure columns",

        "description": "Returns a list of procedure columns associated with the data source",

        "operationId": "getProcedureColumnsUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "catalog",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Catalog name filter (case-sensitive)",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false

          },

          {

            "name": "columnPattern",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Column filter pattern (case-sensitive)",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false,

            "x-example": "EMP%"

          },

          {

            "name": "datasource",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Data source name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          },

          {

            "name": "procedurePattern",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Procedure filter pattern (case-sensitive)",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false,

            "x-example": "IDMS%"

          },

          {

            "name": "schemaPattern",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Schema filter pattern (case-sensitive)",
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            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false,

            "x-example": "DEMO%"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ProcedureColumnsResponse"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/sql/procedures/{datasource}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "SQL"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns a list of procedures",

        "description": "Returns a list of procedures associated with the data source",

        "operationId": "getProceduresUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "catalog",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Catalog name filter (case-sensitive)",
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            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false

          },

          {

            "name": "datasource",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Data source name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          },

          {

            "name": "procedurePattern",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Procedure filter pattern (case-sensitive)",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false,

            "x-example": "IDMS%"

          },

          {

            "name": "schemaPattern",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Schema filter pattern (case-sensitive)",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false,

            "x-example": "DEMO%"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ProceduresResponse"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          }
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        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/sql/schemas/{datasource}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "SQL"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns a list of schemas",

        "description": "Returns a list of schemas associated with the data source",

        "operationId": "getSchemasUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "catalog",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Catalog name filter (case-sensitive)",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false

          },

          {

            "name": "datasource",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Data source name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          },

          {

            "name": "schemaPattern",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Schema filter pattern (case-sensitive)",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false,

            "x-example": "DEMO%"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/SchemasResponse"

            }
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          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/sql/tables/{datasource}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "SQL"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns a list of tables",

        "description": "Returns a list of tables associated with the data source",

        "operationId": "getTablesUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "catalog",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Catalog name filter (case-sensitive)",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false,

            "x-example": "null"

          },

          {

            "name": "datasource",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Data source name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"
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          },

          {

            "name": "schemaPattern",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Schema filter pattern (case-sensitive)",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false,

            "x-example": "DEMOEMPL%"

          },

          {

            "name": "tablePattern",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Table filter pattern (case-sensitive)",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string",

            "allowEmptyValue": false,

            "x-example": "EMP%"

          },

          {

            "name": "types",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "TABLE, VIEW, or other types supported by the database",

            "required": false,

            "type": "array",

            "items": {

              "type": "string"

            },

            "collectionFormat": "multi",

            "allowEmptyValue": false

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TablesResponse"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"
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          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/sqlOverview/{jobname}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Performance Metrics"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns SQL overview information",

        "description": "Provides a summary of SQL activity since the start of the IDMS system",

        "operationId": "getSqlOverviewUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "jobname",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "IDMS system job name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/SqlOverview"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad Request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Access is denied"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "The job name is not found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          },
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          "503": {

            "description": "IDMSINFO address space is not available"

          },

          "507": {

            "description": "Insufficient storage",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/sqlTransactions/{jobname}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Performance Metrics"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns a list of active SQL transactions",

        "description": "Returns information about active SQL transactions running on the IDMS system",

        "operationId": "getSqlTransactionsUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "jobname",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "IDMS system job name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/SqlTransaction"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad Request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {
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            "description": "Access is denied"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "The job name is not found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          },

          "503": {

            "description": "IDMSINFO address space is not available"

          },

          "507": {

            "description": "Insufficient storage",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/ssc/{datasource}": {

      "post": {

        "tags": [

          "Compilers"

        ],

        "summary": "Executes IDMS SSC commands",

        "description": "Executes the IDMS subschema compiler with the commands provided, supplied as a list of

 strings in the request body",

        "operationId": "postSscUsingPOST",

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "produces": [

          "*/*"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "commands",

            "description": "SSC commands",

            "required": true,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/CompilerInput"

            }

          },

          {

            "name": "datasource",
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            "in": "path",

            "description": "Data source name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "201": {

            "description": "Created"

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad request",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/storagePoolOverview/{jobname}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Performance Metrics"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns storage pool overview information",

        "description": "Provides summary storage pool information since the start of the IDMS system",

        "operationId": "getStoragePoolOverviewUsingGET",

        "produces": [
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          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "jobname",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "IDMS system job name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/StoragePoolOverview"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad Request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Access is denied"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "The job name is not found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          },

          "503": {

            "description": "IDMSINFO address space is not available"

          },

          "507": {

            "description": "Insufficient storage",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/storagePools/{jobname}": {
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      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Performance Metrics"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns a list of storage pools",

        "description": "Returns detailed information for each storage pool in use by the IDMS system",

        "operationId": "getStoragePoolsUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "jobname",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "IDMS system job name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/StoragePool"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad Request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Access is denied"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "The job name is not found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          },

          "503": {

            "description": "IDMSINFO address space is not available"

          },

          "507": {

            "description": "Insufficient storage",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [
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          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/sysgen/{datasource}": {

      "post": {

        "tags": [

          "Compilers"

        ],

        "summary": "Executes IDMS SYSGEN commands",

        "description": "Executes the IDMS system generation compiler with the commands provided, supplied as a

 list of strings in the request body",

        "operationId": "postSysgenUsingPOST",

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "produces": [

          "*/*"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "commands",

            "description": "SYSGEN commands",

            "required": true,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/CompilerInput"

            }

          },

          {

            "name": "datasource",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Data source name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "201": {

            "description": "Created"

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad request",
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            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskCommand"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/systemRunUnits/{jobname}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Performance Metrics"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns a list of pre-allocated run units",

        "description": "Returns a list of pre-allocated run units for an IDMS system, including dynamically

 allocated (overflow) run units",

        "operationId": "getSystemRunUnitUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "jobname",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "IDMS system job name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemRunUnit"

            }
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          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad Request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Access is denied"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "The job name is not found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          },

          "503": {

            "description": "IDMSINFO address space is not available"

          },

          "507": {

            "description": "Insufficient storage",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/systemStatistics/{datasource}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "System Statistics"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns IDMS system statistics",

        "description": "Returns real-time statistics for an IDMS system identified by the data source name",

        "operationId": "getSystemStatisticsUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "datasource",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Data source name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"
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          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemStatistics"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad Request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/systemTasks/{jobname}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Performance Metrics"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns a list of active system tasks",

        "description": "Returns a list of active system tasks for the IDMS system",

        "operationId": "getSystemTasksUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "jobname",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "IDMS system job name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }
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        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemTask"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad Request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Access is denied"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "The job name is not found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          },

          "503": {

            "description": "IDMSINFO address space is not available"

          },

          "507": {

            "description": "Insufficient storage",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/systems": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Performance Metrics"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns a list of all active IDMS systems",

        "description": "Returns a list of active IDMS systems running on an LPAR",

        "operationId": "getCVsUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "responses": {
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          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/IdmsSystem"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad Request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          },

          "503": {

            "description": "IDMSINFO address space is not available"

          },

          "507": {

            "description": "Insufficient storage",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/systems/{jobname}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Performance Metrics"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns the active IDMS system",

        "description": "Returns the active IDMS system identified by the job name",

        "operationId": "getOneCVUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "jobname",
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            "in": "path",

            "description": "IDMS system job name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/IdmsSystem"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad Request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Access is denied"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "The job name is not found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          },

          "503": {

            "description": "IDMSINFO address space is not available"

          },

          "507": {

            "description": "Insufficient storage",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/taskProgramPoolOverview/{jobname}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Performance Metrics"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns an overview of task activity and program pool usage",
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        "description": "Provides a summary of task activity and program pool usage since the start of the IDMS

 system",

        "operationId": "getTaskPgmPoolOverviewUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "jobname",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "IDMS system job name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TaskProgramPoolOverview"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad Request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Access is denied"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "The job name is not found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          },

          "503": {

            "description": "IDMSINFO address space is not available"

          },

          "507": {

            "description": "Insufficient storage",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],
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        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/terminals/{jobname}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Performance Metrics"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns a list of active logical terminals",

        "description": "Returns a list of active logical terminals for the IDMS system",

        "operationId": "getTerminalsUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "jobname",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "IDMS system job name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/Terminal"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad Request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Access is denied"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "The job name is not found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          },

          "503": {

            "description": "IDMSINFO address space is not available"

          },

          "507": {

            "description": "Insufficient storage",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"
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            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/transactionOverview/{jobname}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Performance Metrics"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns transaction overview information",

        "description": "Provides a summary of transactions and external request units since the start of the

 IDMS system",

        "operationId": "getTransactionOverviewUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "jobname",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "IDMS system job name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/TransactionOverview"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad Request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Access is denied"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "The job name is not found"

          },

          "500": {
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            "description": "Internal server error"

          },

          "503": {

            "description": "IDMSINFO address space is not available"

          },

          "507": {

            "description": "Insufficient storage",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/transactions/{jobname}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Performance Metrics"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns a list of active transaction statistics",

        "description": "Returns statistics about the active transactions running on the IDMS system",

        "operationId": "getTransactionsUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "jobname",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "IDMS system job name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/Transaction"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad Request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"
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          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Access is denied"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "The job name is not found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          },

          "503": {

            "description": "IDMSINFO address space is not available"

          },

          "507": {

            "description": "Insufficient storage",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    },

    "/userTasks/{jobname}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Performance Metrics"

        ],

        "summary": "Returns a list of active user tasks",

        "description": "Returns a list of active user tasks for the IDMS system",

        "operationId": "getUserTasksUsingGET",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "jobname",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "IDMS system job name",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string",

            "x-example": "SYSDEMO"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {
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              "$ref": "#/definitions/UserTask"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad Request"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Authentication is required"

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Access is denied"

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "The job name is not found"

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal server error"

          },

          "503": {

            "description": "IDMSINFO address space is not available"

          },

          "507": {

            "description": "Insufficient storage",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ApiMessage"

            }

          }

        },

        "security": [

          {

            "basicAuth": []

          }

        ],

        "deprecated": false

      }

    }

  },

  "securityDefinitions": {

    "basicAuth": {

      "type": "basic"

    }

  },

  "definitions": {

    "ApiMessage": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "messages": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/Message"

          }

        }

      },
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      "title": "ApiMessage"

    },

    "Buffer": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "areaCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 30,

          "description": "Number of areas in the buffer"

        },

        "areaName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "EMPDEMO.EMP-REGION",

          "description": "Name of an area associated with the file"

        },

        "bufferName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "LOG_BUFFER",

          "description": "Buffer name"

        },

        "bufferPageSize": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 4276,

          "description": "Buffer page size"

        },

        "fileName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "EMPDEMO.EREGION",

          "description": "Name of a file associated with the buffer"

        },

        "inBufferCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 51738,

          "description": "Number of times the page was found in the buffer"

        },

        "inCacheCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 762,

          "description": "Number of times the page was found in cache"

        },

        "inPreFetchCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 65,

          "description": "Number of times the page was found in the prefetch buffer"

        },

        "pageCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",
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          "example": 50,

          "description": "Number of pages in the buffer"

        },

        "readCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 24,

          "description": "Number of physical reads"

        },

        "readsByWritesCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 5,

          "description": "Number of reads forced by writes"

        },

        "waitCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 5,

          "description": "Number of times the system waited on the buffer"

        },

        "writeCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 12,

          "description": "Number of physical writes"

        }

      },

      "title": "Buffer",

      "description": "IDMS system buffer object"

    },

    "Column": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "tableCatalog": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Catalog name"

        },

        "tableSchema": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "DEMOEMPL",

          "description": "Schema name"

        },

        "tableName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "BENEFITS",

          "description": "Table name"

        },

        "columnName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "FISCAL_YEAR",

          "description": "Column name"
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        },

        "dataType": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "SQL data type number"

        },

        "typeName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "UNSIGNED_NUMERIC",

          "description": "SQL data type name"

        },

        "columnSize": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 4,

          "description": "Maximum number of characters or digits the column may contain"

        },

        "bufferLength": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Unused"

        },

        "decimalDigits": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 0,

          "description": "Number of fractional digits"

        },

        "numericPrecisionRadix": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 10,

          "description": "Numeric base. Typically base 10 or 2"

        },

        "nullable": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 0,

          "description": "Indicates if null values are allowed. Possible values are:\n- 0 - columnNoNulls

 - might not allow NULL values\n- 1 - columnNullable - allows NULL values\n- 2 - columnNullableUnknown -

 nullability unknown"

        },

        "remarks": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Description of the column"

        },

        "columnDefault": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Default value of the column"
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        },

        "sqlDataType": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Unused"

        },

        "sqlDateTimeSubtype": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Unused"

        },

        "characterOctetLength": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 4,

          "description": "Size of the column in bytes"

        },

        "ordinalPosition": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 0,

          "description": "Position of the column in the table"

        },

        "isNullable": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "NO",

          "description": "Indicates if the column may contain nulls. Possible values are:\n- YES - the column

 may contain nulls\n- NO - the column may not contain nulls\n- empty string - column nullability unknown"

        },

        "scopeCatalog": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Catalog of the table that is the scope of a reference attribute (null when DATA_TYPE

 is not REF)"

        },

        "scopeSchema": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Schema of the table that is the scope of a reference attribute (null when DATA_TYPE

 is not REF)"

        },

        "scopeTable": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Table name that is the scope of a reference attribute (null when DATA_TYPE is not

 REF)"

        },

        "sourceDataType": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": "null",
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          "description": "Source type of a distinct type or user-generated reference type (null when DATA_TYPE

 is not DISTINCT or REF)"

        },

        "isAutoIncrement": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "NO",

          "description": "Indicates if the column automatically increments. Possible values are:\n- YES - the

 column automatically increments\n- NO - the column does not automatically increment\n- empty string - it is

 unknown if the column automatically increments"

        }

      },

      "title": "Column",

      "description": "Column object"

    },

    "ColumnsResponse": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "columns": {

          "type": "array",

          "description": "List of columns",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/Column"

          }

        },

        "errors": {

          "type": "array",

          "example": [],

          "description": "Error message(s) generated from the execution of the getColumns call",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/SqlExceptionResponse"

          }

        }

      },

      "title": "ColumnsResponse",

      "description": "ColumnsResponse object"

    },

    "CommunicationLine": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "acbName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "SYSR237",

          "description": "Name associated with either a VTAMLIST (ACB name) or an access method other than

 VTAM (DD name) "

        },

        "bufferSize": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 20,

          "description": "Size of the line buffer "

        },

        "compactData": {

          "type": "string",
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          "example": "N",

          "description": "Specifies whether repetitive data is condensed in output datastreams to remote 3270

 terminals\nPossible values are:\n- Y - Yes\n- N - No"

        },

        "errorCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3,

          "description": "Number of errors on the line "

        },

        "lineName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "VTAMLIN",

          "description": "Line name assigned in SYSGEN using the LINE statement "

        },

        "lineStatus": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "INSRVC",

          "description": "Status of the line\nPossible statuses are:\n- INSRVC - In service\n- OUTSRV - Out of

 service\n- CLOSED - Has not been opened "

        },

        "lineType": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "WTO",

          "description": "Type of line specified by the LINE statement in SYSGEN\nPossible line types are:

\n- WTO       - Write to Operator console\n- DCAM      - BS2K\n- VTAM 3270 - Virtual Telecommunications

 Access Method 3270\n- UCF       - Utility Control Facility\n- Start STP - Start/Stop terminals asynchronous

\n- VTAM SNA  - VTAM/Systems Network Architecture Logical Units\n- APPC      - Advanced Program-to-Program

 Communication\n- SYSOUT    - SYSOUT printer\n- DDS CCI   - Distributed Database System Common Client

 Interface\n- DDS VTAM  - Distributed Database System Virtual Telecommunications Access Method\n- SYSN/OUT

  - SYSIN/SYSOUT devices\n- LOC 3270  - Local 3270\n- SIM 3270  - Simulated 3270\n- LOC 3280  - Local 3280

 printer\n- TCAM      - Telecommunications Access Method\n- BSC NONSW - Binary Synchronous Non-Switched Point-

to-Point\n- BSC SW    - Binary Synchronous Switched Point-to-Point\n- BSC MP    - Binary Synchronous Multi-

Point\n- SOCKET    - TCP/IP network socket\n- UNDEFINED - Undefined line type "

        },

        "readCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 595,

          "description": "Number of reads on the line since startup "

        },

        "readErrorCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Number of errors encountered while attempting to retrieve data from a device

 assigned to the line "

        },

        "rplGen": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 10,

          "description": "Number of request parameter lists generated in SYSGEN "
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        },

        "rplRequestCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 287,

          "description": "Number of times a request parameter list had to be assigned to allow communications

 to take place "

        },

        "rplWaitCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 0,

          "description": "Number of waits for a VTAM request parameter list "

        },

        "terminalCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 10,

          "description": "Number of terminals on the line "

        },

        "writeCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 561,

          "description": "Number of writes on the line since startup "

        },

        "writeErrorCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of errors encountered while attempting to write to a device assigned to the

 line "

        }

      },

      "title": "CommunicationLine",

      "description": "IDMS system communication line object"

    },

    "CompilerInput": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "commands": {

          "type": "array",

          "example": [

            "first command statement",

            "second command statement",

            "last command statement"

          ],

          "description": "List of compiler commands",

          "items": {

            "type": "string"

          }

        }

      },
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      "title": "CompilerInput",

      "description": "IDMS compiler input object"

    },

    "DatabaseOverview": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "calcRecordsWithOverflowCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 133,

          "description": "Number of CALC records that were stored on a page other than the targeted page"

        },

        "calcRecordsWithoutOverflowCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 24,

          "description": "Number of CALC records that were stored on the targeted page"

        },

        "databaseCallsCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 51712,

          "description": "Number of database calls"

        },

        "databaseServiceRequestsCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 39507,

          "description": "Number of database service requests"

        },

        "fragmentsStoredCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 57,

          "description": "Number of fragments stored"

        },

        "pagesReadCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1534,

          "description": "Number of database pages read"

        },

        "pagesRequestedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 4641164,

          "description": "Number of database pages requested"

        },

        "pagesWrittenCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1252,

          "description": "Number of database pages written"
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        },

        "recordsCurrentOfRunUnitCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 7561,

          "description": "Number of records current of run unit"

        },

        "recordsRelocatedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 122,

          "description": "Number of records relocated"

        },

        "recordsRequestedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 9196,

          "description": "Number of records requested"

        },

        "viaRecordsWithOverflowCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 182,

          "description": "Number of VIA records that were stored on a page other than the targeted page"

        },

        "viaRecordsWithoutOverflowCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 19,

          "description": "Number of VIA records that were stored on the targeted page"

        }

      },

      "title": "DatabaseOverview",

      "description": "IDMS system database overview object"

    },

    "Datasource": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "databaseName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "CASDB",

          "description": "Database to be accessed by the IDMS run unit"

        },

        "datasourceName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "CASPROD",

          "description": "Name of the data source"

        },

        "description": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Production CAS System",

          "description": "Description of the data source"

        }
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      },

      "title": "Datasource",

      "description": "IDMS datasource object"

    },

    "ExportedKey": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "primaryKeyTableCatalog": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Catalog name that contains the primary key table"

        },

        "primaryKeyTableSchema": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "DEMOEMPL",

          "description": "Schema name of the primary key table"

        },

        "primaryKeyTableName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "EMPLOYEE",

          "description": "Name of the primary key table"

        },

        "primaryKeyColumnName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "EMP_ID",

          "description": "Column name of the primary key"

        },

        "foreignKeyTableCatalog": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Catalog name that contains the foreign key table being exported"

        },

        "foreignKeyTableSchema": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "DEMOEMPL",

          "description": "Schema name of the foreign key table being exported"

        },

        "foreignKeyTableName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "BENEFITS",

          "description": "Name of the foreign key table being exported"

        },

        "foreignKeyColumnName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "EMP_ID",

          "description": "Column name of the foreign key being exported"

        },

        "keySequence": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Column sequence within primary key"

        },
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        "updateRule": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3,

          "description": "Action applied to the foreign key when the primary key is updated\nPossible

 values are:\n- 3 - importedKeyNoAction - do not allow update of primary key if it has been imported

\n- 0 - importedKeyCascade - when the primary key is updated, update the imported key to match\n-

 2 - importedKeySetNull - change imported key to NULL if its primary key has been updated\n- 4 -

 importedKeySetDefault - change imported key to a default value if its primary key has been updated\n- 1 -

 importedKeyRestrict - do not allow update of the primary key if imported as a foreign key in another table"

        },

        "deleteRule": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3,

          "description": "Action applied to the foreign key when the primary key is deleted\nPossible

 values are:\n- 3 - importedKeyNoAction - do not allow delete of primary key if it has been imported

\n\n- 0 - importedKeyCascade - when the primary key is deleted, delete the rows that import it\n-

 2 - importedKeySetNull - change imported key to NULL if its primary key has been deleted\n- 4 -

 importedKeySetDefault - change imported key to a default value if its primary key has been deleted\n- 1 -

 importedKeyRestrict - do not allow delete of the primary key if imported as a foreign key in another table"

        },

        "foreignKeyName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "EMP_BENEFITS",

          "description": "Name of the foreign key"

        },

        "primaryKeyName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "CALC",

          "description": "Name of the primary key"

        },

        "deferrability": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 7,

          "description": "Indicates if the evaluation of the foreign key constraint can be deferred until a

 commit\nPossible values are:\n- 5 - importedKeyInitiallyDeferred\n- 6 - importedKeyInitiallyImmediate\n- 7 -

 importedKeyNotDeferrable"

        }

      },

      "title": "ExportedKey",

      "description": "ExportedKey object"

    },

    "ExportedKeysResponse": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "exportedKeys": {

          "type": "array",

          "description": "List of exported keys",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/ExportedKey"

          }
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        },

        "errors": {

          "type": "array",

          "example": [],

          "description": "Error message(s) generated from the execution of the getExportedKeys call",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/SqlExceptionResponse"

          }

        }

      },

      "title": "ExportedKeysResponse",

      "description": "ExportedKeysResponse object"

    },

    "IEntryData": {

      "type": "object",

      "title": "IEntryData"

    },

    "IdmsSystem": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "ascbAddress": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": 16230656,

          "description": "Address of the ASCB for the IDMS system"

        },

        "asid": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 118,

          "description": "Address space ID associated with the IDMS system"

        },

        "csaAddress": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": 873890,

          "description": "Address of the CSA for the IDMS system"

        },

        "cvNumber": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 60,

          "description": "CV number of the IDMS system, as defined in the SYSGEN"

        },

        "eseAddress": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": 9433200,

          "description": "Address of the ESE for the IDMS system"

        },

        "eseStatus": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 216,
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          "description": "The state of the IDMS system as indicated in the ESE. Bit values and their meanings

 are:\n- 8  = SVC supports SMF writes\n- 16 = CV is latest format\n- 32 = CV quiesce in progress\n- 64 = CV is

 accepting run-unit signons\n- 128 = CV is active"

        },

        "jobId": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "JOB08487",

          "description": "Job ID of the IDMS system"

        },

        "jobName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "TECHDC60",

          "description": "Job name of the IDMS system"

        },

        "pcToken": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "PC token for the IDMS system"

        },

        "programName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "RHDCOMVS",

          "description": "Name of the program used to start the IDMS system"

        },

        "releaseNumber": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "19.0.00",

          "description": "Software release number of the IDMS system"

        },

        "storageKey": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 4,

          "description": "Storage protection key in which the IDMS system is running"

        },

        "svcNumber": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 176,

          "description": "Number of the SVC used by the IDMS system"

        },

        "systemFlag": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 96,

          "description": "Various flag bits used by the IDMS system. Bit values and their meanings are:\n- 32

 = CV is secured\n- 64 = CV is using the SVC\n- 128 = CV is swappable"

        },

        "tapeVersion": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "GJJ04I",

          "description": "Name of the installation image being used by the IDMS system"

        },
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        "userId": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "MyUserId",

          "description": "User ID associated with the IDMS system"

        },

        "versionId": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 600,

          "description": "IDMS system version ID"

        }

      },

      "title": "IdmsSystem",

      "description": "IDMS active system object"

    },

    "ImportedKey": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "primaryKeyTableCatalog": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Imported primary key catalog"

        },

        "primaryKeyTableSchema": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "DEMOEMPL",

          "description": "Imported primary key schema"

        },

        "primaryKeyTableName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "DEPARTMENT",

          "description": "Imported primary key table name"

        },

        "primaryKeyColumnName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "DEPT_ID",

          "description": "Imported primary key column name"

        },

        "foreignKeyTableCatalog": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Catalog of the foreign key"

        },

        "foreignKeyTableSchema": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "DEMOEMPL",

          "description": "Schema of the foreign key"

        },

        "foreignKeyTableName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "EMPLOYEE",

          "description": "Table name of the foreign key"

        },
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        "foreignKeyColumnName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "DEPT_ID",

          "description": "Column name of the foreign key"

        },

        "keySequence": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Column sequence within a foreign key"

        },

        "updateRule": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3,

          "description": "Action applied to the foreign key when the primary key is updated\nPossible

 values are:\n- 3 - importedKeyNoAction - do not allow update of primary key if it has been imported

\n- 0 - importedKeyCascade - when the primary key is updated, update the imported key to match\n-

 2 - importedKeySetNull - change imported key to NULL if its primary key has been updated\n- 4 -

 importedKeySetDefault - change imported key to a default value if its primary key has been updated\n- 1 -

 importedKeyRestrict - do not allow update of the primary key if imported as a foreign key in another table"

        },

        "deleteRule": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3,

          "description": "Action applied to the foreign key when the primary key is deleted\nPossible

 values are:\n- 3 - importedKeyNoAction - do not allow delete of primary key if it has been imported

\n\n- 0 - importedKeyCascade - when the primary key is deleted, delete the rows that import it\n-

 2 - importedKeySetNull - change imported key to NULL if its primary key has been deleted\n- 4 -

 importedKeySetDefault - change imported key to a default value if its primary key has been deleted\n- 1 -

 importedKeyRestrict - do not allow delete of the primary key if imported as a foreign key in another table"

        },

        "foreignKeyName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "DEPT_EMPLOYEE",

          "description": "Name of the foreign key"

        },

        "primaryKeyName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "CALC",

          "description": "Name of the primary key"

        },

        "deferrability": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 7,

          "description": "Indicates if the evaluation of the foreign key constraint can be deferred until a

 commit\nPossible values are:\n- 5 - importedKeyInitiallyDeferred\n- 6 - importedKeyInitiallyImmediate\n- 7 -

 importedKeyNotDeferrable"

        }

      },

      "title": "ImportedKey",
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      "description": "Imported Key object"

    },

    "ImportedKeysResponse": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "importedKeys": {

          "type": "array",

          "description": "List of imported keys",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/ImportedKey"

          }

        },

        "errors": {

          "type": "array",

          "example": [],

          "description": "Error message(s) generated from the execution of the getImportedKeys call",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/SqlExceptionResponse"

          }

        }

      },

      "title": "ImportedKeysResponse",

      "description": "ImportedKeys response object"

    },

    "Journal": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "contentStatus": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "FULL",

          "description": "Indicates whether the journal is full\nPossible values are:\n- FULL  - the journal

 is full\n- blank - the journal is not full"

        },

        "currentRelativeBlockNumber": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2536,

          "description": "Current relative block number of the journal segment"

        },

        "currentSegmentNumber": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 19,

          "description": "Current segment number"

        },

        "currentStatus": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "ACTIVE",

          "description": "Indicates whether the journal is active\nPossible values are:\n- ACTIVE - the

 journal is active\n- blank  - the journal is not active"

        },

        "dsegInterval": {

          "type": "integer",
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          "format": "int32",

          "example": 0,

          "description": "Dummy segment interval"

        },

        "dsegRelativeBlockNumber": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 5020,

          "description": "Relative block number at which IDMSDBIO will write the next dummy segment (DSEG)

 record"

        },

        "highRelativeBlockNumber": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 5000,

          "description": "High relative block number of the journal segment"

        },

        "journalName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "SYSJRNL1",

          "description": "Name of the journal file"

        },

        "lowRelativeBlockNumber": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 8,

          "description": "Low relative block number of the journal segment"

        },

        "offloadStatus": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "CONDENSE",

          "description": "Indicates whether to condense or offload the journal\nPossible values are:\n-

 CONDENSE - condense the journal\n- OFFLOAD  - offload the journal\n- blank    - condense or offload not

 needed"

        },

        "runUnitLevel": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3,

          "description": "Run unit quiesce level"

        },

        "runUnitsWaitingRecoveryCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 0,

          "description": "Number of run units waiting recovery"

        }

      },

      "title": "Journal",

      "description": "IDMS system journal object"

    },

    "LogRecord": {

      "type": "object",
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      "properties": {

        "recordIdentifier": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "lte001",

          "description": "IDMS system log message identifier"

        },

        "recordStatus": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "L",

          "description": "IDMS system log message status"

        },

        "recordText": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "IDMS DC050001 V72 T0 DCLOG IS 00% FULL",

          "description": "IDMS system log message text"

        },

        "recordTimeStamp": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "2019-07-22 09:20:00",

          "description": "IDMS system log message timestamp"

        },

        "recordType": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "IDMS system log message type\nPossible values are:\n- 1 - #WTL text line\n- 2 - User

 trace text or physical I/O trace text\n- 3 - User binary trace entries\n- 4 - Snap or dump text\n- 5 - Snap

 or dump binary entries"

        }

      },

      "title": "LogRecord"

    },

    "LogReport": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "endTime": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "2019-07-22 09:30:00",

          "description": "IDMS log message end DATE-TIME from query parameters"

        },

        "logRecords": {

          "type": "array",

          "description": "List of log message entries",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/LogRecord"

          }

        },

        "messageIdentifier": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "lte001",

          "description": "Log message identifier from query parameters"

        },

        "messageType": {

          "type": "string",
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          "example": "1,2",

          "description": "Log message type from query parameters\nPossible values are:\n- 1 - #WTL text line

\n- 2 - User trace text or physical I/O trace text\n- 3 - User binary trace entries\n- 4 - Snap or dump text

\n- 5 - Snap or dump binary entries"

        },

        "searchText": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "DC027001",

          "description": "The text from query parameters that exists in the log messages returned"

        },

        "startTime": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "2019-07-22 09:20:00",

          "description": "IDMS log message start DATE-TIME from query parameters"

        }

      },

      "title": "LogReport",

      "description": "IDMS system log report object"

    },

    "Message": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "messageAction": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "messageComponent": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "messageContent": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "messageInstanceId": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "messageKey": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "messageNumber": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "messageParameters": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "object"

          }

        },

        "messageReason": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "messageSource": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "messageType": {
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          "type": "string",

          "enum": [

            "ERROR",

            "WARNING",

            "INFO",

            "DEBUG",

            "TRACE"

          ]

        }

      },

      "title": "Message"

    },

    "PrimaryKey": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "tableCatalog": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Catalog name"

        },

        "tableSchema": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "REL",

          "description": "Schema name"

        },

        "tableName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "ORG",

          "description": "Table name"

        },

        "columnName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "EMP_ID",

          "description": "Column name"

        },

        "keySequence": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3,

          "description": "Column sequence within primary key"

        },

        "primaryKeyName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "ORG1",

          "description": "Name of the primary key"

        }

      },

      "title": "PrimaryKey",

      "description": "Primary Key object"

    },

    "PrimaryKeysResponse": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {
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        "primaryKeys": {

          "type": "array",

          "description": "List of primary key columns",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/PrimaryKey"

          }

        },

        "errors": {

          "type": "array",

          "example": [],

          "description": "Error message(s) generated from the execution of the getPrimaryKeys call",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/SqlExceptionResponse"

          }

        }

      },

      "title": "PrimaryKeysResponse",

      "description": "PrimaryKeys response object"

    },

    "Procedure": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "procedureCatalog": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Procedure catalog name"

        },

        "procedureSchema": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "SYSCA",

          "description": "Procedure schema name"

        },

        "procedureName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "GET_DIAGNOSTICS",

          "description": "Procedure name"

        },

        "reserved1": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 21,

          "description": "Reserved for future use. May return the number of input parameters in some

 databases"

        },

        "reserved2": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 21,

          "description": "Reserved for future use. May return the number of output parameters in some

 databases"

        },

        "reserved3": {

          "type": "integer",
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          "format": "int32",

          "example": 0,

          "description": "Reserved for future use. May return the maximum number of result sets that can be

 returned in some databases"

        },

        "remarks": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Procedure that returns SQL statistics",

          "description": "Description of the procedure"

        },

        "procedureType": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Type of procedure\nPossible values are:\n- 0 - procedureResultUnknown - Indicates

 that it is not known whether the procedure returns a result\n- 1 - procedureNoResult - Indicates that the

 procedure does not return a result\n- 2 - procedureReturnsResult - Indicates that the procedure returns a

 result"

        },

        "specificName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "GET_DIAGNOSTICS",

          "description": "Name that uniquely identifies this procedure within its schema"

        }

      },

      "title": "Procedure",

      "description": "Procedure object"

    },

    "ProcedureColumn": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "procedureCatalog": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Procedure catalog name"

        },

        "procedureSchema": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "REL",

          "description": "Procedure schema name"

        },

        "procedureName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "GET_MGR",

          "description": "Procedure name"

        },

        "columnName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "EMP_MGR_LNAME",

          "description": "Column name"

        },

        "columnType": {

          "type": "integer",
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          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Column type\nPossible values are:\n- 0 - procedureColumnUnknown - unknown column

 type\n- 1 - procedureColumnIn - input parameter\n- 2 - procedureColumnInOut - input/output parameter\n- 3

 - procedureColumnResult - result column in result set\n- 4 - procedureColumnOut - output parameter\n- 5 -

 procedureColumnReturn - procedure return value"

        },

        "dataType": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "SQL data type number"

        },

        "typeName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "CHARACTER",

          "description": "SQL data type name"

        },

        "precision": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 0,

          "description": "Total number of digits in the number"

        },

        "length": {

          "type": "object",

          "example": 25,

          "description": "Length of the data in bytes"

        },

        "scale": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 0,

          "description": "Number of digits to the right of the decimal point"

        },

        "radix": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 0,

          "description": "Base for numeric types"

        },

        "nullable": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Indicates if null values are allowed\nPossible values are:\n- 0 - procedureNoNulls

 - might not allow null values\n- 1 - procedureNullable - allows null values\n- 2 - procedureNullableUnknown -

 nullability unknown"

        },

        "remarks": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Last name of employee's manager",

          "description": "Description of the procedure column"
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        },

        "columnDefault": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Default value of the column"

        },

        "sqlDataType": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Unused"

        },

        "sqlDatetimeSubcode": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Unused"

        },

        "characterOctetLength": {

          "type": "object",

          "example": 4,

          "description": "Size of the column in bytes"

        },

        "ordinalPosition": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 0,

          "description": "Position of the column in the table"

        },

        "isNullable": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "YES",

          "description": "Indicates if the column may contain nulls\nPossible values are:\n- YES - the column

 may contain nulls\n- NO - the column may not contain nulls\n- empty string - column nullability unknown"

        },

        "specificName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "GET_MGR",

          "description": "Name that uniquely identifies this procedure within its schema"

        }

      },

      "title": "ProcedureColumn",

      "description": "ProcedureColumn object"

    },

    "ProcedureColumnsResponse": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "procedureColumns": {

          "type": "array",

          "description": "List of procedure columns",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/ProcedureColumn"

          }
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        },

        "errors": {

          "type": "array",

          "example": [],

          "description": "Error message(s) generated from the execution of the getProcedureColumns call",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/SqlExceptionResponse"

          }

        }

      },

      "title": "ProcedureColumnsResponse",

      "description": "ProcedureColumnsResponse object"

    },

    "ProceduresResponse": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "procedures": {

          "type": "array",

          "description": "List of procedures",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/Procedure"

          }

        },

        "errors": {

          "type": "array",

          "example": [],

          "description": "Error message(s) generated from the execution of the getProcedures call",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/SqlExceptionResponse"

          }

        }

      },

      "title": "ProceduresResponse",

      "description": "ProceduresResponse object"

    },

    "ProgramPool": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "highWaterMark": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 450000,

          "description": "Highest amount of space in bytes used by the pool since IDMS system startup "

        },

        "inUseStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 425000,

          "description": "Amount of storage in bytes currently occupied by programs in the pool "

        },

        "overlayActiveProgramCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",
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          "example": 1,

          "description": "Number of times the IDMS system overlaid active programs to load another program "

        },

        "overlayInactiveProgramCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of times the IDMS system overlaid inactive programs to load another program "

        },

        "pageLoadCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 849,

          "description": "Number of pages loaded since IDMS system startup "

        },

        "poolType": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "REENT POOL",

          "description": "Type of program pool\nPossible pool types are:\n- PROG POOL     - Program pool\n-

 REENT POOL    - Reentrant program pool\n- XA PROG POOL  - XA program pool\n- XA REENT POOL - XA reentrant

 program pool"

        },

        "programLoadCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 31,

          "description": "Number of times programs were loaded into the pool since IDMS system startup "

        },

        "totalStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1124000,

          "description": "Amount of storage in bytes defined for the pool "

        },

        "unusedSpaceLoadCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 31,

          "description": "Number of times the IDMS system loaded programs into unused space without needing to

 overlay other programs "

        },

        "waitsOnStorageCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Number of times the IDMS system needed to wait to load a program because no space

 was available in the pool "

        }

      },

      "title": "ProgramPool",

      "description": "IDMS system program pool object "

    },

    "Schema": {
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      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "tableCatalog": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Catalog name"

        },

        "tableSchema": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "DEMOEMPL",

          "description": "Schema name"

        }

      },

      "title": "Schema",

      "description": "Schema object"

    },

    "SchemasResponse": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "schemas": {

          "type": "array",

          "description": "List of schemas",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/Schema"

          }

        },

        "errors": {

          "type": "array",

          "example": [],

          "description": "Error message(s) generated from the execution of the getSchemas call",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/SqlExceptionResponse"

          }

        }

      },

      "title": "SchemasResponse",

      "description": "SchemasResponse object"

    },

    "ScratchManagerOverview": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "pagesAllocatedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 136,

          "description": "Number of pages currently allocated"

        },

        "pagesAllocatedHighWaterMark": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 143,

          "description": "High water mark of pages allocated"

        },
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        "pagesAllocatedNewCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1189,

          "description": "Number of new scratch pages allocated"

        },

        "pagesAllocatedPercent": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3,

          "description": "Percent of pages allocated"

        },

        "pagesFoundBufferCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3097,

          "description": "Number of pages found in buffer without read"

        },

        "pagesFoundCacheCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 7,

          "description": "Number of pages found in cache"

        },

        "pagesFreeCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3864,

          "description": "Number of pages currently free"

        },

        "pagesReadCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1194,

          "description": "Number of pages physically read"

        },

        "pagesStolenCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 751,

          "description": "Number of times stolen pages needed to be written"

        },

        "pagesWrittenCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 751,

          "description": "Number of pages physically written"

        },

        "scratchDeleteCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3804,

          "description": "Number of scratch deletes"
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        },

        "scratchGetCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 483,

          "description": "Number of scratch gets"

        },

        "scratchPutCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 4063,

          "description": "Number of scratch puts"

        }

      },

      "title": "ScratchManagerOverview",

      "description": "IDMS scratch manager overview object"

    },

    "SqlExceptionResponse": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "sqlState": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": 42600,

          "description": "SQLState for the SQL exception"

        },

        "errorCode": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": -4,

          "description": "Error code for the SQL exception\nPossible error codes are:\n- -4 - Statement

 failure\n- -5 - Transaction failure\n- -6 - Session failure\n- -7 - Internal error"

        },

        "message": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "DB006001 T194 C-4M330: Unrecognizable token",

          "description": "Description of the error for the SQL exception"

        }

      },

      "title": "SqlExceptionResponse",

      "description": "SQL exception response object"

    },

    "SqlInput": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "sql": {

          "type": "array",

          "example": [

            "select * from demoempl.department where dept_head_id = 1003",

            "insert into demoempl.department values (9999, 2004, 'D09', 'TEST DEPARTMENT')",

            "update demoempl.department set dept_name = 'UPDATE DEPARTMENT' where dept_id = 9999",

            "delete from demoempl.department where dept_id = 9999"

          ],

          "description": "List of SQL statements",
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          "items": {

            "type": "string"

          }

        }

      },

      "title": "SqlInput",

      "description": "SQL input object"

    },

    "SqlOverview": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "accessModulesCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 7,

          "description": "Number of recompiled access modules"

        },

        "highRowsSortedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 20,

          "description": "Number of high rows sorted"

        },

        "lowRowsSortedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 5,

          "description": "Number of low rows sorted"

        },

        "rowsDeletedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 17,

          "description": "Number of rows deleted"

        },

        "rowsFetchedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 894,

          "description": "Number of rows fetched"

        },

        "rowsInsertedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 20,

          "description": "Number of rows inserted"

        },

        "rowsSortedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 106,

          "description": "Number of rows sorted"

        },
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        "rowsUpdatedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 42,

          "description": "Number of rows updated"

        },

        "sortsCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 894,

          "description": "Number of sorts performed"

        },

        "sqlCommandsCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 331,

          "description": "Number of SQL commands performed"

        }

      },

      "title": "SqlOverview",

      "description": "IDMS system SQL overview object"

    },

    "SqlStatementResponse": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "statementId": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Value that identifies the SQL statement uniquely"

        },

        "sqlStatement": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "select dept_id, dept_name from demoempl.department where dept_head_id = 1003",

          "description": "SQL statement that was executed"

        },

        "updateCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 0,

          "description": "Number of rows affected by SQL statement"

        },

        "errors": {

          "type": "array",

          "example": [],

          "description": "Error and warning messages from the execution of the SQL statement",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/SqlExceptionResponse"

          }

        }

      },

      "title": "SqlStatementResponse",

      "description": "SQL statement response object"
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    },

    "SqlTransaction": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "accessModuleName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "MyAccessModuleName",

          "description": "Access module name"

        },

        "accessModulesCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 7,

          "description": "Number of access module recompiles"

        },

        "highRowsSortedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 20,

          "description": "Number of high rows sorted"

        },

        "lowRowsSortedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 5,

          "description": "Number of low rows sorted"

        },

        "pagesReadCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1534,

          "description": "Number of database pages read"

        },

        "pagesRequestedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 4641164,

          "description": "Number of database pages requested"

        },

        "pagesWrittenCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1252,

          "description": "Number of database pages written"

        },

        "rowsCurrentOfRunUnitCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 7561,

          "description": "Number of rows current of run unit"

        },

        "rowsDeletedCount": {

          "type": "integer",
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          "format": "int32",

          "example": 17,

          "description": "Number of rows deleted"

        },

        "rowsFetchedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 894,

          "description": "Number of rows fetched"

        },

        "rowsInsertedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 20,

          "description": "Number of rows inserted"

        },

        "rowsSortedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 106,

          "description": "Number of rows sorted"

        },

        "rowsUpdatedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 42,

          "description": "Number of rows updated"

        },

        "selectLocksCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 45,

          "description": "Number of SELECT locks"

        },

        "sortsCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 894,

          "description": "Number of sorts performed"

        },

        "sqlCommandsCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 331,

          "description": "Number of SQL commands performed"

        },

        "transactionNumber": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 8,

          "description": "SQL transaction number"

        },

        "updateLocksCount": {
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          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 102,

          "description": "Number of UPDATE locks"

        },

        "userId": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "MyUserId",

          "description": "ID of the user associated with the transaction"

        }

      },

      "title": "SqlTransaction",

      "description": "IDMS system active SQL transaction object"

    },

    "StoragePool": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "freeStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2000000,

          "description": "Amount of free storage in the pool"

        },

        "inUseStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 8192,

          "description": "Amount of storage in bytes currently in use by the pool"

        },

        "pageFixRequestCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Number of page-fix requests issued by the IDMS system"

        },

        "pageFreeRequestCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of page free requests issued by the IDMS system"

        },

        "pagesFixedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 5,

          "description": "Number of pages that have been page-fixed by the IDMS system"

        },

        "pagesFreedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 24,

          "description": "Number of pages freed as the result of a page free request"

        },
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        "pagesReleasedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 10,

          "description": "Number of pages returned to the operating system as a result of the IDMS system

 issuing page release requests"

        },

        "releaseRequestCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Number of times the IDMS system issued a page release request"

        },

        "scan1Count": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 124,

          "description": "Number of times the IDMS system found storage during the first scan"

        },

        "scan2Count": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 25,

          "description": "Number of times the IDMS system found storage during the second scan"

        },

        "scan3Count": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of times the IDMS system found storage during the third scan"

        },

        "shortOnStorageCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of times the storage pool was short on storage"

        },

        "shortOnStorageNow": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Y",

          "description": "Indicates if the storage pool is currently short on storage\nPossible values are:\n-

 Y - Yes\n- blank if no"

        },

        "storageCushion": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 128000,

          "description": "Size of the storage cushion specified at system generation"

        },

        "storageHighWaterMark": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 20480,
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          "description": "Highest amount of storage allocated by the pool"

        },

        "storagePoolId": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 255,

          "description": "Storage pool ID number"

        },

        "totalStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2000000,

          "description": "Amount of storage assigned to the storage pool at startup"

        },

        "uniqueId": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": 255.1,

          "description": "Value that identifies the storage pool uniquely. Due to extensions, there may be

 multiple storage pools with the same pool id"

        }

      },

      "title": "StoragePool",

      "description": "IDMS system storage pool object"

    },

    "StoragePoolOverview": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "dpeCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1500,

          "description": "Deadlock prevention element count"

        },

        "dpeHighWaterMark": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 388,

          "description": "High water mark of deadlock prevention elements used"

        },

        "poolsShortOnStorageCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 8,

          "description": "Number of pools currently short on storage"

        },

        "rceCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3000,

          "description": "Resource control element count"

        },

        "rceHighWaterMark": {

          "type": "integer",
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          "format": "int32",

          "example": 331,

          "description": "High water mark of resource control elements used"

        },

        "rleCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 4000,

          "description": "Resource link element count"

        },

        "rleHighWaterMark": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 377,

          "description": "High water mark of resource link elements used"

        },

        "stackHighWaterMark": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 853,

          "description": "High water mark of stack used in any task"

        },

        "stackSizeInWords": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2400,

          "description": "Stack size in words"

        },

        "storagePoolsCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 8,

          "description": "Number of storage pools in this system"

        },

        "systemShortOnStorageCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 4,

          "description": "Number of times the system was short on storage"

        },

        "waitedForSpaceInStoragePoolCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 4,

          "description": "Number of times the system waited for space in the storage pool"

        }

      },

      "title": "StoragePoolOverview",

      "description": "IDMS system storage pool overview object"

    },

    "SystemRunUnit": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {
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        "dbname": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "SYSTEM",

          "description": "Database name associated with the system run unit"

        },

        "dbnode": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "TECHDC50",

          "description": "Database node associated with the system run unit"

        },

        "overflowRunUnitCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Number of overflow system run units currently running"

        },

        "overflowUsageCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of times an overflow system run unit was used"

        },

        "preallocatedRunUnitCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 10,

          "description": "Number of pre-allocated system run units currently running as defined during SYSGEN"

        },

        "runUnitAddress": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "3B019988",

          "description": "Address of the run unit header element"

        },

        "runUnitName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "LOADER",

          "description": "The name (or type) of the pre-allocated run unit. The possible values and their

 associated area names are:\n- LOADER       - DDLDCLOD\n- MESSAGE      - DDLDCMSG\n- QUEUE        - DDLDCRUN

 or DDLDCQUE\n- SECURITY     - DDLDML\n- SIGNON       - DDLSEC\n- SQL LOADER   - DDLCATLOD\n- SQL SECURITY -

 DDLCAT\n"

        },

        "subschemaName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "IDMSNWKL",

          "description": "Subschema name associated with the system run unit"

        },

        "totalRunUnitCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 11,

          "description": "Total number of pre-allocated and overflow system run units currently running"

        },

        "totalUsageCount": {
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          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 4809,

          "description": "Total number of times pre-allocated and overflow system run units were used"

        }

      },

      "title": "SystemRunUnit",

      "description": "IDMS system run unit object"

    },

    "SystemStatistics": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "header": {

          "description": "System satistics header section",

          "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemStatisticsHeaderSection"

        },

        "tasks": {

          "description": "System statistics tasks section",

          "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemStatisticsTasksSection"

        },

        "transactions": {

          "description": "System statistics transactions section",

          "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemStatisticsTransactionsSection"

        },

        "database": {

          "description": "System statistics database section",

          "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemStatisticsDatabaseSection"

        },

        "index": {

          "description": "System statistics index section",

          "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemStatisticsIndexSection"

        },

        "sql": {

          "description": "System statistics SQL section",

          "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemStatisticsSqlSection"

        },

        "journal": {

          "description": "System statistics journal section",

          "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemStatisticsJournalSection"

        },

        "internal": {

          "description": "System statistics internal section",

          "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemStatisticsInternalSection"

        },

        "storage": {

          "description": "System statistics storage section",

          "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemStatisticsStorageSection"

        },

        "program": {

          "description": "System statistics program section",

          "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemStatisticsProgramSection"

        },

        "scratch": {
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          "description": "System statistics scratch section",

          "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemStatisticsScratchSection"

        },

        "queue": {

          "description": "System statistics queue section",

          "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemStatisticsQueueSection"

        },

        "time": {

          "description": "System statistics time section",

          "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemStatisticsTimeSection"

        },

        "users": {

          "description": "System statistics users section",

          "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemStatisticsUsersSection"

        },

        "mq": {

          "description": "System statistics MQ section",

          "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemStatisticsMqSection"

        }

      },

      "title": "SystemStatistics",

      "description": "IDMS system statistics object"

    },

    "SystemStatisticsDatabaseSection": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "bufferWaitsCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 50,

          "description": "Number of waits on buffers"

        },

        "calcRecordsWithOverflowCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 133,

          "description": "Number of CALC records that were stored on a page other than the targeted page"

        },

        "calcRecordsWithoutOverflowCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 24,

          "description": "Number of CALC records that were stored on the targeted page"

        },

        "databaseCallsCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 51712,

          "description": "Number of database calls"

        },

        "fragmentsStoredCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",
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          "example": 57,

          "description": "Number of fragments stored"

        },

        "pagesReadCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1534,

          "description": "Number of database pages read"

        },

        "pagesRequestedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 4641164,

          "description": "Number of database pages requested"

        },

        "pagesWrittenCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1252,

          "description": "Number of database pages written"

        },

        "recordsCurrentOfRunUnitCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 7561,

          "description": "Number of records current of run unit"

        },

        "recordsRelocatedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 122,

          "description": "Number of records relocated"

        },

        "recordsRequestedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 9196,

          "description": "Number of records requested"

        },

        "totalLocksAquiredCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 220,

          "description": "Number of locks acquired"

        },

        "viaRecordsWithOverflowCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 182,

          "description": "Number of VIA records that were stored on a page other than the targeted page"

        },

        "viaRecordsWithoutOverflowCount": {

          "type": "integer",
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          "format": "int32",

          "example": 19,

          "description": "Number of VIA records that were stored on the targeted page"

        }

      },

      "title": "SystemStatisticsDatabaseSection",

      "description": "IDMS system statistics database section object"

    },

    "SystemStatisticsHeaderSection": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "currentTimeDate": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "08:05:35.43 20/322",

          "description": "Current time and date in format hh:MM:SS:ss YY/DDD"

        },

        "startupTimeDate": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "09:50:38.89 20/321",

          "description": "Time IDMS system started in format hh:MM:SS:ss YY/DDD"

        },

        "swapCallCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 960,

          "description": "Number of swap calls"

        },

        "systemModeTime": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "00:01.909019",

          "description": "Time spent in system execution mode in format hh:MM:SSSSSS"

        },

        "userModeTime": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "00:00.000807",

          "description": "Time spent in user execution mode in format hh:MM:SSSSSS"

        },

        "ziipOnCpTime": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "00:00.003440",

          "description": "CPU time consumed while executing on a CP processor in format hh:MM:SSSSSS"

        },

        "ziipOnZiipTime": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "00:01.373854",

          "description": "CPU time consumed while executing on a zIIP processor in format hh:MM:SSSSSS"

        }

      },

      "title": "SystemStatisticsHeaderSection",

      "description": "IDMS system statistics header section object"

    },

    "SystemStatisticsIndexSection": {

      "type": "object",
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      "properties": {

        "fewestLevelsSearchedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 8,

          "description": "Fewest number of index levels searched"

        },

        "greatestLevelsSearchedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 21,

          "description": "Greatest number of index levels searched"

        },

        "indexLevelsSearchedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 4,

          "description": "Number of index levels searched"

        },

        "indexesSearchedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 32,

          "description": "Number of indexes searched"

        },

        "orphanedRecordsAdoptionCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 30,

          "description": "Number of orphaned records adopted back into the index"

        },

        "sr7RecordCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 15,

          "description": "Number of SR7 records stored"

        },

        "sr7RecordDeleteCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Number of SR7 records deleted"

        },

        "sr8RecordCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 48,

          "description": "Number of SR8 records stored"

        },

        "sr8RecordDeleteCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 12,
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          "description": "Number of SR8 records deleted"

        },

        "sr8SpawnCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 26,

          "description": "Number of times a new level of an index was created"

        },

        "sr8SplitCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 12,

          "description": "Number of SR8 splits"

        }

      },

      "title": "SystemStatisticsIndexSection",

      "description": "IDMS system statistics index section object"

    },

    "SystemStatisticsInternalSection": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "dpeCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1500,

          "description": "Deadlock prevention element count"

        },

        "dpeHighWaterMark": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 388,

          "description": "High water mark of deadlock prevention elements used"

        },

        "dpeThresholdExceededCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 0,

          "description": "Number of times deadlock prevention element SYSGEN threshold exceeded"

        },

        "rceCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3000,

          "description": "Resource control element count"

        },

        "rceHighWaterMark": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 331,

          "description": "High water mark of resource control elements used"

        },

        "rceThresholdExceededCount": {

          "type": "integer",
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          "format": "int32",

          "example": 0,

          "description": "Number of times resource control element SYSGEN threshold exceeded"

        },

        "rleCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 4000,

          "description": "Resource link element count"

        },

        "rleHighWaterMark": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 377,

          "description": "High water mark of resource link elements used"

        },

        "rleThresholdExceededCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 0,

          "description": "Number of times resource link element SYSGEN threshold exceeded"

        },

        "stackHighWaterMark": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 853,

          "description": "High water mark of stack used in any task"

        },

        "stackSizeInWords": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2400,

          "description": "Stack size in words"

        }

      },

      "title": "SystemStatisticsInternalSection",

      "description": "IDMS system statistics internal section object"

    },

    "SystemStatisticsJournalSection": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "journalBlock100FullCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of journal blocks that are 91-100% full"

        },

        "journalBlock10FullCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of journal blocks that are 0-10% full"

        },
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        "journalBlock20FullCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of journal blocks that are 11-20% full"

        },

        "journalBlock30FullCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of journal blocks that are 21-30% full"

        },

        "journalBlock40FullCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of journal blocks that are 31-40% full"

        },

        "journalBlock50FullCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of journal blocks that are 41-50% full"

        },

        "journalBlock60FullCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of journal blocks that are 51-60% full"

        },

        "journalBlock70FullCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of journal blocks that are 61-70% full"

        },

        "journalBlock80FullCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of journal blocks that are 71-80% full"

        },

        "journalBlock90FullCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of journal blocks that are 81-90% full"

        },

        "journalBuffersWaitCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Number of waits that have occurred for journal buffers"
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        },

        "journalPutCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 5,

          "description": "Number of times a user program requested a record be written to a journal file"

        }

      },

      "title": "SystemStatisticsJournalSection",

      "description": "IDMS system statistics journal section object"

    },

    "SystemStatisticsMqSection": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "concurrentSubtaskUseHighWaterMark": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3,

          "description": "High water mark for concurrent subtask use"

        },

        "mqcloseCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 15,

          "description": "Number of MQCLOSE commands issued"

        },

        "mqgetCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 15,

          "description": "Number of MQGET commands issued"

        },

        "mqiCallsCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 34,

          "description": "Number of MQI calls"

        },

        "mqopenCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 15,

          "description": "Number of MQOPEN commands issued"

        },

        "mqputCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 15,

          "description": "Number of MQPUT commands issued"

        },

        "subtaskExceededCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",
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          "example": 1,

          "description": "Number of times a subtask is unavailable"

        },

        "subtaskThreshold": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 4,

          "description": "Number of utility subtasks available"

        },

        "totalMqCallsCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 25,

          "description": "Number of total MQ calls including IBM MQ calls"

        }

      },

      "title": "SystemStatisticsMqSection",

      "description": "IDMS system statistics MQ section object"

    },

    "SystemStatisticsProgramSection": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "loadsNonXaReentrantProgramPoolCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 40,

          "description": "Number of non-XA reentrant program pool loads"

        },

        "loadsStandardProgramPoolCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of standard program pool loads"

        },

        "loadsXaProgramPoolCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 20,

          "description": "Number of XA program pool loads"

        },

        "loadsXaReentrantProgramPoolCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 7,

          "description": "Number of XA reentrant program pool loads"

        },

        "pagesLoadedNonXaReentrantProgramPoolCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 25,

          "description": "Number of pages loaded into non-XA reentrant program pool"

        },

        "pagesLoadedStandardProgramPoolCount": {
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          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 24,

          "description": "Number of pages loaded into standard program pool"

        },

        "pagesLoadedXaProgramPoolCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 120,

          "description": "Number of pages loaded into XA program pool"

        },

        "pagesLoadedXaReentrantProgramPoolCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 17,

          "description": "Number of pages loaded into XA reentrant program pool"

        },

        "waitsNonXaReentrantProgramPoolCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3,

          "description": "Number of non-XA reentrant program pool waits"

        },

        "waitsStandardProgramPoolCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of standard program pool waits"

        },

        "waitsXaProgramPoolCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 6,

          "description": "Number of XA program pool waits"

        },

        "waitsXaReentrantProgramPoolCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of XA reentrant program pool waits"

        }

      },

      "title": "SystemStatisticsProgramSection",

      "description": "IDMS system statistics program section object"

    },

    "SystemStatisticsQueueSection": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "autostartTasksStartedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Number of autostart tasks started as a result of reaching queue threshold"
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        },

        "deleteQueueRequestCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Number of delete queue requests issued"

        },

        "getQueueRequestCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of get queue requests issued"

        },

        "putQueueRequestCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 0,

          "description": "Number of put queue requests issued"

        }

      },

      "title": "SystemStatisticsQueueSection",

      "description": "IDMS system statistics queue section object"

    },

    "SystemStatisticsScratchSection": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "deleteScratchRequestCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2901,

          "description": "Number of delete scratch requests issued"

        },

        "getScratchRequestCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 523,

          "description": "Number of get scratch requests issued"

        },

        "putScratchRequestCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 7267,

          "description": "Number of put scratch requests issued"

        }

      },

      "title": "SystemStatisticsScratchSection",

      "description": "IDMS system statistics scratch section object"

    },

    "SystemStatisticsSqlSection": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "accessModulesCount": {

          "type": "integer",
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          "format": "int32",

          "example": 7,

          "description": "Number of recompiled access modules"

        },

        "highRowsSortedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 20,

          "description": "Number of high rows sorted"

        },

        "lowRowsSortedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 5,

          "description": "Number of low rows sorted"

        },

        "rowsDeletedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 17,

          "description": "Number of rows deleted"

        },

        "rowsFetchedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 894,

          "description": "Number of rows fetched"

        },

        "rowsInsertedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 20,

          "description": "Number of rows inserted"

        },

        "rowsSortedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 106,

          "description": "Number of rows sorted"

        },

        "rowsUpdatedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 42,

          "description": "Number of rows updated"

        },

        "sortsCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 894,

          "description": "Number of sorts performed"

        },

        "sqlCommandsCount": {
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          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 331,

          "description": "Number of SQL commands performed"

        }

      },

      "title": "SystemStatisticsSqlSection",

      "description": "IDMS system statistics SQL section object"

    },

    "SystemStatisticsStorageSection": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "dbGetStorageCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 711,

          "description": "Number of get storage requests for database storage"

        },

        "freeStorageRequestCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 42,

          "description": "Number of free storage requests"

        },

        "getStorageRequestCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 42,

          "description": "Number of get storage requests"

        },

        "pageFixCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3,

          "description": "Number of pages fixed"

        },

        "pageFixRequestCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3,

          "description": "Number of page fix requests"

        },

        "pageFreeCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Number of storage pages freed"

        },

        "pageFreeRequestCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Number of page free requests"
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        },

        "pageReleaseCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 6,

          "description": "Number of page releases"

        },

        "pageReleaseRequestCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 6,

          "description": "Number of page release requests"

        },

        "scan1StorageRequestSatisfiedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 31,

          "description": "Number of times a storage request was satisfied on the first scan of a storage pool"

        },

        "scan2StorageRequestSatisfiedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3,

          "description": "Number of times a storage request was satisfied on the second scan of a storage

 pool"

        },

        "shkGetStorageCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 18,

          "description": "Number of get storage requests for shared kept storage"

        },

        "shrGetStorageCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 5,

          "description": "Number of get storage requests for shared storage"

        },

        "sysGetStorageCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 942,

          "description": "Number of get storage requests for system storage"

        },

        "systemShortOnStorageCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 4,

          "description": "Number of times the system was short on storage"

        },

        "uskGetStorageCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",
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          "example": 15,

          "description": "Number of get storage requests for user kept storage"

        },

        "usrGetStorageCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 698,

          "description": "Number of get storage requests for user storage"

        }

      },

      "title": "SystemStatisticsStorageSection",

      "description": "IDMS system statistics storage section object"

    },

    "SystemStatisticsTasksSection": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "abendedTaskCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3,

          "description": "Number of tasks abended in the system"

        },

        "adsoAbortCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3,

          "description": "Number of ADS/O aborts in the system"

        },

        "deadlockVictimsCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3,

          "description": "Number of victim tasks abended due to deadlocks"

        },

        "deadlocksCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 5,

          "description": "Number of tasks involved in deadlocks with COND=DEAD and COND=NONE"

        },

        "maxTasksInSysgen": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 50,

          "description": "Maximum number of tasks permitted to run on the system, as specified in the SYSGEN"

        },

        "runawayTaskAbortCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of runaway tasks aborted"

        },

        "systemTasksProcessedCount": {
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          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 9,

          "description": "Number of system tasks processed by the system"

        },

        "timesAtMaxTasksCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Number of times the maximum task limit was reached"

        },

        "totalTasksProcessedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 36,

          "description": "Total number of tasks processed by the system"

        }

      },

      "title": "SystemStatisticsTasksSection",

      "description": "IDMS system statistics tasks section object"

    },

    "SystemStatisticsTimeSection": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "getTimeRequestCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 989,

          "description": "Number of get time requests"

        },

        "setTimeCancelRequestCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 20,

          "description": "Number of set time cancel requests"

        },

        "setTimePostRequestCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 532,

          "description": "Number of set time post requests"

        },

        "setTimeStartTaskRequestCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 61,

          "description": "Number of set time start task requests"

        },

        "setTimeWaitRequestCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 462,

          "description": "Number of set time wait requests"
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        }

      },

      "title": "SystemStatisticsTimeSection",

      "description": "IDMS system statistics time section object"

    },

    "SystemStatisticsTransactionsSection": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "distributedTransactionsEndedNormallyCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 4,

          "description": "Number of distributed transactions that ended normally"

        },

        "externalTransactionsEndedNormallyCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 416,

          "description": "Number of external transactions that ended normally"

        },

        "maxConcurrentDistributedTransactionCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3,

          "description": "Number of maximum concurrent distributed transactions"

        },

        "maxConcurrentTransactionCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 644,

          "description": "Number of maximum concurrent transactions"

        },

        "maxExternalConcurrentTransactionCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 7,

          "description": "Number of maximum external concurrent transactions"

        },

        "maxExternalRequestUnits": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 10,

          "description": "Number of external request units allowed"

        },

        "processedDistributedTransactionCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 5,

          "description": "Number of distributed transactions processed"

        },

        "processedExternalTransactionCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",
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          "example": 5,

          "description": "Number of external transactions processed"

        },

        "processedTransactionCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 5552,

          "description": "Number of transactions processed"

        },

        "transactionsEndedNormallyCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 76164,

          "description": "Number of transactions that ended normally"

        }

      },

      "title": "SystemStatisticsTransactionsSection",

      "description": "IDMS system statistics transactions section object"

    },

    "SystemStatisticsUsersSection": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "signedOnUsersCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 80,

          "description": "Number of users signed on to the system"

        },

        "signedOnUsersHighWaterMark": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 85,

          "description": "High water mark of users signed on to the system"

        }

      },

      "title": "SystemStatisticsUsersSection",

      "description": "IDMS system statistics users section object"

    },

    "SystemTask": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "allocatedStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1280,

          "description": "Amount of storage, in 4 KB pages, that is allocated on behalf of the task when

 storage protect is on for the system "

        },

        "currentLinkLevel": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Link level depth of the program currently in control of the IDMS task"
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        },

        "currentProgram": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "*DBRC*",

          "description": "Name of the IDMS program that is currently in control of the task "

        },

        "ecb1Type": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "DBRCWTOR",

          "description": "Type of the first ECB the task is waiting on.\nThis is a descriptive field derived

 from the internal and external ECB types"

        },

        "ecb2Type": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "ESEECB",

          "description": "Type of the second ECB the task is waiting on.\nThis is a descriptive field derived

 from the internal and external ECB types"

        },

        "ecb3Type": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "CCEECB",

          "description": "Type of the third ECB the task is waiting on.\nThis is a descriptive field derived

 from the internal and external ECB types"

        },

        "ecbAddress": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "3B07FB04",

          "description": "Address of the ECB list, if one exists, or the ECB that the task is waiting on "

        },

        "lteName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "VL92001",

          "description": "Name of the logical terminal running the task"

        },

        "miscRceCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Number of miscellaneous resource elements that are currently associated with the

 task"

        },

        "privateNonXaStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 128,

          "description": "Amount of private non-XA storage, in bytes, that is being used by the task"

        },

        "privateXaStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 256,

          "description": "Amount of private XA storage, in bytes, that is being used by the task"

        },
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        "programNonXaStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 256,

          "description": "Amount of non-XA program pool storage occupied by programs associated with the task

 in bytes "

        },

        "programRceCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3,

          "description": "Number of program type resource elements that are currently associated with the

 task"

        },

        "programXaStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 18432,

          "description": "Amount of XA program pool storage occupied by programs associated with the task in

 bytes "

        },

        "runUnitRceCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Number of run-unit resource elements that are currently associated with the task "

        },

        "sharedNonXaStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 128,

          "description": "Amount of shared non-XA storage, in bytes, that is being used by the task"

        },

        "sharedXaStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1152,

          "description": "Amount of shared XA storage, in bytes, that is being used by the task"

        },

        "storageRceCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 17,

          "description": "Number of storage type resource elements that are currently associated with the

 task"

        },

        "systemModeTime": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 292,

          "description": "Amount of time, in 10**-4 seconds, that IDMS spent performing system services on

 behalf of the task"

        },
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        "taskCode": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "*SYSTEM*",

          "description": "Name of the task that is running on the IDMS system"

        },

        "taskNumber": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Number of the task that is running on the IDMS system"

        },

        "taskStatus": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "WAIT",

          "description": "The current status of the IDMS task\nPossible values are:\n- WAIT   - task is

 currently in a wait state\n- ROLL   - task is in the process of a user requested rollback\n- A/ROLL -

 automatic recovery is in control after an abort\n- ABEND  - task is abending, no database recovery is being

 done\n- READY  - task is ready to be dispatched\n- NEW    - task is new, never been dispatched\n- STAE   -

 STAE program is currently in control\n- RUN    - task is currently executing\n- WTMODE - task is waiting on

 MPMODE in a multitasking system"

        },

        "userModeTime": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 156,

          "description": "Amount of time, in 10**-4 seconds, that IDMS spent executing code outside of system

 services on behalf of the task.\nThis statistic is only provided when user statistics are being collected for

 the system"

        }

      },

      "title": "SystemTask",

      "description": "IDMS system active system task object "

    },

    "Table": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "tableCatalog": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Catalog name"

        },

        "tableSchema": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "DEMOEMPL",

          "description": "Schema name"

        },

        "tableName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "EMPLOYEE",

          "description": "Table name"

        },

        "tableType": {

          "type": "string",
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          "example": "TABLE",

          "description": "Table type"

        },

        "tableRemarks": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "General comments about the table"

        },

        "typeCatalog": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Type catalog name"

        },

        "typeSchema": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Type schema name"

        },

        "typeName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Name of the type"

        },

        "referencingColumnName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Name of the 'identifier' column of a typed table"

        },

        "referencingGeneration": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "null",

          "description": "Indicates how values in the 'referencingColumnName' are created\nPossible values

 are:\n- SYSTEM\n- USER\n- DERIVED\n- null"

        }

      },

      "title": "Table",

      "description": "Table object"

    },

    "TablesResponse": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "tables": {

          "type": "array",

          "description": "List of tables",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/Table"

          }

        },

        "errors": {

          "type": "array",

          "example": [],

          "description": "Error message(s) generated from the execution of the getTables call",

          "items": {
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            "$ref": "#/definitions/SqlExceptionResponse"

          }

        }

      },

      "title": "TablesResponse",

      "description": "TablesResponse object"

    },

    "TaskCommand": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "command": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Command arguments sent to the IDMS system"

        },

        "errors": {

          "type": "array",

          "description": "Error messages from IDMS",

          "items": {

            "type": "string"

          }

        },

        "response": {

          "type": "array",

          "description": "Command execution response from IDMS if successful",

          "items": {

            "type": "string"

          }

        },

        "returnCode": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "description": "Highest return code from execution of the IDMS command"

        },

        "task": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "IDMS DC task code from the URL path"

        }

      },

      "title": "TaskCommand",

      "description": "IDMS task command and response object"

    },

    "TaskProgramPoolOverview": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "abendedTaskCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3,

          "description": "Number of tasks that have abended in the system"

        },

        "loadsNonXaReentrantProgramPoolCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",
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          "example": 40,

          "description": "Number of non-XA reentrant program pool loads"

        },

        "loadsStandardProgramPoolCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of standard program pool loads"

        },

        "loadsXaProgramPoolCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 20,

          "description": "Number of XA program pool loads"

        },

        "loadsXaReentrantProgramPoolCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 7,

          "description": "Number of XA reentrant program pool loads"

        },

        "maxTaskCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Number of times the maximum task limit was reached"

        },

        "maxTasksInSysgen": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 50,

          "description": "Number of maximum tasks specified in SYSGEN"

        },

        "runawayTaskAbortCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of runaway tasks aborted"

        },

        "systemTaskCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 4,

          "description": "Number of active system tasks in the system"

        },

        "systemTasksProcessedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 9,

          "description": "Number of system tasks processed by the system"

        },

        "totalTaskCount": {

          "type": "integer",
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          "format": "int32",

          "example": 12,

          "description": "Total number of active tasks in the system"

        },

        "totalTasksProcessedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 36,

          "description": "Total number of tasks processed by the system"

        },

        "waitsNonXaReentrantProgramPoolCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3,

          "description": "Number of non-XA reentrant program pool waits"

        },

        "waitsStandardProgramPoolCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of standard program pool waits"

        },

        "waitsXaProgramPoolCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 6,

          "description": "Number of XA program pool waits"

        },

        "waitsXaReentrantProgramPoolCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of XA reentrant program pool waits"

        }

      },

      "title": "TaskProgramPoolOverview",

      "description": "IDMS system task and program pool object"

    },

    "Terminal": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "allocatedStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 57344,

          "description": "Amount of storage, in 4 KB pages, that is allocated on behalf of the logical

 terminal when storage protect is on for the system"

        },

        "currentLinkLevel": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3,
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          "description": "Link level of the program or dialog that is currently in control when a task is

 executing\n- If the current program is an ADS dialog, the link level represents the depth of the dialog

 within the hierarchy of ADS dialogs\n- If the current program is not an ADS dialog, the link level represents

 the depth of the program within the hierarchy of CA IDMS/DC programs"

        },

        "currentProgram": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "ADSOMAIN",

          "description": "Name of the program or ADS dialog that is currently in control when a task is

 executing"

        },

        "defaultDbname": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "CASDB",

          "description": "Indicates the default database name that is associated with the logical terminal"

        },

        "defaultDbnode": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "PRODSYS",

          "description": "Indicates the default database node that is associated with the logical terminal"

        },

        "defaultDictname": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "SYSDICT",

          "description": "Indicates the default dictionary name that is associated with the logical terminal"

        },

        "defaultDictnode": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "PRODSYS",

          "description": "Indicates the default dictionary node that is associated with the logical terminal"

        },

        "defaultLoadlist": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "SYSLOAD",

          "description": "Indicates the load area or load library search path associated with the logical

 terminal"

        },

        "defaultVersion": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Indicates the default version that is associated with the logical terminal"

        },

        "lteAddress": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "3B025BE0",

          "description": "Address of the logical terminal element"

        },

        "lteName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "VL92001",

          "description": "Logical terminal name assigned during SYSGEN"

        },
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        "miscRceCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 24,

          "description": "Number of miscellaneous resource elements currently associated with the logical

 terminal"

        },

        "privateNonXaStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 512,

          "description": "Amount of private non-XA storage, in bytes, that is associated with the logical

 terminal"

        },

        "privateXaStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 52224,

          "description": "Amount of private XA storage, in bytes, that is associated with the logical

 terminal"

        },

        "programNonXaStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 256,

          "description": "Amount of program non-XA storage, in bytes, that is associated with the logical

 terminal"

        },

        "programRceCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 14,

          "description": "Number of program resource elements that are currently associated with the logical

 terminal"

        },

        "programXaStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 59392,

          "description": "Amount of program XA storage, in bytes, that is associated with the logical

 terminal"

        },

        "runUnitRceCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Number of run-unit resource elements currently associated with the logical terminal"

        },

        "sharedNonXaStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 0,
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          "description": "Amount of shared non-XA storage, in bytes, that is associated with the logical

 terminal"

        },

        "sharedXaStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3968,

          "description": "Amount of shared XA storage, in bytes, that is associated with the logical terminal"

        },

        "storageRceCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 12,

          "description": "Number of storage type resource elements that are currently associated with the

 logical terminal"

        },

        "taskCode": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "ADS",

          "description": "Name of the task that is running on the IDMS system"

        },

        "taskNumber": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 84375,

          "description": "Number of the task that is running on the IDMS system"

        },

        "userId": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "dilda02",

          "description": "ID of the user currently associated with the logical terminal"

        }

      },

      "title": "Terminal",

      "description": "IDMS system logical terminal object"

    },

    "Transaction": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "calcRecordsWithOverflowCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Number of CALC records that were stored on a page other than the targeted page"

        },

        "calcRecordsWithoutOverflowCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 4,

          "description": "Number of CALC records that were stored on the targeted page"

        },

        "currentAreaName": {

          "type": "string",
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          "example": "EMPAREA",

          "description": "Current area name of the transaction"

        },

        "currentProgram": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "ADSOMAIN",

          "description": "Name of the IDMS program or ADS dialog that is currently in control of the task"

        },

        "currentRecordName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "EMPLOYEE",

          "description": "Current record name of the transaction"

        },

        "databaseCallsCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 30,

          "description": "Number of database calls"

        },

        "databaseLockStatus": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "H",

          "description": "Current database lock status\nPossible values are:\n- A      - holding area locks\n-

 H      - holding dbkey locks\n- S      - requesting area locks\n- blank  - currently not holding locks"

        },

        "databaseProcessingStatus": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "M",

          "description": "Current database processing status\nPossible values are:\n- C      - collecting

 statistics (COLS)\n- I      - processing I/O (DBIO)\n- K      - processing in lock management (LMGR)\n- M 

     - processing in database management system (DBMS)\n- P      - processing in user procedure\n- U      -

 processing in a database utility (UCUS, URSU)\n- blank  - currently not processing in any of the above"

        },

        "databaseWaitStatus": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "B",

          "description": "Current database wait status\nPossible values are:\n- B      - waiting on database

 buffer\n- J      - waiting on a journal\n- L      - waiting on a load\n- P      - waiting on buffer control

 block (BCR)\n- U      - waiting on a journal control block (JBC)\n- blank  - currently not waiting"

        },

        "fewestLevelsSearchedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 8,

          "description": "Fewest number of index levels searched"

        },

        "greatestLevelsSearchedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 8,

          "description": "Greatest number of index levels searched"

        },

        "journalAfterImageCount": {
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          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 52,

          "description": "Number of journal after (AFTR) images"

        },

        "journalBeforeImageCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 52,

          "description": "Number of journal before (BFOR) images"

        },

        "lastDatabaseVerbNumber": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 33,

          "description": "Last database verb number issued for the transaction"

        },

        "nonShareLocksHeldCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 5,

          "description": "Number of non-share locks held"

        },

        "orphanedRecordsAdoptionCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 8,

          "description": "Number of orphaned records adopted back into the index"

        },

        "pagesReadCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 153,

          "description": "Number of database pages read"

        },

        "pagesRequestedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 4641,

          "description": "Number of database pages requested"

        },

        "pagesWrittenCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 252,

          "description": "Number of database pages written"

        },

        "recordCurrentOfTransactionCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 10,

          "description": "Number of records made current of transaction"

        },
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        "recordFragmentCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 0,

          "description": "Number of record fragments stored"

        },

        "recordsRequestedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 50,

          "description": "Number of records requested"

        },

        "shareLocksHeldCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 10,

          "description": "Number of share locks held"

        },

        "sr7RecordCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 8,

          "description": "Number of SR7 records stored"

        },

        "sr8RecordCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 18,

          "description": "Number of SR8 records stored"

        },

        "sr8RecordDeleteCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 5,

          "description": "Number of SR8 records deleted"

        },

        "sr8SpawnCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 14,

          "description": "Number of times a new level of an index was created"

        },

        "sr8SplitCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 5,

          "description": "Number of SR8 splits"

        },

        "subschemaName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "IDMSNWKL",

          "description": "Subschema name associated with the current run unit"

        },
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        "taskCode": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "ADS2",

          "description": "Name of the task that is running on the IDMS system"

        },

        "taskNumber": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1287,

          "description": "Number of the task running on the IDMS system"

        },

        "taskStatus": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "READY",

          "description": "Current status of the IDMS task\nPossible values are:\n- WAIT   - task is currently

 in a wait state\n- ROLL   - task is in the process of a user requested rollback\n- A/ROLL - automatic

 recovery is in control after an abort\n- ABEND  - task is abending, no database recovery is being done\n-

 READY  - task is ready to be dispatched\n- NEW    - new task, which has never been dispatched\n- STAE   -

 STAE program is currently in control\n- RUN    - task is currently executing\n- WTMODE - task is waiting on

 MPMODE in a multitasking system"

        },

        "totalLocksAcquiredCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 15,

          "description": "Number of total locks acquired"

        },

        "viaRecordsWithOverflowCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 2,

          "description": "Number of VIA records that were stored on a page other than the targeted page"

        },

        "viaRecordsWithoutOverflowCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 9,

          "description": "Number of VIA records that were stored on the targeted page"

        }

      },

      "title": "Transaction",

      "description": "IDMS system transaction object"

    },

    "TransactionOverview": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "currentExternalTransactionCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Number of current external transactions"

        },

        "currentTransactionCount": {
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          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1234,

          "description": "Number of current transactions"

        },

        "databaseLocksRequestedCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 12,

          "description": "Number of database locks requested"

        },

        "externalTransactionsEndedNormallyCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 416,

          "description": "Number of external transactions that ended normally"

        },

        "maxConcurrentTransactionCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 644,

          "description": "Number of maximum concurrent transactions"

        },

        "maxExternalConcurrentTransactionCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 7,

          "description": "Number of maximum external concurrent transactions"

        },

        "maxHashTableEntryCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 12,

          "description": "Number of maximum hash table entries"

        },

        "maxSynonymTableCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 12,

          "description": "Number of maximum synonym table entries"

        },

        "processedExternalTransactionCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 5,

          "description": "Number of external transactions processed"

        },

        "processedTransactionCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 5552,

          "description": "Number of transactions processed"

        },
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        "transactionsEndedNormallyCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 76164,

          "description": "Number of transactions that ended normally"

        }

      },

      "title": "TransactionOverview",

      "description": "IDMS system transaction overview object"

    },

    "UserTask": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "allocatedStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 57344,

          "description": "Amount of storage, in 4 KB pages, that is allocated on behalf of the task when

 storage protect is on for the system"

        },

        "currentLinkLevel": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 3,

          "description": "Link level depth of the program currently in control of the IDMS task\n- If the

 current program is an ADS dialog, the link level represents the depth of the dialog within the hierarchy

 of ADS dialogs\n- If the current program is not an ADS dialog, the link level represents the depth of the

 program within the hierarchy of CA IDMS/DC programs"

        },

        "currentProgram": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "ADSOMAIN",

          "description": "Name of the IDMS program or ADS dialog that is currently in control of the task"

        },

        "dbkeyHolder": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "003B5C02",

          "description": "Dbkey upon which the task is waiting"

        },

        "dbkeyHolderTask": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "VL92002",

          "description": "Indicates the holder of the dbkey upon which the task is waiting\n- If the holder

 of the dbkey is another task, the task number of the holder is provided\n- If the holder of the dbkey is

 something other than a task, the logical terminal ID of the holder is provided"

        },

        "defaultDbname": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "CASDB",

          "description": "Default database name that is associated with the logical terminal"

        },

        "defaultDbnode": {

          "type": "string",
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          "example": "PRODSYS",

          "description": "Default database node that is associated with the logical terminal"

        },

        "defaultDictname": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "SYSDICT",

          "description": "Default dictionary name that is associated with the logical terminal"

        },

        "defaultDictnode": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "PRODSYS",

          "description": "Default dictionary node that is associated with the logical terminal"

        },

        "defaultVersion": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Default version that is associated with the logical terminal"

        },

        "ecb1Type": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "PTERM",

          "description": "Type of the first ECB that the task is waiting on\nThis is a descriptive field

 derived from the internal and external ECB types"

        },

        "ecb2Type": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "DBIO RDE",

          "description": "Type of the second ECB that the task is waiting on\nThis is a descriptive field

 derived from the internal and external ECB types"

        },

        "ecb3Type": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "CSASDECB",

          "description": "Type of the third ECB that the task is waiting on\nThis is a descriptive field

 derived from the internal and external ECB types"

        },

        "ecbAddress": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "3B0E6158",

          "description": "Address of the ECB list, if one exists, or the ECB that the task is waiting on"

        },

        "lteName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "VL92001",

          "description": "Name of the logical terminal running the task"

        },

        "miscRceCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 24,

          "description": "Number of miscellaneous resource elements currently associated with the task"

        },
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        "privateNonXaStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 512,

          "description": "Amount of private non-XA storage, in bytes, that is being used by the task"

        },

        "privateXaStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 52224,

          "description": "Amount of private XA storage, in bytes, that is being used by the task"

        },

        "programNonXaStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 256,

          "description": "Amount of non-XA program pool storage occupied by programs associated with the task

 in bytes"

        },

        "programRceCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 14,

          "description": "Number of program type resource elements that are currently associated with the

 task"

        },

        "programXaStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 59392,

          "description": "Amount of XA program pool storage occupied by programs associated with the task in

 bytes"

        },

        "radixOfDbkeyHolder": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": 8,

          "description": "Indicates the radix of the dbkey upon which the task is waiting"

        },

        "runUnitRceCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1,

          "description": "Number of run-unit resource elements that are currently associated with the task"

        },

        "sharedNonXaStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 0,

          "description": "Amount of shared non-XA storage, in bytes, that is being used by the task"

        },

        "sharedXaStorage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",
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          "example": 3968,

          "description": "Amount of shared XA storage, in bytes, that is being used by the task"

        },

        "storageRceCount": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 12,

          "description": "Number of storage type resource elements that are currently associated with the

 task"

        },

        "systemModeTime": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 292,

          "description": "Amount of time, in 10**-4 seconds, that IDMS spent performing system services on

 behalf of the task"

        },

        "taskCode": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "ADS2",

          "description": "Name of the task that is running on the IDMS system"

        },

        "taskNumber": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 1287,

          "description": "Number of the task that is running on the IDMS system"

        },

        "taskPriority": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 240,

          "description": "Dispatch priority of the IDMS task in the range of 1 to 240"

        },

        "taskStatus": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "READY",

          "description": "The current status of the IDMS task\nPossible values are:\n- WAIT   - task is

 currently in a wait state\n- ROLL   - task is in the process of a user requested rollback\n- A/ROLL -

 automatic recovery is in control after an abort\n- ABEND  - task is abending, no database recovery is being

 done\n- READY  - task is ready to be dispatched\n- NEW    - task is new, never been dispatched\n- STAE   -

 STAE program is currently in control\n- RUN    - task is currently executing\n- WTMODE - task is waiting on

 MPMODE in a multitasking system"

        },

        "userId": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "MyUserId",

          "description": "ID of the user associated with the logical terminal that is running the task"

        },

        "userModeTime": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32",

          "example": 156,
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          "description": "Amount of time, in 10**-4 seconds, that IDMS spent executing code outside of system

 services on behalf of the task.\nThis statistic is only provided when user statistics are being collected for

 the system"

        }

      },

      "title": "UserTask",

      "description": "IDMS system active user task object"

    }

  }

}

        

Integration with Open Source Tooling
See how you can collect data for analysis and can develop dashboards using APIs and the Zowe framework.

As a developer or database administrator, you can use the REST API in the following ways:

• Enable client dashboards or applications to view system and performance data
• Enable automated warnings and recommendations, to avoid critical system risks/outages
• Obtain flexibility to leverage modern, user-friendly tooling to improve the user experience

Monitoring and managing mainframe systems often requires the use of various interfaces and tools that are hard to learn
and even harder to automate. Newer environments and systems provide APIs to monitor and manage them.

The Zowe framework is one option to provide a unified way to deploy and manage these APIs on z/OS.

The following video shows how you can use popular open-source tools to monitor database performance metrics exposed
by Zowe APIs. With little or no coding, you can collect data over time for deep analysis and can develop dashboards to
display system performance graphically. The video is presented by David Ross, Software Architect, Broadcom Mainframe
Division.

REST API: IDMS Compilers

The IDMS Compilers enable you to create and maintain DC/UCF system definitions, Schema definitions, and manage
dictionary components.

Authorization and Authentication

Basic authorization user credentials must be provided in the header (either user ID and password or Base64 encoding),
as shown in the following examples:
Authorization: Basic zowe zowe

Base64 encoding of userid:password

These credentials are used to access the API and to sign onto IDMS.

Services

The following services are available:
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• IDD Compiler -- Executes the IDMS IDD compiler to manage IDMS dictionary components
• OCF Compiler -- Executes the online command facility (OCF), which allows you to submit physical and logical DDL

statements for manipulating SQL and non-SQL databases
• Schema Compiler -- Executes the IDMS Schema Compiler, which allows you to create and maintain

the Schema definitions for your IDMS databases
• SSC Compiler -- Executes statements that perform an action on IDMS subschemas
• SYSGEN Compiler -- Executes the IDMS System Generation (SYSGEN) Compiler to create and maintain an IDMS

DC/UCF system definition

REST API: IDD Compiler

The IDD Compiler executes the IDMS IDD compiler to manage IDMS dictionary components.

NOTE
For more information about DDDL syntax and compiler options, see IDD DDDL Reference.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path to execute the IDD commands has the following format:

POST <base URL>/idd/<datasource>

Where:

• <base URL> specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request will be sent and is defined in the

datasources.yml file

Example: Display all maps defined in the APPLDICT dictionary

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/idd/system71

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/idd/system71

Request Body:

In the request body, supply the commands as a list of strings.

{

  "commands": [

    "SIGNON DICTIONARY APPLDICT.",

    "Display all Maps."

  ]

}

Response:

{ 

   "command": "Display all Maps.", 

   "errors": [], 

   "response": [ 

     "*+   DISPLAY MAP NAME IS ID310M2A VERSION IS 1", 

     "*+           WITHIN PANEL ID310M2A-OLMPANEL VERSION IS 1 .", 

     "*+   DISPLAY MAP NAME IS DUDMAP1 VERSION IS 1 ", 
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     "*+           WITHIN PANEL DUDMAP1-OLMPANEL VERSION IS 1 .",

     "*+   DISPLAY MAP NAME IS WEBSVCMP VERSION IS 1",

     "*+           WITHIN PANEL WEBSVCMP-OLMPANEL VERSION IS 1 .",

            ... (Snip)...

   ], 

   "returnCode": 0, 

   "task": "IDD"

}

REST API: OCF Compiler

The OCF Compiler executes the online command facility (OCF), which allows you to submit physical and logical DDL
statements for manipulating SQL and non-SQL databases.

NOTE
For more information about the command facility, see Command Facility.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

POST <base URL>/ocf/<datasource>

Where:

• <base URL> specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request will be sent and is defined in the

datasources.yml file

Example: Display the last record within Dictionary APPLDICT

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/ocf/SYSOD108

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/ocf/SYSOD108

Request Body:

In the request body, supply the commands as a list of strings.

{

  "commands": [

    "CONNECT TO APPLDICT;",

    "DIS LAST RECORD;"

   

  ]

}

Response:

{

  "task": "OCF",

  "command": "CONNECT TO APPLDICT;                                                            DIS LAST

 RECORD;",

  "returnCode": 0,
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  "response": [

    "CONNECT TO APPLDICT;",

    "*+ Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000",

    "DIS LAST RECORD;",

    "*+ Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000",

    "*+   DISPLAY RECORD NAME IS SUBSCHEMA-CTRL18 VERSION IS 2 ."

  ],

  "errors": []

}

Example: Display all segments within Dictionary APPLDICT

Request Body:

In the request body, supply the commands as a list of strings.

  {

  "commands": [

    "CONNECT TO APPLDICT;",

    "DIS ALL SEGMENTS;"

   

  ]

}

Response:

{

  "task": "OCF",

  "command": "CONNECT TO APPLDICT;                                                            DIS ALL

 SEGMENTS;",

  "returnCode": 0,

  "response": [

    "CONNECT TO APPLDICT;",

    "*+ Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000",

    "DIS ALL SEGMENTS;",

    "*+ Status = 0        SQLSTATE = 00000",

    "*+   DISPLAY SEGMENT PROJSEG ;",

    "*+   DISPLAY SEGMENT SQLDEMO ;",

    "*+   DISPLAY SEGMENT SYSCAT ;",

    "*+   DISPLAY SEGMENT USERDB ;",

    "*+ I DC601157  NO MORE ENTITY OCCURRENCES FOUND                         WORD  1"

  ],

  "errors": []

}

REST API: Schema Compiler

The Schema Compiler executes the IDMSCHEM program to obtain a description of the Schema that is stored in the
dictionary and a Schema DDL input list.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

POST <base URL>/schema/<datasource>
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Where:

• <base URL> specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request will be sent and is defined in the

datasources.yml file

Example: Display the name of the first Schema within Dictionary SYSDICT

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/schema/SYSOD108

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/schema/SYSOD108

Request Body:

In the request body, supply the commands as a list of strings.

{

"commands": [

"SIGNON DICTIONARY SYSDICT.",

"DISPLAY FIR SCHEMA."

]

}

Response:

{

"command": "Display Schema EMPSCHM V 100 as Syn.",

"errors": [],

"response": [

"*+   DISPLAY SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 100 ."

],

"returnCode": 0,

"task": "SCHEMA"

}

Example: Display the Employee Demo Schema within Dictionary SYSDICT in a format appropriate for addition

Request Body:

In the request body, supply the commands as a list of strings.

{

  "commands": [

    "SIGNON DICTIONARY SYSDICT.",

    "Display Schema EMPSCHM V 100 as Syn."

  ]

}

Response:

In the request body, supply the commands as a list of strings.

{ 

   "command": "Display Schema EMPSCHM V 100 as Syn.", 

   "errors": [], 

   "response": [ 

     "     ADD", 
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     "     SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 100",

     "*+       DATE CREATED IS      11/30/93",

     "*+       TIME CREATED IS      11220063", 

     "*+       DATE LAST UPDATED IS 10/06/20",

     "*+       PREPARED BY HARRU01",

     "         SCHEMA DESCRIPTION IS 'EMPLOYEE DEMO DATABASE'",

     "         ASSIGN RECORD IDS FROM 1001",

     "         PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL",

            ... (Snip)...

   ], 

   "returnCode": 0, 

   "task": "SCHEMA"

}

REST API: SSC Compiler

The SSC Compiler executes statements that perform an action on IDMS subschemas.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

POST <base URL>/ssc/<datasource>

Where:

• <base URL> specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request will be sent and is defined in the

datasources.yml file

Example: Display all Subschemas that belong to the EMPSCHM Schema

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/ssc/SYSOD108

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/ssc/SYSOD108

Request Body:

In the request body, supply the commands as a list of strings.

{

  "commands": [

    "SIGNON DICTIONARY APPLDICT.",

    "DIS ALL SUBSCHEMAS WHERE SCHEMA = 'EMPSCHM'."

  ]

}

Response:

{

  "task": "SSC",

  "command": "SIGNON DICTIONARY APPLDICT.                                                     DIS ALL

 SUBSCHEMAS WHERE SCHEMA = 'EMPSCHM'.",
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  "returnCode": 0,

  "response": [

    "*+   DISPLAY SUBSCHEMA NAME IS AD99SLR OF SCHEMA NAME EMPSCHM VERSION IS 1 .",

    "*+   DISPLAY SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPSSLR OF SCHEMA NAME EMPSCHM VERSION IS 1 .",

    "*+   DISPLAY SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPSS01 OF SCHEMA NAME EMPSCHM VERSION IS 1 .",

    "*+   DISPLAY SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPSS01A OF SCHEMA NAME EMPSCHM VERSION IS 1 .",

    "*+   DISPLAY SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPSS1A OF SCHEMA NAME EMPSCHM VERSION IS 1 .",

    "*+   DISPLAY SUBSCHEMA NAME IS MYSUBSCH OF SCHEMA NAME EMPSCHM VERSION IS 1 .",

    "*+   DISPLAY SUBSCHEMA NAME IS DUDEMP OF SCHEMA NAME EMPSCHM VERSION IS 100 .",

    "*+   DISPLAY SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPSS01 OF SCHEMA NAME EMPSCHM VERSION IS 100 .",

    "*+   DISPLAY SUBSCHEMA NAME IS FRUSS09 OF SCHEMA NAME EMPSCHM VERSION IS 100 .",

    "*+   DISPLAY SUBSCHEMA NAME IS GWGSS01 OF SCHEMA NAME EMPSCHM VERSION IS 100 .",

    "*+   DISPLAY SUBSCHEMA NAME IS MALSS01 OF SCHEMA NAME EMPSCHM VERSION IS 100 .",

    "*+   DISPLAY SUBSCHEMA NAME IS SCFSS01 OF SCHEMA NAME EMPSCHM VERSION IS 100 .",

    "*+   DISPLAY SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPSS011 OF SCHEMA NAME EMPSCHM VERSION IS 101",

    "*+         .",

    "*+   DISPLAY SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPSS013 OF SCHEMA NAME EMPSCHM VERSION IS 103",

    "*+         .",

    "*+   DISPLAY SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPSS014 OF SCHEMA NAME EMPSCHM VERSION IS 104",

    "*+         .",

    "*+   DISPLAY SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPSS019 OF SCHEMA NAME EMPSCHM VERSION IS 109",

    "*+         .",

    "*+   DISPLAY SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPSS02 OF SCHEMA NAME EMPSCHM VERSION IS 170 .",

    "*+   DISPLAY SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPLR01 OF SCHEMA NAME EMPSCHM VERSION IS 200 .",

    "*+   DISPLAY SUBSCHEMA NAME IS VSMSS01 OF SCHEMA NAME EMPSCHM VERSION IS 300 .",

    "*+   DISPLAY SUBSCHEMA NAME IS VSMEFKS1 OF SCHEMA NAME EMPSCHM VERSION IS 400",

    "*+         .",

    "*+ I DC601157  NO MORE ENTITY OCCURRENCES FOUND                         WORD  8"

  ],

  "errors": []

}

Example: Add, display, and then delete the subschema TEST of schema EMPSCHM

Request Body:

In the request body, supply the commands as a list of strings.

{

  "commands": [

    "SIGNON DICTIONARY APPLDICT.",

    "ADD SUBSCHEMA NAME IS TEST OF SCHEMA NAME EMPSCHM.",

    "DIS SUBSCHEMA NAME IS TEST OF SCHEMA NAME EMPSCHM.",

    "DEL SUBSCHEMA NAME IS TEST OF SCHEMA NAME EMPSCHM."

  ]

}

Response:

{

  "task": "SSC",

  "command": "SIGNON DICTIONARY APPLDICT.                                                     ADD SUBSCHEMA

 NAME IS TEST OF SCHEMA NAME EMPSCHM.                              DIS SUBSCHEMA NAME IS TEST OF SCHEMA NAME

 EMPSCHM.                              DEL SUBSCHEMA NAME IS TEST OF SCHEMA NAME EMPSCHM.",
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  "returnCode": 0,

  "response": [

    "*+   ADD",

    "*+   SUBSCHEMA NAME IS TEST OF SCHEMA NAME IS EMPSCHM VERSION IS 1",

    "*+       DATE CREATED IS      12/04/20",

    "*+       TIME CREATED IS      14012222",

    "*+       PREPARED BY ZOWE",

    "*+       PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL",

    "*+       USAGE IS MIXED",

    "*+       SUBSCHEMA HAS ERRORS OR GENERATE NOT DONE",

    "*+       ."

  ],

  "errors": []

}

REST API: SYSGEN Compiler

The SYSGEN Compiler executes the IDMS System Generation (SYSGEN) Compiler to create and maintain an IDMS DC/
UCF system definition.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

POST <base URL>/sysgen/<datasource>

Where:

• <base URL> specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request will be sent and is defined in the

datasources.yml file

Example: From the SYSTEM dictionary, display the syntax for the generation of system 108

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/sysgen/SYSOD108

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/sysgen/SYSOD108

Request Body:

In the request body, supply the commands as a list of strings.

{

    "commands": ["signon dictionary SYSTEM."

                "disp system 108 as syntax." ]

}

Response:

{

  "task": "SYSGEN",

  "command": "signon dictionary SYSTEM.                                     disp system 108 as syntax.",

  "returnCode": 0,
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  "response": [

    "     ADD SYSTEM 108",

    "         SYSTEM ID IS SYSO108",

    "*+       DATE CREATED IS      10/09/02",

    "*+       DATE LAST UPDATED IS 01/13/20",

    "*+       REVISED  BY DOWDA01",

    "         ABEND STORAGE IS 200",

    "         ABRU SNAP",

    "         AREA ACQUISITION THRESHOLD IS OFF RETRY FOREVER",

    "         CHKUSER TASKS IS 4",

    "         CUSHION IS 128",

    "         CVNUMBER IS 108",

    "         CWA SIZE IS 504",

    "         DEBUG MESSAGE BUFFERS IS 5",

    "         DEADLOCK DETECTION INTERVAL IS 5",

    "         DPE COUNT IS 1500",

    "         DPE AUTOTUNE IS OFF",

    "         DUMP",

    "         ECB LIST IS DEFAULT",

    "         ERUS FETCH PROTECT IS ON",

    "         EVAL BASE YEAR IS 68",

    "         EVAL CENTURY VALIDATION IS ON",

    "         EVAL LOW CENTURY IS 19",

    "         EVAL HIGH CENTURY IS 20",

    "         EXTERNAL WAIT IS 600",

    "         GENERATION ID IS SYSO108",

    "         INACTIVE INTERVAL IS 900",

    "         INTERNAL WAIT IS 1800",

    "         JOURNAL FRAGMENT INTERVAL IS 0",

    "         JOURNAL TRANSACTION LEVEL IS 0",

    "         NOJOURNAL RETRIEVAL",

    "         STORAGE LIMIT FOR ONLINE   TASKS IS 0",

    "         STORAGE LIMIT FOR EXTERNAL TASKS IS 0",

    "         LOCK LIMIT FOR ONLINE   TASKS IS 0",

    "         LOCK LIMIT FOR EXTERNAL TASKS IS 0",

    "         CALL LIMIT FOR ONLINE   TASKS IS 0",

    "         CALL LIMIT FOR EXTERNAL TASKS IS 20000",

    "         DBIO LIMIT FOR ONLINE   TASKS IS 0",

    "         DBIO LIMIT FOR EXTERNAL TASKS IS 0",

    "         LIMITS FOR ONLINE ARE ENABLED",

    "         LIMITS FOR EXTERNAL ARE OFF",

    "         LOADLIST IS SYSLOAD",

    "         LOG DATABASE",

    "         MAXIMUM   ERUS IS 25",

    "         MAXIMUM TASKS IS 10",

    "         MESSAGE RETENTION IS 7",

    "         MULTIPLE ENCLAVE IS OFF",

    "         MULTIPLE SIGNONS IS YES",

    "         NEW COPY IS AUTOMATIC",

    "         ON COMMIT WRITE COMT",

    "         ON ROLLBACK CONTINUE RETAIN ID",

    "         OPERATING SYSTEM IS MVS",

    "         OVERRIDING REPORT LINE LENGTH IS 121",
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    "         PAGE RELEASE IS NO",

    "         PRINT KEY IS PF12",

    "         PRINTER CHECKPOINT IS OFF",

    "         PRINTER CONTROL IS",

    "             SCS FORMFEED IS FF-NL ,",

    "             ON REPORT START (",

    "                 FORMFEED FOR NATIVE PRINT IS INSERT ,",

    "                 FORMFEED FOR NON-NATIVE PRINT IS INSERT ,",

    "                 SCS CR-LF IS ON )",

    "             ON REPORT END (",

    "                 FORMFEED FOR NATIVE PRINT IS NO-INSERT ,",

    "                 FORMFEED FOR NON-NATIVE PRINT IS NO-INSERT )",

    "         PROGRAM POOL IS 500",

    "         PROTECT",

    "         QUEUE JOURNAL BEFORE",

    "         QUEUE RETENTION IS FOREVER",

    "         QUIESCE WAIT IS STALL INTERVAL",

    "         RCE COUNT IS 3000",

    "         RCE AUTOTUNE IS OFF",

    "         RECOVERY WAIT IS NOT ALLOWED",

    "         REENTRANT POOL IS 750",

    "         RELOCATABLE THRESHOLD IS YES",

    "         REPORT RETENTION IS 5",

    "         RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL IS 1800",

    "                     PROGRAM IS RHDCBYE VERSION 1",

    "         RETRIEVAL NOLOCK",

    "         RLE COUNT IS 4000",

    "         RLE AUTOTUNE IS OFF",

    "         RUNAWAY INTERVAL IS 30",

    "         RUNUNITS FOR LOADER      = 1",

    "         RUNUNITS FOR SECURITY    = 1",

    "         RUNUNITS FOR SIGNON      = 1",

    "         RUNUNITS FOR MSGDICT     = 1",

    "         RUNUNITS FOR QUEUE       = 1",

    "         RUNUNITS FOR SYSTEM/DEST = 1",

    "         RUPRTY IS 100",

    "         SCRATCH IN STORAGE IS NO",

    "         SNAP SYSTEM IS OFF",

    "         SNAP SYSTEM PHOTO IS OFF",

    "         SNAP TASK IS OFF",

    "         SNAP TASK PHOTO IS OFF",

    "         SNAP TASK TRACE IS OFF LIMIT IS 2500",

    "         SQL ROW LIMIT IS 0",

    "         STACKSIZE IS 2400",

    "         STATISTICS INTERVAL OFF NOROLL NOLINE TASK WRITE USER TRANSACTION",

    "         STORAGE KEY IS 9",

    "         STORAGE POOL IS 750",

    "         SVC IS 172",

    "         SYSCTL IS SYSCTL",

    "         SYSLOCKS IS 1200",

    "         SYSLOCKS AUTOTUNE IS OFF",

    "         SYSTRACE OFF",

    "         TICKER INTERVAL IS 1",
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    "         TRANSACTION SHARING IS OFF",

    "         TRACE SAVE OFF TABLE SIZE IS 4 MB",

    "         UNDEFINED PROGRAM COUNT IS ( 300 10 ) FOR (ALL)",

    "         UPDATE NOLOCK",

    "         USERTRACE ON ENTRIES = 250",

    "         XA PROGRAM POOL IS 500",

    "         XA REENTRANT POOL IS 5000",

    "         XA STORAGE POOL IS 21000",

    "         DYNAMIC EXPANSION IS OFF",

    "         .",

  ],

  "errors": []

}

REST API: Data Sources

The Data Sources service displays one or all data source definitions that are contained within the datasources.yml file.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/datasources/<datasource>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations
• <datasource> (optional) Identifies the name of a single data source to be reported on

Example: Display all data sources

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/datasources

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/datasources

NOTE
In the URL, spaces must be encoded as %20 or + .

Response:

 {

    "datasourceName": "SYSDEMO",

    "description": "Canonical data source for Swagger",

    "databaseName": "APPLDICT"

  },

  {

    "datasourceName": "SYSOD108",

    "description": "Dedicated IDMS API test system",

    "databaseName": "APPLDICT"

  },

  {

    "datasourceName": "SYSQA10",

    "description": "General QA test system",

    "databaseName": "APPLDICT"
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  }

REST API: DCMT Services
Use the DCMT services to monitor and control IDMS operations.

The DCMT services enable a REST client application to issue DC Master Terminal commands to display system statistics
and attributes, vary system attributes, and execute DCMT tasks. The commands are global in scope and affect the
operations of the entire IDMS system. The DCMT services are secured by DCMT task security. 

The IDMS system is specified by a data source name defined in the IDMS API configuration. The data source defines
the host, port, and catalog used to connect to the IDMS system. For more information about defining data sources, see
Acquire, Install, and Configure the IDMS API REST API.

Prerequisites

To use the API to access the IDMS Log and Task services, ensure that you have the following prerequisites in place:

1. SQL catalog installed
2. A TCP/IP line set up and configured for use with IDMS Server
3. VDBA table procedures (You do not have to have VDBA installed but you do need the table procedures defined. If

your IDMS installation is at the current level, these tables are installed automatically.)

Platform-Specific Information

These services can run on both z/OS and distributed platforms. When deployed on z/OS, the services can also access
IDMS systems running on different LPARs. The services can run with or without the Zowe mediation layer.

Authorization and Authentication

Basic authorization user credentials must be provided in the header (user ID and password or base 64 encoding), for
example: User ID and Password
Authorization: Basic zowe zowe

Base64 Encoding
userid:password

These credentials are used to access the API and to sign onto IDMS.

HTTP Methods and Supported DCMT Commands

The service supports the following HTTP methods and most DCMT commands, including:

• GET for DISPLAY and HELP
• PUT for VARY
• POST for other DCMT commands

DELETE is not supported.

NOTE
For more information about DCMT Task commands, see DCMT Task in the IDMS Reference documentation.

Support of Broadcasting

The DCMT services support broadcast parameters, which execute the command on members of a data sharing group
(DSG). If the central version (CV) is a member of a DSG, you can execute the system tasks DCMT, DCUF, and SEND on
other central versions that are members of the same DSG (called broadcasting). Broadcasting can be done to either all or
a list of DSG members.

For more information about broadcasting and broadcast parameter syntax, refer to the IDMS Reference documentation;
see the section "How to Broadcast System Tasks" in Using System Tasks.
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Services

The following services are available:

• DCMT Display -- Obtain information about system status, statistics, and attributes.
• DCMT Help -- Obtain information about DCMT commands and parameters.
• DCMT Quiesce -- Initiate a quiesce operation for one or more target areas.
• DCMT Shutdown -- Terminate the IDMS system in an orderly fashion. (Shutdown is disabled by default, but can be

enabled.)
• DCMT Statistics --  Write system and line statistics to the IDMS DC/UCF log.
• DCMT Test -- Obtain diagnostic information for technical support personnel.
• DCMT Vary --  Modify system attributes.

REST API: DCMT Display

The DCMT Display service displays information about system status, statistics, and attributes.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/dcmt/<datasource>?args=<arguments>&broadcast=<parameters>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations.
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request will be sent and is defined in the data

sources definition file.
• <arguments> (required) Specifies the DCMT DISPLAY command arguments.
• <parameters> (optional) Specifies broadcast parameters if supported by the DCMT DISPLAY command.

For more information about DCMT DISPLAY commands, see DCMT DISPLAY commands in the IDMS Reference
documentation.

Example: Display attributes of the SEND task

Direct URL:
https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/dcmt/SYSDEMO?args=task+send

Zowe API gateway URL:
https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/dcmt/SYSDEMO?args=task+send

NOTE
In the URL, spaces must be encoded as %20 or + .

Response:

{

  "task": "DCMT",

  "command": "DISPLAY TASK SEND",

  "returnCode": 0,

  "response": [

    "        Task Code SEND",

    "      Program/Map RHDCSEND",

    "        Map/Nomap NOMAP",

    "    Input/Noinput INPUT",

    "         Priority 100",
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    "           Status ENABLED AND INSRV",

    "        Print Key PF12",

    "       Stall Intv 00900 (SYSTEM)",

    "     Quiesce Wait 00900 (SYSTEM)",

    "    External Wait 00600 (SYSTEM)",

    "   Resource Intvl 01800 (SYSTEM)",

    "   Resource Progm RHDCBYE",

    "     Times Called 0000000",

    "  Current Threads 00000",

    "   Max Concurrent OFF",

    "      Term Output NOSAVE",

    "         Autotask NO",

    "         Location ANY",

    "    Trans Sharing OFF(SYSTEM)",

    "        On Commit WRITE COMT(SYSTEM)",

    "      On Rollback RETAIN ID(SYSTEM)",

    "    SQL Row Limit SYSTEM",

    "    Storage Limit SYSTEM",

    "       Lock Limit SYSTEM",

    "       Call Limit SYSTEM",

    "       DBIO Limit SYSTEM"

  ],

  "errors": []

}

Any errors returned by the DCMT command execution are shown in the errors attribute of the JSON response.

REST API: DCMT Help

The DCMT Help service gets information about DCMT commands and parameters.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/dcmt/help/<datasource>?args=<arguments>&broadcast=<parameters>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations.
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request will be sent, and is defined in the data

sources definition file.
• <arguments> (optional) Specifies an optional parameter for DCMT HELP.
• <parameters> (optional) Specifies broadcast parameters to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing

group members.

For more information about the DCMT HELP commands, see DCMT HELP in the IDMS Reference documentation.

Example: Get help for DCMT TASK commands

Direct URL:
https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/dcmt/help/SYSDEMO?args=task

Zowe API gateway URL:
https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/dcmt/help/SYSDEMO?args=task
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NOTE
In the URL, spaces must be encoded as %20 or + .

Response:

{

  "task": "DCMT",

  "command": "HELP TASK",

  "returnCode": 0,

  "response": [

    "DISPLAY TASKS",

    "DISPLAY TASK NAME",

    "DISPLAY ACTIVE TASKS",

    "",

    "VARY TASK NAME ENABLE/DISABLE",

    "VARY TASK NAME PRIORITY NUM",

    "VARY TASK NAME EXTERNAL WAIT OFF/SYSTEM/NUM",

    "VARY TASK NAME STALL OFF/SYSTEM/NUM",

    "VARY TASK NAME QUIESCE WAIT OFF/SYSTEM/NUM/NOWAIT",

    "VARY TASK NAME SAVE/NOSAVE",

    "VARY TASK NAME SNAP",

    "               TASK ON/OFF LIMIT NUM",

    "               TASK PHOTO ON/OFF LIMIT NUM",

    "               SYSTEM ON/OFF LIMIT NUM",

    "               SYSTEM PHOTO ON/OFF LIMIT NUM",

    "               LIMIT NUM",

    "VARY TASK NAME TRANSACTION SHARING ON/OFF/SYSTEM",

    "VARY TASK NAME ON COMMIT",

    "               WRITE COMT/SYSTEM/",

    "               WRITE ENDJ NEW ID/WRITE ENDJ RETAIN ID",

    "VARY TASK NAME ON ROLLBACK RETAIN ID/NEW ID/SYSTEM",

    "VARY TASK NAME PROGRAM NAME",

    " (NAME = <NODENAME>.<DICTNAME>.<PGMNAME>)",

    "VARY TASK NAME RESOURCE INTERVAL OFF/SYSTEM/NUM",

    "VARY TASK NAME RESOURCE PROGRAM SYSTEM/NAME",

    " (NAME = <NODENAME>.<DICTNAME>.<PGMNAME>)",

    "VARY TASK NAME LOCATION BELOW/ANY",

    "VARY TASK NAME MAXIMUM CONCURRENT OFF/NUM",

    "VARY TASK NAME STORAGE/LOCK/CALL/DBIO LIMIT",

    "               OFF/SYSTEM/NUM",

    "",

    "VARY DYNAMIC TASK NAME",

    " INVOKES PROGRAM NAME VERSION NUM",

    " (NAME = <NODENAME>.<DICTNAME>.<PGMNAME>)",

    " EXTERNAL/INTERNAL",

    " INACTIVE INTERVAL OFF/SYSTEM/NUM",

    " QUIESCE WAIT OFF/SYSTEM/NUM/NOWAIT",

    " EXTERNAL WAIT OFF/SYSTEM/NUM",

    " INPUT/NOINPUT",

    " ENABLED/DISABLED",

    " SAVE/NOSAVE",

    " TRANSACTION SHARING ON/OFF/SYSTEM",

    " ON COMMIT WRITE COMT/SYSTEM/",

    "           WRITE ENDJ NEW ID/WRITE ENDJ RETAIN ID",
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    " ON ROLLBACK RETAIN ID/NEW ID/SYSTEM",

    " MAP/NOMAP",

    " PRIORITY NUM",

    " RESOURCE INTERVAL OFF/SYSTEM/NUM",

    " RESOURCE PROGRAM SYSTEM/NAME VERSION NUM",

    "   (NAME = <NODENAME>.<DICTNAME>.<PGMNAME>)",

    " PRINT KEY OFF/SYSTEM/PAX/PFXX",

    " LOCATION BELOW/ANY",

    " MAXIMUM CONCURRENT OFF/NUM",

    " DELETE",

    " . (DELIMITER)",

    "",

    "VARY ACTIVE TASK MAX TASK NUM",

    "VARY ACTIVE TASK TERMINATE TASKID NUM DUMP",

    "VARY ACTIVE TASK TERMINATE TERMID NAME DUMP",

    "VARY ACTIVE TASK PRIORITY TASKID NUM TO NUM",

    "VARY ACTIVE TASK PRIORITY TERMID NAME TO NUM",

    "VARY ACTIVE TASK STORAGE/LOCK/CALL/DBIO LIMIT",

    "            TASKID NUMBER TO NUMBER"

  ],

  "errors": []

}

Any errors returned by the DCMT command execution are shown in the errors attribute of the JSON response.

REST API: DCMT Quiesce

The DCMT Quiesce service initiates a QUIESCE operation for one or more target areas.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

POST <base URL>/dcmt/quiesce/<datasource>?args=<arguments>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations.
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request will be sent, and is defined in the data

sources definition file.
• <arguments> (required) Specifies the DCMT QUIESCE target area, segment, or DBNAME.

For more information about the DCMT QUIESCE command, see DCMT Quiesce Command in the IDMS Reference
documentation.

Example: QUIESCE the EMPDEMO database

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/dcmt/quiesce/SYSDEMO?args=dbname+empdemo+id+1

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/dcmt/quiesce/SYSDEMO?args=dbname+empdemo+id+1

NOTE
In the URL, spaces must be encoded as %20 or + .
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Response:

{

  "task": "DCMT",

  "command": "QUIESCE DBNAME EMPDEMO ID 1",

  "returnCode": 4,

  "response": [],

  "errors": [

    "EMPDEMO   DBNAME not in DBTABLE"

  ]

}

Any errors returned by the DCMT command execution are shown in the errors attribute of the JSON response.

REST API: DCMT Shutdown

The DCMT Shutdown service terminates the IDMS system in an orderly fashion. This service is disabled by default. For
information about enabling this service, see Install the IDMS API REST API.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

POST <base URL>/dcmt/shutdown/<datasource>?args=<arguments>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations.
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request will be sent, and is defined in the data

sources definition file.
• <arguments> (required) Allows you to specify the IMMEDIATE and NOPROMPT options. This parameter must contain

the IMMEDIATE option.

For more information about the DCMT SHUTDOWN command, see DCMT SHUTDOWN Command in the IDMS
Reference documentation.

Example: Shut down the system immediately

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/dcmt/shutdown/SYSDEMO?args=immediate+noprompt

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/v1/dcmt/shutdown/SYSDEMO?args=immediate+noprompt

Response:

When the IDMS system is terminated, the connection from the IDMS API is reset.

HTTP 500

{

  "messages": [

    {

      "messageType": "ERROR",

      "messageNumber": "IDMS0100",

      "messageContent": "JDBC error executing table procedure 'SYSCA.VDBADCT5': ['java.sql.SQLException: IO

 error: java.net.SocketException: Connection reset']",
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      "messageKey": "com.broadcom.idms.zowe.tableProcedureSQLException",

      "messageParameters": [

        "SYSCA.VDBADCT5",

        "java.sql.SQLException: IO error: java.net.SocketException: Connection reset"

      ],

      "messageInstanceId": "78b46ec6-3572-4283-bd03-d5a2ae3af5d7",

      "messageComponent": "com.broadcom.idms.zowe.api.v1.handler.ControllerExceptionHandler",

      "messageSource": "usilca11.lvn.broadcom.net:31091:caidms"

    }

  ]

}

REST API: DCMT Statistics

The DCMT Statistics service executes a DCMT WRITE STATISTICS command to write system and line statistics to the
IDMS DC/UCF log.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

POST <base URL>/dcmt/statistics/<datasource>?args=<arguments>&broadcast=<parameters>

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations.
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request will be sent and is defined in the data

sources definition file.
• <arguments> (optional) Specifies the ROLL option to reset statistics to zero after writing them.
• <parameters> (optional) Specifies broadcast parameters to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data sharing

group members.

For more information about the DCMT WRITE STATISTCS command, see DCMT WRITE STATISTICS Command in the
IDMS Reference documentation.

Example: Reset statistics after writing them to the DC log file

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/dcmt/statistics/SYSDEMO?args=roll

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/dcmt/statistics/SYSDEMO?args=roll 

Response:

{

  "task": "DCMT",

  "command": "WRITE STATISTICS ROLL",

  "returnCode": 0,

  "response": [

    "IDMS DC275916 V108 STATISTICS WRITTEN TO THE LOG AND ROLLED OUT BY USER"

  ],

  "errors": []

}

Any errors returned by the DCMT command execution are shown in the errors attribute of the JSON response.
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REST API: DCMT Test

The DCMT Test service obtains diagnostic information for technical support personnel.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

POST <base URL>/dcmt/test/<datasource>?args=<arguments>&broadcast=<parameters>

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations.
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request will be sent and is defined in the data

sources definition file.
• <arguments> (required) Specifies the DCMT TEST test debugging options. This parameter will contain options

specified by technical support.
• <parameters>  (optional) Specifies broadcast parameters to execute the DCMT command on all or a list of data

sharing group members.

For more information about the DCMT TEST command, see DCMT TEST Command in the IDMS Reference
documentation.

REST API: DCMT Vary

The DCMT Vary service modifies system attributes.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

PUT <base URL>/dcmt/<datasource>?args=<arguments>&broadcast=<parameters>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations.
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request will be sent, and is defined in the data

sources definition file.
• <arguments> (required) Specifies the DCMT VARY command arguments.
• <parameters> (optional) Specifies broadcast parameters, if supported by the DCMT VARY command.

For more information about the DCMT VARY commands, see DCMT VARY Commands in the IDMS Reference
documentation.

Example: Set the Resource Interval for the SEND task

Direct URL:
https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/dcmt/SYSDEMO?args=task+send+resource+interval+off

Zowe API gateway URL:
https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/dcmt/SYSDEMO?args=task+send+resource+interval+off

NOTE
In the URL, spaces must be encoded as %20 or + .

Response:

{

  "task": "DCMT",

  "command": "VARY TASK SEND RESOURCE INTERVAL OFF",
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  "returnCode": 0,

  "response": [

    "IDMS DC261009 V108 TASK RESOURCE INTERVAL VARIED FROM 01800 TO OFF"

  ],

  "errors": []

}

Any errors returned by the DCMT command execution are shown in the errors attribute of the JSON response.

REST API: DCUF Services
Use the DCUF services to show and set attributes of your current user session.

The DCUF services enable a REST client application to issue DC User Function commands to show user session
information. The services are secured by DCUF task security. A data source name in the IDMS API configuration specifies
the IDMS system. The data source defines the host, port, and catalog used to connect to the IDMS system. For more
information about defining data sources, see Acquire, Install, and Configure the IDMS REST API.

Prerequisites

To use the API to access the IDMS Log and Task services, ensure that you have the following prerequisites in place:

1. SQL catalog installed
2. A TCP/IP line set up and configured for use with IDMS Server
3. VDBA table procedures (You do not have to have VDBA installed but you do need the table procedures defined. If

your IDMS installation is at the current level, these tables are installed automatically.)

Platform-Specific Information

These services can run on both z/OS and distributed platforms. When deployed on z/OS, the services can also access
IDMS systems running on different LPARs. The services can run with or without the Zowe mediation layer.

Authorization and Authentication

Basic authorization user credentials must be provided in the header (user ID and password or base 64 encoding), for
example: User ID and Password
Authorization: Basic zowe zowe

Base64 Encoding
userid:password

These credentials are used to access the API and to sign onto IDMS.

HTTP Methods and Supported DCUF Commands

The service supports the following HTTP methods and subset of DCUF commands:

• GET for SHOW and HELP
• PUT, POST, DELETE not supported (REST has no persistent session.)

NOTE
For more information about the DCUF Task, see DCUF Task in the IDMS Reference documentation.

Support of Broadcasting

The DCUF services support broadcast parameters, which execute the command on members of a data sharing group
(DSG). If the central version (CV) is a member of a DSG, you can execute the system tasks DCMT, DCUF, and SEND on
other central versions that are members of the same DSG (called broadcasting). Broadcasting can be done to either all or
a list of DSG members.

For more information about broadcasting and broadcast parameter syntax, refer to the IDMS Reference documentation;
see the section "How to Broadcast System Tasks" in Using System Tasks.
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The DCUF services do not support setting user session attributes.

Services

The following services are available:

• DCUF Show -- Display information about the current user session.
• DCUF Help -- Obtain information about DCUF commands and parameters.

REST API: DCUF Show

The DCUF Show service displays information about the current user session.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/dcuf/<datasource>?args=<arguments>&broadcast=<parameters>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations.
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request will be sent, and is defined in the data

sources definition file.
• <arguments> (required) Specifies the DCUF SHOW command arguments.
• <parameters> (optional) Specifies broadcast parameters for the DCUF command. This parameter is optional when

<arguments> contains USERS. Other DCUF commands do not support broadcast parameters.

For more information about the DCUF SHOW commands, see DCUF Commands in the IDMS Reference documentation.

Example: Show current users with priority and terminal information

Direct URL:
https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/dcuf/SYSDEMO?args=users+all

Zowe API gateway URL:
https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/dcuf/SYSDEMO?args=users+all

NOTE
In the URL, spaces must be encoded as %20 or + .

Response:

{

  "task": "DCUF",

  "command": "SHOW USERS ALL",

  "returnCode": 0,

  "response": [

    "*USER ID            PRI  *LTERMID",

    "CULLDBA             000  VL10301",

    "CULLAPI             000  TCL001"

  ],

  "errors": []

}

REST API: DCUF Help
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The DCUF Help service gets information about DCUF commands and parameters.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/dcuf/help/<datasource>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations.
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request will be sent, and is defined in the data

sources definition file.

For more information about the DCUF HELP command, see DCUF Commands in the IDMS Reference documentation.

Example: Get help for the DCUF commands

Direct URL:
https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/dcuf/help/SYSDEMO

Zowe API gateway URL:
https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/dcuf/SYSDEMO

Response:

{

  "task": "DCUF",

  "command": "HELP ",

  "returnCode": 0,

  "response": [

    "HELP SIMULATE",

    "SET BREAK ON/OFF",

    "SET CASE UPPER/UPLOW",

    "SET DBNAME <NAME>/OFF  DBNODE <NAME>/OFF",

    "SET DICTNAME <NAME>/OFF  DICTNODE <NAME>/OFF",

    "SET LOADLIST <NAME>/OFF",

    "SET MAPTYPE <NAME>/OFF",

    "SET PRINT CLASS <PRINTER-CLASS-NUM>",

    "SET PRINT DESTINATION <DESTINATION-NAME>/OFF",

    "SET PRIORITY <PRIORITY-NUM>",

    "SET PROFILE <NAME>/DEFAULT",

    "SET SCREEN  <NAME>",

    "SET TABLE TO <NAME>",

    "SET UCF <TASKID> CENTRAL VERSION <NUMBER>",

    "SET UCF <TASKID> DEFAULT",

    "SET UCF <TASKID> NODE <NAME>",

    "SHOW CASE",

    "SHOW DBNAME/DBNODE",

    "SHOW DICTNAME/DICTNODE",

    "SHOW KEYS",

    "SHOW KEYS APPLICATION <NAME>",

    "SHOW KEYS TABLE <NAME>",

    "SHOW KEYS TABLE <NAME> APPLICATION <NAME>",

    "SHOW LOADLIST",

    "SHOW MAPTYPE",

    "SHOW PRINT CLASS",

    "SHOW PRINT DESTINATION",
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    "SHOW PRIORITY",

    "SHOW PROFILE",

    "SHOW TABLES",

    "SHOW USER <USERID> (ALL)",

    "SHOW USERS (ALL)",

    "SIMULATE 12X40/12X80/24X80/32X80/43X80/27X132 MSGLEVEL 1/2/3",

    "TEST OFF",

    "TEST <VERSION>",

    "USERTRACE ON/OFF/END/LIST WRAP/SAVE"

  ],

  "errors": []

}

Any errors returned by the DCUF command execution are shown in the errors attribute of the JSON response.

REST API: Performance Metrics
Use Performance Metrics services to access performance metrics and statistics.

The Performance Metrics services enable you to access the system resource statistics like those available through the
Realtime Monitor.

Prerequisites

To use the API to access IDMS performance metrics, ensure that you have the IDMSINFO address space running on the
current LPAR.

Platform-Specific Information

The REST API service must run on z/OS. This service can only access data from an IDMS system that is running on the
same LPAR.

Authorization and Authentication

Basic authorization user credentials must be provided in the header (either user ID and password or Base64 encoding),
as shown in the following examples:
Authorization: Basic zowe zowe

Base64 encoding of userid:password

These credentials are used to access the API and to sign onto IDMS.

Services

The following services are available:
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• Active Systems -- Obtain a list of all active IDMS systems for a specific LPAR or obtain information about a specific
system.

• Active User Tasks -- Obtain information about each user task in the dispatch chain.
• Buffers -- Obtain information about each buffer that is defined to the IDMS system.
• Buffer Files -- Obtain I/O information about each file and area combination that is assigned to the buffer.
• Communication Lines -- Obtain a line of information about the activity on each teleprocessing line.
• Database Overview -- Obtain summary information about database access.
• Journals -- Obtain the current status of all disk journals.
• Program Pools -- Obtain a line of information for each type of program pool that is defined to the system.
• Scratch Manager Overview -- Obtain information about scratch area activity, including access statistics and page-use

statistics.
• SQL Overview -- Obtain a summary SQL information for the entire system since startup.
• SQL Transactions -- Obtain information about SQL transactions.
• Storage Pool Overview -- Obtain summary information about storage use, including counts of short-on-storage

conditions and task waits for storage.
• Storage Pools -- Obtain information for each storage pool that is defined to the DC/UCF system.
• System Run Units -- Obtain information about different types of system transactions.
• System Tasks -- Obtain information about each active system task, sequenced by task number.
• Task and Program Pool Overview -- Obtain summary information about both task and program pool activity from the

start of the IDMS system.
• Terminals -- Obtain a line of information for each Logical Terminal Element (LTE) that is currently in use on the system.
• Transaction Overview -- Obtain summary information about transaction activity.
• Transactions -- Obtain information about each active transaction.

REST API: Active Systems

Obtain a list of all IDMS systems on an LPAR and information about a specific system.

The Active Systems service returns a list of all active IDMS systems for a specific LPAR or obtain information about a
specific system. This service retrieves the information shown in the Active System Summary screen within Realtime
Monitor.

NOTE
For more details about the Active System Summary option in Realtime Monitor, see Active System Summary.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path to return all active systems has the following format:

GET <base URL>/systems

Where: <base URL> specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations

Example: Return a list of active systems running on the LPAR

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/systems

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/systems

Response:

{
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"jobName": "SYSOD108",

"jobId": "JOB49019",

"userId": "ROSDA01",

"programName": "RHDCOMVS",

"ascbAddress": "F72280",

"eseAddress": "2C11B9E0",

"csaAddress": "2DDB0",

"svcNumber": 172,

"cvNumber": 108,

"pcToken": "",

"eseStatus": 216,

"systemFlag": 64,

"tapeVersion": "GJJ04I",

"asid": 139,

"storageKey": 64,

"versionId": 108,

"releaseNumber": "19.0.04"

},

  {

"jobName": "SUP$T160",

"jobId": "JOB59198",

"userId": "THOJO24",

"programName": "RHDCOMVS",

"ascbAddress": "F72580",

"eseAddress": "2C11B948",

"csaAddress": "2DDB0",

"svcNumber": 174,

"cvNumber": 160,

"pcToken": "",

"eseStatus": 216,

"systemFlag": 64,

"tapeVersion": "GJJ04I",

"asid": 137,

"storageKey": 64,

"versionId": 160,

"releaseNumber": "19.0.04"

}

The URI path to return a specific system has the following format:

GET <base URL>/systems/<jobname>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations

• <jobname> Specifies the job name representing the active IDMS system

Example: Return details for a specified IDMS system https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/systems/
TECHDC60

Response:

{

"jobName": "TECHDC60",

"jobId": "JOB49019",

"userId": "ROSDA01",
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"programName": "RHDCOMVS",

"ascbAddress": "F72280",

"eseAddress": "2C11B9E0",

"csaAddress": "2DDB0",

"svcNumber": 172,

"cvNumber": 108,

"pcToken": "",

"eseStatus": 216,

"systemFlag": 64,

"tapeVersion": "GJJ04I",

"asid": 139,

"storageKey": 64,

"versionId": 108,

"releaseNumber": "19.0.04"

}

REST API: Active User Tasks

Obtain a collection of information pertaining to active user tasks, sequenced by task number. 

The Active User Tasks service returns information about each user task in the dispatch chain. The Active User Task
collection information is useful for performing system analysis, such as:

• Identifying long running tasks
• Determining storage usage
• Identifying "task waits"

NOTE
For more information about the Active User Task Detail option in Realtime Monitor, see Active User Task Detail.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/userTasks/<jobname>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations
• <jobname> (required) Specifies the job name that represents the active IDMS system

Example: Return user tasks for a specified IDMS system

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/userTasks/TECHDC60

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/userTasks/TECHDC60

Response:

{

"taskNumber": 31,

"taskCode": "PMRM",

"taskStatus": "WAIT",

"taskPriority": 252,

"currentProgram": "PMWNDRVR",
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"currentLinkLevel": 0,

"lteName": "LTVTM011",

"userId": "",

"storageRceCount": 9,

"programRceCount": 10,

"runUnitRceCount": 0,

"miscRceCount": 1,

"privateNonXaStorage": 640,

"privateXaStorage": 40320,

"sharedNonXaStorage": 0,

"sharedXaStorage": 3968,

"programNonXaStorage": 0,

"programXaStorage": 44576,

"allocatedStorage": 40960,

"systemModeTime": 0,

"userModeTime": 0,

"ecbAddress": "3B229858",

"ecb1Type": "INT ECB",

"ecb2Type": "*TIMER*",

"ecb3Type": "",

"dbkeyHolder": "0",

"radixOfDbkeyHolder": "0",

"dbkeyHolderTask": "",

"defaultDictnode": "",

"defaultDictname": "",

"defaultDbnode": "",

"defaultDbname": "",

"defaultVersion": 0

}

REST API: Buffers

Obtain information about each buffer defined to the IDMS system.

The Buffers service provides information about each buffer that is defined in the DMCL, including read/write statistics, the
number of areas assigned to the buffer, and the buffer size. 

NOTE
For more information about the respective Buffer I/O Summary option in Realtime Monitor, see Buffer I/O
Summary.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/buffers/<jobname>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations
• <jobname> (required) Specifies the job name that represents the active IDMS system

Example: Return buffer statistics for a specified IDMS system

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/buffers/TECHDC60
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Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/buffers/TECHDC60

Response:

{

"bufferName": "USVBUFF",

"inBufferCount": 0,

"inCacheCount": 0,

"inPreFetchCount": 0,

"writeCount": 0,

"readCount": 1,

"areaCount": 1,

"pageCount": 5,

"readsByWritesCount": 0,

"waitCount": 0,

"bufferPageSize": 3476,

"areaName": "",

"fileName": ""

},

  {

"bufferName": "SSKBUFF",

"inBufferCount": 0,

"inCacheCount": 0,

"inPreFetchCount": 0,

"writeCount": 0,

"readCount": 1,

"areaCount": 1,

"pageCount": 5,

"readsByWritesCount": 0,

"waitCount": 0,

"bufferPageSize": 3476,

"areaName": "",

"fileName": ""

}

REST API: Buffer Files

Obtain I/O information about each file and area combination that is assigned to the buffer.

The Buffer Files service provides the names of the files and areas that are assigned to the buffer, with the number of read
counts, write counts, and pre-fetch hits associated with each.

NOTE
For more information about the respective Buffer I/O Detail option in Realtime Monitor, see Specific Buffer I/O
Detail.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/bufferFiles/<jobname>/<buffer_name>

Where:
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• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations
• <jobname> (required) Specifies the job name that represents the active IDMS system
• <buffer_name> (required) Specifies the buffer name

Example: Return buffer details for a specified IDMS system

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/bufferFiles/TECHDC60/USVBUFF

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/bufferFiles/TECHDC60/USVBUFF

Response:

{

"bufferName": "USVBUFF",

"inBufferCount": 0,

"inCacheCount": 0,

"inPreFetchCount": 0,

"writeCount": 0,

"readCount": 1,

"areaCount": 1,

"pageCount": 5,

"readsByWritesCount": 0,

"waitCount": 0,

"bufferPageSize": 3476,

"areaName": "",

"fileName": ""

},

  {

"bufferName": "SSKBUFF",

"inBufferCount": 0,

"inCacheCount": 0,

"inPreFetchCount": 0,

"writeCount": 0,

"readCount": 1,

"areaCount": 1,

"pageCount": 5,

"readsByWritesCount": 0,

"waitCount": 0,

"bufferPageSize": 3476,

"areaName": "",

"fileName": ""

}

REST API: Communication Lines

Obtain a line of information about the activity on each teleprocessing line.

The Communication Lines service returns the line name, write and read errors, total writes and reads, line status, and
RPL information. It also outputs the line type, buffer size, and the total number of terminals used per line. 
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NOTE
For more information about the respective Communication Line Detail option in Realtime Monitor, see
Communication Line Detail.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/communicationLines/<jobname>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations
• <jobname> (required) Specifies the job name that represents the active IDMS system

Example: Return details for communication lines for a specified IDMS system

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/communicationLines/TECHDC60

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/communicationLines/TECHDC60

Response:

{

"lineName": "CONSOLE",

"writeErrorCount": 0,

"writeCount": 0,

"readErrorCount": 0,

"readCount": 0,

"lineStatus": "INSRVC",

"rplGen": 0,

"rplWaitCount": 0,

"rplRequestCount": 0,

"lineType": "WTO",

"acbName": "CONSOLE",

"compactData": "N",

"errorCount": 0,

"terminalCount": 1,

"bufferSize": 0

},

  {

"lineName": "CCILINE",

"writeErrorCount": 0,

"writeCount": 0,

"readErrorCount": 0,

"readCount": 0,

"lineStatus": "INSRVC",

"rplGen": 0,

"rplWaitCount": 0,

"rplRequestCount": 0,

"lineType": "DDS CCI",

"acbName": "SYSTE160",

"compactData": "N",

"errorCount": 0,

"terminalCount": 10,
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"bufferSize": 0

},

  {

"lineName": "UCFLINE",

"writeErrorCount": 0,

"writeCount": 0,

"readErrorCount": 0,

"readCount": 0,

"lineStatus": "INSRVC",

"rplGen": 0,

"rplWaitCount": 0,

"rplRequestCount": 0,

"lineType": "UCF",

"acbName": "RHDCFSTB",

"compactData": "N",

"errorCount": 0,

"terminalCount": 4,

"bufferSize": 0

},

  {

"lineName": "VTAM01",

"writeErrorCount": 0,

"writeCount": 42,

"readErrorCount": 0,

"readCount": 41,

"lineStatus": "INSRVC",

"rplGen": 5,

"rplWaitCount": 0,

"rplRequestCount": 124,

"lineType": "VTAM 3270",

"acbName": "U11ID160",

"compactData": "N",

"errorCount": 0,

"terminalCount": 2,

"bufferSize": 0

},

  {

"lineName": "TCPIP",

"writeErrorCount": 0,

"writeCount": 7,

"readErrorCount": 0,

"readCount": 22,

"lineStatus": "INSRVC",

"rplGen": 0,

"rplWaitCount": 0,

"rplRequestCount": 0,

"lineType": "SOCKET",

"acbName": "",

"compactData": "N",

"errorCount": 0,

"terminalCount": 13,

"bufferSize": 0

},
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  {

"lineName": "VTAM02",

"writeErrorCount": 0,

"writeCount": 0,

"readErrorCount": 0,

"readCount": 0,

"lineStatus": "CLOSED",

"rplGen": 5,

"rplWaitCount": 0,

"rplRequestCount": 0,

"lineType": "VTAM 3270",

"acbName": "U31ID160",

"compactData": "N",

"errorCount": 0,

"terminalCount": 1,

"bufferSize": 0

}

REST API: Database Overview

Obtain summary information about database access.

The Database Overview service returns summary information that includes record access activity and page I/O activity.
The information is categorized by record and page activity:

• Record access activity includes information such as the number of current, requested, and fragmented records.
• Page I/O activity includes information about the number of pages written, read, and requested.

NOTE
For more information about the Database Overview option in Realtime Monitor, see Database Overview.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/databaseOverview/<jobname>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations
• <jobname> (required) Specifies the job name that represents the active IDMS system

Example: Return overview of database usage for a specified IDMS system

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/databaseOverview/TECHDC60

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/databaseOverview/TECHDC60

Response:

{

"pagesReadCount": 1082,

"pagesWrittenCount": 0,

"pagesRequestedCount": 1703,

"calcRecordsWithoutOverflowCount": 0,
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"calcRecordsWithOverflowCount": 0,

"viaRecordsWithoutOverflowCount": 0,

"viaRecordsWithOverflowCount": 0,

"recordsRequestedCount": 1037,

"recordsCurrentOfRunUnitCount": 565,

"databaseCallsCount": 1486,

"fragmentsStoredCount": 0,

"recordsRelocatedCount": 0,

"databaseServiceRequestsCount": 1267

}

REST API: Journals

Obtain the current status of all disk journals.

Use the Journals service to get the current status of each journal for an IDMS system, for example, whether it is active,
full, or being offloaded. The service also returns information about the high and low relative block number for journal
segments and the number of run units waiting for recovery. 

NOTE
For information about the respective Journal Detail option in Realtime Monitor, see Journal Detail.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/journals/<jobname>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations
• <jobname> (required) Specifies the job name that represents the active IDMS system

Example: Return details of journals for a specified IDMS system

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/journals/TECHDC60

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/journals/TECHDC60

Response:

 {

  "contentStatus": "FULL",

  "currentRelativeBlockNumber": 2536,

  "currentSegmentNumber": 19,

  "currentStatus": "ACTIVE",

  "dsegInterval": 0,

  "dsegRelativeBlockNumber": 5020,

  "highRelativeBlockNumber": 5000,

  "journalName": "SYSJRNL1",

  "lowRelativeBlockNumber": 8,

  "offloadStatus": "CONDENSE",

  "runUnitLevel": 3,

  "runUnitsWaitingRecoveryCount": 0

}
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REST API: Program Pools

Obtain a line of information for each type of program pool defined to the system.

The Program Pools service provides a line of information for the following program pool types:

• 24-bit, nonreentrant program pool (PROG POOL)
• 24-bit, reentrant program pool (REENT POOL)
• 31-bit, nonreentrant program pool (XA PROG POOL)
• 31-bit, reentrant program pool (XA REENT POOL)

NOTE
For more information about the respective Program Pool Detail option in Realtime Monitor, see Program Pool
Detail.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/programPools/<jobname>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations

• <jobname> (required) Specifies the job name that represents the active IDMS system

Example: Return details of program pools for a specific IDMS system

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/programPools/TECHDC60

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/programPools/TECHDC60

Response:

{

"poolType": "PROG POOL",

"totalStorage": 512000,

"inUseStorage": 0,

"highWaterMark": 0,

"overlayActiveProgramCount": 0,

"overlayInactiveProgramCount": 0,

"unusedSpaceLoadCount": 0,

"waitsOnStorageCount": 0,

"pageLoadCount": 0,

"programLoadCount": 0

},

  {

"poolType": "REENT POOL",

"totalStorage": 1294336,

"inUseStorage": 304640,

"highWaterMark": 304640,

"overlayActiveProgramCount": 0,

"overlayInactiveProgramCount": 0,

"unusedSpaceLoadCount": 22,

"waitsOnStorageCount": 0,
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"pageLoadCount": 595,

"programLoadCount": 22

},

  {

"poolType": "XA PROG POOL",

"totalStorage": 512000,

"inUseStorage": 0,

"highWaterMark": 0,

"overlayActiveProgramCount": 0,

"overlayInactiveProgramCount": 0,

"unusedSpaceLoadCount": 0,

"waitsOnStorageCount": 0,

"pageLoadCount": 0,

"programLoadCount": 0

},

  {

"poolType": "XA REENT POOL",

"totalStorage": 16941056,

"inUseStorage": 12646912,

"highWaterMark": 12646912,

"overlayActiveProgramCount": 0,

"overlayInactiveProgramCount": 0,

"unusedSpaceLoadCount": 157,

"waitsOnStorageCount": 0,

"pageLoadCount": 24701,

"programLoadCount": 157

}

REST API: Scratch Manager Overview

Obtain information about scratch area activity, including access statistics and page-use statistics.

The Scratch Manager Overview service returns information about scratch area activity, including access statistics and
page-use statistics. For example, you can obtain details about the following activities:

• Number of pages written, read, and stolen
• Number of pages found in buffer and cache
• How often a scratch record is stored in or retrieved from the dictionary
• Percentage of pages in use from the scratch area

NOTE
For more information about the Scratch Manager option in Realtime Monitor, see Scratch Manager Detail.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/scratchManagerOverview/<jobname>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations
• <jobname> (required) Specifies the job name that represents the active IDMS system

Example:
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Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/scratchManagerOverview/TECHDC60

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/scratchManagerOverview/TECHDC60

Response:

{

  "pagesAllocatedNewCount": 2639,

  "pagesFreeCount": 3854,

  "pagesAllocatedCount": 146,

  "pagesAllocatedHighWaterMark": 166,

  "pagesAllocatedPercent": 3,

  "pagesWrittenCount": 5174,

  "pagesReadCount": 2875,

  "pagesFoundBufferCount": 7335,

  "pagesFoundCacheCount": 0,

  "pagesStolenCount": 5174,

  "scratchGetCount": 1777,

  "scratchPutCount": 9006,

  "scratchDeleteCount": 8720

}  

REST API: SQL Overview

Obtain summary SQL information for the entire system since startup.

The SQL Overview service returns summary information about the following types of activity:

• Row-level activity, such as fetches, inserts, updates, and deletes
• Sort activity, such as total number of sorts, number of high- and low-rows and number of rows affected
• Number of access module recompiles
• Number of SQL statements

NOTE
For more details about the SQL Overview option in Realtime Monitor, see SQL Overview (PF17).

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/sqlOverview/<jobname>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations
• <jobname> (required) Specifies the job name that represents the active IDMS system.

Example: Return overview of SQL information for a specified IDMS system

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/sqlOverview/TECHDC60

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/sqlOverview/TECHDC60
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Response:

{

  "rowsFetchedCount": 24,

  "rowsInsertedCount": 0,

  "rowsUpdatedCount": 0,

  "rowsDeletedCount": 0,

  "sortsCount": 1,

  "highRowsSortedCount": 24,

  "lowRowsSortedCount": 24,

  "rowsSortedCount": 24,

  "accessModulesCount": 0,

  "sqlCommandsCount": 3

}

REST API: SQL Transactions

Obtain information about SQL transactions.

The SQL Transactions service returns information specific to each SQL transaction, including the following:

• Rows fetched, inserted, and updated
• Number of sorts
• Pages written, read, and requested
• Number of select and update locks

NOTE
For more details about the respective SQL Transactions option in Realtime Monitor, see SQL Detail.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/sqlTransactions/<jobname>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations
• <jobname> (required) Specifies the job name that represents the active IDMS system

Example: Return SQL transactions for a specified IDMS system

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/sqlTransactions/TECHDC60

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/sqlTransactions/TECHDC60

Response:

{

  "accessModuleName": "MyAccessModuleName",

  "accessModulesCount": 7,

  "highRowsSortedCount": 20,

  "lowRowsSortedCount": 5,

  "pagesReadCount": 1534,

  "pagesRequestedCount": 4641164,
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  "pagesWrittenCount": 1252,

  "rowsCurrentOfRunUnitCount": 7561,

  "rowsDeletedCount": 17,

  "rowsFetchedCount": 894,

  "rowsInsertedCount": 20,

  "rowsSortedCount": 106,

  "rowsUpdatedCount": 42,

  "selectLocksCount": 45,

  "sortsCount": 894,

  "sqlCommandsCount": 331,

  "transactionNumber": 8,

  "updateLocksCount": 102,

  "userId": "MyUserId"

}

REST API: Storage Pool Overview

Obtain summary information about storage use since the IDMS system startup.

The Storage Pool Overview service returns information about storage use, including counts of short-on-storage conditions
and task waits for storage.

NOTE
For more information about the Storage Pool Overview option in Realtime Monitor, see Storage Pool Overview.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/storagePoolOverview/<jobname>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations
• <jobname> (required) Specifies the job name that represents the active IDMS system

Example: Return overview information of storage pools for a specified IDMS system

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/storagePoolOverview/TECHDC60

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/storagePoolOverview/TECHDC60

Response:
{

  "storagePoolsCount": 4,

  "systemShortOnStorageCount": 0,

  "poolsShortOnStorageCount": 0,

  "waitedForSpaceInStoragePoolCount": 0,

  "stackSizeInWords": 3000,

  "stackHighWaterMark": 1047,

  "rleCount": 1500,

  "rleHighWaterMark": 322,

  "rceCount": 1500,

  "rceHighWaterMark": 287,
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  "dpeCount": 600,

  "dpeHighWaterMark": 144

}

REST API: Storage Pools

Obtain information about each storage pool defined to the DC/UCF system.

The Storage Pools service returns detailed information about each storage pool, including total storage, storage in use,
pages released, and more.

NOTE
For more information about the respective Realtime Monitor option, Storage Pool Detail, see Storage Pool
Detail.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/storagePools/<jobname>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations

• <jobname> (required) Specifies the job name that represents the active IDMS system

Example:

Return details about each storage pool for a specified IDMS system

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/storagePools/TECHDC60

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/storagePools/TECHDC60

Response:

{

    "storagePoolId": 255,

    "uniqueId": "255.1",

    "totalStorage": 1568768,

    "freeStorage": 0,

    "inUseStorage": 1568768,

    "storageHighWaterMark": 1568768,

    "shortOnStorageCount": 0,

    "shortOnStorageNow": " ",

    "storageCushion": 0,

    "pagesReleasedCount": 0,

    "releaseRequestCount": 0,

    "pagesFixedCount": 0,

    "pageFixRequestCount": 0,

    "pagesFreedCount": 0,

    "pageFreeRequestCount": 0,

    "scan1Count": 0,

    "scan2Count": 1,

    "scan3Count": 0
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  }

REST API: System Run Units

Obtain information about different types of system transactions.

The System Run Units service returns information for the following types of system transactions or run units:

Run Unit Type Associated Dictionary Area

SIGNON DDLSEC
MESSAGE DDLDCMSG
LOADER DDLDCLOD
QUEUE DDLDCRUN or DDLDCQUE
SECURITY DDLDML
SQL LOADER DDLCATLOD
SQL SECURITY DDLCAT

NOTE
For more information about the respective System Run Unit Summary option in Realtime Monitor, see System
Run Unit Summary.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format

GET <base URL>/systemRunUnits/<jobname>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations

• <jobname> (required) Specifies the job name representing the active IDMS system

Example: Return details about run units for a specified IDMS system

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/systemRunUnits/TECHDC60

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/systemRunUnits/TECHDC60

Response:

{

    "runUnitName": "QUEUE",

    "preallocatedRunUnitCount": 1,

    "overflowRunUnitCount": 0,

    "totalRunUnitCount": 1,

    "overflowUsageCount": 0,

    "totalUsageCount": 16,

    "runUnitAddress": "3B0229A8",

    "dbname": "SYSTEM",

    "dbnode": "",

    "subschemaName": "IDMSNWK7"

  }
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REST API: System Tasks

Obtain information about each active system task, sequenced by task number.

The System Tasks service displays a line of information about each active system task, such as:

• Task code and status
• Link level
• Storage usage
• RCE counts
• ECB information

NOTE
For more information about the System Tasks Detail option in Realtime Monitor, see Active System Task Detail.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/systemTasks/<jobname>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations
• <jobname> (required) Specifies the job name that represents the active IDMS system

Example:

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/systemTasks/TECHDC60

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/systemTasks/TECHDC60

Response:

{

    "taskNumber": 0,

    "taskCode": "*SYSTEM*",

    "currentProgram": "MASTER",

    "currentLinkLevel": 0,

    "lteName": "",

    "taskStatus": "WAIT",

    "ecbAddress": "3E2DD010",

    "ecb1Type": "PLE",

    "ecb2Type": "LTTMSECB",

    "ecb3Type": "SRVT ECB",

    "storageRceCount": 1,

    "sharedNonXaStorage": 0,

    "sharedXaStorage": 256,

    "privateNonXaStorage": 0,

    "privateXaStorage": 0,

    "allocatedStorage": 0,

    "programRceCount": 0,

    "programNonXaStorage": 0,

    "programXaStorage": 0,

    "runUnitRceCount": 0,
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    "miscRceCount": 1,

    "systemModeTime": 0,

    "userModeTime": 0

  }

REST API: Task and Program Pool Overview

Obtain summary information about task and program pool activity from the start of the IDMS system.

The Task and Program Pool Overview service provides a high-level view of task and program pool activity:

• Task activity includes information such as the number of active, runaway, processed, and aborted tasks.
• Program pool activity includes the number of loads into and the number of waits for space for the program pools.

NOTE
For more details about the Task and Program Pool Overview option in Realtime Monitor, see Task and Program
Pool Overview.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/taskProgramPoolOverview/<jobname>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations
• <jobname> (required) Specifies the job name that represents the active IDMS system

Example: Return overview of tasks and program pools for a specified IDMS system

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/taskProgramPoolOverview/TECHDC60

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/taskProgramPoolOverview/TECHDC60

Response:

{

  "abendedTaskCount": 3,

  "loadsNonXaReentrantProgramPoolCount": 40,

  "loadsStandardProgramPoolCount": 2,

  "loadsXaProgramPoolCount": 20,

  "loadsXaReentrantProgramPoolCount": 7,

  "maxTaskCount": 1,

  "maxTasksInSysgen": 50,

  "runawayTaskAbortCount": 2,

  "systemTaskCount": 4,

  "systemTasksProcessedCount": 9,

  "totalTaskCount": 12,

  "totalTasksProcessedCount": 36,

  "waitsNonXaReentrantProgramPoolCount": 3,

  "waitsStandardProgramPoolCount": 2,

  "waitsXaProgramPoolCount": 6,

  "waitsXaReentrantProgramPoolCount": 2
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}

REST API: Terminals

Obtain a line of information for each Logical Terminal Element (LTE) that is currently in use on the system.

The Terminals service returns the amount of shared, private, and program storage being used by the task. The storage
amounts are categorized by below-the-line-storage (24-bit) and above-the-line-storage (31-bit).

NOTE
For more details about the respective LTERM Resource Usage Summary option in Realtime Monitor, see
LTERM Resource Usage Summary.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/terminals/<jobname>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations
• <jobname> Specifies the job name that represents the active IDMS system

Example: Returns details of active logical terminals for a specified IDMS system

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/terminals/TECHDC60

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/terminals/TECHDC60

Response:

{

    "lteName": "LTVTM011",

    "taskCode": "PMRM",

    "taskNumber": 31,

    "currentProgram": "PMWNDRVR",

    "currentLinkLevel": 0,

    "userId": "",

    "lteAddress": "3B0257B8",

    "storageRceCount": 9,

    "programRceCount": 10,

    "runUnitRceCount": 0,

    "miscRceCount": 1,

    "privateNonXaStorage": 640,

    "privateXaStorage": 40320,

    "sharedNonXaStorage": 0,

    "sharedXaStorage": 3968,

    "programNonXaStorage": 0,

    "programXaStorage": 44576,

    "allocatedStorage": 40960,

    "defaultDictnode": "",

    "defaultDictname": "",

    "defaultDbnode": "",

    "defaultDbname": "",
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    "defaultVersion": 0,

    "defaultLoadlist": "SYSLOAD"

  }

REST API: Transaction Overview

Obtain summary information about transaction activity.

The Transaction Overview service provides a summary of transaction activity and external request unit activity.

NOTE
For more information about the Transaction Overview option in Realtime Monitor, see Transaction Overview.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/transactionOverview/<jobname>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations
• <jobname> (required) Specifies the job name that represents the active IDMS system

Example: Return overview of transactions for a specified IDMS system

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/transactionOverview/TECHDC60

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/transactionOverview/TECHDC60

Response:

{

  "currentTransactionCount": 9,

  "processedTransactionCount": 55,

  "transactionsEndedNormallyCount": 46,

  "maxConcurrentTransactionCount": 12,

  "currentExternalTransactionCount": 0,

  "processedExternalTransactionCount": 0,

  "externalTransactionsEndedNormallyCount": 0,

  "maxExternalConcurrentTransactionCount": 0,

  "databaseLocksRequestedCount": 0,

  "maxHashTableEntryCount": 0,

  "maxSynonymTableCount": 0

}

REST API: Transactions

Obtain information about each active transaction.

The Transactions service returns a line of information about each active transaction, such as:
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• Number of database calls
• Number of index levels searched
• Database lock, processing, and wait status
• Number of journal before and after images

NOTE
For more information about the respective Transaction Detail option in Realtime Monitor, see Transaction Detail.

HTTP Method and URI Path 

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/transactions/<jobname>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations
• <jobname> (required) Specifies the job name that represents the active IDMS system

Example:

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/transactions/TECHDC60

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/transactions/TECHDC60

Response:

{

    "taskNumber": 2,

    "taskCode": "",

    "currentProgram": "RHDCRUAL",

    "taskStatus": "WAIT",

    "subschemaName": "IDMSNWK7",

    "databaseProcessingStatus": "",

    "databaseWaitStatus": "",

    "databaseLockStatus": "H",

    "databaseCallsCount": 198,

    "pagesWrittenCount": 0,

    "pagesReadCount": 16,

    "pagesRequestedCount": 99,

    "recordsRequestedCount": 138,

    "recordCurrentOfTransactionCount": 57,

    "recordFragmentCount": 0,

    "nonShareLocksHeldCount": 1,

    "shareLocksHeldCount": 0,

    "totalLocksAcquiredCount": 61,

    "journalBeforeImageCount": 0,

    "journalAfterImageCount": 0,

    "calcRecordsWithoutOverflowCount": 0,

    "calcRecordsWithOverflowCount": 0,

    "viaRecordsWithoutOverflowCount": 0,

    "viaRecordsWithOverflowCount": 0,

    "sr7RecordCount": 0,

    "sr8RecordCount": 0,
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    "sr8RecordDeleteCount": 0,

    "orphanedRecordsAdoptionCount": 0,

    "sr8SpawnCount": 0,

    "sr8SplitCount": 0,

    "fewestLevelsSearchedCount": 0,

    "greatestLevelsSearchedCount": 0,

    "lastDatabaseVerbNumber": 95,

    "currentAreaName": "DDLDCRUN",

    "currentRecordName": ""

  }

REST API: Print Log
This service queries and returns log messages.

With the Print Log service, you can obtain a list of DC log messages based on criteria you provide. You can also filter DC
log messages by time frame, type of record, and text string contained in the record. For example, you can use the service
to retrieve:

• Message and snap/dump records for a specified period of time
• Log messages from a specific logical terminal for a specified period of time
• Log messages that contain a specific text string, such as

DCLOG IS

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/printLog/<datasource>?<LogFilterOptions>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API operations.
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request will be sent, and is defined in the data

sources definition file.
• <LogFilterOptions> Specifies the start and end times, and optionally, message type, message identifier, and search

text.
– startTime (required) Return log messages at or after specified time. Timestamp must be greater than or equal to

that of the first record in the log file.
– endTime (required) Return log messages at or before the specified time
– messageType (optional) – Return log messages of a specific type. If not specified, returns types 1 through 5.
– messageIdentifier (optional) Return log messages that contain the specified identifier or identifiers. If not specified,

does not filter on identifier.
– searchText (optional) Return log messages that contain specific text.

Example 1: Return all message and snap/dump log records between start and end time

Direct URL:

GET https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/printLog/SYSOD108?

startTime=2019-10-09+09:17:00&endTime=2019-10-09+09:17:36&type=1,4,5

Zowe API gateway URL:

GET https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/printLog/SYSOD108?

startTime=2019-10-09+09:17:00&endTime=2019-10-09+09:17:36&type=1,4,5
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Example 2: Return all message log records between start and end time that were issued for logical terminal
VL10301

GET https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/printLog/SYSOD108?

startTime=2019-10-09+09:17:00&endTime=2019-10-09+09:17:36&type=1&identifier=VL10301

Example 3: Return all message log records between start and end time that contain the text "DCLOG IS"

GET https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/printLog/SYSOD108?

startTime=2019-10-09+09:17:00&endTime=2019-10-09+09:17:36&type=1&searchText=DCLOG+IS 

NOTE
In the URL, you must encode spaces as %20 or + .

Example Response

The following example shows a print log request that searches for a specific message. Start and end times define the
boundaries of which messages to retrieve. Further criteria is specified to return only the log records that match it, such as
message identifier and search text..

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/printLog/sup$t160?
endTime=2020-07-07+10:30:00&messageIdentifier=DCSYSTEM&messageType=1,2&searchText=DCLOG
+IS&startTime=2020-07-06+10:30:00

{

  "startTime": "2020-07-06 10:30:00",

  "endTime": "2020-07-07 10:30:00",

  "messageType": "1,2",

  "messageIdentifier": "DCSYSTEM",

  "searchText": "DCLOG IS",

  "logRecords": [

    {

      "recordTimeStamp": "2020-07-07 10:29:22.450136",

      "recordText": "IDMS DC050001 V160 T0 DCLOG IS 04% FULL",

      "recordStatus": "L",

      "recordIdentifier": "DCSYSTEM",

      "recordType": "1"

    }

  ]

}

REST API: SQL Services
Use SQL services to access your IDMS data.

The SQL services enable you to access your IDMS databases using the SQL API. You can access both network and SQL
databases with these services.

NOTE
For more information, see the Coding Considerations section in the SQL Reference documentation.

Authorization and Authentication

Basic authorization user credentials must be provided in the header (either user ID and password or Base64 encoding),
as shown in the following examples:
Authorization: Basic zowe zowe

Base64 encoding of userid:password
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These credentials are used to access the API and to sign onto IDMS.

Services

The following services are available:

• SQL Execution Service -- SQL enables you to execute one or more freeform SQL commands.
• SQL Metadata Services:

– SQL Best Row Identifier -- Obtain a description of the optimal set of columns of a table that uniquely identifies a
row associated with the data source. The SQL Best Row Identifier service implements the IDMS Server JDBC API
method getBestRowIdentifier within the class IdmsDatabaseMetaData.

– SQL Columns -- Obtain a list of columns associated with the data source. The Columns service implements the
IDMS Server JDBC API method getColumns within the class IdmsDatabaseMetaData.

– SQL Database Product Info -- Obtain information about the database, such as product name, product
version, driver name, and database functions and capabilities. The databaseProductInfo service implements a
series of IDMS Server JDBC API methods within the class IdmsMetaData that provide scalar values for database
product information.

– SQL Exported Keys -- Obtain a list of exported keys that are associated with the data source. The SQL Exported
Keys service implements the IDMS Server JDBC API method getExportedKeys within the
class IdmsDatabaseMetaData.

– SQL Imported Keys --  Obtain a list of imported keys associated with the data source. The SQL Imported Keys
service implements the IDMS Server JDBC API method getImportedKeys within the class IdmsDatabaseMetaData.

– SQL Index Info -- Obtain a list of indexes associated with the data source. The SQL Index Info service implements
the IDMS Server JDBC API method getIndexInfo within the class IdmsDatabaseMetaData.

– SQL Primary Keys -- Obtain a list of primary key columns associated with the data source. The SQL Primary Keys
service implements the IDMS Server JDBC API method getPrimaryKeys within the class IdmsDatabaseMetaData.

– SQL Procedures -- Obtain a list of procedures associated with the data source. The SQL Procedures service
implements the IDMS Server JDBC API method getProcedures within the class IdmsDatabaseMetaData.

– SQL ProcedureColumns -- Obtain a description of procedure parameters and result
columns. The ProcedureColumns services implements the IDMS Server JDBC
API method with getProcedureColumns in the class IdmsDatabaseMetaData.

– SQL Schemas -- Obtain a list of schemas associated with the data source. The Schemas service implement the
IDMS Server JDBC API method getSchemas within the class IdmsDatabaseMetaData.

– SQL Tables -- Obtain a list of tables associated with the data source. The Tables service implements the IDMS
Server JDBC API method getTables within the class IdmsDatabaseMetaData.

Filtering Examples

Many of the SQL metadata services allow you to provide filtering parameters to tailor the results of your lookups. Filtering
parameters reduce the amount and type of information in the responses that are returned from the service calls. For more
flexibility in tailoring your search results, the filtering options accommodate wildcards.

See a range of examples that illustrate how to use patterns and wildcards in your request in Examples for Specifying
Patterns.

REST API: SQL Columns

Obtain a list of columns associated with the data source. The SQL Columns service implements the IDMS Server JDBC
API method getColumns within the class IdmsDatabaseMetaData.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:
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GET <base url>/sql/columns/<datasource>?<query parameters>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API service
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request is to be sent and is defined in the

datasources.yml file
• <query parameters> (optional) The following parameters can be used to filter results. See "About Parameter Values"

for usage information.
– catalog -- Filter for the catalog name (Catalogs are not used within IDMS.)
– columnPattern -- Filter pattern for the column name
– schemaPattern -- Filter pattern for the schema name
– tablePattern -- Filter pattern for the table name

By default, the Columns endpoint returns only columns that are accessible to the current user.

If you do not provide any patterns (for example, table, schema, or column) or if you provide only a column pattern, you
may receive an error message indicating that there are too many results to be returned.

NOTE
About Parameter Values:

• The filtering parameters allow the wildcards % and _ . Within a pattern string, % means match any substring
of 0 or more characters, and _ means match any one character. Only metadata entries matching the search
pattern are returned. In the URL, the % must be encoded as %25 . To see examples of ways to use wildcards
in your request, see Examples for Specifying Patterns.

• Parameter values are case sensitive.

Example: Returns the columns with the schema pattern "DEMOEMPL%"

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/sql/columns/SYSDEMO?schemaPattern=DEMOEMPL

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/sql/columns/SYSDEMO?schemaPattern=DEMOEMPL

Response:

{

  "columns": [

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "tableName": "BENEFITS",

      "columnName": "FISCAL_YEAR",

      "dataType": 2,

      "typeName": "UNSIGNED NUMERIC",

      "columnSize": 4,

      "bufferLength": 0,

      "decimalDigits": 0,

      "numPrecRadix": 10,

      "nullable": 0,

      "remarks": null,

      "columnDef": null,

      "sqlDataType": 0,

      "sqlDateTimeSub": 0,
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      "charOctetLength": 4,

      "ordinalPosition": 0,

      "isNullable": "NO",

      "scopeCatalog": null,

      "scopeSchema": null,

      "scopeTable": null,

      "sourceDataType": 0,

      "isAutoIncrement": "NO"

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "tableName": "BENEFITS",

      "columnName": "EMP_ID",

      "dataType": 2,

      "typeName": "UNSIGNED NUMERIC",

      "columnSize": 4,

      "bufferLength": 0,

      "decimalDigits": 0,

      "numPrecRadix": 10,

      "nullable": 0,

      "remarks": null,

      "columnDef": null,

      "sqlDataType": 0,

      "sqlDateTimeSub": 0,

      "charOctetLength": 4,

      "ordinalPosition": 1,

      "isNullable": "NO",

      "scopeCatalog": null,

      "scopeSchema": null,

      "scopeTable": null,

      "sourceDataType": 0,

      "isAutoIncrement": "NO"

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "tableName": "BENEFITS",

      "columnName": "VAC_ACCRUED",

      "dataType": 3,

      "typeName": "UNSIGNED DECIMAL",

      "columnSize": 6,

      "bufferLength": 0,

      "decimalDigits": 2,

      "numPrecRadix": 10,

      "nullable": 0,

      "remarks": null,

      "columnDef": null,

      "sqlDataType": 0,

      "sqlDateTimeSub": 0,

      "charOctetLength": 4,

      "ordinalPosition": 2,

      "isNullable": "NO",
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      "scopeCatalog": null,

      "scopeSchema": null,

      "scopeTable": null,

      "sourceDataType": 0,

      "isAutoIncrement": "NO"

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "tableName": "BENEFITS",

      "columnName": "VAC_TAKEN",

      "dataType": 3,

      "typeName": "UNSIGNED DECIMAL",

      "columnSize": 6,

      "bufferLength": 0,

      "decimalDigits": 2,

      "numPrecRadix": 10,

      "nullable": 0,

      "remarks": null,

      "columnDef": null,

      "sqlDataType": 0,

      "sqlDateTimeSub": 0,

      "charOctetLength": 4,

      "ordinalPosition": 3,

      "isNullable": "NO",

      "scopeCatalog": null,

      "scopeSchema": null,

      "scopeTable": null,

      "sourceDataType": 0,

      "isAutoIncrement": "NO"

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "tableName": "BENEFITS",

      "columnName": "SICK_ACCRUED",

      "dataType": 3,

      "typeName": "UNSIGNED DECIMAL",

      "columnSize": 6,

      "bufferLength": 0,

      "decimalDigits": 2,

      "numPrecRadix": 10,

      "nullable": 0,

      "remarks": null,

      "columnDef": null,

      "sqlDataType": 0,

      "sqlDateTimeSub": 0,

      "charOctetLength": 4,

      "ordinalPosition": 4,

      "isNullable": "NO",

      "scopeCatalog": null,

      "scopeSchema": null,

      "scopeTable": null,
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      "sourceDataType": 0,

      "isAutoIncrement": "NO"

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "tableName": "BENEFITS",

      "columnName": "SICK_TAKEN",

      "dataType": 3,

      "typeName": "UNSIGNED DECIMAL",

      "columnSize": 6,

      "bufferLength": 0,

      "decimalDigits": 2,

      "numPrecRadix": 10,

      "nullable": 0,

      "remarks": null,

      "columnDef": null,

      "sqlDataType": 0,

      "sqlDateTimeSub": 0,

      "charOctetLength": 4,

      "ordinalPosition": 5,

      "isNullable": "NO",

      "scopeCatalog": null,

      "scopeSchema": null,

      "scopeTable": null,

      "sourceDataType": 0,

      "isAutoIncrement": "NO"

    }

...

],

  "errors": []

} 

Example: Returns columns with the table pattern "BENEFITS"

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/sql/columns/SYSDEMO?tablePattern=BENEFITS

Response:

{

  "columns": [

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "tableName": "BENEFITS",

      "columnName": "FISCAL_YEAR",

      "dataType": 2,

      "typeName": "UNSIGNED NUMERIC",

      "columnSize": 4,

      "bufferLength": 0,

      "decimalDigits": 0,

      "numPrecRadix": 10,

      "nullable": 0,

      "remarks": null,
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      "columnDef": null,

      "sqlDataType": 0,

      "sqlDateTimeSub": 0,

      "charOctetLength": 4,

      "ordinalPosition": 0,

      "isNullable": "NO",

      "scopeCatalog": null,

      "scopeSchema": null,

      "scopeTable": null,

      "sourceDataType": 0,

      "isAutoIncrement": "NO"

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "tableName": "BENEFITS",

      "columnName": "EMP_ID",

      "dataType": 2,

      "typeName": "UNSIGNED NUMERIC",

      "columnSize": 4,

      "bufferLength": 0,

      "decimalDigits": 0,

      "numPrecRadix": 10,

      "nullable": 0,

      "remarks": null,

      "columnDef": null,

      "sqlDataType": 0,

      "sqlDateTimeSub": 0,

      "charOctetLength": 4,

      "ordinalPosition": 1,

      "isNullable": "NO",

      "scopeCatalog": null,

      "scopeSchema": null,

      "scopeTable": null,

      "sourceDataType": 0,

      "isAutoIncrement": "NO"

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "tableName": "BENEFITS",

      "columnName": "VAC_ACCRUED",

      "dataType": 3,

      "typeName": "UNSIGNED DECIMAL",

      "columnSize": 6,

      "bufferLength": 0,

      "decimalDigits": 2,

      "numPrecRadix": 10,

      "nullable": 0,

      "remarks": null,

      "columnDef": null,

      "sqlDataType": 0,

      "sqlDateTimeSub": 0,
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      "charOctetLength": 4,

      "ordinalPosition": 2,

      "isNullable": "NO",

      "scopeCatalog": null,

      "scopeSchema": null,

      "scopeTable": null,

      "sourceDataType": 0,

      "isAutoIncrement": "NO"

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "tableName": "BENEFITS",

      "columnName": "VAC_TAKEN",

      "dataType": 3,

      "typeName": "UNSIGNED DECIMAL",

      "columnSize": 6,

      "bufferLength": 0,

      "decimalDigits": 2,

      "numPrecRadix": 10,

      "nullable": 0,

      "remarks": null,

      "columnDef": null,

      "sqlDataType": 0,

      "sqlDateTimeSub": 0,

      "charOctetLength": 4,

      "ordinalPosition": 3,

      "isNullable": "NO",

      "scopeCatalog": null,

      "scopeSchema": null,

      "scopeTable": null,

      "sourceDataType": 0,

      "isAutoIncrement": "NO"

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "tableName": "BENEFITS",

      "columnName": "SICK_ACCRUED",

      "dataType": 3,

      "typeName": "UNSIGNED DECIMAL",

      "columnSize": 6,

      "bufferLength": 0,

      "decimalDigits": 2,

      "numPrecRadix": 10,

      "nullable": 0,

      "remarks": null,

      "columnDef": null,

      "sqlDataType": 0,

      "sqlDateTimeSub": 0,

      "charOctetLength": 4,

      "ordinalPosition": 4,

      "isNullable": "NO",
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      "scopeCatalog": null,

      "scopeSchema": null,

      "scopeTable": null,

      "sourceDataType": 0,

      "isAutoIncrement": "NO"

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "tableName": "BENEFITS",

      "columnName": "SICK_TAKEN",

      "dataType": 3,

      "typeName": "UNSIGNED DECIMAL",

      "columnSize": 6,

      "bufferLength": 0,

      "decimalDigits": 2,

      "numPrecRadix": 10,

      "nullable": 0,

      "remarks": null,

      "columnDef": null,

      "sqlDataType": 0,

      "sqlDateTimeSub": 0,

      "charOctetLength": 4,

      "ordinalPosition": 5,

      "isNullable": "NO",

      "scopeCatalog": null,

      "scopeSchema": null,

      "scopeTable": null,

      "sourceDataType": 0,

      "isAutoIncrement": "NO"

    }

...

],

  "errors": []

}

REST API: SQL Execution Service

The SQL Execution Service allows you to input one or more SQL statements for submission.

NOTE

For more information, see SQL Reference.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

POST <base URL>/sql/execute/<datasource>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API service
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request will be sent and is defined in the

datasources.yml file
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Example: Execute Multiple SQL Statements Supplied as a List of Strings

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/sql/execute/SYSOD108

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/sql/execute/SYSOD108

Request body:

In the request body, supply one or more SQL statements as a list of strings. Make each SQL statement a separate entry in
the list.

{

    "sql": [

        "select * from demoempl.department where dept_head_id = 1003",

        "select dept_id, dept_name from demoempl.department where dept_head_id = 1003",

        "select * from demoempl.department where dept_head_id = 1004",

        "insert into demoempl.department values (9999, 2004, 'D09', 'TEST DEPARTMENT')",

        "update demoempl.department set dept_name = 'UPDATE DEPARTMENT' where dept_id = 9999",

        "delete from demoempl.department where dept_id = 9999",

        "invalid statement"

    ]

}

Response:

[

  {

    "statementId": 1,

    "sqlStatement": "select * from demoempl.department where dept_head_id = 1003",

    "resultSet": [

      {

        "DEPT_ID": 6000,

        "DEPT_HEAD_ID": 1003,

        "DIV_CODE": "D09",

        "DEPT_NAME": "LEGAL"

      },

      {

        "DEPT_ID": 4200,

        "DEPT_HEAD_ID": 1003,

        "DIV_CODE": "D04",

        "DEPT_NAME": "LEASING - NEW CARS"

      }

    ],

    "updateCount": null,

    "errors": []

  },

  {

    "statementId": 2,

    "sqlStatement": "select dept_id, dept_name from demoempl.department where dept_head_id = 1003",

    "resultSet": [

      {

        "DEPT_ID": 6000,

        "DEPT_NAME": "LEGAL"
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      },

      {

        "DEPT_ID": 4200,

        "DEPT_NAME": "LEASING - NEW CARS"

      }

    ],

    "updateCount": null,

    "errors": []

  },

  {

    "statementId": 3,

    "sqlStatement": "select * from demoempl.department where dept_head_id = 1004",

    "resultSet": [],

    "updateCount": null,

    "errors": []

  },

  {

    "statementId": 4,

    "sqlStatement": "insert into demoempl.department values (9999, 2004, 'D09', 'TEST DEPARTMENT')",

    "resultSet": null,

    "updateCount": 1,

    "errors": []

  },

  {

    "statementId": 5,

    "sqlStatement": "update demoempl.department set dept_name = 'UPDATE DEPARTMENT' where dept_id = 9999",

    "resultSet": null,

    "updateCount": 1,

    "errors": []

  },

  {

    "statementId": 6,

    "sqlStatement": "delete from demoempl.department where dept_id = 9999",

    "resultSet": null,

    "updateCount": 1,

    "errors": []

  },

  {

    "statementId": 7,

    "sqlStatement": "invalid statement",

    "resultSet": null,

    "updateCount": null,

    "errors": [

      {

        "sqlState": "42600",

        "errorCode": -4,

        "message": "SQL Error: SQLCODE = -4 SQLERC = 6001"

      },

      {

        "sqlState": "42600",

        "errorCode": -4,

        "message": "DB006001 T1173 C-4M330: Unrecognizable token"

      },
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      {

        "sqlState": "42600",

        "errorCode": -4,

        "message": "Syntax error: invalid statement"

      }

    ]

  }

]

REST API: SQL Exported Keys

Obtain a list of exported keys associated with the data source. The SQL Exported Keys service implements the IDMS
Server JDBC API method getExportedKeys within the class IdmsDatabaseMetaData.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/sql/exportedKeys/<datasource>?<query parameters>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API service
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request is to be sent and is defined in the

datasources.yml file
• <query parameters>

– schema -- Identifies the name of the Schema. If schema is not specified, the default Schema is used (if one exists).
This parameter is case-sensitive and must match the Schema name exactly.

– table -- (required) Identifies the name of the table. This parameter is case-sensitive and must match the table name
exactly.

Example: Returns the exported keys for the given Schema and table

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/sql/exportedKeys/SYSDEMO?schema=DEMOEMPL&table=EMPLOYEE

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/sql/exportedKeys/SYSDEMO?
schema=DEMOEMPL&table=EMPLOYEE

Response:

{

  "exportedKeys": [

    {

      "primaryKeyTableCatalog": null,

      "primaryKeyTableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "primaryKeyTableName": "EMPLOYEE",

      "primaryKeyColumnName": "EMP_ID",

      "foreignKeyTableCatalog": null,

      "foreignKeyTableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "foreignKeyTableName": "BENEFITS",

      "foreignKeyColumnName": "EMP_ID",

      "keySequence": 1,
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      "updateRule": 3,

      "deleteRule": 3,

      "foreignKeyName": "EMP_BENEFITS",

      "primaryKeyName": "CALC",

      "deferrability": 7

    },

    {

      "primaryKeyTableCatalog": null,

      "primaryKeyTableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "primaryKeyTableName": "EMPLOYEE",

      "primaryKeyColumnName": "EMP_ID",

      "foreignKeyTableCatalog": null,

      "foreignKeyTableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "foreignKeyTableName": "COVERAGE",

      "foreignKeyColumnName": "EMP_ID",

      "keySequence": 1,

      "updateRule": 3,

      "deleteRule": 3,

      "foreignKeyName": "EMP_COVERAGE",

      "primaryKeyName": "CALC",

      "deferrability": 7

    },

    {

      "primaryKeyTableCatalog": null,

      "primaryKeyTableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "primaryKeyTableName": "EMPLOYEE",

      "primaryKeyColumnName": "EMP_ID",

      "foreignKeyTableCatalog": null,

      "foreignKeyTableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "foreignKeyTableName": "DEPARTMENT",

      "foreignKeyColumnName": "DEPT_HEAD_ID",

      "keySequence": 1,

      "updateRule": 3,

      "deleteRule": 3,

      "foreignKeyName": "EMP_DEPT_HEAD",

      "primaryKeyName": "CALC",

      "deferrability": 7

    },

    {

      "primaryKeyTableCatalog": null,

      "primaryKeyTableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "primaryKeyTableName": "EMPLOYEE",

      "primaryKeyColumnName": "EMP_ID",

      "foreignKeyTableCatalog": null,

      "foreignKeyTableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "foreignKeyTableName": "DIVISION",

      "foreignKeyColumnName": "DIV_HEAD_ID",

      "keySequence": 1,

      "updateRule": 3,

      "deleteRule": 3,

      "foreignKeyName": "EMP_DIV_HEAD",

      "primaryKeyName": "CALC",

      "deferrability": 7
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    },

    {

      "primaryKeyTableCatalog": null,

      "primaryKeyTableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "primaryKeyTableName": "EMPLOYEE",

      "primaryKeyColumnName": "EMP_ID",

      "foreignKeyTableCatalog": null,

      "foreignKeyTableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "foreignKeyTableName": "EMPLOYEE",

      "foreignKeyColumnName": "MANAGER_ID",

      "keySequence": 1,

      "updateRule": 3,

      "deleteRule": 3,

      "foreignKeyName": "MANAGER_EMP",

      "primaryKeyName": "CALC",

      "deferrability": 7

    },

    {

      "primaryKeyTableCatalog": null,

      "primaryKeyTableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "primaryKeyTableName": "EMPLOYEE",

      "primaryKeyColumnName": "EMP_ID",

      "foreignKeyTableCatalog": null,

      "foreignKeyTableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "foreignKeyTableName": "POSITION",

      "foreignKeyColumnName": "EMP_ID",

      "keySequence": 1,

      "updateRule": 3,

      "deleteRule": 3,

      "foreignKeyName": "EMP_POSITION",

      "primaryKeyName": "CALC",

      "deferrability": 7

    }

  ],

  "errors": []

}

REST API: SQL Imported Keys

Obtain a list of imported keys associated with the data source. The SQL Imported Keys service implements the IDMS
Server JDBC API method getImportedKeys within the class IdmsDatabaseMetaData.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base url>/sql/importedKeys/<datasource>?<query parameters>

Where:
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• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API service
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request is to be sent and is defined in the

datasources.yml file
• <query parameters>

– schema -- Identifies the name of the schema. If schema is not specified, the default schema is used (if one exists).
This parameter is case-sensitive and must match the schema name exactly.

– table -- (required) Identifies the name of the table. This parameter is case-sensitive and must match the table name
exactly.

Example: Returns all imported key columns that match the table and schema filter

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/sql/importedKeys/SYSDEMO?schema=DEMOEMPL&table=EMPLOYEE

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/sql/importedKeys/SYSDEMO?
schema=DEMOEMPL&table=EMPLOYEE

Response:

{

  "importedKeys": [

    {

      "primaryKeyTableCatalog": null,

      "primaryKeyTableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "primaryKeyTableName": "DEPARTMENT",

      "primaryKeyColumnName": "DEPT_ID",

      "foreignKeyTableCatalog": null,

      "foreignKeyTableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "foreignKeyTableName": "EMPLOYEE",

      "foreignKeyColumnName": "DEPT_ID",

      "keySequence": 1,

      "updateRule": 3,

      "deleteRule": 3,

      "foreignKeyName": "DEPT_EMPLOYEE",

      "primaryKeyName": "CALC",

      "deferrability": 7

    },

    {

      "primaryKeyTableCatalog": null,

      "primaryKeyTableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "primaryKeyTableName": "EMPLOYEE",

      "primaryKeyColumnName": "EMP_ID",

      "foreignKeyTableCatalog": null,

      "foreignKeyTableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "foreignKeyTableName": "EMPLOYEE",

      "foreignKeyColumnName": "MANAGER_ID",

      "keySequence": 1,

      "updateRule": 3,

      "deleteRule": 3,

      "foreignKeyName": "MANAGER_EMP",

      "primaryKeyName": "CALC",

      "deferrability": 7
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    }

  ],

  "errors": []

}

REST API: SQL Primary Keys

Obtain a list of primary key columns associated with the data source. The SQL Primary Keys service implements the
IDMS Server JDBC API method getPrimaryKeys within the class IdmsDatabaseMetaData.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base url>/sql/primaryKeys/<datasource>?<query parameters>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API service
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request is to be sent and is defined in the

datasources.yml file
• <query parameters>

– schema -- Identifies the name of the schema. If schema is not specified, the default schema is used (if one exists).
This parameter is case-sensitive and must match the schema name exactly.

– table -- (required) Identifies the name of the table. This parameter is case-sensitive and must match the table name
exactly.

Example: Returns all primary key columns that match the table and schema filter

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/sql/primaryKeys/SYSDEMO?schema=REL&table=ORG

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/sql/primaryKeys/SYSDEMO?schema=REL&table=ORG

Response:

{

  "primaryKeys": [

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "REL",

      "tableName": "ORG",

      "columnName": "EMP_ID",

      "keySequence": 3,

      "primaryKeyName": "ORG1"

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "REL",

      "tableName": "ORG",

      "columnName": "MGR_ID",

      "keySequence": 1,

      "primaryKeyName": "ORG1"
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    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "REL",

      "tableName": "ORG",

      "columnName": "START_DATE",

      "keySequence": 2,

      "primaryKeyName": "ORG1"

    }

  ],

  "errors": []

}

REST API: SQL Procedures

Obtain a list of procedures associated with the data source. The SQL Procedures service implements the IDMS Server
JDBC API method getProcedures within the class IdmsDatabaseMetaData.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/sql/procedures/<datasource>?<query parameters>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API service
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request is to be sent and is defined in the

datasources.yml file
• <query parameters> (optional) The following parameters can be used to filter results. See "About Parameters and

Parameter Values" for usage information.
– procedurePattern -- Filter pattern for the procedure name
– schemaPattern -- Filter pattern for the schema name

NOTE
About Parameters and Parameter Values:

• The parameter "catalog" is not used within IDMS.
• The filtering parameters allow the wildcards % and _ . Within a pattern string, % means match any substring

of 0 or more characters, and _ means match any one character. Only metadata entries matching the search
pattern are returned. In the URL, the % must be encoded as %25 . To see examples of ways to use wildcards
in your request, see Examples for Specifying Patterns.

• Parameter values are case-sensitive.

For three reserved fields in responses, IDMS returns the following information:

• reserved1 Number of input parameters
• reserved2 Number of output parameters
• reserved3 Maximum number of result sets that can be returned

The examples that follow illustrate this behavior.

Example: Returns all procedures (no filter option used)

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/sql/procedures/SYSDEMO
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Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/sql/procedures/SYSDEMO

Response:

{

  "procedures": [

    {

      "procedureCatalog": null,

      "procedureSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "procedureName": "IDMSCONP",

      "reserved1": 16,

      "reserved2": 16,

      "reserved3": 0,

      "remarks": null,

      "procedureType": 1,

      "specificName": "IDMSCONP"

    },

    {

      "procedureCatalog": null,

      "procedureSchema": "REL",

      "procedureName": "GET_MGR",

      "reserved1": 3,

      "reserved2": 3,

      "reserved3": 0,

      "remarks": null,

      "procedureType": 1,

      "specificName": "GET_MGR"

    },

    {

      "procedureCatalog": null,

      "procedureSchema": "R162SSQL",

      "procedureName": "GETSTATE",

      "reserved1": 2,

      "reserved2": 2,

      "reserved3": 0,

      "remarks": null,

      "procedureType": 1,

      "specificName": "GETSTATE"

    },

    {

      "procedureCatalog": null,

      "procedureSchema": "SYSCA",

      "procedureName": "GET_DIAGNOSTICS",

      "reserved1": 21,

      "reserved2": 21,

      "reserved3": 0,

      "remarks": null,

      "procedureType": 1,

      "specificName": "GET_DIAGNOSTICS"

    },

    {

      "procedureCatalog": null,
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      "procedureSchema": "SYSCA",

      "procedureName": "GET_STATISTICS",

      "reserved1": 42,

      "reserved2": 42,

      "reserved3": 0,

      "remarks": null,

      "procedureType": 1,

      "specificName": "GET_STATISTICS"

    }

  ],

  "errors": []

} 

Example: Returns procedures, using a filter pattern

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/sql/procedures/SYSDEMO?schemaPattern=SYSCA

Response:

{

  "procedures": [

    {

      "procedureCatalog": null,

      "procedureSchema": "SYSCA",

      "procedureName": "GET_DIAGNOSTICS",

      "reserved1": 21,

      "reserved2": 21,

      "reserved3": 0,

      "remarks": null,

      "procedureType": 1,

      "specificName": "GET_DIAGNOSTICS"

    },

    {

      "procedureCatalog": null,

      "procedureSchema": "SYSCA",

      "procedureName": "GET_STATISTICS",

      "reserved1": 42,

      "reserved2": 42,

      "reserved3": 0,

      "remarks": null,

      "procedureType": 1,

      "specificName": "GET_STATISTICS"

    }

  ],

  "errors": []

}

REST API: SQL ProcedureColumns

Obtain a description of procedure parameters and result columns. The SQL ProcedureColumns service implements the
IDMS Server JDBC API method with getProcedureColumns in the class IdmsDatabaseMetaData.

HTTP Method and URI Path
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The URI path has the following format:

GET <base url>/sql/procedureColumns/<datasource>?<query parameters>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API service
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request is to be sent and is defined in the

datasources.yml file
• <query parameters> (optional) The following parameters can be used to filter results. See the "About Parameters and

Parameter Values" for usage information.
– columnPattern -- Filter pattern for the column name
– procedurePattern -- Filter pattern for the procedure name
– schemaPattern -- Filter pattern for the schema name

NOTE
About Parameters and Parameter Values:

• The parameter "catalog" is not used within IDMS.
• The filtering parameters allow the wildcards % and _ . Within a pattern string, % means match any substring

of 0 or more characters, and _ means match any one character. Only metadata entries matching the search
pattern are returned. In the URL, the % must be encoded as %25 .
To see how wildcards can be used in your request, see Examples for Specifying Patterns.

• Parameter values are case sensitive.

Example: Returns all procedure columns (no filter option used)

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/sql/procedureColumns/SYSDEMO

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/sql/procedureColumns/SYSDEMO

Response:

{

  "procedureColumns": [

    {

      "procedureCatalog": null,

      "procedureSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "procedureName": "IDMSCONP",

      "columnName": "EMP_ID",

      "columnType": 2,

      "dataType": 1,

      "typeName": "CHARACTER",

      "precision": 0,

      "length": 4,

      "scale": 0,

      "radix": 0,

      "nullable": 1,

      "remarks": null,

      "columnDefault": "' '",

      "sqlDataType": null,

      "sqlDatetimeSubcode": null,

      "characterOctetLength": 4,

      "ordinalPosition": 1,
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      "isNullable": "YES",

      "specificName": "IDMSCONP"

    },

    {

      "procedureCatalog": null,

      "procedureSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "procedureName": "IDMSCONP",

      "columnName": "EMP_FIRST_NAME",

      "columnType": 2,

      "dataType": 1,

      "typeName": "CHARACTER",

      "precision": 0,

      "length": 10,

      "scale": 0,

      "radix": 0,

      "nullable": 1,

      "remarks": null,

      "columnDefault": "' '",

      "sqlDataType": null,

      "sqlDatetimeSubcode": null,

      "characterOctetLength": 10,

      "ordinalPosition": 2,

      "isNullable": "YES",

      "specificName": "IDMSCONP"

    },

    {

      "procedureCatalog": null,

      "procedureSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "procedureName": "IDMSCONP",

      "columnName": "EMP_LAST_NAME",

      "columnType": 2,

      "dataType": 1,

      "typeName": "CHARACTER",

      "precision": 0,

      "length": 15,

      "scale": 0,

      "radix": 0,

      "nullable": 1,

      "remarks": null,

      "columnDefault": "' '",

      "sqlDataType": null,

      "sqlDatetimeSubcode": null,

      "characterOctetLength": 15,

      "ordinalPosition": 3,

      "isNullable": "YES",

      "specificName": "IDMSCONP"

    },

    {

      "procedureCatalog": null,

      "procedureSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "procedureName": "IDMSCONP",

      "columnName": "EMP_STREET",

      "columnType": 2,
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      "dataType": 1,

      "typeName": "CHARACTER",

      "precision": 0,

      "length": 20,

      "scale": 0,

      "radix": 0,

      "nullable": 1,

      "remarks": null,

      "columnDefault": "' '",

      "sqlDataType": null,

      "sqlDatetimeSubcode": null,

      "characterOctetLength": 20,

      "ordinalPosition": 4,

      "isNullable": "YES",

      "specificName": "IDMSCONP"

    },

    {

      "procedureCatalog": null,

      "procedureSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "procedureName": "IDMSCONP",

      "columnName": "EMP_CITY",

      "columnType": 2,

      "dataType": 1,

      "typeName": "CHARACTER",

      "precision": 0,

      "length": 15,

      "scale": 0,

      "radix": 0,

      "nullable": 1,

      "remarks": null,

      "columnDefault": "' '",

      "sqlDataType": null,

      "sqlDatetimeSubcode": null,

      "characterOctetLength": 15,

      "ordinalPosition": 5,

      "isNullable": "YES",

      "specificName": "IDMSCONP"

    },

    {

      "procedureCatalog": null,

      "procedureSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "procedureName": "IDMSCONP",

      "columnName": "EMP_STATE",

      "columnType": 2,

      "dataType": 1,

      "typeName": "CHARACTER",

      "precision": 0,

      "length": 2,

      "scale": 0,

      "radix": 0,

      "nullable": 1,

      "remarks": null,

      "columnDefault": "' '",
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      "sqlDataType": null,

      "sqlDatetimeSubcode": null,

      "characterOctetLength": 2,

      "ordinalPosition": 6,

      "isNullable": "YES",

      "specificName": "IDMSCONP"

    },

    {

      "procedureCatalog": null,

      "procedureSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "procedureName": "IDMSCONP",

      "columnName": "EMP_ZIP",

      "columnType": 2,

      "dataType": 1,

      "typeName": "CHARACTER",

      "precision": 0,

      "length": 5,

      "scale": 0,

      "radix": 0,

      "nullable": 1,

      "remarks": null,

      "columnDefault": "' '",

      "sqlDataType": null,

      "sqlDatetimeSubcode": null,

      "characterOctetLength": 5,

      "ordinalPosition": 7,

      "isNullable": "YES",

      "specificName": "IDMSCONP"

    }

  ],

  "errors": []

}

 

Example: Returns all procedure columns, using a filter pattern

https://localhost:10080/api/v1/sql/procedureColumns/sysod108?schemaPattern=DEMO%&columnPattern=EMP_I%

Response:

{

  "procedureColumns": [

    {

      "procedureCatalog": null,

      "procedureSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "procedureName": "IDMSCONP",

      "columnName": "EMP_ID",

      "columnType": 2,

      "dataType": 1,

      "typeName": "CHARACTER",

      "precision": 0,

      "length": 4,

      "scale": 0,

      "radix": 0,
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      "nullable": 1,

      "remarks": null,

      "columnDefault": "' '",

      "sqlDataType": null,

      "sqlDatetimeSubcode": null,

      "characterOctetLength": 4,

      "ordinalPosition": 1,

      "isNullable": "YES",

      "specificName": "IDMSCONP"

    }

  ],

  "errors": []

}

 

REST API: SQL Schemas

Obtain a list of schemas associated with the data source. The SQL Schemas service implements an IDMS Server JDBC
API method getSchemas within the class IdmsDatabaseMetaData.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base url>/sql/schemas/<datasource>?<query parameters>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API service
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request is to be sent and is defined in the

datasources.yml file
• <query parameters> (optional) The following parameters can be used to filter results. See "About Parameters and

Parameter Values" for usage information.
– schemaPattern -- Filter pattern for the schema name

NOTE
About Parameters and Parameter Values:

• The parameter "catalog" is not used within IDMS.
• The filtering parameters allow the wildcards % and _ . Within a pattern string, % means match any substring

of 0 or more characters, and _ means match any one character. Only metadata entries matching the search
pattern are returned. In the URL, the % must be encoded as %25 .
To see examples of ways to use wildcards in your request, see Examples for Specifying Patterns.

• Parameter values are case sensitive.

By default, the Schemas endpoint returns only schemas that are accessible to the current user. To display all schemas
when the endpoint is run, use the following SQL statement:
DROP VIEW  SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_SCHEMAS;

CREATE VIEW SYSCA.ACCESSIBLE_SCHEMAS                          

     ( SCHEMA )                                                  

      AS                                                        

      SELECT NAME FROM SYSTEM.SCHEMA;

Example: Returns all schemas accessible to the user (no schema pattern used)

Direct URL:
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https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/sql/schemas/SYSDEMO

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/sql/schemas/SYSDEMO

Response:

{

  "schemas": [

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "DEMOEMPL"

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "DEMOPROJ"

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "DUCMP00V"

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "LKYS"

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "NET"

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "REL"

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "R162SNET"

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "R162SSQL"

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "SYSCA"

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "SYSTEM"

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "SYSVNTWK5"

    },

    {
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      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "SYSVSYST5"

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "VSMSCHMC"

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "WWDBLAB"

    }

  ],

  "errors": []

}

Example: Returns the schema named "DEMOEMPL"

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/sql/schemas/SYSDEMO?schemaPattern=DEMOEMPL%25

Response:

{

  "schemas": [

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "DEMOEMPL"

    }

  ],

  "errors": []

}

REST API: SQL Tables

Obtain a list of tables associated with the data source. The SQL Tables service implements the IDMS Server JDBC API
method getTables within the class IdmsDatabaseMetaData.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base url>/sql/tables/<datasource>?<query parameters>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API service
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request is to be sent and is defined in the

datasources.yml file
• <query parameters> (optional) The following parameters can be used to filter results. See the "About Parameters and

Parameter Values" for usage information.
– schemaPattern -- Filter pattern for the schema name
– tablePattern -- Filter pattern for the table name
– types -- List of the types of tables to be returned in the response. Valid values for IDMS are:

• TABLE
• VIEW

By default, the SQL Tables service returns only tables that are accessible to the current user.
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NOTE
About Parameters and Parameter Values:

• The parameter "catalog" is not used within IDMS.
• The filtering parameters allow the wildcards % and _ . Within a pattern string, % means match any substring

of 0 or more characters, and _ means match any one character. Only metadata entries matching the search
pattern are returned. In the URL, the % must be encoded as %25 .
To see how wildcards can be used in your request, see Examples for Specifying Patterns.

• Parameter values are case sensitive.

Example: Returns all tables accessible to the user (no filter option used)

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/sql/tables/SYSDEMO

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/sql/tables/SYSDEMO

Response:

{

  "tables": [

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "tableName": "BENEFITS",

      "tableType": "TABLE",

      "tableRemarks": null,

      "typeCatalog": null,

      "typeSchema": null,

      "typeName": null,

      "referencingColumnName": null,

      "referencingGeneration": null

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "tableName": "COVERAGE",

      "tableType": "TABLE",

      "tableRemarks": null,

      "typeCatalog": null,

      "typeSchema": null,

      "typeName": null,

      "referencingColumnName": null,

      "referencingGeneration": null

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "tableName": "DEPARTMENT",

      "tableType": "TABLE",

      "tableRemarks": null,

      "typeCatalog": null,

      "typeSchema": null,
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      "typeName": null,

      "referencingColumnName": null,

      "referencingGeneration": null

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "tableName": "DIVISION",

      "tableType": "TABLE",

      "tableRemarks": null,

      "typeCatalog": null,

      "typeSchema": null,

      "typeName": null,

      "referencingColumnName": null,

      "referencingGeneration": null

    }

Example: Returns all tables accessible to the user using a filter pattern

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/sql/tables/SYSDEMO/?tablePattern=EMP%

Response:

{

  "tables": [

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "tableName": "EMPLOYEE",

      "tableType": "TABLE",

      "tableRemarks": null,

      "typeCatalog": null,

      "typeSchema": null,

      "typeName": null,

      "referencingColumnName": null,

      "referencingGeneration": null

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "NET",

      "tableName": "EMPLOYEE",

      "tableType": "TABLE",

      "tableRemarks": null,

      "typeCatalog": null,

      "typeSchema": null,

      "typeName": null,

      "referencingColumnName": null,

      "referencingGeneration": null

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "NET",

      "tableName": "EMPOSITION",

      "tableType": "TABLE",
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      "tableRemarks": null,

      "typeCatalog": null,

      "typeSchema": null,

      "typeName": null,

      "referencingColumnName": null,

      "referencingGeneration": null

    }

  ],

  "errors": []

}

Example: Returns all tables accessible to the user using three filtering options

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/sql/tables/SYSDEMO/?schemaPattern=DEMO%&tablePattern=EMP
%&types=TABLE

Response:
{

  "tables": [

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "tableName": "EMPLOYEE",

      "tableType": "TABLE",

      "tableRemarks": null,

      "typeCatalog": null,

      "typeSchema": null,

      "typeName": null,

      "referencingColumnName": null,

      "referencingGeneration": null

    }

  ],

  "errors": []

}

REST API: SQL Best Row Identifier

To find SQL Best Row Identifier for REST API data source, specify base URL, data source, name of schema, and if
columns included. See result scope and tables.

Obtain a description of the optimal set of columns of a table that uniquely identifies a row associated with the data source.
The SQL Best Row Identifier service implements the IDMS Server JDBC API method getBestRowIdentifier within the
class IdmsDatabaseMetaData.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base url>/sql/bestRowIdentifier/<datasource>?<query parameters>

Where:
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• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the REST API service
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request is to be sent and is defined in

the datasources.yml file
• <query parameters> The following parameters are used to obtain results. Parameter values are case-sensitive; names

must be an exact match.
– schema -- The name of the schema
– nullable -- Specifies whether to include nullable columns. Values are true and false.

• true -- Nullable columns are included in results.
• false -- Nullable columns are not included.

– scope -- (required) Scope of the result. Can be valid either while using the row (0), only during the current
transaction (1), or only during the current session (2)

– table -- (required) Identifies the name of the IDMS SQL table

NOTE
The parameter "catalog" is not used within IDMS.

Example: Returns best row identifiers for the provided schema, table, and scope

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/sql/bestRowIdentifier/SYSDEMO?
schema=DEMOEMPL&scope=0&table=DEPARTMENT

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/sql/bestRowIdentifier/SYSDEMO?
schema=DEMOEMPL&scope=0&table=DEPARTMENT

Response:

{

  "bestRowIdentifiers": [

    {

      "scope": 0,

      "columnName": "DEPT_ID",

      "dataType": 2,

      "typeName": "UNSIGNED NUMERIC",

      "columnSize": 4,

      "bufferLength": 4,

      "decimalDigits": 0,

      "pseudoColumn": 1

    }

  ],

  "errors": []

}

REST API: SQL Database Product Info

Implement IDMS Server JDBC methods to get database product information. Use base URL, and REST API datasource.

Obtain information about the database, such as product name, product version, driver name, and database functions and
capabilities. The databaseProductInfo service implements a series of IDMS Server JDBC API methods within the class
IdmsMetaData that provide scalar values for database product information.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:
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GET <base URL>/sql/databaseProductInfo/<datasource>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API service
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request is to be sent and is defined in

the datasources.yml file

The response in the following example shows the methods that are used by the service. For a description of each method,
refer to the Swagger documentation.

Example: Returns Information about the Database

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/sql/databaseProductInfo/SYSDEMO

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/sql/databaseProductInfo/SYSDEMO

Response:

{

  "databaseProductInfo": {

    "databaseProductName": "IDMS",

    "databaseProductVersion": "19.00.0400",

    "allProceduresAreCallable": true,

    "allTablesAreSelectable": true,

    "url": "jdbc:idms://localhost:12345/APPLDICT",

    "userName": "user",

    "readOnly": false,

    "nullsAreSortedHigh": true,

    "nullsAreSortedLow": false,

    "nullsAreSortedAtStart": false,

    "nullsAreSortedAtEnd": false,

    "driverName": "IDMS SERVER",

    "driverVersion": 17.1,

    "driverMajorVersion": 17,

    "driverMinorVersion": 1,

    "usesLocalFiles": false,

    "usesLocalFilePerTable": false,

    "supportsMixedCaseIdentifiers": false,

    "storesUpperCaseIdentifiers": true,

    "storesLowerCaseIdentifiers": false,

    "storesMixedCaseIdentifiers": false,

    "supportsMixedCaseQuotedIdentifiers": true,

    "storesUpperCaseQuotedIdentifiers": false,

    "storesLowerCaseQuotedIdentifiers": false,

    "storesMixedCaseQuotedIdentifiers": false,

    "identifierQuoteString": "\"",

    "sqlKeywords": "keyword1,keyword2,keyword3",

    "numericFunctions":

 "ABS,ACOS,ASIN,ATAN,ATAN2,CEILING,COS,COT,DEGREES,EXP,FLOOR,LOG,LOG10,MOD,PI,POWER,RADIANS,RAND,ROUND,SIGN,SIN,SQRT,TAN,TRUNCATE",

    "stringFunctions":

 "CHAR,CHAR_LENGTH,CHARACTER_LENGTH,CONCAT,INSERT,LCASE,LEFT,LENGTH,LOCATE,LTRIM,OCTET_LENGTH,POSITION,REPEAT,REPLACE,RIGHT,RTRIM,SPACE,SUBSTRING,UCASE",

    "systemFunctions": "DATABASE,IFNULL,USER",
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    "timeDateFunctions":

 "CURRENT_DATE,CURRENT_TIME,CURRENT_TIMESTAMP,CURDATE,CURTIME,DAY,DAYNAME,DAYOFMONTH,DAYOFWEEK,DAYOFYEAR,HOUR,MINUTE,MONTH,MONTHNAME,NOW,QUARTER,SECOND,TIME,WEEK,YEAR",

    "searchStringEscape": "\\",

    "extraNameCharacters": "@#$",

    "supportsAlterTableWithAddColumn": true,

    "supportsAlterTableWithDropColumn": true,

    "supportsColumnAliasing": false,

    "nullPlusNonNullIsNull": true,

    "supportsConvert": false,

    "supportsTableCorrelationNames": true,

    "supportsDifferentTableCorrelationNames": false,

    "supportsExpressionsInOrderBy": false,

    "supportsOrderByUnrelated": true,

    "supportsGroupBy": true,

    "supportsGroupByUnrelated": true,

    "supportsGroupByBeyondSelect": true,

    "supportsLikeEscapeClause": true,

    "supportsMultipleResultSets": true,

    "supportsMultipleTransactions": true,

    "supportsNonNullableColumns": true,

    "supportsMinimumSQLGrammar": true,

    "supportsCoreSQLGrammar": true,

    "supportsExtendedSQLGrammar": false,

    "supportsAnsi92EntryLevelSql": true,

    "supportsAnsi92IntermediateSql": false,

    "supportsAnsi92FullSql": false,

    "supportsIntegrityEnhancementFacility": false,

    "supportsOuterJoins": true,

    "supportsFullOuterJoins": true,

    "supportsLimitedOuterJoins": true,

    "procedureTerm": "PROCEDURE",

    "catalogTerm": "DATABASE",

    "schemaTerm": "SCHEMA",

    "catalogAtStart": false,

    "catalogSeparator": "null",

    "supportsSchemasInDataManipulation": true,

    "supportsSchemasInProcedureCalls": true,

    "supportsSchemasInTableDefinitions": true,

    "supportsSchemasInIndexDefinitions": true,

    "supportsSchemasInPrivilegeDefinitions": true,

    "supportsCatalogsInDataManipulation": false,

    "supportsCatalogsInProcedureCalls": false,

    "supportsCatalogsInTableDefinitions": false,

    "supportsCatalogsInIndexDefinitions": false,

    "supportsCatalogsInPrivilegeDefinitions": false,

    "supportsPositionedDelete": true,

    "supportsPositionedUpdate": true,

    "supportsSelectForUpdate": true,

    "supportsStoredProcedures": true,

    "supportsSubqueriesInComparisons": true,

    "supportsSubqueriesInExists": true,

    "supportsSubqueriesInIns": true,

    "supportsSubqueriesInQuantifieds": true,
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    "supportsCorrelatedSubqueries": true,

    "supportsUnion": true,

    "supportsUnionAll": true,

    "supportsOpenCursorsAcrossCommit": false,

    "supportsOpenCursorsAcrossRollback": false,

    "supportsOpenStatementsAcrossCommit": true,

    "supportsOpenStatementsAcrossRollback": true,

    "maxBinaryLiteralLength": 0,

    "maxCharLiteralLength": 0,

    "maxColumnNameLength": 32,

    "maxColumnsInGroupBy": 255,

    "maxColumnsInIndex": 32,

    "maxColumnsInOrderBy": 0,

    "maxColumnsInSelect": 1024,

    "maxColumnsInTable": 1024,

    "maxConnections": 0,

    "maxCursorNameLength": 18,

    "maxIndexLength": 256,

    "maxSchemaNameLength": 18,

    "maxProcedureNameLength": 18,

    "maxCatalogNameLength": 0,

    "maxRowSize": 32760,

    "doesMaxRowSizeIncludeBlobs": true,

    "maxStatementLength": 8192,

    "maxStatements": 0,

    "maxTableNameLength": 18,

    "maxTablesInSelect": 32,

    "maxUserNameLength": 8,

    "defaultTransactionIsolation": 2,

    "supportsTransactions": true,

    "supportsDataDefinitionAndDataManipulationTransactions": true,

    "supportsDataManipulationTransactionsOnly": false,

    "dataDefinitionCausesTransactionCommit": false,

    "dataDefinitionIgnoredInTransactions": false,

    "supportsBatchUpdates": true,

    "supportsSavepoints": false,

    "supportsNamedParameters": true,

    "supportsMultipleOpenResults": true,

    "supportsGetGeneratedKeys": false,

    "databaseMajorVersion": 19,

    "databaseMinorVersion": 0,

    "jdbcMajorVersion": 4,

    "jdbcMinorVersion": 0,

    "sqlStateType": 2,

    "locatorsUpdateCopy": false,

    "supportsStatementPooling": true,

    "supportsStoredFunctionsUsingCallSyntax": false,

    "autoCommitFailureClosesAllResultSets": true,

    "generatedKeyAlwaysReturned": false,

    "supportsRefCursors": false,

    "maxLogicalLobSize": 0

  },

  "errors": []
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}

REST API: SQL Index Info

Find SQL Indexes in REST API data source. Input parameters include base URL, data source, query parameter, schema,
table, or if unique index values returned.

Obtain a list of indexes associated with the data source. The SQL Index Info service implements the IDMS Server JDBC
API method getIndexInfo within the class IdmsDatabaseMetaData.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base url>/sql/indexInfo/<datasource>?<query parameters>

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the REST API service
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request is to be sent and is defined in

the datasources.yml file
• <query parameters> The following parameters are used to obtain results. Parameter values are case-sensitive; names

must be an exact match.
– schema -- The name of the schema.
– table -- (required) The name of the table. This parameter must match the table name exactly.
– unique -- Specifies whether to return only indexes for unique values or return all indexes. Values are true and

false .
• true -- Indexes for unique values are returned.
• false -- All indexes are returned.

NOTE
The following parameters are not used within IDMS:

• approximate -- Specifies whether the response can reflect approximate or out of data values. Values are
true and false .
– true -- The result can reflect approximate or out of data values.
– false -- Results must be accurate.

• catalog -- Specifies the name of the catalog.

Example: Returns all indexes for schema "DEMOEMPL" and table "DEPARTMENT"

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/sql/indexInfo/sysod108?schema=DEMOEMPL&table=DEPARTMENT

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/sql/indexInfo/sysod108?schema=DEMOEMPL&table=DEPARTMENT

Response:

{

  "indexes": [

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "tableName": "DEPARTMENT",

      "nonUnique": false,
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      "indexQualifier": null,

      "indexName": "CALC",

      "type": 2,

      "ordinalPosition": 1,

      "columnName": "DEPT_ID",

      "ascOrDesc": "A",

      "cardinality": 17,

      "pages": 17,

      "filterCondition": null

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "tableName": "DEPARTMENT",

      "nonUnique": true,

      "indexQualifier": null,

      "indexName": "DE_CODE_NDX",

      "type": 3,

      "ordinalPosition": 1,

      "columnName": "DIV_CODE",

      "ascOrDesc": "A",

      "cardinality": 4,

      "pages": 8,

      "filterCondition": null

    },

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,

      "tableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "tableName": "DEPARTMENT",

      "nonUnique": true,

      "indexQualifier": null,

      "indexName": "DE_HEAD_NDX",

      "type": 3,

      "ordinalPosition": 1,

      "columnName": "DEPT_HEAD_ID",

      "ascOrDesc": "A",

      "cardinality": 15,

      "pages": 16,

      "filterCondition": null

    }

  ],

  "errors": []

} 

    

Example: Returns all indexes for unique values with schema "DEMOEMPL" and table "DEPARTMENT"

https://localhost:10080/api/v1/sql/indexInfo/sysod108?schema=DEMOEMPL&table=DEPARTMENT&unique=true

Response:

{

  "indexes": [

    {

      "tableCatalog": null,
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      "tableSchema": "DEMOEMPL",

      "tableName": "DEPARTMENT",

      "nonUnique": false,

      "indexQualifier": null,

      "indexName": "CALC",

      "type": 2,

      "ordinalPosition": 1,

      "columnName": "DEPT_ID",

      "ascOrDesc": "A",

      "cardinality": 17,

      "pages": 17,

      "filterCondition": null

    }

  ],

  "errors": []

}

Examples for Specifying Patterns

The following examples illustrate ways to filter the data in a response from an API metadata request. By using filter
parameters, such as tablePattern and schemasPattern in your request URL, you can obtain subsets of data.

Filter Parameters

The filter parameters use patterns to return subsets of data. A pattern is a sequence of characters present in a field;
only those fields that match the pattern are returned. For example, the tablePattern parameter when specified as
"tablePattern=DIVISON" returns only the tables named "DIVISION."

To filter the data returned by a filter parameter at an even finer level, you can use wildcard characters (wildcards) in your
specification. Wildcards are used to obtain only those fields that match a pattern that is specified in a query.

Use of Wildcards

A wildcard character represents one or more characters in a string. The filter parameters use the wildcards % and _
according to the following rules:

• Within a pattern string, % means match any substring of 0 or more characters, and _ means match any one character.
Only metadata entries matching the search pattern are returned. The position of the wildcard character makes a
difference in what matches are returned:
– A wildcard at the end of a pattern (for example, EMP% ) means that the text after the text EMP is wild. A match could

be EMPADDRESS , for example.
– A wildcard at the beginning of a pattern (for example, %EMP ) means the characters before EMP is wild. A match

could be RETEMP , for example.
– A wildcard on either side of a pattern, for example, %EMP% means any string with EMP in the middle with an

unknown number of wild characters before and after it is a match. Matches could include RETEMPADDRESS and
ACTIVEEMPADDRESS , for example.

• In the URL, the % must be encoded as %25 .
• In the request body, commands are supplied as a list of strings.

Examples

The examples in this topic are based on the following sample fields from an employee database: table schema, table
name, and column name. Each example provides a specified pattern and the set of data it returns based on the following
URI:

Direct URL:
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https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/sql/columns/SYSDEMO?

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/sql/columns/SYSDEMO?

Sample Database for Pattern Examples

Example 1. Return columns with names that include the text "NAME"

columnPattern=%25NAME%25
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Example 2. Return columns containing tables with the text "DEPARTMENT" and "NAME" in the name 

tablePattern=DEPARTMENT&columnPattern=%25NAME%25

Example 3. Return columns containing:

• Schemas with names that start with "DEMO"
• Columns that include the text "NAME"

schemaPattern=DEMO%25&columnPattern=%25NAME%25

Example 4. Return columns containing tables with names that:

• Consist of at least three characters
• Have an "E" as the second character
• Have at least one character after the "E"

schemaPattern=_E_%25
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Example 5. Return columns containing tables with names that begin with "DE"

tablePattern=DE%25

Example 6. Return columns containing:

• Schemas with "EL" as the second and third characters in the name
• Tables with names that begin with "DE"

schemaPattern=_EL%25&tablePattern=DE%25

REST API: System Statistics

The System Statistics service allows you to obtain system-level DB/DC statistics for an IDMS system.

NOTE

For more information, see DCMT DISPLAY STATISTICS Command in the "IDMS System Tasks and Operator
Commands" section of the IDMS Reference documentation.
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HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/systemStatistics/<datasource>

Where:

• <base URL> specifies the base URL address for the IDMS REST API service
• <datasource> (required) Identifies the IDMS system where the API request will be sent and is defined in the

datasources.yml file

Example: Return DB/DC statistics for IDMS system SYSOD108

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/systemStatistics/SYSOD108

Direct URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/systemStatistics/SYSOD108

Zowe API gateway URL:

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/caidms/api/v1/systemStatistics/SYSOD108

Response:

{

  "header": {

    "currentTimeDate": "08:05:35.43 20/322",

    "startupTimeDate": "09:50:38.89 20/321",

    "swapCallCount": 960,

    "systemModeTime": "00:01.909019",

    "userModeTime": "00:00.000807",

    "ziipOnCpTime": "00:00.003440",

    "ziipOnZiipTime": "00:01.373854"

  },

  "tasks": {

    "abendedTaskCount": 3,

    "adsoAbortCount": 3,

    "deadlockVictimsCount": 3,

    "deadlocksCount": 5,

    "maxTasksInSysgen": 50,

    "runawayTaskAbortCount": 2,

    "systemTasksProcessedCount": 9,

    "timesAtMaxTasksCount": 1,

    "totalTasksProcessedCount": 36

  },

  "transactions": {

    "distributedTransactionsEndedNormallyCount": 4,

    "externalTransactionsEndedNormallyCount": 416,

    "maxConcurrentDistributedTransactionCount": 3,

    "maxConcurrentTransactionCount": 644,

    "maxExternalConcurrentTransactionCount": 7,

    "maxExternalRequestUnits": 10,

    "processedDistributedTransactionCount": 5,

    "processedExternalTransactionCount": 5,

    "processedTransactionCount": 5552,

    "transactionsEndedNormallyCount": 76164
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  },

  "database": {

    "bufferWaitsCount": 50,

    "calcRecordsWithOverflowCount": 133,

    "calcRecordsWithoutOverflowCount": 24,

    "databaseCallsCount": 51712,

    "fragmentsStoredCount": 57,

    "pagesReadCount": 1534,

    "pagesRequestedCount": 4641164,

    "pagesWrittenCount": 1252,

    "recordsCurrentOfRunUnitCount": 7561,

    "recordsRelocatedCount": 122,

    "recordsRequestedCount": 9196,

    "totalLocksAquiredCount": 220,

    "viaRecordsWithOverflowCount": 182,

    "viaRecordsWithoutOverflowCount": 19

  },

  "index": {

    "fewestLevelsSearchedCount": 8,

    "greatestLevelsSearchedCount": 21,

    "indexLevelsSearchedCount": 4,

    "indexesSearchedCount": 32,

    "orphanedRecordsAdoptionCount": 30,

    "sr7RecordCount": 15,

    "sr7RecordDeleteCount": 1,

    "sr8RecordCount": 48,

    "sr8RecordDeleteCount": 12,

    "sr8SpawnCount": 26,

    "sr8SplitCount": 12

  },

  "sql": {

    "accessModulesCount": 7,

    "highRowsSortedCount": 20,

    "lowRowsSortedCount": 5,

    "rowsDeletedCount": 17,

    "rowsFetchedCount": 894,

    "rowsInsertedCount": 20,

    "rowsSortedCount": 106,

    "rowsUpdatedCount": 42,

    "sortsCount": 894,

    "sqlCommandsCount": 331

  },

  "journal": {

    "journalBlock100FullCount": 2,

    "journalBlock10FullCount": 2,

    "journalBlock20FullCount": 2,

    "journalBlock30FullCount": 2,

    "journalBlock40FullCount": 2,

    "journalBlock50FullCount": 2,

    "journalBlock60FullCount": 2,

    "journalBlock70FullCount": 2,

    "journalBlock80FullCount": 2,

    "journalBlock90FullCount": 2,
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    "journalBuffersWaitCount": 1,

    "journalPutCount": 5

  },

  "internal": {

    "dpeCount": 1500,

    "dpeHighWaterMark": 388,

    "dpeThresholdExceededCount": 0,

    "rceCount": 3000,

    "rceHighWaterMark": 331,

    "rceThresholdExceededCount": 0,

    "rleCount": 4000,

    "rleHighWaterMark": 377,

    "rleThresholdExceededCount": 0,

    "stackHighWaterMark": 853,

    "stackSizeInWords": 2400

  },

  "storage": {

    "dbGetStorageCount": 711,

    "freeStorageRequestCount": 42,

    "getStorageRequestCount": 42,

    "pageFixCount": 3,

    "pageFixRequestCount": 3,

    "pageFreeCount": 1,

    "pageFreeRequestCount": 1,

    "pageReleaseCount": 6,

    "pageReleaseRequestCount": 6,

    "scan1StorageRequestSatisfiedCount": 31,

    "scan2StorageRequestSatisfiedCount": 3,

    "shkGetStorageCount": 18,

    "shrGetStorageCount": 5,

    "sysGetStorageCount": 942,

    "systemShortOnStorageCount": 4,

    "uskGetStorageCount": 15,

    "usrGetStorageCount": 698

  },

  "program": {

    "loadsNonXaReentrantProgramPoolCount": 40,

    "loadsStandardProgramPoolCount": 2,

    "loadsXaProgramPoolCount": 20,

    "loadsXaReentrantProgramPoolCount": 7,

    "pagesLoadedNonXaReentrantProgramPoolCount": 25,

    "pagesLoadedStandardProgramPoolCount": 24,

    "pagesLoadedXaProgramPoolCount": 120,

    "pagesLoadedXaReentrantProgramPoolCount": 17,

    "waitsNonXaReentrantProgramPoolCount": 3,

    "waitsStandardProgramPoolCount": 2,

    "waitsXaProgramPoolCount": 6,

    "waitsXaReentrantProgramPoolCount": 2

  },

  "scratch": {

    "deleteScratchRequestCount": 2901,

    "getScratchRequestCount": 523,

    "putScratchRequestCount": 7267
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  },

  "queue": {

    "autostartTasksStartedCount": 1,

    "deleteQueueRequestCount": 1,

    "getQueueRequestCount": 2,

    "putQueueRequestCount": 0

  },

  "time": {

    "getTimeRequestCount": 989,

    "setTimeCancelRequestCount": 20,

    "setTimePostRequestCount": 532,

    "setTimeStartTaskRequestCount": 61,

    "setTimeWaitRequestCount": 462

  },

  "users": {

    "signedOnUsersCount": 80,

    "signedOnUsersHighWaterMark": 85

  },

  "mq": {

    "concurrentSubtaskUseHighWaterMark": 3,

    "mqcloseCount": 15,

    "mqgetCount": 15,

    "mqiCallsCount": 34,

    "mqopenCount": 15,

    "mqputCount": 15,

    "subtaskExceededCount": 1,

    "subtaskThreshold": 4,

    "totalMqCallsCount": 25

  }

}

SQL Quick Bridge
IDMS SQL Quick Bridge (Quick Bridge) makes it easy for IDMS programmers and DBAs to define table procedures.
Quick Bridge is a graphical user interface (GUI) tool, using client/server technology, and offers two methods to establish
client/server communications with the mainframe: IDMS Server and EDBC for IDMS. The client runs under a Microsoft®
Windows platform and the server runs under a mainframe operating system.

The Windows client uses a series of intuitive dialogs that prompt you for information that is required to define a table
procedure specification that is based on records and sets relationships defined in a non-SQL database. The generated
table procedure specification creates the SQL table procedure definition; system definitions, and source for the COBOL
program that you can upload and store in an IDMS dictionary.

The generated COBOL program provides a functional data access approach using IDMS DML. Quick Bridge generates
all basic processing logic in a clearly structured, easily readable program. You can modify the program to fine-tune the
database navigation or to add additional processing.

This article includes the following topics:

Prerequisite

To use Quick Bridge, you should be an IDMS DML programmer or database administrator. In addition, you should be
familiar with SQL concepts and Windows. Additional knowledge of ODBC and client/server communications is helpful.
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Supported Structures

Quick Bridge supports the following non-SQL database structures:

• Multi-level record structures
• Bill-of-material structures
• Repeating element groups using the OCCURS clause
• The lowest level of a group-level field
• One record type of a multi-member set relationship

System Requirements

This section describes the system requirements for the client and server.

Client

On the client, you need IDMS Server Release 17.0.  Hard disk requirements vary, depending on which components you
install. The installation program tells you specific hard disk requirements for the components.

Server

On the server, you need to enable IDMS SQL and IDMS Server on a supported release of IDMS. You also need a COBOL
compiler.

Install SQL Quick Bridge
SQL Quick Bridge (Quick Bridge) requires that you install the Windows platform client and mainframe server components.

Installing the Client Component

The Windows platform client component installs the Quick Bridge client software in a folder on the client platform. The
client installation creates and loads a subfolder MAINFRAM. This subfolder holds the files that allow the installation of the
mainframe component:

To install the client component follow these steps:

1. Download the installation image (in binary mode) from the Broadcom FTP Server to your local PC.
2. Unzip the downloaded file.
3. Locate the READMEQB.TXT file and use any text editor to review this file. The README file may contain instructions

for specific releases or environments.
4. Execute INSTALL(.EXE) to run the installation program.
5. Follow the self-explanatory instructions during the installation.

Installing the Server Component

The mainframe component requires that you install the SQL schema CAAV, the table procedures CAAV.GETREC
(CAAVLREC), and CAAV.MODULETEXT (CAAVMTXT).

To install the server component follow these steps:

1. Review the READMEMF.TXT file in the MAINFRAM folder. The README file may contain instructions for specific
mainframe releases or environments.

2. Upload all the files of the MAINFRAM directory to a mainframe source library. The files, which are coded in ASCII must
be translated to the mainframe codeset EBCDIC.
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3. Process the SQL definitions that are contained in CAAVQBSD.SQL with IDMSBCF. No configuration of
CAAVQBSD.SQL is required, but an appropriate catalog must be specified. For more information about the IDMSBCF
utility, see Command Facility.

4. The COBOL sources for the table procedures are CAAVLREC.COB and CAAVMTXT.COB. These programs must be
compiled and linked in an IDMS load library, described in the topic "DML Reference - COBOL."

5. Update the IDMS system definitions with the table procedure programs, using one of the following methods:
a. If your system supports fully re-entrant COBOL programs in IDMS, you use the CAAVSGNR.SGN member as input

to RHDCSGEN.
b. If your system does not support fully re-entrant COBOL programs in IDMS, you use the CAAVSGNQ.SGN

member.
6. Generate and recycle your IDMS system. For more information about the sysgen utility RHDCSGEN, see Using

System Generation.
7. Add an SQL schema for each dbname that is accessed by Quick Bridge.

Because Quick Bridge accesses the dictionaries that hold the non-SQL schema, subschema, and record definitions
through SQL, appropriate SQL schemas must be defined for each dbname containing these dictionary segments. For
example, if the DBNAME APPLDICT contains the Quick Bridge SQL definitions, and is specified in the ODBC data
source definition, the following SQL syntax makes this dbname accessible by Quick Bridge:
 CONNECT TO APPLDICT;

CREATE SCHEMA APPLDICT FOR NONSQL SCHEMA SYSDIRL.IDMSNTWK DBNAME APPLDICT;

 

SYSDIRL is the name of the dbname that is processed with IDMSDIRL and contains the IDMSNTWK schema.
APPLDICT contains the non-SQL schemas, subschemas, and records that Quick Bridge uses.
If another other dictionary needs to be made accessible within the same ODBC data source, additional schemas need
to be created in the same manner.

Create Table Procedure Specifications
Before you begin to create a table procedure specification, review the "Supported Structures" section of "Using SQL Quick
Bridge" to see whether the definitions in your IDMS database can be translated into a table procedure. In addition, you
should collect the following information:

• A schema listing and database diagram of the database that you want to access
• The data source name of the IDMS system and dictionary that you want to connect to

Understand the Process

This diagram illustrates the process that is involved with defining a table procedure:
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Input for the table procedure definitions comes from the dictionary that contains the nonSQL schema definition of the
IDMS database that you want to access.

Using Quick Bridge running under Windows, you define the table procedure specification on a series of dialogs. When you
generate the table procedure specification, you create syntax for defining the table procedure to the IDMS system catalog
and the COBOL program code for the table procedure.

 

 

Start and Exit IDMS SQL Quick Bridge

To start Quick Bridge, locate the program IDMS SQL Quick Bridge in the Windows Start menu or double-click the IDMS
SQL Quick Bridge icon on your Windows desktop.

The product displays an empty application window. From the File menu, you can connect to a database or exit. You can
exit Quick Bridge at any time during your session. If you have not saved your work, Quick Bridge prompts you to save
your work before it terminates your session.

Application Window

When you run Quick Bridge, it displays its application window, where you perform the tasks to create a table procedure
specification. The illustration below, which contains an existing table procedure specification, displays elements of
application window:
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The title bar displays the product name and the name of the table procedure specification file. From the menu bar, you can
pull down menus that help you create and manage table procedure specifications.

The tabs, like tabs in a notebook, help you quickly access different parts of the table procedure specification. To move
from tab to tab, simply click on it or select it from the Tab menu. If your table procedure specification contains many tabs,
Quick Bridge displays tab scroll arrows to let you know that there are additional tabs that are not displayed on the screen.

The split bar lets you resize the box compartments that contain the unique key field names and SQL column name
equivalents. To use the split bar, position the mouse cursor over the split bar in the box heading. When the mouse cursor
changes to a double-headed arrow, click the mouse and slide it left or right to resize the box compartments.

Connect to an IDMS Data Source

You must connect to an IDMS data source before you can do anything else in Quick Bridge.

To connect to an IDMS data source:

1. Select Connect to Database from the File menu.
2. In the SQL Data Sources dialog, select an existing IDMS data source or click New to define a new one.

In the following example, user defje01 connects to the TECHDC30 datasource, which uses the IDMS Server driver:
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The IDMS Server requests signon information to complete the connection.

Note: For detailed information on defining data sources using the IDMS Server driver, see "Using IDMS Server."

Create, Edit, and Save Table Procedure Specification Files

After you connect to a data source, you can create or open a table procedure specification file. To create a new table
procedure specification file, select New from the File menu. To open an existing table procedure specification file, select
pen from the File menu.

To save an existing table procedure specification, select Save from the File menu. To save a table procedure specification
for the first time or to rename an existing table definition, select Save As from the File menu.

The default file name is external_name.TPS, which Quick Bridge derives from the external name you type the
SQL Options tab. In the Save As dialog, select the drive and directory, and type a file name for the table procedure
specification.

Quick Bridge displays the file name (EMPEXPT.TPS) in the title bar of the application window.
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Edit SQL Column Names

When you create a table procedure specification, Quick Bridge automatically creates SQL column names for each field
(record element) you select for the table procedure. If a synonym for language SQL is defined for the record element, this
will be used. Otherwise the default SQL column name is the same as the field name, except that it replaces underscores
(_) for hyphens (-). If the default name exceeds 18 characters or is already used elsewhere in the table procedure
specification, Quick Bridge notifies you and lets you type an appropriate name.

To edit an SQL column name

1. Double-click the column name.
2. Position the cursor in the column name and edit it. You can also select all or part of the column name and use

standard Windows editing keystrokes to cut (Ctrl+X), copy (Ctrl+C), and paste (Ctrl+V) the selected text.
3. To redisplay the original column name, select the column name and press ESC.

To view SQL column names already in use by the table procedure specification:

Select the SQL Column Names Currently In Use command on the Help menu. Quick Bridge displays a window, such as
the one following that lists the names already in use.
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Define a Table Procedure Specification

This section describes the steps required to define a table procedure specification using the Quick Bridge tool. They are:

1. Define basic information on the table procedure, such as its name and the user database schema and subschema it
will access.

2. Select the entry record in the path.
3. Select additional records in the primary path.
4. Select the target record and fields for the table procedure.

To follow along using the Commonweather demo database installed with IDMS, create a data source that connects to the
EMPSS01 subschema of EMPSCHM version 100. The table procedure specification that you will create in this section
uses the DEPARTMENT, EMPLOYEE, EXPERTISE, and SKILL database records.

The database diagram following displays these records and their set relationships as defined for the Commonweather
demo database:
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Define the Basics

When you select New from the File menu, Quick Bridge displays the SQL Options tab in the application window. The SQL
Options tab prompts you for basic information to define the table procedure specification, such as a name for the table
procedure, the schema and subschema that define the records in the table procedure, and the SQL operations that can
be performed on the table procedure.

To define basic information on the table procedure

1. Verify that the dictionary you want to access is correct. The default dictionary is the dictionary specified in the ODBC
datasource definition. Modify the dictionary by typing the name in the Dictionary Name edit box. This name actually
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is the name of an SQL schema that must have been defined for the non SQL schema SYSDIRL.IDMSNTWK of the
dictionary of interest.

2. Type a name for the table procedure using this format:

schema_name.table_name

where schema_name is the name of an SQL schema defined in the IDMS system catalog and table_name is a name
that conforms to SQL table naming conventions.

3. In the External Name edit box, type a 1- to-8-character external name under which the COBOL program will be linked.
Quick Bridge also uses this value in the default naming conventions for files that it creates.

4. In the Schema and Subschema drop-down list boxes, select the nonSQL database schema and subschema that
supply the definitions of the data that you want to access.

5. In the SQL Types group, optionally select what SQL operations you want the table procedure to be able to perform on
the nonSQL database. SELECT is always an option. If you choose DELETE, you can also select one of the DELETE
options, which are described in detail in online Help.

6. If rununits are to be shared. If Global Storage Key is left blank, each generated table procedure will use its own IDMS
rununit. Otherwise, this table procedure will share a rununit, with other table procedures that use the same Global
Storage Key.

7. COBOL Program -- Specifies the type of reentrancy of the compiled COBOL program. Choose either Quasi Reentrant
or Reentrant. This option drives the syntax in the generated SGN file.

8. In the Qualifier for Table edit box, type the qualifier for the table definition that will be generated.

The following example displays the SQL options tab containing information for the sample table procedure EMPEXPT.
The SQL operations selected for the table procedure mean that data in the table procedure can be retrieved, inserted,
updated, and deleted.
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Select the Entry Record

After you complete the SQL Options tab, Quick Bridge displays the Entry Record tab. The entry record describes the first
record in the primary path that leads to the target record.

To select an entry record

1. Select a record from the drop-down list box. The entry records that Quick Bridge displays in the drop-down list box
either have a CALC-key or are members of a system-owned indexed set.

2. Optionally, select the fields that define a unique key for the record. The unique key can be the CALC key, index key, or
any other combination of fields. If you do not specify a unique key, IDMS accesses the record sequentially. To perform
insert operations, you must select a unique key, unless the set that connects the target record with the last path record
is not automatic.

3. Click Include to include the selected field names. Each field name appears under the Unique Key Field Name column
along side an SQL column name, which you can change to anything you like. For information on SQL column naming
conventions and editing, see Editing SQL Column Names.

4. Click Next to add more records to the primary path or Target if the entry record is also the target record of the table
procedure. Click Remove if you want to change the basic options you selected in the SQL Options tab.
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In the following screen, the DEPARTMENT record is the entry record for the EMPEXPT table procedure specification. The
CALC key for the DEPARTMENT record is the DEPT-ID-0410 field, so it is selected as the unique key field name for the
entry record:

NOTE: Notice that Quick Bridge automatically replaces hyphens with underscores in the SQL column name.

Add Path Records

After selecting the entry record for the table procedure, you can add more records to the primary path. The Path Record
tab is very similar to the Entry Record tab except that it also includes the name of the set that defines the relationship of
the path record to the preceding record on the path.

To add a record to the primary path

1. Select a record from the drop-down list box.
2. Select the set relationship that you want to use to access the new path record.
3. Optionally, select the fields that define a unique key for the record. Click Include to include the selected field names.

Each field name appears under the Unique Key Field Name column along side an SQL column name, which you can
change to anything you like. For information on SQL column naming conventions and editing, see Editing SQL Column
Names.

4. Click Next to add more records to the primary path or Target if the path record is also the target record of the table
procedure. You can also remove a path record by clicking Remove.
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The screens following add the EMPLOYEE record and then the EXPERTISE record to the primary path of the EMPEXPT
table procedure specification:

• The EMP-ID-0415 field is the CALC-key field for the EMPLOYEE record, so it is selected as the unique key field.
• The access mode for the EXPERTISE record is via the EMP-EXPERTISE set, which is owned by the EMPLOYEE

record. The EXPERTISE record is the member record, which is sorted by skill level, so the SKILL-LEVEL-0425 field is
selected as the unique key field.

EMP-ID-0415 is the CALC key for the employee record, the second record in the primary path:

SKILL-LEVEL-0425 is the field used to sort EXPERTISE records owned by EMPLOYEE records. Expertise is the third
record in the primary path and also the target:
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Select the Target Record

The target record is the record that you ultimately want to access. Once you create a path to the target record, you can
update, delete, and insert target record occurrences. In the EMPEMPT example, the target record is the EXPERTISE
record. The Target Record tab is the same as the Path Record tab and appears when you select the Target button in the
Entry Record or Path Record tabs.

To create a target record

1. Click the Target button in the Entry Record or Path Record tabs. Be sure you specify a unique key for the record
before you click Target.

2. Quick Bridge displays the Target Fields tab. All fields in the target record appear except the unique key fields. Click
Include All to include all the fields in the target record or select one or more fields and then Include.

In the following screen, the target record is EXPERTISE and the unique key for the record is SKILL-LEVEL-0425. The
remaining fields in the EXPERTISE record are the target fields:
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These fields are the non-unique key fields in the target record. Note that the SQL column names have been edited
because the name cannot exceed 18 characters.

Define Auxiliary Records

An auxiliary record is a non-path record that owns the target record in a set relationship. A target record can have zero
or more auxiliary records. Quick Bridge automatically creates an Aux Record tab for each auxiliary record. The auxiliary
records that Quick Bridge displays either have a CALC-key or are members of a system-owned indexed set.

IDMS needs an auxiliary record when you issue INSERT and sometimes UPDATE statements. In our example, the
auxiliary record is the SKILL record, which is the owner record of the SKILL-EXPERTISE set; the member record of that
set is the target record, EXPERTISE.

Auxiliary records also automatically define an alternate entry or key into the database. While the key of the primary path
is referenced as KEY 1 in the generated COBOL program, the alternate key corresponding to the first auxiliary record is
KEY 2, to the second auxiliary record is KEY 3, and so on.

When a row from the table procedure needs to be selected, the generated COBOL program will first check if values for
KEY 1 columns are specified, if so KEY 1 will be used to select the row; next it will check if values for KEY 2 are specified
and so on. Only if no values have been specified for any key, will the program use sequential access.
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To select a unique key for an auxiliary record

1. If an Aux Record tab appears, click it.
2. Optionally, select the fields that define a unique key for the record. The unique key can be the CALC key, index key, or

any other combination of fields. If you do not specify a unique key, IDMS accesses the record sequentially. To perform
insert operations, you must select a unique key, unless the set that connects the target record with the auxiliary record
is not automatic.

3. Click Include to create a unique key for the record. Each field name appears under the Unique Key Field Name column
along side an SQL column name, which you can change to anything you like. For information on SQL column naming
conventions and editing, see Editing SQL Column Names.

4. Click Next or click another Aux Record tab or the Work Columns tab.

In this example, the target record has one auxiliary record, SKILL, which owns the EXPERTISE record using the SKILL-
EXPERTISE set. The unique key field for the SKILL record is its CALC key field, SKILL-ID-0455:

Add More Columns

Work columns are additional, non-record columns that you can add to the table procedure specification. They are
included in the linkage section of the table procedure program, so that you can use the generated table procedure to pass
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information back and forth and to perform additional processing. Quick Bridge automatically creates a Work Columns tab
when you create a target record.

To add a work column

1. Click the Work Columns tab.
2. Type a column name that conforms to SQL naming conventions.
3. Select a data type. If the data type you choose is Char, type an integer value in the Size edit box that represents the

column length. If the data type is Numeric or Decimal, type the precision and scale in the Size edit box, using this
syntax:

precision, scale

where precision represents the number of digits allowed in the column and scale is the number of digits to the right of
the decimal point.

4. Select Add to add the column to the bottom of the column list or Insert to insert it before the selected column.

To change the data type or size of a column, select the column name and then click Change after you type the new
information. To delete a column, select the column name and click Remove.

The following example shows three columns added to the table definition. If you select Insert, the TRANS_TIME column
will be added before the TRANS_DATE column; if you select ADD, it will be added after:
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Note: To add work fields to a table procedure specification, define a field and click Add or Insert. Click Change to redefine
a field, or Remove to delete it.

Generate a Table Procedure Specification

After you define and save a table procedure specification, you can generate it. Quick Bridge creates files with this default
naming convention:

 tps_file_name.file_extension

 

where tps_file_name is the name that you used to save the table procedure specification file and file_extension defines
the file contents:

File Extension Description
.SQ1 CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE syntax to load in the IDMS system

catalog
.SQ2 Obsolete
.SQ3 Obsolete
.SGN ADD PROGRAM system generation syntax to define the COBOL

program to the IDMS system
.COB The COBOL program that defines that table procedure

Examples of the .SQ1 and .SGN files appear in the "Sample Quick Bridge Files section"

To generate a table procedure specification

Select Generate from the File menu. Quick Bridge displays a message box when it is done generating the table procedure
specification.

Upload a Table Procedure to IDMS

After you generate a table procedure specification, you can upload the CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE syntax and the
COBOL program to an IDMS dictionary.

To upload table procedure syntax, program syntax, and program code to an IDMS dictionary

1. If a table procedure specification is open, select File Close to close it.
2. If necessary, select File Connect to Database to connect to the data source that defines the IDMS system and

dictionary in which you want to load the table procedure syntax and code.
3. Select Upload SQL from the File menu to upload the CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE syntax to the IDMS system

catalog. Select a file with file extension .SQ1.
Note: You can only use the Upload SQL menu item if IDMS Server is used for connectivity.

4. Select Upload COBOL from the File menu to upload the table procedure COBOL program. Select a file with file
extension .COB and click OK. IDMS stores the program in the dictionary as a module with language type COBOL.

5. Select Upload COBOL from the File menu again to upload the system generation PROGRAM statement that defines
the COBOL program. Select a file with file extension .SGN and click OK. IDMS stores the statement in the dictionary
as a module with language type SYSGEN. To include the module in your system startup use the INCLUDE statement
as described in IDMS System Generation.

Select a .COB file to upload the COBOL program.

Select a .SGN file to upload the PROGRAM system generation statement.
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For detailed information on defining and using table procedure programs, see the IDMS SQL Reference section. For
instructions to compile and link the COBOL program, see the IDMS DML Reference -- COBOL and SQL Reference.

Convert a Generated Table Procedure to Use SQL
SQL Quick Bridge (Quick Bridge) generates table procedures using network DML syntax. Network DML provides the most
flexibility and functionality for accessing a network database, and can more closely mimic application program logic. 

System virtual key support makes it possible to use SQL in place of network DML and create a simpler table procedure.
Work is shifted from the table procedure to SQL. Entire sections of generated code can be replaced with a single SQL
statement.  

SQL may not work in all cases, but it is still recommended to generate the initial program with Quick Bridge. Quick Bridge
generates many field and parameter definitions for you. The following sample programs are programs generated by Quick
Bridge, and the same programs are converted to use SQL:

• AGJCOVEN - 2 level, network. Generated by QB
• AGJCOVEQ - 2 level, converted to SQL
• AGJHOSPN - 3 level, network. Generated by QB
• AGJHOSPQ - 3 level, converted to SQL

These sample programs can be found in the CAGJSAMP library with PTF RO97698 applied.
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The Conversion Process

The following topics describe the process for converting a generated table procedure to use SQL:

• Code a DECLARE CURSOR in Working Storage
• Rename SQLSTATE to SQLSTATE2
• Declare LINKAGE SECTION Variables to SQL

Code a DECLARE CURSOR in Working Storage

Use the following guidelines when coding a DECLARE CURSOR in working storage:

• When targeting a VIA record that is owned by a CALC record, you code a SELECT that joins the owner with the
member, where the FKEY field of the member matches the ROWID of the owner.

• When targeting a VIA record, that is owned by a VIA record that is owned by a CALC record, you code a SELECT that
joins the three tables, where the FKEY of a target VIA matches the ROWID of its owner, and the FKEY of the owning
VIA matches the ROWID of its owner. This defines a path from the entry record to the target record. Select all columns
from the target record and key columns from the entry and path records. Generally you want to return all data in the
path, and let the program calling the table procedure limit what it wants with a where clause.

Rename SQLSTATE to SQLSTATE2

The generated code contains an SQLSTATE field in the Procedure division parameters and in the linkage section. You
rename this field and the references to SQLSTATE2 to avoid a conflict with the SQLSTATE field that is expanded in
SQLCA.

The SQLSTATE2 value is used to return a state value to its caller. After an SQL call, SQLSTATE contains the result of that
call. You code a MOVE SQLSTATE TO SQLSTATE2 after each SQL call to pass the value to the caller of the procedure.

Declare LINKAGE SECTION Variables to SQL

Any variable in the LINKAGE SECTION or WORKING-STORAGE that is referenced in an SQL command needs to
be declared to SQL. You do this by coding a BEGIN DECLARE SECTION before the first variable and coding an END
DECLARE SECTION after the last variable. Multiple declare sections may be coded.

Quick Bridge generates two field names for each table procedure parameter—one set with a -D suffix and another with a
-I suffix. Values are passed and returned in the -D suffix fields and the -I fields indicate if they are null or not. These fields
usually should be declared. 

Saved ROWID values are usually kept in WORKING-STORAGE and should be declared.

 

Table Procedure Examples, Design, and Use
The examples in this documentation are based on the IDMS Commonweather demo database, defined by schema
EMPSCHM. You may find it useful to connect to your demo database to replicate the examples.

You may also find it helpful to use the online help provided with SQL Quick Bridge. The online help system provides
dialog-level help, as well as procedural help.

This article provides the following information:
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• Design table procedures and select unique key fields
• Understand how Quick Bridge determines what access strategies to employ to retrieve and update records.
• Study examples of table procedure specifications for a variety of record/set relationships
• Specify a DBName for a table procedure
• Reference authorities required to modify records in the dictionary
• See samples of the output files created by the table procedure you defined in the section "Creating Table Procedure

Specifications."
• How to assign a data type of date to SQL columns
• Reference messages you might receive when you generate your table procedure

To get the most out of Quick Bridge, you should be familiar with the data structure of the target database and understand
how the generated table procedure can be used in your SQL access strategy. To review, a network-type database defines
data by elements that are grouped together into record occurrences, which together form a record type. A set defines the
relationship between record types. In a relational database, data is represented in columns; a group of columns form a
row. Together, the columns and rows form a table. A foreign key defines the relationship between tables. Among other
uses, table procedures give users of nonSQL-defined schemas a way to map SQL DML statements to navigational DML
statements.

Identify Record Relationships

Before you create a table procedure specification, invest some time in planning and design. You need to:

• Identify the record type that will become the table in the relational database; this is the target record.
• Identify all the set relationships that the target record participates in. These set relationships form the foreign keys

in the new table. To define the foreign keys, you must identify a hierarchy of record key fields that uniquely identify a
single record occurrence for each set relationship.

• Identify the network navigational path that leads to the target record. The path can be any one of the network
relationships that you already identified. Good candidates include mandatory/automatic sets or a path that can be
navigated efficiently. You do not need to define a path if the target record has a CALC access mode or is a member of
a system-owned indexed set.

Choose Unique Key Fields

Quick Bridge generates table procedures that use the unique key fields on the primary path to locate a single target record
occurrence in the database. This section provides some insight about selecting unique fields for your path and target
records. The selection depends, in part, on the type of processing the table procedure will perform: SELECT, UPDATE,
INSERT, or DELETE.

SELECT and Searched UPDATE and DELETE Operations

SELECT processing or searched UPDATE or DELETE operations do not require a unique key to locate a row. Searched
UPDATEs and DELETEs use database currencies based on search criteria in the Where clause, as described in "Defining
and Using Table Procedures" in the IDMS Reference documentation. The IDMS Online Control Facility or Batch Control
Facility lets you update multiple rows if the query result returns more than one row. However, not all query tools allow you
to update multiple rows.

INSERT Operations

You must define unique keys to perform INSERT processing because only one row will be added to the table and all the
owners in the primary path must be identified before the row can be inserted. The target record does not, however, require
a unique key.
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When a unique key is defined for the target record, the rules for the target record are the same as other path records in
regard to "Next Row" processing. But IDMS does not determine if the target record is unique unless duplicates are not
allowed for the record or set relationship. Therefore, the table procedure returns an IDMS error (1205), not an SQL error.
Unique keys are also important to INSERT processing when the target record is inserted in an auxiliary set relationship
with an Automatic connect option. Auxiliary records must have unique keys defined for them whenever the relationship is
Automatic. Otherwise, IDMS currency is not established for that set, and the INSERT fails.

Join Tables

Unique keys are the only fields retrieved from path and auxiliary records and are, therefore, the only fields that can be
used to join tables. In cases where the uniqueness of an Auxiliary record depends on a record above it hierarchically, the
table procedure developer should add OBTAIN OWNER code to the COBOL source to retrieve the unique key for that
record. Then the developer should update the linkage section of the table procedure program and the CREATE TABLE
PROCEDURE statement to include any new columns in the table/linkage section.

Modify Table Procedures

If the code generated by Quick Bridge does not support your exact requirements for "real-world" table procedures, you
can modify the table procedure source. If you make changes to the COBOL source, do not regenerate the source from
Quick Bridge or upload the CREATE TABLE statements again since your changes will be overlaid and lost.

Access Methods for Selected Records

Contents

This section describes how Quick Bridge determines how to access entry records, primary path records, and auxiliary
records, starting with a description of how it uses unique keys to select record occurrences for each record type on the
primary path.

Use Unique Keys to Access Records on the Primary Path

The generated table procedure uses one of two access strategies when it uses unique keys to return a record occurrence
for each record type on the primary path:

Plural Access
-- If the table procedure receives fewer values than the number of defined unique key fields for a record type, it
returns all record occurrences for that record type to the SQL engine for the current owner relationship.

Unique Access
-- If the table procedure receives a value for each defined unique key field for a record type, the table procedure
returns a single occurrence of that record type to the SQL engine for the current owner relationship.

Note: If you do not define a unique key for a particular record type, the table procedure uses the plural access method for
that record type. The data returned to the SQL engine for a particular record occurrence is subject to additional filtering by
the SQL engine. See the IDMS SQL Reference to determine when values from an SQL statement will be passed to the
table procedure for a particular type of query and how SQL engine filtering may affect the resultant table.

Plural Access

Plural access returns all occurrences of a particular record type to the SQL engine for the current owner occurrence. To
satisfy this requirement, table procedures generated by Quick Bridge sequentially process the record type based on its
position in the primary path. Entry records that:
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• Are members of a mandatory/automatic system-owned index are accessed using that index to find all its member
records.

• Do not participate in a mandatory/automatic system-owned index are accessed by performing an area sweep until all
record occurrences for that record type are found.

For path records, the set relationship is used to return all members for the current owner occurrence. Target records that
are linked with the path through a SET which is not automatic, will always be accessed using an area sweep.

Unique Access

Unique access returns a single occurrence of a particular record type to the SQL engine for the owner occurrence. To
satisfy this requirement, generated table procedures process the record type based on its position in the primary path. The
following section describes strategies employed to obtain unique occurrences of entry, path, and auxiliary records.

Unique Access Strategies for Entry, Path, and Auxiliary Records

This section describes strategies Quick Bridge uses to obtain unique record occurrences of entry, path, and auxiliary
records.

Unique Access Methods for Entry Records

For entry records, the method used to locate unique record occurrences is determined by which fields were selected as
unique keys for that record type. An entry record can be either a CALC type record, a member of a (preferably mandatory/
automatic) system-owned index, or both.

When the entry record access mode is CALC and is not a member of a system-owned index:

• The access mode for the record type is CALC if all of the unique keys fields selected in Quick Bridge match the CALC
key fields exactly

• Otherwise, the record type is accessed using an area sweep

When the entry record is a member of a system-owned index:

• The access mode for the record type is also CALC if the record has a CALC access mode and all fields selected in
Quick Bridge match the CALC key fields exactly

• Otherwise, the access mode for the record type is INDEX SET USING, if all fields selected in Quick Bridge match the
sort elements of the index set exactly. The INDEX SET USING access mode requires that the unique key fields, that
make up the index, are specified in the same order as the sort elements of the index set are defined in the network
schema. Otherwise, the record type is accessed by walking through the index.

When the record type is accessed using an area sweep or by walking an index, the values passed to the table procedure
are compared to the values in the current record occurrence. The area sweep or index walk continues until the values
match.

The rules defined on the previous page anchor the query to a single occurrence of the entry record.

Unique Access Method for Path Records

For every other record type in the primary path, the access strategy walks the set relationships from the owner of that
relationship to the next member of the relationship. When the next member of the set is obtained, IDMS compares the
values returned from the current record occurrence to the values supplied to the table procedure in the unique query. An
exact match makes the record occurrence unique for that record type for the current owner relationship.

Unique Access Methods for Auxiliary Records

An auxiliary record is a record that participates in a set relationship with the target record, but is not part of the primary
path. The generated table procedure locates unique occurrences of auxiliary records in one of two ways:
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• In Next Row processing, each auxiliary record is located as owner in the auxiliary relationship. The query returns the
auxiliary record's unique key to the SQL engine for filtering.

• In Insert Row and Update Row processing (when the foreign key is changed), the auxiliary record is located by one of
four ways.

CALC access mode
-- When the unique keys fields selected in Quick Bridge match the CALC key fields exactly, the record type uses
CALC access mode

INDEX SET USING access method
-- When the auxiliary record is a member of a system-owned index and the unique key fields selected in Quick
Bridge match the index key fields exactly, the INDEX SET USING access mode is being used. The INDEX SET
USING access mode requires that the unique key fields, that make up the index, are specified in the same order
as the sort elements of the index set are defined in the network schema.

Indexed access
-- When the auxiliary record is a member of a mandatory/automatic system-owned index, IDMS compares
all record occurrences in that index to the values passed to the table procedure. The single unique record
occurrence with that key becomes the object of the new or updated set relationship.

Area sweep
-- When the auxiliary record cannot be accessed by one of the above methods, each record occurrence for
that record type in the area is compared to the values passed to the table procedure. The single unique record
occurrence with that key becomes the object of the new or updated set relationship.

Modify the Selected Access Method

Sometimes the selected access method does not perform the most "correct" method for your database structure. You can
change the table procedure code to reflect your understanding of the database design. For example:

• The auxiliary record is CALC, but the unique keys for that record type contain more than the CALC key fields. This
condition makes Quick Bridge perform an area sweep. You could enhance the table procedure code to perform
OBTAIN CALC DUPLICATE processing which could be more efficient than an area sweep.

• The auxiliary record is not CALC, but is owned by a CALC record. You could include additional columns in the
CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE and table procedure code to support the foreign key to that auxiliary record. Then add
the required code to return the data in SELECT processing, and the required code to perform UPDATE processing.

Quick Bridge Samples from the Commonweather Database

This section contains a few examples from the Commonweather Demo Database that you can add to the SQL schema
EMPDB. The samples include accessing a target record:

• Accessible by CALC key
• That is a member of a set
• With no unique key
• In a bill-of-materials structure

Sample 1 Target Record Accessible by CALC key

 

Target Record
EMPLOYEE (unique key EMP-ID-0415, the CALC key)

Set Relationships
DEPT-EMPLOYEE (owner DEPARTMENT, CALC key DEPT-ID-0410)
OFFICE-EMPLOYEE (owner OFFICE, CALC key OFFICE-CODE-0450)
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Analysis
Occurrences of the EMPLOYEE record can be uniquely identified using its CALC key.

To define the table procedure specification

1. After completing the OPTIONS tab, select the EMPLOYEE record type in the Entry Record Name drop down box.
Select EMP-ID-0415 as the unique key for this record type and click Target.
Quick Bridge finds all set relationships for the target record and creates Auxiliary (Aux) tabs for the DEPT-EMPLOYEE
and the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE relationships, as well as a tab for the Target Fields and another for Additional Columns.

2. In the Target Fields tab, select all fields you want in the new table. For all but the rare case (field REDEFINES, for
example), click Include ALL to include all record fields as table columns. You can create a table view later if you do not
want specific columns displayed.

3. The Aux tabs represent the network relationships that will become foreign keys for the new table. For the DEPT-
EMPLOYEE Aux tab, choose DEPT-ID-0410 as the unique key. For the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE Aux tab, choose
OFFICE-CODE-0450 as the unique key. Save and generate the new table procedure.

Sample 2 Target Record Member of a Set Relationship

 

Target Record
HOSPITAL-CLAIM (unique key CLAIM-DATE-0430, PATIENT-NAME-0430 within the COVERAGE-CLAIMS set
relationship)

Set Relationships
COVERAGE-CLAIMS (owner COVERAGE, unique key, SELECTION-DATE-0400 (made up of Year, Month and
Day) combined with TYPE-0400

Path
The table below identifies the primary path and unique keys that define unique occurrences of the HOSPITAL-
CLAIM record:

Record Unique Key Set Relationship

EMPLOYEE EMP-ID-0415 Owns COVERAGE via EMP-COVERAGE
set

COVERAGE SELECTION-DATE-0400, TYPE-0400
within EMP-COVERAGE set relationship

Owns HOSPITAL-CLAIM via COVERAGE-
CLAIMS set

HOSPITAL-CLAIM CLAIM-DATE-0430, PATIENT-NAME-0430
within the COVERAGE-CLAIMS set
relationship

 

Foreign Key for COVERAGE-CLAIMS Relationship
EMP-ID-0415, SELECTION-DATE-0400, TYPE-040

Analysis
The owner of the COVERAGE-CLAIMS set is COVERAGE, which you access via the EMP-COVERAGE set
relationship. The unique key for COVERAGE is SELECTION-DATE-0400 (day, month, year) and TYPE-0400.
This combination of fields uniquely defines an occurrence of the COVERAGE record within the EMP-COVERAGE
relationship. To refine the unique key, you must select the EMPLOYEE record type, which owns the COVERAGE
record via the EMP-COVERAGE set. The unique key for EMPLOYEE is EMP-ID-0415. Therefore, the foreign key
for the COVERAGE-CLAIMS relationship becomes the EMP-ID-0415, SELECTION-DATE-0400, and TYPE-0400.

To define the table procedure specification

1. Select EMPLOYEE record in the Entry Record tab. Select EMP_ID_0415 for the unique field and then click Next.
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2. In the Path Record Tab, select COVERAGE for the path record and include SELECTION_DAY_0400,
SELECTION_MONTH_0400, SELECTION_YEAR_0400, and TYPE_0400 for the unique fields. Click Next.

3. In the new Path Record Tab, select the HOSPITAL-CLAIM record and CLAIM_DAY_0430, CLAIM_MONTH_0430,
CLAIM_YEAR_0430, PATIENT_FIRST_NAME_0430, and PATIENT_LAST_NAME_0430 as the unique fields. Click
Target.

4. In the Target Fields tab, select additional fields for the target record before you save and generate the table procedure.

No auxiliary records exist because the target record does not participate in any other set relationships

Alternative Strategy
Instead of making the HOSPITAL-CLAIM record the target, you can also add a table procedure for the
COVERAGE record type. By making COVERAGE the target, you can perform INSERT processing, setting up the
foreign keys required to relate the COVERAGE table to the EMPLOYEE table.
If you select COVERAGE to be the target record, then the developer of the COVERAGE table would have to
make code changes to the table procedure to support the HOSPITAL-CLAIM record type. At first this may seem
an odd way to retrieve the data. But from a table standpoint, this view may be more realistic. The COVERAGE
record type can be combined with the HOSPITAL-CLAIM type to form a single view of the two independent tables.
Remember that the COVERAGE-CLAIMS relationship is a multi-member set. You can combine all three member
records with the owner into one complete table. To do this, the developer would have to add code into the table
procedure to include all of the appropriate fields. The developer would also have to add code to determine what
record type to access and how to update and insert records.

Sample 3 Target Record with No Unique Key

 

Target Record
EXPERTISE (no unique key)

Set Relationships
EMP-EXPERTISE (owner EMPLOYEE, CALC key EMP-ID-0415)
SKILL-EXPERTISE (owner SKILL, CALC key SKILL-ID-0455)

Path
EMPLOYEE, EXPERTISE

Analysis
The EXPERTISE record type does not have a field that can uniquely identify a single occurrence. Both set
relationships are mandatory/automatic, but because the EXPERTISE record type is stored VIA the EMP-
EXPERTISE set, it makes more sense to choose that relationship, making the owner record, EMPLOYEE, the
entry record in the primary path.

To define the table procedure specification

1. In the Entry Record tab, select Employee and EMP_ID_0415 as the unique key field. Click Next.
2. In the Path Record tab, select EXPERTISE. Click Target.
3. In the Auxiliary Record tab, select SKILL-ID-0455 as the unique key for the SKILL record.
4. In the Target Fields tab, select the appropriate columns and then save and generate the table procedure

Sample 4 Target Record Part of a Bill-of-Materials Relationship

 

Target Record
STRUCTURE (no unique key)

Set Relationships
REPORTS-TO (owner EMPLOYEE)
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MANAGES (owner EMPLOYEE)
Path

EMPLOYEE, STRUCTURE
Analysis

Choose EMPLOYEE as the entry record with EMP-ID-0415 as the unique key. Select the MANAGES set
relationship for the primary path, making the REPORTS-TO set relationship an auxiliary record.
The only twist here is that the unique keys for both relationships are the same field (EMP-ID-0415) and record
type (EMPLOYEE). To avoid problems, you must change the SQL column name that Quick Bridge assigns. For
example, you could type MANAGER for the SQL Column Name of the EMP-ID-0415 field in the Entry Record tab
and SUBORDINATE in the SQL column name for the same field in the Auxiliary Record tab.

To define the table procedure specification

1. In the Entry Record tab, select Employee and EMP-ID-0415 as the unique key field. Change the SQL column name to
something like MANAGER. Click Next.

2. In the Path Record tab, select the STRUCTURE record and the MANAGES set relationship. Click Target.
3. In the Aux Record tab, select EMP-ID-0415 as the unique field for the EMPLOYEE record in the REPORTS-TO set

relationship. Change the SQL column name to something like SUBORDINATE.
4. In the Target Fields tab, select the appropriate columns and then save and generate the table procedure.

Sample SQL Statements

This section provides sample SQL Select statements, Update statements, and statements.

Select Statements

Now that we've defined the tables, let's see some possible ways to use them. To display information on an employee, the
SQL Select statement for the EMPLOYEE table might look like this:

SELECT * FROM EMPDB.EMPLOYEE

   WHERE LAST_NAME_0415 = 'MARKEY';

This statement returns all columns for each row found whose last name equals Markey. The result table would also
contain the foreign keys for the Department and Office tables. Therefore, you can also write a query that returns rows
where employee Markey works for department 411:

SELECT * FROM EMPDB.EMPLOYEE

   WHERE LAST_NAME_0415 = 'MARKEY'

   AND DEPT_ID_0410 =  411;

So far you have only used data from the single table EMPDB.EMPLOYEE. Let's say you want to retrieve the employee
Markey who works in the SHIPPING department. The EMPLOYEE table contains the foreign key to the DEPARTMENT
table. You can join the two tables to form a query using the department name:

SELECT EMP.LAST_NAME_0415, EMP.FIRST_NAME_0415

   FROM EMPDB.EMPLOYEE AS EMP,

   EMPDEMO.DEPARTMENT AS DEPT

   WHERE LAST_NAME_0415 = 'MARKEY'

   AND EMP.DEPT_ID_0410 =  DEPT.DEPT_ID_0410

   AND DEPT.DEPT_NAME_0410 = 'SHIPPING';

Note: The Department table is from the EMPDEMO schema. You used a table from a non-SQL schema in this query.
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Update Statements

The next example is an example of a searched UPDATE statement. Suppose you want to change the last name of
employee 517. The Update statement might look like this:

UPDATE EMPDB.EMPLOYEE

   SET LAST_NAME_0415 = 'ALLEN'

   WHERE EMP_ID_0415 = 517;

The UPDATE statement can change any field in the target record type. UPDATE can also be used to change the
foreign keys in the table. This allows the user to change the department or office in which the employee works. Let's say
employee Allen moves from the Westwood office, office code WST, to the Mt. Laurel office, office code MTL. An UPDATE
statement could be formulated to execute this change:

UPDATE EMPDB.EMPLOYEE

   SET OFFICE_CODE_0450 = 'MTL'

   WHERE EMP_LAST_NAME_0415 = 'ALLEN';

The table would make sure that there is an office (referential integrity check) with office code MTL before it updates the
EMPLOYEE table for employee Allen. If more than one employee has Allen for a last name, the office code for each one
is updated. From a table procedure standpoint, the program DISCONNECTs the employee from the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE
relationship, then locates office code MTL, and connects the employee to the new office.

Assume that employee Markey does not work in an office, but works from home. The database would not have the
employee associated with any office. You can formulate an UPDATE statement that nulls his office code:

UPDATE EMPDB.EMPLOYEE

   SET OFFICE_CODE_0450 = NULL

   WHERE EMP_LAST_NAME_0415 = 'MARKEY';

The table would now contain a NULL value in the OFFICE_CODE_0450 column of the EMPLOYEE table for all
employees with the last name of Markey, which would, from a table procedure view, mean that the EMPLOYEE has been
disconnected from the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set relationship. Note that to change foreign keys values, the set must have
an OPTIONAL disconnect option. Because of this rule, the STRUCTURE table does not allow the user to change or null
the MANAGER foreign key.

Insert Statements

To UPDATE and SELECT data from a table, the data for that table must already have been added to the table. To add an
employee to the EMPLOYEE table, formulate an INSERT statement like this:

INSERT INTO EMPDB.EMPLOYEE

   (OFFICE_CODE_0450,

   DEPT_ID_0410,

   EMP_ID_0415, ...)

   VALUES (WST, 411, 512, ...);

Because the DEPT-EMPLOYEE and OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set relationships use the Automatic connect option, you must
supply the Office Code and Department ID when you add a row to the EMPLOYEE table. The INSERT statement to add a
row to the STRUCTURE table would be very similar. Any foreign key that represents an Automatic set relationship (Aux or
Path) is required and must be complete before the row can be inserted.
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Delete Statements

To remove a row from a table, use the DELETE statement. The following DELETE statement deletes all employees with
the last name of Markey:

DELETE FROM EMPDB.EMPLOYEE

   WHERE LAST_NAME_0415 = 'MARKEY';

This example and other examples that use last name to locate an employee are flawed, in that, all employees with the
last name specified in the Where clause are processed by the SQL statement. The user should refine the Where clause
to return only the precise row(s) to change. In the case of the EMPLOYEE table, the user could use the EMP_ID_0415
column, which for this table is the unique key.

Specify a DBName for Table Procedures

When IDMS accesses database records via SQL statements, as is the case for table procedures, the DBNAME value
specified in your signon profile has no affect on which database is used. Instead, the DICTNAME value identified in a
system DCUF statement or ODBC CONNECT statement identifies the SQL catalog that contains the information needed
to locate the target database.

A generated table procedure contains a BIND RUN-UNIT statement that does not include a DBNAME parameter because
it assumes that the SQL catalog points to the correct DBNAME. In some cases, this assumption means that the IDMS
accesses the wrong target database or no database at all (IDMS error status 1491).

If you find that IDMS is accessing the wrong target database or no database for a specific table procedure, then:

• Map to the correct subschema in the DBTABLE statement.
• Include a DBNAME in the BIND RUN-UNIT statement in the generated COBOL table procedure using either a hard-

coded DBNAME or a GETPROF call to the IDMSIN01 subroutine to return the current DBNAME.

Authority Required to Generate Table Procedures

 Contents 

This section describes three different kinds of authorities.

Authorities to Obtain and Update Dictionary Records

Quick Bridge uses SQL queries to obtain and modify information in the dictionary. The following tables summarize the
authorizations required to perform OBTAIN and UPDATE operations on dictionary records:

 GRANT TABLE Privilege 

 Table Name  SELECT  INSERT  DELETE 

SYSTEM.TABLE X

SYSDICT."MODULE-067" X

SYSDICT."OOAK-012" X

SYSDICT."S-010" X

SYSDICT."SS-026" X

SYSDICT."SSR-032" X

SYSDICT."RCDSYN-079" X
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SYSDICT."NAMESYN-083" X

SYSDICT."SDR-042" X

SYSDICT."ELEMSYN-085" X

SYSDICT."SSMR-068" X

SYSDICT."SSOR-034" X

SYSDICT."SSCR-070" X

SYSDICT."SR-036" X

SYSDICT."SRCD-113" X

CAAV.GETREC X

CAAV.MODULETEXT X X

Authorities to Add COBOL Source to the Dictionary

The Upload COBOL procedure uses table procedure CAAV.MODULETEXT to add the COBOL source code directly to the
target dictionary. The program CAAVMTXT performs data retrieval and updates to the following records. To perform these
operations, you must be authorized to issue OBTAIN and STORE DML statements against these dictionary records:

 Record Name  OBTAIN  STORE 

MODULE-067 X X

TEXT-088 X X

MODATTR-069 X X

OOAK-012 X

CLASS-092 X

ATTRIBUTE-093 X

Authorities Needed When Executing CAAVLREC

Quick Bridge uses table procedure CAAV.GETREC to query the target dictionary. The program, CAAVLREC, obtains
data from the records listed in the table below; to execute this program, you must be authorized to issue OBTAIN DML
statements against the records:

 Record Name  OBTAIN 

S-010 X

SS-026 X

SSR-032 X

SSOR-034 X

SSMR-068 X

SSAM-066 X

SSA-024 X

SRCD-113 X

SOR-046 X
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Sample Quick Bridge Files

This article contains the EMPEXPT.TPS table procedure specification file that you saved in "Creating Table Procedure
Specifications." It also contains the files you created by generating the sample table procedure specification, excluding the
COBOL program, EMPEXPT.COB, which is too long to include here. To view or print the COBOL program, open the file in
a text editor of your choice.

EMPEXPT Table Procedure Specification Code (EMPEXPT.TPS)

This code represents the table procedure specification you defined using the Quick Bridge user interface. The actual code
depends on the version of the program and might be slightly different from the one listed here:

 [CAAV_14.1 CA IDMS SQL Quick Bridge]

 [DATES CAAV="Nov  1 1995",TPS="Nov 16 1995"]

 CONNECT="Employee"

 DICTNAME=SYSDICT

 CVNUMBER=0

 [TABLE]

 DIALOGTYPE=129

 TABTEXT="SQL Options"

 NAME=EMPLOYEE.EXPERTISE

 XNAME=EMPEXPT

 DELETE=ALL

 UPDATE=YES

 INSERT=YES

 SCHEMA=EMPSCHM

 VERSION=100

 SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01

 [EPREC]

 DIALOGTYPE=130

 TABTEXT="Entry Record"

 REC=DEPARTMENT,ORG-DEMO-REGION,56,I

 SEQACC=SWEEP,AREA

 DIRACC=CALC,CALC

 UFLD=DEPT-ID-0410,DEPT_ID_0410,"9(4)"

 [PATH]

 DIALOGTYPE=132

 TABTEXT="Path Record 1"

 REC=EMPLOYEE,EMP-DEMO-REGION,116,I

 SET=DEPT-EMPLOYEE,YES,AUTO

 UFLD=EMP-ID-0415,EMP_ID_0415,"9(4)"

 [PATH]

 DIALOGTYPE=140

 TABTEXT="Target Record"

 REC=EXPERTISE,EMP-DEMO-REGION,8,I

 SET=EMP-EXPERTISE,NO,AUTO

 [TFIELDS]

 DIALOGTYPE=16

 TABTEXT="Target Fields"

 RFLD=EXPERTISE-DAY-0425,EXPERTISE_DAY,"9(2)"

 RFLD=EXPERTISE-MONTH-0425,EXPERTISE_MONTH,"9(2)"

 RFLD=EXPERTISE-YEAR-0425,EXPERTISE_YEAR,"9(2)"

 [AUX]
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 DIALOGTYPE=32

 TABTEXT="Aux Record 1"

 REC=SKILL,ORG-DEMO-REGION,76,I

 SET=SKILL-EXPERTISE,NO,AUTO

 UPDACC=CALC,CALC

 UFLD=SKILL-ID-0455,SKILL_ID_0455,"9(4)"

 [COLUMN]

 DIALOGTYPE=64

 TABTEXT="Work Columns"

 CFLD=TOTAL_DOLLAR_AMT,"DECIMAL(6,2)"

 CFLD=TRANS_DATE,"DATE"

 CFLD=TRANS_TIME,"TIME"

 [END]

 

Create Table Procedure Syntax (EMPEXPT.SQ1)

This example shows the CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE syntax, stored in file EMPEXPT.SQ1. You can upload the syntax
and store it in the IDMS system catalog.

 *CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE STATEMENT FOR EMPLOYEE.EXPERTISE,EMPEXPT;

 CREATE TABLE PROCEDURE EMPLOYEE.EXPERTISE

    (DEPT_ID_0410        UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0),

     EMP_ID_0415         UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0),

     EXPERTISE_DAY       UNSIGNED NUMERIC(2,0),

     EXPERTISE_MONTH     UNSIGNED NUMERIC(2,0),

     EXPERTISE_YEAR      UNSIGNED NUMERIC(2,0),

     SKILL_ID_0455       UNSIGNED NUMERIC(4,0),

     TOTAL_DOLLAR_AMT    DECIMAL(6,2),

     TRANS_DATE          DATE,

     TRANS_TIME          TIME)

 EXTERNAL NAME EMPEXPT

 GLOBAL WORK AREA 2048;

 CREATE UNIQUE KEY EMPEXPT_KEY

    ON EMPLOYEE.EXPERTISE

    (DEPT_ID_0410        ,

    EMP_ID_0415         );

 

Add Program Syntax (EMPEXPT.SGN)

This syntax, stored in EMPEXPT.SGN, represents the system generation ADD PROGRAM statement that defines
the table procedure COBOL program to the IDMS system. IDMS stores the syntax as a module in the dictionary with
language type SYSGEN. o include it at system startup, use the INCLUDE statement, as described in "Using System
Generation."

 *SYSGEN STATEMENT FOR EMPEXPT

 ADD PROGRAM EMPEXPT

    CONCURRENT

    PROGRAM

    LOADLIB

    LANGUAGE IS COBOL

    NOMAINLINE
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    NOPROTECT

    REENTRANT.

 

SQL Data Type Mapping and Defining SQL Columns as Date Columns

The following table gives the mapping of the SQL data types in the generated SQL DDL syntax files. IDMS SQL syntax is
generated in the .SQ1 files.

Type IDMS SQL
B BINARY(length
C CHAR(length)
DT DATE
D DECIMAL(precision,scale)
UD UNSIGNED DECIMAL(precision, scale)
DP DOUBLE PRECISION
F FLOAT
G GRAPHIC
I INTEGER
LI LONGINT
SI SMALLINT
N NUMERIC(precision,scale)
UN UNSIGNED NUMERIC(precision,scale)
R REAL
T TIME
TS TIMESTAMP

Type represents the data type to be used for the corresponding SQL Column in the generated table and table procedure
definitions. The type of a column is determined by Quick Bridge from the element definition in the nonSQL schema.
Because date fields cannot be defined as such in a nonSQL schema, one can overwrite the type as derived from the
nonSQL schema definition with "DT" to define an SQL column as a date.

The data type can be set to"DT in the same dialogs that allow you to edit the SQL Column Names. To change the data
type of a column, make the Type column visible by dragging the SQL Column Names column to the left in the container.

There is no date, time or timestamp data type in a nonSQL schema definition. Dates are represented by fixed length
elements that have various formats. In many cases, structures have separate elements for the year, month, day and
optional separators are used.

To be able to map to a date SQL column, you must use a nonSQL schema and subschema in which the group element
that represents the date is redefined as an elementary field such as PIC 9(6) or PIC 9(8). Quick Bridge will display the
date field as a single record field name to be included. Setting the type to DT will result in generated tables and table
procedure definitions with the appropriate DATE data types for the date fields. The generated COBOL program will
contain comments that indicate where any necessary date conversion statements need to be added.

Messages Returned From a Generated Table Procedure

This section describes the messages you may encounter when you use a client/server query application to obtain, update,
or delete IDMS data, obtained by executing a generated table procedure:
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38001--DML STATEMENT stmt-nbr RETURNED AN ERROR STATUS OF idms-status

Reason

An IDMS DML statement returned an unexpected error.

Action

Review the table procedure that was executed at the time of the error using the supplied DML statement number and
IDMS status code.

38002--INVALID SQL-COMMAND-CODE

Reason

The value of the SQL-COMMAND-CODE parameter is invalid. One reason for this to happen is when a table procedure is
out of sync with its table procedure definition.

Action

Make sure the table procedure program is in sync with the table procedure definition.

38003--UNIQUE KEY(S) FOR ROW NOT SUPPLIED

Reason

The INSERT function performed by the table procedure requires unique keys for all primary path records.

Action

Provide all unique keys required for this function and resubmit the SQL request.

Section

2000-INSERT-ROW

38004--UNIQUE KEY-n FOR ROW NOT FOUND

Reason

The function performed could not find a database record or database relationship that matches the data specified by the
provided unique key fields. n specifies the key number with n=1 for the primary key (using the entry and path records) or
n>=2 for the first, second, … auxiliary record.

Action

Provide a set of unique keys that locate the database record or database relationship and resubmit the SQL request. For
primary path relationships the key for any member record must be found within owner of the set relationship.

Section

2000-INSERT-ROW
2100-CONNECT-MANUAL-SETS
3200-UPDATE-RELATIONSHIPS
3210-CHANGE-PATH

38005--PRIMARY PATH NOT DISCONNECTABLE

Reason

The primary path relationship from the target record to its owner is a mandatory set relationship.

Action

None. Changing the foreign key for the primary path is not allowed.

Section
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3100-DISCONNECT-REQ

38006--set-name DISCONNECT KEY-n NOT ALLOWED

Reason

The named auxiliary relationship from the target record to its owner is a mandatory set relationship. n>=2 specifies the key
number with n=2 for the first auxiliary record.

Action

None. Changing the foreign key for the auxiliary relationship is not allowed.

Section

3100-DISCONNECT-REQ

38007--SOME, BUT NOT ALL KEY ELEMENTS OF RELATION NULLED

Reason

Some, but not all key elements of a relation are nulled.

Action

Correct the request: specify either values for all key elements or do not specify any values at all.

Section

3100-DISCONNECT-REQ

38008--SQL INSERT NOT IMPLEMENTED FOR THIS TABLE PROCEDURE

Reason

The table procedure does not support INSERT because the INSERT option has not been checked off in the SQL Option
dialog.

Action

Do not use INSERT or update the table procedure and check off the INSERT option.

Section

2000-INSERT-ROW

38009--SQL UPDATE NOT IMPLEMENTED FOR THIS TABLE PROCEDURE

Reason

The table procedure does not support UPDATE because the UPDATE option has not been checked off in the SQL Option
dialog.

Action

Do not use UPDATE or update the table procedure and check off the UPDATE option.

Section

3000-UPDATE-ROW

38010--SQL DELETE NOT IMPLEMENTED FOR THIS TABLE PROCEDURE

Reason

The table procedure does not support DELETE because the DELETE option has not been checked off in the SQL Option
dialog.

Action
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Do not use DELETE or update the table procedure and check off the DELETE option.

Section

4000-DELETE-ROW

Web Services
Web services are widely used to perform various functions in modern application architectures. Typically, a web service
is a called program or stored procedure that is accessed over the internet, using industry-standard protocols.  XML is
often times used as the means for encoding the data that is transmitted by the service consumer and provider.  HTTP
is a heavily used communications protocol for the transmission of service Requests and Responses.  And, SOAP is
an industry-standard protocol that defines the rules and sub-protocols that are used for the invocation and provision of
services.

Key Benefits

The IDMS Web Services feature allows you to both consume external web services and expose internal web services,
within IDMS. An IDMS-based web service is an IDMS application program that is accessible over the internet using
the SOAP protocol. You do not typically access a web service directly using a web browser. Rather, like other called
programs, you access it by another application program.

This topic describes the following information:

NOTE

Your IDMS system must run on GA IDMS Version 19.0, GA Complete, to use the Web Services Employee
demonstration. If you participated in the IDMS Version 19.0 incremental release program, you must apply APAR
RO90312.

Terminology for Web Services

Listed below are terms that are used frequently in relation to using web services. For more information about each
subject, see the World Wide Web consortium (W3C).

HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol)
HTTP is a method of text-based communication between entities on the World Wide Web. HTTP is a request-
response protocol that, after a given request message, is sent from a client to a server.  The server sends back
a reply message containing a status of the previous request and, typically, some additional content in the body of
the reply. The SOAP protocol uses HTTP as its underlying communications methodology. Web services typically
utilizes HTTP over TCP/IP.

SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol)
IDMS Web Services uses version 1.1 of the SOAP protocol. SOAP is a set of rules that define the passing of
XML-based information between peers in a distributed environment. A SOAP message is a one-way transmission,
but many applications implement a call and response architecture similar to HTTP. The SOAP protocol uses two
additional standards, HTTP and XML.

WSDL (Web Services Definition Language)
WSDL is an XML-format language for defining web-based services. A WSDL document defines how a service can
be addressed and invoked. WSDL also describes the operations that are available for the service, as well as, the
input and output elements that are needed for those operations. Consider the WSDL document as the "contract"
between the caller and the web service.

XML (eXtensible Markup Language)
XML is set of rules that defines a method for encoding data in a format that is understandable by humans, but
can also be interpreted easily by computer programs. A properly formed XML message contains several required
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and optional sections. Data elements are denoted with header and footer tags that allow the reader to understand
the context of the element. XML allows you to transmit customized data from different applications running on
disparate platforms.

Web Services in an IDMS Environment

In the IDMS environment, an IDMS application program can either consume an external web service, or provide a web
service for an external web service consumer. The IDMS application program includes the following two types of web
services functions:

Consumer
A web services consumer (client program) calls an external web service provider. The IDMS Web Services
Consumer allows IDMS application programs to call an external Web service.

Provider
A web service provider is called by an external requester. In client/server terms, a provider is a server program.
The IDMS Web Services Provider allows an IDMS application program to be called by an external web service.

Using SOAP, a consumer and provider exchange messages in a synchronous manner. The consumer sends a SOAP
request message to the provider. The provider responds by sending a SOAP reply message back to the consumer.
Asynchronous consumption of services can be accomplished by dispatching multiple consumer tasks using, for example,
a queue-initiated task.

Although less often used, it is possible to write a one-way, request-only web service. Most web services follow a request-
to-response model of communication. In a request-only communications model, the consumer service sends a message
without expecting a response from the provider service.

A web service has many attributes that are needed for invocation, as follows:

• URL: Locates the service on the Internet
• Service Name: Identifies the service program name
• Operation Name: Identifies the desired function within the service program
• Element Names: Defines the input and output attributes of the service

All of the attributes for a given web service are contained in its Web Services Description Language (WSDL) file.

Product Requirements, Configuration, and Components
This section describes the Requirements, Configuration, and Components of the IDMS Web Services feature, and
includes the following information:

Requirements

TCP/IP

The IDMS Web Services feature uses the IDMS TCP/IP line driver to communicate with external web services, and to
receive and respond to external service requests. To use IDMS TCP/IP, note the following:

• Your CV must be configured to have a TCP/IP SYSGEN statement
• One or more TCP/IP lines must be defined to your system
• Each concurrent web service request requires the use of a bulk LTE/PTE pair, which is defined under your TCP/IP line,

to communicate with your service. You may need to add additional bulk LTE/PTE’s to accommodate this new service-
based workload.

The IDMS Web Services Provider service uses the generic listener feature, within the TCP/IP line driver, to listen for
incoming service requests. By default, port 3850 is used for the Web Services listener. This port must be available within
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your LPAR for the listener to start up properly. Users may change the port designation for their listener as needed at their
site. The listener is defined within PTERM ‘TCPWSRV’ in your SYSGEN.

For more information on the configuration of TCP/IP, see Using System Generation.

Program Storage

The Request and Response messages that are sent and received from your IDMS-based service programs can be large.
These messages must undergo multiple operations by the IDMS Web Services interface modules, including:

• ASCII<->EBCDIC conversion
• Removal of various control characters (ex: Carriage Control, Line Feed strings)
• Removal of HTTP Headers
• XML Parsing and Generation

To perform these operations, multiple copies of your Service Request/Response buffers are required at certain times. As a
result, the storage requirements for your web services programs can be significant. You may need to increase your IDMS
above-the-line storage pool (pool 128 or above) to accommodate your Web Services application activities.

For more information on the configuration of your IDMS system storage pools, see Using System Generation.

z/OS Unicode Conversion Services

z/OS Unicode Services provides a set of conversion functions that work with the Unicode Standard. As of Version 1
Release 7, these functions are provided automatically with z/OS and are ready to use on IPL. z/OS Unicode Services
use a CCSID (Coded Character Set Identifier) to designate the encoding scheme for the source and target string you
wish to convert to and from. When enabled, the IDMS Web Services feature uses UTF-8 CCSID 01208 to designate
conversion to/from UTF-8, when sending and receiving SOAP payloads over the Internet. Users must specify, in the
WEBC command, the appropriate counterpart EBCDIC CCSID for conversion to the EBCDIC format, for processing
within IDMS on the mainframe. This EBCDIC CCSID should correlate to the code page specified in your assembly of
RHDCCODE. See Customizing RHDCCODE for more information on the use of code pages in RHDCCODE. Use the
DISPLAY UNI,ALL z/OS console command to show the state of the Unicode Conversion Service on your LPAR as well
the CCSIDs that are supported for conversion to/from UTF-8. More information on the DISPLAY UNI,ALL command is
found in the IBM z/OS MVS System Command manual.

For more information about zOS Unicode Conversion Services, see the IBM Unicode Services User's Guide and
Reference.

NOTE
Make sure SYS1.CSSLIB (Unicode Consumer Service Library) is in the CDMSLIB concatenation for startup of
IDMS.

WARNING
The use of a CCSID in your Web Services configuration that differs from the EBCDIC code page that is
specified in your RHDCCODE assembly could result in the improper encoding of characters in your application
databases.

MULTIPLE ENCLAVE Option

The IDMS Web Services interface modules use the IBM® Language Environment (LE), as do your COBOL-based
application service programs. To minimize the impact of LE on your IDMS system, enable MULTIPLE ENCLAVE on
your SYSTEM statement. When MULTIPLE ENCLAVE is enabled (ON), your IDMS CV re-uses an LE 'Enclave' (or
Environment) for multiple program invocations within a given IDMS Task. This can significantly improve performance for
your application programs, in both reduced CPU time and decreased storage requirements. To enable the re-use of an LE
'Enclave', the MULTIPLE ENCLAVE option must be enabled at both the PROGRAM and SYSTEM levels. There are a few
caveats to the use of MULTIPLE ENCLAVE that should be reviewed before configuring your application programs for its
use.
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For more information on the configuration of your IDMS "System" statement, see Using System Generation.

Protocols

This section describes the message and language protocol requirements.

Message protocol
IDMS Web Services supports the SOAP 1.1 protocol. The IDMS Web services consumer can access external
web services that support SOAP 1.1 and XML over HTTP. No other protocols are currently supported.

Language protocol
The IDMS Web Services API can be invoked from programs that are written in either COBOL, PL/1 or ADS/
Online. COBOL and PL/1 programs using the IDMS Web Services API must be coded with a Protocol statement
that specifies a Mode of IDMS-DC. ADS/Batch programs cannot call the IDMS Web Services API.

Operating System

IDMS Web Services product is supported on z/OS only.

IDMS Environment

The IDMS Web Services API can only be issued from programs running under the IDMS/DC online environment. The
IDMS Web Services API cannot be invoked from programs running in Batch.

Licensing

For full use of the IDMS Web Services feature, you must be licensed for the IDMS SQL Option.

Security

The IDMS Web Services feature supports Basic Access Authentication for both Consumer and Provider Web services.
Sign-on credentials are automatically encoded and decoded as necessary by the IDMS Web Services interface programs.
You can configure your Provider services to optionally require a sign-on to IDMS. In addition, you may also optionally
require the sign-on UID to participate in a special security group, providing an additional level of control. For more
information, refer to IDMS Web Services Configurator section.

If you are employing task level security on your IDMS system, you must:

• Grant or restrict user access to task IDMSWSRV. You control user access based on this task, not the actual name of
your web services tasks, because the sign-on call occurs after your task is invoked. To determine access privileges, at
sign-on, IDMS Web Services verifies whether the user has access to the IDMSWSRV.

• Grant execute authority on task RHDCNP3W to group PUBLIC or all groups, because the Web Services Soap
Server invokes this task before the user ID and password are received. Alternatively, you can turn off security for task
RHDCNP3W by including an entry in the SRTT. 

Network communications to your mainframe LPAR may be restricted. The IDMS Web Services Provider service requires a
TCP/IP Listener port to be opened (port 3850 by default). Port usage may be controlled at your site. In addition, outbound
socket connections to external websites may be restricted. See your mainframe network administrator for guidance on
these issues. Application Transparent - Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS) may be used to secure your Web Services
socket communications. See Adminstrating AT-TLS.

Configuration

WEBC Task

IDMS Web Services are controlled at the IDMS CV-level using task code WEBC.
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Example

Following is an example of the report that is generated from WEBC, which is generated whenever the WEBC task is
invoked without parameters:

LOG LEVEL = NNNN 

 

 - LOG LEVEL BREAKDOWN: 

 1. API Function Trace:    N 

 2. Socket Function Trace: N 

 3. SOAP Message Trace:    N 

 4. Internals Trace:       N 

 - TO MODIFY, ENTER "WEBC LOG LEVEL=XXXX",

 WHERE EACH "X" = EITHER "Y" OR "N"/SPACE.

                                                             

LOG PROGRAM =                                          

  - TO MODIFY, ENTER "WEBC LOG PROGRAM=XXXXXXXX",    

    WHERE "XXXXXXXX" IS A PROGRAM NAME OR SPACES.                                              

REQUIRE SIGNON = NO                                                                               

  - TO MODIFY, ENTER "WEBC REQUIRE SIGNON=XXX",      

    WHERE "XXX" IS "YES" OR "NO".                                                                

CHECK AUTHORIZATION = NO                                                                       

  - TO MODIFY, ENTER "WEBC CHECK AUTHORIZATION=XXX", 

    WHERE "XXX" IS "YES" OR "NO".

        

ENCODING=UNICODE,CCSID=01148

  - TO MODIFY, ENTER "WEBC ENCODING=RHDCCODE", or

    "WEBC ENCODING=UNICODE,CCSID=#####"

    WHERE "#####" IS A VALID IBM CCSID.

Options

The following system-wide configuration options are currently supported. These options may be specified as parameters
to the WEBC task:

LOG LEVEL
Contains the following logging flags that determine which events are written to the log during your web service
invocations:
API function trace:

Enables the display of messages at the beginning and end of API calls, to track when they are being
serviced.

Socket function trace:
Enables the display of messages that are related to the socket calls performed behind the scenes.

SOAP message trace:
Enables the display of the SOAP messages passed back and forth, when performing WSSEND,
WSRECEIVE, or WSREQUEST calls.

Internals trace:
Enables the display of any other internal logging messages that are not covered by the previous three
flags.

LOG PROGRAM
Turns on logging within the named Consumer or Provider service program.
Default: Spaces ‘ ’ or OFF
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REQUIRE SIGNON
(For Provider Services only.) Indicates that a sign-on to IDMS is required. When used, the SOAP request must
contain user ID and password credentials to facilitate this sign-on. These credentials must be encoded in base64
format (Basic Access Authentication must be used).
Default: NO

CHECK AUTHORIZATION
(For Provider Services only.) Indicates that the user ID provided must be a member of a Web Services security
group. The name of the group is a combination of the string WEBSERV- and the program name for the user-
written Provider service implementation program. For example, the group name for the IDMS Provider Demo
program (IDMSPROV) would be: WEBSERV-IDMSPROV.
The REQUIRE SIGNON option must be turned ON for the CHECK AUTHORIZATION option to be ON.
Default: NO

ENCODING
Indicates the method of translation of all Request and Response service messages to and from EBCDIC, as
follows:
RHDCCODE:

Translates all service messages from EBCDIC to ASCII (and vice-versa) using the code page defined in
RHDCCODE.

UNICODE:
Translates all service messages from EBCDIC to UTF-8 (and vice-versa) using IBM's z/OS Unicode
Conversion Services. When UNICODE is specified, the CCSID option must also be provided, as follows:
CCSID:

Identifies the EBCDIC encoding to be used by the Unicode Conversion Service. This specification
should match the code table used in the assembly of RHDCCODE. See the IBM z/OS Unicode
Conversion Services User Guide for a list of valid CCSIDs.

Default: RHDCCODE

The WEBC task stores the configuration settings in a queue record called IDMSWS-VER4. IDMSWS-VER4 is read by the
IDMS Web Service interface programs to provide the baseline configuration options for your service environment. These
options can then be retrieved and modified using the IDMS Web Services API Functions.

Product Components

To install the IDMS Web Services feature, you must add several new tasks and programs to your SYSGEN definition, as
described below. Several new records are also added to your Data Dictionary.

SYSGEN definitions for the IDMS Web Services programs and tasks are contained in the IDMS-WEB-SERVICES-API
module. The IDMS-WEB-SERVICES-API module is created by copying either the IDMSNAPI or IDMSPAPI source library
member, as determined at installation depending upon the use of the PROTECT option on the PROGRAM definitions. The
IDMS-WEB-SERVICES-API module can be found in your primary dictionary.

The Web Services API records are contained in the IDMSWAPI member. Member IDMSWAPI can be found in your source
library.

NOTE

You should add the Web Services API record definitions (contained in the IDMSWAPI member) to all secondary
dictionaries that you want to pre-compile your Web Services COBOL programs against.
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Tasks

The following tasks are delivered with the IDMS Web Services feature:

Task Description
WEBC Invoked manually from the "Enter Next Task Code" prompt.

Invokes program IDMSWEBC. This program maintains the IDMS
Web Services Configuration options.

RHDCNP3W Invoked automatically when traffic is received on the IDMS Web
Services Listener PTE (TCPWSRV). This task invokes the IDMS
Web Services SOAP Server (IDMSWSSS).

IDMSWSRV Dummy task used to control whether users have access to IDMS
Web Services when task level security is enabled.

IDMSWSDM Invoked manually from the "Enter Next Task Code" prompt.
Invokes program ADSORUN1 to run Dialog IDMSWSDM. Dialog
IDMSWSDM is the Consumer portion of the IDMS Web Services
demo application.

NOTE

Users may want to secure WEBC in order to restrict its access to the IDMS DBA or Security Administrator. For
more information about IDMS Task security, see the Knowledge Article "How to implement security for TASK
Codes," in IDMS Central Version.

Programs

The following programs are delivered with the IDMS Web Services feature:

Program Type Description
RHDCWSKP Utility module Used internally to interface with other Web

Services modules.
RHDCWSMS Message Editor program Used internally to perform various edit

functions on SOAP Request and Response
messages.

IDMSWEBC Configuration program Invoked by task code WEBC.  See
the WEBC task, above, for details.

IDMSWSI Interface module The focal point for all Web Services API
function calls.

IDMSWSSC Consumer module Processes the WSRequest() function calls,
among others.

IDMSWSSP Provider module Processes the WSSend() & WSReceive()
function calls for the Provider service.

IDMSWSRM Request Manager module Processes the WSInitialize(),
WSGetOption(), and WSSetOption()
function calls.

IDMSWSSS SOAP Server module Reads in SOAP Request messages and
invokes the appropriate Provider service
program.

IDMSWSDM Consumer demo program This ADS Dialog uses the Web Services
API to generate a SOAP Request to
do a lookup against the Employee
Demo database.
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IDMSWSPI Provider demo program This COBOL program is launched by
the Web Services SOAP Server, and
responds to the service Request sent from
IDMSWSDM.

Dictionary Components

The following dictionary components are delivered with the IDMS Web Services Employee demonstration application.
These components are added to your primary dictionary during product installation:

Components Description
IDMSWSDM Consumer demonstration dialog.
IDMSWSMP Consumer demonstration map.
WSDEMO Work record used in IDMSWSDM. It contains fields that are used

by the XML reply message.
WSEMPDM-MAP Work record used in the IDMS Web Services Demonstration.
IDMSWSDM-PM Premap Process for IDMSWSDM.
IDMSWSDM-EN Enter Process for IDMSWSDM.

Web Services Employee Demonstration

Your IDMS system must run on IDMS Base Version 19.0 to use the Web Services Employee demonstration. If you
participated in the IDMS Version 19.0 incremental release program, you must apply PTF RO90312.

IDMS Web Services Architecture
This section explains the architecture of the IDMS Web Services feature.

Web Services API Call Structure

The following diagram illustrates the call structure of the IDMS Web Services API:
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As seen in the above diagram, Application Programs (both Consumer and Provider) make calls to the IDMS Web Services
'stub' module, named IDMSWSI, which is linked directly with your application programs. IDMSWSI calls the appropriate
subordinate module to actually process the Web services function, as follows:

Module Name Function Description

IDMSWSSC WSRequest() Service Consumer Module: Primary
interface for Service Consumer calls. Calls
the IDMS TCP/IP driver to transmit the
SOAP Request.

IDMSWSRM WSInitialize()
WSGetOption()
WSSetOption()
WSRelease()

Request Manager: Manages the Service
Request structure
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IDMSWSSP WSReceive()
WSSend()

Service Provider Module: Primary interface
for Service Provider calls. Calls the IDMS
TCP/IP driver to transmit the SOAP Reply.
 Performs credential verification if Basic
Access Authorization is being used and
configuration is set to Require Signon or
Check Authorization

IDMSWSSS WSInitialize()
WSSend()

Soap Server: Receives traffic from the TCP/
IP Line and invokes service Implementation
program. The Soap Server program
invokes the IDMS Web Services stub
module internally, to perform error-handling
and resource-cleanup operations.

Web Services Consumer Architecture

The following diagram illustrates the data flow of IDMS Web Services Consumer Interface:

Following is a summary of the data flow depicted in the above diagram, as well as the functions performed by the IDMS
Web Services consumer:
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• The ADS dialog (or Application Program), on the top-left portion of the diagram, initiates the process by making a
WSRequest() API call. As as alternative to ADS/Online, this program may be written in COBOL or PL/I.

• The ADS dialog links to the IDMS Web Service interface module, passing an XML Request buffer.
• The Web Services interface module uses the XML request to construct a SOAP Request. As part of this process,

IDMS Web Services interface will do the following:
– Build the necessary credentials into the SOAP header block
– Convert the SOAP request from EBCDIC to ASCII format 
– Build the TCP/IP socket to the Web Server machine
– Send the Request to the external Web Service Implementation program

• The IDMS Web Services interface waits for the external service to send the SOAP reply.
• When the SOAP reply is received, the IDMS Web Services Interface closes the TCP/IP socket and forwards the XML

reply back to the IDMS-based Web Services Dialog, COBOL or PL/I program. As part of this process, the IDMS Web
Services interface will do the following:
– Convert the SOAP Reply from ASCII to EBCDIC
– Perform error checking on the SOAP header
– Extract the XML string from the SOAP Reply
– Perform various edits on the XML Reply string to make it suitable for XML parsing

Web Services Provider Architecture

The following diagram illustrates the architecture of IDMS Web Services Provider Interface, when called from an external
Web server.
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Following is a summary of the data flow depicted in the above diagram, as well as the functions performed by the IDMS
Web Services provider:

• The Web application residing in an external Web Server opens a TCP/IP socket to the IDMS Web Services Listener
port and transmits a SOAP request, which is received by the IDMS Web Services Provider interface.

• The IDMS Web Services provider interrogates the SOAP request to determine which IDMS Web Service should be
invoked. As part of this process, the IDMS Web Services interface will do the following:
– Convert the SOAP request from ASCII to EBCDIC format.
– Extract the credentials from the SOAP header and perform a sign-on to IDMS if so directed.
– Extract the XML portion of the message from the SOAP request.
– Invoke the Application Program.

• The Application Program calls the IDMS Web Services API to receive the XML Request and generate the SOAP Reply,
once the Request is serviced and the XML Reply is built.

• As part of the Send() function invocation, the IDMS Web Services interface will do the following:
– Convert the SOAP request from EBCDIC to ASCII format.
– Send the generated SOAP Reply back to the Web Application.

Using the Web Services API
This article contains information on how to use the Web Services API for both the consumption and provisioning of IDMS
Web services, and describes the following information:

API Usage Overview

The IDMS Web Services API is a Call Level Interface (CLI). Application programs make calls to a centralized stub module,
named IDMSWSI, which calls other subordinate programs to carry out the function operation. The IDMSWSI program
must be linked with your application programs. The API can be used with COBOL and PL/I programs, as well as with ADS
Consumer Dialogs.

Detailed information on the Web Services API functions and records can be found in the "Web Services API Support"
section of the IDMS Reference documentation.

Consumer Service API Usage

The following table summarizes the Web Services API functions that are typically used within a Consumer service
program:

Step Operation API Function

1 Initialize the Web Services Environment WSINITIALIZE

2 Retrieve a Web Services Option WSGETOPTION

3 Alter a Web Services Option WSSETOPTION

4 Make a Service Request WSREQUEST

5 Free the Web Services Environment WSRELEASE

Following is a detailed explanation of the API function call steps:

1. The WSINITIALIZE function allocates the structures used in the Web Services environment. The WSINITIALIZE
function call must be made before all other Web Services API calls. The REQUEST-HANDLE generated by this
function must be used on all other Web Services function calls. Only one Web services environment may be
allocated at any point in time.
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2. Optional. The WSGETOPTION function retrieves the values for the Web Services configuration options. Consumer
service programs may need to retrieve one or more of the configuration options provided with the Web Services
feature.  For example, a Consumer service program may contain tracing code, which is conditionally executed when
the LOG-PROGRAM variable is set to the Consumer service program name. For a full list of supported configuration
options, see the information about the WSGETOPTION function in the "Web Services API Functions" of the IDMS
Reference documentation.

3. Optional. The WSSETOPTION function modifies the values for the Web Services configuration options. Consumer
service programs may need to alter one or more of the configuration options provided with the Web Services feature.
For example, a Consumer service program may need to tailor the READ-WRITE-TIMEOUT for a particular long-
running service.  For a full list of supported configuration options, see the WSSETOPTION function in the "Web
Services API Functions" topic of the IDMS Reference documentation.

4. The WSREQUEST function builds and transmits a SOAP service request. The application program must provide the
XML Request string, which is then embedded in the SOAP Request. The Web Services interface module waits for the
SOAP response before returning control to the Consumer program. The XML Response is extracted from the SOAP
Response and provided (as an output parameter) on the WSREQUEST function call.

5. The WSRELEASE function frees all of the resources associated the the Web Services environment.  The
WSRELEASE function should be invoked after all of your Web Service requests have been made.

A sample ADS Consumer service Dialog (IDMSWSDM) is provided with the installation of the IDMS Web Services
feature. For more information, see Web Services Employee Demonstration.

Provider Service API Usage

The following table summarizes the Web Services API functions that are typically used within a Provider service program:

Step Operation API Function

1 Initialize the Web Services Environment WSINITIALIZE

2 Retrieve a Web Services Option WSGETOPTION

3 Alter a Web Services Option WSSETOPTION

4 Receive the XML Service Request WSRECEIVE

5 Send the XML Service Response WSSEND

6 Free the Web Services Environment WSRELEASE

Following is a detailed explanation of the API function call steps:

1. The WSINITIALIZE function allocates the structures used in the Web Services environment. For Provider services,
the WSINITIALIZE function is performed automatically by the IDMS Web Services SOAP Server (IDMSWSSS), at
the point in time the service program is called. The REQUEST-HANDLE generated by the WSINITIALIZE function is
passed as a parameter to the Provider service program. Only one Web Services environment may be allocated at any
point in time.

2. Optional. The WSGETOPTION function retrieves the values for the Web Services configuration options. Your Provider
service program may need to retrieve one or more of the configuration options provided with the Web Services feature.
 For example, your Provider service program may contain tracing code, which is conditionally executed when the LOG-
PROGRAM variable is set to the Provider service program name. For a full list of supported configuration options, see
the WSGETOPTION function in the IDMS Reference documentation.

3. Optional. The WSSETOPTION function modifies the values for the Web Services configuration options. Provider
service programs may need to alter one or more of the configuration options provided with the Web Services feature.
For example, during the development of your Provider program you may want to turn on the LOG-SERVICES option
in order to get tracing information at the IDMS Web Service interface level. For a full list of supported configuration
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options, see the WSSETOPTION function in the "Web Services API Functions" topic of the IDMS Reference
documentation.

4. The WSRECEIVE function returns the XML Request message sent from the Web service Consumer. The IDMS Web
Service interface automatically extracts this message from the SOAP body, translates the message into EBCDIC
format, and performs various edits to make the XML string suitable for XML parsing. For more information about the
parsing of an XML Request string, see XML Parsing and Generation.

5. The WSSEND function transmits an XML Response back to the Consumer service.  The Provider application program
is responsible for building the XML Response string. The XML Response is packaged within a SOAP Response,
converted into ASCII format and transmitted over the TCP/IP Socket connection used to receive the SOAP Request.

6. The WSRELEASE function frees all of the resources associated with the Web Services environment.  The
WSRELEASE function should be invoked after all of your Web Service requests have been made.

A sample COBOL Provider service program (IDMSWSPI) is provided with the installation of the IDMS Web Services
feature. For more information see Web Services Employee Demonstration.

XML Parsing and Generation
Web service programs are responsible for generating and parsing the XML messages that are sent and received from
partner services.  Listed below is a break down of each of these XML operations.   For a complete explanation of the XML
Request and Response strings as they pertain to SOAP, refer to the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C).

XML Generation

Your service programs need to generate the XML Request and Response strings that are needed by the IDMS Web
Services API functions. The WSDL file for your service contains the information needed to determine the contents of your
XML Request and Response strings.

Example: XML Request Message

Following is an example of a fully formed XML Request message for employee ID 0472 and field name EMPDEMO,
generated by the IDMS Web Services Consumer Demo service. Working from inside-out, at the core of this message
are the input data fields needed for the Demo service, which are wrapped within the element <InputFields>, and whose
values are based upon the service definition in the WSDL file (shown in italics). The <InputFields> element is wrapped
within an Operation element, called IDMSWSPIOperation. This element is wrapped within the <soap:Body> element. At
the outermost level is the </soap:Envelope> element that contains the NameSpace definitions. At the very top is the XML
header that contains the XML version and character encoding attributes:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?

<soap:Envelope xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"

 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

 xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

    <soap:Body>

        <IDMSWSPIOperation xmlns="http://www.IDMSWSPI.Request.com">

            <InputFields>

                <EmplID>0472</EmplID>

                <dbname>EMPDEMO</dbname>

            </InputFields>

        </IDMSWSPIOperation>

    </soap:Body>

</soap:Envelope>
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Example: XML Response Message

Following is an example of a fully formed XML Response message. The italicized text displays the output generated from
the XML Request Message shown above:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>

<soap:Envelope

  xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"          

  xmlns:xsi=”http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance”

  xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">

    <soap:Body>

        <IDMSWSPIOperationResponse xmlns="http://www.IDMSWSPI.Response.com">

            <OutputFields>

                <EmplID>0472</EmplID>

                <EmpFirstName>ROBBY</EmpFirstName>

                <EmpLastName>WILDER</EmpLastName>

                <EmpStreet>4567 E. GROWTH ST</EmpStreet>

                <EmpCity>SOUTHBORO</EmpCity>

                <EmpState>MA</EmpState>

                <EmpZip>03145</EmpZip>

            </OutputFields>

        </IDMSWSPIOperationResponse>

    </soap:Body>

</soap:Envelope>

There are two main methods that you can use to perform XML generation: IDMS SQL XML Functions, or COBOL XMLSS
Parser that is built into IBM's COBOL compiler.

XML Parsing

Web service programs are responsible for parsing the XML messages that are received from their partner services.  The
WSDL file for your service contains the information needed to determine the contents of your XML Request and Response
strings.   Your service programs need to interrogate these strings and extract the data elements into the appropriate fields
in your program.

You can use the COBOL XMLSS Parser  to facilitate the parsing of your XML strings.

For an example of a WSDL file, see the IDMS Web Service Demo WSDL.

Using the IDMS SQL XML Functions

The IDMS Web Services product offers the flexibility of using the SQL/XML functions to generate XML strings from a
record structure, which correspond to either a service Request or Response.

Since XML elements need to be unique, and record elements can sometimes have the same name, XML must have
a means of further qualifying each element, as shown in the following example. The IDMS Employee and Department
records both have a common element, called "ID." If you attempt to generate an XML string with a sub element named
"ID" for both the EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT elements, an error occurs. The resulting XML string is considered to be
malformed. XML namespaces address this problem by providing the option of incorporating prefixes to the element name,
providing another level of qualification for the element name.
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The following XML string represents a request for information of Employee ID 0471 and Department ID 4600. The EMP
and DPT prefixes are bound to namespaces xmlns:EMP and xmlns:DPT to provide uniqueness in the XML naming for
both elements:

<soapenv:Envelope    xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"    xmlns:EMP="HTTP://CA.COM/

FR/FRENCHXML"     xmlns:DPT="HTTP://CA.COM/HR/GLOBALXML">     <soapenv:Body>         <EMPLOYEE-REQUEST

 VERSION="1.0">             <EMP:ID>0471</EMP:ID>             <DPT:ID>4600</DPT:ID>         </EMPLOYEE-

REQUEST>     </soapenv:Body> </soapenv:Envelope>

Benefits of SQL/XML Generation

Attempting to perform XML generation using multiple namespaces can be a challenge with the IBM COBOL XML
Generate function. The IDMS SQL Option provides support for XML and manages multiple XML namespaces in a
straightforward manner. For a deeper insight on how to perform XML generation using the IDMS SQL functions, refer to
the knowledge base (KB) article Generating an XML Message – How to deal with Multiple Namespaces. The KB article
presents the following two scenarios: 

• Using the SQL/XML functions to generate XML without database retrieval.
• Using the SQL/XML functions to generate XML with data retrieved from a network defined DB using VFK (Virtual

Foreign Keys), and it follows the generation of the above Employee Request example.

 

Using the COBOL XMLSS Parser

Enterprise COBOL for z/OS supports XML processing by providing COBOL statements that can generate and parse XML.
This support is made possible with the z/OS support for XML parsing with z/OS XML System Services parser.  To use the
z/OS XML System Services parser, the COBOL compile option XMLPARSE must be set to XMLSS.

With the XMLSS option, the following parsing capabilities become available, as follows:

• Enhanced namespace processing using special registers
• Use the ENCODING phrase to specify a codepage
• Direct parsing of XML Documents
• Parsing XML documents a buffer at a time
• Ability to offload parsing to ZAAPs

Enterprise COBOL for z/OS provides both XML GENERATE and XML PARSE statements. These statements make it
possible for a Record structure to be converted into an XML stream and for an XML stream to be converted back to a
Record structure.

The purpose of the XML GENERATE statement is to generate an XML stream from a Record structure. These COBOL
data structures can be simple or fairly complex data structures, containing repeating data elements. XML GENERATE
also supports XML Namespaces and Attributes to express an item as an attribute of the XML element.  Exception
processing is also supported in the XML GENERATE statement.

NOTE

The IBM XML GENERATE function limits the support of Namespaces to one Namespace. To generate a
Request/Response string with multiple Namespaces, see Using the IDMS SQL XML Functions

The XML PARSE statement parses an XML document into its individual items and passes each item, one at a time, to
a specific processing procedure.  A special register, called XML-EVENT, is evaluated where each XML data tag can
be identified and the contents can be moved to a corresponding COBOL data structure. XML PARSE handles special
Reference characters, such as an apostrophe, and converts them appropriately. In addition, XML PARSE can be used
with the VALIDATING option to validate the XML stream against the XML schema.  Exception handling is also provided by
the XML PARSE statement.
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For additional information and examples for using XML GENERATE, refer to the IDMS KB article, Generating an XML
Message - How to deal with Multiple Namespaces, section 3, Using the XML GENERATE COBOL Statement.

Both of these XML COBOL statements are supported by Enterprise COBOL since version 3, and usually are enhanced
with each new release of Enterprise COBOL.

More information on XML support within COBOL can be found in the IBM Enterprise COBOL for z/OS, Language
Reference manual.

Web Services Employee Demonstration
The IDMS Web Services demonstration combines the use of both the Consumer and Provider Web service components.
The demonstration is designed to work completely within IDMS on the mainframe, eliminating any network security issues
or the need to establish a more complicated web server environment. It can be implemented to work on a single IDMS CV,
or may be configured to use multiple IDMS CVs (one for the Consumer and one for the Provider).

The Web Services Employee demonstration application consists of a single ADS Consumer Dialog (IDMSWSDM), which
makes Web Services API calls to invoke a Provider implementation program (IDMSWSPI). The Provider implementation
program is written in COBOL and also runs within IDMS, either within the same CV as the Consumer Dialog or on a
second IDMS CV.

The following diagram outlines the web services demonstration components in relation to the IDMS Web Services
interface modules:
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Customizing the Employee Demonstration

Complete source code is provided for all components of the IDMS Web Services Demonstration application. Users may
modify or clone the demonstration programs to become familiar with the development of web services within IDMS.
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The following table lists the components that comprise the demonstration programs. These components are installed with
the IDMS Web Services feature:

Item Name Description Location
IDMSWSMP Map Definition (RHDCMAP1 syntax) CAGJSAMP library
IDMSCAPI Copybook used in COBOL Consumer

(DDDL Syntax)
CAGJSAMP library

IDMSDAPI Dialog Processes and Records (DDDL
Syntax)

CAGJSAMP library

IDMSWSDM Dialog Definition (ADSOBCOM syntax) CAGJSAMP library
IDMSWSPI COBOL Provider Implementation Program

Source
CAGJSAMP library

IDMSWSCI COBOL Consumer Demo Program Source CAGJSAMP library
IDMSWSP1 PL/I Consumer Demo Program Source CAGJSAMP library
IDMSWSDL WSDL Definition for the IDMSPROV

Service
CAGJSAMP library

Running the Web Service Employee Demonstration

The Web Services demo components are all provided and installed as part of the IDMS software installation. The
demonstration uses the IDMS Employee Demo database to retrieve detail information on a specific Employee, using an
Employee-ID provided by the Consumer service.

To invoke the Consumer demo ADS Dialog, type the task code 'IDMSWSDM' within IDMS. The Premap process dialog
populates the map with default values for the required fields.

You may need to modify one or more of the required input fields for your IDMS environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the Employee ID that you want to report on. The pre-seeded value of 0472 should be present on your
Employee Demo Database.

2. Specify the Employee Demo DBNAME of your database on the Provider service CV. The pre-seeded value of
EMPDEMO is typically valid.

3. Specify the IP Address and Port designations of the CV where your Employee Demo Provider service is running.
The IP Address that is provided infers that the Provider service resides on the same CV as the Consumer.
The Port Address 3850 reflects the default listener specification for the IDMS Web Services listener.

NOTE

Note: The IP address, 127.0.0.1, is a TCP/IP loop-back designation that resolves to the IP address of the
caller. If you want to invoke the Provider service on the same CV as the Consumer Demo Dialog, you do not
need to change this address.

4. Specify the User ID and Password, if necessary, for the invocation of the Provider service implementation program
(IDMSWSPI) on the targeted CV.
The sign-on requirement is determined on the Provider service CV, based on the setting of the Require Signon option
within the Web Services configuration task (WEBC).

5. Press Enter.

The following example shows the result of the invocation of the Dialog's 'Enter' Response. The APPLICATION-LEVEL
OUTPUT DATA fields are automatically filled in as a result of the service request that is made to the IDMSWSPI Provider
service.
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COBOL Demonstration Consumer Service

As an alternative to using ADS/Online, a COBOL version of the demonstration Consumer service program, IDMSWSCI,
is provided. IDMSWSCI uses the same Map as Dialog IDMSWSDM, and calls the same back-end service program,
using the IDMS Web Services API. Program IDMSWSCI can be found in the "Samples" library that is provided with your
installation of IDMS. IDMSWSCI must be pre-compiled against a dictionary that has the IDMS Web Services components
installed.

PL/I Demonstration Consumer Service

For clients who prefer to code in PL/I, a PL/I version of the demonstration Consumer service program, IDMSWSP1, is also
available. IDMSWSP1 uses the same Map as Dialog IDMSWSDM, and calls the same back-end service program, using
the IDMS Web Services API. To view the source code for IDMSWSP1, select this attachment: IDMSWSP1.pdf.

Invoking the Employee Demonstration Externally

Users can develop their own external Consumer for the IDMSWSPI Employee Demo Provider implementation. To help
facilitate this development effort, a WSDL (Web Services Development Language) file has been created for the Employee
Demo Provider. This file can be found in the CAGJSAMP installation library, under member name IDMSWSDL. For more
information, see WSDL File for the IDMS Web Services Demonstration.

Troubleshooting the Web Services
This section describes the logging features and debugger function within the IDMS Web Services component.

Logging Procedures

The IDMS Web Services logging capability enables you to generate log entries at the IDMS Web Service interface level,
or generate log entries within a specific user-written service program.

Specifying your user program with the LOG PROGRAM option allows you to dynamically enable and disable logging
within your consumer or provider service programs.  Your service programs must be coded to act on the LOG PROGRAM
option. (Described in the "Create a Custom Log Message" section in this topic.)

Enabling logging displays tracing information as your request passes through the various IDMS modules to satisfy your
web request. Logging provides a way to both monitor and troubleshoot service programs. By reviewing your SOAP
message traffic at the service interface level you can determine if your Web service is working properly. Log entries can be
customized at the user service program level to provide a function-level account of your programs execution.

Logging is enabled from the Enter Next Task Code window. To enable logging, you have two options: Enable it on a
system level by using the WEBC task code, or enable it on a per-request basis using the SETOPTION API call.

Enable Logging at System Level

The IDMS Web Services logging capability allows you to enable or disable log messages at a granular level. You can
specifically turn on tracing for API Functions, Socket Functions, SOAP Message processing, as well as a trace of the
Internals. The following example shows how how to use the Log Level option in the WEBC Task.

LOG LEVEL = NNNN

- LOG LEVEL BREAKDOWN: 

 1. API Function Trace:    N 

 2. Socket Function Trace: N 

 3. SOAP Message Trace:    N 

 4. Internals Trace:       N 

 - TO MODIFY, ENTER "WEBC LOG LEVEL=XXXX",
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 WHERE EACH "X" = EITHER "Y" OR "N".

For example, if you wanted to enable logging of the API function trace and the Socket calls, but not the Soap Message
processing or the Internals, you would invoke WEBC as in the following example:

WEBC LOG LEVEL=YYNN

The following example shows how to enable or disable logging of your user program, USERPRGM, on a system level:

WEBC LOG WEB SERVICES=USERPRGM

or

WEBC LOG WEB SERVICES=        

Enable Logging at Program Level

The following example shows how to enable or disable logging dynamically at a request level, using the SETOPTION API
call. For more information about using this call, see the "Web Services API Functions" information in the IDMS Reference
documentation.

MOVE 8 TO WS-FUNCTION-CODE. ! WSSETOPTION()

MOVE 1 TO WS-OPTION-NUMBER. 

MOVE 'YES' TO WS-OPTION-VALUE. 

LINK TO PROGRAM 'IDMSWSI' USING 

    (WSDEMO-FUNCTION, 

     WSDEMO-RETURN, 

     WS-ERROR-INFO, 

     WSDEMO-SESSION, 

     WS-OPTION-NUMBER-RECORD, 

     WS-OPTION-VALUE-RECORD).

After completing the above call, logging of the Web Services Interface is enabled for the duration of your request.

The following example shows how to enable or disable logging of the user program, USERPRGM, dynamically at a
request level, using the SETOPTION API call. For more information about using this call, see the "Web Services API
Functions" information in the IDMS Reference documentation.

MOVE 8 TO WS-FUNCTION-CODE. ! WSSETOPTION()

MOVE 2 TO WS-OPTION-NUMBER. 

MOVE 'USERPRGM' TO WS-OPTION-VALUE. 

LINK TO PROGRAM 'IDMSWSI' USING 

    (WSDEMO-FUNCTION, 

     WSDEMO-RETURN, 

     WS-ERROR-INFO, 

     WSDEMO-SESSION, 

     WS-OPTION-NUMBER-RECORD, 

     WS-OPTION-VALUE-RECORD).

After completing the above call, logging USERPRGM is enabled for the duration of your request.

Understanding the Log Messages

The following example shows a snippet of log messages from the provided Web services demonstration. In this example,
LOG SERVICE is enabled and the LOG PROGRAM is specified as IDMSWSPI. This allows Web Services to follow the
Web request all the way from the consumer interface to the provider user program and back:

10:54 IDMS DC503600 V130 T3387 IDMSWSSS About to link 

10:54 IDMS DC503600 V130 T3387 IDMSWSSS to user program. 
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10:54 IDMS DC503000 V130 T3387 IDMSWSRM Option LOG-PROGRAM is set to IDMSWSPI

10:54 IDMS DC504200 V130 T3387 IDMSWSPI CALLING WS-RECEIVE 

10:54 IDMS DC503600 V130 T3387 IDMSWSSP START PROGRAM 

10:54 IDMS DC503600 V130 T3387 IDMSWSSP BUFFER RECEIVED BY WS-RECEIVE 

10:54 IDMS DC503600 V130 T3387 IDMSWSSP STORAGE SIZE: +399 

10:54 IDMS DC504200 V130 T3387 IDMSWSPI RECEIVED MESSAGE: 

10:54 IDMS DC504200 V130 T3387 IDMSWSPI <?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

The above example follows the usual pattern of IDMS DC messages. Each line shows the time, task, and module of
each log message. You can follow the path of your request and understand where you may have problems. At the
moment of this logging snapshot, the Web Service Soap Server IDMSWSSS is about to call our specified demo program,
IDMSWSPI. The first thing IDMSWSPI does is check to see if logging is enabled for IDMSPI. We can see this in the trace
info from IDMSWSRM that handles that GETOPTION API call. From there, the log shows the trace messages defined
both in our demo program IDMSWSPI and within the rest of the Web Services modules. These messages will vary from
notifying the user that we are getting more storage, the size of the message, the contents of the messages, other ongoing
tasks, or custom messages that you have defined. The logging messages allow you to better understand how your Web
service is running and better understand what issues you might be having.

Create a Custom Log Message

In your user program you can use the GETOPTION API call to see if the specified program matches the name of your
user program. If this is the case, you conditionally display logging messages. Following is a short COBOL example:

!*************************************************************** 

!* WSGETOPTION() - CHECK STATUS OF LOG PROGRAM FIELD

!*************************************************************** 

 MOVE 12 TO WS-FUNCTION-CODE. ! WSGETOPTION() 

 MOVE 2 TO WS-OPTION-NUMBER. 

 LINK TO PROGRAM 'IDMSWSI' USING 

    (WSDEMO-FUNCTION, 

     WSDEMO-RETURN, 

     WS-ERROR-INFO, 

     WSDEMO-SESSION, 

     WS-OPTION-NUMBER-RECORD, 

     WS-OPTION-VALUE-RECORD).

IF WS-OPTION-VALUE = 'USERPRGM'

    MOVE 'YES' TO IS-LOGGING-ENABLED.

The user defined program can interrogate the IS-LOGGING-ENABLED field to conditionally write to the log. The following
example writes to the log called WSDDPA1-IDMS-LOG-MESSAGE:

IF IS-LOGGING-ENABLED = 'YES'

    MOVE 'LOGGING ENABLED FOR USER PROGRAM' TO WSDDWA1-WTL-TEXT

    PERFORM WSDDPA1-IDMS-LOG-MESSAGE.

IDMS Debugger

The IDMS online debugger is an interactive facility used to detect, trace, and resolve programming errors in programs that
run under the control of DC/UCF. The debugger can be used with the following load modules:

• Assembler, COBOL, and PL/I programs
• ADS
• Subschemas
• Maps
• Tables
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Since IDMS Web Services user-defined programs are IDMS DC or ADS Dialogs, using the online debugger is beneficial if
in-depth programming debugging is required.

For more information see Administrating Online Debugger.

WSDL File for the IDMS Web Services Demonstration
This page contains the WSDL (Web Services Definition Language) file for the IDMS Employee Demo Provider service
(IDMSWSPI). This file defines the 'contract' governing the invocation of the IDMSWSPI service.

 

<!--

    DEFINITIONS:

    Root element, defines set of related services   

-->

<wsdl:definitions name="IDMSProviderServiceWSDL" 

    targetNamespace="http://127.0.0.1:3900/IDMSWSPI"    

    xmlns:tns="http://127.0.0.1:3900/IDMSWSPI"  

    xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"   

    xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"  

    xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"     

    xmlns:http="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/http/"  

    xmlns:mime="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/mime/"> 

<!--  

    DATA STRUCTURES (TYPES) 

    Encapsulates schema data type definitions of communication types 

    using some type system (such as XSD: XML Schema definition). 

-->

     <wsdl:types>   

        <xs:schema elementFormDefault="qualified" 

                   targetNamespace="http://127.0.0.1:3900/IDMSWSPI">

            <!-- Definition of complex elements -->

            <!-- Data types definition for REQUEST -->

            <xs:element name="IDMSWSPIOperation"  

                        targetNamespace="http://www.IDMSWSPI.Request.com">

                <xs:complexType>

                    <xs:sequence>

                        <xs:element name="InputFields">

                            <xs:complexType>

                                <xs:sequence>

                                    <xs:element name="EmplID" type="xs:string" 

                                                minOccurs="1" default="0472"/>

                                    <xs:element name="dbname" type="xs:string" 

                                                minOccurs="1" default="EMPDEMO"/>

                                </xs:sequence>

                            </xs:complexType>

                        </xs:element>

                    </xs:sequence>

                </xs:complexType>

            </xs:element>

            <!-- Data types definition for RESPONSE -->         
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            <xs:element name="IDMSWSPIOperationResponse" 

                        targetNamespace="http://www.IDMSWSPI.Response.com">

                <xs:complexType>

                    <xs:sequence>

                        <xs:element name="OutputFields">

                            <xs:complexType>

                                <xs:sequence>

                                    <xs:element name="EmplID" type="xs:string"/>

                                    <xs:element name="EmpFirstName" type="xs:string"/>

                                    <xs:element name="EmpLastName" type="xs:string"/>

                                    <xs:element name="EmpStreet" type="xs:string"/>

                                    <xs:element name="EmpCity" type="xs:string"/>

                                    <xs:element name="EmpState" type="xs:string"/>

                                    <xs:element name="EmpZip" type="xs:string"/>

                                </xs:sequence>

                            </xs:complexType>

                        </xs:element>

                    </xs:sequence>

                </xs:complexType>

            </xs:element>

</xs:schema>

    </wsdl:types>

<!--        

    SOAP MESSAGES:  

    How the above data structures are bundled up as a set of messages.  

    An abstract, typed definition of the data being communicated.   

    Elements describe potential transactions.   

-->

    <!-- request IDMSWSPIOperationSoapIn is of type IDMSWSPIOperation -->   

    <wsdl:message name="IDMSWSPIOperationSoapIn">   

        <wsdl:part name="employeeReq" element="tns:IDMSWSPIOperation"/> 

    </wsdl:message> 

    <!-- response IDMSWSPIOperationSoapOut is of type IDMSWSPIOperationResponse --> 

    <wsdl:message name="IDMSWSPIOperationSoapOut">  

        <wsdl:part name="employeeResp" element="tns:IDMSWSPIOperationResponse"/>    

    </wsdl:message>

<!--        

    SERVICE "METHODS":  

    The actual set of operations the service is capable of supporting (REQUESTS)    

    An abstract description of the messages for the operations supported by     

    one or more endpoints.  

-->

    <wsdl:portType name="CAIdmsProviderSoapPortType">   

        <wsdl:operation name="IDMSWSPIOperation">   

            <wsdl:documentation>    

                This method retrieves an employee information. EmplID must be entered.  

            </wsdl:documentation>   

            <wsdl:input  message="tns:IDMSWSPIOperationSoapIn"/> 

            <wsdl:output message="tns:IDMSWSPIOperationSoapOut"/>   

        </wsdl:operation>   

    </wsdl:portType>    

<!--

    BINDING (TRANSLATION TO WIRE FORMAT):   
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    There are a number of ways the messages could be formatted when talking to the service. 

    This is where we get explicit about what the service can handle.    

    A concrete protocol and data format specification for a particular port type.   

-->     

    <wsdl:binding name="CAIdmsProviderSoapBinding" type="tns:CAIdmsProviderSoapPortType">   

        <soap:binding transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http"/>    

        <wsdl:operation name="IDMSWSPIOperation">   

            <soap:operation soapAction="http://127.0.0.1:3900/IDMSWSPI" 

                            style="document"/>  

            <wsdl:input>    

                <soap:body use="literal" namespace="http://www.IDMSWSPI.Request.com"/>

            </wsdl:input>   

            <wsdl:output>   

                <soap:body use="literal" namespace="http://www.IDMSWSPI.Response.com"/>

            </wsdl:output>  

        </wsdl:operation>   

    </wsdl:binding> 

<!-- 

    SERVICE NAME:   

    A collection of related endpoints (URL which by means a Services is exposed).   

    Service: Name a new service "CAIdmsProviderService"     

-->

    <wsdl:service name="CAIdmsProviderService"> 

    <!-- Port: a single endpoint defined as a combination of a binding and a network address -->    

    <!-- connect it to the binding "CAIdmsProviderSoapBinding" above -->    

        <wsdl:port name="CAIdmsProviderSoap" binding="tns:CAIdmsProviderSoapBinding">   

            <!-- give the binding a network address --> 

            <soap:address location="http://127.0.0.1:3900/IDMSWSPI"/>   

        </wsdl:port>    

    </wsdl:service> 

</wsdl:definitions> 

 

 

Zowe CLI
Zowe CLI is a command-line interface that lets you interact with the mainframe in a familiar format.

You can simplify and automate IDMS administration tasks by using Zowe, an open source project that includes a CLI
(command-line interface) component. With the Zowe CLI, IDMS DBAs and application developers can use familiar,
modern scripting languages (such as PowerShell, Bash, Python, and JavaScript) to run IDMS commands, utilities, and
compilers.

For example, you can use the Zowe CLI with IDMS to:

• Automate IDMS administration tasks
• Simplify and automate common IDMS administrative tasks by using a familiar format
• Manage IDMS using common tools and popular integrated development environments (IDEs), such as Visual Studio

Code and Eclipse

Choose from two plug-ins to interact with IDMS:

IDMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI
This plug-in is specific to IDMS. It uses the IDMS REST API to perform actions such as:
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• List Realtime Monitor statistics and information
• View DC log records
• Issue DCMT and DCUF commands

Zowe z/OS TSO Plug-in
This plug-in is included by default with the Zowe CLI download. You can configure the z/OS TSO interface to
execute IDMS DC commands that you would typically enter manually through an interactive terminal session with
the IDMS UCF TSO interface.

IDMS CLI Video Introduction

View the IDMS CLI Demonstration video for an introduction to the IDMS CLI.

TSO Plug-in for Zowe CLI
You can automate IDMS administration tasks by using Zowe, an open source project that includes a CLI (command-line
interface) component (Zowe CLI). For more information, see Zowe.org.

By using Zowe, IDMS DBAs and application developers can interact in a familiar format to simplify and automate common
IDMS administration tasks. You can manage batch jobs and mainframe data sets, transfer files, and can execute TSO
commands from Linux, Microsoft® Windows®, and Mac® command prompts.

You can also manage IDMS administrative tasks using common tools, such as Integrated Development Environments
(IDEs), shell commands, and modern scripting languages, such as Bash, Python, TypeScript, and JavaScript.

IDMS provides line mode (TTY) support for UCF TSO Front end (UCFTSO), which enables using the Zowe CLI to execute
IDMS commands. The IDMS integration with Zowe CLI does not support full screen programs and 3270 simulation
modes, for example, IDD Menu Facility, OCF (Online Command Facility), OLP (Online PLOG), and OLQ (Online query).

The following list provides examples of using Zowe to automate and simplify IDMS operations:

Interactive use, in a command prompt or bash terminal
- Perform IDMS administrative tasks, such as submitting a batch job to invoke an IDMS compiler or utility

Interactive use, in an IDE terminal
- Issue IDMS commands to view and manage your IDMS environment

Scripting, to simplify repetitive tasks
- Write a script that provides a simpler user interface to invoke IDMS tasks and commands

Scripting, to automate administrative tasks
- Write a script that automatically increases the maximum concurrent tasks value for a CV when the maximum
task limit is reached

Defining Profiles

Profiles let you store configuration details for use on multiple commands. You can create a profile that contains your
username, password, and connection details for a particular mainframe system. You can then reuse that profile to avoid
entering configuration information again on every command. This topic describes how to define z/OSMF and TSO profiles
for use with IDMS administration tasks.

NOTE
Profiles are not required to use the Zowe CLI.

Define a z/OSMF Profile

To connect to z/OSMF, you can define a z/OSMF profile. The following example shows the Zowe commands that you use
to create the profile. The default port number is 443. If your host system does not use port 443, specify a different port.
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$ zowe profiles create zosmf-profile (profileName) --host (z/OSMF Server host name) --port (z/OSMF server port

 number) --user (user name) --password (password). 

Define the TSO Profile

After defining the z/OSMF profile, define a TSO profile. The following example shows the Zowe commands that you use to
create the profile.

$ zowe profiles create tso-profile (profileName) --account (accounting information)

Accessing the IDMS CV Through UCFTSO

You can allocate files to the TSO address space and access the TSO front end by either executing a customized TSO
CLIST or by using the Zowe CLI to issue TSO commands.

This topic describes the process to allocate files and access your IDMS CV.

Start a TSO Address Space
When you start a TSO address space, a servlet-key is returned that is used to target the address space in subsequent
commands. Issue the following Zowe command to start a TSO address space:
$ zowe tso start address-space

Allocate Files and Call the UCFTSO Interface

To allocate files and call the UCFTSO interface, issue the following command to the TSO address space: zowe tso
send address-space

You can allocate files and call the interface through one of the following methods:

• Execute a customized TSO CLIST
• Use the Zowe CLI

Execute a Customized TSO CLIST

If you use a customized TSO CLIST to allocate files and call the interface, create a CLIST with the values for your site
environment before performing the following procedure.

To create the TSO CLIST, use the UCFTSOCL member in the CAGJSAMP library and do the following:

1. Select the call statement to the RHDCUCFL module, which includes default values.
2. Define the values for your environment.
3. Save the CLIST into a location from where you execute the list.

The following example shows the commands that you use to allocate files and call the UCFTSO interface, using a
customized TSO CLIST:

$ zowe tso send address-space (servlet-key) --data "exec '(customized clist)'"

For more information about the TSO front-end and the RHDCUCFL module, see the the UCF Front-End topic.

Use the Zowe CLI

You can issue Zowe CLI commands either individually, or you can write a script using Zowe CLI commands. The Zowe
CLI commands can send TSO commands to allocate files dynamically and call the UCFTSO interface.

Example: setup-dynTSO.sh Script
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The following script code example uses the Zowe CLI to allocate files and call the UCFTSO interface, instead of executing
a TSO CLIST:

# function setupTSO

# Starts a TSO address space and executes a TSO clist to access

# a back-end IDMS CV

#

setupTSO () {

uid=$(zowe zosmf check status | grep user | cut -d \' -f 2)

key=$(zowe tso start as --sko)

echo "TSO address space key is $key"

zowe tso send as $key --data "FREE F(SYSLST,SYSCTL,DCMSG)"

zowe tso send as $key --data "FREE F(SYSIDMS,SYSJRNL)"

zowe tso send as $key --data "ALLOC F(SYSLST) DA(*)"

zowe tso send as $key --data "ALLOC F(SYSCTL)   DA('DBDC.QA.ODCV.SYSO195.SYSCTL') SHR"

zowe tso send as $key --data "ALLOC F(DCMSG)    DA('DBDC.SYSQAXX.R190.DCMSG.PAV') SHR"

zowe tso send as $key --data "ALLOC F(SYSIDMS)  DA('SCHTE01.JCLLIB(SYSIDMS)') SHR"

zowe tso send as $key --data "ALLOC F(SYSJRNL)  DUMMY"

zowe tso send as $key --data "TSOLIB ACTIVATE DATASET('DBDC.QA.ODCV.SYSO195.NTWKLOAD'

 'IDMSNDV.MOTM.IDMS190.SCHTE01.D2.LOADLIB' 'DIST.QA.CAGJJ0.CUSTLOAD' 'DIST.CAGJJ0.PRODTGT.LOADLIB')"

echo "TSO setup complete"

zowe tso send as $key --data "CALL *(RHDCUCFL)"

}

# Call function to setup TSO address space for IDMS

setupTSO

zowe tso send as $key --data "DCMT D TI"

zowe tso stop as $key

Script output: setup-dynTSO.sh

The following example shows the output for using the setup-dynTSO.sh script to tailor the values for your environment:

$ ./setup_dynTSO.shTSO address space key is xxxxxxx-450-aahiaaanIKJ56247I FILE SYSLST NOT FREED, IS

 NOT ALLOCATEDIKJ56247I FILE SYSCTL NOT FREED, IS NOT ALLOCATEDIKJ56247I FILE DCMSG NOT FREED, IS NOT

 ALLOCATEDREADYIKJ56247I FILE SYSIDMS NOT FREED, IS NOT ALLOCATEDIKJ56247I FILE SYSJRNL NOT FREED, IS NOT

 ALLOCATEDREADYREADYREADYREADYREADYREADYREADYTSO setup completeV195 ENTER NEXT TASK CODE: CA IDMS release

 19.0 tape GJJ04I nodeSYSO195?CURRENT TIME 06:16:26.67CURRENT DATE 19/122STARTUP TIME 05:56:58.60STARTUP

 DATE 19/122RUNAWAY INTV 00030STALL INTV 00900QUIESCE WAIT STALL INTERVALTIMER INTV 00001RECOVERY WAIT NOT

 ALLOWEDRESOURCE INTV 01800RESOURCE PROG RHDCBYEV195 ENTER NEXT TASK CODE: CA IDMS release 19.0 tape GJJ04I

 nodeSYSO195?TSO address space ended successfully, key was: xxxxxxx-450-aahiaaan

Verify Access to the IDMS CV

When the call is issued and you reach the IDMS CV, a message is returned with information about the CV. See the
following example:

V195 ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:  CA IDMS release 19.0 tape GJJ04I node SYS0195

Terminate Access to the IDMS CV

To disconnect your access to the IDMS CV, issue the following Zowe CLI command to terminate the TSO address space:

$ zowe tso stop address-space (servlet-key)
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Interacting with the Zowe CLI

This topic provides examples of how to use the Zowe CLI to interact with IDMS.

Execute IDMS Commands

The following example shows the code format for executing IDMS commands.

$ zowe tso send address-space (servlet-key) --data (quoted-CA-IDMS-command)

Example: DCMT DISPLAY TIME

To following example shows how to use the zowe tso send command to execute the IDMS command DCMT DISPLAY
TIME:

 $ zowe tso send as XXXXXXX-408-aagsaaas --data "DCMT DISPLAY TIME"

     CURRENT TIME 10:56:50.79

     CURRENT DATE 19/120

     STARTUP TIME 10:53:28.18

     STARTUP DATE 19/120

     RUNAWAY INTV 00030

       STALL INTV 00900

     QUIESCE WAIT STALL INTERVAL

       TIMER INTV 00001

     RECOVERY WAIT NOT ALLOWED

     RESOURCE INTV 01800

     RESOURCE PROG RHDCBYE

V195 ENTER NEXT TASK CODE: CA IDMS release 19.0 tape GJJ04I node SYSO195

?

Submit a Batch Job

Issue the following command to submit a batch job:

$ zowe zos-jobs submit data-set "prefix.jcllib(IDMSDDDL)" --rff jobid --rft string

Sample Scripts for IDMS Administration Tasks

You can simplify common IDMS administration tasks by using modern scripting languages, such as Bash, Python,
TypeScript, and JavaScript. Two sample scripts are available for you to use:

• maxtasks.sh sample script -- This script automatically increases the maximum concurrent tasks for a CV when
the maximum task limit is reached.

• display-task.py -- This script includes Zowe CLI commands to automate IDMS administrative tasks.

Automate IDMS Administrative Tasks

The  maxtasks.sh sample script automatically increases the maximum concurrent tasks for a CV when the maximum task
limit is reached.

Script Code

# maxtasks shell script determines whether a CV has reached the

# threshold for maximum concurrent tasks. If it has, increase max

# tasks by 10%## function startCVaccess
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# Starts a TSO address space and executes a TSO clist to access

# a back-end IDMS CV

#startCVaccess () {

uid=$(zowe zosmf check status | grep user | cut -d \' -f 2)

key=$(zowe tso start as --sko)

echo "TSO address space key is $key"

cvver=$(zowe tso send as $key --data "exec 'schte01.clist(ucfl195)'" | grep

'ENTER NEXT')

if [[ $? -eq 0 ]]

then echo "CV $(echo $cvver | cut -d " " -f 1) accessed"

else echo "CV not accessed"

fi

}

#

# function maxtask

# Determines if times at max tasks has been reached

# Issues message and exits if no changes needed

#

maxtask () {

acta=$(zowe tso send as $key --data "DCMT D ACT TA" | grep "max tasks")

cmaxt=$(echo $acta | cut -d " " -f4)

if [[ $(echo $acta | cut -d " " -f9) -eq 0 ]]

then echo "Maximum task threshold sufficient at $cmaxt. Value unchanged."

return 1

else return 0

fi

}

#

# function varymax

# Add 10% to maxtasks

#

varymax () {

vret=$(zowe tso send as $key --data "DCMT V ACT TA MT $((cmaxt+cmaxt/10))")

if [[ $? -eq 0 ]]

then echo "Maximum tasks changed from $cmaxt to $(echo $vret | cut -d " " -

f11)"

else echo " Maximum tasks not changed. $vret"

fi

}

stopCVaccess () {

zowe tso stop as $key

}

Script Output

Times at max tasks 0 output:

schte01@xxxxxxxM4800 MINGW64 /c/Azowe/CLI/sample_scripts

$ ./maxtasks.sh

TSO address space key is xxxxxxx-481-aahuaaal

CV V195 accessed

Maximum task threshold sufficient at 50. Value unchanged.

TSO address space ended successfully, key was: xxxxxxx-481-aahuaaal

Times at max tasks >0 output:
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$ ./maxtasks.sh

TSO address space key is xxxxxxx-515-aaimaaav

CV V195 accessed

Maximum tasks changed from 50 to 00055

TSO address space ended successfully, key was: xxxxxxx-515-aaimaaav

Simplify IDMS Administrative Tasks

The display-task.py sample script uses Zowe CLI commands to automate IDMS administrative tasks.

This script displays the following information:

• Task definition table, which includes all task codes that are associated with the DC/UCF system.
• Information about the specified task. The name of the task is passed as the parameter.

Script Code

import subprocess

import json

import sys

import argparse

import traceback

# issue a zowe command

def issue_command(cmd):

    try:

        output_string = subprocess.check_output(cmd, shell=True)

        return output_string

    except Exception as e:

        print('Error encountered while executing command')

        print("type error: " + str(e))

        print(traceback.format_exc())

        if hasattr(e, 'output'):

            print(json.loads(e.output)["stderr"])

        exit(1)

       

# start a TSO address space and return the servlet key

def start_tso():

    print("Starting a TSO address space...")

    output_string = json.loads(issue_command('zowe tso start as --rfj'))

    print(output_string["stdout"][:output_string["stdout"].index("\n")])

    return output_string["data"]["servletKey"]   

# end a TSO address space

def stop_tso(sKey):

    print("Stopping a TSO address space...")

    output_string = json.loads(issue_command('zowe tso stop as ' + sKey + ' --rfj'))

    print(output_string["stdout"][:output_string["stdout"].index("\n")])
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# execute CLIST to connect to back-end IDMS CV

def connect_to_cv(sKey):

    print("Connecting to CV...")

    output_string = json.loads(issue_command('zowe tso send as ' + sKey + ' --data "exec

 \'thojo24.clist(ucfl195)\'" --rfj'))

    #output_string below will either say 'Connected to CV |cv_name|' or 'Back-end CV not active'

    try:

        if "not active" not in output_string["stdout"].lower():

            output_string = "Connected to CV " + output_string["stdouts"][output_string["stdout"].index("ENTER

 NEXT")-6:output_string["stdout"].index("ENTER NEXT")]

        else:

            output_string = output_string["stdout"][output_string["stdout"].index("BACK-END"):

(output_string["stdout"].index("BACK-END") + output_string["stdout"][output_string["stdout"].index("BACK-

END"):].index("\n"))]

    except Exception as e:

        print("type error: " + str(e))

        print(traceback.format_exc())

        return False

    else:

        print(output_string)

        return(bool("not active" not in output_string.lower()))

       

# parse arguments for which IDMS task to process

def check_args():

    parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(description='Script to display tasks for a DC/UCF system',

 formatter_class=argparse.ArgumentDefaultsHelpFormatter)

    parser.add_argument('-t', '--task', help="The name of the task to be displayed", default='*ALL*')

    results = parser.parse_args()

    results = results.task.split()[0]

    return results

# display ALL IDMS CV tasks or a specific IDMS CV task

def process_task(servlet_key, task_name):

    output_string = issue_command('zowe tso send as ' + servlet_key + ' --data "DCMT D TASKS"') if task_name

 == '*ALL*' else issue_command('zowe tso send as ' + servlet_key + ' --data "DCMT D TASK ' + task_name + '"')

    #output_string below will be the list of all IDMS DV tasks or be a display of a single IDMS task

    try:

        output_string = output_string.decode()[:output_string.decode().index("ENTER NEXT")-7] if "not found"

 not in output_string.decode().lower() else output_string.decode()[output_string.decode().index("TASK

 CODE"):output_string.decode().index("ENTER NEXT")-7]

    except Exception as e:

        print("type error: " + str(e))

        print(traceback.format_exc())

    else:

        print(output_string)

# main

def main():

    task_name = check_args()

    servlet_key = start_tso()

    if not connect_to_cv(servlet_key):
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        stop_tso(servlet_key)

        exit(1)

    process_task(servlet_key, task_name)

    stop_tso(servlet_key)

if __name__ == "__main__":

    main()

Script Output
$ python display_task.py

Starting a TSO address space...

TSO address space began successfully, key is: xxxxxxx-413-aagmaaay

Connecting to CV...

Connected to CV V160

*** Task Definition Table ***

Taskcd   Program     Taskcd   Program     Taskcd   Program    Taskcd   Program

ADAI     ADAPMAIN    ADS      ADSORUN1    ADSA     ADSORUN1   ADSALIVE USGAMEN

ADSAT    ADSORUN1    ADSC     ADSORUN1    ADSCADSR ADSCADSR   ADSCADST ADSCADSR

ADSCDME  ADSORUN1    ADSCT    ADSORUN1    ADSK     ADSPCHEK   ADSL     ADSORUN1

ADSM     ADSORUN1    ADSODBUG ADSODBUG    ADSOTATU ADSORUN1   ADSR     ADSOMAIN

ADSRT    ADSOMAIN    ADST     ADSORUN1    ADS2     ADSOMAIN   ADS2T    ADSOMAIN

APPLKEY  SSKAMEN     ASF      ADSORUN1    ASFADSGD ADSORUN1   ASFINITD ADSORUN1

ASFOOAKD ADSORUN1    B        RHDCBYE     BUGQ     GSIC0510   BYE      RHDCBYE

CAPS     GSIUPLOW    CASERVER RHDCNP3S    CLIST    RHDCCLST   CLOD     RHDCCLOD

CUSTL    CUSTPJHT    DBX      USVAMEN     DCMT     RHDCMT00   DCPROFIL DCPROFIL

DCUF     RHDCUF00    DEBUG    DBUGMAIN    DMA      XDMAMEN    DME      USEAMEN

DMEADSC  USEAMEN     DMET     USEAMEN     DMLO     USDTPIF2   DQF      ADSORUN1

EMPINQ   EMPINQ      EM62     RHDCEM62    ENFORCER ESXAMEN    ENFRESET ESXRESET

ESXABAC  ESXABAC     ESXADL   ESXADL      ESXAEAC  ESXAEAC    ESXAEFI  ESXAEFI

ESXAEFR  ESXAEFR     ESXAEFV  ESXAEFV     ESXAEL   ESXAEL     ESXAETF  ESXAETF

ESXALOD  ESXALOD     ESXAMEN  ESXAMEN     ESXAOVE  ESXAOVE    ESXASL   ESXASL

ESXASTB  ESXASTB     ESXASTE  ESXASTE     ESXASTL  ESXASTL    ESXATL   ESXATL

ESXAUAC  ESXAUAC     ESXAUCD  ESXAUCD     ESXAUCE  ESXAUCE    ESXAUCT  ESXAUCT

ESXAUED  ESXAUED     ESXAUEG  ESXAUEG     ESXAUEN  ESXAUEN    ESXAUES  ESXAUES

ESXAUTL  ESXAUTL     ESXPFIX  ESXAOVE     GSIADOC  GSIADOC    IDD      IDMSDDDC

IDDM     IDMSDDDM    IDDML    IDDMLOOK    IDDMT    IDMSDDDM   IDDT     IDMSDDDC

IDMSJSRV RHDCNP3J    IDMSWSRV IDMSWSSS    IJHA0011 IJHA0011   IJHA0012 IJHA0012

KEYS     SSKAUSER    LOCKMON  LOCKMON     LOGD     USKMENU    LOOK     RHDCLOOK

LWEBSERV RHDCWSSP    MAPB     RHDCOMTC    MAPBT    RHDCOMTC   MAPC     ADSORUN1

MAPCT    ADSORUN1    OCF      IDMSOCF     OCFT     IDMSOCF    OCFX     IDMSOCFX

OLMI     OLMPMAIN    OLP      RHDCOPLG    OLQ      DMSOLQS    OLQNT    IDMSOLQS

OLQTNOTE OLQSNOTE    OPER     RHDCOPER    ORDCLO1  ORDCLOJ1   ORDCLO2 ORDCLOJ2

ORDDET1  ORDDETJ1    ORDDET2  ORDDETJ2    ORDREQ1  ORDREQJ1   ORDREQ2  ORDREQJ2

PAUSE    SSKAPOS     PA1      SSKAMAIN    PA2      SSKAMAIN   PA3      SSKAMAIN

PF1      SSKAMAIN    PF10     SSKAMAIN    PF11     SSKAMAIN   PF12     SSKAMAIN

PF13     SSKAMAIN    PF14     SSKAMAIN    PF15     SSKAMAIN   PF16     SSKAMAIN

PF17     SSKAMAIN    PF18     SSKAMAIN    PF19     SSKAMAIN   PF2      SSKAMAIN

PF20     SSKAMAIN    PF21     SSKAMAIN    PF22     SSKAMAIN   PF23     SSKAMAIN

PF24     SSKAMAIN    PF3      SSKAMAIN    PF4      SSKAMAIN   PF5      SSKAMAIN

PF6      SSKAMAIN    PF7      SSKAMAIN    PF8      SSKAMAIN   PF9      SSKAMAIN

PMAM     PMAMINIT    PMBILL   PMAMBILL    PMIM     PMIMINIT   PMRM     PMRTINIT
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PMWNDRVR PMWNDRVR    PMWNSAVE PMWNCIDD    P5408    IDMSOCF    QREVIEW  GSIC0510

QUED     RHDCQUED    RETRIEVE SSKARTRV    RHDCNP3J RHDCNP3J   RHDCNP3S RHDCNP3S

RHDCNP3W IDMSWSSS    RHDCSROL RHDCSROL    RHDCSTTS RHDCSTTS   S        RHDCSNON

SCHEMA   IDMSCHDC    SCHEMAT  IDMSCHDC    SDEL     RHDCSDEL   SEND     RHDCSEND

SHOWMAP  RHDCSHOW    SIGNOFF  RHDCSNOF    SIGNON   RHDCSNON   SSC      IDMSUBDC

SSCT     IDMSUBDC   SSKAAPL   SSKAAPL     SSKADEF  SSKADEF    SSKAMEN  SSKAMEN

SSKAULS  SSKAULS    SSKAUSER  SSKAUSER    SUSPEND  RHDCSUSP   SYSGEN   RHDCSGDC

SYSGENT  RHDCSGDC   TCF       RHDCUMBR    TPSG     TPSAADSG   USEAADD  USEAADD

USEAAL   USEAAL     USEACAL   USEACAL     USEACAS  USEACAS    USEACCA  USEACCA

USEACDL  USEACDL    USEACDS   USEACDS     USEACPS  USEACPS    USEACPY  USEACPY

USEACSL  USEACSL    USEADSL   USEADSL     USEAKEY  USEAKEY    USEAMEN  USEAMEN

USEAMSL  USEAMSL    USEAPSL   USEAPSL     USEAREC  USEAREC    USEARSO  USEARSO

USEASDL  USEASDL    USEASEL   USEASEL     USEASON  USEASON    USEA000  USEA000

USFAOPT  USFAOPT    USFAOPT1  USFAOPT     USGADEL  USGADEL    USGADLS  USGADLS

USGAFIX  USGAFIX    USGAMEN   USGAMEN     USGAPL   USGAPL     USGASES  USGASES

USGASET  USGASET    USGINTX1  USGASOF     USKDUMP  USKDUMP    USKEVNT  USKEVNT

USKMENU  USKMENU    USKSHOW   USKSHOW     USKSTAT  USKSTAT    USKTRCE  USKTRCE

USVAARE  USVAARE    USVABER   USVABER     USVACPL  USVACPL    USVACPY  USVACPY

USVAEDJ  USVAEDJ    USVAEJL   USVAEJL     USVAENT  USVAENT    USVAFLS  USVAFLS

USVAIDX  USVAIDX    USVAJUL   USVAJUL     USVAJUT  USVAJUT    USVAMEN  USVAMEN

USVAREC  USVAREC    USVARLS   USVARLS     USVASET  USVASET    USVASJL  USVASJL

USVASPC  USVASPC    USVASPL   USVASPL     USVASSL  USVASSL    USVASUB  USVASUB

USVASUL  USVASUL    USVASUT   USVASUT     USVAUTI  USVAUTI    USXIMAP  USXIMAP

USXIMAPT USXIMAP    WEBC      IDMSWEBC    WSQL     RHDCWSQL   WSQP RHDCWSQP

XDMAENV  XDMAENV    XDMAFIL   XDMAFIL     XDMAKEY  XDMAKEY    XDMALOD  XDMALOD

XDMALST  XDMALST    XDMAMEN   XDMAMEN     XDMAMNU  XDMAMNU    XDMAMN2  XDMAMN2

XDMAOUT  XDMAOUT    XDMAOVE   XDMAOVE     XDMASPO  XDMASPO    XDMASTO  XDMASTO

XDMAST1  XDMAST1    XDMAWHA   XDMAWHA     XDMAWTH  XDMAWTH    XDMAYES  XDMAYES

06F1     RHDCCNOS

Stopping a TSO address space...

TSO address space ended successfully, key was: xxxxxxx-413-aagmaaay

$ python display_task.py -t wsql

Starting a TSO address space...

TSO address space began successfully, key is: xxxxxxx-413-aagmaaaz

Connecting to CV...

Connected to CV V160

        Task Code WSQL

      Program/Map RHDCWSQL

        Map/Nomap NOMAP

    Input/Noinput NOINPUT

         Priority 110

           Status ENABLED AND INSRV

        Print Key OFF

       Stall Intv 00300 (SYSTEM)

     Quiesce Wait 00300 (SYSTEM)

    External Wait 00600 (SYSTEM)

   Resource Intvl 01800 (SYSTEM)

   Resource Progm RHDCBYE

     Times Called 0000000

  Current Threads 00000

   Max Concurrent OFF
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      Term Output NOSAVE

         Autotask NO

         Location ANY

    Trans Sharing OFF(SYSTEM)

        On Commit WRITE COMT(SYSTEM)

      On Rollback RETAIN ID(SYSTEM)

    SQL Row Limit SYSTEM

    Storage Limit SYSTEM

       Lock Limit SYSTEM

       Call Limit SYSTEM

       DBIO Limit SYSTEM

Stopping a TSO address space...

TSO address space ended successfully, key was: xxxxxxx-413-aagmaaaz

Conversion and Migration
Various tools are available to help you access an IDMS/DB or migrate other database products to an IDMS/DB
environment. 

IDMS Dictionary Migrator
— Transfer systems from a test environment to a production environment with this migration tool.

IDMS DLI Transparency
— Allow DL/I application programs to perform processing against IDMS/DB databases.

IDMS Total Transparency
— Convert the Total Database Management System to an IDMS/DB database environment.

IDMS VSAM Transparency
— Enable VSAM-based applications to access and update an IDMS/DB database through this interface.

IDMS DBOMP Transparency
— Convert from DBOMP or its Z/OS equivalent, CFMS, to IDMS/DB.

Dictionary Migrator
IDMS Dictionary Migrator is a system migration tool that transfers systems from a test environment to a production
environment.

This section introduces IDMS Dictionary Migrator features and capabilities. It also explains how to use IDMS Dictionary
Migrator during system development and for dictionary maintenance. The section also presents information about how to
use the IDMS Dictionary Migrator Assistant (DMA) online tool to select parameters to supply to IDMS Dictionary Migrator.

Migration Steps

The steps for performing a migration are as follows:

1. Determine what must be migrated.
2. Determine where the information to be migrated is located.
3. Determine where the information to be migrated is placed.
4. Select IDMS Dictionary Migrator parameters either with or without the use of DMA.
5. Run IDMS Dictionary Migrator.
6. Review IDMS Dictionary Migrator (depending on how you installed and ran IDMS Dictionary Migrator).
7. Run the upload steps.
8. Review the output of the upload.
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9. Activate (complete) using the new copy Clist.

NOTE
The information that is migrated becomes executable when the Clist is invoked or the central version is cycled.

Definition of Migration

Migration is the transfer of a set of related entities that are stored in a dictionary to another dictionary. A successful
migration ensures that all migrated entities function in the new environment producing results similar to those in the old
environment and that no entities in the new dictionary outside of the set of migrated entities are materially affected by the
migration.

When to Use IDMS Dictionary Migrator

Use IDMS Dictionary Migrator whenever you must transfer information from one dictionary to another. This section
explains how to perform a migration.

To configure the migration, you can migrate by PROGRAM and DIALOG. PROGRAM indicates that the specified program
is extracted with its related entities. DIALOG indicates that the specified dialog is extracted with its related entities.

Migrate Systems Quickly and Accurately

IDMS Dictionary Migrator is a powerful and comprehensive tool for transferring complete systems or portions of systems
from one dictionary to another.

IDMS Dictionary Migrator eliminates the time-consuming tasks of researching and listing every component of a system
and of producing extensive syntax to migrate a system. IDMS Dictionary Migrator does the work automatically. You can
move systems into production quickly, as well as accurately reflect their testing environments.

IDMS Dictionary Migrator is especially effective in an ADS environment. IDMS Dictionary Migrator copies from the
dictionary, the source, and load modules that store all ADS entities records, elements, files, dialogs, messages, tables,
schemas, subschemas, maps, and panels during development and transfers them to the production environment. See the
first graphic.

Take the Guesswork Out of Migration

IDMS Dictionary Migrator takes the guesswork out of migration and puts you in complete control with its easy-to-use
parameters and comprehensive reports. IDMS Dictionary Migrator gives you a thorough review of every component in a
system, compares the testing environment to the production environment, and then migrates the data.

With IDMS Dictionary Migrator, moving systems from testing into production, you can accurately plan resources for
the final stages of development. The efficiency of IDMS Dictionary Migrator and the accuracy of its results let you free
resources for other projects by meeting deadlines on current projects.

IDMS Dictionary Migrator also supports the transferring of dictionary entities to and from intermediate staging, or QA, or
integration dictionaries.

IDMS Dictionary Migrator General Information
Migrating a system requires extracting its components from source dictionaries and transferring them to an object
dictionary. IDMS Dictionary Migrator performs the processing automatically. The second graphic illustrates IDMS
Dictionary Migrator processes.

You can direct and control this process easily with IDMS Dictionary Migrator's parameters. Parameters give you the
flexibility to perform simple or complex migration.
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IDMS Dictionary Migrator Is Easy to Use

For a simple migration you need to specify the source and object dictionaries and the system that is going to be migrated.
For a more complex migration, select from many optional parameters that set up criteria and tailor the process to meet
your needs.
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Flexible Processing Capabilities

IDMS Dictionary Migrator's processing capabilities are flexible. Parameters allow you to migrate:

• Entire systems by specifying organizational structure
• Single components with or without system relationships
• Source components from the DDLDML area
• Load components from the DDLDCLOD area
• Selected messages from the DDLDCMSG area
• Changed entities only.
• SQL catalog definitions from the DDLCAT area

You can direct the migration process to:

• Access multiple machines and source dictionaries and/or catalogs
• Assign new or alternate version numbers to system components
• Qualify selection by version number and date criteria
• Make up to 50 changes in upload syntax
• Delete migrated entities from the source dictionary.

In addition, IDMS Dictionary Migrator allows you to review dictionary contents before and after a migration and to use the
dictionary sign-on security.

Variations of the migration process are nearly unlimited with IDMS Dictionary Migrator. The parameters give you the
freedom to configure a migration that is tailored to your system requirements and dictionary standards.

SQL Entity Migration

IDMS Dictionary Migrator allows you to extract definitions of logical SQL entities from a source catalog and create a
syntax file containing these definitions for subsequent upload to a target catalog. Support for the following SQL entity
types is included:

• Table(s)
• Views(s)
• Schema(s)
• Table Procedure(s)
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Improve Development Productivity

With IDMS Dictionary Migrator you can improve productivity in both new applications development and existing
applications maintenance by moving systems quickly and accurately from dictionary to dictionary.

New Applications Environment

You can use IDMS Dictionary Migrator to copy a new application into production. The following graphic illustrates how
easily this can be done.
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Before the actual transfer to a production environment you can direct IDMS Dictionary Migrator to produce reports. From
the reports you can review system components and relationships as they exist in the source dictionary and the syntax
statements that IDMS Dictionary Migrator will provide for the actual migration.

When you have completed your review, you need only run the upload step of the migration you are performing. IDMS
Dictionary Migrator generates all the syntax necessary for the migration.

Existing Applications Environment

IDMS Dictionary Migrator is as useful in an existing applications environment as it is in the new applications environment.
IDMS Dictionary Migrator allows you to perform testing and maintenance on a system without disturbing its production
environment. The following graphic illustrates how you can use IDMS Dictionary Migrator for existing applications
maintenance.

IDMS Dictionary Migrator produces a comprehensive listing of the production system and its components. From the listing
you can select the necessary components--source and load modules that store dialogs, messages, tables, schemas,
subschemas, maps, and panels, that are moved to the test dictionary.
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The components can be assigned to a new version number to keep them distinct from current production entities. This
makes it easy to test changes in entity definitions and make system modifications while keeping the production system
intact.

When testing is complete, you can examine the reports to compare the system in maintenance to the original production
system. Once you've noted the changes, you can migrate the changed portions back to the production version.

By selecting only the modified components, you can significantly reduce the time it takes to copy tested applications
back into the production environment. IDMS Dictionary Migrator moves the modified system from its test dictionary to the
production dictionary accurately and quickly.
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Backup and Recovery

IDMS Dictionary Migrator can also be used to backup and recovery systems. Before moving a system from one dictionary
to another you can back up the system to tape by using USMCOPY. If you discover that the new version is not correct
after you have migrated it, you can restore the original system.

Once a system is backed up to tape, you have an excellent way to access an individual system.

Configure the Migration to Meet Your Needs

IDMS Dictionary Migrator offers many options for tailoring a migration to meet your needs. To highlight a few possibilities,
you can:

• Migrate an entire system by specifying its organizational structure or a related system component
• Migrate a single system component without relationships
• Migrate in a multiple machine environment
• Extract components from more than one source dictionary.

Migrate Entire Systems

IDMS Dictionary Migrator provides you with methods of directing the migration of an entire system. You can direct IDMS
Dictionary Migrator to trace either organizational structures or program/dialog connections, or migrate an entire ADSA
application and all of the dialog programs and their components used in the application. Dictionary relationships are
followed with either method to locate every component of the system.

Migrate by Organizational Structure

Migrating a system by its organizational structure is especially useful when you have linked all programs to an attribute, a
system, a user, a program, or a dialog.

For example, if every dialog of your billing system is linked to the system structure named BILLING, you need only identify
how it is organized for a migration. By specifying SYSTEM=BILLING, you can direct IDMS Dictionary Migrator to locate
every program or dialog associated with the system. IDMS Dictionary Migrator will follow dictionary relationships to locate
every component used by the billing system's programs or dialogs.

This method provides an efficient way to trace systems that are very large or that have been in development for a long
time. For more information see the following flowchart.

Migrate by Organizational Structure Without Regard to Dialog

Migrating a system by its organizational structure is especially useful when you have linked an entire system to an
attribute.
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For example, if every component of your billing system is linked to the ATTRIBUTE structure named BILLING, you need
only identify how it is organized for a migration. By specifying ATTRIBUTE=BILLING, and LEVEL=ENTITY, you can
direct IDMS Dictionary Migrator to locate every entity occurrence associated with the system. IDMS Dictionary Migrator
follows dictionary relationships to locate every component used by those entity occurrences. For more information see the
following flowchart.
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Migrate by Component Relationship

Migrating an entire system by component relationship is useful when you have not linked a system to an organizational
structure and are not sure of an entire system's contents. If you specify one of the system components, IDMS Dictionary
Migrator locates the programs or dialogs that use the component and traces dictionary relationships to extract the entire
system.

For example, by specifying a schema name you can direct IDMS Dictionary Migrator to locate dialogs that use
subschemas related to the specified schema. IDMS Dictionary Migrator then extracts the schema, subschemas, dialogs,
and all dialog-related modules, maps, panels, tables, records, and elements.

This method can also be used when you change component definitions and need to research the effects of the change on
other components within a system before making a complete migration. For more information see the following flowchart.

Migrate a Single Dictionary Entity

You can identify a single system component and direct IDMS Dictionary Migrator to bypass its program or dialog
relationships. IDMS Dictionary Migrator locates the component and searches for direct relationships. For example, when
you specify a single record, the record is migrated only with its elements.
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Migrate in a Multiple-Machine Environment

IDMS Dictionary Migrator can migrate when the object dictionary is not on the same machine as the source dictionary or
Central Version (CV). To access another machine or CV you can use node communication or a two-job execution.
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Single Job Execution--Using Node Communication

If you have node communication support, you can easily perform a migration in a multiple machine environment with a
single-job execution of IDMS Dictionary Migrator. You enter parameters that allow you to identify the source and object
central version nodes and the source and object dictionary.

The following graphic illustrates the single execution process.

Two-Job Execution

If you do not have node communication support, you can easily process the migration in two jobs.

During the first job, the requested information from the source dictionary CPU is exported and stored on tape.

During the second job, the tape is read and source dictionary information is imported to another CPU and loaded in the
object dictionary. Verification, discrepancy and cross-reference reports are also produced in this job. The following graphic
illustrates the two-job process.
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Advantages of the Two-Job Execution

The two-job execution allows you to communicate between different operating environments. A system developed in a z/
VSE environment can be easily transferred to a z/OS environment, and vice versa.

There is an added advantage to using the two-job execution to perform a migration. The two-job execution provides an
excellent method of logically backing up a system onto tape.

If you ever have to restore the system, IDMS Dictionary Migrator will produce verification reports about the system backed
up on tape and the current system in the object dictionary before the system is actually restored.

Extract Entities from Multiple Source Dictionaries

IDMS Dictionary Migrator's flexible processing also allows you to extract system components from several source
dictionaries in a single execution. If you are extracting from multiple source dictionaries, and node support is available,
and dictionaries can be accessible on any CV, specify all dictionaries and the system component on the EXTRACT
statement.

IDMS Dictionary Migrator Information

This section provides the following information:
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Comprehensive Reports

IDMS Dictionary Migrator produces nine comprehensive reports that illustrate each activity in its process:

• Parameter Verification Report
• Source Dictionary Verification Report
• Extract Summary Report
• Extract Detail Report
• Entity Discrepancy Report
• Entity Cross Reference Report
• Syntax Production Report
• Syntax Files Display Report
• Catalog Navigation Report

These reports serve as information resources before and after a migration. Each report is illustrated and described in the
Reports section.

Before the actual migration is executed you can request reports that display the results of IDMS Dictionary Migrator's
validity and comparative activities. These reports give informative and error messages about parameter statement formats
and dictionary contents. The Extract Detail Report can be tailored to list a system and all of its relationships. This is helpful
when you are moving large systems from development to production and want a thorough listing of the system.

You can use these reports to preview the contents of a migration and determine if you will be migrating the components
you need. The reports can be used to give you the names and locations of additional entities that need to be migrated.
You can also use the report information to verify that the system being migrated will not affect other systems.

After a migration IDMS Dictionary Migrator's reports are useful for analyzing dictionary contents, documenting entire
systems and previous migrations, and planning future migrations. You can use the report information to make decisions
about applying and maintaining dictionary standards.

The thoroughness of IDMS Dictionary Migrator's reports eliminates the guesswork of performing a migration and ensures
that the object dictionary accurately reflects the source dictionary. You can also use IDMS Dictionary Migrator's reports to
plan the capacity of the object dictionary and to help select the best time to perform a migration.

Online Aid for Selecting Parameters

IDMS Dictionary Migrator Assistant (DMA) is an online tool that assists you in selecting parameters to submit to IDMS
Dictionary Migrator. You provide information on the source dictionary, the target (object) dictionary, and the starting point.
DMA converts this information into parameter statements which you can store and submit to IDMS Dictionary Migrator.
In addition, DMA stores dictionary and starting point values, stores JCL to run IDMS Dictionary Migrator, and stores any
messages you insert into the JCL.

DMA Your IDMS Dictionary Migrator Connection

With DMA, you can:

• Select and store parameters to submit to IDMS Dictionary Migrator
• Store JCL required to run IDMS Dictionary Migrator
• Submit parameters to IDMS Dictionary Migrator and JCL to run IDMS Dictionary Migrator.

Establish Several Migration Setups in One Session

In a DMA session, from entry to exit, you can define setups for one or more migrations.

A setup is established if you press the ENTER key on the Describe Migration Environment screen. DMA then has enough
information to generate a set of parameter statements sufficient for an IDMS Dictionary Migrator run.
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A setup is also established if you select a parameter file from the list of parmfiles.

Before submitting the parameter statements to IDMS Dictionary Migrator, you must store the setup.

Choose Parameters for Migration

DMA, IDMS Dictionary Migrator, and you each perform actions essential to the migration process. These distinct actions,
described below, combine to permit quick and accurate migrations.

DMA Functions

DMA helps you choose parameters to submit to IDMS Dictionary Migrator. Optionally it can be used to store parameter
statements and submit them to IDMS Dictionary Migrator. DMA can also store JCL to run IDMS Dictionary Migrator. When
the job is submitted through DMA, the previously generated parameter statements are concatenated to the JCL.

User Responsibilities

As the DMA user, you:

• Identify the source and target dictionaries, the starting point or starting points for each migration, and the source types
and load types you want to include for and exclude from each migration

• Type the source dictionary, target dictionary, and starting point values on DMA screens
• Modify the JCL to run IDMS Dictionary Migrator
• Select IDMS Dictionary Migrator output.

IDMS Dictionary Migrator Functions

When you use DMA to submit the IDMS Dictionary Migrator job, IDMS Dictionary Migrator will use the parameter
statements generated by DMA to perform the following activities:

• Check parameter statements for errors
• Check the source dictionary for requested entities and components
• Compare the extracted entities in the source dictionary to the entities in the target (object) dictionary
• Generate syntax in the order necessary for successful uploading to IDMS utilities and compilers
• Display the generated syntax
• Provide reports telling you about the results of the specific migration activities.

Use DMA to Set up a Migration Easily

You avoid the necessity of learning the uses and syntax of IDMS Dictionary Migrator parameter statements by using DMA.

Alternative to Learning IDMS Dictionary Migrator Parameters

Instead of learning IDMS Dictionary Migrator parameters, you can simply provide DMA with the dictionary and starting
point values necessary for performing a migration. The values you must enter in a DMA setup include:

• The source dictionary name
• The target (object) dictionary name
• One or more starting points for the migration.

Optionally you may specify:
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• Limits and conditions on selection of the migration components
• Up to 50 changes to be made in upload syntax
• Inclusion of all source component types for migration
• Exclusion of specific source component types from migration
• Inclusion of all load module types for migration
• Exclusion of specific load module types from migration
• Your choice of output.

Menu-Driven Parameter Selection

Dictionary Migrator Assistant (DMA) is menu-driven. You can move easily though DMA, screen-by-screen, to:

• Store source dictionary, target dictionary, and starting point values into a parameter file
• Access parameter files for examination or modification
• Select output that describes migration activities, and thereby obtain up to eight IDMS Dictionary Migrator reports
• Submit parameters to run IDMS Dictionary Migrator and JCL to run IDMS Dictionary Migrator.

The DMA screen titles correspond to each of the DMA functions you can select.

Parameter Storage

A parameter file (PARMFILE) database is used to store:

• Parameters generated by DMA
• Dictionary and starting point values
• JCL to run IDMS Dictionary Migrator
• Any user-defined messages inserted in the JCL.

Storing this information in a database permits quick access to the parameters generated through DMA.

Online Help

Whenever you have a question while viewing any DMA screen, you can obtain online information on the DMA function
you are using. Simply type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press PF1.

When to Review the Output

The reports produced by IDMS Dictionary Migrator allow you to verify that the migration will be complete and that you will
be able to determine what effect the migration will have on the target dictionary.

NOTE
For any method, the target dictionary must be backed up before beginning the upload steps.

IDMS Dictionary Migrator provides three methods for reviewing the output, and completing the migration by updating the
target dictionary.

Method One

The first method allows you to :

• Run IDMS Dictionary Migrator
• Review IDMS Dictionary Migrator reports
• Upload (update) the syntax files to the target dictionary (if no problems exist).
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Method Two

The second method allows you to:

• Run IDMS Dictionary Migrator using RUN=VERIFY
• Review IDMS Dictionary Migrator reports
• Run IDMS Dictionary Migrator using CREATESYNTAX
• Upload (update) the syntax files to the target dictionary (if no problems exist).

Method Three

The third method requires advanced preparation and is usually done once during the installation. You can:

• Review the User Section message section and determine which messages reflect critical problems in a migration and
would want to start processing

• Code the USMSGSVT table (message severity table) listing all the messages that you have identified as critical
• Modify the USMTPARM module to STOP AFTER VALD ERROR (STOPVER=Y)
• Run IDMS Dictionary Migrator
• Upload the syntax files to the target dictionary using conditional processing on all upload steps that refer to a return

code of less than 8
• Review the IDMS Dictionary Migrator reports (optional).

NOTE
Processing would have stopped if any errors occurred that you determine were critical.

The review of IDMS Dictionary Migrator reports is only necessary when the job does not run to completion. If all of the
steps are processed, you can assume that no critical messages were written to the reports. You still would use the report
to see what has been migrated. Method three is only available on systems where the return code checking is possible.

Obtain Reports

When you submit parameters to IDMS Dictionary Migrator through DMA, you are directing IDMS Dictionary Migrator to
perform specific migration-related activities. Also, IDMS Dictionary Migrator produces reports with the results of each
activity.

Depending on the run that you select from the list on the Specify Migration Output screen, you can obtain a combination of
some or all of the following reports:

• Parameter Verification Report
• Source Dictionary Verification Report
• Extract Summary Report
• Extract Detail Report
• Entity Discrepancy Report
• Entity Cross-Reference Report
• Syntax Production Report
• Syntax Files Display Report
• Catalog Navigation Report

NOTE
For more information on the IDMS Dictionary Migrator reports, see the section "Reports."

View Syntax for Migration

To provide for easy examination of the parameters generated by DMA, DMA presents a Browse Syntax for Migration
screen.
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View JCL for Migration

To provide for easy examination and modification of the JCL accompanying the parameters, DMA presents an Edit JCL for
Migration screen.

These screens and reports are illustrated in the section "Dictionary Migrator Assistant."

IDMS Dictionary Migrator Operations
This section discusses IDMS Dictionary Migrator operations. It provides operational considerations, information on
allocating space for the work and syntax files, how the files are used, system flow, and additional features.

Contents

Operational Considerations

Before and during the execution of IDMS Dictionary Migrator there are some important operational factors to consider:

• Before running IDMS Dictionary Migrator, the object dictionary should be backed up.
• All IDMS conventions regarding locking the source and object dictionaries against access are used while IDMS

Dictionary Migrator is executing. To ensure accurate reporting prevent central version (CV) or local IDMS update jobs
from accessing the dictionaries while IDMS Dictionary Migrator is executing.

• The network schema, subschemas, and their entities cannot be extracted by IDMS Dictionary Migrator.
• When the source dictionaries defined in the PROCESS and EXTRACT statements are at different IDMS levels, the

EXTRACT statement is bypassed.
• Both dictionaries must be accessed in the same mode, local or CV. If SYSCTL file is used and names the Gateway

CV, both dictionaries must be accessible to the CV directly, or through node communication. Node communication is
discussed in the IDMS System Operations Section.

• The object dictionary is not updated by extracting and comparing entities, or producing syntax. Updating the object
dictionary occurs during the upload step, using the IDMS utilities.

• An IDMS environment is always started in the IDMS Dictionary Migrator region (partition).

Local Mode Processing

The following considerations must be taken into account for local mode processing:

• Additional JCL and EXEC statements may be needed to access files for: dictionaries, journals, UPSI, DDLDCMSG
area, and the dictionary load area depending on the contents of the DMCL.

• Both dictionaries areas must be defined in the same DMCL module.
• The SYSIDMS file contents control if the job runs in local mode.

NOTE
For more information on the necessary parameters, see the IDMS Common Facilities topic. Do not use
Dictname, Nodename, Dbname or Dictnode parameter in the SYSIDMS file.

Additional Tasks Performed by IDMS Dictionary Migrator

Although IDMS Dictionary Migrator's primary function is to transfer systems from testing to production, it can also be used
for these dictionary analysis and maintenance tasks:

• Thoroughly and accurately analyze a dictionary's contents. By identifying the same dictionary in both the DICTIONARY
and OBJDICTIONARY parameters and specifying RUN=VERIFY or MIGRATE or AUDIT, you can direct IDMS
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Dictionary Migrator to compare the source dictionary to itself. The reports produced from this type of run show all
existing relationships and entities within the source dictionary.

• Redefine schema records and elements as separate entities. When IDMS Dictionary Migrator decompiles a schema, it
produces syntax to add the records and elements to the object dictionary as separate entities. It also produces record
COPY statements for the schema definition. This enables fields to be modified without disrupting a schema structure.

• Archive a system or dictionary to a permanent data set. By specifying RUN=EXPORT, you can direct IDMS Dictionary
Migrator to create an extract file from the source dictionary that can then be saved on tape or disk.

How IDMS Dictionary Migrator Operates

IDMS Dictionary Migrator is a parameter-driven process that uses work and syntax files. The work files are used as
temporary storage for dictionary entities as they are extracted from the source dictionary, sorted, compared to the object
dictionary, and retained for reports and syntax generation. IDMS Dictionary Migrator then produces the syntax statements
for entities that are to be transferred to the object dictionary and stores these statements on syntax files. The syntax files
are processed by IDMS utilities and compilers and the IDMS utilities provided with IDMS Dictionary Migrator to populate
the object dictionary.

Extracting and comparing entities, and producing syntax does not update the object dictionary. Updating the object
dictionary occurs during the final upload step, using the IDMS utilities and compilers and the Broadcom utility provided
with IDMS Dictionary Migrator.

Two Methods of Operation

There are two methods of operating IDMS Dictionary Migrator--as a single job execution or as a two-job execution. A
single execution (see the following diagram) is used when the source and object dictionaries exist in the same CPU
or when the dictionaries exist in CPUs that can be accessed by node communication. A two-job execution (EXPORT/
IMPORT) is used when IDMS Dictionary Migrator is processed in one CPU and the object dictionary exists in another
CPU without node communication (see the next diagram).
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Allocating Space for Work Files and Syntax Files

IDMS Dictionary Migrator requires space allocations for as many as eight work files and sixteen syntax files. One of the
work files-- VSAMEXT--must be a VSAM file. In addition to allocating space for the work and syntax files, the actual run of
IDMS Dictionary Migrator requires you to allocate adequate space for sort-work files.

The first of the following tables describes each work file and suggests space allocations.

The second table provides the following information on syntax files:

• The function of each file
• The order in which the files are used by IDMS utilities and compilers during the upload phase
• The region size needed for each utility or compiler
• The suggested space allocation for each file.

The actual number of tracks for the work and syntax files varies depending on the size of the system being migrated, and
upon the device types assigned. You may need to adjust the numbers listed in the following two tables.

Changing Block Size of Work Files and Syntax Files in z/OS

The block size of work files and syntax files can be changed by using the DCB parameter of the DD statement. The
LRECL (logical record length) of each work file is listed in the first of the following tables. The LRECL of each syntax file
used by the IDMS utility provided with IDMS Dictionary Migrator or IDMS utility or compiler is 80.

z/VSE File Assignments

An ASSIGN statement is required for every work and syntax file processed by IDMS Dictionary Migrator. This assignment
is necessary because IDMS Dictionary Migrator has its own device-independent support that dynamically builds a DTF
based on the device type indicated by the assignment of the logical unit. The logical unit required for each work and
syntax file is provided in the following two tables.

z/VSE File Allocation Alternate Method

Occasionally, you may receive the message "FILE ASSIGNED to SYSnnn IS NOT VSAM." This means that the data set is
processed SAM instead of VSAM because IDMS Dictionary Migrator was unable to find the data set in the VSAM catalog.
SYS016, however, must be a VSAM file.

File Name (z/VSE
Logical Unit)

Required Type LRECL Suggested Space Description

MIGPARM yes disk tape card 80 1,1 z/OS and z/VM--
Input file for IDMS
Dictionary Migrator
parameter statement

SYS011 yes disk tape card 80 1,1 z/VSE only--Input file
for IDMS Dictionary
Migrator parameter
statements

SYSIPT (SYS012) yes disk 80 30,60 Input to IDMS
IDMSDDDL,
IDMSSUBC,
RHDCMPUT, and
IDMSCHEM utilities
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SYSDPC (SYS018) yes disk 80 150,60 Output from
IDMSDDDL,
IDMSSUBC,
RHDCMPUT, and
IDMSCHEM utilities

SELECT (SYS014) ** disk 176 2,1 Contains encoded
extract statements

EXTRACT yes disk 228 150,60 Contains entities
from source
dictionary as they
are extracted

VSAMEXT ** VSAM KSDS 228 60,30 Contains extracted
entities for dictionary
comparisons

VALDRPT ** disk 138 5,2 Sorts and controls
information
from dictionary
comparisons for
reports

WORKFIL ** disk 80 60,30 Temporary
holding file for
syntax-creation or
modification

WORKFL2 (SYS034) ** disk 228 60,30 Required
to construct
combination file for
entities extracted
from the object
dictionary

SYSCTL *** disk 20 pre- allocated share Defines access to
the central version
which will be the
gateway CV if a
node is specified.

SYSIDMS *** card disk 80 pre- allocated share See the DBA
Reference. Never
specify DBNAME,
NODENAME,
DICTNODE, or
DICTNAME. Use
DMCL=dmclname,
LOCAL=ON, and
JOURNAL=OFF to
run local (minicv)
mode.

*Track Allocation expressed for 3350 disk device (30 tracks = 1 cylinder).

**File requirement depends on the run type.

***File requirement depends on environment.
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Exhibit 5.2: Work Files Table

Step Order Syntax File (z/VSE
logical unit)

Suggested Space IDMS Utility or
Compiler

Region Size Step Function

1 RHDCDEL
(SYS019)

5,2 RHDCMAP1 4000K Panel and map
deletion.

2 SCHMDEL
(SYS020)

5,2 IDMSCHEM 3000K Schema and
subschema source
deletion.

3 SUBSDEL
(SYS021)

5,2 IDMSSUBSC 2500K Subschema source
deletion. This step is
not necessary if you
deleted the schema.

4 DDDLDEL
(SYS022)

5,2 IDMSDDDL 3000K Element, record,
table deletion.

5 DDDLUPD
(SYS023)

60,30 IDMSDDDL 3000K ADD/MODIFY
for elements,
records, messages,
modules, class,
tables, attribute, and
system.

6 BCFUPD
(SYS040)

5,2 IDMSBCF 1024K Create statements
for tables, views, and
SQL schemas.

7 TABLLOD
(SYS024)

5,2 IDMSDDDL 3000K MODIFY for tables.
Generates table
load modules in the
DDLCOD area.

8 DDDLLOD
(SYS025)

5,2 IDMSDDDL 3000K ADD/Modify of
load modules
for subschemas,
maps, map editing
tables, and dialog
processes.

9 SCHMUPD
(SYS026)

5,2 IDMSCHEM 2500K Upload of schema
modifications --
source statements
written in schema
DDL and any data
copied from the
dictionary to add
schemas.

10 SUBSUPD
(SYS028)

5,2 IDMSSUBSC 2500K Upload of
subschemas.

11 SUBSLOD
(SYS029)

5,2 IDMSSUBSC 2500K Generates
subschema
load modules in
DDLDCLOD area.

12 RHDCUPD
(SYS030)

5,2 RHDCMAP 4000K ADD/MODIFY of
panels and maps.
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13 RHDCLOD
(SYS031)

60,30 RHDCMPUT 4000K Compiles maps
and stores map
load modules in
DDLDCLOD area.

14 ADSOBGN
(SYS032)

1,2 ADSOBCOM 5000K Generates dialogs.
This step can only
be executed if dialog
load modules were
migrated.

15 DDDLPGM
(SYS033)

5,2 IDMSDDDL 3000K ADD/MODIFY of
program statements.

16 ADSBTAT
(SYS037)

1,1 ADSOBTAT 3000K Updates Task
Application Table
(revised ADSA
applications only).

17 USERUPD
(SYS038)

1,1 USMULOD 3000K Updates passwords
on migrated user
records to reflect
source database.

*Track allocation expressed for 3350 disk device (30 tracks = 1 cylinder).

Running as a Single Job Execution Under Central Version

Executing IDMS Dictionary Migrator as a single job means that you are performing a migration between two dictionaries
that exist on the same machine or two machines that have node communication. You use the PARMCHECK, VERIFY,
MIGRATE, or AUDIT option in the RUN parameter for a single execution.

Migration Activities - Single Job Execution

The following pages present a description of the activities for a single job execution of IDMS Dictionary Migrator. The
complete JCL and key appear in the JCL members that were downloaded from your installation media. The JCL for a
single execution perform the following migration activities:

Step 1 -- USMVSAM

The JCL model contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMVSAM (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member
USMVSAM.S (z/VSE), or the USMVSAM EXEC (z/VM), allocates the VSAM work file. The key to the JCL is also
contained in USMVSAM.

Step 2--USMSYNTX -- z/OS Only

The JCL model contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMSYNTX (z/OS only) allocates the syntax files.
The key to the model JCL is also contained in USMSYNTX. In a z/VSE or z/VM environment, the syntax files are allocated
as part of the USMXTRCT step.

Step 3 -- USMXTRCT

The JCL model contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMXTRCT (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member
USMXTRCT.S (z/VSE), or the USMXTRCT EXEC (z/VM), allocates the work and syntax files (z/VSE only), extracts
information from the source dictionary, compares the extract to the object dictionary, reports on the comparison, and
produces the syntax files. The key to the model JCL is also contained in USMXTRCT.
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Step 4 -- USMLOAD1

The JCL model contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMLOAD1 (z/OS) TOOLJCL library member
USMLOAD1.S (z/VSE), or the USMLOAD1 EXEC (z/VM), each show a step for uploading a syntax file to the object
dictionary through an IDMS utility supplied by Broadcom. The key to the JCL is also contained in USMLOAD1. There can
be from 1 to 16 steps involved in the upload, depending on your site and the type of migration being performed. See the
second of the previous tables to determine:

• The steps you need to perform
• The function of each step
• The order in which the syntax files must be processed
• The utility or compiler to be used for each file.

For each step, you must supply values for all the variables shown in the step.

NOTE
Some utilities are executed more than once. Do not combine syntax files for the same utility. Process the syntax
files in the order outlined in the second of the previous tables to correctly populate the object dictionary.

Step 5 -- USMLOAD3 (Optional)

The JCL model contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMLOAD3 (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member
USMLOAD3.S (z/VSE), or the UMLOAD3 EXEC (z/VM), is an optional step that, when executed, deletes the migrated
source from the source dictionary after migration. The key to the model JCL is also contained in USMLOAD3.

If you want to delete entities from the source dictionary after migration, make a second non-CHANGEONLY run using the
same parameters as the real migration, but specifying the same dictionary for both source and object.

Step 6 -- USMSQLOD (Optional)

If you are using IDMS Dictionary Migrator to extract SQL entity definitions from a source catalog, the JCL model contained
in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMSQLOD (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member USMSQLOD.S (z/VSE), or
the USMSQLOD EXEC (z/VM), can be used to update your target catalog with the syntax for the extracted SQL entities.

Using CREATESYNTAX Run Type

You can use the files created in a VERIFY run as input to CREATESYNTAX run. As a result, you can create syntax files
using the data that already has produced the migration reports.

The JCL model contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMIMPRT (z/OS), executes the
CREATESYNTAX step.

CREATESYNTAX is useful when the VERIFY run does not show errors that require correcting. Therefore, the
CREATESYNTAX run begins where the VERIFY run stops.

Running as a Two-Job Execution

To perform a migration between two machines that do not share node communication, you must run IDMS Dictionary
Migrator twice (in two jobs) using the EXPORT/IMPORT options in the RUN parameter. The following flowchart illustrates
the system flow of a two-job execution for z/OS and z/VSE.

During the first job -- EXPORT -- IDMS Dictionary Migrator extracts information from a source dictionary in one machine
and produces syntax, and USMCOPY stores the information and syntax on tape.

During the second job -- IMPORT-- IDMS Dictionary Migrator compares the source dictionary information on tape to the
object dictionary in another machine and produces detailed reports of the analysis.
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The IDMS utilities and the IDMS utilities supplied with IDMS Dictionary Migrator then upload the syntax files to the object
dictionary.

Migration Activities - Two-Job Execution

The following pages present a description of the activities for a two-job execution of IDMS Dictionary Migrator. The
complete JCL and keys are contained in the JCL members that were downloaded from your installation media. A two-job
execution performs the migration activities listed below.
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Step 1 -- USMSYNTX--z/OS Only

The JCL model contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMSYNTX (z/OS) allocates the syntax files. The
key to the model JCL is also contained in USMSYNTX. In a z/VSE environment, the syntax files are allocated as part of
the USMEXPRT step.

Step 2 -- USMEXPRT

The JCL model contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMEXPRT (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member
USMEXPRT.S (z/VSE), or the USMEXPRT EXEC (z/VM), allocates the syntax files (z/VSE only), allocates the work files,
extracts information from the source dictionary and puts it onto disk, and produces syntax files on disk. The key to the
model JCL is also contained in USMEXPRT.

Step 3 -- Utility Copy

Use a copy utility to copy the extract file and all syntax files onto a medium that can be transported to the target machine.
Model z/OS JCL that performs this action and places all files on one tape can be found in source library member
USMCOPY (z/OS). The key to the model JCL is contained in USMCOPY.

Step 4 -- Utility Copy

Use the same copy utility used in Step 3 to copy the transported files onto disk on the target machine.

Step 5 -- USMVSAM

The JCL model contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMVSAM (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member
USMVSAM.S (z/VSE), or the USMVSAM EXEC (z/VM), allocates the VSAM work file. The key to the model JCL is also
contained in USMVSAM.

Step 6 -- USMIMPRT

The JCL model contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMIMPRT (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member
USMIMPRT.S (z/VSE), or the UMIMPRT EXEC (z/VM), imports the extract tape, compares extract to object dictionary,
and reports on the comparison. The key to the model JCL is also contained in USMIMPRT.

Step 7 -- USMLOAD1

The JCL model contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMLOAD1 (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member
USMLOAD1.S (z/VSE), or the USMLOAD1 EXEC (z/VM), is a step for uploading a syntax file to the object dictionary
through an IDMS utility or through the ADSA application upload utility supplied with IDMS Dictionary Migrator. The key
to the model JCL is also contained in USMLOAD1. There can be from 1 to 16 steps involved in the upload, depending
on your site, the type of migration being performed, and whether you want to delete the migrated syntax from the source
dictionary.

See the previous table to determine:

• The steps you need to perform.
• The function of each step.
• The order in which the syntax files must be processed.
• The utility or compiler to be used for each file.

For each step, you must supply values for all the variables shown in the step.
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NOTE
Some utilities are executed more than once. Do not combine syntax files for the same utility. Process the syntax
files in the order outlined in Exhibit 5.3 to correctly populate the object dictionary.

Step 8 -- USMLOAD3 (Optional)

The JCL model contained in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMLOAD3 (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member
USMLOAD3.S (z/VSE), or the USMLOAD3 EXEC (z/VM), deletes the migrated entities from the source dictionary after
migration. The key to the model JCL is also contained in USMLOAD3. This step is optional. If you want to delete entities
from the source dictionary after migration, make a second non-CHANGEONLY run using the same parameters as the real
migration, but specifying the same dictionary for both source and object.

Step 9 -- USMSQLOD (Optional)

If you are using IDMS Dictionary Migrator to extract SQL entity definitions from a source catalog, the JCL model contained
in the distribution SAMPJCL library member USMSQLOD (z/OS), TOOLJCL library member USMSQLOD.S (z/VSE), or
the USMSQLOD EXEC (z/VM), can be used to update your target catalog with the syntax for the extracted SQL entities.

Dictionary Migrator Assistant
Contents

Introduction

IDMS Dictionary Migrator Assistant (DMA) is an online tool that assists you in selecting parameters to supply to IDMS
Dictionary Migrator. This section provides an overview of DMA requirements and user authority, and tells you how to use
it.

DMA Requirements

The system and storage requirements for operating DMA are listed below.

Installation

You must upload IDMS Dictionary Migrator JCL to DMA before you can use DMA. For information on installing DMA and
uploading IDMS Dictionary Migrator JCL to DMA, see the Installation Section.

System Requirements

System requirements include the operating environment, terminal type, and security.

Terminal Type

DMA supports 3270 or 3270-compatible terminals, models 2, 3, 4, or 5.

Security

You can limit access to Dictionary Migrator Assistant by setting security on the task code DMA, or on the modified task
code specified in your sysgen tables.

Within a DMA session, you can delete or modify your own parameter files. You cannot delete or modify another user's
parameter files. You may have authority to copy another user's parameter files. Consult your DBA.
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Storage Requirements

DMA requires program storage, working storage, scratch storage, and database storage.

Program Storage

Because all DMA modules are reentrant, only one copy of DMA is required to support multiple users. When DMA is in
use, 498K is the most program storage required at any one time.

Working Storage

Each user who is currently using DMA may require up to 25K of working storage.

Scratch Storage

Scratch records are used during each DMA session. For each user, 0.5K of scratch storage is required unless the SHOW
or JCL function is in use. If the SHOW and/or the JCL function is in use, 5K is required.

Database Storage

For each parameter file stored in the PARMFILE database, 4K of database storage is required.

User Authority

Security may be in effect for your company's dictionaries. If so, you need authority to read the source dictionary and
modify the target (object) dictionary. See your DBA concerning any questions you may have about dictionary authority.

In addition, security may be in effect in your company for using IDMS Dictionary Migrator. If so, you need authority to
use IDMS Dictionary Migrator. Again, see your DBA for any questions you may have concerning authority to use IDMS
Dictionary Migrator.

You may also need authority to perform DMA activities. Depending upon your company policy, you may need authority for
all or selected DMA activities, including:

• Defining a new migration
• Modifying a previously-generated parameter file and JCL
• Copying another user's parameter files
• Submitting parameters (previously generated through DMA) and JCL to IDMS Dictionary Migrator

Types of Messages

DMA displays messages either in the message areas on DMA screens or on confirm screens.

Screen Messages

DMA displays informative, warning, and error messages in the message area on the third line of every screen. These
messages, along with reasons for occurrence and suggested actions, are listed in the section "Messages".

Confirm Screens

DMA displays confirmation messages on separate screens. A confirm screen appears when you enter:

• A RESET command
• An exit command (X)
• A D on the List of Starting Points Screen
• A D on the List of Parmfiles Screen
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Sample confirm screens are shown in the next screen.

The confirm screen reminds you of the consequences of executing the command. It also gives you a choice of either
executing the command or returning to the current setup without executing the command.

To execute the command:

• Press the ENTER key

To return to the current setup without executing the command:

• Type PREVIOUS in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press PF3

CA IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn ---  Confirm Setup RESET  ---------------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMACFM

********************************************************************************

*                                                                              *

*       WARNING ----------------- WARNING ------------------- WARNING          *

*                                                                              *

*                                                                              *

*       A RESET command has been entered. If the RESET is executed:            *

*                                                                              *

*            1)  The current setup will be erased.                             *

*                                                                              *

*            2)  You will go to the 'Select DMA Activity' to restart the setup *

*                                                                              *

*       Press "ENTER" to execute the RESET.                                    *

*                                                                              *

*       Use the "PREVIOUS" command to continue the setup.                      *

*                                                                              *

********************************************************************************

CA IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn ---  Confirm Session Exit  --------------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMAXFM

********************************************************************************

*                                                                              *

*       WARNING ----------------- WARNING ------------------- WARNING          *

*                                                                              *

*                                                                              *

*       An EXIT command has been entered. If the EXIT is executed:             *

*                                                                              *

*            1)  The current setup will be erased.                             *

*                                                                              *

*            2)  You will Exit CA-IDMS/Dictionary Migrator Assistant.          *

*                                                                              *

*       Press "ENTER" to execute the EXIT.                                     *

*                                                                              *

*       Use the "PREVIOUS" command to continue the session.                    *

*                                                                              *

********************************************************************************

DMA Commands

DMA commands allow you to execute DMA functions, transfer to other functions, or view more data within the same
function.
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In the next screen, all of the valid DMA commands are listed. For each command that implements a transfer to another
screen, that screen is listed. Otherwise the function is described. The table also lists a default PF key for each command.

The screen currently displayed determines which commands are active. For example, when you are viewing the Confirm
Session EXIT screen, the only active commands are HELP, KEYS, ENTER, and PREVIOUS.

Enter a Command

To enter a command press the PF key associated with that command or:

• In the command line, type the whole command or only the first characters unique to the command. The optional portion
of each command is enclosed in square brackets. See the next screen for a list of commands.

• Press the ENTER key.

CA IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn --- Display PF Key Values ---------------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMAKEY

PF KEY VALUES:  PRIMARY KEYS

PF1   ==> HELP

PF2   ==> NEXT

PF3   ==> PREVIOUS

PF4   ==> START

PF5   ==> SPOVER

PF6   ==> FILES

PF7   ==> UP

PF8   ==> DOWN

PF9   ==> OUTPUT

PF10  ==> ENVIRON

PF11  ==> JCL

PF12  ==> MENU

 

INSTRUCTIONS:  PRESS "ENTER" KEY TO PROCESS CHANGES AND DISPLAY ALTERNATE KEYS

               Enter "PREVIOUS" command to process changes and RETURN

CA IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn --- Display PF Key Values ---------------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMAKEY

PF KEY VALUES:  ALTERNATE KEYS

PF13  ==> RESET

PF14  ==> OVERRIDE

PF15  ==> SWAP

PF16  ==> KEYS

PF17  ==> STORE

PF18  ==> SHOW

PF19  ==> WITHSRC

PF20  ==> SUBMIT

PF21  ==> SLISTT

PF22  ==> WITHLOAD

PF23  ==> ENTER

PF24  ==> =X

 

INSTRUCTIONS:  PRESS "ENTER" KEY TO PROCESS CHANGES AND DISPLAY ALTERNATE KEYS

               Enter "PREVIOUS" command to process changes and RETURN
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System Commands Menu

DMA commands can be selected from the System Commands menu. At any time after you have selected a DMA activity,
you can access the System Commands Menu by typing MENU in the command line and pressing the ENTER key, or by
pressing PF12.

The System Commands Menu is shown in the next screen.

To select a command from the menu:

1. To the left of the command, type S
2. Press the ENTER key.

You can also enter a command in the command line on the System Commands screen.

CA IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn --- System Commands ---------------------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMAMNU

(S)elect one or more of the following functions OR enter one COMMAND:

       FILES    - LIST of PARMFILES

       STORE    - Store Setup into PARMFILE

       ENVIRON  - Describe the Migration Environment

       OVERRIDE - Specify Migration Overrides

       OUTPUT   - Specify Migration Output

       START    - Specify a new STARTING POINT

       SPOVER   - Specify STARTING POINT Overrides

       SLIST    - LIST of STARTING POINTS

       WITHSRC  - Include/Exclude SOURCE Types

       WITHLOAD - Include/Exclude LOAD Types

       JCL      - Edit JCl for Migration

       SHOW     - BROWSE Parameters for Migration

       RESET    - ERASE setup and RESTART

       SUBMIT   - SUBMIT current setup to CA-IDMS/Dictionary Migrator

       KEYS     - DIsplay Key Values

       HELP     - Display HELP Screen

       X        - EXIT from DMA

Multiple Commands

To specify more than one command on the System Commands menu:

1. Type S to the left of each selected command.
2. Press the ENTER key.

The first (nearest the top) command is executed.

When you have finished with the first screen, Press PF3. .

The next command on the System Commands menu is then executed.

Display PF Key Values

To provide quick access to DMA functions, all of the system commands are assigned to PF keys. Values assigned to the
primary and alternate PF keys are displayed on the Display PF Key Values screen. The default values of the PF keys are
shown in the next screen.
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Access the Values Screen

To access the Display PF Key Values screen:

1. Type KEYS in the command line on any screen.
2. Press the ENTER key.
3. Alternate method: press PF16.

Change a PF Key Value

To change the value of a PF key:

1. On the Display PF Key Values screen, type the new value over the old value.

For example, to change PF5 to OUTPUT, place the cursor at the beginning of SPOVER after PF5, and type OUTPUT. If
you then press the ENTER key without changing PF9, both PF5 and PF9 will have the value OUTPUT.

Which PF Key Values Apply?

If you change any PF key values, the PF keys retain the new values throughout your current DMA session, until you exit
DMA.

The screen currently displayed determines which commands are active. For example, when you are at the Confirm
Session EXIT screen the only active commands are HELP (PF1), KEYS (PF16), ENTER (PF23), and PREVIOUS (PF3).

CA-IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn --- Display PF Key Values ---------------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMAKEY

PF KEY VALUES:  PRIMARY KEYS

PF1   ==> HELP

PF2   ==> NEXT

PF3   ==> PREVIOUS

PF4   ==> START

PF5   ==> SPOVER

PF6   ==> FILES

PF7   ==> UP

PF8   ==> DOWN

PF9   ==> OUTPUT

PF10  ==> ENVIRON

PF11  ==> JCL

PF12  ==> MENU

 

INSTRUCTIONS:  PRESS "ENTER" KEY TO PROCESS CHANGES AND DISPLAY ALTERNATE KEYS

               Enter "PREVIOUS" command to process changes and RETURN

CA-IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn --- Display PF Key Values ---------------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMAKEY

PF KEY VALUES:  ALTERNATE KEYS

PF13  ==> RESET

PF14  ==> OVERRIDE

PF15  ==> SWAP

PF16  ==> KEYS

PF17  ==> STORE

PF18  ==> SHOW

PF19  ==> WITHSRC
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PF20  ==> SUBMIT

PF21  ==> SLISTT

PF22  ==> WITHLOAD

PF23  ==> ENTER

PF24  ==> =X

 

INSTRUCTIONS:  PRESS "ENTER" KEY TO PROCESS CHANGES AND DISPLAY ALTERNATE KEYS

               Enter "PREVIOUS" command to process changes and RETURN

Questions and Answers About Using DMA

Here is a list of some questions that may arise in your use of DMA, and some recommended actions to take.

What are the PF Key Values?

If you are unsure of the values assigned to PF keys, type KEYS in the command line of any screen and press the ENTER
key, or press PF16.

What are the System Commands?

If you are unsure of what the system commands are, type MENU in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press
PF12.

What Should I Enter On a DMA Screen?

If you are unsure of what to enter on a DMA screen, type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press
PF1.

Can I Perform DMA Activities?

Contact your DBA if you have questions about your authority to perform the following activities:

• Defining a new migration
• Modifying a previously-generated parameter file
• Submitting parameters and JCL to IDMS Dictionary Migrator
• Copying and using another user's DMA parameter file

How Will A Migration Affect The Target Dictionary?

You may be unsure what entities are to be extracted from the source dictionary. Or, you may be unsure how a migration
would affect the target dictionary. To find out, on the Specify Migration Output screen select VERIFY, MIGRATE, or AUDIT.
Then, submit the parameters to IDMS Dictionary Migrator. By selecting VERIFY, MIGRATE, or AUDIT, you can expect
IDMS Dictionary Migrator to perform the migration-related activities and then produce reports that display the information
you need.

How Do I Use the Dictionary?

If you have questions about using the dictionary, contact your DBA and/or see the appropriate IDMS sections.

First Steps in Using DMA

You must complete the steps described below any time you begin using DMA.
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Access DMA

To access DMA, type the task code DMA on the IDMS/DC system prompt screen. Once you have done this, DMA
displays the Select DMA Activity Screen. To return to the IDMS/DC system prompt screen from the DMA entry screen,
press the CLEAR key.

Select DMA Activity

From the Select DMA Activity screen, you can begin to perform any of the major DMA activities. Choose one:

Define a NEW Migration?
--Type Y for yes, N for no. You can start a new migration setup by making this choice

See a LIST of Parameter Files?
--Type Y for yes, N for no. You can select a parameter file to modify or submit a stored parameter file or copy a
parameter file from another user.

Start from Parameter File Name?
--Specify a parameter file--a PARMFILE--stored under your user ID.

Get HELP?
--Type Y to access a help screen that tells you how to answer the questions on the Select DMA Activity screen.

After you have made one choice on the screen, press the ENTER key.

CA IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn ---  Select CA-IDMS/DMA Activity  -------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMAWHA

       Do You Want to:

        Define a NEW Migration? ===> N  (Y)es or (N)o

 See a LIST of Parameter Files? ===> N  (Y)es or (N)o

Start from Parameter File Name? ===>

                      Get HELP? ===> N  (Y)es or (N)o

 

 

Please Make a Choice and Press the "ENTER" key

Reset and Exit DMA

If you want to begin a new DMA migration setup without exiting DMA, use the RESET command; if you want to exit DMA,
use the exit command (X). A migration setup terminates when you execute a RESET or an exit command.

Reset DMA

Resetting DMA permits you to:

• Erase all values entered since the last time you used the STORE function
• Continue to use DMA
• Return to the Select DMA Activity screen

To RESET DMA, type RESET in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press PF13. After using the RESET
command, DMA displays the Confirm Setup RESET screen (see the next screen). This screen reminds you of the
consequences of executing the RESET.

To execute the RESET function, press the ENTER key.

If you enter the RESET command by mistake, type PREVIOUS in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press
PF3. DMA displays the System Commands screen.
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CA IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn ---  Confirm Setup RESET  ---------------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMACFM

********************************************************************************

*                                                                              *

*       WARNING ----------------- WARNING ------------------- WARNING          *

*                                                                              *

*                                                                              *

*       A RESET command has been entered. If the RESET is executed:            *

*                                                                              *

*            1)  The current setup will be erased.                             *

*                                                                              *

*            2)  You will go to the 'Select DMA Activity' to restart the setup *

*                                                                              *

*       Press "ENTER" to execute the RESET.                                    *

*                                                                              *

*       Use the "PREVIOUS" command to continue the setup.                      *

*                                                                              *

********************************************************************************

Exit DMA

Exiting DMA permits you to:

• Erase all values entered since the last time you used the STORE function
• Return to the IDMS/DC system prompt screen

To exit DMA, type X in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press PF24. When you enter the exit command,
DMA displays the Confirm Session EXIT screen (see next screen). This screen reminds you of the consequences of
executing the EXIT.

To execute the exit function, press the ENTER key.

If you enter the exit command by mistake, type PREVIOUS in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press PF3.
DMA returns to the previous screen.

CA IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn ---  Confirm Session Exit  --------------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMAXFM

********************************************************************************

*                                                                              *

*       WARNING ----------------- WARNING ------------------- WARNING          *

*                                                                              *

*                                                                              *

*       An EXIT command has been entered. If the EXIT is executed:             *

*                                                                              *

*            1)  The current setup will be erased.                             *

*                                                                              *

*            2)  You will Exit CA IDMS/Dictionary Migrator Assistant.          *

*                                                                              *

*       Press "ENTER" to execute the EXIT.                                     *

*                                                                              *

*       Use the "PREVIOUS" command to continue the session.                    *

*                                                                              *

********************************************************************************
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Common Fields on DMA Screens

Several fields are common to all DMA screens. Here are descriptions of the fields, designated in the next screen.

DMA Release number
--in the format Rnn.s, where nn represents the release number and s represents the subrelease number.

Screen title
--identifies the DMA function or identifies a list of parameter files, starting points, or system commands (System
Commands).

Current time
--in the format hh:mm, representing the time at which the screen is displayed, in hours and minutes on a 24-hour
clock.

Current date
--in the format mm/dd/yy, representing the current month, day, and year.

Command line
--the field where you can type System Commands. On some screens this field is labeled OPTION; in an OPTION
field type the number of an option listed on the screen.

Message area
--the third line of every screen displays DMA messages (DMA00601). For a complete explanation of DMA
messages, reasons for occurrence, and suggested actions, see the section "Messages".

Screen name
--the top right of the screen (XMANNU). Unique identifier for screen.

CA IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn --- System Commands ---------------------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMAMNU

DMA0060I MIGRATION JOB SUBMITTED

(S)elect one or more of the following functions OR enter one COMMAND:

       FILES    - LIST of PARMFILES

       STORE    - Store Setup into PARMFILE

       ENVIRON  - Describe the Migration Environment

       OVERRIDE - Specify Migration Overrides

       OUTPUT   - Specify Migration Output

       START    - Specify a new STARTING POINT

       SPOVER   - Specify STARTING POINT Overrides

       SLIST    - LIST of STARTING POINTS

       WITHSRC  - Include/Exclude SOURCE Types

       WITHLOAD - Include/Exclude LOAD Types

       JCL      - Edit JCl for Migration

       SHOW     - BROWSE Parameters for Migration

       RESET    - ERASE setup and RESTART

       SUBMIT   - SUBMIT current setup to CA-IDMS/Dictionary Migrator

       KEYS     - DIsplay Key Values

       HELP     - Display HELP Screen

       X        - EXIT from DMA

DMA Activity Paths

Once you have accessed DMA, the Select DMA Activity screen is displayed. From this screen, four activities are
available:
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• Defining a new migration
• Seeing a list of parameter files
• Starting with a parameter file that you name
• Getting help--for the Select DMA Activity Screen

CA IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn ---  Select CA IDMS/DMA Activity  -------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMAWHA

       Do You Want to:

        Define a NEW Migration? ===> N  (Y)es or (N)o

 See a LIST of Parameter Files? ===> N  (Y)es or (N)o

Start from Parameter File Name? ===>

                      Get HELP? ===> N  (Y)es or (N)o

 

Please Make a Choice and Press the "ENTER" key

Define a New Migration Sequence of Screens

The sequence of screens for defining a new migration is displayed in the next flowchart. When you have finished entering
information on a screen, to access the next screen in the sequence enter the NEXT command (or press PF2).

To begin defining a new migration, enter information on the following two screens:

1. Describe the Migration Environment.
2. Specify a New STARTING POINT.

DMA supplies defaults governing the overall migration. After you provide source dictionary, target dictionary, and
starting point values on the two screens listed above, DMA displays another screen:

3. Accept or Override DMA Defaults.

This screen lists two choices:

• Accept DMA-supplied defaults?
• View or Specify overrides of the defaults?
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1. Specify Overrides of DMA-Supplied Defaults

If you choose to specify overrides to the DMA-supplied defaults, then DMA presents the following sequence of screens:

1. Specify STARTING POINT Overrides.
2. Include/Exclude SOURCE Types (for the Current STARTING POINT).
3. Include/Exclude LOAD Types (for the Current STARTING POINT).
4. Specify Migration Output.
5. Store Setup into a PARMFILE.
6. Continue to Use DMA.

2. Accept DMA-Supplied Defaults

If you accept the DMA-supplied defaults, then DMA presents the last three screens in the sequence:

1. Specify Migration Output
2. Store Setup into a PARMFILE
3. Continue to Use DMA

Define a New Migration Overview

To define a new migration, use the sequence of screens as they are presented by DMA. Follow the instructions given
below and on the following pages.

Complete First Steps Using DMA

Sign on to DMA, completing the steps described under First Steps Using DMA. At the Select DMA Activity screen, type Y
to the right of the question:

Define a NEW Migration? Y

1. Describe the Migration Environment

Provide values for the source dictionary and the target dictionary on the Describe the Migration Environment screen.
Other sections in this user section refer to the target dictionary as the object dictionary.

Type the values for the source dictionary and the target dictionary in the appropriate positions.

Type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key or press the PF1 key to access information on the fields on
the Describe the Migration Environment screen.

Establish a Setup

Even if you do not change the values presented on Describe the Migration Environment screen, if you press the ENTER
key, you have established a migration setup. DMA has collected enough information to generate parameter statements for
IDMS Dictionary Migrator. To use the setup, you must store it in a parmfile.

Transfer to the Next Screen

To access the next screen in defining a new migration, type NEXT in the command line and press the ENTER key, or
press PF2.

2. Specify a New Starting Point

On the Specify a New STARTING POINT screen you can:
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• Replace an existing starting point
• Add a new starting point
• Specify additional starting points.

Type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key or press the PF1 key to access information on the fields on
the Specify a New STARTING POINT screen.

You can specify as many starting points as you need for a migration. To specify more than one starting point:

• Specify any necessary overrides for the current starting point (See the following pages)
• STORE (PF17) the starting point (See Part 11 for details)
• Use the START command (PF4) to re-access the Specify a New STARTING POINT screen
• Repeat the process as many times as necessary.

Transfer to the Next Screen

To access the next screen in defining a new migration, type NEXT in the command line and press the ENTER key, or
press PF2.

View a List of Starting Points

To view a list of starting points:

• Type SLIST in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press PF21.

An arrow points to the current (active) starting point.

You can select another current (active) starting point or delete non-current starting points from this screen by typing S or D
to the left of a starting point and pressing the ENTER key.

3. Accept or Override Defaults

By this time you have provided values for the source dictionary, the target dictionary, and the starting point; or, you have
accepted the dictionary and starting point values collected and supplied by DMA. DMA supplies additional defaults for the
overall migration. The defaults DMA supplies depend on whether:

• You are defining a new migration directly, without accessing a parameter file first.
• You selected a parameter file.
• You stored the current setup.
• If you are familiar with the defaults supplied by DMA, and decide to accept them as they are, then type Y to the right of:

Accept DMA-supplied defaults?
• If you want to see which specific defaults have been supplied for your current setup, or if you want to specify overrides

of the DMA-supplied defaults, type Y to the right of:
View or Specify overrides of defaults?

• If you want a general description of the types of defaults supplied for your current setup, type Y to the right of:
Obtain more information on your options?

Transfer to the Next Screen

After typing Y for one choice, press the ENTER key to go to the next screen in defining a new migration.

4. Specify Starting Point Overrides

Source dictionary values and three starting point overrides, which govern the extraction of entities from the source
dictionary, are displayed on the Specify STARTING POINT Overrides screen.
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Consider the source dictionary values and each override separately. You can specify information for one, any, or all of the
overrides displayed on this screen.

Type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key or press the PF1 key to access information on the Specify a
New STARTING POINT screen.

Transfer to the Next Screen

To access the next screen in defining a new migration, type NEXT in the command line and press the ENTER key, or
press PF2.

Parameter Reference

EXTRACT--IDSOURCE, LEVEL, DATE, DOMAIN, DICTIONARY

5. Include/Exclude Source Types (Current Starting Point)

When using DMA, you can limit the entities for migration by excluding some or all source types associated with the current
starting point. You can also choose to retain all source types associated with the current starting point.

Type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key or press the PF1 key to access information on the Include/
Exclude SOURCE Types screen.

Transfer to the Next Screen

To access the next screen in defining a new migration, type NEXT in the command line and press the ENTER key, or
press PF2.

Parameter Reference

EXTRACT--EXSOURCE

6. Include/Exclude Load Types (Current Starting Point)

When using DMA, you can limit the entities for migration by excluding some or all load types associated with the current
starting point. You can also choose to retain all load types associated with the current starting point.

Type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key or press the PF1 key to access information on the Include/
Exclude LOAD Types screen.

Transfer to the Next Screen

To access the next screen in defining a new migration, type NEXT in the command line and press the ENTER key, or
press PF2.

Parameter Reference

EXTRACT--EXLOADS

7. Obtain IDMS Dictionary Migrator Reports

When you submit parameters to IDMS Dictionary Migrator, you are not updating the target dictionary. Instead, IDMS
Dictionary Migrator performs migration activities and produces reports that show the results of each activity. You obtain
information on the requested entities located in the source and target dictionaries.
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If you provided information on the target dictionary only on the Describe the Migration Environment screen, you can select
the output for the IMPORT run. If you provided information on the intended source dictionary only, you can select output
for the EXPORT run.

NOTE
For more information on IDMS Dictionary Migrator reports, see the section "Reports."

Specify Migration Output

Type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key or press the PF1 key to access information on specifying the
migration output and detailed information on each type of report that IDMS/Dictionary Migrator produces.

Transfer to the Next Screen

To access the next screen in defining a new migration, type NEXT in the command line and press the ENTER key, or
press PF2.

Parameter Reference

PROCESS--RUN

NOXREF

CLIST CLISTVERSION

8. Store Setup into a PARMFILE

At any time after you have established a setup by:

• Selecting a DMA activity
• Accessing any of the possible subsequent screens
• Pressing the ENTER key,

you can store your current DMA setup.

A user would usually store a current setup after supplying to DMA all source dictionary, target dictionary, and starting point
values for a migration.

What You Can Store

From the Store Setup into PARMFILE screen you can use DMA to store:

• The source and target dictionary and starting point values
• Parameters for IDMS Dictionary Migrator that reflect the source and target dictionary and starting point values
• JCL to run IDMS Dictionary Migrator
• User-defined messages inserted into the JCL.

How to Store

To store the current DMA setup into a PARMFILE (parameter file), type appropriate responses in the fields identified in on
the Store Setup into PARMFILE screen.

Type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key or press the PF1 key to access information on the Store Setup
into PARMFILE screen.
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Transfer to the Next Screen

To access the next screen in defining a new migration, type NEXT in the command line and press the ENTER key, or
press PF2.

9. Continue to Use DMA

The Continue to Use DMA screen gives control over what happens after a new migration is defined. At this point, you can
continue to use DMA by selecting one of the major DMA functions, or you can exit.

Type Y to the right of the one function you want to use and press the ENTER key.

Type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key or press the PF1 key to access information on the DMA
processing options presented on the Continue to Use DMA screen.

Global Overrides

You may want to set up global conditions for most or all of the entities in the migration. The screens for global overrides
differ from the screens for starting point overrides in that the global override screens all have the words "OVERALL
migration" or simply "migration" either in the title or in the first line of text.

An example of a typical sequence of screens and commands for setting up global conditions is shown in the next
flowchart. Many of the screens in the sequence are described on the following pages. You can find descriptions of the
other screens in the section Define a New Migration: Sequence of Screens.

In the sequence shown, the user has specified most of the sequence on the System Commands screen, by typing S to the
left of each command in order. Then PF3 automatically takes the display to the next screen in the sequence. Each screen
can be accessed individually if the user enters a command when ready for a screen.
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DMA Provides a Default Starting Point

If you select IDMS Dictionary Migrator output without specifying a starting point, DMA supplies a default value for the
starting point: user ID entered when you accessed DMA.

Use a Series of Commands from the Menu

The System Commands menu allows you to select one command or several commands in a series.

In the example shown in the next screen, the user wants a series of six screens. Each screen will be displayed in order,
from top to bottom, when the user presses PF3 after finishing with the current screen.

CA IDMS/DMA Rnn.nn --- System Commands ---------------------------hh:mm mm/dd/yy

COMMAND ===>                                                             XDMAMNU

(S)elect one or more of the following functions OR enter one COMMAND:

       FILES    - LIST of PARMFILES

       STORE    - Store Setup into PARMFILE

       ENVIRON  - Describe the Migration Environment

    S  OVERRIDE - Specify Migration Overrides

       OUTPUT   - Specify Migration Output

    S  START    - Specify a new STARTING POINT

       SPOVER   - Specify STARTING POINT Overrides

       SLIST    - LIST of STARTING POINTS

    S  WITHSRC  - Include/Exclude SOURCE Types

    S  WITHLOAD - Include/Exclude LOAD Types

    S  JCL      - Edit JCl for Migration

    S  SHOW     - BROWSE Parameters for Migration

       RESET    - ERASE setup and RESTART

       SUBMIT   - SUBMIT current setup to CA-IDMS/Dictionary Migrator

       KEYS     - DIsplay Key Values

       HELP     - Display HELP Screen

       X        - EXIT from DMA

Specify Migration Overrides

Several migration overrides, which govern the extraction of entities from the source dictionary, are displayed on the
Specify Migration Overrides screen. Consider each override separately. You can specify values for one, any, or all of the
overrides displayed on this screen.

The values you enter on the Specify Migration Overrides screen are retained as default values unless you enter other
values on the Specify STARTING POINT Overrides screen.

Type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key or press the PF1 key to access information on the Specify
Migration Overrides screen.

Transfer to the Next Screen

To access the next screen in the command sequence, type N[EXT] in the command line and press the ENTER key, or
press PF2.

Parameter Reference

PROCESS--LEVEL, DATE, VERSION, NEWVERSION, COBOLFORMAT, DISCONNECT
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Limit Entities for Overall Migration

Using DMA, you can limit the entities for migration by excluding some or all source types and load types. You can also
retain all source and load types associated with the overall migration.

Include/Exclude SOURCE Types (Overall Migration)

The values entered on the Include/Exclude SOURCE Types screen for the OVERALL Migration are retained as default
values unless you enter other values on the Include/Exclude SOURCE Types screen for the Current STARTING POINT.

This permits you to specify just one time the starting point information that does not change for the migration, and to enter
only the entity values that change for each of the starting points you are using.

Type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key or press the PF1 key to access information on the Include/
Exclude SOURCE Types Screen.

Use the Command SWAP

To switch back and forth between the values specified for the Overall Migration and the values specified for the Current
Starting Point, type SWAP in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press PF15.

Transfer to the Next Screen

To access the next screen in defining a new migration, type N[EXT] in the command line and press the ENTER key, or
press PF2.

Parameter Reference

PROCESS -- EXSOURCE

Include/Exclude LOAD Types (Overall Migration)

By including some or all load types, and by excluding all source Types, you can set up a run-time environment without a
dictionary. To update this type of environment you need to again perform a similar migration.

The values entered on the Include/Exclude LOAD Types screen for OVERALL Migration are become default values
unless you enter values on the Include/Exclude LOAD Types screen for the Current STARTING POINT.

This permits you to specify just one time the starting point information that does not change for the migration, and to enter
only the entity values that change for each of the starting points you are using.

Type HELP in the command line and press the ENTER key or press PF1 to access information on the Include/Exclude
LOAD Types screen.

Use the Command SWAP

To switch back and forth between the values specified for the Overall Migration and the values specified for the Current
Starting Point, type SWAP in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press PF15.

Transfer to the Next Screen

To access the next screen in defining a new migration, type NEXT in the command line and press the ENTER key, or
press PF2.

Parameter Reference

PROCESS -- EXLOADS
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View the Parameter Statements

The parameter statements generated by the typical sequence of screens shown on the preceding pages are available for
viewing on the Browse - Syntax for Migration screen.

An example of JCL is shown later in the DMA Parameters section.

To change the parameter statements, follow the procedure described in Modifying a DMA Parameter File.

STORE Before Submitting

Be sure to STORE (PF17) the setup into a parameter file before trying to submit it.

Select a DMA Parameter File

A DMA parameter file contains parameter statements and JCL.

To select a DMA parameter file:

1. Complete FIRST STEPS IN USING DMA.
2. Type Y to the right of

See a List of Parameter Files?
and press the ENTER key.
Alternate action: Enter the FILES command from any screen.
DMA displays the list of parameter files stored under your user ID. Use the UP and DOWN commands if the list of files
is longer than one screen.

3. Type S to the left of the parameter file with the parameters and JCL you want to examine. Make sure that the correct
user ID is displayed to the right of For USER ID

4. Press the ENTER key.

Select Multiple DMA Parameter Files

To select more than one DMA parameter file, follow the steps above, but type S to the left of each of the parameter files
you want to examine.

After you have completed your examination of a parameter file, type PREVIOUS on the command line and press the
ENTER key, or press PF3. DMA displays the next parameter file you selected.

Specify a DMA Parameter File

To specify a DMA parameter file:

1. Complete FIRST STEPS IN USING DMA.
2. Type a parameter file name to the right of:

Start from Parameter File Name?
3. Press the ENTER key.

Modify a DMA Parameter File

You can modify all parameter files stored under your DMA user ID. You can examine all parameter files stored under other
users' IDs. You cannot modify or delete other users' parameter files, but, as explained on following pages, if you have
authority, you can copy them, modify the copies, and store them as parmfiles under your user ID.

Steps to Modify a DMA Parameter File

To modify a DMA parameter file, first select or specify a parameter file, as described on the previous pages. (If you are
already in a DMA setup, you can use the SHOW command.) Then, follow the appropriate steps described below.
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Modify Dictionary/Starting Point Values

To modify the dictionary and/or starting point values, use any of the following commands. Select a command to display an
appropriate specification screen.

ENV[IRON] PF10
-- Describe the Migration Environment

STA[RT] PF4
-- Specify a new STARTING POINT

SP[OVER] PF5
-- Specify STARTING POINT Overrides

WITHS[RC] PF19
-- Include/Exclude SOURCE Types

WITHL[OAD] PF22
-- Include/Exclude LOAD Types

Slist (PF21)
-- List of STARTING POINTS

Modify Parameters

To modify parameters:

• Modify the dictionary and/or starting point values, as described above
• Store the parameter file. (STORE or PF17)

In this case, when you store the parameter file, DMA re-converts the values into a new set of parameter statements.

BROWSE - SYNTAX FOR MIGRATION                                   COLUMNS 001  079

COMMAND ===>                                                    SCROLL ===> PAGE

*** TOP OF DATA ***************** CA-IDMS/DMA **********************************

PROCESS

   RUN=MIGRATE

   CVSOURCE=(015,233)

   CVOBJECT=(015,233)

   DICTIONARY=DICT1,

   OBJDICTIONARY=DICT2,

   IDSOURCE=

   IDOBJECT=

   LEVEL=DIALOG

   CXSOURCE=(COMMENT,MAP),

   DATE=(mmddyy),

   NEWVERSION=0005,

   VERSION=0004,

EXTRACT

   PROGRAM=DIALOG1,

   LEVEL=DIALOG,

   VERSION=0002

*** BOTTOM OF DATA ************** CA-IDMS/DMA **********************************
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Modify JCL

Before submitting JCL and parameters, you should modify the IDMS Dictionary Migrator JCL to reflect conditions at your
site. See for more information.

Be sure that there is a job card and that sample parameters are deleted in USMXTRCT.

If you already have IDMS Dictionary Migrator JCL prepared, you can copy it to DMA at installation time.

Display JCL

To display the JCL for modification or insertion of comments:

• Type JCL in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press PF11.

The EDIT JCL screen is displayed.

Then use the Dictionary Migrator Assistant JCL Editing Commands to edit the JCL. The editing commands are described
in the DMA online documentation. To access editing HELP, while viewing the Edit JCL screen enter the HELP command
or press PF1.

Save Modifications

To save any modifications, you must use the STORE command or press PF17.

EDIT --- JCL FOR MIGRATION                                      COLUMNS 001  079

COMMAND ===>                                                    SCROLL ===> PAGE

*** TOP OF DATA ***************** CA-IDMS/DMA **********************************

000001  //XDMEXEC JOB (ARG,4083S),CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=R,TYPRUN=SCAN

000002  /*ROUTE PRINT IRCVM.ARG

000003  //*

000004  //*

000005  //*    MODIFY THE FOLLOWING SAMPLE JCL. SEE THE OPERATIONS SECTION OF

000006  //*    THE CA IDMS/Dictionary Migrator USER GUIDE FOR DETAILS.

000007  //*    SUBSTITUTE INFORMATION SUITABLE TO YOUR SITE'S STANDARDS FOR THE

000008  //*    FOLLOWING VARIABLES:

000009  //*

000010  //*       CA LOAD LIBRARY DSN: REPLACE 'YOUR.LOADLIB' WITH THE

000011  //*       DATASET NAME OF THE LIBRARY IN WHICH CA-IDMS/DICTIONARY

000012  //*       MIGRATOR AND THE SPECIAL VERSIONS OF THE CA-IDMS UTILITIES

000013  //*       RESIDE. IF THE BLOCK SIZE OF YOUR.LOADLIB IS LESS THAN THAT

000014  //*       OF THE IDMS.LOADLIB, SPECIFY THE LARGER BLOCK SIZE IN THE

000015  //*       DCB PARAMETER OF THE FIRST LIBRARY IN THE STEPLIB STATEMENT.

000016  //*

000017  //*       CA-IDMS LOAD LIBRARY DSN: REPLACE 'IDMS.LOADLIB' WITH THE

000018  //*       DATASET NAME OF THE LIBRARY IN WHICH THE IDMS MODULES RESIDE.

000019  //*

000020  //*       SYNTAX FILES DSN: THESE FILES WERE ALLOCATED IN A SEPARATE

*** BOTTOM OF DATA ************** CA-IDMS/DMA **********************************

Change the Default JCL

To store the modified JCL in the DEFAULT parameter file for your user ID, follow these steps:

1. Complete the modification of JCL.
2. STORE (PF17) as parmfile DEFAULT.
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3. Replace the existing parameter file by typing Y for the answer to the "Replace" question.

Copy a DMA Parameter File

Ask your DBA if you have the authority to copy another user's parameter files to your list of PARMFILES. If you have the
authority:

1. Access the List of PARMFILES screen by one of the following actions:
a. Enter the FILES command or press PF6.
b. Select FILES on the System Commands menu.
c. Answer Y to the "See a list of PARMFILES?" question on the Select DMA Activity screen.

2. After For USER-ID, type the user ID of the user whose parameter file you want to copy.
3. Press the ENTER key. A list of parmfiles for the specified user ID is displayed.
4. Type S to the left of the parameter file you want to copy.
5. Press the ENTER key.
6. When the data is displayed, enter the STO[RE] command or press PF17.
7. When the Store Setup into PARMFILE screen is displayed, type a new name for the parameter file.
8. Press the ENTER key.

A copy of the parameter file is now stored under your user ID. That copy can be modified.

Submit Parameters and JCL Online

To submit JCL for running IDMS/Dictionary Migrator with the parameter statements generated by DMA concatenated:

1. Select or specify a DMA parameter file.
2. Type SUBMIT in the command line and press the ENTER key, or press PF20.
3. The SUBMIT command may be entered from any DMA screen, except for the 'JCL' and 'SHOW' screens.

DMA takes the parameter statements and JCL contained in the parameter file and submits the job to your operating
system reader.

File Allocations

Allocations for a VSAM work file and syntax files must either be included in the JCL or have been previously allocated.
These allocations are described in Part 1 and Part 2 of the model JCL in . The file allocations may be included in the JCL
installed as the DMA default JCL.

Submit Parameters and JCL from the Batch Environment

To submit parameter statements generated by DMA to IDMS/Dictionary Migrator, and the job containing JCL to run IDMS/
Dictionary Migrator, from the batch environment:

1. Create a sequential file containing the parameters generated by DMA. To do this:
a. Access source library member XDMBSYN (z/OS) or XDMBSYN.S (z/VSE). This member was downloaded into

your. srclib at installation.
b. Replace the variables with appropriate values. To identify the appropriate values, see the key found in XDMBSYN.

2. Run the job contained in USMBSYN.
3. In the JCL you use to run IDMS/Dictionary Migrator in the batch environment:

a. Replace the statement:

//MIGPARM  DD  *

with:
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//MIGPARM  DD  your.migrator.syntax

where your.migrator.syntax represents the name of the sequential file into which the parameters generated by
DMA are to be copied.

b. In the JCL, after the above statement, delete all migration parameter statements.
4. Submit the JCL to run IDMS/Dictionary Migrator.

Copy IDMS/Dictionary Migrator JCL to DMA

You must copy IDMS/Dictionary Migrator JCL to DMA before you can use DMA.

After you have installed DMA, you may want to use JCL other than the assigned default JCL. You can do so by using
the JCL batch upload utility to upload JCL from a sequential file to a DMA parameter file (PARMFILE). The JCL batch
upload utility, contained in XDMBJCL, is the same utility that was used to upload the assigned default JCL when DMA was
installed.

To copy JCL from a sequential file to a DMA parameter file:

1. Access source library member XDMBJCL (z/OS) or XDMBJCL.S (z/VSE). This member was downloaded into your.
srclib at installation.

2. Replace the indicated variables with appropriate values. The key to the variables is also contained in XDMBJCL.
3. Replace USER=DEFAULT with USER=user-id, where user-id is a 1- to 32-character ID. If blanks are embedded in the

user ID, quotation marks must be placed around it.
4. Replace PARMFILE=DEFAULT with PARMFILE=parmfile-id*****, where parmfile-id represents a 1- to 8-character

name for the PARMFILE.
5. Run the job contained in XDMBJCL.

Examine the output report for error messages. If the job ran successfully, the JCL from the sequential file is stored in the
specified parmfile.

NOTE
The migrator z/OS JCL to be uploaded should contain //MIGPARM DD*. The JCL must not contain any migrator
parameter statements.

Extract Paths
This section describes and illustrates the paths IDMS Dictionary Migrator takes when extracting entities from the source
dictionary. IDMS Dictionary Migrator extracts entities from the source dictionary based on the entity type and the name
specified in an EXTRACT statement. The entity-namemask can be the name of any occurrence of the entity type, or mask
using wild card characters for the entity type. Do not, however, use more than the maximum IDD characters.

This section contains the following topics:

This section provides descriptions and diagrams of the paths that IDMS Dictionary Migrator follows for these entities:

EXTRACT, DIALOG=dialog, LEVEL=DIALOG

EXTRACT, RECORD=record-name, LEVEL=DIALOG

EXTRACT, RECORD=record-name, LEVEL=ENTITY

EXTRACT, ATTRIBUTE=attribute-name, LEVEL=DIALOG

EXTRACT, ATTRIBUTE=attribute-name, LEVEL=ENTITY

EXTRACT, ATTRIBUTE=attribute-name, LEVEL=ONLY

EXTRACT, SUBSCHEMA=subschema-name, LEVEL=DIALOG

EXTRACT, SUBSCHEMA=subschema-name, LEVEL=ENTITY
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EXTRACT, APPLICATION=application-name, LEVEL=DIALOG

Symbol Definition
--(dotted line) Path from Entry Point to Starting Point of Extraction.
_ (solid line) Path from Starting Point to all extracted components.
* Points to where the Extract Statement goes.

 

Extract Path for DIALOG

This section describes the EXTRACT path for DIALOG.

EXTRACT, LEVEL = DIALOG, DIALOG = dialog-name

The following is extracted:

For each dialog named in the EXTRACT statement:

1. Extract the dialog
Extract the corresponding dialog load module from DDLDCLOD (load) area

2. For each process module connected to the dialog and for each included process module within the process module
– Extract the process module source
– For each message code in the process module source

• Extract the message from DDLDCMSG (message) area
– For each referenced dialog within the process module source

• Extract the dialog and its components (start at step 1. above)
3. For each record connected to the dialog

– Extract the record
– For each element connected to the dialog record

• Extract the dialog record element and all of its subordinate elements
– For each IDD defined file connected to the record

• Extract the file
4. For each file used by the dialog

– Extract the file
5. For the subschema connected to the dialog

– Extract the schema connected to the subschema
– For each record connected to the schema

• Extract the schema record
– For each element connected to the schema record

• Extract the schema record element and all of its subordinate elements
– For each subschema connected to the schema

• Extract the subschema
• Extract the corresponding subschema load module from DDLDCLOD (load) area

– Extract each Logical Record Facility work record used by the subschema
– For each record connected to the subschema

• Extract the Record
• Extract the subschema record element and all of its subordinate elements.

6. Extract the map connected to the dialog
Extract the corresponding load module map from DDLDCLOD (load) area
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For each message code in the map
– Extract message from DDLDCMSG (message) area
For each edit and/or code table used in the map
– Extract the table
– Extract the corresponding table load module from DDDLCLOD (load) area
For each work record used in the map
– Extract the map record
– For each element connected to the map record

• Extract the map record element and all of its subordinate elements

For the panel connected to the map

• Extract the panel

For each help module connected to the map

• Extract the module source
• Extract the map help load module

All attributes, systems and users associated with every entity are also extracted.
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Extract Path for RECORD

This section describes the EXTRACT path for RECORD.

EXTRACT, LEVEL = DIALOG, RECORD = record-name

The following is extracted:

For each dialog that uses the specified record:

1. Extract the dialog
Extract the corresponding dialog load module from DDLDCLOD (load) area

2. For each module connected to the dialog and for each included process module within the process module
– Extract the process module source
– For each message code in the process module source

• Extract the message from DDLDCMSG (message) area
For each referenced dialog within the process module source
– Extract the dialog and its components (start at step 1. above)

3. For each record connected to the dialog
– Extract the record
– For each element connected to the dialog record

• Extract the dialog record element and all of its subordinate elements
For each IDD defined file connected to the record
– Extract the file

4. For each file used by the dialog
– Extract the file

5. For the subschema connected to the dialog
– Extract the schema connected to the subschema
– For each record connected to the schema

• Extract the schema record
• For each element connected to the schema record

-Extract the schema record element and all of its subordinate elements
For each subschema connected to the schema
– Extract the subschema
– Extract the corresponding subschema load module from DDLDCLOD (load) area
– Extract each Logical Record Facility work record used by the subschema
– For each record connected to the subschema

• Extract the Record
• Extract the subschema record element and all of its subordinate elements.

6. Extract the map connected to the dialog
Extract the corresponding load module map from DDLDCLOD (load) area
For each message code in the map
– Extract message from DDLDCMSG (message) area
For each edit and/or code table used in the map
– Extract the table
– Extract the corresponding table load module from DDDLCLOD (load) area
For each work record used in the map
– Extract the map record
– For each element connected to the map record

• Extract the map record element and all of its subordinate elements
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For the panel connected to the map
– Extract the panel
For each help module connected to the map
– Extract the module source
– Extract the map help load module

All attributes, systems and users associated with every entity are also extracted.
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Extract Path for RECORD when LEVEL = ENTITY

This section describes the EXTRACT path for RECORD, when LEVEL = ENTITY..

EXTRACT, RECORD = record-name, LEVEL = ENTITY

For the record specified in the EXTRACT statement:

1. Extract the record
For each element connected to the record
– Extract the record element and all of its subordinate elements
For each IDD defined file connected to the record
– Extract the file

All attributes, systems and users associated with the record are also extracted.
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Extract Path for ATTRIBUTE when LEVEL = DIALOG

This section describes the EXTRACT path for ATTRIBUTE when LEVEL = DIALOG.

EXTRACT, ATTRIBUTE = attribute-name, LEVEL = DIALOG

The following are extracted:

For each dialog connected to the attribute specified in the EXTRACT statement, and for each dialog connected to an
attribute of the attribute specified in the extract statement:

1. Extract the dialog
Extract the corresponding dialog load module from DDLDCLOD (load) area

2. For each module connected to the dialog and for each included process module within the process module
– Extract the process module source
– For each message code in the process module source

• Extract the message from DDLDCMSG (message) area
– For each referenced dialog within the process module source

• Extract the dialog and its components (start at step 1. above)
3. For each record connected to the dialog

– Extract the record
– For each element connected to the dialog record

• Extract the dialog record element and all of its subordinate elements
For each IDD defined file connected to the record
– Extract the file

4. For each file used by the dialog
– Extract the file

5. For the subschema connected to the dialog
– Extract the schema connected to the subschema
– For each record connected to the schema

• Extract the schema record
• For each element connected to the schema record

-Extract the schema record element and all of its subordinate elements
• For each subschema connected to the schema

-Extract the subschema
-Extract the corresponding subschema load module from DDLDCLOD (load) area

• Extract each Logical Record Facility work record used by the subschema
• For each record connected to the subschema

-Extract the Record
-Extract the subschema record element and all of its subordinate elements

6. Extract the map connected to the dialog
Extract the corresponding load module map from DDLDCLOD (load) area
For each message code in the map
– Extract message from DDLDCMSG (message) area
For each edit and/or code table used in the map
– Extract the table
– Extract the corresponding table load module from DDDLCLOD (load) area
For each work record used in the map
– Extract the map record
– For each element connected to the map record

• Extract the map record element and all of its subordinate elements
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For each panel connected to the map
– Extract the panel
For the help module connected to the map
– Extract the module source
– Extract the map help load module

All attributes, systems and users associated with every entity are also extracted.
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EXTRACT Path for ATTRIBUTE when LEVEL = ENTITY

This section describes the EXTRACT path for ATTRIBUTE when LEVEL = ENTITY.

EXTRACT, ATTRIBUTE=attribute-name, LEVEL=ENTITY

For the attribute specified in the EXTRACT statement:

Find each entity connected to the named attribute, extract these entities and extract components of all these entities:

1. Extract all schemas connected to the attribute
– For each record connected to the schema

• Extract the schema record
• For each element connected to the schema record

-Extract the schema record element and all of its subordinate elements
2. Extract all subschemas connected to the attribute

– Extract the subschema
– Extract the corresponding subschema from DDLDCLOD (load) area
– For each record connected to the subschema

• Extract the subschema record
• For each element connected to the subschema record
• Extract the subschema record element and all of its subordinate elements

3. Extract all records connected to the attribute
– Extract the record
– For each element connected to the record

• Extract the record element and all of its subordinate elements
– For each IDD defined file connected to the record

• Extract the file
4. Extract all elements connected to the attribute

– For each element
– Extract all of its subordinate elements

5. Extract all modules connected to the attribute
– Extract the module source

6. Extract all programs connected to the attribute
– For each program connected to the attribute

• Extract the programs PROG-051 record
• Extract the programs load module from DDLDCLOD (load) area

7. Extract all maps connected to the attribute
– Extract the corresponding map from DDLDCLOD (load) area
– For each message code in the map

• Extract message from DDLDCMSG (message) area
– For each edit and/or code table used in the map

• Extract the edit and/or code table used in the map
• Extract the edit and/or code table from DDLDCLOD (load) area

– For each record connected to the map
• Extract the map record
• For each element connected to the map record

-Extract the map record element and all of its subordinate elements
• For the panel connected to the map
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-Extract the panel
• For each help module connected to the map

-Extract the module source
-Extract the map help load module

8. Extract all the panels connected to the attribute
9. Extract the class connected to the attribute

Extract the attribute

All attributes, systems and users associated with every entity are also extracted.
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Extract Path for ATTRIBUTE when LEVEL = ONLY

This section describes the EXTRACT path for ATTRIBUTE, when LEVEL = ONLY.

EXTRACT, ATTRIBUTE = attribute-name, LEVEL = ONLY

For the attribute specified in the EXTRACT Statement

1. Extract the class connected to the attribute
Extract the attribute

All users associated with the attribute are also extracted.
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Extract Path for SUBSCHEMA when LEVEL = DIALOG

This section describes the EXTRACT path for SUBSCHEMA when LEVEL = DIALOG.

EXTRACT, SUBSCHEMA = subschema-name, LEVEL = DIALOG

For each dialog that uses the specified subschema:

1. Extract the dialog
Extract the corresponding dialog load module from DDLDCLOD (load) area

2. For each process module connected to the dialog and for each included process module within the process module
– Extract the process module source
– For each message code in the process module source

• Extract the message from DDLDCMSG (message) area
– For each referenced dialog within the process module source

• Extract the dialog and its components (start at step 1. above)
3. For each record connected to the dialog

Extract the record
For each element connected to the dialog record
– Extract the dialog record element and all of its subordinate elements
For each IDD defined file connected to the record
– Extract the file

4. For each file used by the dialog
– Extract the file

5. For the subschema connected to the dialog
– Extract the schema connected to the subschema
– For each record connected to the schema

• Extract the schema record
• For each element connected to the schema record

-Extract the schema record element and all of its subordinate elements
– For each subschema connected to the schema

• Extract the subschema
• Extract the corresponding subschema load module from DDLDCLOD (load) area

– Extract each Logical Record Facility work record used by the subschema
– For each record connected to the subschema

• Extract the Record
• Extract the subschema record element and all of its subordinate elements

6. Extract the map connected to the dialog
Extract the corresponding load module map from DDLDCLOD (load) area
For each message code in the map
– Extract message from DDLDCMSG (message) area
For each edit and/or code table used in the map
– Extract the table
– Extract the corresponding table load module from DDDLCLOD (load) area
For each work record used in the map
– Extract the map record
– For each element connected to the map record

• Extract the map record element and all of its subordinate elements
For each panel connected to the map
– Extract the panel
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For the help module connected to the map
– Extract the module source
– Extract the map help load module

All attributes, systems, and users associated with every entity are also extracted.
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Extract Path for SUBSCHEMA when LEVEL = ENTITY

This section describes the EXTRACT path for SUBSCHEMA when LEVEL = ENTITY.

EXTRACT, SUBSCHEMA=subschema-name, LEVEL=ENTITY

For the subschema specified in the EXTRACT statement:

1. Extract the subschema
Extract the corresponding subschema load module from the DDLDCLOD (load) area
For each record connected to the subschema
– Extract the subschema record
– For each element connected to the subschema record

• Extract the subschema record element and all of its subordinate elements
– Extract all files associated with record

All attributes, systems, and users associated with every entity are also extracted.
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Extract Path for APPLICATION when LEVEL = DIALOG

 

1. For each record defined as a global record of the application
Extract the record
For each element connected to the global record
– Extract the global record element and all of its subordinate elements
For each IDD defined file connected to the record
– Extract the file

2. For each dialog named in a function of the application
Extract the dialog
Extract the corresponding dialog load module from DDLDCLOD (load) area

3. For each process module connected to the dialog and for each included process module within the process module
– Extract the process module source
– For each message code in the process module source

• Extract the message from DDLDCMSG (message) area
– For each referenced dialog within the process module source

• Extract the dialog and its components (start at step 2. above)
4. For each record connected to the dialog

– Extract the record
– For each element connected to the dialog record

• Extract the dialog record element and all of its subordinate elements
– For each IDD defined file connected to the record

• Extract the file
5. For each file used by the dialog

– Extract the file
6. For the subschema connected to the dialog

– Extract the schema connected to the subschema
– For each record connected to the schema

• Extract the schema record
• For each element connected to the schema record

-Extract the schema record element and all of its subordinate elements
– For each subschema connected to the schema

-Extract the subschema
• Extract the corresponding subschema load module from DDLDCLOD (load) area

– Extract each Logical Record Facility work record used by the subschema
– For each record connected to the subschema

• Extract the Record
• Extract the subschema record element and all of its subordinate elements

7. Extract the map connected to the dialog
Extract the corresponding map from DDLDCLOD (load) area
For each message code in the map
– Extract message from DDLDCMSG (message) area
For each edit and/or code table used in the map
– Extract the table
– Extract the corresponding table load module from DDDLCLOD (load) area
For each work record used in the map
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– Extract the map record
– For each element connected to the map record

• Extract the map record element and all of its subordinate elements
For the panel connected to the map
– Extract the panel
For each help module connected to the map
– Extract the module source
– Extract the map help load module

All attributes, systems, and users associated with every entity are also extracted.
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Customization
Contents

This appendix contains the following topics:

Introduction

IDMS Dictionary Migrator can be customized in the following general areas:

Area Customization
Installation Parameters A set of options that are made to non-standard processing to meet

special situations described in the IDMS installation sections.
Message Severity The severity of some messages can be changed to correspond to

an installation's standards. Messages can be omitted from reports
or to stop processing.

Entity Exclusion Table The exclusion table can define any entity occurrences that you do
not want migrated.

Manipulation of the Extract File The format of the extract file is described to help you when you
want to use the extract file for any further processing.

Installation Parameters

NOTE
For more information on these parameters, see the IDMS installation sections.

Message Severity

This section contains information on message severity.

Customization Instructions

Dictionary Migrator provides a facility where the severity level of messages can be changed.

NOTE
You do not need to use this facility for the proper execution of IDMS Dictionary Migrator. The facility is provided
for users whose shop standards mandate some deviation from the basic migration strategy. This option is not
used in default execution mode of IDMS Dictionary Migrator. Therefore, no load module is provided as part of
the standard installation process.

General

This facility allows the IDMS Dictionary Migrator user to generate a table of specific messages along with their required
severity levels.

Message Severity Level Table Generation Steps

The following are Message Severity Level Table Generation Steps:

1. Customize the source member USMSGSVT from the SRCLIB library.
2. Assemble and link edit this member into your IDMS Dictionary Migrator Loadlib.
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Message Severity Level Table Customization

Edit the source member USMSGSVT as follows:

First Line:

#EXCLTAB TBLNAME=USMSGSVT

For each Message that has a severity level that needs to be changed, add a line that invokes the #MSGSEV macro with
the required parameters.

#MSGSEV MSG=messageid,SEV=severitylevel

where:

messageid - is a 7 Character Message ID whose first four characters correspond to one of the following:

• EXTR
• ES00
• ES11
• VALD

The messages with the first four characters that do not correspond to one of the above may not have their severity levels
altered.

severitylevel - is a single character either:

• X
• W
• E
• C

These characters may be interpreted as:

X
- NO PRINT - Occurrences of this message do not generate a printed message on any report.

W
- WARNING - Warning Message printed.

E
- ERROR - Error Message printed.

C
- CRITICAL - Critical Error printed. This error type causes IDMS Dictionary Migrator to terminate processing at the
end of the current processing stage.

Last Lines:

#EXCLEND

END

Sample Table:

#EXCLTAB TBLNAME=USMSGSVT

#MSGSEV  MSG=ES00515,SEV=X

#MSGSEV  MSG=VALD219,SEV=C

#EXCLEND
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Assembly and Linkage

Any level of IBM assembler and linkage editor can be used to create the Message Severity Level table.

1. MACLIB of the assembler step: Add the SRCLIB from installation to the files named in MACLIB.
2. SYSLMOD of the link edit step: Use the same LOADLIB from which IDMS Dictionary Migrator is executed.

NOTE
No default Message Severity Level table is provided. If you wish to generate this table see the SRCLIB member
USMSGVT.

Entity Exclusion Table

The following instructions explain how to make use of the entity exclusion facility and detail what entity types may be
excluded.

Customization Instructions

IDMS Dictionary Migrator provides a facility where specific entity occurrences can be excluded from the migration
process.

NOTE
You do not need to use this facility for the proper execution of IDMS Dictionary Migrator. The facility is provided
for users whose shop standards mandate some deviation from the basic migration strategy. A default version
of this module with no entities excluded is provided in load module form as part of the standard installation
process.

General

This facility allows the IDMS Dictionary Migrator user to generate a table of specific entities that are to be excluded from
the migration process.

Entity Exclusion Table Generation Steps

1. Customize the source member USMEXCLD from the SRCLIB library.
2. Assemble and link edit this member into your IDMS Dictionary Migrator Loadlib.
3. At Execution time, define the Entity Exclusion Table to be used to IDMS Dictionary Migrator through the EXCLTAB

parameter. This step is only necessary if a table name other than the default USMEXCLT is to be used.

Entity Exclusion Table Customization

Edit the source member USMEXCLD as follows :

First Line:

#EXCLTAB TBLNAME=yourname.

Use any name up to 8 characters following standard naming rules.

Default name=USMEXCLT.

For each entity occurrence to be excluded, add a source line that invokes the #EXCLENT macro with the required
parameters:

#EXCLENT TYPE=entitytype,

NAME=entityname,

VERS=version,  (if applicable)
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QUAL=qualifier (if applicable)

where :

entitytype (Required) -- One of the following entity types that must be specified in uppercase and can be abbreviated to
the first two characters.

AT(TRIBUTE)

CL(ASS)

DI(ALOG)

EL(EMENT)

FI(LE)

MA(P)

MO(DULE)

PR(OGRAM)

RE(CORD)

SC(HEMA)

SU(BSCHEMA)

SY(STEM)

US(ER)

entityname (Required) -- Entity Occurrence Name in uppercase.

version (Optional) -- Defaults to version number 1. Version number or ALL (for all versions). Version numbers apply to all
entity types except from Attribute, Class, and User.

qualifier -- Applies to the following entity types (must be in uppercase):

• Attribute -- qualifier is class name (required).
• Module -- qualifier is language name (optional). Language name should be specified if the module is stored in the Data

Dictionary with a LANG-067 field other than spaces. See Note below.
• Subschema -- qualifier is schema name (required).

NOTE
ADS process modules are stored in the Data Dictionary with a language name = PROCESS. If you want to
exclude an ADS module from the migration, you should specify QUAL=PROCESS on the #EXCLENT line entry
for the module to be excluded.

Last Lines:

#EXCLEND

END

Sample Table:

#EXCLTAB TBLNAME=EXCLTAB

#EXCLENT TYPE=RECORD,NAME=TESTREC,VERS=100

#EXCLENT TYPE=ATTRIBUTE,NAME=WORK,QUAL=STATUS

#EXCLEND

END
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Assembly and Linkage

Any level of IBM assembler and linkage editor can be used to create the Entity Exclusion Table. As indicated above,
the default Entity Exclusion Table name is USMEXCLT. If you want to utilize a table with a different name, remember to
indicate the named table on the EXCLTAB IDMS Dictionary Migrator parameter. For example, EXCLTAB=mytable.

1. MACLIB of the assembler step: Add the product installation MACLIB to the files named in MACLIB.
2. SYSLMOD of the link edit step: Use the same LOADLIB from which IDMS Dictionary Migrator is executed.

Default Entity Exclusion Table (table name USMEXCLT)

#EXCLTAB

#EXCLEND

END

Manipulation of the Extract File

The extract file is a set of extract records that can be manipulated.

Extract Record

The following is a COBOL definition of the extract record. A description of the various fields follows the definition.

 01     MIGRATOR-EXTRACT

        05     EXTR-CO-LOC.

               10      EXTR-CHANGEONLY              PIC    X(01).

               10      EXTR-EXTRACT-LEVEL           PIC    X(01).

        05     EXTR-VSAMEXT-KEY.

               10      EXTR-ENTITY-TYPE             PIC    S(4) USAGE IS COMP.

               10      EXTR-ENTITY-NAME             PIC    X(40).

               10      EXTR-SELECT-VERSION          PIC    S9(4) USAGE IS COMP.

               10      EXTR-ALT-ENTITY-NAME         PIC    X(40).

        05     EXTR-ENTITY-LEVEL                    PIC    X(2).

        05     EXTR-ENTITY-UTILITY                  PIC    X(2).

        05     EXTR-SELECT-DICTIONARY               PIC    X(8).

        05     EXTR-SELECT-NODE                     PIC    X(8).

        05     EXTR-SOURCE-USER                     PIC    X(32).

        05     EXTR-SOURCE-PASSWORD                 PIC    X(8).

        05     EXTR-COBOL-FORMAT                    PIC    X(01).

        05     EXTR-MOVESTAMP                       PIC    X(01).

        05     EXTR-SELECT-COMMENT-SOURCE           PIC    X(01).

        05     EXTR-SELECT-DEFINITION-SOURCE        PIC    X(01).

        05     EXTR-GENERATE                        PIC    X(01).

        05     EXTR-RESERVED-1                      PIC    X(14).

        05     EXTR-LOAD-TYPE                       PIC    S9(4) USAGE IS COMP.

        05     EXTR-RESP-OVERRIDE                   PIC    X(01).

        05     EXTR-COMPARE-DATE.

               10      EXTR-COMPARE-MN              PIC    X(02).

               10      FILLER                       PIC    X(01).
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               10      EXTR-COMPARE-DD              PIC    X(02).

               10      FILLER                       PIC    X(01).

               10      EXTR-COMPARE-YY              PIC    X(02).

        05     EXTR-COMPARE-TIME.

               10      EXTR-COMPARE-TIME-6.

                       15     EXTR-COMPARE-HH       PIC    X(02).

                       15     EXTR-COMPARE-MN       PIC    X(02).

                       15     EXTR-COMPARE-SS       PIC    X(02).

               10      EXTR-COMPARE-HN              PIC    X(02).

05     EXTR-RESERVED-2                      PIC    X(44).

Field Definitions and Values
EXTR-CHANGEONLY

-- CHANGEONLY Status of extract record. See ADDONLY, CHANGEONLY process parameters and USMTPARM
DELADDS option.

• 'D' -- Entity is dropped
• 'Y' -- Entity is selected for modify to object dictionary
• 'N' -- Entity is selected for ADD to object dictionary

EXTR-EXTRACT-LEVEL
-- Extract Level of migration. See LEVEL process and extract parameters.

• 'S' -- "Dialog" Level
• 'E' -- "Entity" Level
• 'O' -- "Only" Level

EXTR-VSAMEXT-KEY
-- An 84 byte key used to create the VSAM work file that contains extracted entities for dictionary comparisons.

EXTR-ENTITY-TYPE
-- 2 byte numeric field. Encoded type of entity. See entity type definitions table.

EXTR-ENTITY-NAME
-- 40 byte field name. It contains the entity occurrence name.

EXTR-SELECT-VERSION
-- 2 byte numeric version number of extracted entity. If the entity type does not have version number, set to 0. If
null, new version processing is used it contains -2.

EXTR-ALT-ENTITY-NAME
-- 40 byte field used to qualify certain entity types. Contains the following:

• Class name for Attributes
• Schema name for Subschema
• Language name (if any) for Modules
• Element details for Element definitions

EXTR-ENTITY-LEVEL
-- 2 byte character field. Relative level number for entities that have nest relationships. Used to ensure that correct
ordering of entity levels, for example elements, are maintained.

EXTR-ENTITY-UTILITY
-- 2 byte character field. Indicates which IDMS utility is used to process the extracted entity. See utility type
definitions table below.

EXTR-SELECT-DICTIONARY
-- 8 byte character field specifying the source dictionary name. See DICTIONARY extract or process parameter.
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EXTR-SELECT-NODE
-- 8 byte character field specifying the source database node name. See NODE extract or process parameter.

EXTR-SELECT-USER
-- 32 byte character source dictionary user name. See IDSOURCE, EXTRACT, or PROCESS parameter.

EXTR-SELECT-PASSWORD
-- 8 byte character source dictionary password. See IDSOURCE extract or process parameter.

EXTR-COBOL-FORMAT
-- 1 byte character field. See COBOLFORMAT process parameter. Valid only for Record type.

• 'Y' -- Generate COBOL like syntax
• 'N' -- Do not generate COBOL like syntax

EXTR-MOVESTAMP
-- 1 byte character field. See MOVESTAMP process parameter. Valid only for Map type.

• 'Y' -- Decompile map with DATETIME=YES
• 'N' -- Do not decompile with DATETIME=YES

EXTR-SELECT-COMMENT-SOURCE
-- 1 byte character field. See: EXSOURCE=COMMENT PROCESS, EXTRACT parameter

EXTR-SELECT-DEFINITION-SOURCE
-- Determines whether or not definitions are extracted.

• "Y" -- Definitions are extracted
• "N" -- Definitions are not extracted

EXTR-GENERATE
-- Determines whether or not the entity needs to be generated.

• "Y" -- Entity needs to be generated
• "N" -- Entity does not need to be generated

EXTR-RESERVED-1
-- Reserved for future use.

EXTR-LOAD-TYPE
-- 2 byte numeric field. The source type of entity that the load module represents. See entity type definitions table.

EXTR-RESP-OVERRIDE
-- determines whether or not a registration override statement should be used.

• "Y" -- Override should be used
• "N" -- Override should not be used

Values for Utility Types

Item Value
Special Record value '01'
IDMSQDDL value '06'
Idmsdddl value '10'
Tablddl value '12' IDMSDDDL for tables only
Loadddl value '15' IDMSDDDL for load modules only
reserved value '20'
Idmschem value '25'
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Objdchem value '26' IDMSCHEM from object dictionary
reserved value '28'
Idmsubsc value '30'
Objdubc value '31' IDMSUBSC from object dictionary
Rhdcmput value '40'
Objdmput value '41' RHDCMPUT from object dictionary
Progdddl value '50' IDMSDDDL for programs only; also creates

ADSOBCOM statements for dialogs
Objpdddl value '51' ADSOBCOM statement from object dictionary.
reserved value '90'
reserved value '95'

Value for Entity Type Codes

Item Value
Special weight (used for IDMS Dictionary Migrator control) value +01
Message delete value +03
Load delete value +05
Dialog delete value +10
Program delete value +11
Subschema delete value +20
Reserved value +23
Schema delete value +25
Map delete value +28
Table delete value +29
Process delete value +30
Qfile delete value +31
Reserved value +33
Module delete value +35
File delete value +36
Panel delete value +37
Record delete value +39
Report delete value +41
Transaction delete value +43
Element delete value +45
System delete value +46
Attribute delete value +47
User delete value +48
Class delete value +49
Class value +50
Module value +51
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User (pre) value +52
Attribute value +54
System value +56
Application value +57
Element value +60
Reserved value +62
Qfile value +63
Process value +64
Table value +66
File value +68
Record value +70
Report value +71
Transaction value +72
Panel value +73
Schema value +75
Reserved value +85
User (post) value +88
Map value +78
Subschema value +79
Program value +80
Dialog value +82
Reserved value +86
Reserved value +87
Load Module value +90
SQL SCHEMA value +91
Reserved value +92
SQL TABLE value +93
SQL VIEW value +94
Message value +95
Reserved value +96
CONSTRAINT value +97
TABLE PROCEDURE value +98
SQL KEY value +99

Change only

The method of IDMS Dictionary Migrator execution which limits selection to changed entities only.

Entry point

The entity that serves as a gateway (for IDMS Dictionary Migrator) to the entities that are to be extracted from the source
dictionary. You specify the entry point in the EXTRACT statement. For example, in the statement

EXTRACT, SUBSCHEMA=subschema-name, LEVEL=DIALOG
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the subschema that has been specified is the entry point.

Extract path

The route IDMS Dictionary Migrator follows through the dictionary's set connections from the entity specified in the
EXTRACT statement to all of its related components. What you include in the EXTRACT statement determines the
beginning and direction of this route. For example, if you enter this statement:

EXTRACT, SUBSCHEMA=subschema-name, LEVEL=ENTITY

IDMS Dictionary Migrator will follow the dictionary set connections from the subschema that you specify to all related
records and all of the elements related to the records.

Migration

The movement of entities from one or more source dictionaries to an object dictionary. Migration is comprised of extracting
entities from one or more source dictionaries, checking the effect of source dictionary entities upon the object dictionary,
creating the syntax necessary for input to the IDMS compilers, and uploading the entities into the object dictionary.

Object dictionary

A dictionary which acts as the destination for entities that are moved during the migration process. Your object dictionary
is populated by entities that are copied from your source dictionary(s). Only one object dictionary can be used during each
migration.

Source dictionary

The dictionary which acts as a reservoir for entities that are available for migration into another (object) dictionary. Your
source dictionary is not changed during the migration process. Multiple source dictionaries can be used during each
migration. And, if you desire, you can use your object dictionary as a source dictionary.

Starting point

This entity and all of its related entities are copied into your object dictionary. You determine what the starting point is
by specifying the entry point and whatever option you choose to include in the LEVEL parameter. For example, in the
statement

EXTRACT, SUBSCHEMA=subschema-name, LEVEL=DIALOG

the dialog (or dialogs) related to the subschema that you specified is the starting point.

Syntax files

A collection of files that contain source statements used as input to the IDMS utilities and compilers. The syntax files
permit completion of the movement of entities and entity components from one or more source dictionaries to the object
dictionary.

Trace

To identify an entity, its related entities, its related components, and all of the connections among these entities.
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DLI Transparency
IDMS DLI Transparency allows DL/I application programs to perform processing against IDMS/DB databases. DL/I
applications can run in the IMS-DB batch or DL/I batch environment or the DL/I CICS environment.

NOTE
DL/I refers to the DBMS in the z/OS or z/VSE environment.

This section presents an overview of the components you use to set up your IDMS DLI Transparency environment to
access an IDMS/DB database. IDMS Database Transparency Option for DLI permits application programs to execute
against an IDMS/DB Database. This section explains how to use IDMS Transparency for DLI and includes all phases from
designing and loading the IDMS/DB database(s) to executing the DL/I application programs.

This section is intended to serve as a comprehensive reference for IDMS DLI Transparency.

This document is intended for the person responsible for setting up the IDMS Transparency for DLI environment who has
a working knowledge of DL/I.

Introduction to IDMS DLI Transparency
What is IDMS DLI Transparency

IDMS DLI Transparency provides the basis for a gradual and orderly migration from DL/I to IDMS/DB. Specifically, it lets
you:

• Convert existing DL/I database definitions to equivalent IDMS/DB database definitions
• Load the existing data from the DL/I databases to the new IDMS/DB database
• Produce a run-time interface module to translate DL/I database requests in existing applications to equivalent IDMS/

DB database requests

IDMS DLI Transparency allows you to move from the DL/I environment to the IDMS/DB environment without having to
sacrifice the investment in your existing DL/I applications.

Once you have used IDMS DLI Transparency to make the transition to IDMS/DB, you can convert your DL/I applications
to native IDMS/DB applications at your own pace and in keeping with your site's manpower and machine resources.

IDMS DLI Transparency is Transparent to Applications

Because IDMS DLI Transparency is generally transparent to DL/I applications, you have to perform little program
alteration. Recompilation of DL/I programs is required only if they contain nonsupported features such as logging calls.
Batch and CICS programs must be relinked with the IDMS DLI Transparency language interface.

DL/I Application Conversion Not Required

Since your DL/I applications will continue to run as expected, you do not have to convert them. However, you may want to
convert them to take advantage of IDMS/DB's advanced features, including its relational capabilities. Additionally, you may
want to develop your own native IDMS/DB applications to run against the migrated DL/I databases.

NOTE
You cannot use IDMS/DB facilities to redesign a migrated DL/I database. The IDMS DLI Transparency data
structures must be maintained to ensure that your DL/I applications will continue to work as expected.

IDMS DLI Transparency Concepts and Facilities

Contents

IDMS DLI Transparency is an Interface to IDMS/DB
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IDMS DLI Transparency serves as an interface between DL/I application programs and IDMS/DB databases. The DL/I
applications can be written in COBOL, Assembler, or PL/I.

What IDMS DLI Transparency Does at Run Time

At program run time, IDMS DLI Transparency intercepts DL/I retrieval and update requests and translates them into
IDMS/DB requests. The IDMS/DB requests are then processed by the IDMS/DB database management system (DBMS)
for retrieval or database update.

For data retrieval, IDMS/DB returns requested data and/or status information, including updated program control block
(PCB) information, to IDMS DLI Transparency. IDMS DLI Transparency places the data in a DL/I segment format
expected by the application. For updates, IDMS DLI Transparency places the updates in IDMS/DB record format and
transmits them to IDMS/DB to apply to the database. IDMS/DB, in turn, sends the resulting status information to IDMS DLI
Transparency for communication to the application.

IDMS DLI Transparency Components

IDMS DLI Transparency consists of the following major components:

• The IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator
• The interface program specification block (IPSB) compiler
• The IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface
• The IDMS DLI Transparency load utility

Each component is described briefly below and in detail in section B, 'IDMS DLI Transparency Software Components.'

The IDMS DLI Transparency Syntax Generator

What is the IDMS DLI Transparency Syntax Generator

The IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator helps to automate the conversion process on the database definition level.
It accepts as input control blocks (load modules) for the program specification blocks (PSBs) and database definitions
(DBDs). These are used by the DL/I application against the existing DL/I database(s).

The Syntax Generator Produces Source Statements

For output, the syntax generator produces the source statements necessary to create the interface program specification
block (IPSB). It also produces source definitions needed to create an appropriate schema, DMCL, and subschema.
Collectively, the schema, DMCL, and subschema definitions represent the database definitions for the new IDMS/DB
database.

After producing the sets of source statements, you can check them and modify them (particularly the DMCL), to address
capacity planning and performance and tuning concerns.You can then input the source statements to the IDMS/DB
compilers and the IPSB compiler, respectively.
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Figure 1. IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator

The IPSB Compiler

What is the IPSB Compiler

The interface program specification block (IPSB) compiler establishes the correspondences between the IDMS/DB
database and the DL/I databases, as expected by the DL/I application.

The IPSB Compiler Accepts Source Statements

The compiler accepts as input the source statements produced by the IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator, after
you have verified and modified these statements as necessary. The compiler also uses the associated subschema load
module.

The IPSB Compiler Produces IPSB Load Module

For output, the compiler produces IPSB load modules used by the IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface. The IPSB
load modules provide the information required to convert the application's DL/I database requests to IDMS/DB database
requests. They also provide the control information required to update the application's DL/I program communication
blocks (PCBs). The updated PCBs are used at run time to pass status information to the application program.
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Figure 2. Role of the IPSB compiler in IDMS DLI Transparency

Run-Time Interface

What the Run-Time Interface Does

The IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface accepts database calls from a DL/I application program, issues
corresponding IDMS/DB calls, and returns data and/or status information to the DL/I application program. Note that a
single DL/I call can result in several IDMS/DB requests. More specifically, IDMS DLI Transparency processing is divided
between the interface's front-end and back-end processors.

Front-End Processor

The front-end processor intercepts DL/I requests from the application program, reformats the requests, and passes them
to the back-end processor. When the back-end processor finishes with a request, it passes the results (data retrieved from
the database and/or status information) back to the front-end processor. It also passes back PCB status information. The
front-end processor then returns the status information to the DL/I application program.

Back-End Processor

Upon receiving a DL/I request from the front-end processor, the back-end processor accesses the IPSB load module to
formulate the corresponding IDMS/DB requests. The back-end processor then passes the request to IDMS/DB. When
IDMS/DB performs the requested operation(s), the back-end processor accepts the results from IDMS/DB and passes
them, along with the PCB status information, to the front-end processor.
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Figure 3. IDMS DLI Transparency runtime environment

The IDMS DLI Transparency Load Utility

What the Load Utility Does

The IDMS DLI Transparency load utility populates an IDMS/DB database with data unloaded from the existing DL/I
database(s) used by the DL/I application.

Before You Run the Load Utility

Before you can run the load utility, you must have:

• An already created and initialized IDMS/DB database in which to receive the DL/I data. To do this, you must have
created subschema and DMCL load modules for the database. These load modules are created by the appropriate
IDMS/DB compilers when you input the schema, subschema, and DMCL source definitions produced by the IDMS DLI
Transparency syntax generator.

• An IPSB load module for the IDMS/DB database. This load module is created by the IPSB compiler using the source
statements produced by the IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator.

• The unloaded DL/I database data, as formatted by the DL/I HD unload utility.

For output, the load utility stores the DL/I data in the IDMS/DB database in accordance with the supplied schema,
subschema, DMCL, and IPSB load modules.
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Figure 4. IDMS DLI Transparency load utility

Usage Requirements

Use of IDMS DLI Transparency involves the following six basic steps:

1. Assemble the source for your DL/I program specification block and database definitions using the Broadcom-supplied
macros. Input the assembled PSB and DBDs to the IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator. The syntax generator
produces IPSB source statements and the appropriate IDMS/DB schema, subschema, and DMCL source definitions.
The use of the syntax generator is described in IDMS DLI Transparency Syntax Generator.

2. Check the generated schema, subschema, and DMCL source definitions for compatibility with the DL/I definitions.
Make any necessary changes and input the schema, subschema, and DMCL source definitions to the IDMS/DB
compilers to produce the required load modules. DL/I, IDMS/DB and their correspondences are described in DL/I and
IDMS/DB.

3. Check the generated IPSB source statements for compatibility with the DL/I definitions. Make any necessary changes
and input the IPSB source statements to the IPSB compiler to produce the IPSB load module, as described in IPSB
Compiler.

4. Create and initialize the new IDMS/DB database using the schema, subschema, and DMCL load modules from Step 2.
5. Load the DL/I data from the original database(s) into the new IDMS/DB database. Instructions for using the IDMS DLI

Transparency load utility are provided in IDMS DLI Transparency Load Utility.
6. Execute your DL/I application against the IDMS/DB database using the IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface.

The use of the run-time interface is described in IDMS DLI Transparency Run-Time Environment.

DLI Transparency Syntax Diagram Conventions

The syntax diagrams presented in this section use the following notation conventions:

UPPERCASE OR SPECIAL CHARACTERS
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Represents a required keyword, partial keyword, character, or symbol that must be entered completely as shown.

lowercase

Represents an optional keyword or partial keyword that, if used, must be entered completely as shown.

italicized lowercase

Represents a value that you supply.

lowercase bold

Represents a portion of the syntax shown in greater detail at the end of the syntax or elsewhere in the document.

◄─

Points to the default in a list of choices.

►►────────────────────

Indicates the beginning of a complete piece of syntax.

────────────────────►◄

Indicates the end of a complete piece of syntax.

─────────────────────►

Indicates that the syntax continues on the next line.

►─────────────────────

Indicates that the syntax continues on this line.

────────────────────►─

Indicates that the parameter continues on the next line.

─►────────────────────

Indicates that a parameter continues on this line.

►── parameter ─────────►

Indicates a required parameter.

►──┬─ parameter ─┬─────►

   └─ parameter ─┘

Indicates a choice of required parameters. You must select one.
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►──┬─────────────┬─────►

   └─ parameter ─┘

Indicates an optional parameter.

►──┬─────────────┬─────►

   ├─ parameter ─┤

   └─ parameter ─┘

Indicates a choice of optional parameters. Select one or none.

  ┌─────────────┐

►─▼─ parameter ─┴──────►

Indicates that you can repeat the parameter or specify more than one parameter.

  ┌─── , ─────────┐

►─▼─ parameter ───┴──────►

Indicates that you must enter a comma between repetitions of the parameter.

Sample Syntax Diagram

The following sample explains how the notation conventions are used:
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DL/I and IDMS/DB
The Parent/Child Hierarchy

In DL/I, the basic structure is the parent/child hierarchy. A parent segment can own one or more child segments.
(Segments are similar to records in conventional file-oriented, versus database-oriented, processing.) A child segment,
however, can have only one parent segment. Using the basic parent/child structure, you can extend the hierarchy to
deeper levels (that is, a child segment can also be a parent and have child segments of its own).

Database Description (DBD)

The top-level definition of the segments and their relationships is known as the Database description (DBD). A DBD
defines all of the segments, the fields for each segment, and all of the possible segment relationships for a given
database.

Program Specification Block (PSB)

The second-level definition is known as the program specification block (PSB). The PSB defines the run-time database
interface for an application.

Program Communication Blocks (PCB)
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Each PSB contains one or more program communication blocks (PCBs). Each PCB defines a subset of the segments
and possible relationships found in a specific DBD. Different PCBs within the same PSB can reference different DBDs or
multiple views of the same DBD, thereby allowing an application to access several physical databases.

Each PCB also maintains status information so that the application can check on the results of its function calls against a
particular database. Taken collectively, the PCBs within a given PSB define an application's view of the available data.

The DL/I Environment

Defining DL/I Databases

The database administrator defines DBDs and PSBs (including PCBs) using special source statements. The DBA then
compiles the prepared source files using the DBDGEN and PSBGEN utilities. Finally, the compiled DBDs and PSBs are
input to another utility that merges and expands them to produce an object-form control table for each PCB and DBD that
it references.

Executing DL/I Applications

When DL/I is invoked, it loads the application's DBD and PCB control tables and passes control back to the application.
The application is then ready to start issuing DL/I function calls for database operations.

 

Figure 5. Basic DL/I components

Segments - The Basic Unit Of Data

What is a Segment

Segments are the basic units of data that an application can access in DL/I. Segments consist of one or more fields, which
are the basic pieces of data that an application can use. For example, the EMPLOYEE segment might consist of the
employee name, id, and address fields.

Segments can be either fixed length or variable length. Within a segment, individual fields can occur either once or
multiple times.

What is a Segment Occurrence
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A specific instance of a segment that is stored in the database is known as an occurrence. For example, the data for
employee Bob Jones would be an occurrence of the EMPLOYEE segment. There can be any number of occurrences for a
given segment.

Hierarchies - Physical Relationships Between Segments

 

In DL/I, segments are related physically in terms of parent/child hierarchies. These hierarchical relationships determine
the physical organization of a database. They control how segments are stored in relation to each other. They also define
the access paths for getting from one segment to another. In a hierarchical (physical) relationship, the parent segment is
referred to as the physical parent, and the child segment is referred to as the physical child.

Parent and Child Segments

A parent segment can have zero, one, or more child segments, but a child segment can have only one parent. Each
occurrence of a parent segment can have any number of occurrences of a dependent child segment. For example, if
employee Bob Jones has two skills, there will be two occurrences of the SKILL child segment for the one occurrence of
the EMPLOYEE parent segment.

Parent and Child Occurrences

A child occurrence requires an existing parent occurrence, but a parent occurrence does not require a child occurrence.
Two or more child segment occurrences that have the same parent occurrence in a hierarchy are referred to as physical
twins. Such occurrences are twins only in the sense that they have the same parent occurrence ── not that they contain
duplicate data.

Root Segments and Database Records

What is a Root Segment

In a DL/I hierarchical structure, the top-level parent segment is known as the root segment. There can be only one root
segment in any hierarchy.

What is a Database Record

Collectively, all the parent/child occurrences that depend on a given root segment form a DL/I database record. Since
there can be only one occurrence of a root segment, the addition of a new root segment occurrence (for example, a new
employee) creates a new database record. Database records are variable in size because the number of occurrences for
dependent child segments may vary (for example, new skills can be added for a given employee).

A DL/I Physical Database

All of the database records for a particular parent/child hierarchy form a DL/I physical database. Since each child
segment can have only one parent segment, the resulting structure resembles an inverted tree, with the root segment at
the top. The maximum number of segments in a DL/I structure is 255: one root and up to 254 dependent child segments.

Hierarchical Access Path

A DL/I Hierarchy

The basic parent/child structure is hierarchical in that it requires traversing higher levels to reach a specific lower level. In
other words, to reach a given child segment occurrence, you must go from the root segment occurrence through all the
intermediate parent segment occurrences. This path is known as a hierarchical access path. Hierarchical paths require
that you traverse a structure in a top-to-bottom, left-to-right manner. There is a maximum of 15 levels (that is, 14 parent
segments, including the root) in a DL/I hierarchical path.

The illustrations on the next few pages show different representations of the same DL/I hierarchy.
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Physical Parent/Child Relationships

The illustration below illustrates the physical parent/child relationships among the segments. It is these physical
relationships that define the hierarchy. The names of the segments are SEGA, SEGB, SEGC, and SEGD.

Figure 6. Physical segment relationships

DBD Source Statements For the Hierarchy

The sample below shows the Database Description (DBD) source statements used to define the hierarchy and the parent/
child relationships among the segments.

 DBD      NAME=DBD1,ACCESS=HDAM,RMNAME=(DLZHDC20,2,13000,4500)

 DATASET  DD1=DBD1HDAM,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=4096,SCAN=3

 SEGM     NAME=SEGA,BYTES=31,PTR=H,PARENT=0

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELDA,SEQ,U),BYTES=21,START=1

 FIELD    NAME=FIELDB,BYTES=10,START=22
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 SEGM     NAME=SEGB,BYTES=30,PTR=H,PARENT=SEGA

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELDC,SEQ,U),BYTES=30,START=1

 SEGM     NAME=SEGC,BYTES=30,PTR=H,PARENT=SEGB

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELDD,SEQ,U),BYTES=10,START=1

 FIELD    NAME=FIELDE,BYTES=20,START=11

 SEGM     NAME=SEGD,BYTES=60,PTR=H,PARENT=SEGB

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELDF,SEQ,U),BYTES=10,START=1

 FIELD    NAME=FIELDG,BYTES=50,START=11

 DBDGEN

 FINISH

 END

Figure 7. DBD source statements for sample hierarchy

Hierarchy with Database Records

The illustration below shows a hierarchy with database records

Note that in the A1 record, segment SEGC has three occurrences. In the A2 record, segment SEGD has two occurrences.
The hierarchical path to the D2b occurrence is by way of the following occurrences: A2, B2, C2, D2a (from top to bottom
and left to right).

Figure 8. Hierarchy with database records
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Defining Segments

A segment in DL/I is defined using a single SEGM statement and one or more FIELD statements.

SEGM Statement

The SEGM statement names and defines segments. For each child segment, the PARENT parameter specifies the name
of the related parent segment. Note that the SEGM statement for SEGA (in Figure 7) specifies 0 (zero) for PARENT,
indicating that this segment is the root (that is, it has no parent). The BYTES parameter specifies the length of each
segment.

FIELD Statement

Each SEGM statement is followed immediately by one or more FIELD statements, which name and define the fields for
the segment. An application can access the desired database records by specifying selection criteria for the segment
fields. The application specifies the selection criteria in a segment search argument (SSA) on the appropriate function
call. Only those records whose segment occurrences match the search criteria will be returned to the application.

Sequence Fields

If the NAME parameter on the FIELD statement contains the value SEQ, the field is a sequence field. A sequence field
can have different functions depending on whether it is specified for a root segment or a dependent child segment. The
differences are as follows:

• If specified for a root segment, a sequence field controls the physical placement of each root segment occurrence and
provides direct access to the associated database record.

• If specified for a child segment, a sequence field causes occurrences of the segment to be stored in ascending order,
based on the actual values in the sequence field.
A sequence field for a child segment assumes that the segment can have more than one occurrence within a given
parent occurrence (for example, C1a, C1b, and C1c in Figure 8). As the hierarchical path is traversed from right to left
within the parent occurrence, the child occurrence with the lowest value will be found first, and the child occurrence
with the highest value will be found last.

Unique or Duplicate Values in Sequence Fields

When defining child segments with sequence fields, you must also specify the value U or M in the NAME parameter. U
declares that each occurrence's sequence field value must be unique under the same parent occurrence. M declares
that multiple occurrences can have the same sequence field value under the same parent occurrence (that is, duplicate
sequence field values are allowed).

Storage Sequence for Duplicate Values

If sequence fields have duplicate values, the RULES parameter for the SEGM statement lets you control how new
occurrences of the child segment will be stored relative to existing occurrences under the same parent occurrence. The
possible RULES values are:

FIRST
-- Stores a new occurrence before all existing occurrences with the same value

LAST
-- Stores a new occurrence after the existing occurrences

HERE
-- Stores a new occurrence immediately before the current occurrence

Concatenated Keys
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Concatenated keys provide an efficient way to access specific segment occurrences. Such a key is constructed by
concatenating the value in an occurrence's sequence field with the values in the sequence fields from each higher level
segment occurrence in the hierarchical path.

For example, using the hierarchical structure defined in Figure 7, the concatenated key for SEGC is made up of its own
sequence field (FIELDD), the sequence field (FIELDC) for SEGB, and the sequence field (FIELDA) for SEGA. The key for
a given SEGC occurrence would be determined by the actual values contained in the sequence fields.

Logical Relationships Between Segments

What Logical Relationships Do

Logical relationships provide a way of extending the basic hierarchical relationships. They have no effect on how
segments are physically stored, but they do let you define multiple access paths to the same physical data. The segments
defined in a logical relationship can be on the same hierarchical path or on different hierarchical paths.

Logical Parent and Logical Child

In a logical relationship, the parent segment is referred to as the logical parent, and the child segment is referred to as
the logical child.

In a given logical relationship, a child segment can have only one physical parent and only one logical parent. Note that
a parent segment can be both physical and logical parent to the same child segment. Also, the same child segment can
have more than one logical parent, but in different logical relationships.

If two or more logical child segment occurrences have the same logical parent occurrence, they are referred to as logical
twins. As with physical twins, they are twins only in the sense that they have the same parent occurrence.

Hierarchical (physical) relationships always occur within the same database. Logical relationships can occur within the
same database or can involve segments from different databases.

DBD Source Statements for Two Databases

The example below shows sample DBD source statements for defining two databases (PHYSDB1 and PHYSDB2). Note
that the DBD definitions define both hierarchical and logical relationships.

Each hierarchical relationship involves only segments that are in the same database. A logical relationship, though, can
involve segments from its own database definition and segments from another database definition.

 DBD      NAME=PHYSDBD1,ACCESS=HDAM

 DATASET  DD1=HDAM1,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=2048,SCAN=3

 SEGM     NAME=SEG1,PTR=TWINBWD,RULES=LLV

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD1,SEQ,U),BYTES=60,START=1

 FIELD    NAME=FIELD2,BYTES=15,START=61

 FIELD    NAME=FIELD3,BYTES=75,START=76

 LCHILD   NAME=(SEG6,PHYSDB2),PAIR=SEG2,PTR=DBLE

 SEGM     NAME=SEG2,PARENT=SEG1,PTR=PAIRED

               SOURCE=(SEG6,DATA,PHYSDB2)

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD4,SEQ,U),BYTES=21,START=1

 FIELD    NAME=FIELD5,BYTES=20,START=22

 SEGM     NAME=SEG3,BYTES=200,PARENT=SEG1

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD6,SEQ,U),BYTES=99,START=1

 FIELD    NAME=FIELD7,BYTES=101,START=100

 SEGM     NAME=SEG4,BYTES=100,PARENT=SEG1

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD8,SEQ,U),BYTES=15,START=1

 FIELD    NAME=FIELD9,BYTES=15,START=51

 DBDGEN
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 FINISH

 END

 DBD      NAME=PHYSDBD2,ACCESS=HDAM,

               RMNAME=(DLZHDC20,7,700,250)

 DATASET  DD1=HDAM2,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=2048,SCAN=3

 SEGM     NAME=SEG5,BYTES=31,PTR=TWINBWD,RULES=(VLV)

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD9,SEQ,U),BYTES=21,START,TYPE=P

 FIELD    NAME=FIELD10,BYTES=10,START=22

 SEGM     NAME=SEG6,

               PARENT=((SEG5,DBLE),(SEG1,P,PHYSDB1)),

               BYTES=80,PTR=(LPARNT,TWINBWD),RULES=VVV

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD11,SEQ,U),START=1,BYTES=60

 FIELD    NAME=FIELD12,BYTES=20,START=61

 SEGM     NAME=SEG7,BYTES=20,PTR=T,

               PARENT=(SEG6,SNGL)

 FIELD    NAME=FIELD13,BYTES=9,START=1

 FIELD    NAME=FIELD14,BYTES=11,START=10

 SEGM     NAME=SEG8,BYTES=75,PTR=T,

               PARENT=(SEG6,SNGL)

 FIELD    NAME=FIELD16,BYTES=50,START=1

 FIELD    NAME=FIELD17,BYTES=25,START=51

 DBDGEN

 FINISH

 END

Figure 9. DBD source statements for two databases

Three Types of Logical Relationships

DL/I supports three types of logical relationships:

• Unidirectional
• Bidirectional virtual
• Bidirectional physical

Unidirectional Relationship

Access Data in One Direction

In a unidirectional relationship, access can go in only one direction: from a logical child segment to its logical parent
segment. A logical child segment cannot be accessed from its logical parent.

Unidirectional Structure

The illustration below illustrates the unidirectional logical structure. The structure shown involves segments from both
of the physical hierarchies (PHYSDB1 and PHYSDB2) defined in earlier in this section. The logical child is SEG6 (in
PHYSDB2), the physical parent is SEG5 (also in PHYSDB2), and the logical parent is SEG1 (in PHYSDB1).
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Figure 10. Unidirectional structure

Defining a Unidirectional Structure

You define a unidirectional structure in the logical child's SEGM statement. The SEGM statement names the logical child
segment and identifies both the physical parent and the logical parent.

The PARENT parameter on the logical child's SEGM statement takes the following form:

Syntax

Parameters

ppsegname
Identifies the name of a physical parent segment and must match a name specified for the NAME parameter in a
preceding SEGM statement.

lpsegname
Identifies the name of a logical parent segment and must match the name specified for the NAME parameter on
the logical parent's SEGM statement. Note that this SEGM statement can be in the same DBD or a different DBD
(see Dbname below).

VIRTUAL/PHYSICAL
Specifies whether the concatenated key of the logical parent is stored with the logical child (PHYSICAL) or is built
at run time (VIRTUAL). For more details, see IPSB Compiler.

dbname
Dbname is the name of the DBD that contains the logical parent's SEGM statement.

Bidirectional Virtual Relationship

Access Data in Two Directions

In a bidirectional virtual relationship, access can go in both directions: from a logical child segment to its logical parent
segment, and from the logical parent segment to its logical child segment.

A bidirectional virtual relationship requires that you define a virtual logical child segment, as well as a real logical child
segment. The virtual logical child is a pointer to the real logical child. (Compare to the bidirectional physical relationship,
described below, in which the virtual logical child is a physical duplicate of the real logical child.)

Unidirectional relationships involve three segments; bidirectional relationships always involve four segments.

Bidirectional Virtual Structure

The example below shows the bidirectional virtual relationship defined by the DBD source statements shown in Figure 9
earlier in this section. In this relationship, SEG6 is the real logical child, SEG5 is the physical parent, SEG1 is the logical
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parent, and SEG2 is the virtual logical child. Note that SEG5 and SEG6 are in DBD PHYSDB2, and SEG1 and SEG2 are
in DBD PHYSDB1.

Figure 12. Bidirectional virtual structure

Defining the Virtual Logical Child

The physical parent, the physical child, the logical parent, and the real logical child are defined the same as for a
unidirectional relationship (see Unidirectional Relationship). You define the virtual logical child in two places:

• In the logical parent's LCHILD statement. This statement follows the logical parent's SEGM and FIELD statements. It
supplies the name of the real logical child segment and identifies the DBD in which it is defined. It also supplies the
name of the segment in the logical parent's DBD that is to serve as the virtual logical child.

• In the virtual logical child's SEGM statement. The virtual logical child must be defined in the same DBD as the logical
parent.

SEGM Statement for the Virtual Logical Child

The virtual logical child's SEGM statement must include the SOURCE parameter, which sets up a pointer to the real
logical child and takes the following form:

Syntax

SOURCE=((segname,DATA,dbname))

Parameters

segname
Identifies the name of the real logical child segment, as specified for the NAME parameter in the real logical
child's SEGM statement.

dbname
Dbname is the name of the DBD that contains the real logical child's SEGM statement.

Bidirectional Physical Relationship

What is a Bidirectional Physical Relationship

Bidirectional physical relationships provide access in both directions between a logical parent segment and a logical child
segment. In this respect, they are the same as bidirectional virtual relationships. The difference between the two types of
relationships is that bidirectional physical employs a physical duplicate of the real logical child, while bidirectional virtual
employs a pointer to the real logical child, with no duplication of data.

Using Physical or Logical Virtual Bidirectional Relationships
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The decision to use one type of bidirectional relationship instead of another depends on whether you want to optimize
performance or space usage. Bidirectional physical relationships provide faster access times, but incur more space
overhead because of the duplicate logical child data. They also require more maintenance overhead since updates made
to one logical child must be duplicated in the other. Bidirectional virtual relationships conserve on space, but provide
slower access times.

Bidirectional Physical Structure

The illustration below shows the bidirectional physical relationship defined by the DBD source statements in Figure 7. In
this relationship, SEG6 is a physical child for SEG5 and a logical child for SEG1, SEG4 is a physical child for SEG1 and a
logical child for SEG5. Note that SEG6 and SEG5 are in DBD PHYSDB2, and SEG4 and SEG1 are in DBD PHYSDB1.

Figure 12. Bidirectional physical structure

Defining a Bidirectional Physical Relationship

To create a bidirectional physical relationship, you must define a child segment as both physical child and logical child for
each parent, in each parent's physical hierarchy. In effect, you define the same unidirectional structure for each parent.
The two logical child segments contain duplicate data and together are referred to as physically paired logical child
segments. Note that the logical child SEGM statements cannot include the SOURCE parameter.

Physical Databases

A Physical Database is a DBD Definition

In DL/I, a physical database is a DBD definition that specifies the allowable segments, segment fields, and segment
relationships for an actual database as stored on disk. Such a definition is known as a physical DBD. The term "physical"
in this context is somewhat misleading because the DBD serves as the top-level logical definition (or template) for the
database. All of the DBD definitions examined thus far are examples of physical databases, even though they define
logical as well as hierarchical relationships.

What is a Physical DBD

A physical DBD maps the definition of segments and their hierarchical relationships to physical storage. The sequence
in which the segments are defined in the DBD determines how their occurrences will be stored on disk. The hierarchical
relationships determine the access path that must be navigated to reach a specific segment occurrence.

A Physical DBD Specifies an Access Method

In addition to defining segments and their relationships, a physical DBD specifies the physical data organization to be
used and the corresponding access method. DL/I provides four physical access methods: HDAM, HISAM, HIDAM, and
HSAM. The choice of access method is the responsibility of the database designer and depends on the contents of the
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database and the transaction load requirements. The choice of access method is described in more detail under Physical
Access Methods.

Sample DBD Statement

Physical DBDs can be easily identified because they specify one of the four access methods for the ACCESS parameter
in the DBD statement. For example, the DBD for PHYSDB1 in Figure 9 is a physical DBD. The DBD statement is as
follows:

                DBD NAME = PHYSDB1,ACCESS=HDAM

The diagram below shows the physical database (hierarchy) derived from the DBD source statements in Figure 7.
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Figure 13. Sample physical databases

Physical Access Methods

What Physical Access Methods Do

Physical access methods determine the physical organization and available access paths for DL/I databases. Each
physical DBD must be assigned an access method, which is specified for the ACCESS parameter in the DBD statement.

Sequential and Direct Access Methods

DL/I provides two general access methods: sequential and direct. The sequential method lays out the segment
occurrences as physically contiguous, like records in a tape file. The direct method provides random access via pointers
to segment occurrences, like records on a direct access storage device (disk). Each method is further qualified on the
basis of whether or not it supports indexing.

DL/I Supports Four Access Methods

The combination of sequential/direct and indexing/no indexing yields the following four access methods for DL/I:

• HSAM──Hierarchical sequential access method
• HISAM──Hierarchical indexed sequential access method
• HDAM──Hierarchical direct access method
• HIDAM──Hierarchical indexed direct access method

Note that all four access methods are hierarchical (H). This reflects the fact that an application always views a database
as hierarchical, regardless of the access method used or the physical location of the data.

HSAM Access

What HSAM Provides

The HSAM access method provides sequential access to root segments and child segments. The top-to-bottom, left-to-
right hierarchical sequence is reflected in the physical contiguity of the database records.

Use HSAM for Sequential File Processing

The HSAM organization requires fixed-length records and is intended exclusively for conventional sequential file
processing. There is no provision for making updates in place, without copying the database. Also, HSAM supports only
hierarchical relationships, not logical relationships.

For more information on HSAM access method, see DL/I Access Methods in IDMS/DB.

HISAM Access

What HISAM Provides

The HISAM access method provides indexed access to root segments and sequential access to child segments. The
index contains the root segment sequence field values and is maintained in ascending order as part of the physical
database.

As with the HSAM method, the hierarchical relationships are reflected in the physical contiguity of the database records.

HISAM uses two data sets: the primary data set and the overflow data set. Both data sets are defined with fixed-length
physical records.

Primary Data Set

The primary data set contains the root segment occurrences and as many of their dependent segment occurrences as
will fit. The primary data set supports indexing via the root segment sequence field values.
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Overflow Data Set

The overflow data set contains the dependent occurrences that will not fit in the primary data set. Chains between the
primary and overflow data sets maintain relationships and sequencing.

HISAM supports hierarchical relationships and unidirectional and bidirectional logical relationships with physical pairing.
HISAM does not support bidirectional virtual relationships.

HDAM Access

What HDAM Provides

The HDAM access method provides hashed access to root segments and pointer access to child segments. The hashing
algorithm calculates the physical address of a root segment occurrence based on the value in its sequence field.

HDAM Uses a Radomizing Routine

When a database record is first loaded, the HDAM method randomizes the root key value to a physical location, which
consists of a block number and an offset into the block. The root segment occurrence and all dependent segment
occurrences that will fit are loaded into the block. Dependent segment occurrences that will not fit are loaded into an
overflow area. Physical child and physical twin pointers are created to establish the appropriate connections.

Fast and Direct Access to Root Segments

HDAM provides fast, direct access to a root segment occurrence. With, at most, one additional I/O, it is possible to access
the first occurrence of the dependent segment at the next level by following the appropriate physical child pointer.

The HDAM method supports all of the DL/I hierarchical and logical relationships.

HIDAM Access

What HIDAM Provides

The HIDAM access method provides indexed access to root segments, via the root sequence field, and pointer access to
child segments. The index contains the root segment sequence field values and is maintained in ascending order.

A HIDAM database is made up of two separate databases. One database contains all of the data. The other database is
the index and contains the sequence field values for the root segment occurrences.

Index Database

The index database is never visible to an application, but it must be defined in its own set of DBD statements. A HIDAM
index database requires the value INDEX for the ACCESS parameter in the DBD statement. The illustration below shows
the DBD source statements for a HIDAM physical database (DB1) and its associated index database (DBINDEX).

 DBD      NAME=DB1,ACCESS=HIDAM

 DATASET  DD1=DBHIDAM,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=42,RECORD=48,SCAN=1

 

 SEGM     NAME=SEG1,BYTES=31,PTR=H,PARENT=0

 

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD1,SEQ,U),BYTES=21,START=1

 FIELD    NAME=FIELD2,BYTES=10,START=22

 LCHILD   NAME=(SEG2,DBINDEX),PTR=INDX

 DBDGEN

 FINISH

 END
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 DBD      NAME=DBINDEX,ACCESS=INDEX

 DATASET  DD1=DBINDEX,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=44,RECORD=46,SCAN=1

 SEGM     NAME=SEG2,BYTES=21

 

 LCHILD   NAME=(SEG1,DB1),INDEX=FIELD1

 

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD3,SEQ,U),BYTES=21,START=1

 DBDGEN

 FINISH

 END

Figure 14. DBD definitions for a HIDAM database and its index database

Index Pointer Segments

An index database can contain only one segment, which is referred to as the index pointer segment. The single SEGM
statement in the index DBD names this segment. The index pointer segment points to the root segment in the physical
DBD. The root segment is referred to as the source segment because it is the source of the data needed to construct
the index pointer segment. The root segment is also the target segment because it is the segment that will be accessed
by the index pointer. The index pointer segment contains one field, which will carry the sequence field values for the root
segment occurrences. This field must also be defined as a sequence field.

LCHILD Statement Associates Databases

The physical (HIDAM) DBD and the index DBD both contain an LCHILD statement. Together, the two LCHILD statements
establish the association between the databases. The NAME parameter in the physical DBD's LCHILD statement
specifies the index pointer segment and the index DBD in which it is defined. The NAME parameter in the index DBD's
LCHILD statement specifies the root segment and the physical DBD in which it is defined. The INDEX parameter in the
index DBD's LCHILD statement specifies the sequence field in the named root segment.

The HIDAM method supports all of the DL/I hierarchical and logical relationships.

Secondary Indexing (Index Databases)

 

A secondary index defines an alternative (or secondary) access path that overrides the underlying hierarchical access
path. DL/I supports the following types of secondary indexes:

• An index to a root or dependent segment on the basis of any field in the segment
• An index to a root or dependent segment on the basis of any field in a physically dependent segment

The key field for an index can be a single field or up to five fields in the same segment concatenated in any order. A
physical database can have multiple secondary indexes.

Define Secondary Index 

Secondary indexes must be defined as separate databases. The segment occurrences in a secondary index database
contain the values of the specified key field(s) and the pointers to the associated segment occurrences in the physical
database.  There are three types of segments, as follows:

• Pointer segment: The secondary index segment is known as the pointer segment.
• Source segment: The segment containing the key field(s) is known as the source segment
• Target segment: The source and target segments can be the same or different.

Secondary indexes differ from HIDAM indexes. They allow you to index segments other than root segments. In a
secondary index, the pointer segment can contain up to five concatenated fields, rather than just one field. Also, the
source and target segments do not have to be the same.
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Secondary indexes are defined in a manner similar to HIDAM index databases. Related statements must be included in
both the index DBD and the associated physical DBD.

Sample DBD Definitions

The sample below shows the DBD definitions for a physical HDAM database (DB2) and an associated secondary index
database (DBINDX2).

 DBD      NAME=DB2,ACCESS=HDAM,

               RMNAME=(GLDHDC20,5,660,850)

 DATASET  DD1=DBHDAM,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=2048,SCAN=1

 

 SEGM     NAME=SEG1,PARENT=0,BYTES=15

 

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD1,SEQ,U),BYTES=5,START=1

 LCHILD   NAME=(SEG6,DBINDX2),PTR=INDX

 XDFLD    NAME=XDFLD1,SEGMENT=SEG2,

               SRCH=FIELD2,DDATA=FIELD3

 

 SEGM     NAME=SEG2,PARENT=SEG1,BYTES=25

 

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD2,SEQ,U),BYTES=5,START=1

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD3),BYTES=10,START=6

 SEGM     NAME=SEG3,PARENT=SEG2,BYTES=15

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD4,SEQ,U),BYTES=10,START=1

 SEGM     NAME=SEG4,PARENT=SEG2,BYTES=30

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD5,SEQ,U),BYTES=20,START=1

 DBDGEN

 FINISH

 END

 DBD      NAME=DBINDX2,ACCESS=INDEX

 DATASET  DD1=INDX2,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=23,

               RECORD=88,SCAN=1

 

 SEGM     NAME=SEG6,PARENT=0,BYTES=15

 

 FIELD    NAME=(FIELD6,SEQ,U),START=1,BYTES=15

 LCHILD   NAME=(SEG1,DB2),POINTER=SINGL,INDEX=XDFLD1

 DBDGEN

 FINISH

 END

Figure 15. DBD definitions for a physical and secondary database

Index DBD Statements

The index DBD must contain the following statements:

DBD statement
── ACCESS parameter must specify INDEX.

SEGM statement
── Defines the index pointer segment as the root for the index database. Only one SEGM statement is allowed.
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FIELD statement
── Defines the sequence field for the pointer segment. Only one FIELD statement is allowed.

LCHILD statement
── Identifies the target segment and the physical DBD in which it is defined. The INDEX parameter specifies the
name of the indexed field (XDFLD) in the associated physical DBD. Only one LCHILD statement is allowed.

Physical DBD Statements

The physical DBD must contain the following statements:

DBD statement
── ACCESS parameter must specify HISAM, HDAM, or HIDAM. While it is possible to set up a secondary
index for a logical database (ACCESS=LOGICAL), it is not recommended for reasons of performance and data
independence. HSAM databases are restricted to sequential access.

LCHILD statement
── Identifies the pointer segment and the index DBD in which it is defined. The PTR (pointer) parameter must
specify INDX (for index). The LCHILD statement must be included under the SEGM statement for the target
segment.

XDFLD statement
── Identifies a source segment and its index field. The value for the NAME parameter is referenced in the
LCHILD statement in the index DBD. The SEGMENT parameter specifies the source segment. The SRCH
parameter specifies the sequence field in the source segment to be used for indexing. The DDATA parameter
specifies a data field in the source segment to be used for indexing.
Note that the values for the SRCH and DDATA fields will be concatenated to produce the actual index-key field
values. The XDFLD statement must be included under the SEGM statement for the target segment.

Restructuring a Hierarchy

If a secondary index points to a dependent segment, the effect is to restructure the hierarchy so that the dependent
segment appears as the root. In the new hierarchy, the higher level segments in the original hierarchy become
dependents of the new root. They appear as leftmost dependents in reverse hierarchical order. A secondary index is
similar to a logical relationship in that they both restructure an underlying hierarchy. However, a secondary index is
different from a logical relationship in that it can deal only with a single physical database. Logical relationships can
combine segments from one or more physical databases.

The following diagram illustrates an original, underlying hierarchy and the new hierarchy that results from indexing a
dependent segment (SEG2).
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Full and Sparse Indexing

A secondary index can be either full or sparse.

Full Index

A full index maintains an entry for each source segment occurrence in which the search field has a value.

Sparse Index

A sparse index maintains entries only for selected values in the search field. Because sparse indexing is more selective
than full indexing, it provides faster search times for the desired target segments.
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Logical Databases

 

What is a Logical Database

A logical database is a DBD definition that references structures already defined in one or more physical databases
(physical DBDs). Such a definition is known as a logical DBD.

To an application, a logical DBD always appears as a single hierarchical physical DBD. However, a logical DBD is derived
from the relationships (especially the logical relationships) defined in the associated physical DBDs.

Logical Databases Provide Flexibility

Logical databases provide flexibility for applications by allowing them to view the same physical data in many different
ways. It is important to remember that each logical DBD is still hierarchical in nature for all of the DL/I calls that use it.

Defining a Logical Database

Specify LOGICAL for ACCESS Parameter

To define a logical DBD, you must specify LOGICAL for the ACCESS parameter in the DBD statement. The bulk of a
logical DBD consists of SEGM statements that reference segments defined in one or more physical DBDs. (Segment
fields can be defined only on the physical DBD level.)

SEGM Statement

The SEGM statement specifies a NAME for the segment and must contain a SOURCE clause to identify the segment
as defined in a physical DBD. Similar to physical DBDs, the PARENT parameter specifies the parent segment within the
logical structure. For example, the statement below declares that segment SEG7 is based on the segment of the same
name in the PHYSDB2 physical DBD, and is a child of the LSEGB segment in this logical database:

Syntax

SEGM NAME=SEG7,SOURCE=((SEG7,PHYSDB2)),PARENT=LSEGB

Intersection and Concatenated Segments

Pointer and Target Segments

As mentioned above, logical databases are defined by referencing segments already defined in one or more physical
DBDs. In particular, logical databases rely on the logical relationships defined in the physical DBDs. Logical relationships
allow you to link a segment (logical child) in one physical DBD with a segment (logical parent) in another (or the same)
physical DBD. In such a relationship, the logical child segment is referred to as the pointer segment, and the logical parent
is referred to as the target segment.

Intersection and Concatenated Segments

In practice, the link between pointer and target segments is established via a pointer field in the pointer (logical
child) segment. If the pointer segment contains data fields in addition to the pointer field, such fields are said to carry
intersection data and the segment itself is referred to as an intersection segment. The intersection data is unique to
the relationship between a pointer segment occurrence and its associated target segment occurrence. An application
can retrieve and modify the data portions of the pointer and target segments separately, or it can retrieve and modify the
pointer and target segments as one concatenated segment.

Defining a Concatenated Segment
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The definition of individual pointer (logical child) and target (logical parent) segments occurs at the physical DBD level.
The definition of concatenated segments occurs at the logical DBD level and is specified via the SOURCE parameter in
the SEGM statement. The SOURCE parameter determines the contents of a concatenated segment, which can be:

• The concatenated key of the destination parent, the pointer segment's intersection data, and the destination parent's
data

• The concatenated key of the destination parent and the pointer segment's intersection data
• The destination parent's data only

The Destination Parent

The destination parent can be either the physical or logical parent of the pointer (logical child) segment. The choice
depends on the direction in which you want the access to proceed: from logical parent to physical parent via the logical
child, or from physical parent to logical parent via the logical child.

Syntax

The SOURCE parameter in the logical DBD SEGM statement takes the following form:

Parameters

psegname
Identifies the name of the pointer (logical child) segment as defined in the physical DBD dbname1. This segment
can be either a virtual logical child or a real logical child. (See "Bidirectional Virtual Relationship" and "Bidirectional
Physical Relationship" earlier in this section.)

KEY/DATA
KEY/DATA specifies whether an application will have access to only the key (sequence field) of the named
segment, or will have access to the segment's data portion as well as the key. KEY is the default.

dsegname
Dsegname is the name of the destination parent as defined in the physical DBD dbname2. The destination parent
can be either the physical or logical parent for the pointer (logical child) segment named in psegname.

Sample Logical Database

DBD Definition for a Logical Database

The sample below shows the DBD source statements for a logical database. The DBD definitions for the underlying
physical databases are those shown in Figure 9. In the logical DBD shown below, LSEGB is the concatenated segment
that combines the SEG6 and SEG1 segments from PHYSDB1 and PHYSDB2, respectively.

 DBD      NAME=LOGDB,ACCESS=LOGICAL

 DATASET  LOGICAL

 SEGM     NAME=LSEGA,SOURCE=((SEG5,PHYSDB2))

 SEGM     NAME=LSEGB,PARENT=LSEGA,

               SOURCE=((SEG6,DATA,PHYSDB2),(SEG1,DATA,PHYSDB1))

 SEGM     NAME=SEG3,PARENT=(LSEGB,((SEG3,PHYSDB1)))

 SEGM     NAME=SEG4,PARENT=LSEGB,SOURCE=((SEG4,PHYSDB1))

 SEGM     NAME=SEG7,SOURCE=((SEG7,PHYSDB2)),PARENT=LSEGB

 SEGM     NAME=SEG8,SOURCE=((SEG8,PHYSDB2)),PARENT=LSEGB
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 DBDGEN

 FINISH

 END

Logical Database Structure

The illustration below shows the logical database produced by the logical DBD definition in the source statements shown
above. Compare the resulting logical structure with the hierarchical structures for the underlying physical databases.
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Figure 17. Logical database structure
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Program Communication Blocks

A program communication block (PCB) selects segments from a specific physical or logical DBD. An application using
the PCB has access to only those segments that are selected. Usually, a PCB selects only a subset (or subhierarchy) of
the segments defined in a DBD, but it can select all of the segments.

Multiple PCBs

Multiple PCBs can be defined for the same DBD, each selecting a different subset of the defined segments. PCBs can
overlap so that the same segment(s) can appear in different PCBs. Multiple applications can share the same PCB, but
through different program specification blocks (described later in this section).

This topic contains the following information:

Data Sensitivity and the PROCOPT Options

What is Data Sensitivity

In DL/I, an application's data sensitivity refers to those segments that are available to the application via the PCBs it
uses. In terms of data sensitivity, the basic purpose of a PCB is to effectively mask out segments from an application.

PROCOPT Processing Options

The PROCOPT processing options provide a number of access controls in addition to the basic access control based on
including or excluding a segment. PROCOPT options let you further qualify access to specified segments. For example,
PROCOPT=G permits the program to GET (that is, read) a segment. Some PROCOPT options can also be specified for
the entire DBD, thereby restricting access on the database level itself.

The PROCOPT options include:

G
── Get (retrieve) access

R
── Replace (update) access

I
── Insert access (to store new segments)

D
── Delete access

P
── Path calls

O
── Get calls only (no hold)

A
── Any or all of the access options above

L
── Load access (for database loading)

x S
── Ascending sequence only for the option indicated by x (G, R, etc.)

K
── Key access only

Multiple options can be specified in the same PROCOPT parameter.

The K Option
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The K option allows a PCB to restrict an application to only the key portion of a segment, while masking out the data
portion. The K option is important because it removes access to a segment but still retains the hierarchical access path
to the segment's dependents. By default, when a PCB masks out a segment, it also masks out the segment's dependent
segments. The K option provides a way around this restriction.

Defining a PCB

Sample PCB

The following example shows the source statements for a sample PCB:

 PCB     TYPE=DB,DBDNAME=DBDNEW,PROCOPT=G,

              KEYLEN=45,PROCSEQ=INDEX1

 SENSEG  NAME=SEGRT1,PARENT=0

 SENSEG  NAME=SEG3,PARENT=SEGRT1

 SENSEG  NAME=SEG4,PARENT=SEG3

 SENSEG  NAME=SEG2,PARENT=SEGRT1

 PSBGEN  LANG=COBOL,PSBNAME=PSB1

 END

Figure 18. Sample PCB definition

The PCB Statement

To define a PCB, you must first specify the PCB statement. On the PCB statement, the DBDNAME parameter identifies a
physical or logical DBD from which to select segments. The PROCOPT parameter specifies a PROCOPT option for the
entire database.

The KEYLEN Parameter

The KEYLEN parameter specifies the maximum key length to be used when the key (sequence field value) of a segment
is concatenated with the keys of the higher-level segments in its hierarchical access path. The KEYLEN value is
determined by adding up the lengths of the sequence fields necessary to reach the lowest-level segment in the hierarchy
of available segments.

Sensitive Segment (SENSEG) Statements

The bulk of a PCB definition consists of SENSEG (sensitive segment) statements. Each SENSEG statement specifies
a segment to be included from the named DBD. The SENSEG statement can also include a PROCOPT option for the
segment.

Program Specification Block

The program specification block (PSB) defines all of the database views that are available to an application. A PSB
consists of one or more PCB definitions similar to the one shown in Figure 18. One PSB can contain up to 255 separate
PCBs.

For each PCB you define, you must include the PSBGEN statement. The PSBGEN statement names the PSB and
specifies the language in which the current applications are written.

Parallel Processing

If a PSB contains multiple PCBs, an application using the PSB can engage in parallel processing. Since each PCB can
reference a separate DBD, the application, by way of multitasking, can perform parallel processing on different databases
or on different views of the same database. DL/I maintains a separate PCB control block for each database in use.
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Definition Summary

The DL/I process of defining databases and application views of these databases involves the following steps:

1. Define one or more physical databases using DBD source statements. The physical DBDs specify segments, fields
within segments, and the hierarchical relationships among segments. Logical relationships can also be defined to
relate segments from one or more physical databases. Each physical DBD must also be assigned one of the four
physical access methods. If using HIDAM access, the associated index database must also be defined.

2. If desired, define one or more secondary index databases for individual physical databases.
3. Define one or more logical databases using DBD statements that reference segments in already defined physical

databases. Logical DBDs typically make explicit the logical relationships defined in the underlying physical DBDs.
Concatenated segments can also be defined to specify run-time access regarding the physical parent, the logical
parent, and the common (physical/logical) child.

4. Define one or more program communication blocks to define the application sensitivity for segments in a physical
or logical database. Run-time access options for segments and the entire database can also be specified via the
PROCOPT parameter.

5. Define a program specification block to collect all of the PCBs that can be used by an application.

DL/I Commands

Contents

The DL/I commands constitute the run-time database interface for an application. Collectively, the DL/I commands are a
procedural language for data access, data retrieval, and data manipulation. They are implemented as a set of subroutine
calls or preprocessed commands with various parameters. An application requests desired database operations by
embedding the appropriate calls at specific points in the source code. Separate DL/I compilers are provided for a number
of application programming languages.

The DL/I commands are both navigation- and access-path-oriented.

Basic Operations

The basic DL/I commands are:

GET UNIQUE (GU)
── Retrieves a named segment occurrence (direct retrieval)

GET NEXT (GN)
── Retrieves the next segment occurrence in the hierarchical access path

GET NEXT WITHIN PARENT (GNP)
── Retrieves the next segment occurrence under the current parent occurrence

GET HOLD UNIQUE (GHU)
── Same as GU, but permits a subsequent DELETE or REPLACE

GET HOLD NEXT (GHN)
── Same as GN, but permits a subsequent DELETE or REPLACE

GET HOLD NEXT WITHIN PARENT (GHNP)
── Same as GNP, but permits a subsequent DELETE or REPLACE

REPLACE (REPL)
── Updates an existing segment occurrence in the database

INSERT (ISRT)
── Inserts a new segment occurrence in the database
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DELETE (DLET)
── Deletes an existing segment occurrence and all of its dependents

Call Format

Syntax

Call-level DL/I has the following format:

CALL langDLI((#PARMS,)function,pcb-name,user-io-area,(ssa...))

Parameters

langDLI
Specifies the language of the calling program (for example, PLITDLI for a PL/I program).

#PARMS
Specifies the number of parameters for the call, not including the #parms parameter itself.

function
Specifies one of the DL/I command codes (GU, GN, REPL, etc.).

pcb-name
Specifies the PCB to be used with the call.

user-io-area
Identifies the name of the I/O area. See Program Communication.

ssa
Specifies one or more optional segment search arguments (SSAs). There can be from 0 to 15 SSAs.

Segment Search Arguments

A segment search argument (SSA) specifies criteria for selecting a segment occurrence along the hierarchical access
path. SSAs take the following form:

Syntax

segment-name(field-name  operator  field-value)

Parameters

segment-name
Identifies the name of the desired segment.

field-name
Identifies the name of a field in the segment.

operator
Specifies a standard relational operator (=, >=, <= , etc.).

field-value
Specifies an actual value for field-name.

Call-level DL/I Example

The example below selects the EMPLOYEE segment occurrence whose ID field has the value 123456:

GU, EMP-PCB, IO-A, EMPLOYEE (ID = 123456)
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DL/I searches the EMPLOYEE segment occurrences within the database identified by EMP-PCB (the PCB name) and
returns the contents of the found occurrence to IO-A (the user I/O area). If duplicate values are allowed for the search
field, DL/I returns the first qualifying occurrence into the I/O area.

You can construct more complex selection criteria by combining SSAs with logical operators (AND, OR, etc.). By
combining SSAs, you can direct the search to any level in the hierarchy.

Command-level DL/I (EXEC DLI) Example

DL/I database access is also possible using EXEC DLI commands. These commands allow similar functionality and
content as call-level DL/I. The example below selects the EMPLOYEE segment occurrence whose ID field has the value
123456 (assuming EMP-ID contains ‘123456’), and is equivalent to the call-level example above:

EXEC DLI GU USING PCB(EMP-PCB) SEGMENT(EMPLOYEE) WHERE(ID=EMPID) INTO(IO-A);

You can construct more complex selection criteria by combining multiple SEGMENT statements. By combining
SEGMENT statements, you can direct the search to any level in the hierarchy.

Program Communication

The Program Communication Block (PCB)

When an application performs operations against a database, it always does so through a program communication block
(PCB). The PCB restricts the application's access to specific segments selected from the definition of an underlying
database.

Regardless of whether the definition is for a physical or a logical database, the database always appears to the application
as hierarchical. This is an important point because the flow of the application's processing must always conform to a
specific hierarchical path. In other words, application access to a database always starts at a root segment occurrence
and proceeds downward through the hierarchy, moving from left to right among segment occurrences on the same level.

PCB Provides for Transfer and Control of Information

At program run time, DL/I maintains an I/O area for each PCB defined in the PSB. The PCB area provides for the transfer
of data and control information between the application and DL/I. The PCB I/O area contains a control block with a
number of fields. DL/I updates the control fields after each DL/I call. An application's access to these fields is established
by declaring the fields as program variables. It is the application's responsibility to check the control fields, as appropriate,
after each DL/I call.

Basic DL/I Control Fields

The basic DL/I control fields (with sample names) are:

DBD-NAME
── Name of the DBD referenced by the PCB. This DBD determines the access path available to the application.

SEG-LEVEL
── The current segment level in the hierarchy.

STATUS-CODE
── DL/I result status code.

PROCOPTS
── Processing options in effect, as specified in the PCB definition.

SEG-NAME
── Segment name for the segment occurrence last accessed.

KEY-LENGTH
── Length of the concatenated key for the segment occurrence last accessed.
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SEN-SEGS
── Number of segments available to the application, as specified in SENSEG statements in the PCB.

KEY-AREA
── Key feedback area for the concatenated key of the segment occurrence last accessed.

Database Positioning

The SEG-LEVEL, SEG-NAME, and KEY-AREA fields in the PCB help the application to keep track of its current position
in the database. The application can use the current contents of these fields to direct subsequent database navigation
and/or retrieval operations.

The IDMS/DB Environment

 

In IDMS/DB, the basic structure is the set. A set consists of record types that are related as owner and member.
Individual record types can participate in more than one relationship (set) either as owner or member (that is, a member
record type can have more than one owner record type).

Multiple Ownership Support

Support for multiple ownership is the most basic difference between DL/I and IDMS/DB. In DL/I, a child segment
(equivalent to a member record type) can have one and only one parent segment (equivalent to an owner record type).

NOTE
DL/I's support for bidirectional logical relationships provides the functional equivalent of multiple ownership.

Schema The Top-Level Definition

In IDMS/DB, the top-level definition is known as the schema. The schema names all of the allowable record types and
defines the elements (fields) that can appear in each record type. The schema also names and defines the possible
relationships among the record types; these defined relationships are the sets.

Subschema The Second-Level Definition

The second-level definition in IDMS/DB is known as the subschema. As its name indicates, the subschema defines a
subset of the top-level schema definition. (While a subschema is usually a subset of a schema, it can also duplicate a
schema in its entirety.) Any number of subschemas can be defined for a given schema.

Defining IDMS/DB Databases

Use Data Description Language (DDL)

The database administrator prepares the schema definition using source statements provided in the schema data
description language (Schema DDL). The database administrator codes the subschema definitions using similar source
statements provided in the subschema data description language (Subschema DDL).

You use IDMS physical data definition language statements to create a DMCL module that maps the schema areas to
physical files and defines buffers for database operations.

NOTE
For more information on defining a DMCL, see the IDMS Database Administration Section.

DDL Compilers Process Source Statements
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Separate schema and subschema DDL compilers process the source statements. The IDMS Command Facility is used
to produce assembler source for the DMCL module. The DMCL assembler source must then be assembled to produce
object modules that map the logical areas into physical files and set up the necessary buffers.

Executing IDMS/DB Applications

At application run time, IDMS/DB loads the object-form subschemas and DMCL modules. The application is then ready
to start issuing data manipulation language (DML) calls for database operations. The object-form subschemas serve as
control tables for the application. These subschemas maintain status information so the application can check the results
of database requests.

Basic IDMS/DB Components

IDMS/DB Components

The diagram below illustrates the basic components in the IDMS/DB environment.

NOTE
For more information on complete descriptions of all of the IDMS/DB components, see the IDMS Database
Design Section and IDMS Database Administration Section.
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DL/I and IDMS/DB Correspondences

IDMS DLI Transparency allows a DL/I application program to access an IDMS/DB database. To support this access, you
must define an IDMS/DB schema and subschema that correspond to the specific DBD and PSB definitions expected by
the application. For example, for each DL/I segment, hierarchy, and logical relationship, you must make sure that there
is a corresponding IDMS/DB record type and set structure. For more information on the rules for defining schemas and
subschemas, see the IDMS Database Administration Section.

The following table summarizes the required correspondences between DL/I and IDMS/DB.

DL/I structure IDMS/DB equivalence
Segment Record
Parent segment Owner record
Child segment Member record
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Parent/child relationship Set relationship where parent is the owner and the child is the
member

Child segment with a sequence field Member record of a sorted set
Sequence field for a dependent segment Sort key
Unsequenced child segments with insert rules as follows:
HERE
FIRST
LAST

Member record of a set with an order option as follows:
PRIOR
FIRST
LAST

Child segments with nonunique sequence fields with an insert rule
as follows:
FIRST
LAST

Member record of a sorted set with the following duplicates option:
FIRST
LAST

Child segments with nonunique sequence fields with an insert rule
of HERE*

Member record of a set with a set order option of PRIOR

Logical relationship
Physical parent segment
Logical parent segment
Logical child segment

Many to many relationship
Owner record
Owner record
Junction record

Dependent segments in a physical access database Members of an IDMS/DB set
Root segment in an ACCESS=HDAM database CALC record
Root segment in an ACCESS=HISAM database DIRECT record in a SYSTEM-owned indexed set; ascending or

descending sort order on the record's symbolic key (equivalent to
the sequence field of the HISAM root segment)

Root segment in an ACCESS=INDEX database (pointer segment) Member record in a SYSTEM-owned indexed set; ascending sort
order on the record's symbolic key (equivalent to the sequence
field of the index pointer segment); also, VIA member in a set
owned by the target record

Pointer segment (root segment in the corresponding
ACCESS=INDEX database)

Member record in a SYSTEM-owned indexed set; ascending sort
order on the record's symbolic key (equivalent to the sequence
field of the index pointer segment); also, VIA member in a set
owned by the target record

Target segment (root segment) CALC record that owns the pointer record in the target-pointer set
Secondary index target segment Owner record of a target-pointer set
Pointer segment (root segment of the corresponding
ACCESS=INDEX database)

Record that is a member of an indexed set sorted in ascending
order on the value of the sort key (i.e. the sequence field for the
equivalent segment); record is also a VIA member of a set owned
by the target record

ACCESS=HIDAM database:
Root segment (target segment)

Record equivalents for ACCESS-HIDAM database:
CALC record that owns a pointer record through the target-pointer
set

NOTE
*Special considerations apply to insert rules (see Sequenced and Unsequenced Child Segments).

Segments and Record Types

For each segment defined in a physical DBD, there must be a corresponding record type in an IDMS/DB schema.
Segments from logical DBDs are exceptions and must not appear in the schema. Logical segments are redefinitions of
segments already defined in physical DBDs.
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NOTE
The IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator creates the necessary correspondences in the resulting schema,
subschema, and DMCL source. You do not have to code the IDMS/DB definitions sectionly.

Sequenced and Unsequenced Child Segments

IDMS/DB requires different definitions for child segments, depending on whether they are sequenced or unsequenced.

Sequenced Child Segments

Sequenced child segments correspond to member record types in sorted sets. The child segment's sequence field is used
for the sort key in the IDMS/DB sorted set.

• If the child segment is defined for U (unique) sequence field values, duplicates are not allowed for the set
(DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED).

• If the child segment is defined for M (multiple or duplicate) sequence field values, the value for the insert RULES
parameter determines where duplicate fields are stored within the set sequence:

FIRST
── the set is ordered DUPLICATES FIRST.

LAST
── the set is ordered DUPLICATES LAST.

HERE
── the corresponding record type is a member in an unsorted set with a set order option of PRIOR.

Unsequenced Child Segments

Unsequenced child segments correspond to member record types in unsorted sets. The set ORDER option is determined
by the value for the RULES parameter on the child's SEGM statement:

HERE
── Corresponds to an order option of PRIOR.

FIRST
── Corresponds to an order option of FIRST.

LAST
── Corresponds to an order option of LAST. Note that LAST is the DL/I default for unsequenced segments. If a
child segment does not have RULES specified, LAST is used for the order option in the corresponding unsorted
set.

Deletable Segments

If a DL/I segment can be deleted, the corresponding record type must have prior pointers. As a rule, all sets should have
prior pointers.

Hierarchies and Sets

Parent/Child Relationships Correspond to Sets

DL/I parent/child relationships (hierarchies) correspond to IDMS/DB sets. There must be an IDMS/DB set for each
physical parent/child relationship. In an IDMS/DB set, the owner record type corresponds to the parent segment, and the
member record type corresponds to the child segment.

With IDMS DLI Transparency, IDMS/DB sets can have only one member record type. Multi-member sets are not allowed.

DL/I Hierarchies and IDMS/DB Sets

The diagram below shows a sample DL/I hierarchy converted to a series of IDMS/DB sets.
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Figure 20. DL/I hierarchies and IDMS/DB sets

Logical Relationships and Sets

In IDMS DLI Transparency, each segment in a logical relationship corresponds to one of three IDMS/DB record types.

Junction Record

The logical child segment is defined as a junction record that is a member of two sets. The owner of one set
corresponds to the physical parent segment; the owner of the other set corresponds to the logical parent segment.

Owner and Member Records

If the DL/I physical and logical parents are the same segment, one record type is used to represent both parents. In
this case, the record type is the owner of the two sets of which the junction record (equivalent to the logical child) is the
member.

The junction record must always have a location mode of VIA. The VIA set is the set of which the record type for the
physical parent is the owner. Note that database load procedures can override this consideration.

IDMS DLI Transparency requires that all logical relationships (that is, unidirectional, bidirectional virtual, and bidirectional
physical) be implemented as bidirectional virtual relationships. The conversion to bidirectional virtual is transparent to an
application. However, the conversion of bidirectional physical relationships requires special consideration.

Implementing a Bidirectional Physical Relationship

To implement a bidirectional physical relationship as a bidirectional virtual relationship in IDMS/DB, a record type is
defined for each of the parent segments. Additionally, a single record type is used to represent the physically paired child
segments. This record type is defined as a VIA junction record in the set owned by each of the parent record types. In
bidirectional virtual terms, the junction record type becomes the equivalent of the real logical child and the virtual logical
child.

DL/I Logical Relationship and IDMS/DB Sets
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The following diagram illustrates a DL/I bidirectional virtual relationship and the IDMS/DB set structures used to implement
it.

Figure 21. DL/I logical relationship and corresponding IDMS/DB sets

DL/I Access Methods in IDMS/DB

Each of the four access methods allowed for physical DBDs requires a different implementation in IDMS/DB. The HSAM,
HISAM, HDAM, and HIDAM access methods are discussed below.

HSAM

IDMS DLI Transparency does not implement HSAM databases directly. However, the indirect implementation is
transparent to any DL/I application using an HSAM database. The IDMS DLI Transparency implementation depends on
whether the HSAM database is sequenced or unsequenced:

• A sequenced HSAM database has a root segment that is sorted on the basis of its sequence field. A sequenced
HSAM database is defined in the same way as a HISAM database (see "HISAM" below). In the schema, the root
segment of the HSAM database is treated as the root segment of a HISAM database. Once the HSAM database is
defined as a HISAM database, the appropriate structures are defined in the corresponding IDMS/DB schema.

• An unsequenced HSAM database is defined as a separate area in the IDMS/DB schema. This area contains only the
record types and sets needed to reflect the HSAM segments and their hierarchies. All record types are defined with a
location mode of DIRECT.

HISAM

IDMS DLI Transparency relates the root segment in the HISAM database to the member record type in a system-owned
indexed set. The member record has a location mode of DIRECT; its symbolic key corresponds to the root segment's
sequence field. If it is necessary to keep the member record (the root segment equivalent) in physical sequential order,
ascending or descending order is defined for its symbolic key.

NOTE
For more information on indexed sets, see the IDMS Database Administration Section.
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Sample HISAM Database and IDMS/DB Sets

The diagram below, shows a sample HISAM database and the IDMS/DB sets used to implement it.

Figure 22. Sample HISAM database and corresponding IDMS/DB sets

HDAM

In IDMS DLI Transparency, the root segment in an HDAM database corresponds to an owner record type with a location
mode of CALC. The root segment's sequence field is defined as the CALC key.

Sample HDAM Hierarchy and IDMS/DB Sets

The diagram below shows a sample HDAM hierarchy and the corresponding IDMS/DB set structures.
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Figure 23. Sample HDAM hierarchy and corresponding IDMS/DB sets

HIDAM

As with an HDAM database, the HIDAM root segment is defined as an owner record with a location mode of CALC. The
root segment's sequence field becomes the CALC key.

In a HIDAM database, the root segment is also the source and target segment for the associated index database. To
account for the index pointer segment, a member record type is defined with a location mode of VIA within an indexed set
owned by the CALC owner record type. The index record contains a single element to match the root segment's sequence
field (CALC key in the owner record type). The index record also contains any data fields defined in the index. During
processing, IDMS/DB maintains matching occurrences between the index (member) record and the owner of the set.

Sample HIDAM Hierarchy and IDMS/DB Sets

The diagram below shows a sample HIDAM hierarchy and the corresponding IDMS/DB set structures.
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Figure 24. Sample HIDAM hierarchy and corresponding IDMS/DB sets

DL/I Secondary Indexes in IDMS/DB

A DL/I secondary index involves a primary database and an index database. The primary database contains a source and
a target segment. The index database contains an index pointer segment, which is also the root segment.

Define Index Pointer Segment as Member Record

In IDMS DLI Transparency, the index pointer segment is defined as a member record type with a location mode of VIA in a
set owned by the target record. The pointer segment is also defined as a member record in a system-owned indexed set.
This set is sorted in ascending order on the pointer record's symbolic key, which is equivalent to the sequence field in the
pointer segment.

IDMS/DB does not require a separate set to reflect the source segment and pointer segment relationship.

Implementing Pointer and Target Relationships in IDMS/DB

The illustration below illustrates the IDMS/DB set structure that relates the pointer and target segments. Note that this
relationship is the same for a secondary index and a HIDAM index database.

Figure 25. IDMS/DB implementation of pointer and target relationship
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DL/I Secondary Index and IDMS/DB Sets

The following diagram shows a secondary index for an HDAM primary database and the corresponding IDMS/DB set
structures. Note that the primary database is an HDAM database and the pointer segment is in the index (secondary)
database.

Figure 26. DL/I secondary index and corresponding IDMS/DB sets

Parallel Processing Support in IDMS/DB

IDMS DLI Transparency supports DL/I parallel processing in two ways:

Multiple PCBs
── An IDMS/DB subschema can include definitions to reflect any number of PCBs in a corresponding PSB,
with no limitation on the DL/I structures contained in the PCBs. For example, when two PCBs that define the
same hierarchy are both used by a DL/I application, IDMS DLI Transparency will maintain database positioning
(currency) independently for each PCB.

Multiple positioning
── The DL/I PCB statement allows you to optionally specify separate positioning for each hierarchical path in
a database definition. IDMS DLI Transparency will maintain separate currency for each IDMS/DB structure that
corresponds to one of the DL/I hierarchies.

DL/I Calls in IDMS/DB

DL/I Database Calls
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IDMS DLI Transparency supports all of the DL/I database calls and all of the DL/I command codes shown in the tables
below.

Call Function Meaning

GU GET UNIQUE

GN GET NEXT

GNP GET NEXT WITHIN PARENT

GHU GET HOLD UNIQUE

GHN GET HOLD NEXT

GHNP GET HOLD NEXT WITHIN PARENT

ISRT INSERT

DLET DELETE

REPL REPLACE

DL/I Command Codes

Code Purpose

C Allows use of concatenated keys in SSAs

D Specifies path calls (that is, allows retrieval, modification, or
insertion of several segments with one call)

F Permits search for a segment to start at the first occurrence under
its parent, regardless of positions.

L Causes the last occurrence of a segment type to be used in
satisfying a call

N Prevents the replacement of the specified segment(s) following a
path retrieval call

P Establishes parentage at the specified level when used with a
retrieval call

U Maintains current positioning at the specified level

V Maintains current positioning at all levels higher than the specified
level

- (null command code) Causes no special processing to occur

Extensions to Basic Calls

As extensions to the basic calls shown in the DL/I command codes table above, IDMS DLI Transparency also supports:

Path calls
── Calls used to retrieve, modify, or insert multiple segments in a hierarchical path.

Qualified and unqualified calls
── Calls specified with or without segment search arguments (SSAs).

Qualified and unqualified SSAs
── SSAs with qualification statements or qualified by segment type only.

DL/I System Service Calls

The following DL/I system service calls are also supported under IDMS DLI Transparency:
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PCB
── Schedules a PSB call (used only with CICS)

TERM
── Terminates a PSB call (used only with CICS)

ROLL and ROLB
── Treated as a DML ROLLBACK request

CHKP (CHECKPOINT)
── Treated as a DML COMMIT request

Usage Considerations

When defining the IDMS/DB equivalents for your DL/I structures, keep in mind the following usage considerations:

• IDMS DLI Transparency does not support multiple noncontiguous sequence fields for a virtual logical segment. A
single sequence field, however, is supported.

• IDMS DLI Transparency always uses the following delete rules: physical, virtual, logical, for the physical parent,
logical child, and logical parent, respectively. Refer to the appropriate DL/I documentation for a description of the
delete rules.

• IDMS DLI Transparency supports sparse indexing through null-value specifications or index suppression exits. If you
use index suppression exits, you must convert the exits to IDMS/DB database procedures.

NOTE
For more information on a detailed description of index suppression exits, see Index Suppression Exit
Support.

• You must convert segment edit/compression exits to IDMS/DB database procedures.
• IDMS DLI Transparency supports PROCOPT E on the PCB statement. To reflect this processing option, you must

specify EXCLUSIVE for the IDMS/DB area ready option.
• IDMS DLI Transparency automatically supports PROCOPT O and requires no additional specification for it.

Unsupported DL/I Features

IDMS DLI Transparency does not support the following DL/I features:

Feature Comment
GSAM databases, which are sequential files. You must modify DL/I application programs that issue calls to

GSAM databases by removing the GSAM calls. Alternatively,
you can replace the GSAM calls with standard sequential file
processing requests.

The PCB PROCOPTs of L and LS. You can obtain the same results by changing the L or LS to an I.
This substitution is invalid when the application program is used in
conjunction with the DL/I calls load utilities.

The PCB PROCOPT of GS. You can obtain the same results by changing the GS to a G.
Field-level sensitivity in PCBs. You can reflect field-level sensitivity by excluding the

corresponding elements from their record type definitions in the
subschema.

DL/I utilities. IDMS/DB provides a complete set of utilities that perform all the
necessary functions.

DL/I logging. Remove calls for logging in the DL/I application / programs. IDMS/
DB journaling is used in place of DL/I logging.
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The CHECKPOINT/RESTART function. However, IDMS DLI Transparency does support the checkpoint
call when used alone. IDMS DLI Transparency honors the
checkpoint call by issuing an IDMS/DB COMMIT. Therefore,
remove all restart calls from the DL/I application program, and
consider removing the checkpoint part of the call as well.

The DL/I calls:
PURG GSCD
CHGN XRS
CMD DEQ
GCMD LOG
SNAP STAT
The Q command code. IDMS DLI Transparency bypasses this command code and

returns a blank status. If a DL/I program contains Q codes, you
don't have to remove them.

Use of the L command code to override a DL/I ISRT call. IDMS DLI Transparency does support the L command code when
used with a DL/I GET call.

Use of MPS Batch EXEC DLI usage does not support MPS Batch
The EXEC DLI LOAD function IDMS DLI Transparency supports call-level DL/I load programs

using ISRT calls, and provides an independent load utility. An ‘AD’
status will be returned for this call.

IDMS DLI Transparency Syntax Generator
The IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator translates DL/I database definitions into syntax statements for an IDMS DLI
Transparency interface program specification block (IPSB) and corresponding IDMS/DB schema, DMCL, and subschema
definitions. This section describes how to use the IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator.

The IDMS DLI Transparency Syntax Generator 1

Syntax Generator Input

Input to the syntax generator consists of the following control blocks created by the Broadcom-supplied macros:

Database definition (DBD) control blocks
-- Define the segment types, the physical hierarchical structure, and other characteristics of each database for
which a view is defined in the PSB. The DBD control blocks are used to produce the IDMS/DB schema, DMCL,
and subschema source statements.

Program specification block (PSB)
-- Defines the views of all physical and/or logical databases available to a DL/I application that uses the PSB. The
PSB control block is used to produce the IPSB source statements.

Syntax Generator Output

The syntax generator produces source statements for an IDMS/DB schema, DMCL, and subschema and an IDMS DLI
Transparency IPSB.

Schema, DMCL, and Subschema Source

The schema source statements produced by the syntax generator define IDMS/DB areas, record types, and set types
corresponding to the databases, segments, and parent/child (hierarchical) relationships defined in the DL/I DBD control
blocks.
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The DMCL source statements define how the IDMS/DB areas are to be mapped to the physical database files. They are
derived from information in the DL/I DBD control blocks.

The subschema source statements define the IDMS/DB logical views that correspond to the views defined in the DL/I
DBD control blocks.

You can input the generated source definitions to the appropriate IDMS/DB compilers to create load modules for use with
the IPSB compiler, the IDMS DLI Transparency load utility, and the IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface.

IPSB Source

The IPSB source statements define the correspondences between the DL/I database referenced by the DL/I application
and the IDMS/DB database accessed by the IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface.

The resulting IPSB source statements are organized as follows:

IPSB SECTION
-- Relates the IPSB being defined to the corresponding DL/I program specification block (PSB)

AREA SECTION
-- Identifies the IDMS/DB database areas that are to be readied by the IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface
in any usage mode other than shared retrieval (the default)

RECORD SECTION
-- Names the IDMS/DB record types needed to service DL/I calls and defines the DL/I fields to be referenced by
the DL/I calls

INDEX SECTION
-- Provides the information necessary to relate IDMS/DB records and sets to DL/I secondary index structures and
HIDAM index structures that are used and/or maintained by the IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface

PCB SECTION
-- Replaces the program communication blocks (PCBs) defined for the PSB

After reviewing the IPSB source statements, you can input them to the IPSB compiler to create an IPSB load module for
use with the IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface.

Special IPSB Load Module

To execute the IDMS DLI Transparency load utility, you need a special IPSB load module. You produce a load IPSB by
specifying the LOAD option in the GENERATE IPSB statement.

For specific considerations that apply only to the load IPSB, see IDMS DLI Transparency Load Utility.

Syntax Generator Operation

Operation of the IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator involves the following steps:

1. Select, assemble, and link edit all of the DBDs, including logical DBDs, associated with the PSB you want to use.
Select, assemble, and link edit the PSB. The PSB represents an application's view of the DL/I database(s) defined in
the DBDs.

NOTE
The DBDs and PSB must be assembled using the Broadcom-supplied macros.

2. Code the appropriate syntax generator statements.
3. Execute the syntax generator.

Preparing Syntax Generator Input

The syntax generator analyzes the DBD control blocks to produce schema, DMCL, and subschema source statements. It
analyzes one PSB control block to produce a set of IPSB source statements.
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You must assemble the DBDs and the PSB using the macros supplied with IDMS DLI Transparency. You must
then link edit the resulting assemblies to populate a new load library that contains a load module for each DBD and a load
module for the PSB. The load library must be available to the syntax generator when you run it. Be sure to keep your DL/I
and IDMS DLI Transparency load libraries separate.

When you execute the syntax generator, it will attempt to load the PSB and all referenced DBDs. Since it can be difficult
to keep track of all the DBD dependencies, you may find that the easiest course is simply to assemble and link edit all of
your DBDs.

DBD Control Blocks

Each database definition (DBD) control block defines the segment types, hierarchical structure, and other characteristics
of a database referenced in the PSB.

Note: Any given PSB can reference many DBDs, thus providing access to many databases.

You must create an IDMS DLI Transparency DBD control block for each physical or logical DBD associated with the PSB.
You must also create a DBD control block for each physical DBD that is referenced in a logical DBD.

Creating the DBD Control Block

To create the DBD control blocks, perform the following steps for each DBD:

1. Select the DL/I source code for the DBD.
2. Assemble and link edit the source code for the DBD. You must use the IDMS DLI Transparency-supplied macros when

assembling the DBD source.

Assembly and Link Edit of a DBD

To assemble and link edit a DBD, use the DBD JCL shown in IDMS DLI Transparency JCL.

NOTE
A resulting load module has the same name as the DL/I DBD, but it can be used only with IDMS DLI
Transparency. Do not attempt to use a DBD load module in your native DL/I environment.

PSB Control Block

Creating a PSB Control Block

To create a PSB control block for use with the syntax generator, perform the following steps:

1. Select the DL/I source code for the PSB you want to use.
2. Assemble and link edit the source code for the PSB. You must use the IDMS DLI Transparency-supplied macros when

assembling the PSB source.

Assembly and Link Edit of a PSB

To assemble and link edit the PSB, use the PSB JCL shown in IDMS DLI Transparency JCL.

NOTE
The resulting load module has the same name as the DL/I PSB, but it can be used only with IDMS DLI
Transparency. Do not attempt to use the PSB load module in your native DL/I environment.

Coding Syntax Generator Statements

The syntax generator statements fall into three groups:

Control statements
-- Specify input formatting and checking controls and output formatting for the syntax generator's report listing
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GENERATE statement
-- Names the input DBD and PSB control blocks; also specifies the names for the output IDMS/DB schema,
DMCL, and subschema source and the output IPSB source

Modification statements
-- Specify names for the output areas, records, and sets; also redefine the output areas, including the area usage
modes

Control Statements 3

The control statements allow you to specify:

• The amount of storage to be used by the syntax generator
• The range of input columns for syntax generator statements
• Sequence checking for input statements
• Formatting for the syntax generator report listing

Syntax

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └── CORe size = ─┬── (48) ◄────┬─────── k ───┘

                    └── (nnnnnn) ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

   └─ ICTL = ──┬── (1,80) ◄───────────────────────────────────┬─┘

               └─  (start-column-number,end-column-number) ───┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OCTL = ─┬── (60) ◄────────┬──┘

              └── (line-count) ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►

   └─ ISEQ = ──── (start-column-number,end-column-number) ───┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   │ ┌───────────────────────┐     │

   └─▼-- SPACE space-count ──┴─────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   │ ┌────────────┐      │

   └─▼-- EJECT ───┴──────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ *comments* ──┘

Parameters

CORe size=(nnnnnn) k
Specifies the amount of storage that the syntax generator will acquire to process the PSB and DBD control
blocks. Storage acquisition is performed by a GETMAIN under OS or a GETVIS or COMREG under z/VSE.
Nnnnnn is a 1- to 6-digit numeric value. If the K option is included, it specifies an nnnnnn multiple of 1,024 (1K)
bytes. If K is omitted, nnnnnn specifies the number of storage bytes desired (which the syntax generator rounds
up to the next doubleword).
The CORE SIZE default is 48K bytes.
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ICTL=(start-column-number,end-column-number)
Specifies a range of columns for coding input generator statements. The default and valid range of input columns
is 1 through 80. If specified, ICTL must precede all noncontrol statements.

OCTL=(line-count)
Specifies the page length (number of lines) for the printed syntax generator report.
The OCTL default is 60 lines per page. Valid values are from 1 to 66. If specified, OCTL must precede all
noncontrol statements.

ISEQ=(start-column-number,end-column-number)
Specifies sequence checking for input syntax generator statements. The start column and end column values
identify the column range in which sequence numbers will appear. Valid values for the column start and end are 1
and 80, respectively. The column range cannot be more than 10 column positions wide.
The default is no sequence checking. If specified, ISEQ must precede all noncontrol statements.

SPACE space-count
Specifies line spacing for the printed syntax generator report. Valid values are 1 through 9. Note that only one
blank is allowed between SPACE and space-count. You can specify any number of SPACE statements and
include them anywhere in the syntax generator input statements.

EJECT
Specifies a page break for the printed syntax generator report. You can specify any number of EJECT statements
and include them anywhere in the syntax generator input statements. The EJECT statement must appear on its
own line.

*comments*
Designates comment text. You can embed comment text anywhere in the syntax generator input statements.
Comment text is automatically terminated at the end of a line. To include comment text within a line, begin and
end the text with asterisks (be sure to keep track of the number of asterisks). An odd number turns on comment
text; an even number turns comment text off.

Example

 ICTL=(1,72)

 OCTL=(45)

 ISEQ=3,72

 EJECT

 SPACE 2

 *Begin comments with an asterisk

Figure 27. Sample control statements

GENERATE Statement Overview

The GENERATE statement identifies the DL/I DBD and PSB control blocks to be input to the syntax generator.

The syntax generator uses the DBD control blocks to produce the IDMS/DB schema, DMCL, and subschema source
definitions. It uses the PSB control block to produce the source statements for the IPSB compiler.

Deriving Record, Set, and Area Names

The syntax generator derives the record, set, and area names for the output source statements from the DL/I control
blocks, as follows:

Record names
-- Derived from DL/I segment names.
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Set names
-- Derived from the parent segment name and the child segment name in each DL/I hierarchy. The syntax
generator concatenates the names with the literal "-".
The resulting set names have a maximum length of 16 characters. If both names are 8 characters long, the syntax
generator truncates the last character in the child name. Note that the truncation may cause duplicate set names.

Area name
-- Derived from the DL/I DBD name. The syntax generator appends the literal "-REGION" to the resulting area
name.

You can override the generated names and specify different names using the modification statements (described later in
this section).

Four Forms of the GENERATE Statement

The syntax generator provides four forms of the GENERATE statement:

• GENERATE SCHEMA
• GENERATE DMCL
• GENERATE SUBSCHEMA
• GENERATE IPSB

Specify the GENERATE statement appropriate for the type of output you want.

Process One GENERATE Statement at a Time

Include only one GENERATE statement for each execution of the syntax generator. The syntax generator places its
output in a single SYSPCH file. The syntax generator can process multiple GENERATE statements, but all the output files
would go to the same file, and you would have to separate the output yourself.

The GENERATE statement must be coded immediately after the control statements and before any modification
statements.

GENERATE SCHEMA Statement

Syntax

 ►►─┬── GENerate ──┬────────┬───────── SCHema name is schema-name ──┬─────────►

    │              └─ LOAD ─┘                                       │

    │            ┌──── , ──────┐                                    │

    └── FOR dbd -▼- dbd-name. ─┴────────────────────────────────────┘

 ►── DICTionary name is dictionary-name. ────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

GENerate SCHema name is schema-name
Specifies that you want the syntax generator to produce a schema source definition.
Schema-name is the 1- to 8-character name of the output source definition. This is the name that you will supply
as input to the IDMS/DB schema compiler.

LOAD
Produces a schema definition suitable for use with the IDMS DLI Transparency load utility. Specifically, it creates
a schema in which the sets are defined as OPTIONAL MANUAL. Alternatively, you can use an already generated
schema definition and change its sets to OPTIONAL MANUAL. If you do this, be sure to change the set definitions
back to their original state after the load.
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FOR DBD dbd-name
Specifies the DBD control block(s) from which to derive the schema source. You can specify multiple DBDs,
separated by commas, to match the DBDs referenced in the associated PSB. Each dbd-name must be a 1- to 8-
character name.
Be sure to specify all the DBDs associated with the PSB you will be using; this includes all physical, index, and
logical DBDs.

DICTionary name is dictionary-name
Optionally identifies a dictionary name to be used in the SIGNON statement in the generated schema syntax.
If you omit the DICTIONARY NAME statement, the syntax generator will omit the DICTIONARY NAME IS clause
in the SIGNON statement. As a result, the generated schema source will be placed in the default dictionary.

Example

GENERATE SCHEMA NAME IS SCHEMA1 FOR DBD PHYSDB1, PHYSDB2, INDXDBD.

DICTIONARY NAME IS PRODDIC.

Figure 28. Sample Schema GENERATE and NAME statements

GENERATE DMCL Statement

Syntax

►►─┬─── GENerate DMCL name is dmcl-name ────┬────────────────────────────────►

   │                                        │

   │              ┌───── , ───────┐         │

   └─── FOR dbd ──▼-- dbd-name. ──┴─────────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ SEGMENT name is segment-name . ──┘

Parameters

GENerate DMCL name is dmcl-name
Specifies that you want the syntax generator to produce a DMCL source definition. Dmcl-name is the 1- to
8-character name of the output source definition. This is the name that you will supply as input to the IDMS
Command Facility.

FOR DBD dbd-name
Specifies the DBD control block(s) from which to derive the DMCL source. You can specify multiple DBDs,
separated by commas, to match the DBDs referenced in the associated PSB. Each dbd-name must be a 1- to 8-
character name.
Be sure to specify all the DBDs associated with the PSB you will be using; this includes all physical, index, and
logical DBDs.

SEGment name is segment-name
Optionally supplies the name of a designated segment.
If you omit the SEGMENT NAME statement, the syntax generator will supply a default name for the segment. You
will then have to edit the output source definition to reflect your IDMS/DB naming conventions.

Example

GENERATE DMCL NAME IS DMCL1 FOR DBD PHYSDB1, PHYSDB2, INDXDBD.

SEGMENT NAME IS ESCAPE.
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Figure 29. Sample DMCL GENERATE and NAME statements

GENERATE SUBSCHEMA Statement

Syntax

►►─┬─── GENerate SUBschema name is subschema name ─────┬─────────────────────►

   │             ┌───── , ───────┐                     │

   └─── FOR dbd -▼- dbd-name. ───┴─────────────────────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►◄

   ├─ SCHema ─────┬── name is ─┬─ schema-name ─────┬── . ──────┘

   └─ DICTionary ─┘            └─ dictionary-name ─┘

Parameters

GENerate SUBschema name is subschema-name
Specifies that you want the syntax generator to produce a subschema source definition.
Subschema-name is the 1- to 8-character name of the output source definition. This is the name that you will
supply as input to the IDMS/DB subschema compiler.

FOR DBD dbd-name
Specifies the DBD control block(s) from which to derive the subschema source. You can specify multiple DBDs,
separated by commas, to match the DBDs referenced in the associated PSB. Each dbd-name must be a 1- to 8-
character name.
Be sure to specify all the DBDs associated with the PSB you will be using; this includes all physical, index, and
logical DBDs.

SCHema name is schema-name
Optionally supplies the name of the associated schema. If you omit the schema-name, the syntax generator will
supply a default schema name. You can only include one SCHEMA NAME statement.

DICTionary name is dictionary-name
Optionally identifies the name of the dictionary to be used in the SIGNON statement in the generated subschema
syntax.
If you omit the DICTIONARY NAME statement, the syntax generator will omit the DICTIONARY NAME IS clause
in the SIGNON statement. As a result, the generated subschema source will be placed in the default dictionary.
You can only include one DICTIONARY NAME statement.

Example

GENERATE SUBSCHEMA NAME IS SUBSCHA FOR DBD PHYSDB1, PHYSDB2, INDXDBD.

SCHEMA NAME IS SCHEMA1.

DICTIONARY NAME IS PRODDIC.

Figure 30. Sample Subschema GENERATE and NAME statements

GENERATE IPSB Statement

Syntax

►►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ GENerate ─┬────────┬─── IPSB for PSB psb-name ─┘

                └─ LOAD ─┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►◄

   └─ using SUBschema subschema-name ─── . ──────┘

Parameters

GENerate IPSB FOR PSB psb-name
Specifies the PSB you want to use. Psb-name must specify the 1- to 8-character name of the PSB control block.

LOAD
Optionally creates a special IPSB for use with the load utility. Specifically, the resulting sets will be defined as
OPTIONAL MANUAL for loading purposes. LOAD also automatically creates the load processing option required
by the load utility.

using SUBschema subschema-name.
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the subschema that will be used by the IDMS DLI Transparency run-time
interface in conjunction with the IPSB load module.

Example

GENERATE IPSB FOR PSB PSB1 USING SUBSCHEMA SUBSCH1.

Figure 31. Sample GENERATE IPSB statement

Modification Statements

The IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator modification statements allow you to override area, record, and set
definitions in generated schema, DMCL, subschema, and IPSB source. The modification statements can be used in
conjunction with any of the four GENERATE statements.

NOTE
Make sure that the schema, subschema, and IPSB source definitions remain consistent. That is, any
modifications made to a subschema must also be made to the associated schema. Any modifications made
to an IPSB must also be made to its associated schema and subschema. For example, if you add an area to
the generated IPSB source, you must also add the same area to both the associated schema and subschema
source.

Different Types

The modification statements are as follows:

ADD AREA statement
-- Generates source statements for defining an IDMS/DB database area

MODIFY AREA statement
-- Overrides a generated area name or changes the usage mode for a generated area

MODIFY RECORD statement
-- Overrides a generated record name

MODIFY SET statement
-- Overrides a generated set name

Each statement is described separately below.

ADD AREA Statement

The ADD AREA statement generates the source statements needed to define an IDMS/DB database area.
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If you want to maintain index records in a separate area, you must include one ADD AREA statement for each index area.
Specify the ADD AREA statement with the GENERATE statement for the IPSB and with the GENERATE statements for
the associated schema and subschema.

Syntax

►►─┬────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ADD AREA NAME is area-name ───┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►◄

   └─ USAGE-mode is ──┬─ PROTECTED ──┬──┬─ RETRIEVAL ◄──┬─── . ───┘

                      └─ EXCLUSIVE ──┘  └─ UPDATE ──────┘

Parameters

ADD AREA NAME IS area-name
Specifies the IDMS/DB database area to be added.
Area-name must be a 1- to 16-character name.

USAGE-mode is
Specifies the usage mode in which an application can ready the area. The usage mode specifies the run-time
operations that an application can perform against the IDMS/DB database area.
If neither PROTECTED nor EXCLUSIVE is specified, SHARED is the default. SHARED specifies that other
concurrently executing applications can access the named area.
PROTECTED

PROTECTED prohibits update of the area by another concurrently executing application.
EXCLUSIVE

EXCLUSIVE prohibits access to the area by another concurrently executing application.
RETRIEVAL

Permits only retrieval (read-only) access for the database area
UPDATE

Allows all DML functions (STORE, ERASE, MODIFY, etc.) for the database area

MODIFY AREA Statement

The MODIFY AREA statement allows you to specify a name for a generated area. The specified name overrides the
name supplied by the syntax generator. Note that the default area name consists of the DL/I DBD name concatenated
with the literal "-REGION".

If the name of an area in the associated schema is different from the syntax generator-supplied name, you must include
the MODIFY AREA statement to supply the correct schema-specific area name.

Syntax

►►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MODify AREA NAME is area-name ───┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NEW NAME is new-area-name ──┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►◄

   └─ USAGE-mode is ──┬─ PROTECTED ──┬──┬─ RETRIEVAL ◄──┬─── . ───┘

                      └─ EXCLUSIVE ──┘  └─ UPDATE ──────┘
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Parameters

MODify AREA NAME is area-name
Identifies the generated area for which you want to specify a new name. Area-name must be a 1- to 16-character
name.

NEW NAME is new-area-name
Specifies the new IDMS/DB database area name. New-area-name must be a valid 1- to 16-character IDMS/DB
area name.

USAGE-mode is
Specifies the usage mode in which an application can ready the area. The usage mode specifies the run-time
operations that an application can perform against the IDMS/DB database area.
If neither PROTECTED nor EXCLUSIVE is specified, SHARED is the default. SHARED specifies that other
concurrently executing applications can access the named area.
PROTECTED

PROTECTED prohibits update of the area by another concurrently executing application.
EXCLUSIVE

EXCLUSIVE prohibits access to the area by another concurrently executing application.
RETRIEVAL

Permits only retrieval (read-only) access for the database area
UPDATE

Allows all DML functions (STORE, ERASE, MODIFY, etc.) for the database area

MODIFY RECORD Statement

The MODIFY RECORD statement allows you to specify a name for a generated record. The specified name overrides
the name supplied by the syntax generator. Note that the default record names are derived from the corresponding DL/I
segment names.

If the name of a record in the associated schema is different from the syntax generator-supplied name, you must include
the MODIFY RECORD statement to supply the correct schema-specific record name.

Syntax

►►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MODify RECord NAME is record-name ──┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ NEW NAME is new-record-name ─── . ──┘

Parameters

MODify RECord NAME is record-name
Identifies the record for which you want to specify a new name. Record-name must be a 1- to 16-character name.

NEW NAME is new-record-name
Specifies the new IDMS/DB database record name. New-record-name must be a valid 1- to 16-character IDMS/
DB record name.

MODIFY SET Statement

The MODIFY SET statement allows you to specify a name for a generated set. The specified name overrides the name
supplied by the syntax generator. Note that the default set names are derived from the DL/I parent segment names and
their associated child segment names. The syntax generator concatenates each parent/child name pair with the literal "-".
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If the name of a set in the associated schema is different from the syntax generator-supplied name, you must include the
MODIFY SET statement to supply the correct schema-specific set name.

Syntax

►►─┬────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MODify SET NAME is set-name ──┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ NEW NAME is new-set-name ─── . ──┘

Parameters

MODify SET NAME is set-name
Identifies the set for which you want to specify a new name. Set-name must be a 1- to 16-character name.

NEW NAME is new-set-name
Specifies the new IDMS/DB database set name. New-set-name must be a valid 1- to 16-character IDMS/DB set
name.

Executing the IDMS DLI Transparency Syntax Generator

Input

As described earlier in this section, syntax generator input consists of:

• The assembled DBD and PSB control blocks
• Control, GENERATE, and modification statements

Output

Depending on the GENERATE statements coded, output from a single execution of the syntax generator consists of:

• Source statements required to create an IDMS/DB schema in the data dictionary
• Source statements required to create an IDMS/DB DMCL and/or subschema load module
• Source statements required to create one IPSB load module
• A report listing the generated source statements

You must execute the syntax generator once for each set of IPSB source statements you want to produce. To execute the
syntax generator, use the JCL shown in IDMS DLI Transparency JCL.

Syntax Generator Execution

The diagram below illustrates the activities involved in executing the syntax generator.
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Figure 32. Syntax generator execution

IPSB Compiler
The IPSB Compiler

The IDMS DLI Transparency interface program specification block (IPSB) compiler converts user-supplied entries into
assembler statements that are assembled into load modules, known as IPSBs. The IPSBs are later used by the IDMS DLI
Transparency run-time interface as a source of control information for satisfying the database requests issued by a DL/I
application program.

DL/I and IDMS/DB Correspondences

The control information in the IPSB is, in fact, a series of correspondences between DL/I structures and IDMS/DB
structures. These correspondences serve two general purposes, as follows:

• To provide the run-time interface with the information needed to convert retrieval and update requests issued by the
DL/I application program into IDMS/DB requests.

• To provide the run-time interface with the information needed to update the DL/I application's program communication
blocks (PCBs). The updated PCBs are used to deliver the requested data and/or status information to the DL/I
application program.

Considerations For Preparing IPSB Compiler Input

 Input to the IPSB Compiler 

Input to the IPSB compiler consists of source statements that define the correspondences between the DL/I database
referenced by the application and the IDMS/DB database accessed by the run-time interface. The IDMS DLI
Transparency syntax generator produces these source statements from the program specification block (PSB) used by
the DL/I application.

 Review Statements Before Executing the IPSB Compiler 

Before inputting the generated statements to the compiler, you should review them using the material in this section. In
particular, you should make sure that the generated source statements reflect the dependencies in the DL/I definitions,
especially with regard to logical child/logical parent relationships.
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To review the IPSB statements, you will need the original source for the DL/I PSB and DBDs and the generated IDMS/
DB schema source. If you have to modify the IPSB statements, use the IPSB syntax presented in this section. When
reviewing the IPSB source, consult the table below, for a list of the IPSB and DL/I correspondences.

NOTE
 If you plan to use the resulting IPSB module with the load utility, there are special load considerations that you
must also incorporate in the IPSB source. See IDMS DLI Transparency Load Utility for a detailed description of
the IPSB load considerations.

 IPSB Source Statements 

In a single execution of the IPSB compiler, you can compile one IPSB. You must define and compile one IPSB for each
PSB expected by a DL/I application program. The IPSB source statements are organized into five sections and must
appear in the following order:

IPSB SECTION
-- This section relates the IPSB to the corresponding PSB.

AREA SECTION
-- This section identifies the IDMS/DB database areas, included in the subschema, that are to be readied by the
IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface in any usage mode other than shared retrieval (the default).

RECORD SECTION
-- This section names the IDMS/DB records to be used either explicitly or implicitly to satisfy DL/I calls and defines
the DL/I fields to be referenced in parameter lists used in the application program.

INDEX SECTION
-- This section provides the information necessary to relate IDMS/DB records and sets to secondary index and
HIDAM index structures to be used and/or maintained by the IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface.

PCB SECTION
-- This section corresponds to the associated DL/I PCBs within a PSB.

 Section Titles and Statements 

The syntax generator automatically produces section titles and appropriate statements for each section. Each section
must appear in every IPSB. Even if there are no statements for a specific section, do not remove the section title. In
addition to the sections, you can include compiler-directive statements before any of the IPSB sections. Note that the
syntax generator does not produce the compiler-directive statements for you.

 Locating IPSB Entries Within PSB and DBDs 

Although the IPSB input is free form, you must locate specific information within the PSB and DBDs. To simplify this task,
the table below,

• Lists each IPSB clause by section (see IPSB SECTION).
• Identifies the DL/I DBD or PSB statement and operand to which the clause corresponds; and indicates those clauses

that specify information pertinent only to IDMS/DB.
• The syntax rules for each statement contain, where necessary, references to pertinent DL/I parameters in the PSB and

DBDs.

For more information on locating IPSB entries within the PSB and DBDs, see DL/I and IDMS/DB.

 IPSB Input  DBD or PSB Correspondence 
 Section  Statement  Clause  Phase  Statement  Operand 
IPSB IPSB NAME PSB PSBGEN PSBNAME=

OF SUBSCHEMA *
LANGUAGE PSB PSBGEN LANG=
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IOAREA PSB PSBGEN IOASIZE=
SSA PSB PSBGEN SSASIZE
COMPATIBILITY PSB PSBGEN COMPAT=

AREA AREA *
RECORD RECORD NAME *

LENGTH DBD SEGM BYTES=
RECORD FIELD NAME DBD FIELD NAME=

fldname1 
STARTING DBD FIELD START=
LENGTH DBD FIELD BYTES=
USAGE DBD FIELD TYPE=

INDEX INDEX NAME DBD XDFLD NAME=
in indexed database (for secondary indexes)
DBD DBD NAME=
in INDEX database (for HIDAM)

USING INDEXED-
SET

*

TARGET DBD LCHILD NAME=
in INDEX database

POINTER DBD SEGM NAME=
in INDEX database

THRU SET *
SOURCE DBD XDFLD SEGMENT=

in indexed database (for secondary indexes)
DBD SEGM NAME
in HIDAM database (for HIDAM)

CONSTANT DBD XDFLD CONST=
SEARCH DBD XDFLD SRCH=

in indexed database (for secondary indexes)
DBD FIELD NAME=
in HIDAM database (for HIDAM database)

SUBSEQUENCE DBD XDFLD SUBSEQ=
DUPLICATE DBD XDFLD DDATA=
NULL VALUE DBD XDFLD NULLVAL=
EXIT ROUTINE DBD XDFLD EXTRTN=

PCB PCB ACCESS DBD DBD ACCESS=
DBDNAME DBD DBD NAME=
OPTIONS PSB PCB PROCOPT=
POSITIONING PSB PCB POS=
SEQUENCE *

PCB SEGMENT NAME DBDGEN SEGM NAME=
RECORD *
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PARENT DBDGEN SEGM PARENT=
segname2 

THRU SET *
LOGICAL DEST
PARENT

DBDGEN SEGM PARENT=
lpsegname 

PHYSICAL DEST
PARENT

DBDGEN LCHILD NAME=

INSERT/ REPLACE
RULES

DBDGEN SEGM RULES=

(combined from a logical and physical database)
USE DBDGEN SEGM SOURCE=

NOTE
*For IDMS/DB use only.

Compiler Directive Statements

IPSB compiler-directive statements allow you to:

• Specify the amount of storage required by the IPSB compiler to compile the IPSB
• The range of input columns in which IPSB statements can be coded
• Sequence checking of input to the ISPB compiler
• Formatting of reports output by the IPSB compiler

 Syntax 

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └── CORe size = ─┬── (48) ◄────┬─────── k ───┘

                    └── (nnnnnn) ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

   └─ ICTL = ──┬── (1,80) ◄───────────────────────────────────┬─┘

               └─  (start-column-number,end-column-number) ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OCTL = ─┬── (60) ◄────────┬──┘

              └── (line-count) ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►

   └─ ISEQ = ──── (start-column-number,end-column-number) ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   │ ┌───────────────────────┐     │

   └─▼-- SPACE space-count ──┴─────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   | ┌────────────┐      |

   └─▼-- EJECT ───┴──────┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ *comments* ──┘
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 Parameters 

CORE size=nnnnnn k
Specifies the amount of storage the IPSB compiler is to acquire (by a GETMAIN under OS and a GETVIS or
COMREG under z/VSE) for the IPSB being generated.
Nnnnnn is a 1- to 6-digit numeric value.
If the optional K is included, the amount of storage acquired is nnnnnn increments of K (1,024 bytes). If K is
omitted, nnnnnn represents the actual number of bytes of storage acquired, which the compiler rounds up to the
next doubleword.
If this statement is omitted, the IPSB compiler acquires 48K of storage.

ICTL=(start-column-n,end-column-n)
Specifies the columns within which IPSB input statements can be coded. This compiler-directive statement, if
coded, must precede the input for the five IPSB sections.
Valid values for both start-column and end-column are 1 through 80.
The default values for start-column and end-column are 1 and 80, respectively.

OCTL=(line-count-number)
Specifies the number of lines to print per page of printed output. If coded, this compiler-directive statement must
precede the input for the five IPSB sections.
The default value for line-count is 60: acceptable values are 1 through 66.

ISEQ=(start-column-number,end-column-number)
Specifies that the compiler is to perform sequence checking on all input and specifies the start and end columns
of the sequence number generated for each input statement.
If coded, this statement must precede all IPSB input statements. If this statement is omitted, sequence checking is
not performed.
Valid values for start-column-number and end-column-number are in the range 1 through 80. The minimum
allowable difference between the entry for start-column and the entry for end-column is 10.

SPACE=space-count
Directs the compiler to skip the specified number of lines on the output report. Only one blank is allowed between
SPACE and the value specified for space-count.
Acceptable values for space-count are 1 through 9. Several SPACE statements can appear in the compiler input.

EJECT
Directs the compiler to stop printing the current page and begin printing a new page. This statement must be on
a line by itself and can be interspersed among IPSB input control statements (that is, EJECT statements can
appear throughout compiler input).

*comments*
Directs the compiler to interpret subsequent characters as comments.
Comments can be embedded in IPSB statements and are terminated automatically at the end of the input line,
unless the compiler encounters a second asterisk (*) in the input line, which causes explicit termination.
Be sure to keep track of the number of asterisks. An odd number turns on comment text; an even number turns it
off.

 Example 

 ICTL=(1,72)

 OCTL=(45)

 ISEQ=3,72

 EJECT

 SPACE 2

 *Begin comments with an asterisk

 Figure 33. Sample compiler-directive statements 
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IPSB SECTION

The IPSB SECTION relates the IPSB to a particular PSB expected by the DL/I application program in a native DL/I
environment. The IPSB section contains one statement--the IPSB statement. This statement identifies the IPSB and
specifies global information related to the corresponding PSB.

The information supplied in the IPSB SECTION corresponds to the information that is specified to DL/I by the PSBGEN
statement in the PSB phase. The PSBGEN statement is located at the end of the PSB.

Syntax

►►─── IPSB SECTION ── . ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─── IPSB name is ipsb-name ────── of SUBSchema subschema-name ─────────────►

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ LANGuage is ──┬─ CObol ◄ ───┤

                    ├─ PL/i ──────┤

                    └─ ASsembler ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ MAXimum IOAREA size is maximum-io-area-size ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ MAXimum SSA size is maximum-ssa-size ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ COMPATibility is ─┬─ yes ──┬─── . ─┘

                        └─ no ◄ ─┘

Parameters

IPSB SECTION
IPSB SECTION must be the first entry in the IPSB section, followed by one IPSB statement.

IPSB name is ipsb-name
Identifies the IPSB being generated.
Ipsb-name is the 1- to 8-character PSB name used by the application program in a native DL/I environment.
When the IPSB is link edited, the load module or phase name is the same as the ipsb-name.

of SUBSchema subschema-name
Identifies the subschema to be used by the IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface.
Subschema-name is the 1- to 8-character name of the subschema used by IDMS DLI Transparency to access the
IDMS/DB database.

LANGuage IS CObol/ PL/i /ASsembler
Specifies the programming language of the application program using this IPSB. The language specified in the
LANGUAGE parameter of the PSBGEN statement must be entered. The default is COBOL.

MAXimum IOAREA size is maximum-io-area-size
Specifies the amount of space to be allocated for the application program's I/O area.
If this clause is omitted, the compiler calculates this size as the total length of all sensitive segments in the longest
possible path call issued by programs using this IPSB. Include this clause if a value is specified in the IOASIZE
parameter of the PSBGEN statement.
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If the parameter is missing from the PSBGEN statement, the compiler calculates the space to be allotted for
the application program's I/O area. Refer to the appropriate DL/I documentation for further details on I/O area
allocation.

MAXimum SSA size is maximum-ssa-size
Specifies the maximum total length of all segment search argument (SSA) strings to be used in a given DL/I call
issued by programs using this IPSB.
If this clause is omitted, the compiler calculates the size as 280 times the maximum number of levels associated
with any PCB statement within this IPSB. Include this clause if a value is specified in the SSASIZE parameter of
the PSBGEN statement.
If this parameter is missing from the PSBGEN statement, the compiler calculates the maximum SSA size. Refer to
the appropriate DL/I documentation for further details on SSA size specification.

COMPATibility is yes/no
Specifies whether the application program expects to find an I/O PCB in the PSB.
The default is NO.
If YES is specified, the IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface creates a dummy I/O PCB as the first PCB.
Note that you do not define this dummy I/O PCB, nor is it to be used by the application program. You should
include this clause if CMPAT=YES is specified in the PSBGEN statement; otherwise, the compiler uses the
default.

Usage

The PSBGEN statement in this example serves as the source for the IPSB SECTION.

In this example, the IPSB has a name of PSB1 and relates to DL/I requests to structures in the IDMS/DB subschema
SUBSCH1. As indicated in the PSBGEN statement:

• The application program is written in COBOL
• I0SIZE=2000
• SSASIZE=1500
• CMPAT=NO

The PSBGEN statement values above correspond in the IPSB SECTION to:

• IOAREA SIZE IS 2000
• MAX SSA SIZE IS 1500
• COMPATIBILITY IS NO

               DL/I PSBGEN Statement

 

 PSBGEN  LANG=COBOL,PSBNAME=PSB1,MAXQ=0,CMPAT=NO,IOSIZE=2000,

             SSASIZE=1500

 

               CA IDMS DLI Transparency IPSB Section

 

 IPSB SECTION.

     IPSB NAME IS PSB1 OF SUBSCHEMA SUBSCH1

     LANG IS COBOL MAX IOAREA SIZE IS 2000

     MAX SSA SIZE IS 1500 COMPATIBILITY IS NO.

Figure 34. Sample DL/I PSBGEN and IPSB SECTION
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AREA SECTION

The AREA SECTION identifies the IDMS/DB database areas that are to be readied by the IDMS DLI Transparency run-
time interface in any usage mode other than shared retrieval (the default). Specify one AREA SECTION statement for
each database area that is not to be readied in shared retrieval mode.

NOTE
Make sure that all database areas to be accessed by the run-time interface are included in the subschema. The
run-time interface automatically readies those areas required by this IPSB. Areas included in the subschema but
not required by the IPSB are not readied.

Syntax

►►─── AREA SECTION ── . ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────

 ►─▼─┬────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►─

     └─ AREA name is idms-area-name ──┘

 

  ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

-►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ . ─┴────────────►◄

   └─ USAGE-MODE is ──┬─ SHARED ◄───┬──┬─ RETRIEVAL ◄───┬─┘

                      ├─ PROTECTED ─┤  └─ UPDATE ───────┘

                      └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘

Parameters

AREA SECTION.
AREA SECTION must be the first entry in the section, followed by as many AREA statements as required. You
must include the AREA SECTION clause whether or not the section contains any AREA statements.

AREA name is idms-area-name
Identifies the IDMS/DB database area to be readied.
Idms-area-name is the 1- to 16-character area name and included in the subschema named in the IPSB
SECTION.

USAGE-MODE is
Specifies the usage mode in which the run-time interface is to ready the named area. The usage mode options
specify the conditions for readying and accessing the named area.

PROTECTED
Specifies that the named area, once readied by IDMS/DB, cannot be readied in update usage mode by other
concurrently executing run units.

EXCLUSIVE
Specifies that the named area, once readied by IDMS/DB, cannot be accessed by other concurrently executing
run units.

RETRIEVAL
Specifies that the named area is to be readied for retrieval only. Other concurrently executing run units can ready
the area in any usage mode other than one that is qualified as EXCLUSIVE.
RETRIEVAL is the default.

UPDATE
Specifies that the named area is to be readied for both retrieval and update. Other concurrently executing run
units can ready the area in any usage mode other than one that is qualified as EXCLUSIVE or PROTECTED.

Example
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 AREA SECTION.

      AREA NAME IS IDMSDB-1

           USAGE-MODE IS EXCLUSIVE UPDATE.

      AREA NAME IS SPFAREA1.

      AREA NAME IS SPFAREA2

           USAGE-MODE IS PROTECTED UPDATE.

      AREA NAME IS IDSMDB-2

           USAGE-MODE IS RETRIEVAL.

Figure 35. Sample AREA SECTION

RECORD SECTION

The RECORD SECTION names the IDMS/DB records to be used either explicitly or implicitly to satisfy DL/I calls, and
defines the DL/I fields to be referenced in SSA parameter lists used in DL/I database requests. The RECORD SECTION
consists of RECORD statements and FIELD statements.

The RECORD SECTION draws upon information in the:

• IDMS/DB schema
• DL/I PSB

Since each PSB requires a separate IPSB, the information in one PSBGEN statement is used to complete each
RECORD SECTION.

• DL/I DBDs
The DBDs required are those specified in the PCBs. You should have available all of the DBDs specified in each PCB
within the PSB.
If a PCB calls for a logical database or an index database, you also need the DBDs for the associated physical
databases or indexed databases, respectively.
When a PCB calls for a HIDAM database or a database with a secondary index (or indexes), you should have
available the DBD for the associated index database.

Contents

Syntax

►►─── RECORD SECTION. ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─── RECORD statements. ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─── FIELD statements. ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

RECORD SECTION.
RECORD SECTION must be the first entry in the section followed by RECORD and FIELD statements.

RECORD statements
Following the RECORD SECTION is one RECORD statement for each DL/I segment that is specified in every
PCB in the application program PSB. The RECORD statement defines the IDMS/DB record that corresponds to
the DL/I segment.
In addition to these explicit correspondences, you must make sure that there are RECORD statements for
those records whose corresponding segments are not specified in the PCBs but must be accessed by DL/I to
process DL/I calls. These implicit correspondences are required for the following types of segments:
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• Dependent segments of any segment specified in the PCB if the specified parent segment can be deleted (that
is, PROCOPT=A or PROCOPT=D appears in the PCB or SENSEG statement)

• All dependent segments of the preceding dependent segments
• Pointer segments for all target and source segments that are specified in the PCB
• Source segments for all target segments specified in the PCB
• All segments in the hierarchical path of the destination parent segment in its physical database

FIELD statements
There can be from 0 to 255 FIELD statements following each RECORD statement. The sources for these FIELD
statements consist of the appropriate FIELD statements within the relevant DBDs.

The RECORD and FIELD statements are discussed in the following sections.

RECORD Statement

A RECORD statement names an IDMS/DB record and optionally specifies either the type of IDMS/DB ERASE command
issued or that a DISCONNECT command was issued. The IDMS/DB ERASE or DISCONNECT command is issued in
response to a DL/I DLET call for the segment corresponding to the named record.

To determine the RECORD statements required for an IPSB:

1. Locate the PSB that corresponds to the IPSB being coded
2. Locate the PCBs in this PSB
3. If a PCB names a physical DBD (that is, with ACCESS=HDAM, HSAM, HISAM, HIDAM, or INDEX), use the following

guidelines:
– Locate the DBD named in the PCB.
– Prepare for each DBD a hierarchy diagram showing each segment defined in the DBD.
– Check off all the segments specified in each PCB within the PSB. Each of these segments will need a

corresponding IDMS/DB record, which is to be described in a RECORD statement.
– Check off all those segments in the hierarchy diagrams that meet one of the following conditions:

• The segment is a dependent segment of any segment that is both specified in the PCB and is subject to
deletion.

• The segment is a source segment associated with a target segment that is specified in the PCB.
• The segment is a pointer segment associated with a target segment that is a segment specified in the PCB

or a dependent of a segment specified in the PCB. The pointer segment for a target segment is located in the
associated index DBD.

4. If the PCB names a logical DBD (that is, with ACCESS=LOGICAL), use the following guidelines:
– Find both the logical DBD and the associated physical DBDs.
– Note each SEGM statement in the logical DBD with only one SOURCE parameter. In each of these SEGM

statements, the SOURCE parameter identifies the segment in the physical database. Identify the corresponding
IDMS/DB record for each of these physical segments.

– Locate each SEGM statement that defines a concatenated segment. Identify the real logical child segment and the
destination parent segment and locate the names of their corresponding IDMS/DB records.

– Prepare hierarchy diagrams of the two associated physical databases. Using the diagram containing the destination
parent segment, check off all the segments in the hierarchical path of the destination parent segment. For each of
the checked off segments, identify the corresponding IDMS/DB record.

– Note if any of the identified segments from the above guidelines can be deleted. If this is the case, note all of the
dependents of this segment. (Do not include virtual logical child segments.) For each noted segment, identify the
corresponding IDMS/DB record.

– Note if any of the segments identified in the previous guidelines is a source segment or a target segment of either
a HIDAM database or a secondary index. If this is the case, locate the associated index pointer segment, which
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is defined in a DBD with ACCESS=INDEX. Then, identify the corresponding IDMS/DB record for the index pointer
segment.

– Make sure there is a RECORD statement for each of the records identified in the previous guidelines.

Syntax

►►─── RECORD SECTION ── . ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─── RECORD name is idms-record-name ───────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─── LENGTH is ─┬─ dl1-segment-length ────────────────────────────┬─────────►

                 └─ dl1-max-segment-length dl1-min-segment-length ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DELete by ──┬── ERASE ALL ◄──────┬─── . ─────┘

                  ├── ERASE PERManent ─┤

                  ├── ERASE SELective ─┤

                  └── DISConnect ──────┘

Parameters

RECORD name is idms-record-name
Identifies the IDMS/DB record to be accessed by the IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface.
Idms-record-name must be a 1-character to 16-character name that corresponds to a DL/I segment and must be
defined in the subschema that is named in the IPSB SECTION.

LENGTH is
Specifies the length of the DL/I segment to which the idms-record-name corresponds.

dl1-segment-length
Specifies the length of the DL/I segment if it is a fixed-length segment.

dl1-max-segment-length dl1-min-segment-length
Specifies the maximum and minimum lengths of the DL/I segment if it is a variable-length segment. See
"Determining values for variable length segments" under "Examples" later in this section.

DELete by
Specifies the IDMS/DB DML command that the interface issues in response to a DL/I DLET call for the segment
corresponding to the named record.

ERASE ALL
Specifies that the named record and all mandatory and optional member record occurrences it owns are to be
erased.
All members that are owners of any set occurrences are treated as if they were the object of an ERASE ALL
statement.
ERASE ALL is the default.

ERASE PERManent
Specifies that the named record and all mandatory member record occurrences it owns are to be erased from the
database. Optional member record occurrences are disconnected.
All erased mandatory members that are owners of set occurrences are treated as if they were the object of an
ERASE PERMANENT statement.

NOTE
For more information on IDMS/DB set membership options, see the IDMS Database Administration
Section
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ERASE SELective
Specifies that the named record and all mandatory member record occurrences it owns are to be erased from the
database. Optional member record occurrences are erased only if they do not currently participate as members in
other set occurrences.
All erased members that are owners of set occurrences are treated as if they were the object of an ERASE
SELECTIVE statement.

DISConnect
Specifies that the membership of the named record is cancelled from all sets in which it currently participates as
an optional member. The record, however, remains in the database.

Usage

Determining the Value for a Fixed Length Segment

To locate the dl1-segment-length, find the SEGM statement defining the segment that corresponds to the named record.
Use the entry in the SEGM statement's BYTES clause for dl1-segment-length.

Note that if the DL/I segment is a logical child segment, the length of the physical and/or logical parent concatenated key
may be required along with the BYTES clause entry when determining the value of dl1-segment-length.

Determining Values for Variable Length Segments

To locate dl1-max-segment-length and dl1-min-segment-length values, find the SEGM statement defining the segment
that corresponds to the named record. Use the first entry in the SEGM statement's BYTES clause for dl1-max-segment-
length; use the second entry in the SEGM statement's BYTES clause for dl1-min-segment-length.

Note that if the DL/I segment is a logical child segment, the length of the physical and/or logical parent concatenated key
may be required along with the BYTES clause entries when determining the value for dl1-max-segment-length and dl1-
min-segment-length.

Calculating the Length of a Concatenated Key

The length of a concatenated key equals the sum of the lengths of the sequence field, from the sequence field of the
named key through the root segment's sequence field.
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Figure 36. Finding the length of a concatenated key

Determining Record Length for Logical Child Equivalent

The examples below show how you can determine the record length for the logical child equivalent.

Refer to "LOGICAL PARENT FIELD Statement" later in this section for details on determining whether the physical parent
concatenated key and the logical parent concatenated key are stored virtually or physically.

Example 1

Assume the LPCK is stored virtually and the PPCK is stored physically.

1. Find the LPCK's length. Subtract this key length from the entry(ies) in the logical child's BYTES clause.
2. Find the PPCK's length. Add this key length to the value calculated in step 1 above:

For fixed-length segments:
dl/i-segment-length = (BYTES entry - LPCK-length) + PPCK-length
For variable-length segments:
dl/1-max-segment-length = (First BYTES entry - LPCK-length) + PPCK-length dl/1-min-segment-length = (Second
BYTES entry - LPCK-length) + PPCK-length

Example 2

Assume both the PPCK and the LPCK are stored virtually.
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Find the LPCK's length. Subtract this key length from the entry(ies) in the logical child's BYTES clause:

For fixed length segments:

dl/i-segment-length = BYTES entry - LPCK-length

For variable length segments:

dl/1-max-segment-length = First BYTES entry - LPCK-length

dl/1-min-segment-length = Second BYTES entry - LPCK-length

Example 3

Assume that the logical parent concatenated key (LPCK) is stored physically and the physical parent concatenated key
(PPCK) is stored virtually.

Use the BYTES parameter value(s) in the logical child's SEGM statement as the value(s) for the LENGTH parameter:

For fixed length segments:

dl/i-segment-length = BYTES entry in logical child's SEGM statement

For variable length segments:

dl/1-max-segment-length = First BYTES entry in logical child's SEGM statement

dl/1-min-segment-length = Second BYTES entry in logical child's SEGM statement

Example 4

Assume both the LPCK and the PPCK are stored physically.

Find the PPCK's length. Add this key length to the entry(ies) in the logical child's BYTES clause:

For fixed length segments:

dl/i-segment-length = PPCK-length + BYTES entry in logical child's SEGM statement

For variable length segments:

dl/1-max-segment-length = PPCK-length + first BYTES entry in logical child's SEGM statement

dl/1-min-segment-length = PPCK-length + second BYTES entry in logical child's SEGM statement

FIELD Statement

A FIELD statement defines a DL/I field within the named record and corresponds to the FIELD statement in the DBD.
Following each RECORD statement, there must be a FIELD statement for every field listed in the DBD for the segment
corresponding to the named record. Some records (that is, those corresponding to the logical child segments) will need
additional FIELD statements, as explained below. Up to 255 FIELD statements can follow each RECORD statement. If,
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however, a named record corresponds to a segment for which no fields are defined in the DBD, the RECORD statement
stands alone without any FIELD statements.

Five FIELD Statement Formats

There are five FIELD statement formats available:

Sequence
-- Defines DL/I sequence fields

Field
-- Defines DL/I search fields other than sequence fields

Logical parent
-- Defines logical parent concatenated key fields

Physical parent
-- Defines physical parent concatenated key fields

Logical sequence
-- Defines logical sequence fields (that is, sequence fields for the virtual logical child segments)

How to Determine the Appropriate FIELD Statement Format

To determine which format of the FIELD statement is appropriate to define a particular DL/I field, first consider the
segment equivalent of the record being described in the RECORD statement. Find the SEGM statement defining the
segment and determine whether the segment is a root segment, a dependent segment (that is, with only one parent), or
a logical child segment (that is, with two parents). After making this determination, apply the appropriate set of rules as
follows:

Root and dependent segments
-- If the segment is either a root segment or a dependent segment, note its sequence field (if any). Define this
sequence field by using the SEQUENCE FIELD statement. This FIELD statement must appear immediately
following the appropriate RECORD statement. Next, determine if the segment has search fields (that is, fields
defined without a SEQ in the NAME clause of the FIELD statement). If there are search fields, each one must
be defined by using the FIELD statement. Each of these FIELD statements must appear under the appropriate
RECORD statement.

Logical child segment
-- If the segment is a logical child segment, the RECORD statement must be followed by LOGICAL PARENT
FIELD and PHYSICAL PARENT FIELD statements to define the logical parent concatenated key field and the
physical parent concatenated key field, respectively. Additionally, the logical child segment corresponding to the
named record may have a sequence field. If so, define this sequence field with a SEQUENCE FIELD statement
following the RECORD statement.

Define Search Fields with Separate FIELD Statement

Define each of the segment's search fields to the IPSB with a separate FIELD statement following the LOGICAL PARENT
FIELD and PHYSICAL PARENT FIELD statements that define the logical parent concatenated key and the physical
parent concatenated key, respectively. Next, locate the SEGM statement that defines the associated virtual logical child
segment. This SEGM statement is generally not located in the same DBD as the SEGM statement that defines the logical
child segment.

If the virtual logical child segment has a sequence field, a LOGICAL SEQUENCE FIELD statement is required to define
the sequence field under the named record. For each of the remaining search fields for the virtual logical child segment,
there must be a FIELD statement. Each of these FIELD statements must appear under the RECORD statement that
identifies the record corresponding to the logical child segment.

USAGE Clause
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Each of the five formats of the FIELD statement can end with the optional USAGE clause. As with DL/I, this clause is for
documentation purposes only. This clause and the five FIELD statement formats are described separately below.

USAGE clause

The USAGE clause defines the data type of the named field. It is used at the end of each of the five formats of the FIELD
statement and is not repeated for the individual formats of the FIELD statement.

Syntax

>─┬──────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────><

  └─ USAGE is ──┬── DISplay ◄──┬─ . ─┘

                ├── BINary ────┤

                └── PACKed ────┘

Parameters

USAGE is
Specifies the data type of the named field. To determine the appropriate option, note the FIELD statement in the
DBD.

DISplay
Specify if the FIELD statement in the DBD specifies TYPE=C. DISPLAY is the default value.

BINary
Specify if the FIELD statement in the DBD specifies TYPE=F, TYPE=H, or TYPE=X.

PACKed
Specify if the FIELD statement in the DBD specifies TYPE=P.

SEQUENCE FIELD statement

This format of the FIELD statement defines the sequence field for the named record. A sequence field can be defined for:

• Each record corresponding to a root segment
• A dependent segment ordered under its physical parent, including the logical child segment
• A pointer segment

Sequence fields defined for pointer records must comprise the concatenation of the constant, search, and subsequence
fields for the pointer segment. (Constant and subsequence fields are described below.)

A field defined as a sequence field can be used as a search field in an SSA.

Syntax

►►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ SEQuence FIELD name is dl1-field-name ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ STARTING POSition is starting-position ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ LENgth is dl1-field-length ─┘

Parameters
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SEQuence FIELD name is dl1-field-name
Specifies the name of the sequence field. Dl1-field-name is the entry in the NAME clause of the DL/I FIELD
statement defining the sequence field.

STARTING POSition is starting-position
Specifies the position in the record in which the sequence field begins. Use the START clause value in the DL/I
FIELD statement defining the sequence field.

LENgth is dl1-field-length
Specifies the length of the sequence field. Use the BYTES clause entry in the DL/I FIELD statement defining the
sequence field.

FIELD statement

This format of the FIELD statement defines the named record's search fields (that is, the search fields other than the
sequence fields).

There must be a separate statement to define each search field in each record that corresponds to a segment with search
fields.

For a record corresponding to a logical child segment, this format defines the search fields for the logical child segment
and for the virtual logical child segment.

DL/I fields whose names begin with /CK or /SX are treated like any other search fields and are defined with this format of
the FIELD statement.

Syntax

►►─┬────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ FIELD name is dl1-field-name ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ STARTING POSition is starting-position ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ LENgth is dl1-field-length ─┘

Parameters

FIELD name is dl1-field-name
Names the DL/I field being defined. Use the NAME clause entry in the DL/I FIELD statement that defines the
search field for the segment corresponding to the named record.
Ensure that dl1-field-name is identical to the field name by which the DL/I application will refer to the field.

STARTING POSition is starting-position
Specifies the position in the record in which the search field begins. Use the START parameter value in the DL/I
FIELD statement that defines the search field. Omit this field if the name field is a /SX field.

LENgth is dl1-field-length
Specifies the length of the search field. Use the BYTES parameter value in the DL/I FIELD statement that defines
the search field.

LOGICAL PARENT FIELD statement

This format of the FIELD statement defines the logical parent concatenated key field for a record corresponding to a
logical child segment. A logical parent concatenated key is a symbolic pointer to the logical parent.
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LOGICAL PARENT FIELD statements and PHYSICAL PARENT FIELD statements (for defining the physical parent
concatenated key field) are both required when the named record corresponds to a logical child segment.

Syntax

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►

   └─ LOGical PARENT CONCATenated KEY FIELD name is dl1-field-name ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ STORED ─┬── PHYSically ◄───┤

              └── VIRTually ─────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ STARTING POSition is starting-position ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ LENgth is dl1-field-length ─┘

Parameters

LOGical PARENT CONCATenated KEY FIELD name is dl1-field-name
Specifies the name by which the concatenated key to the logical parent segment is defined to DL/I. Any 1- to 8-
character name can be used for the dl1-field-name, since this name serves only as a filler.
Ensure that the name selected for dl1-field-name is not used to define any other field for the named record.

STORED PHYSically/VIRTually
Specifies whether the logical parent concatenatecd key is stored with the record corresponding to the logical child
segment or is built by the IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface.

PHYSically
Specifies that the logical parent concatenated key is stored with the record corresponding to the logical child
segment. The use of this option for the segment corresponding to the named record depends on the type of
logical relationship defined in the relevant DBDs as follows:

Relationship What to specify
Unidirectional and bidirectional virtual logical relationships If PHYSICAL or P is specified on the SEGM statement PARENT

parameter defining the real logical child segment, specify
PHYSICALLY.

For bidirectional physical logical relationships, the relationship
must appear like a bidirectional virtual logical relationship.
Choose one logical child segment to represent the real logical
child segment and the other to represent the logical virtual child
segment. Hence, the parent of the assigned real logical child
segment is considered the physical parent segment; the parent of
the assigned virtual logical child segment is considered the logical
parent segment.

If the entry in the PARENT parameter of the SEGM statement
defining the segment assigned as the real logical child segment is
PHYSICAL or P, specify PHYSICALLY.

The default for this IPSB clause is PHYSICALLY.

If either of the destination parent concatenated key fields is STORED PHYSICALLY, that field must be the first field in the
record.

If both destination parent concatenated key fields are STORED PHYSICALLY (see note below), they must be the first two
fields in the record. These however, can be preceded by the halfword-length field if the record is a variable-length record.
If PHYSICALLY is specified, the STARTING POSITION clause (see below) must be included in the FIELD statement.
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VIRTually
Specifies that the logical parent concatenated key is absent from the record corresponding to the logical child
segment and is built by the run-time interface. The use of this option for the segment corresponding to the named
record depends on the type of logical relationship defined in the relevant DBDs, as follows:

Relationship What to specify
Unidirectional and bidirectional virtual logical relationships Specify VIRTUALLY if VIRTUAL or V is specified in the PARENT

parameter of the SEGM statement defining the real logical child
segment.

For bidirectional physical logical relationships, the relationship
must appear as a bidirectional virtual logical relationship, as
described under bidirectional physical logical relationships above.

If the entry in the PARENT parameter of the SEGM statement
defining the segment assigned as the real logical child segment is
VIRTUAL or V, specify VIRTUALLY.
If VIRTUALLY is specified, you must omit the STARTING
POSITION clause.

NOTE
Although DL/I bidirectional virtual relationships permit only the logical parent concatenated key to be stored
physically in the logical child, IDMS DLI Transparency allows either one or both of the concatenated keys to be
stored physically or virtually.

STARTING POSition is starting-position
Specifies the position in the record in which the concatenated key field begins, where the record begins in position
1. What you specify on this clause depends upon what you specified on the STORED VIRTUALLY/PHYSICALLY
clause:

STORED VIRTUALLY/PHYSICALLY clause STARTING POSITION clause
If STORED VIRTUALLY is specified for the named field Don't include it for the named field.
If STORED PHYSICALLY is specified only for the named field
(that is, only for the LOGICAL PARENT CONCATENATED KEY
field)

START POSITION IS 1.

If both the named field and the PHYSICAL PARENT
CONCATENATED KEY field (PHYSICAL PARENT FIELD
statement) are STORED PHYSICALLY

One of the two fields will have a START POSITION of 1. The
other field will begin in the next available byte after its complement
concatenated key field is stored. For example, assume that the
length of the concatenated key for the physical parent is 15 and
the STARTING POSITION entered in the IPSB for the PHYSICAL
PARENT is 1. Therefore, the LOGICAL PARENT KEY field has a
START POSITION of 16.

When both concatenated keys are stored physically and the
record is a variable length record

Perform the above calculations and add 2 to the start position to
allow for the halfword containing the length of the record.

LENgth is dl1-field-length
Specifies the length of the concatenated key for the logical parent.
To determine the entry for this clause, first find the DL/I FIELD statements that define the sequence fields of the
logical parent segment and of those segments in the logical parent's hierarchical path to the root segment. Add
the BYTES clause entries in these FIELD statements.

Usage

The Length of the Concatenated Key for the Logical Parent

To calculate the length of the concatenated key for the logical parent, assume the DBD has the following entries from the
root segment through the sequence field of the logical parent segment:

SEGM     NAME=SEGRT,PARENT=0,BYTES=31,PTR=TWINBWD
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FIELD    NAME=(FIELD1,SEQ,U),BYTES=21,START=,TYPE=C

FIELD    NAME=FIELD2,BYTES=10,START=22

SEGM     NAME=LPSEG,PARENT=SEGRT,BYTES=20,PTR=TWINBWD

FIELD    NAME=(FIELD3,SEQ,U),BYTES=60,START=1,TYPE=C

In this example, the sum of the sequence fields (FIELD1 and FIELD3) is 81, which is the value entered in the LENGTH
clause of the IPSB FIELD statement. For more details, see Figure 36.

PHYSICAL PARENT FIELD statement

This format of the FIELD statement defines the physical parent concatenated key field for the record corresponding to the
logical child segment. A physical parent concatenated key is a symbolic pointer to the logical parent. LOGICAL PARENT
FIELD and PHYSICAL PARENT FIELD statements (used to define the logical parent concatenated key field) are both
required when the named record corresponds to a logical child segment.

Syntax

►►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►

   └─ PHYSical PARENT CONCATenated KEY FIELD name is dl1-field-name ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ STORED ─┬── PHYSically ◄───┤

              └── VIRTually ─────┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ STARTING POSition is starting-position ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ LENgth is dl1-field-length ─┘

Parameters

PHYSical PARENT CONCATenated KEY FIELD name is dl1-field-name
Specifies the name by which the concatenated key to the physical parent is defined to IDMS/DB. Any 1- to 8-
character name can be used for the dl1-field-name, since this name serves only as a filler.
Make sure that the name selected for dl1-field-name is not used to define any other field for the named record.

STORED PHYSically/VIRTually
Specifies whether the physical parent concatenated key is stored with the record corresponding to the logical child
segment or is built by the IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface.

PHYSically
Specifies that the physical parent concatenated key is stored with the record equivalent of the logical child
segment.
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The default is PHYSICALLY. The following considerations apply to the use of this option:

Relationship What to specify
When the named record corresponding to the logical child
segment is participating in a bidirectional physical logical
relationship.
In such cases, IDMS DLI Transparency requires that the logical
relationship be made to appear as a bidirectional virtual logical
relationship. As described above (in the STORED PHYSICALLY
syntax rules under LOGICAL PARENT FIELD Statement), one
of the logical child segments must be treated as the real logical
child segment, and the other segment must be assigned as the
virtual logical child segment. If PHYSICAL or P is entered in this
parameter, specify PHYSICAL in the IPSB clause.

STORED PHYSICALLY.

If either of the destination parent concatenated key fields is stored physically, make that field the first physical field in the
record.

If both destination parent concatenated key fields are stored physically (see the discussion of STORED PHYSICALLY/
VIRTUALLY under "LOGICAL PARENT FIELD Statement"), they must be the first two physical fields in the record. These
fields, however, can be preceded by the halfword-length field if the record is a variable-length record. If PHYSICALLY is
specified, the STARTING POSITION clause (see below) must be included in the FIELD statement.

VIRTually
Specifies that the physical parent concatenated key is absent from the record corresponding to the logical child
segment and is built by the IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface. The use of this option for the segment
corresponding to the named record depends on the type of logical relationship defined in the relevant DBDs, as
follows:

Relationship What to specify
For unidirectional logical relationships and bidirectional virtual
logical relationships

VIRTUALLY

For bidirectional physical logical relationships, IDMS DLI
Transparency requires that one logical child segment be treated
as the real logical child segment, and the other logical child
segment be treated as the virtual logical child segment. (See the
discussion of STORED PHYSICALLY under LOGICAL PARENT
FIELD Statement.)
If the entry in the PARENT parameter of the SEGM statement
defining the segment that is being treated as the virtual logical
child segment specifies VIRTUAL or V

VIRTUALLY
If VIRTUALLY is specified, the STARTING POSITION clause must
be omitted.
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STARTING POSition is starting-position
Specifies the position in the record in which the concatenated key field begins, where the record begins in position
1. Omit this clause if STORED VIRTUALLY is specified for the named field.

Relationship What to specify
If STORED PHYSICALLY is specified only for the named field
(that is, only for the LOGICAL PARENT CONCATENATED KEY
field)

Specify START POSITION IS 1.
If both the named field and the LOGICAL PARENT
CONCATENATED KEY field are stored physically, one of the fields
will have a START POSITION of 1. The other field will begin in the
next available byte after its complement concatenated key field is
stored.
When both concatenated key fields are stored physically and the
record is a variable-length record, add 2 to the START POSITION
to allow for the halfword containing the length of the record.

LENGTH IS dl1-field-length
Specifies the length of the concatenated key to the physical parent.
To determine the entry for this clause, first find the DL/I FIELD statements that define the sequence fields of the
physical parent segment and of those segments in the physical parent's hierarchical path to the root segment.
Add the BYTES clause entries in these FIELD statements. The result is the entry for dl1-field-length.

LOGICAL SEQUENCE FIELD statement

This format of the FIELD statement defines the logical sequence field and its attributes. A logical sequence field must be
defined for the named record corresponding to a logical child segment whenever the associated virtual logical child has a
sequence field. A field defined as a logical sequence field can be used as a search field in an SSA.

Syntax

►►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ LOGical SEQuence FIELD name is dl1-field-name ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ STARTING POSition is starting-position ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ LENgth is dl1-field-length ─┘

Parameters

LOGical SEQuence FIELD name is dl1-field-name
Identifies the sequence field of the virtual logical child segment. Use the NAME clause entry in the DL/I FIELD
statement defining the sequence field for the virtual logical child segment.

STARTING POSition is starting-position
Specifies the position in the record in which the sequence field begins. Use the START clause entry in the DL/I
FIELD statement defining the sequence field for the virtual logical child segment.

LENgth IS dl1-field-length
Specifies the length of the sequence field. Use the BYTES clause entry in the DL/I FIELD statement defining the
sequence field for the virtual logical child segment.

Usage

Sample PSB
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This sample PSB calls for DBD1, which is shown in the hierarchy diagram in Figure 38. The DBD that defines DBD1 is
shown in Figure 39. Figure 40 shows the resulting RECORD SECTION that is developed.

     PCB     TYPE=DB,DBDNAME=DBD1,PROCOPT=G,KEYLEN=45,PROCSEQ=INDEX1

     SENSEG  NAME=SEGRT1,PARENT=0

     SENSEG  NAME=SEG3,PARENT=SEGRT1

     SENSEG  NAME=SEG4,PARENT=SEG3

     SENSEG  NAME=SEG2,PARENT=SEGRT1

     PSBGEN  LANG=COBOL,PSBNAME=PSB1

     END

Figure 37. Sample PSB

Hierarchy Diagram of DBD1

This hierarchy diagram corresponds to database DBD1. SEGRT1, SEG2, SEG3, and SEG4 are specified in the PSB
shown in Figure 37 and, therefore, require RECORD statements to define their equivalent records. SEG5 is indicated by
broken lines because it is a virtual logical child segment, which is not a real segment.

Figure 38. Hierarchy diagram of DBD1

Sample DBDs

DBD1 is the database called for by the PCB shown in Figure 37 DBD2 is the database that contains the logical parent
segment of logical child SEG2 and the virtual logical child segment paired with SEG2. Information from the DBDs for both
databases is required to complete the RECORD SECTION shown in Figure 40.

        DBD      NAME=DBD1,ACCESS=HDAM,RMNAME=(DLZHDC30,3,1800,3000)

        DATASET  DD1=HDAM1,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=2048,SCAN=3

        SEGM     NAME=SEGRT1,PARENT=0,BYTES=115,POINTER=TWINBWD,RULES=PPV

        FIELD    NAME=RT1KEY,SEQ,U,BYTES=11,START=1
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        FIELD    NAME=FIELD2,BYTES=5,START=1

        FIELD    NAME=FIELD3,BYTES=6,START=6

        SEGM     NAME=SEG2,PARENT=((SEGRT1),(LPSEGRT,P,DBD2)),

                  BYTES=120,POINTER=TWIN6WD),RULES=(PLV)

        FIELD    NAME=(KEY2,SEQ,U),BYTES=6,START=1

        SEGM     NAME=SEG3,PARENT=SEGRT1,BYTES=10,POINTER=TWIN

        FIELD    NAME=(KEY3,SEQ,U),BYTES=3,START=1

        FIELD    NAME=FIELD5,BYTES=4,START=4

        SEGM     NAME=SEG4,PARENT=SEG3,BYTES=6,POINTER=TWIN

        FIELD    NAME=(KEY4,SEQ,U),BYTES=6,START=1

        SEGM     NAME=SEG5,PARENT=SEG4,PTR=PAIRED,

                  SOURCE=((LCSEG,DATA,DBD3))

        FIELD    NAME=(KEY5,SEQ,U),BYTES=21,START=1,TYPE=F

        FIELD    NAME=FIELD-5,BYTES=20,START=22,TYPE=F

        DBDGEN

        FINISH

        END

 

 

        DBD      NAME=DBD2,ACCESS=HDAM

        DATASET  DD1=HDAM2,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=2048,SCAN=3

        SEGM     NAME=SEGRT2,PTR=TWINBWD,RULES=LLV

        FIELD    NAME=(KEY6,SEQ,U),BYTES=60,START=1

        FIELD    NAME=FIELD6,BYTES=15,START=61

        FIELD    NAME=FIELD-7,BYTES=75,START=76

        LCHILD   NAME=(SEG2,DBD1),PAIR=SEG6,PTR=DBLE

        SEGM     NAME=SEG6,PARENT=SEGRT2,PTR=PAIRED

                      SOURCE=(SEG2,DATA,DBD1)

        FIELD    NAME=(KEY7,SEQ,U),BYTES=21,START=61

        FIELD    NAME=FIELD8,BYTES=20,START=22

        SEGM     NAME=SEG7 BYTES=200,PARENT=SEG1

        FIELD    NAME=(KEY8,SEQ,U)BYTES=99,START=1

        FIELD    NAME=FIELD9,BYTES=101,START=100

        SEGM     NAME=SEG8,BYTES=100,PARENT=SEG1

        FIELD    NAME=(KEY9,SEQ,U),BYTES=15,START=1

        FIELD    NAME=FIELD10,BYTES=15,START=51

        DBDGEN

        FINISH

        END

Figure 39. Sample DBDs

Sample RECORD SECTION

The information used to define this RECORD SECTION example is based on information in Figure 37 through Figure 39.

SEG5, defined in the first DBD shown in Figure 39, is omitted from this RECORD SECTION example because SEG5
is a virtual logical child segment. However, the fields of a virtual logical child segment are entered under the record
corresponding to the logical child when the PSB calls for the associated logical child segment.

Thus, under REC2, which corresponds to SEG2 in DBD1, a logical sequence field and a search field are defined.

These two fields come from the virtual logical child segment (SEG6) located in DBD2, which is defined in the second DBD
in Figure 39.
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        RECORD SECTION.

        RECORD NAME IS RECRT1 LENGTH IS 115.

          SEQ FIELD NAME IS RT1KEY START POS 1 LENGTH 11.

              FIELD NAME IS FIELD2 START POS 1 LENGTH 5.

              FIELD NAME IS FIELD3 START POS 6 LENGTH 6.

        RECORD NAME IS REC2 LENGTH IS 120

        LOGICAL PARENT CONCAT KEY FIELD NAME IS FILFLD1

                     STORED PHYSICALLY START POS 1 LENGTH 60.

        PHYSICAL PARENT CONCAT KEY FIELD NAME IS FILFLD2

                    STORED VIRTUALLY LENGTH 11.

          SEQ FIELD NAME IS KEY2 START POS 1 LENGTH 6.

          LOGICAL SEQUENCE FIELD NAME IS KEY7

                    START POS 61 LENGTH 21.

              FIELD NAME IS FIELD8 START POS 22 LENGTH 20.

        RECORD NAME IS REC3 LENGTH IS 10.

          SEQ FIELD NAME IS KEY3 START POS 1 LENGTH 3.

              FIELD NAME IS FIELD5 START POS 4 LENGTH 4.

        RECORD NAME IS REC4 LENGTH IS 6.

          SEQ FIELD NAME IS KEY4 START POS 1 LENGTH 6.

Figure 40. Sample RECORD SECTION

INDEX SECTION

The INDEX SECTION provides the information required to relate IDMS/DB records and sets to secondary index and
HIDAM index structures to be used and/or maintained by the IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface.

The only statement in the INDEX SECTION is the INDEX statement. Each INDEX statement does the following:

• Identifies a HIDAM database or a secondary index
• Identifies the IDMS/DB records and sets that correspond to the DL/I segments and segment relationships in that index
• Names the DL/I fields used to build the index
• Names an index suppression exit routine to handle DL/I sparse indexing

Reviewing the INDEX SECTION requires that you identify the HIDAM databases and the secondary indexes that the run-
time interface will either use explicitly or maintain implicitly when processing DL/I database requests with this IPSB. An
index is used explicitly when one of the following occurs:

• A PCB refers to a DBD with ACCESS=HIDAM.
• A PCB contains a PROCSEQ parameter, which indicates the use of a secondary index to access the root segment.
• One of the SENSEG statements in the PCB has an INDICES parameter.

An index is used implicitly by a PCB when the PCB allows the index target segment or the index source segment to be
updated (that is, the PROCOPT parameter has a value of I, R, or D). If in doubt, include the indexes; extra indexes will not
affect IDMS DLI Transparency processing.

Syntax

►►─── INDEX SECTION ── . ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ INDEX name is indexed-field-name ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ using indexed-set indexed-set-name ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TARGET record is idms-record-name ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ POINTER record is idms-record-name ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ thru SET idms-set-name ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

   └─ SOURCE record is idms-record-name ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ CONSTANT is constant ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   └─ SEARCH FIELDS are(is) ─── (dl1-field-name) ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   └─ SUBSEQuence FIELDS are(is) ─── (dl1-field-name) ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►

   └─ DUPLicate data FIELDS are(is) ─── (dl1-field-name) ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NULL VALue is ─┬─ null-value ─┬───┘

                     ├─ BLANK ──────┤

                     └─ ZERO ───────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄

   └─ EXIT routine is dl1-exit-routine-name ──── . ──┘

Parameters

INDEX SECTION
INDEX SECTION must be the first entry in this section followed by as many INDEX statements as required. The
INDEX SECTION sentence must be present even if no INDEX statements are included.

INDEX name is indexed-field-name
Names the indexed field by which the index is known. Indexed-field-name must be a 1- to 8-character name.
For a HIDAM database, indexed-field-name should be the name of the index DBD.
For a secondary index, indexed-field-name is the NAME parameter value in the XDFLD statement, which is in the
DBD defining the indexed database. For more information on finding the index field names for HIDAM databases
and secondary indexes, see DL/I and IDMS/DB.

using indexed-set index-set-name
Identifies the IDMS/DB index set through which the DL/I secondary index or HIDAM index structure is
implemented.
Index-set-name must be a 1- to 16-character name and must be included in the subschema named in the IPSB
SECTION.

TARGET record is idms-record-name
Identifies the IDMS/DB record that corresponds to the DL/I index target segment in this index.
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Idms-record-name must be a 1- to 16-character record name included in the subschema named in the IPSB
SECTION and named in the RECORD SECTION.
To identify the target record, first locate in the DBD the SEGM statement that defines the target segment. After
identifying the name of the target segment, locate the name of the corresponding record as defined in the IDMS/
DB subschema in use. For more information on locating the SEGM statement that defines the target segment,
see DL/I and IDMS/DB.

POINTER record is idms-record-name
Identifies the IDMS/DB record that corresponds to the DL/I index pointer segment in this index.
Idms-record-name must be a 1- to 16-character record name included in the subschema named in the IPSB
SECTION and named in the RECORD SECTION.
To identify the pointer record, first locate in the DBD the SEGM statement that defines the pointer segment. After
identifying the name of the pointer segment, find the name of the corresponding record as defined in the IDMS/DB
subschema in use. For more information on locating the SEGM statement that defines the pointer segment, see
DL/I and IDMS/DB.

thru SET idms-set-name
Identifies the target pointer set of which the target record is the owner and the pointer record is the member.
Idms-set-name must be a 1- to 16-character name in the subschema and named in the IPSB SECTION. For more
information on target pointer sets, see DL/I and IDMS/DB.

SOURCE record is idms-record-name
Identifies the IDMS/DB record that corresponds to the DL/I index source segment in this index.
Idms-record-name must be a 1- to 16-character record name in the subschema named in the IPSB SECTION and
named in the RECORD SECTION.
The run-time interface uses fields from this record to build the key by which the target record is indexed. To
locate the source record, first locate in the DBD the SEGM statement that defines the source segment. After
identifying the name of the source segment, locate the name of the corresponding record as defined in the IDMS/
DB subschema in use. For further information on locating the SEGM statement that defines the source segment,
see DL/I and IDMS/DB.

CONSTANT is constant
Specifies a 1-byte field used to identify the index if it is a shared index. The byte value must be enclosed in double
quotation marks. (Shared indexes are also known as sparse indexes.)
Constant must be a 1- to 11-character Assembler constant that represents a 1-byte field (typically in character,
hexadecimal, or binary format). The following examples illustrate possible values for constant:
CONSTANT IS "C'A'"

CONSTANT IS "X'02'"

CONSTANT IS "B'00000001"

The CONSTANT clauses above specify a 1-byte constant in character, hexadecimal, and binary format. For
constant, enter the CONST parameter value located in the DL/I XDFLD statement. (This XDFLD statement is
found in the DBD defining the indexed database.)

SEARCH FIELDS are (is) dl1-field-name
Identifies the DL/I search fields to be taken from the designated source record to build the index key for the target
record.
This mandatory clause must name at least one search field and can specify up to five search fields.
Make sure that the search fields identified in this clause are defined in RECORD SECTION FIELD statements.
These FIELD statements are associated with the RECORD statement that names the record designated as the
source record. The run-time interface concatenates these fields, uses them to build an index key, and places the
key in the designated pointer record. Each dl1-field-name must be a 1- to 8-character field name. When entering
more than one field name, separate each name by a comma and enclose all the names in parentheses. Enclosing
parentheses are optional if only one field name is included.
In a HIDAM database, the sequence field of the root segment is the search field. Therefore, dl1-field-name is the
NAME parameter value in the DL/I FIELD statement that defines the root segment's sequence field.
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For a secondary index, each dl1-field-name entry can be found in the SRCH parameter of a XDFLD statement.
Each entry corresponds to the name of a DL/I FIELD statement following the SEGM statement that defines the
source segment.

SUBSEQuence data FIELDS are (is) dl1-field-name
For secondary indexes only, optionally identifies the DL/I subsequence fields to be taken from the designated
source record to extend the index key. If specified, you must name at least one subsequence field and can name
up to five subsequence fields. The run-time interface concatenates these fields and uses them to extend the index
key built from search fields. The subsequence fields identified in this clause must be defined in the RECORD
SECTION FIELD statements associated with the RECORD statement that names the record designated as the
source record.
Make sure that each of the dl-field-names is a 1- to 8-character name. If more than one field name is included,
separate the field names with commas and enclose them in parentheses. The enclosing parentheses are optional
if only one field name is specified.
To determine an entry for dl1-field-name, note the SUBSEQ parameter in the DL/I XDFLD statement. The value in
this parameter specifies which of the fields for the index source segment are the subsequence fields. Therefore,
although a subsequence field is specified in a SUBSEQ parameter, it is defined in a FIELD statement following
the definition of the source segment.
A subsequence field can be a system-related field, in which case its name must begin with /CK or /SX.

DUPLicate data FIELDS are (is) dl1-field-name
For secondary indexes only, identifies the DL/I duplicate-data fields to be copied from the designated source
record to the pointer record. If specified, this optional clause must name at least one duplicate-data field and can
name up to five duplicate-data fields. If named, these fields are concatenated and copied from the source record
to the pointer record to permit access to the duplicate data when processing the pointer record independently
of the defined index structure. Therefore, data placed in the pointer record has no impact on the key used to
create the index. The duplicate-data fields identified in this clause must be defined in RECORD SECTION FIELD
statements associated with the RECORD statement that names the record designated as the source record.
Make sure that dl1-field-name is a 1- to 8-character name. If more than one field name is included, separate the
field names with commas and enclose them in parentheses. The enclosing parentheses are optional if only one
field name is included.
To determine an entry for dl1-field-name, note the DDATA parameter in the DL/I XDFLD statement. An entry in
this parameter specifies which of the fields for the index source segment are the secondary index's duplicate-
data fields. Therefore, although a duplicate-data field is specified in a DDATA parameter, it is defined in a FIELD
statement following the definition of the source segment.
A duplicate data field can be a system-related field, in which case its name must begin with /CK.

NULL VALue is
Identifies a 1-byte Assembler constant used to suppress the creation of a pointer record during index suppression.
The byte value must be enclosed in double quotation marks. Each byte in the named search fields is compared
with the NULL VALUE constant.

null-value
Specify a 1- to 8-character Assembler constant that represents a 1-byte field (typically in character, hexadecimal,
or binary format). If each byte in the search field equals null-value, no pointer record is stored for the associated
target record.

BLANK
Specify BLANK for a null value of blanks.

ZERO
Specify ZERO for a null value of binary zeros (low value). The examples below illustrate possible values for null-
value:
NULL VALUE IS "C'A'"

NULL VALUE IS "X'FF'"

NULL VALUE IS "B'00000000'"
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The NULL VALUE clauses above specify a 1-byte term in character, hexadecimal, and binary format.
To complete this clause, specify the value in the NULLVAL parameter of the XDFLD statement (that is, the XDFLD
statement in the DBD that defines the indexed database).

EXIT routine is dl1-exit-routine-name
Specifies a user-written exit routine for controlling the creation of selected DL/I secondary index entries.
Dl1-exit-routine-name must match the name specified for the EXTRTN parameter of the XDFLD statement in the
indexed DBD. Make sure that you place the named exit routine in an operating-system partitioned data set and
that you provide access to it via a CDMSLIB JCL statement.
The IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface loads (invokes) the exit routine when the DL/I application issues
an ISRT or REPL call for an IDMS/DB record corresponding index source/ to a DL/I index source segment in one
or more index relationships.

Usage

Examples of INDEX SECTIONs are shown in the illustrations below along with the resources used to develop these
INDEX SECTIONs.

Sample DBDs for a HIDAM Database and Associated Index

The example below shows sample DBDs for a HIDAM database and its associated index database.

As with all HIDAM databases, the target and the source segments are the same segment (the root segment in the HIDAM
database), which in this case is SEG1. The pointer segment, SEG2, is the only segment in the index database. Since in a
HIDAM database the search field is always the root segment sequence field, the search field in this sample is FIELD1.

        DBD         NAME=DB1,ACCESS=HIDAM

        DATASET     DD1=DBHIDAM,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=42,RECORD=48,SCAN=1

        SEGM        NAME=SEG1,BYTES-31,PTR=H,PARENT=0

        FIELD       NAME=(FIELD1,SEQ,U),BYTES=21,START=1

        FIELD       NAME=FIELD2,BYTES=10,START=22

        LCHILD      NAME=(SEG2,DBINDEX),PTR=INDX

        DBDGEN

        FINISH

        END

 

        DBD         NAME=DBINDEX,ACCESS=INDEX

        DATASET     DD1=DBXINDX,DEVICE 3350,BLOCK=44,RECORD=46,SCAN=1

        SEGM        NAME=SEG2,BYTES=21

        LCHILD      NAME=(SEG1,DB1),INDEX=FIELD1

        FIELD       NAME=(FIELD3,SEQ,U),BYTES=21,START=1

        DBDGEN

        FINISH

        END

Figure 41. Sample DBDs for a HIDAM database and associated index database

Sample INDEX SECTION Based on a HIDAM Database

The sample below is based on information supplied in the DBDs in Figure 41. The index set IX-SET1 indexes the index
pointer segment.

 INDEX SECTION.

    INDEX NAME IS DBINDEX

    USING INDEXED-SET IX-SET1

    TARGET RECORD IS REC1
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    POINTER RECORD IS REC2

    THRU SET REC1-REC2

    SOURCE RECORD IS REC1

    SEARCH FIELD IS FIELD1.

Figure 42. Sample INDEX SECTION based on a HIDAM database

DBDs for a Secondary Index and its Associated Index Database

The example below shows the DBDs for a secondary index and its associated index database.

The target segment SEG5 is referenced in the LCHILD statement in the index DBD, while the source segment is
referenced in the SEGMENT parameter of the XDFLD statement in the indexed DBD.

The pointer segment, as in all secondary and HIDAM databases, is the only segment in the index database. In this
sample, the pointer segment is SEG6.

The search field for the secondary index is referenced in the SRCH parameter of the XDFLD statement in the indexed
DBD; the duplicate-data field is referenced in the DDATA parameter of the same XDFLD statement. Both the search field
and the DDATA field, however, appear under the SEGM statement defining SEG7.

        DBD         NAME=DB2,ACCESS=HDAM,RMNAME=(GLDHDC20,5,660,850)

        DATASET     DD1=DBHDAM,DEVICE 3350,BLOCK=2048,SCAN=1

        SEGM        NAME=SEG5,PARENT=0,BYTES=15

        FIELD       NAME=(FIELD5,SEQ,U),BYTES=5,START=1

        LCHILD      NAME=(SEG6,DBINDX2),PTR=INDX

        XDFLD       NAME=XDFLD1,SEGMENT=SEG7,

                     SRCH=FIELD7,DDATA=FIELD6

        SEGM        NAME=SEG7,PARENT=SEG5,BYTES=25

        FIELD       NAME=(FIELD6,SEQ,U),BYTES=5,START=1

        FIELD       NAME=FIELD7,BYTES=20,START=5

        DBDGEN

        FINISH

        END

 

        DBD         NAME=DBINDX2,ACCESS=INDEX

        DATASET     DD1=INDX2,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=23,RECORD=88,SCAN=1

        SEGM        NAME=SEG6,PARENT=0,BYTES=25

        FIELD       NAME=(FIELD8,SEQ,U),START=1,BYTES=6

        LCHILD      NAME=(SEG5,DB2),POINTER=SNGL,INDEX=XDFLD1

        DBDGEN

        FINISH

        END

Figure 43. Sample DBDs for a secondary index and associated index database

Sample INDEX SECTION Based on a Secondary Index

This sample is based on information supplied in the DBDs in Figure 43. The IDMS/DB records in the sample INDEX
SECTION have been assigned the prefix REC, and the segment prefix SEG has been eliminated.

 INDEX SECTION.

    INDEX NAME IS XDFLD1

    USING INDEXED-SET IS-SET2

    TARGET RECORD IS REC5

    POINTER RECORD IS REC6
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    THRU SET REC5-REC6

    SOURCE RECORD IS REC7

    SEARCH FIELD IS FIELD5

    DUPLICATE DATA FIELD IS FIELD6.

Figure 44. Sample INDEX SECTION based on a secondary index

PCB SECTION

The PCB SECTION performs the following:

• Identifies the DL/I segments that participate in the hierarchies that are viewed by a DL/I application
• Names the IDMS/DB records that represent these segments
• Defines paths that the DL/I application can follow by naming relevant segments and by defining their relationships to

other segments
• Provides a limited amount of DBD information (that is, the DBD names and the access method)

The information included in the PCB SECTION corresponds to the associated DL/I PCBs within a PSB.

The PCB SECTION consists of PCB statements and SEGMENT statements and is formatted as follows:

 PCB SECTION.

  PCB statement.

  SEGMENT statements.

   ...

 PCB statement.

  SEGMENT statements.

   ...

 

The syntax for the PCB statement and the SEGMENT statement are shown in the following sections.

PCB Statement

A PCB statement is composed of entries from DL/I DBD and PCB statements. The DBD statement is in the DBD, while
the PCB statement is in the PSB.

Syntax

 ►►─── PCB SECTION ─── . ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

  

  ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

    └─ PCB ACCESS METHOD is ──┬─ HDAM ────────────┬──┘

                              ├─ HIDAM ───────────┤

                              ├─ HISAM ───────────┤

                              ├─ INDEX ───────────┤

                              ├─ SECONDary index ─┤

                              └─ HSAM ────────────┘

  

  ►─┬───────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ DBDNAME is dbd-name ─┘

  

  ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

    └─ PROCessing OPTions are(is) ─── dl1-option ──┘
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  ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ POSitioning is ─┬─ SINGLE ◄──┬───┘

                       └─ MULTIPLE ─┘

  

  ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►◄

    └─ PROCessing SEQuence ──┬─ SET is indexed-set-name ──────┬─── . ─┘

                             └─ INDEX is indexed-field-name ──┘

 

Parameters

PCB SECTION.
PCB SECTION must be the first entry in this section, followed by as many PCB statements as required to define
all hierarchical views referenced by the DL/I application.
Each PCB statement must be followed by SEGMENT statements to identify the segments that participate in the
hierarchical view.
A PCB statement, in conjunction with subsequent SEGMENT statements, represents one DL/I hierarchical
view. In addition to presenting the hierarchical view, the SEGMENT statement defines the relationships between
the named segment and other DL/I segments, as represented by the corresponding IDMS/DB records and set
relationships.

PCB ACCESS METHOD is
Specifies the DL/I access method by which the root segment in this database is accessed.
To determine the appropriate entry for this clause:

• First decide if ACCESS METHOD IS SECONDARY INDEX is appropriate (see below). If this entry is
inappropriate, locate the DBD specified in the DBDNAME parameter of the DL/I PCB statement.

• Next, locate the DBD statement and use the value in the ACCESS parameter for the PCB ACCESS METHOD
clause.

If the PCB specifies a logical database and if the SECONDARY INDEX entry is inappropriate:

• Locate the SEGM statement defining the root segment of the logical database. The SOURCE parameter in this
SEGM statement references the source segment (first entry) and the physical database containing the source
segment (second entry).

• Locate the DBD that defines this physical database.
• Use the ACCESS parameter value in its DBD statement.

Specific guidelines for the options of the PCB ACCESS METHOD clause follow:
HDAM

Specifies an HDAM access method. If this entry is specified, omit the PROCESSING SEQUENCE clause (see
below).

HIDAM
Specifies a HIDAM access method. If this entry is specified, a PROCESSING SEQUENCE INDEX clause (see
below) must be included.

HISAM
Specifies a HISAM access method. If this option is specified, a PROCESSING SEQUENCE SET clause (see
below) must be included to name the relevant indexed set.

INDEX
Specifies an index access method. If this option is specified, a PROCESSING SEQUENCE SET clause must be
included to name the relevant indexed set.

SECONDary index
Specifies a secondary index access method. If this option is specified, a PROCESSING SEQUENCE INDEX
clause must be included to name the relevant indexed field.
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PCB  TYPE=DB,DBDNAME=DBA,PROCOPT=A,KEYLEN=46,PROCSEQ=INDEX1

HSAM
Specifies an HSAM access method. If the root segment of the HSAM database is sequenced (that is, a
sequenced HSAM), a PROCESSING SEQUENCE SET clause must be included. If the root segment of the HSAM
database is unsequenced, omit the PROCESSING SEQUENCE clause. Although the HSAM access method is
supported, consider each sequenced HSAM as a HISAM database when defining DL/I databases in the schema
(see DL/I and IDMS/DB).

DBDNAME IS dbd-name
Specifies the name of the DL/I DBD associated with the database view being defined. This name corresponds
to the DBD name found in the PCB mask in the application program. Use the name specified in the DBDNAME
parameter of the PCB statement.

PROCessing OPTions are (is)
Specifies the DL/I processing options that are selected for this database view.
Processing options specify whether the DL/I application program can only read the segments in the database
view or can both read and update the segments. If updating is allowed, the processing options also specify what
kind of updating is permissible. You should include the processing options specified in the associated PROCOPT
parameters of the DL/I PCB statement and its associated SENSEG statements.

dl1-option
Acceptable values for dl1-option are as follows:
Value            Explanation

  

   G               The application program can read the segments.

  

   I               The application program can insert segments.

  

   R               The application program can read and replace

                   segments.

  

   D               The application program can read and delete

                   segments.

  

   A               The application program can read, insert, replace,

                   and delete segments.

  

   P               The application program can issue path calls.

A maximum of four options can be specified for each PCB statement. If more than one processing option is
specified, do not separate the option by commas or blanks. See the appropriate DL/I documentation for details on
DL/I processing options.
IDMS DLI Transparency requires that all processing options be specified for the PCB and does not permit any
overrides of global options for an individual segment. To accommodate this requirement, you must enter in the
PROCESSING OPTIONS clause the most inclusive DL/I processing option entered in the PSB's PCB statement
and its SENSEG statements. If, for example, a PCB statement has PROCOPT=G, and three of the subsequent
SENSEG statements have PROCOPT values of I, R, and A, respectively, you would enter the following:
PROCESSING OPTION IS A

By using the IDMS/DB access restrictions, you can restrict the type of access overrides/ for specific records and
duplicate DL/I overrides of global processing options.

NOTE
For more information on IDMS/DB access restrictions, see the IDMS Database Administration Section.
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POSitioning is SINGLE/MULTIPLE
Specifies whether the interface is to maintain single or multiple positioning for this PCB. (Refer to the appropriate
DL/I documentation for details on single and multiple positioning.) The default is SINGLE. The entry for the
POSITION IS clause is found in the POS parameter of the DL/I PCB statement.

PROCessing SEQuence
The format of the PROCESSING SEQUENCE clause and whether it is included is determined by the access
method specified in the PCB ACCESS METHOD clause.
Omit the PROCESSING SEQUENCE clause if an HDAM access method is specified or if the database is an
unsequenced HSAM.

SET is indexed-set-name
Include a PROCESSING SEQUENCE clause and specify the SET option if a HISAM or INDEX access method is
specified or if the database is an HSAM database with a sequenced root segment. Then, include an indexed-set-
name parameter.
Indexed-set-name is the 1-character to 16-character name of the indexed set having as its member the record
equivalent of the root segment of the HISAM, index, or sequenced HSAM database.

INDEX is indexed-field-name
Indexed-field-name identifies the index through which the root segment for this hierarchy view can be accessed.
Include the PROCESSING SEQUENCE clause and specify the INDEX option if a HIDAM or SECONDARY INDEX
access method is specified. Then, include an indexed-field-name parameter.
Indexed-field-name is the 1-character to 8-character name of the index. Make sure that the entry in this parameter
is defined in the INDEX SECTION.

SEGMENT Statement

Each PCB statement must be followed by a SEGMENT statement for each DL/I segment participating in the DL/I
hierarchy. Each SEGMENT statement relates a DL/I segment to an IDMS/DB segment to an/ record; the run-time
interface uses the IDMS/DB record name to represent the segment. The SEGMENT statement also defines relationships
between the named segment and other DL/I segments, as represented by the corresponding IDMS/DB records and set
relationships.

To review SEGMENT statements, you need to locate the relevant PSB and the DBD specified in the DL/I PCB that
corresponds to this PCB. If the specified DBD defines a logical DBD, you must also find the accompanying DBDs that
define the physical databases and the index databases. Similarly, if the PCB calls for a HIDAM database or for a database
with a secondary index, you must locate the DBDs that define the associated index databases. Additionally, you must
have a copy of the relevant IDMS/DB schema.

There must be a SEGMENT statement for each segment specified in a SENSEG statement in the DL/I PCB. If the
processing options A or D have been entered in the PROCESSING OPTION clause of the PCB statement, you may have
to enter more SEGMENT statements to identify the dependent segments. The decision on whether additional segments
must be identified in a separate SEGMENT statement can be made only after looking at the accompanying DBD and,
optionally, a hierarchy diagram of the DBD. Note if any segment defined in the accompanying DBD is a dependent of a
segment that is specified in a SENSEG statement. You must define each of these dependent segments with a separate
SEGMENT statement if the segment identified in the SEGM statement can be deleted.

SEGMENT statements must appear in hierarchical order. The first SEGMENT statement under a given PCB statement
must identify the root segment for the hierarchy. All subsequent SEGMENT statements must be included in the order in
which the segments appear in the hierarchy. Similarly, if the DBD specified in the PCB defines a logical database, the
SEGMENT statements must appear in the same order as the segments appear in the logical hierarchy. A logical DBD can
create inversions from a secondary index and/or from a logical relationship. In such cases, consider the following:

• A secondary index causes an inversion when the target segment of the index is the root segment of the logical
database but not of the physical database. In this case, the inversion of the segments is explicitly coded in the logical
DBD. By including the SEGMENT statements in the same order as the segments are defined in the logical DBD, you
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automatically record the inversion. No additional SEGMENT statements are needed other than those coded for the
SENSEG statements in the PCB.

• A logical relationship causes an inversion when the PCB references a logical database and you include SEGMENT
statements to define the hierarchical path of the destination parent segment in its physical database. In this case,
you enter SEGMENT statements to define segments from the destination parent's physical database. The segments
being defined in the inversion, however, do not include the dependent segments of the destination parent segment.
Even though these dependent segments can require SEGMENT statement entries if they are included in the logical
database, they do not participate in the inversion.
The SEGMENT statements must be included to define the segments participating in the logical relationship inversion
in reverse hierarchical order. Therefore, the SEGMENT statement defining the destination parent segment must
be the first SEGMENT statement in the inversion, and the SEGMENT statement defining the root segment in the
destination parent segment's physical database must be the last segment statement in the inversion. Always include
the SEGMENT statements for the segments in the logical relationship inversion even if the segments are neither
identified in the PCB nor defined in the logical DBD. In such cases, you can assign the segments a status of NOT
SENSITIVE. (See the discussion of the USE clause below.)
You must also include SEGMENT statements for each of these segments even if some of them are defined in other
SEGMENT statements for the named DBD. If the same segment is included in the logical inversion and is specified
in the named DBD, make sure that the segment's name is different each time it is specified in a SEGMENT statement
for the named PCB. If the name is the same in both the logical and physical DBD, change the segment name in the
SEGMENT statement that is part of the logical inversion. Use instead any name you choose.

Syntax

 ►►─── SEGMent name is dl1-segment-name ──────────────────────────────────────►

  

  ►─── RECORD name is idms-record-name ───────────────────────────────────────►

  

  ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ PARENT is dl1-segment-name ─┘

  

  ►─┬──────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ thru SET idms-set-name ─┘

  

  ►─┬─────────────┬───┬────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

    ├─ PARENT ◄───┤   └─ is OWNER ─┘

    └─ CHILD ─────┘

  

  ►─┬──────────────┬───┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►

    ├─ PHYSical ◄──┤   └─ DESTination PARENT is idms-record-name ─┘

    └─ LOGical ────┘

  ►─┬──────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ thru SET idms-set-name ─┘

  

  ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►

    └─ INSERT RULES are ─┬─ Logical ◄──┬─,─┬ Logical ◄──┬─,─┬─ Logical ◄─┬─┘

                         ├─ Physical ──┤   ├ Physical ──┤   ├─ Physical ─┤

                         └─ Virtual ───┘   └ Virtual ───┘   └─ Virtual ──┘

  

  ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

    └─ REPLACE RULES are ─┬─ Logical ◄──┬─,─┬ Logical ◄──┬─,─┬─ Logical ◄──┬┘

                          ├─ Physical ──┤   ├ Physical ──┤   ├─ Physical ──┤

                          └─ Virtual ───┘   └ Virtual ───┘   └─ Virtual ───┘

  

  ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►─
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    └─ ACCESS METHOD is ─── HDAM ─────────────────────────────────────────────

 ─►───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►

   ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

    ├─ HIDAM PROCessing SEQuence INDEX is indexed-field-name ───┤

    └─ HISAM PROCessing SEQuence SET is indexed-set-name ───────┘

  

  ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

    └─ SEQuence is by LOGical sequence field ─┘

  

  ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►◄

    └─ USE is ─┬─ NOT SENsitive ───────────────┬── . ───┘

               ├─ VIRTual LOGical CHILD (VLC) ─┤

               ├─ KEY ─────────────────────────┤

               ├─ DATA ◄───────────────────────┤

               ├─ KEY,KEY ─────────────────────┤

               ├─ KEY,DATA ────────────────────┤

               ├─ DATA,KEY ────────────────────┤

               └─ DATA,DATA ───────────────────┘

 

Parameters

SEGment name is dl1-segment-name
Identifies a DL/I segment that participates in the hierarchy being defined. Dl1-segment-name must be a 1-
character to 8-character name. Make sure that each dl1-segment-name is used only once within the named DBD.

RECORD name is idms-record-name
Identifies the IDMS/DB record corresponding to the segment named in the SEGMENT NAME clause. Idms-
record-name must be the 1-character to 16-character name of a record included in the subschema named in
the IPSB SECTION and in the RECORD SECTION. For all segments but those in logical databases, the record
named here corresponds directly to the segment named in the SEGMENT NAME clause.
When a segment participating in a logical database is named, use the record corresponding to the segment
named in the first entry of the SEGM statement's SOURCE parameter. For concatenated segments, which are
found only in logical databases, use the record corresponding to the real logical child segment. If the logical
child specified in the concatenated segment is the virtual logical child segment, you must first locate the SEGM
statement defining the virtual logical child segment to identify the name of the real logical child segment. (For
more information, see DL/I and IDMS/DB.)

PARENT is dl1-segment-name
Identifies the parent of the segment named in the SEGMENT NAME clause. The PARENT IS clause must be
included for all child segments (that is, segments other than root segments). Dl1-segment-name must be a 1-
character to 8-character segment name and must be the name of a DL/I segment specified in the SEGMENT
NAME clause of a preceding SEGMENT statement in the hierarchy.
When entering segments from the database referred to by the PCB, the entry for the PARENT IS clause is the
first value in the PARENT parameter of the SEGM statement defining the child segment. Omit this entry, however,
when the SEGMENT statement defines a root segment. When entering the SEGMENT statements that define the
segments in a logical relationship inversion, the entry for the PARENT IS clause is the name of the SEGMENT
defined in the preceding SEGMENT statement. For example, if the destination parent segment is SEGA, and the
next segment in the hierarchical path of the destination parent segment in its physical database is SEGB, SEGA
is the entry in the SEGMENT statement for SEGB. This entry is correct even though the SEGM statement defining
SEGA in its physical DBD shows SEGB as the parent of SEGA.

thru SET idms-set-name
Identifies the IDMS/DB set that relates the child and parent segments named in the SEGMENT NAME and
PARENT IS clauses. The THRU SET clause must be included when the PARENT NAME clause is present. Idms-
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set-name must be a 1-character to 16-character set name and must be included in the subschema that is named
in the IPSB SECTION.

PARENT/CHILD is OWNER
Identifies the owner of the parent/child set. The default is PARENT.

PHYSical/LOGical DESTination PARENT is idms-record-name
Identifies the IDMS/DB record representing the destination parent in a concatenated segment structure. Include
this clause only if the record identified in the RECORD NAME clause corresponds to a logical child segment in a
logical database.
LOGICAL DESTINATION PARENT must be specified if the logical child named in the DL/I SOURCE parameter
of the SEGM statement defining the concatenated segment is the real logical child segment. PHYSICAL
DESTINATION PARENT must be specified if the logical child named in the DL/I SOURCE parameter of the SEGM
statement defining the concatenated segment is the virtual logical child segment.
Idms-record-name is the IDMS/DB record corresponding to the logical child entry in the concatenated segment.
This operand must be a 1-character to 16-character name, must be included in the subschema that is named in
the IPSB SECTION, and must be named in the RECORD SECTION.

NOTE
When naming a destination parent, include subsequent SEGMENT statements to define the path back
to the root segment in the physical database in which the destination parent participates. All SEGMENT
statements included to define this path back to the root segment must specify CHILD IS OWNER for the
set that relates the child and parent segments.

thru SET idms-set-name
Identifies the IDMS/DB set that relates the record equivalents of the logical child segment and destination parent
segment. Include this clause only if the DESTINATION PARENT clause is present. Idms-set-name name must
be a 1-character to 16-character set name and must be included in the subschema that is named in the IPSB
SECTION. Always identify the record representing the destination parent segment as the owner of this set.

INSERT RULES are (IS)
Specifies the insert rules to be applied to the physical parent, logical child, and logical parent segments in a
concatenated segment structure. This clause can be included only if the SEGMENT NAME clause identifies a
concatenated segment. PHYSICAL, LOGICAL, or VIRTUAL must be specified for the physical parent segment,
real logical child segment, and logical parent segment, respectively.
Regardless of which parent is used as the destination parent segment, always specify the insert rule for the
physical parent first, the insert rule for the logical child second, and the insert rule for the logical parent last. The
default insert rule for all three segment types is LOGICAL.
To determine the entry for the INSERT RULES clause, first identify the logical child in the concatenated segment.
Trace the logical child back to the DBD that defines its physical database. Locate the SEGM statement that
defines the logical child and determine if the segment is the real logical child. If this is the case, locate the RULES
parameter in this SEGM statement. The value in the first column of the RULES parameter identifies the insert
rule. Using the value in the first column of the RULES parameter, choose the appropriate option for the INSERT
RULES clause, as follows:

Physical
Is specified if P is the value in the first column of the RULES parameter.

Logical
Is specified if L is the value in the first column of the RULES parameter.

Virtual
Is specified if V is the value in the first column of the RULES parameter.
If the logical child traced back to the DBD defining the physical database is found to be a virtual logical child
segment:

1. Locate the SEGM statement defining the associated real logical child segment (see DL/I and IDMS/DB).
2. Then, interpret the RULES parameter in this SEGM statement as described above.
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3. Next, locate the RULES parameter in the SEGM statement defining the physical parent segment and in
the SEGM statement defining the logical parent segment, and make the appropriate entries in the INSERT
RULES clause. Refer to the appropriate DL/I documentation for a description of the insert rules.

REPLACE RULES are (is)
Specifies the replace rules to be applied to the physical parent, logical child, and logical parent segments in a
concatenated segment structure. This clause can be included only if the SEGMENT NAME clause names a
concatenated segment. Specify the PHYSICAL, LOGICAL, or VIRTUAL option for the physical parent segment,
logical child segment, and logical parent segment, respectively.
Regardless of which parent is used as the destination parent segment, always specify the replace rule for the
physical parent segment first, for the logical child segment second, and for the logical parent segment last. The
default replace rule for all three segment types is LOGICAL.
The last column in the SEGM statement's RULES parameter identifies the replacement rules for the segment.
Refer to the appropriate DL/I documentation for a description of the replace rules.

Physical
Is specified if P is the value in the first column of the RULES parameter.

Logical
Is specified if L is the value in the first column of the RULES parameter.

Virtual
Is specified if V is the value in the first column of the RULES parameter.

NOTE
The run-time interface assumes that the delete rules for the physical parent, logical child, and
logical parent are PHYSICAL, VIRTUAL, and LOGICAL, respectively. Refer to the appropriate DL/I
documentation for a description of the delete rules.

ACCESS METHOD is
Specifies information on the root segment of the hierarchy that contains the destination parent segment in its
physical database, as follows:

• Specifies the root segment's access method in the database containing the destination parent segment.
• Specifies, if applicable, the index through which the root segment is accessed in the database containing

the destination parent. This specification is omitted if the root segment is in an HDAM database (see HDAM
below).

HDAM
Specifies that the destination parent is in a physical database in which the root segment is accessed through
HDAM. Include this option only if the SEGMENT statement identifies the root segment in an HDAM database
containing the destination parent.
To determine if this option is appropriate, trace the destination parent, as referenced in the concatenated segment
(in the logical database), back to its definition in the physical DBD. If this DBD defines an HDAM database,
ACCESS METHOD IS HDAM becomes the appropriate entry when the SEGMENT statement specifying the root
segment is entered. If the destination parent in the physical database is the root segment in an HDAM database,
include ACCESS METHOD IS HDAM in the SEGMENT statement identifying the concatenated segment and its
destination parent. A separate SEGMENT statement is unnecessary for the root segment if the destination parent
is the root segment. Omit the PROCESSING SEQUENCE clause with an HDAM specification.

HIDAM PROCessing SEQuence INDEX is indexed-field-name
Specifies that the destination parent is in a physical database in which the root segment is accessed through
HIDAM. Indexed-field-name specifies the field name by which the root segment is indexed. Include the ACCESS
METHOD IS HIDAM option only if the SEGMENT statement identifies the root segment in a HIDAM database
containing the destination parent.
To determine if this option is appropriate, trace the destination parent, as referenced in the concatenated
segment (in the logical database), back to its definition in the physical DBD. If this physical DBD defines a
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HIDAM database, ACCESS METHOD IS HIDAM becomes the appropriate entry when the SEGMENT statement
specifying the root segment is entered. Indexed-field-name is the NAME parameter value in the SEQUENCE
FIELD statement defining the sequence field of the root segment. This parameter must be a 1-character to 8-
character name and must be defined in an INDEX statement in the INDEX SECTION.
If the destination parent identified is also the root segment, include this clause in the SEGMENT statement
identifying the concatenated segment and its destination parent. A separate SEGMENT statement is unnecessary
for the root segment if the destination parent is the root segment.

HISAM PROCessing SEQuence SET is indexed-set-name
Specifies that the destination parent is located in a database in which the root segment is accessed through
HISAM. Indexed-set-name specifies the name of the indexed set that has the record equivalent of the root
segment as a member. Include the ACCESS METHOD IS HISAM option only if the SEGMENT statement
identifies the root segment in a HISAM database containing the destination parent.
To determine if this option is appropriate, trace the destination parent, as referenced in the concatenated
segment (in the logical database), back to its definition in the physical DBD. If this physical DBD defines a
HISAM database, ACCESS METHOD IS HISAM becomes the appropriate entry when the SEGMENT statement
specifying the root segment is entered. Indexed-set-name must be a 1-character to 16-character name and must
be included in the IDMS/DB subschema specified in the IPSB SECTION.
If the destination parent is also the root segment in a HISAM database, include this option in the SEGMENT
statement identifying the concatenated segment and its destination parent. A separate SEGMENT statement is
unnecessary for the root segment if the destination parent is the root segment.

SEQuence is by LOGical sequence field
Specifies that the logical child, as seen in a concatenated segment, is sequenced under its logical parent
segment. If this clause is specified, both of the following conditions must be met:

• The concatenated segment that is defined in the SEGMENT statement must refer to a physical parent
segment as the destination parent.

• The concatenated segment that is defined in the SEGMENT statement refers to a sequenced virtual logical
child segment (that is, the virtual logical child segment in its physical database includes a sequence field).
Make sure that the sequence field for the virtual logical child is defined in the RECORD SECTION with a
LOGICAL SEQUENCE FIELD statement. (See "LOGICAL SEQUENCE FIELD Statement" in the "Record
Section" topic.)

USE is
Defines the sensitivity of the segment that is identified in the SEGMENT NAME clause. The options must be
specified as described below. When defining segments other than concatenated segments, select the appropriate
option from the first four detailed below. When defining concatenated segments, however, select from the last four
options. Note that for concatenated segments, each of the options is a double option, requiring you to specify two
options (for example, KEY,KEY or DATA,KEY). For all other segments, one entry must be specified (for example,
KEY or DATA).

NOT SENsitive
The named segment is required for IDMS DLI Transparency processing but is not to be viewed by the DL/I
application. When this option is specified, IDMS DLI Transparency allows the segment's corresponding record to
be deleted when a DL/I application program calls for deleting any segment in the named segment's hierarchical
path. For example, assume that the DL/I application program calls for deleting occurrence B1 from SEGB. Also
assume that B1 is the parent of C1 and C2 in SEGC. If SEGC is specified in the SEGMENT statement as USE IS
NOT SENSITIVE, IDMS DLI Transparency responds to the DL/I deletion call by allowing the deletion of the record
equivalents of B1, C1, and C2. USE IS NOT SENSITIVE is appropriate for the named segment if the segment's
name is missing from the list of SENSEG statements in the PCB.

VIRTual LOGical CHILD (VLC)
The named segment is available to IDMS DLI Transparency processing but is not to be viewed by the DL/I
application program. When this option is specified, a DL/I call for deleting this segment's parent (or any segment
in its hierarchical path) is honored only if there are no occurrences of this segment under its parent.
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For example, assume that SEGC is specified in its SEGMENT statement as USE IS VIRTUAL LOGICAL CHILD,
and that SEGB is its parent. The DL/I application program calls for deleting occurrence B1 of segment type
SEGB. The record corresponding to B1 is deleted only if B1 has no dependent segments of type SEGC. If B1 has
a dependent segment of type SEGC, IDMS DLI Transparency notifies the DL/I application that the deletion is not
being performed. Normal coding of SEGMENT statements does not require USE IS VIRTUAL LOGICAL CHILD;
this option is provided for flexibility.

KEY
The DL/I application views only the key of the named segment. Use this option if either of the following conditions
exists:

• The named segment is defined in a logical DBD with a SEGM statement that contains a SOURCE parameter
value of KEY or K.

• The SENSEG statement identifying the segment in the PCB has a PROCOPT value of K.

DATA
The named segment is to be viewed in its entirety by the DL/I application. Use this default option if either of the
following conditions exists:

• The named segment is defined in a logical DBD with a SEGM statement that contains a SOURCE parameter
value of DATA or that uses the DL/I default value of DATA for the SOURCE parameter.

• The SENSEG statement identifying the segment in the PCB either has no PROCOPT value or has any
PROCOPT value other than K.

KEY,KEY
For concatenated segments only, the DL/I application program views the concatenated segment. This view is only
of the keys of the logical child segment and of the destination parent segment. This option is applicable if KEY
is specified in both the logical child portion and the destination parent portion of the SOURCE parameter in the
SEGM statement defining the concatenated segment.

KEY,DATA
For concatenated segments only, the DL/I application program views the concatenated segment. This view is of
the key of the logical child segment and of the entire destination parent segment. This option is applicable if the
SOURCE parameter of the SEGM statement defining the concatenated segment contains KEY in the logical child
portion and DATA in the destination parent portion.

DATA,KEY
For concatenated segments only, The DL/I application program views the concatenated segment. This view is of
the entire logical child segment and of only the key of the destination parent segment. This option is applicable if
the SOURCE parameter of the SEGM statement defining the concatenated segment contains DATA in the logical
child portion and KEY in the destination parent portion.

DATA,DATA
For concatenated segments only the DL/I application program views the concatenated segment. This view is
of the entire logical child segment and of the entire destination parent segment. This option is applicable if the
SOURCE parameter of the SEGM statement defining the concatenated segment contains DATA in both the
logical child portion and the destination parent portion.

Usage

An example of a PCB SECTION is shown in the illustrations below, along with the resources that are required to develop
this PCB SECTION. The PCB in this PSB calls for a logical database. This logical database and its associated physical
databases are diagrammed in the hierarchies shown in Figure 46.

Hierarchy diagrams are often helpful aids in determining which segments are to be specified in the PCB SECTION. To
complete a PCB SECTION, however, you must have the applicable DBDs. In this example,
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• The applicable DBDs are shown in Figure 46 and Figure 48.
• Figure 47 shows the DBD that defines the logical database
• Figure 48 shows the two DBDs that define the associated physical databases
• Figure 49 shows the data structure diagram for the corresponding IDMS/DB database
• The information in Figure 45 through Figure 49 is used to define the sample PCB SECTION shown in Figure 50.

Sample PSB

Figure 45 below shows a sample PSB. Although a PSB can have several PCBs, the PSB shown in this illustration has
only one PCB.

         PCB         TYPE=DB,DBNAME=LOGDB,PROCOPT=G,POS=SINGLE,KEYLEN=12

         SENSEG      NAME=LSEGA,PARENT=0,PROCOPT=A

         SENSEG      NAME=LSEGB,PARENT=LSEGA,PROCOPT=A

         SENSEG      NAME=SEG3,PARENT=LSEGB,PROCOPT=A

         SENSEG      NAME=SEG4,PARENT=LSEGB

         SENSEG      NAME=SEG8,PARENT=LSEGB

         PSBGEN      LANG=COBOL,PSBNAME=PSB1

         END

 

Figure 45. Sample PSB

Hierarchies of Sample Databases

These hierarchies correspond to the DBDs in Figure 47 and 4-17. Although SEG7 is not used directly by the application
program, it can be affected if SEG6 is deleted.
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Figure 46. Hierarchies of sample databases

Sample DBD for a Logical Database

LSEGB is the concatenated segment in this example. The SEGM statement for the concatenated segment indicates that
SEG6 in PHYSDB2 is the logical child and SEG1 in PHYSDB1 is the destination parent. The DBDs shown in Figure 48
indicate that SEG6 is the real logical child.

         DBD         NAME=LOGDB,ACCESS=LOGICAL

         DATASET     LOGICAL

         SEGM        NAME=LSEGA,SOURCE=((SEG5,PHSDB2))

         SEGM        NAME=LSEGB,PARENT=LSEGA,

                          SOURCE=((SEG6,DATA,PHYSDB2),(SEG1,DATA,PHYSDB1))

         SEGM        NAME=SEG3,PARENT=LSEGB,((SEG3,PHYSDB1))

         SEGM        NAME=SEG4,PARENT=LSEGB,SOURCE=((SEG4,PHYSDB1))

         SEGM        NAME=SEG7,SOURCE=((SEG7,PHYSDB2)),PARENT=LSEGB

         SEGM        NAME=SEG8,SOURCE=((SEG8,PHYSDB2)),PARENT=LSEGB
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         DBDGEN

         FINISH

         END

 

Figure 47. Sample DBD for a logical database

Sample DBDs for Two Physical Databases

According to these DBDs, SEG2 in PHYSDB1 is the virtual logical child segment, and SEG6 in PHYSDB2 is the real
logical child segment.

         DBD         NAME=PHYSDB1,ACCESS=HDAM

         DATASET     DD1=HDAM1,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=2048,SCAN=3

         SEGM        NAME=SEG1,PTR=TWINBWD,RULES=LLV

         FIELD       NAME=(FIELD1,SEQ,U),BYTES=60,START=1

         FIELD       NAME=FIELD2,BYTES=15,START=61

         FIELD       NAME=FIELD3,BYTES=75,START=76

         LCHILD      NAME=(SEG6,PHYSDB2),PAIR=SEG2,PTR=DBLE

         SEGM        NAME=SEG2,PARENT=SEG1,PTR=PAIRED

                          SOURCE=(SEG6,DATA,PHYSDB2)

         FIELD       NAME=(FIELD4,SEQ,U),BYTES=21,START=1

         FIELD       NAME=FIELD5,BYTES=20,START=22

         SEGM        NAME=SEG3,BYTES=200,PARENT=SEG1

         FIELD       NAME=(FIELD6,SEQ,U),BYTES=99,START=1

         FIELD       NAME=FIELD7,BYTES=101,START=100

         SEGM        NAME=SEG4,BYTES=100,PARENT=SEG1

         FIELD       NAME=(FIELD8,SEQ,U),BYTES=15,START=1

         FIELD       NAME=FIELD9,BYTES=15,START=51

         DBDGEN

         FINISH

         END

  

  

         DBD         NAME=PHYSDB2,ACCESS=HDAM,RMNAME=DLZHDC20,7,700,250

         DATASET     DDI=HDAM2,DEVICE=3350,BLOCK=2048,SCAN=3

         SEGM        NAME=SEG5,BYTES=31,PTR=TWINBWD,RULES=(VLV)

         FIELD       NAME=(FIELD9,SEQ,U),BYTES=21,START,TYPE=P

         FIELD       NAME=FIELD10,BYTES=10,START=22

         SEGM        NAME=SEG6,

                          PARENT=(((SEG5,DBLE),(SEG1,P,PHYSDB1)),

                          BYTES=80,PTR=(LPARNT,TWINBWD),RULES=VVV

         FIELD       NAME=(FIELD11,SEQ,U),START=1,BYTES=60

         FIELD       NAME=FIELD12,BYTES=20,START=61

         SEGM        NAME=SEG7,BYTES=20,,PTR=T

                          PARENT=((SEG6,SNGL))

         FIELD       NAME=FIELD13,BYTES=9,START=1

         FIELD       NAME=FIELD14,BYTES=11,START=10

         SEGM        NAME=SEG8,BYTES=75,PTR=T

                          PARENT=(SEG6,SNGL)

         FIELD       NAME=FIELD16,BYTES=50,START=1

         FIELD       NAME=FIELD17,BYTES=25,START=51

         DBDGEN

         FINISH

         END
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Figure 48. Sample DBDs for two physical databases

Sample IDMS/DB Data Structure Diagram

The data structure diagram shown in this illustration depicts the IDMS/DB schema for the database corresponding to the
DBDs shown in Figure 48.

Figure 49. Sample IDMS/DB data structure diagram

Sample PCB Section

Figures 45 through Figure 49 are the sources for this sample PCB SECTION.

        PCB SECTION.

           PCB ACCESS METHOD IS HDAM

             DBDNAME IS LOGDB

             PROCESSING OPTIONS ARE A

             POSITIONING IS SINGLE.

           SEGMENT NAME IS LSEGA RECORD NAME IS REC5

           SEGMENT NAME IS LSEGB RECORD NAME IS REC6

             PARENT IS LSEGA THRU SET REC5-REC6

             LOGICAL DESTINATION PARENT IS REC1

             THRU SET REC1-REC6

             INSERT RULES ARE VIRTUAL,VIRTUAL,LOGICAL

             REPLACE RULES ARE VIRTUAL,VIRTUAL,VIRTUAL

             ACCESS METHOD IS HDAM

             USE IS DATA,DATA.

             SEGMENT NAME IS SEG3 RECORD NAME IS REC3

               PARENT IS LSEGB THRU SET REC1-REC3

               USE IS DATA.
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             SEGMENT NAME IS SEG4 RECORD NAME IS REC4

               PARENT IS LSEGB THRU SET REC1-REC4

               USE IS DATA.

            SEGMENT NAME IS SEG7 RECORD NAME IS REC7

               PARENT IS LSEGB THRU SET RC6-REC7

               USE IS NOT SENSITIVE.

             SEGMENT NAME IS SEG8 RECORD NAME IS REC8

               PARENT IS LSEGB THRU SET REC6-REC8

               PARENT IS OWNER USE IS DATA.

 

Figure 50. Sample PCB SECTION

Executing the IPSB Compiler

To execute the IPSB compiler and assemble and link edit the output, use the JCL shown in IDMS DLI Transparency JCL.
The compiler requires as input the IPSB source statements that you have produced via the IDMS DLI Transparency
Syntax Generator.

IDMS DLI Transparency Run-Time Environment
IDMS DLI Transparency can run under z/OS or z/VSE in either a batch or CICS environment. IDMS supports z/OS V1R10
as well as z/OS 1.1 and above; this documentation refers to these versions simply as z/OS.

Note that Batch jobs are run in either local mode or under the central version. A CICS environment always operates with
the central version.

This section describes:

• The DL/I run-time environment and the IDMS DLI Transparency run-time environment
• The modifications you must make to your system generation parameters for central version (CV) execution in either a

batch or CICS environment
• The steps required to run IDMS DLI Transparency in either a local mode or CV batch environment
• The steps required to run IDMS DLI Transparency in a CICS environment
• Testing the DL/I application in the run-time environment

DL/I and IDMS DLI Transparency Run-Time Environments

The DL/I Run-Time Environment

In the DL/I run-time environment:

• A DL/I application issues a call against a DL/I database.
• DL/I controls the program's access to the database by using program specification blocks (PSBs) and Database

Definitions (DBDs) that are stored in a run-time library.
• Each PSB contains program communication blocks (PCBs), which define the program's database views.
• After servicing the call, DL/I returns the status information and requested data to the program by way of the appropriate

PCB. Note that in a CICS environment, DL/I also uses a user interface block (UIB) to communicate with the program.

Native DL/I Batch and CICS Environments

The following diagram shows the basic DL/I environments for both batch and CICS.
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The IDMS DLI Transparency Environment

In IDMS DLI Transparency, the DL/I database is replaced by an IDMS/DB database. DL/I itself is replaced by IDMS DLI
Transparency and IDMS/DB. The DL/I applications remain unchanged.

When a DL/I application issues a call that is addressed to the IDMS/DB database that contains the converted DL/I data:

• IDMS DLI Transparency converts the call to the corresponding IDMS/DB DML call and passes it to IDMS/DB, which
accesses the database.

• IDMS/DB returns the status information and data back to IDMS DLI Transparency.
• In IDMS DLI Transparency, the PSBs, PCBs, and DBDs are replaced by interface program specification blocks (IPSBs)

and subschemas.
• Each IPSB serves as a control block that maps the definition and structure of the DL/I database to the IDMS/DB

database. Like the PCBs, the subschemas define the program's database views.

IDMS DLI Transparency Runtime Components
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The following diagram shows the basic IDMS DLI Transparency run-time components. The remainder of this section
describes how to set up the required IDMS DLI Transparency run-time environment for both batch and CICS.

Modifying System Generation Parameters

Before generating an IDMS system definition, you must set the following system generation parameters on the SYSTEM
statement:

• Maximum number of IDMS DLI Transparency users
• Program pool size
• Reentrant pool size
• Storage pool size
• Additional program statements
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You must also add certain system generation PROGRAM statements.

NOTE
For more information about system generation parameters, see the IDMS System Generation Section.

These modifications are required only for a batch CV and CICS environment.

WARNING
if you are running IDMS DLI Transparency in a local mode environment, do not make these modifications .

Maximum Number of IDMS DLI Transparency Users

On the SYSTEM statement, change the MAXIMUM ERUS parameter to allow for the maximum number of concurrent
IDMS DLI Transparency users. The MAXIMUM ERUS value must reflect both the number of IDMS DLI Transparency
users and the maximum number of IDMS/DB users, for both batch and CICS.

Program Pool Size

Adjust the program pool size as specified for the PROGRAM POOL parameter on the SYSTEM statement. Use the
following formula to calculate the required number of bytes:

(ipsb-size * max-num-ipsb) + back-end-size

• Ipsb-size is the average size for an IPSB. For calculation purposes, you can use 4K as an average IPSB size. If you
have large IPSBs, you should adjust the average size accordingly. To determine the actual IPSB sizes, refer to the link
maps for the IPSBs.

• Max-num-ipsb is the maximum number of nonresident IPSBs.

Reentrant Pool Size

Adjust the reentrant pool size as specified for the REENTRANT POOL parameter on the SYSTEM statement. Use the
same formula as for program pool size above.

Storage Pool Size

Adjust the storage pool size as specified for the STORAGE POOL parameter on the SYSTEM statement. Use the
following formula to calculate the required number of bytes:

4K * maximum erus

Maximum erus is the maximum number of concurrent IDMS DLI Transparency users. Use the same value that is
calculated for MAXIMUM ERUS above.

Additional PROGRAM Statements

You must include additional system generation PROGRAM statements to define:

• The IDMSDLVC database procedure
• The IDMSDLVD database procedure

You can optionally include PROGRAM statements for IPSBs and subschemas.

IDMSDLVC Database Procedure

Add the following system generation PROGRAM statement to define the IDMSDLVC database procedure. IDMSDLVC is a
database procedure for modifying variable-length records.
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ADD PROGRAM IDMSDLVC

 LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER

 REENTRANT

 REUSABLE.

IDMSDLVD Database Procedure

Add the following PROGRAM statement to define the IDMSDLVD database procedure. IDMSDLVD is a database
procedure for retrieving variable-length records.

ADD PROGRAM IDMSDLVD

 LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER

 REENTRANT

 REUSABLE.

IPSBs and Subschemas

PROGRAM statements can be added for IPSBs and subschemas, but are not required. The PROGRAM statement for an
IPSB takes the following form where ipsb-name is the name of the IPSB:

ADD PROGRAM ipsb-name 

  LANGUAGE IS SUBSCHEMA.

Batch Considerations

IDMS DLI Transparency batch can run in either a local mode or CV environment.

The following diagram shows the local mode environment.
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The following diagram shows the batch CV environment.
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Steps to Set up Batch Environment

The steps for setting up the IDMS DLI Transparency batch environment (local mode or CV) are as follows:

1. Link edit the DL/I applications with the IDMS DLI Transparency language interface.
2. Execute the IDMS DLI Transparency region controller.

Link Editing Batch DL/I Applications

To prepare your DL/I applications to run in the IDMS DLI Transparency batch environment, you must link edit them
with the correct IDMS DLI Transparency language interface.Module IDMSDLLI should be link edited to call-level DL/I
applications, and module IDMSDLHI should be link edited to batch command - level DL/I applications (containing EXEC
DLI commands).

To link edit a DL/I application program with the language interface, use the JCL for z/OS and z/VSE provided in section D.
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Executing the IDMS DLI Transparency Region Controller

The Basic Execute Statement

To run IDMS DLI Transparency in a batch environment, you must execute the IDMS DLI Transparency region controller
(IDMSDLRC). Use the JCL provided in section D.

The basic execute statement (shown for z/OS) is as follows:

EXEC  PGM=IDMSDLRC,PARM='DLI,userpgm,ipsb,parms'

Parameter List

In the PARM list:

• Userpgm is the name of the DL/I batch application.
• Ipsb is the name of the IPSB that the application uses when accessing the IDMS/DB database.
• Parms are additional optional parameters, as follows:
TRACE

-- Traces the call sequence, the I/O areas, the PCBs, and the SSAs. In a central version environment, the trace
results are written to the IDMS/DB log. In a local mode environment, the trace results are placed in a special
dataset called ESCDUMP. If you use TRACE when running in local mode, make sure that you include a DD
statement for ESCDUMP. Generally, TRACE is used only for debugging internal problems.

NOSPIE/NOSTAE/NOSTXIT
-- Prevents recursive abends in the case of IDMS DLI Transparency abend exit failures.The back-end module
(RHDCDLBE) maintains a trace table of activity. If a DL/I application aborts, an abend exit is invoked to format
and output the trace information to the IDMS/DB log in central version, or to the ESCDUMP DD in local mode.
This information is valuable and used by support for diagnostic purposes. Under the central version, if the abend
exit also abends, this recursive abend will bring the central version down. These parameters are available in case
this situation should ever occur. This parameter should not be routinely specified.
When running under the central version, only specify one of these options. NOSPIE and NOSTAE are for z/OS
only. They turn off SPIES and STAES, respectively. NOSTXIT is for z/VSE only.

DYN
-- Allocates dynamic buffers to the front-end module for use by PL/I programs. In order to use this parameter
in a central version environment, you must make sure that the IPSB is available to both the region controller
(IDMSDLRC) and the front-end module (IDMSDLFE), as well as to the back-end module (RHDCDLBE).

Modifying Existing DL/I Batch JCL

You can construct the JCL to execute the region controller by modifying the existing JCL for a DL/I batch application. If
you do this, make sure you observe the following constraints.

Central Version Environment

• Change the program name to IDMSDLRC.
• Remove any statements that point to DL/I databases. Make sure that you point only to IDMS/DB load libraries, and not

to IMS or DL/I load libraries.
• Insert a SYSCTL statement.
• Remove all DL/I database definitions.

In a Local Mode Environment
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• Change the program name to IDMSDLRC.
• Remove any statements that point to DL/I databases. Make sure that you point only to IDMS/DB load libraries and not

to IMS or DL/I load libraries.
• Do not include a SYSCTL statement.
• Replace all DL/I file definitions with IDMS/DB file definition cards.
• Add journal definition cards. Remember that local mode needs a larger address space than a job accessing the central

version. This is because the local address space also includes IDMS/DB.

Using Dynamic File Allocation

• There are a number of advantages to utilizing FILE statements in the IDMS DMCL to have databases accessed using
Dynamic Allocation.
For more information on utilizing dynamic allocation, refer to the IDMS Database Administration Section Volume 1,
Section3, Defining Segments, Files, and Areas.

 

CICS Considerations

You can access IDMS/DB from a CICS DL/I application at call level or command-level depending on how your DL/I
applications are coded.

If call-level DL/I statements are utilized, DL/I applications can be relinked using the IDMS DLI Transparency CICS
application interface (IDMSDL1C for z/OS, IDMSDL1V for z/VSE).

If command-level DL/I statements are utilized (EXEC DLI), DL/I applications can be relinked using an IDMS DLI
Transparency CICS application interface specific to the application programming language and operating system.

For a description of IDMSDL1C, IDMSDL1V, and command-level DL/I application interfaces, see Runtime Interface.

DL/I CICS Environment

CICS DL/I Environment (z/OS)

As shown in the diagram, following, the native DL/I application runs as a CICS transaction.The transaction is linked
with the DL/I language interface (DFHDLIAI in z/OS or DLZLI000 in z/VSE) so that it can make DL/I calls. When the
transaction starts:

• The language interface loads the address for DFHDLI (or DLZDLI for z/VSE) in the CICS Common Storage Area
(CSA)

• DFHDLI (or DLZDLI for z/VSE), in turn, points to the address of the run-time DL/I
• When the transaction issues a DL/I call, the call is passed, via DFHDLIAI and DFHDLI, to DL/I, which services the

database request and passes status information and/or data back to the transaction
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IDMS DLI Transparency CICS Environment

z/OS CICS Environment (Using Command-Level CICS services)

The diagram, following, shows the z/OS CICS environment for IDMS DLI Transparency using command-level CICS
services.

• The IDMS DLI Transparency application interface(also referenced as the language interface), intercepts DL/I calls.
• The application interface gets the entry point address of IDMSDLFC (in IDMSINTC) from the CWA and passes control

to IDMSDLFC for DL/I parameter processing
• IDMSINTC passes control to the IDMS DLI Transparency back-end module, RHDCDLBE, for DL/I call translation into

processing against the IDMS/DB database
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Establishing the IDMS DLI Transparency CICS Environment

How to Set Up an IDMS DLI Transparency CICS Environment

To set up a CICS environment for IDMS DLI Transparency, perform the following steps, which are explained in detail in the
section directly after this:

1. Assemble the CICSOPTS module with parameter ESCDLI=YES. .
2. If applications utilize EXEC DLI calls, change the HLPI= parameter to YES.
3. Assemble the appropriate language interface module.
4. Link the DL/I application to the language interface module.

Use Appropriate CICS Language Interface

CICS DL/I applications must be re-linked with an IDMS DLI Transparency application/language interface module. For call-
level DL/I usage, IDMSDL1C (z/OS) and IDMSDL1V (Z/VSE) resolve the external references to CBLTDLI, ASMTDLI,
or PLITDLI.For EXEC DLI usages, the interface modules are language and operating system specific.For information
on assembling language interface modules, see IDMS DLI Transparency JCL. Note that the interface modules must be
assembled with a CWADISP value matching the corresponding CICSOPTS CWADISP value.

Assemble CICSOPTS

Initial Installation

A site-specific CICSOPTS module will be assembled and link edited as part of the installation process. All parameters for
CICSOPTS that are required for the DL/I Transparency will be automatically generated by the CAISAG (z/OS) or CAIIJMP
(z/VSE) installation utility when you indicate the product to be installed. The site-independent IDMSINTC module will
include all modules specifically required to run the DLI/Transparency.

Modifying CICSOPTS

You may need to reassemble CICSOPTS to change some of the original installation options.
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z/OS can find the CICSOPTS source in CUSTOM.SRCLIB(CICSOPTS) and the link statements in
CUSTOM.LNKLIB(IDMSINTC).

z/VSE clients should edit the CICSOPTS module and relink IDMSINTC. Job control to do this should be taken from the job
control that was generated by CAIIJMP for your initial base tape installation.

NOTE
For more information on the CICSOPTS macro and its parameters, see the IDMS System Operations Section.

IDMSINTC is the standard IDMS/DB module for running IDMS/DB transactions under CICS.CICSOPT parameter
ESCDLI=YES specifies that you want to run not only standard IDMS/DB, but also IDMS DLI Transparency, under CICS.
The result of ESCDLI=YES is to expand CICSOPTS, so that it can also serve as the IDMS DLI Transparency front end.
If applications utilize EXEC DLI statements, HLPI=YES enables support for this DL/I usage. Note that it is possible to link
IDMSCINT with a transaction to allow the transaction to make both IDMS/DB and DL/I calls.

Prepare to run IDMSINTC in CICS

IDMSINTC itself runs as a transaction under CICS. For a detailed description of how to prepare for this, see the IDMS
System Operations Section.

Note that IDMSINTC can be executed either automatically at CICS start-up or sectionly after CICS start-up.

Assemble the language interface

Initial Installation

Language interfaces are automatically generated at installation. The appropriate language interface must be linked with
each CICS DL/I application that will access IDMS/DB. The value for CWADISP will be set to the same value that was
specified in the CICSOPTS assembly by the CAISAG (z/OS) or CAIIJMP (z/VSE) utility.

Modifying Language Interfaces

If you change the CWADISP value used by IDMSINTC, you will need to make the same change to the language
interfaces being utilized.

For a description of the language interfaces, see Runtime Interface. For information on assembling CICS language
interface modules, see IDMS DLI Transparency JCL .

z/OS can find the IDMSDL1C source in CUSTOM.SRCLIB and the IDMSSCL1C link statements in the CUSTOM.LNKLIB.

z/VSE clients should make the necessary change to the z/VSE DL/I language interfaces, using the job control that was
generated by CAIIJMP as part of your initial base tape installation.

NOTE
You will need to relink any DL/I application that included the language interfaces.

Testing the DL/I Application

After setting up your IDMS DLI Transparency run-time environment, perform the following steps to test a DL/I application:

1. Establish a pilot project using a subset of the DL/I database.
2. Use the IDMS DLI Transparency Load Utility (see IDMS DLI Transparency Load Utility) to convert database to/ a

subset of the DL/I database to an IDMS/DB database.
3. Link the DL/I application program with the appropriate language interface.
4. Execute the application against the converted DL/I database.
5. Compare the results of the application's IDMS/DB and DL/I executions.
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IDMS DLI Transparency Load Utility
The IDMS DLI Transparency load utility populates an existing IDMS/DB database with data unloaded from a DL/I
database. This section presents:

• The initial requirements and preparations you need to make
• A description of the process of loading data with the DLI load utility
• Sample code
• A detailed explanation of each step

The IDMS DLI Transparency load utility requires:

• An initialized IDMS/DB database and all supporting software necessary to access the database. The supporting
software includes usable IDMS/DB schema, subschema, and DMCL modules.

• The IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface. The load utility runs under the control of the IDMS DLI Transparency
region controller. Also, the back-end processor performs special handling of the DL/I data during the load.

• An IDMS DLI Transparency interface program specification block (IPSB) load module that accurately describes the DL/
I hierarchies involved.

• Unloaded DL/I data in a format compatible with that produced by the IBM DL/I HD unload utility. The load utility accepts
data only if it is in this format.

• A working knowledge of IDMS/DB, DL/I, and IDMS DLI Transparency. Knowledge of IDMS DLI Transparency includes
familiarity with the IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator, the IPSB compiler, and the run-time interface.

The Database Load Process

The process of loading data with the IDMS DLI Transparency load utility can involve up to six steps, as follows:

Step Process
1. Preload CALC processing Calculates database pages for CALC records (DL/I root

segments). The actual database load (Step 2) can also perform
this operation, but it takes longer to do so. Pre-load CALC
processing is optional and is provided only to improve loading
performance.
If preload CALC processing is performed, the resulting data
should then be sorted to produce the optimum database loading
sequence.

2. Database load Stores the DL/I data in the prepared IDMS/DB database. If the DL/
I hierarchies involved do not contain logical relationships, this is
the only step required to complete the load process.
If logical relationships do exist, you must perform Steps 3 through
6 to resolve the logical child/logical parent relationships. Logical
relationships require special treatment for the following reasons:
The hierarchical nature of the DL/I data does not ensure that a
logical parent will be stored before its logical child.
The logical parent concatenated keys are not always present in a
logical child input record.
If the load utility encounters a logical relationship during the load, it
creates logical parent and logical child workfile records and writes
them to a separate workfile.

3. Workfile sort/merge Sorts the workfile produced by Step 2 so that the logical child
records appear in proper sequence under their associated logical
parent records.
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4. Prefix (concatenated key) resolution Uses the sorted workfile from Step 3 as input. For each logical
parent record in the workfile, it generates a correct prefix
(concatenated key) for each associated logical child record.

5. Workfile hierarchical sort Accepts the prefix-resolved workfile from Step 4 as input and
sorts the logical child records back into the original hierarchical
sequence.

6. Prefix update Retrieves logical child records already stored in the IDMS/DB
database (by Step 2 processing). Using the hierarchically sorted
workfile from Step 5, it adds the correct prefix (concatenated key)
to each logical child database record and connects it to its logical
parent record. This step completes the processing for DL/I data
that contains logical relationships.

Each of the steps in the database load process is described separately later in this section.

Preparing To Run the Load Utility

Before attempting to execute the load utility, take the following considerations into account.

Preparation of DL/I Data

Unload all DL/I data, including all access methods, by using the DL/I HD unload utility. The IDMS DLI Transparency load
utility expects the data to be in the format produced by the HD unload utility.

Unload all DL/I HDAM, HIDAM, secondary index, HISAM, and index databases. Index databases have to be unloaded
only if the index entries are not created by other record occurrences in the index relationship. See "IDMS DLI
Transparency Index Maintenance" below.

IDMS DLI Transparency Index Maintenance

IDMS DLI Transparency creates and updates DL/I index entries for the index relationships defined in the IDMS/DB
database. In other words, when a source record is inserted, replaced, or deleted in an IDMS/DB index relationship, IDMS
DLI Transparency makes sure that the index relationship's requirements can be met for the insert, replace, or delete call.

You should not input to the load utility any DL/I index entries that would be created by IDMS DLI Transparency's index
maintenance routines. For example, assume that you have a DL/I index database that is populated whenever a particular
root segment is inserted into an associated HDAM database. Since loading of the HDAM database will also populate
the index database, there is no need to load the entries in the DL/I index database into the IDMS/DB index relationships.
IDMS DLI Transparency will do this for you.

You can use index suppression exits or null value criteria specifications to support DL/I sparse indexing during the load
process. See Index Suppression Exit Support for a discussion of index suppression exits.

Using the IDMS DLI Transparency Syntax Generator

It is strongly recommended that you use the syntax generator to produce the source statements for the IPSB load
module and the IDMS/DB schema, subschema, and DMCL modules. See IDMS DLI Transparency Syntax Generator for
instructions on creating the special load IPSB and using the GENERATE LOAD IPSB and GENERATE LOAD SCHEMA
statements. While you can hand-code the IPSB, use of the syntax generator is more efficient and less time consuming.

Preparation of the IPSB and IDMS/DB Load Modules

To produce the IDMS/DB modules, input the generated source statements to the appropriate compilers. If you are running
the database load in local mode, the subschema and DMCL modules must reside in a library that is accessible by a
STEPLIB JCL statement.
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To produce the IPSB load module, input the generated IPSB source statements to the IPSB compiler (see IPSB
Compiler). Note that the subschema module must be available to compile the IPSB.

The IPSB(s) produced by the syntax generator may not be appropriate for the database load. In this case, you will have to
edit the IPSB source to create special load IPSBs (see "Special Load IPSBs" below).

Special Load IPSBs

The IPSB Load Module

The IPSB load module provides the IDMS DLI Transparency run-time interface with a description of the DL/I database
hierarchies that are referenced in the PCBs (database views) defined for the DL/I application. The IPSB also defines those
logical relationships that involve other DL/I databases. Make sure that these logical relationships are correctly defined so
that the load utility can find the logical parent records necessary to populate the logical workfile.

Review the IPSB

Specifically, make sure that the IPSB defines:

• Each logically related database
• The physical segments in each database
• The physical path underlying the logical path

Note that logically related databases are defined by way of multiple PCBs within the IPSB. The multiple PCBs are
the equivalents of multiple logical DBD descriptions, with full hierarchical definitions, included within the same PSB.
Each logically related database is represented by at least one PCB. If the logical relationships do not cross database
boundaries, only one PCB that defines the logical relationships is required in the IPSB load module.

In the case of multiple DL/I databases, it is recommended, but not required, that you use one IPSB load module with
multiple PCBs.

PROCOPT for Special Load IPSBs

Each PCB included in the IPSB load module must have a PROCOPT of LOAD so the IDMS DLI Transparency run-time
interface can recognize that the load utility is active. Failure to specify the LOAD PROCOPT can result in load processing
errors. If you use the IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator, it will generate this PROCOPT for you automatically. See
IDMS DLI Transparency Syntax Generator for a description of the GENERATE LOAD IPSB statement.

Availability of the IPSB Load Module

You must make sure that the IPSB load module is available to both the load utility and the IDMS DLI Transparency run-
time interface. For central version execution, the IPSB load module must be available to the central version and the batch
LOAD region.

IDMS/DB Schema Requirements

Junction Record Represents Logical Child Segment

For each logical relationship that exists in the DL/I database, the logical child segment must be represented by an IDMS/
DB junction record. For the junction to exist, there must be two IDMS/DB sets. Since there is no assurance that the load
process has stored the two set owners (parent records) before it stores the junction (logical child) record, the set with the
logical parent as owner must have a set connection option of OPTIONAL MANUAL.

After completing the load process, you can change the set's connection option to MANDATORY AUTOMATIC, if desired.

Bill-of-Materials Relationship Exception

The only exception is the bill-of-materials type of relationship, which requires the junction record to be owned by two
different occurrences of the same record type. In this case, the set connection option must remain OPTIONAL MANUAL.
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Use the Syntax Generator

It is recommended that you use the IDMS DLI Transparency syntax generator to produce a basic load schema with proper
set connection options for logical relationships. See IDMS DLI Transparency Syntax Generator for a description of the
GENERATE LOAD SCHEMA statement.

Multi-Database Logical Relationships

Load Databases Separately

If logical relationships involve more than one database, you must load each database separately (Step 2, under "The
Database Load Process", earlier in this section).

Separate Logical Workfiles are Created

Each database load that you perform creates a separate logical workfile. You must make sure that the workfile from each
load is available for the workfile sort/merge processing (Step 3). If a required workfile is not available, the prefix resolution
processing (Step 4) encounters unresolved logical relationships, and you have to perform the database loads again.

Workfile Space Allocation

Load Utility Generates Separate Workfiles

The load utility generates four separate workfiles:

• The workfile produced by Step 2 (under "The Database Load Process", earlier in this section)
• The sorted workfile produced by Step 3
• The prefix-resolved workfile produced by Step 4
• The hierarchically sorted workfile produced by Step 5

General Considerations for Workfiles

Here are some general considerations for workfiles:

• The workfiles can be allocated to either disk or tape.
• Each workfile is a sequential fixed-block data set with a logical record size of 288 and a block size of 5760.
• If you are using DASD space, you can use the following formula to calculate the number of bytes required for the first

workfile produced by Step 2:

((# of logical children) + (# of logical parents)) X 288

• Be sure to include all potential logical parents as well as all existing logical children. (Refer to "Workfile Usage for
HISAM Logical Parents," below.) If you do not know the numbers for logical children and logical parents, you can use
the preload CALC processing (Step 1) to get a count of all record occurrences that will appear in the logical workfile.

• Remember that there will be a separate workfile generated for each DL/I database that you load. (See "Multi-Database
Logical Relationships," above).

• Space requirements for the second (sorted workfile) are equal to the sum of the space requirements for all the
workfiles resulting from the load.

• To calculate the space requirements for the third (prefix-resolved) workfile, use the formula shown above for the first
workfile, but specify 0 (zero) for # of logical parents. This workfile contains only the logical child records, but with
adjusted prefixes (concatenated keys).

• Space requirements for the fourth (hierarchically sorted) workfile are the same as for the third workfile.

Workfile Usage for HISAM Logical Parents

During the database load, the load utility writes logical parent records that appear in HDAM, HIDAM, and secondary
index databases out to the logical workfile. However, the load utility does not write out logical parent records for HISAM
databases. Because logical parents from HISAM databases do not appear in the logical workfile, you can reduce its space
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requirements accordingly. If you use the DASD space requirement formula shown above, you should adjust it so that it
does not include any HISAM logical parents.

Preload Sorting

Preload sorting sorts the DL/I input data into database page sequence for more efficient loading. You can preload sort only
DL/I data that has been successfully preload CALC processed (Step 1, under "The Database Load Process", earlier in this
section).

Diagnostic and Error Messages

The diagnostic and error messages that may be returned by the various steps in the load process are listed in IDMS DLI
Transparency Messages and Codes.

Sample Source Code For Database Load

Contents

This section presents sample source code for:

• A DL/I PSB and its associated DBDs
• An IPSB load module
• An IDMS/DB schema module

The samples illustrate the process of preparing the necessary modules for use with the IDMS DLI Transparency load
utility.

The IPSB source code and the IDMS/DB source code both derive from the DL/I PSB and DBDs.

The source code examples are also reflected in the sample reports that appear for the various steps in the database load
process (described later in the section).

Sample DL/I PSB and DBDs

Figure 58 shows the source for two logically related DL/I databases and a PSB. The DBD descriptions define:

• Two HIDAM physical databases (ITEMDBDP and PARTDBDP)
• Two logical databases (ITEMDBDL and PARTDBDL)
• Two index databases (ITEMDBDI and PARTDBDI)

The PSB references the two logical databases.

The physical databases have root segments named ITEM and PART, respectively. They are logically related using the
DETAIL segment.

Source statements for DL/I PSB and DBDs:

 DL/I ITEM DATABASE PHYSICAL DBD EXAMPLE

         DBD      NAME=ITEMDBDP,ACCESS=HIDAM

         DATASET  DD1=ITEMDB,DEVICE=FBA

         SEGM     NAME=ITEM,PARENT=0,BYTES=150,POINTER=TB,RULES=PPV

         LCHILD   NAME=(ITEMNDX,ITEMDBDI),POINTER=INDX

         FIELD    NAME=(ITEMNO,SEQ),BYTES=7,START=1

         SEGM     NAME=DETAIL,PARENT=((ITEM,SNGL),                     X

               (PART,VIRTUAL,PARTDBDP)),BYTES=150,                     X

               RULES=PVV,POINTER=(TB,LTB)
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         FIELD    NAME=(ITMDTAIL,SEQ),BYTES=3,START=19

         DBDGEN

         FINISH

         END

 DL/I PARTS DATABASE PHYSICAL DBD EXAMPLE

         DBD      NAME=PARTDBDP,ACCESS=HIDAM

         DATASET  DD1=PARTDB,DEVICE=FBA

         SEGM     NAME=PART,PARENT=0,BYTES=150,POINTER=TB,RULES=PPV

         LCHILD   NAME=(PARTNDX,PARTDBDI),POINTER=INDX

         LCHILD   NAME=(DETAIL,ITEMDBDP),POINTER=SNGL,PAIR=DETAILV

         FIELD    NAME=(PARTNO,SEQ),BYTES=18,START=1

         SEGM     NAME=DETAILV,PARENT=PART,POINTER=PAIRED,             X

               SOURCE=((DETAIL,,ITEMDBDP))

         FIELD    NAME=(ITMDTAIL,SEQ,M),BYTES=3,START=8

         DBDGEN

         FINISH

         END

 DL/I ITEM INDEX DBD EXAMPLE

         DBD      NAME=ITEMDBDI,ACCESS=INDEX

         DATASET  DD1=ITEMIX,DEVICE=FBA

         SEGM     NAME=ITEMNDX,PARENT=0,BYTES=7

         LCHILD   NAME=(ITEM,ITEMDBDP),POINTER=SNGL,INDEX=(ITEMNO)

         FIELD    NAME=(ITEMNO,SEQ,U),BYTES=7,START=1

         DBDGEN

         FINISH

         END

Figure 58 (Part 1 of 2). Source statements for DL/I PSB and DBDs

 DL/I PARTS INDEX DBD EXAMPLE

         DBD      NAME=PARTDBDI,ACCESS=INDEX

         DATASET  DD1=PARTIX,DEVICE=FBA

         SEGM     NAME=PARTNDX,PARENT=0,BYTES=18

         LCHILD   NAME=(PART,PARTDBDP),POINTER=SNGL,INDEX=(PARTNO)

         FIELD    NAME=(PARTNO,SEQ,U),BYTES=18,START=1

         DBDGEN

         FINISH

         END

 DL/I ITEM DATABASE LOGICAL DBD EXAMPLE

         DBD      NAME=ITEMDBDL,ACCESS=LOGICAL

         DATASET  LOGICAL

         SEGM     NAME=ITEM,PARENT=0,SOURCE=((ITEM,,ITEMDBDP))

         SEGM     NAME=DETAIL,PARENT=ITEM,                            X

               SOURCE=((DETAIL,,ITEMDBDP),(PART,,PARTDBDP))

         DBDGEN

         FINISH

         END
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 DL/I PARTS DATABASE LOGICAL DBD EXAMPLE

         DBD      NAME=PARTDBDL,ACCESS=LOGICAL

         DATASET  LOGICAL

         SEGM     NAME=PART,PARENT=0,SOURCE=((PART,,PARTDBDP))

         SEGM     NAME=DETAIL,PARENT=PART,                            X

               SOURCE=((DETAIL,,ITEMDBDP),(ITEM,,ITEMDBDP))

         DBDGEN

         FINISH

         END

Figure 58 (Part 2 of 2). Source statements for DL/I PSB and DBDs

Sample Load IPSB

GENERATE IPSB Statement

Assuming the DL/I PSB and DBD definitions in illustration 6-1 are assembled and are available to the syntax generator
using a CDMSLIB JCL statement, the following GENERATE statement will produce the appropriate IPSB source code for
use with the load process:

GENERATE LOAD IPSB FOR PSB ITEMPART USING SUBSCHEMA PRODSUBS.

This statement instructs the generator to produce an IPSB named ITEMPART and submit it to validity checking for use
with the load process.

Figure 59 shows the IPSB source code as it might be produced by the syntax generator using the DL/I DBD and PSB
definitions in Figure 58.

Considerations

Here are some points to note about the IPSB source code:

• Each PCB in the DL/I PSB appears as a separate entry in the IPSB's PCB section
• Each PCB entry describes both the physical segments involved and how the physical segments extend into the logical

path
• Once the IPSB source is compiled, the resulting IPSB load module can be used to load both of the logically related

databases (ITEMDBDL and PARTDBDL). A PCB for each of these DBDs must be included in the IPSB for a successful
load.

GENERATE IPSB Statement LOAD Parameter

The use of the LOAD parameter in the GENERATE statement ensures that the resulting IPSB includes all of the DL/I
dependencies necessary for a successful load. If a PCB does not identify the physical segment that corresponds to a
referenced logical parent, the syntax generator will return an error message and not create the IPSB source.

An example

For example, if the PARTDBDL PCB were not present in the assembled DL/I ITEMPART PSB, the syntax generator would
return an error message stating that it could not find the DBD for the logical parent in any PCB. In this case, the missing
DBD would be the physical DBD, as referenced by the logical DBDs, ITEMDBDL and PARTDBDL. Providing the PCB for
the logical DBD PARTDBDL would satisfy the load process requirements and produce the correct IPSB source.

Generated IPSB source statements:

 DL/I ITEM DATABASE LOGICAL DBD EXAMPLE
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 DBD      NAME=ITEMDBDL,ACCESS=LOGICAL

 DATASET  LOGICAL

 SEGM     NAME=ITEM,PARENT=0,SOURCE=((ITEM,,ITEMDBDP))

 SEGM     NAME=DETAIL,PARENT=ITEM,

                      SOURCE=((DETAIL,,ITEMDBD),(PART,,PARTDBDP))

 DBDGEN

 FINISH

 END

 DL/I PARTS DATABASE LOGICAL DBD EXAMPLE

 DBD      NAME=PARTDBDL,ACCESS=LOGICAL

 DATASET  LOGICAL

 SEGM     NAME=PART,PARENT=0,SOURCE=((PART,,PARTDBDP))

 SEGM     NAME=DETAIL,PARENT=PART,

                      SOURCE=((DETAIL,,ITEMDBDP),(ITEM,,ITEMDBDP))

 DBDGEN

 FINISH

 END

 DL/I PSB DESCRIBING ITEM AND PARTS LOGICAL DBDS

 PCB      TYPE=DB,DBDNAME=ITEMDBDL,PROCOPT=AP,KEYLEN=28,POS=S

 SENSEG   NAME=ITEM,PARENT=0

 SENSEG   NAME=DETAIL,PARENT=ITEM

 PCB      TYPE=DB,DBDNAME=PARTDBDL,PROCOPT=AP,

               KEYLEN=28,POS=S

 SENSEG   NAME=PART,PARENT=0

 SENSEG   NAME=DETAIL,PARENT=PART

 PSBGEN   LANG=ASM,PSBNAME=ITEMPART

 END

 IPSB SECTION.

          IPSB NAME IS ITEMPART

          OF SUBSCHEMA PRODSUBS

          LANGUAGE IS ASM.

Figure 59 (Part 1 of 4). Generated IPSB source statements

 AREA SECTION.

          AREA NAME IS ITEMDBDP-REGION

               USAGE-MODE IS EXCLUSIVE UPDATE.

          AREA NAME IS PARTDBDP-REGION

               USAGE-MODE IS EXCLUSIVE UPDATE.

 RECORD SECTION.
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          RECORD NAME IS ITEM

               LENGTH IS  150.

          SEQUENCE

          FIELD NAME IS ITEMNO

               START POS  1

               LENGTH IS  7.

          RECORD NAME IS DETAIL

               LENGTH IS  157.

          SEQUENCE

          FIELD NAME IS ITMDTAIL

               START POS  26

               LENGTH IS  3.

          LOGICAL PARENT CONCAT KEY

          FIELD NAME IS DETALPCK

               START POS  1

               LENGTH IS  18.

          PHYSICAL PARENT CONCAT KEY

          FIELD NAME IS DETAPPCK

                START POS  19

                LENGTH IS  7.

          RECORD NAME IS PART

                LENGTH IS  150

          SEQUENCE

          FIELD NAME IS PARTNO

                START POS  1

                LENGTH IS  18.

          RECORD NAME IS ITEMNDX

                LENGTH IS  7.

          SEQUENCE

          FIELD NAME IS ITEMNO

                START POS  1

                LENGTH IS  7.

Figure 59 (Part 2 of 4). Generated IPSB source statements

          RECORD NAME IS PARTNDX

                LENGTH IS  18.

          SEQUENCE

          FIELD NAME IS PARTNO

                START POS  1

                LENGTH IS  18.

 INDEX SECTION

          INDEX NAME IS ITEMDBDT

                USING INDEXED-SET IX-ITEMNDX

                TARGET RECORD IS ITEM

                POINTER RECORD IS ITEMNDX

                      THRU SET ITEM-ITEMNDX
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                SOURCE RECORD IS ITEM

                SEARCH FIELD (ITEMNO).

          INDEX NAME IS PARTDBDI

                USING INDEXED-SET IX-PARTNDX

                TARGET RECORD IS PART

                POINTER RECORD IS PARTNDX

                      THRU SET PART-PARTNDX

                SOURCE RECORD IS PART

                SEARCH FIELD (PARTNO).

 PCB SECTION.

          PCB ACCESS METHOD IS HIDAM

                DBDNAME IS ITEMDBDL

                PROCESSING OPTIONS LOAD

                PROC SEQ INDEX IS ITEMDBDI.

          SEGM NAME IS ITEM

          RECORD  NAME IS ITEM.

          SEGM NAME IS DETAIL

          RECORD  NAME IS DETAIL

                PARENT IS ITEM

                      THRU SET ITEM-DETAIL

                LOGICAL DEST PARENT IS PART

                      THRU SET PART-DETAIL

                INSERT RULES P,P,P

                REPLACE RULES V,V,V

                ACCESS METHOD IS HIDAM

                PROC SEQ INDEX IS PARTDBDI.

Figure 59 (Part 3 of 4). Generated IPSB source statements

          PCB ACCESS METHOD IS HIDAM

                DBDMANE IS PARTDBDL

                PROCESSING OPTIONS LOAD

                PROC SEQ INDEX IS PARTDBDI.

          SEGM NAME IS PART

          RECORD   NAME IS PART.

          SEGM NAME IS DETAIL

          RECORD   NAME IS DETAIL

               PARENT  IS PART

                     THRU SET PART-DETAIL

               PHYSICAL DEST PARENT IS ITEM

                     THRU SET ITEM-DETAIL

               INSERT RULES P,L,P

               REPLACE RULES V,L,V

               ACCESS METHOD IS HIDAM

               PROC SEQ INDEX IS ITEMDBDI

               SEQUENCE BY LOGICAL SEQ FIELD.
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Figure 59 (Part 4 of 4). Generated IPSB source statements

Sample IDMS/DB Schema Module

GENERATE Schema Statement

Just as with the IPSB source code, you can use the syntax generator to make sure that you have an IDMS/DB schema
module that will support a successful database load. The GENERATE statement in this case takes the following form:

GENERATE LOAD SCHEMA NAME IS LOADSCHM FOR DBD ITEMDBDP, PARTDBDP.

Note that physical DBD names are all that you need to produce the schema source.

Figure 60 shows the schema source code as it might be produced by the syntax generator using the DL/I physical DBD
definitions in Figure 58.

Considerations

Here are some general considerations about the schema source code produced by the syntax generator:

• The generated schema has OPTIONAL MANUAL set connection options for each logical child/logical parent set.
• Generated schema source by itself is not sufficient for a database load. It must be edited to include site-specific

standards, optimized database page ranges, and so on.
• If you already have a suitable IDMS/DB schema, you can modify this schema without having to create a new load

schema. Specifically, you must make sure that the logical child/logical parent set description has OPTIONAL MANUAL
connection options. These options are required only during the load process and can be changed to MANDATORY
AUTOMATIC after the load. The only exception is in the case of bill-of-materials relationships.

• In this type of relationship the logical parent and physical parent of the child record are different occurrences of the
same record type. Bill of materials sets must have OPTIONAL MANUAL connection options.

• The page ranges specified for the IDMS/DB database in the schema/subschema must be consistent throughout
the load process. A change in the page ranges will invalidate the database pages calculated by the preload CALC
processing (Step 1). In this case, you will have to repeat both the CALC and load steps so the logical workfile
produced by the load can give correct results for the prefix update step.

Generated Schema source statements:

 SIGNON

          USAGE MODE IS UPDATE .

 SET OPTIONS FOR SESSION

          INPUT     1 THRU     72.

 ADD SCHEMA NAME IS LOADSCHM VERSION     1

          MEMO DATE IS 12/22/86

          ASSIGN RECORD IDS FROM     101

          PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL.

 ADD AREA NAME IS PARTDBDP-REGION.

 ADD AREA NAME IS ITEMDBDP-REGION.

 ADD RECORD NAME IS PART
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          RECORD ID IS AUTO

          LOCATION MODE IS CALC

          USING PARTNO

          DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED

          WITHIN AREA PARTDBDP-REGION.

 02       PARTNO            PIC X (18).

 02       FILLER            PIC X (132).

 ADD RECORD NAME IS ITEM

          RECORD ID IS AUTO

          LOCATION MODE IS CALC

          USING ITEMNO

          DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED

          WITHIN AREA ITEMDBDP-REGION.

 02       ITEMNO            PIC X (7).

 02       FILLER            PIC X (143).

 ADD RECORD NAME IS DETAIL

          RECORD ID IS AUTO

          LOCATION MODE IS VIA ITEM-DETAIL

          WITHIN AREA ITEMDBDP-REGION.

 02       FILLER            PIC X (25).

 02       ITMDTAIL          PIC X (3).

 02       FILLER            PIC X (129).

Figure 60 (Part 1 of 4). Generated Schema source statements

 ADD RECORD NAME IS PARTNDX

          RECORD ID IS AUTO

          LOCATION MODE IS VIA PART-PARTNDX

          WITHIN AREA PARTDBDP-REGION.

 02       PARTNO            PIC X (18).

 ADD RECORD NAME IS ITEMNDX

          RECORD ID IS AUTO

          LOCATION MODE IS VIA ITEM-ITEMNDX

          WITHIN AREA ITEMDBDP-REGION.

 02       ITEMNO            PIC X (7).

 ADD SET NAME IS ITEM-DETAIL

          ORDER IS SORTED

          MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

          OWNER IS ITEM

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          MEMBER IS DETAIL

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          LINKED TO OWNER
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               OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

          ASCENDING KEY IS ITMDTAIL

          DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED.

 ADD SET NAME IS PART-DETAIL

          ORDER IS SORTED

          MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

          OWNER IS PART

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          MEMBER IS DETAIL

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          LINKED TO OWNER

               OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          OPTIONAL MANUAL

          ASCENDING KEY IS ITMDTAIL

          DUPLICATES ARE LAST.

Figure 60 (Part 2 of 4). Generated Schema source statements

 ADD SET NAME IS PART-PARTNDX

          ORDER IS SORTED

          MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

          OWNER IS PART

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          MEMBER IS PARTNDX

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          LINKED TO OWNER

               OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

          ASCENDING KEY IS PARTNO

          DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED.

 ADD SET NAME IS ITEM-ITEMNDX

          ORDER IS SORTED

          MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR

          OWNER IS ITEM

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

               PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          MEMBER IS ITEMNDX

               NEXT DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          LINKED TO OWNER

               OWNER DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

          ASCENDING KEY IS ITEMNO

          DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED.
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 ADD SET NAME IS IX-PARTNDX

          ORDER IS SORTED

          MODE IS INDEX

               BLOCK CONTAINS  50 KEYS

          OWNER IS SYSTEM

          MEMBER IS PARTNDX

               INDEX DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          MANDATORY AUTOMATIC

          ASCENDING KEY IS PARTNO

          DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED.

Figure 60 (Part 3 of 4). Generated Schema source statements

 ADD SET NAME IS IX-ITEMNDX

          ORDER IS SORTED

          MODE IS INDEX

               BLOCK CONTAINS  50 KEYS

          OWNER IS SYSTEM

          MEMBER IS ITEMNDX

               INDEX DBKEY POSITION IS AUTO

          MANDORY AUTOMATIC

          ASCENDING KEY IS ITEMNO

          DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED.

 VALIDATE.

 SIGNOFF.

Figure 60 (Part 4 of 4). Generated Schema source statements

Step 1 Preload CALC Processing

 

Preload CALC processing is an optional step that precedes the actual database load. Its intent is to improve the
performance of load processing and is especially recommended, as follows:

• There are large amounts of DL/I data.
• There are logical relationships in the DL/I database.
• Space requirements need to be determined for the logical workfile(s) that will be generated by the load (Step 2).

Operation

Preload CALC processing performs the following operations:

1. Accessing the IPSB load module
2. Accessing the subschema module named in the IPSB
3. Reading the DL/I input data
4. Generating database page numbers for the DL/I root segments
5. Updating the DL/I data with the database page numbers and writing it out to the DL/I output file
6. Printing a report on the updated DL/I data

The following diagram shows the operations performed by preload CALC processing.
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To execute the preload CALC processing step, use the JCL in IDMS DLI Transparency JCL.

Report

The report produced by the preload CALC processing step lists the following:

• The DBDNAME for each DL/I database included in the input DL/I data
• The name and level for each DL/I segment, by database
• An indication if a segment is a logical child (LC) or logical parent (LP)
• The number of segment occurrences (records) found, by database
• The number of logical records found, by database

Following is an example of a report:

     *** CA IDMS/DLI TRANSPARENCY DATABASE LOAD
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         PROCESS=CALC,IPSB=ITEMPART

         DBDNAME=ITEMDBDL

         SEGMENT COUNT LEVEL RECORD

         ITEM    1086    01  ITEM

     LC  DETAIL  3542    02  DETAIL

         TOTAL:  4628  RECORDS READ

                 3542  LOGICAL RECORDS

                    0  LOGICAL RECORDS WRITTEN

     *** CALC PROCESSING COMPLETE

     ___________________________________________________________________

     *** CA IDMS/DLI TRANSPARENCY DATABASE LOAD

         PROCESS=CALC,IPSB=ITEMPART

         DBDNAME=PARTDBDL

         SEGMENT COUNT LEVEL RECORD

     LP  PART     789    01  PART

         TOTAL:   789  RECORDS READ

                  789  LOGICAL RECORDS

                     0 LOGICAL RECORDS WRITTEN

     *** CALC PROCESSING COMPLETE

Preload Sorting (step 1, part 2)

Use Your Own Sort/Merge Utility

To further optimize the CALC-processed data for loading, you can sort it using your own sort/merge facility. As input to the
sort/merge facility, supply the DL/I output file produced by the preload CALC processing. The output file will contain the
CALC-processed data in sorted form. You can then use the sorted output file as input to the database load (Step 2).

The preload sort is not strictly required, but it should be performed to produce the most effective ordering of the CALC-
processed data.

To perform the preload sort, you must use your own sort/merge facility.

What the Preload Sort Does

The preload sort performs the following operations:

1. Accessing the CALC DL/I data produced by the preload CALC processing (Step 1, Part1)
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2. Sorting the data so that root segments (CALC records) are in descending database page sequence (the optimum
IDMS/DB database load order)

To execute the preload sort processing step, use the JCL (Step 1, Part 2) in IDMS DLI Transparency JCL.

Step 2 Database Load

 

Using the unloaded DL/I data as input, database load processing invokes the IDMS DLI Transparency region controller
and populates the IDMS/DB database with the unloaded DL/I data. If you have CALC processed and, optionally, sorted
the DL/I data, you must input the DL/I file produced as a result of Step 1.

The Database Load, Step 2, completes the database load for DL/I data that does not contain logical relationships. If the
DL/I data involves logically related databases, you must continue with Steps 3 through 6.

Operation

Database load processing performs the following operations:

1. Accessing the IPSB load module
2. Reading the DL/I input data
3. Storing all records in the IDMS/DB database
4. Extracting all logical child records and writing them out to the logical workfile
5. Extracting all logical parent records and writing them out to the logical workfile
6. Printing a report showing the results of the load

To execute the database load step, use the JCL in IDMS DLI Transparency JCL. Following is a diagram of database load
processing.
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Report

The report produced by the database load step lists:

• The DBDNAME for each DL/I database included in the input DL/I data
• The name and level for each DL/I segment, by database
• An indication if a segment is a logical child (LC) or logical parent (LP)
• The number of segment occurrences (records) loaded, by database
• The number of logical records found, by database
• The number of logical records, by database, written out to the logical workfile

Following is a database load report:

     *** CA IDMS/DLI TRANSPARENCY DATABASE LOAD

         PROCESS=LOAD

         DBDNAME=ITEMDBDL

         SEGMENT COUNT LEVEL RECORD

         ITEM     1086  01   ITEM

     LC  DETAIL   3542  02   DETAIL

         TOTAL:   4628  RECORDS LOADED

                  3542  LOGICAL RECORDS

                  3542  LOGICAL RECORDS WRITTEN

     *** LOAD PROCESSING COMPLETE

     ___________________________________________________________________

     *** CA IDMS/DLI TRANSPARENCY DATABASE LOAD

         PROCESS=LOAD

         DBDNAME=PARTDBDL

         SEGMENT COUNT LEVEL RECORD

     LP  PART    789    01   PART

         TOTAL:  789   RECORDS LOADED

                 789   LOGICAL RECORDS

                 789   LOGICAL RECORDS WRITTEN

     *** LOAD PROCESSING COMPLETE

Figure 64. Sample database load report
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Step 3 Workfile Sort/Merge

 

The logical workfiles produced by the database load (Step 2) contain the logical child and logical parent records found in
the original DL/I data. The workfile sort/merge step sorts the logical child records under their related parents.

If the database load processed multiple DL/I databases, you will have a separate workfile for each database. If this is the
case, you must first merge all of the generated workfiles into one workfile. You can then sort this one workfile.

To perform the workfile sort/merge step, you must use your own sort/merge facility.

The workfile sort/merge performs the following operations:

1. Accessing the workfile(s) resulting from the database load
2. Merging multiple workfiles (from multiple, logically related DL/I databases)
3. Sorting the workfile so that logical child records are sequenced under their logical parents

To execute the workfile sort/merge step, use the JCL in IDMS DLI Transparency JCL.  The following diagram shows a
workfile sort/merge:

Step 4 Prefix (Concatenated Key) Resolution

 

The sorted logical workfile produced by Step 3 contains the logical child and logical parent records from the DL/I logically
related databases. The logical child records are sorted correctly under their respective logical parents, but their prefix
(nondata) portions do not reflect the parent concatenated keys. The prefix resolution step updates the logical child records
with their parents' concatenated keys so the logical child records can be accessed within their IDMS/DB sets.

If the database load processed multiple DL/I databases, you will have a separate workfile for each database. If this is the
case, you must first merge all of the generated workfiles into one workfile. You can then sort this one workfile.
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Operation

The prefix resolution step performs the following operations:

1. Accessing the IPSB load module
2. Accessing the sorted workfile from Step 3
3. From each logical parent record, generating the correct prefix (concatenated key) for its logical child record
4. Updating the logical child records with the correct prefixes and writing them out to a new workfile
5. Producing a report of the records processed

To execute the prefix resolution step, use the JCL in IDMS DLI Transparency JCL. Following is a diagram of a prefix
resolution

Report

The report produced by the prefix resolution step lists:
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• The DBDNAME for the DL/I logical child database
• The name and level for each DL/I segment
• An indication if a segment is a logical child (LC) or logical parent (LP)
• The number of logical parent records found
• The number of logical child records found
• The total number of records found in the sorted workfile
• The total number of logical child records updated and written out

Following is a sample prefix resolution report:

     *** CA IDMS/DLI TRANSPARENCY DATABASE LOAD

         PROCESS=PFXR

         DBDNAME=ITEMDBDL

         SEGMENT COUNT LEVEL RECORD

     LP  PART     789   01   PART

     LC  DETAIL   3542  02   DETAIL

         TOTAL:   4331  RECORDS READ

                  3542  LOGICAL RECORDS WRITTEN

     *** PFXR PROCESSING COMPLETE

Step 5 Workfile Hierarchical Sort

 

The workfile produced by the prefix resolution step (Step 4) contains the logical child records with updated prefixes. The
logical child records, though, still remain as sorted by the workfile sort/merge (Step 3). In other words, they are sequenced
as they were under their logical parents (even though the logical parents do not appear in the prefix resolution workfile).
Before the updated logical child records can be written out to replace the records originally stored in the IDMS/DB
database (by Step 2), they must be resorted back into the original DL/I hierarchical sequence. The workfile hierarchical
sort performs this operation.

To perform the workfile hierarchical sort, you must use your own sort/merge facility.

The workfile hierarchical sort performs the following operations:

1. Accessing the prefix-resolved workfile from Step 4
2. Sorting the workfile so that the logical child records are sequenced as in the original DL/I hierarchy

To execute the workfile hierarchical sort step, use the JCL in IDMS DLI Transparency JCL. The following diagram show a
workfile hierarchical sort
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Step 6 Prefix Update

The prefix update step updates the logical child records in the IDMS/DB database with the prefixes (concatenated keys)
generated by the prefix resolution step (Step 4). For input, it uses the hierarchically sorted workfile from Step 5. After
updating the logical child database records with the correct prefixes, it writes them back to the database and connects
them to their logical parents within the IDMS/DB sets.

Prefix update (step 6) completes the database load for logically related databases.

Operation

The prefix update step performs the following operations:

1. Accessing the IPSB load module
2. Accessing the hierarchically sorted workfile from Step 5
3. Obtaining the already loaded logical child records from the IDMS/DB database
4. Moving the prefix (logical parent concatenated key) from each workfile record into the corresponding database record
5. Writing the updated logical child records back to the database
6. Connecting each logical child database record with its related logical parent database record (that is, establish correct

set pointers)
7. Producing a report showing the results of the processing

To execute the prefix update step, use the JCL in IDMS DLI Transparency JCL. The following diagram shows a prefix
update:
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Report

The report produced by the prefix update step lists:

• The DBDNAME for the DL/I logical child database
• The name and level for each DL/I logical child segment
• The number of logical child records found and processed

Following is an example of a prefix update report:

     *** CA IDMS/DLI TRANSPARENCY DATABASE LOAD

         PROCESS=PFXU

         DBDNAME=ITEMDBDL

         SEGMENT COUNT LEVEL RECORD

     LC  DETAIL  3542   02   DETAIL

         TOTAL:  3542  RECORDS READ

     *** PFXU PROCESSING COMPLETE

Using IDMS DLI Transparency Within IDMS/DB Programs
IDMS DLI Transparency can be used in the IDMS/DB environment. A program written to use IDMS/DB must conform
to IDMS/DB programming standards. All IDMS DLI Transparency functions available to batch programs are available to
IDMS/DB programs. No restrictions are imposed, and no additional or special capabilities are added.

In addition to the conversion considerations for batch programs, using IDMS DLI Transparency in the IDMS/DB
environment requires additional considerations.

Data Communications

When migrating programs from an IMS-DC environment to IDMS/DB, all IMS-DC data communications calls in the
programs must be recoded as IDMS/DB mapping calls. Any IMS message formatting services (MFS) maps must also be
recoded using MAPC.

NOTE
Any IMS-DB (DL/1) database calls that are not supported by IDMS DLI Transparency in batch are also not
supported in the IDMS/DB environment and must be modified.

Language Interface

IDMS DLI Transparency provides a language interface module for use in the IDMS/DB environment. IDMS DLI
Transparency provides a language interface module, IDMSDLIF, for use only in the IDMS/DB environment. Programs to
be executed under IDMS/DB must be link edited with the IDMS/DB environment language interface (IDMSDLIF) and must
not be link edited with IDMSDLLI, the batch language interface.
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Schedule (PCB) Call Processing

When using IDMS DLI Transparency in the IDMS/DB environment, the schedule (PCB) call processing is performed on
behalf of the application program. This is the same as in the IDMS DLI Transparency batch environment.

In the batch environments
, (either IDMS DLI Transparency or native DL/1), the IPSB or PSB name is specified in the region controller's
parameters.

In the IMS-DC online environment
, the PSB name is associated with a program through the macro specifications used to create a table at IMS
system generation.

In the IDMS/DB IDMS DLI Transparency environment
, the method used to associate an IPSB name with an application program is similar (but not identical) to the IMS-
DC environment. An application program and an IPSB are associated through a table created prior to the use of
the application program, but not necessarily at the time of the IDMS/DB system generation. This table is called the
IDMS DLI Transparency program definition table.

The IDMS DLI Transparency Program Definition Table

How the Program Definition Table is Created

The IDMS DLI Transparency program definition table is created from user-supplied input to the IDMS DLI Transparency
program definition table compiler (IDMSDLTG). This compiler produces assembler source output which is then assembled
and link edited into a CDMSLIB load library (z/OS) or core-image library (z/VSE).

The IDMS DLI Transparency program definition table load module (z/OS) or phase (z/VSE) must always have the name
DLPDTAB. Each application program that is to have an IPSB automatically scheduled must have an entry in the table.
The information in each entry is the same as in a region controller's parameter list, but the format is different.

The IDMS DLI Transparency program definition table can be thought of as an extension to the IDMS/DB program
definition table. Before any program can be added to the IDMS DLI Transparency program definition table, it must already
be in the IDMS/DB program definition table. (For this to be true, you must have defined the program to the IDMS/DB
system with a system generation ADD PROGRAM statement.)

Syntax

►►─── MODify PROgram program-name ─┬─────────────────────────┬───────────────►

                                   └─ version is(=) nnnn ────┘

 

 ►─── IPSB name is(=) ipsb-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬─────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ TRACE ─────┤

   └─ NOTRACE ◄ ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ STAE ◄ ────┤

   └─ NOSTAE ────┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ NODENAME is(=) nodename ──┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ DBNAME is(=) dbname ──┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DICTNODE is(=) dictnode ──┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DICTNAME is(=) dictname ──┘

Parameters

program-name
Identifies the name of the application program (already defined to the system through a system generation ADD
PROGRAM statement) to be modified to use IDMS DLI Transparency.

nnnn
Identifies the 1- to 4-digit version number that further qualifies the program.

ipsb-name
Identifies the name of the IPSB to be automatically scheduled for the program.

TRACE/NOTRACE
Indicates whether or not IDMS DLI Transparency will build and maintain an internal trace table for aid in
debugging. NOTRACE is the default.

STAE/NOSTAE
Indicates whether or not IDMS DLI Transparency will trap program abnormal terminations and produce formatted
information for aid in debugging. NOSTAE is the default.

NODENAME IS nodename
Specifies the nodename that will be used to bind the IDMS DLI Transparency run unit.

DBNAME IS dbname
Specifies the dbname that will be used to bind the IDMS DLI Transparency run unit.

DICTNODE IS nodename
Specifies the nodename for the dictionary that will be used to bind the IDMS DLI Transparency run unit.

DICTNAME IS dictname
Specifies the dictname that will be used to bind the IDMS DLI Transparency run unit.

The JCL necessary to execute the IDMS DLI Transparency program definition table compiler (IDMSDLTG) and to
assemble and link edit the DLPDTAB output is shown below:

PROGRAM DEFINTION TABLE COMPILER

//DL  EXEC  PGM=IDMSDLTG

//STEPLIB DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST DD  SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=133

//SYSPCH DD  DSN=&&SYSPCH,UNIT=disk,SPACE=(4000,(100,50))

//              DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=4000),DISP=(NEW,PASS)

//SYSIPT DD  *

pdt input statements

/*

//ASM  EXEC  PGM=ASMA90

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIB DD  DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJMAC,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(2,2))

//SYSUT2 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(2,2))

//SYSUT3 DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(2,2))
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//SYSPUNCH DD DSN=&&PDTB,UNIT=disk,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//    SPACE=(80,(400,40))

//SYSIN  DD  DSN=&&SYSPCH,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//LINK      EXEC  PGM=HEWL

//SYSPRINT      SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIN DD  DSN=&&PDTB,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYSUT1 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(trk,(20,5))

//SYSLMOD DD  DSN=idms.loadlib(DLPDTAB),DISP=SHR

idms.loadlib data set name of the IDMS/DB load library containing the
subschema description and IDMSDLTG

cyl,(2,2) space to be allocated in bytes per cylinders
disk symbolic device type for the disk file
&&PDTB temporary data set containing the output from the assembly step
yourHLQ.CAGJMAC data set name of the macro library
&&SYSPCH temporary data set containing the output from program definition

table compiler (IDMSDLTG)
trk,(20,5) space to be allocated in bytes per tracks
4000,(100,50) space to be allocated in bytes per blocks
80,(400,40) space to be allocated in bytes per blocks
DLPDTAB required link edit module name in the SYSLMOD statement.

Operational Considerations 1

System Definition and Initialization

IDMSDLTI

Before any IDMS/DB application program can use IDMS DLI Transparency, the IDMS DLI Transparency environment
within IDMS/DB must be initialized. This is done using the initialization program called IDMSDLTI.

System Generation Statements Defining IDMSDLTI

The system generation must contain an ADD PROGRAM statement to define IDMSDLTI:

 ADD PROGRAM IDMSDLTI LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER REENTRANT REUSABLE.

 

The system generation must also contain an ADD TASK statement to define a task code that invokes IDMSDLTI:

 ADD TASK IDMSDLTI INVOKES IDMSDLTI.

 

No IDMS/DB programs may use IDMS DLI Transparency before IDMSDLTI has been run. It is recommended that the
system definition also contain an ADD AUTOTASK statement to automatically run IDMSDLTI immediately after IDMS/DB
has come up.

 ADD AUTOTASK IDMSDLTI INVOKED AT STARTUP PREEMPT.

 

Note that the PREEMPT option is included on the autotask definition. This is recommended so that no application
programs that use IDMS DLI Transparency start before IDMS DLI Transparency initialization is completed.
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System Execution

The automatic scheduling of an IPSB associated with an application program (as defined in the IDMS DLI Transparency
program definition table) is performed whenever the application program is linked to, either by the IDMS/DB system itself
or from another application program.

• If an application program named in the IDMS DLI Transparency program definition table (DLPDTAB) is also associated
with an IDMS/DB task code, then entering that task code in response to an ENTER NEXT TASK CODE message
causes automatic scheduling of the IPSB before IDMS/DB passes control to the application program.

• The automatic scheduling is done during the linking process (that is, after the program issuing the LINK command
gives up control but before the target program receives control) if an application program that is not named in the
DLPDTAB links to an application program that is named in the DLPDTAB.

All application programs receiving control from a region controller (following the automatic scheduling) must be set up to
receive the scheduled PCBs. This is the same as for IDMS DLI Transparency batch, IMS-DC, and IMS-DB.

Linking to lower level programs

An application program that receives control following the automatic scheduling may link (DC LINK) to lower level
programs.

• If one or more scheduled PCBs are passed as parameters to the lower level program, the lower level program may
issue DL1 calls using the passed PCBs.

• If a program is linked to as a lower level program, it must not be named in the DLPDTAB, since naming an application
program in the DLPDTAB causes automatic scheduling to be performed. Automatic scheduling must not be performed
on these lower level programs.

Termination processing

Automatic termination (TERM call) processing is performed for all application programs that have had an automatic
scheduling call done. The termination processing is done at the time when the application program that had the automatic
scheduling issues a DC RETURN. If the application program or any lower level programs it links to abnormally terminates
(that is, the task thread is interrupted), the IDMS DLI Transparency run unit is abnormally terminated as well and any
changes to the database are rolled back.

The Load Utility

The load utility consists of the IDMSDLLD module. It accepts data unloaded from a DL/I database (via IBM's HD unload
utility) and stores it in an IDMS/DB database. The IDMS/DB database must be prepared and initialized before running the
load utility.

To execute, the load utility also requires:

An IPSB load module.
The IPSB translates the DL/I segment and data structure definitions to equivalent IDMS/DB record and set
definitions. The load utility uses the DL/I-to-IDMS/DB equivalencies when storing the data in the IDMS/DB
database. The IPSB definition must reflect the special considerations for a load IPSB (IPSB used with the load
utility).

IDMS/DB schema, subschema, and DMCL modules
. The IDMS/DB modules constitute the runtime environment for the IDMS/DB database.

The process of loading the DL/I data can involve up to six steps. If the DL/I data does not include logical relationships, the
only step required is the actual database load (Step 2). The steps in the load process are:

1. Preload CALC processing ── Calculates IDMS/DB preload database pages for DL/I root segments to speed up the
actual load (Step 2). Included in this step is a sort of the preload CALC data.
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2. Database load ── Stores the DL/I data in the IDMS/DB database. If logical relationships are found, the load utility
writes the logical child records and their related logical parents to a workfile for additional processing. If the DL/I data
comes from multiple databases (DBDs), a separate workfile is produced for each source database.

3. Workfile sort/merge ── Merges multiple workfiles from Step 2 and sorts the resulting file to arrange logical child
records under their logical parents.

4. Prefix (concatenated key) resolution ── Processes the sorted workfile and generates correct prefixes
(concatenated keys) for the logical child records.

5. Workfile hierarchical sort ── Sorts the workfile with resolved prefixes so that the logical child records are in their
original DBD hierarchical sequences.

6. Prefix update ── Updates the logical child records in the IDMS/DB database with the generated prefixes. The
prefixes are needed to establish the IDMS/DB set pointers for the logical child (member) sets and their logical parent
(owner) sets.

Only Steps 1, 2, 4, and 6 invoke the IDMSDLLD module. Steps 3 and 5 (the sorts) take place outside of the load utility and
IDMS DLI Transparency. They require use of the user's native sort/merge facility.

The IDMSDLLD Steps 1, 2, 4, and 6 produce reports that show the results of the processing and a count of the records
involved.

Runtime Interface

 

The characteristics of the runtime interface are as follows:

• Accepts retrieval and update requests from the DL/I application programs
• The interface then processes the requests into appropriate IDMS/DB requests and sends them to IDMS/DB
• After IDMS/DB processes the requests, the runtime interface accepts the retrieved data and status information from

IDMS/DB for placement in a format acceptable to the DL/I application program
• To accomplish these functions, the runtime interface consists of special-purpose components, a front end, and a back

end.

The special-purpose components, the front end, and the back end are discussed in the remainder of this section.

Special-Purpose Components

The IDMS DLI Transparency special-purpose components consist of the following modules and database procedures:

IDMSDLRC module
── IDMSDLRC is the module used in place of the DL/I region controller.

IDMSDLLI module
── IDMSDLLI (the IDMS/DLI Transparency language interface used in place of native DL/I language interfaces)
is for batch call-level DL/I application programs only.

IDMSDLHI module
── IDMSDLHI is the IDMS DLI Transparency language interface used for batch command-level DL/I (EXEC DLI)
applications.

IDMSDL1C module
── IDMSDL1C is the language interface used with CICS call-level DL/I applications in z/OS.

IDMSDL1V module
── IDMSDL1V is the IDMS DLI Transparency language interface used for CICS call-level DL/I applications in z/
VSE.
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IDMSDLHC module
── IDMSDLHC is the language interface used for CICS COBOL command-level DL/I (EXEC DLI) applications in
z/OS.

IDMSDLCV module
── IDMSDLCV is the language interface used for CICS COBOL command-level DL/I (EXEC DLI) applications in
z/VSE.

IDMSDLHP module
── IDMSDLHP is the language interface used for CICS PL/I command-level DL/I (EXEC DLI) applications in z/
OS.

IDMSDLPV module
── IDMSDLPV is the language interface used for CICS PL/I command-level DL/I (EXEC DLI) applications in z/
VSE.

IDMSDLHA module
── IDMSDLHA is the language interface used for CICS Assembler command-level DL/I (EXEC DLI) applications
in z/OS.

IDMSDLAV module
── IDMSDLAV is the IDMS DLI Transparency CICS Assembler command-level DL/I (EXEC DLI) applications in z/
VSE.

IDMSDLVC database procedure
── IDMSDLVC is a system-provided database procedure for modifying variable-length records.

IDMSDLVD database procedure
── IDMSDLVD is a system-provided database procedure for retrieving variable-length records.

Each of the above components is discussed below. Additionally, diagrams are provided to illustrate the relationship among
the components at runtime in both a batch and CICS environment.

Runtime Components in a Batch Environment

In a batch environment, IDMS DLI Transparency processing of a DL/I application program:

• Begins in the IDMSDLRC module. The IDMSDLRC module's functions include
– Issuing a call to the front-end (IDMSDLFE) module
– Loading the DL/I application program and passing control to the DL/I application program

• From the DL/I application program, call-level DL/I calls are passed to the language interface, IDMSDLLI. EXEC DLI
type commands are passed to the command-level language interface IDMSDLHI.

• The language interface transfers control to the IDMSDLFE module
• IDMSDLFE issues, as appropriate, a BIND RUN-UNIT or a FINISH, or sends the DL/I call to RHDCDLBE
• RHDCDLBE then converts the DL/I call to the appropriate IDMS/DB request

The following illustration shows the runtime components in a batch environment:
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!

Components in a CICS Runtime Environment

• The DL/I application program issues a DL/I call through the language interface. The language interface locates the
address of the IDMSDLFC module in the CICS common workarea (CWA) and passes control to IDMSDLFC.

• IDMSDLFC is part of the IDMSINTC module created for IDMS DLI Transparency (see Section 5, "IDMS DLI
Transparency Runtime Environment") and is the IDMS DLI Transparency's equivalent of native DL/I's online nucleus.
At runtime, IDMSDLFC validates the call and control is passed to the IDMSDLFE module (the front end).

• IDMSDLFE issues a BIND RUN-UNIT or FINISH, or sends the DL/I call information to RHDCDLBE (the back end).
• RHDCDLBE converts the DL/I call to the appropriate IDMS/DB request.

The following illustration shows the runtime components in a CICS environment:
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IDMSDLRC module

The IDMSDLRC module is the replacement for the DL/I region controller. In DL/I, the operating system executes a region
controller and the region controller loads and passes control to the DL/I application program. IDMSDLRC performs the
following functions:
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• Accepts from the JCL the user-specified parameters. In z/OS ,these parameters are specified in the JCL in the PARM
clause of the EXEC statement; in z/VSE, they are specified in the JCL in the SYSIPT file. The parameters identify the
DL/I application program to be processed and the IPSB that is to be accessed at runtime.

• Issues a call to the front end (IDMSDLFE), requesting the front end to issue a BIND RUN-UNIT. Along with this call,
IDMSDLRC provides the front end with the name of the IPSB to be used at run time.

• Receives the addresses of the PCBs used by the DL/I application program.
• Loads and passes control to the DL/I application program. As IDMSDLRC passes control, it provides the DL/I

application with the PCB parameter list.
• Issues a termination call to IDMSDLFE after the DL/I application has executed. This call requests the front end to issue

a FINISH.

IDMSDLLI module

The IDMSDLLI module is used for batch DL/I application programs only. This module replaces the following DL/I language
interfaces:

• Native DL/I COBOL language interface (CBLTDLI)
• Native DL/I PL/I language interface (PLITDLI)
• Native DL/I Assembler language interface (ASMTDLI)

At runtime, the IDMS DLI Transparency user link edits IDMSDLLI to each DL/I application program to be processed by
IDMS DLI Transparency. When link edited to the DL/I application, the IDMSDLLI performs the following functions:

• Receives control on a DL/I call from the DL/I application program
• Reformats the call parameter list and sends the list to the front end
• Passes control to the front end, which establishes, controls, and terminates communication with the back end

NOTE
In XA environments, if the COBOL DYNAMIC link-edit optionis used, and the DL/I application program does
not run in XA mode, relink module IDMSDLLI with RMODE=24.

IDMSDL1C module

IDMSDL1C is for use only under z/OS CICS for call-level DL/I applications. This module replaces the DL/I application
interface resolving the entry points CBLTDLI, ASMTDLI, and PLITDLI.

IDMSDL1V module

IDMSDL1V is for use only under z/VSE CICS for call-level DL/I applications. This module replaces the DL/I application
interface resolving the entry points CBLTDLI, ASMTDLI, and PLITDLI.

IDMSDLHI module

IDMSDLHI is for use with batch command-level (EXEC DLI) COBOL and PL/I programs in z/OS. This module replaces
modules DFSLICBL, DFSLIPLI. IDMSDLHI must be ordered first in the link edit with the application program.

IDMSDLHC module

IDMSDLHC is for use with CICS command-level (EXEC DLI) COBOL programs in z/OS. This module replaces module
DFHECI. IDMSDLHC must be ordered first in the link edit with the application program.

IDMSDLCV module

IDMSDLCV is for use with CICS command-level (EXEC DLI) COBOL programs in z/VSE. This module replaces module
DFHECI. IDMSDLCV must be ordered first in the link edit with the application program.
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IDMSDLHP module

IDMSDLHP is for use with CICS command-level (EXEC DLI) PL/I programs in z/OS. This module replaces module
DFHEPI. IDMSDLHP must be ordered first in the link edit with the application program.

IDMSDLPV module

IDMSDLPV is for use with CICS command-level (EXEC DLI) PL/I programs in z/VSE. This module replaces module
DFHPL1I. IDMSDLPV must be ordered first in the link edit with the application program.

IDMSDLHA module

IDMSDLHA is for use with CICS command-level (EXEC DLI) Assembler programs in z/OS. This module replaces module
DFHEAI. IDMSDLHA must be ordered first in the link edit with the application program.

IDMSDLAV module

IDMSDLAV is for use with CICS command-level (EXEC DLI) Assembler programs in z/VSE. This module replaces module
DFHEAI. IDMSDLAV must be ordered first in the link edit with the application program.

IDMSDLVC database procedure

IDMSDLVC is a database procedure provided with IDMS DLI Transparency for modifying variable-length records that
correspond to variable-length segments. Before a variable-length record is modified, IDMSDLVC is called to maintain
the length of the IDMS/DB variable-length record. IDMSDLVC is specified in a CALL sentence as part of the RECORD
DESCRIPTION in the schema (see the IDMS Database Administration Section).

IDMSDLVD database procedure

IDMSDLVD is a database procedure provided with IDMS DLI Transparency for retrieving variable-length records that
correspond to variable-length segments. Before a variable-length record is retrieved, IDMSDLVD is called to maintain
the length of the IDMS/DB variable-length record. IDMSDLVD is specified in a CALL sentence as part of the RECORD
DESCRIPTION in the schema (see the IDMS Database Administration Section).

IDMS DLI Transparency Front End

The IDMS DLI Transparency front-end components consist of the IDMSDLFE module and, if IDMS DLI Transparency is
used under CICS, the IDMSDLFC module.

IDMSDLFE module

The IDMSDLFE module establishes, controls, and terminates communication with the back end (the RHDCDLBE
module). When IDMSDLFE receives an initialization call from the IDMSDLRC module in a batch environment or from
IDMSDLFC under CICS (see below), it performs the following functions:

• Acquires work area
• Issues a BIND RUN-UNIT to the back end (RHDCDLBE)
• Issues a call to RHDCDLBE for PCB information

Once the initialization functions are complete, IDMSDLFE accepts DL/I calls from the language interface and performs the
following functions:
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• Sends the DL/I calls to the back end.
• Accepts the retrieved data and status information from the back end.
• Receives from the back end the updated PCB control blocks, which are used to return retrieved data and status

information to the DL/I application. When the DL/I application finishes executing, the front end receives a termination
call from the region controller and performs the following:
– Issues a FINISH to the back end
– Frees storage

IDMSDLFC module

The IDMSDLFC module is a component in the reassembled IDMSINTC macro (see IDMS DLI Transparency Run-Time
Environment). Used only under CICS, IDMSDLFC is initialized by a special signon transaction and performs the following
functions:

• Linking a CICS DL/I application with IDMSDL1C or any other IDMS DL/I Transparency language interface establishes
the intent to use IDMS DLI Transparency (see IDMS DLI Transparency Run-Time Environment).

• Receives control on a DL/I call from the DL/I application program.
• Reformats the call parameter list and sends the list to the front end.
• Passes control to the front end, which establishes, controls, and terminates communication with the back end.

IDMS DLI Transparency Back End

The back end consists of the RHDCDLBE module The back end processing is initiated by a BIND RUN-UNIT issued by
IDMSDLFE. The back end performs the following functions during initiation of the run unit:

• Loads the appropriate fixed IPSB
• Acquires storage
• Acquires PCB information from the IPSB and then uses the information to build the PCBs

Once the run unit is initiated, the back end performs the following functions for it:

• Issues appropriate IDMS/DB calls to service DL/I requests
• Accepts from IDMS/DB retrieved data and/or status information
• Sends retrieved data and/or status information to the front end

After the DL/I application program has executed, RHDCDLBE receives a FINISH from either the front end (in batch
processing) or IDMSINTC (in CICS processing) and terminates processing.

The IPSB Compiler 1

What the IPSB Compiler Does

The IPSB compiler, consisting of the IDMSDLMG module, accepts user-supplied input statements and subschema tables
as input. Compiler output consists of the IPSBs and a listing of any diagnostic messages. The resulting IPSBs are known
as fixed IPSBs. At runtime, when IDMS DLI Transparency processes a DL/I application, the back end of the runtime
interface loads the relevant fixed IPSB. The fixed IPSB then serves the back end as the source for creating a variable
IPSB. A variable IPSB keeps track of the DL/I and IDMS/DB information during IDMS DLI Transparency processing.

IPSB Must Be in Load (Core-Image) Library at Runtime

The fixed IPSB must be available in a load (core-image) library at runtime. Hence, the user must run the IPSB compiler to
create the appropriate IPSBs before using the runtime interface. Once an IPSB is compiled, assembled, and link edited,
however, it is available for use during all subsequent executions of the DL/I application program (assuming no changes
are made to the DL/I applications).
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The Syntax Generator

Input to the Syntax Generator

The syntax generator consists of the IDMSDLPG module. For input, it accepts a DL/I PSB and the DBDs referenced by
the PCBs included in the PSB. The source code for the PSB and DBDs must be assembled using the Broadcom-supplied
macros before inputting them to the syntax generator.

In addition to the assembled PSB and DBDs, the syntax generator requires user-supplied input statements. The input
statements direct the generator to produce source statements for an IPSB load module and any of the following IDMS/DB
entities:

• Schema
• DMCL
• Subschema

Output from the Syntax Generator

When executed, the syntax generator reads in and extracts the DL/I definitions that are reflected in the assembled PSB
and DBDs. Based on the DL/I definitions, the generator creates corresponding source statements for the IPSB load
module and the requested IDMS/DB modules.

Review the Source Statements

Review the IPSB and IDMS/DB source statements to ensure that they reflect the dependencies, either explicitly or
implicitly, in the DL/I definitions. For example, does every logical child segment have its physical parent segment defined?
If an IPSB is to be used with the load utility, special load utility considerations must be included in the IPSB source.

After you review and if necessary, modify the source statements, input them to the appropriate compiler to produce the
required load module. See the IDMS Database Administration Section for information about operating the IDMS/DB
schema and subschema compilers and creating a DMCL module.

Index Suppression Exit Support
Use Your Own Index Suppression Exit Routine

IDMS DLI Transparency allows you to write your own index suppression exit routines for use with DL/I sparse indexes.
If you have a DL/I secondary index, you can specify the exit routine so that it receives control immediately before the
pointer records are stored in the secondary index. The exit routine can then indicate to IDMS DLI Transparency whether
to process or ignore the store request.

Define an Exit Routine

To define an exit routine to IDMS DLI Transparency, specify the name of the routine for the EXIT ROUTINE parameter on
the INDEX statement in the IPSB INDEX SECTION (described in IPSB Compiler). The name of the routine must match
the name specified for the EXTRTN parameter on the XDFLD statement in the DL/I DBD definition. Note that the syntax
generator will generate a corresponding EXIT ROUTINE in the IPSB source for each EXTRTN parameter it finds in the
DL/I DBD definitions.

Run Time Operation

When the Exit Routine is Invoked

At program run time, the exit routine comes into play when the DL/I application issues an ISRT (insert) or REPL (replace)
call for an IDMS/DB record that has been defined as an index source record in the INDEX SECTION of the active IPSB.
When IDMS DLI Transparency encounters the ISRT or REPL call, it attempts to load the exit routine. To make sure the
exit routine is available to IDMS DLI Transparency, you must place it in an operating system partitioned data set that can
be accessed via a CDMSLIB JCL statement. An unsuccessful load of the routine will result in a PCB error status of NX.
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ISRT Call

For an ISRT call, IDMS DLI Transparency determines whether the record to be stored participates in an index relationship
as the index source record. If IDMS DLI Transparency finds such a relationship, it builds a suitable index pointer record.
After checking for null value criteria, IDMS DLI Transparency calls the exit routine specified in the IPSB and passes
control to it. It is the responsibility of the routine to determine whether the index pointer record should be stored or
suppressed. The routine indicates its decision via a return code in register 15.

REPL Call

For a REPL call, the same process occurs as for an ISRT. The only difference is that prior to storing or suppressing an
index pointer record IDMS DLI Transparency removes all existing index pointer records from the secondary index.

Interface

IDMS DLI Transparency expects an index exit routine to perform standard assembler linkage and provides a save area in
register 13 for this purpose. Upon entry, the exit routine must save the contents of register 13. Upon return, it must restore
the contents of registers 1 through 14. Under no circumstances should the routine alter data addressed by the registers at
entry.

IDMS DLI Transparency initializes the registers to the following values:

Register 2
- Address of the index pointer record

Register 3
- Address of the index exit PARMS DSECT (described in figure 73 available further below)

Register 4
- Address of the index source record

Register 13
- Address of the save area

Register 14
- Return address in IDMS DLI Transparency

Register 15
- Address of the index exit entry point

The exit routine controls IDMS DLI Transparency's action by the return code it places in register 15, as follows:

4
── Suppresses the index pointer record

0
── Stores the index pointer record as part of the secondary index relationship

Figure 73 shows the format of the index exit PARMS DSECT (NDXXITDS DSECT), as passed to the exit routine.

                        NDXXITDS DSECT

   Offset   Field Name        Type/             Description

                                     Length

       0    NDXRECNM     DS    CL8        Index pointer record name

       8    NDXFLDNM     DS    CL8        Index definition field name

      16    NDXXITNM     DS    CL8        Index exit name

      24    NDXXITEP     DS    A           Index exit entry point

Figure 73. Index Exit PARMS DSECT
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IDMS DLI Transparency JCL
This section presents all of the JCL required for the following:

• Syntax Generator JCL
• IPSB Compiler JCL
• Run-time Interface JCL
• Load Utility JCL
• IPSB Decompiler JCL

NOTE
z/VSE JCL is presented using UPSI. z/VSE users can optionallyuse a SYSCTL statement or utilize a SYSIDMS
parameter at runtime. In some cases, having SYSIDMS parameters in inline JCL (SYSIPT) may produce
undesirable results due to application parameter usage. In such cases, SYSIDMS should be implemented as a
DATASET. Otherwise, SYSIDMS parameters should be placed before the DL/I SYSIPT parameter information.
For more information on all SYSIDMS parameters, see Using Common Facilities.

Syntax Generator JCL

Contents

Assemble a PSB

The JCL to assemble a PSB for use when generating IPSB source statements is shown below:

PSB (z/OS)

//JOB

//ASM  EXEC PGM=ASMA90

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIB DD DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJSRC,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1 DD DSN=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=disk,SPACE=(1700,(600,100))

//SYSUT2 DD DSN=&&SYSUT2,UNIT=disk,SPACE=(1700,(300,50))

//SYSUT3 DD DSN=&&SYSUT3,UNIT=disk,SPACE=(1700,(30,50))

//SYSPUNCH  DD DUMMY

//SYSGO  DD DSN=&&OBJSET,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(80,(200,50)),

    DISP=(MOD,PASS)

//SYSIN  DD  *

Insert PSB source code here.

/*

//SYSIN  DD  *

//LINK   EXEC PGM=HEWL

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSUT1 DD DSN=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=disk,SPACE=(1024,(50,20))

//SYSLMOD   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=user.loadlib(psbname) 

//SYSLIN DD DSN=&&OBJSET,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//       DD  DDNAME=SYSIN

//

yourHLQ.CAGJSRC data set name of the IDMS/DB source library

disk symbolic device type for a disk file
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psbname member name of the PSB

user.loadlib data set name of the load library that is to contain the resulting
assembled PSB

PSB (z/VSE)

// JOB

// LIBDEF *, SEARCH=idms.library

// LIBDEF *, CATALOG=user.library

// OPTION CATAL

   PHASE psbname,*

// EXEC  ASSEMBLY

insert PSB source code here

/*

// EXEC  LNKEDT

idms.library name of the IDMS/DB source library

user.library name of the library that is to contain the resulting assembled PSB

psbname name of the PSB source statements

Assemble DBDs

The JCL to assemble DBDs for use when generating IPSB source statements is shown below:

DBD (z/OS)

//JOB

//ASM       EXEC  PGM=ASMA90

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIB    DD DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJMAC,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1    DD DSN=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=disk,SPACE=(1700,(600,100))

//SYSUT2    DD DSN=&&SYSUT2,UNIT=disk,SPACE=(1700,(300,50))

//SYSUT3    DD DSN=&&SYSUT3,UNIT=disk,SPACE=(1700,(30,50))

//SYSPUNCH  DD DUMMY

//SYSGO     DD DSN=&&OBJSET,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(80,(200,50)),DISP=(MOD,PASS)

//SYSIN     DD  *

DBD source code 

/*

//LINK      EXEC  PGM=HEWL

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSUT1 DD DSN=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=disk,SPACE=(1024,(50,20))

//SYSLMOD   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=user.loadlib(dbdname) 

//SYSLIN DD DSN=&&OBJSET,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//

yourHLQ.CAGJMAC data set name of the IDMS/DB macro library

dbdname member name of the DBD

disk symbolic device type for a disk file
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user.loadlib data set name of the load library that is to contain the resulting
assembled DBD

DBD (z/VSE)

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=idms.library'

// LIBDEF *,CATALOG=user.library

// OPTION CATAL

   PHASE dbdname,*

// EXEC  ASSEMBLY

insert DBD source code here 

/*

// EXEC  LNKEDT

idms.library name of the IDMS/DB source library

user.library name of the library that is to contain the resulting assembled DBD

dbdname name of the DBD source statements

Execute the Syntax Generator

The JCL to execute the syntax generator is shown below:

SYNTAX GENERATOR (z/OS)

//JOB

//IPSBGEN   EXEC  PGM=IDMSDLPG

//STEPLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.loadlib 

//       DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.loadlib 

//SYSLST DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSPCH DD DSN=user.syntax,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,5),

    DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=4000,RECFM=FB)

//SYSIPT DD  *

compiler-directive statements

generator statements 

/*

idms.loadlib data set name of the IDMS/DB load library

user.loadlib data set name of the load library that contains the assembled PSB
and DBDs

user.syntax data set name for the file that is to contain the resulting source
statements

SYNTAX GENERATOR (z/VSE)

// JOB

// DLBL IDMSPCH,'idms.user.syntax'

// EXTENT SYS016,nnnnnn

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=user.library
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// EXEC IDMSDLPG

compiler-directive statements

generator statements 

/*

/&

idms.user.syntax name of the source library that is to contain the generated
SCHEMA, SUBSCHEMA, DMCL or ISPSB source statements

nnnnnn volume serial identifier

user.library name of the library that contains the assembled DBDs/PSBs

IPSB Compiler JCL

The JCL necessary to execute the IPSB compiler to assemble and link edit the output is shown below:

IPSB COMPILER (z/OS)

//DLMG  EXEC  PGM=IDMSDLMG

//STEPLIB DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST DD  SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=133

//SYSPCH DD  DSN=&&SYSPCH,UNIT=disk,SPACE=(4000,(100,50))

//              DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=4000),DISP=(NEW,PASS)

//SYSIPT DD  *

ipsb input statements

/*

//ASM  EXEC  PGM=ASMA90

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIB DD  DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJMAC,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(2,2))

//SYSUT2 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(2,2))

//SYSUT3 DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(2,2))

//SYSPUNCH DD DSN=&&IPSB,UNIT=disk,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//    SPACE=(80,(400,40))

//SYSIN  DD  DSN=&&SYSPCH,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//LINK      EXEC  PGM=HEWL

//SYSPRINT      SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIN DD  DSN=&&IPSB,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYSUT1 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(trk,(20,5))

//SYSLMOD DD  DSN=idms.loadlib(ipsb),DISP=SHR

idms.loadlib data set name of the IDMS/DB load library containing the
subschema description and IDMSDLMG

cyl,(2,2) space to be allocated in bytes per cylinders
disk symbolic device type for the disk file
&&IPSB temporary data set containing the output from the assembly step
yourHLQ.CAGJMAC data set name of the macro library
&&SYSPCH temporary data set containing the output from IPSB compiler

(IDMSDLMG)
trk,(20,5) space to be allocated in bytes per tracks
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4000,(100,50) space to be allocated in bytes per blocks
80,(400,40) space to be allocated in bytes per blocks

IPSB COMPILER (z/VSE)

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=idms.library

// LIBDEF *,CATALOG=ipsb.library

// DLBL IJSYSPH,'===.compiler.output',0

// EXTENT SYSPCH,nnnnnn,1,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN SYSPCH,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// EXEC IDMSDLMG

insert IPSB source statements here

/*

CLOSE SYSPCH,PUNCH

/*

// DLBL  IJSYSIN,'===.compiler.output',0

// EXTENT SYSIPT,nnnnnn,1,,ssss,llll

   ASSGN  SYSIPT,DISK,PERM,VOL=TECHD1,SHR

// OPTION DECK,NOEDECK,LIST,NORLD,NOXREF

// EXEC  ASSEMBLY

/*

CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

CLOSE SYSPCH,OOD

/*

DLBL IJSYSIN,'===.assembler.output',0:

// EXTENT SYSIPT,nnnnnn,1,,ssss,llll

   ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// OPTION CATAL

   PHASE ipsbname,*

   INCLUDE

// EXEC LNKEDT

/*

   CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

/*

idms.library name of the library
ipsb.library name of the library that is to contain the compiled IPSB modules
ijsysin file name of the input file to the linkage editor
ijsyspch file name of the output file
llll number of tracks required for the disk file
nnnnnn volume serial number of the disk unit
ssss relative starting track of the disk file
sysipt logical-unit assignment of the input file to the linkage editor
syspch logical-unit assignment of the output file
ipsbname name of the IPSB runtime module

The JCL necessary to execute the IDMS DLI Transparency program definition table compiler (IDMSDLTG) and to
assemble and link edit the DLPDTAB output is shown below:
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PROGRAM DEFINITION TABLE COMPILER (z/OS)

//DLTG  EXEC  PGM=IDMSDLTG

//STEPLIB DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST DD  SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=133

//SYSPCH DD  DSN=&&SYSPCH,UNIT=disk,SPACE=(4000,(100,50))

//              DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=4000),DISP=(NEW,PASS)

//SYSIPT DD  *

pdt input statements

/*

//ASM  EXEC  PGM=ASMA90

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIB DD  DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJMAC,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(2,2))

//SYSUT2 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(2,2))

//SYSUT3 DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(2,2))

//SYSPUNCH DD DSN=&&PDTB,UNIT=disk,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//    SPACE=(80,(400,40))

//SYSIN  DD  DSN=&&SYSPCH,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//LINK      EXEC  PGM=HEWL

//SYSPRINT      SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIN DD  DSN=&&PDTB,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYSUT1 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(trk,(20,5))

//SYSLMOD DD  DSN=idms.loadlib(DLPDTAB),DISP=SHR

idms.loadlib data set name of the IDMS/DB load library containing the
subschema description and IDMSDLTG

cyl,(2,2) space to be allocated in bytes per cylinders
disk symbolic device type for the disk file
&&PDTB temporary data set containing the output from the assembly step
yourHLQ.CAGJMAC data set name of the macro library
&&SYSPCH temporary data set containing the output from program definition

table compiler (IDMSDLTG)
trk,(20,5) space to be allocated in bytes per tracks
4000,(100,50) space to be allocated in bytes per blocks
80,(400,40) space to be allocated in bytes per blocks
DLPDTAB required link edit module name in the SYSLMOD statement.

PROGRAM DEFINITION TABLE COMPILER (z/VSE)

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=idms.library

// LIBDEF *,CATALOG=pdtb.library

// DLBL IJSYSPH,'===.compiler.output',0

// EXTENT SYSPCH,nnnnnn,1,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN SYSPCH,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// EXEC IDMSDLTG

insert PDT  source statements here

/*
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CLOSE SYSPCH,PUNCH

/*

// DLBL  IJSYSIN,'===.compiler.output',0

// EXTENT SYSIPT,nnnnnn,1,,ssss,llll

   ASSGN  SYSIPT,DISK,PERM,VOL=TECHD1,SHR

// OPTION DECK,NOEDECK,LIST,NORLD,NOXREF

// EXEC  ASSEMBLY

/*

CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

CLOSE SYSPCH,OOD

/*

DLBL IJSYSIN,'===.assembler.output',0:

// EXTENT SYSIPT,nnnnnn,1,,ssss,llll

   ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// OPTION CATAL

   PHASE pdtbname,*

   INCLUDE

// EXEC LNKEDT

/*

   CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

/*

idms.library name of the library
pdtb.library name of the library that is to contain the compiled PDT modules
ijsysin file name of the input file to the linkage editor
ijsyspch file name of the output file
llll number of tracks required for the disk file
nnnnnn volume serial number of the disk unit
ssss relative starting track of the disk file
sysipt logical-unit assignment of the input file to the linkage editor
syspch logical-unit assignment of the output file
pdtbname name of the PDT runtime module (DLPDTAB)

Run-Time Interface JCL

 

Link Edit Batch Call-Level DL/I Applications

To link edit the DL/I application program with the language application program with the language interface/ interface, the
JCL for z/OS and for z/VSE is provided below:

IDMSDLLI (LINK EDIT) (z/OS)

//LINK   EXEC  PGM=HEWL

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//IDMSLIB  DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIB  DD  DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(trk,(20,5))

//SYSLMOD  DD  DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR
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//SYSLIN  DD  *

INCLUDE IDMSLIB(IDMSDLLI)

INCLUDE SYSLIB(userpgm)

ENTRY DLITCBL     (or appropriate entry point name) 

NAME userpgm(R)

/*

//

idms.loadlib data set name of the IDMS object library

trk,(20,5) space to be allocated in bytes per track

user.loadlib data set name of the load library that is to contain the resulting
linked user application program

userpgm name of the DL/I application program to be link edited to
IDMSDLLI

IDMSDLLI (LINK EDIT) (z/VSE)

//JOB

//LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library, user.library)

//LIBDEF *,CATALOG=user.library

//OPTION CATAL

  PHASE userpgm,*

  INCLUDE IDMSDLLI

  INCLUDE userpgm}

  ENTRY userpgm  }      Assembler programs

//EXEC  LNKEDT

/*

CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

/*

idms.library data set name of the IDMS DLI Transparency

user.library data set name of the library containing the DL/I application
program object

user.library name of the library that is to contain the resulting linked user's
application program

userpgm name of the DL/I application program in the user's object library

COBOL and PL/I Programs

COBOL and PL/I programs should add an INCLUDE statement and replace the ENTRY statement, as follows:

• COBOL:

INCLUDE IDMSDLBC

ENTRY CBLCALLA

• PL/I:

INCLUDE IDMSDLBP

ENTRY PLICALLB
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Link Edit Batch Command-Level DL/I (EXEC DLI) Applications

To link edit the DL/I application program using EXEC DLI commands with the language application program with the
language interface/ interface, the JCL for z/OS and for z/VSE is provided below:

IDMSDLHI (LINK EDIT) (z/OS)

 

//LINK   EXEC  PGM=HEWL

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//IDMSLIB  DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIB  DD  DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(trk,(20,5))

//SYSLMOD  DD  DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN  DD  *

INCLUDE IDMSLIB(IDMSDLHI)

INCLUDE SYSLIB(userpgm)

ENTRY DLITCBL     (or appropriate entry point name) 

NAME userpgm(R)

/*

//

  

idms.loadlib data set name of the IDMS object library

trk,(20,5) space to be allocated in bytes per track

user.loadlib data set name of the load library that is to contain the resulting
linked user application program

userpgm name of the DL/I application program to be link edited to
IDMSDLHI

IDMSDLHI (LINK EDIT) (z/VSE)

 

//JOB

//LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library, user.library)//LIBDEF *,CATALOG=user.library//OPTION CATAL PHASE userpgm,*
INCLUDE IDMSDLHI INCLUDE userpgm} ENTRY userpgm } Assembler programs//EXEC LNKEDT/*CLOSE
SYSIPT,SYSRDR/*

idms.library data set name of the IDMS DLI Transparency

user.library data set name of the library containing the DL/I application
program object

user.library name of the library that is to contain the resulting linked user's
application program

userpgm name of the DL/I application program in the user's object library
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Execute DL/I Batch Application Program

The JCL to execute a DL/I batch application program is shown below: batch application program is shown below:

Central Version

EXECUTE BATCH APPLICATION (z/OS)

//DLI  EXEC  PGM=IDMSDLRC,PARM='DLI,userprog,ipsb'

//STEPLIB DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//        DD  DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//sysctl  DD  DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST  DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS DD *

 

Put SYSIDMS parameters here 

 

DBNAME=database name or segment name 

DMCL=DMCL name if other than default of IDMSDMCL 

/*

//SYSIN  DD  *

any additional statements required to run DL/I application

program 

/*

NOTE
The user can specify either DLI or DB in the PARM parameter. If ipsb and userprog have the same names, ipsb
can be omitted. For more information on all SYSIDMS parameters, see the IDMS Common Facilities Section.

idms.loadlib data set name of the IDMS DLI Transparency load library

idms.sysctl data set name of the SYSCTL file

ipsb the name of the IPSB associated with the DL/I application program

sysctl ddname of the SYSCTL file

user.loadlib data set name of the load library containing the DL/I application
program

userprog the name of the DL/I application program

Local Mode

To execute the DL/I batch application program in local mode:

• Remove the SYSCTL statement.
• Replace the SYSCTL statement with the following:

//sysjrnl DD DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=(NEW,KEEP),UNIT=tape

//userdb  DD  DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

idms.tapejrnl data set name of the tape journal file

sysjrnl ddname of the tape journal file

tape symbolic device type for the tape journal file

userdb ddname of the user database
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user.userdb data set name of the user database

Central Version

EXECUTE BATCH APPLICATION (z/VSE)

NOTE
The following JCL is for use if IDMSDLRC includes IDMSDLPC in thelinkedit.

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library,user.library)

// OPTION LOG

// DLBL  SYSCTL,'idms.sysctl',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS000,nnnnnn

// ASSGN SYS000,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

// EXEC IDMSDLRC

sysidms parameter statements

/*

DLI,userprog,ipsbname

/*

 

additional JCL as required to run DL/I application program

NOTE
The user can specify either DLI or DB. The user can omit ipsb if it has the same name as userprog.

idms.library data set name of the IDMS DLI Transparency library

user.library name of the library that contains the user's application program

idms.sysctl name of the DL/I application program in the user's library

ipsbname name of the IPSB (Interface PSB) that is used by the application
program

nnnnnn volume serial number

userprog the name of the DL/I application program

NOTE
The following Run-Time interface JCL is for use if IDMSDLPC is not included in IDMSDLRC.

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library,user.library)

// OPTION LOG

// DLBL  SYSCTL,'idms.sysctl',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS000,nnnnnn

// ASSGN SYS000,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

// EXEC IDMSDLRC PARM='DLI,userprog,ipsbname'

sysidms parameter statements

/*

 

additional JCL as required to run DL/I application program
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NOTE
The user can specify either DLI or DB. The user can omit ipsb if it has the same name as userprog.

idms.library data set name of the IDMS DLI Transparency library

user.library name of the library that contains the user's application program

idms.sysctl name of the DL/I application program in the user's library

ipsbname name of the IPSB (Interface PSB) that is used by the application
program

nnnnnn volume serial number

userprog the name of the DL/I application program

Local Mode JCL

To execute the DL/I application program in local mode:

• Remove the UPSI statement.
• Insert the following after the ASSGN statement:

// TLBL  journal,'idms.tapejrnl'

// ASSGN sys009,X'ttt'

// DLBL  userdb,'user.userdb'

// EXTENT sys018,nnnnnn,1,ssss,llll

// ASSGN sys018,dddd,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

idms.tape.jrnl file-id of the tape journal

dddd device assignment for the disk file

journal filename of the tape journal

llll number of tracks required for the disk file

nnnnnn volume serial identifier of the appropriate disk volume

sys009 logical-unit assignment of the tape journal file

sys018 logical-unit assignment of the user database

ssss relative starting track of the disk file

ttt channel-unit assignment of the journal file

userdb filename of the user database

user.userdb file-id of the user database

Assemble IDMSDL1C For CICS Call-Level DL/I Usage (z/OS)

Use the following JCL to assemble IDMSDL1C:

IDMSDL1C (z/OS)

//      EXEC HLASMCL

//C.SYSLIB   DD DSN=cics.maclib,DISP=OLD

//                  DD DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJMAC,DISP=OLD

//C.SYSIN DD *

               COPY  #LREDS
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               COPY  #OPIDS

IDMSDL1C CWADISP=nn 

         END

/*

//L.SYSLMOD DD DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=OLD

//L.SYSIN DD *

ENTRY IDMSDL1C

MODE AMODE(31),RMODE(24)

NAME  IDMSDL1C(R)

//

yourHLQ.CAGJMAC Data set name of the IDMS macro library

cics.maclib Data set name of the CICS macro library

idmsdl1c Name of the IDMSDL1C module

idms.loadlib Data set name of the IDMS load library containing IDMS system
modules

Syntax

►►── IDMSDL1C CWADISP=cwa-intc-address-displacement ─────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

CWADISP=
Identifies the displacement within the CICS CWA of a fullword that holds the address of the IDMSINTC module.

cwa-intc-address-displacement
Specify the same value given to the CWADISP parameter of the CICSOPTS macro.

NOTE
When IDMSDL1C is link edited to the CICS DL/I application program, DFHEAI0 must be included in the linkage
editor input (if not already included). Also ensure that entry point DFHEI1 has been resolved in this application
link edit. For command-level programs entry point DFHEI1 is typically resolved in the language- dependent
command-level interface module already present in the link edit. IDMSDL1C requires that entry points DFHEI1
and DFHEAI0 be resolved for successful operation.

Assemble IDMSDL1V For CICS Call-Level DL/I Usage (z/VSE)

The JCL to assemble IDMSDL1V in a z/VSE environment is shown below:

IDMSDL1V (z/VSE)

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library, cics.library)

// OPTION CATAL,DECK

// EXEC ASSEMBLY

         COPY  #LREDS

         COPY  #OPIDS

         END

/*
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NOTE
IDMSDL1V and the IDMS macros and copy books must be accessible from the assigned source-statement
library.

cics.library data set name of the IBM-supplied CICS library

idms.library data set name of the IDMS DLI Transparency library

nn CWADISP specifications corresponding to the IDMSINTC
CWADISP

Syntax

►►── IDMSDL1V CWADISP=cwa-intc-address-displacement ─────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

CWADISP=
Identifies the displacement within the CICS CWA of a fullword that holds the address of the IDMSINTC module.

cwa-intc-address-displacement
Specify the same value given to the CWADISP parameter of the CICSOPTS macro.

 

Assemble Language Interfaces For Command-Level DL/I (EXEC DLI) Usage

Use the following JCL to assembe the language interfaces:

IDMSDLHC/IDMSDLHP /IDMSDLHA (z/OS)

 

//ASM   EXEC PGM=ASMA90

//SYSLIB DD DSN=cics.maclib,DISP=SHR

//       DD DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJMAC,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(2,2))

//SYSUT2 DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(2,2))

//SYSUT3 DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(cyl,(2,2))

//SYSPUNCH DD DSN=&&syspch,UNIT=disk,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//       SPACE=(80,(400,40))

//SYSIN  DD *

         IDMSDLHC CWADISP=nn      ß for COBOL applications, use this line only

         IDMSDLHP CWADISP=nn      ß for PL/I applications, use this line only

         IDMSDLHA CWADISP=nn      ß for ASM applications, use this line only

         END

/*

//LINK   EXEC PGM=HEWL

//SYSLMOD DD DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN DD DSN=&&syspch,UNIT=disk,DISP=(OLD,DELETE),

 ENTRY IDMSDLXX                   ß change to the particular interface used

 MODE AMODE(31),RMODE(ANY)

 NAME  IDMSDLXX(R)                ß change to the particular interface used
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//

yourHLQ.CAGJMAC Data set name of the IDMS macro library

cics.maclib Data set name of the CICS macro library

idmsdlxx:
IDMSDLHC
IDMSDLHP
IDMSDLHA

Name of the COBOL interface module
Name of the PL/I interface module
Name of the Assembler interface module

idms.loadlib Data set name of the IDMS load library containing IDMS system
modules

The JCL to assemble in a z/VSE environment is shown below:

IDMSDLCV/IDMSDLPV/IDMSDLAV (z/VSE)

 

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library)

// OPTION CATAL,DECK

// EXEC ASSEMBLY

         IDMSDLCV CWADISP=nn        ß for COBOL applications, use this line only

         IDMSDLPV CWADISP=nn        ß for PL/I applications, use this line only   

         IDMSDLAV CWADISP=nn        ß for ASM applications, use this line only 

         END

/*

NOTE
The IDMS macros and copy books must be accessible from the assigned source-statement library. Only one
of the interfaces listed above should be assembled at a time. Each interface is specific to a programming
language.

idms.library data set name of the IDMS DLI Transparency library

nn CWADISP specifications corresponding to the IDMSINTC
CWADISP

Parameters

CWADISP=
Identifies the displacement within the CICS CWA of a fullword that holds the address of the IDMSINTC module.

 

Load Utility JCL

Contents

Preload CALC Processing (Step 1)

The JCL to perform CALC processing and preload sorting on the unloaded DL/I data is shown below:

Preload CALC Processing (Step 1, Part 1) (z/OS)
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//CALC  EXEC PGM=IDMSDLRC,PARM='CALC,IDMSDLLD,ipsbname'

//STEPLIB DD DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//        DD DSN=ipsb.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSLST DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYS001 DD DSN=unloaded.dli.data,DISP=OLD

//SYS002 DD DSN=unsorted.dli.calc.data,

//    UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(NEW,KEEP)

//

//

idms.loadlib data set name of the IDMS DLI Transparency load library

ipsb.loadlib data set name of the IPSB load library

ipsbname name of the IPSB load module

unloaded.dli.data data set name of the unloaded DL/I data

unsorted.dli.calc.data data set name of the unsorted DL/I CALC data

PreLoad CALC Processing (Step 1, Part 1) (z/VSE)

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library,user.library)

// DLBL fileid,'idms.database',,DA

// EXTENT SYS018,nnnnnn

// ASSGN SYS018,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// TLBL  SYS001,'unloaded.dli.data'

// ASSGN SYS001,nnn

// TLBL  SYS002,'unsorted.dli.data'

// ASSGN SYS002,nnn

// EXEC IDMSDLRC

sysidms parameter statements

/*

CALC,IDMSDLLD,ipsbname

/*

DMCL=dmclname

/*

idms.library data set name of the IDMS DLI Transparency library

user.library name of the load library that contains the IPSB and
SUBSCEHEMA modules.

fileid DCML database file assignment

idms.database name of the IDMS database file

nnnnnn volume serial number of the disk unit

unloaded.dli.data name of the tape data set that contains the HD UNLOAD DLI data

unsorted.dli.data name of the tape data set that contains the CALC DLI data output

nnn cuu address of the tape unit
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ibsbname name of the LOAD IPSB (Interface PSB with processing options of
'LOAD')

dmclname name of the IDMS DMCL module

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library,user.library)

// DLBL fileid,'idms.database',,DA

// EXTENT SYS018,nnnnnn

// ASSGN SYS018,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// TLBL  SYS001,'unloaded.dli.data'

// ASSGN SYS001,nnn

// TLBL  SYS002,'unsorted.dli.data'

// ASSGN SYS002,nnn

// EXEC  IDMSDLRC,PARM='CALC,IDMSDLLD,ipsbname'

sysidms parameter statements

/*

DMCL=dmclname

/*

idms.library data set name of the IDMS DLI Transparency library

user.library name of the load library that contains the IPSB and
SUBSCEHEMA modules.

fileid DCML database file assignment

idms.database name of the IDMS database file

nnnnnn volume serial number of the disk unit

unloaded.dli.data name of the tape data set that contains the HD UNLOAD DLI data

unsorted.dli.data name of the tape data set that contains the CALC DLI data output

nnn cuu address of the tape unit

ibsbname name of the LOAD IPSB (Interface PSB with processing options of
'LOAD')

dmclname name of the IDMS DMCL module

PreLoad CALC Sort (Step 1, Part 2) (z/OS)

//SORT  EXEC  SORT

//SORTIN DD DSN=unsorted.calc.dli.data,DISP=OLD,UNIT=TAPE

//SORTOUT DD DSN=sorted.calc.dli.data,DISP=OLD,UNIT=TAPE

//SORTWK01 DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(n),,CONTIG)

//SORTWKO2 DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(n),,CONTIG)

//SORTWK03 DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(n),,CONTIG)

//SYSIN  DD *

SORT  FIELDS=(20,4,BI,D,24,4,BI,A)

/*
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//

n number of cylinders for space allocation

sorted.calc.dli.data data set name of the sorted DL/I CALC data

unsorted.calc.dli.data data set name of the unloaded DL/I CALC data (from Step 1, Part
1)

NOTE
This step requires that you use your own sort/merge facility.

PreLoad CALC Sort (Step1, Part 2) (z/VSE)

// TLB  SORTIN1,'unsorted.dli.data',,SD

// ASSGN SYS001,nnn

// TLBL SORTOUT,'sorted.dli.data',,SD

// ASSGN SYS002,nnn

// DLBL SORTWK1,'work.file1',,SD

// EXTENT SYS003,nnnnnn,1,0,ssss,llll

// ASSGN SYS003,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL SORTWK2,'workfile2',,SD

// EXTENT SYS004,1,0,ssss,llll

// ASSGN SYS004,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL SORTWK3,'work.file3',,SD

// EXTENT SYS005,ERES00,1,0,ssss,llll

// ASSGN SYS005,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// EXEC SORT

   SORT FIELDS=(20,4,BI,D,24,4,BI,A),FILES=1,WORK=3

   RECORD TYPE=V

   INPFIL BLKSIZE=8000

   OUTFIL BLKSIZE=8000

/*

//

unsorted.dli.data data set name of the file created by the CALC processing step

sorted.dli.data data set name of the sorted workfile produced by this sort step

nnn cuu address of the tape unit

nnnnnn volume serial number of the disk unit

work.file1 file id of the 1st SORT work file

work.file2 file id of the 2nd SORT work file

work.file3 file id of the 3rd SORT work file

logical.workfile name of the data set that will receive data concerning logical
relationships

ssss starting track in disk extent

llll number of tracks required for the disk file

Database Load (Step 2)

The JCL to load the DL/I data in the IDMS/DB database is shown below:
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Central Version

Database Load (Step 2) (z/OS)

//LOAD  EXEC PGM=IDMSDLRC,PARM='LOAD,IDMSDLLD,ipsbname'

//STEPLIB DD DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//        DD DSN=ipsb.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//sysctl DD DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSLST DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=A

//SYS001 DD DSN=unloaded.dli.data,

//    UNIT=TAPE,VOL=SER=nnnnnn,DISP=OLD

//SYS003 DD DSN=step2.workfile,

//              UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(NEW,KEEP),

//    DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=288,BLKSIZE=5760)

//

idms.loadlib data set name of the IDMS DLI Transparency load library

ipsb.loadlib data set name of the IPSB load library

idms.sysctl data set name of the SYSCTL file

ipsbname name of the IPSB load module

nnnnnn volume serial identifier for the tape/disk volume

step2.workfile logical workfile output by the load

sysctl ddname of the SYSCTL file

unloaded.dli.data data set name of the unloaded DL/I data

Local Mode

To execute the load process in local mode, remove the SYSCTL statement and replace with the following:

//dictdb DD DSN=idms.dictdb 

//sysjrnl DD DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=(NEW,KEEP),UNIT=tape

//userdb DD DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

idms.dictdb data set name of the data dictionary

idms.tapejrnl data set name of the tape journal file

dictdb ddname of the data dictionary

sysjrnl ddname of the tape journal file

tape symbolic device type for the tape journal file

user.userdb data set name of the user database

userdb ddname of the user database

Central Version

Database Load (Step 2) (z/VSE)
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NOTE
Use this Load utility JCL if the IDMSDLPC is included in the IDMSDLRC linkedit.

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library,user.library)

// DLBL fileid,'idms.database',,DA

// EXTENT SYS018,nnnnnn

// ASSGN SYS018,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// TLBL SYS001,'sorted.dli.data'

// ASSGN SYS001,nnn

// TLBL  SYS003,'logical.workfile'

// ASSGN SYS003,nnn

// EXEC  IDMSDLRC

sysidms parameter statements

/*

LOAD,IDMSDLLD,ipsbname

/*

/DMCL=ipsbname

/*

idms.library data set name of the DLI Transparency library

user.library name of the library that contains the IPSB and SUBSCHEMA
modules

fileid DMCL database file assignment

idms.database name of the IDMS database file

nnnnnn volume serial number of the disk unit

sorted.dli.data name of the tape data set that contains the sorted CALC DLI data

logical.workfile name of the data set that will receive data concerning logical
relationships

nnn cuu address of the tape unit

ipsbname name of the LOAD IPSB (Interface PSB with processing options of
'LOAD')

dmclname name of IDMS DMCL module

NOTE
This LOAD utility JCL is for use if IDMSDLPC is not included in IDMSDLRC.

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library,user.library)

// DLBL fileid,'idms.database',,DA

// EXTENT SYS018,nnnnnn

// ASSGN SYS018,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// TLBL SYS001,'sorted.dli.data'

// ASSGN SYS001,nnn

// TLBL  SYS003,'logical.workfile'

// ASSGN SYS003,nnn

// EXEC IDMSDLRC,PARM='LOAD,IDMSDLLD,ipsbname

sysidms parameter statements
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/*

LOAD,IDMSDLLD,ipsbname

/*

/DMCL=dmclname

/*

idms.library data set name of the DLI Transparency library

user.library name of the library that contains the IPSB and SUBSCHEMA
modules

fileid DMCL database file assignment

idms.database name of the IDMS database file

nnnnnn volume serial number of the disk unit

sorted.dli.data name of the tape data set that contains the sorted CALC DLI data

logical.workfile name of the data set that will receive data concerning logical
relationships

nnn cuu address of the tape unit

ipsbname name of the LOAD IPSB (Interface PSB with processing options of
'LOAD')

dmclname name of IDMS DMCL module

Local Mode JCL

To execute the load process in local mode, remove the UPSI statement and insert the following after the ASSGN
statement:

// DLBL  dictdb,'idms.dictdb'

// EXTENT sys015,nnnnnn,1,,SSSS,LLLL

// ASSGN sys015,dddd,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// TLBL  journal,'idms.tapejrnl'

// ASSGN SYS009,X'ttt'

// DLBL  userdb,'user.userdb',,DA

// EXTENT sys018,nnnnnn,1,,SSSS,LLLL

// ASSGN sys018,dddd,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

idms.dictdb file-id of the data dictionary

idms.tapejrnl data set name of the tape journal file

dddd device assignment for the disk file

dictdb filename of the data dictionary

journal filename of the tape journal

nnnnnn volume serial number

sys018 logical-unit assignment of the user database

sys015 logical-unit assignment of the data dictionary

ttt channel-unit assignment of the journal file

user.userdb file-id of the user database

userdb name of the user database
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Workfile Sort/Merge (Step 3)

The JCL to merge/sort the logical workfiles produced by the load step is shown below:

Workfile Sort/Merge (Step 3) (z/OS)

// SORT  EXEC  SORT

//SORTIN DD DSN=step2.workfile,DISP=OLD,UNIT=TAPE

//SORTOUT DD DSN=step3.workfile,DISP=OLD,UNIT=TAPE

//SORTWK01 DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(n),,CONTIG)

//SORTWK02 DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(n),,CONTIG)

//SORTWK03 DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(n),,CONTIG)

//SYSIN  DD *

SORT  FIELDS=(25,5,BI,A)

/*

//

n number of cylinders for space allocation

step2.workfile the workfile output from Step 2

step3.workfile the sorted workfile output by this step

NOTE
This step requires that you use your own sort/merge facility.

Workfile Sort/Merge (Step 3) (z/VSE)

// TLBL  SORTIN1,'logical.workfile'

// ASSGN  SYS001,nnn

// TLBL  SORTOUT,'sorted.workfile'

// ASSGN  SYS002,nnn

// DLBL  SORTWK1,'work.file1'

// EXTENT  SYS003,1,0,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS003,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  SORTWK2,'work.file2'

// EXTENT  SYS004,1,0,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS004,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  SORTWK3,'work.file3'

// EXTENT  SYS005,ERES00,1,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS005,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// EXEC SORT

   SORT FIELDS=(25,5,BI,A),FILES=1,WORK=3

   RECORD TYPE=F,LENGTH=288

   INPFIL BLKSIZE=32544

   OUTFIL BLKSIZE=32544

/*

logical.workfile data set name of the logical workfile produced by LOAD
processing

sorted.workfile data set name of the sorted workfile produced by this SORT set

nnn cuu address of the tape unit
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nnnnnn volume serial number of the disk unit

work.file1 file-id of the first SORT work file

work.file2 file id of the second SORT work file

work.file3 file id of the third SORT work file

ssss starting track in disk extent

llll number of tracks in disk extent

Prefix (Concatenated Key) Resolution (Step 4)

The JCL to resolve the prefixes (concatenated keys) for the logical records in the workfile from Step 3 is shown below:

Prefix (Concatenated Key) Resolution (Step 4) (z/OS)

//PFXR  EXEC   PGM=IDMSDLRC,PARM='PFXR,IDMSDLLD,ipsbname'

//STEPLIB DD DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//        DD DSN=ipsb.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSLST DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYS004 DD DSN=step3.workfile,DISP=OLD,UNIT=TAPE

//SYS003 DD DSN=step4.workfile.DISP=OLD,UNIT=TAPE

//

idms.loadlib data set name of the IDMS DLI Transparency load library

ipsb.loadlib data set name of the IPSB load library

ipsbname name of the IPSB load module

step3.workfile sorted output from Step 3

step4.workfile the workfile output by this step

Prefix (Concatenated Key) Resolution (Step 4) (z/VSE)

NOTE
For use if IDMSDLPC is included in the IDMSDLRC linkedit.

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library,user.library)

// TLBL SYS004,'sorted.workfile'

// ASSGN SYS004,nnn

// TLBL SYS003,'hierarchic.workfile'

// ASSGN SYS003,nnn

// EXEC  IDMSDLRC

sysidms parameter statements

PFXR,IDMSDLLD,ipsbname

/*

idms.library data set name of the IDMS DLI Transparency library

user.library name of the library that contains the IPSB and SUBSCHEMA
modules
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sorted.workfile name of the tape data set that contains the output of the previous
step's SORT

hierarchic.workfile name of the tape data set that contains the output of this step's
SORT

nnn cuu address of the tape unit

ipsbname name of the LOAD IPSB (Interface PSB with processing options of
'LOAD' )

NOTE
For use if IDMSDLRC does not include IDMSDLPC in the linkedit.

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library,user.library)

// TLBL SYS004,'sorted.workfile'

// ASSGN SYS004,nnn

// TLBL SYS003,'hierarchic.workfile'

// ASSGN SYS003,nnn

// EXEC IDMSDLRC,PARM='PFXR,IDMSDLLD,ipsbname

sysidms parameter statements

/*

idms.library data set name of the IDMS DLI Transparency library

user.library name of the library that contains the IPSB and SUBSCHEMA
modules

sorted.workfile name of the tape data set that contains the output of the previous
step's SORT

hierarchic.workfile name of the tape data set that contains the output of this step's
SORT

nnn cuu address of the tape unit

ipsbname name of the LOAD IPSB (Interface PSB with processing options of
'LOAD' )

Workfile Hierarchical Sort (Step 5)

The JCL to hierarchically sort the workfile from Step 4 is shown below:

Workfile Hierarchical Sort (Step 5) (z/OS)

//SORT  EXEC  SORT

//SORTIN DD DSN=step4.workfile,DISP=OLD,UNIT=TAPE

//SORTOUT DD DSN=step5.workfile,DISP=OLD,UNIT=TAPE

//SORTWK01 DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1),,CONTIG)

//SORTWKO2 DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1),,CONTIG)

//SORTWK03 DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1),,CONTIG)

//SYSIN  DD *

SORT  FIELDS=(17,8,BI,A)

/*

//
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NOTE
This step requires that you use your own sort/merge facility.

step4.workfile the workfile output from Step 4

step5.workfile hierarchically sorted workfile output by this step

Workfile Hierarchical Sort (Step 5) (z/VSE)

// TLBL SORTIN1,'hierarchic.workfile',,SD

// ASSGN  SYS001,nnn

// TLBL  SORTOUT,'final.workfile',,SD

// ASSGN  SYS002,nnn

// DLBL  SORTWK1,'work.file1',,SD

// EXTENT  SYS003,1,0,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS003,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  SORTWK2,'work.file2',,SD

// EXTENT  SYS004,1,0,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS004,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL  SORTWK3,'work.file3'

// EXTENT  SYS005,ERES00,1,0,ssss,llll

// ASSGN  SYS005,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// EXEC SORT

   SORT FIELDS=(17,8,BI,A),FILES=1,WORK=3

   RECORD TYPE=F,LENGTH=288

   INPFIL BLKSIZE=32544

   OUTFIL BLKSIZE=32544

/*

hierarchic.workfile data set name of the output from the PFXR step

final.workfile data set name of the sorted workfile produced by this SORT step

nnn cuu address of the tape unit

nnnnnn volume serial number of the disk unit

work.file1 file id of the third SORT work file

work.file2 file id of the second SORT work file

work.file3 file id of the third SORT work file

ssss starting track in disk extent

llll number of tracks in disk extent

Prefix Update (Step 6)

The JCL to update the logical child database records with the resolved prefixes is shown below. This step uses the
hierarchically sorted workfile from Step 5.

Central Version

Prefix Update (Step 6) (z/OS)

//PFXU  EXEC PGM=IDMSDLRC,PARM='PFXU,IDMSDLLD,ipsbname'

//STEPLIB DD DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR
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//   DD DSN=ipsb.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//sysctl DD DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSLST DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYS004 DD DSN=step5.workfile,DISP=OLD,UNIT=TAPE

//

idms.loadlib data set name of the IDMS DLI Transparency load library

idms.sysctl data set name of the SYSCTL file

ipsb.loadlib data set name of the IPSB load library

ipsbname name of the IPSB load module

step5.workfile hierarchically sorted workfile from step 5

sysctl ddname of the SYSCTL file

Local Mode JCL

To execute the prefix update process in local mode, remove the SYSCTL statement and replace with the following:

//dictdb DD DSN=idms.dictdb 

//sysjrnlDD DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=(NEW,KEEP),UNIT=tape

//userdb DD DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

idms.dictdb data set name of the data dictionary

idms.tapejrnl data set name of the tape journal file

dictdb ddname of the data dictionary

sysjrnl ddname of the tape journal file

tape symbolic device type for the tape journal file

user.userdb data set name of the user database

userdb ddname of the user database

Central Version

Prefix Update (Step 6) (z/VSE)

NOTE
Use the following LOAD utility if IDMSDLPC is included in the IDMSDLRC linkedit.

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library,user.library)

// DLBL fileid,'idms.database',,DA

// EXTENT SYS018,nnnnnn

// ASSGN SYS018,DISK,VOL,=nnnnnn,SHR

// TLBL  SYS004,'final.workfile'

// ASSGN SYS004,nnn

// EXEC  IDMSDLRC

system parameter statements

/*
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PFXU,IDMSDLLD,ipsbname

/*

/&

idms.library data set name of the IDMS DLI Transparency library

user.library name of the library that contains the IPSB and SUBSCHEMA
modules

fileid DMCL database file assignment

idms.database name of the IDMS database file

nnnnnn volume serial number of the disk unit

final.workfile name of the tape dataset that contains the previous step's sorted
output

ipsbname name of the LOAD IPSB (Interface PSB with processing options of
'LOAD')

NOTE
The following LOAD utility JCL is for use if IDMSDLPC is not included in the IDMSDLRC linkedit.

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library,user.library)

// DLBL fileid,'idms.database',,DA

// EXTENT SYS018,nnnnnn

// ASSGN SYS018,DISK,VOL,=nnnnnn,SHR

// TLBL  SYS004,'final.workfile'

// ASSGN SYS004,nnn

// EXEC IDMSDLRC,PARM='PFXU.IDMSDLLD,ipsbname

system parameter statements

/*

/&

idms.library data set name of the IDMS DLI Transparency library

user.library name of the library that contains the IPSB and SUBSCHEMA
modules

fileid DMCL database file assignment

idms.database name of the IDMS database file

nnnnnn volume serial number of the disk unit

final.workfile name of the tape dataset that contains the previous step's sorted
output

ipsbname name of the LOAD IPSB (Interface PSB with processing options of
'LOAD')

Local Mode JCL

To execute the prefix update process in local mode, remove the UPSI statement and insert the following after the ASSGN
statement:

// DLBL  dictdb,'idms.dictdb'
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// EXTENT sys015,nnnnnn,1,,SSSS,LLLL

// ASSGN sys015,dddd,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// TLBL  journal,idms.tapejrnl'

// ASSGN SYS009,X'ttt'

// DLBL  userdb,'user.userdb',,DA

// EXTENT sys018,nnnnnn,1,,SSSS,LLLL

// ASSGN sys018,dddd,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

idms.dictdb file-id of the data dictionary

idms.tapejrnl data set name of the tape journal file

dddd device assignment for the disk file

dictdb filename of the data dictionary

journal filename of the tape journal

nnnnnn volume serial number

sys015 logical-unit assignment of the data dictionary

sys018 logical-unit assignment of the user database

ttt channel-unit assignment of the journal file

user.userdb file-id of the user database

userdb filename of the user database

IPSB Decompiler JCL

The JCL necessary to execute the IPSB decompiler is shown below:

IPSB Decompiler (z/OS)

//DECOMPIL EXEC PGM=IDMSDLID

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSLST   DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSPCH   DD  DSN=ipsb.source.library(ipsbname),DISP=OLD

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSIPT   DD  *

IPSB=ipsb-load-module-name

/*

//

idms.loadlib data set name of the IDMS DLI Transparency load library
ipsb.loadlib data set name of the IPSB load library
ipsb.source.library data set name of the IPSB source library
IPSB=ipsb-load-module-name identifies the IPSB (required)

IPSB Decompiler (z/VSE)

// JOB

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.library,ipsb.library)
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// DLBL ijsyspch 'ipsb.source'

// EXTENT syspch,nnnnnn,1,0,ssss,llll

// ASSGN syspch,x,'ddd'

// ASSGN syslst,x'00E'

// EXEC IDMSDLID

sysidms parameter statements

/*

IPSB=ipsbname

/&

idms.library data set name of the IDMS DLI Transparency library
ipsb.library name of the library that contains the IPSB load modules
ipsb.source data set name of the IPSB source statements
ijsyspch filename of the output file
nnnnnn volume serial number of the disk unit
syspch logical unit assignment of the output file
ddd device assignment of the disk file
llll number of tracks required for the disk file
ssss relative starting track of the disk file
ipbsname identifies the IPSB for decompiliation

IDMS DLI Transparency IPSB Decompiler
IDMS DLI Transparency includes an IPSB decompiler that creates IDMS DLI Transparency IPSB source statements from
IDMS DLI Transparency IPSB load modules. This section describes how to use the IPSB decompiler.

Follow these steps when using the IPSB decompiler:

1. Identify all IPSB load modules for decompilation.
2. Allocate a direct access data set to receive the newly created IPSB source.
3. Create appropriate JCL for IPSB decompilation (as described in IDMS DLI Transparency JCL).
4. Run the IPSB decompiler once for each IPSB load module to be decompiled.
5. Review SYSLST messages for each decompilation run to be sure the job was successful.

NOTE
Although the IPSB compiler requires the subschema load module, the decompiler does not.

IPSB Decompiler Run-Time Operations

IPSB Decompiler Functions

The IPSB decompiler performs the following functions:

• Reads SYSIPT for IPSB-directive control statement
• Accesses the IPSB named in the control statement
• Validates the identity of the IPSB
• Writes representative IPSB source statements to SYSPCH
• Writes informative messages to SYSLST

The following diagram shows the Decompilation process:
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IPSB Decompiler Run-Time Considerations

To execute the decompiler:

• The IPSB load module to be decompiled must be available through use of a STEPLIB JCL statement.
• The utility control statement (IPSB-directive) must be supplied for input using a SYSIPT JCL statement.
• If the IPSB source statements are to be reviewed, the SYSPCH JCL statement should be directed to an output device.
• If the IPSB source statements are to be used for recompilation, The SYSPCH JCL statement should be directed to a

direct access library suitable for containing IPSB source statements.
• The SYSLST JCL statement should be directed to an output device. Check the messages issued by the decompiler

for errors. Correct the errors and rerun until there are no errors. Note that return codes are not used. The SYSLST
messages are the indicators of the actual results of the process.
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For more information on file usage with the decompiler, see IDMS DLI Transparency JCL.

Total Transparency
IDMS Total Transparency is a product that helps users of the Total Database Management System convert to an IDMS/DB
database environment. Through the transparency, Total users can:

• Convert an existing Total database to an IDMS/DB database
• Run existing Total application programs against the new IDMS/DB database

IDMS Total Transparency as a Conversion Tool

To convert a Total database to an IDMS/DB database, the transparency does the following:

• Translates Total data definition language (DDL) into the logical DDL needed for an IDMS/DB database
• Loads the unloaded Total database to an IDMS/DB database

IDMS Total Transparency as a Runtime Tool

To enable Total application programs to run against the IDMS/DB database, the transparency provides a runtime interface.
This interface replaces all Total software and performs the following functions:

• Simulates the Total database processing environment to satisfy database requests issued by Total applications.
• Converts Total data manipulation language (DML) calls into IDMS DML calls.
• Represents IDMS/DB data structures as Total data structures.
• Accepts Total database requests from both batch and CICS programs. CICS programs must issue command level

requests.

Components of the IDMS Total Transparency
The major components of IDMS Total Transparency are as follows:

The Generator ETOTMAIN

The generator (ETOTMAIN) is a transparency program that does the following:

• Translates Total DDL into IDMS/DB DDL (schema and subschema descriptions)
• Generates a customized load module (ETOTLOAD)
• Generates a customized table (ETOTTBL) that defines the database to the runtime interface

The following table describes input to the generator.

Input Description

Total DDL Defines the entire Total database being converted

Control statements that you prepare Supply information on the IDMS/DB database being created

Loader (ETOTLOAD) skeleton containing source COBOL
statements

Reads unloaded Total data and loads the IDMS/DB database

Runtime control table (ETOTTBL) skeleton Creates source Assembler statements that provide interface
information on the Total database referenced by Total application
programs

Equivalent Total and IDMS/DB Data Structures
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The following diagrams are of a sample Total database and the corresponding IDMS/DB database. Note that the
CUSTOMER and CUSTOMER-ORDER IDMS/DB records correspond to the Total master file CUST and the CUOR
variable file. Synonyms are provided to take advantage of the longer names permitted under IDMS/DB.
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The Loader ETOTLOAD

The loader (ETOTLOAD) is a customized COBOL source module output by the generator. The loader contains code to
read data unloaded from the Total database and to load the corresponding IDMS/DB database.

The Runtime Control Table ETOTTBL

The runtime control table (ETOTTBL) is a customized assembler source module output by the generator. Using Total DDL
and user-supplied control statements, the generator copies arrays into the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION of ETOTTBL.
These arrays describe Total files and their equivalent IDMS/DB record types and set relationships.

At runtime, ETOTTBL replaces the Total DBMOD and provides the runtime interface with the control information
necessary to:

• Construct the Total records and relationships expected by the Total application program
• Reconstruct IDMS/DB records to be stored in the IDMS/DB database

The Runtime Interface

The runtime interface translates Total database calls and passes the translated calls to IDMS/DB.

Operation How it works

Translate Total calls The object module ETOTTRAN translates calls. ETOTTRAN can
be link edited to the Total application. If it is not link edited, it will
be loaded at runtime. You might want to link ETOTTRAN with
batch programs, but dynamically load ETOTTRAN when you use
online CICS applications.

Pass translated calls to IDMS/DB Total batch applications
Total batch applications use the object module ETOTBINT.
ETOTBINT is link edited with the Total application and IDMS/DB
to access the IDMS/DB database. The runtime control table is
loaded by ETOTBINT at runtime.
Total CICS applications
Total CICS applications use the macro ETOTCINT to pass calls
to program IDMSINTC. IDMSINTC, in turn, passes the calls to
IDMS/DB. ETOTCINT must be assembled before runtime. The
assembled ETOTCINT is link edited with the Total application.
ETOTTRAN is link edited as part of the IDMSINTC load module.

The runtime interface uses the generated subschema to access the IDMS/DB database. This subschema provides access
to all elements, record types, set types, and areas defined in the generated schema.

The Mixed Page Group Binds Allowed feature may not be used with IDMS Total Transparency.

IDMS Total Transparency

Total Relationships

A Total file definition includes not only descriptions of user data but also descriptions of any one-to-many relationships that
exist with other files. This is reflected in the presence of linkpath fields and the designation of files as either master files or
variable files.

For more information, see Conversion of Total Data Structures to IDMS/DB
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Linkpath Fields are Defined

To associate a master file with a variable file, linkpath fields are defined. A linkpath field in a master record points to the
first and last of a chain of related records in a variable file. A linkpath field in a variable record points to the next and prior
variable record in the chain. Total maintains the one-to-many relationship as part of the data in the record.

IDMS/DB Relationships

While the relationships among IDMS/DB record types are similar in concept to those among Total files, these relationships
are defined and maintained differently. Under IDMS/DB, a one-to-many relationship between two or more record types is
expressed by a set structure. A set structure is defined and maintained apart from the record definitions.

Set is Defined for Each Relationship

For each relationship between two or more IDMS/DB record types, a set is defined. One record type is designated as
the owner of the set and the other record type(s) is designated as the member. A given set occurrence consists of one
occurrence of the owner record type and any number of occurrences of the member record type(s).

Owner and Members are Linked by Pointers

The owner and members of a set are linked by the pointers maintained in the record prefixes. The record prefix always
contains a pointer linking the record to the next record in the set, and can contain pointers linking the record to the prior,
last, and/or owner record in the set.

Conversion of Total Data Structures to IDMS/DB

To convert a Total database to IDMS/DB, the transparency converts Total data structures into IDMS/DB data structures.
This section provides information on the IDMS/DB equivalents of Total data structures.

Total Files Relate to IDMS/DB Record Types

An IDMS/DB record type represents a collection of similar record occurrences. Record types are defined to IDMS/DB by
schema record descriptions.

Total Data Items Relate to IDMS/DB Elements

IDMS/DB elements are the individual units of user data that make up a record. Elements and their characteristics are
defined in schema record descriptions.

Total Master File Control Keys Relate to IDMS/DB CALC Keys

An IDMS/DB CALC key is an element designated as the value within a record used to determine the location of the record
in a database area.

The transparency assigns a location mode of CALC to all records derived from Total master files. The transparency
assigns a location mode of VIA to all records derived from Total variable files, with the exception of records in coded
variable files for which the primary linkpath is not included in the base portion of the file. Records included in these coded
variable files are assigned a location mode of DIRECT.

Total Linkpath Fields Relate to IDMS/DB Pointers

An IDMS/DB pointer links the owner and member records of an IDMS/DB set. Note that IDMS/DB pointers, unlike Total
linkpath fields, are maintained in a record's prefix rather than in the record itself. The transparency uses Total linkpath field
information to establish the necessary pointers in the record prefix for each record. The transparency does not retain Total
linkpath fields in inverted records.
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Total Linkpaths Relate to IDMS/DB Sets

Identifies Existing Relationships

When converting a Total database to an IDMS/DB database, the transparency uses Total linkpath information to identify
each relationship that exists among given Total files. For each such relationship found in Total DDL, the transparency
defines a set in the generator-produced IDMS/DB schema and subschema.

Converting to a Set

When converting a linkpath to a set, the transparency does the following:

• Designates the Total master file as the owner record type
• Designates the associated Total variable file as the member record type
• Establishes appropriate pointers from the linkpath fields used to relate a master file to a variable file and to chain

records in a variable file

PRIOR Set Order is Assigned

The transparency assigns a set order of PRIOR to each IDMS/DB set established. It assigns a set membership option of
MANDATORY AUTOMATIC for the primary linkpath and a set membership option of MANDATORY MANUAL for all other
IDMS/DB member record types that it describes in the schema.

NOTE
For more information on the IDMS/DB set order and set membership options, see the IDMS Database
Administration Section.

Records in a Total variable file are stored via the IDMS/DB set established to correspond to the primary linkpath for that
file.

Implementing the Transparency

This section describes the following transparency phases:

Data Description Phase

In the data description phase, you do the following:

1. Select a Total database for conversion
2. Check that you have the appropriate Total DDL to describe the database selected
3. Prepare control statements; these control statements describe the logical IDMS/DB environment that results from

database conversion
4. Prepare IDMS DDL statements that describe the physical IDMS/DB environment

For more information on the data description phase, see Phase: Data Description.

Database Conversion Phase

Database Conversion Programs

You input the Total DDL and control statements in the the database conversion phase.
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In the database conversion phase, you convert your Total database to an IDMS/DB database using the programs listed in
the following table.

Program Input Ouput

Generator (ETOTMAIN) User-prepared control statements
Total DDL
Skeletons for the loader (ETOTLOAD)
Runtime control table (ETOTTBL) modules

Source DDL for the schema and
subschema
Customized load module
Customized runtime control table module

IDMS/DB schema compiler (IDMSCHEM) Schema DDL produced by the
transparency generator

Compiled schema descriptions entered in
the dictionary (IDD)

IDMS Command Facility (IDMSBCF) Physical DDL statements that define
segments, a database name table, and the
DMCL
Note: For more information on physical
DDL syntax, see the IDMS Database
Administration Section. For more
information on using IDMSBCF to submit
physical DDL statements, see the IDMS
Common Facilities Section.

Compiled DMCL descriptions entered in
thecatalog (DDLCAT) area of the system
dictionary
DMCL load module
Database name table load module

IDMS/DB subschema compiler
(IDMSUBSC)

Subschema DDL produced by the
generator

Compiled subschema descriptions entered
in thedictionary (IDD)
Subschema load module

IDMS Command Facility (IDMSBCF) FORMAT utility statement; use the names
of the files included in the DMCL load
module
Note: For more information on the
FORMAT syntax, see the IDMS Utilities
Section. For more information on using
IDMSBCF to submit FORMAT, see the
IDMS Common Facilities Section.

Formatted IDMS/DB database

Total unload utility (CSITULOD) Parameters and data in the Total database Unloaded data

Customized loader (ETOTLOAD) Unloaded data Data in the IDMS/DB database

When you finish the conversion phase, the IDMS/DB database is available for processing. You are ready for the final
transparency phase, runtime operations.

Illustration of the Database Conversion Phase

The following figure illustrates the database conversion phase.
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For more information on the database conversion phase, see Database Conversion Phase.

Runtime Operations Phase

In the runtime operations phase, you relink your Total and CICS applications to run against the new IDMS/DB database.

Runtime operations include the following:

• Developing and running native IDMS/DB application programs (refer to the appropriate IDMS/DB documents)
• Running Total and CICS application programs by using the runtime interface

Illustration of the Runtime Operations Phase

The following figure illustrates the runtime operations phase.
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For more information on the runtime operations phase, see Runtime Operations Phase.

 

Operating Environments Supported

The transparency option runs in the IBM z/OS and z/VSE operating environments. Batch and CICS operations are
supported.

The standard IDMS interface requires a z/OS or z/VSE operating system at a version level that is supported by IBM.

CICS transactions which utilize the Total transparency option should not be defined as threadsafe.

Support for Total

This section provides information on Total features supported/not supported under the IDMS TOTAL Transparency.

Total Features Supported

The transparency supports most Total DML statements that access and update the database. Almost all Total DML
statements supported by the transparency translate directly to corresponding IDMS DML statements. The Total DML
statements described in the following table are translated to IDMS, but with some variations in function. The variations are
explained in the table.

NOTE
Total DML recovery and logging functions are not converted to IDMS/DB. IDMS/DB provides recovery utilities
and journaling options that adequately replace these Total DML functions.

For this Total DML statement IDMS TOTAL Transparency does the following:

CNTRL (purge) Ignores the command

COMIT Issues a COMMIT ALL
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ENDLG Issues a COMMIT

FREEX Issues a COMMIT ALL

QMARK Issues a COMMIT

QUIET Issues a COMMIT

SINON and OPENX Issues A BIND RUN UNIT statement
Issues BIND statements for all IDMS/DB record typesdescribed in
the subschema
Issues a READY statement for all IDMS/DB database areas
included in the subschema
After the runtime system processes a Total SINON or OPENX
command, it will not reissue the IDMS/DB BIND/READY
sequence.
When a SINON command is issued, the runtime interface
performs the following actions:
Saves the name of the requesting task for use with a subsequent
OPENX command
Loads the runtime control table (ETOTTBL) using the table name
referenced by the DBMOD parameter of the SINON statement

CLOSX and SINOF Issues a FINISH statement
FINISH releases all database areas (and therefore all database
records) from program control. If a SINOF command is preceded
by a CLOSX command, the runtime interface does not issue a
FINISH in response to the SINOF command.

RQLOC (batch) Accepts a key value from the Total application and returns
a suitable DBKEY value. Note that for RQLOC, the module
IDMSCALC is required. If IDMSCALC is not link edited to
ETOTBINT, it is loaded the first time the RQLOC function is
invoked.

Total Features Not Supported

The transparency's runtime interface does not support Total DML functions that are inappropriate in an IDMS/DB
database environment. Information about unsupported functions is provided in the following table.

Unsupported Total DML statement or function More information

ENDTO
MARK1
RQLOC (CICS)
RSTAT
WRITD

These statements are related to recovery and logging. The
runtime system returns an error for all of these statements. You
can alter programs containing these statements in either of the
following ways:
Check for the error status (FUNC)
Remove the statement
Additionally, the logging options parameter of the SINON
command and the **REST** parameter in Total DML commands
are supported for retrieval only. When updating the database,
these parameters are ignored.
The **REST** parameter can be used in Total retrieval DML to
indicate that the entire physical record (as defined in the DBMOD)
is to be used, rather than just an element list of the record.
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SKIP option of Total RDNXT and FINDX SKIP option of Total RDNXT and FINDX (for skipping unused
records)

Some OPENX options OPENX options that allow the user to ready Total files residing in
the same area in different usage modes. The IDMS/DB database
is readied for processing at the area level and each area can
contain multiple record types. All IDMS/DB record types within a
given area are accessed in the same usage mode. This approach
differs from that of the Total Database Management System,
which readies the database at the file level. Since each Total file
contains records of only one type, each Total record type can be
accessed in a different usage mode.

Some ADDV statements ADDV statements issued for a coded variable record for which
a record code and coded linkpath field were not defined in Total
DDL. To override this restriction, you must modify the Total DDL
used to generate the runtime control table prior to submitting the
Total DDL to the transparency generator (see Step 2 -- Prepare
Total DDL Statements).
Do the following to define the coded variable file as a standard
variable file:
1. Delete the Total DDL statement that defines the overlay element
for the coded file
2. Define as a group item the data item designated as the overlay
element for the coded file; the group item replacing the overlay
element should reference all data items following the deleted
statement

Phase: Data Description
The data description phase of transparency implementation is a planning and preparatory phase. It involves the following
four steps:

Generator Input

Later, during the database conversion phase, the statements you've prepared, the skeleton loader module (ETOTLOAD),
and the skeleton runtime control table (ETOTTBL) are input to the generator. The generator uses this information to
produce IDMS/DB schema and subschema descriptions and to produce both a customized loader and a customized
runtime control table.

Step 1 -- Select a Total Database

To convert to an IDMS/DB environment, you must convert several databases. For the first conversion, it is recommended
that you choose a small database (or, if necessary, a subset of a larger one) as a pilot project. This will allow you to gain
experience, knowledge, and confidence for the full conversion.

Step 2 -- Prepare Total DDL Statements

After you select the Total database you want to convert, make sure you have all of the relevant Total DDL in a file. This file
is part of the input to the generator.

If you are converting an entire database, you may already have the input file you need. If you are working with part of a
database, however, you must prepare the input file appropriate to your conversion.

Comments in the Total DDL
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If column 1 of a Total DDL input statement is blank, the generator considers the statement to be a comment and ignores it.
This allows you to retain all of the original source DDL while selectively disabling some of the statements.

Limits on the Total DDL

At installation, the generator is set up to handle Total DDL input for up to 300 files, 5900 elements, 500 linkpaths, and 500
record codes. These limits are usually adequate for initial use of the transparency. If your DDL file exceeds these limits,
see Increasing Generator Input Limits for information on increasing the limits.

Step 3 -- Prepare the Physical IDMS/DB Database

In this step you prepare physical IDMS/DB DDL statements. These statements describe the physical component of the
IDMS/DB database. The physical component includes:

Segments
-- collections of files and areas

Database name table
-- names of databases and segments

Device-media control language (DMCL)
-- buffers, journals, identification of a database name table, identification of segments for inclusion in the
database, file overrides, and area overrides.

Note: For more information on the syntax for IDMS/DB physical DDL statements, see the IDMS Database Administration
Section. For information on the IDMS Command Facility which you use to submit physical DDL statements, see the IDMS
Common Facilities Section.

Step 4 -- Prepare the Logical IDMS/DB Database

In this step you prepare generator control statements. These statements describe the logical component of the IDMS/DB
database (the schema and subschema).

Detailed information for each generator control statement is presented in the next section.

The control statements and the Total DDL statements you prepared in step 2 are used to:

• Produce a complete schema description that reflects the Total database
• Produce complete subschema descriptions that reflect the Total database
• Build the loader module (ETOTLOAD); ETOTLOAD contains the information necessary to establish correspondence

between the structure of the unloaded Total database and that of the IDMS/DB database
• Build a runtime control table (ETOTTBL); ETOTTBL replaces the Total DBMOD; ETOTTBL contains information that

associates database requests in Total programs with the appropriate IDMS/DB data descriptions and relationships.

Note: After you code the control statements you can move on to the next transparency phase (see Database Conversion
Phase).

Steps of the Data Description Phase

Generator Control Statements

This section provides a table summarizing the generator control statements and a detailed description of each statement,
including syntax and parameter descriptions.
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Summary of Statements

The following table describes each generator control statement and specifies whether it is required or optional.

Statement Type Function

SYNONYMS Optional Assigns synonyms to Total element and file
names. If this statement is not input, the
generator assigns existing Total names to
the corresponding IDMS/DB elements and
records in the schema. To simplify the pilot
project, we recommend that you not use
synonyms.

AREA Optional Assigns Total files to user-specified IDMS/
DB areas. If this statement is not included,
the IDMS/DB record types that correspond
to Total files will all be contained in the first
area named in the SCHEMA statement.

SCHEMA Required Provides the generator with the SCHEMA,
FILE, and AREA components of the IDMS/
DB schema description.

SUBSCHEMA Required Provides the generator with the subschema
description. The SUBSCHEMA statement
allows you to name the subschema and
to include informational entries in the
subschema.

USAGE-MODE Optional Specifies IDMS/DB ready options for
database areas that the runtime interface
accesses in a usage mode other than
shared update.

LOAD Optional Specifies whether the unloaded Total
data contains master file control keys
and linkpath information, and specifies
the logical record length of the unloaded
Total data if it is other than 120 bytes. You
need to include this statement only if the
unloaded Total data will contain master file
control keys and linkpath information, or if
the logical record length of the unloaded
Total data is other than 120 bytes.

Limits on Control Statements

Installation limits set on generator control statements are as follows:

• 2000 16-byte synonyms (files, records, sets)
• 1000 32-byte synonyms (elements)
• 2000 usage mode statements
• 500 schema/subschema statements

NOTE
For more information on increasing the limit on schema and subschema statements (up to 5000), see Increasing
Generator Input Limits.
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SYNONYMS Statement

The SYNONYMS statement allows you to take advantage of the longer element, record, and set names permitted under
IDMS/DB.

Assigns Existing Total Name

When the transparency generates schema and subschema descriptions, it assigns the existing Total name to the
corresponding IDMS/DB name. The Total file name is assigned to the IDMS/DB record type. The Total data item name is
assigned to the IDMS/DB element.

Size Limits

The following are the size limits that apply to Total and IDMS/DB names:

• A Total file name allows 4 characters; the corresponding IDMS/DB record type name allows 16 characters
• A Total data item name allows 8 characters; the corresponding IDMS/DB element name allows 32 characters

With the SYNONYMS statement, you can override the transparency's assignment of Total element and file names to
IDMS/DB elements and records.

You can also use the SYNONYMS statement to override the set names that the transparency assigns to IDMS/DB sets
established to represent relationships between Total master and variable files. The transparency derives IDMS/DB set
names from the applicable Total master file, linkpath, and variable file names.

Example of the Transparency Assigning a Set Name

The following example shows how an IDMS/DB set name is derived from Total master file, linkpath, and variable file
names.

Master file is CUST                CUST

+

Linkpath is CO                       CO

+

Variable file is CUOR            + CUOR

                            ___________

CA IDMS/DB set name   =    CUST-CO-CUOR

Syntax

►►── SYNONYMS ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─total-element-name────┬────────────────────────────┬─┬─ idms-name ──┴──►◄

     │                       └─┬─ IN ─┬─ total-file-name ─┘ │

     │                         └─ OF ─┘                     │

     ├─ total-file-name ────────────────────────────────────┤

     └─ transparency-assigned-set-name ─────────────────────┘

Parameters

SYNONYMS
Required keyword; must occupy a line by itself and begin in column 1.

total-element-name/total-file-name/transparency-assigned-set-name
Specifies the Total element or file name or the transparency-derived set name for which a synonym is to be used;
this clause must begin in column 8.
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total-element-name
8-character element name specified in the input Total DDL.

total-file-name
4-character file name specified in the input Total DDL.

transparency-assigned-set-name
Set name derived by IDMS TOTAL Transparency for a set established to correspond to a Total master file/variable
file relationship.

IN/OF total-file-name
Identifies the Total file for which total-element-name is defined in the Total DDL. This parameter must be specified
if total-element-name is not unique to a given Total file (that is, if total-element-name exists for more than one file
defined in the Total DDL) or if total-element-name does not begin with the 4-character name of the file for which it
is defined.

idms-name
Specifies the IDMS/DB name to be used in place of the name supplied by the generator. IDMS/DB element
names must be from 1 to 32 characters long, and IDMS/DB record and set names must be from 1 to 16
characters long.

Example

The following is an example of the SYNONYMS control statement.

SYNONYMS

       CUST              CUSTOMER

       CUSTCTRL          CUSTOMER-KEY

       CUOR              CUSTOMER-ORDER

       ORNU-CO-CUOR      CUST-TO-ORDER

       SAMENAME OF DARE  SAME-NAME-OF-DARE

AREA Statement

The AREA statement allows you to specify the IDMS/DB database area(s) to which IDMS/DB records replacing Total files
are assigned.

When generating schema record descriptions, the generator assigns each record type to the first area identified in the
SCHEMA statement. The AREA statement permits you to override this default by naming specific Total files and the
database areas to which corresponding IDMS/DB records are assigned.

Syntax

The following is the syntax for the AREA statement. You must specify the keyword AREA in column 1, idms-area-name in
column 8, and total-file-name in column 12. The keyword and each variable must occupy an entire line.

►►── AREA ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

                     ┌───────────────────┐

 ►── idms-area-name ─▼─ total-file-name ─┴────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

AREA
Required keyword; must occupy a line by itself and begin in column 1.
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idms-area-name
Specifies the name of an IDMS/DB database area to which IDMS/DB records corresponding to subsequently
named Total files are assigned. Idms-area-name must be from 1 to 16 characters long, must occupy a line by
itself, and must begin in column 8. Additionally, idms-area-name must be followed by at least one Total file name
and must be named in the SCHEMA statement.

total-file-name
Specifies the name of a Total file. All occurrences of the IDMS/DB record type that correspond to this Total file
are assigned to the database area indicated by idms-area-name. Total-file-name must be the name of a Total file
defined in the input Total DDL. Total-file-name can be repeated as required, however each entry must occupy a
line by itself, and must begin in column 12.

Example

The following is an example of the AREA control statement.

AREA

       CUSTOMER-REGION

           CUST

           REMA

           CUOR

           ACRE

           INVE

           DARE

           ORNU

SCHEMA Statement

The generator SCHEMA statement describes the schema, files, and areas for IDMS/DB. This information is used to
generate the IDMS/DB DDL SCHEMA, FILE, and AREA statements.

NOTE
For more information on IDMS logical DDL, see the IDMS Database Administration Section.

Composed of Substatements

The generator SCHEMA statement is composed of these substatements:

• SCHEMA -- Names the schema and allows informational entries
• AREA -- Names IDMS/DB database areas and maps them into the named database files. To describe all areas in the

IDMS/DB database, you can add as many areas as you need in AREA substatements.

Using the information included in the SCHEMA statement and (if provided) in the SYNONYMS and AREA statements the
generator produces an IDMS/DB schema description that reflects the definition of the Total database defined in the input
Total DDL. The schema that is produced includes complete definitions of the IDMS/DB record types that correspond to the
Total files and describes the IDMS/DB sets that correspond to relationships among Total files.

The generator automatically generates the schema RECORD DESCRIPTION and SET DESCRIPTION components,
converting Total file definitions to IDMS/DB record descriptions and Total master file-variable file relationships to IDMS/DB
set descriptions. Any entries in the SYNONYMS control statement are applied to the appropriate record, element, and set
descriptions. Any entries in the AREA statement are applied to the appropriate record descriptions.

Syntax

The following is the syntax for the SCHEMA statement. You must specify the keyword SCHEMA in column 1. All other
clauses must begin between columns 8 and 11.
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►►── SCHEMA ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►── SCHema name is schema-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──┬───────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

    └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─────┬─┘

                   └─ NEXt ─┬─ HIGhest ─┬─┘

                            └─ LOWest ──┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─┬─ PREPared ─┬─ by user-id ──┘

      └─ REVised ──┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

    └─ schema DEScription is description-text ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────┬─ . ───────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ MEMO DATe is mm/dd/yy ─┘

 ►── ADD AREa name is idms-area-name . ───────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

SCHEMA
Required keyword; must occupy a line by itself and begin in column 1.

SCHEMA NAME IS schema-name
Specifies the name of the schema produced by the generator. Schema-name must be a 1- to 8-character value.
The first character must be #, $, @, or A through Z. The remaining characters can be #, $, @, A through Z, 0
through 9, or the hyphen (except as the last character or following another hyphen).

VERSION
Qualifies the schema with a version number. Version numbers must fall within the range 1 through 9999, whether
specified explicitly or specified in relation to existing versions.

version-number
Specifies an explicit version number and must be an unsigned integer in the range 1 through 9999.

NEXT HIGHEST
Specifies the highest version number assigned to schema-name plus one. For example, if versions 3, 5, and 8 of
schema ETOTSCHM exist in the dictionary, the following statement would result in version 9 of ETOTSCHM being
added to the dictionary:
SCHEMA NAME IS ETOTSCHM VERSION IS NEXT HIGHEST.

NOTE
If NEXT is specified without HIGHEST or LOWEST, the schema compiler assumes NEXT HIGHEST.

NEXT LOWEST
Specifies the lowest version number assigned to schema-name minus one. For example, if versions 3, 5, and 8 of
schema ETOTSCHM exist in the dictionary, the following statement would result in version 2 of ETOTSCHM being
added to the dictionary:
SCHEMA NAME IS ETOTSCHM VERSION IS NEXT LOWEST.

NOTE
If NEXT is specified without HIGHEST or LOWEST, the schema compiler assumes NEXT HIGHEST.
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PREPARED/REVISED BY user-name
Identifies the schema author. User-name can be any 1- to 32-character value. If the value includes spaces or
delimiters, it must be enclosed in quotation marks. PREPARED/REVISED BY is informational only.

SCHEMA DESCRIPTION IS description-text
Specifies remarks concerning the schema. Description-text is a 1- to 40-character alphanumeric value. If it
contains spaces or delimiters, it must be enclosed in quotation marks. SCHEMA DESCRIPTION is informational
only.

MEMO DATE IS mm/dd/yy
Specifies the date on which the schema was created. MEMO DATE is informational only.

ADD AREA NAME IS idms-area-name
Specifies the name of an IDMS/DB database area. Idms-area-name must be a 1- to 16-character value. The
characters can be #, $, @, A through Z, 0 through 9, or the hyphen (except as the first or last character or
following another hyphen). At least one alphabetic or international symbol (#, $, @) is required.
Idms-area-name must not be the same as the schema name or the name of any other component (including
synonyms) within the schema.
Idms-area-name is copied into DML programs and the DMCL, so do not use a keyword known to either the DMCL
or the DML compiler. For a list of these keywords, see the IDMS Database Administration Section.

Example

The following is an example of the SCHEMA control statement.

SCHEMA

       SCHEMA NAME IS ETOTSCHM VERSION IS 1

       MEMO DATE IS 10/19/91.

       ADD

       AREA NAME IS CUSTOMER-REGION.

SUBSCHEMA Statement

The SUBSCHEMA statement names the subschema, associates it with a schema, and permits informational entries. The
generator copies all area, record, and set descriptions included in the schema, providing access to the entire IDMS/DB
database as defined in the schema. The generator also appends VALIDATE and GENERATE statements to produce a
subschema load module. The subschema load module thus created is used by the runtime interface to satisfy database
requests issued from Total application programs.

Syntax

The following is the syntax for the SUBSCHEMA statement. All clauses must begin between columns 8 and 11, with the
exception of the OF SCHEMA NAME clause, which must be coded between columns 12 and 72.

►►── SUBSCHEMA ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►── SUBschema name is subschema-name ────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

    └─ of SCHema name is schema-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                                      └─ Version is ─┬─ version-number ─┬─┘

                                                     ├─ HIGhest ────────┤

                                                     └─ LOWest ─────────┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────┬─ . ──────────────────────────────────────►◄
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    └─┬─ PREpared ─┬─ by user-id ──┘

      └─ REVised ──┘

Parameters

SUBSCHEMA
Required keyword; must occupy a line by itself and begin in column 1.

SUBSCHEMA NAME IS subschema-name
Identifies the source description of the subschema to the data dictionary. Subschema-name must be a 1- to 8-
character value. The first character must be #, $, @, or A through Z. The remaining characters can be #, $, @,
A through Z, 0 through 9, or the hyphen (except as the last character or following another hyphen). Subschema-
name also becomes the CSECT name of the object subschema. If the object subschema subsequently is link
edited alone for dynamic loading, subschema-name must be the load library member name.

OF SCHEMA NAME schema-name
Associates the named subschema with the generator-created schema. Schema-name must be the name of the
schema identified in the SCHEMA statement.

VERSION version-number
Qualifies schema-name with a version number. Version-number must be an unsigned integer between 1 and
9999.

PREPARED/REVISED BY user-id
Identifies the user who is preparing the subschema. PREPARED/REVISED BY is informational only.

Example

The following is an example of the SUBSCHEMA control statement.

SUBSCHEMA

       SUBSCHEMA NAME IS ETOTSUBS OF SCHEMA ETOTSCHM.

USAGE-MODE Statement

Before performing database services for a given Total application program, the runtime interface readies each area
defined in the generated subschema in shared update usage mode. The optional USAGE-MODE statement allows you to
override the default usage mode for areas used by the Total task associated with the application program.

Syntax

Each clause of this statement (after the keyword USAGE-MODE) must occupy a line by itself and must begin in column 8.
Include as many clauses as needed.

►►── USAGE-MODE ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►──▼─┬─ total-task-name ─┬─┬─ idms-area-name ─┬─ usage-mode ─┴──────────────►◄

      └─ READY ───────────┘ └─ ALL ────────────┘

Expansion of usage-mode

►►──┬─DEFault◄────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─┬─────────────┬─┬─ RETrieval ─┬─┘

      ├─ SHAred ────┤ └─ UPDate ────┘
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      ├─ PROtected ─┤

      └─ EXCLUSive ─┘

Parameters

USAGE-MODE
Required keyword; must occupy a line by itself and begin in column 1.

total-task-name/READY
Identifies the Total tasks that access the named area in the specified usage mode.

total-task-name
Specifies the name of the Total task as it exists in the SINON command issued by the Total application program.
Total-task-name USAGE-MODE statements must precede any READY USAGE-MODE statements.

READY
Specifies that all Total tasks that do not match total-task-name are to be readied in the named usage mode.
Total-task-name USAGE-MODE statements must precede any READY USAGE-MODE statements.

idms-area-name/ALL
Identifies the IDMS/DB areas affected by each USAGE-MODE statement.

idms-area-name
Identifies the IDMS/DB database area known to the subschema used by the runtime interface.

ALL
Specifies that the runtime interface is to issue a READY ALL DML verb, indicating to IDMS/DB that all areas
are to be accessed in the specified usage mode. If you specify usage-mode (parameter explained hereafter) as
DEFAULT, all areas are readied in the usage mode specified in the IDMS/DB subschema.

usage-mode
Identifies a valid IDMS/DB usage mode.

DEFault
Specifies that all areas are to be readied in the usage mode specified in the IDMS/DB subschema.

NOTE
DEFAULT is valid only if ALL is specified; it is not used with idms-area-name.

SHAred
Allows other run units executing concurrently under the IDMS/DB central version (CV) either to ready the area
in shared update or shared retrieval mode (SHARED UPDATE), or to ready the area in shared update, shared
retrieval, protected update, or protected retrieval mode (SHARED RETRIEVAL).

PROtected
Prevents concurrent update of the area by run units executing under the same central version. Once a run unit
has readied an area with the PROTECTED option, no other run unit can ready that area in any UPDATE usage
mode until the first run unit releases it. A run unit cannot ready an area with the PROTECTED option if another
run unit has readied the area in UPDATE usage mode or with the EXCLUSIVE option.

EXCLUSive
Prevents concurrent use of the area by any other run unit executing under the IDMS/DB central version. Once
a run unit has readied an area with the EXCLUSIVE option, no other run unit can ready that area in any usage
mode until the first run unit releases it.

RETrieval
Opens the area for retrieval only and allows other concurrently executing run units to open the same area in any
usage mode other than one that is exclusive.

UPDate
Opens the area for both retrieval and update and allows other concurrently executing run units to open the same
area in any usage mode other than one that is exclusive or protected.
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Usage

Mutually-Exclusive Clauses

Do not use READY ALL and READY idms-area-name clauses in the same USAGE-MODE statement.

Do not use total-task-name ALL and total-task-name idms-area-name clauses in the same USAGE-MODE statement.

READY ALL SHARED UPDATE

The USAGE-MODE statement READY ALL SHARED UPDATE is the same as having no USAGE-MODE statements.

Bypassing DML READY Verbs

The USAGE-MODE statement READY ALL DEFAULT causes the runtime interface to bypass issuing any DML READY
verbs. The areas needed for processing will be readied as specified in the subschema.

Central Version Parameters

The SHARED, PROTECTED, and EXCLUSIVE options apply only to programs running under the IDMS/DB central
version.

Examples

Example 1

Suppose there are two tasks associated with an ETOTTBL and you wish to open the database areas associated with
each task in different usage modes. USERPRG1 uses IDMS-ADBEA1 and IDMS-ADBEA2; USERPRG2 uses IDMS-
ADBEA2 and IDMS-ADBEA3. Sample statements are listed as follows:

USAGE-MODE

       USERPRG1       CA-IDMS-ADBEA1   RETRIEVAL

       USERPRG1       CA-IDMS-ADBEA2   PROTECTED UPDATE

       USERPRG2       CA-IDMS-ADBEA3   EXCLUSIVE UPDATE

The areas for USERPRG1 are readied as specified in the USAGE-MODE table; for USERPRG2, IDMS-ADBEA3 is
readied as specified and IDMS-ADBEA2 defaults to SHARED UPDATE. All areas in the subschema not readied by
specific USAGE-MODE statements will be readied in SHARED UPDATE usage mode.

Example 2

Suppose you have many IDMS/DB areas in the subschema associated with an ETOTTBL. The task does not require
access to all of the areas, so only required areas are readied. Sample statements are listed as follows:

USAGE-MODE

       USERPRG1       CA-IDMS-ADBEA1   RETRIEVAL

       USERPRG1       CA-IDMS-ADBEA2   PROTECTED UPDATE

       USERPRG2       CA-IDMS-ADBEA2   SHARED UPDATE

       USERPRG2       CA-IDMS-ADBEA3   EXCLUSIVE UPDATE

       READY          ALL          DEFAULT

The results are the same as they are for example 1, except that any other areas in the IDMS/DB subschema will not be
readied. Any task other than USERPRG1 or USERPRG2 will have no DML READY verb generated. The last statement in
the example causes any other tasks to use the default ready mode as specified in the subschema.
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LOAD Statement

If the unloaded Total data contains master file control keys and linkpath fields, use the LOAD statement to tell the loader
so that these fields can be ignored when the corresponding IDMS/DB database is loaded. If master file control keys and
linkpath fields are not present, the LOAD statement is optional.

Unloaded Total data includes master file control keys and linkpath fields only if a means other than the CSITULOD utility is
used to unload the Total database.

Additionally, the LOAD statement includes a parameter to specify the logical record length of the unloaded Total data if
this value is other than 120 bytes.

Syntax

►►── LOAD ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──┬─ COMPACT ◄ ─┬─┬───────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

    └─ ALL ───────┘ └─ LRECL logical-record-length ─┘

Parameters

LOAD
Required keyword; must occupy a line by itself and begin in column 1.

COMPACT/ALL
Specifies whether the unloaded Total data is to contain master file control keys and linkpath fields. Begin this
clause in column 8.

COMPACT
Specifies that master records, standard variable records, and coded variable records unloaded from the Total
database contain the file name in the first four bytes of the record, followed immediately by all data items.
Linkpath fields are not present in an unloaded Total record, nor is the master file control key defined in Total DDL
for master files.
COMPACT is the default. It is informational only and specifies that the unloaded Total data will not contain these
fields.

ALL
Specifies that unloaded Total master records, standard variable records, and coded variable records contain the
information shown in the following table.
Use ALL if you are using the CSITULOD utility to unload the Total database (specify COMPACT in exceptional
cases only). If you use means other than CSITULOAD to unload the Total database, the contents of the unloaded
Total records must conform to one of the options provided by this clause.

Record(s) Contents

Master The first four bytes of each unloaded master record contain the
master file name, followed by four bytes containing the internal
reference point, followed by the master file control key, followed
by the contents of each linkpath field (eight bytes per linkpath)
defined for the master file, followed by all data items defined for
the record.

Standard variable The first four bytes of each unloaded standard variable record
contain the standard variable file name, followed by the contents
of the principal linkpath key for the associated master file, followed
by all data items defined for the record.
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Coded variable The first four bytes of each unloaded coded variable record
contain the coded variable file name, followed by two bytes
containing the record code, followed by the contents of the
principal linkpath key for the associated master file, followed by all
data items defined for the record.

LRECL logical-record-length
Indicates the largest logical record length of unloaded Total data if this length is other than 120 bytes. Do not
include LRECL if the logical record length is 120. You must specify the logical record length of the largest record if
you are using variable-length records. Begin this clause in column 8.

Example

The following is an example of the LOAD control statement.

LOAD

       ALL

Database Conversion Phase
The process for converting a Total database to an IDMS/DB database involves the following steps:

1. Generate the data definitions and load program using the transparency generator ETOTMAIN
2. Compile the generated schema, using the schema compiler IDMSCHEM; this stores the schema description in the

dictionary
3. Prepare the physical database description by:

a. Submitting physical DDL statements to the IDMS Command Facility (IDMSBCF)
b. Generating database name table and DMCL load modules
c. Punching the database name table and DMCL load modules using the PUNCH utility statement
d. Linking the resulting object modules to a load library

4. Prepare the subschema by:
a. Compiling the generated subschema using the subschema compiler IDMSUBSC
b. Punching the subschema load module
c. Linking the subschema to a load library

5. Initialize the IDMS/DB database using the FORMAT utility statement
6. Unload the Total database using CSITULOD
7. Load the IDMS/DB database using the customized transparency loader ETOTLOAD or a user-written load program

These conversion steps are discussed in this section.

For more information on z/OS JCL, see z/OS Job Control Language. For more information on z/VSE JCL, see z/VSE Job
Control Language.

Step 1 Transparency Generator (ETOTMAIN)

The first step in transparency conversion of a Total database to an IDMS/DB database is to execute the transparency
generator ETOTMAIN.

Input to ETOTMAIN

You provide the following input to ETOTMAIN, in this order:
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• Total DDL that defines the database being converted
• Control statements that describe the IDMS/DB database environment
• ETOTTBL skeleton
• ETOTLOAD skeleton

Output from ETOTMAIN

Output from ETOTMAIN includes:

• Schema source code
• Subschema source code
• Customized runtime control table
• Customized loader

For more information on messages issued by ETOTMAIN, see Generator Messages.

Examples of Input and Output

Input -- Total DDL

The following is an example of Total DDL statements input to the transparency generator (ETOTMAIN).

BEGIN-DATA-BASE-GENERATION:

DATA-BASE-NAME=CUORDABA      16:28:54 07/18/99   08/18/99

BEGIN-MASTER-DATA-SET:

DATA-SET-NAME=CUST

MASTER-DATA:

CUSTROOT=8

CUSTCTRL=6

CUSTLKCO=8

CUSTLKAR=8

CUSTLKRE=8

CUSTNAME=30

CUSTADDR=30

CUSTCIST=20

*FILLER*=5

SAMENAME=5

END-DATA:

LOGICAL-RECORD-LENGTH=128

END-MASTER-DATA-SET:

BEGIN-MASTER-DATA-SET:

DATA-SET-NAME=ORNU

MASTER-DATA:

ORNUROOT=8

ORNUCTRL=12

ORNULKCO=8

.00.ORNU0001=5

.00.ORNU0002=0

. .01.ORNU0003=2

. .01.ORNU0004=0

.   .02.ORNU0005=7

.   .02.ORNU0006=6

.     .03.ORNU0007=1
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.     .03.ORNU0008=5

.   .02.ORNU0009=0

.     .03.ORNU0010=2

.     .03.ORNU0011=4

END-DATA:

LOGICAL-RECORD-LENGTH=49

END-MASTER-DATA-SET:

BEGIN-MASTER-DATA-SET:

DATA-SET-NAME=DARE

MASTER-DATA:

DAREROOT=8

DARECTRL=4

DARELKDR=8

DARELKDS=8

DARELKDN=8

DARELKDG=8

SAMENAME=6

END-DATA:

LOGICAL-RECORD-LENGTH=50

END-MASTER-DATA-SET:

BEGIN-MASTER-DATA-SET:

DATA-SET-NAME=INVE

MASTER-DATA:

INVEROOT=8

INVECTRL=6

INVELKCO=8

INVELKRE=8

INVEITDE=30

INVEITCO=5

INVEITPR=5

INVEQTOH=4

INVEQTOO=4

END-DATA:

LOGICAL-RECORD-LENGTH=78

END-MASTER-DATA-SET:

BEGIN-VARIABLE-ENTRY-DATA-SET:

DATA-SET-NAME=CUOR

BASE-DATA:

CUORCODE=2

CUORORNU=12=ORNUCTRL

ORNULKCO=8

CUORLINU=2

CUORDATA=55

RECORD-CODE=HD

CUORDRDR=4=DARECTRL

DARELKDR=8

CUORDSDS=4=DARECTRL

DARELKDS=8

CUORCUST=6=CUSTCTRL

CUSTLKCO=8

CUORTOVA=5
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CUORTOIT=2

CUORTERM=10

RECORD-CODE=IT

CUORINVE=6=INVECTRL

INVELKCO=8

CUORQURE=4

CUORPRIC=5

CUORWEIG=4

RECORD-CODE=CM

CUORCOMM=55

RECORD-CODE=JG

CUORJGDR=4

DARELKDR=8=CUORJGDR

CUORJGDS=4

DARELKDS=8=CUORJGDS

END-DATA:

LOGICAL-RECORD-LENGTH=79

END-VARIABLE-ENTRY-DATA-SET:

BEGIN-VARIABLE-ENTRY-DATA-SET:

DATA-SET-NAME=ACRE

BASE-DATA:

ACRECODE=2

ACRECUST=6=CUSTCTRL

CUSTLKAR=8

ACRESENB=2

ACREDATA=45

RECORD-CODE=BL

ACREDNDN=4=DARECTRL

DARELKDN=8

ACREDGDG=4=DARECTRL

DARELKDG=8

ACREINNB=6

ACRENEAM=5

ACREGRAM=5

ACREAMPA=5

RECORD-CODE=CK

ACRECKNB=6

ACRENUMB=6

ACREAMOU=5

END-DATA:

LOGICAL-RECORD-LENGTH=63

END-VARIABLE-ENTRY-DATA-SET:

BEGIN-VARIABLE-ENTRY-DATA-SET:

DATA-SET-NAME=REMA

BASE-DATA:

REMACUST=6=CUSTCTRL

CUSTLKRE=8

REMAINVE=6=INVECTRL

INVELKRE=8

REMASENB=2

REMATEXT=78
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END-DATA:

LOGICAL-RECORD-LENGTH=108

END-VARIABLE-ENTRY-DATA-SET:

END-DATA-BASE-GENERATION:

Output -- Schema Source

The following is an example of schema source statements generated by the transparency generator, ETOTMAIN. This
output is based on the previous Total DDL example input.

 ADD

 SCHEMA NAME IS ETOTSCHM VERSION IS 1.

 ADD

 AREA NAME IS CUSTOMER-REGION.

 ADD RECORD NAME IS CUSTOMER

     RECORD ID IS 101

     LOCATION MODE IS CALC USING CUSTOMER-KEY

                                 DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED

                                 WITHIN AREA CUSTOMER-REGION.

     02  CUSTOMER-KEY                            PIC X(6).

     02  CUSTNAME                                PIC X(30).

     02  CUSTADDR                                PIC X(30).

     02  CUSTCIST                                PIC X(20).

     02  FILLER                                  PIC X(5).

     02  SAMENAME                                PIC X(5).

 ADD RECORD NAME IS ORNU

     RECORD ID IS 102

     LOCATION MODE IS CALC USING ORNUCTRL

                                 DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED

                                 WITHIN AREA CUSTOMER-REGION.

     02  ORNUCTRL                                PIC X(12).

     02  ORNU0001                                PIC X(5).

     02  ORNU0002.

         03  ORNU0003                            PIC X(2).

         03  ORNU0004.

             04  ORNU0005                        PIC X(7).

             04  ORNU0006.

                 05  ORNU0007                    PIC X(1).

                 05  ORNU0008                    PIC X(5).

             04  ORNU0009.

                 05  ORNU0010                    PIC X(2).

                 05  ORNU0011                    PIC X(4).

     02  FILLER                                  PIC X(2).

 ADD RECORD NAME IS DARE

     RECORD ID IS 103

     LOCATION MODE IS CALC USING DARECTRL
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                                 DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED

                                 WITHIN AREA CUSTOMER-REGION.

     02  DARECTRL                                PIC X(4).

     02  SAME-NAME-OF-DARE                       PIC X(6).

     02  FILLER                                  PIC X(2).

 ADD RECORD NAME IS INVE

     RECORD ID IS 104

     LOCATION MODE IS CALC USING INVECTRL

                                 DUPLICATES ARE NOT ALLOWED

                                 WITHIN AREA CUSTOMER-REGION.

     02  INVECTRL                                PIC X(6).

     02  INVEITDE                                PIC X(30).

     02  INVEITCO                                PIC X(5).

     02  INVEITPR                                PIC X(5).

     02  INVEQTOH                                PIC X(4).

     02  INVEQTOO                                PIC X(4).

     02  FILLER                                  PIC X(2).

 ADD RECORD NAME IS CUSTOMER-ORDER

     RECORD ID IS 105

     LOCATION MODE IS VIA CUST-TO-ORDER SET

                                 WITHIN AREA CUSTOMER-REGION.

     02  CUORCODE                                PIC X(2).

     02  CUORORNU                                PIC X(12).

     02  CUORLINU                                PIC X(2).

     02  CUORDATA                                PIC X(55).

     02  CUOR-RECORD-HD

                                         REDEFINES CUORDATA.

         03  CUORDRDR                            PIC X(4).

         03  CUORDSDS                            PIC X(4).

         03  CUORCUST                            PIC X(6).

         03  CUORTOVA                            PIC X(5).

         03  CUORTOIT                            PIC X(2).

         03  CUORTERM                            PIC X(10).

         03  FILLER                              PIC X(24).

     02  CUOR-RECORD-IT

                                         REDEFINES CUORDATA.

         03  CUORINVE                            PIC X(6).

         03  CUORQURE                            PIC X(4).

         03  CUORPRIC                            PIC X(5).

         03  CUORWEIG                            PIC X(4).

         03  FILLER                              PIC X(36).

     02  CUOR-RECORD-CM

                                         REDEFINES CUORDATA.

         03  CUORCOMM                            PIC X(55).

     02  CUOR-RECORD-JG

                                         REDEFINES CUORDATA.
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         03  CUORJGDR                            PIC X(4).

         03  CUORJGDS                            PIC X(4).

         03  FILLER                              PIC X(47).

     02  FILLER                                  PIC X(1).

 ADD RECORD NAME IS ACRE

     RECORD ID IS 106

     LOCATION MODE IS VIA CUST-AR-ACRE SET

                                 WITHIN AREA CUSTOMER-REGION.

     02  ACRECODE                                PIC X(2).

     02  ACRECUST                                PIC X(6).

     02  ACRESENB                                PIC X(2).

     02  ACREDATA                                PIC X(45).

     02  ACRE-RECORD-BL

                                         REDEFINES ACREDATA.

         03  ACREDNDN                            PIC X(4).

         03  ACREDGDG                            PIC X(4).

         03  ACREINNB                            PIC X(6).

         03  ACRENEAM                            PIC X(5).

         03  ACREGRAM                            PIC X(5).

         03  ACREAMPA                            PIC X(5).

         03  FILLER                              PIC X(16).

     02  ACRE-RECORD-CK

                                         REDEFINES ACREDATA.

         03  ACRECKNB                            PIC X(6).

         03  ACRENUMB                            PIC X(6).

         03  ACREAMOU                            PIC X(5).

         03  FILLER                              PIC X(28).

     02  FILLER                                  PIC X(1).

 ADD RECORD NAME IS REMA

     RECORD ID IS 107

     LOCATION MODE IS VIA CUST-RE-REMA SET

                                 WITHIN AREA CUSTOMER-REGION.

     02  REMACUST                                PIC X(6).

     02  REMAINVE                                PIC X(6).

     02  REMASENB                                PIC X(2).

     02  REMATEXT                                PIC X(78).

 ADD SET NAME IS CUST-TO-ORDER

 ORDER IS PRIOR

 MODE  IS CHAIN                  LINKED TO PRIOR

 OWNER IS ORNU                   NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 1

                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 2

 MEMBER IS CUSTOMER-ORDER        NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 1

                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 2

                                 MANDATORY AUTOMATIC.

 ADD SET NAME IS DARE-DR-CUOR

 ORDER IS PRIOR

 MODE  IS CHAIN                  LINKED TO PRIOR
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 OWNER IS DARE                   NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 1

                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 2

 MEMBER IS CUSTOMER-ORDER        NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 3

                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 4

                                 MANDATORY MANUAL.

 ADD SET NAME IS DARE-DS-CUOR

 ORDER IS PRIOR

 MODE  IS CHAIN                  LINKED TO PRIOR

 OWNER IS DARE                   NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 3

                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 4

 MEMBER IS CUSTOMER-ORDER        NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 5

                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 6

                                 MANDATORY MANUAL.

 ADD SET NAME IS CUST-CO-CUOR

 ORDER IS PRIOR

 MODE  IS CHAIN                  LINKED TO PRIOR

 OWNER IS CUSTOMER               NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 1

                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 2

 MEMBER IS CUSTOMER-ORDER        NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 7

                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 8

                                 MANDATORY MANUAL.

 ADD SET NAME IS INVE-CO-CUOR

 ORDER IS PRIOR

 MODE  IS CHAIN                  LINKED TO PRIOR

 OWNER IS INVE                   NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 1

                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 2

 MEMBER IS CUSTOMER-ORDER        NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 9

                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 10

                                 MANDATORY MANUAL.

 ADD SET NAME IS CUST-AR-ACRE

 ORDER IS PRIOR

 MODE  IS CHAIN                  LINKED TO PRIOR

 OWNER IS CUSTOMER               NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 3

                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 4

 MEMBER IS ACRE                  NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 1

                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 2

                                 MANDATORY AUTOMATIC.

 ADD SET NAME IS DARE-DN-ACRE

 ORDER IS PRIOR

 MODE  IS CHAIN                  LINKED TO PRIOR

 OWNER IS DARE                   NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 5

                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 6

 MEMBER IS ACRE                  NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 3
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                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 4

                                 MANDATORY MANUAL.

 ADD SET NAME IS DARE-DG-ACRE

 ORDER IS PRIOR

 MODE  IS CHAIN                  LINKED TO PRIOR

 OWNER IS DARE                   NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 7

                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 8

 MEMBER IS ACRE                  NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 5

                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 6

                                 MANDATORY MANUAL.

 ADD SET NAME IS CUST-RE-REMA

 ORDER IS PRIOR

 MODE  IS CHAIN                  LINKED TO PRIOR

 OWNER IS CUSTOMER               NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 5

                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 6

 MEMBER IS REMA                  NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 1

                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 2

                                 MANDATORY AUTOMATIC.

 ADD SET NAME IS INVE-RE-REMA

 ORDER IS PRIOR

 MODE  IS CHAIN                  LINKED TO PRIOR

 OWNER IS INVE                   NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 3

                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 4

 MEMBER IS REMA                  NEXT  DBKEY POSITION IS 3

                                 PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 4

                                 MANDATORY MANUAL.

 VALIDATE.

Output -- Subschema Source

The following is a sample of a subschema that is generated by the transparency generator, ETOTMAIN. This output is
based on the previous Total DDL example input.

 ADD

 SUBSCHEMA NAME IS ETOTSUBS OF SCHEMA NAME ETOTSCHM.

     ADD AREA CUSTOMER-REGION.

     ADD RECORD CUSTOMER.

     ADD RECORD ORNU.

     ADD RECORD DARE.

     ADD RECORD INVE.

     ADD RECORD CUSTOMER-ORDER.

     ADD RECORD ACRE.

     ADD RECORD REMA.
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     ADD SET CUST-TO-ORDER.

     ADD SET DARE-DR-CUOR.

     ADD SET DARE-DS-CUOR.

     ADD SET CUST-CO-CUOR.

     ADD SET INVE-CO-CUOR.

     ADD SET CUST-AR-ACRE.

     ADD SET DARE-DN-ACRE.

     ADD SET DARE-DG-ACRE.

     ADD SET CUST-RE-REMA.

     ADD SET INVE-RE-REMA.

     VALIDATE.

     GENERATE.

Step 2 Schema Preparation

To compile the schema created by the transparency generator, execute the program IDMSCHEM.

Schema Compiler Execution

The following figure shows the execution of the schema compiler.

Input to IDMSCHEM

The input to IDMSCHEM is the source schema DDL output by the generator.

Output from IDMSCHEM

Output from IDMSCHEM is as follows:

• A description of the schema stored in the dictionary
• A schema DDL input listing, including embedded warning and error messages issued by IDMSCHEM

Note: For more information on messages issued by IDMSCHEM, see the IDMS Messages and Codes Section. For more
information on how to use the extended options of the schema compiler, see the IDMS Database Administration Section.
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Step 3 Physical Database Preparation

To prepare the physical database, perform these steps:

1. Submit DDL statements that describe the physical database using the IDMS Command Facility (IDMSBCF); physical
DDL statements include the SEGMENT, DBNAME TABLE, and DMCL statements; include a GENERATE clause to
generate database name table and DMCL load modules

2. Punch the database name table and DMCL load modules using the PUNCH utility statement
3. Link the resulting object modules to a load library
4. Identify the DMCL to the runtime system:

– Central version -- specify the global DMCL name in the #DCPARM macro which defines system startup parameters;
incorporate the Total DMCL statements into the global DMCL using the MODIFY DMCL statement

– Local mode -- specify the DMCL name in the SYSIDMS parameter file

NOTE
For more information on the physical DDL statements and SYSIDMS, see the IDMS Common Facilities Section.
For more information on the IDMS Command Facility, see the IDMS Common Facilities Section. For more
information on #DCPARM, see the IDMS System Operations Section.

IDMSBCF Execution

The following figure shows execution of IDMSBCF, the program you use to compile physical DDL.

Input to IDMSBCF

As input to IDMSBCF, you use the DDL statements that describe these physical components of the database:

• Segments
• Database name table (dbname table)
• DMCL

Output from IDMSBCF
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Output from IDMSBCF is as follows:

• DMCL and database name table load modules
• A physical DDL input listing, including embedded warning and error messages issued by IDMSBCF (for a description

of these messages, see the IDMS Messages and Codes Section)

Step 4 Subschema Preparation

To prepare the subschema, you perform these steps:

1. Compile the subschema using IDMSUBSC
2. Punch a subschema load module
3. Link edit the load module to a load library

IDMSUBSC Execution

The following figure shows the execution of the subschema compiler IDMSUBSC.

Input to IDMSUBSC

Input to IDMSUBSC is the subschema DDL created by the transparency generator.

Output from IDMSUBSC

Output from IDMSUBSC is:

• A source description of the subschema stored in the dictionary, including embedded warning and error messages
issued by IDMSUBSC

• A subschema load module stored in the dictionary load area (DDLDCLOD), if the source input contains a GENERATE
statement; the subschema in the dictionary load area is used by applications running under the central version

NOTE
For more information on the IDMSUBSC messages, see the IDMS Messages and Codes Section.

Punching the Subschema Load Module

To punch the subschema load module, you submit a PUNCH LOAD MODULE statement to the DDDL compiler
(IDMSDDDL).

Output from IDMSDDDL is an object deck. z/VSE users must be sure to save this output for use in step 7 of this
conversion.

Linking the Subschema Load Module
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Input to the linkage editor is the object deck produced by IDMSDDDL.

Output from the linkage editor is a load module in the load library. The subschema in the load library is used by
applications running in local mode and the transparency loader.

Step 5 IDMS/DB Database Initialization

To initialize the IDMS/DB database (format database pages), you submit the FORMAT utility statement through the IDMS
Command Facility (IDMSBCF).

Note: For more information on FORMAT, see the IDMS Utilities Section. For more information on IDMSBCF, see the
IDMS Common Facilities Section.

Step 6 Total Database Unload Utility

To unload the Total database, execute the Cincom utility, CSITULOD. Specify the appropriate parameters to preserve all
pointers and unload all elements. Refer to the appropriate Total documentation for instructions on executing this utility.

If a means other than the CSITULOD utility is used to unload the Total database, ensure that the logical order of the
database is preserved. Additionally, ensure that the content of all unloaded Total records conforms to that specified in the
LOAD statement input to the transparency generator, see Phase: Data Description.

Step 7 Transparency Loader (ETOTLOAD)

Compile, link edit, and execute the transparency customized loader, ETOTLOAD, or your own load program to load data
into the IDMS/DB database. You must run the loader in local mode.

NOTE
For more information on the messages provided by the transparency loader, see Appendix C, Loader Messages.

The ETOTLOAD job stream consists of several steps.

Before Compiling ETOTLOAD

Review the file description (FD) of the UNLOAD-FILE and edit as necessary before you compile ETOTLOAD.

z/VSE users should also review the COBOL INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION ASSIGN clause and edit it as necessary.

Before Executing ETOTLOAD

Before executing ETOTLOAD you must change all set orders of PRIOR to NEXT. To do this, execute the schema compiler
IDMSCHEM with the following input:

modify schema schema-name.

modify set set-name-1 order is next.

modify set set-name-2 order is next.

 .

 .

 .

modify set set-name-n order is next.

validate.

regenerate all subschemas.

Modify the set order for all sets in all schemas. Punch and link the subschema load modules.

After Executing ETOTLOAD
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After executing the loader you must restore all set orders to PRIOR. To do this, execute the schema compiler IDMSCHEM
with the following input:

modify schema schema-name.

modify set set-name-1 order is prior.

modify set set-name-2 order is prior.

 .

 .

 .

modify set set-name-n order is prior.

validate.

regenerate all subschemas.

Modify the set order for all sets in all schemas. Punch and link the subschema load modules.

Runtime Operations Phase
Before You Begin:

For related information, see the specific appendices.

• z/OS Job Control Language for z/OS JCL.
• z/VSE Job Control Language for z/VSE JCL.
• Runtime Messages for a discussion of the codes. returned to the Total application program running in the transparency

environment.

Note: For more information on runtime operations, see the IDMS System Operations Section.

What To Do

To execute a Total application program with the IDMS TOTAL Transparency runtime interface, perform the steps below.

Step 1: Assemble and Link Edit ETOTTBL Output

Assemble and link edit ETOTTBL output generated by ETOTMAIN.

Perform this step once to store the control table in the load library for use with all Total application programs. It is not
repeated for each Total application program that uses the runtime interface.

Step 2: Modify the Total Application Program

Modify the Total application program to remove any Total DML functions not supported by the runtime interface (see Total
Features Supported).

Step 3: Recompile the Total Application Program

Recompile the Total application program if it has been modified.

Step 4: Assemble the ETOTCINT Macro

Assemble the ETOTCINT macro if CICS applications will use the transparency to access the IDMS/DB database.

The syntax for the ETOTCINT macro used to generate the ETOTCINT module is shown below. You only need to
assemble this macro once. Subsequently, it can be used with all Total CICS applications to access the IDMS/DB
database.

►►── ETOTCINT CWADISP= cics-cwa-displacement ─────────────────────────────────►

 ►──┬───────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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    └─ ,NAME= ─┬─ ETOTCINT ───┬─┘

               └─ csect-name ─┘

Parameters

CWADISP=cics-cwa-displacement
Specifies the displacement, in bytes, of the transparency work area within the CICS CWA area. Specify the same
value given to the CWADISP operand when you assembled the CICSOPT macro to create your CICSOPTS
module.

NAME=ETOTCINT/csect-name
Specifies the name of the generated module. The default is ETOTCINT. If specified, csect-name must be a 1- to
8-character alphanumeric value.

Step 5: Create Your CICS Interface Module

Most parameters for the CICSOPT macro are described in the System Operations section. Parameters specific to the
Total/T interface are described below.

Syntax

►►───┬───────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

     └─ ,ESCTOT= ─┬─ YES ──────┬─┘

                  └─── NO ◄────┘

 ►── ,ESCTBL= ──┬─ total-control-table──┬──────────────────────────────►◄

                └─ ETOTTBL ◄────────────┘

For more information on this topic, see Creating the CICS IDMS/DB Interface (IDMSINTC) for z/OS and Creating the
CICS IDMS/DB Interface (IDMSINTC) for z/VSE.

Parameters

ESCTOT=YES/NO
Specifies whether the IDMSINTC interface supports TOTAL/T. YES should be specified. The default is NO.

ESCTBL=ETOTTBL/total-control-table
Specifies the name of the load module containing the control table generated by ETOTMAIN. The default is
ETOTTBL.

Step 6: Link Edit the Compiled Total Application

Link edit the compiled Total application program with the following transparency and IDMS/DB modules:

• ETOTBINT (batch only) or ETOTCINT (CICS only) -- The runtime interface module that passes translated database
calls to IDMS/DB. ETOTBINT is supplied as an object module with the transparency; ETOTCINT is supplied as a
macro that must be assembled prior to runtime.

• ETOTTRAN (batch only) -- The runtime interface module (supplied in object form) that translates Total database calls
to IDMS/DB database calls.

• IDMS (batch only) -- The IDMS/DB module that will receive database calls passed by ETOTBINT.
• IDMSOPTI (batch only) -- The (optional) IDMS/DB module that passes runtime information to the IDMS/DB central

version that will handle database calls issued by the runtime interface of the transparency. IDMSOPTI is used to
indicate the mode of operation.

Step 7: Execute the Total Application

Execute the Total application as per standard IDMS/DB runtime procedures.
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Generator Messages
When the generator detects a processing error, the generator writes a message to an error report. On the report, the
message follows the record that contains the error. An asterisk is printed under the first character of the entry causing the
error or warning. An E, W, or F labels each message, as follows:

Label Status Effect on processing

E Nonfatal error Generator continues processing
W Warning Generator continues processing
F Fatal error Generator terminates processing

This section lists and describes error, warning, and fatal messages issued by the generator.

Error Messages 3

Message issued Reason
BAD GROUP ELEMENT LENGTH Error in Total DDL; the specified group-length must match the

combined lengths of the individual items making up the group.
CARD BUFFER FULL (ETOTPARS) More than 500 SYNONYM, AREA, SCHEMA, DEVICE-MEDIA,

SUBSCHEMA, and USAGE-MODE statements; relink ETOTMAIN
to include ETOTR002 (see Increasing Generator Input Limits).

IMPROPER ELEMENT NAME Invalid Total DDL data name or keyword; entry must be *FILLER*,
RECORD-CODE, or an 8-character data name.

IMPROPER FILE NAME Invalid file name; entry must be four characters in length and
alphanumeric.

IMPROPER INTEGER Expecting an integer; entry is nonnumeric.
IMPROPER SYNONYM Invalid or missing IDMS/DB element, record, or set name in

SYNONYMS control statement; entry must be alphanumeric.
IMPROPER SYNONYM SOURCE Invalid Total element or file name or transparency set name

in SYNONYMS control statement; entry must be 4, 8, or 12
characters long.

IMPROPER SYNTAX Invalid Total DDL syntax.
INVALID AREA NAME Invalid or missing IDMS/DB area name in AREA or USAGE-

MODE control statement; entry must be from 1 to 16 characters
long and must be alphanumeric.

INVALID LOAD LRECL Invalid logical record length in LRECL entry of LOAD control
statement; entry must be greater than or equal to 1.

INVALID LOAD SYNTAX Invalid LOAD statement syntax; entry following keyword LOAD
must be ALL, ALL., or LRECL.

INVALID SUBSCHEMA NAME Invalid or missing IDMS/DB subschema name in SUBSCHEMA
NAME IS entry of SUBSCHEMA control statement; entry must be
from 1 to 8 characters long.

INVALID TASK NAME Invalid Total task name in USAGE-MODE control statement; entry
must be 8 characters long and must be alphanumeric.

INVALID USAGE Invalid IDMS/DB usage mode in USAGE-MODE control
statement; entry must specify RETRIEVAL, UPDATE, SHARED
RETRIEVAL, PROTECTED RETRIEVAL, EXCLUSIVE
RETRIEVAL, SHARED UPDATE, PROTECTED UPDATE, or
EXCLUSIVE UPDATE.
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INVALID USE OF READY A READY ALL USAGE-MODE control statement was detected
after a READY area-name USAGE-MODE control statement had
been found, or vice versa.

INVALID USE OF PGMNAME A total-task-name USAGE-MODE control statement specifying
an idms-area-name was detected after a total-task-name ALL
statement had been found, or vice versa.

MISSING BEGIN-DATA-BASE-GENERATION The beginning statement of the Total DDL file is missing.
SYMBOL-TABLE FULL The number of files plus the number of elements in the entire DDL

is greater than the table size allowed in the transparency.
UNDEFINED AREA Unrecognized IDMS/DB area name in USAGE-MODE control

statement; entry must be defined in SCHEMA control statement.
UNDEFINED ELEMENT Unrecognized Total data-element name; entry must be defined in

Total DDL.
UNDEFINED FILE Unrecognized Total file name in Total DDL, SYNONYMS control

statement, or AREA control statement. Any Total file name used
as the first four characters of a Total file element name in Total
DDL must also be defined in Total DDL; a Total file name used to
qualify a Total element name in the SYNONYMS control statement
must be defined in the Total DDL; a Total file name entered in the
AREA control statement must be defined in the Total DDL.

UNDEFINED SET NAME Unrecognized transparency set name in SYNONYMS control
statement; entry must be the name of an IDMS/DB set established
by the generator.

Warning Messages 3

Message issued Reason
NEAREST PRIME TOO LARGE FOR HASH TABLE Insufficient table size.

Fatal Messages

Message issued Reason
REACHED EOF ON SKEL-FILE Invalid or missing loader skeleton (ETOTLOAD); probable JCL

error.
REACHED EOF ON DB-TABLES Invalid ETOTTBL input; probable JCL error.

Loader Messages
The following messages are issued by the IDMS TOTAL Transparency loader.

Message issued Reason

??? FILE NOT FOUND: INPUT: input-record-name The unloaded Total database includes a record (input-record-
name) that references a Total file not known to the loader. Ensure
that the loader is reading the proper Total data and that the Total
database was unloaded correctly.

??? STRANGE FILE TYPE The array built into the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION of the
transparency loader contains an invalid file-type field.

??? NOT ENOUGH OWNER DESCRIPTOR RECORDS A transparency buffer limit has been exceeded.
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Runtime Messages
When you process database requests from a Total application program, the transparency runtime interface returns three
classes of error codes to the program, as follows:

Syntax errors
—codes resulting from syntax errors detected before IDMS/DB is called to perform the requested database
service. These codes are in the form of standard Total error-status codes and reflect errors found in Total DML
syntax.

Errors detected by IDMS/DB
—codes resulting from errors or possible error conditions detected by IDMS/DB while attempting to perform the
requested database service. These codes are in the form of Total equivalents to the status codes returned to the
transparency runtime interface by IDMS/DB.

Transparency errors
—codes resulting from internal transparency conditions. The runtime interface returns either an IDMS/DB status
code or a transparency code that resembles a standard Total error-status code.

Total DML Syntax Error Codes

When the transparency runtime interface receives a request from a Total application program, it checks for DML syntax
errors by performing a Total error-checking routine before calling IDMS/DB. The runtime interface returns the results of
this error-checking routine in the form of standard Total error-status codes. Refer to the appropriate Total documentation
for an explanation of these codes.

Error Conditions Detected by the IDMS/DB

When the transparency runtime interface issues a call to IDMS/DB to perform a database service requested by the Total
application program, IDMS/DB processes (or attempts to process) the request and returns an IDMS/DB status code to the
runtime interface. The runtime interface translates this status code to an equivalent Total error-status code and returns the
Total code to the requesting Total application.

Corresponding Total and IDMS/DB Status Codes

The following table lists Total status codes and the corresponding IDMS/DB status codes. Some Total status codes are
issued due to situations other than the return of an IDMS/DB status code resulting from an IDMS DML call. In cases
where there is no reasonable Total status code to match an IDMS/DB status code, the actual IDMS/DB status code is
used as the Total status. An IDMS/DB status code used instead of a Total status indicates an unusual situation.

If a status code is returned that is not noted in this table, see the appropriate Total error codes section or IDMS Messages.

Total status IDMS/DB status Description
**** 0000 OK status
CICS 1468 CICS interface not started
IDMS 0000 IDMS STATISTICS CALL return code
FNOP 0301 Either area not readied or ready failed
 1201 Either area not readied or ready failed
 0208 Invalid record or set name
 0308 Invalid record or set name
 0508 Invalid record or set name
 0708 Invalid record or set name
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 1108 Invalid record or set name
 1208 Invalid record or set name
 0210 Function not allowed
 0310 Function not allowed
 0510 Function not allowed
 0710 Function not allowed
 0810 Function not allowed
 0910 Function not allowed
 1110 Function not allowed
 1210 Function not allowed
 0323 Invalid area or parameter list
IRLC 0302 DBKEY out of page range
 1202 DBKEY out of page range
 0371 Page range not found in DMCL
 0971 The AREA being readied could not be

found in the current DBNAME
DUPM 0705 Duplicates not allowed
 0805 Duplicates not allowed
 1205 Duplicates not allowed
NHLD 0306 Currency not established
 0706 Currency not established
 0806 Currency not established
 1106 Currency not established
 1506 Currency not established
 1606 Currency not established
 0313 No current of run unit
 0513 No current of run unit
 0813 No current of run unit
 1613 Currency not established
 0220 Current record not the same type as the

named record
 0520 Current record not the same type as the

named record
 0820 Current record not the same type as the

named record
 0225 Currency not established
 0825 Currency not established
 1225 Currency not established
LOCK 0209 Named area readied in incorrect usage

mode
 0709 Named area readied in incorrect usage

mode
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 0809 Named area readied in incorrect usage
mode

 1109 Named area readied in incorrect usage
mode

 1209 Named area readied in incorrect usage
mode

 0221 Area other than the named area was
readied in the incorrect usage mode

 0721 Area other than the named area was
readied in the incorrect usage mode

 0821 Area other than the named area was
readied in the incorrect usage mode

 1121 Area other than the named area was
readied in the incorrect usage mode

 1221 Area other than the named area was
readied in the incorrect usage mode

 0966 Area not available for update
FULL 1211 Area full
NOIO 0318 Record not bound
 0518 Record not bound
 1218 Record not bound
RSRV 0928 Named areas previously readied
IMDL 0230 Record is owner of a nonempty set
FTYP 0331 Storage mode conflict
IOER 0970 Database or journal file will not open

properly
NACT 1400 Run unit not bound
 1469 Run unit not bound
FNAV 1408 Invalid record or set name
 1508 Invalid record or set name
ICOR 1472 Insufficient for LOAD or STORE
TFUL 1473 Run unit maximum reached
ACTV 1477 Run unit bound twice

Transparency Errors

When the transparency runtime interface receives a Total application program request that it cannot process because all
the transparency requirements for handling the request are not met, or when the runtime interface receives a status code
from IDMS/DB for which there is no Total equivalent, the runtime interface issues one of the following codes:

• IDMS status code
• CICS
• USxx

IDMS Status Code

The runtime interface receives an IDMS/DB status code in response to a request for database services; a Total equivalent
to this request does not exist.
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NOTE
For more information on IDMS/DB status codes, see the IDMS Messages and Codes Section.

CICS

The CICS code indicates that the interface between the central version and CICS has not been started. The transparency
runtime interface has issued a call to IDMS/DB to process a request from a Total CICS application, and IDMS/DB has
returned a status code of nn68.

NOTE
Minor code 68 can be issued with any major code.

US

A US status code indicates that the transparency runtime interface cannot process a DML command issued by the Total
application. US status codes can result from any of the following errors in a Total DML command:

• The key needed to perform the IDMS/DB equivalent of a Total store command for a variable file is not provided in the
data-list parameter.

• A Total store command has been issued for a coded variable file, but the IDMS/DB equivalent of the record code in the
data area is not defined in the subschema.

• The linkpath named in a Total linkpath parameter is not valid for the record code in the data area.
• The data-list parameter in the application call to ETOTBINT or ETOTCINT is not correctly punctuated.
• ETOTTBL was not found. During SINON processing, the runtime control table (ETOTTBL), designated by the DBMOD

parameter or the SINON call, could not be loaded or located.
• ETOTTRAN was not found (batch only). If ETOTTRAN was not linked during the link edit of ETOTBINT, a copy of

ETOTTRAN could not be loaded or located.
• Runtime work area storage was not available. At the time the application issued a SINON call, enough runtime work

area storage for processing was not available.
• RQLOC function was invoked under central version. This function is available in local mode only.
• RQLOC-FILE (record name) was not found in subschema.
• RQLOC-FILE (record name) was not found in ETOTTBL.

US Status Codes

The following table lists US status codes.

Total status Meaning
US01 Internal hashing error -- REGEN ETOTTBL
US02 Record buffer too small
US03 Set key missing
US04 Missing set relation
US05 Improper key connect
US06 Invalid record code
US07 Insufficient storage (batch)
US08 Error in load of ETOTTRAN or ETOTTBL
US09 RQLOC function invoked under central version
US10 RQLOC record or file name not found in the subschema
US99 Element table not correct for **REST**; table must be regenerated
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Increasing Generator Input Limits
You may need to increase transparency generator input limits to accommodate large database conversions. The
transparency generator (ETOTMAIN) comes in two versions. These versions differ from each other in the capacity for
input to the generator.

Limits apply to:

• Total DDL statements
• Transparency generator control statements

The default installation link-edit of the transparency generator (ETOTMAIN) includes ETOTROOT, which sets lower limits
on input to the transparency generator. These limits accommodate most uses of the transparency.

If you are working with larger databases and require larger limits, relink ETOTMAIN with ETOTROO2.

Note that you should not relink ETOTMAIN unless necessary. ETOTROO2 will increase the memory requirements
of ETOTMAIN. The following tables show the default limits and optional larger limits for the two types of input to the
transparency generator.

Limits on Total DDL Statements

Item Default limit ETOTROO2 limit

Files 300 1000

Elements 5900 9000

Linkpaths (=sets) 500 500

Record codes 500 500

Limits on Transparency Generator Control Statements

Item Default limit ETOTROO2 limit

16-byte synonyms
(files, records, sets)

2000 2000

32-byte synonyms
(elements)

1000 1000

Usage mode statements 2000 2000

Schema/subschema statements 500 5000

z/OS Job Control Language
This section provides sample JCL to build and run the Total Transparency product in z/OS.

Generate ETOTMAIN

The following is the JCL you use to run the transparency generator (ETOTMAIN).

ETOTMAIN (z/VSE)

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=idms.sublib
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// DLBL   dcmsg,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

*

// DLBL IDMSPCH,'user.etotschm',1,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// DLBL SYSPC03,'user.etotsubs',1,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// DLBL SYSPC04,'user.etottbl',1,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// DLBL SYSPC05,'user.etotload',1,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

*

// DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT'

// EXEC ETOTMAIN,SIZE=448K

DMCL=etotdmcl

  FILENAME=SYSPC03 BLKSIZE=80

  FILENAME=SYSPC04 BLKSIZE=80

  FILENAME=SYSPC05 BLKSIZE=80

Input other SYSIDMS parameters, as required

/*

Total DDL source statements

User supplied control statements

ETOTTBL source statements

ETOTLOAD source statements

/*

idms.sublib The name of the IDMS library
dcmsg Filename of the system message area (ddldcmsg)
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg File ID of the IDMS system message area (DDLDCMSG)
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
nnnnnn Volume serial number
user.etotschm Dataset name of the file containing the schema source generated

by ETOTMAIN. Run this output through the schema compiler
(IDMSCHEM).

user.etotsubs Name of the file containing the subschema source generated by
ETOTMAIN. Run this output through the subschema compiler
(IDMSUBSC).

ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of the disk extent
llll Number of tracks (CKD) or blocks (FBA) in the disk extent
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nnnnnn Volume serial number
user.etottbl Name of the file containing the customized runtime control table

generated by ETOTMAIN from the skeleton table, ETOTTBL. Run
this output through the assembly and link edit process.

user.etotload Name of the file containing the customized loader generated by
ETOTMAIN from the skeleton loader, ETOTLOAD. Run this output
through the COBOL compile and link edit process.

etotdmcl SYSIDMS parameter specifying the name of the DMCL to be
accessed at runtime
Note: For more information on the SYSIDMS parameters, see the
IDMS Common Facilities Section.

SYSIDMS parameters Parameters you specify to establish a runtime environment.
Note: For more information on the SYSIDMS parameters, see the
IDMS Common Facilities Section.

Assembling and Link Editing ETOTTBL

Use the JCL below to assemble and link edit ETOTTBL.

ETOTTBL z/OS

//ASM      EXEC PGM=IEUASM,PARM='NOLOAD,DECK'

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIB   DD  DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJMAC,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=zOS.maclib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=cics.maclib,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

//SYSUT2   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

//SYSUT3   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

//SYSPUNCH DD  DSN=&.&ETOTTBL.,UNIT=disk,SPACE=(80,(200,50)),

//             DISP=(NEW,PASS)

//SYSIN    DD  DSN=user.etottbl,DISP=SHR

/*

//LINKEDIT EXEC PGM=HEWL,PARM=(XREF,LET,LIST),REGION=256K

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

//SYSLMOD  DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN   DD  DSN=&.&ETOTTBL.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//         DD  DDname=SYSIN

//SYSIN    DD  *

 NAME etottbl(R)

/*

yourHLQ.CAGJMAC Dataset name of the IDMS/DB macro library
cics.maclib Dataset name of the CICS macro library
disk Symbolic device name of the disk file
etottbl Name of the customized transparency ETOTTBL load module,

which replaces the Total DBMOD module
zOS.maclib Dataset name of the system macro library
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user.etottbl Dataset name of the file containing the customized runtime control
table generated by ETOTMAIN from the skeleton table, ETOTTBL

idms.loadlib Dataset name of the IDMS/DB load library

Compiling and Link Editing ETOTLOAD

Use the following JCL to compile and link edit ETOTLOAD.

ETOTLOAD z/OS

//*************************************************************

//*  COBOL compile

//*************************************************************

//COMP     EXEC PGM=IKFCBL00,REGION=256K,

//         PARM='DECK,NOLOAD,NOLIB,BUF=50000,SIZE=150K,DMAP,PMAP'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSLIB   DD DSN=sys1.coblib,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1   DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5))

//SYSUT2   DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5))

//SYSUT3   DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5))

//SYSUT4   DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(10,5))

//SYSPUNCH DD DSN=&.&cob.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=disk,

//            SPACE=(80,(400,40))

//SYSIN    DD DSN=user.etotload,DISP=SHR

//*************************************************************

//*  Link edit the object module created in the COBOL compile

//*************************************************************

//LINK     EXEC  PGM=HEWL,PARM='LIST,XREF,LET,SIZE=512K,96K)'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSLIB   DD DSN=sys1.coblib,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1   DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(20,5))

//LIB      DD DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLMOD  DD DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN   DD DSN=&.&cob.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//         DD DDNAME=SYSIN

//SYSIN    DD *

 MODE RMODE(24),AMODE(24)

 INCLUDE LIB(IDMSDBLU)

 INCLUDE LIB(IDMS)

 INCLUDE LIB(etotsubs)

 ENTRY etotload

 NAME etotload(R)

Specifying an Object Library in the LINK Step

In the LIB DD statement, you can specify an IDMS/DB object library rather than a load library. If you do this you must
include the following statement as part of SYSIN for the LINK step:
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INCLUDE LIB(IDMSCALC,IDMSUTIL,IDMSALIO)

sys1.coblib Dataset name of file containing COBOL support modules
disk Symbolic device name
&.&cob. Punch file containing object code from the COBOL compile step
user.etotload Dataset name of the file containing the customized loader

generated by ETOTMAIN
idms.loadlib Dataset name of the IDMS/DB library containing IDMS executable

modules
etotsubs Name of the subschema, as specified in the transparency

generator control statements
etotload Name of the customized load program

Loading the Database with ETOTLOAD

Use the following JCL to execute ETOTLOAD. Output from this step is processed by the FASTLOAD utility.

NOTE
For more information on the FASTLOAD utility statement, see the IDMS Utilities Section.

ETOTLOAD z/OS

//*************************************************************

//*  Use ETOTLOAD to create the load file for FASTLOAD

//*  (unloaded Total database is converted to CA IDMS/DB format)

//*************************************************************

//DBL1     EXEC PGM=ETOTLOAD,REGION=512K

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//unload   DD DSN=total.data,DISP=SHR

//SYSIDMS  DD *

  DMCL=etotdmcl DBNAME=etotal

/*

//dcmsg    DD DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUD   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSLST   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSJRNL  DD DUMMY

//RELDCTL  DD DSN=reldctl,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=disk,

//            VOL=SER=nnnnnn,

//            DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=60,BLKSIZE=1200),

//            SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)

//SYS002   DD DSN=sortdbl1,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=disk,

//            VOL=SER=nnnnnn,

//            DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=150,BLKSIZE=1500),

//            SPACE=(TRK,(10,10),RLSE)

//SYSPCH   DD DSN=sort1,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=disk,
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//            SPACE=(TRK,1),DCB=BLKSIZE=80,VOL=SER=TECH01

idms.dba.loadlib Dataset name of the IDMS/DB library containing the DMCL and
the database name table load modules

idms.loadlib Dataset name of the IDMS/DB library containing IDMS executable
modules

unload DDname of the file containing data unloaded from the Total
database (total.data)

total.data Dataset name of the file containing data unloaded from the Total
database

etotdmcl SYSIDMS parameter specifying the name of the DMCL to be
accessed at runtime
Note: For more information on the SYSIDMS parameters, see the
IDMS Common Facilities Section.

etotal SYSIDMS parameter specifying the name of the database to be
accessed at runtime
Note: For more information on the SYSIDMS parameters, see the
IDMS Common Facilities Section.

dcmsg DDname of the IDMS system message area (DDLDCMSG)
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Dataset name of the IDMS system message area (DDLDCMSG)
reldctl Dataset name for the file containing a control record with

information on the subschema, DMCL, and segment to be used
with FASTLOAD

disk Symbolic device name
nnnnnn Volume serial number of the file
sortdbl1 Output file from ETOTLOAD to be used as input for FASTLOAD
sort1 Punch file for DBL1 step

Assembling the CICS/Transparency Interface (ETOTCINT)

The following is the JCL you use to assemble the CICS/transparency interface (ETOTCINT).

NOTE
For more information on the ETOTCINT syntax, see the Runtime Operations Phase.

ETOTCINT (z/VSE)

*

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.sublib)

// DLBL    IJSYSPH,'user.txtfile',0

// EXTENT  SYSPCH,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

   ASSGN   SYSPCH,DISK,PERM,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// OPTION  DECK,NOLINK,NOEDECK,LIST,NORLD,NOXREF

// EXEC    ASSEMBLY

         PUNCH 'ACCESS SUBLIB=idms.sublib'

         PUNCH 'CATALOG etotcint.OBJ REPLACE=YES'

ETOTCINT macro statements

         END
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/*

   CLOSE   SYSPCH,00D

// DLBL    IJSYSIN,'user.txtfile',0

// EXTENT  SYSIPT,nnnnnn

   ASSGN   SYSIPT,DISK,PERM,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// EXEC    LIBR,PARM='MSHP'

/*

   CLOSE   SYSIPT,SYSRDR

/*

idms.sublib The name of the IDMS library
nnnnnn Volume serial number
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of the disk extent
llll Number of tracks (CKD) or blocks (FBA) in the disk extent
etotcint Name of the ETOTCINT module
user.txtfile Intermediate work file output from the assembly step

Creating the CICS IDMS/DB Interface (IDMSINTC)

Initial Installation

When installing the IDMS TOTAL Transparency for the CICS environment, a CICSOPTS module will be assembled and
link edited as part of module IDMSINTC. All parameters for CICSOPTS that are required for the TOTAL Transparency will
be automatically generated by the CAISAG installation utility when you indicate the product is to be installed, either as
part of an integrated solution or as a single product during an ADDON install. The IDMSINTC load module will include all
modules specifically required to run the TOTAL Transparency.

Modifying the CICSOPTS

If you need to reassemble CICSOPTS to change any installation options, edit the source in your CUSTOM.SRCLIB
member CICSOPTS and the link statements in your CUSTOME.LNKLIB member IDMSINTC.

WARNING
Be sure PLT entries are created to execute IDMSINTC at CICS startup.

NOTE
For more information on the CICSOPT macro and its parameters, see the IDMS System Operations Section.

Batch Application Program Link Edit

Use this JCL to link edit the compiled Total application program with the ETOTBINT transparency module and the IDMS/
DB modules IDMSOPTI and IDMS.

BATCH APPLICATION PROGRAM LINK EDIT z/OS

//LKEDTOTA EXEC PGM=HEWL,PARM=(XREF,LET,LIST),REGION=256K

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

//SYSLMOD  DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIB   DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//userlib  DD  DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR
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//SYSLIN   DD  *

 INCLUDE userlib(userprog)

 INCLUDE SYSLIB(ETOTBINT)

 INCLUDE SYSLIB(IDMS)

 INCLUDE SYSLIB(IDMSOPTI)                Optional

 ENTRY userprog

 NAME userprog(R)

/*

idms.loadlib Dataset name of the IDMS/DB load library
disk Symbolic device name of the linkage editor work file
user.loadlib Dataset name of the user load library containing the batch

application program
userlib DDname of the user load library containing the batch application

program
userprog Name of the Total batch application program

CICS Application Program Link Edit

Use this JCL to link edit the compiled Total application program with the ETOTCINT macro.

CICS APPLICATION PROGRAM LINK EDIT z/OS

//LKEDTOTA EXEC PGM=HEWL,PARM=(XREF,LET,LIST),REGION=256K

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

//SYSLMOD  DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIB   DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=cics.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//userlib  DD  DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN   DD  *

 INCLUDE userlib(userprog)

 INCLUDE SYSLIB(etotcint)

 additional INCLUDE statements for CICS interface modules as required:

 ENTRY userprog

 NAME userprog(R)

idms.loadlib Dataset name of the IDMS/DB load library
cics.loadlib Dataset name of the Total CICS load library
disk Symbolic device name of the linkage editor work file
etotcint Name of the ETOTCINT module
user.loadlib Dataset name of the user load library containing the Total CICS

application program
userlib DDname of the user load library containing the CICS application

program
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userprog Name of the CICS application program

Runtime JCL

Use the following JCL to execute a Total application program under the central version.

Runtime z/OS

//userprog EXEC PGM=userprog

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//sysctl   DD  DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

program input, as required

idms.dba.loadlib Dataset name of the IDMS/DB load library containing the DMCL
and database name table load modules

idms.loadlib Dataset name of the IDMS/DB load library containing IDMS
executable modules

idms.sysctl Dataset name of the SYSCTL file
sysctl DDname of the SYSCTL file
userprog Name of the Total application program

To execute Total application programs in local mode, remove the SYSCTL DD statement and insert the following
statements after the STEPLIB DD statement:

//userdb   DD  DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

additional database file assignments, as required

//sysjrnl  DD  DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=(NEW,KEEP),UNIT=tape

userdb DDname of the IDMS/DB database file
user.userdb Dataset name of the IDMS/DB database file
sysjrnl DDname of the tape journal file
idms.tapejrnl Dataset name of the tape journal file
tape Symbolic device name of the tape journal file

z/VSE Job Control Language
This section provides sample JCL to build and run the Total Transparency product in z/VSE.

Generate ETOTMAIN

The following is the JCL you use to run the transparency generator (ETOTMAIN).

ETOTMAIN (z/VSE)

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=idms.sublib
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// DLBL   dcmsg,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

*

// DLBL IDMSPCH,'user.etotschm',1,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// DLBL SYSPC03,'user.etotsubs',1,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// DLBL SYSPC04,'user.etottbl',1,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// DLBL SYSPC05,'user.etotload',1,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

*

// DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT'

// EXEC ETOTMAIN,SIZE=448K

DMCL=etotdmcl

  FILENAME=SYSPC03 BLKSIZE=80

  FILENAME=SYSPC04 BLKSIZE=80

  FILENAME=SYSPC05 BLKSIZE=80

Input other SYSIDMS parameters, as required

/*

Total DDL source statements

User supplied control statements

ETOTTBL source statements

ETOTLOAD source statements

/*

idms.sublib The name of the IDMS library
dcmsg Filename of the system message area (ddldcmsg)
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg File ID of the IDMS system message area (DDLDCMSG)
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
nnnnnn Volume serial number
user.etotschm Dataset name of the file containing the schema source generated

by ETOTMAIN. Run this output through the schema compiler
(IDMSCHEM).

user.etotsubs Name of the file containing the subschema source generated by
ETOTMAIN. Run this output through the subschema compiler
(IDMSUBSC).

ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of the disk extent
llll Number of tracks (CKD) or blocks (FBA) in the disk extent
nnnnnn Volume serial number
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user.etottbl Name of the file containing the customized runtime control table
generated by ETOTMAIN from the skeleton table, ETOTTBL. Run
this output through the assembly and link edit process.

user.etotload Name of the file containing the customized loader generated by
ETOTMAIN from the skeleton loader, ETOTLOAD. Run this output
through the COBOL compile and link edit process.

etotdmcl SYSIDMS parameter specifying the name of the DMCL to be
accessed at runtime
Note: For more information on the SYSIDMS parameters, see the
IDMS Common Facilities Section.

SYSIDMS parameters Parameters you specify to establish a runtime environment.
Note: For more information on the SYSIDMS parameters, see the
IDMS Common Facilities Section.

Assembling and Link Editing ETOTTBL 1

Use the following JCL to assemble and link edit ETOTTBL.

ETOTTBL (z/VSE)

// LIBDEF *,CATALOG=user.sublib

// DLBL IJSYSIN,'user.etottbl',1,SD

// EXTENT SYSIPT,nnnnnn

   ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// OPTION CATAL,NODECK,NOSYM

 PHASE etottbl,*

// EXEC ASMA90

/*

// EXEC LNKEDT

/*

CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

user.sublib The name of the user sublibrary
user.etottbl Name of the file containing the customized runtime control table

generated by ETOTMAIN from the skeleton table, ETOTTBL. Run
this output through the assembly and link edit process.

nnnnnn Volume serial number
etottbl Name of the customized transparency ETOTTBL load module,

which replaces the Total DBMOD module

Compile and Link Edit ETOTLOAD

Use the following JCL to compile and link edit ETOTLOAD.

ETOTLOAD (z/VSE)

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=idms.sublib,CATALOG=user.sublib
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// DLBL IJSYSIN,'user.etotload',1,SD

// EXTENT SYSIPT,nnnnnn

   ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// OPTION CATAL,NODECK,LIST,NOSYM,NOLISTX

 PHASE etotload,*

// EXEC FCOBOL

/*

 INCLUDE IDMSDBLU

 INCLUDE IDMS

 ENTRY etotload

/*

// EXEC LNKEDT

/*

CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

idms.sublib The name of the IDMS library
user.sublib The name of the user sublibrary
user.etotload Name of the the file containing the customized loader generated

by ETOTMAIN
nnnnnn Volume serial number
etotload Name of the customized load program

Note: For more information on the SYSIDMS parameters, see the
IDMS Common Facilities Section.

Loading Database with ETOTLOAD

Use the following JCL to execute ETOTLOAD. Output from this step is processed by the FASTLOAD utility.

NOTE
For more information on the FASTLOAD utility statement, see the IDMS Utilities Section.

ETOTLOAD (z/VSE)

*

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(user.sublib,idms.sublib)

// DLBL   dcmsg,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

*

// DLBL IDMSPCH,'sort1',0,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,1

// DLBL SYS002,'sortdb11',0,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// DLBL RELDCTL,'reldctl',0,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,5

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

*
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// DLBL unload,'total.data',0,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

*

// DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT'

// EXEC ETOTLOAD,SIZE=256K

DMCL=etotdmcl DBNAME=etotal

/*

/*

idms.sublib The name of the IDMS library
user.sublib The name of the user sublibrary
dcmsg Filename of the system message area (ddldcmsg)
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg File ID of the IDMS system message area (DDLDCMSG)
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
nnnnnn Volume serial number of the file
sort1 Punch file for DBL1 step
sortdb11 Output file from ETOTLOAD to be used as input for FASTLOAD
reldctl File ID for the file containing a control record with information on

the subschema, DMCL, and segment to be used with FASTLOAD
nnnnnn Volume serial number
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of the disk extent
llll Number of tracks (CKD) or blocks (FBA) in the disk extent
unload Filename of the file containing data unloaded from the Total

database (total.data)
total.data File ID of the file containing data unloaded from the Total database
etotdmcl SYSIDMS parameter specifying the name of the DMCL to be

accessed at runtime
Note: For more information on the SYSIDMS parameters, see the
IDMS Common Facilities Section.

etotal SYSIDMS parameter specifying the name of the database to be
accessed at runtime
Note: For more information on the SYSIDMS parameters, see the
IDMS Common Facilities Section.

Assembling the CICS/Transparency Interface (ETOTCINT)

The following is the JCL you use to assemble the CICS/transparency interface (ETOTCINT).

NOTE
For more information on the ETOTCINT syntax, see the Runtime Operations Phase.

ETOTCINT (z/VSE)

*

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.sublib)

// DLBL    IJSYSPH,'user.txtfile',0
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// EXTENT  SYSPCH,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

   ASSGN   SYSPCH,DISK,PERM,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// OPTION  DECK,NOLINK,NOEDECK,LIST,NORLD,NOXREF

// EXEC    ASSEMBLY

         PUNCH 'ACCESS SUBLIB=idms.sublib'

         PUNCH 'CATALOG etotcint.OBJ REPLACE=YES'

ETOTCINT macro statements

         END

/*

   CLOSE   SYSPCH,00D

// DLBL    IJSYSIN,'user.txtfile',0

// EXTENT  SYSIPT,nnnnnn

   ASSGN   SYSIPT,DISK,PERM,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// EXEC    LIBR,PARM='MSHP'

/*

   CLOSE   SYSIPT,SYSRDR

/*

idms.sublib The name of the IDMS library
nnnnnn Volume serial number
ssss Starting track (CKD) or block (FBA) of the disk extent
llll Number of tracks (CKD) or blocks (FBA) in the disk extent
etotcint Name of the ETOTCINT module
user.txtfile Intermediate work file output from the assembly step

Creating the CICS IDMS/DB Interface (IDMSINTC) 1

Initial Installation

When installing the IDMS TOTAL Transparency for the CICS environment, a CICSOPTS module will be assembled and
link edited as part of module IDMSINTC. All parameters for CICSOPTS that are required for the TOTAL Transparency will
be automatically generated by the CAIIJMP installation utility when you indicate the product is to be installed, either as
part of an integrated base install or as a single product during ADDON install. The IDMSINTC phase will include all of the
modules specifically required to run the TOTAL Transparency.

Modifying CICSOPTS

If you need to reassemble CICSOPTS to change any installation options, you can use the source in your
CUSTOM.SRCLIB member CICSOPTS and the link statements in your CUSTOM.LNKLIB member IDMSINTC.

WARNING
Be sure PLT entries are created to execute IDMSINTC at CICS startup.

NOTE
For information on the CICSOPTS macro and its parameters, see the IDMS System Operations Section.

Batch Application Program Link Edit 1

Use the JCL below to link edit a batch application program.
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Batch Application Program Link Edit (z/VSE)

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.sublib),CATALOG=user.sublib

// OPTION CATAL

 PHASE userprog,*

 INCLUDE userprog

 INCLUDE ETOTBINT

 INCLUDE IDMS

 INCLUDE IDMSOPTI                        Optional

 ENTRY userprog

// EXEC LNKEDT

/*

idms.sublib The name of the IDMS library
user.sublib The name of the user sublibrary
userprog Name of the Total batch application program

CICS Application Program Link Edit 1

Use the following JCL to link edit a CICS application program.

CICS Application Program Link Edit (z/VSE)

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(idms.sublib),CATALOG=user.sublib

// OPTION CATAL

 PHASE userprog,*

 INCLUDE userprog

 INCLUDE etotcint

Additional INCLUDES for CICS interface modules, as required

 ENTRY userprog

// EXEC LNKEDT

/*

idms.sublib The name of the IDMS library
user.sublib The name of the user sublibrary
userprog Name of the Total CICS application program
etotcint Name of the ETOTCINT module

JCL Runtime

Use the following JCL to execute a Total application program under the central version.

Runtime (z/VSE)
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// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(user.sublib,idms.sublib)

// DLBL sysctl,'idms.sysctl',1999/365,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT'

// EXEC userprog

Optional SYSIDMS parameters

/*

Program input if any

/*

user.sublib The name of the user sublibrary
idms.sublib The name of the IDMS library
sysctl Filename of the SYSCTL file
idms.sysctl File ID of the SYSCTL file
SYSnnn Logical unit of the volume for which the extent is effective
nnnnnn Volume serial number
userprog Name of the Total application program
SYSIDMS parameters Parameters you specify to establish a runtime environment.

Note: For more information on the SYSIDMS parameters, see the
IDMS Common Facilities Section.

Executing in Local Mode

To execute user application programs in local mode, remove the SYSCTL statements, and insert the following statements
before the EXEC userprog statement:

// DLBL  dcmsg,'idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg',1999/365,DA

// EXTENT SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

// DLBL    userdb,'user.userdb',,DA

// EXTENT   SYSnnn,nnnnnn

// ASSGN    SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR

Additional database file assignments, as required

// TLBL     sysjrnl,'idms.tapejrnl',,nnnnnn,,f

// ASSGN    sys009,TAPE,VOL=nnnnnn

dcmsg Filename of the system message area (ddldcmsg)
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg File name of the IDMS system message area (DDLDCMSG)
userdb Filename of the user IDMS/DB database file
user.userdb File ID of the user IDMS/DB database file
SYSnnn Logical unit assignment of the user IDMS/DB database file
sysjrnl Filename of the tape journal file
sys009 Logical unit assignment of the tape journal file
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idms.tapejrnl File ID of the tape journal file
nnnnnn Volume serial number
f File number of the tape journal file

Transparency for DBOMP
IDMS DBOMP Transparency facilitates conversion from DBOMP or its Z/OS equivalent, CFMS, to IDMS/DB. By
simulating the DBOMP environment, the transparency allows you to run existing DBOMP application programs after the
DBOMP files have been converted to IDMS/DB database files. This allows for a gradual conversion from DBOMP to
IDMS/DB.

Minimal User Involvement

IDMS DBOMP Transparency is usually transparent to the DBOMP retrieval and update programs that it bridges, requiring
little or no program alteration and usually no reassembly.

Conversion Tool

To aid you in converting DBOMP load and maintenance programs, the transparency package includes a prototype IDMS/
DB bill-of-materials application program. This program shows the logic required to add records to and delete records from
an IDMS/DB database.

This program is in Sample Application and Procedures.

System Requirements

The transparency requires no operating system facilities other than those necessary for IDMS/DB.

Two of IDMS DBOMP Transparency modules, IMBSBRDG and IMBSTAB, require 5Kb memory in addition to that needed
for standard IDMS/DB processing. Disk storage and all other memory requirements are the same as for IDMS/DB. The
transparency operates under the IDMS/DB central version or in local mode.

This section is intended for:

• – Database administrators who are converting DBOMP databases to IDMS/DB databases
– Application programmers who are using existing DBOMP application programs to access IDMS/DB databases

Functions and Modules
This section describes what the IDMS DBOMP Transparency does and the modules it uses to do it.

Functions

The transparency acts as a bridge between the DBOMP application program and IDMS/DB, as follows:

• Accepts data and processing requests from the calling program
• Converts the data to IDMS/DB record formats
• Converts the processing requests to IDMS/DB commands
• Passes the converted information to the IDMS/DB database management system

Conversely, the transparency also:

• Retrieves data from the IDMS/DB database
• Converts the data to DBOMP record formats
• Returns the converted data, along with IDMS/DB control information, to the calling program

All communication occurs between the DBOMP program and the transparency or between transparency and IDMS/DB.
The transparency does not interface directly with the operating system.
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The following figure illustrates the IDMS DBOMP Transparency processing sequence.

Modules

The two central transparency modules are IMBSBRDG and IMBSTAB:

IMBSBRDG
-- handles all application program requests for database services

IMBSTAB (user-customized bridge module)
-- supplies IMBSBRDG with the IDMS/DB and DBOMP record descriptions necessary to simulate DBOMP
processing

IMBSBRDG and IMBSTAB are discussed briefly below. These and other transparency components are described in detail
in Transparency Programs and Macros.

IMBSBRDG

The IMBSBRDG module replaces the DBOMP modules:

• BM$PIO
• AP$SEQ

IMBSBRDG simulates DBOMP retrieval processing and update processing at the BM$PIO and AP$SEQ entry points,
as shown in the following table.

Simulation of: Description

Retrieval processing Accepts a DBOMP call to entry point BM$PIO or AP$SEQ
Validates the DBOMP file name and process indicator
Converts the process indicator to an IDMS/DB call
Retrieves the requested record from the IDMS/DB database
Converts the retrieved IDMS/DB record to a DBOMP record
Returns the converted record to the calling program
Converts the IDMS/DB error status to the appropriate DBOMP
error code
Updates the work area prefix
Returns control to the calling program
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Update processing Accepts a DBOMP call to entry point BM$PIO or AP$SEQ
Validates the DBOMP file name and process indicator
Converts the process indicator to an IDMS/DB call
Reconstructs an IDMS/DB record from the updated DBOMP
record
Returns the reconstructed record to the IDMS/DB database
Converts the IDMS/DB error status to the appropriate DBOMP
error code
Updates the work area prefix
Returns control to the calling program

IMBSTAB

The IMBSTAB customized bridge module is generated by the user-coded customizing macro, IMBS. IMBSTAB consists
entirely of buffers and tables that describe the DBOMP files and their equivalent IDMS/DB record types and set
relationships. IMBSTAB provides IMBSBRDG with the environmental information necessary to build DBOMP records to
be returned to the calling program and to reconstruct IDMS/DB records to be returned to the IDMS/DB database.

Data Description Guidelines
When you describe the parts of the IDMS/DB database to be accessed by bridged DBOMP programs, follow these
guidelines:

• Make sure there is one IDMS/DB record type for every DBOMP file to be simulated.
• Check the schema description of the IDMS/DB record types. Ensure that the description allows the generation of a

subschema view that represents the data exactly as it appears on the DBOMP files, except for disk addresses, which
are not part of the schema description.

• Define record types that are members of more than one set in the schema with next, prior, and owner pointers. This
approach allows an end-of-set condition to be detected by the transparency and communicated to the calling program.

• Store DBOMP master files as CALC or DIRECT (for sequential processing) record types on the IDMS/DB database.
• Store DBOMP chain files as VIA record types on the IDMS/DB database; however, these member records can also be

described as owners of other sets.

Programming Requirements
You must do the following for any DBOMP application program you want to bridge with the transparency:

• Make all database service requests using the following Assembler macros:
– CA$LL
– CHA$E
– GE$T
– PU$T
– ST$KY
– ST$DA
For PL/I equivalents of these macros, see PL/I Considerations. For COBOL equivalents of these macros, see COBOL
Considerations.

• Remove MF$SQ and FI$LE macros from the application program; replace them with the transparency macro IMBSEQ.
For more information on IMBSEQ, see Transparency Programs and Macros.

• COBOL ConsiderationsUse an index for the logical sequential ordering of master records.
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NOTE
For more information on indexing, see the IDMS Database Administration Section.

• Make sure that the application program does not combine DBOMP calls with IDMS/DB calls.
For more information on using IDMS/DB verbs in a bridged DBOMP program, see How to Include IDMS DML
Statements.

• Convert any application program that performs structural maintenance functions to IDMS/DB.
For more information on converting maintenance programs, see Converting DBOMP Load and Maintenance
Programs.

Installation
Use the IDMS installation media to install the IDMS DBOMP Transparency software.

NOTE
For more information on installation, see the IDMS Installation Section for your operating system.

The following three tables list the object, source, and load modules placed in IDMS DBOMP Transparency or IDMS/DB
libraries at the time of installation.

Object and Load Modules Placed During Installation

Items listed in the following table exist as both object and load modules.

Module Description
IMBSBRDG Bridge program
IMBSPROC Database procedure

Source Modules Placed During Installation

Modules listed in the following table exist as source only.

Module Description
BRDGSAMP Z/OS JCL for BRDGSAMP procedure

(for more information, see Sample Application and Procedures)
IMBS Customizing macro
IMBSBILL Sample IDMS/DB COBOL manufacturing application program
IMBSBRDG Assembler source code for IMBSBRDG object module
IMBSCOBL IMBS COBOL interface macro
IMBSDBMP Sample COBOL DBOMP program (to be bridged)
IMBSDMCL Sample DMCL description module
IMBSINP1 Sample input to IMBSBILL
IMBSINP2 Sample input to IMBSDBMP
IMBSPL1 IDMS DBOMP Transparency PL/I interface macro
IMBSPROC Source code for database procedure object module
IMBSSAMP Z/OS JCL for IMBSSAMP procedure

(for more information, see Sample Application and Procedures)
IMBSSCHM Sample IDMS/DB schema description
IMBSSUBS Sample IDMS/DB subschema description
IMBSTAB Sample input to IMBS customizing macro
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The Transparency Environment
IDMS DBOMP Transparency for DBOMP Transparency functions include:

• Simulation of the logic generated by DBOMP retrieval and update macros and process indicators
• Limited maintenance of the Run Activity Control Number (RACN)
• Support of a limited number of IDMS verbs issued from bridged programs

DBOMP Macros Supported

The transparency supports, to varying degrees, DBOMP programs that issue retrieval and update macros. Support
of DBOMP programs that issue macros to entry point BM$PIO is unconditional and requires no program modification;
Support of DBOMP programs that issue macros to AP$SEQ requires that the programs be modified and reassembled. To
modify these programs, you replace DBOMP macros that provide logic routines for sequential and consecutive processing
with the transparency's macros.

This section describes the following categories of DBOMP Assembler macros in the transparency environment:

For more information on PL/I equivalent macros, see PL/I Considerations. For more information on COBOL equivalent
macros, see COBOL Considerations.

Macros Supported Unconditionally

The transparency simulates unconditionally the processing generated by macros issued to entry point BM$PIO. Programs
that issue macros only to this entry point need not be altered or reassembled. The transparency interprets these macros
as follows:

CA$LL
(issued directly or as part of the CHA$E macro expansion) -- Establishes linkage with the transparency by passing
the work area prefix to the bridge program

CHA$E
-- Walks a set

Macros That Require Program Modification and Reassembly

The transparency requires that programs issuing macros to entry point AP$SEQ be altered and subsequently
reassembled before interfacing with the bridge. The transparency can simulate the following macros only if you remove
the prerequisite MF$SQ and FI$LE macros from the issuing program and replace them with the transparency macro
IMBSEQ (see Transparency Programs and Macros):

GE$T
-- Sequential retrieval

PU$T
-- Sequential update

ST$KY
-- Skip-sequential retrieval using logical key

ST$DA
-- Skip-sequential retrieval using disk address

Transparency support of the sequential processing logic generated by the ST$KY and ST$DA macros assumes the use
of indexing. Indexing allows the transparency to support logical sequential dependencies in DBOMP programs. If indexing
hasn't been defined for the database, all programs using ST$KY and ST$DA must be altered to remove logical sequential
dependencies before interfacing with the bridge.
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The transparency handles GE$T, PU$T, ST$KY, and ST$DA as follows:

GE$T
-- The transparency retrieves the first record in the logical or physical sequence of the named file and returns it to
the work area. Subsequent GE$T macros issued for the same file cause the transparency to retrieve records in
logical sequential order from that point if the record type is indexed, or in physical sequential order from that point
if the record type is not indexed. Each retrieved record becomes current of run unit and current of its record type.

PU$T
-- The transparency verifies that the named record is current of the transaction, updates the record with the
information in the user work area, and returns the record to the IDMS/DB database. If the record is not current of
run unit when PU$T is issued, IDMS DBOMP Transparency performs a direct read to establish currency.

ST$KY
-- The transparency retrieves a record by the key specified in the work area prefix for the named file and returns
the record to the work area. Currency for the file (record type) is set at the retrieved record. Subsequent GE$T
macros cause the transparency to retrieve records in logical sequential order from that point if the record type is
indexed, or in physical sequential order from that point if the record type is not indexed.

ST$DA
-- The transparency retrieves a record by the disk address specified in the work area prefix for the named file
and returns the record to the work area. Currency for the file (record type) is set at the retrieved records in logical
sequential order from that point if the record type is indexed, or in physical sequential order from that point if the
record type is not indexed.

Macros Not Supported

The following list shows the DBOMP macros you should remove from your bridged programs and what to replace them
with.

Remove this macro: Replace it with:

MF$SQ IMBSEQ

FI$LE IMBSEQ

CF$RT IMBSEQ

CGE$T GE$T

CPU$T PU$T

Macros Processed Independently of the Transparency

The following macros are executed independently of the transparency. Do not alter them or remove them from bridged
programs:

BM$DS
-- Generates dummy sections

BM$WA
-- Generates the work area prefix

EQ$RG
-- Equates registers to a symbol

MO$VE
-- Moves a variable number of bytes from one field to another

MSG
-- Displays a message on the console
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TY$PE
-- Displays data on the console

DBOMP Process Indicators Supported

 

The transparency supports most DBOMP process indicators that request retrieval and update functions. That support is
achieved when the transparency does the following:

1. Accepts DBOMP process indicators that are passed in the work area prefix when a CA$LL macro is issued.
2. Converts those process indicators to IDMS/DBB calls.

The transparency does not support any DBOMP process indicators that request structural maintenance functions. For
more information, see the following topics:

Process Indicators Fully Supported

The following process indicators are supported by the transparency in the same manner they are supported by DBOMP:

MRAN
-- Reads master file record by key and return data

MRKY
-- Reads master file record by key
(positioning only)

MDIR
-- Reads master file record by disk address and return data

MRDR
-- Reads master file record by disk address
(positioning only)

MUPD
-- Updates current master file record

CDIR
-- Reads chain file record by disk address and return data

CRDR
-- Reads chain file record by disk address
(positioning only)

CUPD
-- Updates current chain file record

Process Indicators Supported with Exceptions

The following process indicators are supported by the transparency but are handled in a manner that is different from
DBOMP:

CMPR
-- The transparency moves the disk address from the work area prefix, simulating compression. Since IDMS/
DBB uses only 4-byte relative addresses, actual compression is unnecessary. This operation is transparent to the
calling program, and no program changes need be made.
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EXPN
-- The transparency moves the disk address to the work area prefix, simulating expansion. Since IDMS/DBB
uses only 4-byte relative addresses, actual expansion is unnecessary. This operation is transparent to the calling
program, and no program changes need be made.

OPEN
-- The first CA$LL issued by the DBOMP program moves an OPEN process indicator to the work area prefix of
each file. The first OPEN encountered by the transparency opens the entire IDMS/DBB database: BINDs are
issued for the run unit and all record types, and database areas are READYed. In addition, the OPEN process
indicator for the first and all other files causes the transparency to determine, for future processing purposes,
how the corresponding record type is stored on the IDMS/DB database (CALC or DIRECT for master files; VIA
for chain files). OPEN also causes the transparency to determine from information in IMBSTAB whether the file
named in the CA$LL is the one for which RACN processing has been requested. If so, the transparency returns
the file control record to the work area for that record (for information on the transparency's support of RACN, see
DBOMP Routines Supported.

CLOS
-- The first CLOS encountered by the transparency closes the entire IDMS/DB database: the transparency
updates the file control record if RACN processing has been requested for a file, and then issues a FINISH
command.

Process Indicators Not Supported

The following DBOMP retrieval and update process indicators are not supported by the transparency. Remove them from
bridged programs:

• MWRT
• CWRT
• CCHG
• CCSR

DBOMP Routines Supported

The transparency provides the logic for limited maintenance of the Run Activity Control Number (RACN). If you want
to retain RACN logic in bridged programs, modify RACN processing within each program to accommodate the limited
support provided by the transparency.

NOTE
The transparency does not acknowledge low-level code logic or chain count logic. The presence of low-level
code or chain count fields in a DBOMP file does not necessitate program modification. These fields are ignored.

The transparency supports RACN logic as follows:

• RACN processing is maintained for only one DBOMP file
• OPEN processing causes the transparency to return to the calling DBOMP program the file control record for the file

for which RACN has been specified
• CLOS processing causes the transparency to MODIFY the file control record, thereby returning it to the database

Once the file control record has been made available to the program, the transparency ignores it until a CLOS process
indicator is issued. All RACN logic is executed independently of the transparency so the contents of the file control record
can be manipulated by the executing program as you wish. When the transparency encounters a CLOS process indicator,
it modifies the file control record, whether or not the DBOMP program has updated that record.

You are responsible for storing (in the IDMS/DB database) one occurrence of the record for which RACN processing is
specified. The database key for this record must be initialized to binary zeros.
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IDMS DML Statements Supported in Bridged Programs

The transparency supports certain IDMS DML statements issued from a DBOMP program. These DML statements (for
Assembler) are as follows:

• @BIND PROC
• @COMMIT(ALL)
• @ROLLBAK(CONTINUE)
• @ACCEPT(STATS/PROC)

How to Include IDMS DML Statements

For each IDMS DML statement you want to include in a bridge program, do the following:

1. Build a three-field argument in the program variable storage of the bridged DBOMP program.
2. Pass the arguments to the bridge program. The transparency converts the values in the arguments to IDMS DML

statements.

Step 1 -- Build the argument

Use the information in the following table to build the three-field argument for the DML statement.

Field Usage Length Contents
1 Character 8 The literal value of the IDMS

verb issued by the bridged
program. Acceptable values are:
@BIND
@COMMIT
@ROLLBAK
@ACCEPT
PL/I or COBOL equivalents are
also acceptable.

2 Character 8 The literal value of the IDMS
keyword associated with the
IDMS verb entered in field 1.
Acceptable values are as shown
in the list following this table.

3 Character 1-256 The variable data passed by :
@BIND PROC
@ACCEPT PROC
or
@ACCEPT STATS
This field is necessary only if
one of these DML statements is
issued.

The acceptable values for field 2 (shown in the preceding table) are:
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• Name of the database procedure, if @BINDing to or @ACCEPTing from a data procedure
• STATS, if @ACCEPTing database statistics
• ALL, if issuing the @COMMIT verb and releasing locks on current records; enter spaces if issuing an unqualified

@COMMIT verb
• CONTINUE, if issuing the @ROLLBAK verb and terminating the run unit; enter spaces if issuing an unqualified

@ROLLBAK verb

In the following example, the bridged DBOMP Assembler program builds the argument IDMSREQ to issue the IDMS DML
statement @ACCEPT STATS:

IDMSREQ         DS      OD

IDMSVERB        DC      CL8'@ACCEPT '

IDMSKEY         DC      CL8'STATS   '

IDMSAREA        DS      CL256

Step 2 -- Pass the argument to the bridge program

Bridged DBOMP Assembler program

Include this statement in a bridged DBOMP Assembler program to pass the IDMS DML statement argument to the bridge
program:

CA$LL BMP$IO,argument-name

Bridged DBOMP PL/I program

Include this statement in a bridged DBOMP PL/I program to pass the IDMS DML statement argument to the bridge
program:

CALL CA$LL(argument_name,'END.')

Bridged DBOMP COBOL program

Include this statement in a bridged DBOMP COBOL program to pass the IDMS DML statement argument to the bridge
program:

CALL BMPCALL USING argument-name.

Using the Transparency as a Bridge to IDMS/DB
This section explains the procedures you use to prepare and execute Assembler programs and for diagnosing errors in
bridged Assembler, see PL/I Considerations and COBOL Considerations. You can use the IDMS DBOMP Transparency
as a bridge between your existing unconverted DBOMP application program and a database that has been converted
from DBOMP to IDMS/DB.

Preparing DBOMP Assembler Programs

The amount of preparation necessary to make a DBOMP Assembler program acceptable to the transparency varies
based on the functions performed by the program. Before submitting a DBOMP Assembler application program via the
transparency, make the following changes:

• Remove any MF$SQ, FI$LE, or CF$RT macros from the program. Replace the macros with the IMBSEQ macro.
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NOTE
The IMBSEQ macro must appear only once in the program.

• Remove any program logic that depends on RACN support for more than one file (record type). IMBSBRDG ignores
program reference to file control records for files other than the one designated in IMBSTAB as using RACN.

• If the program issues any allowable IDMS/DB verbs, insert the proper calls to IMBSBRDG (see The Transparency
Environment). Use IDMS-REQUEST as the work area file name.

• If any retrieval or update process indicators other than those supported by the transparency are used in the program,
replace them with process indicators that are supported (see The Transparency Environment).

Executing DBOMP Assembler Programs

Contents

Perform these steps to execute a DBOMP Assembler program using the transparency:

1. Assemble IMBSTAB by submitting the user customizing parameters to the IMBS macro. (Omit this step and the next
step if an existing version of IMBSTAB is compatible with the application program.) The third and fourth steps are
required only for sequential processing of DBOMP files.

2. Link edit IMBSTAB.
3. Assemble the IMBSEQ macro with the IMBSASMB interface macro, specifying the user-defined parameters for the

IMBSEQ macro.
4. Link edit the IMBSEQ macro.
5. Reassemble and link edit the DBOMP application program, including IMBSBRDG, IMBSTAB, IMBSEQ, and IDMS.

NOTE
IDMS 16.0 supports Z/OS V2R10 as well as z/OS 1.1 and above. However, we will always refer to z/OS
in this document. Programs running under z/OS need only be reassembled if any of the changes detailed
above have been made; programs running under Z/VSE must be reassembled whether or not any of these
changes have been made, unless the programs exist in the relocatable library.

6. Execute the DBOMP application program. The program is now bridged to IDMS/DB.

The JCL you use to execute each of these tasks is provided on the following pages.

Assembling and Executing Under z/OS

z/OS/Central Version

The following is the JCL for assembling and executing DBOMP Assembler programs using the transparency, in a z/OS
operating system, under the central version.

Assemble/Execute DBOMP Assembler Program Using the Transparency (IMBSBRDG) (z/OS)

//ASMTABLE    EXEC ASMA90

//ASM.SYSLIB    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=yourHLQ.CAGJSRC

//              DD DISP=SHR,DSN=imbs.srclib

//ASM.SYSIN     DD DISP=SHR,DSN-yourHLQ.CAGJSRC(imbstab)

//LKED.SYSLMOD  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=imbs.loadlib(imbstab)

//*

//ASMPROG       EXEC ASMA90

//ASM.SYSLIB    DD DISP=SHR,DNS=cfms.srclib

//ASM.SYSIN     DD *

  DBOMP program statements

  END
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/*

//LKED.SYSLMOD  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.loadlib(pgmname)

//LKED.IDMSLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=idms.loadlib

//LKED.IMBSLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=imbs.loadlib

  INCLUDE IDMSLIB(IDMS)

  INCLUDE IMBSLIB(IMBSBRDG

  INCLUDE IMBSLIB(imbstab)

  INCLUDE IMBSLIB(IMBSEQ)

/*

//RUNPROG    EXEC PGM=pgmname 

//STEPLIB      DD DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

               DD DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

               DD DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

additional JCL for application program, as required 

//SYSOUT       DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSUDUMP     DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSCTL       DD DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//SYSIDMS      DD *

DMCL=dmcl-name 

Other SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate 

/*

program input, as required

Include as many STEPLIB DD statements as there are libraries containing program, IDMS DBOMP Transparency
Transparency, and IDMS/DB load modules.

NOTE
If you are going to use the transparency frequently under the central version, consider making IMBSPROC and
any applicable subschemas resident. Assemble and link IMBSEQ as described previously and include it on
the link edit of the application. For more information on optional SYSIDMS runtime parameters, see the IDMS
Common Facilities Section.

z/OS/Local Mode

To run the same job in local mode, substitute the following statements after the //STEPLIB statement:

//STEPLIB      DD DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//             DD DSN=imbs.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//             DD DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//             DD DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//sysjrnl  DD DSN=idms.tapejrnl,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//                UNIT=tape 

//userdd       DD DSN=database,DISP=(OLD,PASS)

//SYSIDMS      DD *

DMCL=dmcl-name 

additional SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate 

/*

additional database file assignments, as required 

additional JCL for application program, as required 

//SYSOUT       DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSUDUMP     DD SYSOUT=A

program input, as required
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Explanation of Variables

yourHLQ.CAGJMAC Dataset name for IDMS/DB macro library

imbs.srclib Dataset name for the transparency or IDMS/DB source library
containing IMBS customizing macro

disk Symbolic device name for disk unit

&.&object. Temporary dataset name for IMBSTAB object module

imbs.srclib(imbstab) Dataset name for user parameters input to IMBS customizing
macro

idms.dba.loadlib Dataset name for the load library containing the DMCL and
database name table load modules

idms.loadlib Dataset name for the load library containing IDMS executable
modules

imbs.loadlib Dataset name for the transparency or IDMS/DB load library
containing transparency modules

imbstab Dataset name for link edited output from IMBS macro

cfms.maclib Dataset name for user macro library

user.loadlib Dataset name for load library containing DBOMP application
program

pgmname Name of DBOMP application program

dmcl-name Name of the IDMS DMCL describing the IDMS files used by the
transparency

sysjrnl DD name for IDMS/DB journal file

idms.tapejrnl Dataset name for IDMS/DB journal file

tape Symbolic device name for IDMS/DB journal file

userdb DD name for IDMS/DB database file

user.userdb Dataset name for IDMS/DB database file

sysctl Dataset name for the SYSCTL file

IDMS DBOMP Transparency database procedure

Assembling and Executing Under Z/VSE

Z/VSE/Central Version

The following is the JCL for assembling and executing DBOMP Assembler programs using the transparency, in a Z/VSE
operating system, under the central version. Note that you can use either an UPSI statement or a SYSCTL statement to
indicate central version.

Assemble/Execute DBOMP Assembler Program Using the Transparency (IMBSBRDG) (Z/VSE)

// ASSGN SYSPCH,X'281'

// OPTION DECK

   CATALR imbstab 

// EXEC ASMA90

user input parameters for IMBS customizing macro 
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   END

/*

// MTC REW,X'281'

// ASSGN SYSIPT,X'281'

// EXEC MAINT

/*

// OPTION CATAL

   PHASE pgmname 

// EXEC ASMA90

program statements 

   END

/*

   INCLUDE IMBSBRDG

   INCLUDE imbstab 

   INCLUDE IDMS

// EXEC LNKEDT

/&

// JOB EXECPGM

// UPSI     1

// DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

DMCL=dmcl-name 

Other SYSIDMS runtime parameters, as appropriate 

/*

additional JCL for application program, as required 

// EXEC pgmname 

program input, as required 

/*

NOTE
If you are going to use the transparency frequently under the central version, consider making IMBSPROC and
any applicable subschemas resident.

Z/VSE/Local Mode

To run the same job in local mode, substitute the following JCL after the // JOB EXECPGM statement:

// ASSGN sys009,X'281'

// ASSGN sys010,X'137'

// DLBL sys010,'database',,DA

// EXTENT sys010,444444,1,76,1776 

additional database assignments, as required 

additional JCL for application program, as required 

// EXEC pgmname 

// DLBL SYSIDMS,'#SYSIPT',0,SD

DMCL=dmcl-name 

Other SYSIDMS runtime parameters, as appropriate 

program input, as required 

/*

Explanation of Variables

pgmname Name of DBOMP application program

imbstab Dataset name for link edited output from IMBS customizing macro
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sys009 Logical unit assignment for IDMS/DB journal file

281 Physical device assignment for IDMS/DB journal file

sys010 Logical unit assignment for IDMS/DB database file

137 Physical device assignment for IDMS/DB database file

database Dataset name for IDMS/DB database file

444444 Serial number of disk containing IDMS/DB database file

76 Relative track where IDMS/DB database file begins

1776 Number of tracks used by IDMS/DB database file

dmcl-name Name of the IDMS DMCL describing the IDMS files used by the
transparency

Diagnosing Errors

Since the IDMS DBOMP Transparency does not issue diagnostic messages, you must locate and diagnose errors that
occur during the execution of a bridged DBOMP program.

NOTE
If the bridge system aborts:

• z/OS issues an S0C2 program check message
• Z/VSE issues a PRIVILEGED OPERATION EXCEPTION message

What to Look For When Errors Occur During Program Processing

Error-byte Field

Check the error-byte field in the work area prefix of each file processed by the program. The contents of the error-byte
field indicate:

• Whether the error occurred during IMBSBRDG processing
• Which file was being handled at the time the error occurred

If the error-byte field of a work area prefix contains a value other than '0000', the error occurred while that file was being
handled by IMBSBRDG.

For more information on error-byte values, see IMBSBRDG program module.

IDMS/DB Communications Block

Check the IDMS/DB communications block (SSCTRL) in IMBSTAB. If an error occurred during IDMS/DB processing, the
IDMS Communications Block will contain an error status code other than '0000' and the name of the record last involved
in the operation that resulted in the error.

NOTE
For more information on the complete listing of IDMS/DB error codes, see the IDMS Messages and Codes
Section.

Process Indicators

Check which process indicator in the work area prefix was being handled at the time that the error occurred.

IMBSBRDG generates this process indicator: In response to:

MGET GE$T
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MPUT PU$T

STKY ST$KY

STDA ST$DA

Table Generation and Accuracy

Verify that the IMBSEQ, IMBSCOBL, or IMBSPL1 table has been generated and is accurate if any sequential processing
functions are requested by the program.

Subschema and DMCL Module

Verify that the subschema name known to IDMS/DB is available, and that the DMCL module is available.

IMBS Parameters

Verify the accuracy of the parameters input to the IMBS customizing macro.

What to Look For When Inaccurate Data is Returned

If your program runs successfully but returns inaccurate data to the work area, make sure:

• The IDMS/DB subschema record descriptions agree with the DBOMP file descriptions
• The file table in IMBSTAB contains correct file types and pointer displacements
• The IDMS/DB files are loaded properly

Where to Find Values During Debugging

The following table lists the registers that point to the location of transparency components containing values pertinent to
the debugging process.

Register Points to:

R5 IMBSTAB

R6 Active work area prefix

R7 Active file and file table in IMBSTAB

R8 Active record name

R11 IDMS/DB logical record buffer in IMBSTAB

R12 Beginning of active IMBSBRDG routine

R14 Instruction following a branch to FORCEDMP; important only
when the message program check S0C2 (z/OS) or PRIVILEGED
OPERATION EXCEPTION (Z/VSE) has been issued

Transparency Programs and Macros
This section provides information on the transparency components that are described briefly in the following table.

Component Brief description
IMBS customizing macro Describes the DBOMP files and the equivalent IDMS/DB

database. The IMBS macro generates IMBSTAB.
IMBSTAB Contains (in tabular format) the data that the bridge program uses

to convert IDMS/DB records to DBOMP records.
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IMBSPROC database procedure Moves pointers from the subschema table into an IDMS/DB
dummy record.

IMBSBRDG program module Simulates DBOMP records and processing using IMBSTAB,
IMBSPROC, IMBSEQ (or equivalent COBOL or PL/I macros), and
IDMS/DB.

IMBSEQ macro Supports the DBOMP GE$T, PU$T, ST$KY, and ST$DA macros
in Assembler programs and replaces the MF$SQ, FI$LE, and CF
$RT macros.
For more information on equivalent PL/I and COBOL macros, see
PL/I Considerations and see COBOL Considerations.

IMBS Customizing Macro

IMBS is an Assembler macro that describes DBOMP files and the IDMS/DB database that replaces them.

These statements require set names, file names, record types, logical record length, and pointer displacement in DBOMP
records. To get this information, use the IDMSRPTS utility (see the IDMS Utilities Section), running these reports:

Report name Gives information on:
RECDES Record types defined in a schema
SETDES Sets defined in a schema
DATDIR Record types copied into a subschema (general)
SUBREC Record types copied into a subschema (comprehensive)
SUBAREA Areas copied into a subschema
SUBSET Sets copied into a subschema

Syntax for the input statements is provided in the following sections.

Control Statement

The control statement specifies control information for the run, including usage mode and required names.

►►─── IMBS ──┬────────────────────────────┬─ SUBSCH=subschema-name ───────────►

             └─ SYSTEM= ─┬─ DBMP ◄ ─┬─ , ─┘

                         └─ CFMS ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,IMBSREC= ─┬─ IMBS-RECORD ◄ ──────────┬─┘

                 └─ idms-dummy-record-name ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,RACN= ─┬─ ITEM-MASTER ◄ ────┬─┘

              └─ racn-record-name ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,USAGE= ─┬─ PU ◄ ─┬─┘

               ├─ PR ───┤

               ├─ SU ───┤

               ├─ SR ───┤

               ├─ ER ───┤
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               └─ EU ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PGMNAME=program-name ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,SETLMT= ─┬─ 16 ◄ ─────────┬─┘

                └─ limit-number ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DBPROC= ─┬─ IMBSPROC ◄ ────────┬─┘

                └─ db-procedure-name ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,CATALR= ─┬─ NO ◄ ────────────────────┬─┘

                ├─ YES ─────────────────────┤

                └─ relocatable-module-name ─┘

IMBS
Constant; Code anywhere after column one.

SYSTEM=DBMP/CFMS
Specifies DBMP or CFMS, as appropriate. The default value is DBMP.

SUBSCH=subschema-name
Specifies the subschema name as it is known to IDMS/DB.

IMBSREC=IMBS-RECORD/idms-dummy-record-name
Specifies the name of the IDMS/DB dummy record as defined in the schema. The default value is IMBS-
RECORD.

RACN=ITEM-MASTER/racn-record-name
Specifies the name of the record for which RACN processing is requested. The default value is ITEM-MASTER.

USAGE=
Specifies the IDMS/DB usage mode in which all areas named in the subschema are to be READYed.
PU

Protected update (the default)
PR

Protected retrieval
SU

Shared update
SR

Shared retrieval
ER

Exclusive retrieval
EU

Exclusive update
PGMNAME=program-name

Specifies the name of the program to be bridged. This parameter defaults to IDMSDBMP if DBMP is indicated in
the SYSTEM= parameter, or to IDMSCFMS if CFMS is indicated in the SYSTEM= parameter.

SETLMT=limit-number
Sets the maximum number of sets that can be defined in a single IMBSTAB. The default is 16. The largest
allowed number is 255.
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DBPROC=IMBSPROC/db-procedure-name
Specifies the name of a database procedure that passes pointers from the subschema table to the IDMS/DB
dummy record. The default value, IMBSPROC, should be used unless a database procedure by that name
already exists.

CATALR=
Specifies the CATALR option (Z/VSE only).
NO

Specifies that a CATALR card is not to be provided at the front of the object deck. NO is the default.
YES

Specifies that a CATALR card is to be provided at the front of the object deck, naming IMBSTAB as the
relocatable module.

relocatable-module-name
Specifies the relocatable module to be named on the CATALR card placed at the front of the object deck.

Set Identification Statement

The set identification statement names an IDMS/DB set. One set identification statement must exist for each set type to
be accessed by the bridged program.

►►─── IMBS SET=(set-number,set-name) ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

IMBS
Constant; Code anywhere after column one.

set-number
Specifies a 2-digit number indicating the set number. Set identification statements must be entered in sequence
by this number.
Set-number cannot exceed the value of the SETLMT parameter in the control statement.

set-name
Specifies the name of the set as it appears in the subschema.

File/Record Type Description Statement

The file/record type description statement describes the characteristics of the DBOMP file and names the IDMS/DB record
type to which it corresponds. There must be one file/record type description statement for each DBOMP file referenced by
the bridged program.

This statement must be followed by a pointer/set relationship statement for each pointer that is established for the record
type and that is to be passed to the calling program by the database procedure.

►►─── IMBS RECNAME=(dbomp-file-name,idms-record-type-name) ───────────────────►

 ►─── ,TYPE= ─┬─ M ─┬─ ,KEYL=key-length ──────────────────────────────────────►

              ├─ C ─┤

              └─ S ─┘

 ►─── ,LRECL=record-length ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

IMBS
Constant; Code anywhere after column one.

dbomp-file-name
Specifies the 7-character name of the DBOMP file.
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idms-record-type-name
Specifies the name of the corresponding IDMS/DB record type as it appears in the subschema.

TYPE=
Specifies the type of DBOMP file.
M

Master file
C

Chain file linked to more than one master file; note that if C is specified, the corresponding record type
must have next, prior, and owner pointers.

S
Chain file linked to only one master file; any file/record type description statement specifying TYPE=S
must be preceded by a file/record type description statement for the master file to which it is linked.

KEYL=key-length
Specifies the length of the record key as it is specified in the work area prefix of the DBOMP file. Key-length must
be between 0 and 256; specify 0 for all chain files except those with product-structure characteristics where the
master-record key length is used.

LRECL=record-length
Specifies the length, in bytes, of the record as it appears on the DBOMP record layout. The length of the work
area prefix should not be included in this value.

Pointer/Set Relationship Statement

Pointer/set relationship statements provide IDMS DML with information on the pointers established for each record type
that is to be passed from the database to the user work area. One pointer/set relationship statement must exist for each
pointer that is to be passed for the record type described in the preceding file/record type description statement.

►►─── IMBS POINTER=(pointer-number,pointer-type,pointer-displacement-number) ─►◄

IMBS
Constant; Code anywhere after column one.

pointer-number
Specifies the two-digit number corresponding to the sequential number in the set identification statement (see
above) for the set to which the pointer links the record.

pointer-type
Specifies the type of pointer, as follows:
N

-- Next pointer
P

-- Prior pointer
O

-- Owner pointer
X

-- Dummy pointer; causes the constant END to be moved to the specified pointer position in the simulated
DBOMP record

pointer-displacement-number
Specifies the displacement of the pointer in the DBOMP logical record, where the record begins at byte 1.
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Delimiter Statement

The delimiter statement indicates the end of the input statement entries. Code the constant IMBS anywhere after column
one.

►►─── IMBS END ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Output From IMBS Macro -- IMBSTAB

IMBSTAB is an Assembler program module generated by the IMBS macro. It consists of storage (DS) and storage
constants (DC), in the form of tables and buffers. IMBSTAB:

• Supplies IMBSPROC with information needed to move pointers for current records from the IDMS/DB subschema
table into the dummy IDMS/DB record

• Provides IMBSBRDG with information needed to build DBOMP records from retrieved IDMS/DB records
• Supplies IMBSBRDG with the information needed to return updated records from the user work area to the IDMS/DB

database

The IMBSTAB module contains the following four tables:

Table Contains:
Control table Control information
Set table An entry for each set described to the IMBS macro
Pointer table Pointers for each set described to the IMBS macro; the groups of

pointers are in the same order as the corresponding sets in the set
table.

File table A group of entries for each file described to the IMBS macro

The control table, set table, pointer table, and file table layouts are shown in the figures on the following pages.

Control Table
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Set Table

The set table contains one entry for each set described to the IMBS macro.

Pointer Table

The pointer table contains one group of pointers (owner, prior, current, and next) for each set described to the IMBS
macro, in the same order as the sets to which they correspond are named in the set table.
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File Table

The file table contains one group of entries for each DBOMP file and corresponding IDMS/DB record type described to the
IMBS macro.
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The IMBS macro generates an IDMS/DB logical record buffer from which the bridge program constructs the DBOMP
logical record. The size of this buffer is equivalent to the size of the largest IDMS/DB record described in the file table.

Assembling and Linking IMBSTAB

You can reassemble IMBSTAB as often as you like. This allows you to change control information and accommodate the
requirements of multiple DBOMP applications. The information most likely to vary is the program name, the usage mode,
the name of the record for which RACN is to be maintained, and the CATALR option (Z/VSE only).

Each time you change any input statements, do the following:

1. Submit all of the IMBS input statements.
2. Link edit IMBSTAB to the library containing IMBSBRDG.

For the JCL you use to assemble and link edit the IMBSTAB module, see Using the Transparency as a Bridge to IDMS/
DB.

The following flowchart illustrates IMBSTAB assembly and linkage.
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IMBSTAB Error Messages

Error messages that are issued during the assembly of the IMBSTAB customized bridge program are called MNOTES. An
MNOTE appears in the source code listing directly below the input statement to which it applies.

NOTE
The line number of an MNOTE appears on the Assembler Diagnostics and Statistics page of the Assembler
output listing.

MNOTEs (and their descriptions) are as follows:

INCORRECT USAGE MODE SPECIFIED
There is an invalid usage mode in the USAGE= parameter of the control statement.

SET SPECIFIED OUT OF SEQUENCE
A set identification statement is not in numeric sequence by the set number parameter.

SUBSCHEMA NOT SPECIFIED
The SUBSCH= parameter is missing from the control statement.

SET TABLE LIMIT EXCEEDED
The number of sets defined in the IMBS macro has been exceeded.
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UNRECOGNIZED KEYWORD PARAMETER
The Assembly program has encountered an unrecognizable keyword parameter.

You must correct input statements that are flagged by MNOTES, then resubmit the statements to the IMBS macro for
assembly of IMBSTAB. Repeat the process until all user input statements are free of errors.

The error-detection capabilities of the IMBS macro are limited, and it is recommended that you check all input statements
for errors not covered by MNOTES. In particular, check:

• The subschema name
• File and record type names
• File types
• Linkage options
• Pointer displacement
• IDMS/DB set names

If errors exist in the above values and are not detected when you generate and assemble IMBSTAB, the bridge program
will encounter discrepancies between information requested by the calling program and information supplied by IMBSTAB.
The results are unpredictable.

Sample IMBS and IMBSTAB

Sample Input to IMBS

The following is a sample of statements input to the IMBS macro.

  IMBS  SYSTEM=DBMP,SUBSCH=IMBSSUBS

  IMBS  SET=(01,ITEM-STRUCTURE)

  IMBS  SET=(02,ITEM-WHERE-USED)

  IMBS  SET=(03,WORK-ROUTING)

  IMBS  SET=(04,ITEM-ROUTING)

  IMBS  RECNAME=(ITEMFLE,ITEM-MASTER),TYPE=M,KEYL=5,LRECL=68

  IMBS  POINTER=(01,X,1)

  IMBS  POINTER=(01,N,10)

  IMBS  POINTER=(02,N,14)

  IMBS  POINTER=(04,N,18)

  IMBS  POINTER=(04,P,22)

  IMBS  RECNAME=(PRODSTR,PROD-STRUCTURE),TYPE=C,KEYL=5,LRECL=36

  IMBS  POINTER=(01,O,1)

  IMBS  POINTER=(01,N,5)

  IMBS  POINTER=(02,O,9)

  IMBS  POINTER=(02,N,13)

  IMBS  POINTER=(02,P,17)

  IMBS  RECNAME=(WORKCTR,WORK-CENTER),TYPE=M,KEYL=5,LRECL=32

  IMBS  POINTER=(01,X,1)

  IMBS  POINTER=(03,N,10)

  IMBS  POINTER=(03,P,14)

  IMBS  RECNAME=(ROUTING,ROUTINGS),TYPE=C,KEYL=0,LRECL=84

  IMBS  POINTER=(04,O,1)

  IMBS  POINTER=(04,N,5)

  IMBS  POINTER=(03,O,9)
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  IMBS  POINTER=(03,N,13)

  IMBS  POINTER=(03,P,17)

  IMBS  END

  END

Sample Output from IMBS

The following is a sample IMBSTAB source listing, the output from the IMBS macro.

  LOC  OBJECT CODE    ADDR1 ADDR2  STMT   SOURCE STATEMENT

                                      1          IMBS  SYSTEM=DBMP,SUBSCH=IMBSSU

000000                                2+IMBSTAB  CSECT

000000 47F0 E000            00000     3+         BC    15,0(,14)

000004 00000020                       4+         DC    A(IMBSCNTL)

000008 5C5CC9D4C2E240E3               5+         DC    C'**IMBS TABLE V12.0**'

                                      6+*

000020                                7+IMBSCNTL DS    0D

000020 C4C2D4D7                       8+         DC    CL4'DBMP'

000024 00000298                       9+         DC    A(R1)

000028 000003F0                      10+         DC    A(BUFFER)

00002C 00000148                      11+         DC    A(SETABLE)

000030 00000190                      12+         DC    A(PTRTAB)

000034 C9D4C2E260D9C5C3              13+         DC    CL16'IMBS-RECORD'

000044 C9D4C2E2D7D9D6C3              14+         DC    CL8'IMBSPROC'

00004C C9D4C2E2E2E4C2E2              15+         DC    CL8'IMBSSUBS'

000054 C9C4D4E2C4C2D4D7              16+         DC    CL8'IDMSDBMP'

00005C C9E3C5D460D4C1E2              17+         DC    CL16'ITEM-MASTER'

00006C 000000F5                      18+         DC    A(SSCIDBCM+38-1)

000070                               19+         DS    0D

000070                               20+SSCTRL   DS    0CL200

000070 4040404040404040              21+PGMNAME  DC    CL8' '

000078 F1F4F0F0                      22+ERRSTAT  DC    C'1400'

00007C 00000000                      23+DBKEY    DC    F'0'

000080 4040404040404040              24+RECNAME  DC    CL16' '

000090 4040404040404040              25+AREANAME DC    CL16' '

0000A0 4040404040404040              26+ERRORSET DC    CL16' '

0000B0 4040404040404040              27+ERRORREC DC    CL16' '

0000C0 4040404040404040              28+ERRAREA  DC    CL16' '

0000D0                               29+SSCIDBCM DS    0F

0000D0 0000000000000000              30+IDBMSCOM DC    25F'0'

000134 00000000                      31+DIRDBKEY DC    F'0'

000138                               32+DBSTATUS DS    0CL7

000138 4040                          33+DBSTMTCD DC    CL2' '

00013A 404040404040                  34+DBSTATCD DC    CL5' ',CL1' '

000140 00000000                      35+RECOCCUR DC    F'0'

000144 00000000                      36+DMLSEQ   DC    F'0'

000148                               37+SETABLE  DS    0D

                                     38 *

                                     39          IMBS  SET=(01,ITEM-STRUCTURE)

000148 C9E3C5D460E2E3D9              40+SET1     DC    CL16'ITEM-STRUCTURE'

                                     41          IMBS  SET=(02,ITEM-WHERE-USED)

000158 C9E3C5D460E6C8C5              42+SET2     DC    CL16'ITEM-WHERE-USED'
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                                     43          IMBS  SET=(03,WORK-ROUTING)

000168 E6D6D9D260D9D6E4              44+SET3     DC    CL16'WORK-ROUTING'

                                     45          IMBS  SET=(04,ITEM-ROUTING)

000178 C9E3C5D460D9D6E4              46+SET4     DC    CL16'ITEM-ROUTING'

                                     47 *

                                     48          IMBS  RECNAME=(ITEMFLE,ITEM-MAS

000188 FFFFFFFF                      49+         DC    F'-1'

                                     50+*

000190                               51+PTRTAB   DS    0D

000190 0000000000000000              52+         DC    16XL16'FF'

                                     53+*

000290                               54+FTABLE   DS    0D

000290 FFFFFFFF                      55+         DC    F'-1'

000294 0000                          56+         DC    H'0'

000296 FFFF                          57+         DC    H'-1'

000298                               58+R1       DS    0F

000298 000002F0                      59+         DC    A(R2)

00029C C9E3C5D4C6D3C5                60+         DC    CL7'ITEMFLE'

0002A3 D4                            61+         DC    C'M'

0002A4 C9E3C5D460D4C1E2              62+         DC    CL16'ITEM-MASTER'

0002B4 0005                          63+         DC    H'5'

0002B6 0044                          64+         DC    H'68'

0002B8 0000000000000000              65+         DC    2F'0'

                                     66          IMBS  POINTER=(01,X,1)

0002C0 00000190                      67+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(01-1))

0002C4 0000                          68+         DC    AL2(1-1)

0002C6 E7                            69+         DC    CL1'X'

0002C7 40                            70+         DC    CL1' '

                                     71          IMBS  POINTER=(01,N,10)

0002C8 00000190                      72+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(01-1))

0002CC 0009                          73+         DC    AL2(10-1)

0002CE D5                            74+         DC    CL1'N'

0002CF 40                            75+         DC    CL1' '

                                     76          IMBS  POINTER=(02,N,14)

0002D0 000001A0                      77+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(02-1))

0002D4 000D                          78+         DC    AL2(14-1)

0002D6 D5                            79+         DC    CL1'N'

0002D7 40                            80+         DC    CL1' '

                                     81          IMBS  POINTER=(04,N,18)

0002D8 000001C0                      82+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(04-1))

0002DC 0011                          83+         DC    AL2(18-1)

0002DE D5                            84+         DC    CL1'N'

0002DF 40                            85+         DC    CL1' '

                                     86          IMBS  POINTER=(04,P,22)

0002E0 000001C0                      87+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(04-1))

0002E4 0015                          88+         DC    AL2(22-1)

0002E6 D7                            89+         DC    CL1'P'

0002E7 40                            90+         DC    CL1' '

                                     91 *

                                     92          IMBS  RECNAME=(PRODSTR,PROD-STR

0002E8 FFFFFFFF                      93+         DC    F'-1'

0002EC 0044                          94+         DC    H'68'
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0002EE FFFF                          95+         DC    H'-1'

0002F0                               96+R2       DS    0F

0002F0 00000348                      97+         DC    A(R3)

0002F4 D7D9D6C4E2E3D9                98+         DC    CL7'PRODSTR'

0002FB C3                            99+         DC    C'C'

0002FC D7D9D6C460E2E3D9             100+         DC    CL16'PROD-STRUCTURE'

00030C 0005                         101+         DC    H'5'

00030E 0024                         102+         DC    H'36'

000310 0000000000000000             103+         DC    2F'0'

                                    104          IMBS  POINTER=(01,O,1)

000318 00000190                     105+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(01-1))

00031C 0000                         106+         DC    AL2(1-1)

00031E D6                           107+         DC    CL1'O'

00031F 40                           108+         DC    CL1' '

                                    109          IMBS  POINTER=(01,N,5)

000320 00000190                     110+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(01-1))

000324 0004                         111+         DC    AL2(5-1)

000326 D5                           112+         DC    CL1'N'

000327 40                           113+         DC    CL1' '

                                    114          IMBS  POINTER=(02,O,9)

000328 000001A0                     115+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(02-1))

00032C 0008                         116+         DC    AL2(9-1)

00032E D6                           117+         DC    CL1'O'

00032F 40                           118+         DC    CL1' '

                                    119          IMBS  POINTER=(02,N,13)

000330 000001A0                     120+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(02-1))

000334 000C                         121+         DC    AL2(13-1)

000336 D5                           122+         DC    CL1'N'

000337 40                           123+         DC    CL1' '

                                    124          IMBS  POINTER=(02,P,17)

000338 000001A0                     125+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(02-1))

00033C 0010                         126+         DC    AL2(17-1)

00033E D7                           127+         DC    CL1'P'

00033F 40                           128+         DC    CL1' '

                                    129 *

                                    130          IMBS  RECNAME=(WORKCTR,WORK-CEN

000340 FFFFFFFF                     131+         DC    F'-1'

000344 0024                         132+         DC    H'36'

000346 FFFF                         133+         DC    H'-1'

000348                              134+R3       DS    0F

000348 00000390                     135+         DC    A(R4)

00034C E6D6D9D2C3E3D9               136+         DC    CL7'WORKCTR'

000353 D4                           137+         DC    C'M'

000354 E6D6D9D260C3C5D5             138+         DC    CL16'WORK-CENTER'

000364 0005                         139+         DC    H'5'

000366 0020                         140+         DC    H'32'

000368 0000000000000000             141+         DC    2F'0'

                                    142          IMBS  POINTER=(01,X,1)

000370 00000190                     143+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(01-1))

000374 0000                         144+         DC    AL2(1-1)

000376 E7                           145+         DC    CL1'X'

000377 40                           146+         DC    CL1' '

                                    147          IMBS  POINTER=(03,N,10)
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000378 000001B0                     148+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(03-1))

00037C 0009                         149+         DC    AL2(10-1)

00037E D5                           150+         DC    CL1'N'

00037F 40                           151+         DC    CL1' '

                                    152          IMBS  POINTER=(03,P,14)

000380 000001B0                     153+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(03-1))

000384 000D                         154+         DC    AL2(14-1)

000386 D7                           155+         DC    CL1'P'

000387 40                           156+         DC    CL1' '

                                    157 *

                                    158          IMBS  RECNAME=(ROUTING,ROUTINGS

000388 FFFFFFFF                     159+         DC    F'-1'

00038C 0020                         160+         DC    H'32'

00038E FFFF                         161+         DC    H'-1'

000390                              162+R4       DS    0F

000390 000003E8                     163+         DC    A(R5)

000394 D9D6E4E3C9D5C7               164+         DC    CL7'ROUTING'

00039B C3                           165+         DC    C'C'

00039C D9D6E4E3C9D5C7E2             166+         DC    CL16'ROUTINGS'

0003AC 0000                         167+         DC    H'0'

0003AE 0054                         168+         DC    H'84'

0003B0 0000000000000000             169+         DC    2F'0'

                                    170          IMBS  POINTER=(04,O,1)

0003B8 000001C0                     171+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(04-1))

0003BC 0000                         172+         DC    AL2(1-1)

0003BE D6                           173+         DC    CL1'O'

0003BF 40                           174+         DC    CL1' '

                                    175          IMBS  POINTER=(04,N,5)

0003C0 000001C0                     176+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(04-1))

0003C4 0004                         177+         DC    AL2(5-1)

0003C6 D5                           178+         DC    CL1'N'

0003C7 40                           179+         DC    CL1' '

                                    180          IMBS  POINTER=(03,O,9)

0003C8 000001B0                     181+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(03-1))

0003CC 0008                         182+         DC    AL2(9-1)

0003CE D6                           183+         DC    CL1'O'

0003CF 40                           184+         DC    CL1' '

                                    185          IMBS  POINTER=(03,N,13)

0003D0 000001B0                     186+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(03-1))

0003D4 000C                         187+         DC    AL2(13-1)

0003D6 D5                           188+         DC    CL1'N'

0003D7 40                           189+         DC    CL1' '

                                    190          IMBS  POINTER=(03,P,17)

0003D8 000001B0                     191+         DC    A(PTRTAB+16*(03-1))

0003DC 0010                         192+         DC    AL2(17-1)

0003DE D7                           193+         DC    CL1'P'

0003DF 40                           194+         DC    CL1' '

                                    195 *

                                    196          IMBS  END

0003E0 FFFFFFFF                     197+         DC    F'-1'

0003E4 0054                         198+         DC    H'84'

0003E6 FFFF                         199+         DC    H'-1'

0003E8                              200+R5       DS    0F
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0003E8 C5D5C44B                     201+         DC    CL4'END.'

0003F0                              202+BUFFER   DS    0D

0003F0 0000000000000000             203+         DC    XL148'0'

000484 C5D5C44B                     204+         DC    CL4'END.'

                                    205          END

IMBSPROC Database Procedure

IMBSPROC, supplied in source and object form on the IDMS DML installation media, is a database procedure. This
procedure moves pointers of current records (that participate in the sets described in IMBSTAB) from the subschema
table to an IDMS/DB dummy record. The bridge program BINDs the dummy record to the IMBSTAB pointer table.

Integration of IMBSPROC into the Bridge Program

Integration of IMBSPROC into the bridge program is as follows:

• When a DBOMP program issues a retrieval or update request, the bridge program issues a GET of the dummy record
before:
– Moving the IDMS/DB record to the IDMS/DB logical record buffer

or
– Returning the DBOMP record to the database

• When the bridge program issues a GET of the dummy record, IDMS/DB calls IMBSPROC. IMBSPROC places
currency information (pointers) in the dummy record.

• IMBSPROC moves pointers for the sets identified in the IMBSTAB set table from the subschema table to the dummy
record and cancels the GET command issued to IDMS/DB.

• IMBSPROC returns the updated dummy record to the bridge program.
• The bridge program proceeds to move the pointers for the requested record from the dummy record into the DBOMP

file work area, placing them as specified in IMBSTAB.

NOTE
To protect the integrity of the IDMS/DB database, pointers are not returned with record data to the database
when a write function has been requested.

What You Need To Do

The bridge program and IMBSPROC logic is transparent to the calling program. You must, however:

• Define the dummy record in the schema
• Include the dummy record in any subschema as that bridged programs use, thereby making it available to IMBSPROC

and IMBSBRDG

In the schema RECORD description that describes the dummy record, include a CALL statement that directs IDMS/DB to
call IMBSPROC before GETting the dummy record.

For example, see this sample COBOL RECORD description:

          record name is imbs-record.

          record id is 799.

          location mode is direct.

          within bill-of-matrl area.

          call imbsproc before get.

              05 imbs-pointers occurs n times.

                 10 imbs-pointer pic x(4) occurs 4 times.
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Code the RECORD description paragraph as shown in the sample, changing the values for RECORD NAME, RECORD
ID, and AREA name as necessary. Supply a value for n (in the 05-level OCCURS statement) that is less than or equal to
the value specified in the SETLMT clause of the IMBS macro control statement.

IMBSBRDG program module

IMBSBRDG is the IDMS DML Assembler program module that replaces the DBOMP runtime executable code.
Specifically, it replaces:

• The BM$PIO root module
• The AP$SEQ module
• All FILEORG modules
• The routines generated by the MF$SQ, FI$LE, and CF$RT macros

IMBSBRDG Interface Between Applications and IDMS/DB

IMBSBRDG is an interface between application programs and IDMS/DB, and simulates IBM bill-of-materials systems
(BOMP, DBOMP, CFMS). IMBSBRDG is linked at runtime with IMBSTAB, IDMS, and the DBOMP application program,
and appears to IDMS/DB as an application program.

NOTE
IDMS DML does not include operating system and input/output interfaces, and does not issue any messages to
the console.

IMBSBRDG simulates the DBOMP environment by:

• Converting DBOMP retrieval or update macros and process indicators to IDMS/DB commands
• Converting IDMS/DB records to DBOMP records, using information supplied by IMBSTAB.

After converting the DBOMP command and the object record, IMBSBRDG returns the requested data and processing
information to the calling program.

Converting DBOMP Calls to IDMS/DB Statements

The IMBSBRDG program module simulates DBOMP processing by converting DBOMP calls to IDMS/DB statements.
IMBSBRDG uses its process indicator table to make the conversion. The executing program:

• Examines the process indicator (found in the work area prefix of the object record)
• Searches the process indicator table for the name of the IMBSBRDG routine that issues the equivalent IDMS

statement
• Passes control to the appropriate IMBSBRDG routine, which performs the requested retrieval or update function

IMBSBRDG Routines

The following table describes the IMBSBRDG routines.

The IMBSBRDG module supplied on the installation media includes comments for each of these routines as well as for
the routines that move pointers and data to and from the DBOMP file work area.

Name of routine What it does

HOUSEKEEPING
(performed on each entry to BM$PIO and AP$SEQ)

Saves registers
Establishes addressability
Sets sequential flag for entry to AP$SEQ
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MAINLINE Routes all calls to IMBSBRDG:
On first call, passes control to INITIALIZATION routine
For all subsequent calls, passes control to PROCESS
INDICATOR routine and to FILENAME VERIFICATION routine

INITIALIZATION
(performed on initial entry to IMBSBRDG)

Establishes location of IMBSTAB tables and loads their addresses
Signs on to IDMS/DB
BINDs IDMS/DB dummy record to pointer table in IMBSTAB
BINDs all record types to IDMS/DB logical record buffer in
IMBSTAB
READYs the IDMS/DB database areas in the specified usage
mode
Initializes the general IDMS/DB call
Initializes registers

FILENAME VERIFICATION Equates the DBOMP file name to an IDMS/DB record type name

PROCESS INDICATOR Equates the DBOMP process indicator to an IDMS/DB function

MOVE RECORD For retrieval functions, builds the expected DBOMP record from
the IDMS/DB logical record buffer and passes the record to the
named DBOMP file work area
For update functions, extracts the data from the DBOMP file
work area and passes the data to the IDMS/DB logical record
buffer (pointers are not moved from the work area to the IDMS/DB
logical record buffer)

MRAN MRKY Performs random record retrieval

DIRECT READ Performs direct record retrieval

MODIFY RECORD Updates in place master and chain file records

SEQUENTIAL READ Performs processing requested by GE$T

START KEY Performs processing requested by ST$KY

START DA Performs processing requested by ST$DA

OPEN Determines location mode of IDMS/DB record type that
corresponds to named DBOMP file
Determines, for future MGET processing, whether IDMS/DB
record type belongs to an indexed set
Determines if RACN function is permitted for named DBOMP file
and if so returns file control record to named DBOMP file work
area

CLOSE Returns file control record to IDMS/DB database and closes
database

EXPAND Moves disk address to named work area prefix from indicated
sending field

COMPRESS Moves disk address from named work area prefix to indicated
receiving field

Converting Records Retrieved from IDMS/DB

The IMBSBRDG program converts retrieved IDMS/DB records to DBOMP records, reconstructs IDMS/DB records from
updated DBOMP records, and returns the updated records to the database.
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Converting Records

To convert records retrieved from the IDMS/DB database, IMBSBRDG performs the following tasks:

• Reads the IDMS/DB record into the IDMS/DB logical record buffer
• Retrieves the IDMS/DB dummy record updated by IMBSPROC
• Moves the pointers for the requested record from the IDMS/DB dummy record to the DBOMP file work area (using

displacement information in IMBSTAB to determine where to place each pointer)
• Moves segments of data from the IDMS/DB logical record buffer to the DBOMP file work area, accounting for the

pointers already in place
Pointer displacement information is used in determining the size of each data segment moved:
– The size of the first data segment moved equals the number of bytes between the beginning of the DBOMP logical

record and the first pointer
– The size of the second segment moved equals the number of bytes between the first and second pointers
– This process continues until all of the data in the IDMS/DB logical record buffer has been moved into the file work

area, where the simulated DBOMP record is available for processing by the calling program

Reconstructing and Returning Records

To reconstruct updated DBOMP records and return them to the IDMS/DB database, IDMS DML performs the following
tasks:

• Moves segments of data from the updated DBOMP logical record in the file work area to the IDMS/DB logical record
buffer.
Pointer displacement information is used in determining the size of each data segment:
– The size of the first segment moved equals the number of bytes between the beginning of the DBOMP record and

the first pointer
– The size of the second segment moved equals the number of bytes between first and second pointers
– This process continues until all data in the DBOMP logical record (except pointers) has been moved to the IDMS/

DB logical record buffer.
• Issues a MODIFY command to IDMS/DB, returning the updated record in the buffer to the database.

The following two figures illustrate how IMBSBRDG moves data between the IDMS logical record buffer and the work area
of the DBOMP file.

Transfer from IDMS to DBOMP

The following figure shows the transfer of data from the IDMS/DB logical record buffer to the work area of the DBOMP file.
Note that when the transfer of data takes place, the pointers already have been moved from the IDMS/DB dummy record
to the DBOMP file work area.
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Transfer from DBOMP to IDMS

This figure shows the transfer of data from the work area of the DBOMP file to the IDMS/DB logical record buffer. Note
that pointers are not returned with record data to the IDMS/DB logical record buffer.
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Values Returned to the Calling Program

IMBSBRDG returns values to the calling program, as shown in the following table.

Values returned to: Description of values returned

Work area prefix A hexadecimal value in the error-byte field, returned after a
DBOMP request:
0000 -- Requested function performed successfully
0400 -- File name not found in IMBSTAB
0004 -- Process indicator not found in process indicator table
0008 -- Invalid record at disk address (MDIR and CDIR process
indicators)
FFFF -- Failure in IMBSBRDG program
Current disk address, returned when a successful random read
(MRAN or MRKY) has been performed
Current record key, returned when a successful direct read
(MDIR, MRDR, CDIR, or CRDR) has been performed

Work area of the DBOMP file A DBOMP logical record; after successful execution of a retrieval
request
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Currency field in IMBSEQ tables Current address of a record retrieved by a successful execution of
the ST$DA or ST$KY macro

IMBSEQ macro

IMBSEQ is the Assembler macro that replaces:

• The MF$SQ macro
• All FI$LE macros
• The CR$RT macro in DBOMP Assembler application programs

IMBSEQ generates tables containing information to support the sequential processing requested by GE$T, PU$T ST$DA,
and ST$KY macros in bridged programs. You can place this macro anywhere in the application program, however, it must
appear only once.

►►─── IMBSEQ (file-name,set-name,end-of-data-address) ────────────────────────►◄

IMBSEQ
A required constant that identifies the macro; you can code it anywhere after column 1.

file-name
Specifies the seven-character name of the DBOMP file. One file-name entry must exist for every master file
referenced in the bridged program.

set-name
Specifies the name of the set as it appears in the subschema.

end-of-data-address
Specifies the end-of-data address for the accompanying file-name. One end-of-data-address entry must exist for
every file-name.

IMBSEQ builds one sequential table for each file named in the macro. Each table contains the following values:

• The DBOMP file name
• A last-file flag
• The name of the area for which an area sweep is performed or the name of the index used for sequential access
• The address of the end-of-file routine to which program control is to branch when the end of the file is reached
• The currency field updated after each sequential retrieval

Sequential File Table Layout

The following figure illustrates the layout of the sequential file table.
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The IMBSEQ macro requires entries for only those files that are processed sequentially by the DBOMP program. In
IMBSTAB, you must describe all files entered in this macro and referenced in the program.

The macros that generate the PL/I and COBOL interfaces include the logic necessary to generate the tables required for
sequential processing. The layout for these tables is the same as for those generated by the IMBSEQ macro.

For more information on the PL/I interface, see PL/I Considerations. For more information on the COBOL interface, see
COBOL Considerations.

Converting DBOMP to IDMS/DB
This section provides detailed instructions for converting DBOMP data and programs to IDMS/DB.

Conversion Steps

To convert a DBOMP system to IDMS/DB, you must:

1. Design the IDMS/DB database. Use DBOMP file organization modules, I/O modules, and file description modules
as design aids and then discard them; these modules are not integrated into an IDMS/DB runtime system. Note:
The Mixed Page Group Binds Allowed feature may not be used with CD IDMS/DBOMP Transparency. For more
information on this step, see the IDMS Database Design Section.

2. Convert and transfer existing data from the DBOMP database to the IDMS/DB database.
3. Convert DBOMP load, maintenance, and retrieval/update programs to IDMS/DB.

Cautions on the Duplication of Logic

Because of the basic differences between IDMS/DB processing and DBOMP processing, don't expect IDMS/DB to
duplicate DBOMP logic in all applications. This applies particularly to RACN and chain count routines. Since IDMS/DB
handles these functions internally, it is usually not necessary to maintain the routines in converted programs.

However, should these routines be required, you must integrate the necessary logic into converted programs. For
example, if RACN is implemented in the converted program, you must establish a file control record for each applicable
master file and insert the program logic to update it.

Converting Data

To convert and transfer data from a DBOMP database to an IDMS/DB database, you write a conversion program that
issues calls to DBOMP and to IDMSDBLU.

NOTE
For more information on IDMSDBLU, see the FASTLOAD section in the IDMS Utilities Section.

What the Conversion Program Does

A conversion program does the following:
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• Describes each DBOMP master file and equivalent IDMS/DB record type (see the information on occurrence
descriptors in the FASTLOAD section in the IDMS Utilities Section)

• Describes sets, set owners, and record keys to be established on the IDMS/DB database (see the information on
owner descriptors in the FASTLOAD section in the IDMS Utilities Section)

• Issues a DBOMP call to retrieve a record from the parent master file
• Reformats the retrieved DBOMP parent master record into an IDMS/DB record
• Issues a call to IDMSDBLU to store the reformatted record on the IDMS/DB database
• Establishes set names and record keys
• Issues a DBOMP command for a primary chain chase of the product-structure (internal) chain file anchored in the

retrieved parent master record
• Reformats each subordinate master record, as it is retrieved, into an IDMS/DB record
• Issues a call to IDMSDBLU for each reformatted subordinate master record to store the record on the IDMS/DB

database and to connect the record to the appropriate set(s)
• Uses the record key for the parent master record to return it to the user work area; this occurs when the end of the

internal chain file is reached
• Issues a DBOMP command for a primary chain chase to retrieve the subordinate master records associated with the

parent master record in external relationships
• Reformats each subordinate master record as it is retrieved
• Issues a call to IDMSDBLU to store each reformatted subordinate master record on the IDMS/DB database and to

connect the record to the appropriate set(s)
• Repeats all of the preceding tasks until the entire parent master file has been read; this occurs when the end of the

external chain file is reached

NOTE
It is recommended that you retain low-level codes when you transfer DBOMP data to an IDMS/DB database.
If you want to retain sequential dependencies, convert and transfer the DBOMP data as outlined above and
describe the record as being stored via its owner, as described under the clause via set-name set of the record
statement of Schema statements in the Database Administration section. To keep all occurrences of a given
record type in physical sequence, they must be stored via a system owned index.

COBOL Example of Conversion Program

The following is an example of a COBOL program that converts DBOMP data to IDMS/DB records and loads them into
the IDMS/DB database.

 data division.

 

 working-storage section.

 01 dbomp-item.

    03 item-pi.

    03 item-key.

 

 01 CA IDMS/db-item             Refer to CA IDMS Utilities documentation 

    03 part-no.                 for information on occurrence descriptors. 

 

 01 dbomp-prodstr.

 

 01 idms-prodstr.

 

 01 dbomp-workctr.

 

 01 idms-workctr.

    03 work-no.
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 01 dbomp-routing.

 

 01 idms-routing.

 

 01 owner-1.                    Refer to CA IDMS Utilities documentation 

    03 set-1.                   for information on owner descriptors. 

    03 key-1.

 01 owner-2.

    03 set-2.

    03 key-2.

 

 procedure division.

    call 'bmpeof' using dbomp-item end-job.

 next-item.

    call 'bmpget' using dbomp-item.

    reformat dbomp-item, giving idms-item 

    call 'idmsdblu' using idms-item.

    move part-no to key-1.

    move 'item-struct' to set-1.

    move 'where-used' to set-2.

 next-structure.

    end-of-chain go to first-route.

    call 'chase' using anlnk nxlnk addnf dbomp-prodstr dbomp-item.

    reformat dbomp-prodstr, giving idms-prodstr 

    move part-no to key-2.

    call 'idmsdblu' using idms-prodstr owner-1 owner-2.

    go to next-structure.

 first-route.

    move key-1 to item-key.

    move 'mran' to item-pi.

    call 'bmpcall' using dbomp-item.

    move 'item-routing' to set-1.

    move 'work-routing' to set-2.

 next-route.

    end-of-chain go to next-item.

    call 'chase' using anlnk nxlnk addnf dbomp-routing dbomp-workctr.

    reformat dbomp-routing, giving idms-routing 

    call 'idmsdblu' using idms-routing owner-1 owner-2.

    reformat dbomp-workctr, giving idms-workctr 

    call 'idmsdblu' using idms-workctr.

    go to next-route.

 

Converting DBOMP Load and Maintenance Programs

Before you can run DBOMP load and maintenance programs against the IDMS/DB database, you must convert them to
IDMS/DB.

Converting these programs involves the following steps:
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• Inserting the necessary IDMS/DB DML control statements to prepare the database for processing
• Replacing all DBOMP calls, process indicators, and associated logic with IDMS/DB DML statements and associated

logic

Steps for Converting Load and Maintenance Programs

Follow the eight steps presented below to convert DBOMP Assembler, PL/I, and COBOL load and maintenance
programs. To obtain the proper record names and descriptions, set names, area names, and subschema names, consult
the dictionary reports produced by the IDMSRPTS utility (see the IDMS Utilities Section).

1. Remove all program references to work areas and work area prefixes.
2. Provide an IDMS/DB Communications Block for the program, as shown in the figure following this procedure.
3. Allocate space in program variable storage for each IDMS/DB record type to be referenced in the converted program.

The structure of each record type is described in the data dictionary Subschema Record Description Listing, the
SUBREC report that is generated by the IDMSRPTS utility (see the IDMS Utilities Section).

4. Issue an @MODE macro (Assembler only).
5. BIND the subschema and all record types to be referenced in the program.
6. READY those database areas to be accessed by the program. You can either issue one READY statement for all

areas or you can issue a READY statement for each area.
7. Replace each DBOMP CA$LL or BMPCALL with an IDMS DML statement equivalent to the function requested by the

process indicator in the DBOMP work area prefix. Alter the associated logic as necessary to conform with IDMS/DB
programming requirements. The following section shows the DBOMP process indicators (and commands) and their
equivalent IDMS DML statements and associated logic.

8. Check the IDMS/DB error status after every call to IDMS/DB (see DBOMP Error Codes With IDMS/DB Equivalents).

NOTE
Maintain low-level codes in converted structural maintenance programs. You can incorporate this logic into
user programs as a subroutine that is invoked following routines that add records to the IDMS/DB database.
For an example of this low-level code logic, Sample Application and Procedures; you can apply this example
to user maintenance programs.

Communications Block from Step 2 of Conversion
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DBOMP Process Indicators and Corresponding DML

Replacing DBOMP process indicators with equivalent IDMS DML statements is part of program conversion (see the
steps for converting programs). On the following pages, DBOMP process indicators are shown with their equivalent DML
statements (and associated logic, where appropriate). DML statements are shown in this order:

• Assembler
• COBOL
• PL/I

OPEN

►►─── @READY ─┬─ ALL ───┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─ AREA= ─┘

►►─── READY ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── READY ─┬─────────┬─ ; ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             └─ AREA= ─┘

CLOS

►►─── @FINISH ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── FINISH ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── FINISH; ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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MADD and MCRT

►►─── @STORE REC= ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── STORE ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── STORE RECORD; ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Associated Logic

Build record in user work area and move key to required field before STORE.

MDEL and MTAG

►►─── @ERASE ─┬─ REC ───────┬─ ,REC= ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              ├─ PERMANENT ─┤

              ├─ SELECTIVE ─┤

              └─ ALL ───────┘

►►─── ERASE ──┬────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─┬─ PERMANENT ─┬─ MEMBERS ──┘

                ├─ SELECTIVE ─┤

                └─ ALL ───────┘

►►─── ERASE RECORD ─┬─────────────┬─ ; ───────────────────────────────────────►◄

                    ├─ PERMANENT ─┤

                    ├─ SELECTIVE ─┤

                    └─ ALL ───────┘

Associated Logic

For MTAG, insert user logic to accomplish tagging.

CADD

►►─── @STORE REC= ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── STORE ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── STORE RECORD; ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Associated Logic

Move parent master record key to program variable storage; FIND CALC parent master record; build 'chain' record; move
subordinate master key to program variable storage; FIND CALC subordinate master record; CONNECT subordinate
master record to appropriate set; perform low-level code routine; set membership for product-structure relationship is MM.

CADD (Subordinate Master)

►►─── @STORE REC= ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── STORE ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── STORE RECORD; ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Associated Logic

Move parent master record key to program variable storage; move subordinate master record key to program variable
storage; build 'chain' record in program variable storage; FIND CALC parent master record; FIND CALC subordinate
master record; STORE 'chain' record; NOTE: set membership for subordinate master record is assumed MA.

CADD (No Subordinate Master)

►►─── @STORE REC= ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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►►─── STORE ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── STORE RECORD; ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Associated Logic

Move master record key to program variable storage; build 'chain' record; FIND CALC master record; STORE 'chain'
record.

CDLS

►►─── @ERASE ─┬─ REC ───────┬─ ,REC= ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              ├─ PERMANENT ─┤

              ├─ SELECTIVE ─┤

              └─ ALL ───────┘

►►─── ERASE ──┬────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─┬─ PERMANENT ─┬─ MEMBERS ──┘

                ├─ SELECTIVE ─┤

                └─ ALL ───────┘

►►─── ERASE RECORD ─┬─────────────┬─ ; ───────────────────────────────────────►◄

                    ├─ PERMANENT ─┤

                    ├─ SELECTIVE ─┤

                    └─ ALL ───────┘

Associated Logic

Move master record key to program variable storage; FIND CALC master record; OBTAIN NEXT record within set; check
error status; loop until record is found or end of set reached; delete found record.

CDLM

►►─── @ERASE ─┬─ REC ───────┬─ ,REC= ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              ├─ PERMANENT ─┤

              ├─ SELECTIVE ─┤

              └─ ALL ───────┘

►►─── ERASE ──┬────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─┬─ PERMANENT ─┬─ MEMBERS ──┘

                ├─ SELECTIVE ─┤

                └─ ALL ───────┘

►►─── ERASE RECORD ─┬─────────────┬─ ; ───────────────────────────────────────►◄

                    ├─ PERMANENT ─┤

                    ├─ SELECTIVE ─┤

                    └─ ALL ───────┘

Associated Logic

Move master record to program variable storage; FIND CALC master record; OBTAIN NEXT record within set; delete
'chain' record; check error status; loop until end of set.

CCSR

►►─── @MODIFY REC= ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── MODIFY ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── MODIFY RECORD; ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Associated Logic
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Move subordinate master record key to program variable storage; OBTAIN CALC subordinate master record; change
subordinate master record key to desired value; MODIFY subordinate master record.

CEQL

►►─── @STORE REC= ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── STORE ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── STORE RECORD; ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Associated Logic

Move parent master record key to program variable storage; FIND CALC parent master record; OBTAIN NEXT record
within set; move key of obtained record to program variable storage for parent master record; FIND CALC record; STORE
retrieved ('chain') record.

CCHG

►►─── @MODIFY REC= ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── MODIFY ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── MODIFY RECORD; ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Associated Logic

Move master record key to program variable storage; FIND CALC master record; MODIFY record as required.

CFIN and CEND

Have no IDMS equivalents.

Associated Logic

If end of set is desire, FIND OWNER within set.

SADD

►►─── @CONNECT REC=,SET= ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── CONNECT TO ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── CONNECT RECORD SET; ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Associated Logic

Move master record key to program variable storage; FIND CALC master record; OBTAIN NEXT record within set; move
subordinate record key to master record key in program variable storage; FIND CALC master record; CONNECT found
master record to appropriate set.

SDEL

►►─── @DISCON REC=,SET= ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── DISCONNECT FROM ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── DISCONNECT RECORD SET; ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Associated Logic

FIND CALC record; OBTAIN NEXT record within set; DISCONNECT retrieved record.

CCRT

See information for CADD.

MRKY
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►►─── @FIND CALC,REC= ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── FIND CALC ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── FIND CALC RECORD; ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

MRAN

►►─── @OBTAIN CALC,REC= ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── OBTAIN CALC ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── OBTAIN CALC RECORD; ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

MDIR

►►─── @OBTAIN DBKEY= ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── OBTAIN DB-KEY IS ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── OBTAIN DBKEY; ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

MRDR

►►─── @FIND DBKEY= ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── FIND DB-KEY IS ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── FIND DBKEY; ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

MUPD

►►─── @MODIFY REC= ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── MODIFY ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── MODIFY RECORD; ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

MWRT

Has no IDMS/DB equivalent

CDIR

►►─── @OBTAIN DBKEY= ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── OBTAIN DB-KEY IS ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── OBTAIN DBKEY ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

CUPD

►►─── @MODIFY REC= ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── MODIFY ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── MODIFY RECORD; ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Associated Logic

OBTAIN record before issuing MODIFY.

CWRT

Has no IDMS/DB equivalent

CMPR and EXPN

Have no IDMS/DB equivalents; addresses are not compressed in IDMS/DB.
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DBOMP Commands and Corresponding DML

Replacing DBOMP commands with equivalent IDMS DML statements is part of program conversion (see the previous list
of guidelines for conversion). On the following pages DBOMP commands are shown with their equivalent DML statements
(and associated logic, where appropriate). DML statements are shown in this order:

• Assembler
• COBOL
• PL/I

CHA$E BMPCHASE

See associated logic.

Associated Logic

FIND CALC set owner record; OBTAIN NEXT record (member) within set; check for the end of the set; repeat OBTAIN
NEXT and check error status until the end of the set.

GE$T BMPGET

►►─── @OBTAIN NEXT, ─┬─ SET= ──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                     └─ AREA= ─┘

►►─── OBTAIN NEXT WITHIN ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── OBTAIN NEXT ─┬─ SET ──┬─ ; ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                   └─ AREA ─┘

PU$T BMPPUT

►►─── @MODIFY REC= ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── MODIFY ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── MODIFY RECORD; ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

ST$KY BMPSTKY

►►─── @OBTAIN,REC=,SET=,USING= ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── OBTAIN WITHIN USING ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── OBTAIN RECORD SET USING; ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Associated Logic

Obtains a record in an indexed set using a symbolic key.

ST$DA BMPSTDA

►►─── @OBTAIN DBKEY=DIRCTKY,REC= ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── OBTAIN DB-KEY IS DIRECTKY ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─── OBTAIN DBKEY DIRCTKY; ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Associated Logic

Record retrieved in physical sequential order by symbolic key. (DIRCTKY)

CA$LL BMPCALL

See process indicator equivalents.

Commands having no equivalents
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These DBOMP commands have no IDMS/DB equivalents:

• BM$WA
• MSG
• TY$PE
• MO$VE
• EQ$RG
• BM$DS
• MF$SQ
• CF$RT
• FI$LE
• CGE$T
• CPU$T
• BM$FO
• BMPFO
• EO$F
• BMPEOF
• BM$RACN
• BMPRACN
• BM$OFAD
• BMPOFFAD

Sequence of Logic in Converted Programs

The general sequence of logic in the converted load and maintenance programs should be as follows:

1. Read input data or transaction record.
2. Format the input data into the IDMS/DB record work area. (The COBOL code to accomplish this is generated

automatically.)
3. Establish necessary currencies.
4. Issue the appropriate DML Assembler macro:
@STORE

-- Add a record occurrence to the database.
@ERASE

-- Delete a record occurrence from the database.
@MODIFY

-- Alter a record key or sequence field.
@CONNECT

-- Add a record occurrence to a set occurrence.
@DISCONNECT

-- Remove a record occurrence from a set occurrence.
5. Check the status code returned by IDMS/DB (see DBOMP Error Codes With IDMS/DB Equivalents).

NOTE
Check the IDMS/DB status after every call to IDMS/DB to determine whether the requested function was
performed. The status codes returned to the program may indicate program errors, or they may be tested
by program logic to determine subsequent program action. For more information on status codes and their
meanings, see the IDMS DML Reference Section for COBOL and the IDMS DML Reference Section for PL/I.
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Converting DBOMP Retrieval and Update Programs

The final task in conversion to IDMS/DB is converting DBOMP retrieval and update programs.

Steps for Converting Retrieval and Update Programs

Follow the eight steps presented below to convert DBOMP Assembler, PL/I, and COBOL load and maintenance programs
to IDMS/DB. To obtain the proper record names and descriptions, set names, area names, and subschema names,
consult the data dictionary reports produced by the IDMSRPTS utility (see the IDMS Utilities Section).

1. Remove all program references to DBOMP file work areas and work area prefixes.
2. Provide an IDMS/DB Communications Block for the program (see the same step under Converting DBOMP Load and

Maintenance Programs, in this section).
3. Allocate space in the IDMS/DB program variable storage for each IDMS/DB record type to be referenced in the

converted program. The structure of each record type is described in the dictionary Subschema Record Description
Listing, or SUBREC report.

NOTE
For more information on SUBREC, see IDMSRPTS in the IDMS Utilities Section.

4. Issue an @MODE macro (Assembler only).
5. BIND the subschema and all record types to be referenced in the program.
6. READY those database areas that will be accessed by the program; one READY statement can be issued for all

areas, or each area can be READYed explicitly.
7. Convert each DBOMP command and accompanying process indicator to an equivalent DML command. Alter

the program logic associated with the DBOMP command as necessary to conform with IDMS/DB programming
requirements. Refer to the syntax shown under Converting DBOMP Load and Maintenance Programs for the IDMS/DB
statements that are equivalent to DBOMP commands save process indicators.

8. Check the status code returned by IDMS/DB after every call to IDMS/DB (see the table under DBOMP Error Codes
With IDMS/DB Equivalents).

DBOMP Error Codes With IDMS/DB Equivalents

DBOMP Code DBOMP P.I. IDMS Status IDMS Macro Meaning
0400 Any 0308 Any Invalid record type
0200 Addition 1211 @STORE No space in area
0008 File read 0326 @FIND/@OBTAIN Record not found
0008 File read 0302 @FIND/@OBTAIN Db-key not within page

range for specified record
0004 Any xx63 -- Invalid function
0001 Addition 1205 @STORE Duplicate record
0001 Deletion 0230 @ERASE Record occurrence is

owner of nonempty set
END CHA$E 0307 @OBTAIN NEXT,

SET=
AREA=

End of set or area

PL/I Considerations
This section provides you with additional information necessary to use DBOMP PL/I programs with IDMS DBOMP
Transparency.
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Except as noted here, IDMS DBOMP Transparency bridges DBOMP PL/I programs in the same manner it bridges
DBOMP Assembler programs.

Transparency Support For DBOMP PL/I Commands

The transparency's support of DBOMP PL/I commands parallels that of DBOMP Assembler macros. The following table
shows DBOMP PL/I commands and their interpretation by the IDMS DBOMP Transparency.

NOTE
See IBM DBOMP documentation for the syntax for these commands.

DBOMP PL/I command IDMS DBOMP Transparency interpretation of command
OP$EN The first call to OP$EN causes IMBSBRDG to open the entire

IDMS/DB database and prepare it for processing: BINDs are
issued for the run unit and all record types described in the
subschema, and database areas are READYed. The transparency
returns the file control record for the file for which RACN has been
specified in IMBSTAB. Subsequent calls to OP$EN are ignored
once the database has been opened.

CLO$E The first call to CLO$E causes IMBSBRDG to close all areas
in the IDMS/DB database by issuing a FINISH command.
Subsequent calls to CLO$E are ignored once the database has
been closed. If any command other than CLO$E is issued after
the first CLO$E, the transparency automatically reopens the
IDMS/DB database and processes the command; a subsequent
CLOSE causes the transparency to close the database again.

CA$LL The work area prefix for the named file is passed to IMBSBRDG,
which interprets the process indicator contained in the work
area prefix and performs the requested function. See Section3,
"The Transparency Environment" for those process indicators
supported by the transparency.

GE$T IMBSBRDG retrieves the first record in the named file and returns
it to the work area. Subsequent calls to GE$T using the same file
cause IMBSBRDG to retrieve records in logical sequential order
from that point if the record type is not indexed. When an end-of-
file condition is detected, control is passed to the routine specified
for the file in the EO$F command (discussed below).

EO$F IMBSBRDG handles EO$F in the same manner as does DBOMP,
but obtains the necessary file information from the module
generated by the IMBSPL1 interface macro (see below) rather
than from the module generated by the DBOMP PL$BM macro.
A call to EO$F must specify the end-of-file routines in the same
sequence as the corresponding files are entered in the IMBSPL1
macro.

ST$KY IMBSBRDG retrieves a record by the key specified in the work
area prefix for the named file and returns the record to the work
area. The currency for the file is set at the retrieved record.
Subsequent GE$T commands for the file retrieve records in
logical sequential order from that point if the record type is not
indexed. Note that the transparency support of logical sequential
processing assumes the use of an index.
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ST$DA IMBSBRDG retrieves a record by the disk address specified in the
work area prefix for the named file and returns the record to the
work area. The currency for the file is set at the retrieved record.
Subsequent GE$T commands for the file retrieve records in logical
sequential order from that point if the record type is indexed, or in
physical sequential order from that point if the record type is not
indexed. Note that the transparency's support of logical sequential
processing assumes the use of indexing.

PU$T IMBSBRDG writes back to the IDMS/DB database the last record
retrieved by a GE$T command. Chain address fields (pointers) are
not updated or written back to the database.

CHASE The transparency supports this command unconditionally.
Programs that request only the CHASE function need not be
modified before interfacing with the bridge, and should be
linked with the PL$CH macro as indicated in IBM DBOMP
documentation.

BM$OFAD The transparency does not support this command. If a call to BM
$OFAD is encountered by the bridge, no action takes place and
control returns to the calling program.

BM$FO The transparency does not support this command. If a BM$FO
command is encountered, an unresolved external reference
results in the link edit map.

BM$RACN The transparency does not support this command. If a BM$RACN
command is encountered, no action takes place and control
returns to the calling program. The transparency's maintenance of
RACN in PL/I programs is the same as for Assembler programs.

IMBSPL1 Interface Macro

The IMBSPL1 interface macro replaces the DBOMP PL$BM macro. This Assembler macro generates tables containing
the information necessary to establish communication between the DBOMP PL/I program and IMBSBRDG. Also
incorporated in these tables is the information required to support the sequential processing requested by calls to GE$T,
PU$T, ST$KY, and ST$DA.

Syntax

IMBSPL1 macro

►►─── IMBSPL1 (file-name, ─┬─ index-set-name ─┬─ ), ─┬─ YES ─┬─ ; ────────────►◄

                           └─ NOTSEQ ─────────┘      └─ NO ──┘

Parameters

IMBSPL1
A required constant that identifies the macro; you can code it anywhere after column 1.

file-name
The seven-character name of the DBOMP master file as specified in the program work area. You must enter
the routines named in the EO$F command in the same order as you enter the corresponding file names in the
IMBSPL1 macro. This ensures that the address of the proper routine is passed to IMBSBRDG when the end of
a file named in a GE$T command is reached. One file-name entry must be present for each DBOMP file that is
processed.
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index-set-name/NOTSEQ
The name of the index set to be used for logical sequential processing; specify NOTSEQ if the file is not to be
processed in logical sequential order. One index-set-name/NOTSEQ entry must be present for each file-name
entry.

YES/NO
The compiler option indicator; specified as follows:

• YES if the optimizing compiler is used and IMBSPL1 is not identified as an assembler entry
• NO if the D- or F-level compiler is used

NOTE
It is recommended that you name every file on the DBOMP database in one execution of the IMBSPL1 macro so
that this macro does not need to be assembled and link edited more than once.

Assembling and Linking IMBSPL1

To assemble and link-edit IMBSPL1, you must use SMP/E (Z/OS) or MSHP (Z/VSE).

NOTE
For more information on using SMP/E and MSHP, see the IDMS Installation -- Z/OS or the IDMS Installation -- Z/
VSE.

DBOMP PL/I Program Preparation and Execution

The guidelines for preparing a DBOMP PL/I program and executing it using the transparency parallel the guidelines for
DBOMP Assembler programs in Using the Transparency as a Bridge to IDMS/DB.

Preparing the PL/I Program

• Remove the PL$BM macro.
• Remove those DBOMP PL/I commands that are not supported by IDMS DBOMP Transparency. Modify the associated

program logic as necessary.
• Modify the PL/I logic as necessary to conform with IDMS DBOMP Transparency specifications for sequential

processing and RACN processing.
• If the program issues any of the allowable IDMS DML statements, insert the following call to IMBSBRDG. Ensure that

the IDMS DML statement argument is available in program variable storage (see The Transparency Environment):

call ca$ll (argument_name,'end.')

• If the program uses any retrieval or update process indicators that are not supported by IDMS DBOMP Transparency
(see The Transparency Environment), replace them with indicators that are supported.

Executing the Program

• Assemble and link edits IMBSTAB if a version compatible with the application does not exist in the load library.
• Recompile and link edit the DBOMP PL/I program, including IMBSBRDG, IMBSTAB, IMBSPL1, and IDMS/DB. This

step assumes that IMBSPL1 has been assembled and link edited as discussed previously.

NOTE
It is not necessary to recompile programs that run under Z/OS, unless you made any of the previously listed
changes. However, you must recompile programs that run under Z/VSE (unless the programs exist in the
relocatable library), regardless of whether changes were made.

• Submit the DBOMP PL/I program for execution.
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COBOL Considerations
This appendix provides you with additional information necessary to interface DBOMP COBOL programs with IDMS
DBOMP Transparency.

Except as noted in this appendix, IDMS DBOMP Transparency bridges DBOMP COBOL programs in the same manner as
it bridges DBOMP Assembler programs.

Transparency Support For DBOMP COBOL Commands

The transparency's support for DBOMP COBOL commands parallels its support for DBOMP Assembler macros. The
following table shows DBOMP COBOL commands and their interpretation by the transparency.

NOTE
See IBM DBOMP documentation for the syntax for these commands.

DBOMP PL/I command IDMS DBOMP Transparency interpretation of command
BMPOPEN The first call to BMPOPEN causes IMBSBRDG to open the

entire IDMS/DB database and prepare it for processing: BINDs
are issued for the run unit and all record types described in the
subschema, and database areas are READYed. The transparency
returns the file control record for the file for which RACN has
been specified in IMBSTAB. Subsequent calls to BMPOPEN are
ignored once the database has been opened.

BMPCLOSE The first call to BMPCLOSE causes IMBSBRDG to close all
areas in the IDMS/DB database by issuing a FINISH command.
Subsequent calls to BMPCLOSE are ignored once the database
has been closed. If any command other than BMPCLOSE is
issued after the first BMPCLOSE, the transparency automatically
reopens the IDMS/DB database and processes the command; a
subsequent BMPCLOSE causes the transparency to close the
database again.

BMPCALL The work area prefix for the named file is passed to IMBSBRDG,
which interprets the process indicator contained in the work area
prefix and performs the requested function. For information on
process indicators that are supported by the transparency, see
Section3, "The Transparency Environment".

BMPGET IMBSBRDG retrieves the first record in the named file and returns
it to the work area. Subsequent calls to BMPGET using the same
file cause IMBSBRDG to retrieve records in logical sequential
order from that point if the record type is indexed, or in physical
sequential order from that point if the record type is not indexed.
When an end-of-file condition is detected, control passes to the
routine specified for the file in the BMPEOF command (discussed
below).

BMPEOF IMBSBRDG handles BMPEOF in the same manner as does
DBOMP, but obtains the necessary file information from
the module generated by the DBOMP CB$BM macro. A
call to BMPEOF must specify the end-of-file routines in the
same sequence as the corresponding files are entered in the
IMBSCOBL macro.
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BMPSTKY IMBSBRDG retrieves a record by the key specified in the work
area prefix for the named file and returns the record to the work
area. The currency for the file is set at the retrieved record.
Subsequent BMPGET commands for the file retrieve records
in logical sequential order from that point if the record type is
indexed, or in physical sequential order from that point if the
record type is not indexed. Note that the transparency's support of
logical sequential processing assumes the use of indexing.

BMPSTDA IMBSBRDG retrieves a record by the disk address specified in
the work area prefix for the named file and returns the record
to the work area. The currency for the file is set at the retrieved
record. Subsequent BMPGET commands for the file retrieve
records in logical sequential order from that point if the record type
is indexed, or in physical sequential order from that point if the
record type is not indexed. Note that the transparency's support of
logical sequential processing assumes the use of indexing.

BMPPUT IMBSBRDG writes back to the IDMS/DB database the last record
retrieved by a BMPGET command. Chain address fields (pointers)
are not updated or written back to the database.

CHASE The transparency supports this command unconditionally.
Programs that request only the CHASE function need not be
modified before interfacing with the bridge, and should be
linked with the CB$CH macro as indicated in IBM DBOMP
documentation.

BMPOFFAD The transparency does not support this command. If a call to
BMPOFFAD is encountered by the bridge, no action takes place
and control returns to the calling program.

BMPFO The transparency does not support this command. If a BMPFO
statement is encountered, an unresolved external reference
results in the link edit map.

BMPRACN The transparency does not support this command. If a BMPRACN
command is encountered, no action takes place and control
returns to the calling program. The transparency's maintenance
of RACN in COBOL programs is the same as for Assembler
programs.

IMBSCOBL Interface Macro

The IMBSCOBL interface macro replaces the DBOMP CB$BM macro. This Assembler macro generates tables containing
the information necessary to establish communication between the DBOMP COBOL program and IMBSBRDG. Also
incorporated in these tables is the information required to support sequential processing requested by calls to BMPGET,
BMPPUT, BMPSTKY, and BMPSTDA.

Syntax

IMBSCOBL macro

►►─── IMBSCOBL (file-name, ─┬─ index-set-name ─┬─ ) ──────────────────────────►◄

                            └─ NOTSEQ ─────────┘

Parameters

IMBSCOBL
A required constant that identifies the macro; it can be coded anywhere after column 1.
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file-name
The seven-character name of the DBOMP master file as specified in the program work area. You must enter the
routines named in the BMPEOF command in the same order as you enter the corresponding file names in the
IMBSCOBL macro. This ensures that the address of the proper routine is passed to IMBSBRDG when the end of
a file named in a BMPGET command is reached. One file-name entry must be present for every DBOMP file that
is processed.

index-set-name/NOTSEQ
The name of the index set to be used for logical sequential processing; specify NOTSEQ if the file is not to be
processed in logical sequential order. One index-set-name/NOTSEQ entry must be present for each file-name
entry.

NOTE
It is recommended that you name every file on the DBOMP database in one execution of the IMBSCOBL macro
so that this macro does not need to be assembled and link edited more than once.

Assembling and Linking IMBSCOBL

To assemble and link-edit IMBSCOBL, you must use SMP/E (Z/OS) or MSHP (Z/VSE).

NOTE
For more information on using SMP/E and MSHP, see the IDMS Installation -- Z/OS or the IDMS Installation -- Z/
VSE.

DBOMP COBOL Program Preparation and Execution

The section provides information for preparing and executing a DBOMP COBOL program using the transparency parallel
those detailed for DBOMP Assembler programs in Using the Transparency as a Bridge to IDMS/DB.

Preparing the COBOL Program

• Remove the CB$BM macro.
• Remove DBOMP COBOL commands that are not supported by IDMS DBOMP Transparency, and modify associated

program logic as necessary.
• Modify the COBOL logic as necessary to conform with IDMS DBOMP Transparency specifications for sequential

processing and RACN processing.
• If the program issues any of the allowable IDMS DML statements, insert the following call to IMBSBRDG, making sure

that the IDMS DML statement argument is available in working storage (see The Transparency Environment):
 call 'bmpcall' using argument-name.

 

• If any retrieval or update process indicators except for those supported by IDMS DBOMP Transparency (see The
Transparency Environment) are used in the program, replace them with those that are supported.

Executing the Program

• Assemble and link edit IMBSTAB if a version compatible with the application does not exist in the load library.
• Recompile and link edit the DBOMP COBOL program, including IMBSBRDG, IMBSTAB, IMBSCOBL, and IDMS/DB.

This step assumes that IMBSCOBL has been assembled and link edited as discussed above.

NOTE
You do not need to recompile programs that run under Z/OS unless any of the changes listed above have
been made; you must, however, recompile programs that run under Z/VSE whether or not any of these
changes have been made, unless the programs exist in the relocatable library.

• Submit the DBOMP COBOL program for execution.
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Sample Application and Procedures
This topic contains the following sample application and JCL for z/OS:

IMBSBILL Sample Application

IMBSBILL Illustrates the sequence and structure of database access procedures necessary to perform standard bill-of-
materials functions against an IDMS/DB manufacturing database. IMBSBILL is written in ANS COBOL and issues IDMS/
DB COBOL Data Manipulation Language statements requesting database services.

IMBSMJ01 Sample JCL for z/OS

IMBSMJ01 is a collection of EXEC statements that you can use as a reference when you convert a DBOMP database to
an IDMS/DB database.

IMBSMJ02 Sample JCL for z/OS

IMBSMJ02 is a collection of EXEC statements that you can use as a reference when you execute DBOMP applications
using the transparency.

IMBSBILL Sample Application

IMBSBILL Functions

IMBSBILL serves two purposes:

• To aid in the conversion of DBOMP load, maintenance, and retrieval/update programs to IDMS/DB
• To serve as a prototype for the development of systems oriented to the manufacturing environment

Record Types Referenced by IMBSBILL

IMBSBILL references these IDMS/DB record types:

• ITEM-MASTER
• PROD-STRUCTURE
• WORK-CENTER
• ROUTINGS

IMBSBILL retrieves, modifies, adds, and deletes occurrences of each of these record types. It demonstrates single-level,
indented, and summarized explosion and implosion, and performs a serial retrieval of occurrences of the ITEM-MASTER
record type. IMBSBILL also contains the IDMS/DB logic necessary to implement RACN, low-level coding, and chain
counts.

Database Accessed by IMBSBILL

The design for the sample database accessed by IMBSBILL is shown in the following figure.
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IMBSBILL Flow of Logic

The general flow of logic in IMBSBILL is as follows:

1. BIND the run unit and all record types
2. Read a transaction
3. Branch to the routine indicated by the transaction code
4. Access the IDMS/DB database using the appropriate DML commands
5. Display the results of the transaction on the printer
6. Repeat the above steps until all transactions have been processed

IMBSBILL Code

The following is the code for IMBSBILL.

• IMBSBILL - The program described here
• IMBSCHM - The schema IMBSBILL uses
• IMBDMCL - The DMC IMBSBILL uses
• IMBSUBS - The subschema IMBSBILL uses

IMBSMJ01 Sample JCL for z/OS

Explanation of Statements in IMBSMJ01

Each EXEC statement in IMBSMJ01 is a job step. The steps are described in the following table.

EXEC statement What happens
IDMSCHEM Compiles the sample schema, IMBSSCHM
IDMSDMCL Processes the sample DMCL module, IMBSDMCL
LINKDMCL Link edits the assembled output from the DMCL processor
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SUBSCHEM Compiles the sample subschema, IMBSSUBS, and punches load
module

LINKSUB Link edits IMBSSUBS
DMLC Submits the sample COBOL source program, IMBSBILL, to the

IDMS DML compiler
COB Compiles the output from DMLC
LINKCOB Link edits the compiled COBOL program
IDMSRPTS Prints reports from the data dictionary
INITSAMP Initializes the sample database
EXECPGM Executes the sample IDMS/DB application program, IMBSBILL

NOTE
Be sure to modify the parameters in the EXECPGM step to suit your installation requirements.

IMBSMJ02 Sample JCL for z/OS

Explanation of Statements in IMBSMJ02

Each EXEC statement in IMBSMJ02 is a job step. The steps are described in the following table.

EXEC statement What happens
ASMCBDG Assembles IMBSTAB
LINKCBDG Link edits IMBSTAB
ASMCOBL Assembles IMBSCOBL interface
LINKCOBL Link edits IMBSCOBL module
DMLC Submits sample COBOL DBOMP source program, IMBSDBMP, to

the IDMS DML compiler
COB Compiles output from DMLC
LINKCOB Link edits IMBSDBMP
EXECPGM Executes the sample DBOMP application program, IMBSDBMP,

using the IDMS/DBOMP Transparency bridge program
IMBSBRDG

NOTE
Be sure to modify the parameters in the EXECPGM step to suit your installation requirements.

Setting Up IDMS/DBOMP Transparency Under z/OS
Object Modules

The following table lists the object modules placed into the IDMS/DB object library during the install.

Module Description

IMBSPROC Database procedure
IMBSBRDG Bridge program

Source Modules
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The following table lists the source modules placed into the IDMS/DB source library during the install.

Module Description

IMBSMJ02 JCL for IMBSMJ02 procedure
IMBS Customizing macro
IMBSASMB IMBS Assembler interface macro
IMBSBILL Sample IDMS/DB COBOL manufacturing application program
IMBSBRDG Assembler source code for IMBSBRDG object module
IMBSCOBL IDMS/DBOMP Transparency COBOL interface macro
IMBSDBMP Sample COBOL DBOMP program (to be bridged)
IMBSDMCL Sample DMCL description module
IMBSEQ IDMS/DBOMP Transparency Assembler interface macro
IMBSINP1 Sample input to IMBSBILL
IMBSINP2 Sample input to IMBSDBMP
IMBSPL1 IDMS/DBOMP Transparency PL/I interface macro
IMBSPROC Source code for database procedure object module
IMBSMJ01 JCL for IMBSMJ01 procedure
IMBSSCHM Sample IDMS/DB schema description
IMBSSUBS Sample IDMS/DB subschema description
IMBSTAB Sample input to IMBS customizing macro

Load Modules

The following table lists the load modules placed in the IDMS/DB load library during the install.

Module Description

IMBSBRDG Bridge program
IMBSPROC Database procedure

Customizing and Executing IMBSMJ01 and IMBSMJ02

The JCL is shown in the IMBSMJ01 and IMBSMJ02 procedures as they exist in the source library.

Source library member IMBSMJ01 contains a procedure that compiles the schema, DMCL, and subschema for the
sample database. It then initializes the database and runs the sample DML program, IMBSBILL.

Member IMBSMJ02 compiles a sample DBOMP program, IMBSDBMP, and IDMS/DBOMP Transparency, which uses the
same database as was set up by IMBSMJ01.

Explanation of EXEC Statements in IMBSMJ01 Procedure

The IMBSMJ01 procedure uses the 15 EXEC statements described in the following table.

EXEC statement What happens

IDMSCHEM Compiles the sample schema, IMBSSCHM
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IDMSDMCL Processes the sample DMCL module, IMBSDMCL and punches
the load module

LINKDMCL Link edits the assembled output from the DMCL processor

SUBSCHEM Compiles the sample subschema, IMBSSUBS

LINKSUB Link edits IMBSSUBS

DMLC Submits the sample COBOL source program, IMBSBILL, to the
IDMS DML compiler

COB Compiles the output from DMLC

LINKCOB Link edits the compiled COBOL program

IDMSRPTS Prints reports from the data dictionary

INITSAMP Initializes the sample database

EXECPGM Executes the sample IDMS/DB application program, IMBSBILL

NOTE
You must modify the parameters in the EXEC IMBSMJ01 statement (the last EXEC statement in the procedure)
to suit your installation requirements. For more information, see Customizing IMBSMJ01.

Customizing IMBSMJ01

You must modify the defaults shown in the EXEC IMBSMJ01 statement (the last JCL statement) in the IMBSMJ01
procedure. The following JCL shows the exec IMBSMJ01. Change the items shown in italics to suit your installation
requirements.

IMBSMJ01 (z/OS)

//SAMPLE   EXEC   IMBSMJ01

//                PRT='SYSOUT=A',

//                UNIT=disk,

//                LIB='imbs.loadlib',

//                IDMSLIB='idms.loadlib',

//                COBLIB='coblib',

//                COBSTEP='cob.steplib',

//                PGSIZE=2496,

//                DISP=CATLG,

//                BASE='data.direct',

//                IMBSBILL='imbs013',

//                IMBSWORK='IMBSWORK',

//                SRCLIB='imbs.srclib',

//                IDMSSRC='yourHLQ.CAGJMAC',

//                VOL='VOL=SER=nnnnnn,'

//                SYSCTLDS='idms.sysctl',

//                IDMSDMCL='cvdmcl',

//                MSGDD='dcmsg',

//                MSGDSN='idms.ddldcmsg',

//                DDLDD='sysddl',

//                DDLDSN='idms.sysddl',
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//                DICTNAME='appldict',

Parameter Description

disk Symbolic device name for data dictionary and database files

imbs.loadlib Dataset name of IDMS/DBOMP Transparency load library if a
load library was allocated in optional ALLOC step of INSTALL
procedure; or dataset name of IDMS load library if IDMS DBOMP
Transparency load library was not allocated

idms.loadlib Dataset name of IDMS load library

coblib Dataset name of COBOL library

cob.steplib Dataset name of COBOL step library

data.direct Dataset name of data dictionary; may be a sample or user
directory

IMBSBILL Dataset name of sample IDMS database file

IMBSWORK Dataset name of sample IDMS database file

imbs.srclib Dataset name of IDMS DBOMP Transparency source library if a
source library was allocated in optional ALLOC step of INSTALL
procedure; or dataset name of IDMS source library if IDMS
DBOMP Transparency source library was not allocated

yourHLQ.CAGJMAC Dataset name of IDMS macro library

nnnnnn Volume serial number of disk where data dictionary and sample
IDMS database files are stored

idms.sysctl Dataset name of IDMS SYSCTL file for running CV

cvdmcl Name of the DMCL that IDMS uses, for CV or local

dcmsg The ddname or IDMS message area

idms.ddldcmsg Dataset name of the IDMS message area, for CV and local jobs

ddldd The ddname of the IDMS dictionary

idms.sysddl Dataset name of the IDMS dictionary

appldict Dictionary to be used

Explanation of EXEC Statements in IMBSMJ02 Procedure

The IMBSMJ02 procedure uses the eight EXEC statements described in the following table.

EXEC statement What happens

ASMCBDG Assembles IMBSTAB

LINKCBDG Link edits IMBSTAB

ASMCOBL Assembles IMBSCOBL interface

LINKCOBL Link edits IMBSCOBL module

DMLC Submits sample COBOL DBOMP source program, IMBSDBMP, to
the IDMS DML compiler

COB Compiles output from DMLC

LINKCOB Link edits IMBSDBMP
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EXECPGM Executes the sample DBOMP application program, IMBSDBMP,
using the IDMS/DBOMP Transparency bridge program
IMBSBRDG

NOTE
You must modify the parameters in the EXEC IMBSMJ02 statement (the last EXEC statement in the procedure)
to suit your installation requirements. For more information, see Customizing IMBSMJ02.

Customizing IMBSMJ02

You must modify the defaults shown in the EXEC IMBSMJ02 statement (the last JCL statement) in the IMBSMJ02
procedure. The following JCL shows the exec IMBSMJ02. Change the items shown in italics to suit your installation
requirements.

IMBSMJ02 (z/OS)

//SAMPLE   EXEC   IMBSMJ02

//                PRT='SYSOUT=A',

//                UNIT=disk,

//                LIB='imbs.loadlib',

//                IDMSLIB='idms.loadlib',

//                IDMSSRC='yourHLQ.CAGJMAC',

//                COBLIB='coblib',

//                COBSTEP='cob.steplib',

//                BASE='data.direct',

//                IMBSBILL='imbs013',

//                IMBSWORK='IMBSWORK',

//                SRCLIB='imbs.srclib',

Parameter Description

disk Symbolic device name for data dictionary and database files

imbs.loadlib Dataset name of IDMS/DBOMP Transparency load library if a
load library was allocated in optional ALLOC step of INSTALL
procedure; or dataset name of IDMS load library if IDMS DBOMP
Transparency load library was not allocated

idms.loadlib Dataset name of IDMS load library

yourHLQ.CAGJMAC Dataset name of IDMS macro library

coblib Dataset name of COBOL library

cob.steplib Dataset name of COBOL step library

data.direct Dataset name of data dictionary; may be a sample or user
directory

IMBSBILL Dataset name of sample IDMS database file

IMBSWORK Dataset name of sample IDMS database file

imbs.srclib Dataset name of IDMS DBOMP Transparency source library if a
source library was allocated in optional ALLOC step of INSTALL
procedure; or dataset name of IDMS source library if IDMS/DB
source library was not allocated
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Executing IMBSMJ01 and IMBSMJ02

After you tailor the IMBSMJ01 and IMBSMJ02 procedures to your installation requirements, you can submit them together
as a job.

Setting Up IDMS DBOMP Transparency under Z/VSE
Learn more about customizing and executing IMBSVJ01 and IMBSVJ02.

Customizing and Executing IMBSVJ01 and IMBSVJ02

The JCL is shown in the IMBSVJ01 and IMBSVJ02 procedures as they exist in the source library.

Source library member IMBSVJ01 contains a procedure that compiles the schema, DMCL, and subschema for the sample
database. It then initializes the database and runs the sample DML program, IMBSBILL.

Member IMBSVJ02 compiles a sample DBOMP program, IMBSDBMP, and the components needed to run it through
IDMS DBOMP Transparency, which uses the same database as was set up by IMBSVJ01.

Explanation of EXEC Statements in IMBSVJ01 Procedure

The IMBSVJ01 procedure uses the EXEC statements described in the following table.

EXEC statement What happens

IDMSCHEM Compiles the sample schema, IMBSSCHM

IDMSDMCL Compiles the sample and punches DMCL module, IMBSDMCL

LNKEDT Link edits sample DMCL module, IMBSDMCL

IDMSUBSC Compiles the sample and punches subschema, IMBSSUBS

ASSEMBLY Assembles IMBSSUBS

LNKEDT Link edits IMBSSUBS

IDMSDMLC Submits the sample COBOL program, IMBSBILL, to the IDMS
Data Manipulation Language compiler

FCOBOL Submits IMBSBILL to the COBOL compiler

LNKEDT Link edits IMBSBILL

IDMSRPTS Prints all dictionary/directory reports

IDMSBCF Initializes the sample database

IMBSBILL Executes the sample program, IMBSBILL

Explanation of EXEC Statements in IMBSVJ02 Procedure

The IMBSVJ02 procedure uses the eight EXEC statements described in the following table.

EXEC statement What happens

ASSEMBLY Assembles the IMBS customizing macro

MAINT Catalogs IMBSTAB to relocatable library

ASSEMBLY Assembles the IMBSCOBL macro

MAINT Catalogs assembled IMBSCOBL to relocatable library
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IDMSDMLC Submits the sample COBOL DBOMP program, IMBSDBMP, to the
Data Manipulation Language compiler

FCOBOL Submits IMBSDBMP to the COBOL compiler

LNKEDT Link edits IMBSDBMP

DEMOPROG Executes the sample DBOMP program, IMBSDBMP, against
IDMS DBOMP Transparency

Modules placed in the relocatable library

The following table lists the modules placed in the relocatable library during installation.

Module Description

IMBSBRDG Bridge program

IMBSPROC Database procedure

Modules placed in the source statement library

The following table lists the modules placed in the source statement library during installation.

Module Description

IMBS Customizing macro

IMBSASMB Interface module (Assembler)

IMBSBILL Sample IDMS/DB COBOL manufacturing application program

IMBSBRDG Assembler source code for IMBSBRDG object module

IMBSCOBL IDMS DBOMP Transparency COBOL interface macro (Assembler)

IMBSDBMP Sample COBOL DBOMP program to be bridged

IMBSDMCL Sample DMCL description module

IMBSEQ Interface module (Assembler)

IMBSINP1 Sample input to IMBSBILL

IMBSINP2 Sample input to IMBSDBMP

IMBSPL1 IDMS DBOMP Transparency interface macro (PL/I)

IMBSPROC Source code for database procedure object module

IMBSSCHM Sample IDMS/DB schema description

IMBSSUBS Sample IDMS/DB subschema description

IMBSTAB Sample input to IMBS customizing macro

Running IMBSVJ01

Run IMBSVJ01, which executes an IDMS/DB manufacturing application, using test data provided on the installation media
and cataloged in the source statement library.
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Running IMBSVJ02

Run IMBSVJ02, which executes a DBOMP program with the IDMS DBOMP Transparency bridge, using test data
provided on the installation media and cataloged in the source statement library.

The JCL in IMBSVJ01 and IMBSVJ02 must first be edited so that the dataset names are correct for your site.

VSAM Transparency
What is IDMS VSAM Transparency?

IDMS VSAM Transparency is a program interface that allows VSAM-based applications to access and update an IDMS/
DB database. Through IDMS VSAM Transparency, users can execute the following against IDMS/DB data:

• Batch VSAM programs
• CICS VSAM programs
• VSAM-based packaged software programs

Because IDMS VSAM Transparency supports all commonly used VSAM features, modification or recompilation of the
VSAM application is generally not required.

IDMS VSAM Transparency provides an easy and efficient way to migrate from a non-IDMS/DB file structure to IDMS/DB.
IDMS VSAM Transparency allows you to:

• Run old VSAM applications and new IDMS/DB programs against the same database. This allows the conversion to
IDMS/DB technology to occur gradually and without loss of investment in existing application systems.

• Run the same VSAM application against both the IDMS/DB database and VSAM files. This prevents the disruption of
normal data processing procedures during the migration process.

This section provides introductory information on the following:

• How IDMS VSAM Transparency converts and integrates data to an IDMS/DB format
• How IDMS VSAM Transparency processes requests using control information
• The general architecture of IDMS VSAM Transparency
• IDMS VSAM Transparency operating requirements

Introduction to IDMS VSAM Transparency
IDMS VSAM Transparency is totally integrated into the regular IDMS/DB environment. This integration allows access to
the following database services and facilities:

• IDMS/DB central version (CV) and local mode operations
• Integrated data dictionary control
• Record locking
• Automatic recovery
• Journaling
• Batch application execution
• CICS online application execution
• Concurrent access to data by multiple programs that run simultaneously
• Broadcom application development tools, such as ADS, OLQ, ICMS, and the Automatic System Facility (ASF)

Data Access Method Conversion Process

Conventional Access Method
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The following diagram illustrates the conventional access method conversion process. Typically, conversion from one data
access method to another requires simultaneous conversion of application programs and data files.

IDMS VSAM Transparency Access Method

The following diagram illustrates the access method conversion process with IDMS VSAM Transparency. Existing VSAM
applications can run as they are against IDMS/DB files. Only the data must be converted to IDMS/DB format, not the
programs.

Integration with IDMS/DB

 

Translating Requests
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The interface between VSAM application programs and the IDMS/DB database depends on user-defined control
information. This information establishes a correspondence between the data viewed by the VSAM program and the
database structures defined in the IDMS/DB schema. At run time, IDMS VSAM Transparency uses the control information
to translate VSAM processing requests into IDMS/DB database calls.

Processing Requests

Requests pass between the VSAM application and the database as follows:

1. IDMS VSAM Transparency accepts processing requests from the calling program.
2. IDMS VSAM Transparency converts processing requests to IDMS/DB calls.
3. IDMS/DB accesses the database and performs requested updates and retrievals.
4. IDMS VSAM Transparency returns status information and data (as appropriate) in VSAM format to the application

program.

Flow Diagram

The following diagram illustrates how IDMS VSAM Transparency processes VSAM requests against an IDMS/DB
database. IDMS VSAM Transparency acts as a translator between VSAM and IDMS/DB, allowing VSAM application
programs to access an IDMS/DB database.

Database Environment

The IDMS/DB database used in the IDMS VSAM Transparency environment is a standard IDMS/DB database that
can be used by other IDMS VSAM Transparency and IDMS/DB applications. Physical database details such as areas,
record location modes, set orders, and indexing are transparent to the application program. You can change the physical
database details to provide for better run-time performance without affecting the application program or the control
information used to describe VSAM and IDMS/DB correspondences.

Note that the Mixed Page Group Binds Allowed feature may not be used with IDMS VSAM Transparency.

Implementation

To implement IDMS VSAM Transparency, follow these steps:

1. Prepare the database by following the procedures detailed in IDMS Database Administration Section.
2. Transfer data from VSAM files to the IDMS/DB database by using the IDMS VSAM Transparency migration utility.

This utility is described in .
3. Prepare the control tables that will be used by IDMS VSAM Transparency at runtime. Instructions on preparing

control tables are presented in .
4. Modify the application JCL. Sample JCL is presented in Section5, Runtime Operations.

General Architecture

IDMS VSAM Transparency is a front-end to back-end design that contains dedicated modules and routines. The modules
used by IDMS VSAM Transparency are summarized below.
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An operating system services manager interface module
provides operating-system-dependent open and close services for IDMS VSAM Transparency files. There is one
system services manager for each operating system that IDMS VSAM Transparency supports.

Front-end and back-end request processing modules
perform:

• Open and close processing that is operating system independent, such as the acquisition of buffer space and
BIND requests

• All simulation of VSAM functions, after an IDMS VSAM Transparency file is opened or closed

A CICS interface module
(used in the CICS environment only) allows communication to occur between CICS transactions and the IDMS
VSAM Transparency front-end module.

Control tables
define the correspondence between VSAM data structures and IDMS/DB data sets. There are two types of control
tables in IDMS VSAM Transparency

• The file management table (FMT) maps each VSAM data structure used by the application program to an
IDMS/DB database record and set. This table is required for each VSAM data structure used, regardless of the
processing environment (batch or CICS).

• The transaction name table (TNT) maps the CICS online application transaction names to IDMS/DB
subschema names. This table is optional for the CICS environment and is not applicable to the batch
environment.

More information:

For more information on preparing control table information see Section4, Preparing Control Information.

For more detailed information on IDMS VSAM Transparency architecture, refer to Appendix A, IDMS VSAM Transparency
Architecture.

Operating Requirements

IDMS VSAM Transparency requires the following system components:

Operating system --
IDMS VSAM Transparency runs under the various releases supported for IDMS. Please see the product
information distributed with your installation package for specific release levels.

Memory requirements --
IDMS VSAM Transparency requires the following components:

• The front end requires approximately 20K, distributed in the following areas:
– For z/OS in the Common System area (CSA). This release of IDMS supports z/OS 1.1 and above.

However, we will always refer to z/OS in this section.
– For z/VSE, in the System GETVIS area
In addition, the front end causes the loading of the IDMS external request unit environment, which loads IDMS
components that are needed for the passing of requests and data between the front end and the back end.

• The back end requires approximately 16K, distributed in the following areas:
– For local mode, in the user's region/partition
– For central version, in either a reentrant pool or a program pool

• Each task will require space on the CV storage pool, or in local storage, of sufficient storage needed for
processing an IDMS/DB run unit.
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Broadcom software --
The release of IDMS VSAM Transparency must be the same as the release of IDMS/DB with which IDMS VSAM
Transparency is running.

Operating mode --
IDMS VSAM Transparency runs in IDMS/DB local mode and under the IDMS/DB central version. Use of the
central version allows concurrent use of the IDMS/DB database by multiple application programs, including batch
programs, CICS IDMS VSAM Transparency programs, and other IDMS/DB applications.

IDMS/DB Schema and VSAM File Correspondences
Relate VSAM Structures to IDMS/DB Structures

IDMS VSAM Transparency supports VSAM data structures by establishing a one-to-one correspondence between a
VSAM data structure and an IDMS/DB non-SQL set. All VSAM data structure types are supported, including:

• Key-sequenced data set (KSDS)
• Entry-sequenced data set (ESDS)
• Relative-record data set (RRDS)
• Alternate index (PATH)

Before IDMS VSAM Transparency can establish the correspondence between VSAM and IDMS/DB, you must represent
the VSAM data structures in an IDMS/DB schema. Each VSAM data structure corresponds to a record within a system-
owned indexed set. The record type, location mode used to store the data, and set order of the indexed set vary for each
VSAM data structure type.

The remainder of this section presents:

• The record definitions, set definitions, and location mode options that correspond to each of the data structures that
IDMS VSAM Transparency supports

• General area and file considerations for defining IDMS VSAM Transparency data structures to the IDMS/DB schema

Note: Special considerations apply to KSDS, ESDS, and PATH data structures that contain variable-length records.
These considerations are described in Length Record Considerations.

Key-Sequenced Data Set

In VSAM, a key-sequenced data set (KSDS) contains records that are indexed by a prime key. When a KSDS is initially
loaded, the physical sequence of the records may match the logical key sequence. After updates are made, the physical
sequence and logical key sequence may or may not be in sync with each other.

The following rules apply to a VSAM KSDS:

• The prime key must be unique (duplicates are not allowed).
• The prime key must reside at a fixed displacement in the record-key field, even if the records are of variable length.

Record and Set Representations

In an IDMS/DB database, a KSDS data set corresponds to a system-owned indexed set sorted on prime key. To represent
a VSAM KSDS in an IDMS/DB database, you must include the following definitions in the schema:

• A record type whose description corresponds to the KSDS record
• An indexed set whose owner is SYSTEM and whose member record is the record type described above
• A set order of SORTED (on the prime key)
• A duplicates option of DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED
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Location Mode Options

The location mode options for a KSDS data set are:

VIA (the indexed set)
stores records in physical key sequence. This option is recommended.

CALC (on prime key)
stores records by using a randomizing algorithm on the prime-key field. This option may be used for direct
retrieval.

VIA (other set)
stores records in physical key sequence near their owner records. This option may be used if the majority of
processing occurs through IDMS/DB programs that access the data through the specified set. VIA (other set) is
not recommended if access is primarily through IDMS VSAM Transparency.

CALC (on other field)
stores records by using a randomizing algorithm on a field other than the prime-key field. This option may be used
if the majority of processing is through IDMS/DB programs that access the data through the specified key field.
This option is not recommended if access is primarily through IDMS VSAM Transparency.

DIRECT
stores records on or near a user-specified database page. This option may be used if the majority of
processing occurs through IDMS/DB programs that access the data directly, by using the database key. It is not
recommended if access is primarily through IDMS VSAM Transparency.

Example of Schema Definition
The DDL statements necessary to represent a KSDS department record in the IDMS/DB database might be
as follows:
         ADD RECORD NAME IS DEPARTMENT

             LOCATION MODE IS VIA DEPARTMENT-NDX SET.

 

         ADD SET NAME IS DEPARTMENT-NDX

             ORDER IS SORTED

             MODE IS INDEX

             OWNER IS SYSTEM

             MEMBER IS DEPARTMENT

                ASCENDING KEY IS DEPARTMENT-ID

                   DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED.

 

Entry-Sequenced Data Set

In VSAM, an entry-sequenced data set (ESDS) contains records that are physically stored in the order in which they are
entered. ESDS records can be deleted logically, but not physically; they can be updated only if the length of the record is
not changed.

Record and Set Representations

In an IDMS/DB database, a VSAM ESDS data set corresponds to a system-owned indexed set with a set order of
SORTED (on db-key) or LAST. To represent a VSAM ESDS in an IDMS/DB database, you must include the following
definitions in the schema:

• A record type whose description corresponds to the ESDS record
• An indexed set whose owner is SYSTEM and whose member record is the record type described above
• A set order of SORTED (on db-key) or LAST
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Location Mode Options

The location mode options for an ESDS are:

VIA (the indexed set)
stores records in physical key sequence. This option must be used when the set order is SORTED (on db-key)
and is recommended when the set order is LAST.

VIA (other set)
stores records in physical key sequence near their owner records. This option may be used when the set order is
LAST, if the majority of processing occurs through IDMS/DB programs that access the data through the specified
set. It is not recommended if access is primarily through IDMS VSAM Transparency.

CALC (on other field)
stores records by using a randomizing algorithm on a field other than the prime-key field. This option may be used
when the set order is LAST, if the majority of processing occurs through IDMS/DB programs that access the data
through the specified key field. It is not recommended if access is primarily through IDMS VSAM Transparency.

DIRECT
stores records on or near a user-specified database page. This option may be used when the set order is LAST, if
the majority of processing occurs through IDMS/DB programs that access the data directly, by using the database
key. It is not recommended if access is primarily through IDMS VSAM Transparency.

Examples of Schema Definition
Sorted Set The DDL statements necessary to represent a VSAM ESDS employee record in the IDMS/DB
database as a sorted set might be as follows:
      ADD RECORD NAME IS EMPLOYEE

          LOCATION MODE IS VIA EMPLOYEE-NDX SET.

 

      ADD SET NAME IS EMPLOYEE-NDX

          ORDER IS SORTED

          MODE IS INDEX

          OWNER IS SYSTEM

          MEMBER IS EMPLOYEE

             ASCENDING KEY IS DBKEY.

 

Unsorted Set The DDL statements necessary to represent a VSAM ESDS employee record in the IDMS/DB
database as an unsorted set might be as follows:
      ADD RECORD NAME IS EMPLOYEE

          LOCATION MODE IS VIA EMPLOYEE-NDX SET.

 

      ADD SET NAME IS EMPLOYEE-NDX

          ORDER IS LAST

          MODE IS INDEX

          OWNER IS SYSTEM

          MEMBER IS EMPLOYEE.

 

Relative-Record Data Set

In VSAM, a relative-record data set (RRDS) is always preformatted into fixed-length slots that contain unique relative-
record numbers. These numbers indicate a record's relative position within the file. The RRDS record length is always
fixed and equal to the length of the RRDS slot, which may or may not contain a record. Records can be added, updated,
or deleted only within the predefined slots; no new slots can be added after the RRDS is formatted. Direct access to an
RRDS is by relative-record number.
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Record and Set Representations

In an IDMS/DB database, an RRDS data set corresponds to a system-owned indexed set with a set order of SORTED (on
an added control field). To represent a VSAM RRDS in an IDMS/DB database, you must include the following definitions
in the schema:

• A record type whose description corresponds to the RRDS record.
• A four-byte control field added to the end of the record. This field will contain the relative-record number. It must be

included in the subschema definition of the record for all applications that access the record.

NOTE
The control field will not be passed back to the application program.

• An indexed set whose owner is SYSTEM and whose member record is the record type described above.
• A set order of SORTED (on the IDMS VSAM Transparency control field that holds the relative-record number).
• A duplicates option of DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED.

Location Mode Options

The location mode options for an RRDS are described below:

VIA (the indexed set)
stores records in control field sequence. This option is recommended.

CALC (on control field)
stores records by using a randomizing algorithm on the control field. This option may be used for direct retrieval.

VIA (other set)
stores records in physical key sequence near their owner records. This option may be used if the majority of
processing occurs through IDMS/DB programs that access the data through the specified set. VIA (other set) is
not recommended if access is primarily through IDMS VSAM Transparency.

CALC (on other field)
stores records by using a randomizing algorithm on a field other than the prime-key field. This option may be used
if the majority of processing is through IDMS/DB programs that access the data through the specified key field. It
is not recommended if access is primarily through IDMS VSAM Transparency.

DIRECT
stores records on or near a user-specified database page. This option may be used if the majority of
processing occurs through IDMS/DB programs that access the data directly, by using the database key. It is not
recommended if access is primarily through IDMS VSAM Transparency.

Example of Schema Definition
The DDL statements necessary to represent a VSAM RRDS department record in the IDMS/DB database
might be as follows:
         ADD RECORD NAME IS DEPARTMENT

             LOCATION MODE IS VIA DEPARTMENT-NDX SET.

 

         ADD SET NAME IS DEPARTMENT-NDX

             ORDER IS SORTED

             MODE IS INDEX

             OWNER IS SYSTEM

             MEMBER IS DEPARTMENT

                ASCENDING KEY IS CONTROL-FIELD

                   DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED.
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Alternate Index

Contents

In VSAM, an alternate index is a structure that allows you to access data in an existing KSDS or ESDS data set by
using an alternate symbolic key. Alternate keys may be nonunique; the alternate key and prime key can overlap. The
combination of an alternate index and its base KSDS or ESDS data set is known as a PATH.

A VSAM alternate index may or may not be a member of the UPGRADE set for the base KSDS or ESDS. VSAM
automatically maintains the index if it is a member of this set.

Record and Set Representations

In an IDMS/DB database, an alternate index corresponds to a system-owned indexed set sorted on the alternate key.
Index maintenance is performed automatically for all IDMS VSAM Transparency alternate indexes. The VSAM UPGRADE
set is not applicable to IDMS VSAM Transparency.

To represent a VSAM alternate index in the IDMS/DB database, you must include the following definitions in the schema:

• The record type whose description corresponds to the base KSDS or ESDS. Note that the base KSDS or ESDS must
already be defined in the schema.

• An indexed set whose owner is SYSTEM and whose member record represents the base KSDS or ESDS.
• A set order of SORTED (on the alternate key).
• For nonunique alternate indexes, a duplicates option of LAST.
• For unique alternate indexes, a duplicates option of DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED.

Location Mode Options

A record can have only one location mode in IDMS/DB. You can choose one of the location mode options described
earlier in this section for the base KSDS or ESDS record. Or, if an alternate index exists, you can choose one of the
following location mode options for the base record:

VIA (the alternate index set)
stores records in physical alternate key sequence. This option may be used for sequential processing through the
alternate index.

CALC (on alternate key)
stores records by using a randomizing algorithm on the alternate key. This option may be used for direct retrieval
through the alternate key.

Example of Schema Definition
Sample DDL statements that represent a VSAM KSDS with an alternate index in the IDMS/DB database are
shown below. In this example, the DEPARTMENT record is stored via the alternate index set. Primary Index

        ADD RECORD NAME IS DEPARTMENT

            LOCATION MODE IS VIA DEPARTMENT-NDX SET.

        ADD SET NAME IS DEPARTMENT-NDX      <---- Primary index

            ORDER IS SORTED

            MODE IS INDEX

            OWNER IS SYSTEM

            MEMBER IS DEPARTMENT

               ASCENDING KEY IS CONTROL-FIELD

                  DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED.

Alternate Index
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ADD SET NAME IS DEPARTMENT-NAME-NDX     <---- Alternate index

    ORDER IS SORTED

    MODE IS INDEX

    OWNER IS SYSTEM

    MEMBER IS DEPARTMENT

       ASCENDING KEY IS DEPARTMENT-NAME

          DUPLICATES LAST.

Schema Definition Summary

The following diagram illustrates the set orders that establish correspondences between IDMS/DB and VSAM data
structures. VSAM data structures correspond to system-owned indexed sets.
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Schema Definitions for VSAM Data Structures

The following table shows the IDMS/DB schema definitions for each VSAM data structure type.

IDMS/DB schema
definitions

KSDS data structure ESDS data structure RRDS data structure Alternate index data
structure

Record type and set
member

KSDS record definition ESDS record definition RRDS record definition  

Set type System-owned index System-owned index System-owned index System-owned index

Set order Sorted on prime key Sorted on db-key or
LAST

Sorted on the added
control field

Sorted on the alternate
key

Duplicates Not allowed Not allowed Not allowed Not allowed or LAST

Location mode VIA indexed set
or other set
CALC prime key
or other field
DIRECT

VIA indexed set
or other set
CALC other field
DIRECT

VIA indexed set
or other set
CALC control field
or other field
DIRECT

VIA alternate
key
CALC alternate
key

Area and File Considerations

To represent a VSAM data structure in the IDMS/DB database, you must specify the area in which you want the data to
reside. Additionally, you must associate the area with an IDMS/DB file, and assign the file to an external ddname (z/OS) or
filename (z/VSE).

More information:

Instructions for defining areas and files are presented in IDMS Database Administration Section.

Design Considerations

The following design considerations apply to schema area and file definitions for VSAM data structures:
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• You can put any number of IDMS VSAM Transparency files in the same IDMS/DB area, as long as you have space for
these files. If you put more than one IDMS VSAM Transparency file in the same area, each file will be readied in the
same usage mode.

NOTE
For optimal performance, you should put only one IDMS VSAM Transparency file in an area.

• Each ddname (z/OS) or filename (z/VSE) must be unique for an application program. This means that the external file
name specified in the ASSIGN TO clause of the physical database DDL FILE statement must be different than the file
name used in the VSAM application.
For example, suppose a VSAM application program contains the following COBOL SELECT statement:

SELECT CUSTFILE ASSIGN TO SYS030.

You could code the following file assignment:

ADD FILE CUSTOMER-FILE ASSIGN TO CSTFILE.

The JCL for running the VSAM application in local mode will include one DD or DLBL statement for each of the files
described above:

//SYS030 DD SUBSYS=(ESVS,'FMT=fmtname','SUBSCHEMA=ssname', ... )

//CSTFILE  DD DSN=CUST-FILE,DISP=SHR

More information:

For more information on IDMS/DB database definition, refer to IDMS Database Administration Section.

Record Access and Processing
Processing Options

Both VSAM and IDMS VSAM Transparency allow data access by key or by address. VSAM can access and process
records by relative byte displacement from the beginning of the file (RBA), by relative-record number (RRN), or by prime
or alternate key. IDMS/DB accesses and processes records through Data Manipulation Language (DML) statements that
operate on schema-defined records and sets.

At runtime, IDMS VSAM Transparency translates the most commonly used VSAM processing options into DML
statements. This translation is transparent to the VSAM program. These discussions are followed by a table that
summarizes the correspondences between VSAM commands and DML commands, and a discussion of additional VSAM
options.

Keyed Access

Contents

IDMS VSAM Transparency supports keyed access for key-sequenced data sets, relative-record data sets, and alternate
index paths. VSAM uses prime keys, alternate keys, or relative-record numbers to locate records; IDMS VSAM
Transparency translates the VSAM keys into sort keys for system-owned indexed sets.

Keyed Access Processing Methods

Keyed access can be used with:

• Direct processing
• Sequential processing
• Skip-sequential processing
• Backward processing
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Direct, sequential, skip-sequential and backward processing are discussed below.

Keyed Direct Processing

Processing Method

VSAM keyed direct processing locates records by using a GET call with a user-supplied search argument. The search
condition can be either equal to a whole key, or greater than or equal to the leading portion of a key.

Keyed direct processing does not depend on any previously established position within the VSAM file; however, it can set
the position for subsequent requests.

DML Commands

IDMS VSAM Transparency translates VSAM calls for direct GETs into the OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING SORTKEY DML
command.

Keyed Sequential Processing

Processing Method

VSAM keyed sequential processing works as follows:

• A position in the file can be established with a POINT call that uses a prime key, alternate key, or relative-record
number.

• Records are then retrieved in ascending, logical, keyed sequential order (GET NEXT).

DML Commands

IDMS VSAM Transparency translates VSAM calls for keyed sequential processing into the following commands:

• A POINT call is translated into the FIND WITHIN SET USING SORTKEY DML command.
• A GET call is translated into the OBTAIN FIRST/NEXT WITHIN SET DML command.

Keyed Skip-Sequential Processing

Processing Method

VSAM keyed skip-sequential (SKP-sequential) processing works in a way similar to VSAM keyed sequential processing:

• A position in the file can be established with a POINT call that uses a prime key, alternate key, or a relative-record
number.

• Records are then retrieved in ascending, logical, keyed sequential order (GET NEXT).

User-specified skips to other positions in the file can be made to a key or relative-record number that is greater than the
current key or relative-record number. Backward SKP-sequential processing is not allowed.

DML Commands

IDMS VSAM Transparency translates VSAM calls for keyed SKP-sequential processing into the following commands:

• A POINT call is translated into the FIND WITHIN SET USING SORTKEY DML command.
• A GET call is translated into the OBTAIN FIRST/NEXT WITHIN SET DML command.

Keyed Backward Processing

Processing Method

VSAM keyed backward processing accesses records sequentially in descending order from a specified position in the file.
The starting position in the file can be established with a POINT call either on a prime key or on a relative-record number.
Backward processing cannot be used with SKP-sequential processing.
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DML Commands

IDMS VSAM Transparency translates VSAM calls for keyed backward processing into the following commands:

• A POINT call is translated into the FIND WITHIN SET USING SORTKEY DML command.
• A GET call is translated into the OBTAIN LAST/PRIOR WITHIN SET DML command.

Addressed Access

IDMS VSAM Transparency supports addressed access for key-sequenced data sets and entry-sequenced data sets.
When addressed access is used, IDMS VSAM Transparency uses the IDMS/DB db-key in place of the RBA.

Addressed access can be used with:

• Direct processing
• Sequential processing
• Backward processing

Direct, sequential, and backward processing are discussed below.

Addressed Direct Processing

Processing Method

VSAM addressed direct processing allows access to a record through specification of the RBA. No generic partial key
is allowed. Although direct processing is independent of any previously established position within the file, it can set the
position for subsequent requests.

DML Commands

IDMS VSAM Transparency translates VSAM calls for addressed direct processing into the OBTAIN DBKEY DML
command.

Addressed Sequential Processing

Processing Method

VSAM addressed sequential processing allows access to records in physical order by RBA. Access can be either from the
beginning of the file or from an established position in the file. Specification of the RBA in a call is not allowed.

DML Commands

IDMS VSAM Transparency translates VSAM calls for addressed sequential processing into the OBTAIN FIRST/NEXT
WITHIN SET DML command.

Addressed Backward Processing

Processing Method

VSAM addressed backward processing accesses records in descending order from a position in the file that can be
established with a POINT call on an RBA. Backward processing cannot be used with SKP-sequential processing.

DML Commands

IDMS VSAM Transparency translates VSAM calls for addressed backward processing into the OBTAIN LAST/PRIOR
WITHIN SET DML command.
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DML Correspondences To VSAM Commands

IDMS VSAM Transparency converts VSAM commands to DML commands, which are passed to the database
management system for processing.

The following table shows the DML correspondences to VSAM commands.

VSAM Command IDMS/DB DML Command
READ BY KEY OBTAIN WITHIN SET USING SORTKEY
START/STARTBR FIND WITHIN SET USING SORTKEY
READ NEXT OBTAIN FIRST/NEXT WITHIN SET
READ PREVIOUS OBTAIN LAST/PRIOR WITHIN SET
WRITE STORE
REWRITE MODIFY
DELETE ERASE

Additional VSAM Options

Supported Options

In addition to the processing modes described above, IDMS VSAM Transparency supports these options:

• Chained request parameter lists
• Concurrent access
• Reusable files
• Variable-length records
• The following z/OS VSAM exits:

– End of data (EODAD) exit
– Logical error (LERAD) exit
– Physical error (SYNAD) exit
– Journal (JRNAD) exit, which will be ignored by IDMS VSAM Transparency
– User wait (UPAD) exit, which will be ignored by IDMS VSAM Transparency

• The following z/VSE VSAM exits:
– End of data (EODAD) exit
– Logical error (LERAD) exit
– Physical error (SYNAD) exit
– Journal (JRNAD) exit, which will be ignored by IDMS VSAM Transparency
– User wait (EXCPAD) exit, which will be ignored by IDMS VSAM Transparency

• User exits
• Synchronous processing
• Asynchronous processing

Unsupported Options

These less frequently used processing options are not supported by IDMS VSAM Transparency:
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• Index-component-processing user buffering
• User-buffering deferred writes and transaction ids
• Deferred writes and transaction ids
• Shared resources
• Control interval access
• ISAM interface
• VSAM error message area
• The exception exit
• The user security verification exit

Preparing Control Information
IDMS VSAM Transparency uses two control tables to establish the correspondences between VSAM and the database:

• The file management table (FMT) maps VSAM data structures to IDMS/DB records and sets. IDMS VSAM
Transparency requires one file management table for each VSAM data set to be processed.

• The transaction name table (TNT) maps CICS transactions to IDMS/DB subschemas. The TNT is optional if all
transactions are to use the same subschema; it is required if different subschemas are to be used.

Before an application program can be run with IDMS VSAM Transparency, you must compile, assemble, and link edit the
appropriate FMTs and TNTs. Only one FMT or TNT can be compiled in a single execution of the corresponding compiler.

This section describes how to execute file management and transaction name tables and presents information as follows:

Compiler-directive statements
specify in-stream processor control information for the FMT and TNT compilers.

FMT statements
establish the correspondence between VSAM data structures and IDMS/DB records and sets.

TNT statements
establish the correspondence between CICS transaction names and IDMS/DB subschema names.

Preparing Control Information Overview

 

Flow Diagram

The following diagram illustrates the compilation, assembly, and link editing of the user-supplied FMT or TNT statements
that must occur before an application program can be run with IDMS VSAM Transparency.
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Compiler-Directive Statements 3

Purpose

Compiler-directive statements specify:

• The amount of storage required to compile a control table
• The range of input columns within which control table statements can be coded
• The sequence checking of input to the compiler
• The formatting of compiler report output

Syntax

►►──┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ CORE size=nnnnn ─┘

 ►──┬───────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ ICTL=(start-column,end-column) -─┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ OCTL=(line-count) -─┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ ISEQ=(start-column,end-column) ─┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

    │ ┌─────────────────────┐  │

    └─▼─ SPACE space-count ─┴──┘

 ►──┬────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    │ ┌──────────┐   │
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    └─▼─ EJECT -─┴───┘

 ►──┬──────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ *comments* ─┘

Parameters

CORE size=nnnnnn

Specifies the amount of storage the compiler is to acquire (by a GETMAIN under z/OS or by a GETVIS or COMREG
under z/VSE) for the VSAM IDMS VSAM Transparency control table being generated. Nnnnnn is a 1- to 6-digit numeric
value.

The amount of storage acquired is rounded up to the next doubleword by the compiler. If CORE SIZE is not coded, the
compiler automatically acquires 48K of storage.

ICTL=(start-column,end-column)
Identifies the columns within which control table input statements can be coded. These columns must be in the
range 1 through 80. Default values are 1 and 80, respectively. If coded, this statement must precede input for the
IDMS VSAM Transparency control table.

OCTL=(line-count)
Specifies the number of printed lines per page of printed output. The value specified must be a number in the
range 1 through 66. The default value is 60. If coded, this statement must precede input for the IDMS VSAM
Transparency control table.

ISEQ=(start-column,end-column)
Causes the compiler to check the sequencing of all input. The start and end columns of the sequence number
generated for each input statement have numeric values that range from 1 through 80. The maximum allowable
difference between entries is 10. If coded, this statement must precede input for the IDMS VSAM Transparency
control table.

SPACE space-count
Causes the compiler to skip the specified number of lines on the output report. Space-count is a number in the
range 1 through 9. One blank is allowed between SPACE and space-count. Several SPACE statements can
appear in the compiler input.

EJECT
Directs the compiler to stop printing the current page and to begin printing a new page. This statement must
occupy a line by itself and can be inserted between control table input statements.

*comments*
Directs the compiler to interpret as comments those characters placed after an initial asterisk. Comments can be
embedded in control table statements; they are terminated automatically at the end of the input line, unless the
compiler encounters a second asterisk in the line. A second asterisk causes explicit termination.

NOTE
Be sure to use an even number of asterisks when you are writing comments. An odd number of
asterisks will turn the comments back on.

Example
The following example illustrates entries for the compiler-directive statements:

CORE=16

ICTL=(1,72)

OCTL=(45)

ISEQ=(3,72)

SPACE 2

EJECT
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* END OF STATEMENTS *

File Management Table

Purpose

The file management table is a control block that establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the VSAM data set
referenced by the application program and the IDMS/DB database record accessed by IDMS VSAM Transparency. Each
IDMS VSAM Transparency file is required to have a file management table. User-supplied parameters are compiled with
the FMT compiler and linked into the IDMS/DB load library or z/VSE IDMS/DB library.

You must define and compile one FMT for each IDMS VSAM Transparency data set used by the VSAM application
programs. FMT control statements must be entered in the order presented in the syntax below.

See the tables located under later in this section for VSAM data set definitions, IDMS schema definitions and
corresponding FMT compiler statements. See later in this section for z/VSE CICS SYSESVS file management
parameters.

Syntax

►►──── FMT NAME is file-management-table-name ──.─────────────────────────────►

 ►──── FILE TYPE is ─┬─ KSDS ─────────────────────────────────────────────┬─.─►

                     ├─ ESDS ─────────────────────────────────────────────┤

                     ├─ RRDS ─────────────────────────────────────────────┤

                     └─ PATH -─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                               └─ BASE -─┬───────────┬─ is ─┬─ KSDS ◄ ─┬┘

                                         └─ cluster ─┘      └─ ESDS ───┘

Required for KSDS and a PATH Only

►►─── KEY LENgth is vsam-key-length ──.───────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─── KEY POSition is vsam-key-displacement ──.───────────────────────────────►◄

Required and Valid for RRDS Only

►►─── RELative RECord NUMber POSition is control-field-displacement ──.────►◄

 ►──┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

    └─ BUFFERSPACE is front-end-buffer-space ─ . ┘

 ►──┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►─

    └─ VSAM RECord LENgth is record-length variable ─ . ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►

    └─ FILE is ─┬───────────────────┬─ . ─┘

                ├─ REUSABLE ────────┤

                └─ NOT REUSABLE ◄ -─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

    └─ CALL exit-name ─┬───────────┬─ PROCessing REQuest ─ . ─┘

                       ├─ BEFORE ─┬┘
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                       └─ AFTER -─┘

 ►──── RECord name is idms-record-name ── . ────────────────────────────────────►

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ SET name is idms-set-name ─ . ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ERASE option is ─┬─ ERASE ALL ◄ ─────┬─ . ───┘

                       ├─ ERASE PERMANENT ─┤

                       ├─ ERASE SELECTIVE ─┤

                       ├─ ERASE RECORD ────┤

                       └─ DISCONNECT ──────┘

Expansion of record-length variable:

►►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►─

   ├─ vsam-record-length ──────────────────────────────┤

   └─ VARiable UP TO MAXimum of maximum-record-length ─┘

Parameters

You must enter FMT control statements in the order presented below.

FMT NAME is file-management-table-name

Specifies a 1- to 8-character user-defined FMT name. FMT NAME is a required statement.

FILE TYPE is KSDS/ESDS/RRDS/PATH
Identifies the type of VSAM file that you are defining to IDMS/VSAM Transparency. FILE TYPE is a required
statement.
More information:
For specific VSAM cluster statements that indicate the file type, see Usage

KEY LENgth is vsam-key-length
Specifies the length of the key of a KSDS record or a PATH. Vsam-key-length can be a 1- to 3-digit value in the
range 1 through 255. Note that the KEY LENGTH statement is required for a KSDS and a PATH, and is invalid for
a RRDS and an ESDS.

KEY POSition is vsam-key-displacement
Specifies the location of the key in a KSDS or PATH record. Vsam-key-displacement can be 1 to 5 digits in the
range 0 through 32,767. (The first byte of a record is considered to be position zero.) This statement is required
for a KSDS and a PATH; it is invalid for a RRDS and an ESDS.

BUFFERSPACE is front-end-buffer-space
Specifies the amount of buffer space to be reserved by the front-end module to receive the results of VSAM
LOCATE MODE requests. Buffer space can be allocated for any of the data set types. If not specified, this
variable defaults to the VSAM record length.
Front-end-buffer-space can be a 1- to 5-digit value that ranges from the maximum VSAM record length to 32,767.
IDMS VSAM Transparency automatically reserves buffer space by using the greatest of the following values:

• The buffer space value specified in the access method control block (ACB)
• The greater of the following two values:

((String number or number of data buffers specified in the ACB) * maximum VSAM record length)
The buffer space value specified in the FMT
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VSAM RECord LENgth is vsam-record-length
Specifies the length of the VSAM record for any of the VSAM data set types. The length specified can be different
from that of the IDMS/DB record. For a RRDS, the length specified should not include the control-field length.

VARiable UP TO MAXimum of maximum-record-length
Optional. Specifies the size of the largest possible record for a variable-length record. The numeric value can be 1
to 5 digits in the range 1 through 32,768.

FILE is REUSABLE/NOT REUSABLE
Specifies whether the file can be reset when opened. When a reusable file is opened RESET, all existing records
are erased. The default is NOT REUSABLE. FILE IS REUSABLE/NOT REUSABLE does not apply to a RRDS.

CALL exit-name BEFORE/AFTER PROCessing REQuest
Names the exit routine that will be invoked either before or after DML calls are issued by IDMS VSAM
Transparency. Exit-name can be 1 to 8 characters in length. Note that duplicate names are allowed within a single
FMT or in different FMTs.

RELative RECord NUMber POSition is control-field-displacement
Specifies the position within an IDMS/DB record of a user-defined relative-record-number control field for an
RRDS record. Control-field-displacement can be 1 to 5 digits in the range 0 through 32,764. (The first byte of a
record is considered to be position zero.) RELATIVE RECORD NUMBER POSITION is a required statement for
RRDS data sets and is invalid for KSDS, ESDS, and PATH data sets.
The user-assigned relative-record number constitutes an RRN control field that requires four additional bytes in
the schema record definition. The control field must be placed at the end of the IDMS/DB record.

RECord name is idms-record-name
Names the IDMS/DB record that corresponds to a VSAM record of each data set type used. RECORD NAME can
be 1 to 16 characters in length.

SET name is idms-set-name
Names the IDMS/DB system-owned indexed set. SET NAME is required for all file types, with the exception of
RRDS data sets. Idms-set-name can be 1 to 16 characters in length.

ERASE option is ERASE ALL/ERASE PERMANENT/ERASE SELECTIVE/ERASE RECORD/DISCONNECT
Identifies the type of ERASE that IDMS VSAM Transparency will perform when processing VSAM ERASE
requests. The default is ERASE ALL.

Usage

Input Preparation

Parameters for the user-supplied input to the file management table are taken from two sources:

• The VSAM data set definition (from LISTCAT)
• The schema record description

The table below presents the correspondences between VSAM data set definitions and FMT compiler statements.

Data set attribute VSAM data set definition FMT compiler statement

KSDS DEFINE CLUSTER INDEXED (IXD) FILE TYPE IS KSDS

ESDS DEFINE CLUSTER NONINDEXED (NIXD) FILE TYPE IS ESDS

RRDS DEFINE CLUSTER NUMBERED (NUMD) FILE TYPE IS RRDS.

PATH DEFINE PATH PATHENTRY (alternate
index or base cluster)

FILE TYPE IS PATH

Key length DEFINE CLUSTER KEYS (length,
displacement)

KEY LEN IS length
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Key position DEFINE CLUSTER KEYS (length,
displacement)

KEY POS IS displacement

Buffer space DEFINE CLUSTER BUFSPC (size) BUFFERSPACE IS size

Record size (fixed-length record) DEFINE CLUSTER RECSZ (min length,
max length)

VSAM REC LEN IS max length

Record size (variable-length record) DEFINE CLUSTER RECSZ (min length,
max-length)

VSAM REC LEN IS VAR UP TO MAX max-
length

Relative-record -number position Not defined REL REC NUM POS IS position

Reusable file REUSE FILE IS REUSABLE

Nonreusable file NOREUSE FILE IS NOT REUSABLE

The following table provides the correspondences between IDMS/DB schema definitions and FMT compiler statements.

Attribute IDMS/DB schema definition Sample FMT statement

Record name ADD RECORD NAME IS DEPARTMENT. REC IS DEPARTMENT.

Set name ADD SET NAME IS DEPARTMENT-NDX SET IS DEPARTMENT-NDX

 

Examples
The following tables show the required FMT statements used for VSAM KSDS, VSAM ESDS, VSAM RRDS,
and VSAM PATH. VSAM KSDS In a sample employee database, the required FMT statements for a VSAM
KSDS and the corresponding LISTCAT description might be as follows:

FMT statements LISTCAT description

FMT NAME IS EMPFMT  

FILE TYPE IS KSDS INDEXED

KEY LENGTH IS 44 KEYLEN----------------44

KEY POSITION IS 0 RKP------------------------0

VSAM RECORD LENGTH IS 805 MAXLRECL------------805

FILE IS NOT REUSABLE NOREUSE

RECORD NAME IS EMPLOYEE  

SET NAME IS EMP-NDX  

VSAM ESDS The required FMT statements for a VSAM ESDS and the corresponding LISTCAT description
might be as follows:

FMT statements LISTCAT description

FMT NAME IS DEPFMT  

FILE TYPE IS ESDS NONINDEXED

VSAM RECORD LENGTH IS 17 MAXLRECL-------------17

FILE IS REUSABLE REUSE

RECORD NAME IS DEPARTMENT  

SET NAME IS DEPT-NDX  
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VSAM RRDS The required FMT statements for a VSAM RRDS and the corresponding LISTCAT description
might be as follows:

FMT statements LISTCAT description

FMT NAME IS EXPFMT  

FILE TYPE IS RRDS NUMBERED

RELATIVE RECORD NUMBER POSITION IS 9  

VSAM RECORD LENGTH IS 9 MAXLRECL-------------9

RECORD NAME IS EXPERTISE  

SET NAME IS EXP-NDX  

VSAM PATH The required FMT statements for a VSAM PATH and the corresponding LISTCAT description
might be as follows:

FMT statements LISTCAT description

FMT NAME IS MGTFMT  

FILE TYPE IS PATH  

BASE CLUSTER IS KSDS  

KEY LENGTH IS 8 KEYLEN----------------8

KEY POSITION IS 5 RKP----------------------5

VSAM RECORD LENGTH IS 17 MAXLRECL-----------17

FILE IS REUSABLE REUSE

RECORD NAME IS EMPLOYEE  

SET NAME IS MANAGES-NDX  

 

FMT JCL

The JCL used to compile, assemble, and link edit an FMT is presented below.

FMT (z/OS)

//*******************************************************************

//*                                                                 *

//*        COMPILE FMT                                              *

//*                                                                 *

//*******************************************************************

//FMTC     EXEC PGM=ESVSFMTC,REGION=512K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

           DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=133

//SYSPCH   DD   DSN=&.&fmt.,DISP=(NEW,PASS)

//              DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=4560),

//              SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),

//              UNIT=disk

//SYSIDMS  DD   *
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Input SYSIDMS parameters, as required

//SYSIPT   DD   *

Insert FMT input statements here

/*

//*******************************************************************

//*                                                                 *

//*        ASSEMBLE COMPILER OUTPUT                                 *

//*                                                                 *

//*******************************************************************

//ASM      EXEC PGM=ASMA90,PARM='NOLOAD,DECK',COND=(4,LT,S1),

//              REGION=512K

//SYSPRINT DD   DUMMY

//SYSUT1   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

//SYSUT2   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

//SYSUT3   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

//SYSPUNCH DD   DSN=&.&fmtobj.,UNIT=disk,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//              SPACE=(80,(400,40))

//SYSIN    DD   DSN=&.&fmt.,DISP=(OLD,PASS)

//*******************************************************************

//*                                                                 *

//*        LINK FMT TO CA IDMS/DB LOAD LIBRARY                      *

//*                                                                 *

//*******************************************************************

//LINK     EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='XREF,LIST,LET,SIZE=(196K,12K)',

//              REGION=512K

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIN   DD   DSN=&.&fmtobj.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYSUT1   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(20,5))

//SYSLMOD  DD   DSN=user.loadlib(fmtname),DISP=SHR

idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the IDMS/DB load library containing IDMS
DMCL and database name table load modules

idms.loadlib Data set name of the IDMS/DB load library containing ESVSFMTC

&.&fmt. Temporary data set that contains output from the compile step

disk Symbolic device type for the disk file

&.&fmtobj. Temporary data set that contains output from the assembly step

user.loadlib Data set name of the user load library where the FMT load module
will be placed

fmtname Name of the FMT load module

SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by IDMS to specify runtime
directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
For a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
IDMS Common Facilities Section.

FMT (z/VSE)
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*********************************************************************

*                                                                   *

*           COMPILE FMT                                             *

*                                                                   *

*********************************************************************

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// DLBL     idmslib,'idms.lib'

// EXTENT   ,xxxxxx

// LIBDEF   PHASE, SEARCH=idmslib.sublib

// DLBL     IDMSPCH,'work',,SD

// EXTENT   SYS020,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

// ASSGN    SYS020,disk

// EXEC     ESVSFMTC

Input SYSIDMS parameters, as required

Insert FMT input statements here

/*

*********************************************************************

*                                                                   *

*           ASSEMBLE COMPILER OUTPUT                                *

*                                                                   *

*********************************************************************

// DLBL     IJSYSIN,'work',,SD

// EXTENT   SYSIPT,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

   ASSGN    SYSIPT,disk

// OPTION CATAL

   PHASE fmtname,*

// EXEC ASMA90

   CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

/*

*********************************************************************

*                                                                   *

*           LINK FMT TO CA IDMS/DB LIBRARY                           *

*                                                                   *

*********************************************************************

// EXEC LNKEDT

/&

IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure provided at installation containing the file
definitions for IDMS dictionaries, database, SYSIDMS, and other
IDMS files.

nnnnnn Volume serial number of disk unit

idmslib Filename of the IDMS Library

cdmscl Filename of the IDMS/DB library

idms.lib File-id of the IDMS Library

work File-id of work file
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ssss Relative starting track of disk file

llll Number of tracks required for disk file

disk Device assignment of disk file

fmtname Name of the FMT PHASE

Transaction Name Table

Purpose

The transaction name table (CICS only) specifies correspondences between a CICS transaction and the IDMS/DB
subschema that the transaction will use. A TNT is optional if all IDMS VSAM Transparency CICS transactions use the
same subschema. It is required if different IDMS VSAM Transparency CICS transactions use different subschemas.

If no TNT is specified, IDMS VSAM Transparency uses the subschema named in the JCL, or from the SYSESVS
parameters (under z/VSE CICS only).

More information:

For more information on z/VSE CICS SYSESVS parameters, see z/VSE CICS SYSESVS Parameters

Syntax

►►─── TNT NAME is transaction-name-table-name ────────────────────────────────►

   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─ TRANSaction NAME is transaction-name -─┴────────────────────────────────►─

─►─── SUBschema NAME is subschema-name ───────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────►◄

   └─ NODENAME is nodename -─┘  └─ DBNAME is database-name ───┘

Parameters

TNT NAME is transaction-name-table-name

A user-defined TNT name of 1 to 8 characters.

TRANSaction NAME is transaction-name
Specifies a 1- to 8-character transaction code or transaction name. There can be several occurrences of this
statement for each TNT. The transaction names can be obtained from a CICS program control table (PCT) listing.
If the transaction is not specified in the TNT, IDMS VSAM Transparency uses the subschema specified in the
application JCL, or from the SYSESVS parameters (under z/VSE CICS only).
More information:
For more information on z/VSE CICS SYSESVS parameters, see z/VSE CICS SYSESVS Parameters If no
default has been specified, the transaction is not processed.

SUBschema NAME is subschema-name
Specifies a 1- to 8-character subschema name that will be used by IDMS VSAM Transparency to process the
named transaction.

NODENAME is nodename
Specifies the node name that contains the database to be accessed by IDMS VSAM Transparency for this
transaction. Nodename can be from 1 to 8 characters.
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DBNAME is database-name
Specifies the name of the database to be accessed by IDMS VSAM Transparency for this transaction. Database-
name can be from 1 to 8 characters long.

Examples
Example 1 In the following example, all IDMS VSAM Transparency CICS transactions use the EMPSS01
subschema. Because this subschema is specified in the application JCL, no TNT has been defined. Example
2 In this example, the EMP1 transaction uses the EMPSS01 subschema. All other transactions use the
subschema specified in the application JCL, or from the SYSESVS parameters (under z/VSE CICS only).
More information: For more information on z/VSE CICS SYSESVS parameters, see

TNT NAME IS EMPTNT.

TRANSACTION NAME IS EMP1

   SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPSS01.

Example 3 In this example, the EMP1 and EMP2 transactions use the EMPSS01 subschema, the EMP3
transaction uses the EMPSS02 subschema, the ORD1 transaction uses the ORDSS01 subschema, and the
ORD2 transaction uses the ORDSS02 subschema. All other transactions use the subschema specified in the
application JCL, or from the SYSESVS parameters (under z/VSE CICS only). More information: For more
information on z/VSE CICS SYSESVS parameters, see num=G.z/VSE CICS SYSESVS Parameters

TNT NAME IS EMPTNT.

TRANSACTION NAME IS EMP1

  SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPSS01.

TRANSACTION NAME IS EMP2

  SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPSS01.

TRANSACTION NAME IS EMP3

  SUBSCHEMA NAME IS EMPSS02.

TRANSACTION NAME IS ORD1

  SUBSCHEMA NAME IS ORDSS01.

TRANSACTION NAME IS ORD2

  SUBSCHEMA NAME IS ORDSS02.

TNT JCL

The JCL used to compile, assemble, and link edit a TNT is presented below.

z/OS (TNT)

//*******************************************************************

//*                                                                 *

//*        COMPILE TNT                                              *

//*                                                                 *

//*******************************************************************

//TNTC     EXEC PGM=ESVSTNTC,REGION=512K

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD   DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLST   DD   SYSOUT=A,DCB=BLKSIZE=133

//SYSPCH   DD   DSN=&.&tnt.,DISP=(NEW,PASS)

//              DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=4560),

//                  SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),

//                  UNIT=disk

//SYSIDMS  DD   *
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Input SYSIDMS parameters, as required

//SYSIPT   DD   *

Insert TNT input statements here

/*

//*******************************************************************

//*                                                                 *

//*        ASSEMBLE COMPILER OUTPUT                                 *

//*                                                                 *

//*******************************************************************

//ASM      EXEC PGM=ASMA90,PARM='NOLOAD,DECK',COND=(4,LT,S1),

//         REGION=512K

//SYSPRINT DD   DUMMY

//SYSUT1   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

//SYSUT2   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

//SYSUT3   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

//SYSPUNCH DD   DSN=&.&tntobj.,UNIT=disk,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//              SPACE=(80,(400,40))

//SYSIN    DD   DSN=&.&tnt.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//*******************************************************************

//*                                                                 *

//*        LINK TNT TO CA IDMS/DB LOAD LIBRARY                      *

//*                                                                 *

//*******************************************************************

//LINK     EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='XREF,LIST,LET,SIZE=(196K,12K)',

//         REGION=512K

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIN   DD   DSN=&.&tntobj.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYSUT1   DD   UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(20,5))

//SYSLMOD  DD   DSN=user.loadlib(tntname),DISP=SHR

idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the IDMS/DB load library containing IDMS
DMCL and database name table load modules

idms.loadlib Data set name of the IDMS/DB load library containing ESVSTNTC

&.&tnt. Temporary data set that contains output from the compile step

disk Symbolic device type for disk file

&.&tntobj. Temporary data set that contains output from the assembly step

user.loadlib Data set name of the user load library where the TNT load module
will be placed

tntname Name of the TNT load module

SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by IDMS to specify runtime
directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
A complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see IDMS
Common Facilities Section.

z/VSE (TNT)
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*********************************************************************

*                                                                   *

*           COMPILE TNT                                             *

*                                                                   *

*********************************************************************

//EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

//DLBL     idmslib,'idms.lib'

//EXTENT   ,xxxxxx

//LIBDEF   PHASE, SEARCH=idmslib.sublib

//DLBL     IDMSPCH,'work',,SD

//EXTENT   SYS020,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

//ASSGN    SYS020,disk

//EXEC     ESVSTNTC

Input SYSIDMS parameters, as required

Insert TNT input statements here

/*

*********************************************************************

*                                                                   *

*           ASSEMBLE COMPILER OUTPUT                                *

*                                                                   *

*********************************************************************

//DLBL     IJSYSIN,'work',,SD

//EXTENT   SYSIPT,nnnnnn,,,ssss,llll

  ASSGN    SYSIPT,disk

//OPTION CATAL

  PHASE tntname,*

//EXEC ASMA90

  CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

/*

*********************************************************************

*                                                                   *

*           LINK TNT TO CA IDMS/DB LIBRARY                           *

*                                                                   *

*********************************************************************

//EXEC LNKEDT

/&

IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure provided at installation containing the file
definitions for IDMS dictionaries, database, SYSIDMS, and other
IDMS files.

cdmscl Filename of the IDMS/DB library

nnnnnn Volume serial number of disk unit

idmslib Filename of the IDMS Library

idms.lib File-id of the IDMS Library

work File-id of work file

ssss Relative starting track of disk file
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llll Number of tracks required for disk file

disk Device assignment of disk file

tntname Name of the TNT PHASE

SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by IDMS to specify runtime
directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
A complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see IDMS
Common Facilities Section.

Runtime Operations
IDMS VSAM Transparency accesses the IDMS/DB database in the same way that IDMS/DB application programs
access the database. As a result, most of the preparation required to run IDMS VSAM Transparency is standard for the
IDMS/DB database environment. For general information on database preparation and operation, see IDMS Database
Administration Section.

Database Preparation

IDMS VSAM Transparency database preparation requires you to:

1. Install and prepare the IDMS/DB central version or DC/UCF system (unless all IDMS VSAM Transparency applications
are to be run in local mode).

2. Prepare the IDMS/DB database.
3. Create and compile the control tables that IDMS VSAM Transparency will use at runtime.
4. Load the IDMS/DB database.

The above steps are described in the discussions that follow.

Step 1 Install and Prepare the DC/UCF System

Unless all IDMS VSAM Transparency application programs are run in local mode, you must prepare the central version or
the DC/UCF system.

More information:

For information on system generation and startup, refer to IDMS System Generation Section and IDMS System
Operations Section.

Step 2 Prepare and Install the IDMS/DB Database

To prepare and install the IDMS/DB database, you must define the following database elements:

Schema
-- Define the records and sets that best represent the VSAM data set in the IDMS/DB schema. Schema definitions
are discussed in .

DMCL modules
-- Define and link edit DMCL modules into a load library so these modules are available at runtime. Information on
loading DMCL modules can be found in IDMS Database Administration Section.

Subschemas
-- Define one or more subschemas, which can reside in either the dictionary load area or a load library. (Local
mode requires the subschema to reside in a load library.)
For information on defining a subschema, and on transferring load modules to a load library, refer to IDMS
Database Administration Section.
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NOTE
All areas that will be accessed by IDMS VSAM Transparency must be given a default usage mode. This
usage mode must be defined in the subschema. If you are going to update the database through IDMS
VSAM Transparency, be sure the default usage mode is an update usage mode.

Step 3 Create and Compile the Control Tables

IDMS VSAM Transparency requires user-defined control tables that translate VSAM application program requests into
IDMS/DB database requests.

The FMT and TNT must be prepared, compiled, and linked as part of the preparation to run IDMS VSAM Transparency.

More information:

For instructions on preparing and compiling the control tables can be found in Section4, Preparing Control Information.

Step 4 Migrate Data to the IDMS/DB Database

Convert Data Structures Using the Migration Utility

You can use the IDMS VSAM Transparency migration utility (ESVSMIGR) to migrate VSAM data to an IDMS/DB
database. This utility works with IDMS VSAM Transparency to convert KSDS, ESDS, RRDS, and alternate index data
structures to IDMS/DB data.

Steps to Follow

To use the IDMS VSAM Transparency migration utility:

1. Use the FORMAT utility statement to initialize the area where the converted data will reside. (The FORMAT utility
statement is described in IDMS Utilities Section) If the area has already been initialized, you do not have to follow this
step.

NOTE
You can load VSAM data into any standard IDMS/DB area, including an existing area that already contains
data.

2. Run the migration utility, using the FMT defined for the file to be migrated. If you have not already defined an
appropriate FMT, refer to Preparing Control Information, for instructions.

Sample migration utility JCL -- z/OS

The z/OS JCL used to migrate VSAM data to the IDMS/DB database under the central version and in local mode is shown
below.

Central Version ESVSMIGR (z/OS)

//STEPCONV  EXEC  PGM=ESVSMIGR,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB   DD    DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//          DD    DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSCTL    DD    DSN=idms.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg     DD    DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//INPUT     DD    DSN=vsam.file,DISP=SHR

//OUTPUT    DD    SUBSYS=(ESVS,'FMT=fmtname','SUBSCHEMA=ssname',

//                'RBUFSZ=nnnnn')

//SYSLST    DD    SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS   DD    *
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Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate

idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing DMCL and database
name table load modules

idms.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the IDMS executable
modules

idms.sysctl Data set name of the IDMS/DB SYSCTL file
dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
vsam.file Data set name of the VSAM file to be migrated
fmtname Name of the file management table for the file to be migrated
ssname Subschema name
nnnnnn Size of the buffer that IDMS VSAM Transparency will use for

communication between the front end and back end; if not
specified, the default is 512 bytes

SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by IDMS to specify runtime
directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
For a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
IDMS Common Facilities Section.

Local Mode ESVSMIGR (z/OS)

//STEPCONV  EXEC  PGM=ESVSMIGR,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB   DD    DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//          DD    DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//dcdml     DD    DSN=idms.system.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//dclod     DD    DSN=idms.system.ddldclod,DISP=SHR

//dclog     DD    DSN=idms.system.ddldclog,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg     DD    DSN=idms.system.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//SYSJRNL   DD    DUMMY

//userdb    DD    DSN=user.userdb,DISP=SHR

Additional DD statements as required

//INPUT     DD    DSN=vsam.file,DISP=SHR

//OUTPUT    DD    SUBSYS=(ESVS,'FMT=fmtname','SUBSCHEMA=ssname',

//                'RBUFSZ=nnnnn')

//SYSLST    DD    SYSOUT=A

//SYSIDMS   DD    *

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate

idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the IDMS/DB load library containing the DMCL
and database name table load modules

idms.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the IDMS executable
modules
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dcdml DDname of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.system.ddldml Data set name of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
dclod DDname of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD)

area
idms.system.ddldclod Data set name of the system dictionary definition load

(DDLDCLOD) area
dclog DDname of the system log (DDLDCLOG) area
idms.system.ddldclog Data set name of the system log (DDLDCLOD) area
dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
userdb DDname of the user database file to contain the migrated data
user.userdb Data set name of the user database file to contain the migrated

data
vsam.file Data set name of the VSAM file to be migrated
fmtname Name of the file management table for the file to be migrated
ssname Subschema name
nnnnnn Size of the buffer that IDMS VSAM Transparency will use for

communication between the front end and back end; if not
specified, the default is 512 bytes.
The value must accommodate the sum of the longest record
length plus its key.

SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by IDMS to specify runtime
directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
For a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
IDMS Common Facilities Section.

Sample migration utility JCL -- z/VSE

The z/VSE JCL used to migrate VSAM data to the IDMS/DB database under the central version and in local mode is
shown below.

Central Version ESVSMIGR (z/VSE)

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// DLBL    usercl,'user.usercl'

// EXTENT  ,xxxxxx

// LIBDEF  PHASE, SEARCH=idmslib.sublib

// DLBL    INPUT,'vsam.file',,VSAM

// EXTENT  ,xxxxxx

// DLBL    OUTPUT,'FMT=fmtname',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS

// DLBL    ESVS,'SUBSCHEMA=ssname,RBUFSZ=nnnnn',,VSAM

// ASSGN   SYSLST,PRINTER

// EXEC    ESVSMIGR

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as required
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/&

IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure provided at installation containing the file
definitions for IDMS dictionaries, databases, SYSIDMS, parameter
file and other files.

xxxxxx Volume serial number of disk unit
idmslib Filename of the IDMS Library
idms.lib File-id of the IDMS Library
vsam.file File-id of the VSAM file to be migrated
fmtname Name of the file management table for the file to be migrated
ssname Subschema name
nnnnnn Size of the buffer that IDMS VSAM Transparency will use for

communication between the front end and back end; if not
specified, the default is 512 bytes

SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by IDMS to specify runtime
directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
For a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
IDMS Common Facilities Section.

Local Mode ESVSMIGR (z/VSE)

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,IGN

// DLBL    idmslib,'idms.lib'

// EXTENT  ,xxxxxx

// LIBDEF  PHASE, SEARCH=idmslib.sublib

// DLBL    userdb,'user.userdb',,SD

// EXTENT  ,xxxxxx

Additional DLBL statements as required

// DLBL    INPUT,'vsam.file',,VSAM

// EXTENT  ,xxxxxx

// DLBL    OUTPUT,'FMT=fmtname',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS

// DLBL    ESVS,'SUBSCHEMA=ssname,RBUFSZ=nnnnn',,VSAM

// ASSGN   SYSLST,PRINTER

// EXEC    ESVSMIGR

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as required

/&

IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure provided at installation containing the file
definitions for IDMS dictionaries, databases, SYSIDMS, parameter
file and other files.

nnn Logical unit assignment for the SYSJRNL in the DMCL
xxxxxx Volume serial number of disk unit
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idmslib Filename of the IDMS Library
idms.lib File-id of the IDMS Library
userdb Filename of the user database file to contain the migrated data
user.userdb File-id of the user database file to contain the migrated data
vsam.file File-id of the VSAM file to be migrated
fmtname Name of the file management table for the file to be migrated
ssname Subschema name
nnnnnn Size of the buffer that IDMS VSAM Transparency will use for

communication between the front end and back end; if not
specified, the default is 512 bytes

SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by IDMS to specify runtime
directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
For a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
IDMS Common Facilities Section.

Application Preparation

Contents

IDMS VSAM Transparency application preparation requires you to:

1. Modify the JCL of each job that will be processed by IDMS VSAM Transparency.
2. Modify and recompile VSAM application programs if any features used are not supported by IDMS VSAM

Transparency.

Step 1 Modify the Application JCL

Two DD or DLBL Statements for Each File

Each ddname (z/OS) or filename (z/VSE) must be unique for an application program. This means that in local mode, you
will have two DD or DLBL statements for each file:

• One statement must describe the ddname or filename specified in the assembler ACB, COBOL SELECT statement, or
PL/I DECLARE statement.

• The other statement must describe the external file name specified in the IDMS/DB DMCL.

Example

Suppose a VSAM application program contains this COBOL SELECT statement:

SELECT CUSTFILE ASSIGN TO SYS030.

And suppose the DMCL definition of the VSAM data structure contains this file assignment:

ADD FILE CUSTOMER-FILE ASSIGN TO CSTFILE.

The JCL used to run the VSAM application in local mode will include one DD or DLBL statement for each of the files
described above:

//SYS030 DD SUBSYS=(ESVS,'FMT=fmtname','SUBSCHEMA=ssname', ... )

//CSTFILE  DD DSN=CUST-FILE,DISP=SHR
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Instructions for modifying the application JCL in z/OS and z/VSE are presented below.

Modify the application JCL -- z/OS

SUBSYS Parameter

In z/OS, IDMS VSAM Transparency is a subsystem and each IDMS VSAM Transparency file is considered a subsystem
data set. This means that each data definition card for an IDMS VSAM Transparency file must contain the SUBSYS
parameter.

Central Version

The JCL used to run a CICS IDMS VSAM Transparency application program under the central version is shown below.

CICS (z/OS)

//ESVSCICS  EXEC  PGM=DFHSIP

//STEPLIB   DD    DSN=cics.system.loadlib1,DISP=SHR

//DFHRPL    DD    DSN=cics.system.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//          DD    DSN=cics.system.loadlib2,DISP=SHR

//          DD    DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//          DD    DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//          DD    DSN=user.loadlib, DISP=SHR

//dcmsg     DD    DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//sysctl    DD    DSN=user.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//userdd    DD    SUBSYS=(ESVS,'FMT=fmtname','SUBSCHEMA=ssname'

//               'MODE=CICS','RBUFSZ=nnnnn','TNT=tntname'

//               'CWADISP=disp')

//               DSN=dataset-name,DISP=SHR

//SYSIDMS   DD    *

 

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate

user.loadlib Data set name of the user load library
userdd DDname of the IDMS VSAM Transparency file, as it appears in

the application
cics.system.loadlib,
loadlib1, loadlib2

Names of the CICS system load libraries

idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and

database name table load modules
idms.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the IDMS executable

system modules
dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
fmtname Name of the file management table that defines the escaped file
ssname Subschema name
nnnnnn Buffer size
tntname Name of the transaction name table; optional when only one

subschema exists for use with IDMS VSAM Transparency
programs; required if more than one subschema exists
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disp Value equal to the CWADISP specified in the assembly of
IDMSINTC

data set name Name of a VSAM KSDS file defined in the VSAM catalog.
This dummy file should be a KSDS dataset, even if the file
being escaped was an ESDS file, to prevent VSAM catalog
management from doing special processing associated with ESDS
datasets. It should contain one or more records to prevent VSAM
from opening the file I/O. IDMS VSAM Transparency does not
require any special naming convention. The DSNAME parameter
is not needed with CICS Releases prior to Release 1.7.

SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by IDMS to specify runtime
directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
For a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
IDMS Common Facilities Section.

More information:

For more information on these and additional IDMS VSAM Transparency parameters, refer to located later in this section.

Example

The following statements illustrate the JCL used to run a sample CICS system that uses two IDMS VSAM Transparency
files:

//ESVSCICS  EXEC  PGM=DFHSIP

//STEPLIB   DD    DSN=CICS.SYSTEM.LOADLIB1, DISP=SHR

//DFHRPL    DD    DSN=CICS.SYSTEM.LOADLIB, DISP=SHR

//          DD    DSN=CICS.SYSTEM.LOADLIB2, DISP=SHR

//          DD    DSN=IDMS.DBA.LOADLIB, DISP=SHR

//          DD    DSN=IDMS.LOADLIB, DISP=SHR

//          DD    DSN=USER.LOADLIB, DISP=SHR

//dcmsg     DD    DSN=IDMS.SYSMSG.DDLDCMSG, DISP=SHR

//sysctl    DD    DSN=USER.SYSCTL, DISP=SHR

//SYSIDMS   DD    *

//EMPFILE   DD    SUBSYS=(ESVS,'FMT=EMPFMT','SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01',

//                'MODE=CICS','RBUFSZ=500','TNT=CICSTNT','CWADISP=16'),

//                DSN=VSAM.ESVS.EMPFILE,DISP=SHR

//DEPFILE DD      SUBSYS=(ESVS,'FMT=DEPFMT')

//                DSN=VSAM.ESVS.DEPFILE,DISP=SHR

The JCL used to run a batch IDMS VSAM Transparency application program under the central version and in local mode
are shown below.

Central Version (z/OS)

//userpgm  EXEC  PGM=userpgm

//STEPLIB  DD    DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD    DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD    DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//dcmsg    DD    DSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//sysctl   DD    DSN=user.sysctl,DISP=SHR

//userdd   DD    SUBSYS=(ESVS,'FMT=fmtname','SUBSCHEMA=ssname'

//               'MODE=modetype','RBUFSZ=nnnnn')
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//SYSIDMS  DD    *

 

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate

userpgm Application program name
user.loadlib Data set name of the user load library
cics.system.loadlib,
loadlib1, loadlib2

Names of the CICS system load libraries

idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg Data set name of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the DMCL and

database name table load modules
idms.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the IDMS executable

system modules
dcmsg DDname of the system message (DDLDCMSG) area
sysctl DDname of the user SYSCTL file
user.sysctl Data set name of the user SYSCTL file
userdd DDname of the IDMS VSAM Transparency file, as it appears in

the application
fmtname Name of the file management table that defines the escaped file
ssname Subschema name
modetype Optional indicator of BATCH or CICS mode; if not specified, the

default is BATCH
nnnnnn Buffer size
SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by IDMS to specify runtime

directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
For a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
IDMS Common Facilities Section.

More information:

For more information on these and additional IDMS VSAM Transparency parameters, refer to located later in this section.

Example

The following statements illustrate the JCL used to run a sample batch IDMS VSAM Transparency application program
under the central version; this program uses one file and one subschema.

//EMPLIST EXEC  PGM=EMPLIST

//STEPLIB DD    DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//        DD    DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//        DD    DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//SYSCTL  DD    DSN=IDMS.SYSCTL,DISP=SHR

//DEPFILE DD    SUBSYS=(ESVS,'FMT=EMPFMT','SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01',

//              'RBUFSZ=nnnnn'

//dcmsg   DDDSN=idms.sysmsg.ddldcmsg,DISP=SHR

//SYSIDMS DD    *

Local Mode (z/OS)
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//userpgm  EXEC  PGM=userpgm

//STEPLIB  DD    DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD    DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD    DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//dcdml    DD    DSN=idms.system.ddldml,DISP=SHR

//dclod    DD    DSN=idms.system.ddldclod,DISP=SHR

//dclog    DD    DSN=idms.system.ddldclog,DISP=SHR

//SYSJRNL  DD    DSN=idms.journal.local, DISP=(NEW, KEEP), unit=devtype

//userdb   DD    DSN=user.userdb.file,DISP=SHR

//userdd   DD    SUBSYS=(ESVS,'FMT=fmtname','SUBSCHEMA=ssname')

Additional database file specifications

//SYSIDMS  DD    *

 

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as appropriate

userpgm Application program name
user.loadlib Data set name of the user load library
idms.dba.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the IDMS DMCL and

database name table load modules
idms.loadlib Data set name of the load library containing the IDMS system

executable modules
dcdml DDname of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
idms.system.ddldml Data set name of the system dictionary definition (DDLDML) area
dclod DDname of the system dictionary definition load (DDLDCLOD)

area
idms.system.ddldclod Data set name of the system dictionary definition load

(DDLDCLOD) area
dclog DDname of the system log (DDLDCLOG) area
idms.system.ddldclog Data set name of the system log (DDLDCLOD) area
userdb DDname of the user IDMS/DB file
user.userdb Data set name of the user IDMS/DB file
userdd DDname of the IDMS VSAM Transparency file, as it appears in

the application
fmtname Name of the file management table that defines the escaped file
ssname Subschema name
nnnnnn Buffer size
devtype Disk or tape
SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by IDMS to specify runtime

directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
For a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
IDMS Common Facilities Section.

More information:
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For more information on these and additional IDMS VSAM Transparency parameters, refer to IDMS VSAM Transparency
parameters located later in this section.

Example

The following statements illustrate the JCL used to run a sample batch IDMS VSAM Transparency application program in
local mode:

//EMPLIST EXEC  PGM=EMPLIST

//STEPLIB  DD    DSN=user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD    DSN=idms.dba.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD    DSN=idms.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD    DSN=IDMS.EMPLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSJRNL  DD    DSN=idms.journal.local, DISP=(NEW, KEEP), unit=devtype

//MYDB    DD    DSN=MY.EMPDB.EMPFILE,DISP=SHR

//EMPFILE DD    SUBSYS=(ESVS,'FMT=EMPFMT','SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01')

 

additional DD statements to run VSAM application

Modify the application JCL -- z/VSE

Setting up DLBL Statements

The use of DLBL statements with IDMS VSAM Transparency has specific rules that do not correspond to standard z/VSE
DLBL statement rules:

First Statement

To set up the first DLBL statement:

1. Specify 'FMT=fmtname' in place of the file-id. Fmtname is the name of the file management table that defines the
escaped file.

2. Specify CAT=ESVS at the end of the DLBL statement.

A sample DLBL statement is shown below:

// DLBL  EMPESC,'FMT=EMPFMT',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS

Second Statement

To set up the second DLBL statement:

1. Specify ESVS in place of the filename.
2. Specify a string of IDMS VSAM Transparency parameters in place of the file-id. The parameters must be separated by

commas; the string must be enclosed in quotes and can contain no more than 44 characters (including the commas,
but not including the quotes).

3. Specify CAT=ESVS1 if you want to continue the string of IDMS VSAM Transparency parameters on the third DLBL
statement.

A sample DLBL statement is shown below:

// DLBL  ESVS,'SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01,MODE=BATCH',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS1

All Subsequent Statements
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To set up all subsequent DLBL statements:

1. Specify ESVSn in place of the filename, where n is a number from 1 to 9. ESVSn must be the same as the value
specified in the CAT parameter of the previous DLBL statement.

2. Specify CAT=ESVSn+1 if you want to continue the string of IDMS VSAM Transparency parameters on the next DLBL
statement.

A sample DLBL statement is shown below:

// DLBL  ESVS1,'RBUFSZ=500',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS2

Example

The DLBL statements required to define one IDMS VSAM Transparency file and its associated parameters might be set
up as follows:

// DLBL  EMPESC,'FMT=EMPFMT',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS

// DLBL  ESVS,'SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01,MODE=BATCH',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS1

// DLBL  ESVS1,'RBUFSZ=500',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS2

// DLBL  ESVS2,'TRACE=0500,WRAP'

CICS

The JCL required to run a CICS system running IDMS VSAM Transparency application programs is shown below.

CICS (z/VSE)

// DLBL userdd,'IDMS.CICS.VSAMT',,VSAM

// DLBL SYSESVS,'sysesvs.parms'

// EXEC DFHSIP

/&

userdd Filename of the IDMS VSAM Transparency file, as it appears in
the application

IDMS.CICS.VSAMT Name of a VSAM dataset that is defined in the VSAM catalog.
This dummy file should be a KSDS dataset, even if the file
being escaped was an ESDS file, to prevent VSAM catalog
management from doing special processing associated with ESDS
datasets. It should contain one or more records to prevent VSAM
from opening the file I/O.

sysesvs.parms File ID of the SYSEVS parameters file

More information:

For more information on IDMS VSAM Transparency parameters, see , later in this section. For more information on CICS
SYSESVS parameters, see .

Example

The following statements illustrate the JCL used to run a sample CICS system running IDMS VSAM Transparency
applications; this program uses two IDMS VSAM Transparency files:

// DLBL EMPFILE,'IDMS.CICS.VSAMT',,VSAM

// DLBL DEPFILE,'IDMS.CICS.VSAMT',,VSAM

// DLBL SYSESVS,'sysesvs.parms'
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// EXEC DFHSIP

/&

The JCL required to run a batch IDMS VSAM Transparency application program under the central version and in local
mode are shown below.

Central Version (z/VSE)

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// DLBL   idmslib,'idms.lib'

// EXTENT ,xxxxxx

// LIBDEF PHASE, SEARCH=idmslib.sublib

// DLBL   userdd,'FMT=fmtname',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS

// DLBL   ESVS,'SUBSCHEMA=ssname,MODE=modetype',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS

// DLBL   ESVS1,'RBUFSZ=nnnnn'

// EXEC   userpgm

 

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as required

 

/&

IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure provided at installation containing the file
definitions for IDMS dictionaries, databases, SYSIDMS, parameter
file and other files.

xxxxxx Volume serial number of disk unit
idmslib Filename of the IDMS Library
idms.lib File-id of the IDMS Library
userdd Filename of the IDMS VSAM Transparency file, as it appears in

the application
$ESVS.FMT.FMTNAME Name of a VSAM dataset that is defined in the VSAM catalog.

You must specify ESVS.FMT. and then replace fmtname with your
FMT name.

fmtname Name of the file management table that defines the escaped file
ssname Subschema name
modetype Optional indicator of BATCH or CICS mode; if not specified, the

default is BATCH
nnnnn Buffer size
userpgm Application program name
SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by IDMS to specify runtime

directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
For a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
IDMS Common Facilities Section.

More information:

For more information on these and additional IDMS VSAM Transparency parameters, refer to located later in this section.

Example
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The following statements illustrate the JCL used to run a sample batch IDMS VSAM Transparency application program
under the central version; this program uses one file:

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// DLBL   USRLIB,'User.Library'

// EXTENT ,SYSWK4

// LIBDEF PHASE,Search=(IDMSLIB.sublib,USRLIB.sublib)

// DLBL EMPFILE,'FMT=EMPFMT',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS

// DLBL ESVS,'SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01,RBUFSZ=500'

// EXEC EMPLIST

 

dmcl=idmsdmcl

 

/&

Local Mode (z/VSE)

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// DLBL   idmslib,'idms.lib'

// EXTENT ,xxxxxx

// LIBDEF PHASE, SEARCH=idmslib.sublib

// DLBL userdd,'FMT=fmtname',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS

// DLBL ESVS,'SUBSCHEMA=ssname,MODE=modetype',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS1

// DLBL ESVS1,'RBUFSZ=nnnnn'

 

Additional database file specifications

 

// EXEC userpgm

 

Insert SYSIDMS parameters, as required

 

/&

IDMSLBLS Name of the procedure provided at installation containing the file
definitions for IDMS dictionaries, databases, SYSIDMS, parameter
file and other files.

nnn Logical unit assignment for the SYSJRNL in the DMCL
xxxxxx Volume serial number of disk unit
idmslib Filename of the IDMS Library
idms.lib File-id of the IDMS Library
userdd Filename of the IDMS VSAM Transparency file, as it appears in

the application
fmtname Name of the file management table that defines the escaped file
ssname Subschema name
Modetype Optional indicator of BATCH or CICS mode; if not specified, the

default is BATCH
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nnnnnn Buffer size
userpgm Application program name
SYSIDMS DDname of the parameter file provided by IDMS to specify runtime

directives and operating system-dependent parameters.
For a complete description of the SYSIDMS parameter file, see
IDMS Common Facilities Section.

More information:

For more information on these and additional IDMS VSAM Transparency parameters, refer to IDMS VSAM Transparency
parameters located later in this section.

Sample

The following statements illustrate the JCL used to run a sample batch IDMS VSAM Transparency application program in
local mode:

// EXEC PROC=IDMSLBLS

// DLBL   idmslib,'idms.lib'

// EXTENT ,xxxxxx

// LIBDEF PHASE, SEARCH=idmslib.sublib

// DLBL   EMPFILE,'FMT=EMPFMT',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS

// DLBL   ESVS,'SUBSCHEMA=EMPSS01,MODE=CICS',,VSAM,,CAT=ESVS1

// DLBL   ESVS1,'RBUFSZ=500'

 

Additional DLBL statements required to run VSAM application

 

// EXEC  EMPLIST

dbname=empdb

/&

IDMS VSAM Transparency parameters

The table below presents a detailed list of the IDMS VSAM Transparency parameters, which you can use in the
application program JCL.

Considerations

The following considerations apply:

• Unless otherwise specified, the parameters in this table are optional.
• The FMT parameter must be included in all IDMS VSAM Transparency DD or DLBL statements for both z/OS and z/

VSE.
• All other parameters must be coded as follows:

– In z/OS, the parameters can be included in any DD statement, but must appear only once per application.
– In z/VSE, the parameters must be included in the DLBLfile statement that starts with ESVS.

Parameter Description
CWADISP=nnnn Specifies a value equal to the CWADISP specified in the assembly

of IDMSINTC. The CWADISP parameter is mandatory for CICS
processing and is invalid for batch processing. It can be up to 4
digits long and is typically around 16.
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DBNAME=database-name Specifies the default database to be used with the IDMS VSAM
Transparency application program (BATCH mode) or the default
database to be used with all CICS IDMS VSAM Transparency
transactions (CICS mode). This parameter is used in a multiple-
database environment. You can override this parameter for
each CICS IDMS VSAM Transparency transaction by using the
transaction name table. The DBNAME parameter can be from 1 to
8 characters long.

FMT=fmt-name Identifies the file management table that defines the file to be
escaped. The FMT parameter is mandatory for all IDMS VSAM
Transparency files. It can be from 1 to 8 characters long and must
be included in all file statements.

MSG=LOG/CONS/OFF Displays the IDMS VSAM Transparency key feedback (runtime)
messages during program execution. The options are:
LOG (the default) writes the key feedback messages to the log
file.
CONS writes the key feedback messages to the operator console.
OFF turns off the display of key feedback messages.
IDMS VSAM Transparency writes key feedback messages for
any open call, close call, or call that is in error. The format is as
follows:
FDBK=nnnnnnnn
Nnnnnnnn is an 8-byte field that contains the key feedback
message code.

MODE= BATCH/CICS Indicates whether the IDMS VSAM Transparency application
program is to run in BATCH or CICS mode. The default is BATCH.

NODENAME=nodename Specifies the nodename to be used with the IDMS VSAM
Transparency application program (BATCH mode) or the default
nodename to be used with all CICS IDMS VSAM Transparency
transactions (CICS mode). This parameter is used in a multiple-
database environment. You can override this parameter for
each CICS IDMS VSAM Transparency transaction by using the
transaction name table.
The NODENAME parameter can be from 1 to 8 characters long.

OCMSGS=ALL/ERROR Specifies which messages you want displayed on the console.
The options are:
ALL indicates both informational and error messages are
displayed on the console.
ERROR indicates that only error messages are displayed on the
console.

RBUFSZ=nnnnn Indicates the size of the buffer that IDMS VSAM Transparency will
use for communication between the front end and the back end.
The default is 512 bytes.
The RBUFSZ parameter can be from 1 to 5 digits long and is valid
for the central version only.
The value must accommodate the sum of the longest record
length plus its key length. IDMS VSAM Transparency adds the
length of its overhead to the RBUFSZ you specify.
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STATS= ON/FILE Requests that database statistics be collected for all IDMS
VSAM Transparency files accessed either by the IDMS VSAM
Transparency application program (BATCH mode) or by all IDMS
VSAM Transparency CICS transactions (CICS mode). The options
are:
ON places the statistics for all IDMS VSAM Transparency files
together on the system log.
FILE places the statistics for each IDMS VSAM Transparency file
separately on the system log.
The STATS parameter is not available in local mode.

SUBSCHEMA=subschema-name Identifies the subschema to be used with the IDMS VSAM
Transparency application program (BATCH mode) or the default
subschema to be used with all IDMS VSAM Transparency
CICS transactions (CICS mode). This parameter is mandatory
for both BATCH mode and CICS mode. You can override
the SUBSCHEMA parameter for each CICS IDMS VSAM
Transparency transaction by using the transaction name table.
The SUBSCHEMA parameter can be from 1 to 8 characters long.

TNT=tnt-name Identifies the transaction name table that IDMS VSAM
Transparency will use for processing CICS transactions. This
parameter is optional if all transactions are to use the same
subschema. It is required if more than one subschema is to be
used. The TNT parameter is invalid in the batch environment.
The TNT parameter can be from 1 to 8 characters long.

TRACE=nnnn,WRAP/LOG Requests that a trace of calls made by the IDMS VSAM
Transparency application program be displayed on the system log.
Nnnn is the number of fullwords allowed in the trace table and can
be from 1 to 4 digits long. The TRACE options are as follows:
WRAP (the default) enables the trace table to wrap around if the
fullword limit is reached. This means that subsequent program
calls will be recorded over the existing trace table.
LOG writes the trace table to CDMSLOG and then clears the trace
table, if the limit for the trace table is reached. This means that
subsequent program calls will be recorded on the cleared trace
table. The LOG option is not available in local mode.

 

Step 2 Modify and Recompile the Application Program

If any features used in the application program are not supported by IDMS VSAM Transparency, you must modify and
recompile the application program. To modify and recompile the application program, follow the instructions presented in
the VSAM documentation.

System Execution

Contents

Requirements

IDMS VSAM Transparency system execution requires you to:

1. Run the IDMS VSAM Transparency command interface with the proper commands to start up IDMS VSAM
Transparency.

2. Bring up the central version (unless running in local mode).
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You must perform these steps each time the operating system is cycled, before you run any IDMS VSAM Transparency
jobs. You can perform these steps in any order, but you must perform them before bringing up CICS.

Step 1 Run the IDMS VSAM Transparency Command Interface

A list of IDMS VSAM Transparency system commands is presented below, followed by separate instructions for running
the IDMS VSAM Transparency command interface in z/OS and z/VSE.

IDMS VSAM Transparency system commands

Considerations

The following considerations apply to IDMS VSAM Transparency system commands:

• In z/OS, you enter these commands directly from an operator console.
• In z/VSE, you can enter these commands in one of two ways:

– You can run ESVSINIT with these parameters. The END parameter must always be the last statement included in
the job stream for ESVSINIT.

– You can enter these commands from the operator console if you use the CONSOLE command.

System Command Descriptions

The IDMS VSAM Transparency system commands are described below:

CONSOLE
(z/VSE only) redirects the relay of operator commands from SYSIPT to the operator console.

DISPLAY
causes all active IDMS VSAM Transparency jobs to be displayed on the operator console.

END
causes the IDMS VSAM Transparency command interface to terminate without affecting the status of IDMS
VSAM Transparency.

SHUTDOWN
prevents new users from accessing IDMS VSAM Transparency and brings down IDMS VSAM Transparency
when the last current user is finished.

SHUTDOWN,I
causes IDMS VSAM Transparency to terminate immediately. As a result, any jobs that are currently using IDMS
VSAM Transparency are aborted and their updates backed out.
More information:
For more information on abnormal termination, see , later in this section.

START
brings up IDMS VSAM Transparency and causes it to be initialized. START is valid only when IDMS VSAM
Transparency is INACTIVE.

STATUS
shows the current status of IDMS VSAM Transparency.

IDMS VSAM Transparency initialization -- z/OS

Startup Procedure

For z/OS, the IDMS VSAM Transparency command interface startup procedure must reside in SYS1.PROCLIB. For
information on the command interface startup procedure, refer to .

To run the startup procedure in z/OS, perform these steps from an operator console:

Step 1
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s esvs

[Enter]

nn ES227002:  VSAM/T INACTIVE, ENTER REPLY

Step 2

R nn,start

[Enter]

nn ES227001:  VSAM/T ACTIVE, ENTER REPLY

Step 3

R nn,end

[Enter]

More information:

A complete list of IDMS VSAM Transparency command interface messages for the z/OS environment is presented in
Appendix D, IDMS VSAM Transparency Return Codes and Messages.

IDMS VSAM Transparency initialization -- z/VSE

Startup Procedure

For z/VSE, the IDMS VSAM Transparency command interface startup program may be in any private library. CASAUTIL
must be run prior to the startup program.

To initiate the IDMS VSAM Transparency system in z/VSE, execute the job stream shown below:

ESVSINIT (z/VSE)

// DLBL   idmslib,'idms.lib'

// EXTENT ,xxxxxx

// LIBDEF PHASE, SEARCH=idmslib.sublib

// ASSGN  SYSLST, PRINTER

// ASSGN  SYSRDR, READER

// EXEC   ESVSINIT

START

END

/*

/&

idmslib Filename of the IDMS Library
idms.lib File-id of the IDMS Library
xxxxxx Volume serial number of disk unit

Note that parameters specified as input to ESVSINIT must start in column 1.
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Return Messages

For a startup that proceeds normally, the IDMS VSAM Transparency command interface will return the following
messages:

    ES227107:  VSAM/T INITIALIZATION STARTED

ES227101:  VSAM/T ACTIVE

               VSAM/T ACTIVE, ENTER REPLY

A complete list of IDMS VSAM Transparency command interface messages for the z/VSE environment is presented in
Appendix D, IDMS VSAM Transparency Return Codes and Messages.

Step 2 Bring Up the DC/UCF System

You must bring up the DC/UCF system, unless all IDMS VSAM Transparency applications are to be run in local mode.

More information:

For instructions on bringing up a DC/UCF system, refer to IDMS System Operations Section.

Application Execution

Contents

At this point, you can execute your VSAM application by using the JCL described earlier in this section. Information on
IDMS VSAM Transparency program termination and recovery responses is presented below.

Normal Termination

Batch Application

For a batch application, all IDMS VSAM Transparency files are accessed through a single run unit. When the application
terminates normally or closes all IDMS VSAM Transparency files, IDMS VSAM Transparency finishes the run unit. Normal
completion of a transaction results in updates being committed to the database.

NOTE
If the same job subsequently opens any IDMS VSAM Transparency file, a new run unit will begin.

CICS Processing

Under CICS, each transaction accesses all IDMS VSAM Transparency files through its own run unit. When the transaction
terminates normally or closes all IDMS VSAM Transparency files, IDMS VSAM Transparency finishes the run unit. Normal
completion of a transaction results in updates being committed to the database.

Abnormal Termination

VSAM Error Codes

Any error that occurs in IDMS VSAM Transparency is translated into a VSAM error code and is returned to the application.

Data is Protected

Because IDMS VSAM Transparency is integrated with the IDMS/DB database, data integrity is protected by IDMS/DB's
journaling and recovery services.

More information:

For more information on backup and recovery procedures can be found in IDMS Database Administration Section.

Considerations
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The following considerations apply to the abnormal termination of an IDMS VSAM Transparency application program:

• For a CICS transaction, all IDMS VSAM Transparency updates are rolled back to a point before the IDMS VSAM
Transparency files were processed.

• Under central version, all recovery is handled automatically by IDMS/DB recovery procedures.
• In local mode, the database that contains the IDMS VSAM Transparency files must be restored sectionly.

IDMS VSAM Transparency shutdown procedures -- z/OS

To shutdown IDMS VSAM Transparency, perform the following steps from an operator console:

Step 1

s esvs

[Enter]

nn ES227001:  VSAM/T ACTIVE, ENTER REPLY

Step 2

R nn,shutdown

[Enter]

nn ES227002:  VSAM/T INACTIVE, ENTER REPLY

Step 3

R nn,end

[Enter]

IDMS VSAM Transparency Architecture
The IDMS VSAM Transparency system services manager provides operating-system-dependent services for IDMS/VSAM
Transparency files. When an application program issues a request to open or close an IDMS VSAM Transparency file,
the system services manager performs the appropriate operating-system open or close function. The system services
manager then transfers the request to the IDMS VSAM Transparency front-end module.

IDMS VSAM Transparency Architecture -- Batch Processing

The following diagram illustrates the IDMS VSAM Transparency components used for batch processing.
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The functions of each IDMS VSAM Transparency module are presented in detail below.

IDMS VSAM Transparency Architecture -- CICS Processing

The following diagram illustrates the IDMS VSAM Transparency components used for CICS processing.
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CICS Uses Additional Components

CICS IDMS VSAM Transparency processing uses all of the request processing routines described above, except for the
batch interface routine. CICS IDMS VSAM Transparency processing also uses these additional components:

• The IDMS VSAM Transparency CICS interface communicates directly with the front-end communication manager
routine. Each CICS transaction uses its own IDMS VSAM Transparency run unit for efficient multithreaded processing,
task-level journaling, and recovery.

• The IDMS CICS interface (IDMSINTC) establishes communication between the IDMS VSAM Transparency front end
and back end. Requests are transmitted to the back end; data and status code information are returned to the front
end. IDMSINTC must be assembled with IDMS VSAM Transparency parameters.

• The transaction name table maps the transaction names of CICS applications to IDMS/DB subschema names. This
table is discussed later in this section under Control Tables.

CICS Interface Points

At runtime, IDMS VSAM Transparency interfaces with CICS at the following points:

Open/Close --
When IDMSINTC is started, the opens are processed and then IDMS VSAM Transparency writes error messages
showing the feedback code.

Transaction start initialization --
Transaction start is handled by the IDMS VSAM Transparency CICS interface. This interface:

• Uniquely identifies the transaction before passing control to IDMS VSAM Transparency
• Initializes the IDMS VSAM Transparency environment for the transaction at the first VSAM request
• Enables each CICS transaction to run as a separate IDMS/DB run unit
• Takes the place of the front-end batch interface routine. The IDMS VSAM Transparency CICS interface:
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– Saves the user environment
– Sets up the IDMS VSAM Transparency environment for the individual transactions
– Calls the front-end communication manager routine

Transaction end --
IDMSINTC contains code that checks for normal or abnormal termination of transactions.
More information:
For more information on the IDMSINTC macro and its parameters, refer to IDMS installation section for your
operating system

Request Processing Modules

IDMS VSAM Transparency processes VSAM requests by using two modules: the front end and the back end. These
modules simulate VSAM functions and are operating system independent.

The IDMS VSAM Transparency Front End

The IDMS VSAM Transparency front end is the application request processing module that does the following:

Initializes and terminates files
through the open/close processing routine. This routine:

• Opens and closes files
• Initializes and terminates the front-end control blocks at the job level (for batch processing), transaction level

(for CICS processing), and file level (for either batch or CICS processing)
• Calls the back-end module for back-end control block initialization or termination

Interfaces with batch applications
through the batch interface routine. This routine:

• Receives batch process calls (GET, PUT, POINT, ERASE, ENDREQ, CHECK)
• Saves the user environment
• Sets up the IDMS VSAM Transparency environment
• Calls the communication manager routine

For CICS, the batch interface is functionally replaced by the IDMS VSAM Transparency CICS interface.
Handles all communication between the VSAM application and the back end

through the communication manager routine. This routine:

• Validates application requests
• Transmits processing requests to the back-end module
• Receives data and status information from the back end and transmits this information back to the VSAM

application

The IDMS VSAM Transparency Back End

The IDMS VSAM Transparency back end accepts requests from the front end and translates VSAM requests to IDMS/DB
database calls. The back end does the following:

• Initializes the run unit. The back end:
– Validates open and close requests.
– Initializes and terminates the back-end control blocks. This includes loading the file management tables, which

establish correspondences between VSAM requests and the database, and loading the transaction name table,
which establishes correspondences between CICS transactions and IDMS/DB subschemas.

• Translates VSAM requests. The back end:
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– Processes VSAM request parameter lists (RPLs)
– Uses the file management table to convert VSAM requests to the corresponding DML statements

• Accesses the database. The back end:
– Issues standard DML calls to access the database
– Receives requested data from the database, including IDMS/DB status codes
– Converts database output to VSAM format
– Sends the VSAM data and status information to the front-end communication manager routine, which then returns

the output to the application program

Control Tables

FMT and TNT Control Tables

There are two types of control tables in IDMS VSAM Transparency:

• The file management table (FMT) defines the correspondences between VSAM data structures and IDMS/DB
records and sets.

• The transaction name table (TNT) maps the transaction names of CICS applications to IDMS/DB subschema names.

Each control table must be compiled separately and stored in a load library before runtime.

Table Requirements

The following requirements apply to these tables:

• Control tables are compiled from user-supplied statements.
• Control tables are linked into the IDMS/DB load library.
• Control tables are specified by name in the JCL.

File Management Table

Mandatory Control Table

The file management table is a mandatory control table. One FMT is required for each VSAM data set used, regardless of
the processing environment (batch or CICS).

Contents

The FMT includes the following information:

• The table name
• The VSAM data set type
• The IDMS/DB record name that corresponds to the VSAM record
• The IDMS/DB set name that will contain the IDMS/DB records

The FMT can also include key length, key position, relative-record number, record length, buffer size, and erase options.

More information:

For detailed information on the FMT, refer to Preparing Control Information.

Transaction Name Table

Use for Different Subschemas

The transaction name table maps the CICS application transaction names to IDMS/DB subschema names. If all CICS
transactions to be run under IDMS/VSAM Transparency are to use the same subschema, it is not necessary to create a
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TNT. Instead, IDMS VSAM Transparency will use the subschema name coded in the JCL. If the CICS transactions are not
to use the same subschema, a TNT must be created.

Required Statements

The following user statements are required for a TNT:

• The TNT name
• The transaction name
• The subschema name

More information:

For detailed information on the TNT, refer to .

IDMS VSAM Transparency Installation
This section provides detailed information about the installation of IDMS VSAM Transparency in conjunction with the z/OS
and z/VSE operating systems.

CICS considerations are addressed under the corresponding operating system.

z/OS Installation

Steps to Follow

To install IDMS VSAM Transparency under z/OS, complete the following steps:

1. Install the IDMS VSAM Transparency software into the IDMS/DB library by using integrated installation
procedures. These procedures are described in IDMS Installation and Maintenance Section -- z/OS.

2. Copy ESVSINIT, ESVSSBLD, and ESVSSSSM to an APF-authorized library that will be used for the IDMS VSAM
Transparency command interface startup procedure. (If the library used in Step 1 is APF authorized, you do not have
to recopy these modules.)

3. Include an ADD PROGRAM statement for ESVSAMBE in the system definition of all DC/UCF systems to be used
with IDMS VSAM Transparency. Specify the ADD PROGRAM statement as follows:

ADD PROGRAM ESVSAMBE

  LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER

  REENTRANT

  RESIDENT.

NOTE
As part of the normal installation process for IDMS VSAM Transparency, your system definition will be
updated with the definition of all programs required for this product. If you need to add these definitions to
another system, source module DLODEVSM in your installed library contains the definition of all the IDMS
VSAM Transparency programs.

More information:
For more information on the ADD PROGRAM statement, refer to IDMS System Generation Section.

4. Make additions to the IDMS system for variable length records, as detailed in Appendix C, Variable-Length
Record Considerations.

5. Set up an IDMS VSAM Transparency command interface procedure to start up the IDMS VSAM Transparency
system. The procedure must be a member of SYS1.PROCLIB. (z/OS) requires all subsystem startup procedures to be
in SYS1.PROCLIB.)
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The name of this procedure is assumed to be ESVS in this section. If you want to use different versions, for example
one to test and one for production, then the name of the version on the PROC statement must match the name on the
SUBSYS= control statement.
Startup JCL
To set up a startup procedure, use the JCL exactly as shown below. ESVSINIT (z/OS)

//ESVS PROC

//STEPESVS EXEC PGM=ESVSINIT,TIME=1440

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=idms.apf.loadlib,DISP=SHR,VOL=SER=nnnn,

//              UNIT=unit

//APFLIB   DD   DSN=idms.apf.loadlib,DISP=SHR,VOL=SER=nnnn,

//              UNIT=unit

idms.apf.loadlib Data set name of the APF-authorized IDMS/DB load library that
includes ESVSINIT and ESVSSSSM

nnnn Volume serial number for the APF-authorized IDMS/DB load
library

unit Disk type

1. Define IDMS VSAM Transparency as a subsystem in z/OS. You do this by adding the subsystem name, ESVS, to
member IEFSSN00 of SYS1.PARMLIB.

2. You can define ESVS as a subsystem by executing the program ESVSSBLD with parm=(<ESVS>).. In this way,
you don't need to wait for a system IPL before using VSAM/T. ESVSSBLD must be on an authorized library, where
<ESVS> is the chosen subsystem name. The job does not require dd statements. If the subsystem name has not been
defined in SYS1.PARMLIB subsystem name member, then this program must be executed whenever an IPL of z/OS
has been done.

3. Cycle the z/OS system to implement the definition of the IDMS VSAM Transparency subsystem.

NOTE
It is not necessary to cycle the system if you reinstall IDMS VSAM Transparency.

Installing IDMS VSAM Transparency in the CICS Environment

Initial Installation

When installing IDMS VSAM Transparency in the CICS environment, CICSOPTS will be assembled and IDMSINTC at
CICS startup and shutdown. Additionally, be sure that PPT link edited to create IDMSINTC. This is done automatically if
IDMS VSAM Transparency is installed as part of an integrated installation. All parameters for CICSOPTS that are required
for the VSAM Transparency will be automatically generated by the CAISAG installation utility when you indicate the
product is to be installed, either as part of an integrated install or as a single product during ADDON processing.

Modifying CICSOPTS

If you need to re-assemble CICSOPTS to change the installation options, edit the CICSOPTS member in
CUSTOM.SRCLIB, link it with the IDMSINTC LNK member in CUSTOM.LNKLIB and place the output into your
CUSTOM.LOADLIB.

NOTE
For more information on the CICSOPT macro and its parameters, refer to the IDMS System Operations Section.

Important

Be sure the PLT entries are created to execute entries for IDMS modules have been added to you CICS system. These
are used by IDMSINTC in setting up the IDMS environment.
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Files to be accessed through the VSAM/T must be defined through the FCT assemblies to be initially closed, enabled so
that CICS does not attempt to open them until IDMSINTC has been started.

In order for VSAM/T to work when IDMSINTC is defined in the PLT to be executed at startup, IDMS CV must be brought
up. If CICS is brought up before IDMS CV is brought up, IDMSINTC must be started through a transaction code. Before
starting IDMSINTC, take measures to prevent applications from attempting to access the VSAM/T files so that you can
avoid OPEN errors.

NOTE
For more information on adding PPT entries, see the IDMS Installation Section for your operating environment.
For information on the IDMSINTC macro and its parameters, refer to IDMS System Operations Section.

z/VSE Installation

Steps to Follow

To install IDMS VSAM Transparency under z/VSEA, complete the following steps:

1. Install the IDMS VSAM Transparency software into the IDMS/DB library by using the integrated installation
procedures.
These procedures are described in IDMS Installation and Maintenance Section -- z/VSE.

2. Install the IDMS SVC as described in IDMS installation section for your operating system.
If using variable-length IDMS VSAM Transparency records, there are additional installation considerations. See
Variable-Length Record Considerations for a list of these considerations.

3. If you intend to reassemble ESVSSPVT without using the integrated installation procedures, assemble and link edit
ESVSSPVT as SVA eligible.
Sample JCL Link Edit ESVSSPVT (z/VSE)

// DLBL   idmslib,'idms.lib'

// EXTENT ,xxxxxx

// LIBDEF SEARCH=idmslib.sublib,CATALOG=idmslib.sublib

// OPTION CATAL

   PHASE ESVSSPVT,*,SVA

// EXEC ASMA90

   ESVSSPVT SVC=nnn

   END

/*

// EXEC LNKEDT,SIZE=500K

/&

idmslib Filename of the IDMS Library
idms.lib File-id of the IDMS Library
xxxxxx Volume serial number of disk unit
nnn This is the number of the Advantage IDMS SVC

1. Add the following phases to the System Directory List:
– ESVSDOSM,SVA
– ESVSCBMM,SVA
– ESVSSPVT,SVA
You can add these phases in one of two ways:
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– Issue a SET SDL command after the operating system is cycled and prior to executing IDMS VSAM Transparency
startup.

– Add the phases to the automatic system initialization procedure (ASIPROC).
2. Include an ADD PROGRAM statement for ESVSAMBE in the system definition of all DC/UCF systems to be used

with IDMS VSAM Transparency. Specify the ADD PROGRAM statement as follows:

ADD PROGRAM ESVSAMBE

  LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER

  REENTRANT

  RESIDENT.

NOTE
As part of the normal installation process for IDMS/VSAM Transparency, your system definition will be
updated with the definition of all programs required for this product. If you need to add these definitions to
another system, source module DLODEVSM in your installed library contains the definition of all the IDMS
VSAM Transparency programs.

More information:
For more information on the ADD PROGRAM statement, refer to IDMS System Generation Section.

3. Make additions to the IDMS system for variable length records, as detailed in .

Installing IDMS VSAM Transparency in the CICS Environment

Initial Installation

When installing IDMS VSAM Transparency in the CICS environment, a CICSOPTS module will be assembled and link
edited as part of module IDMSINTC. All parameters for CICSOPTS that are required for the VSAM Transparency will be
automatically generated by the CAIIJMP installation utility when you indicate the product is to be installed, either as part of
an integrated solution or as a single product during ADDON install.

Modifying CICSOPTS

If you need to reassemble CICSOPTS to change any installation options, edit the CICSOPTS member, re-assemble your
CICSOPTS module and linkedit IDMSINTC. Take the job control to do this from the job control that was generated by
CAIIJMP for your initial base tape installation.

NOTE
For more information on the CICSOPT macro and its parameters, refer to the IDMS System Operations Section

Important

Be sure PLT entries are created to execute IDMSINTC at CICS startup and shutdown. Additionally, be sure that PPT
entries for IDMS modules have been added to your CICS system. These are used by IDMSINTC in setting up the IDMS
environment.

Files to be accessed through VSAM/T must be defined through the FCT assemblies to be initially closed, enabled, so that
CICS does not attempt to open them until IDMSINTC has been started.

In order for VSAM/T to work when IDMSINTC is defined in the PLT to be executed at startup, IDMS CV must be brought
up before CICS is brought up. If CICS is to be brought up before IDMS CV is brought up, IDMSINTC must be started
through a transaction code. Before starting IDMSINTC, take measures to prevent applications from attempting to access
the VSAM/T files so that you can avoid "open" errors.

NOTE
For information on adding PPT entries, see the IDMS Installation Section for your operating environment.
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Variable-Length Record Considerations
This section contains the procedure you need to follow when using variable-length IDMS VSAM Transparency records.

You must follow these steps to use a variable-length IDMS VSAM Transparency record:

1. Define the VSAM data structure to the IDMS/DB schema. In general, you define this data structure in the same way
that you define a VSAM data structure that does not contain variable-length records.
Additionally, you should do the following when you define the VSAM data structure to the IDMS/DB schema:

Define the records as variable
. You do this by using the MINIMUM ROOT LENGTH and MINIMUM FRAGMENT LENGTH clauses of the
schema ADD RECORD Data Description Language (DDL) statement.

Specify that the IDMS VSAM Transparency variable-length record procedure (ESVSPVLR) will be called at runtime
. You do this by using the CALL clause of the ADD RECORD statement, as follows:
CALL ESVSPVLR AFTER GET

CALL ESVSPVLR BEFORE STORE

CALL ESVSPVLR BEFORE MODIFY

More information:
For a complete description of the ADD RECORD statement, refer to IDMS Database Administration Section.

2. Specify the maximum length of the variable-length record to the FMT compiler. You specify this value by using
the VARIABLE UP TO option of the VSAM RECORD LENGTH IS statement. The record length can be obtained from
the MAXLRECL field of the corresponding VSAM LISTCAT.
More information:
For more information on FMT syntax, refer to .

3. Include an ADD PROGRAM statement for ESVSPVLR in the DC/UCF system definition of all DC/UCF systems to
be used with IDMS VSAM Transparency. Specify the ADD PROGRAM statement as follows:

ADD PROGRAM ESVSPVLR

 LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER

 REENTRANT

 RESIDENT.

NOTE
As part of the normal installation process for IDMS VSAM Transparency, your system definition will be
updated with the definition of all programs required for this product. If you need to add these definitions to
another system, source module DLODEVSM in your installed library contains the definition of all the IDMS
VSAM Transparency programs.

IDMS VSAM Transparency User Exits
This section provides information on how to write user exit programs in COBOL and Assembler languages.

User exit programs

IDMS VSAM Transparency supports the use of user exit programs. You can define two exits for each FMT and write them
in either COBOL or Assembler.

A before exit
is issued before IDMS VSAM Transparency processing begins or before the database is accessed. In a before
exit, you can build the VSAM record layout from the IDMS/DB structure.

An after exit
is issued after IDMS VSAM Transparency processing finishes or after the database is accessed. In an after exit,
you can build the IDMS/DB structure from the VSAM record layout.
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COBOL User Exit Program

When programming a COBOL user exit for IDMS VSAM Transparency, fulfill the requirements noted below. This
discussion is followed by a description of the user exit control block, and a sample COBOL user exit.

Program Requirements

Quasi-Reentrant Exit

The exit must be quasi-reentrant. Under central version, this requires no additional processing. Under local mode, the exit
must initialize all work fields programmatically. A quasireentrant program retains the working storage values last set by
a previous call to the program. IDMS/DB and IDMS VSAM Transparency do not re-initialize the fields when executing in
local mode.

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION

In the ENVIRONMENT DIVISION, specify MODE IS BATCH, even if the exit is to run under IDMS/DC.

LINKAGE SECTION

In the LINKAGE SECTION, include:

• The user exit control block used to obtain information from IDMS VSAM Transparency that the user exit requires.
• The subschema control block that can be used by the user exit to perform its own DML calls for database access.
• The user record that the exit is building and storing. This is the record used by the VSAM program.

Example

LINKAGE SECTION.

01  USER-EXIT-CONTROL-BLOCK.

    .

    .

    .

COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

    .

    .

    .

01  USER-RECORD.

    .

    .

    .

PROCEDURE DIVISION

       USING USER-EXIT-CONTROL-BLOCK, SUBSCHEMA-CTRL, USER-RECORD.

PROCEDURE DIVISION

In the PROCEDURE DIVISION, do not copy SUBSCHEMA-BINDS. The rununit is bound prior to the exit receiving control.
IDMS VSAM Transparency binds the record defined in the FMT the first time it attempts to access it. The exit must issue a
bind only for additional records it needs.

• If the exit attempts to access the record defined in the FMT prior to IDMS VSAM Transparency, the exit must bind this
record.

• The exit must issue a GOBACK when it is complete. It must not issue a STOP RUN.

More information:

For more information on coding IDMS/DB and DC/UCF programs see IDMS Navigational DML Programming Section.
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Compiling and Linking the Program

Compile and link the program once the user exit is complete and you have run the program through the DMLC
preprocessor. Link the following modules with the exit:

INCLUDE libname(ESVSIDMS)

INCLUDE libname(IDMSBALI)

NOTE
Libname is the DD name of the file in the JCL that contains the IDMS/DB-supplied object modules.

Defining the Exit

Define the exit to IDMS/DB by including an ADD PROGRAM statement for the exit program in the system generation. The
ADD PROGRAM statement should appear as follows:

ADD PROGRAM exitname

    LANGUAGE IS COBOL

    QUASIREENTRANT

    NOPROTECT.

NOTE
The exit accesses DC/UCF system control blocks, therefore storage protection must be off (NOPROTECT).

COBOL User Exit Control Block

The user exit control block contains fields that can be used by the user exit. Some fields can be modified, some can not.
The COBOL code describing the record layout follows:

01  USER-EXIT-CONTROL-BLOCK.

    05  EXB-ID                  PIC X(4).

    05  EXB-USER                PIC S9(8) COMP.

    05  EXB-ADDR-RWA            PIC S9(8) COMP.

    05  EXB-ADDR-STACK          PIC S9(8) COMP.

    05  EXB-ADDR-SSC            PIC S9(8) COMP.

    05  FILLER                  PIC S9(8) COMP.

    05  EXB-ADDR-RPL            PIC S9(8) COMP.

    05  EXB-ADDR-ARGUMENT       PIC S9(8) COMP.

    05  EXB-ADDR-RECORD-BUFFER  PIC S9(8) COMP.

    05  EXB-MAX-KEY-LENGTH      PIC S9(4) COMP.

    05  EXB-REC-BUFFER-LENGTH   PIC S9(4) COMP.

    05  EXB-VSAM-REC-LENGTH     PIC S9(4) COMP.

    05  EXB-VSAM-KEY-LENGTH     PIC S9(4) COMP.

    05  EXB-VSAM-KEY-POSITION   PIC S9(4) COMP.

    05  EXB-FMT-NAME            PIC X(8).

    05  EXB-DD-NAME             PIC X(8).

    05  EXB-IDMS-REC-NAME       PIC X(16).

    05  EXB-IDMS-SET-NAME       PIC X(16).

    05  EXB-RESERVED            PIC S9(2) COMP.

    05  EXB-FEEDBACK            PIC X(4).

    05  EXB-RPL-REQUEST-TYPE    PIC X(6).

        88  GET-REQUEST            VALUE 'GET'.

        88  PUT-REQUEST            VALUE 'PUT'.

        88  POINT-REQUEST          VALUE 'POINT'.
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        88  ENDREQ-REQUEST         VALUE 'ENDREQ'.

        88  ERASE-REQUEST          VALUE 'ERASE'.

    05  EXB-RPL-OPTION-1.

        10  EXB-DIRECT          PIC X.

            88  DIRECT-REQUEST     VALUE 'X'.

        10  EXB-SEQUENTIAL      PIC X.

            88  SEQUENTIAL-REQUEST VALUE 'X'.

        10  EXB-SKIP            PIC X.

            88  SKIP-REQUEST       VALUE 'X'.

        10  EXB-KEY-GT-EQ       PIC X.

            88  KEY-GT-EQ-REQUEST  VALUE 'X'.

        10  EXB-GENERIC         PIC X.

            88  GENERIC-REQUEST    VALUE 'X'.

        10  FILLER              PIC X(3).

    05  EXB-RPL-OPTION-2.

        10  EXB-KEYED-ACCESS    PIC X.

            88  KEYED-ACCESS       VALUE 'X'.

        10  EXB-ADDRESS-ACCESS  PIC X.

            88  ADDRESS-ACCESS     VALUE 'X'.

        10  EXB-BACKWARD-ACCESS PIC X.

            88  BACKWARD-ACCESS    VALUE 'X'.

        10  EXB-LAST-REC-ACCESS PIC X.

            88  LAST-REC-ACCESS    VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-UPDATE-ACCESS   PIC X.

        88  UPDATE-ACCESS      VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-SET-POSITION    PIC X.

        88  SET-POSITION       VALUE 'X'.

    10  FILLER              PIC X(2).

05  EXB-VSAM-FILE-TYPE.

    10  EXB-KSDS            PIC X.

        88  KSDS               VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-PATH            PIC X.

        88  PATH               VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-RRDS            PIC X.

        88  RRDS               VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-ESDS            PIC X.

        88  ESDS               VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-BASE-CLUS-ESDS  PIC X.

        88  BASE-CLUS-ESDS     VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-SET-DEFINED     PIC X.

        88  SET-DEFINED        VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-NATIVE-VSAM     PIC X.

        88  NATIVE-VSAM        VALUE 'X'.

    10  FILLER              PIC X.

05  EXB-EXIT-FLAGS.

    10  EXB-EXIT-TYPE       PIC X.

        88  BEFORE-EXIT        VALUE 'B'.

        88  AFTER-EXIT         VALUE 'A'.

    10  EXB-SKIP-TO-AFTER   PIC X.

        88  SKIP-TO-AFTER      VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-RETURN-IMMED    PIC X.

        88  RETURN-IMMED       VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-EXIT-SET-REC-LENGTH  PIC X.
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        88  EXIT-SET-REC-LENGTH     VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-EXIT-SET-ARGUMENT    PIC X.

        88  EXIT-SET-ARGUMENT       VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-EXIT-SET-FEEDBACK    PIC X.

        88  EXIT-SET-FEEDBACK       VALUE 'X'.

    10  FILLER              PIC X(2).

05  FILLER                  PIC X(8).

05  FILLER                  PIC X(2).

05  EXB-SAVE-AREA           PIC X(72).

05  FILLER                  PIC X(12).

Field Descriptions

The following table gives a detailed description of the fields in the exit control block.

NOTE
In the Type column, A means alphanumeric and N means numeric (COMP).

Offset Name Type Len Description

0 EXB-ID A 4 Contains the literal 'EXB'.

4 EXB-USER N 4 Can not be used by the
COBOL exit. Reserved
for the Assembler exit.

8 EXB-ADDR-RWA N 4 Can not be used by the
COBOL exit. Reserved
for the Assembler exit.

12 EXB-ADDR-STACK N 4 Can not be used by the
COBOL exit. Reserved
for the Assembler exit.

16 EXB-ADDR-SSC N 4 Can not be used by the
COBOL exit. Reserved
for the Assembler exit.

20 FILLER N 4 Can not be used by the
COBOL exit. Reserved
for the Assembler exit.

24 EXB-ADDR-RPL N 4 Can not be used by the
COBOL exit. Reserved
for the Assembler exit.

28 EXB-ADDR-
ARGUMENT

N 4 Can not be used by the
COBOL exit. Reserved
for the Assembler exit.

32 EXB-ADDR-RECORD -
BUFFER

N 4 Can not be used by the
COBOL exit. Reserved
for the Assembler exit.

36 EXB-MAX-KEY-
LENGTH

N 2 Maximum key length.

38 EXB-REC-BUFFER-
LENGTH

N 2 Current length of record
in the record buffer.
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40 EXB-VSAM-REC-
LENGTH

N 2 Contains the VSAM
record length obtained
from FMT.

42 EXB-VSAM-KEY-
LENGTH

N 2 Contains the VSAM key
length obtained from
FMT.

44 EXB-VSAM-KEY-
POSITION

N 2 Contains the VSAM key
position obtained from
FMT.

46 EXB-FMT-NAME A 8 FMT name.

54 EXB-DD-NAME A 8 DD name.

62 EXB-IDMS-REC-NAME A 16 IDMS/DB record name.

78 EXB-IDMS-SET-NAME A 16 IDMS/DB set name.

94 EXB-RESERVED N 2 Reserved field.

96 EXB-FEEDBACK A 4 Allows you to set a
feedback code (return
code) from the exit
program. By placing
a value here (such as
subschema control
status) and by moving
an 'X' to EXIT-SET-
FEEDBACK, IDMS
VSAM Transparency will
display an error message
on the job log including
the feedback code you
set:
Internal error id
Return code
Component code
Error code

     

100 EXB-RPL-REQUEST A 6 Identifies the type of
VSAM call issued. Use
this field in conjunction
with EXB-EXIT-FLAGS
to determine what type
of processing will be
required. Valid values
are:

100 GET-REQUEST A 6 'GET '

100 PUT-REQUEST A 6 'PUT '

100 POINT-REQUEST A 6 'POINT '

100 ENDREQ-REQUEST A 6 'ENDREQ'

100 ERASE-REQUEST A 6 'ERASE '
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106 EXB-RPL-OPTION-1 A 8  

     

106 EXB-RPL-OPTION-1 A 8 Further qualifies the
request type:

106 DIRECT-REQUEST A 1 Direct request

107 SEQUENTIAL-
REQUEST

A 1 Sequential request

108 SKIP-REQUEST A 1 Skip request

109 KEY-GT-EQ-REQUEST A 1 Key gt/eq request

110 GENERIC-REQUEST A 1 Generic request

111 FILLER A 3 Filler

     

114 EXB-RPL-OPTION-2 A 8 Further qualifies the
request type:

114 KEYED-ACCESS A 1 Keyed access

115 ADDRESS-ACCESS A 1 Address access

116 BACKWARD-ACCESS A 1 Backward access

117 LAST-REC-ACCESS A 1 Last record access

118 UPDATE-ACCESS A 1 Update access

119 SET-POSITION A 1 Set position

120 FILLER A 2 Filler

     

122 EXB-VSAM-FILE-TYPE A 8 Identifies the VSAM file
type:

122 KSDS A 1 KSDS

123 PATH A 1 PATH

124 RRDS A 1 RRDS

125 ESDS A 1 ESDS

126 BASE-CLUS-ESDS A 1 Base cluster ESDS

127 SET-DEFINED A 1 Set defined

128 NATIVE-VSAM A 1 Native VSAM

129 FILLER A 1 Filler

     

130 EXB-EXIT-FLAGS A 8 Exit flags that
control IDMS VSAM
Transparency processing

130 EXB-EXIT-TYPE A 1 Indicates the exit type:

130 BEFORE-EXIT A 1 Before = 'B'

130 AFTER-EXIT A 1 After = 'A'

The next 5 bytes describe exit processing. Put an X in the byte to turn the character switch on. The default is blank.
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131 SKIP-TO-AFTER A 1 Tells IDMS VSAM
Transparency to invoke
the after exit immediately
after the before exit
and bypass IDMS
VSAM Transparency
processing.

132 RETURN-IMMED A 1 Tells IDMS VSAM
Transparency to return
immediately to the
user and bypass IDMS
VSAM Transparency
processing.

133 EXIT-SET-REC-LENGTH A 1 Tells IDMS VSAM
Transparency that the
exit modified the length of
the record in the buffer.

134 EXIT-SET-ARGUMENT A 1 Tells IDMS VSAM
Transparency that the
exit set the argument.

135 EXIT-SET-FEEDBACK A 1 Tells IDMS VSAM
Transparency that the
exit set the feedback
code. IDMS VSAM
Transparency will display
a message with this
feedback code to the job
log.

     

136 FILLER A 2 Filler

138 FILLER A 8 Filler

146 FILLER A 2 Filler

148 EXP-SAVE-AREA A 72  

218 FILLER A 12 Filler

 

Sample COBOL User Exit

Functions

This is a sample IDMS VSAM Transparency user exit written in COBOL. It is functionally equivalent to the sample
Assembler exit located later in this section. The source code for this program is provided on the installation media with
IDMS VSAM Transparency (member name ESVSXITC).

This exit allows you to convert the VSAM structure into the IDMS/DB structure.

VSAM Structure (Variable Length KSDS Record)
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IDMS Structure

The user exit must navigate the database and build the record that the VSAM application program is expecting.

Functions as a Before Exit

This exit is invoked both before and after any DML processing. As a before exit, it performs the following functions:

• Before a PUT, it moves zero to the control (OCCURS) field from a packed format to a binary format.
• Before a GET, it is not required.
• Before an ERASE, it obtains the policy record and does an ERASE ALL, erasing the POLICY and all COVERAGE

records. The exit then sets a flag (EXB-RETURN-IMMED) to tell IDMS VSAM Transparency to bypass its processing
and return immediately to the user.

Functions as an After Exit

As an after exit, it performs the following functions:

• After a PUT, it stores all the dependent (MEMBER) records in the set.
• After a GET, it obtains all the dependent (MEMBER) records in the set and then converts the control (OCCURS) field

from a binary format to a packed format.
• After an ERASE, it is not required.

NOTE
The POLICY record is the record defined in the FMT.

Sample COBOL Exit Program

       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

       PROGRAM-ID. ESVSXITC.

       ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

         IDMS-CONTROL SECTION.

         PROTOCOL.     MODE IS BATCH   DEBUG
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                       IDMS-RECORDS MANUAL.

      *

       INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

      *

       DATA DIVISION.

      *

       SCHEMA SECTION.

       DB  EXITSUB  WITHIN EXITCHEM.

      *

       WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

      *

       01  FILLER                      PIC X(8) VALUE 'WS START'.

      *

       COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-NAMES.

       COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-RECORDS.

      *

       01  INDEX-1                     PIC 9(1) VALUE 0.

      *

 

       LINKAGE SECTION.

       01  USER-EXIT-CONTROL-BLOCK.

           05  EXB-ID                  PIC X(4).

           05  EXB-USER                PIC S9(8) COMP.

           05  EXB-ADDR-RWA            PIC S9(8) COMP.

           05  EXB-ADDR-STACK          PIC S9(8) COMP.

           05  EXB-ADDR-SSC            PIC S9(8) COMP.

           05  FILLER                  PIC S9(8) COMP.

           05  EXB-ADDR-RPL            PIC S9(8) COMP.

           05  EXB-ADDR-ARGUMENT       PIC S9(8) COMP.

           05  EXB-ADDR-RECORD-BUFFER  PIC S9(8) COMP.

           05  EXB-MAX-KEY-LENGTH      PIC S9(4) COMP.

           05  EXB-REC-BUFFER-LENGTH   PIC S9(4) COMP.

           05  EXB-VSAM-REC-LENGTH     PIC S9(4) COMP.

           05  EXB-VSAM-KEY-LENGTH     PIC S9(4) COMP.

           05  EXB-VSAM-KEY-POSITION   PIC S9(4) COMP.

           05  EXB-FMT-NAME            PIC X(8).

           05  EXB-DD-NAME             PIC X(8).

           05  EXB-IDMS-REC-NAME       PIC X(16).

           05  EXB-IDMS-SET-NAME       PIC X(16).

           05  EXB-RESERVED            PIC S9(2) COMP.

           05  EXB-FEEDBACK            PIC X(4).

           05  EXB-RPL-REQUEST-TYPE    PIC X(6).

               88  GET-REQUEST            VALUE 'GET'.

               88  PUT-REQUEST            VALUE 'PUT'.

               88  POINT-REQUEST          VALUE 'POINT'.

               88  ENDREQ-REQUEST         VALUE 'ENDREQ'.

               88  ERASE-REQUEST          VALUE 'ERASE'.

           05  EXB-RPL-OPTION-1.

               10  EXB-DIRECT          PIC X.

        88  DIRECT-REQUEST     VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-SEQUENTIAL      PIC X.

        88  SEQUENTIAL-REQUEST VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-SKIP            PIC X.
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        88  SKIP-REQUEST       VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-KEY-GT-EQ       PIC X.

        88  KEY-GT-EQ-REQUEST  VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-GENERIC         PIC X.

        88  GENERIC-REQUEST    VALUE 'X'.

    10  FILLER              PIC X(3).

05  EXB-RPL-OPTION-2.

    10  EXB-KEYED-ACCESS    PIC X.

        88  KEYED-ACCESS       VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-ADDRESS-ACCESS  PIC X.

        88  ADDRESS-ACCESS     VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-BACKWARD-ACCESS PIC X.

        88  BACKWARD-ACCESS    VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-LAST-REC-ACCESS PIC X.

        88  LAST-REC-ACCESS    VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-UPDATE-ACCESS   PIC X.

        88  UPDATE-ACCESS      VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-SET-POSITION    PIC X.

        88  SET-POSITION       VALUE 'X'.

    10  FILLER              PIC X(2).

05  EXB-VSAM-FILE-TYPE.

    10  EXB-KSDS            PIC X.

        88  KSDS               VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-PATH            PIC X.

        88  PATH               VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-RRDS            PIC X.

        88  RRDS               VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-ESDS            PIC X.

        88  ESDS               VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-BASE-CLUS-ESDS  PIC X.

        88  BASE-CLUS-ESDS     VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-SET-DEFINED     PIC X.

        88  SET-DEFINED        VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-NATIVE-VSAM     PIC X.

        88  NATIVE-VSAM        VALUE 'X'.

    10  FILLER              PIC X.

05  EXB-EXIT-FLAGS.

    10  EXB-EXIT-TYPE       PIC X.

        88  BEFORE-EXIT        VALUE 'B'.

        88  AFTER-EXIT         VALUE 'A'.

    10  EXB-SKIP-TO-AFTER   PIC X.

        88  SKIP-TO-AFTER      VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-RETURN-IMMED    PIC X.

        88  RETURN-IMMED       VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-EXIT-SET-REC-LENGTH  PIC X.

        88  EXIT-SET-REC-LENGTH     VALUE 'X'.

    10  EXB-EXIT-SET-ARGUMENT    PIC X.

                   88  EXIT-SET-ARGUMENT       VALUE 'X'.

               10  EXB-EXIT-SET-FEEDBACK    PIC X.

                   88  EXIT-SET-FEEDBACK       VALUE 'X'.

               10  FILLER              PIC X(2).

           05  FILLER                  PIC X(8).

           05  FILLER                  PIC X(2).
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           05  EXB-SAVE-AREA           PIC X(72).

           05  FILLER                  PIC X(12).

      *

       COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-CTRL.

      *

       01  IO-RECORD.

           05  POLICY-HEADER.

               10  POLICY-KEY1         PIC X(11).

               10  POLICY-TYPE         PIC 9(4).

           05  POL-DATA-1              PIC X(10).

           05  POLICY-OCCURS           PIC S9(4) COMP.

           05  COV-DATA                PIC X(10)

               OCCURS 4 TIMES.

 

       PROCEDURE DIVISION

                 USING EXIT-DSECT, SUBSCHEMA-CTRL, IO-RECORD.

       BEGIN SECTION.

           IF BEFORE-EXIT AND PUT-REQUEST

              PERFORM BEFORE-PUT-EXIT

           ELSE

               IF BEFORE-EXIT AND ERASE-REQUEST

                  PERFORM BEFORE-ERASE-EXIT

               ELSE

                   IF AFTER-EXIT AND GET-REQUEST

                      PERFORM AFTER-GET-EXIT

                   ELSE

                       IF AFTER-EXIT AND PUT-REQUEST

                          PERFORM AFTER-PUT-EXIT.

           GOBACK.

       BEGIN-XIT.

           EXIT.

       BEFORE-PUT-EXIT SECTION.

           MOVE 0 TO POLICY-OCCURS.

       BEFORE-PUT-EXIT-XIT.

           EXIT.

       BEFORE-ERASE-EXIT SECTION.

           BIND POLICY.

           IF NOT DB-STATUS-OK

              PERFORM SET-FEEDBACK.

           MOVE POLICY-HEADER TO POLICY-KEY.

           OBTAIN CALC POLICY.

           IF NOT DB-STATUS-OK

              PERFORM SET-FEEDBACK.

    ERASE POLICY ALL.

    IF NOT DB-STATUS-OK

       PERFORM SET-FEEDBACK.

    MOVE 'X' TO EXB-RETURN-IMMED.

BEFORE-ERASE-EXIT-XIT.

    EXIT.

AFTER-GET-EXIT SECTION.

    MOVE 0 TO INDEX-1.

    MOVE SPACES TO COV-DATA (1).

    MOVE SPACES TO COV-DATA (2).
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    MOVE SPACES TO COV-DATA (3).

    MOVE SPACES TO COV-DATA (4).

    BIND COVERAGE.

    IF NOT DB-STATUS-OK

       PERFORM SET-FEEDBACK.

    IF POLICY-TYPE = '1040'

        PERFORM OBTAIN-COVERAGE-RECORDS 4 TIMES

    ELSE

        IF POLICY-TYPE = '1041'

            PERFORM OBTAIN-COVERAGE-RECORDS 3 TIMES.

    MOVE 'X' TO EXB-EXIT-SET-REC-LENGTH.

AFTER-GET-EXIT-XIT.

    EXIT.

OBTAIN-COVERAGE-RECORDS SECTION.

    ADD 1 TO INDEX-1.

    OBTAIN NEXT COVERAGE WITHIN POLICY-COVG.

    IF DB-STATUS-OK

       MOVE COVERAGE TO COV-DATA (INDEX-1)

    ELSE

       PERFORM SET-FEEDBACK.

OBTAIN-COVERAGE-RECORDS-EXIT.

    EXIT.

AFTER-PUT-EXIT SECTION.

    MOVE 0 TO INDEX-1.

    BIND COVERAGE.

    IF NOT DB-STATUS-OK

       PERFORM SET-FEEDBACK.

    IF POLICY-TYPE = '1040'

        PERFORM PUT-COVERAGE-RECORDS 4 TIMES

    ELSE

        IF POLICY-TYPE = '1041'

            PERFORM PUT-COVERAGE-RECORDS 3 TIMES.

AFTER-PUT-EXIT-XIT.

    EXIT.

PUT-COVERAGE-RECORDS SECTION.

    ADD 1 TO INDEX-1.

    MOVE  COV-DATA (INDEX-1) TO COVERAGE.

    STORE COVERAGE.

    IF NOT DB-STATUS-OK

       PERFORM SET-FEEDBACK.

PUT-COVERAGE-RECORDS-EXIT.

    EXIT.

SET-FEEDBACK SECTION.

    MOVE ERROR-STATUS TO EXB-FEEDBACK.

    MOVE 'X' TO EXB-EXIT-SET-FEEDBACK.

    GOBACK.

SET-FEEDBACK-XIT.

    EXIT.

Assembler User Exit Program
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When programming an Assembler user exit for IDMS VSAM Transparency, fulfill the requirements noted below. This
discussion is followed by the control block layout (DSECT), a user exit template, a sample Assembler user exit, and a
discussion of the IDMS/DB-supplied macros available for use with Assembler user exits.

Program Requirements

Parameter List Address

A parameter list address in register 1 points to the following addresses:

• The exit control block
• The subschema control block
• The record buffer

Reentrant Exit

The exit must be reentrant. You may elect to issue a #GETSTG to obtain a work area for the program to use and a
#FREESTG to release the storage prior to the end of the exit. See for more information.

@MODE Compiler Directive Statement

In the @MODE compiler directive statement, specify MODE=BATCH even if the exit is to run under the DC/UCF
environment.

Subschema Control DSECT

Copy the subschema control DSECT (#SSCDS). In addition to this DSECT, an additional field is required for expansion of
DML macros. The field definition is:

DMLSEQ   DC    F'0'            DML SEQUENCE NUMBER FOR DEBUGGING

Issue a @BIND

IDMS VSAM Transparency binds the record defined in the FMT the first time it attempts to access it. The exit must issue a
bind only for additional records it needs. Issue a @BIND statement for the first access of each additional record:

@BIND REC=recname,IOAREA=rec-location

Issue IDMS/DB Verbs

After the bind is complete you can issue IDMS/DB verbs to access the record. For a complete description of all DML verbs
see IDMS DML Reference Section for Assembler.

Assemble and Link Edit Requirements

INCLUDE libname(ESVSIDMS)

INCLUDE libname(IDMSBALI)

NOTE
Libname is the DD name of the file in the JCL that contains the IDMS/DB-supplied object modules.

Defining the Exit to IDMS/DB

Include an ADD PROGRAM statement for the exit program in the system generation. The ADD PROGRAM statement
should appear as follows:

ADD PROGRAM exitname

    LANGUAGE IS ASSEMBLER
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    REENTRANT

    NOPROTECT.

NOTE
The exit accesses DC/UCF system control blocks, therefore storage protection must be off (NOPROTECT).

Assembler User Exit Control Block

Field Descriptions

In the Type column, C means character, F means fullword binary, and H means halfword binary. The macro is provided in
the IDMS/DB macro library.

Hex Offset Name Type ength Description

0 EXBID C 4 Contains the literal 'EXB'

4 EXBUSER F 4 Can be used by the exit

8 EXBARWA F 4 Exit must not modify this
field

C EXBSTACK F 4  

10 EXBSSCA F 4 Address of the
Subschema Control

14 FILLER F 4 Filler

18 EXBRPLA F 4  

1C EXBARGA F 4  

20 EXBBUFA F 4 Address of the record in
the buffer

24 EXBMXKL H 2 Maximum key length.

26 EXBBUFL H 2 Current length of record
in the record buffer

28 EXBRECL H 2 Contains the VSAM
record length obtained
from FMT

2A EXBKEYL H 2 Contains the VSAM key
length obtained from FMT

2C EXBKEYP H 2 Contains the VSAM key
position obtained from
FMT

2E EXBFMTNM C 8 FMT name

36 EXBDDNM C 8 DD name

3E EXBRECNM C 16 IDMS/DB record name

4E EXBSETNM C 16 IDMS/DB set name

5E EXBRESV H 2 Reserved field
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60 EXBFDBK C 4 Allows you to set a
feedback code (return
code) from the exit
program. By placing
a value here (such as
subschema control
status) and by moving
an 'X' to EXIT-SET-
FEEDBACK, IDMS
VSAM Transparency will
display an error message
on the job log including
the feedback code you
set.

60 EXBERID C 1 Internal error id

61 EXBRTCD C 1 Return code

62 EXBCOMP C 1 Component code

63 EXBERCD C 1 Error code

64 EXBRTYPE C 6 Identifies the type of
VSAM call issued. Use
this field in conjunction
with EXB-EXIT-FLAGS
to determine what type
of processing will be
required. Valid values
are:
'GET '
'PUT '
'POINT '
'ENDREQ'
'ERASE '

6A EXBOPT1 C 8 Further qualifies the
request type:

6A EXBDIR C 1 Direct request

6B EXBSEQ C 1 Sequential request

6C EXBSKP C 1 Skip request

6D EXBKGE C 1 Key gt/eq request

6E EXBGEN C 1 Generic request

6F FILLER C 3 Filler

72 EXBOPT2 C 8 Further qualifies the
request type:

72 EXBKEYA C 1 Keyed access

73 EXBADDA C 1 Address access

74 EXBBWD C 1 Backward access

75 EXBLRD C 1 Last record access
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76 EXBUPD C 1 Update access

77 EXBNSP C 1 Set position

78 FILLER C 2 Filler

7A EXBFTYPE C 8 Identifies the VSAM file
type:

7A EXBKSDS C 1 KSDS

7B EXBPATH C 1 PATH

7C EXBRRDS C 1 RRDS

7D EXBESDS C 1 ESDS

7E EXBBCES C 1 Base cluster is ESDS

7F EXBSET C 1 Set is defined

80 EXBNVSAM C 1 Data is in native VSAM

81 FILLER C 1 Filler

82 EXBXFLAG C 8 Exit flags that describe
exit processing:

82 EXBEXIT C 1 The first byte identifies
the exit type:
Before = B
After = A

The next 5 bytes describe exit processing. Put an X in the byte to turn the character switch on. The default is blank.

83 EXBSKPA C 1 Skip to after tells IDMS
VSAM Transparency
to invoke the after exit
immediately after the
before exit and bypass its
processing.

84 EXBXRETN C 1 Return immediately
tells IDMS VSAM
Transparency to return
immediately to the
user and bypass its
processing.

85 EXBSETLN C 1 Exit set record length
tells IDMS VSAM
Transparency the exit
modified the length of the
record in the buffer.

86 EXBSETAR C 1 Exit set argument
tells IDMS VSAM
Transparency the exit set
argument.
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87 EXBSETFB C 1 Exit set feedback
tells IDMS VSAM
Transparency the exit set
the feedback code. IDMS
VSAM Transparency will
display a message with
this feedback code to the
job log.

88 FILLER C 2 Filler

8A FILLER C 8 Filler

94 EXBSAVE C 72 Exit save area

DC FILLER C 12 Filler

 

Assembler User Exit Template

Assembler exits for IDMS VSAM Transparency use standard z/OS and z/VSE linkage. Use the following code as a
template. Insert your functional code as indicated.

 EXITNAME CSECT

          #MOPT  ENV=USER            SET EXIT TO USER MODE

          @MODE  MODE=BATCH,QUOTES=YES,DEBUG=YES

 *                                   DEFINE ENVIRONMENT

          STM    R14,R12,12(R13)     SAVE CALLER'S REGISTERS

          BALR   R12,0               ESTABLISH R12 AS BASE

          USING  *,R12

          B      START               BRANCH AROUND LITERAL

          DC     CL8'EXITNAME'       EYECATCHER

          USING  SSC,R2              SUBSCHEMA CONTROL

          USING  EXBDS,R3            EXIT DSECT ADDRESSABILITY

          USING  RECORD,R8           USER RECORD ADDRESSABILITY

          USING  CSA,R10             COMMON SYSTEM AREA

 START    LR     R7,R13              SAVE R13

          L      R3,0(R1)            R3 ─► EXB

          L      R2,4(R1)            R2 ─► SSC

          L      R8,8(R1)            R8 ─► RECORD BUFFER

          LA     R13,EXBSAVE         R13 ─► USER SAVE AREA

          ST     R13,4(0,R13)        BACKCHAIN SAVE AREA

          *

          *

insert your functional code here

          *

          *

 RTN      EQU    *

          L      R13,4(0,R13)        RESTORE ADDRESS OF R13 SAVE AREA

          LM     R14,R12,12(R13)     RESTORE CALLER'S REGISTERS

          SR     R15,R15             ZERO RETURN CODE

          BR     R14                 RETURN TO CALLER
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Sample Assembler User Exit

Functions

This is a sample IDMS VSAM Transparency user exit written in Assembler. It is functionally equivalent to the sample
COBOL exit in . The source code for this program is provided on the installation media with IDMS VSAM Transparency
(member name ESVSXITA).

This exit allows you to convert the VSAM structure into IDMS/DB structure.

VSAM Structure (Variable Length KSDS Record)

IDMS Structure

The user exit must navigate the database and build the record that the VSAM application program is expecting.

Functions as Before Exit

This exit is invoked both before and after any DML processing. As a before exit, it performs the following functions:

• Before a PUT, it moves zeroes to the control (OCCURS) field.
• Before a GET, it is not required.
• Before an ERASE, it obtains the POLICY record and obtains and erases all COVERAGE records.

Functions as After Exit

As an after exit, it performs the following functions:

• After a PUT, it stores all the dependent (MEMBER) records in the set.
• After a GET, it obtains all the dependent (MEMBER) records in the set and then converts the control (OCCURS) field

from a binary format to a packed format.
• After an ERASE, it is not required.

Sample Assembler Exit
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***                                                                 *

***      THIS EXIT IS INVOKED USING STANDARD z/OS LINKAGE;          *

***         BALR 14,15         (FROM CALLING PROGRAM)               *

***         STM  14,12,12(13)  (FIRST THING IN CALLED PROGRAM)      *

***         BR   14            (TO RETURN)                          *

***                                                                 *

***      REGISTER USAGE CONVENTIONS ARE:                            *

***                                                                 *

***         R1     -─►  SET UP TO SSC FOR EXITIDMS                  *

***         R2     -─►  SUBSCHEMA CONTROL DSECT                     *

***         R3     -─►  EXIT DSECT                                  *

***         R4     -─►  COVERAGE RECORD DSECT/WORK REGISTER         *

***         R5     -─►  WORK AREA FOR MOVE OF RECORD                *

***         R6     -─►  WORK REGISTER                               *

***         R7     -─►  WORK AREA FOR CONVERSION                    *

***         R8     -─►  POLICY RECORD DSECT                         *

***         R9     -─►  TCE                                         *

***         R10    -─►  CSA                                         *

***         R11    -─►  SAVE AREA                                   *

***         R12    -─►  BASE REGISTER                               *

***         R13    -─►  SAVE AREA                                   *

***         R14    -─►  USED BY CALL CONVENTION                     *

***         R15    -─►  USED BY CALL CONVENTIONS                    *

***                                                                 *

***      INPUT:                                                     *

***                                                                 *

***         R1     -─►  PARAMETER LIST                              *

***         R1+0   -─►    ADDRESS OF EXB                            *

***         R1+4   -─►    ADDRESS OF SSC                            *

***         R1+8   -─►    ADDRESS OF RECORD BUFFER                  *

*********************************************************************

         EJECT

ESVSXITA CSECT

         #MOPT ENV=USER

         @MODE MODE=BATCH,QUOTES=YES,DEBUG=YES

*                                   SPECIFY OPERATING ENVIRONMENT,

*                                   NOTATION CONVENTION, DEBUG OPTION

BEGIN    STM   R14,R12,12(R13)      SAVE CALLER'S REGISTERS

         BALR  R12,0                ESTABLISH R12 AS BASE

         USING *,R12

         SPACE

         B     START                BRANCH AROUND LITERAL

*

         DC    CL8'ESVSXITA'        EYECATCHER

*

         USING SSC,R2               SUBSCHEMA CONTROL ADDRESSIBILITY

         USING EXBDS,R3             EXIT DSECT ADDRESSABILITY

         USING COVERAGE,R4          COVERAGE RECORD ADDRESSIBILITY

         USING RECORD,R8            POLICY RECORD ADDRESSIBILITY

         USING CSA,R10              COMMON SYSTEM AREA ADDRESSIBILITY

         SPACE

START    EQU   *

         LR    R7,R13               SAVE R13
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         L     R3,0(R1)             R3  ─► EXB

         L     R2,4(R1)             R2  ─► SSC

         L     R8,8(R1)             R8  ─► RECORD BUFFER

         LA    R13,EXBSAVE          R13 ─► USER SAVE AREA

         SPACE

***

***  ACQUIRE STORAGE FOR EXIT TO USE

***

GETSTG   #GETSTG TYPE=(USER,SHORT),PLIST=*,LEN=50,INIT=0,              X

               ADDR=(R4),ERROR=STGERROR

         SPACE

*

         EJECT

*     CHECK TO SEE IF THIS IS A BEFORE EXIT WITH A PUT REQUEST

CHKBEFOR CLI   EXBXEXIT,C'B'        CALLING BEFORE EXIT??

         BNE   CHKAFTER             NO, CHECK FOR AFTER EXIT

         CLC   EXBRTYPE,=CL6'PUT'   IS THIS A PUT REQUEST??

         BNE   CHKERASE             NO, DON'T DO ANYTHING ELSE

         SPACE

*     BEFORE EXIT - PUT REQUEST

*     MOVE ZERO TO CONTROL FIELD

BEFORPUT MVC   CNTLFLD,=H'00'       MOVE ZERO TO OCCURS FIELD

         B     RTN                  RETURN

         EJECT

*     CHECK TO SEE IF THIS IS AN BEFORE EXIT WITH A ERASE REQUEST

CHKERASE CLI   EXBXEXIT,C'B'        YES, CALLING BEFORE EXIT??

         BNE   RTN                  NO, DON'T DO ANYTHING ELSE

         CLC   EXBRTYPE,=CL6'ERASE' IS THIS AN ERASE REQUEST??

         BNE   RTN                  NO, DON'T DO ANYTHING ELSE

         SPACE

*     BEFORE EXIT - ERASE REQUEST

*     GET POLICY RECORD AND ERASE ALL COVERAGE RECORDS WITHIN

*     POLICY-COVG SET.

         SPACE

BEFORERA EQU   *

         CLC   POLTYP,=CL4'1040'    IS RECORD TYPE 1040??

         BNE   REC1041              NO, CHECK FOR TYPE 1041

         LA    R6,4                 R6 ─► 4 COVERAGE RECORDS TO GET

         B     BINDPOL              GO BIND POLICY RECORD

REC1041  CLC   POLTYP,=CL4'1041'    IS RECORD TYPE 1041??

         BNE   RTN                  NO, DON'T DO ANYTHING ELSE

         LA    R6,3                 R6 ─► 3 COVERAGE RECORDS TO GET

         SPACE

***  BIND POLICY RECORD

BINDPOL  EQU   0

         @BIND REC=POLREC,IOAREA=(R4)   BIND COVERAGE RECORD TO R4

         CLC   SSCSTAT,=CL4'0000'   STATUS ZERO

         BNE   RTNERR               NO, RETURN ERROR

         SPACE

***  OBTAIN POLICY RECORD

OBTPOLCY @FIND   CALC,REC=POLREC    OBTAIN CALC POLICY RECORD

*

         CLC   SSCSTAT,=CL4'0000'   STATUS ZERO??
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         BNE   RTNERR               NO, RETURN ERROR

***  BIND COVERAGE RECORD

         @BIND REC=COVGREC,IOAREA=(R4)   BIND COVERAGE RECORD TO R4

         CLC   SSCSTAT,=CL4'0000'   STATUS ZERO

         BNE   RTNERR               NO, RETURN ERROR

         SPACE

***  OBTAIN COVERAGE RECORDS

OBTCOVG  @OBTAIN NEXT,SET=SETNAME,REC=COVGREC

*                                   OBTAIN ALL COVERAGE RECORDS FOR

*                                      THIS POLICY

         CLC   SSCSTAT,=CL4'0000'   STATUS ZERO??

         BNE   RTNERR               NO, RETURN ERROR

         SPACE

***  ERASE COVERAGE RECORD

         @ERASE ALL,REC=COVGREC     ERASE COVERAGE RECORD FOR

*                                      THIS POLICY

         CLC   SSCSTAT,=CL4'0000'   STATUS ZERO??

         BNE   RTNERR               NO, RETURN ERROR

         BCT   R6,OBTCOVG           WALK THE SET, OBTAIN THE NEXT

         SPACE

         B     RTN                  RETURN

         EJECT

*     CHECK TO SEE IF THIS IS AN AFTER EXIT WITH A GET REQUEST

CHKAFTER CLI   EXBXEXIT,C'A'        YES, CALLING AFTER EXIT??

         BNE   RTN                  NO, DON'T DO ANYTHING ELSE

         CLC   EXBRTYPE,=CL6'GET'   IS THIS A GET REQUEST??

         BNE   CHKPUT               NO, CHECK FOR PUT REQUEST

         CLC   SSCSTAT,=CL4'0000'   STATUS OF LAST CALL = ZERO??

         BNE   RTN                  NO, RETURN

         SPACE

*     AFTER EXIT - GET REQUEST

*     GET MEMBERS IN IDMS SET AND BUILD VSAM RECORD IN BUFFER

*     WE HAVE THE OWNER RECORD.  OBTAIN ALL MEMBERS WITHIN

*     POLICY-COVG SET, AND BUILD VSAM TYPE RECORD FOR PROGRAM.

AFTERGET EQU   *

         CLC   POLTYP,=CL4'1040'    IS RECORD TYPE 1040??

         BNE   TYP1041              NO, CHECK FOR TYPE 1041

         LA    R6,4                 R6 ─► 4 COVERAGE RECORDS TO GET

         B     SETUP                GO OBTAIN THE RECORDS

TYP1041  CLC   POLTYP,=CL4'1041'    IS RECORD TYPE 1041??

         BNE   NOTREC               NO, DON'T DO ANYTHING ELSE

         LA    R6,3                 R6 ─► 3 COVERAGE RECORDS TO GET

         SPACE

SETUP    MVC   OCCURS,=CL40' '      CLEAR OUT AREA TO STORE COVERAGE

         LA    R5,27(0,R8)          R5 ─► START OF COVERAGE RECORDS

*                                         IN POLICY RECORD

***  BIND COVERAGE RECORD

         @BIND REC=COVGREC,IOAREA=(R4)   BIND COVERAGE RECORD TO R4

         CLC   SSCSTAT,=CL4'0000'   STATUS ZERO

         BNE   RTNERR               NO, RETURN ERROR

         SPACE

***  OBTAIN COVERAGE RECORD

GETREC   @OBTAIN NEXT,SET=SETNAME   OBTAIN NEXT COVERAGE RECORD
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*                                      WITHIN POLICY-COVG SET

         CLC   SSCSTAT,=CL4'0000'   STATUS ZERO??

         BNE   RTNERR               NO, RETURN ERROR

         MVC   0(10,R5),COVERAGE    MOVE COVERAGE REC INTO POLICY REC

         LA    R5,10(0,R5)          R5 ─► LOC OF NEXT COVERAGE RECORD

         BCT   R6,GETREC            WALK THE SET, OBTAIN THE NEXT

*     MOVE ZERO TO CONTROL FIELD

PACK     MVC   CNTLFLD,=PL2'00'     MOVE ZERO TO OCCURS FIELD

         MVI   EXBSETLN,C'X'        HAVE PRPL SET NEW RECORD LENGTH

         B     RTN                  RETURN

         EJECT

*     CHECK TO SEE IF THIS A PUT REQUEST AND CALLING AFTER  EXIT

CHKPUT   CLI   EXBXEXIT,C'A'        CALLING AFTER EXIT??

         BNE   RTN                  NO, DON'T DO ANYTHING ELSE

         CLC   EXBRTYPE,=CL6'PUT'   IS THIS A PUT REQUEST??

         BNE   RTN                  NO, DON'T DO ANYTHING ELSE

         CLC   SSCSTAT,=CL4'0000'   STATUS OF LAST CALL = ZERO??

         BNE   RTN                  NO

         SPACE

*     AFTER EXIT - PUT REQUEST

*     STORE COVERAGE (MEMBER) RECORDS WITHIN POLICY-COVG SET

*   WE HAVE THE OWNER RECORD.  STORE ALL MEMBERS WITHIN POLICY-COVG

*   SET.

AFTERPUT EQU   *

         CLC   POLTYP,=CL4'1040'    IS RECORD TYPE 1040??

         BNE   TYPE1041             NO, RECORD CHECK FOR TYPE 1041

         LA    R6,4                 R6 ─► 4 COVERAGE RECORDS TO STORE

         B     SETUPS               GO STORE THE RECORDS

TYPE1041 CLC   POLTYP,=CL4'1041'    IS RECORD TYPE 1041??

         BNE   RTN                  NO, DON'T DO ANYTHING ELSE

         LA    R6,3                 R6 ─► 3 COVERAGE RECORDS TO STORE

         SPACE

SETUPS   LA    R5,27(0,R8)          R5 ─► START OF COVERAGE RECORDS

*                                         IN POLICY RECORD

***  BIND COVERAGE RECORD

         @BIND REC=COVGREC,IOAREA=(R4)   BIND COVERAGE RECORD TO R4

         CLC   SSCSTAT,=CL4'0000'   STATUS ZERO

         BNE   RTNERR               NO, RETURN ERROR

         SPACE

***  STORE COVERAGE RECORD

PUTREC   MVC   DATA,0(R5)           MOVE POLICY/COVG INFO TO COVG REC

         @STORE REC=COVGREC         STORE COVERAGE RECORD

         SPACE

         CLC   SSCSTAT,=CL4'0000'   STATUS ZERO

         BNE   RTNERR               NO, RETURN ERROR

         LA    R5,10(0,R5)          R5 ─► LOC OF NEXT COVERAGE RECORD

         BCT   R6,PUTREC            STORE THE NEXT RECORD

         B     RTN                  RETURN

         EJECT

NOTREC   MVC   OCCURS,=CL40' '      CLEAR OUT AREA TO STORE COVERAGE

         SPACE

RTNERR   EQU   *

         MVI   EXBSETFB,C'X'        TELL ESVS EXIT SET FEEDBACK CODE
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         MVC   EXBFDBK,SSCSTAT      MOVE SSCSTAT TO EXBFDBK

RTN      EQU   *

         #FREESTG ADDR=(R4)         FREE ACQIURED STORAGE

         LR    R13,R7               RESTORE R13

         LM    R14,R12,12(R13)      RESTORE CALLER'S REGISTERS

         SR    R15,R15              ZERO RETURN CODE

         BR    R14                  RETURN TO CALLER

         SPACE

STGERROR EQU   *

         DC    H'0'                 ABEND WITH 0C1

         BR    R14                  RETURN TO CALLER

         SPACE

         EJECT

STARS    DC    CL8'********'        END OF EXECUTABLE CODE

 

DMLSEQ   DC    F'0'                 NEEDED AT DML EXPANSION TIME

SETNAME  DC    CL16'POLICY-COVG'    SET-NAME

COVGREC  DC    CL16'COVERAGE'       RECORD-NAME

POLREC   DC    CL16'POLICY'         RECORD-NAME

         LTORG

RECORD   DSECT                      POLICY RECORD LAYOUT

         DS    0F

POLICY   DS    0CL27

POLKEY   DS    0CL15

POLKEYDA DS    CL11

POLTYP   DS    CL4

POLDAT   DS    CL10

CNTLFLD  DS    CL2

OCCURS   DS    0CL40

COVG1    DS    CL10

COVG2    DS    CL10

COVG3    DS    CL10

COVG4    DS    CL10

         SPACE

COVERAGE DSECT                      COVERAGE RECORD LAYOUT

DATA     DS    CL10

         EJECT

         COPY  #EVEXBDS

         EJECT

         COPY  #SSCDS

         EJECT

         PRINT OFF

         PRINT NOGEN

         COPY  #CSADS

         PRINT GEN

         END   ESVSXITA

Macros

There are three macros supplied with IDMS/DB that can be used in Assembler:

#GETSTG
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#GETSTG acquires variable storage from a storage pool or obtains the address of a previously acquired storage area.
Syntax is shown below:

{label} #GETSTG TYPE=(USER,SHORT),PLIST=*,

                LEN=stg-len,INIT=init-val,

                ADDR=(R1),ERROR=error-label

• TYPE is used to indicate the type of storage acquired.
• PLIST indicates where the 6-fullword #GETSTG parameter list will be built. * indicates that the list will be built inline.
• LEN specifies the size, in bytes, of a new storage area. Stg-len is an absolute expression.
• INIT specifies an initial value for the storage. Init-val is an absolute expression of the initial value.
• ADDR=(R1) specifies where IDMS/DC will return the address of the acquired storage.
• ERROR specifies the symbolic name of the routine to which control should be returned to in case of an error.

NOTE
If the user exit is acquiring storage, a #FREESTG must be done before the end of the program.

#FREESTG

#FREESTG requests IDMS/DC to release a block of variable storage. Syntax is shown below:

{label} #FREESTG ADDR=(R1)

ADDR=(R1) specifies the address of the storage area to be released.

#MOPT

#MOPT sets up the options for the issuing module. The only code that should appear prior to the #MOPT is 'TITLE',
COMMENTS, or source macro definitions. Syntax is shown below:

#MOPT   ENV=USER

ENV=USER specifies that this is a DC/UCF user module.

NOTE
The #MOPT macro also equates register 0 through register 15 to R0 through R15.

For a complete definition of these macros see IDMS DML Reference Section for Assembler.

TSO File Allocation with IDMS VSAM Transparency
This section provides the syntax and parameter descriptions used under TSO file allocation.

Purpose

Under TSO, each IDMS VSAM Transparency file must be directed to the subsystem. The ESVSALLO command allocates
an IDMS VSAM Transparency file under TSO. It establishes a connection to the IDMS VSAM Transparency subsystem
and defines the attributes of the IDMS VSAM Transparency file.

Syntax

►►─── ESVSALLO ────┬─ FILE(filename) ────┬────────────────────────────────────►

                   └─ DDNAME (filename) ─┘

 ►─── FMT (fmtname) ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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 ►──┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ SSc (subschema-name) ─┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

    └─ SUbsys ( ─┬── ESVS ◄ ─────────┬─ ) ─┘

                 └── subsystem-name ─┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ Rbufsz ( ─┬─ 512 ◄ -─┬─ ) -─┘

                 └─ nnnnn -─┘

 ►──┬───────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ DBname (database-name) -─┘

 ►──┬───────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ Nodename (nodename) ─┘

 ►──┬──────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ DICTNAme (dictionary-name) ─┘

 ►──┬───────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ DICTNOde (nodename) ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ MSg ( ─┬─ LOG ◄ ─┬─ ) ─┘

              ├─ CONS -─┤

              └─ OFF ───┘

 ►──┬────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

    └─ STats ( ─┬─ FILE ─┬─ ) ───┘

                └─ ON ───┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ Trace ( ── nnnn -─┬─ WRAP ─┬─ ) ───┘

                         └─ LOG -─┘

Parameters

FILE(filename)/DDNAME(filename)

Specifies the IDMS VSAM Transparency file. Filename is a 1- to 8-character name that must be included in each
invocation of the command.

FMT(fmtname)
Specifies the name of the file management table that defines the file to be escaped. Fmtname is a 1- to 8-
character name that must be included in each invocation of the command.

SSc(subschema-name)
Specifies the name of the subschema to be used with the IDMS VSAM Transparency program. You must specify
the subschema for the first file allocated; it is optional for subsequent files. The subschema specified for the first
file allocated is used for all subsequent file allocations (whether or not a different subschema is specified) unless
all IDMS VSAM Transparency file allocations are freed within TSO. Then, the last subschema defined on an
allocation will be the one used.

SUBsys(subsystem-name)
Specifies the name of the IDMS VSAM Transparency subsystem. The default is ESVS.
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Rbufsz(nnnnn)
Specifies the size of the buffer that IDMS VSAM Transparency uses for communication between the front end and
the back end. The default is 512. Nnnnn is a 1- to 5-digit number that is valid for central version only. RBUFSZ
must be specified before the first file is opened (readied). It may be re-specified on subsequent file allocation
statements as long as all previously allocated files have been closed.

DBname(database-name)
Specifies the name of the IDMS/DB database. DBNAME must be specified before the first file is opened (readied).
It may be re-specified on subsequent file allocation statements as long as all previously allocated files have been
closed.

Nodename(nodename)
Specifies the nodename of a DC/UCF system. NODENAME must be specified before the first file is opened
(readied). It may be re-specified on subsequent file allocation statements as long as all previously allocated files
have been closed.

DICTNAme(dictionary-name)
Specifies the name of the data dictionary containing the subschema. DICTNAME must be specified before
the first file is opened (readied). It may be re-specified on subsequent file allocation statements as long as all
previously allocated files have been closed.

DICTNOde(nodename)
Specifies the location of the dictionary. DICTNODE must be specified before the first file is opened (readied). It
may be re-specified on subsequent file allocation statements as long as all previously allocated files have been
closed.

MSg(LOG/CONS/OFF)
Specifies the destination of the IDMS VSAM Transparency key feedback messages. LOG is the default. CONS
writes the feedback messages to the console and the log. OFF turns off the display of feedback messages.
MSG must be specified before the first file is opened (readied). It may be re-specified on subsequent file
allocation statements as long as all previously allocated files have been closed.

STats(FILE/ON)
Requests that database statistics be collected for all IDMS VSAM Transparency files accessed. ON places
statistics for all files together on the log file. FILE places statistics for each file separately on the log file. STATS
must be specified before the first file is opened (readied). It may be re-specified on subsequent file allocation
statements as long as all previously allocated files have been closed.

Trace(nnnn,WRAP/LOG)
Requests that a trace of calls made by the IDMS VSAM Transparency program be displayed on the system log.
Nnnn is the number of fullwords allowed in the trace table and can be a 1- to 4-digit number.
WRAP allows the trace table to wrap around when the limit is reached.
LOG writes the trace table to the log and clears the trace table when the limit is reached. TRACE must be
specified before the first file is opened (readied). It may be re-specified on subsequent file allocation statements
as long as all previously allocated files have been closed.

More information:

For more information on these parameters see Runtime Operations.

Example

The following example allocates two files and their file management tables. Both files use the same subschema.

ESVSALLO FILE(TESTFILE) FMT(TESTFMT) SSC(TESTSSC)

ESVSALLO DDNAME(TESTFIL2) FMT(TESTFMT2) MSG(CONS)

Support

TSO file allocation support consists of two modules:
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• Command processor (ESVSALLO)
The TSO file allocation command (ESVSALLO) must be linked into SYS1.CMDLIB or any other library concatenated to
the SYS1.CMDLIB data set.

• Help data set (ESVSALLH)
The help dataset (ESVSALLH) must be renamed to ESVSALLO and moved into SYS1.HELP or any other library
concatenated to the SYS1.HELP data set using the IEBUPDTE utility.

z/VSE CICS SYSESVS Parameters
This section provides information on z/VSE CICS SYSESVS parameters.

Purpose

At z/VSE CICS VSAM/T startup, IDMS reads a SYSESVS parameter file. The purpose of this file is to accommodate all
the VSAM/T parameters required to run VSAM/T transactions in a z/VSE CICS environment.

What the File Contains

The SYSESVS parameter file consists of 80-character records which can contain any number of keyword operands and
keyword values. The file contains the following types of parameters:

Global parameters
-- Describe VSAM/T characteristics that will be in affect for all VSAM/T activity

File-specific parameters
-- Specify the file name and file management table for each VSAM/T file defined to the CICS system.

The table below provides the layout of the SYSESVS record:

Cols Description
1-72 Keyword operands and keyword values
73-80 Reserved for record sequence numbers

What to Consider

If a '--' character string is encountered in any position in a SYSESVS line, the rest of the line is treated as comments. Any
number of blanks, commas, or semicolons can separate the keyword operands.

Global Parameters

The SYSESVS keyword operands and their values are:

CWADISP=nnnn

Specifies the 1- to 4-digit value equal to the CWADISP specified in the assembly of IDMSINTC. The CWADISP parameter
is required and its value is typically around 16.

DBNAME=xxxxxxxx
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the default database to be used with all CICS VSAM/T transactions. This
parameter is used in a multiple-database environment. You can override this parameter for each CICS VSAM/T
transaction by using the transaction name table (TNT).

NODENAME=xxxxxxxx
Specifies the 1- to 8-character default DDS node to be used with all CICS VSAM/T transactions. This parameter is
used in a multiple-database environment. You can override this parameter for each CICS VSAM/T transaction by
using the transaction name table (TNT).
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DICTNAME=xxxxxxxx
Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of the data dictionary containing the VSAM/T SUBSCHEMA. This parameter
is used in a multiple-dictionary environment. You can override this parameter for each CICS VSAM/T transaction
by using the transaction name table (TNT).

DICTNODE=xxxxxxxx
Specifies the 1- to 8-character location of the data dictionary containing the VSAM/T SUBSCHEMA. This
parameter is used in a multiple-dictionary environment. You can override this parameter for each CICS VSAM/T
transaction by using the transaction name table (TNT).

SUBSCHEMA=xxxxxxxx
Specifies the 1- to 8-character default subschema name to be used with all CICS VSAM/T transactions.
This parameter is required. You can override this parameter for each CICS VSAM/T transaction by using the
transaction name table (TNT).

TNT=xxxxxxxx
Specifies the 1- to 8-character transaction name table that will be used when processing CICS VSAM/T
transactions. If all transactions will use the same subschema, this parameter is optional. If you use more than one
subschema, this parameter is required.

RBUFSZ=nnnnn
Specifies the 1- to 5-digit size of the buffer that VSAM/T uses for communication between the front end and the
back end. The default buffer size is 1024 bytes.

MSG=LOG/CONS/ALL/OFF
Displays the VSAM/T key feedback (run-time) messages during program execution. Values are:

• LOG Writes the key feedback messages to the log file (default)
• CONS Writes the key feedback messages to the operator console
• ALL Writes all RPL messages to the log file
• OFF Turns off the display of key feedback messages and RPL messages
• VSAM/T writes key feedback messages for any open call, close call, or call that is in error, in the following

format:
• FDBK=nnnnnnnn
• Nnnnnnnn is an 8-byte field that contains the key feedback message code.

STATS=ON/FILE
Requests that database statistics be collected for all CICS VSAM/T transactions. Values are:

• ON Places statistics for all VSAM/T files together on the system log
• FILE Places the statistics for each VSAM/T file separately on the system log

OCMSGS=ALL/ERROR
Specifies which messages you want to appear on the console. Values are:

• ERROR Indicates that only error messages will appear on the console (default)
• ALL Indicates that both informational and error messages will appear on the console

TRACE=nnnn
Requests that a trace of calls made by the VSAM/T application program be displayed on the system log,
where nnnn is the 1- to 4-digit number of fullwords allowed in the trace table.

TRACETYPE=WRAP/LOG
Specifies the trace options to be in affect when the TRACE parameter has been specified. Values are:

• WRAP Enables the trace table to wrap around if the fullword limit is reached (default). This means that
subsequent program calls will be recorded over the existing trace table.

• LOG Writes the trace table to CDMSLOG and then clears the trace table, if the fullword limit for the trace table
is reached. This means that subsequent program calls will be recorded on the cleared trace table.
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File-Specific Parameters

You must specify the following parameters for each VSAM/T file that is to be processed during the CICS session:

FILENAME=xxxxxxxx

Specifies a 1- to 7-character FILENAME of a VSAM/T file that is to be processed during this CICS session.

FMT=xxxxxxxx
Specifies the 1 to 8-character file management table that defines the VSAM/T file characteristics for the file name
specified in the FILENAME parameter, where xxxxxxxx is the table name. This parameter is required and must
follow the associated FILENAME parameter immediately.

SYSESVS Parameter File

Integrated Data Dictionary Tools
Various tools are available to help you manage content within the IDMS Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD).

Endevor/DB for IDMS
— Control and monitor change processing within the IDMS environment. Endevor/DB streamlines administration
and helps you migrate from one stage of development (such as system testing) to the next.

IDMS Dictionary Loader Option
— Use this syntax converter to simplify the task of populating the dictionary with information contained in COBOL
source programs.

IDMS Dictionary Module Editor
— Edit and browse modules that are stored in the dictionary. Also add and execute modules and create
executable statements.

IDMS Dictionary Query Facility
— Quickly and easily access the contents of IDMS dictionaries to find information without using complicated
syntax.

IDMS Enforcer
— Define and maintain enforcement standards for names that are entered into the IDMS IDD.

IDMS SASO
— Compare updates to your documents and select the updates that you want to make permanent.

IDMS Schema Mapper
— Create data structure diagrams of IDMS schemas and subschemas from data in the IDMS dictionary.

Dictionary Loader Option
The IDMS Dictionary Loader is a syntax converter used in conjunction with the Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD) to simplify
the task of populating the dictionary with information contained in COBOL source programs.

The IDMS Dictionary Loader processes a system of programs that process common files and records individually and
then collectively. This processing yields a collection of useful reports and the Data Dictionary Definition Language (DDDL)
source statements (that is, ADD PROGRAM, ADD RECORD, and ADD FILE) needed to populate the dictionary with
information on the programs.

To acquaint you with the IDMS Dictionary Loader, this section presents a system overview, a list of system capabilities,
and a description of the reports the IDMS Dictionary Loader generates. You will learn the concepts and the operational
information necessary to use the IDMS Dictionary Loader Option, including:
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• Syntax and job control language
• Considerations relating to using the IDMS Dictionary Loader effectively

Dictionary Module Editor
This information describes the features and functionality of the IDMS Dictionary Module Editor. The product includes an
extensive HELP facility for quick access to screen and field information, commands, and message text.

IDMS DME is a powerful online program development facility used to edit and browse modules stored in the dictionary,
add and execute modules, and create executable statements. This section presents an overview of IDMS DME features
and functions.

Dictionary Query Facility Option
IDMS Dictionary Query Facility (DQF) gives you quick and easy online access to the contents of IDMS dictionaries. The
menu structure of IDMS DQF allows you to find whatever information you need, without using complicated syntax. Cross-
references are listed on the menus, eliminating a need for knowledge of dictionary structure. Instead of returning to menus
to locate additional details, you can transfer directly (jump) between screens.

Endevor and DB for IDMS
This section describes how to get started with the Online Management Facility, including how to invoke and Signon to
Endevor/DB, and how to process the Main Function Menu returned from a successful Signon. At the end of this section is
information about how to exit from Endevor/DB from any subfunction menu.

All IDMS, IDMS UCF and batch processing runs under an assigned IDMS/DC userid. In the case of :

IDMS logon,
the userid is taken from the VTAM login.

IDMS UCF and batch processing,
the userid is taken from the originating interactive session (TSO, CICS), or from the batch job (JOB card USER
parameter).

The purpose of the IDMS/DC SIGNON task is to switch userids - all IDMS/DC processing is now done under a specific
userid.

When Endevor/DB is used to monitor dictionary changes by any of these means, it will automatically determine the
IDMS/DC userid, and attribute the dictionary changes to that userid. It determines your userid at the instant of your
first dictionary update, and maintains it for as long as you are connected to IDMS. As a result, you can execute IDMS
dictionary utilities (IDD, ADSC, etc.), and the dictionary updates are automatically attributed to your IDMS/DC userid.

While the automatic usage of your IDMS/DC userid is often useful, there are several situations where it is not appropriate:

• If your site requires the use of Endevor/DB passwords.
• If you need to switch from working under one set of CCIDs to another.
• If you change IDMS/DC userids after making changes to a dictionary.

For the preceding cases, a utility program is supplied by the IDMS/DC task code "NDVR". The NDVR task is used to
perform many functions, the first of which is an Endevor/DB Signon (complete with password and/or CCIDs).

IDMS Enforcer
IDMS Enforcer provides automatic verification and enforcement of naming standards, entered into the IDMS integrated
data dictionary. You can maximize the benefit of establishing standards through the use of IDMS Enforcer online definition
and maintenance utilities in combination with active and/or passive enforcement components.
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IDMS Enforcer provides automatic verification and enforcement of naming standards, entered into the IDMS integrated
data dictionary. You can maximize the benefit of establishing these standards through the use of IDMS Enforcer.

Product components are available to:

• Define and maintain enforcement standards
• Actively enforce these standards, both online and in batch
• Audit the data dictionary for compliance with naming standards.

With the menu-driven online system, you can define and maintain enforcement standards. Active and Passive
Enforcement facilitate the enforcement of your site specific standards.

Standards Installed on IDMS Database

IDMS Enforcer uses IDMS as its database management system.

When IDMS Enforcer is fully implemented on an IDMS database, features inherent to IDMS are available as follows:

• Share-ability
• IDMS Recoverability
• IDMS Backup and Restoration.

Environment

Teleprocessing Environment:

• IDMS/DC

Terminal Type:

• 3270 or 3270-compatible terminals including models 2, 3, 4, and 5.

SASO
IDMS SASO is an interactive online tool that enhances the communication of standards and guidelines. SASO also
provides an alternative to printed documents by providing comprehensive online documentation.

IDMS SASO features an easy method for creating and applying enhancements to your company documents. Document
updates are created by you using IDMS SASO batch or online utility functions. These utilities compare two documents,
placing the differences derived in the release maintenance area of your database. Once a document update or a set
of document updates is loaded into your database, you can then select and apply the enhancements that you want to
permanently incorporate into your document.

IDMS SASO Customization Macro

You can use the IDMS SASO product tuning macro ESSTPARM to modify the following information:

• Direct dictionary access to online documentation
• Change default task code
• Change default document name
• Supply default print request JCL job card lines.

IDMS SASO Security

The IDMS SASO-integrated security feature provides security checking for user authority to access IDMS/DC secured
resources at the following levels:
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• IDMS SASO tasks
• Documents
• Chapters.

The online print function can be secured through specification of symbolic USERID and PASSWORD for input to job
control statements.

Schema Mapper
This section provides the information needed to run IDMS Schema Mapper. In addition, the many features that IDMS
Schema Mapper offers are documented to assist you.

With IDMS Schema Mapper, you can automatically create data structure diagrams (graphic representations) of IDMS
schemas and subschemas from data in the IDMS dictionary. You can let IDMS Schema Mapper Mapper determine
everything in the data structure diagram, from record block and set description formats to diagram layout, or you can
define some or all of the diagram's format and layout using parameter statements. IDMS Schema Mapper gives you
automatic diagram creation and flexibility.

Reporting Tools
Access your IDMS database and create reports that are based on the stored data with these reporting tools.

Culprit for IDMS
— Generate files, print reports, and create data tables from conventional and database files with this batch utility.
The utility helps you write detailed and summary reports with a minimum of coding.

Easytrieve Report Generator
— Interact with IDMS databases through the Easytrieve Report Generator.optional, which provides processing
facilities that interface with IDMS databases and with the IDMS Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD).

Online Query (OLQ)
— Access data that is stored in an IDMS/DB database with this query tool and report writer. Retrieve information
from the database and create reports.

Culprit for IDMS
Culprit is a batch utility used to generate files, print reports, and create data tables from conventional and database files.
You can print these reports or write them to conventional files. Tables are stored in the database as part of IDMS/DB and
ICMS.

Culprit provides a means for writing detailed or summary reports with a minimum of coding requirements. By using Culprit
parameters, you can:

• Retrieve data from conventional file and database structures.
• Read and process up to 32 conventional files in one Culprit run.
• Produce automatically formatted or customized printed reports.
• Produce detailed or summary reports.
• Produce up to 100 reports in a single Culprit run.
• Produce reports on standard or special forms.
• Write reports to conventional files on cards, tape, or disk.
• Produce nonprint output in any format. (for example, packed decimal)
• Read, create, update, and store data tables in an ICMS environment.
• Perform logical operations (computations, comparisons, sorting, file matching, branching, calls to external modules).
• Control processing order.
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What You Should Know Before You Begin
You do not need to be an expert or a computer programmer to write Culprit reports. A few basic data processing concepts
are enough to get you started. From there, you can learn as you go.

This article describes the following information:

What a File Description Tells You

When you obtain a description of the data file you are going to use for your report, you will notice that the file is described
in these terms:

Record size
Indicates the length of a single record measured in characters or bytes.

Block size
Indicates the number of records stored next to each other before there is a spacing interval. The block size is also
measured in bytes.

Record format
Indicates whether the records in the file equal (fixed) in length, vary in length, or have an undefined length.

File type
Indicates how the records are organized in the file. The possibilities are a sequential file, an ISAM file, a card file,
a VSAM file, or a database.

The file description also gives size and location of each data field:

Start position
Indicates the beginning location of the field.

Length
Indicates is the amount of space allocated for the particular field. The field length is expressed in bytes.

Data type
Identifies the data as: alphanumeric (a combination of alphabetic characters and numbers) or numeric (zoned
decimal, packed decimal, unsigned packed decimal, binary, or bit).

How Information Is Organized in a Computer

Information is organized in a computer in much the same way written information is organized in a file cabinet:

• Collections of related information, called files, are analogous to file folders. For example, most companies have
personnel files.

• Each file has subdivisions called records, which are analogous to the papers in a folder. For example, the personnel
file contains employee records.

• Each record contains basic units of data called fields, which are analogous to related fragments of information
contained on the papers in a folder. For example, an employee record contains a name field.

The figure below illustrates the relationships between files, records, and fields:

┌───────────┐

│  S - V    │

│           └──────────────────────────────────┐

│                                              │

│ ┌────────────────────────────────────────────┴─┐

│ │   SAER,          #2210                       │  ◄----- EMPLOYEE

│ │                                              │         RECORD

│ │ ┌────────────────────────────────────────────┴─┐
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│ │ │   SAND, B     #3215                          │ ◄-----─┐

│ │ │                                              │        ├─── FIELDS IN

│ │ │ ┌────────────────────────────────────────────┴─┐      │    THE RECORD

│ │ │ │   SMITH, CAROL  #1502                        │ ◄---─┘

│ │ │ │   429 APPLE ST.                              │

│ │ │ │ ┌────────────────────────────────────────────┴─┐        IN A FILE CABINET

│ │ │ │ │                                              │

│ │ │ │ │                                              │

│ │ │ │ │                                              │

│ │ │ │ │                                              │

│ │ │ │ │         E M P L O Y E E   F I L E            │

│ │ │ │ │                                              │

│ │ │ │ │                                              │

│ │ │ │ │                                              │

│ │ │ │ │                                              │

│ │ │ │ │                                              │

└─┤ │ │ │                                              │

  │ │ │ │                                              │

  └─┤ │ │                                              │

    │ │ │                                              │

    └─┤ │                                              │

      │ │                                              │

      └─┤                                              │

        │                                              │

        └──────────────────────────────────────────────┘

EMPLOYEE FILE

EMPLOYEE RECORD

┌────────┬────────┬────────┬───────────────────┐

│ CAROL  │ SMITH  │ #1502  │   429 APPLE ST.   │                  IN A COMPUTER

└────────┴────────┴────────┴───────────────────┘

   ▲       ▲        ▲            ▲

   │       │        │            │

   └───────┴──────┬─┴────────────┘

                  │

                  │

                  │

                  │

         FIELDS IN THE RECORD

How to Use Information in a File Description

You don't have to understand the differences between the data types to use Culprit, but you must identify them correctly.
You just have to read the information from the file description and enter it correctly into your code.

The figure below shows the layout of a record within an employee data file. Sample data illustrates how an occurrence of
the employee record might appear:

   1      5       15        115             160       171                     200

   │      │        │          │               │         │                       │
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   │      │        │          │               │         │                       │

   ▼      ▼        ▼          ▼               ▼         ▼                       ▼

┌───────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐ ◄─┐

│ 1111  │ ROGER    WILCO      WEATHER         2000      CLOUDGATHERER          │   ├─── SAMPLE DATA

└───────┴──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘ ◄─┘

┌────┬─────────────┬─────────────┬─────┬────────────┬─────────┬──┬─────────────┐ ◄─┐

│ 1  │  5          │  15     30  │     │ 115        │ 160     │  │ 171         │   │

├────┼-------------┼-------------┼-----┼------------┼---------┼--┼------------─┤   ├──┐

│ ID │  FIRST-NAME │  LAST-NAME  │     │ DEPARTMENT │ SALARY  │  │ TITLE       │   │  │ RECORD

├────┼------------─┴─────────────┼----─┴────────────┴─────────┴──┴─────────────┘ ◄─┘

│    │         EMPLOYEE          │

└────┴───────────────────────────┘

The sample record above has six data fields that can be used for a report. Note that the record is always 200 bytes long,
even if all the space is not needed by a particular word or number. The data field lengths also remain constant, with blanks
used to fill out the space.

For example, the record allocates a 10-byte space for FIRST-NAME; therefore, the five characters in ROGER are followed
by five blanks so that WILCO begins in position 15, the starting position of LAST-NAME.

Building and Using Data Tables
Culprit is used in an IDMS/DB environment to create, retrieve, and manipulate data tables. Culprit:

• Creates tables from:
– Conventional files
– The database
– Other tables

• Retrieves tables
• Updates and regenerates tables
• Consolidates tables
• Deletes tables

Creating Tables

You can:

• Create a table from data stored
– On conventional files (sequential, ISAM, or VSAM)
– On a database (IDMS/DB, IMS, RDMS, or TOTAL)
– In an already existing table

• Store rows in ascending or descending order
• Find errors in your code by using the data table reports that are automatically generated in the Input Parameter and

Run-Time Message Listings of the Culprit run

How to Do It

To create a table:

1. Define the incoming data using input definition parameters (shown in the table that follows).
2. Define the table using the OUTPUT parameter and the keywords that are listed in the table that follows.
3. Define the columns of the table using type 5 or type 6 parameters.
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4. Specify special options, as needed, using the options listed in the table that follows.

You can find complete descriptions of the parameters and keywords in INPUT -- Accessing Tables. 

Required Parameters and Keywords for Creating a Table

If the data source is... the required parameters and keywords are...

A conventional file (sequential, ISAM, and VSAM) An INPUT parameter, including the file type (PS, IS, CARD, or VS)
REC parameters (at least one)
An OUTPUT parameter with:
TABLE=
TYPE=CREATE
USER=
PW=
CATALOG=
Type 5 parameters (at least one)
Type 6 parameters to create a totals-only table

An IDMS/DB database A DATABASE PARAMETER with DICTNAME=
An INPUT DB SS= parameter
A PATH parameter
An OUTPUT parameter with:
TABLE=
TYPE=CREATE
USER=
PW=
CATALOG=
Type 5 parameters (at least one)
Type 6 parameters to create a totals-only table

An existing table An INPUT parameter with:
TABLE=
TYPE=COPY
USER=
PW=
CATALOG=
An OUTPUT parameter with:
TABLE=
TYPE=CREATE
USER=
PW=
CATALOG=
Type 5 parameters (at least one)
Type 6 parameters to generate a totals-only table

Options Available when Creating a Table

The option ... used on this parameter ... specifies ...

IX= type 5 or type 6 table row storage that is indexed in
ascending (A) or descending (D) order
0151*001 CUST-NUM IX=A

COLUMN= type 5 or type 6 absolute field placement for tables
extending beyond column 9999
0151 NAME COL=13001
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T/D OUTPUT a totals-only (T) or a details-only (D) report

COMMENT=' ' OUTPUT ASF comment field update

AREA= OUTPUT ASF area name field update

ONLINE=YES/NO OUTPUT Whether to create dialogs and maps for
table viewing

DISPLAY=YES/NO OUTPUT The ability to retrieve data from the table

LOAD=YES/NO OUTPUT The ability to store data on the table

CHANGE=YES/NO OUTPUT The ability to update data from the table

ERASE=YES/NO OUTPUT The ability to erase rows of data

For more information about ASF, see Using the IDMS Database Automatic System Facility (ASF) .

Example: Creating a Table from a Sequential File
Objective This example creates a table from a sequential file containing customer information. The rows in
the table are placed in ascending order based on the customer number (CUST-NUM). Generated data table
reports that appear in the Input Parameter and Run Time Message Listing are shown. Parameters

IN 80 F 4000 PS(TAPE)
Defines a sequential input file with fixed-length 80- byte records, a block size of 4000 bytes, which is stored on
tape.

REC CUST-NUM   1  5

REC CUST-NAME 19 20

REC
Parameters define the fields of the sequential file.

01OUTPUT TABLE=CUSTOMER- FILE TYPE=CREATE USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1 *CATALOG=ASFDICT ONLINE=YES

OUTPUT
Identifies the OUTPUT parameter, which specifies options to define the output table.

TABLE=CUSTOMER-FILE
Names the table. TABLE= must be the first keyword on the OUTPUT parameter.

TYPE=CREATE
Defines a new table. TYPE= must be the second keyword on the OUTPUT parameter.

USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1
Identifies the user and password for signing on to the catalog.

CATALOG=ASFDICT
Identifies the catalog (dictionary) containing the table definition.

ONLINE=YES
Creates dialogs and maps to view the table online through ASF.

0151*001 CUST-NUM  IX=A 

0151*002 CUST-NAME

*001
and *002
Specify the sequence of column placement.
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CUST-NUM
and CUST-NAME
Indicate column names. The fields named on the type 5 parameters determine the data type and column size.

IX=A
Indicates indexes the rows in ascending order on customer number.

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 REC CUST-NAME 19 20

 01OUTPUT TABLE=CUSTOMER-FILE TYPE=CREATE USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*CATALOG=ASFDICT ONLINE=YES

 0151*001 CUST-NUM IX=A

 0151*002 CUST-NAME

Results

mm/dd/yy              INPUT PARAMETER LISTING  volser Vnn.n  PAGE     2

********

OUTPUT   DATA TABLE

********

  01 OUT  TABLE-NAME:      CUSTOMER-FILE

          FUNCTION TYPE:   CREATE    DETAILS ONLY           COMMIT:        100

          LR-NAME:         CUSTOMER-FILE                    SUBSCHEMA:  RU000276

          USER:            QAC                              OWNER:      QAC

          CATALOG:         QASFDICT                         SYSCTL:     SYSCTL          LOCATION:

          AREA:            IDMSR-AREA2                      COMMENT:

          SIZE- PRIMARY:             SECONDARY:             MAXIMUM:

          ONLINE: Y        DISPLAY: Y       LOAD: Y         CHANGE: Y         ERASE: Y

********

EDIT     LINE CC COLUMN  VALUE OR FIELD-NAME AND EDIT OPTIONS...

********

  01  5     1       *001   CUST-NUM

  01  5     1       *002   CUST-NAME

 I TABLE SUCCESSFULLY GENERATED: CUSTOMER-FILE

  EXTRACT WILL BE PERFORMED

  PROFILE OPTION IN EFFECT: RELEASE =  6

mm/dd/yy              RUN TIME MESSAGES        volser Vnn.n  PAGE     1

 

***********  END OF FILE  ******************************************************

          17 INPUT RECORDS READ

      DATA TABLE UPDATE STATISTICS

                                                               TABLE            ROWS

       REPORT     FUNCTION         LR-NAME                  DEFINITION         STORED

       ──────     ────────         ───────                  ──────────         ──────

        01        CRE        CUSTOMER-FILE              GENERATED                17

Example: Creating a Table from the Database
Objective This example creates a table from the employee database. Column headings different from the
database field names are created by moving field names to work fields. The work field names are specified on
the type 5 lines. Parameters
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DATABASE DICTNAME=TSTDICT
Defines the dictionary containing the subschema definition.

IN DB SS=EMPSS01
Specifies database input and identifies the subschema.

PATHAA EMPLOYEE
Defines the database path.

01OUTPUT TABLE=EMPLOYEES TYPE=CREATE USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1 *CATALOG=ASFDICT ONLINE=YES

OUTPUT
Identifies the OUTPUT parameter, which specifies options to define the output table.

TABLE=EMPLOYEES
Names the table. TABLE= must be the first keyword on the OUTPUT parameter.

TYPE=CREATE
Specifies that a new table is to be defined. TYPE= must be the second keyword on the OUTPUT parameter.

USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1
Identifies the authorized user and password for signing on to the catalog.

CATALOG=ASFDICT
Identifies the catalog containing the table definition.

ONLINE=YES
Creates dialogs and maps to view the table online through ASF.

077010 MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO ID 077    MOVE EMP-NAME-0415 TO NAME

MOVE
Places the database fields into work fields having different names. (The work-field names match those listed on
type 5 parameters.)

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 DATABASE DICTNAME=TSTDICT

 IN DB SS=EMPSS01,EMPSCHM,100

 PATHAA EMPLOYEE

 07OUTPUT TABLE=EMPLOYEES TYPE=CREATE USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*CATALOG=ASFDICT ONLINE=YES

 070 ID

 070 NAME '                         '

 0751*001 ID

 0751*002 NAME

 077010 MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO ID

 077    MOVE EMP-NAME-0415 TO NAME

Example: Creating a Table from an Existing Table
Objective This example selects all part-time workers from a table (ALL-EMPLOYEES) and creates a new
table (PART-TIME) for part-time employees. The required keywords for the INPUT parameter are similar to
those shown earlier in this section for the OUTPUT parameter. Parameters

INPUT TABLE=ALL- EMPLOYEES TYPE=COPY USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1 *CATALOG=ASFDICT
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INPUT
Identifies the incoming data.

TABLE=ALL-EMPLOYEES
Names the table. TABLE= must be the first keyword on the INPUT parameter.

TYPE=COPY
Copies the EMPLOYEE table. TYPE= must be the second keyword on the INPUT parameter.

USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1
Identifies the user and password for signing on to the catalog (dictionary).

CATALOG=ASFDICT
Identifies the catalog containing the table definition.

SELECT EMPLOYEES WHEN STATUS EQ 'PT'

SELECT
Retrieves only part-time employees.

02OUTPUT TABLE=PART-TIME TYPE=CREATE USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1 *CATALOG=ASFDICT ONLINE=YES

OUTPUT
Identifies the OUTPUT parameter, which includes the CREATE instruction.

TABLE=PART-TIME
Names the new table. TABLE= must be the first keyword on the OUTPUT parameter.

TYPE=CREATE
Specifies a new table.

USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1
Identifies the authorized user and password for signing on to the catalog.

CATALOG=ASFDICT
Identifies the catalog (dictionary) containing the table definition.

ONLINE=YES
Creates dialogs and maps to view the table online through ASF.

02SORT NAME

SORT
Alphabetizes the names.

Complete Code

 DATABASE DICTNAME=TSTDICT

 INPUT TABLE=ALL-EMPLOYEES TYPE=COPY USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*CATALOG=ASFDICT

 SELECT EMPLOYEES WHEN STATUS EQ 'PT'

 02OUTPUT TABLE=PART-TIME TYPE=CREATE USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*CATALOG=ASFDICT ONLINE=YES

 02SORT NAME

 0251*001 ID

 0251*002 NAME
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Example: Creating a Totals-only Table
Objective In this example, the output table contains a summary of monthly receipts for each branch of a
bank. Type 6 parameters define the name, size, and position of the table columns. One type 5 parameter
accumulates daily receipts.

01OUT  T ...

*       ONLINE=YES

*       COMMENT='TOTAL MONTHLY RECEIPTS FOR EACH BRANCH'

T
Specifies a totals-only report.

ONLINE=YES
Directs ASF to create dialogs and maps for this data table.

COMMENT=' ... '
Updates the comment field on the ASF Table Definition screen.

0161*001  BRANCH  FZ 

0161*002  MONTH   FZ 

0161*003  YEAR    FZ 

0161*004  MONTHLY-RECEIPTS SZ=5 FP DP=2

0161*...
Parameters define the name, size, and position of the table columns.

FZ
and FP
Specify zoned and packed numeric fields respectively.

Complete Code

 IN     80   F   80

 REC    DAILY-RECEIPTS  8 10  2  DP=2

 REC    DAY      18  2  2

 REC    MONTH    20  2  2

 REC    YEAR     22  2  2

 REC    BRANCH   24  2  2

 01OUT  T  TABLE=RECEIPT-TOTALS TYPE=CREATE USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*          CATALOG=ASFDICT ONLINE=YES

*          COMMENT='TOTAL MONTHLY RECEIPTS FOR EACH BRANCH'

 01SORT BRANCH  YEAR  MONTH +

 010    MONTHLY-RECEIPTS

 0151*000  DAILY-RECEIPTS

 0161*001  BRANCH     FZ

 0161*002  MONTH      FZ

 0161*003  YEAR       FZ

 0161*004  MONTHLY-RECEIPTS  SZ=5  FP  DP=2

 018001    IF LEVL EQ 2   DROP

 018       MOVE DAILY-RECEIPTS TO MONTHLY-RECEIPTS

Retrieving Data Tables

You can retrieve a copy of your data table and print a listing or a report based on the table contents. The table can also be
viewed or modified with ASF.
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How to Do It

A data table is retrieved by coding an INPUT parameter that specifies at least the following information:

• The name of the table being copied (TABLE=)
• The copy function (TYPE=COPY)
• A valid user ID (USER=)
• If you are not the table owner, you must have authorization to access the table.
• A valid password (PW=)
• The catalog (dictionary) in which the table definition resides (CATALOG=)

Example
Objective This report retrieves and prints a listing of the part-time employees from the PART-TIME table,
which was created earlier in this section. Parameters

INPUT TABLE=PART-TIME

TYPE=COPY USER=DOC1

PW=DOC1

*CATALOG=ASFDICT

INPUT
Identifies the INPUT parameter, which includes the COPY instruction.

TABLE=PART-TIME
Specifies the table used for input. TABLE= must be the first keyword on the INPUT parameter.

TYPE=COPY
Specifies copying the PART-TIME table. TYPE= must be the second keyword on the INPUT parameter.

USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1
Identifies the user and password for signing on to the catalog.

CATALOG=ASFDICT
Identifies the catalog that contains the table definition.

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 INPUT TABLE=PART-TIME TYPE=COPY USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*CATALOG=ASFDICT

 01OUTPUT 60

 013 PART-TIME EMPLOYEE LISTING

 0151*010 ID                   HH 'EMPLOYEE ID'

 0151*020 NAME                 HH 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

• 01OUTPUT 60

•OUTPUT 60
Specifies printed output with 60 character lines.

Result

REPORT NO. 01    PART-TIME EMPLOYEE LIST mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

               EMPLOYEE ID     EMPLOYEE NAME
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                    476      BETSY     ZEDI

                     51      CYNTHIA   JOHNSON

                     49      DOUGLAS   KAHALLY

                    457      HARRY     ARM

Modifying Data Tables

You can:

Add
rows of data to an existing table

Replace
rows of data in an existing table

Delete
a table

Generate
a modified table

Use tables located in different dictionaries, DDS nodes, or central versions

This article explains the following information:

How to Do It

When modifying an existing table, specify:

1. The source of the input data on the INPUT parameter
2. The modified table name and the function to be performed (TYPE=ADD/REPLACE/DELETE/GENERATE) on the

OUTPUT parameter
3. The columns of the table with type 5 or type 6 parameters

NOTE

At least one type 5 parameter is required. A dummy type 5 parameter can be used when necessary.

Example: Adding Rows to an Existing Table
Objective This example adds the contents of the NEW-CUSTOMER table to the CUSTOMER-LIST
table. Note that the type 5 parameters must match the column definitions for the CUSTOMER-LIST table.
Parameters

INPUT TABLE=NEW-CUSTOMERS

TYPE=COPY  USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*        CATALOG=ASFDICT

INPUT identifies the INPUT parameter, which includes the COPY instruction. TABLE=NEW-CUSTOMERS
specifies the table that will be added to CUSTOMER-LIST. TYPE=COPY specifies copying rows from the input
table NEW-CUSTOMERS.

05OUTPUT TABLE=CUSTOMER-LIST

TYPE=ADD USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*        CATALOG=ASFDICT

OUTPUT identifies the OUTPUT parameter, which includes the ADD instruction. TABLE=CUSTOMER-LIST
specifies the table receiving the additional rows. TYPE=ADD adds new rows to the CUSTOMER-LIST table.

0551*001 CUST-NUMBER
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0551*002 CUST-NAME

0551*003 CUST-ADDRESS

1, 2, and 3 define three table columns. Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 INPUT TABLE=NEW-CUSTOMERS TYPE=COPY USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*        CATALOG=ASFDICT

 05OUTPUT TABLE=CUSTOMER-LIST TYPE=ADD USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*       CATALOG=ASFDICT

 0551*001 CUST-NUMBER    FZ   SZ=5

 0551*002 CUST-NAME

 0551*003 CUST-ADDRESS

Results The contents of NEW-CUSTOMER:

  25060SUSAN     ARMITAGE  56725 OAK STREET    PITTSFIELD     MA02956

  27056ALLEN     KOHN      22651 POLK STREET   SAN FRANCISCO  CA09809

  39557HENRY     TRUMBLE    2102 WASHINGTON ST BROOKLINE      MA02147

  30415MARY      SMYTH      5999 SANDY LANE    LONG BEACH     CA09743

  33480VICKY     KNIGHT     5678 PINE ROAD     PORTLAND       ME06895

  69879BRUNO     THOR      22002 PEACHS AVE    FRESNO         CA96543

  99983ELLEN     SANDS         1 APPLE ORCHARD BISCOE         NC64321

The contents of CUSTOMER-LIST before the ADD modification:

  15060SHARON    ARMSTRONG    25 CEDAR STREET  WAYLAND        MA02756

  21056AMOS      JOHNSON   22651 MASS AVENUE   SAN FRANCISCO  CA09801

  29557IRWIN     TRIMBLE     102 COLBOURNE ST  BROOKLINE      MA02147

  30115IRMA      DOONES     5656 SANDHILL ROAD OCEAN CITY     CA09743

  33470VICTORIA  DAY        1234 OAK HILL ROAD EVERGREEN      MI07895

  69876BRUCE     THORPE    11002 PEACHTREE LA  ATLANTA        GA76543

  99083HELEN     SANTOVEC      3 APPLE ORCHARD CHARLOTTE      NC64321

The contents of CUSTOMER-LIST after the ADD modification:

  15060SHARON    ARMSTRONG    25 CEDAR STREET  WAYLAND        MA02756

  21056AMOS      JOHNSON   22651 MASS AVENUE   SAN FRANCISCO  CA09801

  29557IRWIN     TRIMBLE     102 COLBOURNE ST  BROOKLINE      MA02147

  30115IRMA      DOONES     5656 SANDHILL ROAD OCEAN CITY     CA09743

  33470VICTORIA  DAY        1234 OAK HILL ROAD EVERGREEN      MI07895

  69876BRUCE     THORPE    11002 PEACHTREE LA  ATLANTA        GA76543

  99083HELEN     SANTOVEC      3 APPLE ORCHARD CHARLOTTE      NC64321

  25060SUSAN     ARMITAGE  56725 OAK STREET    PITTSFIELD     MA02956

  27056ALLEN     KOHN      22651 POLK STREET   SAN FRANCISCO  CA09809

  39557HENRY     TRUMBLE    2102 WASHINGTON ST BROOKLINE      MA02147

  30415MARY      SMYTH      5999 SANDY LANE    LONG BEACH     CA09743

  33480VICKY     KNIGHT     5678 PINE ROAD     PORTLAND       ME06895

  69879BRUNO     THOR       2002 PEACHS AVE    FRESNO         CA96543

  99983ELLEN     SANDS         1 APPLE ORCHARD BISCOE         NC64321

Example: Replacing Rows of an Existing Table
Objective This example updates customer numbers by replacing the rows in the NEW-CUSTOMERS table
with data read in from a sequential file. Note that the type 5 parameters must match the column definitions for
the CUSTOMER-LIST table. Parameters
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IN 80
IN 80 defines an 80-byte sequential file containing the new customer numbers.

05OUTPUT TABLE=NEW- CUSTOMERS

TYPE=REPLACE  USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*      CATALOG=ASFDICT

OUTPUT identifies the OUTPUT parameter, which includes the REPLACE instruction. TABLE=NEW-
CUSTOMERS names the table in which data is replaced. TYPE=REPLACE replaces existing table rows with
new data.

0551*001 CUST-NUMBER

0551*002 CUST-NAME

0551*003 CUST-ADDRESS

1, 2, and 3 define three table columns. Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN 80

 REC CUST-NUMBER    1   5  2

 REC CUST-NAME      6  20

 REC CUST-ADDRESS  26  42

 05OUTPUT TABLE=NEW-CUSTOMERS TYPE=REPLACE USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*      CATALOG=ASFDICT

 0551*001 CUST-NUMBER

 0551*002 CUST-NAME

 0551*003 CUST-ADDRESS

Results Previous contents of NEW-CUSTOMER:

  25060SUSAN     ARMITAGE  56725 OAK STREET    PITTSFIELD     MA02956

  27056ALLEN     KOHN      22651 POLK STREET   SAN FRANCISCO  CA09809

  39557HENRY     TRUMBLE    2102 WASHINGTON ST BROOKLINE      MA02147

  30415MARY      SMYTH      5999 SANDY LANE    LONG BEACH     CA09743

  33480VICKY     KNIGHT     5678 PINE ROAD     PORTLAND       ME06895

  69879BRUNO     THOR      22002 PEACHS AVE    FRESNO         CA96543

  99983ELLEN     SANDS         1 APPLE ORCHARD BISCOE         NC64321

The contents of NEW-CUSTOMERS after REPLACE:

 New

  data

   │

   ▼

  251  SUSAN     ARMITAGE  56725 OAK STREET    PITTSFIELD     MA02956

  272  ALLEN     KOHN      22651 POLK STREET   SAN FRANCISCO  CA09809

  393  HENRY     TRUMBLE    2102 WASHINGTON ST BROOKLINE      MA02147

  304  MARY      SMYTH      5999 SANDY LANE    LONG BEACH     CA09743

  335  VICKY     KNIGHT     5678 PINE ROAD     PORTLAND       ME06895

  696  BRUNO     THOR      22002 PEACH AVE     FRESNO         CA96543

  997  ELLEN     SANDS         1 APPLE ORCHARD BISCOE         NC64321

Example: Deleting a Table
Objective This example deletes the definition and data of a table containing old customer information.
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IN 80
IN 80 is used to meet the Culprit INPUT parameter requirement.

05OUTPUT TABLE=OLD- CUSTOMERS

TYPE=DELETE  USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

         CATALOG=ASFDICT

OUTPUT identifies the OUTPUT parameter, which includes the DELETE instruction. TABLE=OLD-
CUSTOMERS names the table to be deleted. TYPE=DELETE specifies deleting the table.

0551*001 ' '

5 specifies a type 5 parameter, which is used to meet Culprit's coding requirements.
057001 DROP

DROP on the type 7 parameter stops unnecessary input processing.
Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN 80

 REC INFIELD  1  80

 05OUTPUT TABLE=OLD-CUSTOMERS TYPE=DELETE USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*       CATALOG=ASFDICT

 0551*001 ' '

 057001   DROP

Results

mm/dd/yy              RUN TIME MESSAGE0        volser Vnn.n  PAGE     1

***********  END OF FILE  ******************************************************

           7 INPUT RECORDS READ

      DATA TABLE UPDATE STATISTICS

                                                               TABLE            ROWS

       REPORT     FUNCTION         LR-NAME                  DEFINITION         STORED

       ──────     ────────         ───────                  ──────────         ──────

        05        DEL        OLD-CUSTOMERS              DELETED                    0

Example: Regenerating a Table
Objective This example modifies the existing NEW-CUSTOMERS table so that it can be viewed online
through ASF. The ONLINE=YES and the TYPE=GENERATE instructions cause ASF to construct a dialog and
regenerate the table. Parameters

INPUT 80
INPUT is used to meet Culprit's INPUT parameter requirement.

05OUTPUT TABLE=NEW-

CUSTOMERS TYPE=GENERATE 

USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*      CATALOG=ASFDICT

ONLINE=YES

COMMENT='REGENERATED WITH CA Culprit'

OUTPUT identifies the OUTPUT parameter, which includes the GENERATE instruction. TABLE=NEW-
CUSTOMERS identifies the table to be generated. TYPE=GENERATE regenerates the table. ONLINE=YES
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creates a dialog to allow viewing of NEW-CUSTOMERS online with ASF. COMMENT='REGENERATED WITH
Culprit specifies the ASF comment line text for the table.

0551*001 ' '

5 specifies a type 5 parameter to meet the Culprit coding requirements.
057001 DROP

DROP on the type 7 parameter stops unnecessary input processing.
Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 INPUT 80

 REC FIELDA   1   1

 05OUTPUT TABLE=NEW-CUSTOMERS TYPE=GENERATE USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*      CATALOG=ASFDICT ONLINE=YES COMMENT='REGENERATED WITH Culprit'

 0551*001 ' '

 057001   DROP

Results: Viewing the Table Through ASF Before regenerating the table: The ASF ASEL Screen

                      CA                   volser

  ASEL   CA - Automatic System Facility  nn.n     ** Activity Selection **

  DC560017 NO DIALOG EXISTS FOR GENERATED TABLE

  User Name: DOC1

  _ PF1 - Help                  _ PF5 - Select Data     _ PF13  - Query

  _ PF2 - Define Table          _ PF7 - Page Backward   _ PF14  - Signon

  _ PF3 - Load Data             _ PF8 - Page Forward    _ PA1   - Prior Level

  _ PF4 - Display/Change Data   _ PF9 - Passkey         _ CLEAR - Leave ASF

                                                        _ PF15  - Administrator

  Table Name.:

  Table Owner:

                                                                 Page:  1  of  1

  _ APPLICANT

  _ EMPLOYEES

  _ JOB

  _ JOBS AND APPLICANTS

After regenerating the table: The ASF TDEF Screen

                      CA                                                volser

  TDEF   CA - Automatic System Facility  nn.n      ** Table Definition **

  DC560005 MODIFY AND/OR SELECT NEXT ACTIVITY

         _ PF1 - Help                     _ PF4 - Extended Table Definition

         _ PF2 - Define Columns           _ PF5 - Delete Table Definition

         _ PF3 - Generate                 _ PF6 - Message Screen

  Table Name.: NEW-CUSTOMERS

  Table Owner: DOC1                                   Defn Number:    190
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  View/Stored: STORED                                Status.....: GENERATED

  Comments...:REGENERATED WITH Culprit

                             Table Derivation

  Source Table #1

   Table Name.:

   Table Owner:

  Source Table #2

   Table Name.:

   Table Owner:

  Column #1:

  Column #2                                    Where Column #1 EQ Column #2

The first row of data in the table as viewed online through ASF: Output Online

                        CA

 PF1 = ADD; PF2 = CHANGE; PF3 = DELETE; ENTER = NEXT; CLEAR = EXIT

  NEW CUSTOMERS

  CUST-NUMBER                      251

  CUST-NAME                        SUSAN     ARMITAGE

  CUST-ADDRESS                     56725 OAK STREET    PITTSFIELD     MA02956

Consolidating Tables

You can process data from more than one input table in a single Culprit run by reading the data tables as one logical file
with the TYPE=CONSOLIDATION option. In addition, rows can be selected with WHERE or SELECT/BYPASS criteria.

Table data can be consolidated from:

• The same dictionary
• Different dictionaries
• Different DDS nodes
• Different central versions

This article includes the following information:

How to Do It

To consolidate tables:

1. Check the column definitions of each table to be used. The definitions must be identical.
2. Define each table on an INPUT parameter using the keywords listed in the table below.

– TYPE=COPY must appear on the first INPUT parameter to identify the primary data table.
The primary data table is the source for:
• The generated PATH parameter and all necessary REC parameters for the run
• The specification of selection criteria (SELECT/BYPASS or the WHERE clause)

– TYPE=CONSOL must appear on subsequent INPUT parameters to identify the secondary data tables.
The order of appearance of the INPUT parameters determines the processing order of the tables.

3. Specify the output by using:
– An OUTPUT parameter, if needed
– At least one type 5 parameter
– Type 6, type 7, and type 8 parameters as needed.
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4. Reference tables, if needed, in a table consolidation run by using the reserved words shown in the table below. These
reserved words are valid on SELECT/BYPASS, edit, SORT, and process parameters.

Required Keywords:

TABLE=
The table name

TYPE=COPY/CONSOL
The primary and secondary tables to be consolidated

USER=
The individual having authority to sign on to the catalog (dictionary)

PW=
The user's password

OWNER=
The owner of the table

CATALOG=
The catalog or dictionary containing the table definition

Optional Keywords:

LOCATION=
Overrides DATABASE DICTNODE=

SYSCTL= (z/OS and OS/390 Users)
Names the SYSCTL file that controls the system accessing the table.

VALIDATE=FIRST/ALL
Compares column definitions of secondary tables to definitions of the primary table.

WHERE
Applies WHERE clause criteria to all tables being consolidated.

Reserved Words to Reference Tables

Reserved word What it is What it does

TABLE-ID A 3-byte zoned decimal field Indicates the data table currently being
accessed

TABLE-NAME A 56-byte alphanumeric field Contains the name of the table currently
being accessed

SUBSCHEMA-NAME An 8-byte alphanumeric field Contains the subschema name of the table
being accessed

Example
Objective This example reads employee data from three tables that reside in different central versions and
different dictionaries to produce a selected listing of employees in the data processing departments of three
offices. The SYSCTL= keyword values refer to ddnames that appear in an z/OS job control language stream:

//SYSTEM84 DD DSN=DBDC.SYSTEM84.SYSCTL,DISP=SHR

//SYSTEM85 DD DSN=DBDC.SYSTEM85.SYSCTL,DISP=SHR

//SYSTEM86 DD DSN=DBDC.SYSTEM86.SYSCTL,DISP=SHR

Parameters

INPUT TABLE=BOSTON-
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EMPLOYEES TYPE=COPY 

USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*       OWNER=DRH

CATALOG=ASFDICT

SYSCTL=SYSTEM84 

*       WHERE DEPT-ID

EQ '1234'

TABLE=BOSTON-EMPLOYEES is the first required keyword on the INPUT parameter and specifies
BOSTON-EMPLOYEES as the first table to be retrieved. TYPE=COPY copies the BOSTON-
EMPLOYEES table. CATALOG=ASFDICT identifies the catalog that contains the table definition.
SYSCTL=SYSTEM84 specifies the central version z/OS that contains ASFDICT. (VM/ESA users should use
CVMACH= option.) WHERE DEPT-ID EQ '1234' specifies selection criteria applicable to all tables read.

INPUT TABLE=CHICAGO-

EMPLOYEES TYPE=CONSOL 

USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*       OWNER=DDR

CATALOG=TSTDICT

SYSCTL=SYSTEM85

TABLE=CHICAGO-EMPLOYEES is the first required keyword on the INPUT parameter and specifies
CHICAGO-EMPLOYEES as a secondary table. TYPE=CONSOL specifies consolidation of CHICAGO-
EMPLOYEES with BOSTON-EMPLOYEES. CATALOG=TSTDICT identifies the catalog that contains the table
definition. SYSCTL=SYSTEM85 specifies the central version that contains TSTDICT.

INPUT TABLE=DENVER-

EMPLOYEES TYPE=CONSOL 

USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*       OWNER=ADR

CATALOG=PRODICT

SYSCTL=SYSTEM86

TABLE=DENVER-EMPLOYEES is the first required keyword on the INPUT parameter and specifies
DENVER-EMPLOYEES as a secondary table. TYPE=CONSOL specifies consolidation of DENVER-
EMPLOYEES with CHICAGO-EMPLOYEES. CATALOG=PRODICT identifies the catalog that contains the
table definition. SYSCTL=SYSTEM86 specifies the central version that contains PRODICT. Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 INPUT TABLE=BOSTON-EMPLOYEES TYPE=COPY USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*       OWNER=DRH CATALOG=ASFDICT SYSCTL=SYSTEM84

* WHERE DEPT-ID EQ '1234'

 INPUT TABLE=CHICAGO-EMPLOYEES TYPE=CONSOL USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*      OWNER=DDR CATALOG=TSTDICT SYSCTL=SYSTEM85

 INPUT TABLE=DENVER-EMPLOYEES TYPE=CONSOL USER=DOC1 PW=DOC1

*      OWNER=ADR CATALOG=PRODICT SYSCTL=SYSTEM86

 01OUTPUT D

 013EMPLOYEES IN DATA PROCESSING

 0151*010 TABLE-ID   HH 'TABLE-ID'

 0151*020 TABLE-NAME SZ=20 HH 'TABLE-NAME'

 0151*030 EMP-NAME   HH 'EMPLOYEE'
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 0151*040 JOB-TITLE  HH 'TITLE'

Result

REPORT NO. 01         EMPLOYEES IN DATA PROCESSING    mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

              TABLE-ID                 TABLE-

NAME                       EMPLOYEE                         TITLE

                  1               BOSTON-

EMPLOYEES                JOHN SMYTH                      PROGRAMMER

                  1               BOSTON-

EMPLOYEES                MARY JONES                      DBA

                  1               BOSTON-

EMPLOYEES                JOE GREEN                       PROGRAMMER

                  2               CHICAGO-

EMPLOYEES               JOAN WHITE                      DATA ENTRY CLERK

                  2               CHICAGO-

EMPLOYEES               JAN HUBBARD                     DBA

                  2               CHICAGO-

EMPLOYEES               DAVID KELLY                     REGIONAL MGR

                  3               DENVER-

EMPLOYEES                MEL SMITH                       DATA ENTRY CLERK

                  3               DENVER-

EMPLOYEES                MARIO JENI                      DBA

Table Extraction Statistics

mm/dd/yy              RUN TIME MESSAGES        volser Vnn.n  PAGE     1

         DATA TABLE EXTRACTION STATISTICS                                               ROWS

                                                                                         OBTAINED

                     TABLE-NAME                                           TABLE-ID       FROM IDMS/

DB

                     ──────────                                           ────────       ───────────

          BOSTON-EMPLOYEES                                                   001                 3

          CHICAGO-EMPLOYEES                                                  002                 3

          DENVER-EMPLOYEES                                                   003                 2

                                                                                              ─────

          CONSOLIDATION TOTALS                                                                   8

***********  END OF FILE  ******************************************************

           8 INPUT RECORDS READ

How to Produce a Culprit Report
Producing a Culprit report involves four basic steps:

1. Planning the report
2. Writing the code
3. Executing the code
4. Debugging the code
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Step 1. Planning the Report

Define the report objectives:

1. What information do you want in the report?
2. Do you need each data occurrence?
3. Do you need totals? Subtotals?

Identify the data source:

1. What is the name of the file?
2. What data is in the file?
3. How is the file organized?

Define the report output:

1. Do you need a title? Subtitles?
2. What columns do you need?
3. What are the column headings?
4. Do you need total line labels?

Define the processing functions required to obtain the information needed in the report:

1. Are certain data items to be selected?
2. Should the data be sorted?
3. What calculations (if any) are needed?
4. Is testing (comparisons) needed between data items?
5. Will branching be used?
6. What logical sequence is required?
7. Other procedures?

Step 2. Writing the Code

You tell Culprit what to do and when to do it by coding instructions on Culprit parameters. You identify each Culprit
parameter by a word or number you code in a specific column position.

A few general rules apply to all Culprit coding:

• Enter code in uppercase letters.
• Enter coding in the first ten columns in exactly the correct position

– Mnemonic code that describes input files starts in column 2:

IN  200 F 400

REC  EMP-NAME

– Numeric code starts in column 2:

0151*010 '   '

– Mnemonic code that indicates copying and modifying stored code starts in column 1:

USE

=COPY
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=MACRO

=MEND

– Continuation lines start in column 1:

* ...

• Entries following column 10 need not begin in a specific column, but must be separated by a comma or at least one
space.

Step 3. Executing the Code

You execute Culprit code with Job Control Language (JCL). Consult your data-processing department for the JCL used to
run Culprit reports at your site.

Step 4. Debugging the Code

No matter how careful you are, errors in your code will occur from time to time. At the end of each run, Culprit provides
listings that flag errors:

• The Sequential Parameter Listing
• The Input Parameter Listing
• Run-Time Messages

The Debugging a Culprit Report section describes the Culprit listings and how to use them to debug Culprit code.

Culprit Reports
This section describes how to perform the following tasks with Culprit Reports.

Generate a Basic Report from Standard Files

This article takes you step-by-step through the process of writing a simple Culprit report that creates a listing of employee
names and salaries with only five lines of code. This report, like all the sample reports in this IDMS Culprit documentation,
can be used as a report model for your documents or as a hands-on exercise.

The Report

JUNE      BLOOMER                           15,000.00

EDWARD    HUTTON                            44,000.00

RUPERT    JENSON                            82,000.00

MARIANNE  KIMBALL                           45,000.00

DORIS     KING                              14,500.00

BRIAN     NICEMAN                           14,000.00

HERBERT   CRANE                             75,000.00

JANE      FERNDALE                          22,500.00

KATHERINE O'HEARN                           42,500.00

RALPH     TYRO                              20,000.00

HENRIETTA HENDON                           240,000.00

THEMIS    PAPAZEUS                         100,000.00

JOHN      RUPEE                             80,000.00

ROBBY     WILDER                            90,000.00
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                                         2,522,500.00

Locating the Data

The data for our report is stored in the personnel file of the Commonweather Corporation. The example that follows shows
part of the file. The complete file description is in The Personnel File Description.

 RECORD SIZE    200 bytes

 BLOCK SIZE     400 bytes

 RECORD FORMAT  FIXED (F)

 FILE TYPE      SEQUENTIAL (PS)

 

 

 Data Field    Start Position   Length (bytes)   Data Type

 

 EMPLOYEE-NAME      5                25          Alphanumeric

 FIRST-NAME         5                10          Alphanumeric

 LAST-NAME         15                15          Alphanumeric

 DEPT-NAME        115                45          Alphanumeric

 SALARY-AMOUNT    160                 7          Packed Decimal

 TITLE            171                20          Alphanumeric

Information about the data that you use to create your Culprit report is contained in a file description similar to this
example. The description is typically provided by your data processing department.

Coding the Report

A simple Culprit report is produced with three instructions (parameters):

• The INPUT (IN) parameter, which tells Culprit how the file containing the data is organized
• REC parameters, which tell Culprit what data to use
• Type 5 parameters, which tell Culprit what and where to print the data

It is important to remember that one INPUT parameter with at least one REC parameter and one type 5 parameter are
minimal requirements for any Culprit report that is produced from standard files.

Our first report lists the names of employees and their salaries from the data that is stored in the personnel file. We will
create the report from the three required parameters.

How to Define the Input

To define the input data, code:

1. An INPUT (IN) parameter to describe the file
2. A REC parameter for each data field that is used in the report

Sample Parameters
IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

200 tells Culprit that each record in the personnel file contains 200 characters (bytes).
F indicates fixed-length records.
400 indicates that the file is blocked in 400 byte segments.
PS(TAPE) specifies a physical sequential file on a tape device.
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REC EMPLOYEE-NAME 5 25
EMPLOYEE-NAME 5 25 directs Culprit to use the data that is stored in positions 5 through 25 of each record.

REC SALARY-AMOUNT 160 7 3 DP=2
SALARY-AMOUNT 160 7 directs Culprit to use the data from positions 160 through 166 for salary information.
3 tells Culprit that the salary data is stored as packed decimal.
DP=2 tells Culprit that SALARY-AMOUNT has two decimal places.

How to Define the Output

To define the report output, code a type 5 parameter for each data item. The information about a type 5 parameter is
coded in the following order, from left to right:

1. A two-digit report number
2. The parameter type (5)
3. A one-digit print-row identifier
4. The column placement, consisting of either an asterisk (*) followed by a three-digit number for relative placement or a

four-digit number for specific placement
5. A spacing indicator consisting of a blank for a single space, a zero (0) for a double space, or a dash (-) for a triple

space
6. The name of the data item to appear in the column

Sample Parameters
0151*010 EMPLOYEE

01 is the assigned report number.
5 specifies a type 5 parameter.
1 specifies that the employee name appears on the first print row.
*010 specifies that Culprit determines the placement of the employee name on the page.
Low-number columns print on the left-hand side of the page; high-number columns print progressively to the right
of the first column. The blank in column 10 specifies single spacing.
EMPLOYEE directs Culprit to print the employee name in this column.

0151*020 SALARY
0151 specifies the report number, parameter type, and first print row.
*020 directs Culprit to print SALARY to the right of the employee name.
SALARY directs Culprit to print the salary amount in this column.

Example

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE 5 25

REC SALARY 160 5 3 DP=2

0151*010 EMPLOYEE

0151*020 SALARY

Result

JUNE      BLOOMER                                   15,000.00

EDWARD    HUTTON                                    44,000.00
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RUPERT    JENSON                                    82,000.00

MARIANNE  KIMBALL                                   45,000.00

DORIS     KING                                      14,500.00

BRIAN     NICEMAN                                   14,000.00

HERBERT   CRANE                                     75,000.00

JANE      FERNDALE                                  22,500.00

GEORGE    FONRAD                                    14,750.00

ROBIN     GARDNER                                   14,000.00

DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                                   20,000.00

TERENCE   KLWELLEN                                  43,000.00

SANDY     KRAAMER                                   14,000.00

HERBERT   LIPSICH                                   18,500.00

NANCY     TERNER                                    13,000.00

BETH      CLOUD                                     52,750.00

ALAN      DONOVAN                                   33,500.00

DANIEL    MOON                                      72,000.00

ROY       ANDALE                                    33,500.00

HARRY     ARM                                       46,000.00

C.        BREEZE                                    38,000.00

CAROLYN   CROW                                      37,500.00

BURT      LANCHESTER                                54,500.00

RENE      MAKER                                     85,000.00

RICHARD   MUNYON                                    36,000.00

RICHARD   WAGNER                                    47,000.00

TOM       FITZHUGH                                  13,000.00

CYNTHIA   JOHNSON                                   13,500.00

MADELINE  ORGRATZI                                  39,000.00

ELEANOR   PEOPLES                                   80,000.00

Enhance the Basic Report

Culprit provides optional parameters and codes you can use to make a report easier to read. In this chapter, some the
Culprit most commonly used enhancement and numeric formatting options are introduced.

Add a Title to a Report

You can supply a title for your report. Culprit automatically prints this title at the top of each page, along with the report
number, current date, and page number.

Add a Title

To add a title, code a type 3 parameter in the following order, from left to right:

1. A 2-digit report number
2. The parameter type (3)
3. A title (not to exceed 50 characters, including spaces)

Example: Add a Title to a Report
Objective This example adds a title EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING to the report. Parameters

013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING
01 is the report number.
3 specifies a type 3 parameter.
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EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING is the title for the printed report.
Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN  200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE      5   25

REC SALARY      160    5  3  DP=2

013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING.

0151*010 EMPLOYEE

0151*020 SALARY

Result

REPORT NO. 01        EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING      mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

       ROY       ANDALE                             $33,500.00

       HARRY     ARM                                $46,000.00

       MONTE     BANK                               $80,000.00

       CHARLES   BOWER                              $38,000.00

       C.        BREEZE                             $38,000.00

       TERRY     CLOTH                              $38,000.00

       BETH      CLOUD                              $52,750.00

       HERBERT   CRANE                              $75,000.00

       CAROLYN   CROW                               $37,500.00

       ALAN      DONOVAN                            $33,500.00

       JANE      DOUGH                              $33,000.00

       JANE      FERNDALE                           $22,500.00

       PHINEAS   FINN                               $45,000.00

       JAMES     GALLWAY                            $33,000.00

       JENNIFER  GARFIELD                           $65,000.00

       PERCY     GRANGER                            $34,500.00

Add Column Headings

You can direct Culprit to obtain column headings from:

• Field names supplied on REC parameters
• Text added to REC parameter lines
• Text added to type 5 parameter lines
• Text added to type 4 parameter lines

How to Do It

You can use type 5 or type 4 parameters to create heading lines.

Method 1: 

Use any of the following codes on type 5 parameters:

HF
, which directs Culprit to the associated field name:
REC EMP-NAME     1    25
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0151*020 EMP-NAME     HF

 

or

 

010 EMP-NAME

0151*020 EMP-NAME     HF

 

              Column heading is EMP-NAME.

HR
, which directs Culprit to heading text that is enclosed in single quotation marks on the record description (REC)
line:
REC EMP-NAME     1    25    'EMPLOYEE'

 

              Column heading is EMPLOYEE.

HH
, which directs Culprit to the text enclosed in single quotation marks following the HH option on the type 5 line:
0151*020 EMP-NAME        HH 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

 

              Column heading is EMPLOYEE NAME.

A multiple-line heading is generated by enclosing the text for each line within a separate set of quotation marks:

0151*020 EMP-NAME        HH 'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

 

or

 

REC EMP-NAME                'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

0151*020 EMP-NAME        HR

 

              Column heading is: EMPLOYEE

                                   NAME

Method 2:

Use type 4 parameters to create the headings. The type 4 parameter, typically used for special-purpose heading lines, is
coded in the following order, from left to right:

1. A 2-digit report number
2. The parameter type (4)
3. A numeral to identify the level of the line
4. A column placement indicator consisting of either an asterisk (*) followed by a 3-digit number for relative placement or

a 4-digit number for specific placement
5. A spacing indicator, such as a blank for single spacing, a zero (0) for double spacing, or a dash (-) for triple spacing
6. The text of the heading enclosed in single quotation marks or a field name
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Example 1: Format Multiple Line Column Headings
Objective This report prints a 2 line heading for the employee column and a 3 line heading for the salary
column. Parameters

REC EMPLOYEE 5 25 'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'
'EMPLOYEE' is the first line of the EMPLOYEE column heading.
'NAME' is the second line.

0151*020 SALARY HH 'ANNUAL' 'SALARY' 'AMOUNT'
'ANNUAL' is the first line of the salary column heading.
'SALARY' is the second line.
'AMOUNT' is the third line.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN  200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE      5   25        'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

REC SALARY      160    5  3  DP=2

013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING

0151*010 EMPLOYEE               HR

0151*020 SALARY                 HH 'ANNUAL' 'SALARY' 'AMOUNT'

Result

REPORT NO. 01        EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING      mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

       ROY       ANDALE                             $33,500.00

       HARRY     ARM                                $46,000.00

       MONTE     BANK                               $80,000.00

       CHARLES   BOWER                              $38,000.00

       C.        BREEZE                             $38,000.00

       TERRY     CLOTH                              $38,000.00

       BETH      CLOUD                              $52,750.00

       HERBERT   CRANE                              $75,000.00

       CAROLYN   CROW                               $37,500.00

       ALAN      DONOVAN                            $33,500.00

       JANE      DOUGH                              $33,000.00

       JANE      FERNDALE                           $22,500.00

       PHINEAS   FINN                               $45,000.00

       JAMES     GALLWAY                            $33,000.00

       JENNIFER  GARFIELD                           $65,000.00

       PERCY     GRANGER                            $34,500.00

Example 2: Add Subtitles 
Objective This example adds heading lines that function as subtitles, not column headings. Parameters

01410054 'FROM mm/dd/yy TO mm/dd/yy'
01 is the report number.
4 specifies a type 4 parameter.
1 specifies that 'FROM ...' is printed on the first row of the subtitle.
0054 indicates that this row of text begins exactly 54 spaces from the left margin. *Your parameter would contain
dates in mm/dd/yy format.
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0142*001 'ALL DEPARTMENTS'
014 specifies the report number and the parameter type, respectively.
2 specifies that 'ALL DEPARTMENTS' is printed on the second row of the subtitle.
*001 specifies that this row of text is left justified.

0143*010- ' '
014 specifies the report number and the parameter type, respectively.
3 specifies the third line of the subtitle.
*010 specifies a left-hand column position.
- tells Culprit to skip two lines before printing the next line.
' ' prints a blank space, which in this case creates a blank line.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN  200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE      5   25

REC SALARY      160    5  3  DP=2

013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING

01410054 'FROM mm/dd/yy TO mm/dd/yy'

0142*001 'ALL DEPARTMENTS'

0143*010- ' '

0151*010 EMPLOYEE

0151*020 SALARY

NOTE
Parameter would contain dates in mm/dd/yy format.

Result

REPORT NO. 01        EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING       mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                                                      FROM mm/dd/yy TO mm/dd/yy

                    ALL DEPARTMENTS

                                                       JUNE      BLOOMER                               15,000.00

                                                       EDWARD    HUTTON                                44,000.00

                                                       RUPERT    JENSON                                82,000.00

                                                       MARIANNE  KIMBALL                               45,000.00

                                                       DORIS     KING                                  14,500.00

                                                       BRIAN     NICEMAN                               14,000.00

                                                       HERBERT   CRANE                                 75,000.00

                                                       JANE      FERNDALE                              22,500.00

                                                       GEORGE    FONRAD                                14,750.00

                                                       ROBIN     GARDNER                               14,000.00

                                                       DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                               20,000.00

                                                       TERENCE   KLWELLEN                              43,000.00

                                                       SANDY     KRAAMER                               14,000.00

                                                       HERBERT   LIPSICH                               18,500.00

                                                       NANCY     TERNER                                13,000.00

                                                       BETH      CLOUD                                 52,750.00

                                                       ALAN      DONOVAN                               33,500.00

                                                       DANIEL    MOON                                  72,000.00

 1600



 Using

                                                       ROY       ANDALE                                33,500.00

                                                       HARRY     ARM                                   46,000.00

                                                       C.        BREEZE                                38,000.00

                                                       CAROLYN   CROW                                  37,500.00

                                                       BURT      LANCHESTER                            54,500.00

                                                       RENE      MAKER                                 91,000.00

                                                       RICHARD   MUNYON                                36,000.00

                                                       RICHARD   WAGNER                                47,000.00

                                                       TOM       FITZHUGH                              13,000.00

                                                       CYNTHIA   JOHNSON                               13,500.00

                                                       MADELINE  ORGRATZI                              39,000.00

                                                       ELEANOR   PEOPLES                               80,000.00

                                                       MICHAEL   ANGELO                                18,000.00

                                                       MONTE     BANK                                  80,000.00

                                                       CHARLES   BOWER                                 38,500.00

                                                       JOCK      JACKSON                               34,000.00

                                                       CAROL     MCDOUGALL                             18,000.00

                                                       LAURA     PENMAN                                39,000.00

                                                       BETSY     ZEDI                                  37,000.00

                                                       TERRY     CLOTH                                 38,000.00

                                                       PHINEAS   FINN                                  45,000.00

                                                       JOE       KASPAR                                31,000.00

                                                       MARK      TIME                                  33,000.00

                                                       ROGER     WILCO                                 80,000.00

                                                       JANE      DOUGH                                 33,000.00

                                                       JAMES     GALLWAY                               33,000.00

                                                       JENNIFER  GARFIELD                              65,000.00

                                                       PERCY     GRANGER                               34,500.00

                                                       VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ                             33,000.00

                                                       JAMES     JACOBI                                55,000.00

                                                       JULIE     JENSEN                                37,000.00

                                                       LARRY     LITERATA                              37,500.00

                                                       KATHERINE O'HEARN                               42,500.00

                                                       RALPH     TYRO                                  20,000.00

                                                       HENRIETTA HENDON                               240,000.00

                                                       THEMIS    PAPAZEUS                             100,000.00

                                                       JOHN      RUPEE                                 80,000.00

                                                       ROBBY     WILDER                                90,000.00

                                                                                                    2,522,500.00

Modify Column Widths

You can control the number of characters or digits printed in a column. To place a specified number of characters or digits
in a column, code:

1. A type 5 line for the field that is to be printed.
2. A SZ= expression indicating the number of characters or digits you want to print on the report. This expression follows

the field name and precedes any column headings.

Objective
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We are going to modify our report by:

• Printing the employee last name
• Printing the first initial of the employee's first name
• Decreasing the size of the SALARY column

Parameters

REC FIRST-NAME 5 10
FIRST-NAME 5 10 defines the first-name field separately from the last-name field to allow separate processing.

REC LAST-NAME 15 15
LAST-NAME 15 15 defines the last-name field separately from the first-name field to allow separate processing.

0251*010 LAST-NAME SZ=10 HH ' EMPLOYEE'
SZ=10 sets the column width to ten characters.

0251*020 FIRST-NAME SZ=1
SZ=1 sets the columnwidth to accommodate one character, which will truncate all but the first letter of the
employee's first name.

0251*030 SALARY SZ=9 HH 'SALARY'
SZ=9 sets the column width for 9 numbers; without sizing, the column saves space for 13 digits plus commas and
decimal points. When reducing the size, be sure to allow enough room for totals to print without truncation.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN  200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC FIRST-NAME 5 10

REC LAST-NAME 15 15

REC SALARY         160    5  3  DP=2

023 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING

0251*010 LAST-NAME SZ=10  HH '   EMPLOYEE'

0251*020 FIRST-NAME SZ=1

0251*030 SALARY  SZ=9      HH 'SALARY'

Result

REPORT NO. 02        EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING       mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                              EMPLOYEE                                                          SALARY

                            BLOOMER                              J                              15,000.00

                            HUTTON                               E                              44,000.00

                            JENSON                               R                              82,000.00

                            KIMBALL                              M                              45,000.00

                            KING                                 D                              14,500.00

                            NICEMAN                              B                              14,000.00

                            CRANE                                H                              75,000.00

                            FERNDALE                             J                              22,500.00

                            FONRAD                               G                              14,750.00

                            GARDNER                              R                              14,000.00
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                            KAHALLY                              D                              20,000.00

                            KLWELLEN                             T                              43,000.00

                            KRAAMER                              S                              14,000.00

                            WILDER                               R                              90,000.00

                                                                                             2,522,500.00

Format Numeric Data

You can format numeric data automatically by using format codes supplied by Culprit or by using your own patterns.

Use a format code on the type 5 line. Useful format codes for printed output are:

FN
-- Prints leading zeros and omits commas in numbers such as those used for employee identification.

FS
-- Inserts dashes in social security numbers.

FD
-- Inserts slashes in dates.

F$
-- Inserts dollar signs in monetary information.

FM
-- Formats fields according to a specified pattern. The numeric field is symbolically represented as follows:

• 9s and Zs represent digits. The Z suppresses leading zeroes.
• Periods (.) represent decimal points.
• Special characters (for example, slashes or asterisks) are preceded by a printable digit.

Example 1: Use Formatting Codes
Objective This example uses codes for automatically formatting the employee identification, social security
numbers, salaries, and employment dates. Parameters

0251*020 ID FN HH 'ID'
FN prints leading zeros and omits commas.

0251*030 SS-NUMBER FS HH 'SOCIAL SECURITY' 'NUMBER'
FS inserts dashes into the social security number and suppresses automatic totaling.

0251*040 START-DATE FD HH 0251*050 END-DATE FD HH
FD inserts slashes into the start and end date and suppresses automatic totaling.

0251*060 SALARY F$ HH
F$ suppresses leading zeros and inserts a floating dollar sign.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN  200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC ID            1    4  2

REC EMPLOYEE      5   25

REC SS-NUMBER    84    9  2

REC START-DATE   93    6  2

REC END-DATE     99    6  2

REC SALARY      160    5  3  DP=2

023 PERSONNEL LISTING
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0251*010 EMPLOYEE  SZ=20    HH 'EMPLOYEE'

0251*020 ID             FN  HH 'ID'

0251*030 SS-NUMBER      FS  HH 'SOCIAL SECURITY' 'NUMBER'

0251*040 START-DATE     FD  HH 'START' 'DATE'

0251*050 END-DATE       FD  HH 'END' 'DATE'

0251*060 SALARY  SZ=11  F$  HH 'SALARY'

Result

REPORT NO. 02                         PERSONNEL LISTING                     mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                                                   SOCIAL SECURITY         START            END

                 EMPLOYEE               ID              NUMBER              DATE            DATE               SALARY

           JUNE      BLOOMER           0069          039-55-7818          80/05/05        00/00/00             $15,000.00

           EDWARD    HUTTON            0100          011-22-3333          77/09/07        00/00/00             $44,000.00

           RUPERT    JENSON            0011          022-34-7891          80/09/29        00/00/00             $82,000.00

           MARIANNE  KIMBALL           0067          022-77-8878          78/09/19        00/00/00             $45,000.00

           DORIS     KING              0106          067-84-5516          80/08/16        00/00/00             $14,500.00

           BRIAN     NICEMAN           0101          033-45-6110          80/05/06        00/00/00             $14,000.00

           HERBERT   CRANE             0004          016-77-7451          77/05/14        00/00/00             $75,000.00

           JANE      FERNDALE          0032          034-56-7891          79/09/09        00/00/00             $22,500.00

           GEORGE    FONRAD            0045          092-34-8763          80/04/14        00/00/00             $14,750.00

           ROBIN     GARDNER           0053          022-33-4444          81/06/15        00/00/00             $14,000.00

           DOUGLAS   KAHALLY           0049          029-66-1234          79/09/29        00/00/00             $20,000.00

           TERENCE   KLWELLEN          0016          010-20-1239          78/01/06        00/00/00             $43,000.00

Example 2: Use Formatting Patterns
Objective The next sample report uses user-supplied patterns to format employee identification numbers with
asterisks (*) and consecutive data fields with dashes. Parameters

0251*020 ID FM '9*999' HH 'ID'
FM specifies that a user-supplied pattern formats the data.
'9*999' is the format pattern.

0251*040 DATES FM '99/99/99-99/99/99' HH 'EMPLOYMENT DATES'
FM specifies that a user-supplied pattern formats the data.
99/99/99-99/99/99' is the format pattern.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN  200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC ID          1   4  2

REC EMPLOYEE    5  25

REC SOC-SEC    84   9  2

REC DATES      93  12  2

REC SALARY    160   7  3  DP=2

013 PERSONNEL LISTING REPORT

0151*010 EMPLOYEE SZ=20                   HH 'EMPLOYEE'

0151*020 ID       FM '9*999'              HH 'ID'

0151*030 SOC-SEC  FS                      HH 'SOCIAL SECURITY' 'NUMBER'

0151*040 DATES    FM '99/99/99-99/99/99'  HH 'EMPLOYMENT DATES'
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0151*050 SALARY   F$                      HH 'SALARY'

Result

REPORT NO. 01        PERSONNEL LISTING  REPORT     mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                                                     SOCIAL SECURITY

                EMPLOYEE                 ID               NUMBER              EMPLOYMENT DATES               SALARY

          JUNE      BLOOMER            0*069           039-55-7818           80/05/05-00/00/00                       $.00

          EDWARD    HUTTON             0*100           011-22-3333           77/09/07-00/00/00                       $.00

          RUPERT    JENSON             0*011           022-34-7891           80/09/29-00/00/00                       $.00

          MARIANNE  KIMBALL            0*067           022-77-8878           78/09/19-00/00/00                       $.00

          DORIS     KING               0*106           067-84-5516           80/08/16-00/00/00                       $.00

          BRIAN     NICEMAN            0*101           033-45-6110           80/05/06-00/00/00                       $.00

          HERBERT   CRANE              0*004           016-77-7451           77/05/14-00/00/00                       $.00

          JANE      FERNDALE           0*032           034-56-7891           79/09/09-00/00/00                       $.00

          GEORGE    FONRAD             0*045           092-34-8763           80/04/14-00/00/00                       $.00

          ROBIN     GARDNER            0*053           022-33-4444           81/06/15-00/00/00                       $.00

          DOUGLAS   KAHALLY            0*049           029-66-1234           79/09/29-00/00/00                       $.00

          TERENCE   KLWELLEN           0*016           010-20-1239           78/01/06-00/00/00                       $.00

Adjust Line Length and Page Depth

You can specify line length and page depth by using OUTPUT (OUT) parameter options. When the options are not used,
Culprit automatically prints 132 characters to a line and 55 lines to a page, not including title lines and headings.

OUTPUT parameter options that adjust report size are coded by:

• A numeral to specify the number of characters on a line
• LP= immediately followed by a numeral to specify the number of lines on a page

Example 1: Specify Output Parameters for a Report
Objective We are going to print a report with a 60-character line length and a 19-line page size by using
OUTPUT parameter options. The report is shown printed without the OUTPUT parameter specifications and
again with the specifications. Parameters

01OUT 60 LP=19
01 is the report number.
OUT specifies the OUTPUT parameter.
60 specifies the number of characters to be printed on a report line.
LP=19 specifies a page length of 19 lines.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN  200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE      5   25           'EMPLOYEE NAME'

REC SALARY      160    5  3  DP=2

013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LIST

01OUT 60 LP=19

0151*010 EMPLOYEE   HR

0151*020 SALARY     HF

Result BEFORE
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REPORT NO. 01                 EMPLOYEE SALARY LIST          mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                    EMPLOYEE                          SALARY

              MICHAEL   ANGELO                          18,000.00

              DONTE     BANK                            80,000.00

              ALBERT    BREEZE                          38,000.00

              BETH  M.  CLOUD                           52,750.00

              ALAN      DONOVAN                         33,500.00

              PERCY     EINSTEIN                        34,500.00

              JANE      FERNDALE                        22,500.00

              TOM       FITZHUGH                        13,000.00

              ROBIN     GARDNER                         14,000.00

              JENNIFER  GARFIELD                        65,000.00

              VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ                       33,000.00

              EDWARD    HUTTON                          44,000.00

              JOCK      JACKSON                         34,000.00

              JAMES     JACOBI                          55,000.00

              JULIE     JANSSEN                         37,000.00

              RUPERT    JENSON                          82,000.00

              MARYLOU   JOHNSON                             12.00

              CYNTHIA   JOHNSON                         13,500.00

              DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                         20,000.00

              MICHAEL   ANGELO                          18,000.00

              DONTE     BANK                            80,000.00

              ALBERT    BREEZE                          38,000.00

              BETH  M.  CLOUD                           52,750.00

              ALAN      DONOVAN                         33,500.00

              PERCY     EINSTEIN                        34,500.00

              JANE      FERNDALE                        22,500.00

              TOM       FITZHUGH                        13,000.00

              ROBIN     GARDNER                         14,000.00

              JENNIFER  GARFIELD                        65,000.00

              EDWARD    HUTTON                          44,000.00

              JOCK      JACKSON                         34,000.00

              JAMES     JACOBI                          55,000.00

              JULIE     JANSSEN                         37,000.00

              RUPERT    JENSON                          82,000.00

              MARYLOU   JOHNSON                             12.00

              CYNTHIA   JOHNSON                         13,500.00

              DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                         20,000.00

Result AFTER

REPORT NO. 01                 EMPLOYEE SALARY LIST          mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                    EMPLOYEE                          SALARY

              MICHAEL   ANGELO                          18,000.00

              DONTE     BANK                            80,000.00

              ALBERT    BREEZE                          38,000.00

              BETH  M.  CLOUD                           52,750.00

              ALAN      DONOVAN                         33,500.00
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              PERCY     EINSTEIN                        34,500.00

              JANE      FERNDALE                        22,500.00

              TOM       FITZHUGH                        13,000.00

              ROBIN     GARDNER                         14,000.00

              JENNIFER  GARFIELD                        65,000.00

              VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ                       33,000.00

              EDWARD    HUTTON                          44,000.00

              JOCK      JACKSON                         34,000.00

              JAMES     JACOBI                          55,000.00

              JULIE     JANSSEN                         37,000.00

              RUPERT    JENSON                          82,000.00

              MARYLOU   JOHNSON                             12.00

              CYNTHIA   JOHNSON                         13,500.00

              DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                         20,000.00

Additional Standard Options

After you have created your basic Culprit report, you can use some of the Culprit optional capabilities to produce multiple
reports in a single run, sequence report output, select data for processing, and specify multiple detail lines.

Produce Multiple Reports

In a single Culprit run, you can produce up to 100 reports that use the same data set. Assign a 2-digit report number to
each report you want to create.

Code the report number on report-specific parameters.

Example: Produce Multiple Reports in a Single Run
Objective We are going to produce three different reports in one run from the Commonweather personnel file.
Parameters

01OUT 60 013 EMPLOYEE SALARIES 0151*010 EMPLOYEE SZ=20 HR 0151*020 SALARY SZ=11 F$ HR
All parameters having 01 coded in columns 2 and 3 belong to report 01.
OUT 60 specifies 60-character lines.
EMPLOYEE SALARIES is the title.
EMPLOYEE and SALARY are the two data fields printed for this report. Both columns have a specified width.
SALARY is formatted with dollar signs.

02OUT 80 023 DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL LIST 0251*010 DEPARTMENT SZ=25 HR 0251*020 TITLE HR
0251*030 EMPLOYEE SZ=20 HR

All parameters having 02 coded in columns 2 and 3 belong to report 02.
OUT 80 specifies 80-character lines.
DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL LISTING is the title for report 02.
Report 02 uses information from the DEPARTMENT, TITLE, and EMPLOYEE input fields.

03OUT 80 033 EMPLOYEE DEPARTMENTS 0351*010 EMPLOYEE SZ=20 HR 0351*020 DEPARTMENT SZ=25
HR

All parameters having 03 coded in columns 2 and 3 belong to report 03.
OUT 80 specifies 80-character lines.
EMPLOYEE DEPARTMENTS is the title for report 03.
Report 03 uses information from the EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT input fields.

Complete Code

col. 2
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 Using

▼

IN  200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE      5   25           'EMPLOYEE NAME'

REC DEPARTMENT  115   45           '       DEPARTMENT'

REC SALARY      160    5  3  DP=2  'ANNUAL SALARY'

REC TITLE       171   20           '      TITLE'

01OUT 60

013 EMPLOYEE SALARIES

0151*010 EMPLOYEE  SZ=20         HR

0151*020 SALARY  SZ=11  F$       HR

02OUT 80

023 DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL LISTING

0251*010 DEPARTMENT  SZ=25       HR

0251*020 TITLE                   HR

0251*030 EMPLOYEE  SZ=20         HR

03OUT 80

033 EMPLOYEE DEPARTMENTS

0351*010 EMPLOYEE  SZ=20         HR

0351*020 DEPARTMENT  SZ=25       HR

Results

REPORT NO. 01        EMPLOYEE SALARIES  mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

           EMPLOYEE NAME             ANNUAL SALARY

        JUNE      BLOOMER                $15,000.00

        EDWARD    HUTTON                 $44,000.00

        RUPERT    JENSON                 $82,000.00

        MARIANNE  KIMBALL                $45,000.00

        DORIS     KING                   $14,500.00

        BRIAN     NICEMAN                $14,000.00

        HERBERT   CRANE                  $75,000.00

        JANE      FERNDALE               $22,500.00

        GEORGE    FONRAD                 $14,750.00

        ROBIN     GARDNER                $14,000.00

        DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                $20,000.00

        TERENCE   KLWELLEN               $43,000.00

        ROBBY     WILDER                 $90,000.00

                                      $2,522,500.00

REPORT NO. 02             DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL LISTING      mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

               DEPARTMENT                 TITLE           EMPLOYEE NAME

    ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL      PAYROLL CLERK          JUNE      BLOOMER
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    ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL      FINANCIAL ANALYST      EDWARD    HUTTON

    ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL      MGR ACCTNG/PAYROLL     RUPERT    JENSON

    ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL      ACCOUNTANT             MARIANNE  KIMBALL

    ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL      AR CLERK               DORIS     KING

    ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL      AP CLERK               BRIAN     NICEMAN

    COMPUTER OPERATIONS         MGR COMPUTER OPS       HERBERT   CRANE

    COMPUTER OPERATIONS         COMPUTER OPERATOR      JANE      FERNDALE

    COMPUTER OPERATIONS         DATA ENTRY CLERK       GEORGE    FONRAD

    COMPUTER OPERATIONS         DATA ENTRY CLERK       ROBIN     GARDNER

    COMPUTER OPERATIONS         COMPUTER OPERATOR      DOUGLAS   KAHALLY

    COMPUTER OPERATIONS         SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER     TERENCE   KLWELLEN

    EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION    DIR CORP CONFUSION     ROBBY     WILDER

REPORT NO. 03                 EMPLOYEE DEPARTMENTS          mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

               EMPLOYEE NAME                          DEPARTMENT

            JUNE      BLOOMER              ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL

            EDWARD    HUTTON               ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL

            RUPERT    JENSON               ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL

            MARIANNE  KIMBALL              ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL

            DORIS     KING                 ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL

            BRIAN     NICEMAN              ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL

            HERBERT   CRANE                COMPUTER OPERATIONS

            JANE      FERNDALE             COMPUTER OPERATIONS

            GEORGE    FONRAD               COMPUTER OPERATIONS

            ROBIN     GARDNER              COMPUTER OPERATIONS

            DOUGLAS   KAHALLY              COMPUTER OPERATIONS

            TERENCE   KLWELLEN             COMPUTER OPERATIONS

            ROBBY     WILDER               EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION

Sequence Report Output

You can sequence alphanumeric and numeric data in your report in ascending or descending order.

How to Do It

Code the SORT parameter line with the following information, from left to right:

1. The 2-digit report number.
2. The word SORT. There is no space after the report number.
3. The name of the field to be sorted.
4. The sort order:
Blank

or A for ascending order
D

for descending order
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for any additional sort fields, separating entries by at least one space.

Example: List Employees in Alphabetical Order
Objective The next report lists employees in alphabetical order by performing a sort on employee last name.
Parameters

01SORT LAST-NAME
01 is the report number.
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The SORT parameter is coded in columns 4 to 8, immediately after the report number.
LAST-NAME is the sort field. This field is also defined to the report by appearing on the REC parameter.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5   25

REC LAST-NAME      15   15

REC SALARY        160    5  3  DP=2

013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING

01SORT LAST-NAME

0151*010 EMPLOYEE SZ=20  HH 'EMPLOYEE'

0151*020 SALARY          HH 'SALARY'

Result

REPORT NO. 01                 EMPLOYEE SALARY LIST          mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                    EMPLOYEE                          SALARY

              MICHAEL   ANGELO                          18,000.00

              DONTE     BANK                            80,000.00

              ALBERT    BREEZE                          38,000.00

              BETH  M.  CLOUD                           52,750.00

              ALAN      DONOVAN                         33,500.00

              PERCY     EINSTEIN                        34,500.00

              JANE      FERNDALE                        22,500.00

              TOM       FITZHUGH                        13,000.00

              ROBIN     GARDNER                         14,000.00

              JENNIFER  GARFIELD                        65,000.00

              VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ                       33,000.00

              EDWARD    HUTTON                          44,000.00

              JOCK      JACKSON                         34,000.00

              JAMES     JACOBI                          55,000.00

              JULIE     JANSSEN                         37,000.00

              RUPERT    JENSON                          82,000.00

              MARYLOU   JOHNSON                             12.00

              CYNTHIA   JOHNSON                         13,500.00

              DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                         20,000.00

Use Selective Processing

You can refine the scope of your processing by choosing only those records that meet certain criteria.

How to Do It

You can use either a SELECT or BYPASS parameter. The choice depends on which option allows for the clearest
statement of the condition controlling the choice. You can specify more than one selection criterion on a single SELECT or
BYPASS parameter. However, the two parameters cannot be applied together.

To use SELECT or BYPASS:

1. Code the SELECT or BYPASS parameter immediately after the REC parameters that describe the file.
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2. Enter the data item and test condition that the data must meet; such as, EQ (equal to), GT (greater than), LT (less
than).

3. Join multiple criteria with logical operators:
AND

, to indicate that all conditions must be true
OR

, to indicate that only one condition need be true

Example 1: Select Records with Single Criteria
Objective We are going to modify our report by listing only employees earning $50,000.00 and over. The
following code selects the appropriate records: Parameters

SEL SALARY GE 50000.00
SEL SALARY GE 50000.00 specifies selection of salaries equal to or greater than 50,000.00.

or
BYP SALARY LT 50000.00

BYP SALARY LT 50000.00 specifies omission of salaries less than 50,000.00.
Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5   25

REC LAST-NAME      15   15

REC SALARY        160    5  3  DP=2

SEL SALARY GE 50000.00

013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING

01SORT LAST-NAME

0151*010 EMPLOYEE      HH 'EMPLOYEE'

0151*020 SALARY SZ=10  HH 'SALARY'

Result

REPORT NO. 01                 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING       mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                                        EMPLOYEE                                           SALARY

                               MONTE     BANK                                              80,000.00

                               BETH      CLOUD                                             52,750.00

                               HERBERT   CRANE                                             75,000.00

                               JENNIFER  GARFIELD                                          65,000.00

                               HENRIETTA HENDON                                           240,000.00

                               JAMES     JACOBI                                            55,000.00

                               RUPERT    JENSON                                            82,000.00

                               BURT      LANCHESTER                                        54,500.00

                               RENE      MAKER                                             85,000.00

                               DANIEL    MOON                                              72,000.00

                               THEMIS    PAPAZEUS                                         100,000.00

                               ELEANOR   PEOPLES                                           80,000.00

                               JOHN      RUPEE                                             80,000.00

                               ROGER     WILCO                                             80,000.00

                               ROBBY     WILDER                                            90,000.00
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                                                                                        1,291,250.00

Example 2: Select Records with Multiple Criteria
Objective Our next report selects employees earning $15,000 or less and those earning between $35,000
and $50,000. Parameters

SEL SALARY EQ (35000 TO 50000) OR SALARY LE 15000
SEL SALARY EQ (35000 TO 50000) specifies the first selection criteria.
OR relates the first test to the to the second by allowing selection of a record that meets only one of the specified
conditions.
SALARY LE 15000 specifies the alternative record selection criteria.

The following BYPASS parameter achieves the same results: Parameters
BYP SALARY EQ (15000.01 TO 34999.99) OR SALARY GT 50000

BYP SALARY EQ (15000.01 TO 34999.99) specifies the first record bypass criteria.
OR relates the first test to the second by allowing bypass of a record that meets only one of the specified
conditions.
SALARY GT 50000 specifies the alternative record bypass criteria.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5   25

REC LAST-NAME      15   15

REC SALARY        160    5  3  DP=2

SEL SALARY EQ (35000 TO 50000) OR SALARY LE 15000

013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING

01SORT LAST-NAME

0151*010 EMPLOYEE      HH 'EMPLOYEE'

0151*020 SALARY SZ=10  HH 'SALARY'

Result

REPORT NO. 01                 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING       mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                                        EMPLOYEE                                           SALARY

                               HARRY     ARM                                               46,000.00

                               JUNE      BLOOMER                                           15,000.00

                               CHARLES   BOWER                                             38,500.00

                               C.        BREEZE                                            38,000.00

                               TERRY     CLOTH                                             38,000.00

                               CAROLYN   CROW                                              37,500.00

                               PHINEAS   FINN                                              45,000.00

                               TOM       FITZHUGH                                          13,000.00

                               GEORGE    FONRAD                                            14,750.00

                               ROBIN     GARDNER                                           14,000.00

                               EDWARD    HUTTON                                            44,000.00

                               JULIE     JENSEN                                            37,000.00

                               CYNTHIA   JOHNSON                                           13,500.00

                               MARIANNE  KIMBALL                                           45,000.00

                               DORIS     KING                                              14,500.00
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                               TERENCE   KLWELLEN                                          43,000.00

                               SANDY     KRAAMER                                           14,000.00

                               LARRY     LITERATA                                          37,500.00

                               RICHARD   MUNYON                                            36,000.00

                               BRIAN     NICEMAN                                           14,000.00

                               KATHERINE O'HEARN                                           42,500.00

                               MADELINE  ORGRATZI                                          39,000.00

                               LAURA     PENMAN                                            39,000.00

                               NANCY     TERNER                                            13,000.00

                               RICHARD   WAGNER                                            47,000.00

                               BETSY     ZEDI                                              37,000.00

                                                                                          815,750.00

Assign Information to Multiple Detail Lines

Up to this point we have used the type 5 parameter to assign several pieces of information to a single print line. In Culprit
this is called a detail line. For example,

MAX DELANO  12 ORCHARD LANE  LIPTON  NJ  07080

You can also assign information to multiple detail lines that print as a single block of information. For example,

MAX DELANO          ◄ first detail line

12 ORCHARD LANE     ◄ second detail line

LIPTON  NJ  07080   ◄ third detail line

How to Do It

To specify multiple detail lines on a type 5 parameter, change the number in column 5 to indicate the line on which the
information should appear:

 0151*010   NAME             ◄ first detail line

 

 0152*010   STREET-ADDRESS   ◄ second detail line

 

 0153*010   TOWN             ◄ third detail line

 0153*015   STATE

 0153*020   ZIPCODE

Example: Use Multiple Detail Lines 
Objective Our next report uses multiple detail lines to produce an employee address list. The employee
name, street number, city, state, and zip code appear on three separate lines. Parameters

0151*010 LAST-NAME

0151*012 FIRST-NAME
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1 specifies placement of the last name and first name on the first detail line.

0152*020 STREET

2 specifies placement of the street on the second detail line.

0153*020 CITY

0153*025 STATE

0153*030 ZIP-CODE

3 specifies placement of the city, state, and zip code on the third detail line. Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC FIRST-NAME      5   10

REC LAST-NAME      15   15

REC STREET         30   20

REC CITY           50   15

REC STATE          65    2

REC ZIP-CODE       67    5

01OUT 80

013 EMPLOYEE ADDRESS LIST

01SORT LAST-NAME

0151*010 LAST-NAME

0151*012 FIRST-NAME

0152*020 STREET

0153*020 CITY  SZ=10

0153*025 STATE

0153*030 ZIP-CODE

Result

REPORT NO. 01                EMPLOYEE ADDRESS LIST          mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

     ANGELO         MICHAEL

                                   507 CISTINE DR

                                        WELLESLEY           MA     01568

     BABBIT         HERBIE

                                   30 HERON AVE

                                        KINGSTON            NJ     21341

     BANK           DONTE

                                   45 EAST GROVE DR

                                        HANIBAL             MA     02415

     BLOOMER        DUDY

                                   14 ZITHER TERR

                                        LEXINGTON           MA     01675

     BREEZE         ALBERT

                                   100 BOARDWALK

                                        OCEAN CITY          NJ     03461

Add Programming Logic to a Report

With Culprit you can produce more sophisticated reports than basic formatted file listings. Use Culprit to add the following
programming logic to a report:
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• Count specific items.
• Perform arithmetic operations.
• Test data against specified conditions.
• Direct the flow of processing.

Code Programming Logic

Use type 7 parameters to code programming logic for a report. Type 7 parameters instruct Culprit to process data while it
reads from the input file.

Code type 7 parameters from left to right in the following order:

1. A 2-digit report number.
2. The parameter type (7).
3. A 3-digit sequence number indicating the order in which Culprit executes the parameter.
4. The instruction you want to execute.

Use Counters

You can use counters in Culprit to track the number of times an event occurs during processing. Specify a conditional
counter to increment a work field, or use an automatic counter to keep a running total of a work field each time counting
occurs. You can print the total count for a work field on a report.

Use Conditional Counters

You can code conditional counters to increment a count of a specific work field. The following example shows a
computation that adds 1 to the value of the work field when counting occurs:

017100 COUNTER-A + 1  COUNTER-A

Use Automatic Counters

You can code automatic counters to keep a running total of a work field. You can either print or suppress the current count
on a report. The following examples show how to code automatic counters:

1
Code a value of to add 1 to the value of the work field each time counting occurs:
010 COUNTER-B 1

• Change the name of the work field on a type 5 parameter to print the value each time counting occurs:

0151*010 COUNTER-B (Prints the value each time)

or

0151*000 COUNTER-B (Does not print the value)

• Change the name of the work field on a type 6 parameter to print the total count on a report:

0161*010 COUNTER-B

Type 6 parameters are coded the same way as type 5 parameters. 

For more information on parameter types, see Controlling Total Lines.
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Example 1: Print the Count of each Occurrence
This example shows how to print a report that assigns a number to each employee in the public relations
department. Use counters to add 1 to the value of each numeric work field. Culprit processes each new
employee and prints the value of the work field. Parameters

01OUT D
Suppresses the automatic total of the employee number column.

010 COUNT
Establishes the numeric work field COUNT.

0151*030 COUNT
Prints the value of the work field COUNT.

017010 COUNT + 1 COUNT
Adds 1 to the value contained in the work field COUNT.

Code

col. 2

▼

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5   20

REC DEPARTMENT    115   25

SEL DEPARTMENT EQ 'PUBLIC RELATIONS'

013 EMPLOYEE COUNT

01OUT D

010 COUNT

0151*010 DEPARTMENT      HH 'DEPARTMENT'

0151*020 EMPLOYEE        HH '  EMPLOYEE NAME'

0151*030 COUNT SZ=3      HH 'EMPLOYEE NUMBER'

017010 COUNT + 1 COUNT

Result

REPORT NO. 01        EMPLOYEE COUNT                  mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

          DEPARTMENT            EMPLOYEE NAME                             EMPLOYEE NUMBER

                                                                                  1

  PUBLIC RELATIONS          MICHAEL   ANGELO                                      2

  PUBLIC RELATIONS          DONTE     BANK                                        3

  PUBLIC RELATIONS          JOCK      JACKSON                                     4

  PUBLIC RELATIONS          CAROL     MCDOUGALL                                   5

  PUBLIC RELATIONS          LAURA     PENMAN                                      6

  PUBLIC RELATIONS          BETSY     ZEDI

Example 2: Print a Total Count
This example shows how to print a report that counts the number of employees that are being processed. Use
counters to add 1 to the value of the numeric work field. Culprit uses a type 6 parameter to print the final value
of the work field. Parameters

010 COUNT
Establishes the numeric work field.
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0161*040 'NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES' 0161*050 COUNT
Type 6 parameters used to label the print line and obtain the last value in the work field COUNT.

017010 COUNT + 1 COUNT
Adds 1 to the value contained in the work field COUNT.

Code

col. 2

▼

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5   20

REC DEPARTMENT    115   25

SEL DEPARTMENT EQ 'PUBLIC RELATIONS'

013 EMPLOYEE COUNT

010 COUNT

0151*010 DEPARTMENT      HH 'DEPARTMENT'

0151*020 EMPLOYEE        HH '  EMPLOYEE NAME'

0161*040 'NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES'

0161*050 COUNT

017010 COUNT + 1 COUNT

Result

REPORT NO. 01        EMPLOYEE COUNT                  mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

          DEPARTMENT            EMPLOYEE NAME

  PUBLIC RELATIONS          MICHAEL   ANGELO

  PUBLIC RELATIONS          DONTE     BANK

  PUBLIC RELATIONS          JOCK      JACKSON

  PUBLIC RELATIONS          CAROL     MCDOUGALL

  PUBLIC RELATIONS          LAURA     PENMAN

  PUBLIC RELATIONS          BETSY     ZEDI

                                                 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES          6

Example 3: Use the Value of a Work Field
This example shows how to create a report that counts the number of employees that are being processed.
Use a counter to increment the value of the numeric work field by 1. Culprit uses a type 6 parameter to print
the value of the work field. Parameters

0161*040 'NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES'

0161*050 COUNT

010 COUNT
Establishes a numeric work field that has a value of 1.

0151*000 COUNT
0151 keeps an automatic running total of the work field COUNT on a type 5 parameter. 000 suppresses the
printing of the field value on the report. You can use more than one type 5 parameter.

0161*040 and 0161*050
Type 6 parameters that label the print line and obtain the last value in the work field COUNT.

Complete Code
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col. 2

▼

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5   20

REC DEPARTMENT    115   25

SEL DEPARTMENT EQ 'PUBLIC RELATIONS'

013 EMPLOYEE COUNT

010 COUNT 1

0151*000 COUNT

0151*010 DEPARTMENT      HH 'DEPARTMENT'

0151*020 EMPLOYEE        HH '  EMPLOYEE NAME'

0161*040 'NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES'

0161*050 COUNT

Result

REPORT NO. 01        EMPLOYEE COUNT                  mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

          DEPARTMENT            EMPLOYEE NAME

  PUBLIC RELATIONS          MICHAEL   ANGELO

  PUBLIC RELATIONS          DONTE     BANK

  PUBLIC RELATIONS          JOCK      JACKSON

  PUBLIC RELATIONS          CAROL     MCDOUGALL

  PUBLIC RELATIONS          LAURA     PENMAN

  PUBLIC RELATIONS          BETSY     ZEDI

                                                 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES                   6

                                            

Perform Arithmetic Operations

You can perform simple and complex arithmetic operations in your Culprit report.

Perform Arithmetic Operations 

To perform one-step operations, code the following:

• A numeric field to use as the operand.
• An operator with a space on either side.
• The work field to contain the results.

017010 YR-SALARY / 52 WK-SALARY

To perform a complex statement with two or more operations, enter the word COMPUTE:

017010 COMPUTE (SALARY + 2000) X 0.10  BONUS

Perform Arithmetic When a Condition is Met

You can use an arithmetic operation alone, or as a result of a conditional statement when the condition is met.

The following example shows how to code an arithmetic operation as a result of a a conditional statement:
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017010 IF SALARY LE 19000  100

017020 ...

017100 SALARY / 52  WK-SALARY

Example: Use Arithmetic to Create a Report

This example shows how to print a report that compares employee annual earnings to a base salary of $19,000.
Employees who earn more than the base amount are considered salaried. Employees who earn less than the base
amount are considered hourly. The report calculates an hourly wage for all nonsalaried employees.

Testing and calculations for this report are on type 7 parameters.

Parameters

01OUT D
Suppresses totals

010 AMOUNT DP=2
A work field that holds computation results containing two decimal places.

017010 IF SALARY LE 19000 500
A conditional statement that tests for a range less than or equal to 19000. If the test is true, processing skips to
line 500 of the type 7 parameters. If the test is not true, the type 7 statements are processed in sequence until
TAKE is executed.

017 MOVE 'SALARIED' TO MESSAGE
Places SALARIED in the MESSAGE work field when SALARY is greater than 19000.

017 MOVE SALARY TO AMOUNT
Places the salary amount in the work field.

017 TAKE
Causes all the type 5 parameter fields to be written to a work file (the extract file) for use in later processing.

017500 MOVE 'HOURLY ' TO MESSAGE
Places the word HOURLY in the MESSAGE work field when the salary is less than 19000.

017 COMPUTE (SALARY / 52) / 40 AMOUNT
Specifies a two-step computation. The result is placed in the AMOUNT work field.

TAKE
An implied TAKE that causes all type 5 fields to be written to a work file (the extract file) for use in later
processing. This TAKE is supplied by Culprit; it is not required in the code.

Code

col. 2

▼

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5   25

REC LAST-NAME      15   15

REC DEPARTMENT    115   25

REC SALARY        160    5  3  DP=2

01OUT  D

01SORT LAST-NAME

013 EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION STATUS

010 MESSAGE '        '

010 AMOUNT DP=2
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0151*010 EMPLOYEE SZ=20    HH 'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

0151*020 MESSAGE           HH 'STATUS'

0151*030 AMOUNT SZ=10  F$  HH 'SALARY'

017010 IF SALARY LE 19000 500

017 MOVE 'SALARIED' TO MESSAGE

017 MOVE SALARY TO AMOUNT

017 TAKE

017500 MOVE 'HOURLY ' TO MESSAGE

017 COMPUTE (SALARY / 52) / 40  AMOUNT

Result

REPORT NO. 01        EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION STATUS    mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                             EMPLOYEE

                               NAME                               STATUS                           SALARY

                       ROY       ANDALE                          SALARIED                          $33,500.00

                       MICHAEL   ANGELO                          HOURLY                                 $8.65

                       HARRY     ARM                             SALARIED                          $46,000.00

                       MONTE     BANK                            SALARIED                          $80,000.00

                       JUNE      BLOOMER                         HOURLY                                 $7.21

                       CHARLES   BOWER                           SALARIED                          $38,500.00

                       C.        BREEZE                          SALARIED                          $38,000.00

                       RALPH     TYRO                            SALARIED                          $20,000.00

                       RICHARD   WAGNER                          SALARIED                          $47,000.00

                       ROGER     WILCO                           SALARIED                          $80,000.00

                       ROBBY     WILDER                          SALARIED                          $90,000.00

                       BETSY     ZEDI                            SALARIED                          $37,000.00

Direct Processing Flow

You can code a repeated procedure once and direct Culprit to repeat the procedure at any time.

To direct the processing flow, code the following:

• The word PERFORM on a processing parameter (type 7 or type 8). For more information about Type 8 parameters,
see Controlling Total Lines.

• The parameter sequence number where Culprit starts to process the repetitive statements.
• The word RETURN at the end of the block of repetitive statements. Keep the related PERFORM/RETURN within the

same parameter type.

Example: Code a Repeated Procedure
This example shows how to print a report that calculates employee bonuses based upon individual salary and
longevity. You use PERFORM/RETURN statements to execute the repetitive computation based on longevity.
Parameters

100
Directs processing to sequence line 100 when SALARY is greater than $15,000.
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PERFORM 500
Directs processing to sequence line 500 to calculate the longevity factor.

010
Directs processing to sequence line 010 if the calculated bonus is less than $500.

TAKE
Causes the type 5 line to be extracted.

200
Directs processing to sequence line 200 when SALARY is greater than $25,000.

110
Directs processing to sequence line 110 if the calculated bonus is less than $1200.

500
Tests START-YEAR. Employees who started before 1981 receive an additional $300 bonus. Those starting after
1981 receive an additional $100 bonus.

017520 RETURN
Directs processing back to the statement following the last PERFORM statement executed.

Code

col. 2

▼

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5   25

REC LAST-NAME      15   15

REC START-YEAR     97    2  2

REC SALARY        160    5  3  DP=2

01SORT LAST-NAME

013 EMPLOYEE BONUS REPORT

010 BONUS DP=2

0151*010 EMPLOYEE  SZ=20     HH 'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

0151*020 SALARY    SZ=10  F$ HH '   SALARY'

0151*030 BONUS     SZ=7   F$ HH ' BONUS'

017    IF SALARY GT 15000 100

017    COMPUTE SALARY X 0.02  BONUS

017    PERFORM 500

017    IF BONUS LT 500  010

017    MOVE 500 TO BONUS

017010 TAKE

017100 IF SALARY GT 25000  200

017    COMPUTE SALARY X 0.03  BONUS

017    PERFORM 500

017    IF BONUS LT 1200  110

017    MOVE 1200 TO BONUS

017110 TAKE
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017200 COMPUTE SALARY X 0.04  BONUS

017    PERFORM 500

017    IF BONUS LT 1800  210

017    MOVE 1800 TO BONUS

017210 TAKE

017500 IF START-YEAR LT 81  510

017    BONUS + 100 BONUS

017    RETURN

017510 BONUS + 300  BONUS

017520 RETURN

Result

REPORT NO. 01        EMPLOYEE BONUS REPORT           mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                            EMPLOYEE

                              NAME                                   SALARY                            BONUS

                      ROY       ANDALE                              $33,500.00                       $1,640.00

                      MICHAEL   ANGELO                              $18,000.00                         $840.00

                      HARRY     ARM                                 $46,000.00                       $1,800.00

                      MONTE     BANK                                $80,000.00                       $1,800.00

                      JUNE      BLOOMER                             $15,000.00                         $500.00

                      CHARLES   BOWER                               $38,500.00                       $1,800.00

                      C.        BREEZE                              $38,000.00                       $1,800.00

                       RALPH     TYRO                                $20,000.00                         $900.00

                      RICHARD   WAGNER                              $47,000.00                       $1,800.00

                      ROGER     WILCO                               $80,000.00                       $1,800.00

                      ROBBY     WILDER                              $90,000.00                       $1,800.00

                      BETSY     ZEDI                                $37,000.00                       $1,780.00

                                                                 $2,522,500.00                      $81,950.00

Control Total Lines

Advantage Culprit generates automatic total amounts for numeric fields that appear on type 5 lines. You can label and
control the printing of the total lines by using parameters that act upon data before it is printed on the report (the output
phase).

When working with total amounts, use the following parameters:

• Type 6 parameters to control the print lines.
• An OUT parameter with the T option to print total amounts only. (Use the D option to print detail lines only).
• A SORT parameter to obtain subtotals.
• Type 8 parameters to process the data.

Selectively Print Total Amounts

You can print only the totals you want by using type 6 parameters, and entering the following information from left to right:
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• A 2-digit report number
• The type 6 parameter
• The number of the total line
• The column placement consisting of either an asterisk followed by a 3-digit number for relative placement, or a 4-digit

number for specific placement.
• The spacing specification
• The name of the field you want to print on the total line.
• Additional options, such as size, number of decimal places, and special formatting.

Example

The coding example below uses the following parameters to print only the Salary total:

01
The number of the report.

6
Specifies a type 6 parameter.

1
Specifies the first total line.

*055
Specifies automatic page formatting with the salary total printed under the list of individual salaries.

0
Specifies a blank line before the total is printed.

SALARY
Specifies the field to total.

SZ=11 F$
Specifies the size of the total field to avoid truncation. The total is formatted with a dollar sign.

Coding Example

The following code prints only the Salary total:

col. 2

↓

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5   25

REC FIRST-NAME      5   10

REC LAST-NAME      15   15

REC START-YEAR     97    2   2

REC BIRTH-YEAR    109    2   2

REC DEPARTMENT    115   25

REC SALARY        160    5   3   DP=2

013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING BY DEPARTMENT

01SORT DEPARTMENT 0 SALARY D EMPLOYEE

0151*010 DEPARTMENT      HH 'DEPARTMENT'

0151*020 LAST-NAME SZ=10 HH '                 EMPLOYEE NAME'

0151*030 FIRST-NAME

0151*040 BIRTH-YEAR      HH 'BIRTH' 'YEAR'

0151*050 START-YEAR      HH 'START' 'YEAR'

0151*055 SALARY SZ=11 F$ HH ' ANNUAL SALARY'
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0161*0550SALARY SZ=11 F$

Coding Example Result 

The following example displays the output from the above coding example, for printing only the Salary total:

REPORT NO. 01      EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING BY DEPARTMENT      mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                                                                                    BIRTH      START

            DEPARTMENT                                 EMPLOYEE NAME                YEAR       YEAR     

 ANNUAL SALARY

      ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                 JENSON                      RUPERT      48         29        

 $82,000.00

      ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                 KIMBALL                     MARIANNE    49         19        

 $45,000.00

      ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                 HUTTON                      EDWARD      41          7        

 $44,000.00

      ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                 BLOOMER                     JUNE        60          5        

 $15,000.00

      ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                 KING                        DORIS       60         16        

 $14,500.00

      ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                 NICEMAN                     BRIAN       55          6        

 $14,000.00

                                                                                                         

 $214,500.00

      THERMOREGULATION                       CLOTH                      TERRY        45          2        

 $38,000.00

      THERMOREGULATION                       TIME                       MARK         58          5        

 $33,000.00

      THERMOREGULATION                       KASPAR                     JOE          40          5        

 $31,000.00

                                                                                                         

 $227,000.00

                                                                                                       

 $2,522,500.00

 

 

Label Total Lines

You can label each printed total by using type 6 parameters, and entering the following information:

• A type 6 parameter
• The text of the total line label, not a field name, enclosed in single quotation marks.

Example

The coding example below uses the following parameters to place a Salary label on a total line:

01
Specifies report 01.
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6
Specifies a type 6 parameter.

1
Specifies the first total line.

*040
Specifies automatic page formatting with the label starting to the left of the grand total.

0
Specifies a blank line before the total line.

'SALARY TOTAL='
Specifies the text for the total line label.

Coding Example

The following example displays the code for placing a Salary label on a total line:

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5 25

REC FIRST-NAME      5 10

REC LAST-NAME      15 15

REC START-YEAR     97  2 2

REC BIRTH-YEAR     19  2 2

REC DEPARTMENT    115 25

REC SALARY        160  5 3 DP=2

013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING

0151*010 DEPARTMENT        HH 'DEPARTMENT'

0151*020 LAST-NAME   SZ=10 HH '                EMPLOYEE NAME'

0151*030 FIRST-NAME

0151*040 BIRTH-YEAR        HH 'BIRTH' 'YEAR'

0151*050 START-YEAR        HH 'START' 'YEAR'

0151*055 SALARY    SZ=9 F$ HH '     ANNUAL SALARY'

0161*0400'SALARY TOTAL='

0161*055 SALARY   SZ=9 F$

Coding Example Result

The following example displays the output of the above code to place a label on a total line:

REPORT NO. 01       EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING      mm/dd/yy PAGE       1

                                                                             BIRTH    START

           DEPARTMENT                          EMPLOYEE NAME                  YEAR     YEAR      ANNUAL SALARY

ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                  BLOOMER                    JUNE        60        5        $15,000.00

ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                  HUTTON                     EDWARD      41        7        $44,000.00

ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                  JENSON                     RUPERT      48       29        $82,000.00

INTERNAL SOFTWARE                       LITERATA                   LARRY       55        9        $37,500.00

INTERNAL SOFTWARE                       O'HEARN                    KATHERINE   54        4        $42,500.00

INTERNAL SOFTWARE                       TYRO                       RALPH       55       21        $20,000.00

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION                HENDON                     HENRIETTA   33       21       $240,000.00

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION                PAPAZEUS                   THEMIS      35        7       $100,000.00
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EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION                RUPEE                      JOHN        33       23        $80,000.00

                                                                          SALARY TOTAL=        $2,522,500.00

Generate Only Total Amounts

You can produce a report that contains only totals of numeric fields that appear on type 5 lines. You specify a totals-only
report using the following information:

• The OUTPUT parameter with the totals-only option (OUT T)
• A type 5 parameter for each numeric field to be totaled
• A type 6 parameter for totals to be printed

Example

The coding example below uses the following parameters, to generate the total of all the salaries in a company:

T
Specifies totals only.

0151*020 SALARY
Specifies the type 5 parameter that retrieves and causes the individual salaries to be totaled.

6
Identifies the parameter type.

'ALL DEPARTMENTS'
Specifies the label for the total line.

SALARY
Specifies the field whose total is to be printed.

Coding Example

The following example displays the code for generating the total of all the salaries in a company:

col. 2

↓

IN 2 F 4 PS(TAPE)

REC SALARY 16 5 3 DP=2 'SALARY' 'TOTAL'

1OUT T

151*020 SALARY

1611 'ALL DEPARTMENTS' HH 'DEPARTMENT'

1612 SALARY SZ=1 HH 'TOTAL SALARIES'

Coding Example Result

The following example displays the output of the above coding example, for generating the total of all the salaries:

           DEPARTMENT               TOTAL SALARIES

         ALL DEPARTMENTS             2,522,500.00

Suppress All Totals

You can suppress all totals by specifying a details-only report on the OUT parameter, using the following information:
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• The 2-digit report number
• The word OUT
• The letter D, after skipping one or more spaces

Example

The coding example below uses the following parameters, to produce a listing of employee salaries and suppress totals:

01
The report number.

OUT
Specifies an OUTPUT parameter.

D
Specifies printing of only detail lines.

Coding Example

The following coding example displays the code for producing a listing of employee salaries and suppress totals:

col. 2

↓

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE     5    25             'EMPLOYEE NAME'

REC SALARY     160     5   3 DP=2    'ANNUAL SALARY'

01OUT D

13 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING

151*010 EMPLOYEE SZ=20          HR

151*020 SALARY SZ=11 F$         HR

Coding Example Results

The following example displays the output of the above code, to produce a listing of employee salaries and suppress
totals:

REPORT NO. 01            EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING        mm/dd/yy PAGE          1

              EMPLOYEE NAME                   ANNUAL SALARY

          TERRY      JANENS                       $38,000.00

          JOE        NGUYA                        $31,000.00

          MARK       TIME                         $33,000.00

          ROGER      WILCO                        $80,000.00

          ALBERT     BREEZE                       $38,000.00

          CAROLYN    CROW                         $37,500.00

          BURT       LANCHESTER                   $54,500.00

          RENE       MAKER                        $85,000.00

          DUDY B     LOOMER                       $15,000.00

          EDWARD     HUTTON                       $44,000.00
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Generate Subtotals

You can retrieve subtotals on a sorted field by creating a pause with a control break, using the following information:

• The 2-digit report number
• The word SORT
• The name of the field to be sorted
• The sort order (ascending or descending)
• The control break codes to manage what to do after the subtotal is printed

Example

The coding example below uses the following parameters to create a subtotal by department, insert two lines after each
subtotal, and list the salaries in descending order.  Duplicate salaries sort in alphabetical order by employee last name.

01
The report number.

SORT
Specifies the name of the field to sort.

DEPARTMENT
Specifies a sort on department.

• A dash ( - ) specifies a control break, which generates the subtotal and spacing for each department.

SALARY
Specifies a sort on the salary within each department.

D
Specifies to sort the salary in descending order, from largest to smallest. If the descending sort order is not
specified, by default the sort is in ascending order.

LAST-NAME
Specifies a sort on employees within the same salary and department.

In addition to the above parameters that define the sorted field, the following control break codes are used to manage
what to do after the subtotal is printed:

1
Start a new page.

0
Print one blank line.

Dash symbol ( - )
Print two blank lines.

Plus sign ( + )
Begin the next sorted field section immediately after the subtotal line.

Repeat specifying the field to sort, the sort order, and the control break code for each sorted field you define. To easily
distinguish a subtotal, configure at least one line between sorted fields.
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Coding Example

The following example displays the code used to create a subtotal by department, insert two lines after each subtotal, and
list the salaries in descending order.  Duplicate salaries sort in alphabetical order by employee last name.

col. 2

↓

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5   25

REC FIRST-NAME      5   10

REC LAST-NAME      15   15

REC DEPARTMENT    115   25

REC SALARY        160    5  3   DP=2

REC TITLE         171   20

13 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING BY DEPARTMENT

01SORT DEPARTMENT,- SALARY,D LAST-NAME

0151*010 DEPARTMENT      HH 'DEPARTMENT NAME'

0151*020 LAST-NAME SZ=1  HH '                    EMPLOYEE NAME'

0151*025 FIRST-NAME

0151*030 TITLE           HH 'JOB TITLE'

0151*040 SALARY          HH '    ANNUAL SALARY'

Coding Example Result

The following example displays the output of the above code that creates a subtotal by department:

REPORT NO. 01                 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING BY DEPARTMENT     mm/dd/yy PAGE         1

           DEPARTMENT NAME                                      EMPLOYEE NAME                              JOB

 TITLE                ANNUAL SALARY

     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                              JENSON                  RUPERT               MGR

 ACCTNG/PAYROLL              82,000.00

     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                              KIMBALL                 MARIANNE            

 ACCOUNTANT                      45,000.00

     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                              HUTTON                  EDWARD              

 FINANCIAL ANALYST               44,000.00

     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                              BLOOMER                 JUNE                 PAYROLL

 CLERK                   15,000.00

     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                              KING                    DORIS                AR

 CLERK                        14,500.00

     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                              NICEMAN                 BRIAN                AP

 CLERK                        14,000.00

                                                                                                                                   

  214,500.00

               

     BLUE SKIES                                          MOON                    DANIEL               MGR BLUE

 SKIES                  72,000.00

     BLUE SKIES                                          CLOUD                   BETH                 CUMULUS

 CARETAKER               52,750.00
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     BLUE SKIES                                          DONOVAN                 ALAN                 SUNSHINE

 SUPERVISOR             33,500.00

                                                                                                                                   

  158,250.00

     THERMOREGULATION                                    WILCO                   ROGER                MGR

 THERMOREGULATION              8,000.00

     THERMOREGULATION                                    FINN                    PHINEAS              KEEPER

 OF BALLOONS               45,000.00

     THERMOREGULATION                                    CLOTH                   TERRY                HUMIDITY

 CONTROL CLK             38,000.00

     THERMOREGULATION                                    TIME                    MARK                

 WINTERIZER                       33,000.00

     THERMOREGULATION                                    KASPAR                  JOE                 

 WINTERIZER                       31,000.00

                                                                                                                                    

  227,000.00

                                                                                                                                  

  2,522,500.00

 

Select Subtotal and Total Line Placement

You can define the placement of totals and labels in specific report column, using the following information:

• The 2-digit report number
• The type 6 parameter
• The field to appear on the first total print line
• The placement of the subtotal
• The field to be totaled.

NOTE

When the same numeric data item appears on both type 5 and type 6 parameters, both parameters must
contain identical information, such as size (SZ=) and decimal point placement (DP=). Heading information can
appear on either parameter, but not both.

Example

The coding example below uses the following parameters to print salary subtotal and grand total fields in a separate
column:

01
The report number.

6
The parameter type.

1
Specifies this field to appear on the first totals print line.

*055
Specifies automatic placement of the subtotal to the right of the individually listed fields to total.
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SALARY
Specifies the field to be totaled.

Coding Example

The following example displays the code for printing the salary subtotal and grand total fields in a separate column:

col. 2

↓

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5   25

REC FIRST-NAME      5   01

REC LAST-NAME      15   15

REC DEPARTMENT    115   25

REC SALARY        160    5   3   DP=2

REC TITLE         171   20

013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING BY DEPARTMENT

01SORT DEPARTMENT SALARY D LAST-NAME

0151*010 DEPARTMENT     HH 'DEPARTMENT'

0151*020 LAST-NAME SZ=1 HH '                   EMPLOYEE NAME'

0151*030 FIRST-NAME

0151*040 TITLE          HH 'JOB TITLE'

0151*050 SALARY         HH '    ANNUAL SALARY'

0161*055 SALARY

Coding Example Result

The following example displays the output of the above code to print subtotal and grand total fields in a separate column:

REPORT NO. 01           EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING BY DEPARTMENT    mm/dd/yy PAGE         1

          DEPARTMENT                                 EMPLOYEE NAME                      JOB TITLE            

  ANNUAL SALARY

  ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                      JENSON               RUPERT MGR           ACCTNG/PAYROLL       

    82,000.00

  ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                      KIMBALL              MARIANNE             ACCOUNTANT           

    45,000.00

  ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                      HUTTON               EDWARD               FINANCIAL ANALYST    

    44,000.00

  ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                      BLOOMER              JUNE                 PAYROLL

 CLERK            15,000.00

  ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                      KING                 DORIS                AR

 CLERK                 14,500.00

  ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                      NICEMAN              BRIAN                AP

 CLERK                 14,000.00

                                                                                                                               

  214,500.00

  BLUE SKIES                                  MOON                 DANIEL               MGR BLUE

 SKIES           72,000.00

  BLUE SKIES                                  CLOUD                BETH                 CUMULUS

 CARETAKER        52,750.00
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  BLUE SKIES                                  DONOVAN              ALAN                 SUNSHINE

 SUPERVISOR      33,500.00

                                                                                                              

                   158,250.00

  THERMOREGULATION                            WILCO                ROGER                MGR

 THERMOREGULATION       8,000.00

  THERMOREGULATION                            FINN                 PHINEAS              KEEPER OF

 BALLOONS        45,000.00

  THERMOREGULATION                            CLOTH                TERRY                HUMIDITY CONTROL

 CLK      38,000.00

  THERMOREGULATION                            TIME                 MARK                

 WINTERIZER                33,000.00

  THERMOREGULATION                            KASPAR               JOE                 

 WINTERIZER                31,000.00 

                                                                                                              

                    227,000.00

                                                                                                                          

      2,522,500.00

 

 

Selectively Print Output Lines

When you work with multiple levels of output (one or more control breaks), you can control when the output of each level
is printed, using the following information:

• The 2-digit report number
• The word SORT
• A type 6 parameter, to print the line
• A type 8 parameter, to act on the data
• A TAKE instruction on a Type 8 parameter, to specify which type 6 line to print and stop further processing for that

control break
• A DROP instruction on a type 8 parameter, to stop processing for that control break.
• A 3-digit sequence number

NOTE

Optionally, you can print output lines with a type 6 parameter alphanumeric work field. See "Print Output Lines
Using a Work Field," below.

Print Output Lines Using Type 8 Parameters

This section describes how to use type 8 parameters to print different salary totals.

Example

The coding example below uses the following type 8 parameters to print salary totals by employee job status, department,
and grand total:

• Specifies the report number.
• SORT Precedes the name of the field to sort.
• DEPARTMENT
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Specifies the field to sort.
• STATUS

Specifies to total salaries by employee job status
• 0

Specifies control breaks for subtotals.
• 61, 62, 63

Specifies groups of print lines used to label and print subtotal, total, and grand totals
• 8

Specifies a type 8 parameter that is used when testing control break levels.
• IF LEVL EQ 1 100

Specifies that when the value of STATUS changes, go to line 100 of the type 8 parameter code.
• IF LEVL EQ 2 200

Specifies that when the value of DEPARTMENT changes, to to line 200 of the type 8 parameter code.
• IF LEVL EQ 3 300

Specifies that when all the records are processes, go to line 300 of the type 8 parameter code.
• TAKE 1

Specifies to print line 1 of the type 6 parameter code.
• TAKE 2

Specifies to print line 2 of the type 6 parameter code.
• TAKE 3

Specifies to print line 2 of the type 6 parameter code.

Coding Example

The following example displays the code for printing salary totals by employee job status, department, and grand total:

col. 2

↓ IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE          5    25

REC FIRST-NAME        5    10

REC LAST-NAME        15    15

REC STATUS           82     2

REC DEPARTMENT      115    25

REC SALARY          160     5  3  DP=2

REC TITLE           171    20

013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING

01SORT DEPARTMENT - STATUS 0  SALARY D

0151*010 DEPARTMENT        HH 'DEPARTMENT'

0151*020 LAST-NAME SZ=10   HH '                   EMPLOYEE NAME'

0151*025 FIRST-NAME

0151*030 TITLE             HH 'TITLE'

0151*035 STATUS            HH 'STATUS'  'CODE'

0151*040 SALARY SZ=10      HH '     ANNUAL SALARY'

0161*0300'STATUS CODE TOTAL'

0161*040 SALARY SZ=10

0162*0300'DEPARTMENT TOTAL'

0162*040 SALARY SZ=10

0163*0300'GRAND TOTAL'

0163*040 SALARY SZ=10

018010   IF LEVL EQ 1 100

018020   IF LEVL EQ 2 200
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018030   IF LEVL EQ 3 300

018100   TAKE 1

018200   TAKE 2

018300   TAKE 3

Code Example Result: 

The following example displays the output of the above code, to print three different totals:

REPORT NO. 01       EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING     mm/dd/yy  PAGE    1

                                                                                                             

 STATUS

             DEPARTMENT                              EMPLOYEE NAME                          TITLE            

  CODE         ANNUAL SALARY

       PERSONNEL                              PEOPLES              ELEANOR           MGR PERSONNEL           

   01           80,000.00

       PERSONNEL                              ORGRATZI             MADELINE          RECRUITER/INTERVWR      

   01           39,000.00

       PERSONNEL                              FITZHUGH             TOM               PERSONNEL CLERK         

   01           13,000.00

                                                                                      STATUS CODE TOTAL      

               132,000.00

       PERSONNEL                              JOHNSON              CYNTHIA           PERSONNEL CLERK         

   05           13,500.00

                                                                                      STATUS CODE TOTAL      

                13,500.00

                                                                                       DEPARTMENT TOTAL      

               145,500.00

       PUBLIC RELATIONS                       BANK                 DONTE             MGR PUBLIC RELATIONS    

   01           80,000.00

       PUBLIC RELATIONS                       PENMAN               LAURA             PR WRITER               

   01           39,000.00

       PUBLIC RELATIONS                       JACKSON              JOCK              SPORTS CONSULTANT       

   01           34,000.00

       PUBLIC RELATIONS                       ANGELO               MICHAEL           ILLUSTRATOR             

   01           18,000.00

       PUBLIC RELATIONS                       MCDOUGALL            CAROL             PASTE-UP ARTIST         

   01           18,000.00

                                                                                      STATUS CODE TOTAL      

               189,000.00

       PUBLIC RELATIONS                       ZEDI                 BETSY             PR WRITER               

   05           37,000.00

                                                                                      STATUS CODE TOTAL      

                37,000.00
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                                                                                       DEPARTMENT TOTAL      

               226,000.00

                                                                                        GRAND TOTAL          

             2,554,718.00

Print Output Lines Using a Work Field

In addition to using the type 8 parameters to print different total lines, described above, you can set up and place the total
line labels using type 6 parameters.

Example

The coding example below adds the following type 6 parameters to identify total line labels, for printing salary totals by
employee job status, department, and grand total:

0
Identifies the work field

TOTAL-MESSAGE
Creates a space holder for the labels of the total line fields.
You use a single quotation mark at the beginning and end of the field.  Create enough space to accommodate the
maximum number of letters needed for the total line label. For example, if the longest total line label is STATUS
CODE TOTAL, you create a space with 17 characters between the single quotation marks.

MOVE
Places the total line label in the work field.

Coding Example

The follow example displays the type 8 and type 6 parameter codes for printing salary totals by employee job status,
department, and grand total. (Only the type 6 parameters are in bold print.):

col. 2

↓

REC EMPLOYEE          5    25

REC FIRST-NAME        5    10

REC LAST-NAME        15    15

REC STATUS           82     2

REC DEPARTMENT      115    25

REC SALARY          160     5  3  DP=2

REC TITLE           171    20

013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING

01SORT DEPARTMENT - STATUS 0 SALARY D

010 TOTAL-MESSAGE '                  '

0151*010 DEPARTMENT      HH 'DEPARTMENT'

0151*020 LAST-NAME SZ=10 HH '                  EMPLOYEE NAME'

0151*030 FIRST-NAME

0151*040 TITLE           HH 'TITLE'

0151*050 STATUS          HH 'STATUS' 'CODE'

0151*060 SALARY SZ=10    HH '    ANNUAL SALARY'

0161*0400 TOTAL-MESSAGE

0161*060  SALARY SZ=10

018010    IF LEVL EQ 1 100
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018020    IF LEVL EQ 2 200

018030    IF LEVL EQ 3 300

018100    MOVE 'STATUS CODE TOTAL' TO TOTAL-MESSAGE

018110    TAKE

018200    MOVE 'DEPARTMENT TOTAL' TO TOTAL-MESSAGE

018210    TAKE

018300    MOVE 'GRAND TOTAL' TO TOTAL-MESSAGE

018310    TAKE

Coding Example Result

The following example displays the output of the above code, to print salary totals by employee job status, department,
and grand total:

REPORT NO. 01       EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING           mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                                                                                                            

 STATUS

             DEPARTMENT                                  EMPLOYEE NAME                      TITLE            

 CODE           ANNUAL SALARY

     PERSONNEL                                    PEOPLES                ELEANOR     MGR PERSONNEL            

 01              80,000.00

     PERSONNEL                                    ORGRATZI               MADELINE    RECRUITER/INTERVWR       

 01              39,000.00

     PERSONNEL                                    FITZHUGH               TOM         PERSONNEL CLERK          

 01              13,000.00

                                                                                      STATUS CODE

 TOTAL                       132,000.00

 

     PERSONNEL                                    JOHNSON                CYNTHIA     PERSONNEL CLERK          

 05              13,500.00

                                                                                      STATUS CODE

 TOTAL                        13,500.00

                                                                                       DEPARTMENT

 TOTAL                       145,500.00

 

     PUBLIC RELATIONS                             BANK                   DONTE       MGR PUBLIC RELATIONS     

 01              80,000.00

     PUBLIC RELATIONS                             PENMAN                 LAURA       PR WRITER                

 01              39,000.00

     PUBLIC RELATIONS                             JACKSON                JOCK        SPORTS CONSULTANT        

 01              34,000.00

     PUBLIC RELATIONS                             ANGELO                 MICHAEL     ILLUSTRATOR              

 01              18,000.00

     PUBLIC RELATIONS                             MCDOUGALL              CAROL       PASTE-UP ARTIST          

 01              18,000.00

                                                                                      STATUS CODE

 TOTAL                       189,000.00
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     PUBLIC RELATIONS                             ZEDI                   BETSY       PR WRITER                

 05              37,000.00

                                                                                      STATUS CODE

 TOTAL                        37,000.00

                                                                                       DEPARTMENT

 TOTAL                       226,000.00

                                                                                         GRAND

 TOTAL                        2,554,718.00

Obtain Sort Field Values

You can obtain the value of a numeric sort key when control breaks occur and when the last detail line for a control break
is processed, if the following conditions are true:

• The field appears on a SORT parameter
• The field does not appear on a type 5 edit line.

Example

The code example below uses the following parameters to create a report that lists hourly employees who make less than
$19,000 annually, sorts the salaries in ascending order, and prints the highest hourly wage:

0 AMOUNT
Defines a numeric work field to hold the hourly wage computation.

SORT
AMOUNT
Specifies sorting of AMOUNT in ascending order, for the last amount to represent the highest hourly wage.

62
Specifies that the second type 6 line labels and prints the last value for AMOUNT.

Code Example

The following example displays the code for creating a report that lists hourly employees who make less than $19,000
annually, sorts the salaries in ascending order, and prints the highest hourly wage:

col. 2

↓

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5 25

REC LAST-NAME      15 15

REC DEPARTMENT    115 25

REC SALARY        160  5  3 DP=2

SEL SALARY LE 19000

01OUT 80

01SORT AMOUNT

013 UNSALARIED EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION

010 AMOUNT DP=2

0151*010 EMPLOYEE          HH 'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

0151*020 SALARY SZ=9  F$   HH 'ANNUAL SALARY'

0161*020 SALARY SZ=9  F$

0162*0150'HIGHEST HOURLY WAGE'

0162*030 AMOUNT SZ=9  F$

017010 COMPUTE (SALARY / 52) / 40 AMOUNT
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Code Example Result

The following example displays the output of the code example above, to create a report that lists hourly employees who
make less than $19,000 annually, sorts the salaries in ascending order, and prints the highest hourly wage:

REPORT NO. 01      UNSALARIED EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION     mm/dd/yy PAGE    1

         EMPLOYEE

           NAME                                 ANNUAL SALARY

NANCY     TERNER                                   $13,000.00

TOM       FITZHUGH                                 $13,000.00

CYNTHIA   JOHNSON                                  $13,500.00

BRIAN     NICEMAN                                  $14,000.00

ROBIN     GARDNER                                  $14,000.00

SANDY     KRAAMER                                  $14,000.00

DORIS     KING                                     $14,500.00

GEORGE    FONRAD                                   $14,750.00

JUNE      BLOOMER                                  $15,000.00

MICHAEL   ANGELO                                   $18,000.00

CAROL     MCDOUGALL                                $18,000.00

HERBERT   LIPSICH                                  $18,500.00

                                                  $180,250.00

                           HIGHEST HOURLY WAGE                     $8.89

Obtain Sorted Work Field Values

You can obtain the value of an alphanumeric work field when a control break occurs or when the last detail line for a
control break is processed.

Use the following parameters to enter the work field value:

SORT
Specifies to sort by the work field.

MESSAGE
Specifies the alphanumeric work field.

Example

The coding example below uses the following parameters to sort on the work field to print a report that lists employees by
executive, salaried, and hourly categories.

SORT MESSAGE - SALARY
Specifies to sort on the salary work field.

AMOUNT
The work field that holds the hourly wage computation.

0152*030
Specifies a second print line for the hourly wage.
+

Specifies to print the amount on the first line (overprint).
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AMOUNT
Specifies printing the hourly wages.

SALARY
Specifies printing the total salary at a control break.

IF SALARY LE 19 500
Monitors for salaries less than or equal to $19,900. If true, line 500 is executed.

IF SALARY GT 19 50000 600
Monitors for salaries greater than $50,000. If true, line 600 is executed.

MOVE
'SALARIED' TO MESSAGE
Places the salary wage in the work field.

TAKE 1
Specifies printing the first detail line.

MOVE
'HOURLY' TO MESSAGE
Places the hourly wage in the work field.

COMPUTE
(SALARY / 52) / 40 AMOUNT
Calculates the hourly salary.

TAKE (1 2)
Specifies extracting the first and second detail lines.

MOVE
'EXECUTIVE' TO MESSAGE
Places the executive job status in the work field, if the salary is greater than $50,000.

TAKE 1
Specifies printing the first detail line.

Coding Example

The following example displays the code for sorting on the work field to print a report that lists employees by executive,
salaried, and hourly categories:

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC EMPLOYEE        5    25

REC LAST-NAME      15    10

REC DEPARTMENT    115    25

REC SALARY        160     5  3  DP=2

01SORT MESSAGE - SALARY

013 EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION STATUS

010 MESSAGE '           '

010 AMOUNT DP=2

0151*010 EMPLOYEE         HH 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

0151*020 MESSAGE     HH 'STATUS'

0152*030+AMOUNT SZ=9 F$  HH '       HOURLY RATE'

0151*040 SALARY SZ=9 F$  HH 'ANNUAL SALARY'

0161*0400 SALARY SZ=9 F$

017010 IF SALARY LE 19000 500

017020 IF SALARY GT 50000 600
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017    MOVE 'SALARIED ' TO MESSAGE

017    TAKE 1

017500 MOVE 'HOURLY    ' TO MESSAGE

017    COMPUTE (SALARY / 52) / 40 AMOUNT

017    TAKE (1 2)

017600 MOVE 'EXECUTIVE' TO MESSAGE

017    TAKE 1

Coding Example Result

The following example displays the output of the above code for sorting on the work field to print a report that lists
employees by executive, salaried, and hourly categories:

REPORT NO. 01      EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION STATUS      mm/dd/yy  PAGE   1

                   EMPLOYEE NAME                     STATUS

                                                                                                   ANNUAL

 SALARY

                                                                           HOURLY RATE

         BETH      CLOUD                             EXECUTIVE                                       

 $52,750.00

         BURT      LANCHESTER                        EXECUTIVE                                       

 $54,500.00

 

         ROBBY     WILDER                            EXECUTIVE                                       

 $90,000.00 

         THEMIS    PAPAZEUS                          EXECUTIVE                                      

 $100,000.00

         HENRIETTA HENDON                            EXECUTIVE                                      

 $240,000.00

                                                                                                  

 $1,291,250.00

         DORIS     KING                              HOURLY                                          

 $14,500.00

         GEORGE    FONRAD                            HOURLY                                          

 $14,750.00

         JUNE      BLOOMER                           HOURLY                                          

 $15,000.00

         MICHAEL   ANGELO                            HOURLY                                          

 $18,000.00

         CAROL     MCDOUGALL                         HOURLY                                          

 $18,000.00

         HERBERT   LIPSICH                           HOURLY                                          

 $18,500.00

                                                                                                    

 $180,250.00
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         TERENCE   KLWELLEN                         SALARIED                                         

 $43,000.00 

         EDWARD    HUTTON                           SALARIED                                         

 $44,000.00  

         MARIANNE  KIMBALL                          SALARIED                                        

  $45,000.00

         PHINEAS   FINN                             SALARIED                                        

  $45,000.00

         HARRY     ARM                              SALARIED                                        

  $46,000.00

         RICHARD   WAGNER                           SALARIED                                        

  $47,000.00 

    

                                                                                                  

 $1,051,000.00

                                                                                                  

 $2,522,500.00

Generate Reports From Database Files

Culprit reports can be written from data stored in a database as well as from data stored in standard files.

You need to obtain the following information about your IDMS/DB database before you code your report:

• The data dictionary name, if you are not using the primary dictionary of your installation
• The name of the subschema that describes the database record types and fields that Culprit accesses to build the

report
• A data structure diagram, similar to that shown in the following figure
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List Data

You can list related occurrences of records in the database.

How to Do It

To access the database, code:

1. A DATABASE parameter with the DICTNAME= option if you are using an alternate dictionary
2. An INPUT parameter with the following information:

a. DB to specify that the report is accessing a database
b. SS= with the name of the subschema you are using
c. The path name (PATH-ID)
d. The name of each record as it is encountered on the path

3. Type 5 parameters with appropriate field names (as listed in the subschema)

 
Note: Culprit automatically generates REC parameters from the definitions stored in the data dictionary. REC parameters
do not have to be coded unless you want field names or data types that are different from those given in the subschema.

Example: List Employee Data 
Objective This report lists all employee name, ID, start date, and job title information stored in the Personnel
database. Any employee having more than one job title in the course of employment is listed each time the job
title changes. Numeric fields are not edited. Parameters

DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT
DATABASE specifies the database parameter. If used, it must always be the first parameter.
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DICTNAME=DOCUDICT specifies DOCUDICT as the dictionary used for the report.
IN DB SS=EMPSS01

DB specifies a database as the data source.
SS=EMPSS01 specifies EMPSS01 as the subschema used.

PATHAA EMPLOYEE EMPOSITION JOB
PATH specifies the PATH parameter.
AA names the path.
EMPLOYEE EMPOSITION JOB specifies the related database records used as a path through the database.

0151*010 EMP-NAME-0415 

0151*020 EMP-ID-0415 

0151*030 START-DATE-0420 

0151*040 TITLE-0440

The field names are the same as those used in the database. Complete Code

col. 2

▼

DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

IN DB SS=EMPSS01

PATHAA EMPLOYEE EMPOSITION JOB

01OUT 80 D

013 EMPLOYEE LISTING

0151*010 EMP-NAME-0415          HH ' ' 'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

0151*020 EMP-ID-0415             HH 'EMPLOYEE' 'ID'

0151*030 START-DATE-0420       HH 'START' 'DATE'

0151*040 TITLE-0440              HH 'JOB' 'TITLE'

Result

REPORT NO. 01       EMPLOYEE LISTING            mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

             EMPLOYEE            EMPLOYEE    START             JOB

               NAME                 ID        DATE            TITLE

    KATHERINE O'HEARN                23      790505    PROGRAMMER/ANALYST

    KATHERINE O'HEARN                23      780504    PROGRAMMER TRAINEE

    ROBBY     WILDER                472      790716    DIR CORP CONFUSION

    BURT      LANCHESTER            301      800203    RAINMAKER

    BURT      LANCHESTER            301      770203    RAINMAKER

    BURT      LANCHESTER            301      750203    RAINMAKER

    VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ              27      810909    PROGRAMMER/ANALYST

    THEMIS    PAPAZEUS              471      820101    DIR WEATHER

    THEMIS    PAPAZEUS              471      780907    MGR BRAINSTORMING

    MONTE     BANK                    7      780430    MGR PUBLIC RELATIONS

    CAROLYN   CROW                  334      790617    RAINDANCE CONSULTANT

    CAROL     MCDOUGALL             127      800607    PASTE-UP ARTIST

    JULIE     JENSEN                 19      820929    PROGRAMMER/ANALYST
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Use Logical Records

Logical records allow reports to be created from data stored in the database with no concern for where the information is
located. All you need to know is the name of the logical record and the fields contained in the record.

How to Do It

When using logical records, code:

1. A DATABASE parameter with the DICTNAME= option if an alternate dictionary is being used
2. An INPUT DB parameter with the SS= keyword and the subschema name
3. Type 5 parameters with appropriate field names

Example: List Employee Data from a Logical Record
Objective This report lists employee information from data contained in the logical record EMP-JOB-LR.
Parameters

REC START-DATE 79 6 2
REC START-DATE redefines the date field as numeric to allow automatic formatting.

PATHAA EMP-JOB-LR
EMP-JOB-LR is the logical record containing data from the database.

01OUT D
D suppresses totaling of the EMP-ID-0415 field.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

REC START-DATE  79  6  2

PATHAA EMP-JOB-LR

01OUT D

013 EMPLOYEE LISTING

0151*005 EMP-ID-0415            HH 'ID'

0151*010 EMP-NAME-0415          HH ' ' 'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

0151*020 TITLE-0440             HH 'JOB TITLE'

0151*030 START-DATE       FD    HH 'START DATE'

Result

REPORT NO. 01       EMPLOYEE LISTING            mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                                                      EMPLOYEE

                   ID                                   NAME                          JOB TITLE           START DATE

                    23                       KATHERINE O'HEARN                   PROGRAMMER/

ANALYST        79/05/05

                    23                       KATHERINE O'HEARN                   PROGRAMMER TRAINEE        78/05/04

                   472                       ROBBY     WILDER                    DIR CORP CONFUSION        79/07/16

                   301                       BURT      LANCHESTER                RAINMAKER                 80/02/03

                   301                       BURT      LANCHESTER                RAINMAKER                 77/02/03

                   301                       BURT      LANCHESTER                RAINMAKER                 75/02/03
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                    27                       VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ                 PROGRAMMER/

ANALYST        81/09/09

                   471                       THEMIS    PAPAZEUS                  DIR WEATHER               82/01/01

                   471                       THEMIS    PAPAZEUS                  MGR BRAINSTORMING         78/09/07

                     7                       MONTE     BANK                      MGR PUBLIC RELATION       78/04/30

                   334                       CAROLYN   CROW                      RAINDANCE CONSULTAN       79/06/17

                   127                       CAROL     MCDOUGALL                 PASTE-

UP ARTIST           80/06/07

                    19                       JULIE     JENSEN                    PROGRAMMER/

ANALYST        82/09/29

Select Data for a Report

Data that meets specified criteria can be selected for a report by applying selection criteria to logical records.

How to Do It

Data can be selected:

1. With conditional statements set up by a WHERE clause. This retrieves only those records with a job ID equal to 3051.
2. By searching for defined values with CONTAINS or MATCHES patterns:

– Retrieves employee records where the character set CAS appears somewhere in the name.
– Retrieves employee records where the first three characters of the employee name are CAS.
– Retrieves employee records where names start with CA followed by any alphabetic character.
– Retrieves employee records where ids start with 02 followed by any two digits.

Example: Specify Data Selection Criteria for a Report
Objective This report lists information about those employees with both the word ENTRY in their job title and
ids in the ranges 0001 to 0048 and 0999 to 9999. Parameters

PATHAA EMPLOYEE-TABLE WHERE 

(EMP-ID-0415 LE '0048' OR

*   EMP-ID-0415 GT '0999')

*   AND DEPT-ID-0410 GT '1000'

EMPLOYEE-TABLE names the logical record containing database data. WHERE forms a compound
conditional statement to specify the criteria for record retrieval. * specifies a continuation line. Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

 IN DB SS=EMPSS09

 PATHAA EMPLOYEE-TABLE WHERE (EMP-ID-0415 LE '0048' OR

*                         EMP-ID-0415 GT '0999')

*                  AND DEPT-ID-0410 GT '1000'

 01OUT D

 013 EMPLOYEE LISTING

 0151*005 EMP-ID-0415            HH 'ID'

 0151*010 EMP-NAME-0415          HH ' ' 'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

 0151*020 DEPT-ID-0410           HH 'DEPT ID'

Result

REPORT NO. 01       EMPLOYEE LISTING            mm/dd/yy PAGE     1
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                                                             EMPLOYEE

                          ID                                   NAME                                 DEPT ID

                            7                       MONTE     BANK                                   4000

                            4                       HERBERT   CRANE                                  3200

                           24                       JANE      DOUGH                                  3100

                           32                       JANE      FERNDALE                               3200

                           45                       GEORGE    FONRAD                                 3200

                           29                       JAMES     GALLWAY                                3100

                            3                       JENNIFER  GARFIELD                               3100

                           28                       PERCY     GRANGER                                3100

                           27                       VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ                              3100

                           20                       JAMES     JACOBI                                 3100

                           19                       JULIE     JENSEN                                 3100

                           11                       RUPERT    JENSON                                 2000

                           16                       TERENCE   KLWELLEN                               3200

                           31                       HERBERT   LIPSICH                                3200

                           35                       LARRY     LITERATA                               3100

                           15                       RENE      MAKER                                  5100

                           23                       KATHERINE O'HEARN                                3100

                           48                       NANCY     TERNER                                 3200

                           21                       RALPH     TYRO                                   3100

     

Debugging a Culprit Report
A Culprit report is debugged by using a combination of standard debugging techniques and the informational, warning,
error, and statistical messages provided by Culprit. The following procedural sequence, recommended for finding errors in
Culprit coding, uses standard and Culprit techniques:

1. Desk check the code.
2. Review Culprit listings, messages, and error codes, including buffer dumps.

For detailed information, see Culprit Messages and Codes.
3. Use procedure module CULLUS48.
4. Print unsorted listings of data and walk through program logic with the data (play computer).
5. Print information beyond that required for the report.
6. Force buffer dumps.

The topics in this section summarize Culprit capabilities that can be useful in debugging.

Reviewing Culprit Listings and Messages

Culprit generates a sequential parameter listing, an input parameter listing, and runtime messages in addition to printed
reports. Through these listings, errors can be flagged from all of Culprit's processing phases.

Sequential Parameter Listing

Preliminary parameter syntax diagnostics (precompile phase) are printed in the sequential parameter listing.
Diagnostics are printed immediately below an invalid parameter or at the end of the listing. Asterisks (*) may underline the
field in error:

                                          REC SALARY      160
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                                                          ***

         E  INCOMPLETE PARAMETER CARD

Input Parameter Listing

Warning and error messages produced during parameter validation (compile phase) are printed on the input parameter
listing. Error messages relating to a particular input parameter appear below the invalid parameter. Errors relating to the
entire report are listed at the end. The final message indicates if the extract phase was performed:

mm/dd/yy                       INPUT PARAMETER LISTING                              volser Vnn.n  PAGE     1

********

INPUT    RECORD TYPE BLOCK  FILE DESCRIPTION...

********

 INPUT   00200   F   00400  PS(TAPE)  LT=S

********

REC      START  SIZE  TYPE  DP    FIELD-NAME                  RECORD-NAME,LEVEL

********

 REC     00160  00007   3   2 SALARY                           'SALARY'       'TOTAL'

mm/dd/yy                     INPUT PARAMETER LISTING                              volser Vnn.n  PAGE     2

********

OUTPUT   RECORD BLOCK T/D  FILE DESCRIPTION...

********

 01 OUT                T

********

EDIT     LINE CC COLUMN  VALUE OR FIELD-NAME AND EDIT OPTIONS...

********

 01  5     1       *020   SALARY

********

EDIT     LINE CC COLUMN  VALUE OR FIELD-NAME AND EDIT OPTIONS...

********

 01  6     1       *010   'ALL DEPARTMENTS'   HH        'DEPARTMENT'

 01  6     1       *020   SALARY    SZ=0010   HH        'TOTAL SALARIES'

 C300106 EXTRACT WILL BE PERFORMED

 C300119 PROFILE OPTION IN EFFECT: RELEASE =  6

Runtime Messages

Processing errors resulting from input-file processing, buffer dumps, and end-of-file statistics are listed in run-time
messages (extract phase):

• Processing errors include database access and file-matching operations.
• Buffer dumps show the contents of the input buffer in character and hexadecimal representation when an error occurs

in input processing.
If an error condition does not create a buffer dump, the dump can be forced by creating a zero-divide condition in the
Culprit program:

010 ZERO

   .

   .

   .

017    ZERO / ZERO  ZERO

The dump looks like this:
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mm/dd/yy                      RUN TIME MESSAGES                                 volser Vnn.n  PAGE     1

  C350023 INVALID NUMERIC DATA ENCOUNTERED IN REPORT 01

  (CONT) ERROR OCCURRED DURING PROCESSING DETAIL   LINE 1 FIELD   1

  (CONT) MOST RECENT SUBSCRIPT VALUE            0

  (CONT) INPUT BUFFER NUMBER            1

  (CONT) RECORD BUFFER DUMP

               CHAR   0069JUNE      BLOOMER        14 ZITHER TERR      LEXINGTON      MA01675          0103955781880050500

               ZONE   FFFFDEDC444444CDDDDCD44444444FF4ECECCD4ECDD444444DCECDCEDD444444DCFFFFF4444444444FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

               DIGIT  0069145500000023664590000000014099385903599000000357957365000000410167500000000000103955781880050500

                     01...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40....5...50....5...60....5...70....5...80....5...90....5...00

               CHAR   0000    600425ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                  PAYROLL CLERK

               ZONE   FFFF4444FFFFFFCCCDEDECDC4CDC4DCEDDDD4444444444444444444444401000444444DCEDDDD4CDCDD44444444444444444

               DIGIT  000000006004251336453957015407189633000000000000000000000000500C000000718963303359200000000000000000

                    101...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40....5...50....5...60....5...70....5...80....5...90....5...00

mm/dd/yy                 RUN TIME MESSAGES                                 volser Vnn.n  PAGE    25

  C350023 INVALID NUMERIC DATA ENCOUNTERED IN REPORT 01

  (CONT) ERROR OCCURRED DURING PROCESSING DETAIL   LINE 1 FIELD   1

  (CONT) MOST RECENT SUBSCRIPT VALUE            0

  (CONT) INPUT BUFFER NUMBER           25

  (CONT) RECORD BUFFER DUMP

               CHAR   0341RICHARD   MUNYON         17 BLACKHILL DR     WESTWOOD       MA02090          0111100208180111400

               ZONE   FFFFDCCCCDC444DEDEDD444444444FF4CDCCDCCDD4CD44444ECEEEDDC4444444DCFFFFF4444444444FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

               DIGIT  0341993819400044586500000000017023132893304900000652366640000000410209000000000000111100208180111400

                     01...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40....5...50....5...60....5...70....5...80....5...90....5...00

               CHAR   0000    501214BRAINSTORMING                                           SNOWBLOWER

               ZONE   FFFF4444FFFFFFCDCCDEEDDDCDC4444444444444444444444444444444403000444444EDDECDDECD44444444444444444444

               DIGIT  000000005012142919523694957000000000000000000000000000000000600C000000256623665900000000000000000000

                    101...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40....5...50....5...60....5...70....5...80....5...90....5...00

  ********************

  C350033 NUMBER OF EXTRACT DATA ERRORS HAS EXCEEDED     25

  C350037 MESSAGES SUPPRESSED UNTIL END OF FILE

  ********************

***********  END OF FILE  ******************************************************

          56 INPUT RECORDS READ

        56 DATA ERRORS OCCURRED IN EXTRACT LOGIC

        56 ERRORS IN REPORT 01

                                   DEPARTMENT                                     TOTAL SALARIES

                                ALL DEPARTMENTS

  C750009 RECORDS WRITTEN FOR REPORT 01 --           3

• End-of-file statistics are generated at the conclusion of extract file processing. The amount of information depends
upon the type of run:

mm/dd/yy                     RUN TIME MESSAGES                                 volser Vnn.n  PAGE     1

  C350023 INVALID NUMERIC DATA ENCOUNTERED IN REPORT 01 ◄------------ CAUSE OF DUMP 

  (CONT) ERROR OCCURRED DURING PROCESSING DETAIL   LINE 1 FIELD   1 ◄─┐                                             CHARACTER 

  (CONT) MOST RECENT SUBSCRIPT VALUE            0                     ├── WHERE DUMP OCCURRED                   ┌── REPRESENTATION 

  (CONT) INPUT BUFFER NUMBER            1                           ◄─┘                                         │   OF INPUT BUFFER 

  (CONT) RECORD BUFFER DUMP                                                                                     ▼
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               CHAR   0069JUNE      BLOOMER        14 ZITHER TERR      LEXINGTON      MA01675          0103955781880050500

               ZONE   FFFFDEDC444444CDDDDCD44444444FF4ECECCD4ECDD444444DCECDCEDD444444DCFFFFF4444444444FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF ◄─┐

               DIGIT  0069145500000023664590000000014099385903599000000357957365000000410167500000000000103955781880050500   ├──┐

                     01...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40....5...50....5...60....5...70....5...80....5...90....5...00 ◄─┘  │

                                                                                                                                │

                                                                                                                                │

                                                                                                   HEX REPRESENTATION   ────────┘

                                                                                                     OF INPUT BUFFER

The Report

Logic and format errors, generated in the output phase, can frequently be detected by reviewing the printed report.
Error messages are printed where the processing problem occurs to the limit set in the OE= specification on the PROFILE
parameter:

REPORT NO. 01           AVERAGE START AGE BY DEPARTMENT AND STATUS                         mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                                             STATUS     START                                                  BIRTH

           DEPARTMENT         EMPLOYEE NAME   CODE      YEAR                                                   YEAR        AGE

   ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL       BLOOMER        01         80                                                     60         20

   ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL       HUTTON         01         77                                                     41         36

   ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL       JENSON         01         80                                                     48         32

   ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL       KIMBALL        01         78                                                     49         29

   ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL       KING           01         80                                                     60         20

   ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL       NICEMAN        01         80                                                     55         25

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:                      6

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                                     27

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY DEPARTMENT:                       6

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                                     27

   BLUE SKIES                   CLOUD          01         77                                                     45         32

   BLUE SKIES                   DONOVAN        01         81                                                     51         30

   BLUE SKIES                   MOON           01         78                                                     44         34

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:                      3

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                                     32

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY DEPARTMENT:                       3

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                                     32

   BRAINSTORMING                BREEZE         01         79                                                     34         45

   BRAINSTORMING                CROW           01         79                                                     44         35

   BRAINSTORMING                LANCHESTER     01         75                                                     32         43

   BRAINSTORMING                MAKER          01         78                                                     45         33

   BRAINSTORMING                MUNYON         01         80                                                     50         30

   BRAINSTORMING                WAGNER         01         78                                                     34         44

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:                      6

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                                     38

   BRAINSTORMING                ANDALE         03         78                                                     60         18

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:                      1

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE 

                                   18
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REPORT NO. 01            AVERAGE START AGE BY DEPARTMENT AND STATUS                        mm/dd/

yy  PAGE     4

                                             STATUS     START                                                  BIRTH

           DEPARTMENT         EMPLOYEE NAME   CODE      YEAR                                                   YEAR        AGE

   PUBLIC RELATIONS             MCDOUGALL      01         80                                                     59         21

   PUBLIC RELATIONS             PENMAN         01         77                                                     44         33

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:                      6

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                                     28

   PUBLIC RELATIONS             ZEDI           05         76                                                     40         36

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:                      1

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                                     36

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY DEPARTMENT:                       7

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                                     29

   THERMOREGULATION             CLOTH          01         79                                                     45         34

   THERMOREGULATION             FINN           01         79                                                     38         41

   THERMOREGULATION             TIME           01         81                                                     58         23

   THERMOREGULATION             WILCO          01         79                                                     50         29

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:                      4

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                                     32

   THERMOREGULATION             KASPAR         04         80                                                     40         40

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:                      1

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                                     40

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY DEPARTMENT:                       5

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                                     33

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEEES FOR THE COMPANY:                   56

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                                     31

  C750009 RECORDS WRITTEN FOR REPORT 01 --         139

Using CULLUS48

Status or diagnostic messages can be added to the run-time message section of a Culprit job by using the CULLUS48
user module. A message containing up to 132 characters can be executed in type 7 logic, as follows:

 010 MESSAGE '0 THIS IS A MESSAGE  %%'

  .

  .

  .

 927  CALL US48 (MESSAGE)

 

NOTE
The message, an alphanumeric string placed within single quotation marks, must start with a carriage control
character and end with two percent signs.

For more about CULLUS48, see "Creating a Run-time Message (CULLUS48)" in the IDMS Reference documentation.

Printing Additional Report Information

Debugging complex reports can be made easier by printing additional information in your report. You can:
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• Print out sort key values in order to understand Culprit's sort sequence
• Print out detail lines for totals-only reports in order to determine the source of totals generated for the report
• Release values between complex calculations in order to track the processing sequence

Example
Objective This example lists values obtained while computing the volume of a sphere, in cubic centimeters,
from diameters measured in inches. The program releases a detail line after every second arithmetic
operation. Procedure The program issues several arithmetic instructions to compute the volume of the
sphere. Culprit automatically rounds the result of a calculation. As the results below indicate, the code should
specify truncation for the arithmetic operations in this example. Code

 col. 2

 ▼

IN 80

REC TANK-DIA-IN  1  3

010 RADIUS-IN

010 RADIUS-CM

010 WORK-FLD

010 CUBIC-CM

013 CALCULATING THE CC VOLUME OF A SPHERE FROM A DIAMETER IN INCHES

0152*010 TANK-DIA-IN       HF

0152*020 RADIUS-IN         HF

0152*030 RADIUS-CM         HF

0152*040 WORK-FLD          HF

0152*050 CUBIC-CM          HF

 .

 .

 .

017    TANK-DIA / 2  RADIUS-IN

017    RADIUS-IN X 2.54  RADIUS-CM

017    RELS 2

017    COMPUTE (RADIUS-CM X RADIUS-CM X RADIUS-CM)  WORK-FLD

017    WORK-FLD X 3.1416  WORK-FLD

017    RELS 2

017    WORK-FLD X 4  WORK-FLD

017    WORK-FLD / 3  CUBIC-CM

017    RELS 2

 .

 .

 .

Result The values released between calculations are:

TANK-DIA-IN    RADIUS-IN    RADIUS-CM    WORK-FLD    CUBIC-CM

    15            8            20

    15            8            20         25,133

    15            8            20        100,532      33,511

    45           24            60        125,665      33,511

The result should have been:

TANK-DIA-IN    RADIUS-IN    RADIUS-CM    WORK-FLD    CUBIC-CM

    15            7.5         19.05

    15            7.5         19.05      21,718.8
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    15            7.5         19.05      86,875.2    28,958.4

    45           22.5         57.15     108,594.0    28,958.4

The released values show that rounding occurs in all calculations. Truncation should be indicated in the code
for correct results.

Totals Processing Techniques
Culprit processes data in two input/output phases. The first phase executes type 7 logic against the input data and outputs
a temporary work file (the extract file). The second phase reads the extract file after it has been sorted and performs final
calculations on accumulated totals, executes control breaks, and generates report output.

Within the Culprit final processing phase you can perform calculations on accumulated totals, obtain multiple level
subtotals, and access current values of work fields that do not appear on SORT or type 5 parameters.

Calculations on Accumulated Totals

You can obtain subtotals, perform calculations on totals, and perform logical operations on totals.

This article includes the following information:

How to Do It

Use:

Control breaks
on the SORT parameter to obtain subtotals

Type 8
logic to:

• Test control break levels
• Issue TAKE or DROP instructions
• Perform total-time computations and logical operations

Type 6
parameters to select the total lines to be printed

Example
Objective This report prints account balances for several branch offices and computes an average branch
balance. Procedure

• The branch number is the sort key value obtained when a control break occurs on BRANCH (LEVL=1).
• Branch account totals are automatically obtained by the control break.
• An average balance is computed in type 8 logic from the automatic grand total amount and a count of the

branch control breaks.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

REC CURRENT-BAL    4   8   2  DP=2

01OUT T

01SORT BRANCH 0                          $Control break for branch number

010 PRINT1  'BRANCH'
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010 COUNT

010 AVERAGE DP=2

013 SUMMARY REPORT OF AVERAGE TRANSACTIONS

0141*001 ' '

0151*010   CURRENT-BAL

01610020   PRINT1

01610027   BRANCH                        $Prints BRANCH value

01610031   'TOTAL BALANCE'

01610045   CURRENT-BAL SZ=11

016200310  'TOTAL BALANCE'

01620045   CURRENT-BAL SZ=11            $Prints branch totals

016300310  'AVERAGE PER BRANCH'

01630050   AVERAGE     SZ=11             $Prints the average

018 IF LEVL EQ 2 200              $Test for grand-total time

018 COUNT + 1 COUNT

018 TAKE 1                         $Prints branch information

018200     CURRENT-BAL / COUNT AVERAGE  $Uses the grand total of CURRENT-BAL

018 TAKE (2 3)                     $Prints type 6 lines 2 and 3

Result

REPORT NO. 01      SUMMARY REPORT OF AVERAGE TRANSACTIONS     mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                    BRANCH 001 TOTAL BALANCE     999,999.99

                    BRANCH 010 TOTAL BALANCE   1,358,349.11

                    BRANCH 011 TOTAL BALANCE     345,678.90

                    BRANCH 020 TOTAL BALANCE     345,575.18

                               TOTAL BALANCE   3,049,603.18

                               AVERAGE PER BRANCH     762,400.80

Multiple-level Subtotals

You can obtain automatically calculated subtotals for each control-break level. After the extract file is sorted, records are
read into the output (CULE) phase of Culprit. When a control break occurs, the type 8 logic is executed and the subtotal
accumulators for the level with the control break are reinitialized after the break. If no control break occurs, the values of
the numeric fields appearing on type 5 lines are added to the accumulators.

This article includes the following information:

How to Do It

1. Code the control break on the SORT parameter.
2. Specify the type 5 parameter field name on a type 6 parameter.
3. Test control break levels in type 8 logic.
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4. Specify the type 6 line to be printed with the TAKE command in type 8 logic.

Example
Objective This report lists the sales for each plant and prints subtotals by plant and division. Procedure

Control break levels
are printed on the report to show where accumulator initialization occurs. (The contents of the accumulators
during processing are shown in the table below.)

COUNT
, a numeric work field on a type 5 line, produces a subtotal of the number of records processed:

• The subtotal for each plant is obtained on the first type 6 line.
• The subtotal for each division is obtained on the second type 6 line.
• The total number of records for all divisions is obtained on the third type 6 line.

DIVISION
and PLANT, are alphanumeric sort keys:

• The sort key value (division and plant number) is obtained at the appropriate control break levels.
• Omission of DIVISION on the third type 6 line results in the division number on the grand total line being left

out.

AMOUNT
is a numeric input item:

• On a type 5 line, AMOUNT prints on detail lines.
• On the first type 6 line, AMOUNT prints the subtotal for each plant.
• On the second type 6 line, AMOUNT prints the subtotal for each division.
• On the third type 6 line, AMOUNT prints the grand total.

Accumulated Total Values The figure below shows the total values that occur during the processing of the
code for the sales report: Accumulated Total Values for Sales Report

┌───────────────────────────────────────────────┐

│  SORT KEY VALUES         TYPE 5 FIELDS        │

├──────────┬───────┬────────────────────────────┤

│ LEVL     │ LEVL  │         LEVL   LEVL   LEVL │

│   2      │   1   │           3      2      1  │

│          │       │  AMT      ACCUMULATED      │

│ DIVISION │ PLANT │ INPUT       TOTALS         │

├──────────┼-------┼------─┬──────┬──────┬──────┤

│   01     │  01   │  50   │  50  │  50  │  50  │

├──────────┼-------┼-------┼------┼------┼-----─┤

│   01     │  01   │  20   │  70  │  70  │  70  │

├──────────┼-------┼-------┼------┼------┼-----─┤

│   01     │  01   │  10   │  80  │  80  │  80* │

├──────────┼-------┼-------┼------┼------┼-----─┤

│   01     │  02   │  40   │ 120  │ 120  │  40  │

├──────────┼-------┼-------┼------┼------┼-----─┤

│   01     │  02   │  50   │ 170  │ 170* │  90* │

├──────────┼-------┼-------┼------┼------┼-----─┤

│   02     │  02   │  20   │ 190  │  20  │  20  │

├──────────┼-------┼-------┼------┼------┼-----─┤

│   02     │  02   │   0   │ 190  │  20  │  20  │

├──────────┼-------┼-------┼------┼------┼-----─┤
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│   02     │  02   │  40   │ 230  │  60* │  60* │

├──────────┼-------┼-------┼------┼------┼-----─┤

│   06     │  03   │  40   │ 270  │  40  │  40  │

├──────────┴───────┴───────┴──────┴──────┴──────┤

│ * denotes initialization of the bucket to zero│

│   after the control break                     │

├───────────────────────────────────────────────┤

│           LEVL 1 -- PLANT                     │

│           LEVL 2 -- DIVISION                  │

│           LEVL 3 -- GRAND TOTAL               │

└───────────────────────────────────────────────┘

The values of the accumulators during the output processing of the Sales by Division and Plant code are
incremented until a control break occurs. A control break causes initialization of the accumulators for the level
having the control break. Complete Code

col. 2

▼

REC PLANT       3  2

REC AMOUNT      5  4  2  DP=2

REC TYPE        9  1

REC COMPL-DATE 10  6  2

01SORT DIVISION 1 PLANT 0

013 SALES BY DIVISION AND PLANT

010 COUNT 1

014100200 'DIVISION NUMBER:'

01410037  DIVISION

0151*000  COUNT                $Printing on detail line suppressed

0151*010  PLANT

0151*020  AMOUNT F2 SZ=7

0161*0050 DIVISION

0161*010  PLANT         HH 'PLANT'

0161*020  AMOUNT  SZ=7  HH 'AMOUNT'

0161*021  COUNT   SZ=2  HH 'COUNT TOTALS'

0162*0050 DIVISION

0162*020  AMOUNT  SZ=7

0162*021  COUNT   SZ=2

0163*005  'GRAND TOTAL:'

0163*020  AMOUNT  SZ=7

0163*021  COUNT   SZ=2

018       IF LEVL EQ 3  300      $Grand total test

018       IF LEVL EQ 2  200      $Division total test

018100    TAKE 1                $Print first type 6 line

018200    TAKE 2                $Print second type 6 line

018300    TAKE 3                $Print third type 6 line

Result

REPORT NO. 01      SALES BY DIVISION AND PLANT     mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                    DIVISION NUMBER: 01
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                                                  PLANT                    AMOUNT                   COUNT TOTALS

                                                    01                       50.00

                                                    01                       20.00

                                                    01                       20.00

                         01                         01                       90.00                        3

                                                    02                       40.00

                                                    02                       50.00

                         01                         02                       90.00                        2

                         01                                                 180.00                        5

REPORT NO. 01      SALES BY DIVISION AND PLANT     mm/dd/yy PAGE     2

                    DIVISION NUMBER: 02

                                                  PLANT                    AMOUNT                   COUNT TOTALS

                                                    02                       20.00

                                                    02                         .00

                                                    02                       40.00

                         02                         02                       60.00                        3

                         02                                                  60.00                        3

REPORT NO. 01      SALES BY DIVISION AND PLANT     mm/dd/yy PAGE     3

                    DIVISION NUMBER: 06

                                                  PLANT                    AMOUNT                   COUNT TOTALS

                                                    03                       40.00

                         06                         03                       40.00                        1

                         06                                                  40.00                        1

                    GRAND TOTAL:                                            280.00                        9

Creating a Sparse Listing

You can eliminate repeated occurrences of selected fields on printed output by forcing a control break on a work field that
is not tied to input data.

How to Do It

1. Define a numeric work field.
2. Code the work field on a SORT parameter as a low-order sort key with a control break.
3. Code a type 7 statement that increments the control-break work field by 1. (A control break will then occur on each

extract record when the value of the work field changes.)
4. Code type 8 instructions for processing the control break.
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Example
Objective This report uses a forced control break to make individual plant and division codes available for
labeling print lines. Procedure

• A numeric work field (WORK-X) is placed on a SORT parameter to force a control break each time the
value of the work field changes.

• The value of WORK-X is incremented in type 7 logic.
• The control break on WORK-X causes:

– Type 8 statements to be processed for every extract record. Type 8 logic checks for a control break at
LEVL 4, 3, or 2.

– If one of the type 8 conditions is true, processing branches to the appropriate type 6 subtotal or total
print line.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

REC PLANT       3  2

REC AMOUNT      5  4  2  DP=2

01SORT DIVISION 0  PLANT 0  WORK-X +   $Forced control break

013 SALES BY PLANT AND DIVISION

010 COUNT 1

010 PLANT-SAVE '  '

010 DIV-SAVE '  '

010 WORK-X

01OUT T

0151*0000 COUNT

0151*020  AMOUNT F2 SZ=7

017100 WORK-X + 1 WORK-X         $Increment work field value

0161*005  DIVISION      HH 'DIVISION'    $Headings and first detail line

0161*010  PLANT         HH 'PLANT'

0161*020  AMOUNT  SZ=7  HH '  AMOUNT'

0161*025  ' '           HH 'COUNT'

0162*0100 PLANT                         $Plant subtotal

0162*020  AMOUNT  SZ=7

0162*025  COUNT   SZ=2                   $Plant records processed

0163*0050 DIVISION                      $Division subtotal

0163*021  AMOUNT  SZ=7

0163*025  COUNT   SZ=2                   $Division records processed

0164*0050'GRAND TOTAL'                $Grand total

0164*022  AMOUNT  SZ=7

0164*025  COUNT   SZ=2                   $Total number of record processed

0165*020  AMOUNT  SZ=7                   $Unlabeled detail lines

018010 IF LEVL = 4 400              $Go to grand total print routine

018020 IF LEVL = 3 300              $Go to the division print routine

018030 IF LEVL = 2 200              $Go to the plant print routine
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018040    IF DIVISION = DIV-SAVE AND PLANT = PLANT-SAVE 100

018050    MOVE PLANT TO PLANT-SAVE

018055    MOVE DIVISION TO DIV-SAVE

018060    TAKE 1

018100    TAKE 5

018200    TAKE 2

018300    TAKE 3

018400    TAKE 4

Result

REPORT NO. 01      SALES BY PLANT AND DIVISION     mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

              DIVISION             PLANT               AMOUNT                                                      COUNT

                 01                  01                 50.00

                                                        20.00

                                                        20.00

                                     01                 90.00                                                         3

                 01                  02                 40.00

                                                        50.00

                                     02                 90.00                                                         2

                 01                                                         180.00                                    5

                 02                  02                 20.00

                                                        40.00

                                     02                 60.00                                                         3

                 02                                                          60.00                                    3

                 06                  03                 40.00

                                     03                 40.00                                                         1

                 06                                                          40.00                                    1

            GRAND TOTAL                                                                          280.00               9

Obtaining Work Field Values

Work fields that do not appear on SORT or type 5 parameters are not part of the extract record. Any references made to
such work fields during output processing return only the most current value of the work field.

Example:
The Summary Report of Account Totals is repeated here to show the use of the work field AVERAGE.
Procedure
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• AVERAGE is computed in type 8 logic.
• The computation results are stored in the work field AVERAGE.
• The current value of AVERAGE is printed by using a type 6 parameter reference.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 80 F 320 PS(TAPE)

REC BRANCH         1   3

REC CURRENT-BAL    4   8   2  DP=2

01OUT T

01SORT BRANCH,0

010 PRINT1  'BRANCH'

010 COUNT

010 AVERAGE DP=2               $Work field holding computation results

013 SUMMARY REPORT OF AVERAGE TRANSACTIONS

0141*001 ' '

0151*010   CURRENT-BAL

01610020   PRINT1

01610027   BRANCH

01610031   'TOTAL BALANCE'

01610045   CURRENT-BAL SZ=11

016200310  'TOTAL BALANCE'

01620045   CURRENT-BAL SZ=11

016300260  'AVERAGE PER BRANCH'

01630045 AVERAGE SZ=11             $Print the value of the work field

018        IF LEVL EQ 2  200

018        COUNT + 1  COUNT

018        TAKE 1

018200     CURRENT-BAL / COUNT AVERAGE $Compute the work field value

018        TAKE (2 3)

Result

REPORT NO. 01      SUMMARY REPORT OF AVERAGE TRANSACTIONS    mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                    BRANCH 001 TOTAL BALANCE     999,999.99

                    BRANCH 010 TOTAL BALANCE   1,358,349.11

                    BRANCH 011 TOTAL BALANCE     345,678.90

                    BRANCH 020 TOTAL BALANCE     345,575.18

                               TOTAL BALANCE   3,049,603.18

                          AVERAGE PER BRANCH     762,400.80
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Using Subscripts
Subscripts define and provide access to particular occurrences of repeating data fields. References can be made to work
field occurrences, segments of a field, and fixed or variable repeating input fields.

Explicit Subscripts

You can reference a field occurrence directly by:

• Defining an explicit number of occurrences in a given work field:
010 CHARACTERS.3 'A' 'B' 'C'

Referencing a specific work field occurrence by a number or integer name:

0151*010 CHARACTERS.2   (By a number)

010 INDEX                      (By an integer)

0151*020 CUSTOMER-NAME.INDEX

This article includes the following information:

How To Do It

Code a work field parameter with:

1. The name of the repeating field
2. A period (.) immediately followed by a numeric literal that specifies the number of repeating elements
3. Optional initialization of each occurrence of the field

Example: Using A Literal Subscript
Objective This report lists the interest due on loans. Based on the size of the loan, there are three possible
interest rates. Literal subscripts are used to reference each specific interest rate occurrence. Procedure

• Interest rates are stored in a work field INTEREST.3.
• Type 7 logic references each occurrence of the work field.
• INTEREST.3 has a DP=4 specification, which translates each occurrence into a 16-byte packed decimal.
• The size of the printed interest rate is controlled by using SZ=4 on line 0151*030.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

REC NAME      5 20

REC LOAN    160  7  3  DP=2

01OUT D

010 INTEREST.3 DP=4 0.0525  0.0550  0.0575 $The subscripted work field

010 AMOUNT DP=2

010 INT DP=4

0151*010 NAME               HH 'CUSTOMER'

0151*020 LOAN   SZ=8        HH 'LOAN AMOUNT'

0151*030 INT SZ=4  DP=4  HH 'INTEREST' 'RATE'
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0151*040 AMOUNT SZ=7  DP=2  HH 'INTEREST' 'AMOUNT'

017    IF LOAN GT 50000.00 100

017    IF LOAN EQ (20000.00 TO 49999.99) 200

017    IF LOAN LT 20000.00 300

017100 COMPUTE ROUND (LOAN X INTEREST.1)  AMOUNT $Use the first occurrence

017    MOVE INTEREST.1 TO INT

017    TAKE

017200 COMPUTE ROUND (LOAN X INTEREST.2)  AMOUNT $Use the second occurrence

017    MOVE INTEREST.2 TO INT

017    TAKE

017300 COMPUTE ROUND (LOAN X INTEREST.3)  AMOUNT $Use the third occurrence

017    MOVE INTEREST.3 TO INT

017    TAKE

Result

                        

                        CUSTOMER                      LOAN AMOUNT                  RATE                    AMOUNT

                  JUNE      BLOOMER                     15,000.00                 .0575                     862.50

                  EDWARD    HUTTON                      44,000.00                 .0550                   2,420.00

                  RUPERT    JENSON                      82,000.00                 .0525                   4,305.00

                  MARIANNE  KIMBALL                     45,000.00                 .0550                   2,475.00

                  DORIS     KING                        14,500.00                 .0575                     833.75

                  BRIAN     NICEMAN                     14,000.00                 .0575                     805.00

                  HERBERT   CRANE                       75,000.00                 .0525                   3,937.50

                  JANE      FERNDALE                    22,500.00                 .0550                   1,237.50

                  GEORGE    FONRAD                      14,750.00                 .0575                     848.13

                  ROBIN     GARDNER                     14,000.00                 .0575                     805.00

                  DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                     20,000.00                 .0550                   1,100.00

                  TERENCE   KLWELLEN                    43,000.00                 .0550                   2,365.00

                  SANDY     KRAAMER                     14,000.00                 .0575                     805.00

                  HERBERT   LIPSICH                     18,500.00                 .0575                   1,063.75

                  NANCY     TERNER                      13,000.00                 .0575                     747.50

                  BETH      CLOUD                       52,750.00                 .0525                   2,769.38

                  ALAN      DONOVAN                     33,500.00                 .0550                   1,842.50

                  DANIEL    MOON                        72,000.00                 .0525                   3,780.00

                  ROY       ANDALE                      33,500.00                 .0550                   1,842.50

                  HARRY     ARM                         46,000.00                 .0550                   2,530.00

                  C.        BREEZE                      38,000.00                 .0550                   2,090.00

                  CAROLYN   CROW                        37,500.00                 .0550                   2,062.50

                  BURT      LANCHESTER                  54,500.00                 .0525                   2,861.25

                  RENE      MAKER                       85,000.00                 .0525                   4,462.50

                  RICHARD   MUNYON                      36,000.00                 .0550                   1,980.00

                  RICHARD   WAGNER                      47,000.00                 .0550                   2,585.00

                  TOM       FITZHUGH                    13,000.00                 .0575                     747.50

                  CYNTHIA   JOHNSON                     13,500.00                 .0575                     776.25

                  MADELINE  ORGRATZI                    39,000.00                 .0550                   2,145.00

                  ELEANOR   PEOPLES                     80,000.00                 .0525                   4,200.00

                  MICHAEL   ANGELO                      18,000.00                 .0575                   1,035.00

                  MONTE     BANK                        80,000.00                 .0525                   4,200.00

                  CHARLES   BOWER                       38,500.00                 .0550                   2,117.50

                  JOCK      JACKSON                     34,000.00                 .0550                   1,870.00
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                  CAROL     MCDOUGALL                   18,000.00                 .0575                   1,035.00

                  LAURA     PENMAN                      39,000.00                 .0550                   2,145.00

                  BETSY     ZEDI                        37,000.00                 .0550                   2,035.00

                  TERRY     CLOTH                       38,000.00                 .0550                   2,090.00

                  PHINEAS   FINN                        45,000.00                 .0550                   2,475.00

                  JOE       KASPAR                      31,000.00                 .0550                   1,705.00

                  MARK      TIME                        33,000.00                 .0550                   1,815.00

                  ROGER     WILCO                       80,000.00                 .0525                   4,200.00

                  JANE      DOUGH                       33,000.00                 .0550                   1,815.00

                  JAMES     GALLWAY                     33,000.00                 .0550                   1,815.00

                  JENNIFER  GARFIELD                    65,000.00                 .0525                   3,412.50

                  PERCY     GRANGER                     34,500.00                 .0550                   1,897.50

                  VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ                   33,000.00                 .0550                   1,815.00

                  JAMES     JACOBI                      55,000.00                 .0525                   2,887.50

                  JULIE     JENSEN                      37,000.00                 .0550                   2,035.00

                  LARRY     LITERATA                    37,500.00                 .0550                   2,062.50

                  KATHERINE O'HEARN                     42,500.00                 .0550                   2,337.50

                  RALPH     TYRO                        20,000.00                 .0550                   1,100.00

                  HENRIETTA HENDON                     240,000.00                 .0525                  12,600.00

                  THEMIS    PAPAZEUS                   100,000.00                 .0525                   5,250.00

                  JOHN      RUPEE                       80,000.00                 .0525                   4,200.00

                  ROBBY     WILDER                      90,000.00                 .0525                   4,725.00

Example: Using A Counter As A Subscript
Objective This report lists data occurrences that are stored in a work field. Procedure The value of the
counter INDEX is used as a subscript on a type 5 parameter. Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN 80

 REC CODE 1 2  2

 020 FOREIGN-MAKES.30  'ROLLS ROYCE' 'ALPHA ROMEO' 'FIAT'

*'VOLKSWAGEN' 'PORCHE' 'LANCIA' 'BMW' 'AUDI' 'DATSUN' 'TOYOTA'

*'MERCEDES' 'MASERATI' 'LADA' 'SAAB' 'HONDA' 'MAZDA' 'RENAULT'

*'VOLVO' 'LAMBORGHINI' 'TRIUMPH' 'LOTUS' 'FERRARI' ' '

 020 INDEX                             $Counter work field

 02OUT 80

 0251*010 FOREIGN-MAKES.INDEX

 027010   INDEX + 1 INDEX              $Increment counter

 027020   IF INDEX GT 30  STOP-RPT         $Check for subscript value

 027      RELS

 027      B 10

Result

                                                           ROLLS ROYCE

                                                           ALPHA ROMEO

                                                           FIAT

                                                           VOLKSWAGEN

                                                           PORCHE

                                                           LANCIA

                                                           BMW

                                                           DATSUN
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                                                           MERCEDES

                                                           SAAB

                                                           HONDA

                                                           MAZDA

                                                           VOLVO

                                                           LAMBORGHINI

                                                           TRIUMPH

                                                           LOTUS

                                                           FERRARI

Zero Subscripts

You can define an alphanumeric work field, redefine adjacent storage to contain segments of the work field, and reference
the segments with explicit subscripts.

How to Do It

Define the subscripted work field by coding a work field parameter (0) with:

1. The name of the primary work field that redefines the adjacent fields
2. A period (.) followed immediately by zero (0)
3. Spaces (enclosed in single quotation marks) to indicate the length of the primary work field

010 NAME-0.0 ' '

Redefine the storage area that immediately follows the zero-subscripted work field by coding on one or more work field
parameters (in alphabetical or numerical order):

1. The prefix of the field name being defined
2. Spaces (enclosed in single quotation marks) to indicate the length of the redefined field:

010 NAME-0.0 '         '

010 NAME-1 ' '

Reference a zero-subscripted work field by using:

1. The name of the work field
2. An explicit subscript

010 FIELD-0.0 '         '

010 FIELD-1 ' '

010 FIELD-2 '     '

010 FIELD-3 '   '

0151*010 FIELD-0.1  $References the first occurrence of FIELD-0.0

Example
Objective This report lists the name, password, and address of employees. The passwords are created from
the first, third, and fifth letters of the employees' first names. Procedure

• The NAME-1 work field is redefined into 1-byte segments.
• WRKFLD-1, -2, and -3 are combined into a single field (WRKFLD-0.0).
• The five address segments are combined into one field (ADDRESS-0.0).

Complete Code
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col. 2

▼

IN 200

REC NAME          5     20

REC FIRST-NAME    5     10

REC LAST-NAME    15     10

REC STREET       30     20

REC CITY         50     15

REC STATE        65      2

REC ZIP-CODE     67      5

SEL STATE EQ 'MA'

01SORT LAST-NAME

010 NAME-0.0 ' '          $Redefines NAME-1 into 1-byte occurrences

010 NAME-1 '          '    $Holds the first name

010 WRKFLD-0.0 ' '     $3 bytes to hold the letters for the password

010 WRKFLD-1 ' '           $Holds a single letter

010 WRKFLD-2 ' '

010 WRKFLD-3 ' '

010 ADDRESS-0.0 ' '

010 ADDRESS-1  'STREET              '

010 ADDRESS-2  'CITY           '

010 ADDRESS-3  '  '

010 ADDRESS-4 ' '

010 ADDRESS-5  'ZIP  '

0151*010 NAME        HH 'NAME'

0151*020 WRKFLD-0.1  HH 'PASSWORD'

0151*030 ADDRESS-0.1 HH '     ADDRESS'

017020 MOVE FIRST-NAME TO NAME-1

017    MOVE NAME-0.1 TO WRKFLD-1  $First letter of the password

017    MOVE NAME-0.3 TO WRKFLD-2  $Second letter of the password

017    MOVE NAME-0.5 TO WRKFLD-3  $Third letter of the password

017    MOVE STREET TO ADDRESS-1

017    MOVE CITY TO ADDRESS-2

017    MOVE STATE TO ADDRESS-3

017    MOVE ZIP-CODE TO ADDRESS-5

Result

                       NAME                       PASSWORD                                    ADDRESS

               ROY       ANDALE                     RY                   44 TRIGGER RD       FRAMINGHAM     MA 03461

               MICHAEL   ANGELO                     MCA                  507 CISTINE DR      WELLESLEY      MA 01568

               HARRY     ARM                        HRY                  77 SUNSET STRIP     NATICK         MA 02178

               MONTE     BANK                       MNE                  45 EAST GROVE DR    HANIBAL        MA 02415

               JUNE      BLOOMER                    JN                   14 ZITHER TERR      LEXINGTON      MA 01675

               CHARLES   BOWER                      CAL                  30 RALPH ST         WELLESLEY      MA 01568

               C.        BREEZE                     C                    200 NIGHTINGALE ST  FRAMINGHAM     MA 03461
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               TERRY     CLOTH                      TRY                  5 ASPHALT ST        EASTON         MA 05491

               BETH      CLOUD                      BT                   3456 PINKY LN       NATICK         MA 02178

               CAROLYN   CROW                       CRL                  891 SUMMER ST       WESTWOOD       MA 02090

               ALAN      DONOVAN                    AA                   6781 CORNWALL AVE   MELROSE        MA 02176

               JANE      DOUGH                      JN                   15 LOCATION DR      NEWTON         MA 02456

               JANE      FERNDALE                   JN                   60 FOREST AVE       NEWTON         MA 02576

               PHINEAS   FINN                       PIE                  79 HIGH ST          WESTON         MA 04371

               TOM       FITZHUGH                   TM                   450 THRUWAY ST      MANSFIELD      MA 03458

               GEORGE    FONRAD                     GOG                  99 VERDE ST         STOUGHTON      MA 02456

               JAMES     GALLWAY                    JMS                  15 DAWSON ST        MEDFORD        MA 02432

               ROBIN     GARDNER                    RBN                  68 75TH ST          LOWELL         MA 02945

               JENNIFER  GARFIELD                   JNI                  110A FIRTH ST       STONEHAM       MA 02928

               PERCY     GRANGER                    PRY                  14 BYTE WAY         TAUNTON        MA 02678

               VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ                  VAI                  19 TERRACE TERR     TAUNTON        MA 02678

               HENRIETTA HENDON                     HNI                  16 HENDON DR        WELLESLEY      MA 02198

               EDWARD    HUTTON                     EWR                  781 CROSS ST        MELROSE        MA 02176

               JOCK      JACKSON                    JC                   65 BROWN ST         WALTHAM        MA 01476

               JAMES     JACOBI                     JMS                  555 JAKAS DR        GROVER         MA 02976

               JULIE     JENSEN                     JLE                  15 THINGER AVE      SAUGUS         MA 02276

               RUPERT    JENSON                     RPR                  999 HARVEY ST       MELROSE        MA 02176

               CYNTHIA   JOHNSON                    CNH                  17 MANIFESTO DR     WALPOLE        MA 02546

               DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                    DUL                  56 SPELLING AVE     READING        MA 02317

               JOE       KASPAR                     JE                   133 NORTH ST        WESTBORO       MA 03156

               MARIANNE  KIMBALL                    MRA                  561 LEXINGTON AVE   LITTLETON      MA 01239

               DORIS     KING                       DRS                  716 MORRIS ST       MELROSE        MA 02176

               TERENCE   KLWELLEN                   TRN                  12 RAUNCH ST., APT1 DEDHAM         MA 02034

               SANDY     KRAAMER                    SNY                  56 NASTY WAY        WESTWOOD       MA 02090

               BURT      LANCHESTER                 BR                   45 PINKERTON AVE    WALTHAM        MA 01476

               HERBERT   LIPSICH                    HRE                  6 FORENOON ST       WALDEN         MA 02986

               LARRY     LITERATA                   LRY                  123 SATURDAY TERR   WILMINGTON     MA 02476

               RENE      MAKER                      RN                   10 DROVER DR        BOSTON         MA 02123

               CAROL     MCDOUGALL                  CRL                  19 URITOP DR        WELLESLEY      MA 01568

               DANIEL    MOON                       DNE                  16 SKYHIGH DR       WESTON         MA 04371

               RICHARD   MUNYON                     RCA                  17 BLACKHILL DR     WESTWOOD       MA 02090

               BRIAN     NICEMAN                    BIN                  60 FLORENCE AVE     MELROSE        MA 02176

               KATHERINE O'HEARN                    KTE                  12 EAST SPEEN ST    NATICK         MA 02364

               MADELINE  ORGRATZI                   MDL                  67 RAINBOW DR       KENDON         MA 06182

               THEMIS    PAPAZEUS                   TEI                  234 TRANSWORLD ST   NORTHBORO      MA 03256

               LAURA     PENMAN                     LUA                  45 THRUSH LN        WALTHAM        MA 01476

               ELEANOR   PEOPLES                    EEN                  756 YELLOWSTONE DR  BOSTON         MA 02834

               JOHN      RUPEE                      JH                   114 WEST INDIA ST   METHUEN        MA 02312

               NANCY     TERNER                     NNY                  14 TYPO TERR        READING        MA 02317

               MARK      TIME                       MR                   44 CLOCK ST         MALDEN         MA 01776

               RALPH     TYRO                       RLH                  888 FORTITHE ST     SINGER         MA 02254

               RICHARD   WAGNER                     RCA                  677 GERMANY LN      NATICK         MA 02178

               ROGER     WILCO                      RGR                  671A SNOWBANK RD    TYNGSBORO      MA 01879

               ROBBY     WILDER                     RBY                  4567 E. GROWTH ST   SOUTHBORO      MA 03145

               BETSY     ZEDI                       BTY                  34 VALE AVE         SOUTHBORO      MA 03145
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Fixed Repeating Fields

You can retrieve input data items that occur a fixed number of times.

How to Do It

Define the related items as a group of similar elements before processing takes place.

1. Define the group of repeating fields by coding one REC parameter with:
a. A group name for the repeating fields
b. The start position of the group
c. The keyword GROUP
d. A two-character group identifier
e. The total length (in bytes) of the group, followed by a period (.)
f. The number of occurrences in the group

2. Define the elements of the group by coding a REC parameter for each element of the group with:
a. The name of the element
b. The start position within the group
c. The length of the element
d. The keyword ELMNT
e. The same two-character identifier as the group to which the element belongs

3. Reference the elements by using explicit subscripts.

Example
Objective This report prints interest rates in three columns. Procedure The input records contain three
repeating rates:

• INTEREST-RATE-DATA defines the group.
• INTEREST-RATE defines the individual elements.
• Explicit subscripts reference the elements on type 5 parameters.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 80

REC INTEREST-RATE-DATA  1             GROUP AA 4.3

REC INTEREST-RATE       1 4  2  DP=4  ELMNT AA

00OUT 80 D

003 INTEREST RATE TABLE

0051*010 INTEREST-RATE.1  HH ' ' 'RATE CODE 1' '(ACCOUNT TYPE 1)'

0051*020 INTEREST-RATE.2  HH 'RATE CODE 2' '(ACCOUNT TYPE 2)'

0051*030 INTEREST-RATE.3  HH 'RATE CODE 3' '(ACCOUNT TYPE 3)'

Result

REPORT NO. 00                 INTEREST RATE TABLE           mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

 

          RATE CODE 1             RATE CODE 2             RATE CODE 3

        (ACCOUNT TYPE 1)        (ACCOUNT TYPE 2)        (ACCOUNT TYPE 3)

 

             .0500                   .0525                   .0550

             .0525                   .0550                   .0575
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             .0550                   .0575                   .0600

             .0550                   .0575                   .0625

Variable Repeating Groups

You can retrieve occurrences of input fields that repeat a variable number of times.

How to Do It

Define the group by coding one REC parameter with:

1. An identifying name for the group of fields
2. The start position
3. The keyword GROUP
4. A group identifier
5. The total length of one occurrence of the group (in bytes), followed by a period (.)
6. The name of the field in the fixed portion of the record that contains the number of occurrences of the group

Define the elements of the group by coding a REC parameter for each element of the group with:

1. The name of the element
2. The start position within the group
3. The length of the element
4. The keyword ELMNT
5. The identifier of the group

Reference the elements by using explicit subscripts.

Example

This report lists insurance policy numbers and coverage dates for several store locations. The number of policies varies
for each store.

Procedure

• Three fields (LOCATION-ID, LOC-EFF-DATE, and LOC-EXP-DATE) in a variable repeating data group are defined on
REC parameters:

LOCATION-INFO
is the assigned group name.

LOCATION-NUMBER
is the input record field containing the number of occurrences.

• INDEX, which is used as an explicit subscript, is a work field that contains the current occurrence count.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 80 F 320 PS(TAPE)

REC POLICY-NUMBER      5  10  2

REC COVERAGE-CODE     15   3

REC EFFECTIVE-DATE    18   6  2

REC LOCATION-NUMBER   24   4  2
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REC LOCATION-INFO 28 GROUP AA 14.LOCATION-NUMBER

REC LOCATION-ID 1 2 2 ELMNT AA

REC LOC-EFF-DATE 3 6 2 ELMNT AA

REC LOC-EXP-DATE 9 6 2 ELMNT AA

01OUT D

010 INDEX 1                      $Counter

0141*010 'POLICY NUMBER'

0141*020 'COVERAGE'

0141*030 'EFFECTIVE DATE'

0141*040 'LOCATION ID'

0141*050 'LOC-EFF-DATE'

0141*060 'LOC-EXP-DATE'

01420001 ' '

0151*010 POLICY-NUMBER  F0

0151*020 COVERAGE-CODE

0151*030 EFFECTIVE-DATE  FD

0152*040 LOCATION-ID.INDEX

0152*050 LOC-EFF-DATE.INDEX  FD

0152*060 LOC-EXP-DATE.INDEX  FD

017      RELS 1                   $Print first detail line; continue processing

017100   RELS 2                   $Print second detail line; continue processing

017      INDEX + 1  INDEX

017 IF INDEX LE LOCATION-NUMBER 100$Test subscript value

017      MOVE 1 TO INDEX          $Reset subscript value

017      DROP

Result

          POLICY NUMBER        COVERAGE        EFFECTIVE DATE        LOCATION ID        LOC-EFF-

DATE        LOC-EXP-DATE

                 111111           010               mm/dd/yy

                                                                            1               mm/dd/

yy            mm/dd/yy

                                                                            5               mm/dd/

yy            mm/dd/yy

                 222222           011               mm/dd/yy

                                                                           10               mm/dd/

yy            mm/dd/yy

                 333333           005               mm/dd/yy

                                                                            5               mm/dd/

yy            mm/dd/yy

                                                                            3               mm/dd/

yy            mm/dd/yy

                                                                            1               mm/dd/

yy            mm/dd/yy

                4444444           002               mm/dd/yy

                                                                            4               mm/dd/

yy            mm/dd/yy

                                                                            2               mm/dd/

yy            mm/dd/yy
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NOTE
The report displays actual dates in the format shown.

Floating Fields

You can retrieve a field that occurs immediately after a variable repeating group (floating field) by creating code that is
relative to the end of the variable group.

This article includes the following information:

How to Do It

Define the floating group by coding one REC parameter with:

1. The assigned group name
2. A start position of 1
3. The keyword GROUP
4. A unique group identifier
5. The group identifier of the last variable repeating group
6. The length of the floating field in bytes

Define the field by coding a REC parameter with:

1. The name of the floating field
2. A start position of 1
3. The length of the field
4. The keyword ELMNT
5. The identifier of the group

Reference the field directly.

Example
Objective This report lists insurance coverage and risk level for a series of stores from an input file containing
the floating field RISK-LEVEL. Procedure

OTHER-DATA
defines the floating group.

RISK-LEVEL
defines the floating field.
RISK-LEVEL is referenced directly on a type 5 parameter.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 80

REC POLICY-NUMBER     5  10  2

REC COVERAGE-CODE    15   3

REC EFFECTIVE-DATE   18   6  2

REC LOCATION-NUMBER  24   4  2

REC LOCATION-INFO    28               GROUP AA 14.LOCATION-NUMBER

REC LOCATION-ID       1   2  2        ELMNT AA

REC LOC-EFF-DATE      3   6  2        ELMNT AA

REC LOC-EXP-DATE      9   6  2        ELMNT AA
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REC OTHER-DATA 1 GROUP BB AA 1

REC RISK-LEVEL 1 1 ELMNT BB

01OUT D

010 INDEX 1

0141*010 'POLICY NUMBER'

0141*020 'COVERAGE'

0141*030 'EFFECTIVE DATE'

0141*035 'RISK LEVEL'

0141*040 'LOCATION ID'

0141*050 'LOC-EFF-DATE'

0141*060 'LOC-EXP-DATE'

01420001 ' '

0151*010 POLICY-NUMBER  F0

0151*020 COVERAGE-CODE

0151*030 EFFECTIVE-DATE  FD

0151*035 RISK-LEVEL                    $The floating field

0152*040 LOCATION-ID.INDEX

0152*050 LOC-EFF-DATE.INDEX  FD

0152*060 LOC-EXP-DATE.INDEX  FD

017      RELS 1

017100   RELS 2

017      INDEX + 1  INDEX

017      IF INDEX LE LOCATION-NUMBER 100

017      MOVE 1 TO INDEX

017      DROP

Result

        POLICY NUMBER      COVERAGE      EFFECTIVE DATE      RISK LEVEL      LOCATION ID      LOC-

EFF-DATE      LOC-EXP-DATE

              111111         010             mm/dd/yy

                                                                                   1             mm/

dd/yy          mm/dd/yy

                                                                                   5             mm/

dd/yy          mm/dd/yy

              222222         011             mm/dd/yy

                                                                                  10             mm/

dd/yy          mm/dd/yy

              333333         005             mm/dd/yy

                                                                                   5             mm/

dd/yy          mm/dd/yy

                                                                                   3             mm/

dd/yy          mm/dd/yy

                                                                                   1             mm/

dd/yy          mm/dd/yy

             4444444         002             mm/dd/yy

                                                                                   4             mm/

dd/yy          mm/dd/yy

                                                                                   2             mm/

dd/yy          mm/dd/yy
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NOTE
The report would show actual dates in the format shown.

Obtaining Accumulated Totals

You can obtain the accumulated totals value for each occurrence of a subscripted field.

How to Do It

Follow these steps:

1. Name the occurrences of the subscripted field on type 5 parameters.
2. Print the specific totals values with type 6 parameters.

In the example below, AMT.5 is defined as a work field consisting of five repeating fields. The type 5 parameters extract
the value of each occurrence of AMT.1 and AMT.2. The type 6 parameters return the sum of the occurrences of AMT.1
and the sum of the occurrences of AMT.2:

010 AMT.5

0151*005 AMT.1

0151*010 AMT.2

0161*005 AMT.1

0161*010 AMT.2

Example
Objective This report lists the quarterly gain or loss for a series of stores by retrieving the accumulated totals
value for each occurrence of the subscripted work field GAIN-OR-LOSS.4. Procedure

• Two repeating input fields are defined:
INCOME

and EXPEND are the group names.
QTR

and AMT are the field names.
• Gain or loss statistics for each fiscal quarter are computed from the elements (QTR - AMT), which are

placed in the work field GAIN-OR-LOSS.4.
• Individual occurrences of the GAIN-OR-LOSS work field are retrieved by type 5 parameters.
• References to each occurrence of the GAIN-OR-LOSS work field on type 6 lines obtain the accumulated

totals for each quarter.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 80 F 320 PS(TAPE)

REC STORE        1  3  2

REC INCOME       4                 GROUP AA 8.4

REC QTR          1  8  2  DP=2     ELMNT AA

REC EXPEND      36                 GROUP BB 8.4

REC AMT          1  8  2  DP=2     ELMNT BB

010 GAIN-OR-LOSS.4 DP=2

010 INDEX 1

013 PROFIT/LOSS REPORT ── yyyy

0151*010 STORE             HH 'STORE'

0151*020 GAIN-OR-LOSS.1 SZ=11 F3 HH ' FIRST QUARTER'
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0151*030 GAIN-OR-LOSS.2 SZ=11 F3 HH 'SECOND QUARTER'

0151*040 GAIN-OR-LOSS.3 SZ=11 F3 HH ' THIRD QUARTER'

0151*050 GAIN-OR-LOSS.4 SZ=11 F3 HH 'FOURTH QUARTER'

0161*0200GAIN-OR-LOSS.1 SZ=11 F3                  $Quarterly totals

0161*030 GAIN-OR-LOSS.2 SZ=11 F3

0161*040 GAIN-OR-LOSS.3 SZ=11 F3

0161*050 GAIN-OR-LOSS.4 SZ=11 F3

017100 COMPUTE QTR.INDEX - AMT.INDEX  GAIN-OR-LOSS.INDEX

017    INDEX + 1  INDEX

017    IF INDEX LE 4 100

017    MOVE 1 TO INDEX

017    TAKE

Result

REPORT NO. 01          PROFIT/LOSS REPORT ── yyyy          mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

             STORE            FIRST QUARTER           SECOND QUARTER            THIRD QUARTER           FOURTH QUARTER

                1                 19,900.21                10,788.50                53,899.98                19,895.00

               10                      0.21                 1,388.41                    99.98                 2,895.76

               11                  5,099.79-               34,788.50                17,900.00                19,895.00

               21                 44,900.21                10,211.50-              123,899.98                70,104.50-

                                  59,700.84                36,753.91               195,799.94                27,418.74-

Obtaining Specific Field Values

You can obtain the current value of a subscripted numeric work field in output processing when the work field is specified
on type 6 or 8 parameters only.

This article includes the following information:

How to Do It

Code:

• The work field
• A type 6 or a type 8 parameter with the name of the work field and the subscript indicating the occurrence to be

retrieved

In the following example, AMT.1 and AMT.2 on the type 6 parameter return the current values of the first and second work
field occurrences:

010 AMT.5

0161*005 AMT.1

0161*010 AMT.2

Example
Objective The following report lists the quarterly gain or loss for each of four stores. The annual gain or loss,
by store, is printed across the bottom of the report. Procedure

GAIN-OR-LOSS.4
is a subscripted work field that holds the quarterly income computation for each store.
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STORE-TOTAL
is a subscripted work field that holds the annual income of each store.
Each occurrence of STORE-TOTAL is printed out by references on type 6 parameters.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 80 F 320 PS(TAPE)

REC STORE        1  3  2

REC INCOME       4                 GROUP AA 8.4

REC QTR          1  8  2  DP=2     ELMNT AA

REC EXPEND      36                 GROUP BB 8.4

REC AMT          1  8  2  DP=2     ELMNT BB

010 GAIN-OR-LOSS.4  DP=2                    $Quarterly income

010 INDEX 1

010 TOTAL 0

010 STORE-TOTAL.4                     $Annual income

010 COUNT 1

013 PROFIT/LOSS REPORT ── yyyy

0151*010 STORE  SZ=5       HH 'STORE'

0151*020 GAIN-OR-LOSS.INDEX SZ=11 F3 HH 'QUARTERLY' 'GAIN/LOSS'

0152*001 ' '

0161*0200GAIN-OR-LOSS.INDEX SZ=11 F3

0162*010-'STORE TOTAL SUMMARY:'

0163*010 'STORE 1:'

0163*015 STORE-TOTAL.1  SZ=11 F3  $Current value of the first occurrence

0163*020 'STORE 10:'

0163*025 STORE-TOTAL.2  SZ=11 F3  $Current value of the second occurrence

0163*030 'STORE 11:'

0163*035 STORE-TOTAL.3  SZ=11 F3  $Current value of the third occurrence

0163*050 'STORE 20:'

0163*055 STORE-TOTAL.4  SZ=11 F3  $Current value of the fourth occurrence

017100 COMPUTE QTR.INDEX - AMT.INDEX  GAIN-OR-LOSS.INDEX

017    COMPUTE TOTAL + GAIN-OR-LOSS.INDEX  TOTAL

017    RELS (1)

017175 IF INDEX EQ 4  200

017    INDEX + 1  INDEX

017    IF INDEX LE 4 100

017200 MOVE 1 TO INDEX

017    MOVE TOTAL TO STORE-TOTAL.COUNT

017    COUNT + 1  COUNT

017    RELS (2)

017    TOTAL - TOTAL  TOTAL

017    DROP

Result

REPORT NO. 01          PROFIT/LOSS REPORT ── yyyy           mm/dd/yyPAGE     1

                                              QUARTERLY

             STORE                            GAIN/LOSS

                  1                              19,900.21

                  1                              10,788.50
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                  1                              53,899.98

                  1                              19,895.00

                 10                                   0.21

                 10                               1,388.41

                 10                                  99.98

                 10                               2,895.76

                 11                               5,099.79-

                 11                              34,788.50

                 11                              17,900.00

                 11                              19,895.00

                 21                              44,900.21

                 21                              10,211.50-

                 21                             123,899.98

                 21                              70,104.50-

                                                264,835.95

-     STORE TOTAL SUMMARY:

            STORE 1:               104,484    STORE 10:              4,384  STORE 11:          67,484  STORE 20:          88,485

Obtaining Sort-key Values

You can use one element of a subscripted field as a sort key. The value of the sort key associated with the last detail line
processed before the control break is returned when type 6 or type 8 parameters reference the field.

How to Do It

Code:

1. The subscripted field on a SORT parameter
2. The subscripted field on a type 6 or type 8 parameter

The following example uses a subscripted work field, AMT.5, on the SORT parameter. The type 6 reference to the field
returns the current value of AMT.5:

010 AMT.5 01SORT AMT.5 0151*010 ' ' 0161*010 AMT.5

Example
Objective This report prints the third quarter profits for each of six stores. Procedure

• The work field GAIN-OR-LOSS.4 holds the results of quarterly income calculations.
• An occurrence of the subscripted work field GAIN-OR-LOSS.3 is used as the sort key. The value of that

particular field is written to the extract file when a control break occurs.
• A type 6 parameter references GAIN-OR-LOSS.3 to retrieve the subscripted field value from the extract

file.

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼
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 IN 80 F 320 PS(TAPE)

 REC STORE        1  3  2

 REC INCOME       4                 GROUP AA 8.4

 REC QTR          1  8  2  DP=2     ELMNT AA

 REC EXPEND      36                 GROUP BB 8.4

 REC AMT          1  8  2  DP=2     ELMNT BB

 01OUT T

 010 GAIN-OR-LOSS.4  DP=2                $Four quarters

 010 INDEX 1

 01SORT  STORE 0 GAIN-OR-LOSS.3          $Third occurrence in work field

 013 THIRD QUARTER EARNINGS ── yyyy

 0151*010 ' '                               $One type 5 line is always required

 0161*010 STORE                           HH 'STORE'

* $                                          Retrieve the value:

 0161*020 GAIN-OR-LOSS.3 SZ=11  F3 HH 'THIRD QUARTER PROFIT'

 017100   COMPUTE QTR.INDEX - AMT.INDEX  GAIN-OR-LOSS.INDEX

 017175 IF INDEX EQ 4  200                  $Load subscripted work field

 017    INDEX + 1  INDEX

 017    IF INDEX LE 4 100

 017200 MOVE 1 TO INDEX

 018010 IF LEVL EQ 1 100

 018020 IF LEVL EQ 2 200

 018100 TAKE 1

 018200 DROP

NOTE
Third Quarter Earnings would be the year in yyyy format.

Result

REPORT NO. 01          THIRD QUARTER EARNINGS ── yyyy       mm/dd/yyPAGE     1

                                    STORE                                   THIRD QUARTER PROFIT

                                       1                                            53,899.98

                                      10                                                99.98

                                      11                                            17,900.00

                                      21                                           123,899.98

NOTE
The report would show the actual dates in the format shown.

File Matching
Two or more presorted conventional files with at least one common data item between them can be compared. When a
match occurs, the matching records are brought into the input buffer as a single record.

How File Matching Works

When Culprit encounters more than one INPUT parameter, it recognizes a match run and proceeds as follows:

1. Searches the first record on all files for a match:
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If a SELECT statement is used on any file, the SELECT logic is performed before any match-file processing.
If a SELECT BUFFER statement is used, the SELECT logic is performed after the match processing and before type 7
logic is completed.

2. Searches the remaining file for a match:
If a match among all files is found, the matching records are delivered to the input buffer and type 7 processing is
performed.
If a match is not found,
a. The record with the lowest key value is moved into the input buffer.
b. The remainder of the input buffer is nulled out by setting numeric key fields to zeros, alphanumeric key fields to

spaces, and the rest of the record to spaces.
c. Type 7 processing is performed.

The figure below shows the contents of the input buffer during a simple match-file run:

Buffer Contents During a Match-file Run

┌───────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────┬──────────────┐

│       PHYSICAL RECORD SEQUENCE    │  INPUT BUFFER   │              │

├─────────────────┬─────────────────┼-------─┬────────┼-------------─┤

│ FILE 1 (SYS010) │ FILE 2 (SYS011) │ SYS010 │ SYS011 │ INPUT BUFFER │

│                 │                 │  AREA  │  AREA  │    NUMBER    │

├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤

│        A        │       A         │   A    │   A    │      1       │

├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤

│        C        │       B         │   *    │   B    │      2       │

├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤

│        D1       │       D         │   C    │   *    │      3       │

├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤

│        D2       │       E1        │   D1   │   D    │      4       │

├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤

│        E1       │       E2        │   D2   │   *    │      5       │

├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤

│        E2       │       E3        │   E1   │   E    │      6       │

├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤

│        G        │       F         │   E2   │   E    │      7       │

├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤

│        H        │       G1        │   *    │   E    │      8       │

├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤

│                 │       G2        │   *    │   F    │      9       │

├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤

│                 │                 │   G    │   G    │     10       │

├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤

│                 │                 │   *    │   G    │     11       │

├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤

│                 │                 │   H    │   *    │     12       │

└─────────────────┴─────────────────┴────────┴────────┴──────────────┘

NOTE
D1, D2, E1, and so on, represent records with duplicate key values. An asterisk (*) indicates a null section of the
buffer.

Keeping a Record in the Buffer
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When a record needs to be processed against more than one record with a matching key value, the MB=KEEP option of
the INPUT parameter is used. MB=KEEP is most commonly used on one file only.

The contents of the input buffer when the MB=KEEP option is used is shown in the figure below:

Buffer Contents with the KEEP Option

┌───────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────┬──────────────┐

│       PHYSICAL RECORD SEQUENCE    │  INPUT BUFFER   │              │

├─────────────────┬─────────────────┼-------─┬────────┼-------------─┤

│ FILE 1 (SYS010) │ FILE 2 (SYS011) │ SYS010 │ SYS011 │ INPUT BUFFER │

│                 │                 │  AREA  │  AREA  │    NUMBER    │

├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤

│        A        │       A         │   A    │   A    │      1       │

├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤

│        C        │       B         │   *    │   B    │      2       │

├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤

│        D1       │       D         │   C    │   B    │      3       │

├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤

│        D2       │       E         │   D1   │   D    │      4       │

├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤

│        E1       │       F         │   D2   │   D    │      5       │

├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤

│        E2       │       G         │   E1   │   E    │      6       │

├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤

│        G        │                 │   E2   │   E    │      7       │

├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤

│        H        │                 │   *    │   F    │      8       │

├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤

│                 │                 │   G    │   G    │      9       │

├─────────────────┼-----------------┼--------┼--------┼-------------─┤

│                 │                 │   H    │   G    │     10       │

└─────────────────┴─────────────────┴────────┴────────┴──────────────┘

NOTE
D1, D2, E1, and E2 represent records with duplicate key values. An asterisk (*) indicates a null section of the
buffer.

Checking the File Status

When Culprit reformats the input buffer for a match file run, it adjusts the starting position of the input fields by inserting
two additional bytes for use in checking the status of the files:

• The first byte is an input file status byte specific to each file in the run.
• The second byte, called M*ID, is a composite input file status indicator consisting of a binary combination of the file-

specific status bytes for all files in the run.

If the return value of M*ID is not 0, test the file-specific status bit to locate the file or files containing an error condition:

1. Define the file-specific status bit on a REC parameter:

If binary: REC FILE4-STATUS 0  1  1

If bit: REC FILE4-STATUS 0  81  5

(Bit format uses a 2-digit length specification,

indicating FILE4-STATUS is a single bit that occurs
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in the eighth bit position of start position 0.)

2. Test the value of the bit in type 7 logic for a non-zero (0) value.

The bit layout within the M*ID and the file-specific status bit fields are shown in the table below.

The Bit Layout Within M*ID

Bit position Condition Decimal value of M*ID
5 File(s) out of sequence 8
6 Duplicate key value 4
8 End of file(s) value 1
0 Off 0

Demonstration

The following examples list the values of the file-specific status byte and the M*ID under error conditions:

• The first example attempts a match-file run with an unsorted transaction file.
• The second example attempts a match-file run with an unsorted transaction file and an unsorted master file.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 80 MK=M-ACCOUNT

REC M-FILE-STATUS 0    1   1       'M-FILE' 'STATUS'

REC M-ACCOUNT              1    5           'ACCOUNT'

REC M-NAME               620

IN 80 MK=T-ACCOUNT

REC T-FILE-STATUS  0    1   1   'T-FILE' 'STATUS'

REC T-ACCOUNT          1    5           'ACCOUNT'

REC T-PAYMENT          6    8   2  DP=2 'PAYMENT'

02OUT D

0251*005 M*ID                    HH 'M*ID'

0251*010 T-FILE-STATUS         HR

0251*015 M-FILE-STATUS         HR

0251*020 M-ACCOUNT                HR

Unsorted Transaction File

    REPORT NO.  02    JANUARY PAYMENTS RECEIVED    mm/dd/yy PAGE 1

                      T-FILE     M-FILE

             M*ID     STATUS     STATUS     ACCOUNT

                1         1                  15060

                1         1                  21056

                1         1                  29557

                1         1                  30115

                1         1                  33470
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                1         1                  69876

                1         1                  99083

                8         8

                8         8

                .         .

                .         .

                .         .

Unsorted Master and Transaction Files

    REPORT NO.  02    JANUARY PAYMENTS RECEIVED   mm/dd/yy PAGE 1

                      T-FILE     M-FILE

             M*ID     STATUS     STATUS     ACCOUNT

                8         8          8

                8         8          8

                8         8          8

                4         4          4

                4         4          4

                .         .          .

                .         .          .

                .         .          .

How to Code Match-file Runs

This article explains how to write the code for match-file runs.

Follow these steps:

1. Sort all files in ascending match-key sequence.

NOTE

For more information about creating sorted files, see the Additional Standard File Facilities section.
2. Code the match-file run as follows:

a. Specify one INPUT parameter with the MK= option for each file to be matched.
Match keys must be either all numeric or all alphanumeric. Numeric types can be mixed. Considerations are as
follows:
• Specify the DD= option on all or none of the IN parameters.
• Specify MB=KEEP if a record is to be matched against multiple occurrences of another file.
• Correlate the coding sequence of the Culprit file definitions with the sequence of JCL statements that define the

files (SYS010, SYS011, and additional increments, as needed).
b. Specify REC parameters immediately following the associated INPUT parameter. Considerations are as follows:

• Use unique names for all fields.
• Use start positions that are relative to the beginning of the record (not to the beginning of the input buffer).

c. Specify optional SELECT/BYPASS parameters as follows:
• After the REC parameters of the specific file to be processed.
• With the BUFFER option immediately after the last input file definition if the processing applies to all files after

matching takes place.
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Matching Single-Occurrence Files

Example
Objective This report contains account information from both a master file and a matching transaction file.
Each file has a match key occurrence. Procedure The contents of the input buffer, represented by account
number, show how the files are matched:

Master file Transaction file

(SYS010) (SYS011)

15060 15060

21056 21056

29557 29557

30115 30115

33470 33470

69876 69876

99083 99083

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN  80  F 320 PS(TAPE) MK=M-ACCOUNT           $Master file

 REC FILE-STATUS 0 1 1                   $Input file status

 REC M-ACCOUNT         1    5           'ACCOUNT'

 REC M-NAME            6   20           'NAME'

 REC M-ADDRESS        26   37           '            ADDRESS'

 REC M-ZIP            63    5

 IN 80  F 320 PS(TAPE) MK=T-ACCOUNT            $Transaction file

 REC T-ACCOUNT         1    5           'ACCOUNT'

 REC T-PAYMENT         6    8   2  DP=2 'PAYMENT'

 REC T-DATE           14    6   2       'DATE'

 02OUT D

 023 JANUARY PAYMENTS RECEIVED

 0251*010 M-ACCOUNT               HR

 0251*020 M-NAME                  HR

 0251*030 M-ADDRESS               HR

 0251*035 M-ZIP

 0251*040 T-PAYMENT   SZ=10       HR

 0251*050 T-DATE  FD              HR

 027010   IF FILE-STATUS EQ 1  DROP                $EOF test

Result

REPORT NO. 02         JANUARY PAYMENTS RECEIVED    mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

     ACCOUNT              NAME                                   ADDRESS                             PAYMENT           DATE
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      15060       SHARON ARMSTRONG             25 CEDAR STREET  WAYLAND        MA      02756             100.99      mm/

dd/yy

      21056       AMOS JOHNSON              22651 MASS AVENUE   SAN FRANCISCO  CA      09801           1,000.00      mm/

dd/yy

      29557       IRWIN TRIMBLE               102 COLBOURNE ST  BROOKLINE      MA      09743              50.00      mm/

dd/yy

      30115       IRMA DOONES                5656 SANDHILL ROAD OCEAN CITY     CA      09743           1,009.90      mm/

dd/yy

      33470       VICTORIA DAY               1234 OAK HILL ROAD EVERGREEN      MI      07895             759.00      mm/

dd/yy

      69876       BRUCE THORPE              11002 PEACHTREE LA  ATLANTA        GA      76543             900.99      mm/

dd/yy

      99083       HELEN SANTOVEC                3 APPLE ORCHARD CHARLOTTE      NC      64321               5.00      mm/

dd/yy

NOTE
The report would show actual dates in the format shown.

Matching Multiple Transactions with a Single-Entry Master

You can match multiple transactions with a single-entry master.

Example: Dropping Unmatched Records

This report lists customer transactions and current balances by matching a multiple-occurrence transaction file against a
single-entry master file. Unmatched records are dropped.

Procedure
MB=KEEP

retains a master record in the input buffer.
BYPASS

parameter eliminates unwanted master file records.
Type 7

logic drops all unmatched records.

The contents of the input buffer, represented by account number, show how the files are matched:

Master file Transaction file
(SYS010) (SYS011)
15060 15060
 15060
 15060
15999  
16070 16070
19235 19235
21056 21056
23055 23055
 23055
 23055
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27777  
29557 29557
30115 30115
 30115
31113 31113
 31113
31275 31275
32115  
33470 33470
 33470
34440 34440
 34440
 34440
 34440
36682 36682
69876 69876
 69876
99083 99083
 99083

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN  80 MK=M-ACCOUNT  MB=KEEP                    $Keep the master record

 REC M-ACCOUNT     1    5           'ACCOUNT'

 REC M-BRANCH      6    2           'BRANCH'

 REC M-NAME        19  20           'NAME'

 BYP M-BRANCH NE ('32' '35' '45' '46')           $Select records

 

 IN 80 MK=T-ACCOUNT

 REC T-ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

 REC T-TRANS-IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

 REC T-TRANS-AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'

 REC T-DATE       18     6  2       'DATE'

 REC T-BRANCH     24     2          'BRANCH'

 REC T-NAME       26    20          'NAME'

 80OUT D

 80SORT T-BRANCH - T-ACCOUNT T-DATE

 803 MASTER FILE MATCHED WITH MULTIPLE TRANSACTIONS

 8051*010 M-BRANCH                HR

 8051*020 T-ACCOUNT               HR

 8051*030 M-NAME                  HR

 8051*050 T-TRANS-AMT             HR

 8051*060 T-TRANS-IND             HR

 8051*070 T-DATE  FD              HR

 807010 IF M-ACCOUNT NE T-ACCOUNT DROP $Drop unmatched records
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Result

REPORT NO. 80   MASTER FILE MATCHED WITH MULTIPLE TRANSACTIONS  mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                                                                         AMOUNT OF             DEPOSIT/

           BRANCH         ACCOUNT                 NAME                  TRANSACTION           WITHDRAWAL           DATE

             32            15060          SHARON ARMSTRONG                  10,099.01             D              mm/

dd/yy

             32            15060          SHARON ARMSTRONG                     990.11             W              mm/

dd/yy

             32            15060          SHARON ARMSTRONG                 100,990.11             D              mm/

dd/yy

             32            16070          ARTHUR LINK                        1,080.04             D              mm/

dd/yy

             32            19235          GARY NOBLES                           80.04             W              mm/

dd/yy

             32            21056          AMOS JOHNSON                           1.02             W              mm/

dd/yy

             35            23055          JACK JACKSON                         500.00             W              mm/

dd/yy

             35            23055          JACK JACKSON                      50,000.00             D              mm/

dd/yy

             35            23055          JACK JACKSON                          30.00             D              mm/

dd/yy

             35            29557          IRWIN TRIMBLE                    500,001.00             D              mm/

dd/yy

             45            33470          VICTORIA DAY                   7,590,001.30             D              mm/

dd/yy

             45            33470          VICTORIA DAY                           1.30             D              mm/

dd/yy

             45            34440          HELEN WRIGHT                         195.01             W              mm/

dd/yy

             45            34440          HELEN WRIGHT                       2,000.01             D              mm/

dd/yy

             45            34440          HELEN WRIGHT                          95.01             D              mm/

dd/yy

             45            34440          HELEN WRIGHT                         100.00             D              mm/

dd/yy

             45            36682          JEAN WREN                          4,000.78             W              mm/

dd/yy

             46            69876          BRUCE THORPE                   9,009,901.15             D              mm/

dd/yy

             46            69876          BRUCE THORPE                         637.55             D              mm/

dd/yy

             46            99083          HELEN SANTOVEC                    50,001.30             D              mm/

dd/yy
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             46            99083          HELEN SANTOVEC                     6,468.52             D              mm/

dd/yy

NOTE
The report displays actual dates in the format shown.

Example: Selecting Matching Account Numbers

This is the same report presented in the previous example; however, records with matching account numbers are
selected.

Procedure
MB=KEEP

retains a master record in the input buffer.
SELECT

parameter selects master file records.
SELECT

parameter with the BUFFER option selects only records that have matching account numbers.

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN  80 F 320 PS(TAPE) MK=M-ACCOUNT MB=KEEP     $Keep the master record

 REC M-ACCOUNT     1    5           'ACCOUNT'

 REC M-BRANCH      6    2           'BRANCH'

 REC M-NAME        19  20           'NAME'

 SEL M-BRANCH EQ ('32' '35' '45' '46')           $Select records

 

 IN 80  F 320 PS(TAPE) MK=T-ACCOUNT

 REC T-ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

 REC T-TRANS-IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

 REC T-TRANS-AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'

 REC T-DATE       18     6  2       'DATE'

 REC T-BRANCH     24     2          'BRANCH'

 REC T-NAME       26    20          'NAME'

 SEL BUFFER WHEN M-ACCOUNT EQ T-ACCOUNT $Select matching records

 80OUT D

 80SORT T-BRANCH - T-ACCOUNT T-DATE

 803 MASTER FILE MATCHED WITH MULTIPLE TRANSACTIONS

 8051*010 M-BRANCH                HR

 8051*020 T-ACCOUNT               HR

 8051*030 M-NAME                  HR

 8051*050 T-TRANS-AMT

 8051*060 T-TRANS-IND             HR

 8051*070 T-DATE  FD              HR

Result

REPORT NO. 80     MASTER FILE MATCHED WITH MULTIPLE TRANSACTIONS  mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                                                                                               DEPOSIT/
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           BRANCH         ACCOUNT                 NAME                                        WITHDRAWAL           DATE

             32            15060          SHARON ARMSTRONG                  10,099.01             D              mm/

dd/yy

             32            15060          SHARON ARMSTRONG                     990.11             W              mm/

dd/yy

             32            15060          SHARON ARMSTRONG                 100,990.11             D              mm/

dd/yy

             32            16070          ARTHUR LINK                        1,080.04             D              mm/

dd/yy

             32            19235          GARY NOBLES                           80.04             W              mm/

dd/yy

             32            21056          AMOS JOHNSON                           1.02             W              mm/

dd/yy

             35            23055          JACK JACKSON                         500.00             W              mm/

dd/yy

             35            23055          JACK JACKSON                      50,000.00             D              mm/

dd/yy

             35            23055          JACK JACKSON                          30.00             D              mm/

dd/yy

             35            29557          IRWIN TRIMBLE                    500,001.00             D              mm/

dd/yy

             45            33470          VICTORIA DAY                   7,590,001.30             D              mm/

dd/yy

             45            33470          VICTORIA DAY                           1.30             D              mm/

dd/yy

             45            34440          HELEN WRIGHT                         195.01             W              mm/

dd/yy

             45            34440          HELEN WRIGHT                       2,000.01             D              mm/

dd/yy

             45            34440          HELEN WRIGHT                          95.01             D              mm/

dd/yy

             45            34440          HELEN WRIGHT                         100.00             D              mm/

dd/yy

             45            36682          JEAN WREN                          4,000.78             W              mm/

dd/yy

             46            69876          BRUCE THORPE                   9,009,901.15             D              mm/

dd/yy

             46            69876          BRUCE THORPE                         637.55             D              mm/

dd/yy

             46            99083          HELEN SANTOVEC                    50,001.30             D              mm/

dd/yy

             46            99083          HELEN SANTOVEC                     6,468.52             D              mm/

dd/yy

NOTE
The report displays actual dates in the format shown.
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Listing Accounts Without Transactions

Objective

This report lists accounts that do not have transactions. The match-file run matches a multiple-transaction file against a
single-occurrence master file.

Procedure

MB=KEEP
retains a master file in the input buffer.

SELECT BUFFER
A  statement selects those accounts without transactions.

NOTE
Type 7 logic (IF M-ACCOUNT LE T-ACCOUNT DROP) can be used instead of the SELECT BUFFER
statement.

The contents of the input buffer:

Master file Transaction file
(SYS010) (SYS011)
15060 15060
15060 15060
15060 15060
15999  
16070 16070
19235 19235
21056 21056
23055 23055
23055 23055
23055 23055
27777  
29557 29557
30115 30115
30115 30115
31113 31113
31113 31113
31275 31275
32115  
33470 33470
33470 33470
34440 34440
34440 34440
34440 34440
34440 34440
36682 36682
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69876 69876
69876 69876
99083 99083
99083 99083

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN  80 MK=M-ACCOUNT MB=KEEP               $Keep master record

 REC M-ACCOUNT     1    5           'ACCOUNT'

 REC M-BRANCH      6    2           'BRANCH'

 REC M-NAME        19  20           'NAME'

 

 IN 80 MK=T-ACCOUNT

 REC T-ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

 SEL BUFFER WHEN T-ACCOUNT EQ ' ' $Accounts without transactions

 80OUT D

 80SORT M-BRANCH -

 803 LIST OF ACCOUNTS WITHOUT TRANSACTIONS

 8051*010 M-BRANCH                HR

 8051*020 M-ACCOUNT               HR

 8051*030 M-NAME                  HR

Result

REPORT NO. 80  LIST OF ACCOUNTS WITHOUT TRANSACTIONS      mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                         BRANCH                        ACCOUNT                                NAME

                           32                           15999                         SHELLY BROWN

                           35                           27777                         ANDY PIGGOTT

                           40                           32115                         BOB DATO

Listing Transactions not on the Master File

Objective

This report lists transactions not on the master file. Multiple transactions are matched against a single-entry master file.

Procedure

MB=KEEP
retains a master file in the input buffer.

SELECT BUFFER
A  statement selects transactions that cannot be matched with the master file.
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NOTE
Type 7 logic (IF M-ACCOUNT GE T-ACCOUNT DROP) can be used instead of the SELECT BUFFER
statement.

The contents of the input buffer for the run (K denotes master records kept in the input buffer):

Master file Transaction file
(SYS010) (SYS011)
 15060
 15060
 15060
15999  
16070 16070
19235 19235
21056 21056
23055 23055
23055K 23055
23055K 23055
27777  
29557 29557
30115K 30115
30115K 30115
30115K 31113
30115K 31113
31275 31275
32115  
33470 33470
33470K 33470
34440 34440
34440K 34440
34440K 34440
34440K 34440
34440K 36682
69876 69876
69876K 69876
99083 99083
99083K 99083

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN  80 MK=M-ACCOUNT MB=KEEP
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 REC M-ACCOUNT     1    5           'ACCOUNT'

 

 IN 80 MK=T-ACCOUNT

 REC T-ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

 REC T-TRANS-IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

 REC T-TRANS-AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'

 REC T-DATE       18     6  2       'DATE'

 REC T-BRANCH     24     2          'BRANCH'

 REC T-NAME       26    20          'NAME'

 SEL BUFFER WHEN T-ACCOUNT GT M-ACCOUNT $Transactions without masters

 80OUT D

 80SORT T-BRANCH - T-DATE D T-ACCOUNT

 803 LISTING OF TRANSACTIONS WITHOUT MASTERS

 8051*010 T-BRANCH                HR

 8051*020 T-ACCOUNT               HR

 8051*030 T-NAME                  HR

 8051*050 T-TRANS-AMT             HR

 8051*060 T-TRANS-IND             HR

 8051*070 T-DATE  FD              HR

Result

REPORT NO. 80  LISTING OF TRANSACTIONS WITHOUT MASTERS    mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                                                                         AMOUNT OF             DEPOSIT/

           BRANCH         ACCOUNT                 NAME                  TRANSACTION           WITHDRAWAL           DATE

             32            15060          SHARON ARMSTRONG                 100,990.11             D              mm/

dd/yy

             32            15060          SHARON ARMSTRONG                     990.11             W              mm/

dd/yy

             32            15060          SHARON ARMSTRONG                  10,099.01             D              mm/

dd/yy

             40            31113          MARY CATREY                           36.00             W              mm/

dd/yy

             40            31113          MARY CATREY                           36.00             D              mm/

dd/yy

             45            36682          JEAN WREN                          4,000.78             W              mm/

dd/yy

NOTE
The report would show actual dates in the format shown.

Using the Match-file Facility for Table Initialization

You can use match keys to control the order in which files are read in a match run. If you do not specify match keys for a
file, Culprit assumes low key values for the missing match keys on that file and reads it first.

This article includes the following information:
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How to Do It

1. Omit the MK= specification on the IN parameter for the file you want read first.
2. Code the MK= specification on the IN parameter for subsequent files.

Example
Objective This example produces two reports:

• An interest rate table from the first file processed
• A listing of the first month's interest for new accounts, using the interest rate table and the input data from

the second file

Procedure

• No match key is used for the interest rate file.
• A match key on ACCOUNT-NO is used for the second file.

The contents of the input buffer for this run:

File 1 (SYS010) File 2 (SYS011)

.0500 .0525 .0550 rule=no.

.0525 .0550 .0575 rule=no.

.0550 .0575 .0600 rule=no.

.0550 .0575 .0625 rule=no.

 15060

 15999

 16070

 19235

 21056

 23055

 27777

 29557 . . .

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN 80                                $Read first, no match key

 REC FILE-TEST 0 1 1

 REC INTEREST-RATE-DATA  1             GROUP AA 4.3

 REC INTEREST-RATE       1  4  2  DP=4  ELMNT AA

 

 IN 150 MK=ACCOUNT-NO             $Read second, one match key

 REC ACCOUNT-NO   1  5           'ACCOUNT' 'NUMBER'

 REC ACCT-TYPE    6  2  2        'ACCOUNT' 'TYPE'

 REC OPEN-BAL     8 11  2  DP=2  'OPENING' 'BALANCE'

 REC NAME        19 20           'NAME'

 REC DATE-OPENED 39  6  2        'DATE' 'OPENED'

 GW0  RATE.12 DP=4   COUNT    ZERO
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 00OUT 65 D

 003 INTEREST RATE TABLE         $First report

 0051*010 INTEREST-RATE.1  HH ' ' 'RATE CODE 1' '(ACCOUNT TYPE 1)'

 0051*020 INTEREST-RATE.2  HH 'RATE CODE 2' '(ACCOUNT TYPE 2)'

 0051*030 INTEREST-RATE.3  HH 'RATE CODE 3' '(ACCOUNT TYPE 3)'

 92SORT  ACCT-TYPE 0  OPEN-BAL D

 92OUT  120 D

 920  NTH

 920  FIRST-MO-INT  DP=3

 923 FIRST MONTH'S INTEREST     $Second report

 9241*010 ' '

 9251*010 ACCOUNT-NO        HR

 9251*020 NAME              HR

 9251*030 DATE-OPENED  FD   HR

 9251*040 ACCT-TYPE         HR

 9251*050 RATE.NTH     SZ=4 HH 'INTEREST' 'RATE'

 9251*060 OPEN-BAL          HR

 9251*070 FIRST-MO-INT SZ=8 HH 'INTEREST' '(FIRST' 'MONTH)'

 007010   IF FILE-TEST EQ 1  DROP

 007      COUNT + 1  COUNT

 007      MOVE INTEREST-RATE.1 TO RATE.COUNT

 007      COUNT + 1  COUNT

 007      MOVE INTEREST-RATE.2 TO RATE.COUNT

 007      COUNT + 1  COUNT

 007      MOVE INTEREST-RATE.3 TO RATE.COUNT

 007      IF COUNT GT 12  040

 007      TAKE

 007040   ZERO DIVIDE ZERO  ZERO  $Forced buffer dump if more than 12 entries

 007      STOP-RUN                $Error, stop processing

 927      IF FILE-TEST NE 1 DROP

 927      IF DATE-OPENED GE mmddyy   100

 927      IF DATE-OPENED GE mmddyy   110

 927      IF DATE-OPENED GE mmddyy   120

 927      IF DATE-OPENED GE mmddyy   130

 927      DROP

927100   ACCT-TYPE + 9  NTH

927      B 150

927110   ACCT-TYPE + 6  NTH

927      B 150

927120   ACCT-TYPE + 3  NTH

927      B 150

927130   ACCT-TYPE + 0  NTH

927150   COMPUTE (OPEN-BAL X RATE.NTH) / 12  FIRST-MO-INT

NOTE
For 'IF DATE-OPENED GE', the code would be actual dates in the format shown.

Result

REPORT NO. 00         INTEREST RATE TABLE    mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

     RATE CODE 1         RATE CODE 2         RATE CODE 3

   (ACCOUNT TYPE 1)    (ACCOUNT TYPE 2)    (ACCOUNT TYPE 3)
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        .0500               .0525               .0550

        .0525               .0550               .0575

        .0550               .0575               .0600

        .0550               .0575               .0625

REPORT NO. 92        FIRST MONTH'S INTEREST  mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                                                                                                      INTEREST

       ACCOUNT                                DATE       ACCOUNT     INTEREST        OPENING           (FIRST

        NUMBER             NAME              OPENED        TYPE        RATE          BALANCE           MONTH)

        33470      VICTORIA DAY             mm/dd/

yy         1        .0550            51,954.10        238.123

        16070      ARTHUR LINK              mm/dd/

yy         1        .0550            10,800.45         49.502

        99083      HELEN SANTOVEC           mm/dd/

yy         1        .0550             4,685.28         21.474

        69876      BRUCE THORPE             mm/dd/

yy         2        .0575             6,375.58         30.550

        19235      GARY NOBLES              mm/dd/

yy         2        .0575             3,800.45         18.210

        34440      HELEN WRIGHT             mm/dd/

yy         2        .0575             1,950.10          9.344

        36682      JEAN WREN                mm/dd/

yy         3        .0575            40,007.80        191.704

        15999      SHELLY BROWN             mm/dd/

yy         3        .0550               852.45          3.907

        30115      IRMA DOONES              mm/dd/

yy         3        .0625               366.29          1.908

        31113      MARY CATREY              mm/dd/

yy         3        .0600               360.00          1.800

        15060      SHARON ARMSTRONG         mm/dd/yy         3        .0625

        21056      AMOS JOHNSON             mm/dd/yy         3        .0625

        23055      JACK JACKSON             mm/dd/yy         3        .0625

        27777      ANDY PIGGOTT             mm/dd/yy         3        .0625

        29557      IRWIN TRIMBLE            mm/dd/yy         3        .0625

        31275      FOR ANOTHER              mm/dd/yy         3        .0625

        32115      BOB DATO                 mm/dd/yy         3        .0625

NOTE
The report would show actual dates in the format shown.

Using Files Defined to the Data Dictionary

During match file runs, you can reference files defined to the data dictionary.

This article includes the following information:

How to Do It

Code:

1. A DATABASE parameter with the DICTNAME= option if an alternate dictionary is used.
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2. An INPUT parameter with the FN= option to specify the file name.
3. INPUT parameter options and REC parameters if redefinition or supplementary definitions are needed. 

Example
Objective This report matches a student master file (STUDENT-MAST), which is defined to the data
dictionary, with a VSAM file containing course descriptions and prerequisite courses. Procedure

• A DATABASE parameter with the DICTNAME= option specifies the alternate dictionary DOCUDICT.
• The FN= option on the IN parameter specifies the STUDENT-MAST file.

Partial Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

 IN 257        FN=STUDENT-MAST  MK=COURSE-CODE

 

 IN 96  96  VS  MK=COURSE-NUM

 REC COURSE-NUM     1   3

 REC DESC           4  30

 REC PREQ          34        GROUP  AA  3.4

 REC COURSE         1   3    ELMNT  AA

Creating Unique Match-key Names

You can assign unique names to reference entities in the data dictionary. You may use either the primary (data dictionary)
name or the assigned name. Just be consistent.

How to Do It

Use a REC parameter to assign a unique name to a field.

Example
Objective This example matches two files that are defined to the data dictionary. The match key for both
files is PART-NUMBER. PART-NUMBER in the PARTS-INVENTORY file is assigned STOCK-REF-NUM as a
unique name. Procedure

• A DD= specification on the IN parameter provides alternative file assignments for each file.
• A REC parameter renames the PART-NUMBER field of the PARTS-INVENTORY file.
• An MK= specification of the new name of the PART-NUMBER (STOCK-REF-NUM) is the match key for the

PARTS-INVENTORY file.

Partial Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

 IN 130 DD=SYSO11  FN=PARTS-INVENTORY  MK=STOCK-REF-NUM

*       WAREHOUSE-CODE  BIN-POINTER

 REC STOCK-REF-NUM 1 10
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 IN 170 DD=SYS012  FN=PART-DESC  MK=PART-NUMBER  WAREHOUSE-ID

*       BIN-LOCATION

Demonstration 30

Objective

This example matches two files that are defined to the data dictionary. The match key for both files is PART-NUMBER.
PART-NUMBER in the PARTS-INVENTORY file is assigned STOCK-REF-NUM as a unique name.

Procedure

• A DD= specification on the IN parameter provides alternative file assignments for each file.
• A REC parameter renames the PART-NUMBER field of the PARTS-INVENTORY file.
• An MK= specification of the new name of the PART-NUMBER (STOCK-REF-NUM) is the match key for the PARTS-

INVENTORY file.

Partial Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

 IN 130 DD=SYSO11  FN=PARTS-INVENTORY  MK=STOCK-REF-NUM

*       WAREHOUSE-CODE  BIN-POINTER

 REC STOCK-REF-NUM  1  10

 IN 170 DD=SYS012  FN=PART-DESC  MK=PART-NUMBER  WAREHOUSE-ID

*       BIN-LOCATION

Qualified Fields

You can associate one record name in the data dictionary with fields that are specified on two or more INPUT parameters.

How to Do It

Unique field names can be provided in a particular Culprit run by coding:

• The FN= option of the INPUT parameter with the data dictionary file name
• The MK= option of the INPUT parameter with the field name followed by the record name known to the data dictionary,

a comma, and a level number enclosed in parentheses
• SYS010 in the JCL for the first file (level 1); SYS011 in the JCL for the second file (level 2), and so on

Example
Objective This example matches three files that are defined in the data dictionary. Two files have MON-
TRAN-FILE as a file name and TRAN-CODE as a key field name. All three files have ACCT-NO as a key field.
Procedure The code uses level numbers to distinguish between field references (ACCOUNT,1, ACCOUNT,2,
TRANSACTION,1, and TRANSACTION,2). Partial Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 DATABASE DICT NAME=DOCUDICT
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 IN 100  FN=MON-TRAN-FILE  MK=ACCT-NO(ACCOUNT,1)  TRAN-CODE

*        (TRANSACTION,1)

 IN 100  FN=MON-TRAN-FILE  MK=ACCT-NO(ACCOUNT,2)  TRAN-CODE

*        (TRANSACTION,2)

 IN 150  FN=CUST-FILE      MK=ACCT-NO(ACC-REC)  MB=KEEP

Using and Modifying Copied Code
Frequently used sections of Culprit code can be stored for use by several reports or users. Use of stored parameters
helps to establish standard file definitions, procedures, and reports. For example, you can store INPUT and REC
parameters that define a shared input file, type 7 or 8 procedural code that performs an operation needed by several
reports, or a set of commonly used extract functions.

Parameters to be inserted are maintained in card-image format and in data dictionaries, partitioned data sets (z/OS),
source statement libraries (z/VSE), Panvalet libraries, and Librarian libraries. Stored code can be copied and modified to
meet the requirements of a particular report by using one of the copied code parameters:

• USE
• =COPY
• =MACRO

Copying Stored Code (USE Parameter)

The USE parameter allows you to copy code that is stored on 80-byte records.

How to Do It

Code a basic USE parameter by entering the following in the job stream:

1. The keyword USE
2. The name of the file or module that contains the Culprit source code:

 USE CULCODE

/*

Assigning Values to Symbolic Fields (USE Parameter)

You can use symbolic fields on the parameters in your stored or inline Culprit code for values that are likely to change.

How to Do It

Follow these steps:

1. Incorporate symbolic parameter references in the source code:

010 START &&1

2. Code a standard USE parameter that names the source code to be copied:

 USE CULCODE
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/*

3. Code the WITH VALUES keyword phrase:

 USE CULCODE

 WITH VALUES ...

/*

4. Code keyword arguments (data values) or keyword expressions (labels), as needed, on the same line as WITH
VALUES. The argument sequence must correspond to the parameter sequence:

 USE CULCODE

 WITH VALUES (mmddyy,MONTHLY REPORT)

/*

Note: The value would show the actual date in the format shown.

Example
Objective This is a monthly report of branch office transactions created from code stored as RPT624.
The report title and the dates printed in the heading of the report change each time the report code is run.
Procedure

• The USE parameter copies stored code (RPT624) containing symbolic parameters for values likely to
change.

• The WITH VALUES clause provides arguments that are substituted for the symbolic parameters.

Complete Code Below follows the job stream and the stored code: The Job Stream

 USE RPT624

 WITH VALUES (mmddyy,mmddyy,mmddyy,MONTHLY REPORT)

/*

NOTE
The value would show actual dates in the format shown.

The Stored Code

col. 2

▼

IN 80 F

REC ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

REC TRANS-IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

REC TRANS-AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'

REC TRANS-DATE 18     6  2       'DATE'

REC BRANCH     24     2          'BRANCH'

REC NAME       26    20          'NAME'

80OUT 80

80SORT ACCOUNT 1 BRANCH  NAME  RPT-DAY  START  END

800  START &&1                       $First date (mmddyy)

800  END   &&2                       $Second date (mmddyy)

800  RPT-DAY &&3                     $Third date (mmddyy)

803 &&4                              $Title (MONTHLY REPORT)

80410010 NAME

80410030 ACCOUNT
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80410040 BRANCH

80410050 RPT-DAY          FD

80420010 'PERIOD: FROM'

80420024 START            FD

80420034 'TO'

80420038 END              FD

8051*010 TRANS-DATE       FD   HR

8051*020 TRANS-IND             HR

8051*030 TRANS-AMT             HR

8051*070 TRANS-DATE  FD        HR

8061*0200'TOTAL TRANSACTIONS'

8061*030 TRANS-AMT

NOTE
The first, second and third dates would be the actual dates in the format shown.

The sequential parameter listing, which is produced in a Culprit run, shows the substitutions made for the
symbolic parameters. Sequential Parameter Listing

mm/dd/yy              SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING      volser Vnn.n  PAGE     1

00 ** SYSIN **                            USE RPT624

                                          WITH VALUES (mmddyy,mmddyy,mmddyy,MONTHLY REPORT)

01 RPT624                                 IN 80 F

  C200138 INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO

                                          REC ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

                                          REC TRANS-IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

                                          REC TRANS-

AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'

                                          REC TRANS-DATE 18     6  2       'DATE'

                                          REC BRANCH     24     2          'BRANCH'

                                          REC NAME       26    20          'NAME'

                                          80OUT 80

                                          80SORT ACCOUNT 1 BRANCH  NAME  RPT-DAY  START  END

                                          800  START mmddyy                       $First date (mmddyy)

                                          800  END   mmddyy                       $Second date (mmddyy)

                                          800  RPT-

DAY mmddyy                     $Third date (mmddyy)

                                          803 MONTHLY                              $Title (MONTHLY REPORT)

                                          80410010 NAME

                                          80410030 ACCOUNT

                                          80410040 BRANCH

                                          80410050 RPT-DAY          FD

                                          80420010 'PERIOD: FROM'

                                          80420024 START            FD

                                          80420034 'TO'

                                          80420038 END              FD

                                          8051*010 TRANS-DATE       FD   HR

                                          8051*020 TRANS-IND             HR

                                          8051*030 TRANS-AMT             HR

                                          8051*070 TRANS-DATE  FD        HR

                                          8061*0200'TOTAL TRANSACTIONS'

                                          8061*030 TRANS-AMT
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NOTE
The first, second and third dates would be the actual dates in the format shown.

The Report

REPORT NO. 80  MONTHLY                      $Title  mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

         SHARON ARMSTRONG    15060     32        mm/dd/yy

         PERIOD: FROM  mm/dd/yy  TO  mm/dd/yy

                         DEPOSIT/             AMOUNT OF

        DATE            WITHDRAWAL           TRANSACTION          DATE

      mm/dd/yy              D                    10,099.01      mm/dd/yy

      mm/dd/yy              W                       990.11      mm/dd/yy

      mm/dd/yy              D                   100,990.11      mm/dd/yy

                    TOTAL TRANSACTIONS          112,079.23

REPORT NO. 80  MONTHLY                       $Title  mm/dd/yy PAGE     2

         ARTHUR LINK         16070     32        mm/dd/yy

         PERIOD: FROM  mm/dd/yy  TO  mm/dd/yy

                         DEPOSIT/             AMOUNT OF

        DATE            WITHDRAWAL           TRANSACTION          DATE

      mm/dd/yy              D                     1,080.04      mm/dd/yy

                    TOTAL TRANSACTIONS            1,080.04

NOTE
The reports would show actual dates in the format shown.

Assigning Default Values to Symbolic Parameters (USE Parameter)

You can assign default values to symbolic parameters in your stored or inline code and use keywords to provide
documentation.

This article includes the following information:

How to Do It

Code:

• The word DEFAULT on the first line of stored code.
If used inline, the DEFAULT clause is entered as the last of the USE parameter clauses.

• Symbolic parameter names entered sequentially, starting with &&1.
• A keyword for each symbolic parameter name. (Any keywords in the WITH VALUES clause must match those in the

DEFAULT clause.)
• The value for the keyword.

Example
Objective This example uses a DEFAULT clause to produce the same report as the example using a WITH
VALUES clause. Procedure
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• Default values are used for symbolic parameters whose values do not appear on the WITH VALUES
clause.

• Keywords START, END, and TITLE provide documentation.
• RPT-DAY, the keyword for &&3, is specified on both the WITH VALUES clause and the DEFAULT clause.

The value given on the WITH VALUES clause (mmddyy) overrides the value on the DEFAULT clause,
where mmddyy would be actual dates in this format.

Complete Code Below follows the job stream and the stored code: The Job Stream

 USE RPT627

 WITH VALUES (RPT-DAY=mmddyy)       $Overriding value

/*

NOTE
The rpt-day value would show actual dates in the format shown.

The Stored Code

col. 2

▼

DEFAULT &&1=START=mmddyy       $Default values if not overridden

        &&2=END=mmddyy

        &&3=RPT-DAY=mmddyy

        &&4=TITLE='MONTHLY REPORT'

IN 80

REC ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

REC TRANS-IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

REC TRANS-AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'

REC TRANS-DATE 18     6  2       'DATE'

REC BRANCH     24     2          'BRANCH'

REC NAME       26    20          'NAME'

80OUT 80

80SORT ACCOUNT 1 BRANCH  NAME  RPT-DAY  START  END

800  START &&1

800  END   &&2

800  RPT-DAY &&3

803 &&4

80410010 NAME

80410030 ACCOUNT

80410040 BRANCH

80410050 RPT-DAY          FD

80420010 'PERIOD: FROM'

80420024 START            FD

80420034 'TO'

80420038 END              FD

8051*010 TRANS-DATE       FD   HR
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8051*020 TRANS-IND             HR

8051*030 TRANS-AMT             HR

8051*070 TRANS-DATE  FD        HR

8061*0200'TOTAL TRANSACTIONS'

8061*030 TRANS-AMT

NOTE
The code would show actual dates for start, end, and rpt-day in the format shown.

Result

REPORT NO. 80              MONTHLY REPORT             mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

         SHARON ARMSTRONG    15060     32        mm/dd/yy

         PERIOD: FROM  mm/dd/yy  TO  mm/dd/yy

                         DEPOSIT/             AMOUNT OF

        DATE            WITHDRAWAL           TRANSACTION          DATE

      mm/dd/yy              D                    10,099.01      mm/dd/yy

      mm/dd/yy              W                       990.11      mm/dd/yy

      mm/dd/yy              D                   100,990.11      mm/dd/yy

                    TOTAL TRANSACTIONS          112,079.23

REPORT NO. 80          MONTHLY REPORT             mm/dd/yy PAGE     2

         ARTHUR LINK         16070     32        mm/dd/yy

         PERIOD: FROM  mm/dd/yy  TO  mm/dd/yy

                         DEPOSIT/             AMOUNT OF

        DATE            WITHDRAWAL           TRANSACTION          DATE

      mm/dd/yy              D                     1,080.04      mm/dd/yy

                    TOTAL TRANSACTIONS            1,080.04

NOTE
The report would show actual dates in the format shown.

Nesting the USE Parameter

You can nest the USE parameter. One or more USE parameters and WITH VALUES clauses can be included in stored
code.

If one USE parameter appears in the stored code, it is treated as a nested parameter in the job stream at run-time.

How to Do It

Follow these steps:

1. Code the USE parameter followed by an asterisk (*), and a WITH VALUES clause at the beginning of the code that is
affected.

2. Place END at the end of the code that is affected by the value assignments.

Example
Objective This is a partial example that produces the same report as that shown earlier for the reports that
are generated from the WITH VALUES and DEFAULT clauses. Procedure
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• A USE parameter in the job stream copies the stored code.
• USE * parameter and a WITH VALUES clause assign values to the symbolic parameters.
• An END clause signals the end of the code that is affected by the USE parameter.

The Job Stream

USE RPT624

/*

The Stored Code

 col. 2

 ▼

USE *                  $Start of code sequence affected by changes

WITH VALUES (mmddyy,mmddyy,mmddyy,'MONTHLY REPORTS')

 IN 80

 REC ACCOUNT  1   5    'ACCOUNT'

   .

   .

   .

 END                     $End of code incorporating changes

NOTE
The code would specify actual dates in the format shown.

Modifying Code (USE Parameter)

You can change report numbers and character strings, drop or keep parameters, and renumber type 7 and type 8
sequence numbers with the USE parameter.

How to Do It

• To modify code, use one or more CHANGE clauses for each USE parameter.
Only one clause can specify a report number change.

• To eliminate or retain code, use one or more DROP or KEEP clauses.
If both DROP and KEEP are coded, precedence is given to the DROP clause.

• To renumber type 7 and type 8 sequence numbers, use one or more RENUMBER clauses.
The RENUMBER clause must be the last clause coded on the USE parameter.

Example: Changing Report Numbers and Character Strings
Objective This report is derived from stored code. The code is changed to provide updated branch office
account activity information. Procedure

• The report number is changed from 80 to 01.
• The title is changed from ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH to BRANCH ACCOUNTS.
• A type 5 parameter is changed to a type 4 to allow the branch number to print as a heading.

Complete Code

col. 2
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▼

IN 80 F

USE *

    CHANGE RPTNO TO 01 AND                 $Chained together with AND

         '51*010' 4/9 TO '410010' AND

         'ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH' TO 'BRANCH ACCOUNTS'

REC T-ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

REC T-TRANS-IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

REC T-TRANS-AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'

REC T-DATE       18     6  2       'DATE'

REC T-BRANCH     24     2

REC T-NAME       26    20          'NAME'

80OUT D                                           $Report number changed

80SORT T-BRANCH 1

803 ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH                    $Title changed

8051*010 T-BRANCH                                 $Changed to a type 4 parameter

8051*020 T-ACCOUNT               HR

8051*030 T-NAME                  HR

8051*050 T-TRANS-AMT             HR

8051*060 T-TRANS-IND             HR

8051*070 T-DATE  FD              HR

END

Result Sequential Parameter Listing

mm/dd/yy              SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING      volser Vnn.n  PAGE     1

00 ** SYSIN **                            IN 80 F

   C200138 INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO

                                           USE *

                                               CHANGE RPTNO TO 01 AND                 $Chained together with AND

                                                    '51*010' 4/9 TO '410010' AND

                                                    'ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH' TO 'BRANCH ACCOUNTS'

01 ** SYSIN **                             REC T-ACCOUNT     1     5         'ACCOUNT'

                                           REC T-TRANS-

IND   6     1         'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

                                           REC T-TRANS-

AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'

                                           REC T-DATE       18     6  2       'DATE'

                                           REC T-BRANCH     24     2

                                           REC T-NAME       26    20          'NAME'

                                           01OUT D                                           $Report number changed

                                           01SORT T-BRANCH 1

                                           013 BRANCH ACCOUNTS                    $Title changed

                                           01410010 T-

BRANCH                                 $Changed to a type 4 parameter

                                           0151*020 T-ACCOUNT               HR

                                           0151*030 T-NAME                  HR

                                           0151*050 T-TRANS-AMT             HR

                                           0151*060 T-TRANS-IND             HR

                                           0151*070 T-DATE  FD              HR
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                                           END

Report

REPORT NO. 01                            BRANCH ACCOUNTS                          mm/dd/

yy PAGE     1

          32

                                                                 AMOUNT OF                DEPOSIT/

            ACCOUNT                    NAME                     TRANSACTION              WITHDRAWAL              DATE

             15060             SHARON ARMSTRONG                     10,099.01                D                 mm/

dd/yy

             15060             SHARON ARMSTRONG                        990.11                W                 mm/

dd/yy

             15060             SHARON ARMSTRONG                    100,990.11                D                 mm/

dd/yy

             16070             ARTHUR LINK                           1,080.04                D                 mm/

dd/yy

             19235             GARY NOBLES                              80.04                W                 mm/

dd/yy

             21056             AMOS JOHNSON                              1.02                W                 mm/

dd/yy

REPORT NO. 01                            BRANCH ACCOUNTS                               mm/dd/

yy PAGE     2

          35

                                                                 AMOUNT OF                DEPOSIT/

            ACCOUNT                    NAME                     TRANSACTION              WITHDRAWAL              DATE

             23055             JACK JACKSON                            500.00                W                 mm/

dd/yy

             23055             JACK JACKSON                         50,000.00                D                 mm/

dd/yy

             23055             JACK JACKSON                             30.00                D                 mm/

dd/yy

             29557             IRWIN TRIMBLE                       500,001.00                D                 mm/

dd/yy

NOTE
The report would show actual dates in the format shown.

>Example: Using a KEEP Clause

Objective

This example changes inline code to produce a report of individual account activity.

Procedure

A KEEP clause is used to retain the title and three type 5 fields (ACCOUNT, TRANS-AMT, and TRANS-IND). All other
fields are dropped.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 80 F
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USE *

    CHANGE RPTNO TO 01 AND

           'ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH' TO 'ACCOUNT ACTIVITY'

    KEEP 3 AND 'ACCOUNT' AND 'TRANS-AMT' AND 'TRANS-IND'

REC ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

REC TRANS-IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

REC TRANS-AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'

REC DATE       18     6  2       'DATE'

REC BRANCH     24     2

REC NAME       26    20          'NAME'

80OUT D                                 $Report number changed

80SORT NAME 0

803 ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH          $Title changed

8051*010 BRANCH

8051*020 ACCOUNT               HR       $Kept

8051*030 NAME                  HR

8051*050 TRANS-AMT             HR       $Kept

8051*060 TRANS-IND             HR       $Kept

8051*070 DATE  FD              HR

END

Sequential Parameter Listing

mm/dd/yy                 SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING           volser  Vnn.n  PAGE     1

00 ** SYSIN **                            IN 80 F

   C200138 INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO

                                           USE *

                                               CHANGE RPTNO TO 01 AND

                                                      'ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH' TO 'ACCOUNT ACTIVITY'

                                               KEEP  3 AND 'ACCOUNT' AND 'TRANS-AMT' AND 'TRANS-IND'

01 ** SYSIN **                             REC ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

                                           REC TRANS-IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

                                           REC TRANS-AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'

                                           013 ACCOUNT ACTIVITY          $Title changed

                                           0151*020 ACCOUNT               HR       $Kept

                                           0151*050 TRANS-AMT             HR       $Kept

                                           0151*060 TRANS-IND             HR       $Kept

Report

REPORT NO. 01                                 ACCOUNT ACTIVITY                           mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                                                           AMOUNT OF                             DEPOSIT/

                         ACCOUNT                          TRANSACTION                           WITHDRAWAL

                          15060                               10,099.01                             D

                          15060                                  990.11                             W

                          15060                              100,990.11                             D

                          16070                                1,080.04                             D

                          19235                                   80.04                             W
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                          21056                                    1.02                             W

                          23055                                  500.00                             W

                          23055                               50,000.00                             D

                          23055                                   30.00                             D

                          29557                              500,001.00                             D

                          30115                              500,001.00                             D

                          30115                               50,001.00                             D

                          31113                                   36.00                             W

                          31113                                   36.00                             D

                          31275                            5,000,000.00                             D

                          33470                            7,590,001.30                             D

                          33470                                    1.30                             D

                          34440                                  195.01                             W

                          34440                                2,000.01                             D

                          34440                                   95.01                             D

                          34440                                  100.00                             D

                          36682                                4,000.78                             W

                          69876                            9,009,901.15                             D

                          69876                                  637.55                             D

                          99083                               50,001.30                             D

                          99083                                6,468.52                             D

                                                          22,877,247.26

Example: Using a DROP Clause
Objective This example uses the DROP clause to produce the same report as that shown for the KEEP
clause. Procedure A DROP clause is used to leave out DATE, BRANCH, and NAME. ACCOUNT, TRANS-
IND, and TRANS-AMT are kept. ADD A LABEL HERE

col. 2

▼

IN 80 F

USE *

    CHANGE RPTNO TO 01 AND

           'ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH' TO 'ACCOUNT ACTIVITY'

    DROP 'DATE' AND 'BRANCH' AND 'NAME'

REC ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

REC TRANS-IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

REC TRANS-AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'

REC DATE       18     6  2       'DATE'

REC BRANCH     24     2

REC NAME       26    20          'NAME'

80OUT D

80SORT NAME 0                           $Dropped

803 ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH          $Title changed

8051*010 BRANCH                         $Dropped

8051*020 ACCOUNT               HR

8051*030 NAME                  HR       $Dropped

8051*050 TRANS-AMT             HR

8051*060 TRANS-IND             HR

8051*070 DATE  FD              HR       $Dropped

END
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Example: Using the RENUMBER Clause
Objective This example renumbers type 7 sequence numbers in inline code to produce a current Account
Activity Report. Procedure The RENUMBER clause is used to change type 7 sequence numbers from 010,
020, 040, and 050 to 100, 200, 300, and 400, respectively. Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 80 F

USE *

    CHANGE 'ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH' TO 'ACCOUNT ACTIVITY'

    DROP  'BRANCH' AND 'NAME'

    RENUMBER 7 1/100 TO 100 BY 100

REC ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

REC TRANS-IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

REC TRANS-AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'

REC MMDDYY     18     6  2

REC BRANCH     24     2

REC NAME       26    20          'NAME'

01OUT D

01SORT NAME 0

010 MMDD

010 YY

010 YYMMDD

013 ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH                              $Changed

0151*010 BRANCH                                             $Dropped

0151*020 ACCOUNT               HR

0151*030 NAME                  HR                           $Dropped

0151*050 TRANS-AMT             HR

0151*060 TRANS-IND             HR

0151*070 YYMMDD  FD            HH 'DATE'

017010 IF TRANS-AMT LE 100  DROP                            $Renumbered

017020 COMPUTE TRUNC MMDDYY / 100  MMDD

017040 COMPUTE MMDDYY - (MMDD X 100) YY

017050 COMPUTE (YY X 10000) + MMDD YYMMDD

END

Result Sequential Parameter Listing

mm/dd/

yy                 SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING                            volser  Vnn.n  PAGE     1

00 ** SYSIN **                            IN 80 F

   C200138 INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO

                                           USE *

                                               CHANGE 'ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH' TO 'ACCOUNT ACTIVITY'

                                               DROP  'BRANCH' AND 'NAME'

                                               RENUMBER 7 1/100 TO 100 BY 100
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01 ** SYSIN **                             REC ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

                                           REC TRANS-IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

                                           REC TRANS-

AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'

                                           REC MMDDYY     18     6  2

                                           01OUT D

                                           010 MMDD

                                           010 YY

                                           010 YYMMDD

                                           013 ACCOUNT ACTIVITY                              $Changed

                                           0151*020 ACCOUNT               HR

                                           0151*050 TRANS-AMT             HR

                                           0151*060 TRANS-IND             HR

                                           0151*070 YYMMDD  FD            HH 'DATE'

                                           017100 IF TRANS-

AMT LE 100  DROP                            $Renumbered

                                           017200 COMPUTE TRUNC MMDDYY / 100  MMDD

                                           017300 COMPUTE MMDDYY - (MMDD X 100) YY

                                           017400 COMPUTE (YY X 10000) + MMDD YYMMDD

                                           END

Report

REPORT NO. 01                            ACCOUNT ACTIVITY                       $Ch        mm/dd/

yy PAGE     1

                                              AMOUNT OF                      DEPOSIT/

                   ACCOUNT                   TRANSACTION                    WITHDRAWAL                    DATE

                    15060                        10,099.01                      D                       yy/

mm/dd

                    15060                           990.11                      W                       yy/

mm/dd

                    15060                       100,990.11                      D                       yy/

mm/dd

                    16070                         1,080.04                      D                       yy/

mm/dd

                    23055                           500.00                      W                       yy/

mm/dd

                    23055                        50,000.00                      D                       yy/

mm/dd

                    29557                       500,001.00                      D                       yy/

mm/dd

                    30115                       500,001.00                      D                       yy/

mm/dd

                    30115                        50,001.00                      D                       yy/

mm/dd

                    31275                     5,000,000.00                      D                       yy/

mm/dd

                    33470                     7,590,001.30                      D                       yy/

mm/dd

                    34440                           195.01                      W                       yy/

mm/dd

                    34440                         2,000.01                      D                       yy/

mm/dd
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                    36682                         4,000.78                      W                       yy/

mm/dd

                    69876                     9,009,901.15                      D                       yy/

mm/dd

                    69876                           637.55                      D                       yy/

mm/dd

                    99083                        50,001.30                      D                       yy/

mm/dd

                    99083                         6,468.52                      D                       yy/

mm/dd

NOTE
The report would show actual dates in the format shown.

Copying and Modifying Code (=COPY Parameter)

You can copy stored code, change report numbers, and suppress INPUT parameters with the =COPY parameter.

How to Do It

Code =COPY in the SYSIN file, beginning in column 1.

On the same line, include one or all of the following:

• Source of the code to be used:
– The name of the file
– The name of the module
– An asterisk (*) if inline code follows

• A RPTNO= keyword followed by the 2-digit report number being assigned to this report

Example
Objective This example copies stored record descriptions and parameters. Procedure

• An =COPY parameter is used to copy record descriptions from the file RECS.
• An =COPY parameter is used to copy parameters
• The report number of PARAMS is changed to 02 (RPTNO=02).

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

=COPY RECS

=COPY PARAMS RPTN0=O2

/*

Result A plus sign (+), in the sequential parameter listing below, identifies copied lines: Sequential
Parameter Listing

mm/dd/yy                           SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING     volser  Vnn.n  PAGE     1

00 ** SYSIN **                           =COPY RECS

   C200138 INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO
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                                        +  IN 200

                                        +  REC EMPLOYEE        5   20

                                        +  REC FIRST-NAME      5   10

                                        +  REC LAST-NAME      15   10

                                        +  REC DEPARTMENT    115   25

                                        +  REC SALARY        160    5  3  DP=2

                                        +  REC TITLE         171   20

                                          =COPY PARAMS RPTNO=02

                                        +  02$"PARAMS"

                                        +  023 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING BY DEPARTMENT

                                        +  02SORT DEPARTMENT - SALARY D EMPLOYEE

                                        +  0251*010 DEPARTMENT      HH 'DEPARTMENT NAME'

                                        +  0251*020 LAST-

NAME       HH '                    EMPLOYEE NAME'

                                        +  0251*025 FIRST-NAME

                                        +  0251*030 TITLE           HH 'JOB TITLE'

                                        +  0251*040 SALARY          HH '    ANNUAL SALARY'

Report

REPORT NO. 02            EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING BY DEPARTMENT                  mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

          DEPARTMENT NAME                             EMPLOYEE NAME                       JOB TITLE              ANNUAL SALARY

     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                   JENSON                   RUPERT        MGR ACCTNG/

PAYROLL            82,000.00

     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                   KIMBALL                  MARIANNE      ACCOUNTANT                    45,000.00

     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                   HUTTON                   EDWARD        FINANCIAL ANALYST             44,000.00

     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                   BLOOMER                  JUNE          PAYROLL CLERK                 15,000.00

     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                   KING                     DORIS         AR CLERK                      14,500.00

     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                   NICEMAN                  BRIAN         AP CLERK                      14,000.00

                                                                                                                  214,500.00

     THERMOREGULATION                         WILCO                    ROGER         MGR THERMOREGULATION          80,000.00

     THERMOREGULATION                         FINN                     PHINEAS       KEEPER OF BALLOONS            45,000.00

     THERMOREGULATION                         CLOTH                    TERRY         HUMIDITY CONTROL CLK          38,000.00

     THERMOREGULATION                         TIME                     MARK          WINTERIZER                    33,000.00

     THERMOREGULATION                         KASPAR                   JOE           WINTERIZER                    31,000.00

                                                                                                                  227,000.00

                                                                                                                2,522,500.00

Copying and Modifying Code (=MACRO Parameter)

You can copy or modify code for a single Culprit run with the =MACRO parameter. Symbolic parameters can be used in
copied or inline code as a substitute for arguments; parameters can be changed or suppressed.

This article contains the following information:
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How to Do It

• To code changes affecting copied code, enter =MACRO after the INPUT parameter.
• To code changes affecting inline code, enter =MACRO * at the beginning of the code to be changed.
• To modify code, enter the values for symbolic parameters, enclosed in parentheses, on the same line as the =MACRO

(*) parameter.
• To eliminate or retain code, enter =DROP and =CHANGE on the line immediately following the =MACRO (*)

parameter.
• Enter =MEND immediately after the =MACRO clauses.
• Code a second =MACRO */ =MEND sequence before inline code that is not to be changed.

Example: Providing Symbolic Parameter Values
Objective This report uses copied code that contains symbolic fields to list employees with salaries less than
$60,000 in all departments except Brainstorming. Procedure The =MACRO * parameter provides the values
for the symbolic parameters. Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN  200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

 REC EMP-NAME      5   25           'EMPLOYEE NAME'

 REC DEPARTMENT  115   45           'DEPARTMENT'

 REC SALARY      160    5  3  DP=2

 013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING

 010 COUNT 1

=MACRO * (DEPARTMENT 'BRAIN STORMING ' EMP-NAME SALARY 60000)

=MEND

 0151*000 COUNT

 0151*010 &&3                     $EMP-NAME

 0151*020 &&4        SZ=7 F2  HF  $SALARY

 0161*010 'TOTAL COUNT'

 0161*020 COUNT      SZ=8

 017010 IF &&1 EQ &&2 DROP     $If DEPARTMENT equal BRAINSTORMING

 017    IF &&4 GE &&5 DROP     $If SALARY greater than 60000

Result In the sequential parameter listing, below:

• A plus sign (+) identifies the substitutions made.
• An asterisk (*) indicates a continuation line for parameters having more than one substitution.

Sequential Parameter Listing

mm/dd/

yy                         SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING                   volser Vnn.n  PAGE     1

00 ** SYSIN **                             IN  200 F 400 PS(TAPE)

   C200138 INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO

                                           REC EMP-NAME      5   25           'EMPLOYEE NAME'

                                           REC DEPARTMENT  115   45           'DEPARTMENT'

                                           REC SALARY      160    5  3  DP=2

                                           013 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING

                                           010 COUNT 1
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                                          =MACRO * (DEPARTMENT 'BRAIN STORMING     ' EMP-

NAME SALARY 60000)

                                        + =MEND

                                        +  0151*000 COUNT

                                        +  0151*010 &&3                     $EMP-NAME

                                        ++ 0151*010 EMP-NAME                $EMP-NAME

                                        +  0151*020 &&4        SZ=7 F2  HF  $SALARY

                                        ++ 0151*020 SALARY     SZ=7 F2  HF  $SALARY

                                        +  0161*010 'TOTAL COUNT'

                                        +  0161*020 COUNT      SZ=8

                                        +  017010 IF &&1 EQ &&2

 DROP     $If DEPARTMENT equal BRAINSTORMING

                                        ++ 017010 IF DEPARTMENT

                                        ++*EQ 'BRAIN STORMING     '

                                        ++*DROP     $If DEPARTMENT equal BRAINSTORMING

                                        +  017    IF &&4 GE &&5

 DROP     $If SALARY greater than 60000

                                        ++ 017    IF SALARY

                                        ++*GE 60000

                                        ++*DROP     $If SALARY greater than 60000

Report

REPORT NO. 01                           EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING                 mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                                                                                           SALARY

                                JUNE      BLOOMER                                        15,000.00

                                EDWARD    HUTTON                                         44,000.00

                                MARIANNE  KIMBALL                                        45,000.00

                                DORIS     KING                                           14,500.00

                                BRIAN     NICEMAN                                        14,000.00

                                JANE      FERNDALE                                       22,500.00

                                GEORGE    FONRAD                                         14,750.00

                                ROBIN     GARDNER                                        14,000.00

                                DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                                        20,000.00

                                TERENCE   KLWELLEN                                       43,000.00

                                SANDY     KRAAMER                                        14,000.00

JAMES     GALLWAY                                        33,000.00

                                PERCY     GRANGER                                        34,500.00

                                VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ                                      33,000.00

                                JAMES     JACOBI                                         55,000.00

                                JULIE     JENSEN                                         37,000.00

                                LARRY     LITERATA                                       37,500.00

                                KATHERINE O'HEARN                                        42,500.00

                                RALPH     TYRO                                           20,000.00

                                       TOTAL COUNT                                               44

Example: Modifying Parameters and the Report Number
Objective This example modifies the report number and parameter of copied code to produce a report on
employee salaries. Procedure

• An =DROP clause is used to omit the INPUT and type 6 parameters.
• An =CHANGE clause is used to change the report number from 01 to 07.
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Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN  200

=MACRO RPT631A (DEPARTMENT 'BRAIN STORMING     ' EMP-NAME SALARY 60000)

=DROP INPUT TYPE=6  $Drop INPUT and type 6 parameters

=CHANGE RPTNO=07     $Change the report number

=MEND

/*

Result In the sequential parameter listing below:

• A plus sign (+) indicates copied parameters.
• A double plus sign (++) indicates a copied parameter and a value substitution.
• An asterisk (*) indicates a continuation line when more than one substitution occurs.

Sequential Parameter Listing

mm/dd/

yy                               SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING             volser  Vnn.n  PAGE     1

00 ** SYSIN **                            IN  200

   C200138 INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO

                                          =MACRO RPT631A (DEPARTMENT 'BRAIN STORMING     ' EMP-

NAME SALARY 60000)

                                          =DROP INPUT  TYPE=6

                                          =CHANGE RPTNO=07

                                          =MEND

                                        +  IN  200

 W C200052 INPUT CARD DROPPED

                                        +  REC EMP-NAME      5  25           'EMPLOYEE NAME'

                                        +  REC DEPARTMENT  115  45           'DEPARTMENT'

                                        +  REC SALARY      160   5  3  DP=2

                                        +  073 EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING

                                        +  070 COUNT 1

                                        +  0751*010 &&3       HR

                                        ++ 0751*010 EMP-NAME  HR

                                        +  0751*020 &&4        SZ=7  F2   HF

                                        ++ 0751*020 SALARY     SZ=7  F2   HF

                                        +  0761*010 'TOTAL COUNT'

                                        +  0761*020 COUNT      SZ=8

                                        +  077010 IF &&1 EQ &&2 DROP

                                        ++ 077010 IF DEPARTMENT

                                        ++*EQ 'BRAIN STORMING     '

                                        ++*DROP

                                        +  077    IF &&4 GE &&5 DROP

                                        ++ 077    IF SALARY

                                        ++*GE 60000
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                                        ++*DROP

Report

REPORT NO. 07               EMPLOYEE SALARY LISTING                             mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                                       EMPLOYEE NAME                                        SALARY

                                 JUNE      BLOOMER                                        15,000.00

                                 EDWARD    HUTTON                                         44,000.00

                                 MARIANNE  KIMBALL                                        45,000.00

                                 DORIS     KING                                           14,500.00

                                 BRIAN     NICEMAN                                        14,000.00

                                 JANE      FERNDALE                                       22,500.00

                                 GEORGE    FONRAD                                         14,750.00

                                 ROBIN     GARDNER                                        14,000.00

                                 DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                                        20,000.00

                                 TERENCE   KLWELLEN                                       43,000.00

                                 SANDY     KRAAMER                                        14,000.00

                                 HERBERT   LIPSICH                                        18,500.00

                                 NANCY     TERNER                                         13,000.00

                                 BETH      CLOUD                                          52,750.00

                                 TERRY     CLOTH                                          38,000.00

                                 PHINEAS   FINN                                           45,000.00

                                 JOE       KASPAR                                         31,000.00

                                 MARK      TIME                                           33,000.00

                                 JANE      DOUGH                                          33,000.00

                                 JAMES     GALLWAY                                        33,000.00

                                 PERCY     GRANGER                                        34,500.00

                                 VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ                                      33,000.00

                                 JAMES     JACOBI                                         55,000.00

                                 JULIE     JENSEN                                         37,000.00

                                 LARRY     LITERATA                                       37,500.00

                                 KATHERINE O'HEARN                                        42,500.00

                                 RALPH     TYRO                                           20,000.00

                                                                                          93,500.00

Listing the Contents of a Data File

You can list the contents of a data file before Culprit reports are run against a file. Three to ten fields for a specified
number of records can be printed in the order of appearance in the file. You can also sort records, select records, and
print total lines.

How to Do It

Code:

1. An =MACRO or USE parameter with:
– AMLIST immediately followed by a number from 3 to 10, depending on how many fields are to be listed
– WITH VALUES clause if you code the USE parameter
– An argument list enclosed in parentheses (the number of records to be listed, the subtitle, the field names in the

order of listing)
2. The =MEND parameter, if =MACRO is used
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Example: Printing Fields with AMLIST3
Objective This report prints three fields (EMP-NAME, TITLE, and SALARY) of the first ten records in the input
file. Procedure

• =MACRO is used to copy the input file.
• AMLIST3 calls the AMLIST routine to print three fields (EMP-NAME, TITLE, and SALARY) from the first ten

records in the input file.
• The heading of the report is COMPANY EMPLOYEES.
• Column headings are the field names.
• =MEND signals the end of the code affected by the =MACRO parameter.

Complete Code
  col. 2

  ▼

  IN  200

  REC EMP-NAME   5   25

  REC SALARY   160    5  3 DP=2

  REC TITLE    171   20

  =MACRO AMLIST3 (10 'COMPANY EMPLOYEES' EMP-NAME TITLE SALARY)

=MEND 

 /*

 

Sequential Parameter Listing
 mm/dd/yy                    SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING                        volser  Vnn.n 

 PAGE     1

 

00 ** SYSIN **                            IN  200

  C200138 INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO

                                          REC EMP-NAME   5   25

                                          REC SALARY   160    5  3 DP=2

                                          REC TITLE    171   20

                                         =MACRO AMLIST3 (10 'COMPANY EMPLOYEES' EMP-NAME TITLE

 SALARY)

                                         =MEND

                                       +  03$00****CULPRIT ROUTINE-AMLIST3

                                       +  030 SEQUENCE ALL

                                       +  033DETAIL LIST

                                       +  034100010 &&2

                                       ++ 034100010'COMPANY EMPLOYEES'

                                       +  03420001 ' '

                                       +  0351*010 &&3         HF

                                       ++ 0351*010 EMP-NAME      HF

                                       +  0351*020 &&4         HF

                                       ++ 0351*020 TITLE         HF

                                       +  0351*030 &&5         HF

                                       ++ 0351*030 SALARY        HF

                                       +  0368*001 ' '

                                       +  037110SEQUENCE A  1        SEQUENCE      $  COUNT RECORDS

 READ

                                       +  037            M  &&1    ALL             $  GET MAXIMUM

                                       ++ 037            M  10       ALL           $  GET MAXIMUM

                                       +  037   ALL      EQ 0        TAKE          $  TAKE ALL

 RECORDS
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                                       +  037   SEQUENCE GT &&1    DROP            $  DROP IF OVER

 MAXIMUM

                                       ++ 037   SEQUENCE GT 10       DROP          $  DROP IF OVER

 MAXIMUM

  

 

 

Report
 REPORT NO. 03                    DETAIL LIST                                    mm/dd/yy PAGE    

 1

 

COMPANY EMPLOYEES

 

                                        EMP-NAME                             TITLE                 

        SALARY

 

                               JUNE      BLOOMER                      PAYROLL CLERK                

        15,000.00

                               EDWARD    HUTTON                       FINANCIAL ANALYST            

        44,000.00

                               RUPERT    JENSON                       MGR ACCTNG/PAYROLL           

        82,000.00

                               MARIANNE  KIMBALL                      ACCOUNTANT                   

        45,000.00

                               DORIS     KING                         AR CLERK                     

        14,500.00

                               BRIAN     NICEMAN                      AP CLERK                     

        14,000.00

                               HERBERT   CRANE                        MGR COMPUTER OPS             

        75,000.00

                               JANE      FERNDALE                     COMPUTER OPERATOR            

        22,500.00

                               GEORGE    FONRAD                       DATA ENTRY CLERK             

        14,750.00

                               ROBIN     GARDNER                      DATA ENTRY CLERK             

        14,000.00

 

Example: Modifying Code Using WITH VALUES and CHANGE
Objective This report is generated from the source code used for "Printing Fields with AMLIST3." Three fields
from the first ten records of the input file are listed. Procedure

• The USE parameter is coded with the AMLIST routine.
• The WITH VALUES clause specifies a subtitle for the report by enclosing the literal that is to appear on the

generated type 4 parameter ('COMPANY EMPLOYEES') in double quotation marks.
• The CHANGE clause changes the report number from 03 to 01.
• The SORT parameter sorts the data by employee title.
• A subtotal prints for every title.
• Type 7 process code selects the first ten records in the file in which the salary amount is less than or equal

to $25,000.
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NOTE
Culprit sorts process parameters in ascending order by sequence number. Therefore, be
sure to code a sequence number that reflects the sequence in which record selection is
to occur.

Complete Code
  col. 2

  ▼

  IN  200

  REC EMP-NAME   5   25

  REC SALARY   160    5  3 DP=2

  REC TITLE    171   20

  USE AMLIST3

WITH VALUES (10 "'COMPANY EMPLOYEES'" EMP-NAME TITLE SALARY)

CHANGE RPTNO TO 01          $Change the report number

  01SORT TITLE -                   $Sort the data

  017010 SALARY GT 25000 DROP         $Select the salary amounts

  0161*030 SALARY                   $Total the salary amounts

 

Input Parameter Listing
 mm/dd/yy                     INPUT PARAMETER LISTING                            volser  Vnn.n 

 PAGE     3

 

 ********

 PROCESS USER   INTERNAL

         LABEL  SEQUENCE     PROCESS STATEMENT

 ********

  01  7  010        1    SALARY    GT        25000     DROP      $Select the salary amounts

  01  7  110        2    SEQUENCE  +         1         SEQUENCE  $  COUNT RECORDS READ

  01  7             3    M         10        ALL       $  GET MAXIMUM

  01  7             4    ALL       EQ        0         TAKE      $  TAKE ALL RECORDS

  01  7             5    SEQUENCE  GT        10        DROP      $  DROP IF OVER MAXIMUM

 

Sequential Parameter Listing
 mm/dd/yy               SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING                            volser  Vnn.n  PAGE

     1

 

00 ** SYSIN **                            IN  200

  C200138 INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO

 

                                          REC EMP-NAME   5   25

                                          REC SALARY   160    5  3 DP=2

                                          REC TITLE    171   20

                                         USE AMLIST3

                                         WITH VALUES (10 "'COMPANY EMPLOYEES'" EMP-NAME TITLE

 SALARY)

                                         CHANGE RPTNO TO 01          $Change the report number

01 AMLIST3                                01$00****CULPRIT ROUTINE-AMLIST3

                                          010 SEQUENCE ALL

                                          013DETAIL LIST

                                          014100010'COMPANY EMPLOYEES'

                                          01420001 ' '
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                                          0151*010 EMP-NAME        HF

                                          0151*020 TITLE           HF

                                          0151*030 SALARY          HF

                                          0168*001 ' '

                                          017110SEQUENCE A  1       SEQUENCE      $  COUNT RECORDS

 READ

                                          017            M  10      ALL           $  GET MAXIMUM

                                          017   ALL      EQ 0       TAKE          $  TAKE ALL

 RECORDS

                                          017   SEQUENCE GT 10      DROP          $  DROP IF OVER

 MAXIMUM

00 ** SYSIN **                            01    SORT TITLE -                      $  Sort the data

                                          017   010 SALARY GT 25000 DROP          $  Select the

 salary amounts

                                          0161*030 SALARY                         $  Total the

 salary amounts

 

Report
 REPORT NO. 01                                               DETAIL LIST         mm/dd/yy PAGE    

 1

 

COMPANY EMPLOYEES

 

                                        EMP-NAME                             TITLE                 

        SALARY

 

                               BRIAN     NICEMAN                      AP CLERK                     

        14,000.00

                                                                                                   

        14,000.00

 

 

 

                               DORIS     KING                         AR CLERK                     

        14,500.00

                                                                                                   

        14,500.00

 

 

 

                               JANE      FERNDALE                     COMPUTER OPERATOR            

        22,500.00

                               DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                      COMPUTER OPERATOR            

        20,000.00

                               HERBERT   LIPSICH                      COMPUTER OPERATOR            

        18,500.00

                                                                                                   

        61,000.00

 

 

 

                               GEORGE    FONRAD                       DATA ENTRY CLERK             

        14,750.00
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                               ROBIN     GARDNER                      DATA ENTRY CLERK             

        14,000.00

                               SANDY     KRAAMER                      DATA ENTRY CLERK             

        14,000.00

                               NANCY     TERNER                       DATA ENTRY CLERK             

        13,000.00

                                                                                                   

        55,750.00

 

 

 

                               JUNE      BLOOMER                      PAYROLL CLERK                

        15,000.00

                                                                                                   

        15,000.00

 

                                                                                                   

       160,250.00

 

Additional Standard File Facilities
Culprit allows you to create and store nonprint reports and vary headings on printed reports. You can also access non-
database files that are defined in the data dictionary.

Creating Nonprint Report Output

You can write and store Culprit reports on conventional files on tape or disk.

These nonprint reports can be created from:

• Selected report information, including final report summary information
• Variable-length records
• Sequential files that are created from database information

The output from a Culprit run can be stored on tape or disk as:

• A sequential (PS) file
• An indexed sequential (IS) file
• A card (CARD) file
• A VSAM file
• A data table

This article explains the following information:

How to Do It

Use:

• OUTPUT parameter options to set the output record size, block size, type of file, and the device to be used.
If the device is TAPE, the label type is also specified on the OUT parameter.

• Special formatting codes on type 5 and 6 parameters:
FB

to convert an integer field value to binary output.
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FU
to convert a numeric field value to a single precision floating-point value. (SZ= and DP= cannot be used with the
FU format code.)

FW
to convert a numeric field value to a double precision floating-point value. (SZ= and DP= cannot be used with the
FW format code.)

FP
to convert a numeric output field value into a signed packed decimal number.

FZ
to convert a numeric output field value into a signed zoned decimal number.

• No titles or headings.
• A plus sign (+) for a break code if you want total records for the output.
• Absolute column placement.
• The JCL label SYS020 to define the output file.

Example: Writing to a Sequential File
Objective This example writes out selected data items that are listed on REC parameters to a 40-byte
sequential file. A hexadecimal dump shows how the data is stored on the file. Procedure

• An OUTPUT parameter defines a sequential file that stores detail information that is extracted from the
type 5 detail lines:
– Records are 40 bytes, fixed length.
– DD=SYS020 specifies the name of the output file in execution JCL.

In a z/VSE environment, the logical unit number of the device receiving the output file (DD=SYS020,20)
must also be specified if the file type is not CARD.

• Type 5 lines specify absolute column placement for the data items that are written out.
The column specifications become the byte positions of the items on the record.

• Format codes are used on numeric fields.

Complete Code
 col. 2

 ▼

 IN 150 F 1500 PS(TAPE)

 REC CUST-NO       1     5  3

 REC GROSS-AMT    10     9  2  DP=2

 REC NET          19     9  2  DP=2

 REC ITEM-NO      28     4  1

 REC TYPE         38     3

  01OUT 40 4000 D PS DD=SYS020 

 01SORT CUST-NO

 01510001 CUST-NO    FN               $Outputs leading zeros

 01510010 GROSS-AMT  FZ               $Formats as zoned decimals

 01510019 NET        FZ 

 01510028 ITEM-NO    FM '9999999999'  $Requires ten digits

 01510038 TYPE

 017010   IF TYPE = ('E00' TO 'T99') DROP

 

The Hex Dump Output
 RECORD BUFFER DUMP

             CHAR   00107661500024690 000222200 144523008A27

             ZONE   FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFF
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             DIGIT  0010766150002469000002222000144523008127

                   O1...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40

 

             CHAR   00107661500005250 000047420 283356401B44

             ZONE   FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFF

             DIGIT  0010766150000525000000474200283356401244

                   O1...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40

 

             CHAR   00107661500015590 000132750 324836977B49

             ZONE   FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFF

             DIGIT  0010766150001559000001327500324836977249

                   O1...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40

 

             CHAR   00132696800239500 002195000 144523008A27

             ZONE   FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFF

             DIGIT  0013269680023950000021950000144523008127

                   O1...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40

 

             CHAR   00132696800009095 000081150 262973310B52

             ZONE   FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFF

             DIGIT  0013269680000909500000811500262973310252

                   O1...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40

 

             CHAR   00588568300000000 000002200 424304486X12

             ZONE   FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFEFF

             DIGIT  0058856830000000000000022000424304486712

                   O1...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40

 

             CHAR   00588568300010000 000085000 262973311B52

             ZONE   FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFF

             DIGIT  0058856830001000000000850000262973311252

                   O1...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40

 

             CHAR   00588568300044500 000400500 669011172C06

             ZONE   FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFFFFFFFFFCFF

             DIGIT  0058856830004450000004005000669011172306

                   O1...5...10....5...20....5...30....5...40

 

Example: Converting to Packed Decimal Format
Objective This example writes the report in Demonstration (1) to a sequential file. Procedure

• The record length is specified as 29 bytes to accommodate the signed packed decimal numeric fields.
• FP converts the numeric output into signed packed decimal format.

Complete Code
 col. 2

 ▼

 IN 80 F 400

 REC CUST-NO       1     9  2

 REC GROSS-AMT    10     9  2  DP=2

 REC NET          19     9  2  DP=2

 REC ITEM-NO      28    10  2

 REC TYPE         38     3
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 010 DIFF DP=2

 OUT 29 2900 D PS DD=SYS020  $Less space needed for packed decimal

 01SORT CUST-NO

 01510001 CUST-NO    FP      $Stored as packed decimal

 01510006 GROSS-AMT  FP SZ=5

 01510011 NET        FP SZ=5

 01510016 ITEM-NO    FP SZ=6

 01510022 TYPE

 01510025 DIFF       FP SZ=5

 017010   IF TYPE = ('E00' TO 'T99') DROP

 017015   GROSS-AMT - NET  DIFF

 

The Hex Dump Output
 RECORD BUFFER DUMP

            CHAR      /*                A27

            ZONE   017650049000220014208CFF00270

            DIGIT  0061C0260C0220C04530C1270040C

                  O1...5...10....5...20....5....

 

            CHAR      /*   &     *      B44    *

            ZONE   017650055000445023541CFF00005

            DIGIT  0061C0020C0072C08360C2440057C

                  O1...5...10....5...20....5....

 

            CHAR      /*               @B49

            ZONE   017650059000370034397CFF00210

            DIGIT  0061C0150C0125C02867C2490035C

                  O1...5...10....5...20....5....

 

            CHAR             &    &     & B27

            ZONE   012980035000350042851CFF00000

            DIGIT  0366C0080C0050C02230C2270030C

                  O1...5...10....5...20....5....

 

            CHAR                        A27

            ZONE   012980290002900014208CFF00000

            DIGIT  0366C0350C0150C04530C1270200C

                  O1...5...10....5...20....5....

 

            CHAR                        B52

            ZONE   012980099000810022730CFF00080

            DIGIT  0366C0005C0015C06931C2520090C

                  O1...5...10....5...20....5....

 

            CHAR                       %X12

            ZONE   058630000000020044046EFF00020

            DIGIT  0858C0000C0020C02348C7120020D

                  O1...5...10....5...20....5....

 

            CHAR                        B52

            ZONE   058630000000800022731CFF00100

            DIGIT  0858C0100C0050C06931C2520050C
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                  O1...5...10....5...20....5....

 

            CHAR                &       C06   &

            ZONE   058630000000050069112CFF00450

            DIGIT  0858C0450C0400C06017C3060040C

                  O1...5...10....5...20....5....

 

Example: Writing Complete Records
Objective This example writes input records to a file by defining the entire input record on one REC
parameter. Procedure

ENTIRE-RECORD
defines the whole input record.

CUST-NO
is defined separately for use on the SORT parameter.

TYPE
is defined separately for use in type 7 logic.

Complete Code
 col. 2

 ▼

 IN 80 F 400

 REC CUST-NO       1     9  2

 REC TYPE         38     3

  REC ENTIRE-RECORD 1 40 $Defines all input fields

 01OUT 80 D

 01SORT CUST-NO

  01510001 ENTIRE-RECORD 

 017010   IF TYPE = ('E00' TO 'T99') DROP

 

Result
 0010766150002469000002222000144523008A27

0010766150000525000000474250283356401B44

0010766150001559000001327500324836977B49

0013269680000385000000355000422283501B27

0013269680023950000021950000144523008A27

0013269680000909500000811500262973310B52

0058856830000000000000022000424304486X12

0058856830001000000000850000262973311B52

0058856830004450000004005000669011172C06

 

Example: Writing Totals-Only
Objective This example writes a sorted totals-only report to a tape sequential file. Procedure A plus sign (+)
inserted after CUST-NO indicates a control break, which prevents a blank record from being written each time
that the break occurs.
 col. 2

 ▼

 IN 80 F 400

 REC CUST-NO       1     9  2

 REC GROSS-AMT    10     9  2

 REC NET          19     9  2
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 REC ITEM-NO      28    10  2

 REC TYPE         38     3

 010 DIFF

 01OUT 40 4000 T PS(TAPE)

  01SORT CUST-NO +    $Control break on CUST-NO

 01510000 GROSS-AMT

 01510000 NET

 01510000 DIFF

 017010   IF TYPE = ('E00' TO 'T99') DROP

 017015   GROSS-AMT - NET  DIFF

 01610001 CUST-NO     FN

 01610010 GROSS-AMT   FZ

 01610019 NET         FZ

 01610028 DIFF        FZ SZ=11

 018    IF LEVL EQ 2  DROP

 

Example: Writing Variable-Length Records
Objective The following example reads in variable-length records and writes out variable-length records to a
sequential file. Procedure

• Input records are sorted by customer number and selectively written, depending to the value of TYPE.
• REC parameters define the complete input file in three segments, none of which exceeds 256 bytes:

– The first four bytes of the record contain the RDW.
A new RDW is not required in this example. User module CULLUS33 can be used if a new record
descriptor word (RDW) must be generated.

– The sort key CUST-NO and the type 7 field TYPE are the only individual fields defined.
• Variable length output files are created by coding:

– A sequential output file type OUT PS
– JCL output specifications of:

• RECFM=V or VB (SYS020)
• An increased LRECL size (a multiple of 4 but not larger than 4096 bytes or the block size) in SYS006

of the JCL to accommodate the SORT parameters

Complete Code
 col. 2

 ▼

  IN 640 V                      $Variable-length file

 REC CUST-NO        5       5      3  $Used as a sort key

 REC TYPE          70       3         $Used in type 7 logic

  REC PART-ONE 1 250

REC PART-TWO 251 250

REC PART-THREE 501 140 

 01SORT  CUST-NO

  01OUT 640 D PS 

 01510001 PART-ONE

 01510251 PART-TWO

 01510501 PART-THREE

 017010  IF TYPE EQ ('E00' TO 'T99')  DROP
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Example: Writing from the Database
Objective This example creates a sequential data set, consisting of employee ID, employee name, and
department name from data stored on the employee database. Procedure A conventional file is created from
data that resides on the database by coding:

• The DATABASE parameter with the name of an alternate dictionary in a multiple dictionary environment.
• The INPUT (IN) DB parameter with the name of the subschema to be accessed.
• SYS020 in the JCL.
• Regular Culprit parameters.

See the section "Generating Reports From Database Files" for information about coding the database
parameters and options. Complete Code
 col. 2

 ▼

  DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

  IN DB SS=EMPSS01,EMPSCHM,100

PATHAA DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE

01OUT 80 D PS DD=SYS020 

 01SORT DEPT-NAME-0410  EMP-NAME-0415

 01510001 EMP-ID-0415  FZ

 01510005 EMP-NAME-0415

 01510030 DEPT-NAME-0410

 

Creating Variable Headings

You can change the values that appear in report headings.

This article includes the following topics:

How to Do It

Code:

• The field to be used as a heading on a SORT parameter
• Type 4 parameters to reference the sort key

The current value will be obtained at each control break.

When a field to be used as a variable heading cannot be included on the SORT parameter, a BRANCH to HEAD
instruction can be used

Example: Using the SORT Parameter
Objective This report lists monthly account activity by branch. Each branch is listed on a separate page with
the branch number as a subtitle. Procedure

• A SORT parameter specifies:
– BRANCH as a sort key
– A control break (1), which starts a new report page

• A type 4 parameter specifies
– Absolute column placement
– The word BRANCH to be printed
– The value of BRANCH to be printed on the same line

Complete Code
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col. 2

▼

IN 80 F 400

REC ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

REC TRANS-IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

REC TRANS-AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'

REC DATE       18     6  2       'DATE'

REC BRANCH     24     2

REC NAME       26    20          'NAME'

80OUT

80SORT BRANCH 1 ACCOUNT         $Control break on BRANCH

803 ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH

80410001 'BRANCH'               $Print BRANCH

80410009 BRANCH                $Prints the branch   number

8051*020 ACCOUNT               HR

8051*030 NAME                  HR

8051*050 TRANS-AMT             HR

8051*060 TRANS-IND             HR

8051*070 TRANS-DATE  FD        HR

Results

REPORT NO. 80      ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH     80     mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

BRANCH  32

                                                                AMOUNT OF                DEPOSIT/

           ACCOUNT                    NAME                     TRANSACTION              WITHDRAWAL              DATE

            15060             SHARON ARMSTRONG                     10,099.01                D                 mm/

dd/yy

            15060             SHARON ARMSTRONG                        990.11                W                 mm/

dd/yy

            15060             SHARON ARMSTRONG                    100,990.11                D                 mm/

dd/yy

            16070             ARTHUR LINK                           1,080.04                D                 mm/

dd/yy

            19235             GARY NOBLES                              80.04                W                 mm/

dd/yy

            21056             AMOS JOHNSON                              1.02                W                 mm/

dd/yy

                                                                  113,240.33

REPORT NO. 80      ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH     80     mm/dd/yy PAGE     2

BRANCH  35

                                                                AMOUNT OF                DEPOSIT/

           ACCOUNT                    NAME                     TRANSACTION              WITHDRAWAL              DATE

            23055             JACK JACKSON                            500.00                W                 mm/

dd/yy

            23055             JACK JACKSON                         50,000.00                D                 mm/

dd/yy
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            23055             JACK JACKSON                             30.00                D                 mm/

dd/yy

            29557             IRWIN TRIMBLE                       500,001.00                D                 mm/

dd/yy

                                                                  550,531.00

NOTE
The report would show actual dates in the format shown.

Example: Using the SORT/NOSORT Parameters
Objective This is the same report as that shown in Demonstration (1). In this example, the input file is
presorted and an actual sort is not needed. Procedure

• A sort with the NOSORT option occurs on BRANCH:
SORT BRANCH 1

creates the control break, which makes the current value of BRANCH available to the type 4 reference.
NOSORT

prevents the resorting of the already sorted file.
• Type 4 parameters:

– Place the word BRANCH on the subtitle line.
– Obtain and print the current value of BRANCH.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 80 F 400

REC ACCOUNT     1     5          'ACCOUNT'

REC TRANS-IND   6     1          'DEPOSIT/' 'WITHDRAWAL'

REC TRANS-AMT   7    11  2 DP=2  'AMOUNT OF' 'TRANSACTION'

REC DATE       18     6  2       'DATE'

REC BRANCH     24     2

REC NAME       26    20          'NAME'

80OUT

80SORT BRANCH 1 NOSORT           $Control break without a sort

803 ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH

80410001 'BRANCH'                    $Prints BRANCH

80410009 BRANCH                    $Prints the branch number

8051*020 ACCOUNT               HR

8051*030 NAME                  HR

8051*050 TRANS-AMT             HR

8051*060 TRANS-IND             HR

8051*070 TRANS-DATE  FD        HR

Results

REPORT NO. 80       ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH     80     mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

BRANCH  32

                                                                AMOUNT OF                DEPOSIT/

           ACCOUNT                    NAME                     TRANSACTION              WITHDRAWAL              DATE
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            15060             SHARON ARMSTRONG                     10,099.01                D                 mm/

dd/yy

            15060             SHARON ARMSTRONG                        990.11                W                 mm/

dd/yy

            15060             SHARON ARMSTRONG                    100,990.11                D                 mm/

dd/yy

            16070             ARTHUR LINK                           1,080.04                D                 mm/

dd/yy

            19235             GARY NOBLES                              80.04                W                 mm/

dd/yy

            21056             AMOS JOHNSON                              1.02                W                 mm/

dd/yy

                                                                  113,240.33

REPORT NO. 80        ACCOUNT ACTIVITY BY BRANCH     80     mm/dd/yy PAGE     2

BRANCH  35

                                                                AMOUNT OF                DEPOSIT/

           ACCOUNT                    NAME                     TRANSACTION              WITHDRAWAL              DATE

            23055             JACK JACKSON                            500.00                W                 mm/

dd/yy

            23055             JACK JACKSON                         50,000.00                D                 mm/

dd/yy

            23055             JACK JACKSON                             30.00                D                 mm/

dd/yy

            29557             IRWIN TRIMBLE                       500,001.00                D                 mm/

dd/yy

                                                                  550,531.00

NOTE
The report would show actual dates in the format shown.

Accessing Non-database Files Defined in the Data Dictionary

When a file is defined in the data dictionary, the file attributes are automatically supplied to any Culprit program
referencing the file. The file attributes include record size, record type, block size, file type, device type, user module
name, and label type.

You can use standard files that are defined in the data dictionary and revise already existing data dictionary definitions.

How to Do It

To use the data dictionary definitions of a standard file, code:

• The DATABASE parameter with the DICTNAME= option if an alternate dictionary is used
• The FN= option on the INPUT parameter
• REC parameters if the fields in the file are to be renamed or redefined
• HR on edit parameters to print column headings stored in the data dictionary

To revise data dictionary definitions, code:

file definition
A redefined  on the INPUT parameter:
Data dictionary file definition: record size is 100. 
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CA Culprit code redefinition: IN 80

field definition
A redefined  on a REC parameter with a field name identical to that used in the data dictionary:
Dictionary field definition: T-ACCOUNT with PIC X(5). 

 

CA Culprit code redefinition: REC T-ACCOUNT 1   10 'ACCOUNT'

Additional IDMS/DB Facilities
Culprit allows you to access the database, retrieve all record types, and write reports using standard Culprit code.

How to Prepare for Record Retrieval

Use the following coding process to prepare for record retrieval is as follows:

1. The data dictionary name if using an alternate dictionary
2. The INPUT (IN) DB parameter specifying:

– The subschema name
– The size of the input buffer if more than 1000 bytes is needed

The buffer must be large enough to hold:
• Thirty-eight bytes of overhead
• The sum of the length of each record type specified on the PATH parameter with the most records
• Four additional bytes per record for the database key

3. The path or paths to navigate for retrieval of data

 

Retrieving Partial Paths

You can retrieve a segment of a path (partial string) when the entire path cannot be completed.

How to Do It

Specify a shorter (alternate) path.

A special type of alternate path ID, the null path identifier, can be used to indicate that an occurrence of the entry record
was either not found or not selected.

The null path identifier is discussed later in this section.

Code:

1. A PATH parameter with the path identifier and the records to be accessed
2. An alternate path identifier placed one record after the last record of the shorter path

PATH01 EMPLOYEE EXPERTISE (02) SKILL  $Shorter path is EMPLOYEE

Example: Retrieving Partial Paths 
Objective This report:
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• Lists all employees, their insurance coverage, and hospital claims each time the complete path is
navigated

• Lists all employees and their insurance coverage each time the alternate path is navigated
• Prints the path navigated for each report line

Procedure

• PATHAA EMPLOYEE COVERAGE HOSPITAL-CLAIM is the primary path for retrieval of employees
having hospital claims.

• PATHAA EMPLOYEE COVERAGE HOSPITAL-CLAIM (BB) is an alternate path (PATHBB) for retrieval of
insurance coverage codes.

• The value of PATH-ID is tested in the type 7 procedure logic for selecting one or both detail lines for
printing.

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

 IN DB SS=EMPSS01

 PATHAA EMPLOYEE COVERAGE HOSPITAL-CLAIM (BB)

 013 EMPLOYEE LISTING

 010 EMP-NAME '                         '

 010 INS-CODE '   '

 0151*005 PATH-ID                HH 'PATH' 'USED'

 0151*020 EMP-NAME-0415          HH 'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

 0151*030 INS-PLAN-CODE-0400     HH 'INSURANCE' 'PLAN CODE'

 0152*040+HOSPITAL-NAME-0430     HH 'HOSPITAL'

 017010 IF EMP-NAME-0415 EQ EMP-NAME AND INS-PLAN-CODE-0400 EQ

* INS-CODE  DROP                                   $Eliminate duplicate entries

 017020 MOVE EMP-NAME-0415 TO EMP-NAME

 017030 MOVE INS-PLAN-CODE-0400 TO INS-CODE

 017100   IF PATH-ID EQ 'AA' 300

 017200   TAKE 1

 017300 TAKE (1 2)

Result

REPORT NO. 01          EMPLOYEE LISTING               mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

               PATH                      EMPLOYEE                     INSURANCE

               USED                        NAME                       PLAN CODE

                                                                                                     HOSPITAL

                BB              KATHERINE O'HEARN                        001

                BB              KATHERINE O'HEARN                        002

                BB              ROBBY     WILDER                         001

                BB              BURT      LANCHESTER                     004

                BB              BURT      LANCHESTER                     003

                AA              BURT      LANCHESTER                     002

+                                                                                           GENERAL HOSPITAL

                BB              BURT      LANCHESTER                     001
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                BB              VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ                      001

                BB              THEMIS    PAPAZEUS                       003

                BB              HERBERT   LIPSICH                        001

                BB              HENRIETTA HENDON                         004

                AA              HENRIETTA HENDON                         002

+                                                                                           ANGELS OF MERCY HOSPITAL

                BB              RUPERT    JENSON                         001

                BB              EDWARD    HUTTON                         003

                BB              RICHARD   MUNYON                         002

                BB              HARRY     ARM                            001

                BB              HARRY     ARM                            002

                BB              MICHAEL   ANGELO                         001

                BB              LAURA     PENMAN                         003

                BB              JAMES     JACOBI                         004

                BB              ROBIN     GARDNER                        002

                BB              HERBERT   CRANE                          004

                BB              HERBERT   CRANE                          003

                BB              HERBERT   CRANE                          001

                BB              PERCY     GRANGER                        003

                BB              JANE      DOUGH                          003

                BB              LARRY     LITERATA                       003

                BB              GEORGE    FONRAD                         004

                BB              DANIEL    MOON                           002

Retrieving Record Types by Name

You can specify selection criteria for database records named on one or more PATH parameters.

How to Do It

Code SELECT or BYPASS parameters after the PATH parameters:

• The IN PATH clause specifies selection criteria for a specific path.
• The BUFFER specifies selection criteria for every path. (BUFFER is discussed further later in this section.)

Example
Objective This example creates two reports:

• Report 01 lists all employees for each department.
• Report 02 lists the skills of employees who work in departments 4000 and 3200.

Procedure

• Two paths are used to access data:
for departments 4000 and 3200.

• A SELECT statement retrieves path BB when the department id is 4000 or 3200.
• Type 7 procedure logic selects path AA for Report 01 and path BB for Report 02.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

IN DB SS=EMPSS01
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PATHAA DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE

PATHBB DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE EXPERTISE SKILL

SELECT DEPARTMENT IN PATH BB WHEN DEPT-ID-0410 EQ (4000 3200)

013 EMPLOYEES BY DEPARTMENT

0151*020 DEPT-NAME-0410    HH 'DEPARTMENT'

0151*030 EMP-NAME-0415     HH 'EMPLOYEE'

017010 IF PATH-ID NE 'AA' DROP

023 EMPLOYEE SKILL LEVELS FOR DEPTS 4000 AND 3200

0251*010 DEPT-ID-0410   FN HH 'DEPT ID'

0251*020 DEPT-NAME-0410    HH 'DEPARTMENT'

0251*030 EMP-NAME-0415     HH 'EMPLOYEE'

0251*040 START-YEAR-0415   HH 'START YEAR'

0251*050 SKILL-NAME-0455   HH 'SKILL'

027010 IF PATH-ID NE 'BB' DROP

Result

REPORT NO. 01          EMPLOYEES BY DEPARTMENT       mm/dd/yy  PAGE     1

                                       DEPARTMENT                                              EMPLOYEE

                     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                           JUNE      BLOOMER

                     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                           EDWARD    HUTTON

                     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                           RUPERT    JENSON

                     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                           MARIANNE  KIMBALL

                     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                           DORIS     KING

                     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                           BRIAN     NICEMAN

                     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                              HERBERT   CRANE

                     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                              JANE      FERNDALE

                     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                              GEORGE    FONRAD

                     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                              ROBIN     GARDNER

                     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                              DOUGLAS   KAHALLY

                     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                              TERENCE   KLWELLEN

                     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                              SANDY     KRAAMER

                     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                              HERBERT   LIPSICH

                     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                              NANCY     TERNER

                     BLUE SKIES                                                       BETH      CLOUD

                     BLUE SKIES                                                       ALAN      DONOVAN

                     BLUE SKIES                                                       DANIEL    MOON

                     BRAINSTORMING                                                    ROY       ANDALE

                     BRAINSTORMING                                                    HARRY     ARM

REPORT NO. 02          EMPLOYEE SKILL LEVELS FOR DEPTS 4000 AND 3200       mm/dd/yy  PAGE     1

      DEPT ID                       DEPARTMENT                               EMPLOYEE             START YEAR        SKILL

        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               HERBERT   CRANE                   77         IDMSDC

        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               HERBERT   CRANE                   77         IBM

        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               HERBERT   CRANE                   77         ASSEMBLER

        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               HERBERT   CRANE                   77         DEC

        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               HERBERT   CRANE                   77         RPGII

        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               JANE      FERNDALE                79         IDMSDC
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        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               JANE      FERNDALE                79         IBM

        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               GEORGE    FONRAD                  80         DATA ENTRY

        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               GEORGE    FONRAD                  80         FILING

        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               ROBIN     GARDNER                 81         DATA ENTRY

        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                 79         KEYPUNCH

        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                 79         FILING

        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                 79         TYPING

        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               DOUGLAS   KAHALLY                 79         PHONE

        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               TERENCE   KLWELLEN                78         COBOL

        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               TERENCE   KLWELLEN                78         ASSEMBLER

        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               SANDY     KRAAMER                 81         KEYPUNCH

        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               SANDY     KRAAMER                 81         TYPING

        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               HERBERT   LIPSICH                 81         IBM

        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               NANCY     TERNER                  82         FILING

        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               NANCY     TERNER                  82         PHONE

        3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                               NANCY     TERNER                  82         TYPING

        4000      PUBLIC RELATIONS                                  MICHAEL   ANGELO                  79         RAINBOW

        4000      PUBLIC RELATIONS                                  MICHAEL   ANGELO                  79         ART DESIGN

        4000      PUBLIC RELATIONS                                  MICHAEL   ANGELO                  79         PASTEUP

        4000      PUBLIC RELATIONS                                  MONTE     BANK                    78         PUB REL MGT

        4000      PUBLIC RELATIONS                                  CHARLES   BOWER                   77         PHOTO COLOR

        4000      PUBLIC RELATIONS                                  CHARLES   BOWER                   77         PHOTO B/

W

        4000      PUBLIC RELATIONS                                  CAROL     MCDOUGALL               80         CUT/

PASTE

        4000      PUBLIC RELATIONS                                  CAROL     MCDOUGALL               80         LAYOUT

Retrieving Record Types by Key

You can retrieve the entry record on a PATH parameter directly by using a specific key value or a range of key values. Key
values allow you to avoid sweeping a database area for a particular record.

The following types of key values can be specified:

CALC-key
values when entry records are stored in the CALC location mode

Index-key
values when entry records are indexed

Db-key
values for any location mode (VIA, CALC, or DIRECT) unless the entry records are indexed or are logical records

logical record fields
when entry records are logical records

How to Do It

Retrieve specific occurrences of the PATH entry record by using:

KEY
parameters to name key fields and key values
To code a KEY parameter, supply the following information:
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• The KEY keyword (beginning in column 2)
• The key field name
• A key value, a list of values, or a range of values

KEYFILE
parameter to access a sequential file containing the key values
To code a KEYFILE parameter, supply the following information:

• The KEYFILE keyword (beginning in column 2)
• The size, in bytes, of the key file record
• The KF= keyword expression, followed by the starting position of the key field in the file and its length in bytes
• Other options:

– The FN= keyword expression to name a file defined to the data dictionary:

PATH01 DEPT-EMP-LR WHERE EMP-NAME EQ EMP-KEY

KEYFILE FN=EMPLOYEE-KEYS

– The LRFNAME= keyword expression to name a logical record when the entry record is a logical record and
you are supplying key information to the WHERE clause on the PATH parameter:

PATH01 DEPT-EMP-LR WHERE EMP-LAST-NAME EQ KEY-VALUE

KEYFILE CARD KF=10 15 LRFNAME=EMP-LAST-NAME

You can also use the KEYFILE parameter to:

• Define fields in a sequential key file that are not defined to the data dictionary:

REC EMP-ID (KEYFILE)  20 4

• Define selection criteria applicable to key-file records:

KEYFILE 80 KF=1 4 

SELECT DEPT-LOCATION EQ 'DEDHAMPLAC'

Example: Accessing Records by Key
Objective This example uses a KEY parameter to list the job ids, job titles, and job openings for three
selected departments. Procedure

KEY
parameter is used to directly access DEPARTMENT records with ids of 0100, 3200, and 5100.

key field
on the KEY parameter is DEPT-ID-0410 (the CALC-key value for the DEPARTMENT record).

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

IN DB SS=EMPSS01

PATH01 DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE EMPOSITION JOB

KEY DEPT-ID-0410 (0100 3200 5100)

01OUT D

013 JOB OPENINGS
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0151*010 DEPT-ID-0410   FN      HH 'DEPARTMENT'

0151*020 JOB-ID-0440    FN      HH 'JOB ID'

0151*030 TITLE-0440             HH 'JOB TITLE'

0151*040 NUMBER-OPEN-0440       HH 'JOB' 'OPENINGS'

Result

REPORT NO. 01          JOB OPENINGS                  mm/dd/yy  PAGE     1

                                                                                                           JOB

                  DEPARTMENT                 JOB ID                      JOB TITLE                       OPENINGS

                     0100                     9001                  PRESIDENT

                     0100                     9007                  DIR WEATHER

                     0100                     5001                  MGR BRAINSTORMING

                     0100                     9003                  DIR OPERATIONS

                     0100                     3001                  MGR INTERNL SOFTWARE

                     0100                     9005                  DIR CORP CONFUSION

                     3200                     3003                  MGR COMPUTER OPS

                     3200                     3003                  MGR COMPUTER OPS

                     3200                     3003                  MGR COMPUTER OPS

                     3200                     3029                  COMPUTER OPERATOR

                     3200                     3051                  DATA ENTRY CLERK                         1

                     3200                     3051                  DATA ENTRY CLERK                         1

                     3200                     3029                  COMPUTER OPERATOR

                     3200                     3023                  SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER

                     3200                     3051                  DATA ENTRY CLERK                         1

                     3200                     3029                  COMPUTER OPERATOR

                     3200                     3051                  DATA ENTRY CLERK                         1

                     5100                     5025                  SNOWBLOWER

                     5100                     5029                  STURM/DRANG ADMIN

                     5100                     5027                  KEEPER OF THE WINDS

                     5100                     5023                  RAINDANCE CONSULTANT

                     5100                     5021                  RAINMAKER

                     5100                     5021                  RAINMAKER

                     5100                     5021                  RAINMAKER

                     5100                     5001                  MGR BRAINSTORMING

                     5100                     5001                  MGR BRAINSTORMING

                     5100                     5025                  SNOWBLOWER

                     5100                     5029                  STURM/DRANG ADMIN

Example: Accessing Records with a Key File
Objective This report lists all employees associated with specific departments located at Dedham Place and
University Avenue. Department IDs and building locations are stored in a key file. Procedure

• A KEYFILE parameter defines a key file with records 80 bytes long. The key field is a CALC-key value that
begins in position 1 and is four bytes long.

• A user-supplied REC parameter identifies DEPT-LOCATION as an alphanumeric field. DEPT-LOCATION
starts in position 5 of the key file record for a length of ten bytes.

• A SELECT parameter uses DEPT-LOCATION to select only those records in the key file that specify Lost
Brook or University Avenue.

• A SORT parameter sorts the output by building location. Building location appears as a heading on each
page.

Complete Code
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col. 2

▼

DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

IN DB SS=EMPSS01

PATHAA DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE

KEYFILE 80 KF=1 4

REC DEPT-LOCATION(KEYFILE) 5 10

SELECT DEPT-LOCATION EQ ('DEDHAMPLAC' 'UNIVERSITY')

01SORT DEPT-LOCATION,1

01410005 'BUILDING LOCATION'

01410025 DEPT-LOCATION

0151*001 DEPT-ID-0410   FM '9999' HH 'DEPT ID'

0151*003 EMP-ID-0415    FM '9999' HH 'EMPLOYEE' 'ID'

0151*005 EMP-NAME-0415            HH 'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

The standard file used to store the keys is specified in the JCL:

//SYS002   DD  DSN=user.keyfile,DISP=SHR

Result

     BUILDING LOCATION   DEDHAMPLAC

                                                     EMPLOYEE                                EMPLOYEE

                       DEPT ID                          ID                                     NAME

                         5200                          0479                         TERRY     CLOTH

                         5200                          0329                         PHINEAS   FINN

                         5200                          0469                         JOE       KASPAR

                         5200                          0355                         MARK      TIME

                         5200                          0349                         ROGER     WILCO

                         5300                          0371                         BETH      CLOUD

                         5300                          0366                         ALAN      DONOVAN

                         5300                          0321                         DANIEL    MOON

                         3100                          0024                         JANE      DOUGH

                         3100                          0029                         JAMES     GALLWAY

                         3100                          0003                         JENNIFER  GARFIELD

                         3100                          0028                         PERCY     GRANGER

                         3100                          0027                         VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ

                         3100                          0020                         JAMES     JACOBI

                         3100                          0019                         JULIE     JENSEN

                         3100                          0035                         LARRY     LITERATA

                         3100                          0023                         KATHERINE O'HEARN

                         3100                          0021                         RALPH     TYRO

     BUILDING LOCATION   UNIVERSITY

                                                     EMPLOYEE                                EMPLOYEE

                       DEPT ID                          ID                                     NAME

                         5100                          0466                         ROY       ANDALE

                         5100                          0457                         HARRY     ARM

                         5100                          0467                         C.        BREEZE

                         5100                          0334                         CAROLYN   CROW
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                         5100                          0301                         BURT      LANCHESTER

                         5100                          0015                         RENE      MAKER

                         5100                          0341                         RICHARD   MUNYON

                         5100                          0458                         RICHARD   WAGNER

                         3200                          0004                         HERBERT   CRANE

                         3200                          0032                         JANE      FERNDALE

                         3200                          0045                         GEORGE    FONRAD

                         3200                          0053                         ROBIN     GARDNER

                         3200                          0049                         DOUGLAS   KAHALLY

                         3200                          0016                         TERENCE   KLWELLEN

                         3200                          0074                         SANDY     KRAAMER

                         3200                          0031                         HERBERT   LIPSICH

                         3200                          0048                         NANCY     TERNER

Retrieving Stand-alone Records

You can retrieve record occurrences that do not participate in defined paths, as well as path-related records, by calling or
branching to the DB-EXIT facility in type 7 logic.

How to Do It

To use the DB-EXIT facility, code:

1. A dummy PATH parameter (PATH--) with:
– One or more database records
– One or more logical records

2. A STOP-RUN command on a type 7 parameter if the only paths coded for the run are dummy paths.
3. A CALL or BRANCH to the DB-EXIT facility on a type 7 parameter

A branch to DB-EXIT is preceded by a series of logic statements that move values to the DB-EXIT arguments.
4. IDMS-STATUS and LR-STATUS value checking in procedure logic statements after each DB-EXIT call.

Example: Retrieving Stand-alone Records

Objective

This report lists the start date of five employees selected from the database EMPLOYEE record type. The selection
occurs by means of the DB-exit facility.

Procedure

The code for this report includes:

• A dummy path, PATH--, allocates space in the input buffer for the retrieved records.
• The work field IDS.5 contains employee ID values.
• A call to the DB-EXIT facility has the following selection criteria arguments:
Argument 1 ('CALC')

generates an OBTAIN CALC EMPLOYEE retrieval command.
Argument 2 ('EMPLOYEE ')

specifies the EMPLOYEE record. The trailing blank is required (the record name is less than 16 characters).
Argument 3 (EMP-ID-0415)

specifies the name of the CALC-key field for the EMPLOYEE record.
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Argument 4 ('IDS.INDEX')
specifies an occurrence of the work field IDS.5 that has the value of the EMP-ID-0415 field being selected.

Argument 5
specifies the length of the EMP-ID-0415 field.

• IDMS-STATUS NE '0000' 400 checks the IDMS Status for values that indicate error conditions or records not retrieved.
If the condition is true, Culprit generates a buffer dump and stops the run.

• STOP-RUN terminates the run.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

IN DB SS=EMPSS01 $RPT707

PATH--EMPLOYEE

01OUT 80 D

010 IDS.5 '0302' '0048' '0054' '0301' '0001'  $Employee ID values

010 INDEX 1

010 DUMP

010 MESSAGE 'EMPLOYEE NOT FOUND'

0151*005 IDMS-STATUS              HH 'IDMS-STATUS' 'FIELD'

0151*010 EMP-ID-0415    FM '9999' HH 'EMPLOYEE' 'ID'

0151*020 EMP-NAME-0415            HH 'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

0151*030 START-YEAR-0415          HH 'START' 'YEAR'

0152*005 IDMS-STATUS

0152*010 IDS.INDEX

0152*020 MESSAGE

017100 CALL DB-EXIT ('CALC' 'EMPLOYEE ' EMP-ID-0415 IDS.INDEX 4)

017      IF IDMS-STATUS EQ '0326'  200            $Employee not found

017 IDMS-STATUS NE '0000' 400

017      RELS 1

017      B 300

017200   MOVE 'EMPLOYEE NOT FOUND' TO MESSAGE

017      RELS 2

017300   INDEX + 1 INDEX

017      IF INDEX LE 5 100

017      STOP-RUN

017400   DUMP / DUMP DUMP                         $Forces a buffer dump

017      STOP-RUN

Result

      IDMS-STATUS      EMPLOYEE               EMPLOYEE              START

         FIELD            ID                    NAME                 YEAR
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          0326           0302            EMPLOYEE NOT FOUND

          0000           0048        NANCY     TERNER                 82

          0326           0054            EMPLOYEE NOT FOUND

          0000           0301        BURT      LANCHESTER             75

          0000           0001        JOHN      RUPEE                  75

Retrieving All Record Occurrences

You can retrieve all the occurrences of a database record type by navigating (walking) through each set of occurrences
with the DB-EXIT facility.

How to Do It

Code the arguments of the DB-EXIT facility with:

ARG1
-- A DB-EXIT argument that generates an IDMS/DB retrieval command

ARG2
-- The field to be obtained

ARG3
-- The area or set to be accessed

Example
Objective This example uses the DB-EXIT facility to retrieve all employees working in each office. Procedure
The DB-EXIT facility is used to walk the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set until the end of the set is reached:

CALL DB-EXIT ('FIRST-AREA' 'OFFICE ' 'ORG-DEMO-REGION ')
retrieves the first OFFICE record in the ORG-DEMO-REGION area.

CALL DB-EXIT ('FIRST' 'EMPLOYEE ' 'OFFICE-EMPLOYEE ')
retrieves the first EMPLOYEE record in the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set if the first office retrieval was successful.

CALL DB-EXIT ('NEXT' 'EMPLOYEE ' 'OFFICE-EMPLOYEE ')
retrieves the next EMPLOYEE record until the end of the set is reached.

CALL DB-EXIT ('NEXT-AREA' 'OFFICE ' 'ORG-DEMO-REGION ')
retrieves the next OFFICE record and, if successful, returns to retrieve the first EMPLOYEE record for that office.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

IN DB SS=EMPSS01

PATH-- OFFICE EMPLOYEE

010 MSG  'ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQ'

010 JUNK

0151*005 IDMS-STATUS             HH 'IDMS-STATUS' 'FIELD'

0151*010 OFFICE-CODE-0450        HH 'OFFICE CODE'

0151*020 EMP-NAME-0415           HH 'EMPLOYEE' 'NAME'

0152*005 IDMS-STATUS

0152*010 MSG

01OUT D

01SORT OFFICE-CODE-0450 0 EMP-NAME-0415
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017      CALL DB-EXIT ('FIRST-AREA' 'OFFICE ' 'ORG-DEMO-REGION ')

017      IF IDMS-STATUS EQ '0000' 050

017      MOVE 'ERROR IN RETRIEVAL OF FIRST OFFICE' MSG

017      RELS 2

017      PERFORM 800

017050   CALL DB-EXIT ('FIRST' 'EMPLOYEE ' 'OFFICE-EMPLOYEE ')

017      B 150

017100   CALL DB-EXIT ('NEXT' 'EMPLOYEE ' 'OFFICE-EMPLOYEE ')

017150   IF IDMS-STATUS EQ '0000' 200                   $Test for record found

017      IF IDMS-STATUS EQ '0307' 300                   $Test for end of set

017      MOVE 'ERROR IN RETRIEVAL OF EMPLOYEE' MSG

017      RELS 2

017      PERFORM 800

017200   RELS 1

017      B 100

017300   CALL DB-EXIT ('NEXT-AREA' 'OFFICE ' 'ORG-DEMO-REGION ')

017      IF IDMS-STATUS EQ '0000' 050

017      IF IDMS-STATUS EQ '0307' STOP

017      MOVE 'ERROR IN RETRIEVAL OF NEXT OFFICE' MSG

017      RELS 2

017      PERFORM 800

017800   JUNK / 0  JUNK                              $Forces a buffer dump

017      STOP

Result

         

            IDMS-

STATUS                                                                              EMPLOYEE

               FIELD                                OFFICE CODE                                        NAME

                0000                                    001                                 BETSY     ZEDI

                0000                                    001                                 HERBERT   CRANE

                0000                                    001                                 HERBERT   LIPSICH

                0000                                    001                                 JAMES     GALLWAY

                0000                                    001                                 JAMES     JACOBI

                0000                                    002                                 DOUGLAS   KAHALLY

                0000                                    002                                 SANDY     KRAAMER

                0000                                    002                                 TOM       FITZHUGH

                0000                                    005                                 ALAN      DONOVAN

                0000                                    005                                 BETH      CLOUD

                0000                                    005                                 BURT      LANCHESTER

                0000                                    005                                 CAROLYN   CROW

                0000                                    005                                 DANIEL    MOON

                0000                                    005                                 RENE      MAKER

                0000                                    005                                 TERRY     CLOTH

                0000                                    008                                 C.        BREEZE
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                0000                                    008                                 HARRY     ARM

                0000                                    008                                 JOE       KASPAR

                0000                                    008                                 MARK      TIME

                0000                                    008                                 RICHARD   MUNYON

                0000                                    008                                 RICHARD   WAGNER

                0000                                    008                                 ROGER     WILCO

                0000                                    008                                 ROY       ANDALE

                0000                                    008                                 THEMIS    PAPAZEUS

Testing for Record Occurrences

You can identify record occurrences that are not found in the database.

How to Do It

Create a null path by placing the path identifier immediately after the entry record.

Test the current value of PATH-ID in type 7 logic.

Example: Testing for Record Occurrences

This report lists selected employees and their start year. If an employee record is not found, the message EMPLOYEE
NOT FOUND is returned.

Procedure

• A primary path, PATHOK, returns the employee name, ID, and date of hire.
• A null path, NO, places NO in the input buffer if the employee ID is not found. selects one of two possible print lines.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

IN DB SS=EMPSS01

REC  JOB-START(EMPOSITION) 1 6 2 'START' 'DATE'

PATHOK EMPLOYEE(NO) EMPOSITION JOB

KEY EMP-ID-0415 (0003 0023 0100 0301 3200 5100)

01OUT 80 D

013 SELECTED EMPLOYEE DETAIL LIST

010 WK-ID

0151*0100EMP-NAME-0415           HH 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

0151*020 EMP-ID-0415  FM '9999'  HH 'EMPLOYEE' 'ID'

0151*030 JOB-START    FD         HR

0151*040 TITLE-0440              HH 'JOB' 'TITLE'

0152*010 'EMPLOYEE NOT FOUND       '

0152*020 EMP-ID-0415  FM '9999'

017005 IF PATH-ID EQ 'OK' 100

017010 IF PATH-ID NE 'NO' DROP
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017020   TAKE 2

017100   IF EMP-ID-0415 EQ WK-ID  DROP

017110   MOVE EMP-ID-0415 TO WK-ID

017120   TAKE 1

Result

REPORT NO. 01            SELECTED EMPLOYEE DETAIL LIST     mm/dd/yy  PAGE     1

                                 EMPLOYEE    START             JOB

           EMPLOYEE NAME            ID        DATE            TITLE

     JENNIFER  GARFIELD            0003     82/01/01   MGR INTERNL SOFTWARE

     KATHERINE O'HEARN             0023     79/05/05   PROGRAMMER/ANALYST

     EDWARD    HUTTON              0100     77/09/07   FINANCIAL ANALYST

     BURT      LANCHESTER          0301     80/02/03   RAINMAKER

     EMPLOYEE NOT FOUND            3200

     EMPLOYEE NOT FOUND            5100

Accessing Bill-of-Materials Structures

You can access database information stored as a bill-of-materials data structure.

The bill-of-materials structure, which can be thought of as a series of nested set relationships, allows a path to be
established between one record type and another of the same type. Different set relationships that exist between the
record types are used.

How to Do It

Code:

1. PATH parameters using set names that define the level of information to be retrieved
2. Field names using level numbers to specify the level of information to be acted upon

Example
Objective This report lists:

• The managers of the company (first level)
• The supervisors reporting to each manager (second level)
• The workers reporting to each supervisor (third level)

Procedure
PATHAA

defines a three-level bill-of-materials relationship:

1. EMPLOYEE STRUCTURE(MANAGES)
2. EMPLOYEE(REPORTS-TO) STRUCTURE(MANAGES)
3. EMPLOYEE(REPORTS-TO)
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Type 5
and type 7 parameters specify the level from which the names are extracted:

• EMP-NAME-0415 (1) prints manager's names.
• EMP-NAME-0415 (2) prints supervisor's names.
• EMP-NAME-0415 (3) prints worker's names.

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

 IN DB SS=EMPSS01 $RPT708

 PATHAA EMPLOYEE STRUCTURE(MANAGES) EMPLOYEE(REPORTS-TO)

*STRUCTURE(MANAGES) EMPLOYEE(REPORTS-TO)

 01OUT 120

 010 MGR '                         '

 010 SUP '                         '

 010 EMP '                         '

 0141*010 'MANAGER'

 0141*020 'SUPERVISOR'

 0141*030 'WORKER'

 0142*001 ' '

 0151*010 EMP-NAME-0415 (1)

 0152*020 EMP-NAME-0415 (2)

 0153*030 EMP-NAME-0415 (3)

 017010   IF EMP-NAME-0415 (1) NE MGR  100

 017020   IF EMP-NAME-0415 (2) NE SUP  200

 017030   IF EMP-NAME-0415 (3) NE EMP  300

 017      DROP

 017100   RELS 1

 017200   RELS 2

 017300   RELS 3

 017      MOVE EMP-NAME-0415 (1) TO MGR

 017      MOVE EMP-NAME-0415 (2) TO SUP

 017      MOVE EMP-NAME-0415 (3) TO EMP

Result

                                MANAGER                            SUPERVISOR                            WORKER

                       ROBBY     WILDER

                                                           THEMIS    PAPAZEUS

                                                                                               ROGER     WILCO

                                                                                               DANIEL    MOON

                                                                                               RENE      MAKER

                                                           MONTE     BANK

                                                                                               BETSY     ZEDI

                                                                                               JOCK      JACKSON

                                                                                               LAURA     PENMAN
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                                                                                               CAROL     MCDOUGALL

                                                                                               MICHAEL   ANGELO

                                                                                               CHARLES   BOWER

                       THEMIS    PAPAZEUS

                                                           ROGER     WILCO

                                                                                               TERRY     CLOTH

                                                                                               JOE       KASPAR

                                                                                               MARK      TIME

                                                                                               PHINEAS   FINN

                                                           DANIEL    MOON

                                                                                               BETH      CLOUD

                                                                                               ALAN      DONOVAN

                                                           RENE      MAKER

                                                                                               C.        BREEZE

                                                                                               ROY       ANDALE

                                                                                               RICHARD   WAGNER

                                                                                               HARRY     ARM

                                                                                               RICHARD   MUNYON

                                                                                               CAROLYN   CROW

                                                                                               BURT      LANCHESTER

                       HENRIETTA HENDON

                                                           ROGER     WILCO

                                                                                               TERRY     CLOTH

                                                                                               JOE       KASPAR

                                                                                               MARK      TIME

                                                                                               PHINEAS   FINN

                                                           DANIEL    MOON

                                                                                               BETH      CLOUD

                                                                                               ALAN      DONOVAN

                                                           ELEANOR   PEOPLES

                                                                                               MADELINE  ORGRATZI

                                                                                               TOM       FITZHUGH

                                                                                               CYNTHIA   JOHNSON

                                                           JENNIFER  GARFIELD

                                                                                               LARRY     LITERATA

                                                                                               JAMES     GALLWAY

                                                                                               PERCY     GRANGER

                                                                                               VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ

                                                                                               JANE      DOUGH

                                                                                               KATHERINE O'HEARN

                                                                                               RALPH     TYRO

                                                                                               JAMES     JACOBI

                                                                                               JULIE     JENSEN

Example: Accessing Bill-of-Materials Structures

Objective

This report lists:

• The managers of the company (first level)
• The supervisors reporting to each manager (second level)
• The workers reporting to each supervisor (third level)
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Procedure

PATHAA
defines a three-level bill-of-materials relationship:

1. EMPLOYEE STRUCTURE(MANAGES)
2. EMPLOYEE(REPORTS-TO) STRUCTURE(MANAGES)
3. EMPLOYEE(REPORTS-TO)

Type 5
and type 7 parameters specify the level from which the names are extracted:

• EMP-NAME-0415 (1) prints manager's names.
• EMP-NAME-0415 (2) prints supervisor's names.
• EMP-NAME-0415 (3) prints worker's names.

Complete Code

 col. 2

 ▼

 DATABASE DICTNAME=DOCUDICT

 IN DB SS=EMPSS01 $RPT708

 PATHAA EMPLOYEE STRUCTURE(MANAGES) EMPLOYEE(REPORTS-TO)

*STRUCTURE(MANAGES) EMPLOYEE(REPORTS-TO)

 01OUT 120

 010 MGR '                         '

 010 SUP '                         '

 010 EMP '                         '

 0141*010 'MANAGER'

 0141*020 'SUPERVISOR'

 0141*030 'WORKER'

 0142*001 ' '

 0151*010 EMP-NAME-0415 (1)

 0152*020 EMP-NAME-0415 (2)

 0153*030 EMP-NAME-0415 (3)

 017010   IF EMP-NAME-0415 (1) NE MGR  100

 017020   IF EMP-NAME-0415 (2) NE SUP  200

 017030   IF EMP-NAME-0415 (3) NE EMP  300

 017      DROP

 017100   RELS 1

 017200   RELS 2

 017300   RELS 3

 017      MOVE EMP-NAME-0415 (1) TO MGR

 017      MOVE EMP-NAME-0415 (2) TO SUP

 017      MOVE EMP-NAME-0415 (3) TO EMP

Result

                                MANAGER                            SUPERVISOR                            WORKER
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                       ROBBY     WILDER

                                                           THEMIS    PAPAZEUS

                                                                                               ROGER     WILCO

                                                                                               DANIEL    MOON

                                                                                               RENE      MAKER

                                                           MONTE     BANK

                                                                                               BETSY     ZEDI

                                                                                               JOCK      JACKSON

                                                                                               LAURA     PENMAN

                                                                                               CAROL     MCDOUGALL

                                                                                               MICHAEL   ANGELO

                                                                                               CHARLES   BOWER

                       THEMIS    PAPAZEUS

                                                           ROGER     WILCO

                                                                                               TERRY     CLOTH

                                                                                               JOE       KASPAR

                                                                                               MARK      TIME

                                                                                               PHINEAS   FINN

                                                           DANIEL    MOON

                                                                                               BETH      CLOUD

                                                                                               ALAN      DONOVAN

                                                           RENE      MAKER

                                                                                               C.        BREEZE

                                                                                               ROY       ANDALE

                                                                                               RICHARD   WAGNER

                                                                                               HARRY     ARM

                                                                                               RICHARD   MUNYON

                                                                                               CAROLYN   CROW

                                                                                               BURT      LANCHESTER

                       HENRIETTA HENDON

                                                           ROGER     WILCO

                                                                                               TERRY     CLOTH

                                                                                               JOE       KASPAR

                                                                                               MARK      TIME

                                                                                               PHINEAS   FINN

                                                           DANIEL    MOON

                                                                                               BETH      CLOUD

                                                                                               ALAN      DONOVAN

                                                           ELEANOR   PEOPLES

                                                                                               MADELINE  ORGRATZI

                                                                                               TOM       FITZHUGH

                                                                                               CYNTHIA   JOHNSON

                                                           JENNIFER  GARFIELD

                                                                                               LARRY     LITERATA

                                                                                               JAMES     GALLWAY

                                                                                               PERCY     GRANGER

                                                                                               VLADIMIR  HEAROWITZ

                                                                                               JANE      DOUGH

                                                                                               KATHERINE O'HEARN

                                                                                               RALPH     TYRO

                                                                                               JAMES     JACOBI

                                                                                               JULIE     JENSEN
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Accessing Multiple-Member Sets

You can access records in a set that has one owner record and two or more member records.

How to Do It

Code:

1. A PATH parameter placing the ALL-MEMBERS option after the name of the owner record
2. An optional SELECT/BYPASS BUFFER parameter after the INPUT, KEYFILE, and PATH parameters that includes the

REC-NAME keyword

Example
Objective This report lists employee hospital and dental claims. The HOSPITAL-CLAIM and DENTAL-CLAIM
records are owned by the COVERAGE record. Procedure

• The INPUT parameter specifies an input buffer size of 4000 bytes to accommodate the five record types
(EMPLOYEE, COVERAGE, HOSPITAL-CLAIM, NON-HOSP-CLAIM, and DENTAL-CLAIM), overhead, and
DB-keys that are read into the buffer.
The NON-HOSPITAL-CLAIM record, while not used for this report, must be included in the buffer size.

• The ALL-MEMBERS option on the PATH parameter specifies access to each occurrence of the records in
the multiple-member set COVERAGE-CLAIMS.

• The SELECT BUFFER parameter with REC-NAME specifies access to two of the three records of the
COVERAGE-CLAIMS set.

• REC parameters redefine the claim date fields as numeric to allow for automatic date formatting.
Field redefinition is based upon the starting point in the record, as opposed to the position in the input
buffer, by including the record type name immediately after the field name.

Complete Code

col. 2

▼

IN 4000 DB SS=EMPSS01

PATH01 EMPLOYEE COVERAGE ALL-MEMBERS (COVERAGE-CLAIMS)

SELECT BUFFER WHEN REC-NAME EQ ('HOSPITAL-CLAIM' 'DENTAL-CLAIM')

REC CLAIM-DATE-0430(HOSPITAL-CLAIM) 1 6 2

REC CLAIM-DATE-0405(DENTAL-CLAIM) 1 6 2

01OUT D

0141*010 'PATIENT'

0141*020 'HOSPITAL CLAIMS'

0141*030 'DENTAL CLAIMS'

0141*040 'EMPLOYEE'

0142*001 ' '

0151*010 PATIENT-NAME-0430

0151*020 CLAIM-DATE-0430  FD

0151*040 EMP-NAME-0415

0152*010 PATIENT-NAME-0405

0152*030 CLAIM-DATE-0405  FD

0152*040 EMP-NAME-0415

017010 IF REC-NAME EQ 'HOSPITAL-CLAIM' 300

017    TAKE 2

017300 TA
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LANCHESTER

                   HELOISE   HENDON                                           77/05/23          HENRIETTA HENDON

                   HATFIELD  HENDON                     82/11/07                                HENRIETTA HENDON

                   JESSICA   CRANE                                            80/10/04          HERBERT   CRANE

Retrieving Data With SQL
This section provides many useful procedures and Culprit coding techniques to help you write complex reports using SQL
and Culprit.

Getting the Exact Column Names for an SQL Table

If you do not know the exact column names in the INV.STOCKS table, try running the following simple Culprit report.

 col. 2

 ▼

 PRO  EX=NO

 IN  DB(Q)  DICTIONARY=TSTDICT   SCHEMA=INV

 SQL SELECT * FROM STOCKS;

 0151*001 ' '

 

The EX=NO tells Culprit to simply compile the report. No data extraction will be performed.

SQL SELECT * FROM STOCKS tells Culprit to describe all of the columns and null indicators for the STOCKS table. The
generated REC cards will appear on the INPUT PARAMETER LISTING.

Generated REC Cards

 ********

 REC       START    SIZE    TYPE   DP        FIELD-NAME

 ********

  REC      0100     00005     3    3   CLOSE_PRICE

  REC      0105     00004     1        CLOSE_PRICE_NULL_IND

  REC      0069     00005              COMPANY_ID

  REC      0074     00004     1        COMPANY_ID_NULL_IND

  REC      0049     00020              COMPANY_NAME

  REC      0078     00010              TRADING_DATE

  REC      0088     00004     1        TRADING_DATE_NULL_IND

  REC      0092     00004     1        VOLUME

  REC      0096     00004     1        VOLUME_NULL_IND

 

From this report, you can deduce that the STOCKS table was created using the following SQL command:

SQL Command

 CREATE TABLE INV.STOCKS

 (COMPANY_NAME  CHAR(20) NOT NULL,

  COMPANY_ID    CHAR(5),

  TRADING_DATE  DATE,

  VOLUME        INTEGER,

  CLOSE_PRICE   DECIMAL(9,3));
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Using the AS Clause to Rename SQL Columns

Long SQL column names can present a problem to Culprit, since you can create a null indicator name by appending
_NULL_IND to the end of the previously generated REC card name. You can avoid potential errors by using an AS clause
to assign an alias to each SQL column.

AS Clause Example

 col. 2

 ▼

 INPUT  DB(Q)    DICTIONARY=TSTDICT    SCHEMA=INV

 SQL SELECT "EMP-ID-0415"            AS  "ID",

*           "EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415"    AS  "FNAME",

*           "EMP-LAST-NAME-0415"     AS  "LNAME"

*    FROM EMPLOYEE

*    WHERE "EMP-ID-0415" = 2000

*    ORDER BY ID;

 0151*001  ID

 0151*002  FNAME

 0151*003  LNAME

Please note that you may not use the alias names ID, FNAME, and LNAME on most clauses in the SQL statement
(Aliases are allowed on the order by clause). However, the aliases will be used to generate REC parameters, and must be
used on all subsequent Culprit statements.

Generated REC Cards

********

REC       START    SIZE    TYPE   DP        FIELD-NAME

********

 REC      0057     00015              FNAME

 REC      0072     00004     1        FNAME_NULL_IND

 REC      0049     00004     2        ID

 REC      0053     00004     1        ID_NULL_IND

 REC      0076     00020              LNAME

 REC      0096     00004     1        LNAME_NULL_IND

Retrieving Floating Point Data from SQL Columns

Although Culprit does not support real and double precision as REC parameter data types, there is a simple coding
technique to work around the deficiency.

Culprit will treat real SQL columns as four byte alphanumeric fields. Double precision columns will be treated as eight
byte alphanumeric fields. 16 byte packed decimal work fields can be defined, and CULLUS36 can be used to convert the
floating point values to packed decimal. The Culprit program below illustrates the technique.

Converting to Packed Decimal

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN DB(Q)  DICTIONARY=TSTDICT   SCHEMA=INV

 SQL SELECT * FROM FLOAT_TABLE;

$  CA Culprit will generate  the REC cards shown below.
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$REC  REAL_DATA     49  4                      $ GENERATED

$REC  DOUBLE_DATA   53  8                      $ GENERATED

$

 010  WK_REAL    0.000000

 010  WK_DOUBLE  0.000000000000

 010  RETCODE '    '

 0151*001   WK_REAL   HF

 0151*002   WK_DOUBLE HF

 017      CALL US36(REAL_DATA,  'S',  WK_REAL,    6, RETCODE)

 017      IF RETCODE NE '    '  200

 017      CALL US36(DOUBLE_DATA, 'D', WK_DOUBLE, 12, RETCODE)

 017      IF RETCODE NE '    '  200

 017      TAKE

 017200   CALL US48(' ERROR IN FLOATING POINT CONVERSION%%')

 017      DROP

The arguments for CULLUS36 are described below:

US36 Arguments(Error: Don't know what to do with column width of "20," (3).

ARG1 field-name
Name of input field containing the floating point value

ARG2 indicator
'S' = Single Precision:
'D' = Double Precision

ARG3 result-field
Name of 16 byte packed decimal work field

ARG4 decimal-pts
Integer indicating number of decimal places in result field

ARG5 return-code
Name of four byte alpha work field

Displaying an SQL Column with Data Type BINARY

The BINARY data type is an IDMS/DB extension to ANSI SQL. It is used to store hexadecimal literals up to 32,760 bytes
in length.

During retrieval, Culprit treats columns with SQL data type BINARY as an alphanumeric field. To display the binary data
on a report, use CULLUS31 to obtain a hexadecimal representation of the actual data.

In the example below, the SYSTEM.CONSTRAINT table has a column named REFCOLUMNS defined as BINARY(64).
To print the data in hex on our report, displaying 10 bytes on each detail line.

Report Output

REPORT 01           CONSTRAINT TABLE REPORT        mm/dd/yy  PAGE   1

         CONSTRAINT                                 REFCOLUMNS

            NAME                                01......05........10

     REFERENCED-TABLE           BYTES  1 - 10   00010002000000000000

                                BYTES 11 - 20   00000000000000000000

                                BYTES 21 - 30   00000000000000000000
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                                BYTES 31 - 40   00000000000000000000

                                BYTES 41 - 50   00000000000000000000

                                BYTES 51 - 60   00000000000000000000

                                BYTES 61 - 64   00000000

Report Syntax

col. 2

▼

PRO  USER=MZC  PW=MZC

IN  300 DB(Q)   SCHEMA=SYSTEM  DICTIONARY=TSTDICT

REC HEX_REFCOL  150 128

REC HEX_REFCOL1 150 20

REC HEX_REFCOL2 170 20

REC HEX_REFCOL3 190 20

REC HEX_REFCOL4 210 20

REC HEX_REFCOL5 230 20

REC HEX_REFCOL6 250 20

REC HEX_REFCOL7 270 20

SQL  SELECT NAME, REFCOLUMNS FROM CONSTRAINT;

01OUT  80 D

013  CONTRAINT TABLE REPORT

0151*001 NAME  HH 'CONSTRAINT' 'NAME'

0151*002 'BYTES  1 - 10'

0151*003 HEX_REFCOL1  HH 'REFCOLUMNS' '01......05........10'

0152*002 'BYTES 11 - 20'

0152*003 HEX_REFCOL2

0153*002 'BYTES 21 - 30'

0153*003 HEX_REFCOL3

0154*002 'BYTES 31 - 40'

0154*003 HEX_REFCOL4

0155*002 'BYTES 41 - 50'

0155*003 HEX_REFCOL5

0156*002 'BYTES 51 - 60'

0156*003 HEX_REFCOL6

0157*002 'BYTES 61 - 64'

0157*003 HEX_REFCOL7

017      CALL US31(REFCOLUMNS, 64, HEX_REFCOL)

The arguments for CULLUS31 are described below:

US31 Arguments(Error: Don't know what to do with column width of "20," (3).

ARG1 field-name
Name of input field containing the value to be converted

ARG2 length
Numeric literal or 8 byte work field containing the length of the input field. For release 12.0, this value must be in
the range 1 through 127.

ARG3 result-field
Name of the output field. Result-field must be twice as long as the length of the input field.
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How to Test and Display Null Values

The sales table below contains daily sales data for specific products.

Table Definition

CREATE TABLE INV.SALES

(PRODUCT       CHAR(20) NOT NULL,

 SALES_DATE    DATE     NOT NULL,

 UNITS_SOLD    INTEGER);

Notice that the UNITS_SOLD field may contain null values. A null value means "We don't know how many units we sold".
That is much different than the value zero which means "We didn't sell any product on this date".

Here's how to create a detail report that displays null values on the detail line.

Detail Report

col. 2

▼

IN  DB(Q)  DICTIONARY=TSTDICT   SCHEMA=INV

SQL SELECT * FROM SALES;

01OUT 80  D

0151*001  PRODUCT      HF

0151*002  SALES_DATE   HF

0151*003  UNITS_SOLD   SZ=6   F-   HF

0152*001  PRODUCT

0152*002  SALES_DATE

0152*003  '---null---'

017       IF UNITS_SOLD_NULL_IND = -1    200

017100    TAKE 1

017200    TAKE 2

The UNITS_SOLD_NULL_IND will be set to minus one to indicate a null value. A zero value indicates that UNITS_SOLD
is not null.

Report Output

       PRODUCT               SALES_DATE           UNITS_SOLD

  WASHING MACHINES           yyyy-mm-dd                14

  Washing Machines           yyyy-mm-dd          ───null---

  WASHING MACHINES           yyyy-mm-dd                 0

  WASHING MACHINES           yyyy-mm-dd                 3

  WASHING MACHINES           yyyy-mm-dd                12

Handling Null Values at Total Time

You can enhance the previous example to produce weekly summary information for each product. You also want to print
the average number of units sold per day. The final report should look like this:

Report Output
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REPORT 01            WEEKLY SALES BY PRODUCT               PAGE 1

       PRODUCT               SALES_DATE           UNITS_SOLD

  Clothes Driers             yyyy-mm-dd                 3

  Clothes Driers             yyyy-mm-dd          ───null---

  Clothes Driers             yyyy-mm-dd          ───null---

  Clothes Driers             yyyy-mm-dd                 6

  Clothes Driers             yyyy-mm-dd                 3

                                                 ───────────

                             Total Weekly Sales        12

                             Average Daily Sales     4.00

  Stoves                     yyyy-mm-dd          ───null---

  Stoves                     yyyy-mm-dd          ───null---

  Stoves                     yyyy-mm-dd          ───null---

  Stoves                     yyyy-mm-dd          ───null---

  Stoves                     yyyy-mm-dd          ───null---

                                                 ───────────

                             Total Weekly Sales  ───null---

                             Average Daily Sales ───null---

  Washing Machines           yyyy-mm-dd                14

  Washing Machines           yyyy-mm-dd          ───null---

  Washing Machines           yyyy-mm-dd                 0

  Washing Machines           yyyy-mm-dd                 3

  Washing Machines           yyyy-mm-dd                12

                                                 ───────────

                             Total Weekly Sales        29

                             Average Daily Sales     7.25

WHERE Clause

First, add a WHERE clause to select data for one week:

 col. 2

 ▼

 SQL SELECT * FROM SALES

*    WHERE SALES_DATE >= 'yyyy-mm-dd' AND

*          SALES_DATE <= 'yyyy-mm-dd';

Subtotals

Next, add a title parameter and a SORT parameter to request subtotals by product. A COUNT field has been initialized
to one. It will be used to determine how many detail records have been processed for each group. You can automatically
accumulate subtotals for COUNT and UNITS_SOLD_NULL_IND if they appear on detail lines. However, since you don't
want the detail values to print, use print position zero:

col. 2

▼

01SORT  PRODUCT 0, SALES_DATE

010 COUNT  1

013 WEEKLY SALES BY PRODUCT
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0151*000   COUNT

0151*000   UNITS_SOLD_NULL_IND

Based on the information in the report shown above, the total-time values for PRODUCT, COUNT, and
UNITS_SOLD_NULL_IND are:

Subtotal Values(Error: Don't know what to do with column width of "20," (3).(Error: Don't know what to do with column
width of "11," (3).

PRODUCT COUNT UNITS_SOLD_NULL_IND
Washing Machines 5 -1
Clothes Driers 5 -2
Stoves 5 -5

These values let you determine how many UNITS_SOLD for each product are not null. This in turn provides you with the
divisor you need to compute the average daily sales for each product. The total-time logic is shown below:

Total-time Logic

col. 2

▼

010 NOT_NULL_COUNTER  0

010 AVERAGE           0.00

018     IF LEVL = 2 DROP

018     COMPUTE COUNT + UNITS_SOLD_NULL_IND  NOT_NULL_COUNTER

018     IF NOT_NULL_COUNTER = 0  400

018     COMPUTE UNITS_SOLD / NOT_NULL_COUNTER  AVERAGE

018     TAKE (1,2,3)

018400  TAKE (1,4,5)

0161*003   '-----------'

0162*002   'Total Weekly Sales'

0162*003   UNITS_SOLD    SZ=6  F-

0163*002   'Average Daily Sales'

0163*003   AVERAGE       SZ=6  F-

0164*002   'Total Weekly Sales'

0164*003   '---null---'

0165*002   'Average Daily Sales'

0165*003   '---null---'

Understanding Culprit Decimal Point Handling

In our STOCKS table example, the CLOSE_PRICE field is defined as having three implied decimal digits.

Table Definition

CREATE TABLE INV.STOCKS

(COMPANY_NAME  CHAR(20) NOT NULL,

 COMPANY_ID    CHAR(5),

 TRADING_DATE  DATE,

 VOLUME        INTEGER,

 CLOSE_PRICE   DECIMAL(9,3));
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This allows you to represent 1/8 point fractions as a decimal value. However when formatting reports, you often want to
print the value as a money field, dollars and cents. This means converting the number from DP=3 to DP=2.

To obtain the correctly rounded value, move the CLOSE_PRICE field to a work field, WK_CLOSE defined with two
decimal points. Then, reference WK_CLOSE on the detail line. The report below shows why:

Report Syntax

col. 2

▼

IN  DB(Q)  DICTIONARY=TSTDICT   SCHEMA=INV

SQL SELECT * FROM STOCKS;

01OUT 80  D

010  WK_CLOSE  0.00

0151*001  COMPANY_NAME      HF

0151*002  CLOSE_PRICE       HF

0151*003  CLOSE_PRICE       DP=2   HH 'DP=2 ON' '5  LINE'

0151*004  WK_CLOSE          HF

017       MOVE CLOSE_PRICE TO WK_CLOSE

Report Output

                                           DP=2 ON

        COMPANY_NAME      CLOSE_PRICE      5  LINE       WK_CLOSE

   CA                          9.125        91.25           9.13

   Boston Edison               20.375       203.75          20.38

As you can see, coding CLOSE_PRICE DP=2 on the edit parameter changes the location of the implied decimal point,
and produces erroneous results. To insure correct rounding, move the value to a work variable that was defined with the
correct number of decimal points.

Interpreting Common Error Messages in SQL Retrieval

For retrieval processing, SQL Prepare and Describe commands are issued during the pre-compile phase of Culprit. If any
errors are detected, you will receive the following messages on your Sequential Parameter Listing.

mm/dd/yy              SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER LISTING            Vnn.n   PAGE 1

00 ** SYSIN **        PRO  USER=MZC  PW=MZC

  C200138 INSTALLATION SECURITY OPTION IS NO

                      IN  DB(Q)  SCHEMA=INV  DICTIONARY=TSTDICT

                      SQL SELECT * FROM  XYZ;

E C700054 ERROR FROM PREPARE SQL SELECT

  C700055   SQLCODE:  -0004          SQLCERC: 5138

  C700056   SQLCESER:  0000          SQLCNRP: 0000

  C700057    Table INV.XYZ not found in catalog

E C700052 SQL ERROR ENCOUNTERED

Messages 55, 56, and 57 print the error codes and text contained in the SQL Communications Area (SQLCA).

See the  SQL Communcation Area , for more information about the SQLCA error code fields.
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Any E or F level errors associated with the SQL statement will prevent Culprit from generating REC parameters to
describe the SQL columns and null indicators. That means you will probably receive messages like "Field Not Defined" on
the Input Parameter Listing. Ignore these extraneous errors for now. They will probably go away as soon as you correct
the SQL statement.

During the extract phase of Culprit, you issue SQL commands to perform the bulk fetch operation. Any errors at this time
appear under Run Time Messages. The SQL error codes and text are be formatted exactly as shown above.

 

Creating New SQL Data Tables
This section contains articles about Culprit coding techniques you can use to create new IDMS SQL tables.

Create Table Syntax Generated by Culprit

Information from the OUTPUT parameter and the EDIT parameters is used to generate SQL Create Table syntax during
the compile phase of Culprit. To help illustrate this correspondence, a Culprit program fragment is included below with the
SQL commands that are generated:

Culprit Syntax

 col. 2

 ▼

 010 ZERO  0

 01OUT     SQLTABLE=INVENTORY  TYPE=CREATE

*          DICTIONARY=TSTDICT  SCHEMA=INV

 0151*010  WAREHOUSE      SZ=10  NOT NULL

 0151*020  PRODUCT_CODE   SZ=10  NOT NULL

 0151*030  UNITS_ON_HAND  FP     SZ=4

 0151*031  ZERO           FB     SZ=4

Compile-phase SQL Syntax

CONNECT TO TSTDICT;

SET SESSION CURRENT SCHEMA "INV";

CREATE TABLE "INVENTORY"

        ("WAREHOUSE"     CHAR(0010)  NOT NULL,

         "PRODUCT_CODE"  CHAR(0010)  NOT NULL,

         "UNITS_ON_HAND" DECIMAL(0007,0000));

COMMIT RELEASE;

These SQL commands are generated and issued directly by Culprit; nothing is required of the user.

Converting ASF Tables to SQL Tables

The job of converting a ASF table to an SQL table is really quite simple using Culprit. Simply read the ASF table as input,
and create an OUTPUT SQL table with TYPE=CREATE.

Culprit Syntax

 col. 2

 ▼
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 PRO    USER=MZC  PW=

 INPUT  TABLE=INVENTRY  TYPE=COPY   CATALOG=ASFDICT

 01OUT  SQLTABLE=INVENTORY  TYPE=CREATE

*       DICTIONARY=TSTDICT  SCHEMA=INV

*       BULKROWS=500

 010    UNITS_ON_HAND   0

 010    ZERO            0

 0151*010  WAREHOUSE      SZ=10  NOT NULL

 0151*020  PRODUCT_CODE   SZ=10  NOT NULL

 0151*030  UNITS_ON_HAND  FP     SZ=4

 0151*031  ZERO           FB     SZ=4

 017       MOVE ITEMS_IN_STOCK TO UNITS_ON_HAND

 017       TAKE

The technique of moving ITEMS_IN_STOCK to UNITS_ON_HAND lets the user create new SQL column names for the
fields. Data values can be converted from one format within ASF to another SQL data type by simply coding a format code
and SZ= on the edit card.

Parameter 0151*031 is the null indicator value for the UNITS_ON_HAND field. It must be present, and must have a data
specification of FB SZ=4. Often a work field initialized to zero is used to represent a null indicator that may not have been
present on the input data file.

Assigning Null Values to an SQL Column

The technique for assigning null values to an SQL column is quite simple: set the column null indicator to minus one (-1).

Consider the example of a phonelist. For the WORK_PHONE field, you could use blanks to mean "This person has no
work phone" and null to mean "He may have a work phone, but we don't know the number".

On the sequential input file, null values are represented by a question mark (?) in the WORK_PHONE field. The example
below reads the input file, converts question marks to null values, and creates a new SQL table containing the phonelist:

Code Example

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN 80

 REC  FIRST_NAME  1  12

 REC  LAST_NAME  13  15

 REC  IN_HOMEPH  28  12

 REC  IN_WORKPH  40  12

 010  HOME_PHONE '            '

 010  WORK_PHONE '            '

 010  SPACES     '            '

 010  HOME_PHONE_NULL_IND  0

 010  WORK_PHONE_NULL_IND  0

 01OUT SQLTABLE=PHONELIST  TYPE=CREATE

*      DICTIONARY=TSTDICT  SCHEMA=DEMO

 0151*010  FIRST_NAME      NOT NULL  WITH DEFAULT

 0151*020  LAST_NAME       NOT NULL  WITH DEFAULT

 0151*030  HOME_PHONE

 0151*031  HOME_PHONE_NULL_IND  FB SZ=4

 0151*040  WORK_PHONE

 0151*041  WORK_PHONE_NULL_IND  FB SZ=4
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 017    IF IN_HOMEPH = '?'  100

 017    MOVE IN_HOMEPH TO HOME_PHONE         $ Not Null - Valid Number

 017    MOVE 0         TO HOME_PHONE_NULL_IND

 017    B  200

 017100 MOVE SPACES    TO HOME_PHONE         $ Assign Null Value

 017    MOVE -1        TO HOME_PHONE_NULL_IND

 017$

 017200 IF IN_WORKPH = '?'  300

 017    MOVE IN_WORKPH TO WORK_PHONE         $ Not Null - Valid Number

 017    MOVE 0         TO WORK_PHONE_NULL_IND

 017    B  400

 017300 MOVE SPACES    TO WORK_PHONE         $ Assign Null Value

 017    MOVE -1        TO WORK_PHONE_NULL_IND

 017400 TAKE

How Culprit Handles Data Insertion Errors

During the output phase of Culprit, it is possible to encounter errors during the SQL bulk insert. If this occurs, Culprit
produces a diagnostic dump of the output data record and continue processing, as shown below:

Output Phase Diagnostic Error

E C760001 THE FOLLOWING ROWS WERE NOT STORED DUE TO INSERT ERRORS:

     OUTPUT                    R E C O R D    L A Y O U T

     RECORD   ERROR

     NUMBER   CODE

      0005    1023       CHAR             .............ABCDE....

                         ZONE   4444444444FFFF000130000CCCCC0000

                         DIGIT  0000000000FFFF0002C0000123450000

                                1...5...10....5...20....5...30..

In the above example, the Output Record Number indicates that the fifth row being written contained an error.

The Record Layout provides a complete vertical hex dump of the Culprit output buffer to assist in debugging. The Error
Code 1023 indicates a constraint violation. This value was obtained from the SQLCERC field in the SQL Communications
Area. A list of common error codes is given below:

SQLCERC Codes(Error: Don't know what to do with column width of "10," (3).

1008
No storage to load data

1010
Load of Table Deadlocked

1023
Constraint Violation

1025
Data Exception

1026
Data Conversion Error
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1051
Cardinality Violation

1058
Duplicate Key Violation

1067
I/O Error While Loading Table

Adding, Replacing, and Dropping Data on SQL Tables
This section illustrates many Culprit coding techniques used to add, replace, and drop data in IDMS SQL tables.

Updating SQL Columns of Type DATE

SQL Tables that contain columns of type DATE may be updated using the ADD or REPLACE functions. Data to be loaded
into a DATE column should be stored in a 10 byte alphanumeric variable or literal. The format of the date value should
be 'YYYY-MM-DD'. IDMS/DB is responsible for converting this date value into its own internal DATE format.

Existing Table Definition

CREATE TABLE STOCKS

((COMPANY_NAME    CHAR(20)  NOT NULL,   

  COMPANY_ID      CHAR(5),   

  TRADING_DATE    DATE,   

  VOLUME          INTEGER,   

  CLOSE_PRICE     DECIMAL(9,3));

Report Syntax

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN 80  

 REC COMPANY_NAME  1 20

 REC COMPANY_ID   21  5

 REC VOLUME       26  8  2

 REC CLOSE_PRICE  34  9  2  DP=3

 010 TRADING_DATE 'yyyy-mm-dd'

 01OUT   SQLTABLE=STOCKS     TYPE=ADD

*        DICTIONARY=TSTDICT  SCHEMA=INV

 010  ZERO  0

 0151*010 COMPANY_NAME

 0151*020 COMPANY_ID

 0151*021 ZERO         FB   SZ=4

 0151*030 TRADING_DATE

 0151*031 ZERO         FB   SZ=4

 0151*040 VOLUME       FB   SZ=4

 0151*041 ZERO         FB   SZ=4

 0151*050 CLOSE_PRICE  FP   SZ=5  DP=3

 0151*051 ZERO         FB   SZ=4
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Getting the Exact Syntax for Updating a SQL Table

In order to update an existing SQL table, it is necessary to know the exact order of the columns, the data types, and the
existence of null indicators. Fortunately, there is an easy technique to get the exact Culprit syntax needed to update an
SQL table. Here's how:

Code a small Culprit program using TYPE=ADD on the OUTPUT parameter. Deliberately make a mistake on the data
type or size of an EDIT parameter. This produces E level errors during the compile phase of Culprit.

Report Syntax

 col. 2

 ▼

 IN 80

 REC  ID  1 4 2

 01OUT  SQLTABLE=STOCKS      TYPE=ADD

*       DICTIONARY=TSTDICT   SCHEMA=INV

 0151*001  ID   FW     $ Deliberate Error!

 017       DROP

At the end of the compile phase, error messages are produced on the Input Parameter Listing. Message C700071
provides you with sample EDIT parameters to describe the output SQL table exactly. Use this as a template for coding
your Culprit program.

Table Diagnostics

*********

EDIT      LINE CC COLUMN   VALUE OR FIELD-NAME AND EDIT OPTIONS

*********

 01   5     1       *001   ID       FW

E C300064 FORMAT CODE IS INVALID

E C300023 FIELD SIZE IS INVALID

I C700071 USE THE SAMPLE EDIT PARAMETERS BELOW TO CORRECT YOUR PROGRAM

          0151*010 COMPANY_NAME                      SZ=0020

          0151*020 COMPANY_ID                        SZ=0005

          0151*021 COMPANY_ID_NULL_IND         FB    SZ=0004

          0151*030 TRADING_DATE                      SZ=0010

          0151*031 TRADING_DATE_NULL_IND       FB    SZ=0004

          0151*040 VOLUME                      FB    SZ=0004

          0151*041 VOLUME_NULL_IND             FB    SZ=0004

          0151*050 CLOSE_PRICE                 FP    SZ=0005   DP=0003

          0151*061 CLOSE_PRICE_NULL_IND        FB    SZ=0004

Drop Table Example

The code needed to delete an SQL table definition using Culprit is given below:

Culprit Syntax

 col. 2

 ▼
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 IN 80

 REC FIELDA  1 4

 01OUTPUT  SQLTABLE=INVENTORY  TYPE=DROP

*          DICTIONARY=TSTDICT  SCHEMA=INV

 0151*001  ' '

 017       DROP

Report Output

SQL TABLE UPDATE STATISTICS

REPORT  FUNCTION    SCHEMA    TABLE NAME    TABLE DEFINITION   ROWS STORED

------  ────────    ──────    ──────────    ────────────────   ───────────

  01      DEL     INV         INVENTORY          DELETED       

The Personnel File Description
The Commonweather Corporation personnel file, which is used in examples in this manual, is described fully in the figure
below:

The Commonweather Corporation Personnel File Description

RECORD SIZE    200 bytes

BLOCK SIZE     400 bytes

RECORD FORMAT  FIXED (F)

FILE TYPE      SEQUENTIAL (PS)

Data Field    Start Position   Length (bytes)   Data Type

EMPLOYEE-ID        1                 4          Zoned decimal

EMPLOYEE-NAME      5                25          Alphanumeric

FIRST-NAME         5                10          Alphanumeric

LAST-NAME         15                15          Alphanumeric

STREET            30                20          Alphanumeric

CITY              50                15          Alphanumeric

STATE             65                 2          Alphanumeric

ZIP-CODE          67                 5          Alphanumeric

PHONE             72                10          Zoned decimal

STATUS            82                 2          Alphanumeric

SS-NUMBER         84                 9          Zoned decimal

START-MONTH       93                 2          Zoned decimal

START-DAY         95                 2          Zoned decimal

START YEAR        97                 2          Zoned decimal

TERMINATION-MONTH 99                 2          Zoned decimal

TERMINATION-DAY  101                 2          Zoned decimal

TERMINATION-YEAR 103                 2          Zoned decimal

BIRTH-MONTH      105                 2          Zoned decimal

BIRTH-DAY        107                 2          Zoned decimal

BIRTH-YEAR       109                 2          Zoned decimal
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DEPT-ID          111                 4          Zoned decimal

DEPT-NAME        115                45          Alphanumeric

SALARY-AMOUNT    160                 5          Packed Decimal

JOB-ID           167                 4          Zoned decimal

TITLE            171                20          Alphanumeric

Coding for Efficiency
Efficient coding prevents excessive use of system resources by minimizing overhead and input/output (I/O) processing
wherever possible. Factors influencing coding choices include:

• The number of records processed
• The number of reports in a single run
• The number of times an instruction is executed

This section presents some of the most common coding alternatives that affect the efficiency of a Culprit program.

Eliminating Unnecessary Records

Eliminating the most frequently occurring record first is most efficient. For example:

Elimination of the Most Frequent Record

                       A occurs 2,000 times

                       B occurs 1,000 times

                       C occurs 50 times

017    COMPANY EQ 'A'  DROP        (Tests 3,050 records, drops 2,000)

017    COMPANY EQ 'B'  DROP        (Tests 1,050 records, drops 1,000)

017    COMPANY EQ 'C'  DROP        (Tests    50 records, drops    50)

            4,150 tests required to drop all records.

                                or

Eliminating records randomly is least efficient. For example:

Elimination of Random Records

                       A occurs 50 times

                       B occurs 1,000 times

                       C occurs 2,000 times

017    COMPANY EQ 'A'  DROP        (Tests 3,050 records, drops    50)

017    COMPANY EQ 'B'  DROP        (Tests 3,000 records, drops 1,000)

017    COMPANY EQ 'C'  DROP        (Tests 2,000 records, drops 2,000)

            8,050 tests required to drop all records.

When to Use SELECT and When to Use Type 7 Logic

Selection criteria can be applied to the entire run with the SELECT or BYPASS parameter or stated in the procedure logic
for each report:
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SELECT PRODUCT EQ 'CA-CULPRIT'

            vs.

017    PRODUCT EQ 'CA-CULPRIT'

027    PRODUCT EQ 'CA-CULPRIT'

037    PRODUCT EQ 'CA-CULPRIT'

Although it is quicker to write, the SELECT parameter uses more processing overhead than type 7 logic. SELECT only
becomes efficient when six or more reports are batched together. Type 7 logic is more efficient than SELECT for a smaller
number of reports.

Avoiding Unnecessary Logic

Obviously, stream lined code is more efficient than code that generates unnecessary processing.

In the example below, a call for the current date is executed for each record in the input file by processing user module
US10:

          017 CALL US10 ( 2 CURRENT-DATE )

The code below shows one method of calling the user module one time for the report, thereby avoiding unnecessary
processing. The call executes only when the switch value is Y:

          010 FIRST-TIME-SW 'Y'

           .

           .

           .

          017     FIRST-TIME-SW EQ 'N' 010

          017     MOVE 'N' FIRST-TIME-SW

          017     CALL US10 ( 2 CURRENT-DATE) $Executes only on first record

          017010      ...

Combining Tasks for Multiple Reports

Reports created from the same data source can often be grouped together to improve processing efficiency. The most
common coding strategies are to:

Batch related reports together
to allow Culprit to read the data file once for all the reports. Code reports in ascending numerical sequence.

Use global work fields
to allow all the reports in the run access to work field contents. Calculation results can be shared between reports
in this manner.

Use exact positioning
for edit parameters wherever possible; for example 01510045.

Keep relative column numbers low
(*0002, *0004, *0006) to allow for later insertions and still minimize the number of work areas (buckets) Culprit
must set up. Culprit uses the highest relative column number to allocate storage for some internal tables:
*0002

    *0004    Allocates a table with 6 entries

    *0006
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    *0100

    *0200    Allocates a table with 300 entries

    *0300

Avoiding Unwanted Buffer Dumps

Buffer dumps should be used for debugging purposes only. Avoid unnecessary dumps by observing the following
precautions:

• Test the value of any input field that could be zero (0) and used as a divisor. Code should include a branch around the
division when the divisor equals zero (0). The result should be set to zero.

• Use a work field in place of an input field that could be nonnumeric and used in calculations. Move the work field as the
program logic dictates.

• Sort match files in the same sequence. Match keys must be in ascending sequence.
• Use the BRANCH to HEAD instruction only when absolutely necessary to avoid the creation of additional records in

the extract file.

Creating Subtotal Work Fields for Presorted Input Files

If your input file is presorted, it is more efficient to use type 7 logic to accumulate totals in a work field rather than allow
Culprit to automatically total the fields each time a control break occurs on a SORT parameter.

Two different techniques for reporting total amounts by city are shown below:

1. This example uses type 7 logic to accumulate the total amount in a work field until the value of CONTROL-FLD
changes. This method is extremely efficient, since NOSORT is required and only 7 extract records will be written to the
extract file.

IN 200

REC CONTROL-FLD   1  4

REC INPUT-FLD     5  9  2

0151*002  SAVE-FLD   HH 'CONTROL'

0151*004  BUCKET     HH 'AMOUNT'

010 SAVE-FLD '    '

010 BUCKET 0

017     EOF = TAKE                    $Print last work field

017     CONTROL-FLD NE SAVE-FLD  100  $Control change?

017     INPUT-FLD + BUCKET  BUCKET    $Accumulate

017     DROP                          $Get next record

017100  RELS                          $Previous control-fld

017     MOVE CONTROL-FLD TO SAVE-FLD  $Save current information

017     MOVE INPUT-FLD TO BUCKET      $Save first amount

017     DROP                          $Get next

2. This example takes full advantage of Culprit's automatic subtotaling capabilities and does not require a presorted input
file. However, it is less efficient because every record on the input file will be written to the extract file, which must then
be sorted.

IN 200

REC CONTROL-FLD   1  4

REC INPUT-FLD     5  9  2

0261*002  CONTROL-FLD  HH 'CONTROL'

0261*004  INPUT-FLD    HH 'AMOUNT'
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02SORT  CONTROL-FLD 0

02OUT T

027 TAKE

Output

     CONTROL              AMOUNT

      BOSTON              136,409

      CLEV                 17,500

      DENV                140,000

      NYC                  17,170

      PHIL                267,000

      SF                   20,090

      TAMP                  2,000

                          600,169

When you are coding a Culprit report, keep in mind these efficiency guidelines:

1. Always seek to limit I/O activity by reducing the size of the extract file. DROP records in type 7 logic whenever
possible.

2. Avoid coding unnecessary SORT parameters. If your input file is presorted and you want control breaks, use the
NOSORT option.

3. CPU activity is less expensive than I/O activity.

Culprit JCL Considerations

Defined record lengths, the amount of space allocated, and blocking factors affect Culprit's use of system resources. The
following specifications are recommended:

• On SYS005 (parameter file), the record length must be 320 bytes. A quarter or half track is recommended for the block
size.

• On SYS006 (extract file) and SYS008 (NOSORT file), record length should be at least 256 bytes (larger for nonprint
records). Block size should be equal to a half or full track, large enough to avoid overrides. Contiguous space is the
most efficient, but not always possible.

• On SYS007 (SORT parameters), the record length should be 80 bytes and block size should be a quarter track.

Miscellaneous Hints

The following suggestions may prove helpful:

• Document everything the code does. Use a dollar sign ($) for comments placed in the code.
• Use test files when developing routines that will run against large files.
• Use copied code syntax (USE, =COPY, =MACRO) to read INPUT and REC parameters into code.

Precoded Culprit User Modules
Precoded Culprit user modules are provided on the Culprit installation media. The procedure, input, and output modules
are compiled and link edited at installation time.

Procedure Modules

Precoded procedure modules are as follows:
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CULLUS00
Provides an interface between Culprit and user-written modules

CULLUS01
Retrieves records from a sequential file (z/OS and z/VM)

CULLUS10
Returns the system time and date to a user-defined field

CULLUS11
Converts a Julian date (YYDDD) to a Gregorian date (MMDDYY)

CULLUS12
Converts any century date to a user-specified format.

CULLUS14
Converts a Gregorian date (MMDDYY) to a Julian date (YYDDD)

CULLUS15
Converts a date in any format to a user-specified format

CULLUS22
Retrieves records from ISAM files and delivers them to a specified location

CULLUS25
Retrieves records from VSAM files and delivers them to a specified location

CULLUS29
Formats a vertical hexadecimal dump of all or part of a record, input field, or workfield

CULLUS31
Displays an input or work field in hexadecimal representation

CULLUS33
Converts a numeric field in packed signed decimal format to binary format

CULLUS34
Converts a packed signed numeric field to zoned decimal format

CULLUS35
Represents bit settings in display format

CULLUS36
Converts floating-point values to decimal integers

CULLUS37
Converts a doubleword binary number to an eight-byte packed decimal number

CULLUS40
Enables z/VSE users to send messages to the console operator

CULLUS43
Moves data from a field known to Culprit to a position in another field

CULLUS45
Performs multiple MOVE operations on data

CULLUS46
Searches a string to locate a position of a specified character

CULLUS48
Adds a user-written message to the runtime messages section of a Culprit job

CULLUS50
Converts a binary string to a string of characters or workfields
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CULLUS53
Concatenates a maximum of three fields to a single field

CULLUS62
Searches a Culprit table for specified fields

CULLUS64
Maintains a table of user-defined attributes for DDR (Data Dictionary Reporter) reports external to Culprit

CULLUS99
Causes a memory dump

Input Modules

Precoded input modules are as follows:

CULSPAN
Reads an input file containing spanned records in a z/VSE environment

CULLVSAM
Reads key or entry-sequenced VSAM files sequentially or directly

Output Modules

Precoded output modules are as follows:

CULEDUMP
Print an output line in vertical or horizontal dump format

CULELABL
Creates labels for output

CULEMLIN
Prints multiple output lines and multiple logical footer lines

CULEVSAM
Writes records to a user-defined VSAM file

CULEPOWR
Segments reports in a Culprit job through VSE/POWER

Employee Database Subschema
The employee database is the input for the examples and programs in this manual that reference database records or
logical records. The remainder of this section lists the fields defined for each record in the database.

Subschema Listing

Below is a listing of the Employee database:

 

                          SCHEMA=EMPSCHM VERSION=(100)

                           SUBSCHEMA=(EMPSS01)

 

 

 

RECORD NAME........ COVERAGE                                     RLGTH=   36

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=   20
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RECORD ID.......... 0400                                         KLGTH=   16

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=   16

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET      EMP-COVERAGE        DISPLACEMENT 0000 PAGES

WITHIN............. INS-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET       5 PGS FOR        20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    EMP-COVERAGE     MEMBER          1     2     3

                    COVERAGE-CLAIMS  OWNER           4

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 SELECTION-DATE-0400           DISPLAY                             1     8

03 SELECTION-YEAR-0400           DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

03 SELECTION-MONTH-0400          DISPLAY                 9(2)        5     2

03 SELECTION-DAY-0400            DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2

02 TERMINATION-DATE-0400         DISPLAY                             9     8

03 TERMINATION-YEAR-0400         DISPLAY                 9(4)        9     4

03 TERMINATION-MONTH-0400        DISPLAY                 9(2)       13     2

03 TERMINATION-DAY-0400          DISPLAY                 9(2)       15     2

02 TYPE-0400                     DISPLAY                 X          17     1

88 MASTER-0400                   COND         'M'                   17

88 FAMILY-0400                   COND         'F'                   17

88 DEPENDENT-0400                COND         'D'                   17

02 INS-PLAN-CODE-0400            DISPLAY                 X(3)       18     3

88 GROUP-LIFE-0400               COND         '001'                 18

88 HMO-0400                      COND         '002'                 18

88 GROUP-HEALTH-0400             COND         '003'                 18

88 GROUP-DENTAL-0400             COND         '004'                 18

 

 

RECORD NAME........ DENTAL-CLAIM                                 RLGTH=  944

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=  936

RECORD ID.......... 0405                                         KLGTH=    8

RECORD LENGTH...... VARIABLE                                     DSTRT=   12

MINIMUM ROOT.......   132  CHARACTERS

MINIMUM FRAGMENT...   932  CHARACTERS

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET      COVERAGE-CLAIMS     DISPLACEMENT 0000 PAGES

WITHIN............. INS-DEMO-REGION     OFFSE        5 PGS FOR        20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    COVERAGE-CLAIMS  MEMBER          1

                    (FRAGMENT CHAIN) INTRNL          2

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 CLAIM-DATE-0405               DISPLAY                             1     8

03 CLAIM-YEAR-0405               DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

03 CLAIM-MONTH-0405              DISPLAY                 9(2)        5     2

03 CLAIM-DAY-0405                DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2

02 PATIENT-NAME-0405             DISPLAY                             9    25

03 PATIENT-FIRST-NAME-0405       DISPLAY                 X(10)       9    10

03 PATIENT-LAST-NAME-0405        DISPLAY                 X(15)      19    15

02 PATIENT-BIRTH-DATE-0405       DISPLAY                            34     8

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-YEAR-0405       DISPLAY                 9(4)       34     4

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-MONTH-0405      DISPLAY                 9(2)       38     2

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-DAY-0405        DISPLAY                 9(2)       40     2

02 PATIENT-SEX-0405              DISPLAY                 X          42     1

02 RELATION-TO-EMPLOYEE-0405     DISPLAY                 X(10)      43    10

02 DENTIST-NAME-0405             DISPLAY                            53    25
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03 DENTIST-FIRST-NAME-0405       DISPLAY                 X(10)      53    10

03 DENTIST-LAST-NAME-0405        DISPLAY                 X(15)      63    15

02 DENTIST-ADDRESS-0405          DISPLAY                            78    46

03 DENTIST-STREET-0405           DISPLAY                 X(20)      78    20

03 DENTIST-CITY-0405             DISPLAY                 X(15)      98    15

03 DENTIST-STATE-0405            DISPLAY                 X(2)      113     2

03 DENTIST-ZIP-0405              DISPLAY                           115     9

04 DENTIST-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0405   DISPLAY                 X(5)      115     5

04 DENTIST-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0405    DISPLAY                 X(4)      120     4

02 DENTIST-LICENSE-NUMBER-0405   DISPLAY                 9(6)      124     6

02 NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES-0405     COMP                    9(2)      130     2

02 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 X         132     1

02 DENTIST-CHARGES-0405          DISPLAY  OCCURS 0 TO 10           133   800

   DEPENDING ON --- NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES-0405

03 TOOTH-NUMBER-0405             DISPLAY                 9(2)        1     2

03 SERVICE-DATE-0405             DISPLAY                             3     8

04 SERVICE-YEAR-0405             DISPLAY                 9(4)        3     4

04 SERVICE-MONTH-0405            DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2

04 SERVICE-DAY-0405              DISPLAY                 9(2)        9     2

03 PROCEDURE-CODE-0405           DISPLAY                 9(4)       11     4

03 DESCRIPTION-OF-SERVICE-0405   DISPLAY                 X(60)      15    60

03 FEE-0405                      COMP-3                  S9(7)V99   75     5

03 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 X          80     1

 

 

RECORD NAME........ DEPARTMENT                                   RLGTH=   72

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=   56

RECORD ID.......... 0410                                         KLGTH=   16

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=   16

LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING   DEPT-ID-0410         DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

WITHIN............. ORG-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET        5 PGS FOR       20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    CALC             MEMBER          1     2

                    DEPT-EMPLOYEE    INDEX OWNER     3     4

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 DEPT-ID-0410                  DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

02 DEPT-NAME-0410                DISPLAY                 X(45)       5    45

02 DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410             DISPLAY                 9(4)       50     4

02 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 XXX        54     3

 

 

RECORD NAME........ EMPLOYEE                                     RLGTH=  192

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=  120

RECORD ID.......... 0415                                         KLGTH=   72

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=   72

LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING   EMP-ID-0415          DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

WITHIN............. EMP-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET        5 PGS FOR       45 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    CALC             MEMBER          1     2

                    DEPT-EMPLOYEE    INDEX MEMBER    3           4

                    EMP-NAME-NDX     INDEX MEMBER    5

                    EMP-SSN-NDX      INDEX MEMBER    6

                    OFFICE-EMPLOYEE  INDEX MEMBER    7           8
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                    EMP-COVERAGE     OWNER           9    10

                    EMP-EMPOSITION   OWNER          11    12

                    EMP-EXPERTISE    OWNER          13    14

                    MANAGES          OWNER          15    16

                    REPORTS-TO       OWNER          17    18

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 EMP-ID-0415                   DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

02 EMP-NAME-0415                 DISPLAY                             5    25

03 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415           DISPLAY                 X(10)       5    10

03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415            DISPLAY                 X(15)      15    15

02 EMP-ADDRESS-0415              DISPLAY                            30    46

03 EMP-STREET-0415               DISPLAY                 X(20)      30    20

03 EMP-CITY-0415                 DISPLAY                 X(15)      50    15

03 EMP-STATE-0415                DISPLAY                 X(2)       65     2

03 EMP-ZIP-0415                  DISPLAY                            67     9

04 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415       DISPLAY                 X(5)       67     5

04 EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0415        DISPLAY                 X(4)       72     4

02 EMP-PHONE-0415                DISPLAY                 9(10)      76    10

02 STATUS-0415                   DISPLAY                 X(2)       86     2

88 ACTIVE-0415                   COND         '01'                  86

88 ST-DISABIL-0415               COND         '02'                  86

88 LT-DISABIL-0415               COND         '03'                  86

88 LEAVE-OF-ABSENCE-0415         COND         '04'                  86

88 TERMINATED-0415               COND         '05'                  86

02 SS-NUMBER-0415                DISPLAY                 9(9)       88     9

02 START-DATE-0415               DISPLAY                            97     8

03 START-YEAR-0415               DISPLAY                 9(4)       97     4

03 START-MONTH-0415              DISPLAY                 9(2)      101     2

03 START-DAY-0415                DISPLAY                 9(2)      103     2

02 TERMINATION-DATE-0415         DISPLAY                           105     8

03 TERMINATION-YEAR-0415         DISPLAY                 9(4)      105     4

03 TERMINATION-MONTH-0415        DISPLAY                 9(2)      109     2

03 TERMINATION-DAY-0415          DISPLAY                 9(2)      111     2

02 BIRTH-DATE-0415               DISPLAY                           113     8

03 BIRTH-YEAR-0415               DISPLAY                 9(4)      113     4

03 BIRTH-MONTH-0415              DISPLAY                 9(2)      117     2

03 BIRTH-DAY-0415                DISPLAY                 9(2)      119     2

 

 

RECORD NAME........ EMPOSITION                                   RLGTH=   56

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=   32

RECORD ID.......... 0420                                         KLGTH=   24

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=   24

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET      EMP-EMPOSITION     DISPLACEMENT 0000  PAGES

WITHIN............. EMP-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET      5 PGS FOR         45 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    EMP-EMPOSITION   MEMBER          1     2     3

                    JOB-EMPOSITION   MEMBER          4     5     6

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 START-DATE-0420               DISPLAY                             1     8

03 START-YEAR-0420               DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

03 START-MONTH-0420              DISPLAY                 9(2)        5     2

03 START-DAY-0420                DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2
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02 FINISH-DATE-0420              DISPLAY                             9     8

03 FINISH-YEAR-0420              DISPLAY                 9(4)        9     4

03 FINISH-MONTH-0420             DISPLAY                 9(2)       13     2

03 FINISH-DAY-0420               DISPLAY                 9(2)       15     2

02 SALARY-GRADE-0420             DISPLAY                 9(2)       17     2

02 SALARY-AMOUNT-0420            COMP-3                  S9(7)V99   19     5

02 BONUS-PERCENT-0420            COMP-3                  SV999      24     2

02 COMMISSION-PERCENT-0420       COMP-3                  SV999      26     2

02 OVERTIME-RATE-0420            COMP-3                  S9V99      28     2

02 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 XXX        30     3

 

 

RECORD NAME........ EXPERTISE                                    RLGTH=   32

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=   12

RECORD ID.......... 0425                                         KLGTH=   20

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=   20

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET      EMP-EXPERTIS       DISPLACEMENT 0000  PAGES

WITHIN............. EMP-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET      5 PGS FOR         45 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    EMP-EXPERTISE    MEMBER          1     2     3

                    SKILL-EXPERTISE  INDEX MEMBER    4           5

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 SKILL-LEVEL-0425              DISPLAY                 XX          1     2

88 EXPERT-0425                   COND         '04'                   1

88 PROFICIENT-0425               COND         '03'                   1

88 COMPETENT-0425                COND         '02'                   1

88 ELEMENTARY-0425               COND         '01'                   1

02 EXPERTISE-DATE-0425           DISPLAY                             3     8

03 EXPERTISE-YEAR-0425           DISPLAY                 9(4)        3     4

03 EXPERTISE-MONTH-0425          DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2

03 EXPERTISE-DAY-0425            DISPLAY                 9(2)        9     2

02 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 XX         11     2

 

 

RECORD NAME........ HOSPITAL-CLAIM                               RLGTH=  304

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=  300

RECORD ID.......... 0430                                         KLGTH=    4

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=    4

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET      COVERAGE-CLAIMS    DISPLACEMENT 0000  PAGES

WITHIN............. INS-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET      5 PGS FOR         20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    COVERAGE-CLAIMS  MEMBER          1

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 CLAIM-DATE-0430               DISPLAY                             1     8

03 CLAIM-YEAR-0430               DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

03 CLAIM-MONTH-0430              DISPLAY                 9(2)        5     2

03 CLAIM-DAY-0430                DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2

02 PATIENT-NAME-0430             DISPLAY                             9    25

03 PATIENT-FIRST-NAME-0430       DISPLAY                 X(10)       9    10

03 PATIENT-LAST-NAME-0430        DISPLAY                 X(15)      19    15

02 PATIENT-BIRTH-DATE-0430       DISPLAY                            34     8

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-YEAR-0430       DISPLAY                 9(4)       34     4

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-MONTH-0430      DISPLAY                 9(2)       38     2
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03 PATIENT-BIRTH-DAY-0430        DISPLAY                 9(2)       40     2

02 PATIENT-SEX-0430              DISPLAY                 X          42     1

02 RELATION-TO-EMPLOYEE-0430     DISPLAY                 X(10)      43    10

02 HOSPITAL-NAME-0430            DISPLAY                 X(25)      53    25

02 HOSP-ADDRESS-0430             DISPLAY                            78    46

03 HOSP-STREET-0430              DISPLAY                 X(20)      78    20

03 HOSP-CITY-0430                DISPLAY                 X(15)      98    15

03 HOSP-STATE-0430               DISPLAY                 X(2)      113     2

03 HOSP-ZIP-0430                 DISPLAY                           115     9

04 HOSP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0430      DISPLAY                 X(5)      115     5

04 HOSP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0430       DISPLAY                 X(4)      120     4

02 ADMIT-DATE-0430               DISPLAY                           124     8

03 ADMIT-YEAR-0430               DISPLAY                 9(4)      124     4

03 ADMIT-MONTH-0430              DISPLAY                 9(2)      128     2

03 ADMIT-DAY-0430                DISPLAY                 9(2)      130     2

02 DISCHARGE-DATE-0430           DISPLAY                           132     8

03 DISCHARGE-YEAR-0430           DISPLAY                 9(4)      132     4

03 DISCHARGE-MONTH-0430          DISPLAY                 9(2)      136     2

03 DISCHARGE-DAY-0430            DISPLAY                 9(2)      138     2

02 DIAGNOSIS-0430                DISPLAY  OCCURS 2       X(60)     140   120

02 HOSPITAL-CHARGES-0430         DISPLAY                           260    41

03 ROOM-AND-BOARD-0430           DISPLAY                           260    26

04 WARD-0430                     DISPLAY                           260    13

05 WARD-DAYS-0430                COMP-3                  S9(5)     260     3

05 WARD-RATE-0430                COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  263     5

05 WARD-TOTAL-0430               COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  268     5

04 SEMI-PRIVATE-0430             DISPLAY                           273    13

05 SEMI-DAYS-0430                COMP-3                  S9(5)     273     3

05 SEMI-RATE-0430                COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  276     5

05 SEMI-TOTAL-0430               COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  281     5

03 OTHER-CHARGES-0430            DISPLAY                           286    15

04 DELIVERY-COST-0430            COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  286     5

04 ANESTHESIA-COST-0430          COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  291     5

04 LAB-COST-0430                 COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  296     5

 

 

RECORD NAME........ INSURANCE-PLAN                               RLGTH=  140

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=  132

RECORD ID.......... 0435                                         KLGTH=    8

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=    8

LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING   INS-PLAN-CODE-0435   DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

WITHIN............. INS-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET        1 PGS FOR        4 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    CALC             MEMBER          1     2

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 INS-PLAN-CODE-0435            DISPLAY                 X(3)        1     3

88 GROUP-LIFE-0435               COND         '001'                  1

88 HMO-0435                      COND         '002'                  1

88 GROUP-HEALTH-0435             COND         '003'                  1

88 GROUP-DENTAL-0435             COND         '004'                  1

02 INS-CO-NAME-0435              DISPLAY                 X(45)       4    45

02 INS-CO-ADDRESS-0435           DISPLAY                            49    46

03 INS-CO-STREET-0435            DISPLAY                 X(20)      49    20
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03 INS-CO-CITY-0435              DISPLAY                 X(15)      69    15

03 INS-CO-STATE-0435             DISPLAY                 X(2)       84     2

03 INS-CO-ZIP-0435               DISPLAY                            86     9

04 INS-CO-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0435    DISPLAY                 X(5)       86     5

04 INS-CO-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0435     DISPLAY                 X(4)       91     4

02 INS-CO-PHONE-0435             DISPLAY                 9(10)      95    10

02 GROUP-NUMBER-0435             DISPLAY                 9(6)      105     6

02 PLAN-DESCRIPTION-0435         DISPLAY                           111    20

03 DEDUCT-0435                   COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  111     5

03 MAXIMUM-LIFE-COST-0435        COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  116     5

03 FAMILY-COST-0435              COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  121     5

03 DEP-COST-0435                 COMP-3                  S9(7)V99  126     5

02 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 XX        131     2

 

 

RECORD NAME........ JOB                                          RLGTH=  324

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=  300

RECORD ID.......... 0440                                         KLGTH=   24

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED  (INTERNALLY VARIABLE)                 DSTRT=   28

MINIMUM ROOT.......    24  CHARACTERS

MINIMUM FRAGMENT...   296  CHARACTERS

LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING   JOB-ID-0440          DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

WITHIN............. ORG-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET        5 PGS FOR       20 PGS

CALL PROCEDURES.... NAME.... WHEN.. FUNCTION

                    IDMSCOMP BEFORE STORE

                    IDMSCOMP BEFORE MODIFY

                    IDMSDCOM AFTER  GET

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    CALC             MEMBER          1     2

                    JOB-TITLE-NDX    INDEX MEMBER    3

                    JOB-EMPOSITION   OWNER           4     5

                    (FRAGMENT CHAIN) INTRNL          6

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 JOB-ID-0440                   DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

02 TITLE-0440                    DISPLAY                 X(20)       5    20

02 DESCRIPTION-0440              DISPLAY                            25   120

03 DESCRIPTION-LINE-0440         DISPLAY  OCCURS 2       X(60)      25   120

02 REQUIREMENTS-0440             DISPLAY                           145   120

03 REQUIREMENT-LINE-0440         DISPLAY  OCCURS 2       X(60)     145   120

02 MINIMUM-SALARY-0440           DISPLAY                 S9(6)V99  265     8

02 MAXIMUM-SALARY-0440           DISPLAY                 S9(6)V99  273     8

02 SALARY-GRADES-0440            DISPLAY  OCCURS 4       9(2)      281     8

02 NUMBER-OF-POSITIONS-0440      DISPLAY                 9(3)      289     3

02 NUMBER-OPEN-0440              DISPLAY                 9(3)      292     3

02 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 XX        295     2

 

 

RECORD NAME........ NON-HOSP-CLAIM                               RLGTH= 1064

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH= 1056

RECORD ID.......... 0445                                         KLGTH=    8

RECORD LENGTH...... VARIABLE                                     DSTRT=   12

MINIMUM ROOT.......   248  CHARACTERS

MINIMUM FRAGMENT...  1052  CHARACTERS
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LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET      COVERAGE-CLAIMS    DISPLACEMENT 0000  PAGES

WITHIN............. INS-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET      5 PGS FOR         20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    COVERAGE-CLAIMS  MEMBER          1

                    (FRAGMENT CHAIN) INTRNL          2

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 CLAIM-DATE-0445               DISPLAY                             1     8

03 CLAIM-YEAR-0445               DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

03 CLAIM-MONTH-0445              DISPLAY                 9(2)        5     2

03 CLAIM-DAY-0445                DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2

02 PATIENT-NAME-0445             DISPLAY                             9    25

03 PATIENT-FIRST-NAME-0445       DISPLAY                 X(10)       9    10

03 PATIENT-LAST-NAME-0445        DISPLAY                 X(15)      19    15

02 PATIENT-BIRTH-DATE-0445       DISPLAY                            34     8

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-YEAR-0445       DISPLAY                 9(4)       34     4

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-MONTH-0445      DISPLAY                 9(2)       38     2

03 PATIENT-BIRTH-DAY-0445        DISPLAY                 9(2)       40     2

02 PATIENT-SEX-0445              DISPLAY                 X          42     1

02 RELATION-TO-EMPLOYEE-0445     DISPLAY                 X(10)      43    10

02 PHYSICIAN-NAME-0445           DISPLAY                            53    25

03 PHYSICIAN-FIRST-NAME-0445     DISPLAY                 X(10)      53    10

03 PHYSICIAN-LAST-NAME-0445      DISPLAY                 X(15)      63    15

02 PHYSICIAN-ADDRESS-0445        DISPLAY                            78    46

03 PHYSICIAN-STREET-0445         DISPLAY                 X(20)      78    20

03 PHYSICIAN-CITY-0445           DISPLAY                 X(15)      98    15

03 PHYSICIAN-STATE-0445          DISPLAY                 X(2)      113     2

03 PHYSICIAN-ZIP-0445            DISPLAY                           115     9

04 PHYSICIAN-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0445 DISPLAY                 X(5)      115     5

04 PHYSICIAN-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0445  DISPLAY                 X(4)      120     4

02 PHYSICIAN-ID-0445             DISPLAY                 9(6)      124     6

02 DIAGNOSIS-0445                DISPLAY  OCCURS 2       X(60)     130   120

02 NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES-0445     COMP                    9(2)      250     2

02 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 X         252     1

02 PHYSICIAN-CHARGES-0445        DISPLAY  OCCURS 0 TO 10           253   800

   DEPENDING ON -- NUMBER-OF-PROCEDURES-0445

03 SERVICE-DATE-0445             DISPLAY                             1     8

04 SERVICE-YEAR-0445             DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

04 SERVICE-MONTH-0445            DISPLAY                 9(2)        5     2

04 SERVICE-DAY-0445              DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2

03 PROCEDURE-CODE-0445           DISPLAY                 9(4)        9     4

03 DESCRIPTION-OF-SERVICE-0445   DISPLAY                 X(60)      13    60

03 FEE-0445                      COMP-3                  S9(7)V99   73     5

03 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 XXX        78     3

 

 

RECORD NAME........ OFFICE                                       RLGTH=   92

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=   76

RECORD ID.......... 0450                                         KLGTH=   16

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=   16

LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING   OFFICE-CODE-0450     DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

WITHIN............. ORG-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET        5 PGS FOR       20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    CALC             MEMBER          1     2
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                    OFFICE-EMPLOYEE  INDEX OWNER     3     4

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 OFFICE-CODE-0450              DISPLAY                 X(3)        1     3

02 OFFICE-ADDRESS-0450           DISPLAY                             4    46

03 OFFICE-STREET-0450            DISPLAY                 X(20)       4    20

03 OFFICE-CITY-0450              DISPLAY                 X(15)      24    15

03 OFFICE-STATE-0450             DISPLAY                 X(2)       39     2

03 OFFICE-ZIP-0450               DISPLAY                            41     9

04 OFFICE-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0450    DISPLAY                 X(5)       41     5

04 OFFICE-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0450     DISPLAY                 X(4)       46     4

02 OFFICE-PHONE-0450             DISPLAY  OCCURS 3       9(7)       50    21

02 OFFICE-AREA-CODE-0450         DISPLAY                 X(3)       71     3

02 SPEED-DIAL-0450               DISPLAY                 X(3)       74     3

RECORD NAME........ SKILL                                        RLGTH=   96

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=   76

RECORD ID.......... 0455                                         KLGTH=   20

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=   20

LOCATION MODE...... CALC USING   SKILL-ID-0455        DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED

WITHIN............. ORG-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET        5 PGS FOR       20 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    CALC             MEMBER          1     2

                    SKILL-NAME-NDX   INDEX MEMBER    3

                    SKILL-EXPERTISE  INDEX OWNER     4     5

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 SKILL-ID-0455                 DISPLAY                 9(4)        1     4

02 SKILL-NAME-0455               DISPLAY                 X(12)       5    12

02 SKILL-DESCRIPTION-0455        DISPLAY                 X(60)      17    60

 

 

RECORD NAME........ STRUCTURE                                    RLGTH=   36

RECORD VERSION..... 0100                                         DLGTH=   12

RECORD ID.......... 0460                                         KLGTH=   24

RECORD LENGTH...... FIXED                                        DSTRT=   24

LOCATION MODE...... VIA SET      MANAGES            DISPLACEMENT 0000  PAGES

WITHIN............. EMP-DEMO-REGION     OFFSET      5 PGS FOR         45 PGS

DBKEY POSITIONS.... SET............. TYPE........ NEXT  PRIOR OWNER

                    MANAGES          MEMBER          1     2     3

                    REPORTS-TO       MEMBER          4     5     6

DATA ITEM.......... REDEFINES... USAGE....... VALUE..... PICTURE. STRT  LGTH

02 STRUCTURE-CODE-0460           DISPLAY                 X(2)        1     2

88 ADMIN-0460                    COND 'A'                            1

88 PROJECT-0460                  COND 'P1' THRU 'P9'                 1

02 STRUCTURE-DATE-0460           DISPLAY                             3     8

03 STRUCTURE-YEAR-0460           DISPLAY                 9(4)        3     4

03 STRUCTURE-MONTH-0460          DISPLAY                 9(2)        7     2

03 STRUCTURE-DAY-0460            DISPLAY                 9(2)        9     2

02 FILLER                        DISPLAY                 XX         11     2

 

Data Structure Diagram

The figure below shows the structure of the Employee database.
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Summary of Culprit Parameters
This section provides information about Culprit parameters.

Basic Culprit Functions

The following table describes the basic Culprit Functions.

Function What Culprit needs What to use
Create the basic report. Record size and type

Fields being used
Size of the report
Output organization

IN
REC
OUT
Type 5

Add a title. Title details Type 3
Generate subtitles. Subtitle details Type 4
Generate column headings. Where to find the header information HH

HR
HF

Adjust column widths. Column size SZ=
Format numeric output. A template F$

FS
FD
Edit masks
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Create multiple reports. Report identifier Report numbers
Sequence data. The field(s) and their order SORT
Process selected data. Selection criteria SELECT/BYPASS
Reference multiple detail lines. Line identifier Type 5 line numbers
Generate subtotals and page breaks. Break codes 1

0
-
+

Control the output of totals. Identification of the field to be totaled Type 6

Processing Operations

Processing Operations

Operation Command Action
Input processing Type 7 parameter Acts upon input data and writes it to the

extract file
Output processing Type 8 parameter Acts upon data stored in the extract file for

report output
Arithmetic ADD (+)

MINUS (-)
TIMES (X)
DIVIDE (/)
COMPUTE

Add
Subtract
Multiply
Divide
Performs compound arithmetic operations

Conditional IF Performs a comparison or a test
Assignment MOVE Transfers a value to a field
Processing control TAKE Prints selected edit lines and stops

processing
DROP Stops processing current record
RELS Prints selected edit lines without

interrupting processing
PERFORM Sends the processing to a specified line or

section of code
RETURN Returns processing to code immediately

following the related PERFORM statement

Summary of Advanced Capabilities for Standard Files

Summary of Advanced Capabilities for Standard Files

Task Culprit instruction
Print totals only. OUT T

Type 8 logic
Type 6 edit line

Manipulate system-maintained totals. Type 8 parameter
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Define items to be totaled.
Format total lines.

Type 6 parameter

Obtain current work field value. Type 6 parameter
Type 8 parameter
Subscripted work fields on
type 6 or type 8 parameters

Obtain a sort key value. Control break
Subscripted work fields on
type 6 or type 8 parameters

Reference repeating groups. Explicit, implied, or zero subscripts
Reference multiply-occurring input fields. Subscripts using GROUP REC and ELMNT REC
Access file definitions stored in the data dictionary. DATABASE DICTNAME=

FN=
Override parameters generated by the data dictionary. IN

REC
GROUP REC/ELMNT REC

Match files. IN parameter with MK=option
Insert the current value of a field into a heading. Type 4 parameter

Control breaks
SORT/NOSORT
B HEAD

Create nonprinted output. OUT parameter with optional
descriptors
Format codes: FB, FU, FW, FP, or FZ
DD=SYS020

Create standard files from the database. DATABASE DICTNAME=
IN DB SS=
PATH
DD=SYS020 (delete SYS010)

Copy the contents of a data file. =MACRO AMLIST
Copy stored code. USE

=MACRO/=MEND
=COPY

Change inline or copied code. USE
WITH VALUES
CHANGE
DROP/KEEP
RENUMBER
=MACRO/=MEND
=DROP
=CHANGE
=COPY RPTNO= INPUT=

Assign default values to symbolic parameters. USE
Nest copied code. USE */ END
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Summary of Parameters for Using Database Data

Summary of Parameters for Using Database Data

Function What Culprit needs Use
Access the database. Data dictionary name (if not primary

dictionary)
Data source
Subschema used

DATABASE DICTNAME=
IN DB
SS=

Navigate the database. Route through the database PATH
Determine the database route used. Keyword PATH-ID
Use database information as a standard
file.

Predefined logical records PATH logical-
record-name

Select logical records. Conditional statements WHERE
Search for defined values. Comparison statements CONTAINS

MATCHES

Summary of Advanced Capabilities for Accessing the Database

Summary of Advanced Capabilities for Accessing the Database

TASK Culprit instruction
Retrieve partial information. Alternate path
Select record types by record name. SELECT/BYPASS
Direct record retrieval by key value. KEY
Use a key file to retrieve records. KEYFILE
Test for record occurrences. PATH--

DB-EXIT facility
Access more than one relationship between records. PATH--

DB-EXIT facility
Retrieve all occurrences of a set. PATH--

DB-EXIT facility
Access multiple-member sets. PATH parameter ALL-MEMBERS option

Minimum Coding Requirements for Using Data Tables

Minimum Input and Output Coding Requirements for Using Data Tables

Task Culprit parameter/keywords
Identify the source of conventional file input to create a table. INPUT
Define fields from non-IDMS files to Culprit. REC
Define printed output. OUTPUT
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Define an output data table. OUTPUT
TABLE=
TYPE=CREATE
USER=
PW=
CATALOG=

Name the columns in a details-only table. Type 5 (at least one)
Name the columns in a totals-only table. Type 6
Retrieve a data table (copy a view). INPUT

TABLE=
TYPE=COPY
USER=
PW=
CATALOG=

Store additional rows in a previously defined data table. OUTPUT
TABLE=
TYPE=ADD
USER=
PW=
CATALOG=

Remove all rows and place new rows in a previously stored data
table.

OUTPUT
TABLE=
TYPE=REPLACE
USER=
PW=
CATALOG=

Delete a previously stored data table and all associated data. OUTPUT
TABLE=
TYPE=DELETE
USER=
PW=
CATALOG=

Modify the table definition of an existing table. OUTPUT
TABLE=
TYPE=GENERATE
USER=
PW=
CATALOG=

Minimum Coding Requirements for Using SQL Tables

Minimum Input and Output Coding Requirements for Using SQL Tables

Task Culprit parameter/keywords
Identify the source of conventional file input to create an SQL
table.

INPUT

Define fields from non-IDMS files to Culprit. REC
Define printed output. OUTPUT
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Identify the input source as an SQL table; specify table location. IN DB(Q);
DICTIONARY= SCHEMA=

Define the SQL query to Culprit. SQL select-statement
Define an alias for an SQL column within the SQL query. AS
Define an output data table. OUTPUT

SQLTABLE=
TYPE=CREATE
DICTIONARY=
SCHEMA=

Name the columns in a details-only table. Type 5 (at least one)
Name the columns in a totals-only table. Type 6
Indicate an SQL column cannot contain null values NOT NULL
Define a NULL indicator for SQL columns that are allowed to be
NULL.

FB SZ=4

Store additional rows in a previously defined SQL table. OUTPUT
SQLTABLE=
TYPE=ADD
DICTIONARY=
SCHEMA=

Remove all rows and place new rows in a previously stored SQL
table.

OUTPUT
SQLTABLE=
TYPE=REPLACE
DICTIONARY=
SCHEMA=

Delete a previously stored SQL table and all associated data. OUTPUT
SQLTABLE=
TYPE=DROP
DICTIONARY=
SCHEMA=

How Totals Processing Works
Culprit processes data in two input/output phases:

1. The extract phase (CULL):
a. Executes type 7 logic against the input data.
b. Outputs a temporary work file, called the extract file.

2. The output phase (CULE):
a. Reads the extract file after it has been sorted.
b. Outputs the report.

When Culprit sends the detail report records to the printer, it looks for control breaks and executes type 8 logic.

Code for Sample Totals-Processing Report

This is a typical Culprit run where sorting and control breaks are processed by employee status within department. At
each control break the average starting age for employees is calculated in type 8 logic.

The Code

 IN 200

 REC LAST-NAME      15   10
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 REC STATUS         82    2

 REC START-YEAR     97    2  2

 REC BIRTH-YEAR    109    2  2

 REC DEPARTMENT    115   25

 01SORT DEPARTMENT - STATUS 0        $Fields are written to the extract file

 013 AVERAGE START AGE BY DEPARTMENT AND STATUS

 010 TOTAL-MESSAGE '                                     '

 010 EMPLOYEE-COUNT 1

 010 AGE

 010 AVERAGE-AGE

 0151*000 EMPLOYEE-COUNT                            $Type 5 lines build the

 0151*010 DEPARTMENT      HH 'DEPARTMENT'           $extract file with the

 0151*020 LAST-NAME       HH 'EMPLOYEE NAME'        $current values of each

 0151*030 STATUS          HH 'STATUS' 'CODE'        $field

 0151*040 START-YEAR SZ=5 HH '   START' '   YEAR'

 0151*050 BIRTH-YEAR SZ=5 HH '   BIRTH' '   YEAR'   $Type 5 lines also

 0151*055 AGE SZ=2        HH 'AGE'                  $format the print line

 0161*045-TOTAL-MESSAGE

 0161*050 EMPLOYEE-COUNT

 0162*0450'AVERAGE AGE'

 0162*055 AVERAGE-AGE SZ=2

 017010 START-YEAR - BIRTH-YEAR  AGE   $Writes the value to the extract file

 018010 IF LEVL EQ 1 100               $Type 8 logic executes when control

 018020 IF LEVL EQ 2 200               $breaks are encountered

 018030 IF LEVL EQ 3 300

 018100 MOVE 'NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:'   TO TOTAL-MESSAGE

 018110 B 400

 018200 MOVE 'NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY DEPARTMENT:' TO TOTAL-MESSAGE

 018210 B 400

 018300 MOVE 'NUMBER OF EMPLOYEEES FOR THE COMPANY:' TO TOTAL-MESSAGE

 018310 B 400

 018400 COMPUTE AGE / EMPLOYEE-COUNT  AVERAGE-AGE   $Uses extract file data

 018    TAKE

 

 REPORT NO. 01                                AVERAGE START AGE BY DEPARTMENT AND STATUS                     

    mm/dd/yy PAGE     1

                                             STATUS     START                                                

  BIRTH

           DEPARTMENT         EMPLOYEE NAME   CODE      YEAR                                                 

  YEAR        AGE

 

   ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL       BLOOMER        01         80                                                 

    60         20

   ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL       HUTTON         01         77                                                 

    41         36

   ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL       JENSON         01         80                                                 

    48         32

   ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL       KIMBALL        01         78                                                 

    49         29

   ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL       KING           01         80                                                 

    60         20

   ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL       NICEMAN        01         80                                                 

    55         25
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                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:           

           6

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               27

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY DEPARTMENT:            

           6

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               27

 

   BLUE SKIES                   CLOUD          01         77                                                 

    45         32

   BLUE SKIES                   DONOVAN        01         81                                                 

    51         30

   BLUE SKIES                   MOON           01         78                                                 

    44         34

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:           

           3

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               32

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY DEPARTMENT:            

           3

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               32

 

   BRAINSTORMING                BREEZE         01         79                                                 

    34         45

   BRAINSTORMING                CROW           01         79                                                 

    44         35

   BRAINSTORMING                LANCHESTER     01         75                                                 

    32         43

   BRAINSTORMING                MAKER          01         78                                                 

    45         33

   BRAINSTORMING                MUNYON         01         80                                                 

    50         30

   BRAINSTORMING                WAGNER         01         78                                                 

    34         44

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:           

           6

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               38

 

   BRAINSTORMING                ANDALE         03         78                                                 

    60         18

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:           

           1

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               18

 

   BRAINSTORMING                ARM            05         77                                                 

    34         43
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 REPORT NO. 01                                AVERAGE START AGE BY DEPARTMENT AND STATUS                     

   mm/dd/yy  PAGE     2

                                             STATUS     START                                                

  BIRTH

           DEPARTMENT         EMPLOYEE NAME   CODE      YEAR                                                 

  YEAR        AGE

 

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:           

           1

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               43

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY DEPARTMENT:            

           8

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               36

 

   COMPUTER OPERATIONS          CRANE          01         77                                                 

    42         35

   COMPUTER OPERATIONS          FERNDALE       01         79                                                 

    58         21

   COMPUTER OPERATIONS          FONRAD         01         80                                                 

    50         30

   COMPUTER OPERATIONS          GARDNER        01         81                                                 

    59         22

   COMPUTER OPERATIONS          KLWELLEN       01         78                                                 

    55         23

   COMPUTER OPERATIONS          KRAAMER        01         81                                                 

    54         27

   COMPUTER OPERATIONS          LIPSICH        01         81                                                 

    53         28

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:           

           7

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               27

 

   COMPUTER OPERATIONS          TERNER         02         82                                                 

    60         22

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:           

           1

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               22

 

   COMPUTER OPERATIONS          KAHALLY        05         79                                                 

    52         27

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:           

           1

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               27

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY DEPARTMENT:            

           9

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               26
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   EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION     HENDON         01         73                                                 

    33         40

   EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION     PAPAZEUS       01         78                                                 

    35         43

   EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION     RUPEE          01         75                                                 

    33         42

   EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION     WILDER         01         79                                                 

    55         24

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:           

           4

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               37

 

 REPORT NO. 01                                AVERAGE START AGE BY DEPARTMENT AND STATUS                     

   mm/dd/yy  PAGE    3

                                             STATUS     START                                                

  BIRTH

           DEPARTMENT         EMPLOYEE NAME   CODE      YEAR                                                 

  YEAR        AGE

 

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY DEPARTMENT:            

           4

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               37

 

   INTERNAL SOFTWARE            DOUGH          01         76                                                 

    51         25

   INTERNAL SOFTWARE            GALLWAY        01         81                                                 

    47         34

   INTERNAL SOFTWARE            GARFIELD       01         77                                                 

    45         32

   INTERNAL SOFTWARE            GRANGER        01         80                                                 

    58         22

   INTERNAL SOFTWARE            HEAROWITZ      01         81                                                 

    56         25

   INTERNAL SOFTWARE            JACOBI         01         81                                                 

    40         41

   INTERNAL SOFTWARE            JENSEN         01         82                                                 

    48         34

   INTERNAL SOFTWARE            LITERATA       01         80                                                 

    55         25

   INTERNAL SOFTWARE            O'HEARN        01         78                                                 

    54         24

   INTERNAL SOFTWARE            TYRO           01         80                                                 

    55         25

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:           

          10

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               29

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY DEPARTMENT:            

          10

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               29
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   PERSONNEL                    FITZHUGH       01         81                                                 

    56         25

   PERSONNEL                    ORGRATZI       01         80                                                 

    51         29

   PERSONNEL                    PEOPLES        01         81                                                 

    49         32

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:           

           3

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               29

 

   PERSONNEL                    JOHNSON        05         77                                                 

    45         32

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:           

           1

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               32

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY DEPARTMENT:            

           4

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               30

 

   PUBLIC RELATIONS             ANGELO         01         79                                                 

    57         22

   PUBLIC RELATIONS             BANK           01         78                                                 

    50         28

   PUBLIC RELATIONS             BOWER          01         77                                                 

    39         38

   PUBLIC RELATIONS             JACKSON        01         77                                                 

    50         27

REPORT NO. 01                                AVERAGE START AGE BY DEPARTMENT AND STATUS                      

  mm/dd/yy  PAGE     4

                                             STATUS     START                                                

  BIRTH

           DEPARTMENT         EMPLOYEE NAME   CODE      YEAR                                                 

  YEAR        AGE

 

   PUBLIC RELATIONS             MCDOUGALL      01         80                                                 

    59         21

   PUBLIC RELATIONS             PENMAN         01         77                                                 

    44         33

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:           

           6

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               28

 

   PUBLIC RELATIONS             ZEDI           05         76                                                 

    40         36

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:           

           1

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               36
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                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY DEPARTMENT:            

           7

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               29

 

   THERMOREGULATION             CLOTH          01         79                                                 

    45         34

   THERMOREGULATION             FINN           01         79                                                 

    38         41

   THERMOREGULATION             TIME           01         81                                                 

    58         23

   THERMOREGULATION             WILCO          01         79                                                 

    50         29

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:           

           4

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               32

 

   THERMOREGULATION             KASPAR         04         80                                                 

    40         40

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY STATUS CODE:           

           1

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               40

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY DEPARTMENT:            

           5

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               33

                                                               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEEES FOR THE COMPANY:         

          56

                                                                            AVERAGE AGE                      

               31

 

It is easier to understand how subtotaling and control break processing works if we look at the role each parameter plays
in the sample report.

The Extract Processing Phase (CULL)

• A single type 7 logic statement and an automatic TAKE combine to calculate an employee's age.
When the implied TAKE is executed in type 7 logic, a record consisting of the two fields on the SORT parameter and
the seven fields on the type 5 parameters is written to the extract file.

• Type 5 lines perform two functions, in this order:
a. Build an extract record, which consists of all the fields on the type 5 parameters and all of the fields on the SORT

parameter.
b. Establish the format of a detail line on the report from the size and auto-header code included on the line.

Because there is no DROP or SELECTION logic, the processing of every record from the input file results in each record
being written to the extract file. No sorting or totaling is done by Culprit during this input processing; only the instructions
coded in type 7 logic are executed.
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When Culprit is through processing the input file, the sort specified on the SORT parameter is executed by the
installation's sort utility. The extract file is sorted in the order of the sort keys, which are part of each extract record. The
extract file is then ready for output processing.

The Output Phase (CULE)

• The sorted extract file records provide the input for control breaks and printing the report.
• The only fields from the extract record used in the type 8 logic or on the type 6 lines are those that are coded on the

SORT parameter or on the type 5 lines. Work fields that are not part of the extract record are also available for use.
• Type 8 logic is executed whenever a control break is encountered on STATUS or DEPARTMENT.
• The TAKE after sequence 400 sends the type 6 line to be printed.
• One subtotal accumulator (bucket) is set up for each field at each break level for numeric fields named on type 5

lines and referenced in type 8 logic or on type 6 parameters (AGE and EMPLOYEE-COUNT). No other fields are
automatically subtotaled.

• There are three control break levels:

                LEVL 1 - STATUS

 

                LEVL 2 - DEPARTMENT

 

                LEVL 3 - GRAND TOTAL

• AGE and EMPLOYEE-COUNT are defined as work fields, and used as such in type 7 logic., are not used In type 8
logic, AGE and EMPLOYEE-COUNT are not used as work fields because they are part of the extract file record in
the output processing phase. (Note that AVERAGE-AGE could be used as a work field in both type 7 and type 8 logic
because it is not part of the extract record.)

The Processing Steps when an Extract File Is Read

Culprit performs the following steps when an extract file is read:

1. Sends each detail extract record to the printer. Grand total break processing is performed at the end-of-file.
2. Updates all subtotal accumulators.

In our example, the detail values for AGE and EMPLOYEE-COUNT are added to all three accumulators. Since none
of the other numeric fields from the type 5 line are referenced in type 6 or type 8 code, no other automatic totaling is
performed. EMPLOYEE-COUNT serves as a counter because it always has a value of 1 on the type 5 line. It is not
printed on the detail line of the report because position *000 (0000 will work too) is specified on the type 5 line, but it is
still subtotaled.

3. Looks ahead to the next detail extract record, searching its sort keys for a control break. If there is no control break,
then it processes that next detail extract record (step 1 above).
If there is a control break:
– Culprit holds that next detail extract record aside and executes type 8 logic for the appropriate control break level.
– TAKE in type 8 logic causes all of the type 6 lines to be sent to the printer.
If a control break occurs on more than one level at the same time, Culprit executes type 8 logic once for each level
starting with the lowest level number first.
In our example, when DEPARTMENT breaks, STATUS always has to break because it is a LEVL 1. Type 8 logic is
executed for STATUS first.

4. Executes control break spacing after exiting type 8 logic because of a TAKE or a DROP.
If multiple control breaks occur, such as when DEPARTMENT and STATUS break together, the control break spacing
is only performed for the highest level.

5. Moves 0 to the accumulator for each field being totaled at the control break level being processed.
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6. Continues with step 1 (above) for the next record read from the extract file.
7. Looks again to the next detail record from the extract file.
8. Moves the values of any sort key fields on the record to an internal header control storage area if any of the sort key

fields are coded on a type 4 parameter.

Easytrieve
Easytrieve Report Generator provides optional processing facilities that interface with IDMS databases and with the
IDMS Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD). You can use it to interact with IDMS databases. For more information, see IDMS
Database Processing in the Easytrieve documentaton.

Online Query (OLQ)
OLQ (Online Query) is a query tool and report writer that accesses data stored in an IDMS/DB database.

You use OLQ to:

Query an IDMS/DB database
For example, if you want to know the phone number of an employee, you can use OLQ to retrieve the phone
number from the database.

Create reports
For example, if you want to list the names, phone numbers, and sales quotas for a group of salespeople, you can
use OLQ to create this report.

What are OLQ features?
OLQ offers the following features:

Menu facility

Using the OLQ menu facility you can learn how to create reports quickly. The menus are easy to use, and provide most of
the power of syntax-driven OLQ.

Create reports

You can report on:

• – SQL tables
– ASF tables
– Database records

Format your report

You can enhance the appearance of your report by:

• – Sorting report rows
– Modifying column and page headers
– Specifying external pictures for columns
– Changing the spacing between columns
– Using code tables to translate data stored in the database into an alternative external representation

Perform computations

You can create the following types of report calculations:
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• – Computed columns
– Break processing and group subtotals
– Report totals
– Calculations including aggregate and built-in functions

Save a report

Once you create a report, you can save it online for a specified period of time.

Create a table from a report

You can create a table by saving your OLQ report as a table. The rows and columns in the table correspond to those you
have defined in the report.

Define predefined routines

You can save the set of OLQ commands used to create a report in a routine. This routine can be re-executed to create
reports that reflect the changing nature of data in the database.

Print a report

You can route your OLQ report to output devices defined to your system.

Execute OLQ commands using the OLQ batch facility

You can use the OLQ batch facility to create reports that query very large amounts of data, or to execute during non-peak
hours.

OLQ command mode

OLQ also offers syntax mode for very specific queries, or for people who prefer to use syntax.

For information on how to use OLQ command mode, refer to the OLQ Reference Section.

Two processing modes

You can create a report in either an online or a batch environment.

Two access modes

OLQ provides you with the ability to access both SQL and ASF tables, database and logical records, and sequential files
(batch only). Setting the access switch to either idms or olq tells OLQ what kind of table you want to access.

 

Sign on and Sign off
Signing on

You sign on to OLQ from IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF. When IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF prompts you with ENTER NEXT TASK
CODE, specify  olq menu options.

To go directly to a specific screen, name the screen when you sign on. For example, to go straight to the Session Options
screen when you sign on, type the following at the IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF system prompt:

   V12 ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

     olq menu options 

Signing off

To sign off from OLQ:
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• Press [PF3] from any menu facility screen.
• Type QUIT or BYE in the command line.

Getting Help

The OLQ help system provides quick answers about how to use OLQ.

For example, if you're working on the Column Select screen and have a question about how to specify selection criteria,
you can press [PF1] to get more information.

The following help screen shows ways to specify retrieval selection criteria.

     CA OLQ. Release nn.n                         *** Help ***

 ->                                                       Page    10 of    20

127000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next screen

                HELP FOR *** COLUMN (FIELD) SELECT ***

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Retrieving all rows            If you don't enter any selection criteria on

                                  the screen, CA OLQ will retrieve all rows from

                                  the data tables or records.

   What to type under             Each column has its own SELECTION CRITERIA

   SELECTION CRITERIA             entry.  If you want to retrieve rows based

                                  on the value in a certain column, fill in the

                                  SELECTION CRITERIA entry of that column.  For

                                  example:

                                                          SELECTION CRITERIA

                                  X  02 COLUMN1

                                  _  02 COLUMN2

                                  X  02 COLUMN3           eq 2000

                                  X  02 COLUMN4           gt 5 * COLUMN1

  -----------------------------------------------------------------(continued)--

 2=GLOBAL HELP  3=QUIT  4=MESSAGE  6=MENU  7=BWD  8=FWD  CLEAR=PREVIOUS SCREEN

Type of Help PF key Information
How to use OLQ in general [PF2] General information on how to use the OLQ

menu facility.
Topics include OLQ command-line
commands, PF-key assignments, and
overviews of how to report on tables and
records.

How to use a specific menu facility screen [PF1] How to use each screen, including how to
use each of the fields on the screen.

What the message on your screen means [PF4] Explains the messages that you receive on
the message line of the screen.
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Using Menu Facility

Screen components

Each OLQ screen has:

The screen name
listed in the top right corner.

A page field
under the screen name. The page field shows you which page of the current screen or report you are on. You can
type over this field to jump to a specific page.

A command line
marked by the -> prompt. You can enter commands to move you to other screens or to perform other OLQ
functions.

A message line
right below the command line. OLQ messages either tell you what to do next or signal that you have tried to
perform an invalid function.

A list of PF keys
along the bottom of the screen. The PF key assignments correspond to those established at system generation.

                      CA, Inc.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                               *** Menu *** 

 ->                                  Page 1 Of 3  

107017 CA OLQ Release nn.n

107019 Copyright(C) 2003 CA,Inc.

        Select                                              Command/       Show/

 Pfkey  Option  Description                                Screen Name     Help

                --->  Data Source for Report  <---

          X     Choose tables                              TABle             _

 PF2      _     Choose subschema                           SUBschema         _

                --->  Retrieval Activity  <---

          _     Choose records from selected subschema     RECord            _

          _     Choose columns for report                  COLumn            _

          _     Retrieve data to build report              RETrieve          _

          _     Alter database access strategy             LINkage           _

                --->  Processing Mode  <---

          _     Execute or create a predefined routine     QFIle             _

          _     View existing or save current report       SAVe              _

                Submit batch report request                BATch             _

 1=HELP 3=QUIT 4=MESSAGE 5=GLOBAL HELP 8=FWD

How to use the screens

To select a screen option, type any character (except a blank, underscore, or d) on the line next to the option listing and
press [Enter].

For example, to select the EMPLOYEE record from the Record Select screen, type a character on the line next to the
EMPLOYEE option and press [Enter].
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     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Record Select ***

     ->                                                 Page     1of 1

123000 Select records and press the ENTER key

                        Records currently selected:    0

   Enter records :

 -and/or-

   Select records :

 _  COVERAGE

 _  DENTAL-CLAIM

 _  DEPARTMENT

 x EMPLOYEE

 _  EMPOSITION

 _  EXPERTISE

 _  HOSPITAL-CLAIM

 _  INSURANCE-PLAN

 _  JOB

 _  NON-HOSP-CLAIM

 _  OFFICE

 _  SKILL

 _  STRUCTURE

 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

To get to another menu screen, type the command for that screen in the command line and press [Enter].

For example, to get to the Menu screen, type MENU in the command line of any menu facility screen and press [Enter].

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 -> menu                                                  Page     1 Line     1

125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                           EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

      LAST         FIRST                SALARY         SALARY          BONUS

      NAME         NAME     START       GRADE          AMOUNT         PERCENT

 --------------- ---------- ----- -- -- ------ ---------------------- -------

 TERNER          NANCY         05 26 82     11               13000.00    .004

 JOHNSON         CYNTHIA       03 23 77     11               13500.00    .004

                                                          -----------

                                               AVE FOR 11:   13250.00

 NICEMAN         BRIAN         05 06 80     12               14000.00    .004

 GARDNER         ROBIN         06 15 81     12               14000.00    .004

 KING            DORIS         08 16 80     12               14500.00    .004

                                                          -----------

                                               AVE FOR 12:   14166.66
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                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

To specify syntax on your screen, enter the syntax statement next to the prompt on the screen.

For example, to specify a COMPUTE statement, enter the statement next to the Compute prompt.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2

133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key

                                           Disp      Sort    Order     Group By

                                           Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #

   EMPLOYEE

 X  EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415                     2         _        _          _

 X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                      1         _        _          _

 X  START-YEAR-0415                         5         _        _          _

 X  START-MONTH-0415                        3         _        _          _

 X  START-DAY-0415                          4         _        _          _

   EMPOSITION

 X  SALARY-GRADE-0420                       6         1        A          1

 X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                      7         _        _          _

 X  BONUS-PERCENT-0420                      8         _        _          _

           Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary X       Group by all _

 Compute: compute ave-salary = ave(salary-amount-0420) group by salary-grade-042

0 having salary-grade-0420 gt 18

 1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    8=FWD    11=HEADER

Using PF Keys

PF keys are used to:

Scroll through pages of a screen
([PF7] and [PF8])

Display the current report
([PF5])

Access a specific screen
(for example, [PF6] for the Menu screen)

Page right and left
through the default sequence of the Report Format screens ([PF10] and [PF11])

Access the help system
([PF1], [PF2], [PF4])

Terminate an OLQ session
([PF3])
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For example, OLQ has a set of screens that you use to add formatting enhancements to your report. These screens are
set up so that you can scroll through them by using [PF10] and [PF11].

After you have created your report, you can enhance its appearance by using the Report Format screens. Usually, you
start with the Report Format - Sort screen and use [PF11] to scroll right to additional formatting screens.

Default Paging Sequence of the Report Format screens: You can use PF keys to page between the OLQ report
formatting screens.

PF key values are assigned at system generation. The values given in this discussion are the default system-generation
values. If your site has other PF key assignments, they will be reflected in the help system.

How to Make a Report from a Table
In this section In this section, you create a report that retrieves data from a table. The following report displays data
stored in the EMPLOYEE table.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                                  Line     1

125004 press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT 

                                    mm/dd/yy

         EMP-LAST-NAME        DEPT-ID       SALARY-AMOUNT       PROJECT

        ---------------       -------       -------------       --------

        BANK                  4000               80000.00       TESTING

        ANGELO                4000               18000.00       PLANNING

        MCDOUGALL             4000               18000.00       PLANNING

        PENMAN                4000               39000.00       PLANNING

        JACKSON               4000               34000.00       PLANNING

        ZEDI                  4000               37000.00       EVALUATE

     END OF REPORT

                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       10=LEFT       11=RIGHT

What is a table?
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A table is a systematic arrangement of data in rows and columns:

• Each row contains related information on a particular item. For example, data about an employee named Jackson.
• Each column represents a category of information. For example, each employee's last name.

In other words, columns are attributes associated with each row. Each row contains one entry for each column.

Figure 3-1 on page 3-4 shows a table containing information on employees.

The EMPLOYEE table:

┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

│                          EMPLOYEE Table                              │

├────────┬────────────────┬────────────────┬────────────┬──────────────┤

│ EMP-ID │ EMP-LAST-NAME  │ EMP-FIRST-NAME │ START-YEAR │ DEPT-HEAD-ID │

├────────┼────────────────┼────────────────┼────────────┼──────────────┤

│ 0075   │ Lanzarotta     │ Jennifer       │ 78         │ 0003         │

│ 3302   │ Elopoulos      │ Bart           │ 67         │ 0004         │

│ 3871   │ Mahoney        │ Reginald       │ 90         │ 0007         │

│ 4230   │ Ho             │ Duc            │ 91         │ 0011         │

│ 6264   │ Ortega         │ Daniel         │ 91         │ 0013         │

│ 6348   │ Jones          │ Edith          │ 85         │ 0015         │

├────────┼────────────────┼────────────────┼────────────┼──────────────┤

│ 7170   │ Poznanski      │ Anthea         │ 88         │ 0030         │

├────────┼────────────────┼────────────────┼────────────┼──────────────┤

│ 8939   │ Sahu           │ Ankur          │ 77         │ 0321         │

│ 8957   │ Sternbach      │ William        │ 82         │ 0349         │

└────────┴────────────────┴────────────────┴────────────┴──────────────┘

The EMP-ID column represents one category of information on the EMPLOYEE table. Each row represents one data
occurrence, which includes all the information on one employee.

For more information on tables, refer to IDMS SQL Self-Training Section.

Key Terms

Column

A vertical division in a table. A column represents a category of information, for example, employee last name.

Table

A presentation of data as a series of rows and columns.

• ASF tables refers to tables associated with the IDMSR schema.
• SQL tables refers to tables associated with an SQL schema.

Row

A horizontal division in a table. A row represents one data occurrence, for example, information on each employee.

Selection criteria

An expression that specifies which rows of a table are to be selected for processing.
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Creating Your Report From an SQL Table

In this example, you create a report from an SQL table using the following steps:

1. Be certain the access switch is set to idms
2. Select a table
3. Indicate which columns you want to appear in your report and specify selection criteria that determine which rows are

retrieved for your report
4. Specify any additional selection criteria for rows to be retrieved for your report
5. Retrieve the data for your report
6. Display your report

Step 1 -- Select the type of table

When you sign on to OLQ, select the Session Options screen:

   V12 ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

     olq menu options

For this example, select Y to access SQL tables:

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Session Options ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2

107017 CA OLQ Release 16.0

107019 Copyright(C) 2003 CA,Inc.

    Current interrupt count:     100        Current underline character: -

    Access IDMS SQL tables: Y (Y/N)      Current SQL NULL data value: .

    User options:               Page Columns Spread:    (L-Left,E-Even,M-Max,nn)

                  Change

        Help      Option        Current option    Alternate option

                                -> Report Processing Options <-

        _           _             NOFiller          FILler

        _           _             FULl              SPArse

        _           _             HEAder            NOHeader

                                -> Column Processing Options <-

        _           _             OLQheader         NOOlqheader

        _           _             PICture           NOPIcture

        _           _             CODetable         NOCODetable

 1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

For more information on the access switch, refer to the OLQ Reference Section.

Step 2 -- Select a table

For this example, select Choose tables.
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                      CA, Inc.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                                *** Menu ***

 ->                                                       Page     1  Of      3

122000 Select an option and press the ENTER key.

        Select                                              Command/       Show/

 Pfkey  Option  Description                                Screen Name     Help

                --->  Data Source for Report  <---

          _     Choose tables                              TABle             _

                --->  Retrieval Activity  <---

          _     Choose records from selected subschema     RECord            _

          _     Choose columns for report                  COLumn            _

          _     Retrieve data to build report              RETrieve          _

          _     Alter database access strategy             LINkage           _

                --->  Processing Mode  <---

          _     Execute or create a predefined routine     QFIle             _

          _     View existing or save current report       SAVe              _

                Submit batch report request                BATch             _

 1=HELP         3=QUIT         4=MESSAGE         5=GLOBAL HELP         8=FWD

Specify SELECT and select the EMPLOYEE table.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Table Processing ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of    11

138000 Select function, table(s) and press the ENTER key.

 Dictname:                 Schema:

 Function:  X Select                  _ Create                _ Delete

            _ Add                    _ Replace

 Enter table:

 -or-

 Select table

 _ DEMO.TAB1

 _ EMPDEMO.COVERAGE

 _ EMPDEMO.DENTAL_CLAIM

 _ EMPDEMO.DEPARTMENT

 s EMPDEMO.EMPLOYEE  

 _ EMPDEMO.EMPOSITION

 _ EMPDEMO.EXPERTISE

 _ EMPDEMO.HOSPITAL_CLAIM

 _ EMPDEMO.INSURANCE_PLAN

 _ EMPDEMO.JOB

 _ EMPDEMO.NON_HOSP_CLAIM

 1=HELP        3=QUIT        4=MESSAGE        6=MENU        7=BWD        8=FWD
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Step 3 -- Choose columns and specify selection criteria

When you create a report that retrieves data from a table, you do not have to display the whole table. You can restrict the
scope of your report in three ways:

• By choosing which columns you want to display
• By specifying selection criteria to restrict which rows are retrieved for your report
• By specifying that you want to display only unique rows on your report

Choosing columns

You don't have to display all of the columns in your table. By using the Column Select screen, you can select only those
columns that you want to include in your report.

For example, if you just wanted to list employees' names and department numbers, you would only select those columns:

   Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

  _ EMPDEMO.EMPLOYEE

  _ 02 EMP_ID_0415

  s 02 EMP_LAST_NAME_0415

  _ 02 EMP_FIRST_NAME_0415

  _ 02 EMP_STREET_0415

  _ 02 EMP_CITY_0415

  _ 02 EMP_STATE_0415

  _ 02 EMP_ZIP_FIRST_FIVE_0415

  _ 02 EMP_ZIP_LAST_FOUR_0415

  _ 02 EMP_PHONE_0415

  _ 02 EMP_SALARY_AMOUNT_0415

  _ 02 EMP_START_YEAR_0415

  _ 02 EMP_TERMAINATION_DATE_0415

  s 02 EMP_DEPT_ID

Specifying selection criteria

Selection criteria are logical expressions that you use to tell OLQ which rows of data to retrieve for your report. You
specify your selection criteria in the Selection criteria field of the Column Select screen.

For example, if you only wanted to list the names of those employees in department 4000, you would specify the
following:

   Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct Y Y/N

  _ EMPDEMO.EMPLOYEE

  _ 02 EMP_ID_0415

  s 02 EMP_LAST_NAME_0415

  _ 02 EMP_FIRST_NAME_0415

  _ 02 EMP_STREET_0415

  _ 02 EMP_CITY_0415

  _ 02 EMP_STATE_0415

  _ 02 EMP_ZIP_FIRST_FIVE_0415

  _ 02 EMP_ZIP_LAST_FOUR_0415

  _ 02 EMP_PHONE_0415

  _ 02 EMP_SALARY_AMOUNT_0415

  _ 02 EMP_START_YEAR_0415

  _ 02 EMP_TERMAINATION_DATE_0415

  s 02 EMP_DEPT_ID                          eq 4000
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Specifying only unique rows

You do not have to include duplicate rows (detail lines) on your report. By using the Distinct Y/N field on the Column
Select screen, you can display a report that contains only unique rows.

Select lastname, state, phone, salary, start year, termination date, and department ID. Specify that you want to want to
display only unique rows. Also, specify that you want to view only the list of employees in department 4000.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Of     1

 124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press the ENTER key.

    Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

  _ EMPDEMO.EMPLOYEE

  _ 02 EMP_ID_0415

  s 02 EMP_LAST_NAME_0415  

  _ 02 EMP_FIRST_NAME_0415

  _ 02 EMP_STREET_0415

  _ 02 EMP_CITY_0415

  s 02 EMP_STATE_0415  

  _ 02 EMP_ZIP_FIRST_FIVE_0415

  _ 02 EMP_ZIP_LAST_FOUR_0415

  s 02 EMP_PHONE_0415  

  s 02 EMP_SALARY_AMOUNT_0415  

  s 02 EMP_START_YEAR_0415  

  s 02 EMP_TERMAINATION_DATE_0415  

  s 02 EMP_DEPT_ID .                               eq 4000  

 Additional Selection Criteria:

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N

 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

Step 4 -- Specifying additional selection criteria

Additional selection criteria

The Additional selection criteria field and the Selection Criteria screen, give you more room to add selection criteria for
the rows of data you want in your report.

In this example, you want to report on those employees whose:

• Department ID is 4000 (already specified above)
• Phone exchange (first 3 digits) is '329'
• Last name begins with a 'C' or an 'S'
• State of residence is Massachusetts or New Hampshire
• Annual salary is greater than $40,000 and less than $100,000
• Start date with the company was after 1988
• Status is active (still an active employee)

Begin entering the additional selection criteria on this screen. Then specify Y to go to the Selection Criteria Screen for
more room to enter selection criteria.
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     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Of     1

 124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press the ENTER key.

    Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

  _ EMPDEMO.EMPLOYEE

  _ 02 EMP_ID_0415

  s 02 EMP_LAST_NAME_0415

  _ 02 EMP_FIRST_NAME_0415

  _ 02 EMP_STREET_0415

  _ 02 EMP_CITY_0415

  s 02 EMP_STATE_0415

  _ 02 EMP_ZIP_FIRST_FIVE_0415

  _ 02 EMP_ZIP_LAST_FOUR_0415

  s 02 EMP_PHONE_0415

  s 02 EMP_SALARY_AMOUNT_0415

  s 02 EMP_START_YEAR_0415

  s 02 EMP_TERMAINATION_DATE_0415

  s 02 EMP_DEPT_ID                          eq 4000

 Additional Selection Criteria: EMP_PHONE_0415 = 329  

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? Y Y/N  

 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

Finish entering the additional selection criteria.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          ***Selection Criteria***

 ->                                                Line     1 Of     1

146000 Type in selection criteria, and press the ENTER key.

 Please Enter Additional Selection Criteria:

 EMP_PHONE_0415 = 329 AND (EMP_LAST_NAME_0415 = 'C' OR EMP_LAST_NAME_0415

 = 'S') AND (EMP_STATE_0415 = 'MA' OR EMP_STATE_0415 = 'NH') AND (EMP_SALARY_

 AMOUNT_0415 > 40000 AND EMP_SALARY_AMOUNT_0415 < 100000) AND (EMP_START_YEAR_

 0415 > 88) AND (EMP_TERMINATION_DATE_0415 IS NOT NULL);  

 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

With the Selection Criteria screen you can also enter:
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• Exists predicates
• Quantified predicates (ANY, SOME, ALL)
• Nested select predicates
• Multiple criteria for the same command
• Group by, order by, and so on

Step 5 -- Retrieve the data

When you are retrieving the data for your report, two OLQ screens help you monitor what's going on.

The Retrieval Interrupted screen

This screen indicates that your report will contain more records than the current interrupt count allows.

NOTE
This screen is here just to show you an example. The numbers on the screen do not reflect the numbers you will
encounter in this example.

Specify Yes to continue data retrieval.

    CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Retrieval Interrupted ***

 ->

131000 Select YES or NO and press the ENTER key

         Retrieval interrupted due to excessive data base accesses.

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       90

 Total number of records read. . . .      100

 Total number of records selected. .       90

 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

         Continue execution     x Yes  

                                X No

         Current interrupt interval is     100 data base accesses.

 1=HELP                            3=QUIT                            4=MESSAGE

What is an interrupt count?

The interrupt count indicates how many records are retrieved from the database at a time. It serves as a testing feature
when you are designing your report, enabling you to create the report format that you want without retrieving more data
than you need to.

Changing the interrupt count

The interrupt count is set at system generation. You can change this value by using the Interrupt Count option on the
Retrieval Interrupted screen, or on the Session Options screen.
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What to do

If the number of records that meet the criteria for your report exceeds the interrupt count, the Retrieval Interrupted screen
asks you whether you want to continue data retrieval:

If you want to continue retrieval
select the Yes function on the screen. OLQ continues to retrieve more records until the interrupt count is met
again, or until all of the records that meet the criteria for your report have been retrieved.

If you want to terminate retrieval
select the No function on the screen. OLQ create a report that contains only those records that have been
retrieved up to this point.

The Retrieval Completed screen

This screen indicates that retrieval is completed for your report. From here you can either display your report or select one
of the report formatting or print options from the menu on the screen.

In this example, only eight records are retrieved for your report. Since this is less than the current interrupt count, you
bypass the Retrieval Interrupted screen and go straight to the Retrieval Completed screen.

    CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Retrieval Completed ***

 ->

130000 Select activity and press the ENTER key.

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .        8  Total displayable cols .      20

 Total number of records read. . . .        8  Formatted line length. .     372

 Total number of records selected. .        8

 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

     Select                                                 Command/

     Option     ---> Display/Format Activity <---          Screen Name

       X        Display report                             DISplay

       _        Save report                                SAVe

       _        Choose the sort sequence of report         SORt

       _        Change column headers                      HEAder

       _        Change page header and footer              PAGe HEAder

       _        Change display format of data ($,commas)   PICture

       _        Format columns (Alignment, sparse)         EDIt

       _        Specify summary computations (Totals)      GROup BY

       _        Send the report to a printer               PRInt

 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Step 6 -- Display your report

Your report displays information on the employees in department 4000 with the additional selection criteria you specified.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                                  Line     1

125004 press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

 EMP_LAST_NAME_0415 EMP_STATE_0415 EMP_PHONE_0415 EMP_SALARY_AMOUNT_0415 START_
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 ------------------ -------------- -------------- ---------------------- ------

 CONNOLLY   MA      6173298912 49000.00           89    

 COOPER     MA      6173291111 74000.00               89    

 CULLIPERO  NH              6033291433 90000.00               91    

 SACCO      NH      6033291212 80000.00               90    

 STEVENS    MA      6173298155 48000.00               89    

 STYCZCHENSKI   MA      6173292323 48000.00               90    

 SULLIVAN   MA      6173292323 55320.00               91    

 SZCHIEU    NH                  6033291414 47770.00               91    

     END OF REPORT

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     7=BWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Press [PF11] to see the right half of the report.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                                  Line     1

125004 press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

YEAR_0415 EMP_DEPT_ID_0415

--------- ----------------

          4000

          4000

          4000

          4000

          4000

          4000

          4000

          4000

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     7=BWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Type leftmax or lmax on the command line to return to column 1 of the current page of the report. Type home on the
command line to return to column 1 of the first page of the report.
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Creating Your Report From an ASF Table

In this example, you create a report from a table using the following steps:

1. Be certain that the access switch is set to olq.
2. Select a table.
3. Indicate which columns you want to appear in your report and specify selection criteria that determine which rows are

retrieved for your report.
4. Retrieve the data for your report.
5. Display your report.

Step 1 -- Select the type of table

When you sign on to OLQ, select the Session Options screen:

   V12 ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

     olq menu options

For this example, select N to access ASF tables:

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Session Options ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2

107017 CA OLQ Release nn.n

107019 Copyright(C)  2003 CA,Inc.

    Current interrupt count:     100        Current underline character: -

    Access IDMS SQL tables: N (Y/N)      Current SQL NULL data value: .

    User options:               Page Columns Spread:    (L-Left,E-Even,M-Max,nn)

                  Change

        Help      Option        Current option    Alternate option

                                -> Report Processing Options <-

        _           _             NOFiller          FILler

        _           _             FULl              SPArse

        _           _             HEAder            NOHeader

                                -> Column Processing Options <-

        _           _             OLQheader         NOOlqheader

        _           _             PICture           NOPIcture

        _           _             CODetable         NOCODetable

 1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

For more information on the access switch, refer to the OLQ Reference Section.

Step 2 -- Select a table

For this example, select Choose tables.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                                *** Menu ***
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 ->                                                       Page     1  of      3

114002 Choose before requesting a retrieval, display, or format activity

122000 Select an option and press the ENTER key

        Select                                              Command/       Show

 Pfkey  Option  Description                                Screen Name     Help

                --->  Data Source for Report  <---

          x Choose tables                              TABle

          _     Choose subschema                           SUBschema         _

                --->  Retrieval Activity  <---

          _     Choose records from selected subschema     RECord            _

          _     Choose columns for report                  COLumn            _

          _     Retrieve data to build report              RETrieve          _

          _     Alter database access strategy             LINkage           _

                --->  Processing Mode  <---

          _     Execute or create a predefined routine     QFIle             _

          _     View existing or save current report       SAVe              _

          _     Submit batch report request                BATch             _

 1=HELP         2=GLOBAL HELP         3=QUIT         4=MESSAGE         8=FWD

Specify SELECT and select the EMPLOYEE table.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Table Processing ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2

138000 Select function, table(s) and press the ENTER key

    Owner:  DOC1

  Catalog:  ASFDICT       Location:

 Function:  s Select                  _ Create                _ Delete

            _ Add                    _ Replace

 Enter table:

 -or-

 Select table

 _ ACCOUNTING

 _ BUDGET

 _ DEPARTMENT

 _ EMP-TABLE

 s EMPLOYEE  

 _ EMPLOYEE TABLE

 _ EMPLOYEE-DATA

 _ JOB SALARIES

 _ MELROSE EMPLOYEES

 _ OLQ EXAMPLE

 _ PERSONNEL

 1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD
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Step 3 -- Choose columns and specify selection criteria

When you create a report that retrieves data from a table, you do not have to display the whole table. You can restrict the
scope of your report in three ways:

• By choosing which columns you want to display
• By specifying selection criteria to restrict which rows are retrieved for your report
• By specifying that you want to display only unique rows on your report

Choosing columns

You don't have to display all of the columns in your table. By using the Column Select screen, you can select only those
columns that you want to include in your report.

For example, if you just wanted to list employees' names and department numbers, you would only select those columns:

   Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

  _ EMPLOYEE

  _ 02 EMP-ID

  x 02 EMP-LAST-NAME

  _ 02 EMP-FIRST-NAME

  _ 02 START-YEAR

  _ 02 DEPT-HEAD-ID

  x 02 DEPT-ID

  _ 02 SALARY-AMOUNT

  _ 02 PROJECT

  _ 02 OFFICE-CODE

Specifying selection criteria

Selection criteria are logical expressions that you use to tell OLQ which rows of data to retrieve for your report. You
specify your selection criteria in the Selection criteria field of the Column Select screen.

For example, if you only wanted to list the names of those employees in department 4000, you would specify the
following:

   Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

  _ EMPLOYEE

  _ 02 EMP-ID

  x 02 EMP-LAST-NAME

  _ 02 EMP-FIRST-NAME

  _ 02 START-YEAR

  _ 02 DEPT-HEAD-ID

  x 02 DEPT-ID                               eq 4000

  _ 02 SALARY-AMOUNT

  _ 02 PROJECT

  _ 02 OFFICE-CODE

More information on how to specify selection criteria is given in Section11, "How to Make a Report from Database
Records"..

Specifying only unique rows

You do not have to include duplicate rows (detail lines) on your report. By using the Distinct Y/N field on the Column
Select screen, you can display a report that contains only unique rows.
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Select last name, start year, department head, department ID, salary amount, and project. Specify that you want to want
to display only unique rows. Also, specify that you want to view only the list of employees in department 4000.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

 124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press the ENTER key.

   Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

 _ EMPLOYEE

 _ 02 EMP-ID

 s 02 EMP-LAST-NAME  

 _ 02 EMP-FIRST-NAME

 s 02 START-YEAR  

 s 02 DEPT-HEAD-ID  

 s 02 DEPT-ID                            eq 4000  

 s 02 SALARY-AMOUNT  

 s 02 PROJECT  

 _ 02 OFFICE-CODE

 Additional Selection Criteria:

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N

 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

Step 4 -- Specifying additional selection criteria

Additional selection criteria

The Additional selection criteria field and the Selection Criteria screen, give you more room to add selection criteria for
the rows of data you want in your report.

In this example, you want to report on those employees whose:

• Department ID is 4000 (already specified above)
• Project is Evaluation
• Manager is Ms. Sanchez (DEPT-HEAD-ID = 0111)
• Last name begins with a 'C' or an 'S'
• Annual salary is greater than $40,000 and less than $100,000
• Start date with the company was after 1988

Begin entering the additional selection criteria on this screen. Then specify Y to go to the Selection Criteria Screen for
more room to enter selection criteria.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Of     1

124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press the ENTER key.

   Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N
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 _ EMPLOYEE

 _ 02 EMP-ID

 s 02 EMP-LAST-NAME

 _ 02 EMP-FIRST-NAME

 s 02 START-YEAR

 s 02 DEPT-HEAD-ID

 s 02 DEPT-ID                               eq 4000

 s 02 SALARY-AMOUNT

 s 02 PROJECT

 _ 02 OFFICE-CODE

 Additional Selection Criteria: PROJECT EQ 'EVALUATION'  

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? Y Y/N  

 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

Finish entering the additional selection criteria.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          ***Selection Criteria***

 ->                                                Line     1 Of     1

146000 Type in selection criteria, and press the ENTER key.

 Please Enter Additional Selection Criteria:

 PROJECT EQ 'EVALUATION' AND (DEPT-ID EQ 0111) AND (EMP-LAST-NAME

 EQ 'C' OR EMP-LAST-NAME EQ 'S') AND (SALARY-AMOUNT GT 40000 AND SALARY-

 AMOUNT LT 100000) AND (START-YEAR GT 88)  

 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

With the Selection Criteria screen you can also enter:

• Logical record keywords
• Criteria expressions for subscripted fields

Step 5 -- Retrieve the data

When you are retrieving the data for your report, two OLQ screens help you monitor what's going on.
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The Retrieval Interrupted screen

This screen indicates that your report will contain more records than the current interrupt count allows.

NOTE
This screen is here just to show you an example. The numbers on the screen do not reflect the numbers you will
encounter in this example.

Specify Yes to continue data retrieval.

    CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Retrieval Interrupted ***

 ->

131000 Select YES or NO and press the ENTER key

         Retrieval interrupted due to excessive data base accesses.

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       46

 Total number of records read. . . .      100

 Total number of records selected. .       46

 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

         Continue execution     x Yes  

                                X No

         Current interrupt interval is     100 data base accesses.

 1=HELP                            3=QUIT                            4=MESSAGE

What is an interrupt count?

The interrupt count indicates how many records are retrieved from the database at a time. It serves as a testing feature
when you are designing your report, enabling you to create the report format that you want without retrieving more data
than you need to.

Changing the interrupt count

The interrupt count is set at system generation. You can change this value by using the Interrupt Count option on the
Retrieval Interrupted screen, or on the Session Options screen.

What to do

If the number of records that meet the criteria for your report exceeds the interrupt count, the Retrieval Interrupted screen
asks you whether you want to continue data retrieval:

If you want to continue retrieval
select the Yes function on the screen. OLQ will continue to retrieve more records until the interrupt count is met
again, or until all of the records that meet the criteria for your report have been retrieved.

If you want to terminate retrieval
select the No function on the screen. OLQ will create a report that contains only those records that have been
retrieved up to this point.
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The Retrieval Completed screen

This screen indicates that retrieval is completed for your report. From here you can either display your report or select one
of the report formatting or print options from the menu on the screen.

In this example, only six records are retrieved for your report. Since this is less than the current interrupt count, you
bypass the Retrieval Interrupted screen and go straight to the Retrieval Completed screen.

    CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Retrieval Completed ***

 ->

130000 Select activity and press the ENTER key.

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .        6  Total displayable cols .      20

 Total number of records read. . . .        6  Formatted line length. .     372

 Total number of records selected. .        6

 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

     Select                                                 Command/

     Option     ---> Display/Format Activity <---          Screen Name

       X        Display report                             DISplay

       _        Save report                                SAVe

       _        Choose the sort sequence of report         SORt

       _        Change column headers                      HEAder

       _        Change page header and footer              PAGe HEAder

       _        Change display format of data ($,commas)   PICture

       _        Format columns (Alignment, sparse)         EDIt

       _        Specify summary computations (Totals)      GROup BY

       _        Send the report to a printer               PRInt

 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Step 6 -- Display your report

Your report displays information on the employees in department 4000 with the additional selection criteria you specified.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                                  Line     1

125004 press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

        EMP-LAST-NAME START-YEAR DEPT-HEAD-ID DEPT-ID SALARY-AMOUNT PROJECT

        ------------- ---------- ------------ ------- ------------- --------

        CALLAHAN      89         0111         4000    54000.00      EVALUATE

        CARTWRIGHT    91         0111         4000    80000.00      EVALUATE

        CEDI          90         0111         4000    77000.00      EVALUATE

        SAVINO        91         0111         4000    78000.00      EVALUATE

        SCHOOLER      89         0111         4000    48000.00      EVALUATE

        STEVENS       90         0111         4000    99000.00      EVALUATE

     END OF REPORT
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 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     7=BWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

How to Make a Report From More Than One Table
In this section In this section, you create a report that combines information from two tables, the DEPARTMENT table
and the EMPLOYEE table.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

125004 Press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                           DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                    mm/yy/dd

             DEPT-NAME            EMP-ID      EMP-LAST-NAME     START-YEAR  

     -------------------------    ------    ---------------    ----------

     PUBLIC RELATIONS             0007      BANK        78  

     PUBLIC RELATIONS             0120      ANGELO      79  

     PUBLIC RELATIONS             0127      MCDOUGALL       90  

     PUBLIC RELATIONS             0149      PENMAN      87  

     PUBLIC RELATIONS             0158      JACKSON         87  

     PUBLIC RELATIONS             0476      ZEDI        86  

     THERMOREGULATION             0329      FINN        89  

     THERMOREGULATION             0349      WILCO       89  

     THERMOREGULATION             0355      TIME        81  

     THERMOREGULATION             0469      KASPAR      80  

     THERMOREGULATION             0479      CLOTH       89  

     END OF REPORT

                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       10=LEFT       11=RIGHT top=no.Key Terms

Join

A relational operation through which two or more tables are combined. Tables are joined based on columns that the tables
have in common.

Join criteria

A logical expression that compares like columns in two or more tables.

Project

A relational operation through which only particular columns of a table are accessed.

Select

A relational operation through which only particular rows of a table are accessed.
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Selection criteria

An expression that specifies which rows of a table are to be selected for processing.

How to Combine Data From More Than One Table

Relational operations

When you combine data from two or more tables, you need to specify information that relates them somehow. Three
relational operations, select, project, and join, can be used to define and access tables:

Select
enables you to choose which rows you want to include in your report.

Project
enables you to choose which columns you want to display.

Join
enables you to combine two or more tables on the basis of common values.

In the preceding section, you applied two of these relational operations:

• You selected which rows you want displayed in your report by specifying selection criteria.

select * from department where dept-id = 4000

┌────────────────────────────────────┐

│             DEPARTMENT             │

├─────────────────────┬──────────────┤        ┌────────────────────────────┐

│ DEPT-NAME           │ DEPT-ID      │        │       DEPT NAME/ID         │

├─────────────────────┼──────────────┤        ├──────────────────┬─────────┤

│ Computer Operations │ 3200         │        │ DEPT─NAME        │ DEPT─ID │

├─────────────────────┼──────────────┤        ├──────────────────┼─────────┤

│ Public Relations    │ 4000         ├───────►│ Public Relations │ 4000    │

├─────────────────────┼──────────────┤        └──────────────────┴─────────┘

│ Thermoregulation    │ 5200         │

└─────────────────────┴──────────────┘

Selecting rows:

• You projected which columns you want displayed in your report.

Project

select emp-last-name, dept-id from employee

┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

│                       EMPLOYEE Table                           │

├────────┬────────────────┬────────────────┬────────────┬────────┤

│ EMP-ID │ EMP-LAST-NAME  │ EMP-FIRST-NAME │ START-YEAR │ DEPT-ID│

├────────┼────────────────┼────────────────┼────────────┼────────┤

│  0235  │ Alanza         │ Mariana        │ 87         │  3200  │

│  1450  │ Enrique        │ Uriel          │ 76         │  4000  │

│  9811  │ Roberts        │ Ellen          │ 90         │  4000  │

│  6732  │ Ditka          │ Robert         │ 81         │  4000  │
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│  7648  │ Carr           │ Eustace        │ 84         │  5200  │

│  5552  │ Chiu           │ Li             │ 86         │  5200  │

└────────┴──────┬─────────┴────────────────┴────────────┴───┬────┘

                │                                           │

                │                                           │

                └────────────────────┬──────────────────────┘

                                     │

                                     │

                                     │

                        ┌────────────▼────────────┐

                        │       EMP/DEPT-ID       │

                        ├───────────────┬─────────┤

                        │ EMP-LAST-NAME │ DEPT-ID │

                        ├───────────────┼─────────┤

                        │ Alanza        │ 3200    │

                        │ Enrique       │ 4000    │

                        │ Roberts       │ 4000    │

                        │ Ditka         │ 4000    │

                        │ Carr          │ 5200    │

                        │ Chiu          │ 5200    │

                        └───────────────┴─────────┘

Projecting Columns:

In this section you specify join criteria to combine data from the EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT tables into a report.

What are join criteria?

Join criteria are logical expressions that equate a column in one table with equivalent columns in additional tables. You
must specify join criteria if you are reporting on more than one table at a time.

Joining tells OLQ which columns the tables have in common. By comparing the values in these columns, OLQ can match
the rows in the tables and retrieve only those rows that the tables share.

Join

select depart.dept-name, department.dept-id, employee.emp-last-name

from employee, department where department.dept-id = employee.dept-id

┌─────────────────────────────────┐

│          DEPARTMENT             │

├───────────┬─────────────────────┤

│  DEPT-ID  │     DEPT-NAME       │

├───────────┼─────────────────────┤           ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────┐

│   3200    │ Computer Operations │           │             EMPLOYEES BY DEPARTMENT           │

│   4000    │ Public Relations    ├────┐      ├─────────────────────┬─────────┬───────────────┤

│   5200    │ Thermoregulation    │    │      │     DEPT-NAME       │ DEPT-ID │ EMP-LAST-NAME │

└───────────┴─────────────────────┘    │      ├─────────────────────┼─────────┼───────────────┤

                                       │      │ Computer Operations │ 3200    │ Alanza        │

       ┌──────────────────────────┐    │      │ Public Relations    │ 4000    │ Enrique       │

       │         EMPLOYEE         │    ├──────► Public Relations    │ 4000    │ Roberts       │

       ├────────────────┬─────────┤    │      │ Public Relations    │ 4000    │ Ditka         │

       │ EMP-LAST-NAME  │ DEPT-ID │    │      │ Thermoregulation    │ 5200    │ Carr          │

       ├────────────────┼─────────┤    │      │ Thermoregulation    │ 5200    │ Chiu          │

       │ Alanza         │ 3200    │    │      └─────────────────────┴─────────┴───────────────┘
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       │ Enrique        │ 4000    │    │

       │ Roberts        │ 4000    ├────┘

       │ Ditka          │ 4000    │

       │ Carr           │ 5200    │

       │ Chiu           │ 5200    │

       └────────────────┴─────────┘

Joining the EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT tables:

How do you specify join criteria?

To join two tables, find a column that the two tables have in common. The columns do not have to have the same name,
but they should:

• Have the same internal picture
• Have the same data type (for example, numeric)
• Contain some data that matches (in order to display data from both tables)

Where do you specify join criteria?

You specify join criteria in one of two places -- on the Column Select screen, or on the Selection Criteria screen:

Column Select
On the screen, in the Selection criteria field next to the join column: For example, these join criteria join TABLE1
and TABLE2 based on common values of the ID and NUMBER fields:
Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

  _ TABLE1

  X 03 ID

  X 03 NAME

  X 03 PHONE

  _ TABLE2

  _ 03 NUMBER                          eq ID

  X 03 SALARY

 Additional Selection Criteria:

 

 

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N

(Note that you could also specify the join criteria, eq ID, next to the TABLE1 ID column.)
Column Select

On the screen, under Additional Selection Criteria:
Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

  _ TABLE1

  X 03 ID

  X 03 NAME

  X 03 PHONE

  _ TABLE2

  _ 03 NUMBER                          eq id

  X 03 SALARY

 Additional Selection Criteria:

   name eq 'george'

 

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N

Selection Criteria
On the screen, under Additional Selection Criteria:
146000 Type in selection criteria, and press the ENTER key.
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 Please Enter Additional Selection Criteria:

 

  id eq number and (phone matches '617*******') and (salary gt

  30000 and salary lt 50000)

Example

You can join the EMPLOYEE and JOB tables because they both have columns that represent employee ID numbers
(column ID in EMPLOYEE and column EMP-NUMBER in JOB). To join them, specify the following:

   Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

  _ EMPLOYEE

  X 03 ID

  X 03 NAME

  X 03 PHONE

  _ JOB

  _ 03 EMP-NUMBER                      eq ID

  X 03 SALARY

 Additional Selection Criteria:

 

 

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N

Note that you do not have to select the EMP-NUMBER column from JOB. If you did, the report would list the employee ID
twice, once for ID and once for EMP-NUMBER.

What if columns have the same name?

If your common columns have the same name, you must include the table name in the join criteria. The table names and
the column names are separated by a period (.).

For example, if both EMPLOYEE and JOB contain the ID field, specify:

 Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

_ EMPLOYEE

X 03 ID

X 03 NAME

X 03 PHONE

_ JOB

_ 03 ID                              eq employee.id

X 03 SALARY

What happens if you don't specify join criteria?

When the access mode is set to olq, OLQ automatically prevents you from leaving out your join criteria. If you select two
tables and don't specify how to join them, OLQ issues a message reminding you to do so.

Creating your report

In this example, you create a report from two tables using the following steps:

1. Decide what kind of table you want to report on, a ASF table or an SQL table.
2. Choose two tables.
3. Specify selection criteria that select which rows of data are retrieved for your report.
4. Project which columns you want to appear in your report.
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5. Specify join criteria that relate the two tables based on a common column.
6. Retrieve the data for your report.
7. Display your report.

Step 1 -- Select the type of table

When you sign on to OLQ, select the Session Options screen:

   V12 ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

     olq menu options

For this example, select Y to access SQL tables:

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Session Options ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2

107017 CA OLQ Release nn.n

107019 Copyright(C) 2003 CA,Inc.

    Current interrupt count:     100        Current underline character: -

    Access IDMS SQL tables: N (Y/N)      Current SQL NULL data value: .

    User options:               Page Columns Spread:    (L-Left,E-Even,M-Max,nn)

                  Change

        Help      Option        Current option    Alternate option

                                -> Report Processing Options <-

        _           _             NOFiller          FILler

        _           _             FULl              SPArse

        _           _             HEAder            NOHeader

                                -> Column Processing Options <-

        _           _             OLQheader         NOOlqheader

        _           _             PICture           NOPIcture

        _           _             CODetable         NOCODetable

 1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

Step 2 -- Select tables

When you sign on to OLQ, the first screen you see is the Menu screen. Section2 describes how to sign on to OLQ.

For this example, select Choose tables.

                          CA Software

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                                *** Menu ***

 ->                                                       Page     1  of      3

107017 CA OLQ Release nn.n

107019 Copyright(C) 2003 CA,Inc.

122000 Select an option and press the ENTER key

        Select                                              Command/       Show

 Pfkey  Option  Description                                Screen Name     Help
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                --->  Data Source for Report  <---

          X Choose tables                              TABle

          _     Choose subschema                           SUBschema         _

                --->  Retrieval Activity  <---

          _     Choose records from selected subschema     RECord            _

          _     Choose columns for report                  COLumn            _

          _     Retrieve data to build report              RETrieve          _

          _     Alter database access strategy             LINkage           _

                --->  Processing Mode  <---

          _     Execute or create a predefined routine     QFIle             _

          _     View existing or save current report       SAVe              _

          _     Submit batch report request                BATch             _

 1=HELP         2=GLOBAL HELP         3=QUIT         4=MESSAGE         8=FWD

Specify SELECT and select the DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE tables.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Table Processing ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     2

 138000 Select function, table(s) and press the ENTER key

     Owner:  DOC1

   Catalog:  ASFDICT       Location:

  Function:  s Select                 _ Create                _ Delete

             _ Add                    _ Replace

  Enter table:

  -or-

  Select table

  _ ACCOUNTING

  _ BUDGET

  s DEPARTMENT

  _ EMP-TABLE

  s EMPLOYEE

  _ EMPLOYEE TABLE

  _ EMPLOYEE-DATA

  _ JOB SALARIES

  _ MELROSE EMPLOYEES

  _ OLQ EXAMPLE

  _ PERSONNEL

  1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

Step 3 -- Select, project, and join

In this step, you perform all three relational operations: select, project, and join:

Select
by restricting the rows of the report to those employees hired before 1990.
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Project
by displaying only the DEPT-NAME, EMP-ID, EMP-LAST-NAME, and START-YEAR columns.

Join
by linking the DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE tables based on common values of the DEPT-ID field.

Select which columns you want to list in your report, specify that you want to include only those employees hired before
1990, and join the two tables based on common values in the DEPT-ID fields.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

 124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press the ENTER key

    Columns Currently Selected:    4     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

  _ DEPARTMENT

  X 03 DEPT-NAME

  _ 03 DEPT-ID

  _ 03 DEPT-HEAD-ID

  _ EMPLOYEE

  X 03 EMP-ID

  X 03 EMP-LAST-NAME

  _ 03 EMP-FIRST-NAME

  X 03 START-YEAR                        lt 90

  _ 03 DEPT-HEAD-ID

  _ 03 DEPT-ID                           eq department.dept-id

  _ 03 SALARY-AMOUNT

  _ 03 PROJECT

  _ 03 OFFICE-CODE

 Additional Selection Criteria:

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N

 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

Step 4 -- Retrieve the data

Depending on how high the interrupt count at your site is set, OLQ may bypass the Retrieval Interrupted screen and
proceed directly to the Retrieval Completed screen.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                     *** Retrieval Completed ***

 ->

130000 Select activity and press the ENTER key.

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       16  Total displayable cols .      20

 Total number of records read. . . .       16  Formatted line length. .     372

 Total number of records selected. .       16
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 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

     Select                                                 Command/

     Option     ---> Display/Format Activity <---          Screen Name

       X        Display report                             DISplay

       _        Save report                                SAVe

       _        Choose the sort sequence of report         SORt

       _        Change column headers                      HEAder

       _        Change page header and footer              PAGe HEAder

       _        Change display format of data ($,commas)   PICture

       _        Format columns (Alignment, sparse)         EDIt

       _        Specify summary computations (Totals)      GROup BY

       _        Send the report to a printer               PRInt

 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Step 5 -- Display your report

Your report displays information from both the EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT tables.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

125004 press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                           EMPLOYEE/DEPARTMENT REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

     EMP-ID     EMP-LAST-NAME     START-YEAR            DEPT-NAME

     ------    ---------------    ----------    -------------------------

     0007      BANK               78            PUBLIC RELATIONS

     0120      ANGELO             79            PUBLIC RELATIONS

     0149      PENMAN             77            PUBLIC RELATIONS

     0158      JACKSON            77            PUBLIC RELATIONS

     0329      FINN               79            THERMOREGULATION

     0349      WILCO              79            THERMOREGULATION

     0476      ZEDI               76            PUBLIC RELATIONS

     0479      CLOTH              79            THERMOREGULATION

     END OF REPORT

                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       10=LEFT       11=RIGHT

How to Format Your Report
Using OLQ, you can format your report by:
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• Sorting your report rows
• Changing the external picture of your data columns
• Modifying how data columns are displayed
• Changing your column headers
• Making page headers and footers

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1  Line     1

125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

 

                       SALARY REPORT FOR CENTRAL DIVISION

                                                                        03/23/99

 

          DEPARTMENT ID              NAME                  SALARY

          ─────────────         ───────────────         ────────────

              1000              FITZHUGH                   $13,000.00

                                JOHNSON                    $13,500.00

                                ORGRATZI                   $39,000.00

                                PEOPLES                    $80,000.00

              2000              BLOOMER                    $15,000.00

                                HUTTON                     $44,000.00

                                JENSON                     $82,000.00

                                KIMBALL                    $45,000.00

                                KING                       $14,500.00

                                NICEMAN                    $14,000.00

              3100              DOUGH                      $33,000.00

 

                                      - 1 -

 CREATED BY:SYB

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

 

Format Report Key Terms

Code table

A table that is defined in the data dictionary and that contains corresponding pairs of values. For example:

Internal      Displayed

  Code         Value

________      _________

01            Alabama

02            Alaska

03            Arizona

.             .

.             .

Internal codes are used to efficiently store the data in the database. External values are used to display data in programs
or reports.

Column alignment
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A way to specify how report data columns align under the column headers. Options are left-justified, right-justified, and
centered.

Column header

A header at the top of each column of report data.

Display sequence

Determines the order in which report columns are displayed.

External picture

A code that defines the way your column value is formatted in your report. The external picture is used to add punctuation
(for example, commas) and special characters (for example, dollar signs) to your column data display.

Page header

A title at the top of each page of your report.

Page footer

A title at the bottom of each page of your report.

Sort

A way to order report rows. OLQ sorts the rows in your report based on the value of the sort fields that you specify. Rows
can be sorted in ascending or descending order.

Sparse/Full option

An OLQ editing feature that determines how column values that repeat in consecutive rows are displayed:

Sparse
displays only the first of a repeating set of column values.

Full
displays all occurrences of the repeating value.

Creating a Report

Before you can apply any report formatting features, you must have a current report. In this example you build a current
report with records from a subschema using the following steps:

NOTE
Before you begin, make certain the access switch is set to olq.

For more information on setting the access switch, see 3.3.1, "Step 1 -- Select the type of table".

1. Select a subschema.
2. Select the records you want to include in your report.
3. Select which columns you want to display.
4. Retrieve the data from the database and display your report.

Step 1 -- Select a subschema

Select the EMPSS01 subschema.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Signon Database View ***

 ->                                                       Page     1  OF      1

121000 Select a subschema and press the ENTER key
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   Dictionary name . : ASFDICT           Dictionary node name . :

   Database name . . :                   Database node name . . :

 

   Specify Subschema :               of Schema . . . :           Version :

 -or-

    Select subschema:               Description:

 x EMPSS01 OF EMPSCHM  VER    1  EMPLOYEE DATA

 _  FINANC01 OF EMPSCHM  VER    1   4Q87

 _  SALES01  OF EMPSCHM  VER    1   SALES QUOTAS

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

 

Step 2 -- Select records

Select the DEPARTMENT, EMPLOYEE, and EMPOSITION records.

       CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Record Select ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

 123000 Select records and press the ENTER key

 

                         Records currently selected:    0

    Enter records :

 

  -and/or-

    Select records :

  _  COVERAGE

  _  DENTAL-CLAIM

 z DEPARTMENT

z EMPLOYEE

z EMPOSITION 

  _  EXPERTISE

  _  HOSPITAL-CLAIM

  _  INSURANCE-PLAN

  _  JOB

  _  NON-HOSP-CLAIM

  _  OFFICE

  _  SKILL

  _  STRUCTURE

 

  1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH
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Step 3 -- Choose columns

Select DEPT-ID-0410, EMP-LAST-NAME-0415, and SALARY-AMOUNT-0420. Then press [PF8] to scroll through pages
of the screen.

       CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     4

 124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press the ENTER key

 

    Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

  _ DEPARTMENT

 s 02 DEPT-ID-0410                  *

  _ 02 DEPT-NAME-0410

  _ 02 DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410

  _ EMPLOYEE

  _ 02 EMP-ID-0415                   *

  _ 02 EMP-NAME-0415

  _ 03 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415           *

 s 03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415            *

  _ 02 EMP-ADDRESS-0415

  _ 03 EMP-STREET-0415

  _ 03 EMP-CITY-0415

  _ 03 EMP-STATE-0415

  _ 03 EMP-ZIP-0415

 

  Enter additional criteria:

 

 

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N

  1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       8=FWD       PA2=REFRESH

 

Step 4 -- Retrieve the data

Specify Yes to continue data retrieval.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Retrieval Interrupted ***

 ->

131000 Select YES or NO and press the ENTER key

 

         Retrieval interrupted due to excessive data base accesses.

 

 

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       46

 Total number of records read. . . .      100

 Total number of records selected. .       90

 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

 

 

 

         Continue execution     x Yes 

                                _ No
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         Current interrupt interval is     100 data base accesses.

 

 

 

 

 1=HELP                            3=QUIT                            4=MESSAGE

 

Depending on how high the interrupt count at your site is set, OLQ may bypass the Retrieval Interrupted screen and
proceed directly to the Retrieval Completed screen.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                     *** Retrieval Completed ***

 ->

130000 Select activity and press the ENTER key.

 

 

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       68  Total displayable cols .      20

 Total number of records read. . . .      143  Formatted line length. .     372

 Total number of records selected. .      133

 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

 

     Select                                                 Command/

     Option     ---> Display/Format Activity <---          Screen Name

 

       X        Display report                             DISplay

       _        Save report                                SAVe

       _        Choose the sort sequence of report         SORt

       _        Change column headers                      HEAder

       _        Change page header and footer              PAGe HEAder

       _        Change display format of data ($,commas)   PICture

       _        Format columns (Alignment, sparse)         EDIt

       _        Specify summary computations (Totals)      GROup BY

       _        Send the report to a printer               PRInt

 

 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

 

Step 5 -- Display your report

Your report displays the data as it is retrieved from the database.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

 

                      DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

 

        DEPT-ID-0410       EMP-LAST-NAME-0415       SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

        ────────────       ──────────────────       ──────────────────

                6666       HENDON                            240000.00

                6666       PAPAZEUS                          100000.00

                6666       PAPAZEUS                           90000.00

                6666       RUPEE                              80000.00
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                6666       RUPEE                              76000.00

                6666       WILDER                             90000.00

                2000       BLOOMER                            15000.00

                2000       HUTTON                             44000.00

                2000       JENSON                             82000.00

                2000       KIMBALL                            45000.00

                2000       KING                               14500.00

                2000       NICEMAN                            14000.00

 

                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

 

Step 1 - Create a Current Report

When you save a report OLQ takes the set of commands you used to build your current report and saves them in the data
dictionary. In this step, you build a current report.

This report uses the EMPLOYEE and EMPOSITION records from the sample employee database. These records reside
in the EMPSS01 subschema.

Start on the Signon Database View screen. To get there, type subschema (or sub) in the command line of any screen.

Select the EMPSS01 subschema.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Signon Database View ***

 ->                                                       Page     3  OF      4

121000 Select a subschema and press the ENTER key

 

   Dictionary name . : TSTDICT           Dictionary node name . :

   Database name . . :                   Database node name . . :

 

   Specify Subschema :               of Schema . . . :           Version :

 -or-

    Select subschema:               Description:

 s EMPSS01 OF EMPSCHM  VER  100   DEPARTMENT AND EMPLOYEE INFORMATION

 _  FINANC01 OF EMPSCHM  VER  100   4Q87

 _  SALES01  OF EMPSCHM  VER  100   SALES QUOTAS

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     7=BWD     8=FWD     PA2=REFRESH

 

Select the EMPLOYEE and EMPOSITION records.

       CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Record Select ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

 123000 Select records and press the ENTER key
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                         Records currently selected:    0

    Enter records :

 

  -and/or-

    Select records :

  _  COVERAGE

  _  DENTAL-CLAIM

  _  DEPARTMENT

 s EMPLOYEE

s EMPOSITION 

  _  EXPERTISE

  _  HOSPITAL-CLAIM

  _  INSURANCE-PLAN

  _  JOB

  _  NON-HOSP-CLAIM

  _  OFFICE

  _  SKILL

  _  STRUCTURE

 

  1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

 

Select EMP-LAST-NAME-0415, SS-NUMBER-0415, SALARY-GRADE-0420, and SALARY-AMOUNT-0420. Press [PF8]
to scroll through the screen.

       CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     3

 124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press the ENTER key

 

    Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

  _ EMPLOYEE

  _ 02 EMP-ID-0415                   *

  _ 02 EMP-NAME-0415

  _ 03 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415           *

 s 03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415            *

  _ 02 EMP-ADDRESS-0415

  _ 03 EMP-STREET-0415

  _ 03 EMP-CITY-0415

  _ 03 EMP-STATE-0415

  _ 03 EMP-ZIP-0415

  _ 04 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415

  _ 04 EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0415

  _ 02 EMP-PHONE-0415

  _ 02 STATUS-0415

  Additional selection criteria:

 

 

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N

  1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       8=FWD       PA2=REFRESH

 

Select Yes to continue data retrieval.
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     CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Retrieval Interrupted ***

 ->

131000 Select YES or NO and press the ENTER key

 

         Retrieval interrupted due to excessive data base accesses.

 

 

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       54

 Total number of records read. . . .      100

 Total number of records selected. .       99

 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

 

 

 

         Continue execution     x Yes 

                                X No

 

 

         Current interrupt interval is     100 data base accesses.

 

 

 

 

 1=HELP                            3=QUIT                            4=MESSAGE

 

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                     *** Retrieval Completed ***

 ->

130000 Select activity and press the ENTER key

 

 

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       68  Total displayable cols .      20

 Total number of records read. . . .      125  Formatted line length. .     372

 Total number of records selected. .      124

 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

 

     Select                                                 Command/

     Option     ---> Display/Format Activity <---          Screen Name

 

       X        Display report                             DISplay

       _        Save report                                SAVe

       _        Choose the sort sequence of report         SORt

       _        Change column headers                      HEAder

       _        Change page header and footer              PAGe HEAder

       _        Change display format of data ($,commas)   PICture

       _        Format columns (Alignment, sparse)         EDIt

       _        Specify summary computations (Totals)      GROup BY

       _        Send the report to a printer               PRInt

 

 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

 

This is how your report looks before you add any formatting features.
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      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

 

                           EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

 

 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 SS-NUMBER-0415 SALARY-GRADE-0420 SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

 ────────────────── ────────────── ───────────────── ──────────────────

 LINGER                  092345812                33           38500.00

 TERNER                  045672222                11           13000.00

 BROWN                   019556712                44           42500.00

 CHARLES                 019556712                43           38000.00

 PENMAN                  014593186                33           39000.00

 DUNCAN                  010673343                72           85000.00

 EVERETT                 010673343                71           75000.00

 LITERATA                023567831                43           37500.00

 WILCO                   111000023                72           80000.00

 HEAROWITZ               031896154                42           33000.00

 TYRO                    019893456                21           20000.00

 KAHALLY                 029661234                21           20000.00

 

                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

 

Step 2 - Modify Your Report Headers

In this step, you modify your report headers. Start on the Report Format - Header screen. To get there, type header in the
command line.

Change your report headers to make them more legible.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Header ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

134000 Specify column headers and press the ENTER key

 

 Underline character:  -               Disp

                                       Seq              Header

   EMPLOYEE

 X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                   1 name 

 X  SS-NUMBER-0415                       2 social security number 

   EMPOSITION

 X  SALARY-GRADE-0420                    3 salary grade 

 X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                   4 salary 
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 Compute:

 

 1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    10=SORT    11=EDIT

 

OLQ displays your new report headers.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

 

                           EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

 

 SOCIAL

SECURITY SALARY

NAME NUMBER GRADE SALARY 

        ───────────────       ─────────       ──────       ───────────

        LINGER                092345812           33          38500.00

        TERNER                045672222           11          13000.00

        BROWN                 019556712           44          42500.00

        CHARLES               019556712           43          38000.00

        PENMAN                014593186           33          39000.00

        DUNCAN                010673343           72          85000.00

        EVERETT               010673343           71          75000.00

        LITERATA              023567831           43          37500.00

        WILCO                 111000023           72          80000.00

        HEAROWITZ             031896154           42          33000.00

 

                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

 

Step 3 - Change Your Report Column Pictures

In this step, you modify the display of the social security and salary columns to make them more legible. Start on the
Report Format - Picture screen. To get there, type picture in the command line.

Change the picture for SS-NUMBER-0415 to include hyphens.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Picture ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

137000 Specify pictures and press the ENTER key

 

                                       Disp   Select Options  or  Alter

                                       Seq    $    ,    0         Picture

   EMPLOYEE

 X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                   1                   X(15)

 X  SS-NUMBER-0415                       2    _    _    _    99-999-9999 

   EMPOSITION

 X  SALARY-GRADE-0420                    3    _    _    _    99

 X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                   4    _    _    _    -ZZZZZZ9.99
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 Compute:

 

 1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    10=EDIT    11=GROUP BY

 

OLQ displays your new picture.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

 

                           EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

 

                                SOCIAL

                               SECURITY         SALARY

             NAME               NUMBER          GRADE          SALARY

        ───────────────       ───────────       ──────       ───────────

        LINGER                09-234-5812           33          38500.00

        TERNER                04-567-2222           11          13000.00

        BROWN                 01-955-6712           44          42500.00

        CHARLES               01-955-6712           43          38000.00

        PENMAN                01-459-3186           33          39000.00

        DUNCAN                01-067-3343           72          85000.00

        EVERETT               01-067-3343           71          75000.00

        LITERATA              02-356-7831           43          37500.00

        WILCO                 11-100-0023           72          80000.00

        HEAROWITZ             03-189-6154           42          33000.00

 

                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

 

Step 4 - Sort Your Report Rows and Specify Group Calculations

In this step, you sort your report rows by salary grade, and compute the average salary in each salary grade. Start on the
Report Format - Sort screen. To get there, type sort in the command line.

Sort your rows in ascending order by salary grade; group your report rows by salary grade. Sort within salary grade by
salary amount.

       CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

 133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key

 

                                            Disp      Sort    Order     Group By

                                            Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #

    EMPLOYEE

  X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                      1         _        _          _
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  X  SS-NUMBER-0415                          2         _        _          _

    EMPOSITION

  X  SALARY-GRADE-0420                       3         1 a 1 

  X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                      4         2 a          _

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary X       Group by all _

  Compute:

 

  1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      11=HEADER

 

For each salary grade group, calculate the average salary amount.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***

 ->                                                       Page     1  OF      1

136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key

 

 Group by: SALARY-GRADE-0420                                           Level# 1

                                           Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count _

   EMPLOYEE

 X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                     1      _     _     _     _

 X  SS-NUMBER-0415                         2      _     _     _     _

   EMPOSITION

 X  SALARY-GRADE-0420                      3      _     _     _     _

 X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                     4      _     x     _     _

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Skip lines after group  1     Separator character -

 Compute:

 

 1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      10=PICTURE

 

OLQ displays the average salary for each salary grade group.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

 

                           EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy
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                            SOCIAL

                           SECURITY       SALARY

           NAME             NUMBER        GRADE              SALARY

      ───────────────     ───────────     ──────     ──────────────────────

      FITZHUGH            11-234-5678         11                   13000.00

      TERNER              04-567-2222         11                   13000.00

      JOHNSON             01-134-7878         11                   13500.00

                                                                ───────────

 AVE FOR 11: 13166.66 

 

      NICEMAN             03-345-6110         12                   14000.00

      GARDNER             02-233-4444         12                   14000.00

      KRAAMER             02-378-6666         12                   14000.00

      KING                06-784-5516         12                   14500.00

 

                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

 

Sorting Your Report Rows

In this example, you use the Report Format - Sort screen to sort your report rows. To get there, type sort in the command
line.

Step 1 - Specify your sort criteria

To sort the rows in ascending order by department ID, specify 1 in the Sort Priority column and a in the Order (A/D)
column next to DEPT-ID-0410. And to sort each department's employees in ascending order by employee name, specify
2 in the Sort Priority column and an a in the Order (A/D) column next to EMP-LAST-NAME-0415.

       CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

 133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key

 

                                            Disp      Sort    Order     Group By

                                            Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #

    DEPARTMENT

  X  DEPT-ID-0410                            1 1 a          _

    EMPLOYEE

  X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                      2 2 a          _

    EMPOSITION

  X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                      3         _        _          _

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary X       Group by all _

  Compute:
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  1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      11=HEADER

 

Step 2 - Display your report

The rows are sorted in ascending order by department ID, and within each department by employee last name.

       CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

 105022 Sort successfully completed.  68 records in.  68 records out.

 125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                       DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                     mm/dd/yy

 

         DEPT-ID-0410       EMP-LAST-NAME-0415       SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

         ────────────       ──────────────────       ──────────────────

                 1000       FITZHUGH                           13000.00

                 1000       JOHNSON                            13500.00

                 1000       ORGRATZI                           39000.00

                 1000       PEOPLES                            80000.00

                 2000       BLOOMER                            15000.00

                 2000       HUTTON                             44000.00

                 2000       JENSON                             82000.00

                 2000       KIMBALL                            45000.00

                 2000       KING                               14500.00

                 2000       NICEMAN                            14000.00

                 3100       DOUGH                              33000.00

                 3100       GALLWAY                            33000.00

 

                                       - 1 -

  1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

 

Step 1 - Sort your report

Start on the Report Format - Sort screen. To get there, type SORT in the command line.

Use Disp Seq to change the column order to reflect the sort priority. Use Sort Priority to specify that you want to sort the
report rows by DEPT-ID (level 1), within each department by PROJECT (level 2), and within each project by SALARY-
AMOUNT (level 3). Use Order (A/D) to specify that you want all of the sorts to be in ascending order. Press [PF5] to
display your report.

       CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

 133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key

 

                                            Disp      Sort    Order     Group By

                                            Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #

    EMPLOYEE

  X  EMP-LAST-NAME                           4         _        _          _

  X  DEPT-ID                                 1 1 a          _

  X  SALARY-AMOUNT                           3 3 a          _

  X  PROJECT                                 2 2 a          _
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            Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary X       Group by all _

  Compute:

 

  1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      11=HEADER

 

Step 2 - Display your report

The rows are sorted by DEPT-ID, within each department by PROJECT, and within each project by SALARY-AMOUNT.

       CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

 105022 Sort successfully completed.  11 records in.  11 records out.

 125004 Press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                                  EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                     mm/dd/yy

 

         DEPT-ID       PROJECT        SALARY-AMOUNT        EMP-LAST-NAME

         -------       --------       -------------       ---------------

         4000          EVALUATE            37000.00       ZEDI

                       PLANNING            18000.00       MCDOUGALL

                                           25000.00       ANGELO

                                           34000.00       JACKSON

                                           39000.00       PENMAN

                       TESTING             80000.00       BANK

 5200 EVALUATE 31000.00 KASPAR

38000.00 CLOTH 

                       RESEARCH            33000.00       TIME

                                           45000.00       FINN

                                           80000.00       WILCO

      END OF REPORT

 

                                       - 1 -

  1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       10=LEFT       11=RIGHT

 

Editing Your Report Values

Contents

In this example, you use the Report Format - Edit screen to:
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• Suppress the display of repeating values in a given column
• Align the data under a column header (left-justified, center, right-justified)
• Change the order in which your columns are displayed

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Edit ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

135000 Specify edit options and press the ENTER key.

                                       Disp                     Code        Disp

                                       Seq Sparse Hex  Align    Table   Ver Len

   DEPARTMENT

 X  DEPT-ID-0410                         1    _    _    RIGHT

   EMPLOYEE

 X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                   2    _    _    LEFT

   EMPOSITION

 X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                   3    _    _    RIGHT

 Compute:

 1=HELP   3=QUIT   4=MESSAGE   5=DISPLAY   6=MENU   10=HEADER   11=PICTURE

Start on the Report Format - Edit screen. To get there, type EDIT in the command line of any screen and press [Enter].

Suppressing repeating values

When a column displays the same value for many consecutive rows, the report can become hard to read. To suppress
repeating values in a column, use the Sparse option on the Report Format - Edit screen:

If you don't use Sparse:        If you use Sparse:
DEPT   EMPLOYEE   PHONE         DEPT   EMPLOYEE   PHONE
----   ────────   ─────         ────   ────────   ─────
 003   Sam        1250           003   Sam        1250
 003   Elmer      3000                 Elmer      3000
 003   Leo        4110                 Leo        4110
 005   Jack       3092           005   Jack       3092
 005   Gus        5555                 Gus        5555

To restore a column to full display, type a space under Sparse next to that column.

Sparse/Full

Another way to suppress repeating values is to use the Sparse and Full options on the Session Options screen.

Sparse
displays only the first of a repeating set of column values.

Full
displays all occurrences of the repeating value.
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To get to the Session Options screen, type OPTIONS in the command line and press [Enter].

NOTE
When you select the sparse option on the Report Format - Edit screen, the display of repeating values is
suppressed only for the column you specify.

When you specify the Sparse/Full option on the Session Options screen, the display of repeating values is suppressed
throughout the entire report.

Aligning columns

You can modify how the columns of data align under their headers by using the Align field. For example:

Using LEFT:         Using CENTER:       Using RIGHT:
BONUS-PERCENT       BONUS-PERCENT       BONUS-PERCENT
--------------      ──────────────      ──────────────
03                       03                         03
02                       02                         02
06                       06                         06

To specify how you want data to align under the column headings, type LEFT, CENTER, or RIGHT under Align next to
that column.

Changing the column order

Use the Display Sequence field to specify the order in which columns are to appear. For each column, type a number to
indicate the new position for that column. For example:

                      Disp

                      Seq

NAME                  3

ID                    1

PHONE                 2

SALARY                4

Step 1 - Specify your edit criteria

Select Sparse next to DEPT-ID-0410. And to center a column's data under its header, specify center for that column
under Align.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Edit ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

 135000 Specify edit options and press the ENTER key.

                                       Disp                     Code        Disp

                                       Seq Sparse Hex  Align    Table   Ver Len

    DEPARTMENT

  X  DEPT-ID-0410                         1    x    _    center

    EMPLOYEE

  X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                   2    _    _    LEFT

    EMPOSITION

  X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                   3    _    _    center
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  Compute:

  1=HELP   3=QUIT   4=MESSAGE   5=DISPLAY   6=MENU   10=HEADER   11=PICTURE

Step 2 - Display your report

Each department ID number is listed only once. Data in the DEPT-ID-0410 and SALARY-AMOUNT-0420 are centered
under their headers.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

 125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                       DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                     mm/dd/yy

         DEPT-ID-0410       EMP-LAST-NAME-0415       SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

         ────────────       ──────────────────       ──────────────────

             1000           FITZHUGH                       13000.00

                            JOHNSON                        13500.00

                            ORGRATZI                       39000.00

                            PEOPLES                        80000.00

             2000           BLOOMER                        15000.00

                            HUTTON                         44000.00

                            JENSON                         82000.00

                            KIMBALL                        45000.00

                            KING                           14500.00

                            NICEMAN                        14000.00

             3100           DOUGH                          33000.00

                            GALLWAY                        33000.00

                                       - 1 -

  1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Additional editing features

Using the Report Format - Edit screen, you can also:

• Display a column in hexadecimal notation
• Specify a code table used to edit a column
• Remove columns from the report (or bring back columns that you have removed)
• Assign fixed column positions in your report

Using hexadecimal notation
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When you see the sign (@) in a column value, means that invalid data has been retrieved from the database. To see the
actual value of the bad data, you can display the column in hexadecimal form. Once you have done this, report the value
of the column to your support staff.

To display a column in hexadecimal form, type any character under Hex next to that column:

 Normal Display    Hexadecimal Form

   JOE@                X'D1D6C5AC'

To change the column from hexadecimal format back to normal display, type a space under hex next to that column.

Editing with code tables

Code tables are tables of values that have been defined in the data dictionary. OLQ uses these tables to translate internal
codes from the database into a more meaningful external expression of the data.

Here's how the Credit Rating code table looks in the dictionary:

    Encoded Value             Decoded Value

    01                        Credit O.K.

    02                        Rejected

    03                        Review

    etc.                      etc.

What to do

If your report contains a column of encoded values, you can tell OLQ to edit that column with a code table. Type the name
of the appropriate code table under Code Table next to that column. You may also need to type a version number for
that code table in the Ver entry. If you are unsure of the code table name (or version number) ask your support staff or
database administrator (DBA).

Built-in code tables for columns

Some columns have code tables built into them. OLQ indicates these columns by displaying the following under Code
Table:

**DICT**

If you want to use a different code table, you can type the name of the other code table over **DICT**.

If you don't want to use any code table, type spaces over **DICT**.

Removing columns from your report

To remove a column from your report, type a space or the letter d (for delete) in front of that column. For example, to
remove the PHONE and BONUS columns from your report, specify:

X  NAME

X  ID

d  PHONE

X  SALARY

d  BONUS

Bringing a column back

To redisplay a column that you have removed, type any character (other than the letter d) in front of that column.
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NOTE
You cannot redisplay computed columns. Once you have removed them from the report, they cannot be
restored.

Fixing columns in place

You can also use the display sequence field to fix one or more columns in position on the Display Report screen. A fixed
column always remains on the screen when you scroll right or left.

For example, you can fix the display of EMP-ID so that it always displays at the left margin of your report, no matter how
many times you page right or left.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

104009 DISPLAY RIGHT to see more report columns

125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                      DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

 EMP-ID-0415 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415      NAME        EMP-CITY-0415  SS-NUMBER-0415

        0030 HENRIETTA           HENDON          WELLESLEY            011334444

        0471 IAN                 VALIODIS        SOMERVILLE           022887770

        0471 THEMIS              PAPAZEUS        NORTHBORO            022887770

        0001 JUAN                GARCIA          BOSTON               013445656

        0001 JOHN                RUPEE           METHUEN              013445656

        0472 ROBBY               WILDER          SOUTHBORO            038779010

        0069 JUNE                BLOOMER         LEXINGTON            039557818

        0100 EDWARD              HUTTON          MELROSE              011223333

        0011 RUPERT              JENSON          MELROSE              022347891

        0067 MARIANNE            KIMBALL         LITTLETON            022778878

        0106 DORIS               KING            MELROSE              067845516

        0101 BRIAN               NICEMAN         MELROSE              033456110

                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

The EMP-ID column always appears at the left margin of the report.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                      DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

 EMP-ID-0415 START-YEAR-0415 SALARY-GRADE-0420    SALARY     BONUS-PERCENT-0420

        0030              73                93   $240,000.00               .010

        0471              78                82   $100,000.00               .010

        0471              78                72    $90,000.00               .010

        0001              75                81    $80,000.00               .010

        0001              75                72    $76,000.00               .010

        0472              79                81    $90,000.00               .010
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        0069              80                13    $15,000.00               .004

        0100              77                62    $44,000.00               .007

        0011              80                72    $82,000.00               .010

        0067              78                62    $45,000.00               .007

        0106              80                12    $14,500.00               .004

        0101              80                12    $14,000.00               .004

                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

On your report, fixed columns always appear first (before the regular numbered columns). If you have more than one fixed
column, you can switch their positions by typing F1, F2, and so on.

Changing Your Column Relative Positions

You can change how your columns are placed relative to one another by using the Page columns spread option on the
Session Options screen.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Session Options ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2

141000 Select options to be changed and press the ENTER key

    Current interrupt count:     100        Current underline character:

    User options:               Page columns spread:    (L-Left,E-Even,M-Max,nn)

                  Change

        Help      Option        Current option    Alternate option

                                -> Report Processing Options <-

        _           _             NOFiller          FILler

        _           _             FULl              SPArse

        _           _             HEAder            NOHeader

                                -> Column Processing Options <-

        _           _             OLQheader         NOOlqheader

        _           _             PICture           NOPIcture

        _           _             CODetable         NOCODetable

 1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

Even

To evenly distribute the space between your report columns, specify E (for even):

               Employee/Emposition Report

                         mm/dd/yy

First                  Last                  Salary
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Name                   Name                  Amount

----------          ───────────────          ───────────

DOUGLAS             KAHALLY                     20000.00

THEMIS              PAPAZEUS                   100000.00

HARRY               ARM                         46000.00

DORIS               KING                        14500.00

BETH                CLOUD                       52750.00

HENRIETTA           HENDON                     240000.00

Left

To group your columns to the left of the page, specify L (for left):

                          Employee/Emposition Report

                                mm/dd/yy

  First         Last         Salary

  Name          Name         Amount

---------- ─────────────── ───────────

DOUGLAS    KAHALLY            20000.00

THEMIS     PAPAZEUS          100000.00

HARRY      ARM                46000.00

DORIS      KING               14500.00

BETH       CLOUD              52750.00

HENRIETTA  HENDON            240000.00

Max

To display the maximum amount of space between your report columns, specify M (for max):

                Employee/Emposition Report

                      mm/dd/yy

  First                   Last                  Salary

  Name                    Name                  Amount

----------           ───────────────          ───────────

DOUGLAS              KAHALLY                     20000.00

THEMIS               PAPAZEUS                   100000.00

HARRY                ARM                         46000.00

DORIS                KING                        14500.00

BETH                 CLOUD                       52750.00

HENRIETTA            HENDON                     240000.00

Number of spaces

To display a specific number of spaces between your report columns, specify that number. For example, if you specify a 4,
OLQ spaces the columns four spaces apart:

           Employee/Emposition Report

                mm/dd/yy

    First            Last            Salary

    Name             Name            Amount

  ──────────    ───────────────    ───────────
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  DOUGLAS       KAHALLY               20000.00

  THEMIS        PAPAZEUS             100000.00

  HARRY         ARM                   46000.00

  DORIS         KING                  14500.00

  BETH          CLOUD                 52750.00

  HENRIETTA     HENDON               240000.00

Changing Your Column Pictures

Contents

In this example, you use the Report Format - Picture screen to change the format of data in your report columns.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Picture ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

137002 The command you have specified is invalid for this screen

                                       Disp   Select Options  or  Alter

                                       Seq    $    ,    0         Picture

   DEPARTMENT

 X  DEPT-ID-0410                         1    _    _    _    9999

   EMPLOYEE

 X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                   2                   X(15)

   EMPOSITION

 X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                   3    _    _    _    -ZZZZZZ9.99

 Compute:

 1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    10=EDIT    11=GROUP BY

What is a picture?

A picture is a code that represents how the data in a column is displayed. You can format your column data by defining a
picture for that column.

For example, when numeric data appears on the report, you create different pictures to display it in different ways:

    With a dollar sign:   $500     Or without:   500

    With commas:        65,000     Or without: 65000

    With leading zeros: 001229     Or without:  1229

    You can also combine these formats:

                       $65,000               001,229
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How do you specify a picture?

To specify a column picture, use either of the following fields (but not both):

Select Options
-- If you want a fast, easy way to format numeric data.

Alter Picture
-- If you require more complex formatting for your data.

Select Options

These three columns let you do basic formatting of numeric data. In most cases, these columns are all you need to define
pictures for your report columns. You can choose one or more of these options:

$  displays a floating dollar sign

, displays a comma between every three digits (left

of the decimal)

0 displays leading zeros

Alter picture

This option lets you format a column by changing its picture. To change a picture, type over the default value that appears
in the Alter Picture entry. For example, suppose you have a column whose picture currently looks like this:

    Alter

    Picture

    9999.99

To display a fixed dollar sign in this column, you could change the picture to this:

    Alter

    Picture

    $9999.99

Picture symbols

Symbol What it Does
X Stands for a single alphanumeric character
A Stands for a single alphabetic character
9 Stands for a single numeric character
Z Stands for a numeric character and suppresses leading zeros
$ Stands for a numeric character and displays a floating dollar sign

. Displays the decimal point in that position

+ Stands for a numeric character and displays + for positive values
- Stands for a numeric character and displays - for negative values
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B Displays a blank character (a space) in that position
* Requests check protection. Leading zeros are displayed as

asterisks.

Examples

If you want your column to look like ... and the data is stored in the database
as ...

then specify this picture ...

123400M 123400M X(7)
1 23400 M 123400M XBXXXXXBX
JOHN JOHNSON A(4)
TWO WORDS TWOWORDS A(3)BA(5)
2350000 2350000 9(7)
2350000.00 2350000 9(7).99
$2,350,000.00 2350000 $$$,$$$,$$9.99
23/50/000 2350000 99/99/999
120 00120 ZZZZZZ
+9876 9876 +++99

Step 1 - Modify a column picture

To add a leading dollar sign, select the $ option for SALARY-AMOUNT-0420. To insert commas, select the , option for
SALARY-AMOUNT-0420.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Picture ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

 137000 Specify pictures and press the ENTER key

                                        Disp   Select Options  or  Alter

                                        Seq    $    ,    0         Picture

    DEPARTMENT

  X  DEPT-ID-0410                         1    _    _    _    9999

    EMPLOYEE

  X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                   2                   X(15)

    EMPOSITION

  X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                   3    x    x    _    -ZZZZZZ9.99

  Compute:

  1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    10=EDIT    11=GROUP BY
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Step 2 - Display your report

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                      DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

        DEPT-ID-0410       EMP-LAST-NAME-0415       SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

            1000           FITZHUGH                      $13,000.00

                           JOHNSON                       $13,500.00

                           ORGRATZI                      $39,000.00

                           PEOPLES                       $80,000.00

            2000           BLOOMER                       $15,000.00

                           HUTTON                        $44,000.00

                           JENSON                        $82,000.00

                           KIMBALL                       $45,000.00

                           KING                          $14,500.00

                           NICEMAN                       $14,000.00

            3100           DOUGH                         $33,000.00

                           GALLWAY                       $33,000.00

                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Changing Column Headers

Contents

In this step, you use the Report Format - Header screen to:

• Change the text of the column headers that appear on the report
• Underline column headers

To get to the Report Format - Header screen, type header in the command line of any screen.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Header ***

 ->header                                        Page     1 of     1

134000 Specify column headers and press the ENTER key

 Underline character:                  Disp

                                       Seq              Header

   DEPARTMENT

 X  DEPT-ID-0410                         1 DEPT-ID-0410

   EMPLOYEE

 X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                   2 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

   EMPOSITION

 X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                   3 SALARY-AMOUNT-0420
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 Compute:

 1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    10=SORT    11=EDIT

Default column headers

When you build a report, OLQ automatically creates column headers for you. These default headers come from the
names of the columns in the database or from OLQ headers defined in the dictionary.

Changing the defaults

To change the default column headers, type over the text in the Header entry. You can change any or all of the headers in
the report. Each header you type can be from 1 to 37 characters long.

Typing multiword headers

You can type headers that contain more than one word. To make a multiword header appear on a single line, type quotes
around it. Otherwise, each word of the header appears on a separate line of the report. For example:

Input:
         Last Name                   "Last Name"
Output:
           Last
           Name                       Last Name
    ────────────────────         ────────────────────
    Jones                        Jones
    Smith                        Smith
    Whipple                      Whipple

Session Options That Affect Report Headers:

Session Option Function
Header OLQ displays column headers on your report
Noheader OLQ displays the report without headers (even if you've created

new headers on the Report Format - Header screen)
Olqheader OLQ uses any headers you've typed on the Report Format -

Header screen (or that have been created in the data dictionary)
Noolqheader OLQ ignores your headers and uses the column names from the

database as the headers on the report

To get to the Session Options screen, type options on the command line and press [Enter].

Underlining column headers

Underlining column headers can make them easier to read. OLQ uses the dash (-) character to draw these lines.

To change the underline character, type the character you want to use next to Underline Character. If you don't want
underlining on your report, type a space here.

Step 1 - Change your column headers

Change your column headers to make them more legible.
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      CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Header ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

 134000 Specify column headers and press the ENTER key

  Underline character:                  Disp

                                        Seq              Header

    DEPARTMENT

  X  DEPT-ID-0410                         1 'Department Id'

    EMPLOYEE

  X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                   2 Name

    EMPOSITION

  X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                   3 Salary

  Compute:

  1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    10=SORT    11=EDIT

Step 2 - Display your report

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                      DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

          DEPARTMENT ID              NAME                  SALARY

              1000              FITZHUGH                   $13,000.00

                                JOHNSON                    $13,500.00

                                ORGRATZI                   $39,000.00

                                PEOPLES                    $80,000.00

              2000              BLOOMER                    $15,000.00

                                HUTTON                     $44,000.00

                                JENSON                     $82,000.00

                                KIMBALL                    $45,000.00

                                KING                       $14,500.00

                                NICEMAN                    $14,000.00

              3100              DOUGH                      $33,000.00

                                GALLWAY                    $33,000.00
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                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Making Page Headers and Footers

Contents

This example shows you how to use the Page Header/Footer screen to:

• Specify page header or footer text
• Include variable values (for example, the report date)
• Specify the alignment of page header or footer elements (right-justified, left-justified, or centered)
• Skip lines before and after the page header or footer
• Put more than one heading element on a line

To get to the Page Header/Footer screen, type page in the command line and press [Enter].

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Page Header/Footer ***

 ->                                                       Page     1  OF      1

152000 Specify page header(s), footer(s) and press the ENTER key

  Format for $DATE: MM/DD/YY

  Use variables: $DATE, $TIME, $PAGE, $LINE, $USER...

  Skip lines before heading: 0           Skip lines after heading: 1

 Line   Page heading text                                              Align

 1      DEPARTMENT/EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT                          CENTER

 2      $DATE                                                          CENTER

 3                                                                     CENTER

 4                                                                     CENTER

 5                                                                     CENTER

 Skip lines before footing: 1            Skip lines after footing: 0

 Line   Page footing text                                              Align

 1      - $PAGE -                                                      CENTER

 2                                                                     CENTER

 3                                                                     CENTER

 4                                                                     CENTER

 5                                                                     CENTER

 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          5=DISPLAY          6=MENU

Default page headers and footers

When you build a new report, OLQ automatically adds a standard page header and page footer to each page of the
report. The page header includes the names of the tables or records used and the current date:

EMPLOYEE REPORT

   mm/dd/yy

The page footer displays the number of each report page:
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- 1 -

NOTE
You specify page headers and footers in the same way. In this discussion, the examples will illustrate only page
headers.

Specifying text

To change the text in your header, type your text over the default text under Page heading text:

Input:

    Line        Page heading text                      Align

    1           Widget Inventory                       center

    2           $date                                  center

    3                                                  center

    4                                                  center

    5                                                  center

Output:

                      Widget Inventory

                         mm/dd/yy

Using variables

OLQ provides variables that you can include in your headers. These variables are placeholders for which OLQ substitutes
real values (such as a page number).

Variable Description Example
$DATE Displays the current date using the user-

specified date format
10/24/99

$EDATE Displays the current date (European format) 24/10/99
$JDATE Displays the current date (Julian format) 99297
$TIME Displays the current time 10:30:59
$PAGE Displays the current page number - 12 -
$USER Displays the user ID (of the report's creator) JFK
$LINE Displays the current line number 33

Changing text alignment

To change how your header is aligned, specify LEFT, RIGHT, or CENTER under Align:

Left
left-justifies the heading text.

Right
right-justifies the heading text.

Center
centers the heading text.

For example:
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Input:

Line        Page footing text                      Align

1           Agricultural Budget Report             right

2           Central Region                         right

3                                                  CENTER

4           Page  $page                            right

5                                                  CENTER

Output:

                               Agricultural Budget Report

                                           Central Region

                                                 Page  22

Leaving blank lines before your text

To add to the top margin of your report, enter a number next to Skip lines before heading. If you type 0, OLQ will leave
no blank lines before it prints the page header. To leave one or more blank lines, type a number from 1 through 9.

Leaving blank lines after your text

To provide space after your page header, enter a number next to Skip Lines After Heading. If you type 0, OLQ will leave
no blank lines after it prints the page header. To leave one or more blank lines, type a number from 1 through 9.

Putting more than one text element on a line

To list more than one text element on a line, specify the same number in the Line entry for both elements. For example:

Input:

 Line        Page heading text                      Align

 1           Industrial Gizmos Inventory            CENTER

 1           $date                                  right

 3                                                  CENTER

 4                                                  CENTER

 5                                                  CENTER

Output:

              Industrial Gizmos Inventory           10/17/99

Session Options That Affect Page Headers and Footers:

Session Option Function
Header OLQ displays page headers on your report.
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Noheader OLQ displays the report without page headers (even if you've
created new headers on the Report Format - Page Header/Footer
screen).

Olqheader OLQ uses any headers you've typed on the Report Format -
Header screen (or that have been created in the data dictionary).

Noolqheader OLQ ignores your headers and uses the column names from the
database as the headers on the report.

To get to the Session Options screen, type options on the command line of any screen and press [Enter].

Specifying the date

The Format for $DATE: field displays the report date format. Valid date formats are listed in the following table.

Specifying a Date Format on the Page Header/Footer Screen:

Format Explanation Example
MONTH Displays the full month name in uppercase. JANUARY
Month Displays the first letter of the month name

in uppercase and the rest of the month
name in lowercase.

January

month Displays the full month name in lowercase. january
MON Displays the first three letters of the month

name in uppercase.
JAN

Mon Displays the first three letters of the month
name. The first letter is uppercase; the last
two letters are lowercase.

Jan

mon Displays the first three letters of the month
name in lowercase.

jan

MM Displays a zero-significant numeric
representation of the month.

January is represented as 01.

ZM Displays a zero-suppressed numeric
representation of the month.

January is represented as 1.

DD Displays a zero-significant numeric
representation of the day.

The 3rd is represented as 03.

ZD Displays a zero-suppressed numeric
representation of the month.

The 3rd is represented as 3.

YY Displays a two-digit representation of the
year.

1999 is represented as 99.

YYYY Displays a four-digit representation of the
year.

1999 is represented as 1999.

CC Displays a two-digit representation of the
century.

20

Step 1 - Specify page headers and footers

Specify the text you want displayed at the top of each page of your report and the alignment that you prefer. Add Created
by as part of your report footer. Include the $user variable to display the user ID of the person who created the report.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Page Header/Footer ***

  ->                                                       Page     1  OF      1
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 152000 Specify page header(s), footer(s) and press the ENTER key

   Format for $DATE: MM/DD/YY

   Use variables: $DATE, $TIME, $PAGE, $LINE, $USER...

   Skip lines before heading: 0           Skip lines after heading: 1

  Line   Page heading text                                              Align

  1      Salary Report For Central Division                             CENTER

  2      $DATE                                                          right

  3                                                                     CENTER

  4                                                                     CENTER

  5                                                                     CENTER

  Skip lines before footing: 1            Skip lines after footing: 0

  Line   Page footing text                                              Align

  1      - $PAGE -                                                      CENTER

  2      Created by:$user                                           left

  3                                                                     CENTER

  4                                                                     CENTER

  5                                                                     CENTER

  1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          5=DISPLAY          6=MENU

Step 2 - Display your report

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                       SALARY REPORT FOR CENTRAL DIVISION

                                                                        07/29/99

          DEPARTMENT ID              NAME                  SALARY

              1000              FITZHUGH                   $13,000.00

                                JOHNSON                    $13,500.00

                                ORGRATZI                   $39,000.00

                                PEOPLES                    $80,000.00

              2000              BLOOMER                    $15,000.00

                                HUTTON                     $44,000.00

                                JENSON                     $82,000.00

                                KIMBALL                    $45,000.00

                                KING                       $14,500.00

                                NICEMAN                    $14,000.00

              3100              DOUGH                      $33,000.00

                                      - 1 -

 CREATED BY:RMG

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT
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How to Create Report Totals and Subtotals
This section shows you how to create report subtotals. The discussion is broken up into the following parts:

A list of key terms
used to describe report groups and subtotals

A quick example
of how to use OLQ to create subtotals

A step-by-step example
that walks you through the process of creating a report containing subtotals

Report Totals and Subtotals Key terms

Here are a few terms used to discuss report subtotals and totals:

Aggregate function

A function that performs a predefined operation on a group of report rows. You can apply aggregate functions to report
groups. Examples of aggregate functions are: average, high value, low value, count, and total.

Built-in function

A function that performs a predefined string, arithmetic, date/time, or trigonometric calculation on your report rows. You
can apply built-in functions to report groups by including them in a COMPUTE statement. Examples of built-in functions
are: gregorian date, cosine, and square root.

COMPUTE statement

An OLQ syntax statement used to perform calculations in the menu facility. You can apply the COMPUTE statement to
report groups. Any time you specify a built-in or aggregate function, OLQ creates a COMPUTE statement. You can also
specify your own COMPUTE statements.

Group by all

A report total including all rows in your report. Group by all means the same thing as report total.

Group field

A report column whose value is used to divide your report rows into groups. For example, you could list all of the
company's employees grouped according to which department they work in. In this case, DEPARTMENT-NAME is the
group field.

Report group

A set of report rows where each row contains the same value of the group field. For example, the personnel department
is a report group with DEPARTMENT NAME as the group field. Each row in this group contains PERSONNEL in the
DEPARTMENT NAME field.

Report subtotal

A computation applied to a report group. For example, if you grouped your employees by department, you can create
report subtotals that apply to that group, computing the average salary in each department.

Report total

A computation that includes all of the rows in your report. For example, you can compute the total sales revenue earned
by all of your employees. Note that a report total does not have to be a sum. It can also be an average, a counter, a high
value, or a low value.
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A Quick Example Creating a Subtotal

Contents

          ┌──    Creating a Report Subtotal

          │   ┌────────────────────────────┐

          │   │ Step 1                     │

          │   ├────────────────────────────┤

          │   │                            │

          │   │ Sort Report Rows           │

          │   │                            │

          │   │                            │

          │   │                            │

          │   │                            │

Report    │   └─────────────┬──────────────┘

Format-   │                 │

Sort      │                 │

screen    │   ┌─────────────▼──────────────┐

          │   │ Step 2                     │

          │   ├────────────────────────────┤

          │   │                            │

          │   │ Specify Report Groups      │

          │   │                            │

          │   │                            │

          │   │                            │

          │   │                            │

          │   └─────────────┬──────────────┘

          └──               │

          ┌──               │

          │   ┌─────────────▼──────────────┐

          │   │ Step 3                   ──┼─────►  Aggregate functions

Report    │   ├────────────────────────────┤          - COUNT

Format-   │   │                            │          - SUM

Group By  │   │ Specify Group Calculations │          - AVERAGE

screen    │   │                            │          - MAXIMUM

          │   │                            │          - MINIMUM

          │   │                            │

          │   │                          ──┼─────►  The COMPUTE statement

          │   └────────────────────────────┘

          └──

Creating a Report Containing Subtotals:

The Boston Marathon

Suppose you were put in charge of keeping statistics for the Boston Marathon. The marathon database lists information
on each of the 7,000 runners, including their name, country, time, sex, etc..

This is what your report looks like when you start out:

                  BOSTON MARATHON

                     mm/dd/yy
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     LAST NAME      SEX  FINISH TIME     COUNTRY

------------------  ---  -----------  --------------

GUERRIERI           M    2:19:30      ITALY

PARSONS             M    3:00:04      USA

VANDER WYK          F    2:54:12      BELGIUM

BJORNSEN            F    2:59:12      SWEDEN

BARBADO             M    2:40:12      ITALY

KEEFE               M    2:40:19      USA

KLEIN               F    3:09:23      USA

YAMADA              M    2:30:41      JAPAN

MARTIN              M    3:10:29      FRANCE

FRECETTE            F    3:10:01      BELGIUM

FUCCI               F    3:40:37      ITALY

BENOTTI             F    3:12:42      ITALY

What you're looking for

You want to create a subtotal that lists the time of the fastest female runner from each country. A portion of your report
(one subtotal) would look something like this:

 LAST NAME   SEX    COUNTRY           FINISH TIME

-----------  ---  -----------   ---------------------------

VANDER WYK   F    BELGIUM       2:54:12

FRECETTE     F    BELGIUM       3:10:01

HELFGOTT     F    BELGIUM       3:24:31

                                --------

                                FASTEST IN BELGIUM :2:54:12

What To Do

You need to perform three steps to create this subtotal:

• On the Report Format - Sort screen:
Step 1

- Sort your report rows.
Step 2

- Create report groups.
• On the Report Format - Group By screen:
Step 3

- Specify your group calculations.

The Report Format - Sort screen

Step 1 - Sort your report rows

You specify how you want to sort your report rows on the Report Format - Sort screen. Your Report Format - Sort screen
looks like this:

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

 133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key
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                                            Disp      Sort    Order     Group By

                                            Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #

    OLQ-EXAMPLE

  X  LAST-NAME                               1         _        _          _

  X  COUNTRY                                 6         2        a          _

  X  FINISH-TIME                             5         3        a          _

  X  SEX                                     4         1        a          _

            Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary X       Group by all _

  Compute:

  1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      11=HEADER

Sort Priority is used to specify the sort level. Order (A/D) is used to specify the sort order (ascending or descending).

                                      BOSTON MARATHON

                                         mm/dd/yy

                           LAST NAME    SEX    COUNTRY     FINISH TIME

                                       ┌─┐    ┌───────┐   ┌───────┐

                           VANDER WYK  │F│    │BELGIUM│   │2:54:12│

                           FRECETTE    │F│    │BELGIUM│   │3:10:01│

                           HELFGOTT    │F│    │BELGIUM│   │3:24:31│

Sort Level 3                           │ │    │       │   └─▲─────┘

Sort Field = FINISH-TIME ──────────────┼─┼────┼───────┼─────┘

Sort Priority = 3                      │ │    │       │

Sort Order = Ascending                 │ │    │       │

                                       │ │    │       │

                           DECRE       │F│    │FRANCE │    3:11:09

                           BENOTTI     │F│    │ITALY  │    3:12:42

                           FUCCI       │F│    │ITALY  │    3:40:37

                           BJORNSEN    │F│    │SWEDEN │    2:59:12

                           KLEIN       │F│    │USA    │    3:09:24

Sort Level 2                           │ │    └─▲─────┘

Sort Field = COUNTRY    ───────────────┼─┼──────┘

Sort Priority = 2                      │ │

Sort Order = Ascending                 │ │

                                       │ │

                           VANPRAAG    │M│     BELGIUM     2:45:60

                           MARTIN      │M│     FRANCE      3:10:29

                           GUERRIERI   │M│     ITALY       2:19:30

                           BARBADO     │M│     ITALY       2:40:12

                           YAMADA      │M│     JAPAN       2:30:41
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                           KEEFE       │M│     USA         2:40:19

                           SIMON       │M│     USA         2:52:48

                           PARSONS     │M│     USA         3:00:04

Sort Level 1                           └*┘

Sort Field = SEX        ────────────────┘

Sort Priority = 1

Sort Order = Ascending

Sort Levels and Sort Order:

In this report, you want to sort your report rows by sex

(to group all of the women together), by country, and

within each country by race time.  You must sort

before you can specify any report groups.

┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

│ If You Do Sort First                                               │

├────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

│ Your report accurately reflects the fastest time for each country. │

├────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

│                                                                    │

│                  BOSTON MARATHON                                   │

│                     mm/dd/yy                                       │

│                                                                    │

│ LAST NAME    SEX    COUNTRY     FINISH TIME                        │

│                                                                    │

│ VANDER WYK   F      BELGIUM     2:54:12                            │

│ FRECETTE     F      BELGIUM     3:10:01                            │

│ HELFGOTT     F      BELGIUM     3:24:31                            │

│                                                                    │

│                                 FASTEST FROM BELGIUM   :2:54:12    │

│ DECRE        F      FRANCE      3:11:09                            │

│                                                                    │

│                                 FASTEST FROM FRANCE    :3:11:09    │

│ BENOTTI      F      ITALY       3:12:42                            │

│ FUCCI        F      ITALY       3:40:37                            │

│                                                                    │

│                                 FASTEST FROM ITALY     :3:12:42    │

│ BJORNSEN     F      SWEDEN      2:59:12                            │

│                                                                    │

│                                 FASTEST FROM SWEDEN    :2:59:12    │

│ KLEIN        F      USA         3:09:24                            │

│                                                                    │

│                                 FASTEST FROM USA       :3:09:24    │

│        ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┴───────────────┐

└────────┤ If You Don't Sort First                                              │

         ├──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

         │ If you sort by SEX, but forget to sort by COUNTRY, CA OLQ creates a  │

         │ group whenever it encounters a change in the COUNTRY column.  This   │

         │ causes inaccurate results when you try to calculate the fastest time │

         │ for each country.                                                    │

         ├──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

         │                                                                      │

         │                  BOSTON MARATHON                                     │
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         │                     mm/dd/yy                                         │

         │                                                                      │

         │ LAST NAME    SEX    COUNTRY     FINISH TIME                          │

         │                                                                      │

         │ BENOTTI      F      ITALY       3:12:42                              │

         │ FUCCI        F      ITALY       3:40:37                              │

         │                                                                      │

         │                                 FASTEST FROM ITALY     :3:12:42      │

         │ VANDER WYK   F      BELGIUM     2:54:12                              │

         │                                                                      │

         │                                 FASTEST FROM BELGIUM   :2:54:12      │

         │ BJORNSEN     F      SWEDEN      2:59:12                              │

         │                                                                      │

         │                                 FASTEST FROM SWEDEN    :2:59:12      │

         │ FRECETTE     F      BELGIUM     3:10:01                              │

         │                                                                      │

         │                                 FASTEST FROM BELGIUM   :3:10:01      │

         │ KLEIN        F      USA         3:09:24                              │

         │                                                                      │

         │                                 FASTEST FROM USA       :3:09:24      │

         │ DECRE        F      FRANCE      3:11:09                              │

         │                                                                      │

         │                                 FASTEST FROM FRANCE    :3:11:09      │

         │ HELFGOTT     F      BELGIUM     3:24:31                              │

         │                                                                      │

         │                                 FASTEST FROM BELGIUM   :3:24:31      │

         └──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

Why You Have to Sort First: OLQ groups data by looking for a change in the value of the group field (COUNTRY). If the
data is not sorted in order by the group field, the changes can occur at random and produce subtotals other than the ones
you intended.

Step 2 - Create report groups

You also specify your group levels on the Report Format - Sort screen. Your Report Format - Sort screen looks like this:

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key

                                           Disp      Sort    Order     Group By

                                           Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #

   CA OLQ-EXAMPLE

 X  LAST-NAME                               1         _        _          _

 X  COUNTRY                                 6         2        a          2

 X  FINISH-TIME                             5         3        a          _

 X  SEX                                     4         1        a          1
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           Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary X       Group by all _

 Compute:

 1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      11=HEADER

Group By Level # is used to specify group levels.

                                         BOSTON MARATHON

                                            mm/dd/yy

                                   LAST NAME    SEX    COUNTRY     FINISH TIME

                                  ┌───────────────────────────────────────────┐

                                ┌─┤VANDER WYK   F      BELGIUM     2:54:12    │

Group Level 2                   │ │FRECETTE     F      BELGIUM     3:10:01    │

Group field = COUNTRY ──────────┼─►HELFGOTT     F      BELGIUM     3:24:31    │

                                │ └─────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                                │                                           │

                                │  DECRE        F      FRANCE      3:11:09  │

                                │  BENOTTI      F      ITALY       3:12:42  │

                                │  FUCCI        F      ITALY       3:40:37  │

                                │  BJORNSEN     F      SWEDEN      2:59:12  │

Group Level 1                   │                                           │

Group field = SEX     ──────────►                                           │

                                │  KLEIN        F      USA         3:09:24  │

                                └───────────────────────────────────────────┘

                                   VANPRAAG     M      BELGIUM     2:45:60

                                   MARTIN       M      FRANCE      3:10:29

                                   GUERRIERI    M      ITALY       2:19:30

                                   BARBADO      M      ITALY       2:40:12

                                   YAMADA       M      JAPAN       2:30:41

                                   KEEFE        M      USA         2:40:19

                                   SIMON        M      USA         2:52:48

                                   PARSONS      M      USA         3:00:04

Group Levels: This report is grouped at two levels: by SEX (level 1) and by COUNTRY (level 2).

The Report Format - Group By screen

You specify your group calculations on the Report Format - Group By screen. The Report Format - Group By screen looks
like this:

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***

  ->                                                       Page     1  OF      1

 136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key

  Group by: OLQ-EXAMPLE.COUNTRY                                         Level# 2

           NEXT _                           Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count _
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    OLQ-EXAMPLE

  X  LAST-NAME                              1      _     _     _     _

  X  COUNTRY                                6      _     _     _     _

  X  FINISH-TIME                            5      _     _     _     x

  X  SEX                                    4      _     _     _     _

              Skip lines after group  1     Separator character -

  Compute:

  1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      10=PICTURE

Group by displays the current group field. Level # displays the current group level. Sum, Avg, Max, Min, and Count are
mathematical functions that you can apply to any report column. These functions apply to the extent of the current group
level.

Step 3 - Specify your group calculations

To find the fastest time for women from each country, you need to compute the lowest race score in each country's
group. You specify this calculation by selecting the Min (minimum) function in the row across from FINISH TIME. OLQ
automatically calculates which woman in each country has the fastest time, and lists each group's top time.

                                                 BOSTON MARATHON

                                                     4/21/99

                                      LAST NAME    SEX    COUNTRY     FINISH TIME

                                      VANDER WYK   F      BELGIUM     2:54:12

                                      FRECETTE     F      BELGIUM     3:10:01

Group Calculation                     HELFGOTT     F      BELGIUM     3:24:31

(subgroup)                                     ┌────────────────────────────────┐

Group Level = 2───────────────────────────────► FASTEST FROM BELGIUM   :2:54:12 │

Current Group Field = COUNTRY                  └────────────────────────────────┘

Aggregate Function = MIN              DECRE        F      FRANCE      3:11:09

                                                                      FASTEST FROM FRANCE    :3:11:09

                                      BENOTTI      F      ITALY       3:12:42

                                      FUCCI        F      ITALY       3:40:37

                                                                      FASTEST FROM ITALY     :3:12:42

                                      BJORNSEN     F      SWEDEN      2:59:12

                                                                      FASTEST FROM SWEDEN    :2:59:12

                                      KLEIN        F      USA         3:09:24
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                                                                      FASTEST FROM USA       :3:09:24

Group Calculations: This report uses the MIN (minimum) aggregate function to calculate the lowest time in each
country's group.

When you're done, your report looks like this:

                            BOSTON MARATHON

                                05/19/99

LAST NAME     SEX    COUNTRY           FINISH TIME

-----------   ---   ----------  ---------------------------

VANDER WYK    F     BELGIUM     2:54:12

FRECETTE      F     BELGIUM     3:10:01

HELFGOTT      F     BELGIUM     3:24:31

                                --------

                                FASTEST IN BELGIUM :2:54:12

DECRE         F     FRANCE      3:11:09

                                --------

                                FASTEST IN FRANCE  :3:11:09

BENOTTI       F     ITALY       3:12:42

FUCCI         F     ITALY       3:40:37

                                --------

                                FASTEST IN ITALY   :3:12:42

BJORNSEN      F     SWEDEN      2:59:12

                                --------

                                FASTEST IN SWEDEN  :2:59:12

KLEIN         F     USA         3:09:23

                                --------

                                FASTEST IN USA     :3:09:23

Aggregate functions

OLQ provides five predefined calculations that you can apply to your report groups. These calculations are called
aggregate functions. They are:

Count
counts the number of rows in the report group.

Total
adds up occurrences of numeric columns in the report group.

Average
finds the average of the specified column in the report group.

Maximum
finds the highest value of the specified column in the report group.

Minimum
finds the lowest value of the specified column in the report group.

How to use aggregate functions
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Aggregate functions are listed on the Report Format - Group By screen. To use them:

1. Make sure that the current group field is the one you want. The current group field is listed in the Group by field.
2. Select an aggregate function corresponding to the appropriate report column.

A Step-By-Step Example Creating a Report With Subtotals

In the rest of this section, you will create a series of reports that contain subtotals. Each report uses an additional OLQ
grouping feature to enhance the original report.

You will first:

1. Create the original report, using the EMPLOYEE data table.
Your enhancements will then:

2. Sort the rows of the report.
3. Specify report groups, arranging the employees according to which department they work in.
4. Compute a report subtotal, finding the average salary of each department.
5. Compute a report total, finding the total amount of money paid in employee salaries.
6. Create nested subtotals, listing the number of employees working on each project within each department.

This is how your final report looks after you have added all of the grouping enhancements:

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

  ->                                                       Page     3 Line    25

 125004 Press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                                  EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                     mm/dd/yy

               PROJECT                    SALARY-AMOUNT         EMP-LAST-NAME

    ------------------------------  -------------------------  ---------------

    RESEARCH                                         45000.00  FINN

                                                     80000.00  WILCO

                       -----------

    COUNT FOR RESEARCH:          3

                                                  -----------

                                    AVE FOR 5200 :   45400.00

                                                  ===========

                                                    453000.00

      END OF REPORT

                                       - 3 -

  1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     7=BWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Report rows are sorted by DEPT-ID, PROJECT, and SALARY-AMOUNT. Within each department, employees are
grouped by which project they work on. The average salary for each department is listed. The total amount paid in
employee salaries is listed at the bottom of the report.
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Create Your Report

 

Step 1 - Set your session options

Specify N. In this example, you will use ASF tables. Change the Full/Sparse option to Sparse. This option makes reports
containing groups easier to read.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Session Options ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2

141000 Select options to be changed and press the ENTER key

    Current interrupt count:     100        Current underline character: -

    Access IDMS SQL tables: N (Y/N)         Current SQL NULL data value: .

    User options:               Page columns spread: E  (L-Left,E-Even,M-Max,nn)

                  Change

        Help      Option        Current option    Alternate option

                                -> Report Processing Options <-

        _           _             NOFiller          FILler

        _           x FULl SPArse

        _           _             HEAder            NOHeader

                                -> Column Processing Options <-

        _           _             OLQheader         NOOlqheader

        _           _             PICture           NOPIcture

        _           _             CODetable         NOCODetable

 1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

Step 2 - Select your table

Specify SELECT. Select the EMPLOYEE data table.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Data Table Processing ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     2

 138000 Select function, data table(s) and press the ENTER key

     Owner:  DOC1

   Catalog:  ASFDICT       Location:

  Function:  s Select                 _ Create                _ Delete

             _ Add                    _ Replace

  Enter table:

  -or-

  Select table

  _ ACCOUNTING
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  _ BUDGET

  _ DEPARTMENT

  _ EMP-TABLE

  s EMPLOYEE

  _ EMPLOYEE TABLE

  _ EMPLOYEE-DATA

  _ JOB SALARIES

  _ MELROSE EMPLOYEES

  _ OLQ EXAMPLE

  _ PERSONNEL

  1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

Step 3 - Select columns

Select EMP-LAST-NAME, DEPT-ID, SALARY-AMOUNT, and PROJECT.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

 124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press the ENTER key

    Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

  _ EMPLOYEE

  _ 03 EMP-ID

  s 03 EMP-LAST-NAME

  _ 03 EMP-FIRST-NAME

  _ 03 START-YEAR

  _ 03 DEPT-HEAD-ID

  s 03 DEPT-ID

  s 03 SALARY-AMOUNT

  s 03 PROJECT

  _ 03 OFFICE-CODE

  Additional selection criteria:

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N

  1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

Step 4 - Retrieve your data

Depending on how high the interrupt count at your site is set, OLQ may bypass the Retrieval Interrupted screen and
proceed directly to the Retrieval Completed screen.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                     *** Retrieval Completed ***
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 ->

130000 Select activity and press the ENTER key

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       11  Total displayable cols .      20

 Total number of records read. . . .       11  Formatted line length. .     372

 Total number of records selected. .       11

 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

     Select                                                 Command/

     Option     ---> Display/Format Activity <---          Screen Name

       X        Display report                             DISplay

       _        Save report                                SAVe

       _        Choose the sort sequence of report         SORt

       _        Change column headers                      HEAder

       _        Change page header and footer              PAGe HEAder

       _        Change display format of data ($,commas)   PICture

       _        Format columns (Alignment, sparse)         EDIt

       _        Specify summary computations (Totals)      GROup BY

       _        Send the report to a printer               PRInt

 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Step 5 - Display your report

At this point, the data in your report is listed in the order in which it has been retrieved from the database.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 1 *                                                       Page     1 Line     1

125004 Press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

         EMP-LAST-NAME        DEPT-ID       SALARY-AMOUNT       PROJECT

        ---------------       -------       -------------       --------

        BANK                  4000               80000.00       TESTING

        ANGELO                4000               18000.00       PLANNING

        MCDOUGALL             4000               18000.00       PLANNING

        PENMAN                4000               39000.00       PLANNING

        JACKSON               4000               34000.00       PLANNING

        FINN                  5200               45000.00       RESEARCH

        WILCO                 5200               80000.00       RESEARCH

        TIME                  5200               33000.00       RESEARCH

        KASPAR                5200               31000.00       EVALUATE

        ZEDI                  4000               37000.00       EVALUATE

        CLOTH                 5200               38000.00       EVALUATE

     END OF REPORT

                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       10=LEFT       11=RIGHT
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Sorting Your Report Rows 1

In this step, you sort the rows of the report on three different levels:

• By DEPT-ID
• Within each department group, by PROJECT
• Within each project group, by EMP-LAST-NAME

Creating Groups and Specifying Subtotals

In this step, you find the average salary of each department by specifying DEPT-ID as a group field and applying a
calculation to that group. To do this:

1. Sort the rows of your report by department. You just did this in the last step of this example.
2. Group the employees according to which department they work in.
3. Calculate the average salary amount for that group.

Step 1 - Specify your group level

In this step, you calculate the average salary in each department.

Start on the Report Format - Sort screen. To get there, type SORT in the command line.

Specify that you want to group your employees by department by entering a 1 next to Group By Level #. Specifying 1
means that DEPT-ID is the highest level group field. You may later create subgroups within each department.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key

 

                                           Disp      Sort    Order     Group By

                                           Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #

   EMPLOYEE

 X  EMP-LAST-NAME                           4         _        _          _

 X  DEPT-ID                                 1         1        A          1 

 X  SALARY-AMOUNT                           3         3        A          _

 X  PROJECT                                 2         2        A          _

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary X       Group by all _

 Compute:

 

 1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      11=HEADER
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Step 2 - Specify your subtotal

Group by displays EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID as the current group field. Level# displays 1 as the current group level. Use
Avg to specify that you want OLQ to compute the average salary for each department.

       CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***

  ->                                                       Page     1  OF      1

 136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key

 

 Group by: EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID                                            Level# 1

                                            Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count _

    EMPLOYEE

  X  EMP-LAST-NAME                          4      _     _     _     _

  X  DEPT-ID                                1      _     _     _     _

  X  SALARY AMOUNT                          3      _     x     _     _

  X  PROJECT                                2      _     _     _     _

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              Skip lines after group  1     Separator character -

  Compute:

 

  1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      10=PICTURE

 

OLQ generates this COMPUTE statement to calculate the average salary for each department.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key

 

                                           Disp      Sort    Order     Group By

                                           Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #

   EMPLOYEE

 X  EMP-LAST-NAME                           4         _        _          _

 X  DEPT-ID                                 1         1        A          1

 X  SALARY-AMOUNT                           3         3        A          _

 X  PROJECT                                 2         2        A          _

 

   COMPUTE FIELDS:

 X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E

   MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY

    EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1 

 

 

 

 

           Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary X       Group by all _
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 Compute:

 

 1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      11=HEADER

 

Step 3 - Display your report

OLQ displays the average salary for each department.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

 

                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

 

     DEPT-ID    PROJECT           SALARY-AMOUNT           EMP-LAST-NAME

     -------    --------    -------------------------    ---------------

     4000       EVALUATE                     37000.00    ZEDI

                PLANNING                     18000.00    MCDOUGALL

                                                         ANGELO

                                             34000.00    JACKSON

                                             39000.00    PENMAN

                TESTING                      80000.00    BANK

                                          -----------

 AVE FOR 4000 :   37666.66 

 

     5200       EVALUATE                     31000.00    KASPAR

                                             38000.00    CLOTH

                RESEARCH                     33000.00    TIME

 

                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

 

Creating Report Totals

Contents

In this step, you find the total amount of money paid in employee salaries. Because this sum includes all of the rows in the
report, you use the Group by all field.

Step 1 - Specify your group level

Start on the Report Format - Sort screen. To get there, type SORT in the command line.

Select Group by all to include all of the rows in your report in a group computation.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key

                                           Disp      Sort    Order     Group By
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                                           Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #

   EMPLOYEE

 X  EMP-LAST-NAME                           4         _        _          _

 X  DEPT-ID                                 1         1        A          1

 X  SALARY-AMOUNT                           3         3        A          _

 X  PROJECT                                 2         2        A          _

   COMPUTE FIELDS:

 X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E

   MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY

    EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

           Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary X       Group by all x

 Compute:

 1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      11=HEADER

Step 2 - Specify your report total

Group by shows you that you are including all of the rows in the report in your computation. Specify that you want
to know the sum of all the employee salaries in the report. Use Seq to specify the column under which you want the
computed field displayed.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***

  ->                                                       Page     1  OF      1

 136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key

  Group by: ALL                                                         Level#

                                            Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count _

    EMPLOYEE

  X  EMP-LAST-NAME                          4      _     _     _     _

  X  DEPT-ID                                1      _     _     _     _

  X  SALARY-AMOUNT                          3      x     _     _     _

  X  PROJECT                                2      _     _     _     _

    COMPUTE FIELDS:

  X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E    3

    MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY

     EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

              Skip lines after group  1     Separator character =

  Compute:

  1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      10=PICTURE
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OLQ generates this COMPUTE statement to calculate the report total.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key

                                           Disp      Sort    Order     Group By

                                           Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #

   EMPLOYEE

 X  EMP-LAST-NAME                           4         _        _          _

 X  DEPT-ID                                 1         1        A          1

 X  SALARY-AMOUNT                           3         3        A          _

 X  PROJECT                                 2         2        A          _

   COMPUTE FIELDS:

 X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E

   MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY

    EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

 X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AM

OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL 1

           Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary X       Group by all X

 Compute:

 1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      11=HEADER

Step 3 - Display your report

OLQ displays the total amount spent in employee salaries.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line    10

125004 Press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

     DEPT-ID    PROJECT           SALARY-AMOUNT           EMP-LAST-NAME

     -------    --------    -------------------------    ---------------

     5200       EVALUATE                     31000.00    KASPAR

                                             38000.00    CLOTH

                RESEARCH                     33000.00    TIME

                                             45000.00    FINN

                                             80000.00    WILCO

                                          -----------

                            AVE FOR 5200 :   45400.00

                                          ===========

                                            453000.00
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     END OF REPORT

                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       10=LEFT       11=RIGHT

Creating Levels of Nested Subtotals

In this step, you list the number of employees in each project group. For example, you can find out how many people are
currently on your department's planning committee.

Because each department has a planning committee, this kind of calculation requires two group levels:

Group level 1
groups the employees according to which department they work in. DEPT-ID is the group field

Group level 2
groups the employees within each department according to which project they are currently assigned to.
PROJECT is the group field.

Step 1 - Specify your group level

Start on the Report Format - Sort screen. To get there, type Sort in the command line.

Specify that you want to group by PROJECT within each department group.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key

 

                                           Disp      Sort    Order     Group By

                                           Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #

   EMPLOYEE

 X  EMP-LAST-NAME                           4         _        _          _

 X  DEPT-ID                                 1         1        A          1

 X  SALARY-AMOUNT                           3         3        A          _

 X  PROJECT                                 2         2        A          2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary X       Group by all X

 Compute:

 

 1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      11=HEADER
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Step 2 - Specify your subtotal

Group by displays EMPLOYEE.PROJECT as the current group level. Level# displays 2 as the current group level.
Specify that you want to count the number of employees within each project.

       CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***

  ->                                                       Page     1  OF      1

 136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key

 

  Group by: EMPLOYEE.PROJECT                                            Level# 2 

                                            Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count x 

    EMPLOYEE

  X  EMP-LAST-NAME                          4      _     _     _     _

  X  DEPT-ID                                1      _     _     _     _

  X  SALARY-AMOUNT                          3      _     _     _     _

  X  PROJECT                                2      _     _     _     _

 

    COMPUTE FIELDS:

  X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E

    MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY

     EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

 

  X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AM

    OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL 1

 

              Skip lines after group  1     Separator character -

  Compute:

 

  1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      10=PICTURE

 

OLQ generates this COMPUTE statement to count the total number of employees working on each project.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***

 ->                                                       Page     2  OF      2

136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key

 

 Group by: EMPLOYEE.PROJECT                                            Level# 2

                                           Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count X

   COMPUTE FIELDS:

 X 'EMPLOYEE.PROJECT-COUNT-2'=COUNT

GROUP BY EMPLOYEE.PROJECT LEVEL 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Skip lines after group  1     Separator character -
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 Compute:

 

 1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    7=BWD    10=PICTURE

 

Step 3 - Display your report

OLQ lists the number of employees assigned to each project.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     3 Line    25

125004 Press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

 

                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

 

              PROJECT                    SALARY-AMOUNT         EMP-LAST-NAME

   ------------------------------  -------------------------  ---------------

   RESEARCH                                         45000.00  FINN

                                                    80000.00  WILCO

                      -----------

 COUNT FOR RESEARCH:          3 

 

                                                 -----------

                                   AVE FOR 5200 :   45400.00

 

                                                 ===========

                                                   453000.00

 

     END OF REPORT

 

                                      - 3 -

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     7=BWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

 

How To Format Reports Containing Calculations
In this section This section shows you how to enhance the appearance of groups and group calculations in your OLQ
report. Using OLQ, you can:

• Specify how many lines you want to skip after a group
• Specify which character you want to use to set apart computations
• Tailor your computation headings
• Display only lines containing computations
• Display all lines except those containing computations
• Skip pages after a group

The report shown below illustrates some of the ways you can format your computations using OLQ.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

  ->                                                       Page     2 Line    13

 125004 Press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections
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                                  EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                     mm/dd/yy

            EMP-LAST-NAME                     SALARY-AMOUNT

           ───────────────         ───────────────────────────────────

           CLOTH                                              38000.00

           KASPAR                                             31000.00

           FINN                                               45000.00

           TIME                                               33000.00

           WILCO                                              80000.00

                                                           ───────────

                                            AVERAGE SALARY:   45400.00

                                                           ___________

                                   TOTAL SPENT IN SALARIES:  453000.00

                                       - 2 -

  1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     7=BWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT top=no.Key Terms

Here are a few terms used to discuss formatting report groups and calculations:

Detail line

A report line that displays a row of data retrieved from the database. A detail line can contain a computed column, but
does not contain a group computation.

Group computation

A calculation that OLQ performs on a report group.

Separator character

A character used to separate group computations from the rest of the report.

Summary computation

Another term for group computation.

Summary line

A report line that displays a group computation.

Create Your Reports

In this sample, you format the report you created in Hoe to Create Report Totals and Subtotals. To build your current
report, follow the steps outlined in Section6.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy
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       DEPT-ID                 PROJECT                   EMP-LAST-NAME

       ───────      ──────────────────────────────      ───────────────

       4000         EVALUATE                            ZEDI

                                       ───────────

                    COUNT FOR EVALUATE:          1

                    PLANNING                            ANGELO

                                                        JACKSON

                                                        MCDOUGALL

                                                        PENMAN

                                       ───────────

                    COUNT FOR PLANNING:          4

                    TESTING                             BANK

                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Skipping Lines After Groups

In this step, you specify how many blank lines you want OLQ to display between report groups.

You can indicate a different spacing for each group level. If your report contains more than one group level, you must
establish the current group field and group level before you can indicate how many lines you want to skip.

Step What To Do How To Do It
1 Proceed to the Report Format - Group By

screen.
Type GROUP BY in the command line of
any screen.

2 Establish the current group field and level. Type the group field next to Group by:
Type the corresponding level number in the
Level# field.
Press [Enter].

3 Specify how many lines you want displayed
after the current group.

Enter the number next to Skip lines after
group.

If you're not sure how to specify your group field and level, they are listed in the COMPUTE statement on the Report
Format - Group By screen. For example:

If your COMPUTE statement reads:

   'EMPLOYEE.PROJECT-COUNT'=COUNT

   GROUP BY EMPLOYEE.PROJECT LEVEL 2'

Your group field is:

   EMPLOYEE.PROJECT

Your group level is:
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   2

Specify employee.project as the current group field. Specify 2 as the current group level.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***

  ->                                                       Page     1  OF      2

 136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key

  Group by: employee.project                                            Level# 2

                                            Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count _

    EMPLOYEE

  X  EMP-LAST-NAME                          3      _     _     _     _

  X  DEPT-ID                                1      _     _     _     _

  X  SALARY-AMOUNT                          4      _     _     _     _

  X  PROJECT                                2      _     _     _     _

    COMPUTE FIELDS:

  X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AM

    OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL 1

  X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E

    MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY

     EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

              Skip lines after group  1     Separator character -

  Compute:

  1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    8=FWD    10=PICTURE

OLQ echoes the screen, listing the current group field and level. Specify that you want to skip 0 lines after each project
group.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***

  ->                                                       Page     1  OF      2

 136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key

  Group by: EMPLOYEE.PROJECT                                            Level# 2

                                            Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count X

    EMPLOYEE

  X  EMP-LAST-NAME                          3      _     _     _     _

  X  DEPT-ID                                1      _     _     _     _

  X  SALARY-AMOUNT                          4      _     _     _     _

  X  PROJECT                                2      _     _     _     _

    COMPUTE FIELDS:

  X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AM

    OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL 1

  X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E

    MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY
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     EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

              Skip lines after group  0     Separator character -

  Compute:

  1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    8=FWD    10=PICTURE

OLQ doesn't insert any blank lines between project groups.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

104009 DISPLAY RIGHT to see more report columns

125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

       DEPT-ID                 PROJECT                   EMP-LAST-NAME

       ───────      ──────────────────────────────      ───────────────

       4000         EVALUATE                            ZEDI

                                       ───────────

                    COUNT FOR EVALUATE:          1

                    PLANNING                            ANGELO

                                                        JACKSON

                                                        MCDOUGALL

                                                        PENMAN

                                       ───────────

                    COUNT FOR PLANNING:          4

                    TESTING                             BANK

                                       ───────────

                    COUNT FOR TESTING :          1

                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Specifying a SCparator character

In this step, you specify which character you want to use to set your group calculations apart from the rest of your report.

OLQ provides lines separating your group calculations from the detail lines in your report. The default separator
characters that make up these lines are:

• A hyphen (-) for subtotals
• An equal sign (=) for report totals

You can change these default separator characters to modify your report's appearance.

Each group level's separator character is modified individually. Before you can specify a separation character, you must
establish a current group field and level.

Step What To Do How To Do It
1 Go to the Report Format - Group By

screen.
Type group by in the command line of any
screen.
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2 Establish the current group field and level. Type the group field in the Group by entry.
Type the corresponding level number in the
Level # field.
Press [Enter].

3 Specify your separator character. Type the character you want in the
Separator character field.

Specify all as your current group field. Specify 1 as the current group level.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***

  ->                                                       Page     1  OF      2

 136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key

  Group by: all                                                         Level# 1

                                            Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count _

    EMPLOYEE

  X  EMP-LAST-NAME                          3      _     _     _     _

  X  DEPT-ID                                1      _     _     _     _

  X  SALARY-AMOUNT                          4      _     _     _     _

  X  PROJECT                                2      _     _     _     _

    COMPUTE FIELDS:

  X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AM

    OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL 1

  X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E

    MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY

     EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

              Skip lines after group  1     Separator character -

  Compute:

  1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    8=FWD    10=PICTURE

OLQ echoes the screen, listing the current group field and level. Specify that you want the underscore (_) to set apart the
report total.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***

  ->                                                       Page     1  OF      2

 136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key

  Group by: ALL                                                    Level#1

                                            Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count _

    EMPLOYEE

  X  EMP-LAST-NAME                          3      _     _     _     _

  X  DEPT-ID                                1      _     _     _     _

  X  SALARY-AMOUNT                          4      X     _     _     _

  X  PROJECT                                2      _     _     _     _

    COMPUTE FIELDS:
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  X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AM

    OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL 1

  X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E

    MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY

     EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

              Skip lines after group  1     Separator character _

  Compute:

  1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    8=FWD    10=PICTURE

You may have to scroll forward (PF8) to view this computation. Underscores separate the report total computation from
the preceding detail lines.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

  ->                                                       Page     2 Line    13

 125004 Press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                                  EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                     mm/dd/yy

               PROJECT               EMP-LAST-NAME         SALARY-AMOUNT

    ──────────────────────────────  ───────────────  ─────────────────────────

    EVALUATE                        CLOTH                             38000.00

                                    KASPAR                            31000.00

                       ───────────

    COUNT FOR EVALUATE:          2

    RESEARCH                        FINN                              45000.00

                                    TIME                              33000.00

                                    WILCO                             80000.00

                       ───────────                                 ───────────

    COUNT FOR RESEARCH:          3                   AVE FOR 5200 :   45400.00

                                                                     ___________

                                                                     453000.00

                                       - 2 -

  1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     7=BWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Giving Your Computation a Heading

In this step, you modify the default headers for your group computations.

Computations with ALL as the group field are not assigned a default header. All other group computations are assigned
default headers. These headers include:

• A literal that labels the report group, consisting of a dollar sign ($) plus the group field name
• Any built-in or aggregate functions included in that group computation

For example, the default header for the average salary for each department is:
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'AVE FOR $EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID'

This header would look like this for department 5200:

AVE FOR 5200  :

The default headers are listed on the Report Format - Header screen. To get there, type header in the command line of
any screen.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Header ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2

134000 Specify column headers and press the ENTER key

 Underline character:  -               Disp

                                       Seq              Header

   EMPLOYEE

 X  EMP-LAST-NAME                        3 EMP-LAST-NAME

 X  DEPT-ID                              1 DEPT-ID

 X  SALARY-AMOUNT                        4 SALARY-AMOUNT

 X  PROJECT                              2 PROJECT

   COMPUTE FIELDS:

 X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AM

   OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL 1

 X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E    'AVE FOR $EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID:'

   MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY

    EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

 Compute:

 1=HELP   3=QUIT   4=MESSAGE   5=DISPLAY   6=MENU   8=FWD   10=SORT   11=EDIT

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Header ***

 ->                                                       Page     2 of     2

134000 Specify column headers and press the ENTER key

 Underline character:  -               Disp

                                       Seq              Header

   COMPUTE FIELDS:

 X 'EMPLOYEE.PROJECT-COUNT'=COUNT          'COUNT FOR $EMPLOYEE.PROJECT:'

    GROUP BY EMPLOYEE.PROJECT LEVEL 2
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 Compute:

 1=HELP   3=QUIT   4=MESSAGE   5=DISPLAY   6=MENU   7=BWD   10=SORT   11=EDIT

Specify more legible labels for your report total and department computations.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Header ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2

134000 Specify column headers and press the ENTER key

 Underline character:  -               Disp

                                       Seq              Header

   EMPLOYEE

 X  EMP-LAST-NAME                        3 EMP-LAST-NAME

 X  DEPT-ID                              1 DEPT-ID

 X  SALARY-AMOUNT                        4 SALARY-AMOUNT

 X  PROJECT                              2 PROJECT

   COMPUTE FIELDS:

 X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AM    'TOTAL SPENT IN SALARIES:'

   OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL 1

 X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E    'AVERAGE SALARY:'

   MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY

    EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

 Compute:

 1=HELP   3=QUIT   4=MESSAGE   5=DISPLAY   6=MENU   8=FWD   10=SORT   11=EDIT

Specify a more legible label for your project computation. In this example, the label contains a variable field
($EMPLOYEE.PROJECT) for the project name.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Header ***

  ->                                                       Page     2 of     2

 134000 Specify column headers and press the ENTER key

  Underline character:  -               Disp

                                        Seq              Header

    COMPUTE FIELDS:

  X 'EMPLOYEE.PROJECT-COUNT'=COUNT          'WORKING ON $EMPLOYEE.PROJECT:'

     GROUP BY EMPLOYEE.PROJECT LEVEL 2
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  Compute:

  1=HELP   3=QUIT   4=MESSAGE   5=DISPLAY   6=MENU   7=BWD   10=SORT   11=EDIT

OLQ displays a new label for your project groups.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

       DEPT-ID                  PROJECT                   EMP-LAST-NAME

       ───────      ───────────────────────────────      ───────────────

       4000         EVALUATE                             ZEDI

                                        ───────────

                    WORKING ON EVALUATE:          1

                    PLANNING                             ANGELO

                                                         JACKSON

                                                         MCDOUGALL

                                                         PENMAN

                                        ───────────

                    WORKING ON PLANNING:          4

                    TESTING                              BANK

                                        ───────────

                    WORKING ON TESTING :          1

                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

OLQ displays a new label for your department computations and for your report total.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

  ->                                                       Page     2 Line    13

 125004 Press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                                  EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                     mm/dd/yy

            EMP-LAST-NAME                     SALARY-AMOUNT

           ───────────────         ───────────────────────────────────
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           CLOTH                                              38000.00

           KASPAR                                             31000.00

           FINN                                               45000.00

           TIME                                               33000.00

           WILCO                                              80000.00

                                                           ───────────

                                            AVERAGE SALARY:   45400.00

                                                           ___________

                                   TOTAL SPENT IN SALARIES:  453000.00

                                       - 2 -

  1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     7=BWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Note that if you lengthen your header, the column width lengthens accordingly. If you make your headers too long, this can
make your report difficult to read.

Displaying Only Summary Computations

In this step, you modify your report definition so that it displays only those report rows that contain summary computations.

Start on the Report Format - Sort screen. To get there, type sort on the command line of any screen.

Type a blank next to Detail to suppress the display of detail lines.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2

133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key

                                           Disp      Sort    Order     Group By

                                           Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #

   EMPLOYEE

 X  EMP-LAST-NAME                           3         3        A          _

 X  DEPT-ID                                 1         1        A          1

 X  SALARY-AMOUNT                           4         _        _          _

 X  PROJECT                                 2         2        A          2

   COMPUTE FIELDS:

 X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AM

   OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL 1

 X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E

   MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY

    EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

           Display lines:  Detail    and/or  Summary X       Group by all X

 Compute:

 1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    8=FWD    11=HEADER

OLQ displays only rows containing summary computations. Page right (PF11) to see the entire report.
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     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

125004 Press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

             DEPT-ID                       SALARY-AMOUNT

             ───────            ───────────────────────────────────

             4000                                          37000.00

             4000                                          39000.00

             4000                        AVERAGE SALARY:   37666.66

             5200                                          31000.00

                                         AVERAGE SALARY:   45400.00

                                TOTAL SPENT IN SALARIES:  453000.00

     END OF REPORT

                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       10=LEFT       11=RIGHT

Displaying Only Detail Lines

In this step, you modify your report definition so that it displays only detail lines (those lines that do not contain any
summary computations).

Start on the Report Format - Sort screen. To get there, type sort on the command line of any screen. Type a character
next to Detail to restore the display of detail lines. Type a blank next to Summary to suppress the display of rows
containing summary computations.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     2

 133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key

                                            Disp      Sort    Order     Group By

                                            Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #

    EMPLOYEE

  _  EMP-LAST-NAME                                     3        A          _

  X  DEPT-ID                                 1         1        A          1

  X  SALARY-AMOUNT                           4         _        _          _

  _  PROJECT                                           2        A          2

    COMPUTE FIELDS:

  X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AM

    OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL 1
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  X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E

    MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY

     EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

            Display lines:  Detail x  and/or  Summary         Group by all X

  Compute:

  1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    8=FWD    11=HEADER

OLQ displays only detail lines.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

104009 DISPLAY RIGHT to see more report columns

125004 Press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

      DEPT-ID                SALARY-AMOUNT                 EMP-LAST-NAME

      ───────     ───────────────────────────────────     ───────────────

      4000                                   37000.00     ZEDI

                                             18000.00     ANGELO

                                             34000.00     JACKSON

                                             18000.00     MCDOUGALL

                                             39000.00     PENMAN

                                             80000.00     BANK

      5200                                   38000.00     CLOTH

                                             31000.00     KASPAR

                                             45000.00     FINN

                                             33000.00     TIME

                                             80000.00     WILCO

     END OF REPORT

                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       10=LEFT       11=RIGHT

Skipping To a New Page After Computations

In this step, you request that OLQ skip to a new page after each change in the group field.

Before you specify this option, you must establish a current group field and group level.

Step What To Do How To Do It
1 Go to the Report Format - Group By

screen.
Type group by in the command line of any
screen.

2 Establish the current group field and level. Type the group field in the Group by field.
Type the corresponding level number in the
Level# field.
Press [Enter].

3 Ask OLQ to skip to a new page after a
computation.

Enter pg in the Skip lines after group
field.
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Specify employee.dept-id as your current group field. Specify 1 as the current group level.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***

  ->                                                       Page     1  OF      2

 136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key

  Group by: employee.dept-id                                            Level# 1

                                            Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count _

    EMPLOYEE

  X  EMP-LAST-NAME                                 _     _     _     _

  X  DEPT-ID                                1      _     _     _     _

  X  SALARY-AMOUNT                          4      _     _     _     _

  X  PROJECT                                       _     _     _     _

    COMPUTE FIELDS:

  X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AM

    OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL 1

  X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E

    MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY

     EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

              Skip lines after group  1     Separator character -

  Compute:

  1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    8=FWD    10=PICTURE

Type sort in the command line. OLQ echoes the screen, listing the current group field and level. Type pg next to Skip
lines after group to specify that you want OLQ to skip a page after each change in the current group field (DEPT-ID).

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***

  -> sort                                                  Page     1  OF      2

 136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key

  Group by: EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID                                            Level# 1

                                            Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count _

    EMPLOYEE

  X  EMP-LAST-NAME                                 _     _     _     _

  X  DEPT-ID                                1      _     _     _     _

  X  SALARY-AMOUNT                          4      _     X     _     _

  X  PROJECT                                       _     _     _     _

    COMPUTE FIELDS:

  X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AM

    OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL 1

  X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E

    MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY

     EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1
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              Skip lines after group pg     Separator character -

  Compute:

  1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    8=FWD    10=PICTURE

Type a character next to Summary to restore the display of lines containing summary computations.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Report Format - Sort ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2

133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key

                                           Disp      Sort    Order     Group By

                                           Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #

   EMPLOYEE

 X  EMP-LAST-NAME                                     3        A          _

 X  DEPT-ID                                 1         1        A          1

 X  SALARY-AMOUNT                           4         _        _          _

 X  PROJECT                                           2        A          2

   COMPUTE FIELDS:

 X TOTAL-3-ALL=TOTAL(EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AM

   OUNT) GROUP BY ALL LEVEL 1

 X 'EMPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT-AVE-2'=AVE(E

   MPLOYEE.SALARY-AMOUNT) GROUP BY

    EMPLOYEE.DEPT-ID LEVEL 1

           Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary x       Group by all X

 Compute:

 1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    8=FWD    11=HEADER

OLQ displays each department's statistics on a separate page. Press [PF8] to page through the whole report.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

 104009 DISPLAY RIGHT to see more report columns

 125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                                  EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                     mm/dd/yy

       DEPT-ID                SALARY-AMOUNT                 EMP-LAST-NAME

       ───────     ───────────────────────────────────     ───────────────

       4000                                   37000.00     ZEDI

                                              18000.00     ANGELO

                                              34000.00     JACKSON

                                              18000.00     MCDOUGALL

                                              39000.00     PENMAN
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                                              80000.00     BANK

                                           ───────────

                            AVERAGE SALARY:   37666.66

                                       - 1 -

  1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     2 Line    13

125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

      DEPT-ID                SALARY-AMOUNT                 EMP-LAST-NAME

      ───────     ───────────────────────────────────     ───────────────

      5200                                   38000.00     CLOTH

                                             31000.00     KASPAR

                                             45000.00     FINN

                                             33000.00     TIME

                                             80000.00     WILCO

                                          ───────────

                           AVERAGE SALARY:   45400.00

                                      - 2 -

 1=HELP   3=QUIT   4=MESSAGE   6=MENU   7=BWD   8=FWD   10=LEFT   11=RIGHT

How to Save a Set of Commands as a Qfile
What is a qfile?

A qfile is a way to save a set of OLQ commands in a file.

What do you do with qfiles?

You can execute a qfile to retrieve data from the database and create a report. The qfile formats the report the same way
each time it is executed, but the data in the report changes to reflect the current data in the database.

Example

You could create a qfile that displays quarterly financial information. When you execute the routine at the end of each
fiscal quarter, the report looks the same each time, but the financial information changes.

Creating and Executing the QUARTER Qfile:
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Qfiles differ from other OLQ functions in that they:

• Reflect the changing nature of data in the database
• Retain any formatting enhancements you have made to your report
• Re-execute any report calculations each time the qfile is executed

What You Want to Do Which OLQ Function to Use Formatting Retained? Calculations Reexecuted?
Save the set of commands used
to build a report

Qfile
The report created by a qfile
reflects the data that is in the
database when the qfile is
executed. The contents of
the report change as the data
changes.

Retained Reexecuted each time the
report is built

Save a copy of a report for later
use

Saved report
The report reflects the data
as it was when the report was
executed. The data doesn't
change.

Retained Executed at report definition

Create a table from your report Saved table
The table can later be used to
create other reports, or it can be
joined with other tables

Not retained Retained as they are executed
when the table is saved

Qfiles and Reports Key Terms

Here are some terms used to discuss qfiles and reports:

Current report

The report you're working on in an active OLQ session. If you retrieve a saved report, OLQ clears out the current report.

Data dictionary
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The storage facility used by Broadcom products as a central source for data definitions, modules, and run-time
information. Qfile definitions are stored in the data dictionary.

Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD)

The Broadcom product used to access definitions stored in the dictionary.

Qfile definition

The OLQ syntax statements stored in the data dictionary when you create your qfile.

Creating a Qfile

Contents

In this example, you create a qfile using the following steps:

1. Build a SALARY report containing employee salary information.
2. Add formatting enhancements you want kept in the qfile.
3. Save the report definition as a qfile.

Creating a Qfile:

Step 1 - Build the salary report

When you create a qfile, OLQ takes the set of commands you used to build your current report and saves them as the
qfile definition. In this step, you build your current Salary report.

This report uses the EMPLOYEE and EMPOSITION records from the sample database. These records reside in the
EMPSS01 subschema.

Start on the Signon Database View screen. To get there, type sub in the command line of any screen.

Select the EMPSS01 subschema.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                         *** Signon Database View ***

 ->                                                       Page     3  OF      3
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121000 Select a subschema and press the ENTER key

   Dictionary name . : TSTDICT           Dictionary node name . :

   Database name . . :                   Database node name . . :

   Specify Subschema :               of Schema . . . :           Version :

 -or-

    Select subschema:               Description:

 x  EMPSS01  OF EMPSCHM  VER  100   DEPARTMENT AND EMPLOYEE INFORMATION

 _  FINAN01  OF EMPSCHM  VER  100   3Q91

 _  SALES01  OF EMPSCHM  VER  100   SALES QUOTAS

 1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       7=BWD       PA2=REFRESH

Select the EMPLOYEE and EMPOSITION records.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Record Select ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

 123000 Select records and press the ENTER key

                         Records currently selected:    0

    Enter records :

  -and/or-

    Select records :

  _  COVERAGE

  _  DENTAL-CLAIM

  _  DEPARTMENT

  x  EMPLOYEE

  x  EMPOSITION

  _  EXPERTISE

  _  HOSPITAL-CLAIM

  _  INSURANCE-PLAN

  _  JOB

  _  NON-HOSP-CLAIM

  _  OFFICE

  _  SKILL

  _  STRUCTURE

  1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH
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Select EMP-NAME-0415, START-YEAR-0415, START-MONTH-0415, START-DAY-0415, SALARY-GRADE-0420,
SALARY-AMOUNT-0420, and BONUS-PERCENT-0420. Page forward (PF8) to view all of the columns you need.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     3

 124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press the ENTER key

   Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

  _ EMPLOYEE

  _ 02 EMP-ID-0415                   *

  x 02 EMP-NAME-0415

  _ 03 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415           *

  _ 03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415            *

  _ 02 EMP-ADDRESS-0415

  _ 03 EMP-STREET-0415

  _ 03 EMP-CITY-0415

  _ 03 EMP-STATE-0415

  _ 03 EMP-ZIP-0415

  _ 04 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415

  _ 04 EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0415

  _ 02 EMP-PHONE-0415

  _ 02 STATUS-0415

  Enter additional criteria:

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N

  1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       8=FWD       PA2=REFRESH

Select Yes to continue data retrieval.

    CA OLQ Release nn.n                         *** Retrieval Interrupted ***

 ->

131000 Select YES or NO and press the ENTER key

         Retrieval interrupted due to excessive data base accesses.

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       54

 Total number of records read. . . .      100

 Total number of records selected. .       99

 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

         Continue execution     x Yes

                                X No

         Current interrupt interval is     100 data base accesses.
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 1=HELP                            3=QUIT                            4=MESSAGE

Depending on how high the interrupt count at your site is set, OLQ may bypass the Retrieval Interrupted screen and
proceed directly to the Retrieval Completed screen. Specify that you want to proceed to the Report Format - Sort screen.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                     *** Retrieval Completed ***

  ->

 130000 Select activity and press the ENTER key

  Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       68  Total displayable cols .      20

  Total number of records read. . . .      125  Formatted line length. .     372

  Total number of records selected. .      124

  Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

      Select                                                 Command/

      Option     ---> Display/Format Activity <---          Screen Name

        X        Display report                             DISplay

        _        Save report                                SAVe

        x        Choose the sort sequence of report         SORt

        _        Change column headers                      HEAder

        _        Change page header and footer              PAGe HEAder

        _        Change display format of data ($,commas)   PICture

        _        Format columns (Alignment, sparse)         EDIt

        _        Specify summary computations (Totals)      GROup BY

        _        Send the report to a printer               PRInt

  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Step 2 - Add formatting enhancements

Your qfile definition saves all of the formatting enhancements you have included in your report. Enhancements include
sorts, break processing, external pictures, headings, and report titles.

See Section5, "How to Format Your Report" for more information on how to format your report.

In this step, you enhance your qfile definition by:

• Sorting the report rows by salary grade
• Grouping the report rows according to salary grade
• Changing the report headers

Start on the Report Format - Sort screen. To get there, type sort on the command line of any screen.

To sort the rows by salary grade, specify 1 in the Sort Priority column next to SALARY-GRADE-0420. Specify a (for
ascending) in the Order (A/D) column next to SALARY-GRADE-0420.

To group you report rows by salary grade, specify 1 in the Group By Level # column next to SALARY-GRADE-0420.
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      CA OLQ Release nn.n                     *** Report Format - Sort ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

 133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key

                                            Disp      Sort    Order     Group By

                                            Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #

    EMPLOYEE

  X  EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415                     1         _        _          _

  X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                      2         _        _          _

  X  START-YEAR-0415                         3         _        _          _

  X  START-MONTH-0415                        4         _        _          _

  X  START-DAY-0415                          5         _        _          _

    EMPOSITION

  X  SALARY-GRADE-0420                       6         1        a          1

  X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                      7         _        _          _

  X  BONUS-PERCENT-0420                      8         _        _          _

            Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary X       Group by all _

  Compute:

  1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      11=HEADER

Type header on the command line.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                      *** Report Format - Group By ***

  -> header                                            Page     1  OF      1

 136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER key

  Group by COLUMN: SALARY-GRADE-0420                                    Level# 1

                                            Seq Total  Avg  Hival  Loval  Count _

    EMPLOYEE

  X  EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415                    1      _     _     _     _

  X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                     2      _     _     _     _

  X  START-YEAR-0415                        3      _     _     _     _

  X  START-MONTH-0415                       4      _     _     _     _

  X  START-DAY-0415                         5      _     _     _     _

    EMPOSITION

  X  SALARY-GRADE-0420                      6      _     _     _     _

  X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                     7      _     x     _     _

  X  BONUS-PERCENT-0420                     8      _     _     _     _

              Skip lines after group  1     Separator character -

  Compute:

  1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      10=PICTURE
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Change the display of the date columns to list them in order of month, day, and year. Change your headers to make them
more legible.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                       *** Report Format - Header ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     2

 134000 Specify column headers and press the ENTER key

  Underline character:  -               Disp

                                        Seq              Header

    EMPLOYEE

  X  EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415                  1 First Name

  X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                   2 Last Name

  X  START-YEAR-0415                      5 ' '

  X  START-MONTH-0415                     3 Start

  X  START-DAY-0415                       4 ' '

    EMPOSITION

  X  SALARY-GRADE-0420                    6 Grade

  X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                   7 Salary Amount

  X  BONUS-PERCENT-0420                   8 Bonus %

  Compute:

  1=HELP   3=QUIT   4=MESSAGE   5=DISPLAY   6=MENU   8=FWD   10=SORT   11=EDIT

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

 105022 Sort successfully completed.  68 records in.  68 records out.

 125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                            EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                     mm/dd/yy

    FIRST         LAST                                SALARY          BONUS

    NAME          NAME       START       GRADE         AMOUNT           %

  ────────── ─────────────── ───── ── ── ───── ────────────────────── ─────

  TOM        FITZHUGH           09 19 81    11               13000.00  .004

  NANCY      TERNER             05 26 82    11               13000.00  .004

  CYNTHIA    JOHNSON            03 23 77    11               13500.00  .004

                                                          ───────────

                                               AVE FOR 11:   13166.66
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  ROBIN      GARDNER            06 15 81    12               14000.00  .004

  BRIAN      NICEMAN            05 06 80    12               14000.00  .004

  DORIS      KING               08 16 80    12               14500.00  .004

  SANDY      KRAAMER            04 04 81    12               14000.00  .004

                                       - 1 -

  1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Step 3 - Save the report as a Qfile

You now save your report as a qfile. OLQ takes all of the commands used to build the current report and saves them in a
qfile definition in the data dictionary.

Start on the Qfile Processing screen. To get there, type qfile in the command line.

Select Create. Specify salary next to Routine name. Add any descriptive comments you would like to be shown on the
screen.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** QFILE Processing ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

 140000 Select function and press the ENTER key

  User: SYB

  Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:

  Function:    _ Execute       x Create         _ Replace       _ Delete

               _ Execute with new criteria      _ List          _ Edit

               _ Execute batch

  Routine name:  salary                           Version:

  Comments: example

  SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS

  _  DEPARTMENT                          1

  _  MANAGERS                            1

  _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1

  _  SALARY GRADE                        1

  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

OLQ returns a message indicating that your current report definition has been saved as a qfile. And OLQ lists the
SALARY qfile.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** QFILE Processing ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

 109017 Requested operation for SALARY(1) has been successfully completed
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 140000 Select function and press the ENTER key

  User: SYB

  Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:

  Function:    _ Execute       _ Create         _ Replace       _ Delete

               _ Execute with new criteria      _ List          _ Edit

               _ Execute batch

  Routine name:                                   Version:

  Comments:

  SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS

  _  DEPARTMENT                          1

  _  MANAGERS                            1

  _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1

  _  SALARY GRADE                        1 SALARY SUMMARY COMPUTATIONS

  _  SALARY                              1 EXAMPLE

  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Executing a Qfile

In this example, you execute a qfile to create a report.

Executing a Qfile:

Start on the Qfile Processing screen. To get there, type qfile in the top line of any screen.

Select Execute. Name the SALARY qfile.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** QFILE Processing ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

                                                                     leted
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 140000 Select function and press the ENTER key

  User: SYB

  Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:

  Function:    x Execute       _ Create         _ Replace       _ Delete

               _ Execute with new criteria      _ List          _ Edit

               _ Execute batch

  Routine name:                                   Version:

  Comments:

  SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS

  _  DEPARTMENT                          1

  _  MANAGERS                            1

  _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1

  _  SALARY GRADE                        1 SALARY SUMMARY COMPUTATIONS

  x  SALARY                              1 EXAMPLE

  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Specify Yes to continue data retrieval.

    CA OLQ Release nn.n                         *** Retrieval Interrupted ***

 ->

092018 The default DICTNAME value has been modified.

092027 Underline character has been modified to -

         Retrieval interrupted due to excessive data base accesses.

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       54

 Total number of records read. . . .      100

 Total number of records selected. .       99

 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

         Continue execution     x Yes

                                X No

         Current interrupt interval is     100 data base accesses.

 1=HELP                            3=QUIT                            4=MESSAGE

Depending on how high the interrupt count at your site is set, OLQ may bypass the Retrieval Interrupted screen and
proceed directly to the Retrieval Completed screen.
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     CA OLQ Release nn.n                         *** Retrieval Completed ***

 ->

105022 Sort successfully completed.  68 records in.  68 records out.

092021 Execution has completed for q-file: SALARY

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       68

 Total number of records read. . . .      125

 Total number of records selected. .      124

 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

     Select                                                 Command/

     Option     ---> Display/Format Activity <---          Screen Name

       X        Display report                             DISplay

       _        Save report                                SAVe

       _        Choose the sort sequence of report         SORt

       _        Change column headers                      HEAder

       _        Change page header and footer              PAGe HEAder

       _        Change display format of data ($,commas)   PICture

       _        Format columns (Alignment, sparse)         EDIt

       _        Specify summary computations (Totals)      GROup BY

       _        Send the report to a printer               PRInt

 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                              *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                           EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

   FIRST         LAST                                  SAL.          BONUS

   NAME          NAME       START       GRADE         AMOUNT           %

 ────────── ─────────────── ───── ── ── ───── ────────────────────── ─────

 TOM        FITZHUGH           09 19 81    11               13000.00  .004

 NANCY      TERNER             05 26 82    11               13000.00  .004

 CYNTHIA    JOHNSON            03 23 77    11               13500.00  .004

                                                         ───────────

                                              AVE FOR 11:   13166.66

 ROBIN      GARDNER            06 15 81    12               14000.00  .004

 BRIAN      NICEMAN            05 06 80    12               14000.00  .004

 DORIS      KING               08 16 80    12               14500.00  .004

 SANDY      KRAAMER            04 04 81    12               14000.00  .004

                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT
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Using One Qfile to Create Different Reports

Contents

In this example, you use the same qfile to create two or more reports that are nearly the same. Using Execute with new
criteria, you can suspend qfile execution and change the retrieval selection criteria used to build the report.

Example

By executing the SALARY qfile and modifying the retrieval criteria, you can create two reports:

• One displays all salary grades above $30,000.
• One displays all salary grades below $30,000.

Using One Qfile to Make More Than One Report:

In this example, you execute the SALARY qfile using the following steps:

1. Execute the SALARY qfile using Execute with new criteria.
2. OLQ starts to execute the qfile. Execution continues up to the first statement that would retrieve data from the

database.
3. OLQ suspends execution of the qfile and displays the Column Select screen.
4. You can change the retrieval criteria to display only those salary grades larger than 16.
5. When you press [Enter], OLQ resumes execution of the qfile.

Step 1 - Use execute with new criteria

In this step, you use the Execute with new criteria option to suspend execution of the SALARY qfile before it retrieves any
data from the database.

Start on the Qfile Processing screen. To get there, type qfile in the command line of any screen.

Select Execute with new criteria and select the SALARY qfile.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** QFILE Processing ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1
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 140000 Select function and press the ENTER key

  User: SYB

  Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:

  Function:    _ Execute       _ Create         _ Replace       _ Delete

               x Execute with new criteria      _ List          _ Edit

               _ Execute batch

  Routine name:                                   Version:

  Comments:

  SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS

  _  DEPARTMENT                          1

  _  MANAGERS                            1

  _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1

  _  SALARY GRADE                        1 SALARY SUMMARY COMPUTATIONS

  x  SALARY                              1 EXAMPLE

  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Step 2 - Change the Selection criteria

In this step, you change the data retrieval selection criteria to retrieve only those employees in salary grades greater than
16.

Specify greater than 16 in the Selection criteria column for the SALARY-GRADE-0420 field.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***

  ->                                                       Page     3 of     3

 124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press the ENTER key

    Columns currently selected:    7         Selection criteria

  _ EMPOSITION

  _ 02 START-DATE-0420

  _ 03 START-YEAR-0420

  _ 03 START-MONTH-0420

  _ 03 START-DAY-0420

  _ 02 FINISH-DATE-0420

  _ 03 FINISH-YEAR-0420

  _ 03 FINISH-MONTH-0420

  _ 03 FINISH-DAY-0420

  X 02 SALARY-GRADE-0420                 gt 16

  X 02 SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

  x 02 BONUS-PERCENT-0420

  _ 02 COMMISSION-PERCENT-0420

  _ 02 OVERTIME-RATE-0420

  Additional selection criteria:
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                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N

  1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       7=BWD       PA2=REFRESH

Step 3 - Resume Qfile execution

In this step, you resume execution of the qfile to apply new data retrieval selection criteria.

The final report displays only those employees in salary grades of 16 or higher.

Select Yes to continue data retrieval.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                           *** Retrieval Interrupted ***

 ->

131000 Select YES or NO and press the ENTER key

         Retrieval interrupted due to excessive data base accesses.

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       48

 Total number of records read. . . .      100

 Total number of records selected. .       87

 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

         Continue execution     x Yes

                                X No

         Current interrupt interval is     100 data base accesses.

 1=HELP                            3=QUIT                            4=MESSAGE

Depending on how high the interrupt count at your site is set, OLQ may bypass the Retrieval Interrupted screen and
proceed directly to the Retrieval Completed screen.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                         *** Retrieval Completed ***

 ->

130000 Select activity and press the ENTER key

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       59  Total displayable cols .      20

 Total number of records read. . . .      125  Formatted line length. .     372

 Total number of records selected. .      106

 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

     Select                                                 Command/

     Option     ---> Display/Format Activity <---          Screen Name
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       X        Display report                             DISplay

       _        Save report                                SAVe

       _        Choose the sort sequence of report         SORt

       _        Change column headers                      HEAder

       _        Change page header and footer              PAGe HEAder

       _        Change display format of data ($,commas)   PICture

       _        Format columns (Alignment, sparse)         EDIt

       _        Specify summary computations (Totals)      GROup BY

       _        Send the report to a printer               PRInt

 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                              *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                           EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

   FIRST         LAST                                  SAL.          BONUS

   NAME          NAME       START       GRADE         AMOUNT           %

 ────────── ─────────────── ───── ── ── ───── ────────────────────── ─────

 HERBERT    LIPSICH            04 29 81    21               18500.00  .004

 MICHAEL    ANGELO             09 08 79    21               18000.00  .004

 RALPH      TYRO               12 21 80    21               20000.00  .004

 MICHAEL    ANGELO             09 08 79    21               17000.00  .004

 DOUGLAS    KAHALLY            09 29 79    21               20000.00  .004

 CAROL      MCDOUGALL          06 07 80    21               18000.00  .004

                                                         ───────────

                                              AVE FOR 21:   18583.33

 JANE       FERNDALE           09 09 79    22               22500.00  .004

                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Modifying Your Qfile Definition

Contents

When you modify a qfile, OLQ overlays your IDD qfile definition with the commands used to build your current report.
Using this feature, you can:

• Execute an existing qfile, change the report, and replace the qfile
• Execute a qfile, change the report, and save it as a different qfile
• Create a new report from scratch and save it under the name of an existing qfile

In this example, you modify the SALARY qfile using the following steps:

1. Establish a current report by executing the SALARY qfile
2. Modify the report definition to suppress the display of detail lines (those not containing any summary calculations)
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3. Replace the qfile, overriding the current SALARY qfile definition with the commands used to build the summary report

Modifying Your Qfile Definition:

Step 1 - Establish a current report

In this step, you execute the SALARY qfile to create a current report. Start on the Qfile Processing screen. To get there
type qfile in the command line of any screen.

Select Execute and select the SALARY qfile.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** QFILE Processing ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

 140000 Select function and press the ENTER key

  User: SYB

  Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:

  Function:    x Execute       _ Create         _ Replace       _ Delete

               _ Execute with new criteria      _ List          _ Edit

               _ Execute batch

  Routine name:                                   Version:

  Comments:

  SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS

  _  DEPARTMENT                          1

  _  MANAGERS                            1

  _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1

  _  SALARY GRADE                        1 SALARY SUMMARY COMPUTATIONS

  x  SALARY                              1 EXAMPLE
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  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Specify Yes to continue data retrieval.

    CA OLQ Release nn.n                            *** Retrieval Interrupted ***

 ->

192018 The default DICTNAME value has been modified.

092027 Underline character has been modified to -

         Retrieval interrupted due to excessive data base accesses.

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       54

 Total number of records read. . . .      100

 Total number of records selected. .       99

 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

         Continue execution     x Yes

                                X No

         Current interrupt interval is     100 data base accesses.

 1=HELP                            3=QUIT                            4=MESSAGE

Specify that you want to proceed to the Report Format - Sort screen.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                     *** Retrieval Completed ***

  ->

 105022 Sort successfully completed.  68 records in.  68 records out.

 092021 Execution has completed for q-file: SALARY

  Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       68

  Total number of records read. . . .      125

  Total number of records selected. .      124

  Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

      Select                                                 Command/

      Option     ---> Display/Format Activity <---          Screen Name

        X        Display report                             DISplay

        _        Save report                                SAVe

        x        Choose the sort sequence of report         SORt
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        _        Change column headers                      HEAder

        _        Change page header and footer              PAGe HEAder

        _        Change display format of data ($,commas)   PICture

        _        Format columns (Alignment, sparse)         EDIt

        _        Specify summary computations (Totals)      GROup BY

        _        Send the report to a printer               PRInt

  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Step 2 - Modify the report definition

In this step, you modify the SALARY qfile to suppress the display of all detail lines (those not containing any summary
calculations) in the report. Thus the report displays only the average salary for each salary grade.

Type a space next to Detail to suppress the display of detail lines.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                         *** Report Format - Sort ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     2

133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER key

                                           Disp      Sort    Order     Group By

                                           Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #

   EMPLOYEE

 X  EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415                     1         _        _          _

 X  EMP-LAST-NAME-0415                      2         _        _          _

 X  START-YEAR-0415                         5         _        _          _

 X  START-MONTH-0415                        3         _        _          _

 X  START-DAY-0415                          4         _        _          _

   EMPOSITION

 X  SALARY-GRADE-0420                       6         1        A          1

 X  SALARY-AMOUNT-0420                      7         _        _          _

 X  BONUS-PERCENT-0420                      8         _        _          _

           Display lines:  Detail    and/or  Summary X       Group by all _

 Compute:

 1=HELP    3=QUIT    4=MESSAGE    5=DISPLAY    6=MENU    8=FWD    11=HEADER

Type qfile in the command line to proceed to the Qfile Processing screen.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                              *** Display Report ***

 -> qfile                                                  Page    1 Line     1

133015 Default SUMMARY report columns selected

125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                           EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

                                                 SAL.

                  GRADE                         AMOUNT

                  ─────                 ──────────────────────
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                     11                 AVE FOR 11:   13166.66

                     12                 AVE FOR 12:   14125.00

                     13                 AVE FOR 13:   14875.00

                     21                 AVE FOR 21:   18583.33

                     22                 AVE FOR 22:   22500.00

                     33                 AVE FOR 33:   38166.66

                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Step 3 - Replace the Qfile definition

In this step you override the SALARY command file with the commands used to make the current report.

Specify Replace. Select the SALARY qfile.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** QFILE Processing ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

 140000 Select function and press the ENTER key

  User: SYB

  Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:

  Function:    _ Execute       _ Create         x Replace       _ Delete

               _ Execute with new criteria      _ List          _ Edit

               _ Execute batch

  Routine name:                                   Version:

  Comments:

  SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS

  _  DEPARTMENT                          1

  _  MANAGERS                            1

  _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1

  _  SALARY GRADE                        1 SALARY SUMMARY COMPUTATIONS

  x  SALARY                              1 EXAMPLE

  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

OLQ responds with a message that the qfile has been replaced.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                              *** QFILE Processing ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

109017 Requested operation for SALARY(1) has been successfully completed

140000 Select function and press the ENTER key
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 User: SYB

 Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:

 Function:    _ Execute       _ Create         _ Replace       _ Delete

              _ Execute with new criteria      _ List          _ Edit

              _ Execute batch

 Routine name:                                   Version:

 Comments:

 SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS

 _  DEPARTMENT                          1

 _  MANAGERS                            1

 _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1

 _  SALARY GRADE                        1 SALARY SUMMARY COMPUTATIONS

 _  SALARY                              1 EXAMPLE

 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Looking at Your Qfile Definition Syntax

Contents

Where are qfile definitions stored?

When you create a qfile, OLQ takes all the commands used in your current session and saves them as OLQ syntax
statements in the data dictionary. Definitions stored in the data dictionary are accessed using a Broadcom product called
the Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD).

How to look at your qfile definition

Using the List option on the Qfile Processing screen, you can switch from OLQ to IDD to see how your qfile commands
are stored in the data dictionary.

For more information on IDD refer to the IDMS IDD DDDL Reference Section.

NOTE
Depending on the security level that has been assigned to you, you may or may not be able to access your qfile
definition in IDD. If your specifying List or Edit on the Qfile Processing screen does not switch you out of OLQ,
you probably do not have authority to access IDD.

Looking at Qfile Syntax:
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In this example, you see how the SALARY qfile is stored in the data dictionary by using the following steps:

1. Switch to IDD using the List option on the Qfile Processing screen.
2. Look at the SALARY qfile definition in IDD.
3. Transfer from IDD back to OLQ.

Step 1 - Switch to IDD

Select List and the SALARY qfile.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** QFILE Processing ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

 109017 Requested operation for SALARY (1) has been successfully completed

 140000 Select function and press the ENTER key

  User: SYB

  Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:

  Function:    _ Execute       _ Create         _ Replace       _ Delete

               _ Execute with new criteria      x List          _ Edit

               _ Execute batch

  Routine name:                                   Version:

  Comments:

  SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS

  _  DEPARTMENT                          1

  _  MANAGERS                            1

  _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1

  _  SALARY GRADE                        1 SALARY SUMMARY COMPUTATIONS

  x  SALARY                              1 EXAMPLE
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  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Step 2 - View your Qfile in IDD

In this step, you look at your qfile definition:

To page forward
through the qfile definition, press [PF8].

To page backward
, press [PF7].

Note that whenever OLQ retrieves data from the database, it creates a Structured Query Language (SQL) SELECT
statement. The data retrieval selection criteria that you specified on the Column Select screen are specified in the
WHERE clause of the SELECT statement.

For a more detailed explanation of this and other OLQ syntax statements, refer to the OLQ Reference Section.

Your qfile syntax includes a SELECT (OLQ access mode) statement. The WHERE clause specifies data retrieval
selection criteria.

                      IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 2 LINE 1        END OF COMPILER

*+

*+  SET DICTNAME TSTDICT

*+  SET UNDERLINE '-'

*+  SET ACCESS OLQ

*+  SIGNON SS EMPSS01  SCHEMA EMPSCHM ( 100)

*+  OPTIONS ALL HEADER ECHO NOFILLER FULL WHOLE INTERRUPT OLQHEADER

*+  NOPATHSTAT NOSTAT COMMENT VERBOSE NODBKEY PICTURE CODETAB NOSYN

*+  SELECT EMPLOYEE.EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 EMPLOYEE.EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 EMPLOYEE.ST

*+  -YEAR-0415 EMPLOYEE.START-MONTH-0415 EMPLOYEE.START-DAY-0415 EMPOSITION.SAL

*+  -GRADE-0420 EMPOSITION.SALARY-AMOUNT-0420 EMPOSITION.BONUS-PERCENT-0420 FRO

*+  MPLOYEE, EMPOSITION WHERE (EMP-EMPOSITION.EMPLOYEE.EMPOSITION)

*+  PAGE HEADER BLANK LINES AFTER 1  -

*+   LINE 1 'EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT'  CENTER -

*+   LINE 2 '$DATE'  CENTER

*+  PAGE FOOTER BLANK LINES BEFORE 1  -

*+   LINE 1 '- $PAGE -'  CENTER

*+  EDIT EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415  -

*+        ALIGN LEFT   -

*+        OLQHEADER 'FIRST'-

*+                  'NAME'-

*+        PICTURE 'X(10)'

*+  EDIT EMP-LAST-NAME-0415  -

*+        ALIGN LEFT   -

*+        OLQHEADER 'LAST'-

Step 3 - Leave IDD

In this step, you switch from IDD back to OLQ.
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Type end in the command line.

 end                  IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 2 LINE 1        END OF COMPILER

*+

*+  SET DICTNAME TSTDICT

*+  SET UNDERLINE '-'

*+  SET ACCESS OLQ

*+  SIGNON SS EMPSS01  SCHEMA EMPSCHM ( 100)

*+  OPTIONS ALL HEADER ECHO NOFILLER FULL WHOLE INTERRUPT CA OLQHEADER

*+  NOPATHSTAT NOSTAT COMMENT VERBOSE NODBKEY PICTURE CODETAB NOSYN

*+  SELECT EMPLOYEE.EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 EMPLOYEE.EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 EMPLOYEE.ST

*+  -YEAR-0415 EMPLOYEE.START-MONTH-0415 EMPLOYEE.START-DAY-0415 EMPOSITION.SAL

*+  -GRADE-0420 EMPOSITION.SALARY-AMOUNT-0420 EMPOSITION.BONUS-PERCENT-0420 FRO

*+  MPLOYEE, EMPOSITION  WHERE (EMP-EMPOSITION.EMPLOYEE.EMPOSITION)

*+  PAGE HEADER BLANK LINES AFTER 1  -

*+   LINE 1 'EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT'  CENTER -

*+   LINE 2 '$DATE'  CENTER

*+  PAGE FOOTER BLANK LINES BEFORE 1  -

*+   LINE 1 '- $PAGE -'  CENTER

*+  EDIT EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415  -

*+        ALIGN LEFT   -

*+        CA OLQHEADER 'FIRST'-

*+                  'NAME'-

*+        PICTURE 'X(10)'

*+  EDIT EMP-LAST-NAME-0415  -

*+        ALIGN LEFT   -

*+        CA OLQHEADER 'LAST'-

Modifying Your Qfile Definition Syntax

Contents

In this example, you edit the SALARY qfile definition in the data dictionary using the following steps:

1. Switch to IDD using the Edit field on the Qfile Processing screen.
2. Modify the SALARY qfile definition.
3. Replace the SALARY qfile definition.
4. Switch from IDD back to OLQ.

Step 1 - Switch to IDD

In this step, you suspend your current OLQ session and transfer to the Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD).

Select Edit and the SALARY qfile.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** QFILE Processing ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

 140000 Select function and press the ENTER key

  User: SYB

  Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:
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  Function:    _ Execute       _ Create         _ Replace       _ Delete

               _ Execute with new criteria      _ List          x Edit

               _ Execute batch

  Routine name:                                   Version:

  Comments:

  SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS

  _  DEPARTMENT                          1

  _  MANAGERS                            1

  _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1

  _  SALARY GRADE                        1 SALARY SUMMARY COMPUTATIONS

  x  SALARY                              1 EXAMPLE

  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

NOTE
When you first see the qfile definition, erase the first three lines (those that sign you on to IDD, specify the
dictionary name, and display the qfile). After you have erased these lines, your first line should begin with
the verb MODIFY. If you don't do this, IDD will see DISPLAY as the first verb when you press [Enter], and will
redisplay the qfile (without the changes you have made).

In this example, VERB MODIFY means that the qfile definition can be updated. Press [PF8] to scroll to the next page.

                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      NO ERRORS      DICT=TSTDICT     1/86

 SIGNON DICTNAME= TSTDICT  NODENAME= ' '    USA UPD.

 DISPLAY QFILE 'SALARY                          ' VERSION    1 AS SYN VERB MODIFY

 .

      MODIFY

      QFILE NAME IS SALARY VERSION IS 1

          LANGUAGE IS OLQ

              TEXT IS OLQ

 *+       DATE CREATED IS      02/20/91

 *+       DATE LAST UPDATED IS 02/20/91

 *+       TIME LAST UPDATED IS 11160166

 *+       PREPARED BY SYB

 *+       REVISED  BY SYB

          DESCRIPTION IS OLQ

          USER IS SYB

              REGISTERED FOR ALL

              RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATION

                          AND UPDATE

                          AND DELETION

              TEXT IS OLQ

          PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL

 *+       ACCESSED BY USER SYB

          COMMENTS

              'EXAMPLE'
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Step 2 - Modify the SALARY Qfile Definition

In this step, you change the SALARY qfile definition using the following steps:

1. Press [PF4] to supply space to type in your changes.
2. Add a restriction to the SELECT statement WHERE clause that limits retrieval to salary grades higher than 18.
3. Press [PF5] to apply the change.

For more information on how to change dictionary definitions in IDD, refer to the IDMS Dictionary Module Editor User
Section.

In this example, your qfile syntax includes a SELECT (OLQ access mode) statement. Position the cursor on the line that
contains the WHERE clause. Press [PF4] to insert additional criteria.

                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 2 LINE 1  DICT=TSTDICT    24/86

          QFILE SOURCE FOLLOWS

 SET DICTNAME TSTDICT

 SET UNDERLINE '-'

  SET ACCESS OLQ

 SIGNON SS EMPSS01  SCHEMA EMPSCHM ( 100)

 OPTIONS ALL HEADER ECHO NOFILLER FULL WHOLE INTERRUPT OLQHEADER               -

 NOPATHSTAT NOSTAT COMMENT VERBOSE NODBKEY PICTURE CODETAB NOSYN

 SELECT EMPLOYEE.EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415 EMPLOYEE.EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 EMPLOYEE.START-

 -YEAR-0415 EMPLOYEE.START-MONTH-0415 EMPLOYEE.START-DAY-0415 EMPOSITION.SALARY-

 -GRADE-0420 EMPOSITION.SALARY-AMOUNT-0420 EMPOSITION.BONUS-PERCENT-0420 FROM E-

 MPLOYEE, EMPOSITION   W HERE (EMP-EMPOSITION.EMPLOYEE.EMPOSITION)

 PAGE HEADER BLANK LINES AFTER 1  -

  LINE 1 'EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT'  CENTER -

  LINE 2 '$DATE'  CENTER

 PAGE FOOTER BLANK LINES BEFORE 1  -

  LINE 1 '- $PAGE -'  CENTER

 EDIT EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415  -

       ALIGN LEFT   -

       OLQHEADER 'FIRST'-

                 'NAME'-

       PICTURE 'X(10)'

 EDIT EMP-LAST-NAME-0415  -

       ALIGN LEFT   -

Type a blank over the closing parenthesis on the WHERE clause. Add AND SALARY-GRADE-0420 GT 18) to the
WHERE clause. Don't forget the closing parenthesis. Then press [PF5] to apply the change.

                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 2 LINE 11 DICT=TSTDICT    34/86

EMPLOYEE, EMPOSITION  WHERE (EMP-EMPOSITION.EMPLOYEE.EMPOSITION and salary-grade

 -0420 gt 18)

Step 3 - Replace the SALARY Qfile definition

In this step, you replace the qfile definition in the data dictionary.

Press [PF6] to replace the qfile definition in the data dictionary.
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                       IDD nn.n ONLINE      PAGE 2 LINE 11 DICT=TSTDICT    34/91

EMPLOYEE, EMPOSITION  WHERE (EMP-EMPOSITION.EMPLOYEE.EMPOSITION AND SALARY-GRADE

 -0420 GT 18)

 PAGE HEADER BLANK LINES AFTER 1  -

  LINE 1 'EMPLOYEE/EMPOSITION REPORT'  CENTER -

  LINE 2 '$DATE'  CENTER

 PAGE FOOTER BLANK LINES BEFORE 1  -

  LINE 1 '- $PAGE -'  CENTER

 EDIT EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415  -

       ALIGN LEFT   -

       OLQHEADER 'FIRST'-

                 'NAME'-

       PICTURE 'X(10)'

 EDIT EMP-LAST-NAME-0415  -

       ALIGN LEFT   -

       OLQHEADER 'LAST'-

                 'NAME'-

       PICTURE 'X(15)'

 EDIT START-YEAR-0415  -

       ALIGN RIGHT  -

       OLQHEADER ' '-

       PICTURE '99'

 EDIT START-MONTH-0415  -

       ALIGN RIGHT  -

IDD responds with the message NO ERRORS on the top line of the screen.

                      IDD nn.n ONLINE      NO ERRORS      DICT=TSTDICT

SIGNON DICTNAME= TSTDICT  NODENAME= ' '    USA UPD.

DISPLAY QFILE 'SALARY                          ' VERSION    1 AS SYN VERB MODIF

.

     MODIFY

     QFILE NAME IS SALARY VERSION IS 1

         LANGUAGE IS OLQ

             TEXT IS OLQ

*+       DATE CREATED IS      02/20/91

*+       DATE LAST UPDATED IS 02/20/91

*+       TIME LAST UPDATED IS 11160166

*+       PREPARED BY SYB

*+       REVISED  BY SYB

         DESCRIPTION IS OLQ

         USER IS SYB

             REGISTERED FOR ALL

             RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATION

                         AND UPDATE

                         AND DELETION

             TEXT IS OLQ

         PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL

*+       ACCESSED BY USER SYB

         COMMENTS

             'EXAMPLE'
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Step 4 - Switch from IDD back to OLQ

In this step, you terminate your IDD session and switch back to the Qfile Processing screen.

Type end in the command line to get back to OLQ.

 end                  IDD nn.n ONLINE      NO ERRORS      DICT=TSTDICT

SIGNON DICTNAME= TSTDICT  NODENAME= ' '    USA UPD.

DISPLAY QFILE 'SALARY                          ' VERSION    1 AS SYN VERB MODIF

.

     MODIFY

     QFILE NAME IS SALARY  VERSION IS 1

         LANGUAGE IS OLQ

             TEXT IS OLQ

*+       DATE CREATED IS      02/20/91

*+       DATE LAST UPDATED IS 02/20/91

*+       TIME LAST UPDATED IS 11160166

*+       PREPARED BY SYB

*+       REVISED  BY SYB

         DESCRIPTION IS OLQ

         USER IS SYB

             REGISTERED FOR ALL

             RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATION

                         AND UPDATE

                         AND DELETION

             TEXT IS OLQ

         PUBLIC ACCESS IS ALLOWED FOR ALL

*+       ACCESSED BY USER SYB

         COMMENTS

             'EXAMPLE'

OLQ displays the Qfile Processing screen.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                              *** QFILE Processing ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

140000 Select function and press the ENTER key

 User: SYB

 Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:

 Function:    _ Execute       _ Create         _ Replace       _ Delete

              _ Execute with new criteria      _ List          _ Edit

              _ Execute batch

 Routine name:                                   Version:

 Comments:

 SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS

 _  DEPARTMENT                          1

 _  MANAGERS                            1

 _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1

 _  SALARY GRADE                        1 SALARY SUMMARY COMPUTATIONS

 _  SALARY                              1 EXAMPLE
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 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Executing a Qfile in Batch Mode

When do you use batch?

If you have a qfile that you know is going to access a large amount of data, or if you want to execute your qfile overnight,
the batch option is the most efficient operating method. Executing a job in batch mode frees computer resources for other
users. Your DBA can help you decide when to execute your qfile in batch.

Because using batch requires advance preparation by your DBA, you will not actually execute a qfile in this example. This
example shows you the OLQ tools you need to know about to execute a qfile in batch mode.

You will:

1. Select a qfile.
2. Transfer to the Batch Processing screen.

Step 1 - Select a Qfile

Select Execute batch and select the SALARY qfile.

       CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** QFILE Processing ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

 140000 Select function and press the ENTER key

 

  User: SYB

  Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:

 

  Function:    _ Execute       _ Create         _ Replace       _ Delete

               _ Execute with new criteria      _ List          _ Edit

 x Execute batch 

 

  Routine name:                                   Version:

  Comments:

 

  SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS

  _  DEPARTMENT                          1

  _  MANAGERS                            1

  _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1

  _  SALARY GRADE                        1 SALARY SUMMARY COMPUTATIONS

 x  SALARY                              1 EXAMPLE

 

 

 

  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

 

The default values for executing a qfile in batch are displayed when you access this screen from the Qfile Processing
screen.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                              *** Batch Processing ***
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 ->                                                       Page     1  of      1

132000 Select activity, output selection and press the ENTER key

 

  Password:              Job control module: OLQBATCH-JCL-SYB 

  Select activity:

   _ Submit current report request and comments

 X Submit OLQ syntax

 

  To automatically generate output syntax:

 X Display (Output to SYSLST)

   _ Print (DC printer)  Class:            Dest:

   _ Save report         Name :

 

  Enter OLQ Syntax/Comments:

 > QFIL 'SALARY '(1) DICT TSTDICT DICTNO ' ' 

 >

 >

 >

 >

 >

 >

 >

 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

 

Step 2 - Using the Batch Processing screen

To execute a qfile in batch mode:

1. Enter your user password.
2. Make sure that the proper Job Control Module is displayed. Ask your DBA to make sure you have the right name.
3. Select an output destination, or accept the default destination that has been listed for you. In addition, the output of the

batch job is always displayed at your terminal.
4. Check to see if the correct qfile name is listed in the Enter OLQ Syntax/Comments: field.
5. Press [Enter] to initiate your batch job.

For more information on how to use batch processing in OLQ, refer to Section12, "How to Use OLQ in Batch Mode".

Deleting a Qfile

When you delete a qfile, OLQ uses the following:

• Deletes the qfile definition in the data dictionary
• Removes the name of the definition from the list of qfiles on the Qfile screen

In this example, you delete a qfile using the Qfile Processing screen.

Start on the Qfile Processing screen. To get there, type qfile in the command line of any screen.

Select Delete and select the SALARY qfile.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** QFILE Processing ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

 140000 Select function and press the ENTER key
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  User: SYB

  Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:

  Function:    _ Execute       _ Create         _ Replace       x Delete

               _ Execute with new criteria      _ List          _ Edit

               _ Execute batch

  Routine name:                                   Version:

  Comments:

  SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS

  _  DEPARTMENT                          1

  _  MANAGERS                            1

  _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1

  _  SALARY GRADE                        1 SALARY SUMMARY COMPUTATIONS

  _  SALARY                              1 EXAMPLE

  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

OLQ responds with a message indicating that the qfile definition has been deleted. The name of the qfile is deleted from
the list of routine names.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** QFILE Processing ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

 109017 Requested operation for SALARY (1) has been successfully completed

 140000 Select function and press the ENTER key

  User: SYB

  Dictionary name: TSTDICT                      Dictionary node:

  Function:    _ Execute       _ Create         _ Replace       _ Delete

               _ Execute with new criteria      _ List          _ Edit

               _ Execute batch

  Routine name:                                   Version:

  Comments:

  SELECT ROUTINE                   VERSION  COMMENTS

  _  DEPARTMENT                          1

  _  MANAGERS                            1

  _  NEW EMPLOYEES                       1

  _  SALARY GRADE                        1 SALARY SUMMARY COMPUTATIONS

  1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU
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How to Make a Report from Database Records
In this section Using OLQ, you can report on records stored in an IDMS/DB.

Access mode: This section only applies when the access switch is set to OLQ.

For information on setting the access switch, see Step 1? Select the type of table.

For example, you can make an employee report based on data retrieved from the EMPLOYEE record.

Creating a Report:

Key Terms 5

Here are some of the terms used to discuss making a report from database records:

Database view

A more descriptive term for subschema. The two terms are used interchangeably.

Element

The smallest significant unit of data in an IDMS/DB database. Record elements correspond to columns in a table. For
example, the record element DEPT-ID-0410 corresponds to the DEPARTMENT ID column in a table.

Record

A group of related elements. For example, the DEPT-NAME-0410, DEPT-ID-0410, and DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410 elements
are all grouped into the DEPARTMENT record. Records correspond to rows in a table. For example, the record element
DEPT-NAME-0410 corresponds to the DEPARTMENT NAME column in a table.

Selection criteria
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A logical expression that you use to tell OLQ which rows of data to retrieve for your report.

Additional selection criteria

A logical expression that you use to tell OLQ which rows of data to retrieve for your report. Unlike selection criteria, you
can also use:

• Logical record keywords
• Criteria expressions for subscripted fields

Subschema

A view of the database that contains a subset of the records, elements, sets, and areas that make up the entire database.
A subschema usually views functionally related data.

For example, the personnel department uses a subschema that views employee information such as salary, date of hire,
and personal information. All of the information used by the corporation (sales, accounting, and personnel) are held in the
same database, but the personnel department views only the information that it needs.

Using Subschemas:

Create a Report

In this sample, you create a report using the following steps:

Step 1 -- Choose a subschema.

In this step, you select a subschema that views employee information.

Select the EMPSS01 subschema.
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     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Signon Database View ***

 ->                                                       Page     3  OF      4

121000 Select a subschema and press the ENTER key

   Dictionary name . : TSTDICT           Dictionary node name . :

   Database name . . :                   Database node name . . :

   Specify Subschema :               of Schema . . . : EMPSCHM   Version :  100

 -or-

    Select subschema:               Description:

 x EMPSS01 OF EMPSCHM  VER  100   DEPARTMENT AND EMPLOYEE INFORMATION

 _  FINAN01  OF EMPSCHM  VER  100   3Q91

 _  SALES01  OF EMPSCHM  VER  100   SALES QUOTAS

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     7=BWD     8=FWD     PA2=REFRESH

Step 2 -- Select your records

In this step, you specify that you want to report on the EMPLOYEE and OFFICE records.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Record Select ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

123000 Select records and press the ENTER key

                        Records currently selected:    0

   Enter records :

 -and/or-

   Select records :

 _  COVERAGE

 _  DENTAL-CLAIM

 _  DEPARTMENT

 x EMPLOYEE

 _  EMPOSITION

 _  EXPERTISE

 _  HOSPITAL-CLAIM

 _  INSURANCE-PLAN

 _  JOB

 _  NON-HOSP-CLAIM

 x OFFICE
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 _  SKILL

 _  STRUCTURE

 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

Step 3 -- Choose columns and specify selection criteria

In this step, you:

1. Choose which columns you want to display in the report.
2. Specify retrieval selection criteria that restrict what data is retrieved from the database. In this sample, your selection

criteria limit the report to those employees from Boston.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     2

 124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press the ENTER key

    Columns currently selected:    0         Selection criteria

  _ EMPLOYEE

  x 02 EMP-ID-0415                   *

  _ 02 EMP-NAME-0415

  _ 03 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415           *

  x 03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415            *

  _ 02 EMP-ADDRESS-0415

  _ 03 EMP-STREET-0415

  x 03 EMP-CITY-0415                     eq boston

  _ 03 EMP-STATE-0415

  _ 03 EMP-ZIP-0415

  _ 04 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415

  _ 04 EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0415

  x 02 EMP-PHONE-0415

  _ 02 STATUS-0415

   Additional Selection Criteria:

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N

 1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       8=FWD       PA2=REFRESH

More about selection criteria

Selection criteria are logical expressions you use to tell OLQ which rows of data you want to include in your report. You
don't have to specify any selection criteria. If you don't, OLQ retrieves all rows from the record.

If you specify...                      Your report looks like...

                                       ┌────────────────────────────────────────┐

                                       │                                        │

                                       │                     EMPLOYEE Report    │

                                       │                        mm/dd/yy        │

                                       │                                        │

                                       │ Emp ID   Last Name       City   State  │

                                       │                                        │
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EMP-ID-0415 EQ '0075' ────────────────-> 0075     Lanzarotta      Lowell   MA   │

                                       │                                        │

                                       └────────────────────────────────────────┘

                                       ┌────────────────────────────────────────┐

                                       │                                        │

                                       │                     EMPLOYEE Report    │

                                       │                        mm/dd/yy        │

                                       │                                        │

                                       │ Emp ID Last Name  City           State │

                                       │                                        │

EMP-CITY-0415 EQ 'SHELBURNE FALLS' ───-> 3302   Elopoulos  Shelburne Falls   MA │

                                       │ 3871   Mahoney    Shelburne Falls   MA │

                                       │ 4230   Ho         Shelburne Falls   MA │

                                       │                                        │

                                       └────────────────────────────────────────┘

                                       ┌────────────────────────────────────────┐

                                       │                                        │

                                       │                EMPLOYEE Report         │

                                       │                  mm/dd/yy              │

                                       │                                        │

                                       │ Emp ID   Last Name       City     State│

                                       │                                        │

EMP-STATE-0415 NE 'MA' ───────────────-> 2789     Vangelis       Buckatunna  MS │

                                       │ 5558     Runningbrook   Casper      WY │

                                       │                                        │

                                       └────────────────────────────────────────┘

                                       ┌────────────────────────────────────────┐

                                       │                                            │   

                                       │          EMPLOYEE Report               │

                                       │             mm/dd/yy                   │

                                       │                                        │

                                       │ Emp ID   Last Name     City     State  │

                                       │                                        │

EMP-CITY-0415 MATCHES  ───────────────-> 1164     Rokoski     Waltham    MA     │

"WAL@@@@@"                             │ 2112     Walesa      Walden     MA     │

                                       │ 3881     Li          Walpole    MA     │

                                       │ 4003     Barrett     Waltham    MA     │

                                       │                                        │

                                       └────────────────────────────────────────┘

How to specify selection criteria

Each column has its own Selection criteria field. If you want to retrieve rows based on the value in a certain column, fill in
the Selection criteria field next to that column. For example:

                        Selection criteria

X  02 COLUMN1

_  02 COLUMN2

X  02 COLUMN3           = 2000

X  02 COLUMN4           > 5 * COLUMN1
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The following table gives examples of the types of operators you can include in your selection criteria.

Type of Operator Operator Description Example

Logical
comparison
operators

= Equal to = 100
= 100 to 500 (exclusive)
= 100 thru 500 (inclusive)

 ¬= Not equal to ¬= COLUMN2

 > Greater than > COLUMN1 * COLUMN2

 >= Greater than or equal to >= COLUMN4 + 100

 < Less than < COLUMN4 - COLUMN1

 <= Less than or equal to <= 750 / COLUMN4

Arithmetic operators + Addition COLUMN1 + COLUMN2

 - Subtraction COLUMN1 - 5

 * Multiplication COLUMN1 * 1/2

 / Division COLUMN1/COLUMN2

MATCHES and CONTAINS
characters

* Stands for any character contains "Z**05"

 @ Stands for any alphabetic
character

matches
"NEW@@@@@@@@@@"

 # Stands for any numeric
character

matches "669####"

The IN clause

You can include the IN clause in your selection criteria. The IN clause is a subset of the SQL SELECT statement that
compares your column value to a list of data values.

For complete syntax and syntax rules, refer to the OLQ Reference Section.

IN IN yields a true comparison if the column value matches one or more of the data values. For example, you can
compare the value of the EMP-LAST-NAME field to the following IN clause:

   IN ('JONES', 'TANAKA', 'ANDERSON')

NOT IN NOT IN yields a true comparison if the column value does not match or more of the data values. For example,
you can compare the value of the EMP-LAST-NAME field to the following IN clause:

   NOT IN ('JONES', 'TANAKA', 'ANDERSON')

The LIKE clause

You can also include the LIKE clause in your selection criteria. The LIKE clause is a subset of the SQL SELECT
statement that searches for a pattern string.

For complete syntax and syntax rules, refer to the OLQ Reference Section.

How to use the LIKE clause

Your LIKE clause contains two parts:
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• The LIKE/NOT LIKE keywords
• A pattern string

LIKE

LIKE determines whether a column expression contains a pattern string. LIKE yields a true comparison if the column
contains the pattern. For example, you can compare the EMP-LAST-NAME field to the following LIKE clause:

LIKE 'MAC%'

This comparison is true if the last name is any number of characters long and begins with the string MAC.

NOT LIKE

NOT LIKE yields a true comparison if the column does not contain the pattern. For example, you can compare the
OFFICE-CODE field to the following NOT LIKE clause:

NOT LIKE '002'

This comparison is true if the office code is anything except for 002.

Pattern string

The pattern string is what is compared to the column value. The pattern can contain:

Alphanumeric characters
for an exact match

Special characters
used as wild cards

An escape character
to exactly match the special characters

The LIKE clause is summarized in the table below.

Object String Pattern String Example of Syntax Example of True comparison

Underscore (_) Any single character NAME LIKE 'S__' True if NAME is exactly 3
characters long and the first
character is S

Percent sign (%) Any sequence of zero or more
characters

NAME LIKE '%C__' True if NAME is 3 or more
characters long and the third
from last character is C

Single alphanumeric character Exact match to that
alphanumeric character

NAME LIKE 'MAC' True if NAME is MAC

Escape character + underscore
(_)

Exact match to the underscore
(_)

PARTNUM LIKE '*_115'
ESCAPE '*'1

True if PARTNUM is __115

Escape character + percent sign
(%)

Exact match to the percent sign
(%)

PARTNUM LIKE '*%15'
ESCAPE '*'1

True if PARTNUM is *%15

Escape character alone Exact match to the escape
character

PARTNUM LIKE '***' True if PARTNUM is ***

1The escape character can be any single alphanumeric character and is set by specifying ESCAPE 'escape-character' in
your SELECT statement.

The AND operator
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If you enter selection criteria for more than one column, OLQ combines the expressions by placing the AND operator
between them. AND means that a row must meet both conditions in order to be retrieved.

For example, when you specify:

                           Selection criteria

   X  02 COLUMN1

   _  02 COLUMN2

   X  02 COLUMN3           eq 2000

   X  02 COLUMN4           gt 5 * COLUMN1

OLQ produces:

COLUMN3 eq 2000 and COLUMN4 gt 5 * COLUMN1

The OR operator

You may not want to combine your expressions with AND operators. As an alternative, you can type the OR operator at
the beginning of any expression. OR means that a row need only meet one of the conditions in order to be retrieved.

For example, when you specify:

                        Selection criteria

X  02 COLUMN1

_  02 COLUMN2

X  02 COLUMN3           eq 2000

X  02 COLUMN4           or gt 5 * COLUMN1

OLQ produces:

COLUMN3 eq 2000 or COLUMN4 gt 5 * COLUMN1

Selection criteria for unchosen columns

You can specify criteria for columns that do not appear on your report. OLQ tests the values in such columns when it
chooses which rows to retrieve, but does not display those values on the report.

Built-in functions

OLQ provides built-in functions that you can use in your selection criteria. Built-in functions are a shorthand way of
performing common calculations (such as square root) and string manipulations (such as concatenation).

For more information on OLQ built-in functions, refer to the OLQ Reference Section.

Step 4 -- Enter additional selection criteria

In this step, you:

Specify Y to proceed to the Additional selection criteria screen.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     2

 124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press the ENTER key

    Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

  _ EMPLOYEE
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  x 02 EMP-ID-0415                   *

  _ 02 EMP-NAME-0415

  _ 03 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415           *

  x 03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415            *

  _ 02 EMP-ADDRESS-0415

  _ 03 EMP-STREET-0415

  x 03 EMP-CITY-0415                     eq boston

  _ 03 EMP-STATE-0415

  _ 03 EMP-ZIP-0415

  x 04 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415

  _ 04 EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0415

  x 02 EMP-PHONE-0415

  _ 02 STATUS-0415

   Additional Selection Criteria:

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? Y Y/N

 1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       8=FWD       PA2=REFRESH

At the Selection criteria screen, specify additional retrieval selection criteria that restrict what data is retrieved from the
database. In this sample, your additional selection criteria limit the employees whose:

• Area code (first 3 digits) is '508'
• City of residence is not one beginning with 'New'
• Zip code begins with a '01'

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          ***Selection Criteria***

 ->                                                Line     1 Of     1

146000 Type in selection criteria, and press the ENTER key.

 Please Enter Additional Selection Criteria:

 (EMP-PHONE-0415 MATCHES '508#######') AND (EMP-CITY-0415 NOT LIKE 'NEW%'

OR EMP-CITY-0415 NOT LIKE 'BOSTON') AND (EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE LIKE

'01###') 

 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

More about additional selection criteria
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The Additional selection criteria field works like the Selection criteria field, enabling you to enter simple and compound
expressions. In addition, you can enter:

• Logical record keywords
• Criteria expressions for subscripted fields

Type of Expression Example

Simple
Expressions

COLUMN1 eq 2000 thru 5000

 not COLUMN1 eq 2000 thru 5000

Compound
Expressions

(COLUMN3 eq 2000) and (COLUMN4 gt 5 * COLUMN1)

 (COLUMN3 eq 2000) or (COLUMN4 gt 5 * COLUMN1)

Logical
Record
Keywords

ACCOUNTANT and EMPLOYEE-ON-LEAVE

Subscripted
Fields

COLUMN5(3) matches "329****"

 (COLUMN1 eq (2 * COLUMN6(1))) or (COLUMN7 ne 1)

Step 5 -- Retrieve the data and display your report

In this step, you retrieve your report data from the database and display your report.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                     *** Retrieval Completed ***

 ->

130000 Select activity and press the ENTER key

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .        2  Total displayable cols .      20

 Total number of records read. . . .       57  Formatted line length. .     372

 Total number of records selected. .        2

 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

     Select                                                 Command/

     Option     ---> Display/Format Activity <---          Screen Name

       X        Display report                             DISplay

       _        Save report                                SAVe

       _        Choose the sort sequence of report         SORt

       _        Change column headers                      HEAder

       _        Change page header and footer              PAGe HEAder

       _        Change display format of data ($,commas)   PICture

       _        Format columns (Alignment, sparse)         EDIt

       _        Specify summary computations (Totals)      GROup BY

       _        Send the report to a printer               PRInt

 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU
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     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

125004 Press the ENTER key for DISPLAY/FORMAT ACTIVITY selections

                                 EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

 EMP-ID-0415 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 EMP-CITY-0415 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE EMP-PHONE-0415

 ----------- ------------------ ------------- ------------------ --------------

        0015 LINGER             NATICK        01734              5085461414

        0013 PEOPLES            FRAMINGHAM    01818              5083291212

        0111 SANCHEZ            WESTON        01993              5084447871

 END OF REPORT

                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU       10=LEFT       11=RIGHT

How to Save a Table From a Report
In this section This section shows you how to save your current report as a data table. In this example, you will:

1. Create an EMPLOYEE/OFFICE report, retrieving data from the EMPLOYEE and OFFICE records
2. Save your current report as an ASF table
3. Save your current report as an SQL table
4. View the tables you just created

In this sample, you retrieve data from database records and store it in a table format. Each column of your table
corresponds to an element in one of the records you retrieved. For example, the EMP-ID-0415 column corresponds to the
EMP-ID-0415 element in the EMPLOYEE record.

Saving a Table from Your Current Report:
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Each row in the table you create corresponds to a single occurrence of a record. For example, the table row that contains
data for employee ANGELO corresponds to one occurrence each of the EMPLOYEE and OFFICE records.

     ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

     │ Record Type: EMPLOYEE                                             │

     │                                                                   │

┌────┴─────┬──────────────┬──────────────┐                               │

│          │              │              └┐                              │

│ EMP-ID-  │ EMP-FIRST-   │  EMP-LAST-    └┐                             │

│ 0145     │ NAME-0145    │  NAME-0145     └┐                            │

└──────────┴──────────────┴─────────────────┘                            │

                                                                         ▼

                                     ┌───────────────────────────────────────┐

Record Occurrences                   │            EMPLOYEE Table             │ 

                                     ├───────┬──────────────┬────────────────┤

┌───────┬──────────┬─────────┐       │ EMP-ID│ EMP-LAST-NAME│ EMP-FIRST-NAME │

│       │          │         └┐      ├───────┼──────────────┼────────────────┤

│ 0075  │ JENNIFER │LANZAROTTA└┐─►   │ 0075  │ Lanzarotta   │Jennifer        │ 

│       │          │           └┐    │ 3302  │ Elopoulos    │Bart            │

└───────┴──────────┴────────────┘    │ 3871  │ Mahoney      │Reginald        │

┌──────────┬──────────┬─────────┐    │ 4230  │ Ho           │Duc             │

│          │          │         └┐   │ 6264  │ Ortega       │Daniel          │

│ 3302     │ BART     │ ELOPOULOS└┐  │ 6348  │ Jones        │Edith           │

│          │          │           └┐ └───────┴──────────────┴────────────────┘

└──────────┴──────────┴────────────┘

┌──────────┬──────────┬──────────────┐

│          │          │              └┐

│ 3871     │ REGINALD │  MAHONEY      └┐

│          │          │                └┐
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└──────────┴──────────┴─────────────────┘

Save a Table Key Terms

Some terms used to discuss saving a table from a report are:

Automatic System Facility (ASF)

A tool in IDMS/DB used to create and manage tables. You can use ASF to modify the table definition, once you have
created a table using OLQ.

ASF Dictionary

An application dictionary used by ASF. You must be using the ASF dictionary when you are creating data tables with
OLQ. The application dictionary contains schema definitions, subschema definitions, user information, and application
definitions (such as records, maps, dialogs, and programs).

Current report

The report you're working on in an active OLQ session. If you retrieve a saved report, OLQ clears out the current report.

Table

A presentation of data as a series of rows and columns.

• ASF tables refers to tables associated with the IDMSR schema.
• SQL tables refers to tables associated with an SQL schema.

Creating a Report 3

Contents

In this step, you create an OFFICE/EMPLOYEE report. This report retrieves information from the EMPLOYEE and
OFFICE records.

Step 1 -- Select a subschema

The EMPLOYEE and OFFICE records are defined in the EMPSS01 subschema for the sample employee database.

Start on the Signon Database View screen. To get there, type sub (for subschema) in the command line of any screen.

Select the EMPSS01 subschema.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Signon Database View ***

 ->                                                       Page     1  OF      1

121000 Select a subschema and press the ENTER key

   Dictionary name . : EMPLOYEE          Dictionary node name . :

   Database name . . :                   Database node name . . :

   Specify Subschema :               of Schema . . . :           Version :

 -or-

    Select subschema:               Description:

  x  EMPSS01  OF EMPSCHM     VER    1

 _  FINAN01  OF EMPSCHM    VER    1

 _  SALES01  OF EMPSCHM    VER    1
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 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

Step 2 -- Select what records you want

Select the EMPLOYEE and OFFICE records.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Record Select ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

123000 Select records and press the ENTER key

                        Records currently selected:    0

   Enter records :

 -and/or-

   Select records :

 _  COVERAGE

 _  DENTAL-CLAIM

 _  DEPARTMENT

  x  EMPLOYEE 

 _  EMPOSITION

 _  EXPERTISE

 _  HOSPITAL-CLAIM

 _  INSURANCE-PLAN

 _  JOB

 _  NON-HOSP-CLAIM

  x  OFFICE 

 _  SKILL

 _  STRUCTURE

 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

Step 3 -- Select your columns

Select EMP-ID-0415 and EMP-LAST-NAME-0415 from the EMPLOYEE record. Select OFFICE-CODE-0450 and
OFFICE-CITY-0450 from the OFFICE record. Press [PF8] to view more pages of the screen.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     3

 124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press ENTER key

    Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N
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  _ EMPLOYEE

   x 02 EMP-ID-0415                    *

  _ 02 EMP-NAME-0415

  _ 03 EMP-FIRST-NAME-0415           *

   x 03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415             *

  _ 02 EMP-ADDRESS-0415

  _ 03 EMP-STREET-0415

  _ 03 EMP-CITY-0415

  _ 03 EMP-STATE-0415

  _ 03 EMP-ZIP-0415

  _ 04 EMP-ZIP-FIRST-FIVE-0415

  _ 04 EMP-ZIP-LAST-FOUR-0415

  _ 02 EMP-PHONE-0415

  _ 02 STATUS-0415

  Additional selection criteria:

  1=HELP       3=QUIT       4=MESSAGE       6=MENU        8=FWD     PA2=REFRESH

Step 4 -- Retrieve your data

Press [Enter] to view your report.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                     *** Retrieval Completed ***

 ->

130000 Select activity and press the ENTER key

 Number of whole rows. . . . . . . .       57  Total displayable cols .      20

 Total number of records read. . . .       62  Formatted line length. .     372

 Total number of records selected. .       62

 Number of data errors . . . . . . .        0

     Select                                                 Command/

     Option     ---> Display/Format Activity <---          Screen Name

       X        Display report                             DISplay

       _        Save report                                SAVe

       _        Choose the sort sequence of report         SORt

       _        Change column headers                      HEAder

       _        Change page header and footer              PAGe HEAder

       _        Change display format of data ($,commas)   PICture

       _        Format columns (Alignment, sparse)         EDIt

       _        Specify summary computations (Totals)      GROup BY

       _        Send the report to a printer               PRInt

 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Step 5 -- Display your report

Your report lists data from the EMPLOYEE and OFFICE records.
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     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

125000 Press the ENTER key to go to the next page of the report.

                             OFFICE/EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

    EMP-ID-0415   EMP-LAST-NAME-0415   OFFICE-CODE-0450   OFFICE-CITY-0450

    -----------   ------------------   ----------------   ----------------

           0120   ANGELO               002                BOSTON

           0007   BANK                 002                BOSTON

           0069   BLOOMER              002                BOSTON

           0081   FITZHUGH             002                BOSTON

           0045   FONRAD               002                BOSTON

           0053   GARDNER              002                BOSTON

           0030   HENDON               002                BOSTON

           0100   HUTTON               002                BOSTON

           0158   JACKSON              002                BOSTON

           0011   JENSON               002                BOSTON

           0051   JOHNSON              002                BOSTON

           0049   KAHALLY              002                BOSTON

                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

Saving Your Report As an SQL Table

NOTE
Before beginning this step, make sure that the access switch has been set to idms.

For information on setting the access mode switch, see Step 1? Select the type of table.

In this step, you save your report as a SQL table. Type table in the command line to proceed to the Table Processing
screen.

Select Create. Name your table emp_office.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Table Processing ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     2

 138000 Select function, table(s) and press the ENTER key

 Dictname:  EMPLOYEE       Schema:  EMPLOYEE

 Function:  _ Select                  x Create                   Delete

            _ Add                    _ Replace

  Enter table:   emp_office 

  -or-

  Select table

 _ EMPLOYEE.ACCOUNTING
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 _ EMPLOYEE.BUDGET

 _ EMPLOYEE.DEPARTMENT

  1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

OLQ responds with a message that your table has been defined. The EMP-OFFICE table is listed.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Data Table Processing ***

 ->                                                       Page     2 of     2

102020 The appending, replacing, or creating of an SQL table has been successful.

102021 A total of 100 rows have been inserted into the named SQL table.

 Dictname:                 Schema:  EMPLOYEE

 Function:  X Select                 _ Create                           _ Delete

            _ Add                    _ Replace

 Enter table:

  -or-

 Select table

 _ EMPLOYEE.ACCOUNTING

 _ EMPLOYEE.BUDGET

 _ EMPLOYEE.DEPARTMENT

 _ EMPLOYEE.EMP_OFFICE 

  1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

Saving Your Report As an ASF Table

NOTE
Before beginning this step, make sure that the access switch has been set to olq.

For information on setting the access mode switch, see Step 1? Select the type of table.

Before you begin, make sure that you are signed on to the correct ASF dictionary. Ask your DBA or support staff to make
sure you are signed on to the right dictionary.

In this step, you save your report as an ASF table. Type table in the command line to proceed to the Table Processing
screen.
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Select Create. Name your table emp-office.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Table Processing ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     2

 138000 Select function, table(s) and press the ENTER key

     Owner:  DOC1

   Catalog:  ASFDICT       Location:

  Function:  _ Select                  x Create                  Delete

             _ Add                    _ Replace

  Enter table:   emp-office 

  -or-

  Select table

  _ ACCOUNTING

  _ BUDGET

  _ DEPARTMENT

  1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

OLQ responds with a message that your table has been defined. The EMP-OFFICE table is listed.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Table Processing ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     2

 102017  Table processing has been successfully completed 

 138000 Select function, table(s) and press the ENTER key

     Owner:  DOC1

   Catalog:  ASFDICT       Location:

  Function:  X Select                 _ Create                _ Delete

             _ Add                    _ Replace

  Enter table:

  -or-

  Select table

  _ ACCOUNTING

  _ BUDGET

  _ DEPARTMENT

  _ EMP-OFFICE 
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  1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

Viewing Your SQL Table

NOTE
Before beginning this step, make sure that the access switch has been set to idms.

For information on setting the access mode switch, see Step 1? Select the type of table.

In this step, you look at the table you just created.

Choose Select and select the EMP_OFFICE table.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Table Processing ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of    11

 138000 Select function, table(s) and press the ENTER key

 Dictname:                 Schema:  EMPLOYEE

 Function:  X Select                 _ Create                           _ Delete

            _ Add                    _ Replace

 Enter table:

  -or-

 Select table

 _ EMPLOYEE.ACCOUNTING

 _ EMPLOYEE.BUDGET

 _ EMPLOYEE.DEPARTMENT

 _ EMPLOYEE.EMP_OFFICE 

  1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

Select all columns for viewing. When you select the table name, you automatically select all of the columns within that
table.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press ENTER key

   Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

 x EMP_OFFICE 
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 _ 03 EMP-ID-0415

 _ 03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415

 _ 03 OFFICE-CODE-0450

 _ 03 OFFICE-CITY-0450

 Additional selection criteria:

                                   Proceed to Selection Criteria Screen? N Y/N

 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

Viewing Your ASF Table

NOTE
Before beginning this step, make sure that the access switch has been set to olq.

For information on setting the access mode switch, see Step 1? Select the type of table.

In this step, you look at the table you just created.

Choose Select and select the EMP-OFFICE table.

      CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Table Processing ***

  ->                                                       Page     1 of     2

 138000 Select function, table(s) and press the ENTER key

     Owner:  DOC1

   Catalog:  ASFDICT       Location:

  Function:  X Select                  _ Create                 Delete

             _ Add                    _ Replace

  Enter table:

  -or-

  Select table

  _ ACCOUNTING

  _ BUDGET

  _ DEPARTMENT

 x EMP-OFFICE 
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  1=HELP           3=QUIT           4=MESSAGE           6=MENU           8=FWD

Select all columns for viewing. When you select the table name, you automatically select all of the columns within that
table.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Column Select ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

124000 Select columns, specify selection criteria and press ENTER key

   Columns Currently Selected:    0     Selection Criteria     Distinct N Y/N

 x EMP-OFFICE 

 _ 03 EMP-ID-0415                   *

 _ 03 EMP-LAST-NAME-0415            *

 _ 03 OFFICE-CODE-0450              *

 _ 03 OFFICE-CITY-0450

 Additional selection criteria:

 1=HELP          3=QUIT          4=MESSAGE          6=MENU          PA2=REFRESH

How to Use OLQ in Batch Mode
What is batch processing? Batch processing is a way to create a report without requiring any interaction from the user.
Once you have set up the requirements of the batch job, you can start it running and it will run until it has completed,
without needing any input from you.

When do you use batch? Batch processing is used to process large amounts of data, or to perform an operation in off
hours.

If you are creating a report that contains a very large number of records, the amount of time that the system spends
retrieving your report's data restricts with the system's availability to other users. Thus, if you are creating a very large
report, you probably want to perform the data retrieval at off hours, when the system's resources aren't at high demand.

Example

Suppose you were put in charge of creating a personnel report for the phone company. Your report retrieves 30,000
records, one record for each employee. Since you are creating this report for the first time, you will probably want to
change it once you see how it looks.

Because your report contains so many records, you don't want to retrieve all of them until you are sure that you have the
report exactly the way you want it. You can create a report prototype to make sure that you are satisfied with the report
before you retrieve the data.
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Using batch processing

The step-by-step solution for the personnel report would be to:

1. Set your interrupt count to a very low level (for example, 20 records)
2. Create the report, but limit it to 20 records
3. Save the report definition as a qfile
4. Execute the qfile in off hours using batch processing

Processing a Qfile in Batch:

OLQ Batch Mode Key Terms

Some terms used to discuss batch processing are:

Batch

Batch processing means that the user doesn't have to interact with the computer system in order to perform a function.
Usually, a batch job is set up in advance (such as when you fill out your Batch Processing screen). Once the job has
started running, you cannot intervene except to cancel execution.

Input file

A file that contains input for a batch job.

Interactive

A way of performing a function in which the computer system requires the user to provide input, and then responds to that
input. An example would be OLQ menu mode. Another term to describe interactive processing is online.

Interrupt count

The maximum number of records OLQ will retrieve when building a report. If the number of records that meet the selection
criteria for that report exceeds the interrupt count, OLQ suspends data retrieval and issues a message asking you if you
want to continue to retrieve records.

Job Control Language
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A language used to define the special requirements of your batch program to the system. Job Control Language (JCL)
statements name input and output files, the name of your program, and your output destination.

Output destination

Any type of device that receives the report that you have created through your batch job. Output destinations can be a
printer, a terminal, or a log.

Output file

A file that contains the results of your batch job.

Batch Process to Create a Report

To create a report using batch, you do the following:

Steps to Create a Report using Batch:

Step What To Do How To Do It
1 Specify which report you want to execute

batch.
Build it from a table or records.
Execute a qfile.
Retrieve a saved report.
Specify your processing commands on the
Batch Processing screen.

2 Move to the Batch Processing screen. Type BATCH in the command line.
3 Specify your batch processing options. See Table 12-2
4 Initiate batch processing. Press [Enter].

The Batch Processing screen

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Batch Processing ***

 ->                                                       Page     1  of      1

132000 Select activity, output selection and press the ENTER key

  Password:                 Job control module: OLQBATCH-JCL-RMG

  Select activity:

   _ Submit current report request and comments

   X Submit CA OLQ syntax

  To automatically generate output syntax:

   X Display (Output to SYSLST)

   _ Print (DC printer)  Class:            Dest:

   _ Save report         Name :

  Enter CA OLQ Syntax/Comments:

 > QFIL 'SALARY '(1) DICT TSTDICT DICTNO ' '

 >

 >

 >

 >

 >
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 >

 >

 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

You can accept the default values on the Batch Processing screen or type over them. You'll probably need to ask your
DBA how to fill out these fields.

When you press [Enter], your batch job begins processing.

Batch Processing screen fields are explained in the following.

Batch Processing Screen Fields:

Field Function
Password: Provides security for saved reports and qfile definitions. Usually,

you want to enter your user password (it will not show on the
screen).

Job control module: Names a module that contains Job control language (JCL)
statements that tell the system how to run your batch job. Your
DBA defines Job Control Language modules for your site.

Select activity: Tells OLQ what is to be processed in batch mode. You can:
Execute the current report in batch mode (Submit current report
request). If you access the Batch Processing screen from the
Saved Reports screen, this field is the default.
Execute the commands listed in the Enter OLQ syntax/comments
field. (submit OLQ syntax). If you access the Batch Processing
screen from the Qfile Processing screen, this field is the default.

Additional output selections: Tells OLQ where to route the output from your batch program. A
default output destination is displayed. Ask your support staff if
this is the correct destination.

Enter OLQ syntax/comments: Allows you to enter your own OLQ processing commands. If you
are running a qfile, this field displays the name of the qfile.

For more information on how to use the Batch Processing screen, refer to the OLQ Reference Section.

How to Print Your Report
Some terms used to discuss printing reports are:

Current report

The report you are working on in an active OLQ session. If you retrieve a saved report or execute a qfile, OLQ clears out
the current report.

Destination

When you print a report, you specify an output destination where the report is to be printed. Usually, the destination is a
file associated with a printer.

Printing a Report

To print a report, do the following:
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Steps for Printing a Report:

Step What To Do How To Do It
1 Create a current report. Build it from a table or records.

Execute a qfile.
Retrieve a saved report.

2 Move to the Print Processing screen. Type PRINT in the command line.
3 Specify your print options. See Table 13-2
4 Initiate print processing. Press [Enter].

When you get to the Print Processing screen, the fields are filled out with default values. You can accept these default
values or type over them. When you press [Enter], your job is routed to a printer.

     CA OLQ Release nn.n                          *** Print Processing ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

139000 Select print options and press the ENTER key

 Print current report: Y (Y-Yes/N-No)

     Line size. . . .:   80

     Line count . . .:   60

     Number of copies:    1

     From page:    1    for: ALL  pages

 Enter destination:                           or class:

 -or-

 Select destination

_ DEST01

_ DEST02

_ DEST03

 1=HELP                 3=QUIT                 4=MESSAGE                 6=MENU

Print Processing screen fields are explained in table in the section "Batch Processing".

Print Processing Screen Fields:

What to Specify Which Field to Use Restrictions Defaults
Whether you want to print the
report

Print current report: Specify Yes or No No

How many characters per print
line

Line size: 1 through 9999 80

The number of lines per page Line count: 1 through 9999 60
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How many copies of the report
you want to print

Number of copies: 1 to 256 1

The number of the first page you
want to print

From page: Any page number in the report Page 1

How many report pages you
want to print

for: The number of pages in the
report

All of the report

The printer used to print the
report

Enter destination: A printer destination defined by
your DBA

Site specific. Ask your support
staff which printer is set up as
the default printer.

NOTE
The values of Line size and Line count do not have to match what you can see on your screen. They should
match the specifications of the printer that is specified as the output destination.

Introducing the OLQ SELECT statement
This section introduces the OLQ SELECT statement, which you can use to retrieve information in an IDMS/DB database.
It also contains some tips for using the command mode and reporting features of OLQ.

When to use OLQ SELECT

Use the OLQ SELECT statement, to access:

• ASF tables
• Database records
• Logical records
• Sequential files (batch only)

Important! The examples of the OLQ SELECT statement in this section are valid when the access switch is set to olq.

The IDMS/DB SQL SELECT statement is used when the access switch is set to sql. For more information, see the IDMS
SQL Reference Section.

The OLQ SELECT Statement

When to use the SELECT statement

OLQ uses the OLQ SELECT statement to access information from ASF tables, logical records, and database records.

Generate queries

By using the SELECT statement, you can formulate both simple and complex queries for information. OLQ interprets the
SELECT statement and produces a report.

SELECT statement syntax

Depending on your request, use some or all of these clauses in the sequence listed:

Clause Information you supply
SELECT Columns or fields to display.
FROM The source of information (that is, table or record names).
WHERE Selection criteria applied to rows or record occurrences.
GROUP BY Column or field names for grouping information with the same

value (for example, all rows with the same department ID).
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HAVING Selection criteria applied to grouped information (for example, a
summary row where the average salary is less than $35,000).

UNION Multiple SELECT statements. UNION combines the rows retrieved
from each SELECT statement.

ORDER BY Column or field names on which to sort retrieved information.

Reading a SELECT statement

Read a SELECT statement like an English sentence. The order of the clauses falls into place. For example, to get all
employee IDs less than 100 displayed in ascending order, you would:

SELECT
the employee ID

FROM
the EMP table

WHERE
the employee ID is less than 100

ORDER
the display BY employee ID

Here is the complete SELECT statement:

select empid from emp where empid < 100 order by empid

Some examples

These examples show how the SELECT statement is used to retrieve information from a database:

• List all information on corporate departments:

select * from dept

• List the names and phone numbers of employees in department 4000 sorted by the employee's last name:

select lastname, firstname, phone

  from emp

  where deptid = 4000

  order by lastname

• Display the date Themis Papazeus was hired:

select startdate

  from emp

  where firstname=&xq.themis' and lastname=&xq.papazeus'

• List the number of employees in department 4000:

select count(*)

  from emp

  where deptid = 4000

• How many employees in each department were hired before January 1, 1975?

select deptid, count(*)

  from emp

  where startdate < 750101
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  group by deptid

Defining Your Data

Creating sample tables

If you want to use the SELECT statement as you proceed through this section, you need two or more ASF-generated
tables.

To create an ASF-generated table, see the IDMS ASF User Section.

Sample tables used in this section

The sample tables used in this section are ASF-generated tables created in part from data stored in the Employee
database your site receives at installation. The sample tables, which appear in Appendix A, "Sample Tables and
Database", are:

The table Contains information on
EMP Employees in departments 3100, 4000, and 6666
DEPT All corporate departments
JOBLIST Position held by each corporate employee
JOBCLASS Class and associated salary range assigned to a position
BOSTON Employees in the Boston office
WESTON Employees in the Weston office
SPRINGFIELD Employees in the Springfield office

Sample database

For the most part, examples in this section are based on the sample tables listed above. Examples that retrieve
information from network records use the Employee database. The data structure diagram for the Employee database
appears in Appendix A.

Some Tips On Using OLQ

Contents

This section gives you some tips on using OLQ:

• Signing on
• Signing off
• Entering statements
• Setting the access to IDMS
• Tailoring your reports

Signing on

To signon to OLQ follow these steps:

Step 1 -- Sign on to an IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF system

Access your IDMS/DC or IDMS UCF system and enter your signon id and password at the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE
prompt:
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V85  REL nn.n ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

 signon cub scout

Step 2 -- Specify a dictionary

Specify the data dictionary that contains the table or subschema definitions describing the data you want. You may be
assigned to a dictionary when you sign on depending on the contents of your signon profile. You can change your signon
dictionary or specify a dictionary by issuing a DCUF command to set the dictionary name:

IDMS DC258003 V85 USER CUB SIGNED ON LTERM VL85008 AT 11:57:35.75 88.040

V85  REL nn.n ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

 dcuf set dictname asfdict

NOTE
You can also specify a dictionary in the SIGNON statement.

Step 3 -- Enter OLQ's task code

Issue your site's task code for OLQ at the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE command. The task code provided at installation is
OLQ:

      SET DICTNAME ASFDICT

IDMS DC402009 V85 DICTNAME ASFDICT HAS BEEN SET

V85  REL nn.n ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

 olq

You are now signed on to OLQ.

Step 4 -- Set your default access to OLQ

The examples of the SELECT statement in this section are only valid when your default access is set to OLQ. You can do
this for your OLQ session by specifying:

 set access olq

OLQ 092033 00  Processing mode changed to OLQ.

Signing off

To end your DC/UCF session, follow these steps:

Step 1 -- Sign off OLQ

Sign off OLQ by entering BYE on the command line:

 bye

 OLQ 091057 00  Please enter next command.

OLQ terminates the OLQ session and returns you to DC/UCF.
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Step 2 -- End your session

End your session by entering BYE at the ENTER NEXT TASK CODE prompt:

OLQ 100029 00  Signoff accepted - OLQ session terminated

V401  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:

 bye

Entering commands

Switching between menu/command mode

If you have signed on to OLQ and you see a screen of menu options, you are in OLQ's menu facility. Press [PF9] to swap
to OLQ's command mode screen, which looks like this:

 OLQ 107017 00  CA OLQ Release nn.n

 OLQ 017019 Copyright(C) 2003 CA,Inc.

 OLQ 091057 00  Please enter next command.

Command area of the screen

Type OLQ commands in the space above the OLQ messages you see on the screen above. You may notice that your
terminal shows more or less space in the command area than you see in the above example. The size of the command
portion is established at system generation by the INPUT LINE SIZE clause of the OLQ system generation statement. If
the command portion of your screen is too small, ask your system administrator to adjust the value assigned to the INPUT
LINE SIZE clause.

How to enter commands

Enter OLQ commands starting at the upper left corner of the screen. Depending on your preference, enter commands
in lower case letters, upper case letters, or both. When OLQ interprets a command, it changes the display to upper case
letters.

NOTE
By issuing a DCUF SET UPLOW command before signing on to OLQ, OLQ recognizes case in character strings
and displays processed commands and headings as you entered them.

Separate each word in a command by at least one blank. At a 3270-type terminal, press &retsym. to continue a command
on the next line. Press [Enter] to process the command. The processed command appears on the screen. You can edit
the command and resubmit it to OLQ.

Some useful commands

The SELECT statement is the focus of this section. However, you'll need some of the commands listed below to facilitate
your OLQ session:

Command Description Example

SIGNON Initiates an OLQ session by defining a view
of the database

signon ss empss01

HELP Explains how to use OLQ commands and
displays information on your tables and
subschema records

help table

SET Sets session parameters in a signon profile,
such as ACCESS

set access olq
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OPTIONS Sets processing and display options for the
session

options = olqheader

DISPLAY Displays a report display

BYE Ends an OLQ session bye

Some of these commands are described below. For a complete description, see the OLQ Reference Section.

Command delimiters

OLQ provides a separator character, which lets you string many commands together. The system default is an
exclamation mark (!). All the examples in this section show an exclamation mark to separate the SELECT statement from
a DISPLAY command, which displays the report: select * from dept ! display.

OLQ also provides a comment character, which tells OLQ treat all text following the delimiter as a comment. The system
default is a semi-colon (;). By using a comment character, you can save portions of a command that you want to edit and
resubmit. This example shows a DISPLAY command typed over a SELECT statement OLQ has already processed:

SELECT * FROM DEPT

display; FROM DEPT

To change the separator and comment characters for your session, use the SET command:

 SET SEPARATOR CHARACTER '$'

 OLQ 092014 00  The SEPARATOR CHARACTER has been modified.

Signing on to a table or subschema

Issue a SIGNON command to tell OLQ what subschema to access for data. A SIGNON command is required for IDMS/
DB subschemas. It is optional for tables.

To sign on to a specific table or subschema enter a SIGNON command: signon table emp.

OLQ responds that it is ready to retrieve data:

 SIGNON TABLE EMP

 CA OLQ 100021 00  Ready to retrieve data from subschema RU000371

 CA OLQ 100022 00  Schema:    CA-IDMSDB          Version:       1

 CA OLQ 100023 00  Database name:    ASFDICT

 CA OLQ 100025 00  Dictionary name:  ASFDICT

Using the SELECT statement

You can use OLQ command mode to create your own SELECT statements, or you can let OLQ's menu facility build
the statements for you when you select data. All the examples in this section use command mode to enter the SELECT
statement.
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Setting the access to IDMS

When you want to access SQL-defined tables, your default access setting must be set to IDMS. You can do this for your
OLQ session by specifying:

 set access idms

OLQ 092120 00  Processing mode changed to IDMS.

You are now able to use the SELECT statement to access SQL-defined tables.

NOTE
The examples of the SELECT statement in this section are not necessarily valid for SQL-defined tables.

For more information on using the SELECT statement with SQL-defined tables, refer to the IDMS SQL Reference Section.

Tailoring reports

Tailoring your report

The screen displays in this section show the direct results of the SELECT statement. The displays reflect default
formatting options. For example, reports have the name of the source table as a title, fields aren't edited, and groups of
data are not separated by blank lines.

You can easily tailor your reports by using options available in OLQ's menu facility.

The following series of screens show a few of these options:

Display the report

In command mode, issue a SELECT statement to OLQ:

select deptid, lastname, salary, phone

  from emp

  order by deptid, lastname ! display

 SELECT DEPTID, LASTNAME, SALARY, PHONE FROM EMP

 ORDER BY DEPTID, LASTNAME ! DISPLAY

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

       DEPTID          LASTNAME             SALARY             PHONE

          3100       DOUGH                    33000.00         6174458155

          3100       GALLWAY                  33000.00         6173349155

          3100       GARFIELD                 65000.00         6173321967

          3100       GRANGER                  34500.00         6173341212

          3100       HEAROWITZ                33000.00         6173349634

          3100       JACOBI                   55000.00         6173348912

          3100       JENSEN                   37000.00         6172241955

          3100       LITERATA                 37500.00         6175912323
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          3100       TYRO                     20000.00         6174459191

          4000       ANGELO                   18000.00         6178870235

          4000       BANK                     80000.00         6173321933

          4000       JACKSON                  34000.00         6175346767

          4000       MCDOUGALL                18000.00         6178871324

          4000       PENMAN                   39000.00         6175341199

                                      - 1 -

Go to the menu facility

Swap to OLQ's menu facility by pressing [PF9].

NOTE
You can also move directly to a screen by entering the name of the screen on the command line.

OLQ displays the Menu screen:

                      CA OLQ Release nn.n                *** Menu ***

 ->                                                       Page     1  of      3

122000 Select an option and press the ENTER  key.

        Select                                              Command/       Show

 Pfkey  Option  Description                                Screen Name     Help

                --->  Data Source for Report  <---

          _     Choose data tables                         TABle             _

          _     Choose subschema                           SUBschema         _

                --->  Retrieval Activity  <---

          _     Choose records from selected subschema     RECord            _

          _     Choose columns for report                  COLumn            _

          _     Retrieve data to build report              RETrieve          _

          _     Alter database access strategy             LINkage           _

                --->  Processing Mode  <---

          _     Execute or create a predefined routine     QFIle             _

          _     View existing or save current report       SAVe              _

          _     Submit batch report request                BATch             _

 1=HELP         2=GLOBAL HELP         3=QUIT         4=MESSAGE         8=FWD

Change the column headings

On page 2 of the Menu screen, select the option to change column headers. OLQ brings you to the Report Format -
Header screen. You can assign new column headings for your report and specify a character to underline the column
headings. The default character is a hyphen (-).

                     CA OLQ Release nn.n        *** Report Format - Header ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

134000 Specify column headers and press the ENTER  key.

 Underline character:  -               Disp

                                       Seq              Header
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   EMP

 X  DEPTID                               1 department id

 X  LASTNAME                             2 employee name

 X  PHONE                                4 PHONE

 X  SALARY                               3 SALARY

When you press [Enter], OLQ displays a revised report:

                     CA OLQ Release nn.n              *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

125000 Press the ENTER  key to go to the next page of the report.

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

       DEPARTMENT         EMPLOYEE

           ID               NAME              SALARY           PHONE

       ─────────      ───────────────      ───────────      ──────────

             3100      DOUGH                   33000.00      6174458155

             3100      GALLWAY                 33000.00      6173349155

             3100      GARFIELD                65000.00      6173321967

             3100      GRANGER                 34500.00      6173341212

Change the report title

Press [PF6] to return to the menu options. Choose the option to change page headers and footers. OLQ brings you to the
Page Header/Footer screen, where you can give the report a meaningful title:

                     CA OLQ Release nn.n          *** Page Header/Footer ***

 ->                                                       Page     1  OF      1

152000 Specify page header(s), footer(s) and press the ENTER  key.

  Format for $DATE: MM/DD/YY

  Use variables: $DATE, $TIME, $PAGE, $LINE, $USER...

  Skip lines before heading: 0           Skip lines after heading: 1

 Line   Page heading text                                              Align

 1      employee report by department                                  ENTER

 2      $DATE                                                          CENTER

 3                                                                     CENTER

Once you have entered the information, press [Enter]. OLQ displays this report:

                      CA OLQ Release nn.n             *** Display     Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

125000 Press the ENTER  key to go to the next page of the report.

                          EMPLOYEE REPORT BY DEPARTMENT
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                                    mm/dd/yy

       DEPARTMENT         EMPLOYEE

           ID               NAME              SALARY           PHONE

       ─────────      ───────────────      ───────────      ──────────

             3100      DOUGH                   33000.00      6174458155

             3100      GALLWAY                 33000.00      6173349155

             3100      GARFIELD                65000.00      6173321967

             3100      GRANGER                 34500.00      6173341212

             3100      HEAROWITZ               33000.00      6173349634

             3100      JACOBI                  55000.00      6173348912

Format the phone and salary data

Return to the Menu screen by pressing [PF6] and choose the option to change the display format of data. OLQ brings you
to the Report Format - Picture screen where you can:

• Edit the phone number display
• Select options to display the SALARY field with a dollar sign and commas

                     CA OLQ Release nn.n       *** Report Format - Picture ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of 1

137000 Specify pictures and press the ENTER  key.

                                       Disp   Select Options  or  Alter

                                       Seq    $    ,    0         Picture

   EMP

 X  DEPTID                               1    _    _    _    9999

 X  LASTNAME                             2                   X(15)

 X  PHONE                                4    _    _    _    (999)999-9999

 X  SALARY                               3    x    x    _    -ZZZZZZ9.99

OLQ displays this report once it processes the information entered on the Report Format - Picture screen:

                      CA OLQ Release nn.n             *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page  1 Line  1

125000 Press the ENTER  key to go to the next page of the report.

                          EMPLOYEE REPORT BY DEPARTMENT

                                    mm/dd/yy

      DEPARTMENT        EMPLOYEE

          ID              NAME              SALARY             PHONE

      ─────────     ───────────────     ─────────────     ─────────────

            3100     DOUGH                  $33,000.00     (617)445-8155

            3100     GALLWAY                $33,000.00     (617)334-9155

            3100     GARFIELD               $65,000.00     (617)332-1967

            3100     GRANGER                $34,500.00     (617)334-1212
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            3100     HEAROWITZ              $33,000.00     (617)334-9634

            3100     JACOBI                 $55,000.00     (617)334-8912

            3100     JENSEN                 $37,000.00     (617)224-1955

Group the rows by department

Press [PF6] to return to the Menu screen and choose the option to sort the sequence of the report. OLQ brings you to the
Report Format - Sort screen. On this screen, you can indicate:

• The sort priority for the fields (which isn't really necessary because the ORDER BY clause of the SELECT statement
sorted the report's contents)

• The field on which to group data for summary calculations. In this case, the DEPTID field is assigned Group Level # 1.
• Whether to display detail lines, summary lines (subtotals), or both. In this screen, both types of lines are chosen.

                      CA OLQ Release nn.n           *** Report Format - Sort ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 of     1

133000 Specify sort or group by request and press the ENTER  key.

                                           Disp      Sort    Order     Group By

                                           Seq     Priority  (A/D)      Level #

   EMP

 X  DEPTID                                  1         1        a          1

 X  LASTNAME                                2         2        a          _

 X  PHONE                                   4         _        _          _

 X  SALARY                                  3         _        _          _

           Display lines:  Detail X  and/or  Summary X       Group by all _

 Compute:

 1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      11=HEADER

Total the salaries

Once OLQ processes the information provided above, it brings you to the Report Format - Group By screen where you
can enter summary information for the report. In this example, the report will display the total salaries for each department.
The SKIP LINES and SEPARATOR CHARACTER fields indicate that OLQ will:

• Insert one line between the detail and subtotal lines
• Write a separator line (composed of hyphens) between the detail and subtotal lines

                     CA OLQ Release nn.n      *** Report Format - Group By ***

 ->                                                       Page     1  OF      1

136000 Specify summary computations and press the ENTER  key.
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 Group by: EMP.DEPTID                                                  Level# 1

                                           Seq   Sum   Avg   Max   Min   Count _

   EMP

 X  DEPTID                                 1      _     _     _     _

 X  LASTNAME                               2      _     _     _     _

 X  PHONE                                  4      _     _     _     _

 X  SALARY                                 3      x     _     _     _

             Skip lines after group  1     Separator character -

 Compute:

 1=HELP      3=QUIT      4=MESSAGE      5=DISPLAY      6=MENU      10=PICTURE

When you press [Enter], OLQ displays this report:

                     CA OLQ Release nn.n              *** Display Report ***

 ->                                                       Page     1 Line     1

105022 Sort successfully completed.  19 records in.  19 records out.

125000 Press the ENTER  key to go to the next page of the report.

                          EMPLOYEE REPORT BY DEPARTMENT

                                    mm/dd/yy

    DEPARTMENT      EMPLOYEE

        ID            NAME                  SALARY                PHONE

    ─────────   ───────────────   ────────────────────────   ─────────────

          3100   DOUGH                           $33,000.00   (617)445-8155

          3100   GALLWAY                         $33,000.00   (617)334-9155

          3100   GARFIELD                        $65,000.00   (617)332-1967

          3100   GRANGER                         $34,500.00   (617)334-1212

          3100   HEAROWITZ                       $33,000.00   (617)334-9634

          3100   JACOBI                          $55,000.00   (617)334-8912

          3100   JENSEN                          $37,000.00   (617)224-1955

          3100   LITERATA                        $37,500.00   (617)591-2323

          3100   TYRO                            $20,000.00   (617)445-9191

                                              ────────────

                                                $348,000.00

                                      - 1 -

 1=HELP     3=QUIT     4=MESSAGE     6=MENU     8=FWD     10=LEFT     11=RIGHT

The end result
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The report shown above contains the same data as the original report. However, this report is easier to read and contains
summary information for each department.

Retrieving Information from a Table

Retrieving All Columns

Use an asterisk (*) To retrieve all of the columns defined for a table, you can use an asterisk (*) in the SELECT
statement. An asterisk is shorthand for all of the table's columns. By using an asterisk, you don't need to know the table's
column names in order to retrieve data.

Example

To display the DEPT table, enter:

select * from dept ! display

                                   DEPT REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

      DEPTID                       DEPTNAME                        MGRID

      ──────     ─────────────────────────────────────────────     ─────

        1000     PERSONNEL                                          0013

        2000     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                             0011

        3100     INTERNAL SOFTWARE                                  0003

        3200     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                0004

        4000     PUBLIC RELATIONS                                   0007

        5100     BRAINSTORMING                                      0015

        5200     THERMOREGULATION                                   0349

        5300     BLUE SKIES                                         0321

        6666     EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION                           0030

     END OF REPORT

If all of the columns or all of the rows of the table don't fit on one screen, use these PF keys to scroll:

[PF7] Scroll backward
[PF8] Scroll forward
[PF10] Scroll left
[PF11] Scroll right

Note: If your PF key assignments are different than those described above, talk to your IDMS/DC system administrator.

Retrieving Selected Columns

Name the columns

To retrieve some of the columns from your table, list the columns you want in the SELECT statement, using a comma to
separate each name. OLQ displays the columns in the order you enter them. Each column name becomes the column
header in the report.
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NOTE
To determine the column names used in the sample tables, look in Appendix A or retrieve all of the table's
columns by using an asterisk in the SELECT statement.

Example

List each department's name and manager ID:

select deptname, mgrid from dept ! display

                                   DEPT REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

                            DEPTNAME                            MGRID

          ─────────────────────────────────────────────         ─────

          PERSONNEL                                              0013

          ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                                 0011

          INTERNAL SOFTWARE                                      0003

          COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                    0004

          PUBLIC RELATIONS                                       0007

          BRAINSTORMING                                          0015

          THERMOREGULATION                                       0349

          BLUE SKIES                                             0321

          EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION                               0030

     END OF REPORT

Eliminating Duplicate Data

Use DISTINCT

A table can have one or more columns with duplicate data entries. For example, the JOBLIST table lists COMPUTER
OPERATOR three times because three employees have that title. To retrieve unique, rather than duplicate, values in a
column, use the keyword DISTINCT in the SELECT statement.

Example

List unique job titles in the company:

select distinct title from joblist ! display

                                 JOBLIST REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

                                     TITLE

                              ────────────────────

                              ACCOUNTANT

                              AP CLERK

                              AR CLERK

                              COMPUTER OPERATOR

                              CUMULUS CARETAKER

                              DATA ENTRY CLERK
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                              DATABASE ADMIN.

                              DIR CORP CONFUSION

                              DIR OPERATIONS

                              DIR WEATHER

                              DOCUMENTATION SPEC

                              FINANCIAL ANALYST

                              HUMIDITY CONTROL CLK

                              ILLUSTRATOR

                                      - 1 -

Displaying Calculations in Columns

Compute new values

The SELECT statement displays calculated values, in addition to values stored in the table. For example, you might want
to calculate a 6% bonus for each employee.

To display a calculated column, include an arithmetic expression in the column list following the SELECT statement. An
arithmetic expression uses these operators:

Operator Meaning
+ Addition
- Subtraction
* Multiplication
/ Division

You can also use a built-in function to display a calculated column. Built-in functions are described later in this section.

Some examples

A few examples of arithmetic expressions appear below. These examples show you can:

• Leave spaces, or omit spaces, before and after these arithmetic operators: *, +, /. You must include a blank space
before and after a minus (-) sign.

• Use parentheses to show how the arithmetic expression should be evaluated and to improve readability.

Expression Meaning
salary/52 Evaluates a weekly salary
maxsalary - minsalary Evaluates a salary range
(salary * 0.06) / 4 Evaluates a 6% bonus, to be distributed in 4 payments

Provide a heading for a calculation

To give each calculated column a heading, use the keyword AS and a heading name following the arithmetic expression.
Enclose headings with two or more words in single quotation marks.

Example

List each employee's salary and end-of-year bonus, based on 6% of salary:

select empid, salary as &xq.annual salary', salary * 0.06 as bonus
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  from emp ! display

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

            EMPID           ANNUAL SALARY                BONUS

            ─────           ─────────────           ───────────────

             0001                76000.00                 4560.0000

             0003                65000.00                 3900.0000

             0007                80000.00                 4800.0000

             0019                37000.00                 2220.0000

             0020                55000.00                 3300.0000

             0021                20000.00                 1200.0000

             0024                33000.00                 1980.0000

             0027                33000.00                 1980.0000

             0028                34500.00                 2070.0000

             0029                33000.00                 1980.0000

             0030               240000.00                14400.0000

             0035                37500.00                 2250.0000

             0120                18000.00                 1080.0000

             0127                18000.00                 1080.0000

                                      - 1 -

Putting Rows in Order

Use ORDER BY

To sort selected rows by the values in a column, use the ORDER BY clause. OLQ assumes you want rows in ascending
order. If you want rows in descending order, specify DESCENDING as Example 2 shows below.

OLQ sorts selected rows by the first column named in the ORDER BY clause. It then sorts each group of rows sharing a
common value in order of the second column named in the ORDER BY clause, and so on. For example, you might want
to display a table of bank transactions in order of branch number, and within each branch number, in order of transaction
date.

Example 1 -- Sorting on 1 column

For each employee in department 4000, list the ID, name, and hire date starting with the first person hired to the last
person hired:

select empid, lastname, firstname, startdate  as &xq.hire date'

  from emp

  where deptid = 4000

  order by startdate ! display

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

         EMPID           LASTNAME            FIRSTNAME         HIRE DATE

 1959



 Using

         ─────        ───────────────        ──────────        ─────────

          0476        ZEDI                   BETSY                760223

          0158        JACKSON                JOCK                 770707

          0149        PENMAN                 LAURA                770908

          0007        BANK                   MONTE                780430

          0120        ANGELO                 MICHAEL              790908

          0127        MCDOUGALL              CAROL                800607

     END OF REPORT

Example 2 -- Sorting on 2 columns

List the department ID, employee name, and hire date of all employees sorted by department. Within each department, list
the employees in alphabetic descending order:

select deptid, lastname, startdate as &xq.hire date'

  from emp

  order by deptid, lastname descending  ! display

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

             DEPTID               LASTNAME                HIRE DATE

             ──────            ───────────────            ─────────

               3100            TYRO                          801221

               3100            LITERATA                      800909

               3100            JENSEN                        820929

               3100            JACOBI                        811111

               3100            HEAROWITZ                     810909

               3100            GRANGER                       800527

               3100            GARFIELD                      770121

               3100            GALLWAY                       811010

               3100            DOUGH                         760808

               4000            ZEDI                          760223

               4000            PENMAN                        770908

               4000            MCDOUGALL                     800607

               4000            JACKSON                       770707

               4000            BANK                          780430

                                      - 1 -

Sorting on calculated columns

If you want to sort the contents of your report based on values in a calculated column, specify the column number in the
ORDER BY clause. Count the columns from left to right, beginning with 1.

Example

List salaries and anticipated 5% year-end bonus for employees in department 4000. List rows in order of smallest to
largest bonus:

select lastname, salary, &xq.year end bonus=', salary*0.005

  from emp

  where deptid=4000

  order by 4 ! display

 1960
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                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

        LASTNAME          SALARY

     ANGELO                18000.00    YEAR END BONUS=             90.00000

     MCDOUGALL             18000.00    YEAR END BONUS=             90.00000

     JACKSON               34000.00    YEAR END BONUS=            170.00000

     ZEDI                  37000.00    YEAR END BONUS=            185.00000

     PENMAN                39000.00    YEAR END BONUS=            195.00000

     BANK                  80000.00    YEAR END BONUS=            400.00000

     END OF REPORT

Retrieving Selected Rows

Contents

Use WHERE

You can retrieve selected rows from a table by specifying selection criteria in the WHERE clause. A WHERE clause
contains one or more comparison expressions. A comparison expression compares one value to another value. The
simplest comparison expression compares column values to a constant. If the comparison expression is true, OLQ selects
the row for the report.

Within the WHERE clause, you can select rows by using these symbols and keywords:

Expression Meaning
Comparison operators (for example, = and <=) Compares each value in a column to another value.
AND and OR Connects comparison expressions. AND is true if all the

comparisons are true. OR is true if any of the comparisons is true.
IN Compares a column's values to a list of values. The expression is

true if the value in the column equals one of the listed values.
NOT Negates the comparison expression. That is, if the comparison

expression is true, NOT returns a value of false so the row is not
selected.

BETWEEN Compares each value in a column to a specified range, including
the starting and ending range values.

LIKE Compares a character string to a mask (that is, pattern).
Arithmetic expression Compares a value in a column to the result of an arithmetic

expression.
Built-in function Compares each value in a column to a value calculated by a

predefined function.

OLQ does not support NULL, an ANSI-standard keyword, for this release.

A simple comparison

Defining a comparison expression

As stated above, the simplest comparison expression compares each value in a column to a constant. The constant can
be either:
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• Numeric (that is, decimal, integer, real, hexadecimal, binary, or multibit binary).
• Character. A character constant is enclosed in single quotation marks.

The symbols that compare one value to the other are:

= Equal to

<> or ¬= Not equal to

> Greater than

< Less than

>= Greater than or equal to

<= Less than or equal to

If you prefer, you can also use these symbols: EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, and LE.

Example 1 -- Comparing a number

List all the employees that work in department 4000:

select deptid, firstname, lastname

  from emp

  where deptid = 4000 ! display

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

             DEPTID            FIRSTNAME                LASTNAME

             ──────            ──────────            ───────────────

               4000            MONTE                 BANK

               4000            MICHAEL               ANGELO

               4000            CAROL                 MCDOUGALL

               4000            LAURA                 PENMAN

               4000            JOCK                  JACKSON

               4000            BETSY                 ZEDI

     END OF REPORT

Example 2 -- Comparing a character

List the department and names of all female employees:

select deptid, firstname, lastname

  from emp

  where sex = &xq.f' ! display

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

             DEPTID            FIRSTNAME                LASTNAME

             ──────            ──────────            ───────────────

               3100            JENNIFER              GARFIELD

               3100            JULIE                 JENSEN

               3100            JANE                  DOUGH

 1962
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               6666            HENRIETTA             HENDON

               4000            CAROL                 MCDOUGALL

               4000            LAURA                 PENMAN

               4000            BETSY                 ZEDI

     END OF REPORT

Example 3 -- Selecting lower values

List the hire date, in ascending order, and names of all employees employed before January 1, 1978:

select startdate as &xq.hire date', firstname, lastname

  from emp

  where startdate < 780101

  order by startdate ! display

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

            HIRE DATE           FIRSTNAME               LASTNAME

            ─────────           ──────────           ───────────────

               731121           HENRIETTA            HENDON

               750223           JOHN                 RUPEE

               760223           BETSY                ZEDI

               760808           JANE                 DOUGH

               770121           JENNIFER             GARFIELD

               770707           JOCK                 JACKSON

               770908           LAURA                PENMAN

     END OF REPORT

Example 4 -- Using a calculation

List all job classes where the salary range is less than $3,000:

select class, minsalary as &xq.minimum salary',

  maxsalary as &xq.maximum salary'

  from jobclass

  where (maxsalary - minsalary) < 3000 ! display

                                 JOBCLASS REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

            CLASS           MINIMUM SALARY           MAXIMUM SALARY

            ─────           ──────────────           ──────────────

               21                 18000.00                 20000.00

               33                 37000.00                 39000.00

               42                 33000.00                 35000.00

     END OF REPORT

Complex comparisons

Using AND and OR
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You can specify more than one comparison expression to select rows from a table by connecting each expression with an
AND or an OR:

AND Retrieves the row if each comparison expression is true

OR Retrieves the row if any comparison expression is true

If a WHERE clause contains both AND and OR, OLQ evaluates the OR expressions first. For example, to process the
example below, OLQ determines whether the employee's department is 4000 or whether the employee was hired before
January 1, 1980. If either of these conditions is true, OLQ determines if the employee's job class is 21:

where class=21 and deptid=4000 or startdate<800101

NOTE
You can use parentheses to indicate the order in which OLQ evaluates the expressions. You can also use
parentheses to improve the readability and accuracy of complex expressions.

Example 1 -- Using AND

List information on all employees who were hired before January 1, 1980 and whose salary exceeds $50,000:

select empid, lastname, startdate as &xq.hire date', salary

  from emp

  where (startdate < 800101)

    and (salary > 50000) ! display

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

        EMPID          LASTNAME           HIRE DATE         SALARY

        ─────       ───────────────       ─────────       ───────────

         0001       RUPEE                    750223          76000.00

         0003       GARFIELD                 770121          65000.00

         0007       BANK                     780430          80000.00

         0030       HENDON                   731121         240000.00

         0471       PAPAZEUS                 780907          90000.00

         0472       WILDER                   790716          90000.00

     END OF REPORT

Example 2 -- Using parentheses with AND and OR

Parentheses determine how OLQ evaluates complex comparisons. Each of the SELECT statements shown below
have the same three comparison expressions. However, the first SELECT statement uses parentheses to group the
expressions connected by AND. The second groups the expressions connected by OR.

SELECT Statement 1

List the names, birthdays, and salaries of all employees who are either:

• Female, born before January 1, 1947 or
• Making less than $25,000

select lastname, firstname, birthdate, salary

  from emp

  where (sex = &xq.f' and birthdate < 470101)
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    or (salary < 25000)

  order by birthdate ! display

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

          LASTNAME          FIRSTNAME       BIRTHDATE        SALARY

       ───────────────      ──────────      ─────────      ───────────

       HENDON               HENRIETTA          331006         240000.0

       ZEDI                 BETSY              401229         37000.00

       PENMAN               LAURA              440504         39000.00

       GARFIELD             JENNIFER           450818         65000.00

       TYRO                 RALPH              551225         20000.00

       ANGELO               MICHAEL            570405         18000.00

       MCDOUGALL            CAROL              590304         18000.00

     END OF REPORT

SELECT Statement 2

In comparison, list the same information on employees who:

• Are female and
• Earn less than $25,000 or were born before January 1, 1947

select lastname, firstname, birthdate, salary

  from emp

  where (sex = &xq.f')

    and (birthdate < 470101 or salary < 25000)

  order by birthdate ! display

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

          LASTNAME          FIRSTNAME       BIRTHDATE        SALARY

       ───────────────      ──────────      ─────────      ───────────

       HENDON               HENRIETTA          331006        240000.00

       ZEDI                 BETSY              401229         37000.00

       PENMAN               LAURA              440504         39000.00

       GARFIELD             JENNIFER           450818         65000.00

       MCDOUGALL            CAROL              590304         18000.00

     END OF REPORT

Comparisons to a list of values

Using IN

To compare a value to one of several values in a list, use the IN keyword. The IN keyword is a short way of coding two
or more comparison expressions connected by an OR. For example, both of these SELECT statements yield the same
result:

select empid

  from emp

  where deptid in (3100, 4000)

 1965
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select empid

  from emp

  where (deptid = 3100) or

    (deptid = 4000)

Separate each value in the list by a comma. A blank following the comma is optional.

Example

List all employees whose job falls into one of these classes: 11, 21, 43, or 71 (the report shown below indicates that there
are no employees that have a job in class 11):

select firstname, lastname, class

 from emp

 where class in (11, 21, 43, 71)

 order by class ! display

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

             FIRSTNAME                LASTNAME                CLASS

             ──────────            ───────────────            ─────

             RALPH                 TYRO                          21

             MICHAEL               ANGELO                        21

             CAROL                 MCDOUGALL                     21

             JULIE                 JENSEN                        43

             LARRY                 LITERATA                      43

             JENNIFER              GARFIELD                      71

     END OF REPORT

Exclusive comparisons

Using NOT

You can retrieve all rows that are exceptions to the comparison expression by using the keyword NOT. For example, you
can retrieve information on all employees except those that work in departments 6666 and 3100.

A few examples appear below:

Example Meaning

where not (deptid < 4000) All rows where the department id is greater than or equal to 4000

where deptid = 4000 and not (empid = 0007) All rows where the department id is 4000 except the row with
employee id 0007

Example

List all employees except those with manager id 0007:

select firstname, lastname, mgrid

 from emp

 where not (mgrid = 0007)

 order by mgrid ! display

 1966
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                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

             FIRSTNAME                LASTNAME                MGRID

             ──────────            ───────────────            ──────

             LARRY                 LITERATA                     0003

             RALPH                 TYRO                         0003

             JULIE                 JENSEN                       0003

             JAMES                 JACOBI                       0003

             VLADIMIR              HEAROWITZ                    0003

             JANE                  DOUGH                        0003

             PERCY                 GRANGER                      0003

             JAMES                 GALLWAY                      0003

             MONTE                 BANK                         0030

             JENNIFER              GARFIELD                     0030

             HENRIETTA             HENDON                       0030

             JOHN                  RUPEE                        0030

             THEMIS                PAPAZEUS                     0030

             ROBBY                 WILDER                       0030

                                      - 1 -

Range comparisons

Using BETWEEN

To retrieve rows from a table where the values of one column fall in a range of values, use BETWEEN. BETWEEN selects
all rows that have values in between and equal to the starting and ending values of the specified range.

Example

List the ID, job class, and salary of all employees who earn from $33,000 to $39,000:

select empid, class, salary

  from emp

  where salary between 33000 and 39000

  order by salary ! display

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

               EMPID              CLASS                SALARY

               ─────              ─────              ───────────

                0024                 42                 33000.00

                0027                 42                 33000.00

                0029                 42                 33000.00

                0158                 42                 34000.00

                0028                 42                 34500.00

                0019                 43                 37000.00

                0476                 33                 37000.00

                0035                 43                 37500.00

                0149                 33                 39000.00

     END OF REPORT
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Character string comparisons

Using LIKE

You can compare an alphanumeric field to a mask (pattern) that contains alphanumeric characters and wild card symbols.
For example, you might want to retrieve information on jobs that have CLERK in the job title.

To code the pattern, use the wild card symbols described below. If the pattern contains embedded blanks, enclose it in
single quotation marks.

Symbol Meaning

Percent (%) Specifies from 0 to any number of unknown characters

Underscore (_) Specifies a single unknown character

Some examples using these symbols appear below:

Example Selects the row if the value contains

'%m%' An M

'_m_' 3 characters with an M in the middle

NOTE
To improve OLQ's performance, use conditional operators, rather than LIKE, to perform character string
comparisons. For example, use where firstname = 'b' to retrieve all employees whose first name begins with B.

Example 1 -- Using a % sign

List the names of all employees with initials JG:

select firstname, lastname

  from emp

  where firstname like &xq.j%'

    and lastname like &xq.g%' ! display

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

                   FIRSTNAME                      LASTNAME

                   ──────────                  ───────────────

                   JENNIFER                    GARFIELD

                   JAMES                       GALLWAY

     END OF REPORT

Example 2 -- Using two % signs

List all employees whose name contains the letter Z:

select lastname

  from emp

  where lastname like &xq.%z%' ! display

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

 1968
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                                    LASTNAME

                                 HEAROWITZ

                                 PAPAZEUS

                                 ZEDI

     END OF REPORT

Example 3 -- Using an underscore (_)

List all employees whose name contains 5 letters, beginning with J:

select firstname, lastname

  from emp

  where firstname like &xq.j____' ! display

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

                   FIRSTNAME                      LASTNAME

                   ──────────                  ───────────────

                   JULIE                       JENSEN

                   JAMES                       JACOBI

                   JAMES                       GALLWAY

     END OF REPORT

Using Built-In Functions

Definition

OLQ provides many predefined functions that evaluate expressions and return results. These functions, called built-in
functions, can be used anywhere you would normally specify arithmetic or comparison expressions. The built-in functions
fall into these categories:

Category Definition
String Perform operations on character strings, such as concatenating

BUSY and BEE
Arithmetic Perform arithmetic operations, such as rounding 5.77 to 6
Trigonometric Perform mathematical calculations, such as evaluating the cosine

of 30 degrees
Date Perform calculations on dates, such as evaluating the number of

days between January 14, 1956 and June 26, 1987

The examples shown below are only a few of the built-in functions you can use. For information on all the built-in functions
OLQ provides, see the OLQ Reference Section.

Example 1 -- Retrieving a substring

Create a 3-letter department code for each department by using the first three letters of the department name:

select substring(deptname,1,3) as &xq.dept code'

  from dept ! display

 1969
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                                   DEPT REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

                                    DEPT CODE

                ACC

                BLU

                BRA

                COM

                EXE

                INT

                PER

                PUB

                THE

     END OF REPORT

Example 2 -- Concatenating names

List the last name of each employee, followed by a comma and a blank, and the employee's first name. The EXTRACT
function deletes all trailing blanks from the employee's last name. The CONCATENATE function strings together:

• The character string returned by the EXTRACT function
• The literal containing the comma and the blank
• The employee's first name

select concatenate(extract(lastname), ', ',firstname)

  from emp ! display

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

                        RUPEE, JOHN

                        GARFIELD, JENNIFER

                        BANK, MONTE

                        JENSEN, JULIE

                        JACOBI, JAMES

                        TYRO, RALPH

                        DOUGH, JANE

                        HEAROWITZ, VLADIMIR

                        GRANGER, PERCY

                        GALLWAY, JAMES

                        HENDON, HENRIETTA

                        LITERATA, LARRY

                        ANGELO, MICHAEL

                        MCDOUGALL, CAROL

                                      - 1 -

Example 3 -- Determining a date's weekday

List the day of the week each employee was born. The GWEEKDAY function accepts a Gregorian date and returns the
day of the week on which that date falls:

 1970
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select lastname, birthdate, gweekday(birthdate) as weekday

  from emp ! display

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

               LASTNAME               BIRTHDATE            WEEKDAY

            ───────────────           ─────────           ──────────

            RUPEE                        330219           SUNDAY

            GARFIELD                     450818           SATURDAY

            BANK                         500101           SUNDAY

            JENSEN                       480730           FRIDAY

            JACOBI                       401101           FRIDAY

            TYRO                         551225           SUNDAY

            DOUGH                        510329           THURSDAY

            HEAROWITZ                    560425           WEDNESDAY

            GRANGER                      580222           SATURDAY

            GALLWAY                      471006           MONDAY

            HENDON                       331006           FRIDAY

            LITERATA                     550430           SATURDAY

            ANGELO                       570405           FRIDAY

            MCDOUGALL                    590304           WEDNESDAY

                                      - 1 -

Example 4 -- Calculating employee age

List each employee's name and age. The DATEDIF function determines the number of days between today's date
(January 13, 1999) and the employee's birthday. The NEXT-INT-EQLO function rounds the number of years to the next
lowest integer:

select firstname, lastname,

    next-int-eqlo(datedif(990113, birthdate)/365)

    as &xq.employee age'

  from emp ! display

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

      FIRSTNAME         LASTNAME                   EMPLOYEE AGE

      JOHN           RUPEE                                             54

      JENNIFER       GARFIELD                                          42

      MONTE          BANK                                              38

      JULIE          JENSEN                                            39

      JAMES          JACOBI                                            47

      RALPH          TYRO                                              32

      JANE           DOUGH                                             36

      VLADIMIR       HEAROWITZ                                         31

      PERCY          GRANGER                                           29

      JAMES          GALLWAY                                           40

      HENRIETTA      HENDON                                            54
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      LARRY          LITERATA                                          32

      MICHAEL        ANGELO                                            30

      CAROL          MCDOUGALL                                         28

                                      - 1 -

Testing Your Knowledge

Using the sample tables in Appendix A, "Sample Tables and Database", code a SELECT statement for each of the
queries listed below. , contains one possible answer. Remember, there can be more that one way to achieve the same
result when you use the SELECT statement.

1. List the salary range for each job class
2. List all employees who have both a:

– Manager with ID 0007 or 0003
– Job that begins with the number 3

3. Identify all employees whose sex code was entered incorrectly (that is, is not M or F)
4. List the number of years employees have from January 1, 1988 until they reach retirement age (65)

Summarizing Information
Summary lines This section tells you how to create reports containing summary lines, rather than detail lines. A detail
line contains information on individual rows in a table. Summary lines contain summary information on detail lines. For
example, a line containing salary information on Henrietta Hendon is a detail line. A line containing total salaries for all
employees is a summary line.

Aggregate functions

To summarize information, OLQ provides the aggregate functions shown below. An aggregate function is a type of built-
in function that evaluates all the values in a column and returns a single value.

Function Meaning

COUNT Counts the number of rows
SUM Supplies a total value for the named column
AVG Supplies an average value for the named column
MIN Supplies the lowest value in the named column
MAX Supplies the highest value in the named column
STD Standard deviation
VAR Variance

How to use aggregate functions

You use aggregate functions in the list of column names or expressions following the SELECT statement. The function is
calculated by giving the function (for example, SUM) followed by a column name or value in parentheses.

You can use all aggregate functions, except COUNT, with:

• Values in a column: sum(salary)
• An arithmetic expression: sum(salary * 0.06)
• Any combination of the items listed above
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To count the number of selected rows, use COUNT followed by an asterisk in parentheses: count(*). OLQ displays the
value in the report.

Example -- Aggregate functions in column lists

List the number of employees within the company, and the company's total salary payment and average salary payment:

 select count(*) as &xq.number of employees',  sum(salary) as &xq.total salary',  avg(salary) as &xq.average

 salary'  from emp ! display 

 

EMP REPORT

                                    dd/mm/yy

       NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES          TOTAL SALARY           AVERAGE SALARY

       ───────────────────      ─────────────────────      ──────────────

                        19                 1070000.00            56315.78

     END OF REPORT

Summarizing Data In Groups

Groups

You can display summary information on groups. A group is a collection of detail lines that share a common value in
one or more columns. For example, you can display summary salary information for each department. Summarizing
information on groups in similar to break processing for those familiar with that reporting terminology.

Use GROUP BY

To summarize information for groups of values, use the GROUP BY clause. The GROUP BY clause indicates which
columns to group. For example, this clause groups all rows that share the same department ID: group by deptid.

You can specify up to 31 columns in the GROUP BY clause. For example, you can group rows by department, and within
the department, by job ID: group by deptid, jobid.

When you group rows, each column listed in the SELECT statement, except those named in the GROUP BY clause, must
be acted upon by an aggregate function, such as AVG or MIN. For example, you might group rows by department ID to
return average and minimum salaries for each department. OLQ displays one row for each group it evaluates.

Example 1 -- Grouping based on 1 column

List the number of employees in each department and the department's total and average salaries:

select deptid, count(*) as &xq.number of employees',

   sum(salary) as &xq.total salary',

   avg(salary) as &xq.average salary'

 from emp

 group by deptid ! display

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    dd/mm/yy

    DEPTID   NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES       TOTAL SALARY        AVERAGE SALARY

    ──────   ───────────────────   ─────────────────────   ──────────────

      3100                     9               348000.00         38666.66

      4000                     6               226000.00         37666.66

      6666                     4               496000.00        124000.00
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     END OF REPORT

Example 2 -- Grouping based on 2 columns

For each department, list the number of employees, total salary, and average salary by gender. Notice that a sex code
was entered incorrectly for an employee in department 6666:

select deptid, sex, count(*) as &xq.number of employees',

   sum(salary) as &xq.total salary',

   avg(salary) as &xq.average salary'

 from emp

 group by deptid, sex ! display

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    dd/mm/yy

   DEPTID  SEX  NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES      TOTAL SALARY       AVERAGE SALARY

   ──────  ───  ───────────────────  ─────────────────────  ──────────────

     3100  F                      3              135000.00        45000.00

     3100  M                      6              213000.00        35500.00

     4000  F                      3               94000.00        31333.33

     4000  M                      3              132000.00        44000.00

     6666  F                      1              240000.00       240000.00

     6666  M                      2              166000.00        83000.00

     6666  N                      1               90000.00        90000.00

     END OF REPORT

Specifying a Condition For a Group

Use HAVING

To apply selection criteria to the result of a GROUP BY clause, use a HAVING clause after the GROUP BY clause. The
HAVING clause is similar to a WHERE clause, except that it applies to summary rows only. As in the WHERE clause, you
can connect multiple conditional expressions by using AND and OR.

Example

List the departments where the total salary exceeds $300,000:

select deptid, sum(salary) as &xq.total salary',

    avg(salary) as &xq.average salary'

  from emp

  group by deptid

  having sum(salary) > 300000 ! display
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                                   EMP REPORT

                                    dd/mm/yy

          DEPTID             TOTAL SALARY              AVERAGE SALARY

          ──────         ─────────────────────         ──────────────

            3100                     348000.00               38666.66

            6666                     496000.00              124000.00

     END OF REPORT

Summarizing Information From Another Table

Using a nested SELECT statement

A SELECT statement within a WHERE clause is called a nested SELECT. You can use a nested SELECT statement to
retrieve information from one table based on summary information in another table.

Example -- COUNT in a nested SELECT

List the jobs held by more than one employee. The SELECT statement contains a nested SELECT that returns the
number of employees assigned to each job ID. The primary SELECT statement determines if the number is greater than
1:

select distinct jobid, title

  from joblist

  where 1 <

    (select count(*)

     from emp

     where joblist.jobid = emp.jobid) ! display

                                 JOBLIST REPORT

                                    02/10/99

                  JOBID                         TITLE

                    3001                 MGR INTERNL SOFTWARE

                    3025                 PROGRAMMER/ANALYST

                    4025                 PR WRITER

     END OF REPORT
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Testing Your Knowledge 1

Using the sample tables in num=A.Sample Tables and Database, code a SELECT statement for each of the queries listed
below. num=B.Answers, contains one possible answer. Remember, there can be more than one way to achieve the same
result when you use the SELECT statement.

1. For each manager in table EMP, determine the number of staff reporting to the manager and the average salary of the
staff members.

2. List the number of jobs greater than 3 that are assigned to classes 10 and 50. Display the report in order by the
number of jobs.

3. For departments 6666, 4000, and 3100, list the minimum and maximum salaries within the department, provided the
average departmental salary in greater than $37,800.

4. List information on employees earning less than the average salary.

Joining Tables or Database Records
Tables

In many cases, you want to retrieve information from two or more tables. For example, to retrieve the name of each
department manager, you must get the manager's ID from the DEPT table and the name that corresponds to the ID from
the EMP table. With OLQ, you can obtain information from two tables by joining the tables based on a column both tables
have in common.

Database records

Additionally, if you are using IDMS/DB database records, you can join the records based on a common value or you can
join the records by specifying a record-to-record set relationship. For example, to retrieve information on employees and
where they work, you would use the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set of the Employee Database.

Tables and records

In some cases, you will want to retrieve information that exists in a table and in a record; for example, an IDMS/DB record
(DEPARTMENT) and a table (EMP).

This section explains how to retrieve data from each of these data structures.

Joining Tables

Contents

You can join tables that share a column of common values. For example, you can join:

• Two or more different tables.
• A table to itself when one column contains similar values to another column. For example, table EMP contains a

column of manager IDs. You would join table EMP to itself to determine the name of an employee's manager.

Both of these topics are described below. This section also describes a method to translate a nested SELECT that
retrieves more than one value into a SELECT statement that is a join operation.

Joining different tables

Associate one column with another

To join tables together, each table must have at least one column that corresponds to a column in another table. You join
tables together by equating these columns in the WHERE clause of the SELECT statement. The WHERE clause defines
the join condition. This figure joins the EMP and DEPT tables by equating the department ID values in both tables:
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EMP table                              DEPT table

┌──────────────────────────────────┐    ┌────────────────────────────────────┐

│ EMPNAME                  DEPTID  │    │ DEPTID    DEPTNAME                 │

│                                  │    │                                    │

│ Jennifer Lanzarotta      3100    │    │ 3100     Internal Software         │

│ Bart Elopoulos           3200    │    │ 3200     Computer Operations       │

│ Reginald Mahoney         4000    │    │ 4000     Public Relations          │

│ Duc Ho                   2000    │    │ 2000     Accounting and Payroll    │

│ Daniel Ortega            1000    │    │ 1000     Personnel                 │

│ Edith Jones              5100    │    │ 5100     Brainstorming             │

│ Anthea Poznanski         0100    │    │ 0100     Executive Administration  │

│ Ankur Sahu               5300    │    │ 5300     Blue Skies                │

│ William Sternbach        5200    │    │ 5200     Thermoregulation          │

└─────────────────┬────────────────┘    └─────────────────┬──────────────────┘

                  │                                       │

                  └─────────────────┬─────────────────────┘

                                    │

                                    │

                                    │

                                    │

Join rows in EMP table              │

and DEPT table that have DEPTID     │

equal to 5300 to list information   │

about department 5300 and its       │

employees                           │

                                    │

                                    │

        ┌───────────────────────────▼────────────────────────────┐

        │ EMPNAME                  DEPTID             DEPTNAME   │

        │                                                        │

        │ Ankur Sahu               5300               Blue Skies │

        └────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

Which columns can you use?

The columns should contain comparable data. For example, you could compare the EMPID column in table EMP with the
MGRID column in table DEPT. Both columns contain employee ID values.

Choosing a column

In some cases, the tables you want to join will have more than one corresponding column. For example, you can join the
EMP and DEPT tables by comparing:

• The DEPTID column defined in both tables, or
• The EMPID column defined in the EMP table and the MGRID column defined in the DEPT table

If you compare the department ID values, OLQ retrieves information on all employees and their departments. If you
compare employee and manager ID values, OLQ retrieves information on all employees who are department managers
and the departments they manage.

Qualifying column names

When the tables you want to join have the same names for some or all of the columns (like the DEPTID column in the
EMP and DEPT tables), qualify the column names by specifying the table name, followed by a period and the column
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name: dept.deptid. In fact, its a good idea to qualify all column names in join operations to make the SELECT statement
easier to read.

Coding the SELECT statement

To join tables in a SELECT statement:

1. Name selected columns from any or all of the tables in the column list following the SELECT keyword: dept.deptid,
emp.lastname.

2. Name the tables, separated by a comma, in the FROM clause of the SELECT statement: dept, emp. The order of the
tables is not important.

3. Compare the values of the associated columns in the WHERE clause: dept.deptid = emp.deptid. The WHERE
clause can contain more than one comparison expression, as shown in Example 2 below.

Example 1 -- Name the department managers

List information on each department manager. The SELECT statement joins the DEPT and EMP tables by getting rows
from both tables where the manager ID in the department table is the same as the employee ID in the EMP table:

select dept.deptid, dept.deptname, emp.firstname, emp.lastname

  from dept, emp

  where dept.mgrid = emp.empid ! display

                                 DEPT/EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

 DEPTID                   DEPTNAME                    FIRSTNAME     LASTNAME

 ------ --------------------------------------------- ---------- ---------------

   3100 INTERNAL SOFTWARE                             JENNIFER   GARFIELD

   4000 PUBLIC RELATIONS                              MONTE      BANK

   6666 EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION                      HENRIETTA  HENDON

     END OF REPORT

Example 2 -- Name employees hired before their manager

Assuming that employee IDs are assigned sequentially, list all employees who have worked at the company longer
than their manager; that is, those employees who have a lower ID than that of the department's manager. The SELECT
statement joins the EMP and DEPT tables by retrieving all rows where:

• The employee's department is the same as the manager's department, and
• The employee's ID is less than the manager's ID

select emp.empid, emp.lastname, emp.firstname, dept.mgrid

  from emp, dept

  where (dept.deptid = emp.deptid)

  and (emp.empid < dept.mgrid) ! display

                                 EMP/DEPT REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

      EMPID         LASTNAME         FIRSTNAME      MGRID

     ------      ------------------  -----------    ------

        0001     RUPEE               JOHN             0030

     END OF REPORT
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Joining more than two tables

If you need to join more than two tables, specify a join condition for each pair of tables. That is, to join three tables, you'll
need at least two join conditions. For example, to join the EMP, DEPT, and JOBCLASS tables, you could join the tables
this way:

Tables Join condition

EMP and DEPT dept.deptid = emp.deptid

EMP and JOBCLASS emp.class = jobclass.class

The resulting report would contain information on each employee's department and job class.

Example -- Join three tables

List job information on all employees who earn the minimum salary for their job class. The SELECT statement joins three
tables: EMP, JOBLIST, and JOBCLASS. OLQ retrieves all rows where:

• The employee ID in the EMP table matches the employee ID assigned to a job in the JOBLIST table, and
• The employee's job class matches the class assigned in the JOBCLASS table, and
• The employee's salary equals the minimum salary in the JOBCLASS table

select emp.empid, emp.lastname,

joblist.title, jobclass.class, emp.salary

  from emp, joblist, jobclass

  where joblist.empid=emp.empid and

  jobclass.class = emp.class and

  emp.salary = jobclass.minsalary ! display

                           EMP/JOBLIST/JOBCLASS REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

    EMPID      LASTNAME              TITLE           CLASS     SALARY

    -----   ---------------   --------------------   -----   -----------

     0001   RUPEE             DIR OPERATIONS            72      76000.00

     0024   DOUGH             PROGRAMMER/ANALYST        42      33000.00

     0027   HEAROWITZ         PROGRAMMER/ANALYST        42      33000.00

     0029   GALLWAY           PROGRAMMER/ANALYST        42      33000.00

     0120   ANGELO            ILLUSTRATOR               21      18000.00

     0120   ANGELO            PASTE-UP ARTIST           21      18000.00

     0127   MCDOUGALL         PASTE-UP ARTIST           21      18000.00

     0476   ZEDI              PR WRITER                 33      37000.00

     END OF REPORT

Joining a table to itself

Why join a table to itself?

You join a table to itself when one column in a table requires the table itself to supply additional information. For example,
table EMP has a column of manager IDs. To find the name of Michael Angelo's manager, you find the manager's ID in the
MGRID column and then find the same ID in the EMPID column. The manager's name is associated with the employee
ID:

EMP table
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┌──────────────────────────────────────┐

│ EMPID   EMPNAME               MGRID  │

│                                      │

│ 0075    Jennifer Lanzarotta   0003   │

│ 3302    Bart Elopoulos        0004   │

│ 3871    Reginald Mahoney      0007   │

│ 4230    Duc Ho                0011   │

│ 6264    Daniel Ortega         0013   │

│ 6348    Edith Jones           0015   │

│ 7170    Anthea Poznanski      0075   │

│ 8939    Ankur Sahu            0321   │

│ 8957    William Sternbach     0349   │

└─────────────────┬────────────────────┘

                  │

                  │

                  │

                  │

                  │  Join table EMP to itself by equating Anthea

                  │  Poznanski's manager ID to an employee ID

                  │

                  │

┌─────────────────▼────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

│ EMPID   EMPNAME               MGRID     EMPID   EMPNAME               MGRID  │

│                                                                              │

│ 7170    Anthea Poznanski      0075      0075    Jennifer Lanzarotta   0003   │

└──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

This type of join is called a reflexive join and is used to implement a nested structure, which is also called a bill-of-
materials structure. A nested structure is one where there is a relationship between columns in the same table. For
example, nested relationships exist:

• In an industrial environment where a part in a component of another part and can contain component parts itself. For
example, a door is a component of a car and contains these component parts: handle, lock, and window.

• In the corporate environment used for examples in this section where an employee manages other employees.
Likewise, an employee can report to more than one supervisor.

How to join a table to itself

To join a table to itself, you simply treat the table as two tables by assigning aliases, or alternative names, to the table
in the SELECT statement. Thereafter, the SELECT statement coding requirements listed below are the same as if you
were joining two different tables. This figure illustrates how to join table EMP to itself by assigning two alias table names --
MANAGER and WORKER:

                     EMP table

                     ┌──────────────────────────────────────┐

                     │ EMPID   EMPNAME               MGRID  │

                     │                                      │

                     │ 0075    Jennifer Lanzarotta   0003   │

                     │ 3302    Bart Elopoulos        0004   │

                     │ 3871    Reginald Mahoney      0007   │

                     │ 4242    Chinua Achebe         0075   │

                     │ 7170    Anthea Poznanski      0075   │

                     └──────────────────┬───────────────────┘
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                                        │

                                        │ Assign alias table names

                                        │

                   ┌────────────────────┴────────────────┐

                   │                                     │

                   │                                     │

MANAGER table      │                                     │

┌──────────────────▼───────────────────┐                 │

│ EMPID   EMPNAME               MGRID  │                 │

│                                      │                 │

│ 0075    Jennifer Lanzarotta   0003   │                 │

│ 3302    Bart Elopoulos        0004   │                 │

│ 3871    Reginald Mahoney      0007   │                 │

│ 4242    Chinua Achebe         0075   │                 │

│ 7170    Anthea Poznanski      0075   │                 │

└──────────────────┬───────────────────┘                 │

                   │                                     │

                   │                     WORKER table    │

                                         ┌───────────────▼──────────────────────┐

    Join the MANAGER and WORKER tables   │ EMPID   EMPNAME               MGRID  │

    by equating the ID of the worker's   │                                      │

    manager to the employee ID of the    │ 0075    Jennifer Lanzarotta   0003   │

    manager                              │ 3302    Bart Elopoulos        0004   │

                   │                     │ 3871    Reginald Mahoney      0007   │

                   │                     │ 4242    Chinua Achebe         0075   │

                   │                     │ 7170    Anthea Poznanski      0075   │

                   │                     └───────────────┬──────────────────────┘

                   │                                     │

                   └───────────────────┬─────────────────┘

                                       │

                                       │

┌──────────────────────────────────────▼─────────────────────────────────────┐

│ MANAGER                                WORKER                              │

│                                                                            │

│ EMPID   EMPNAME               MGRID    EMPID   EMPNAME               MGRID │

│                                                                            │

│ 0075    Jennifer Lanzarotta   0003     4242    Chinua Achebe         0075  │

│ 0075    Jennifer Lanzarotta   0003     7170    Anthea Poznanski      0075  │

└────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

Coding the SELECT statement

To join a table to itself, follow these steps:

1. Qualify each column listed after the SELECT keyword with an alias table name: manager.lastname
2. For each reflexive join (that is, for each time you join a table to itself), assign an alias by coding:

a. The table name
b. A blank
c. The alias
Separate each table and its alias from another with a comma: emp manager, emp worker

3. In the WHERE clause, compare two columns that share the same type of information: manager.empid =
worker.mgrid

Example
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List each manager and associated staff. To retrieve this information, join the EMP table to itself, equating a manager's
employee ID to the ID of a staff member's manager.

The SELECT statement assigns these aliases to EMP table: MANAGER and WORKER. The WHERE clause selects rows
where the employee ID in the MANAGER table equals the manager's ID in the WORKER table. The columns display the
manager's name retrieved from the MANAGER table and the worker's name retrieved from the WORKER table:

select manager.lastname as supervisor, worker.lastname as staff

  from emp manager, emp worker

  where manager.empid = worker.mgrid ! display

                                 EMP/EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

                   SUPERVISOR                        STAFF

                 ---------------                ---------------

                 GARFIELD                       JENSEN

                 GARFIELD                       JACOBI

                 GARFIELD                       TYRO

                 GARFIELD                       DOUGH

                 GARFIELD                       HEAROWITZ

                 GARFIELD                       GRANGER

                 GARFIELD                       GALLWAY

                 GARFIELD                       LITERATA

                 BANK                           ANGELO

                 BANK                           MCDOUGALL

                 BANK                           PENMAN

                 BANK                           JACKSON

                 BANK                           ZEDI

                 HENDON                         RUPEE

                 HENDON                         GARFIELD

                 HENDON                         BANK

                                      - 1 -

Comparing a column to more than one value

Why you compare more than one value

You may want to compare values in one table to a list of values in another table. For example, you might want to obtain
information on all employees whose ID matches the manager IDs in table DEPT. If you know the manager IDs in table
DEPT, you could code a SELECT statement that compares employee IDs to a list of manager IDs:

select empid, lastname

  from emp

  where empid in

    (0013, 0011, 0003, 0004, 0007, 0015, 0349, 0321, 0030)

However, this type of query isn't practical in some cases, especially for large tables. OLQ provides a method to retrieve
this information.

Coding it as a join operation
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You can obtain the same information by joining the EMP and DEPT tables where the manager ID in table DEPT is the
same as the employee ID in table EMP:

select emp.lastname

  from dept, emp

  where emp.empid = dept.mgrid

Retrieving Information From IDMS/DB Records

Contents

Examples to this point are all based on ASF-generated tables. However, you can also use the SELECT statement to
retrieve data from IDMS/DB database records. This portion of the section tells you how to retrieve data from:

• One IDMS/DB record
• Two or more IDMS/DB records by using sets
• An IDMS/DB bill-of-materials data structure

Retrieving data from a single record

Comparing a record to a table

Retrieving information from an IDMS/DB database record is comparable to retrieving rows from a table. The IDMS/DB
record type (for example, the EMPLOYEE record) is like a table (for example, the EMP table). The EMPLOYEE record
occurrences are like the rows of EMP table.

Signing on to a subschema

To access IDMS/DB database records, you have to first sign on to a subschema. A subschema is a view of the database.
That is, it describes a subset of the database records that an IDMS/DB database contains.

To signon to a subschema, issue a SIGNON command:

signon ss=empss01

Coding the SELECT statement

To retrieve information from a single IDMS/DB database record, code the SELECT statement like this:

1. Enter record field names instead of column names following the SELECT keyword: emp-last-name-0415
2. Enter the record name instead of the table name following the FROM keyword: employee

Finding record names

If you do not know the record or the record field names that you need, issue these commands:

HELP RECORDS Lists the records defined to the subschema you have accessed

HELP RECORD=record-name Lists the fields associated with the named record

Example

List each office's code number, in ascending order, and city:

select office-code-0450, office-city-0450

  from office
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  order by office-code-0450 ! display

                                  OFFICE REPORT

                                    01/27/99

                OFFICE-CODE-0450               OFFICE-CITY-0450

                ----------------               ----------------

                001                            SPRINGFIELD

                002                            BOSTON

                005                            GLASSTER

                008                            WESTON

                012                            CAMBRIDGE

     END OF REPORT

Retrieving data from two or more records

How OLQ interprets a set relationship

IDMS/DB database records relate to each other through set&$. RB. relationships or through data values. An IDMS/DB set
links occurrences of one record type with associated occurrences of another record type. One record type is the owner
of the set. The other record type is a member of the set. For example, the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set associates each
employee with a particular office. The OFFICE record is the owner and the EMPLOYEE record is the member.

When you retrieve data from two or more tables, you join the tables on a common value. For example, you join the DEPT
and EMP tables by equating department IDs: where dept.deptid=emp.deptid. Similarly, when you retrieve data from
two or more records, you join the records by using a set relationship. For example, you join the OFFICE and EMPLOYEE
records with the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set relationship: where office-employee. The figure below illustrates how OLQ
interprets a set relationship between the OFFICE and EMPLOYEE database records:
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Coding the SELECT statement

To retrieve data from two or more IDMS/DB records, code the SELECT statement like this:

1. Enter record field names instead of column names following the SELECT keyword. If the same field name appears in
more than one record, qualify the fields with the record name: employee.emp-id-0415.

2. Enter the record names instead of the table names following the FROM keyword: office, employee.
3. Enter the set names following the WHERE keyword. Separate set names by AND. You can also include other WHERE

criteria. Separate additional WHERE criteria from set names by using AND, also: where (office-employee and dept-
employee) and (dept-id-0410 = 4000).

Example 1 -- Retrieving data from 2 records

List all employees who work in the Boston office. The SELECT statement shown below selects EMPLOYEE and OFFICE
records in the OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set having an office code of BOSTON:

select emp-last-name-0415 as &xq.employee name',

  office-city-0450 as &xq.office'

  from employee, office

  where office-employee and office-city-0450 = &xq.boston' ! display

                             OFFICE/EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

                  EMPLOYEE NAME                     OFFICE

                 ---------------                ---------------

                 ANGELO                         BOSTON
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                 BANK                           BOSTON

                 BLOOMER                        BOSTON

                 FITZHUGH                       BOSTON

                 FONRAD                         BOSTON

                 GARDNER                        BOSTON

                 HENDON                         BOSTON

                 HUTTON                         BOSTON

                 JACKSON                        BOSTON

                 JENSON                         BOSTON

                 JOHNSON                        BOSTON

                 KAHALLY                        BOSTON

                 KIMBALL                        BOSTON

                 KING                           BOSTON

                                      - 1 -

Example 2 -- Retrieving data from 3 records

List the department and office location of each employee. The SELECT statement shown below:

1. Selects fields from the DEPARTMENT, EMPLOYEE, and OFFICE records where:
– The DEPT-EMPLOYEE set associates DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE record occurrences
– The OFFICE-EMPLOYEE set associates OFFICE and EMPLOYEE record occurrences

2. Orders the retrieved rows by employee name within each department

select dept-id-0410 as department, emp-last-name-0415 as employee,

  office-city-0450 as office

  from department, employee, office

  where dept-employee and office-employee

  order by dept-id-0410, emp-last-name-0415 ! display

                        OFFICE/EMPLOYEE/DEPARTMENT REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

          DEPARTMENT            EMPLOYEE                 OFFICE

          ----------         ---------------         ---------------

                0100         HENDON                  BOSTON

                0100         PAPAZEUS                WESTON

                0100         RUPEE                   SPRINGFIELD

                0100         WILDER                  SPRINGFIELD

                1000         FITZHUGH                BOSTON

                1000         JOHNSON                 BOSTON

                1000         ORGRATZI                BOSTON

                1000         PEOPLES                 BOSTON

                2000         BLOOMER                 BOSTON

                2000         HUTTON                  BOSTON

                2000         JENSON                  BOSTON

                2000         KIMBALL                 BOSTON

                2000         KING                    BOSTON

                                      - 1 -
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Retrieving data from a record joined to itself

By using a nested structure

Like tables, records can participate in nested structures. For example, employees who are supervisors have employees
who are staff members. Likewise, employees who are staff can report to more than one supervisor.

This type of set relationship is called a bill-of-materials structure. The data structure diagram in num=A.Sample Tables
and Database shows a bill-of-materials structure between the EMPLOYEE and STRUCTURE records:

• One set is MANAGES. It associates supervisors with staff.
• The other set is REPORTS-TO. It associates each employee with one or more supervisors.

The STRUCTURE record exists only to facilitate these set relationships.

Assign alias record names

This figure shows how OLQ interprets a bill-of-materials structure relationally, by using alias names for the EMPLOYEE
record:

• The SUPERVISOR alias contains occurrences of supervisors. The MANAGES set relates each supervisor to
employees who are staff.

• The WORKER alias contains occurrences of staff. The REPORTS-TO set relates each staff member to employees
who are supervisors.

OLQ uses the concept illustrated in the figure shown under Retrieving data from two or more records to interpret these set
relationships:

                    ┌─────────────┐

                    │             │

                    │  EMPLOYEE   │

                    │             │

                    └─┬─────────┬─┘

       MANAGES        │         │        REPORTS TO

                      │         │

                    ┌─▼─────────▼─┐

                    │             │

                    │  STRUCTURE  │

                    │             │

                    └─────────────┘

┌─────────────┐                         ┌───────────────┐

│             │                         │               │

│ SUPERVISOR  │                         │    WORKER     │

│             │                         │               │

└─────┬───────┘                         └───────┬───────┘

      │                                         │

      │ MANAGES                      REPORTS TO │

      │            ┌───────────────┐            │

      │            │               │            │

      └────────────►   EMPLOYEE    ◄────────────┘

                   │               │

                   └───────────────┘

           CA OLQ relates the supervisor IDs

           to worker record occurrences and
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           relates worker worker IDs to man-

           ager record occurrences in two

           tables

                          │

                          │

                          ▼

   MANAGES                          REPORTS-TO

┌────────────────────┐            ┌───────────────────────┐

│ MGRID   WORKER     │            │ WORKERID   MANAGER    │

│                    │            │                       │

│ 0075    Poznanski  │            │ 0075       Sarem      │

│ 0075    Achebe     │            │ 0075       Romans     │

└────────────────────┘            └───────────────────────┘

▲                                 ▲

│                                 │

│                                 │

Employee 0075 manages             Employee 0075 works for

Poznanski and Achebe              Sarem and Romans

Coding the SELECT statement

As with a reflexive table join, the SELECT statement is unique in that you assign alias names to the same record. To code
the SELECT statement, follow these steps:

1. Qualify each record field name with an alias record name: supervisor.emp-last-name-0415.
2. For each bill-of-materials navigation, assign a unique alias to the record by coding:

a. The record name
b. A blank
c. The alias
Separate each record and its alias from another with a comma: employee supervisor, employee worker, structure.

3. Name the sets that participate in the bill-of-materials following the WHERE clause by coding:
a. A qualified set name. A qualified set name is the set name followed by a period and the alias record name: where

reports-to.worker.
b. An AND logical operator.
c. A second qualified set name.

Example -- Listing managers and their staff

Retrieve each project leader and the staff working on the project. The SELECT statement assigns these aliases to the
EMPLOYEE record: SUPERVISOR and WORKER. STRUCTURE is the name of the IDMS/DB record that facilitates this
bill-of-materials data structure.

The alias table names qualify record field names that appear following the SELECT keyword and set names that appear in
the WHERE clause:

select supervisor.emp-last-name-0415 as &xq.project leader',

  worker.emp-last-name-0415 as &xq.staff'

  from employee supervisor, employee worker, structure

  where manages.supervisor and reports-to.worker

  order by supervisor.emp-last-name-0415 ! display

                            EMPLOYEE/EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy
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                   PROJECT LEADER                    STAFF

                 BANK                           ZEDI

                 BANK                           JACKSON

                 BANK                           PENMAN

                 BANK                           MCDOUGALL

                 BANK                           ANGELO

                 CRANE                          GARDNER

                 CRANE                          KAHALLY

                 CRANE                          KLWELLEN

                 CRANE                          LIPSICH

                 CRANE                          KRAAMER

                 CRANE                          TERNER

                 CRANE                          FONRAD

                 CRANE                          FERNDALE

                                      - 1 -

Retrieving Data Rrom Tables and Records

Signing on

To join information from a table and a database record, sign on to the subschema that contains the database record and
sign on to the table. Use a view id in the SIGNON statement to keep each signon active and to qualify records and tables
that share the same name:

signon table emp view emptab !

signon ss=empss01 view empssc&RB.

Comparing view IDs to alias names

A view ID applies when you sign on to more than one subschema. It qualifies records or tables that have the same name
in different subschemas.

An alias applies to records and tables in the SELECT statement. It qualifies fields (columns) and sets that have the same
name in different records or tables.

Coding the SELECT statement

Once you have signed on to the subschemas, code the SELECT statement like this:

1. Enter column names and/or record field names following the SELECT keyword: lastname, dept-name-0410.
2. Enter table and/or record names following the FROM keyword. If the record and table share the same name, qualify

them with the view id you assigned to the subschema at signon: emptab.emp, empssc.department.
3. Equate values in the WHERE clause. If you are retrieving information from a table and a database record, compare a

column to a field: deptid = dept-id-0410

Example -- Joining a table and a record

Join table EMP and database record DEPARTMENT to list all employees and their associated departments by:

1. Signing on to the EMPSS01 subschema in dictionary TSTDICT.
2. Signing on to the EMP table in dictionary ASFDICT.
3. Select the employee's name from table EMP and the department's name from record DEPARTMENT where a table

row and record occurrence have the same department ID value. The ORDER BY clause instructs OLQ to display the
rows alphabetically by employees names.
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signon ss empss01 dictname tstdict view empssc !

signon table emp dictname asfdict view emptab !

select lastname as employee, dept-name-0410 as department

  from emp, department

  where deptid = dept-id-0410

  order by lastname ! display

                              EMP/DEPARTMENT REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

          EMPLOYEE                           DEPARTMENT

       ---------------      ---------------------------------------------

       ANGELO               PUBLIC RELATIONS

       BANK                 PUBLIC RELATIONS

       DOUGH                INTERNAL SOFTWARE

       GALLWAY              INTERNAL SOFTWARE

       GARFIELD             INTERNAL SOFTWARE

       GRANGER              INTERNAL SOFTWARE

       HEAROWITZ            INTERNAL SOFTWARE

       HENDON               EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION

       JACKSON              PUBLIC RELATIONS

       JACOBI               INTERNAL SOFTWARE

       JENSEN               INTERNAL SOFTWARE

       LITERATA             INTERNAL SOFTWARE

       MCDOUGALL            PUBLIC RELATIONS

       PAPAZEUS             EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION

Test Your Knowledge

Using the sample tables in Appendix A:, code a SELECT statement for each of the queries listed below. num=B.Answers,
contains one possible answer. Remember, there can be more than one way to achieve the same result when you use the
SELECT statement.

1. List the average salary for employees in the Boston office
2. List all employees in the Springfield office who are programmer/analysts
3. List the average salary of the managers in table DEPT
4. List all employees who are either programmer/analysts, paste-up artists, or a brainstorming manager

Using the data structure diagram in code a SELECT statement for these database record queries:

1. List each employee's job title and salary
2. For each job assigned to more than one employee, list the number of employees assigned to the job and their average

salaries
3. List each employee's manager

Sample Tables and Database
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BOSTON Table

     EMPID       LASTNAME        HIREDATE    OFFICECODE         TOWN

     ─────    ───────────────    ────────    ──────────    ───────────────

      0120    ANGELO               090879    002           BOSTON

      0007    BANK                 043078    002           BOSTON

      0069    BLOOMER              050580    002           BOSTON

      0119    BOWER                121477    002           BOSTON

      0081    FITZHUGH             091981    002           BOSTON

      0045    FONRAD               041480    002           BOSTON

      0053    GARDNER              061581    002           BOSTON

      0030    HENDON               112173    002           BOSTON

      0100    HUTTON               090777    002           BOSTON

      0158    JACKSON              070777    002           BOSTON

      0011    JENSON               092980    002           BOSTON

      0051    JOHNSON              032377    002           BOSTON

      0049    KAHALLY              092979    002           BOSTON

      0067    KIMBALL              091978    002           BOSTON

      0106    KING                 081680    002           BOSTON

      0074    KRAAMER              040481    002           BOSTON

      0127    MCDOUGALL            060780    002           BOSTON

      0101    NICEMAN              050680    002           BOSTON

      0091    ORGRATZI             101080    002           BOSTON

      0149    PENMAN               090877    002           BOSTON

      0013    PEOPLES              010281    002           BOSTON

      0048    TERNER               052682    002           BOSTON

      0466    ANDALE               061582    002           BOSTON

      0457    ARM                  012365    002           BOSTON

DEPT Table

       DEPTID                       DEPTNAME                        MGRID

       ──────     ───────────────────────────────────────────────   ─────

         1000     PERSONNEL                                           0013

         2000     ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                              0011

         3100     INTERNAL SOFTWARE                                   0003

         3200     COMPUTER OPERATIONS                                 0004

         4000     PUBLIC RELATIONS                                    0007

         5100     BRAINSTORMING                                       0015

         5200     THERMOREGULATION                                    0349

         5300     BLUE SKIES                                          0321

         6666     EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION                            0030

EMP Table

   EMPID  FIRSTNAME      LASTNAME      DEPTID  MGRID    SALARY     JOBID

   ─────  ─────────   ───────────────  ──────  ─────    ──────     ─────
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    0001  JOHN        RUPEE              6666   0030     76000.00   3001

    0003  JENNIFER    GARFIELD           3100   0030     65000.00   3001

    0007  MONTE       BANK               4000   0030     80000.00   4001

    0019  JULIE       JENSEN             3100   0003     37000.00   3025

    0020  JAMES       JACOBI             3100   0003     55000.00   3011

    0021  RALPH       TYRO               3100   0003     20000.00   3027

    0024  JANE        DOUGH              3100   0003     33000.00   3025

    0027  VLADIMIR    HEAROWITZ          3100   0003     33000.00   3025

    0028  PERCY       GRANGER            3100   0003     34500.00   3025

    0029  JAMES       GALLWAY            3100   0003     33000.00   3025

    0030  HENRIETTA   HENDON             6666   0030    240000.00   9001

    0035  LARRY       LITERATA           3100   0003     37500.00   3031

    0120  MICHAEL     ANGELO             4000   0007     18000.00   4051

    0127  CAROL       MCDOUGALL          4000   0007     18000.00   4053

    0149  LAURA       PENMAN             4000   0007     39000.00   4025

    0158  JOCK        JACKSON            4000   0007     34000.00   4021

    0471  THEMIS      PAPAZEUS           6666   0030     90000.00   5001

    0472  ROBBY       WILDER             6666   0030     90000.00   9005

    0476  BETSY       ZEDI               4000   0007     37000.00   4025

    EMPID     PHONE       SSECNUM    STARTDATE   BIRTHDATE   CLASS   SEX

    ─────   ──────────   ─────────   ─────────   ─────────   ─────   ───

     0001   6173421515   013445656      750223      330219      72   M

     0003   6173321967   021994516      770121      450818      71   F

     0007   6173321933   022446676      780430      500101      72   M

     0019   6172241955   033456718      820929      480730      43   F

     0020   6173348912   018813465      811111      401101      63   M

     0021   6174459191   019893456      801221      551225      21   M

     0024   6174458155   022337878      760808      510329      42   F

     0027   6173349634   031896154      810909      560425      42   M

     0028   6173341212   011234545      800527      580222      42   M

     0029   6173349155   014567777      811010      471006      42   M

     0030   6178881212   011334444      731121      331006      93   F

     0035   6175912323   023567831      800909      550430      43   M

     0120   6178870235   127675593      790908      570405      21   M

     0127   6178871324   153897789      800607      590304      21   F

     0149   6175341199   014593186      770908      440504      33   F

     0158   6175346767   019996919      770707      500904      42   M

     0471   6174561277   022887770      780907      350304      72   N

     0472   6174317709   038779010      790716      550304      81   M

     0476   6174319909   010004560      760223      401229      33   F

JOBCLASS Table

               CLASS              MINSALARY               MAXSALARY

               ─────              ─────────               ─────────

                  11                12000.00                18000.00

                  21                18000.00                20000.00

                  33                37000.00                39000.00
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                  42                33000.00                35000.00

                  43                35500.00                40000.00

                  51                38000.00                57000.00

                  63                52500.00                62500.00

                  71                60000.00                70000.00

                  72                76000.00                90000.00

                  81                85000.00               105000.00

                  93               200000.00               250000.00

JOBLIST Table

         JOBID               TITLE                EMPID        CLASS

         ─────        ─────────────────────────── ─────        ─────

          1001        MGR PERSONNEL                0013           72

          1023        RECRUITER/INTERVWR           0091           43

          1051        PERSONNEL CLERK              0051           11

          1051        PERSONNEL CLERK              0081           11

          2001        MGR ACCTNG/PAYROLL           0011           72

          2023        ACCOUNTANT                   0067           62

          2025        FINANCIAL ANALYST            0100           62

          2051        AP CLERK                     0101           12

          2053        AR CLERK                     0106           12

          2055        PAYROLL CLERK                0069           13

          3001        MGR INTERNL SOFTWARE         0003           71

          3003        MGR COMPUTER OPS             0004           71

          3011        DATABASE ADMIN.              0020           63

          3023        SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER           0016           52

          3025        PROGRAMMER/ANALYST           0019           43

          3025        PROGRAMMER/ANALYST           0023           44

          3025        PROGRAMMER/ANALYST           0024           42

          3025        PROGRAMMER/ANALYST           0027           42

          3025        PROGRAMMER/ANALYST           0028           42

          3025        PROGRAMMER/ANALYST           0029           42

          3027        PROGRAMMER TRAINEE           0021           21

          3027        PROGRAMMER TRAINEE           0023           43

          3029        COMPUTER OPERATOR            0031           21

          3029        COMPUTER OPERATOR            0032           22

          3029        COMPUTER OPERATOR            0049           21

          3031        DOCUMENTATION SPEC           0035           43

          3051        DATA ENTRY CLERK             0045           13

          3051        DATA ENTRY CLERK             0048           11

          3051        DATA ENTRY CLERK             0053           12

          3051        DATA ENTRY CLERK             0074           12

          4001        MGR PUBLIC RELATIONS         0007           72

          4021        SPORTS CONSULTANT            0158           42

          4023        PHOTOGRAPHER                 9999           33

          4025        PR WRITER                    0149           33

          4025        PR WRITER                    0476           33

          4051        ILLUSTRATOR                  0120           21

          4053        PASTE-UP ARTIST              0120           21

 1993
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          4053        PASTE-UP ARTIST              0127           21

          5001        MGR BRAINSTORMING            0015           72

          5001        MGR BRAINSTORMING            0471           72

          5003        MGR THERMOREGULATION         0349           72

          5005        MGR BLUE SKIES               0321           71

          5021        RAINMAKER                    0301           53

          5023        RAINDANCE CONSULTANT         0334           43

          5025        SNOWBLOWER                   0341           51

          5025        SNOWBLOWER                   0466           51

          5027        KEEPER OF THE WINDS          0467           51

          5029        STURM/DRANG ADMIN            0457           53

          5029        STURM/DRANG ADMIN            0458           53

          5031        KEEPER OF BALLOONS           0329           52

          5033        WINTERIZER                   0355           51

          5033        WINTERIZER                   0469           51

          5035        HUMIDITY CONTROL CLK         0479           43

          5037        SUNSHINE SUPERVISOR          0321           53

          5037        SUNSHINE SUPERVISOR          0366           51

          5039        CUMULUS CARETAKER            0371           53

          9001        PRESIDENT                    0030           93

          9003        DIR OPERATIONS               0001           81

          9005        DIR CORP CONFUSION           0472           81

          9007        DIR WEATHER                  0471           82

SPRINGFIELD Table

     EMPID       LASTNAME        STARTYEAR    OFFICECODE         CITY

     ─────    ───────────────    ─────────    ──────────    ──────────────

      0004    CRANE                 051477    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0024    DOUGH                 080876    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0032    FERNDALE              090979    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0329    FINN                  061679    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0029    GALLWAY               101081    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0003    GARFIELD              012177    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0028    GRANGER               052780    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0027    HEAROWITZ             090981    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0020    JACOBI                111181    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0019    JENSEN                092982    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0016    KLWELLEN              010678    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0031    LIPSICH               042981    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0035    LITERATA              090980    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0023    O'HEARN               050478    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0001    RUPEE                 022375    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0021    TYRO                  122180    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0472    WILDER                071679    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0476    ZEDI                  022376    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0007    BANK                  043078    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0069    BLOOMER               050580    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0467    BREEZE                022980    001           SPRINGFIELD
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WESTON Table

     EMPID       LASTNAME        STARTDATE    OFFICECODE         CITY

     ─────    ───────────────    ─────────    ──────────    ───────────────

      0466    ANDALE                061582    008           WESTON

      0457    ARM                   012365    008           WESTON

      0467    BREEZE                022980    008           WESTON

      0469    KASPAR                091476    008           WESTON

      0341    MUNYON                031482    008           WESTON

      0471    PAPAZEUS              090778    008           WESTON

      0355    TIME                  050675    008           WESTON

      0458    WAGNER                070883    008           WESTON

      0349    WILCO                 111179    008           WESTON

      0119    BOWER                 121477    008           WESTON

      0081    FITZHUGH              091981    008           WESTON

      0004    CRANE                 051477    008           WESTON

      0024    DOUGH                 080876    008           WESTON

      0032    FERNDALE              090979    008           WESTON

      0329    FINN                  061679    008           WESTON

EMPLOYEE Database Data Structure Diagram

Answers
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Chapter 2 Answers

Query 1

List the salary range for each job class:

select class, maxsalary - minsalary as &xq.salary range'

  from jobclass

                                  CLASS REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

                     CLASS                    SALARY RANGE

                        11                         6000.00

                        21                         2000.00

                        33                         2000.00

                        42                         2000.00

                        43                         4500.00

                        51                        19000.00

                        63                        10000.00

                        71                        10000.00

                        72                        14000.00

                        81                        20000.00

                        93                        50000.00

     END OF REPORT

Query 2

List all employees who have both a:

• Manager with ID 0007 or 0003
• Job that begins with the number 3

select lastname, mgrid, jobid

  from emp

  where mgrid in (0003, 0007) and

    jobid like &xq.3___'

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

 1996



 Using

                 LASTNAME                 MGRID              JOBID

              JENSEN                        0003               3025

              JACOBI                        0003               3011

              TYRO                          0003               3027

              DOUGH                         0003               3025

              HEAROWITZ                     0003               3025

              GRANGER                       0003               3025

              GALLWAY                       0003               3025

              LITERATA                      0003               3031

     END OF REPORT

Query 3

Identify all employees whose sex code was entered incorrectly (that is, is not M or F):

select firstname, lastname, sex

  from emp

  where sex not in (&xq.m', &xq.f')

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

             FIRSTNAME                LASTNAME                SEX

             THEMIS                PAPAZEUS                   N

     END OF REPORT

Query 4

List the number of years employees have from January 1, 1988 until they reach retirement age (65):

select firstname, lastname, birthdate,

  (65 - next-int-eqlo(datedif(880101,birthdate)/365))

  as &xq.years until retirement'

  from emp

                                   EMP REPORT

 1997
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                                    mm/dd/yy

   FIRSTNAME      LASTNAME      BIRTHDATE       YEARS UNTIL RETIREMENT

   JOHN        RUPEE               330219                                11

   JENNIFER    GARFIELD            450818                                23

   MONTE       BANK                500101                                27

   JULIE       JENSEN              480730                                26

   JAMES       JACOBI              401101                                18

   RALPH       TYRO                551225                                33

   JANE        DOUGH               510329                                29

   VLADIMIR    HEAROWITZ           560425                                34

   PERCY       GRANGER             580222                                36

   JAMES       GALLWAY             471006                                25

   HENRIETTA   HENDON              331006                                11

   LARRY       LITERATA            550430                                33

   MICHAEL     ANGELO              570405                                35

   CAROL       MCDOUGALL           590304                                37

                                      - 1 -

Chapter 3 Answers

Query 1

For each manager in table EMP, determine the number of staff reporting to the manager and the average salary of the
staff members:

select mgrid, count(*) as &xq.number of staff',

  avg(salary) as &xq.average salary'

  from emp

  group by mgrid

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

         MGRID         NUMBER OF STAFF                  AVERAGE SALARY

           0003                      8                        35375.00

           0007                      5                        29200.00

           0030                      6                       106833.33

     END OF REPORT

Query 2

 1998
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List the number of jobs greater than or equal to 3 that are assigned to classes 10 and 50. Display the report in order by
the number of jobs:

select count(*) as &xq.number of jobs', class

  from joblist

  where class between 10 and 50

  group by class

  having count(*) >= 3

  order by 1

                                 JOBLIST REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

                     NUMBER OF JOBS                    CLASS

                                  3                       11

                                  3                       33

                                  4                       12

                                  5                       42

                                  6                       21

                                  6                       43

     END OF REPORT

Query 3

For departments 6666, 4000, and 3100, list the minimum and maximum salaries within the department, provided the
average departmental salary in greater than $37,800:

select deptid, min(salary) as &xq.minimum salary',

  max(salary) as &xq.maximum salary'

  from emp

  where deptid in (3100, 4000, 6666)

 1999



 Using

  group by deptid

  having avg(salary) > 37800

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

          DEPTID         MINIMUM SALARY         MAXIMUM SALARY

            3100               20000.00               65000.00

            6666               76000.00              240000.00

     END OF REPORT

Query 4

List information on employees earning less than the average salary:

select lastname, salary

  from emp

  where salary <

     (select avg(salary)

      from emp) ! display

                                   EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

                     LASTNAME                       SALARY

                  ───────────────                 ───────────

                  JENSEN                             37000.00

                  JACOBI                             55000.00

                  TYRO                               20000.00

                  DOUGH                              33000.00

                  HEAROWITZ                          33000.00

                  GRANGER                            34500.00

                  GALLWAY                            33000.00

                  LITERATA                           37500.00

                  ANGELO                             18000.00

                  MCDOUGALL                          18000.00

                  PENMAN                             39000.00

                  JACKSON                            34000.00

 2000
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                  ZEDI                               37000.00

     END OF REPORT

Chapter 4 Answers

Table Query 1

List the average salary for employees in the Boston office:

select count(*) as &xq.number of boston employees', avg(salary)

      as &xq.average salary'

  from emp, boston

  where emp.empid = boston.empid

                             EMPLOYEE/BOSTON REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

              NUMBER OF BOSTON EMPLOYEES             AVERAGE SALARY

              ──────────────────────────             ──────────────

                                       7                   74142.85

     END OF REPORT

Table Query 2

List all employees in the Springfield office who are programmer/analysts:

select emp.lastname, joblist.title, springfield.city

  from emp, joblist, springfield

  where emp.empid = springfield.empid and

  emp.empid = joblist.empid and

  joblist.title = &xq.programmer/anaylst'

                       JOBLIST/EMPLOYEE/SPRINGFIELD REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

 2001
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           LASTNAME                  TITLE                    CITY

        ───────────────       ────────────────────       ───────────────

        DOUGH                 PROGRAMMER/ANALYST         SPRINGFIELD

        HEAROWITZ             PROGRAMMER/ANALYST         SPRINGFIELD

        GRANGER               PROGRAMMER/ANALYST         SPRINGFIELD

        GALLWAY               PROGRAMMER/ANALYST         SPRINGFIELD

     END OF REPORT

Table Query 3

List the average salary of the managers in table DEPT:

select avg(salary) as &xq.average manager salary'

  from emp, dept

  where emp.empid = dept.mgrid

                              EMP/DEPARTMENT REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

                             AVERAGE MANAGER SALARY

                                          128333.33

     END OF REPORT

Table Query 4

List all employees who are either programmer/analysts, paste-up artists, or a brainstorming manager:

select emp.lastname, joblist.title

  from emp, joblist

  where joblist.title in (&xq.programmer/analyst', &xq.paste-up artist',

     &xq.mgr brainstorming') and

     joblist.empid = emp.empid

                             JOBLIST/EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

 2002
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                  LASTNAME                         TITLE

               ───────────────              ────────────────────

               DOUGH                        PROGRAMMER/ANALYST

               HEAROWITZ                    PROGRAMMER/ANALYST

               GRANGER                      PROGRAMMER/ANALYST

               GALLWAY                      PROGRAMMER/ANALYST

               ANGELO                       PASTE-UP ARTIST

               MCDOUGALL                    PASTE-UP ARTIST

               PAPAZEUS                     MGR BRAINSTORMING

     END OF REPORT

Record Query 1

List each employee's job title and salary:

select employee.emp-last-name-0415, job.job-title-0440,

  emposition.salary-amount-0420

  from employee, emposition, job

  where emp-emposition and job-emposition

                         JOB/EMPOSITION/EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

      EMP-LAST-NAME-0415          TITLE-0440          SALARY-AMOUNT-0420

      ──────────────────     ────────────────────     ──────────────────

      O'HEARN                PROGRAMMER TRAINEE                 38000.00

      TYRO                   PROGRAMMER TRAINEE                 20000.00

      WILCO                  MGR THERMOREGULATION               80000.00

      GARFIELD               MGR INTERNL SOFTWARE               65000.00

      RUPEE                  MGR INTERNL SOFTWARE               76000.00

      JOHNSON                PERSONNEL CLERK                    13500.00

      FITZHUGH               PERSONNEL CLERK                    13000.00

      BLOOMER                PAYROLL CLERK                      15000.00

      ARM                    STURM/DRANG ADMIN                  46000.00

      WAGNER                 STURM/DRANG ADMIN                  47000.00

      ORGRATZI               RECRUITER/INTERVWR                 39000.00

      BANK                   MGR PUBLIC RELATIONS               80000.00

      ANDALE                 SNOWBLOWER                         33500.00

                                      - 1 -

Record Query 2

For each job assigned to more than one employee, list the number of employees assigned to the job and their average
salaries:

 2003
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select job.title-0440, count(*) as &xq.number of jobs',

      avg(emposition.salary-amount-0420) as &xq.average salary'

  from employee, emposition, job

  where emp-emposition and job-emposition

  group by job.title-0440

  having count(*) > 1

                              JOB/EMPOSITION REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

             TITLE-0440            NUMBER OF JOBS       AVERAGE SALARY

        ────────────────────       ──────────────       ──────────────

        COMPUTER OPERATOR                       3             20333.33

        DATA ENTRY CLERK                        4             13937.50

        DATABASE ADMIN.                         2             55000.00

        DOCUMENTATION SPEC                      2             41250.00

        MGR BRAINSTORMING                       3             83333.33

        MGR COMPUTER OPS                        3             68333.33

        MGR INTERNL SOFTWARE                    2             70500.00

        PASTE-UP ARTIST                         2             17500.00

        PERSONNEL CLERK                         2             13250.00

        PR WRITER                               2             38000.00

        PROGRAMMER TRAINEE                      2             29000.00

        PROGRAMMER/ANALYST                      6             35500.00

        RAINMAKER                               3             46166.66

                                      - 1 -

Record Query 3

List each employee's manager:

select worker.last-name-0415 as &xq.staff', supervisor.last-name-0415

  as &xq.project leader'

  from employee worker, employee supervisor, structure

 2004
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  where reports-to.worker and manages.supervisor

  order by worker.emp-last-name-0415

                            EMPLOYEE/EMPLOYEE REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

                      STAFF                     PROJECT LEADER

                 ───────────────                ───────────────

                 ANDALE                         MAKER

                 ANGELO                         BANK

                 ARM                            MAKER

                 BANK                           BOWER

                 BANK                           WILDER

                 BLOOMER                        JENSON

                 BOWER                          BANK

                 BREEZE                         MAKER

                 CLOTH                          WILCO

                 CLOUD                          WILDER

                 CLOUD                          MOON

                 CRANE                          RUPEE

                 CROW                           MAKER

                                      - 1 -

Chapter 5 Answers

Query 1

List the jobs for which employees earn more than $65,000:

select *

  from joblist

  where exists (select *

                  from emp

                  where emp.jobid=joblist.jobid and

                  salary > 65000)

 2005
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                                 JOBLIST REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

         EMPID         CLASS        JOBID                TITLE

           0003           71          3001        MGR INTERNL SOFTWARE

           0007           72          4001        MGR PUBLIC RELATIONS

           0015           72          5001        MGR BRAINSTORMING

           0471           72          5001        MGR BRAINSTORMING

           0030           93          9001        PRESIDENT

           0472           81          9005        DIR CORP CONFUSION

     END OF REPORT

Query 2

List openings for jobs that command salaries in the range $35,000 to $40,000:

select class, jobid, title

  from joblist

  where not exists

    (select * from emp where emp.jobid=joblist.jobid)

    and exists

      (select * from jobclass where jobclass.class=joblist.class

       and minsalary >= 35000 and maxsalary <= 40000)

                                 JOBLIST REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

             CLASS            JOBID                    TITLE

                43              1023            RECRUITER/INTERVWR

                33              4023            PHOTOGRAPHER

                43              5023            RAINDANCE CONSULTANT

                43              5035            HUMIDITY CONTROL CLK

     END OF REPORT

Query 3

 2006



 Using

List all employees in the Springfield office who have this job title: &xq.Programmer/Analyst':

select * from springfield where exists

    (select * from employee where employee.empid = springfield.empid

    and exists

        (select * from joblist where employee.empid = joblist.empid and

        joblist.title = &xq.programmer/analyst'))

                               SPRINGFIELD REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

     EMPID       LASTNAME        STARTYEAR    OFFICECODE         CITY

     ─────    ───────────────    ─────────    ──────────    ───────────────

      0024    DOUGH                 080876    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0029    GALLWAY               101081    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0028    GRANGER               052780    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0027    HEAROWITZ             090981    001           SPRINGFIELD

     END OF REPORT

Query 4

List all departments that have no associated employee:

select *

from dept

where not exists

  (select * from emp

   where emp.deptid = dept.deptid) ! display

                                  DEPT REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

 2007



 Using

       DEPTID                      DEPTNAME                      MGRID

         1000      PERSONNEL                                       0013

         2000      ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL                          0011

         3200      COMPUTER OPERATIONS                             0004

         5100      BRAINSTORMING                                   0015

         5200      THERMOREGULATION                                0349

         5300      BLUE SKIES                                      0321

     END OF REPORT

Chapter 6 Answers

Query 1

List employees in the Boston and Springfield offices, including commuters. Display the report in order of last name:

select * from boston

union

select * from springfield

  order by 2

                                  BOSTON REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

     EMPID       LASTNAME        HIREDATE    OFFICECODE         TOWN

     ─────    ───────────────    ────────    ──────────    ───────────────

      0466    ANDALE               061582    002           BOSTON

      0120    ANGELO               090879    002           BOSTON

      0457    ARM                  012365    002           BOSTON

      0007    BANK                 043078    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0007    BANK                 043078    002           BOSTON

      0069    BLOOMER              050580    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0069    BLOOMER              050580    002           BOSTON

      0119    BOWER                121477    002           BOSTON

      0467    BREEZE               022980    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0004    CRANE                051477    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0024    DOUGH                080876    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0032    FERNDALE             090979    001           SPRINGFIELD

      0329    FINN                 061679    001           SPRINGFIELD

                                      - 1 -

Query 2

List the average salaries of employees in the Boston and Springfield offices:

 2008
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select avg(salary) as &xq.average salary', town as city

  from boston, emp

  where boston.empid = emp.empid

  group by town

union

select avg(salary), city

  from springfield, emp

  where springfield.empid = emp.empid

  group by city ! display

                                BOSTON/EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

                 AVERAGE SALARY                     CITY

                 ──────────────                ───────────────

                       49500.00                SPRINGFIELD

                       74142.85                BOSTON

     END OF REPORT

Query 3

List all the employees in the Springfield and Weston offices whose jobid is 3001 or 5001:

select lastname, city

  from weston, emp

  where weston.empid=emp.empid

 2009
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     and jobid in (3001, 5001)

union

select lastname, city

  from springfield, emp

  where springfield.empid=emp.empid

     and jobid in (3001, 5001) ! display

                                EMP/WESTON REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

              LASTNAME              JOBID                CITY

           ───────────────          ──────          ───────────────

           GARFIELD                   3001          SPRINGFIELD

           PAPAZEUS                   5001          WESTON

           RUPEE                      3001          SPRINGFIELD

     END OF REPORT

Final Query

Contents

For each job, list the number of employees greater than 1 who each the minimum salary for the job's class. Display the
report in order of job title:

select joblist.title, count(*) as &xq.number of employees',

    avg(salary) as salary

  from joblist, emp

  where exists (select * from jobclass

                  where emp.class=jobclass.class and

                  emp.salary = jobclass.minsalary)

    and joblist.empid=emp.empid

  group by title

  having count(*) > 1

  order by title ! display

                               JOBLIST/EMP REPORT

                                    mm/dd/yy

               TITLE               NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES         SALARY

        ────────────────────       ───────────────────       ───────────

 2010
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        PASTE-UP ARTIST                              2          18000.00

        PROGRAMMER/ANALYST                           3          33000.00

     END OF REPORT

Glossary

Glossary

Additional selection criteria

Logical expressions, logical record keywords, and criteria expressions for subscripted fields that you use to tell OLQ which
rows of data to retrieve for your report. Additional selection criteria are specified in the Additional selection criteria field of
the Selection criteria screen.

Aggregate function

A function that performs a predefined operation on a group of report rows. Examples of aggregate functions are: average,
high value, low value, count, and total.

ASF (Automatic System Facility)

A tool in IDMS/DB used to create and manage tables. Once you have created a table using OLQ, you can use ASF to
modify the table definition.

ASF dictionary

An alternate data dictionary used by ASF. You must be using the ASF dictionary when you are creating data tables.

ASF table

A presentation of data as a series of rows and columns from a table associated with the IDMSR schema.

Batch

Batch processing means that the user doesn't have to interact with the computer system in order to perform a function.
Usually, a batch job is set up in advance (such as when you fill out your Batch Processing screen). Once the job has
started running, you cannot intervene except to suspend execution.

Built-in function

A function that performs a predefined string, arithmetic, date/time, or trigonometric calculation on your report rows.
Examples of built-in functions are: substring, Gregorian date, cosine, and square root.

Code table

A table defined in the data dictionary that contains corresponding pairs of values. One column in the table lists internal
code values that are used to efficiently store the data in the database. The other column in the table lists external values
that are used in programs or reports.

For example, a STATE code table could represent the STATE column as 01 in the internal (encoded) expression and
Alabama in the external (decoded) expression.

Column

A vertical division in a table. A column represents a category of information. For example, employee last name.

Column alignment

An editing feature that determines how report data columns align under the column headers. Options are left, right, and
center.

Column header

A header at the top of each column of report data.
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COMPUTE statement

An OLQ syntax statement used to perform calculations in the menu facility. Any time you specify a built-in or aggregate
function, OLQ creates a COMPUTE statement. You can also provide your own COMPUTE statement.

Current report

The report you're working on in an active OLQ session. If you retrieve a saved report, OLQ clears out the current report.

Data dictionary

The storage facility used by Broadcom products as a central source for data definitions, modules, and run-time
information. Qfile definitions are stored in the data dictionary.

Database view

Another term for subschema.

Destination

When you print a report, you specify an output destination where the report is to be printed. Usually, the destination is a
file associated with a printer.

Display sequence

A numeric sequence listed on OLQ report formatting screens. The numbers in the display sequence correspond to the
order in which report columns are displayed.

Element

The smallest significant unit of data in an IDMS/DB database. Record elements correspond to columns in a table. For
example, DEPT-ID-0410 is an element.

External picture

A code that defines the way your column value is formatted in your report. The external picture is used to add punctuation
(for example, commas) and special characters (for example, dollar signs) to your column data display.

Group by all

A report total including all rows in your report. Group by all means the same thing as report total.

Group computation

A calculation that OLQ performs on a report group.

Group field

A report column whose value is used to divide your report rows into groups. For example, you could list all of the
company's employees grouped according to which department they work in. In this case, DEPARTMENT NAME is the
group field.

Input file

A file that contains input into a batch program.

Integrated Data Dictionary (IDD)

The Broadcom product used to access definitions stored in the data dictionary.

Interactive

A way of performing a function in which the computer system requires the user to provide input and then responds to that
input. An example would be OLQ menu mode. Another term to describe interactive processing is online.

Interrupt count
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The maximum number of records OLQ will retrieve when building a report. If the number of records that meet the selection
criteria for that report exceeds the interrupt count, OLQ suspends data retrieval and issues a message asking you if you
want to continue to retrieve records.

Job control language

A language used to define the special requirements of your batch program to the system. Job control language (JCL)
statements name input and output files, the name of your program, and your output destination.

Join

A relational operation through which two or more tables are combined. Tables are joined based on columns that the tables
have in common.

Join criteria

A logical expression that compares like columns in two or more tables.

Output destination

Any type of device that receives the report that you have created as a result of your batch job. Output destinations can be
a printer, a terminal, or a log.

Output file

A file that contains the results of your batch program.

Page header

A title at the top of each page of your report.

Page footer

A title at the bottom of each page of your report.

Project

A relational operation through which only particular columns of a table are accessed.

Qfile definition

The OLQ syntax statements stored in the data dictionary when you create your qfile.

Record

A group of related elements. Records correspond to rows in a table. For example, DEPT-NAME-0410, DEPT-ID-0410,
and DEPT-HEAD-ID-0410 are all grouped into the DEPARTMENT record.

Report group

A set of report rows such that each row contains the same value of the group field. For example, the personnel
department is a report group with DEPARTMENT NAME as the group field. Each row in this group contains Personnel in
the DEPARTMENT NAME field.

Report subtotal

A computation applied to a report group. For example, if you grouped your employees by department, you could create
report subtotals that compute the average salary in each department.

Report total

A computation that includes all of the rows in your report. For example, you could compute the total sales revenue earned
by all of your employees. Note that a report total does not have to be a sum. It can also be an average, a counter, a high
value, or a low value.

Row
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A horizontal row in a table. A row represents one data occurrence. For example, information on each employee.

Retention period

The number of days your saved report file is kept in your directory. After the retention period has expired, the report file is
deleted.

Saved report

A report file maintained in your user directory that contains a copy of a current OLQ report.

Select

A relational operation through which only particular rows of a table are accessed.

Selection criteria

Logical expressions that you use to tell OLQ which rows of data to retrieve for your report. Selection criteria are specified
in the Selection criteria field of the Column Select screen.

Separator character

A character used to separate group computations from the rest of the report.

Sort

A way to order report rows. OLQ sorts the rows in your report based on the value of the sort field that you specify. Rows
can be sorted in ascending or descending order.

Sparse/Full option

An OLQ editing feature that determines how column values that repeat in consecutive rows are displayed:

Sparse
displays only the first of a repeating set of column values.

Full
displays all occurrences of the repeating value.

SQL table

A presentation of data as a series of rows and columns from a table associated with an SQL schema

Subschema

A view of the database that contains a subset of the records, elements, sets, and areas that make up the entire database.
A subschema usually views data that is functionally related.

For example, the personnel department uses a subschema that views employee information such as salary, date of hire,
and personal information. All of the information is held in the same database, but the personnel department views only the
information that it needs.

Summary computation

Another term for group computation.

Summary line

A report line that displays a group computation.
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Use Case Videos
IDMS offers the following use case videos to complement the documentation and demonstrate how to implement and use
product features.

Video Link Title and Description

IDMS REST API 1.0.1:
Provides an overview of the new features in the IDMS REST API
1.0.1 release. You can use IDMS compiler services, execute SQL
commands, view database metadata, and more.
The video is presented by Matthew Ball, Broadcom Mainframe
Division.
Run time: 6 min 10sec.
APIs and Integration Using Open Source Monitoring Tools:
Shows how you can use popular open-source tools to monitor
database performance metrics exposed by Zowe APIs. With little
or no coding you can collect data over time for deep analysis and
develop dashboards to display performance graphically.
The video is presented by David Ross, Software Architect,
Broadcom Mainframe Division.
Run time: 12 min 43 sec.
IDMS CLI Demonstration:
Gives an overview of the IDMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI. Zowe
CLI is a command-line interface that lets users interact with the
mainframe in a familiar format.
The IDMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI provides the ability to execute and
automate IDMS commands and administrative tasks.
Run time: 9 min 18 sec.
JDBC Access to Data in an IDMS Database:
Is the third video in the “IDMS Modernization” series and shows
the IDMS JDBC driver, another component of the IDMS Server
product.
The IDMS JDBC Driver is a great way for Java programs to
access data from IDMS, from any number of platforms and Java-
based tools. This driver is J2EE-compliant and provides support
for JDBC Connection Pooling and XA transaction processing.
Run time: 5 min 11 sec.
SQL Access to IDMS Network Data:
Demonstrates the ability to access your existing IDMS Network
database using ANSI standard SQL.
Run time: 2 min 18 sec.
ODBC Access to Data in an IDMS Database:
Shows how to provide a client/server and web-based access to
the data stored in your IDMS database.
Run time: 6 min 00 sec.
Enable SQL Applications to See IDMS Network Database
Structures:
Shows, in Version 19.0, how Virtual Keys expose network sets as
referential constraints and simplify database access.
Run time: 5 min 34 sec.
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